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MERCURY
New Bedford, Mass.

- CURLEY URGES REAL
IT TAX RELIEF
1NEW PROGRAM OF
TAXATION OUTLINED

lawn nf
Review% Accomplishments
• v.
: a new era
in the life of the nation. The chief
To the assembled legislators he
executive warned the legislators
recommended specific legislation
that the acceptance of the plan
covering these and a multitude of
"may be jeopardized by other plans
,
lesser problems, and reviewed
at which, while representing good
inthe same time the accomplishtentions and a desire to solve
a
ments of his administration in the
tremendous problem. may destroy
past legislative session.
the real objective sought, namely,
To raise sufficient new revenue the
welfare of the entire people."
to make it possible to wipe out the
As
present $10,000,000 State tax now ernor to "work and wages.- GovCurley had the following to
assessed on the cities and towns
say:. "With the funds that
have
of the Commonwealth. Governor
been made available through legCurley recommended the followislati
ve
action in the Commoning new tax plan:
wealth of Massachusetts, employ1. Continuation of the 10 perment
has
been furnished, and men
cent stir tax on individuals, esand women have been transferred
tates and cot
'
,orations.
from
welfa
re rolls to pay rolls, but
2. An increase in the three cent
it is accepted by every forward
per gallon tax on gasoline for
a
looking intelligent individual that
five year period.
both the Federal and State Govern.Special to The Ntercaryi
3. Doubling of the fee assessed
ments have their limitations and
on motor trucks operating in the
STATE HOUSE, Boston, Stetr
that in the last analysis it is to priv.
ate industry that we must look for
\`J'an. 1—With elimination of
4. Transfer to the General Fund
the ultimate transfer of the unemof receipts from the tax on intoxthe State tax as a means of icati
ployed to employment."
ng beverages not used for old
Hiutsrdous Work
directly relieving the burden age assistance.
5. Forty cents per gallon tax on
One of the governoett ant
on real estate and the need eneh proof gallon of alcohol.
recommendations for new legisla6. Two cent per package tax on
tion was the proposal for an
pr economy in government cigar
ettes and coiresponding tax
expansion of the Workmen's Comas the keynote of his mes- on tobacco products
pensation Act to provide coverage
7. Five dollar tax on slot mafor nurses employed in institusage, Governor James M. Cur- chines.
tions. -The work of these men
5. Increase of from three and a
and women is equally as hazardley, addressing a joint con- i half
to !iv e percent in the State'
one as persons in the law enforce
of the handle at dog racing
vention of the Senate and share
ing or fire protection branches of
tracks.
the public service, since they are
House of Representatives,
Recommends Committee
constantly exposed to the danger
in
of disease and death, and in my
To bring about economy
the first meeting of the 1936
in state
opinion, are entitled
gover
to
the governor recomprolegislative session, outlined a mendsnment
tection." the governor declared.
the appointment of a comStressing the need for reorganmittee consisting
new tax program and
six legislators
ization of the State Department
pro- and 10 persons of
representing the
posed a study which would real estate and business interests of Labor and Industries as
essential
if
the
of the Commonwealth.
interests
of
Another
put the Commonwealth's
employer, employe and taxpayer
bud- study which the governor stressed
alike
are
get system on a al debit and as essential ie that of the appoint- executive to he served, the chief
renewed
his
ment of a commission of recog
recomnized
mendation for legislation to permit
credit stan
authorities on taxation, inclu
ding
the
Depa
rtme
nt
of
Labor to take
members of the Legislatur
In a me
e, entook him an hour
over the duties of the State Indusforced with ample funds to emplo
and 25 minittes to deliver
y
trial
Accid
ent
Board
Still another
.
every
before a
possible expert assistance, to
labor recommendation made by
joint session of the
House and revise the tax system of the ComSenate, the Governor
the
chief
executive
was the
monwealth.
the State's moat press declared
renewal of his proposal of raising
Governor Curley opened his
ing probadthe compulsory school age from
lems were:
dress with the unqualified
predic34 to 16 years.
1. Relief of the real
tion that the new year will
estat
mark
e
tax-For the first time since the!
payer.
"the end of the greatest depre
ssion
law has been in effect a definite
2. Increases in the
ever visited upon the American
capacity of
halt has been made in the steadily
people." He devoted a great deal
Staireaaistitut ions.
increasing cost ot placing a car on
3. Further labor law
of time discussing social security
reform. •
the road," the governor said in I
4. The increasing
legislation and promised that the
cost
pulsory automobile liabil of com- operation of the program for soity insurance.
cial justice would represent the

Saltonstall Comments
'Message Shouts
Extravagance'

discussing the compulsory auto-As another means of reducing
mobile
insurance statute.
"Al :he cost of the state government,
definite forward step has been :he chief executive recommended
taken in this matter in the elim- he adoption of a constitutional
ination of the guest from com• amendment to "make the unlearnpulsory insurance." He added that
Legislature possible, a reducthe costs can only be lowered by eral
membership and biennial
reducing the nunaber of claims and tion in
"There is no need for .
maintained this result could be sessions."
chambers today," the Govaccomplished by increasing the two declared.
.
personnel of the Registry of Motor ernor
Vehicles. Unless such provision is With a view to relieving the an- I
made, he asserted, "I can see no xieties of aging judges and to imhlternative other than a repeal of prove the judicial service of the
the compulsory insurance law." He Commonwealth, the Governor retherefore renews his recommenda- commended legislation permitting
tion for more motor vehicle a judge of any of the three courts
Inspectors
there
is of State wide jurisdiction, upon
declaring
need for immediate and drastic reaching the age of 70, to retire
action. "Racketeering upon spuri- voluntarily at full salary. Such a
ous claims by venal attorneys in provision is now in force with recollosion with doctors and pro- spect to Federal justices, the chief
fessional
claimants
must
be executive
the
law
reminded
stopped," he warned. "A great makers.
industry
which
is
threatened
The Legislature was bitterly dewith destruction through criminal nounced by the Governor for its
exploitation must be conserved." failure to provide the necessary
He also suggested consideration of funds to construct a new hospital
whether law violators should be for the criminally insane. "The
required to install governors on duplicity praeticed in 1935 through
their cars limiting operation to 30 the autftoriegtion for the establishmiles per hour as a condition oil ment of a hospital for the crimcontinued license.
inally insane at a cost of $1,750,000
Home Owner Burden
without making provision for the
The reduction in mortgage in- money savors of a low order of
terest rate from 6 to 5% percent knavery without precedent in the
has lightened the burden on home history of the Commonwealth," the
owners, but the chief executive Governor declared. He recomexpressed the opinion that in view mended that the institution be
of the plenitude of money a further constructed at Norfolk and be
reduction might well be made.
supervised by the mental diseases
Support is given by the governor, department.
in another recommendation, to the
Enlarge Institutions
report of the special recess commission which studied the subject "The institutions for the mentalof consumer credit. The commis- ly ill should be enlarged to accomsion favored the enactment of a modate 2,000 patients each as speedily as possible," the governor asuniform instalment sales law.
Still another recommendation serted. "This would mean the enlargement
of 12 state institutions,
which the governor renewed in his
second message to the legislature providing for a total of 24,000 menis that steps be taken to promote tal patients." He also favored the
economic education not only in construction of a new state school
the secondary schools but among for feeble minded children. Rethe adult population. He maintained ferring to the delay in the necesthat it would be advisable to ap- sary mental diseases building propoint a commission to study the gram the governor stated that "attempts to gloss over this situation
eubject
He favored expansion of the so- upon the plea of overburdening the
called Housing Authority Act, to taxpayer should no longer be tolthe end that cities and towns be erated, and we should meet a conauthorized to raise and appropriate dition and a situation, the further
money and to pay it over to the disregarding of which should stamp
Housing authorities to assist in the the lawmaking bodies of Massaprosecution of slum clearance and chusetts as both unworthy and unfit."
low-cost housing projects.
Indicating that the special state
"The Unemployment Insurance
Act," the governor Informed the commission on sliding scales is
preparing a plan which it believes
legislators,
"should
ultimately will materially
prove a panacea for industrial de- electric rates reduce the gas and
throughout the state
pressions
through
maintaining Governor Curley sponsored the
enwithin the ranks of the consumers actment of a so-called
contract law
the unemployed men and women by which the public
utilities departof the nation as well as the aged, ment by agreement with the
comwho, without legislation of this panies, or otherwise, could fix a
character, would be without the fair rate of return, a fair rate
funds necessary not only for the base and the basis of participation
maintenance of their families, but by the public and companies in
would be unable to aid private in- excess earnings of public utilities
dustry, through the absence of engaged in the distribution of gas
purchasing power."
and electricity.
Because of the recent report that
Into Other States
there
are more than 1,000 persons
To insure the public safety, the
who
are not qualified in either
governor recommended that immediate steps be taken, in accord- medicine or surgery conducting
ance with recent Federal legisla- business in Massachusetts as phytion, to allow law-enforcing officials sicians or surgeons, the governor
of one state to pursue law violators asked the Central Court to pass a
to require such professional
into another state. "The advan- statute
men to pass a test and pay an antages enjoyed by organized crime
through speedy motor vehicles, nual registration fee before being
the radio, able attorneys, and allowed to practice in Massachuother agencies cannot be success- setts. Other health measures recfully combated until such time as ommended by the governor were
a portion of the fetters with which the abandonment of the Rutland
legal restrictions bind law-enforc- State Hospital and the construc,ng agencies have been removed," tion of a new institution there and
:he governor declared in making .
:his reCommendation.

provide additional accommodations
for employees at the Pondville
Cancer Hospital.
Capitol Addition
As another part of his • public
buildings program the Commonwealth's chief executive called upon
the Legislature to appropriate
`1,000,000 for the construction of an
addition to the State Capitol. He
reminded the law makers that the
state is paying $80,000 annually to
house offices of state functions.
With the creation of the State
Planning Board the need for the
Planning
Division
Metropolitan
ceases to exist, the governor declared, favoring abolition of the division. There is no valid reason
for the continuance of the division,
he stated.
Numerous changes in the district
court system were outlined to the
senators and representatives by the
governor. They include: Prohibit
practice by the district court justices in civil eases in their own
courts; establishment of district
courts on a circuit basis; give presiding justices the option of sitting
full time with adequate compensation and appointments of presiding
justices should be made on that
basis in the future; remuneration
of special justices on an hourly
basis.
Referring to the Commonwealth's
penal institutions, the governor renewed his recommendation for the
e6,:..ndonment of the State Prison
at Charlestown and the housing of
felons at Norfolk. He also suggested
the appointment of a committee to
study the placing of state wards,
the segregation of prisoners, establishment of an institution for the
care and treatment of persons afflicted with social diseases and radical changes in the parole system of
the State.
"I believe the time has come to
make a thorough study of the tax
problem and the expenditure problem of our state and local governments, and to prepare a comprehensive tax and expenditure program," the governor declared in
stressing the point that insufficient
attention has been given the subject.
"I recommend that legislation be
passed having for its objective the
securing of revenue sufficient in
amount to obviate the necessity of
laying any 'State tax' upon the
cities and towns, as a means of relieving real estate of the inequitable burden that it is now required
to bear."
Eliminate State Tax
He said the 10 percent sur tax
"will tend to eliminate the state
tax and thus help to reduce the
burden on the home owner," The
increase in the gasoline tax would
be in accordance with thi recognized policy of broadening the tax
base, he declared. Doubling of the
motor truck fees would, the Governor asserted. Provide revenue
where sorely needed and without
hardship. Taxation of proof alcohol would remove this products
unfair competitive advantage over
those engaged in the alcoholic
beverages business, the Governor
stated.
The proposed increase state
share on dog racing would work
no hardship to the operators and
would prove beneficial to the Commonwealth through increasing the
revenue approximately $250,000,
the chief executive reminded the
legislators. His suggested tax on
tobacco, the Governor maintained,
heavily on any inwould
.. ... not _fall

C.

cnviaitat, white the lax on slot machides would aid the entailer merchants of the Commonwealth.
Governor Curley renewed his
commendations for the appropriation of $100,000 to advertise the
recreational advantages of the
State and a like amount for the
conservation of bird and fish life.
He asked that steps be taken to
erect a war memorial and suggested the appointment of a committee to represent the State at
the Harvard College Tercentenary
exercises.
In conclusion the governor declared that his tax program represents only a portion of what is
possible, provided the question of
ways and means of economizing.
and at the same time more efficient
conducting of the departments of
the state, Is answered. He closed
with the recommendation for the
appointment of a committee to
study economy in government.

'"I am in favor of some plan to . nitional facilities for housing
mental defectives and would ilkProvide for the retirement of
.ludges,” Cabot asserted, "but I
to have public believe hie prodshould certainly be concerned at
*cessors in office and the Iegisthe prospect of giving anyone the
lature were responsible. He forpower to forcibly retire all Judges
gets that he was presented at the
at the age of 70. la would mean
last session with an adequate progiving the governor the opporgram of building, but preferred
tunity to obtain absolute control
to insist on an appropriation tot
over the courts of the
highways and sidewalks."
late. It
would be far better to take the
Quotations from Message
chance of having to get along with
Boston, Jan. 2.—(AP)—Quo•
one or two judges from time to
tations from Governor James M.
time who might bb approaching
Curley's annual message to the
§enilIty Loan it would be to three
legislature:
overboard a large section of the
"Work and wages"—"The legbest members of the bench."
islature provided funds not only
Taxpayers' Group Wants Economy
grudgingly but in such limited
Sow
amount as to make impossible
Thatgoverewe's-tax recimunenthe complete fulfillment of the
:lotion Was ciftielzed by'Normat
pledge of work and wages."
McDonald, of the !eassitentiset
Townsend
plan — Although
Federation of Taxi-avers antioefa
many thousands of well-intentions. He declared "he seems to
Draws Comment
dolled Americans believe that the
social seenrity program does not
Curley's message drew immediate want economical reforms in the
comment from two men who have interests of the taxpayers, but
go far enough, in the judgment
been in opposition to his adminis- only after he himself is out of toe
of competent authorities, it is
tration. One, Leverett Saltonstall, state house. What the people want
the one plan which the public is
Speaker of the House of Repre- and what they are going to insist
sentatives, and candidate for the upon is economy right now anal prepared to accept. Its acceptance. however, may be jeopardRepublican nomination for goverrelief from the depressing burden !zed by other plans, which,
nor this year, remarked:
while
the
burdening
"Bluntly, the message shouts ex- of taxation that is
representine good intentions and
who owns
travagance and whispers economy." life of everybody
a desire to solve a tremendous
Senator Henry Parkman, Jr., of property in the state."
problem, may destroy the real
Boston, a consistent foe of the govCigarette Tax Opposed
objective sought, namely, the
ernor, commented that the message
to
The governor a propobal
welfare of the people.
"was long and pretty dull," addlevy a tau cent tax on eacu pact.Nurses—"I accordingly recoming:
"Out of a welter of vague quan- Lge of c.garettes also was opposed. mend such additions to existing
liostoa
tities and the usual high sounding Clarence D. Hunter, a
law as would make possible the
phrases liberally sprinkled with a holeaaler, and Clarence Marsh- inclusion of this very deserving
adjectives, I detected a few spe- man. of Springfield, need 01 the
croup (nurses) within the procific suggestions with which I am state retail tobacco dealers, anvisions of the Workmen's comIn hearty accord."
would
nounced both organizations
pensation act."
bold special meetings a ithin s
Forty-eight hour law — "The
N.-eek to map plans
for blocking
adoption of this humane measure
any,,arova Inlay tobacco
GAZETTE
of IeviIattnn has medal neeeessee
'The governor's address sound- the
employment of some 2,500
Northampton, Mass.
ed well. • Saltonstall said, "but women and
men, and while it has
, even a hurried analysis of his increased the
cost of conducting
ijio
recommendations reveals several the
irualtutions of the
state,
inconsistencies.
should Aloft!)
, be reflected in an
"In one statement he accuses improvement
1
both physically and
the legislature of being under- mentall:of its real beaeficiaries
handed in passing a bill and in —the
wards of the state."
another declares that it is fortuMinors—"Good citizenship as
nate the legislature acted as it well as
personal opportunity nedid on the same bill.
cessitates the raising of the
"The governor makes several
school-leaving age from 14 to
recommendations for the con"Shoats Extravagance and rtruction of public buildings, but 16."
Compulsory insurance—"There
omits to state how the money is is need
Vlispers Economy," Says
for immediate and drastic
to be raised.
action. It is worthy of your conSaltonstall
reducing
"He talks freely of
sideration whether violators of
the coat of government. But in the
automobile laws may not be
Boston, Jan. 2.—(AP)—Blunt this respect merely suggests that
and sharp criticism of Governor a study be made—the findingt, required to install governors on
James M. Curley's meesage to of course, to be made to the le,: theft- cars limiting operation to
the second session of the 1491.n islature after the governor's term 30 miles per hour as a condition
of continued license."
Massachusetts legislature came has expired."
.
Installment
selling — "Many
today from a state senator and
The governor has announced
the speaker of the house, bolo himself a candidate for the Dein- abuses . . . so much confusion
and evasion In the statement
Republicans.
of
ocratic nomination for U. S. seninterest rates on unpaid balances,
"Bluntly, it shouts extrava- ator.
that it is next to impossible
gance and whispers economy,
for
"It is significant." Saltonstall
aid Speaker Leverett Seitonstali t-aid, "that the governor's attack the consumer to find out the true
rate
he
will be obliged to pay."
Of the Democratic, governor t has shifted from the executive
„afessage, delivered yesterday,
council to the legislature. Last theMortgage rates — "In view of
plentitude of money and the
"A welter of vague generali• year he wanted the executive
lee," was the comment of State council abolished. Now he con- low interest rates paid by the fiduciary institutions, there
!senator Henry Parkman.
is, in
trols it, he makes no reference to my
opinion, need for further reits Retirement Plan for Judge. it whatever."
duction."
Charles L. Cabot, secretary of
Senator Parkman, referring to
Housing — "Unwholesome,
the Boston Bar association, do- that part of Governor Curley s
unhealthful,
unsightly
tenement
:cribed the retirement plan for message pertaining to the hous- property,
sometimes termed slum
judges as "awful under the cir- ing of mental defectives, said:
areas, is apparently
destined to
governor
showed
some
eunistances.".
"The
remain with us until such
time as
on the failure to provide ad- •
-heat
....

1

T

Y MESSAGE
IS CRIFTIC ZED

r

-

IN\
tu sue .....sessee3 ut public health
and public decency we possess
sufficient determination and courage to terminate the same."
Legislature — "I recommend
the adoption of a constitutional
amendment to make the unicameral legislature possible, a reduction in membership, and biennial
sessions."
State institutions — "Neither
the plea of political expediency
nor the demand for economy at
the expense of those whose plea
for consideration has so long
been denied will justify failure to
report the required financial legislation so essential to the well being of the mental defectives and
so necessary to the honor of the
cotemonwealth."
tItility rates—"The consumers
of the commonwealth should share
til any returns to the companies
in excess earning, should take the
form of reduced rates."
Physicians' registration—"Persons engaged in occupations less
dangerous to the public welfare
are required to pass. certain tests.
There can be no valid argument
pressed to exclude physicians and
surgeons."
State House building—"I recommend that an appropriation in
the sum of $1,000,000 be made
available for the erection of an
addition to the state capitol."
Finance — "It is gratifying to
me to know the fiscal year end
found the state treasury with the
largest free cash balance during
the last five years—$2,486,043."

,
GAZETTE
Northampton, Mass.

TAXING CIGARETTES
The recommendation of Governor Cy that Massachusetts
impose a tax ef two cents on
each package o: cigarettes, with
a corresponding levy on other
tobacco products, the revenue to
go to the state's general fund
and help eliminate the state tax
or &les and towns, may not meet
from
much enthusiasm
with
cigarette smokers nor tobacco
nr anufacturers. Yet it is a fact
that a majority of the states in
the Union already impose taxes
of various amounts upon cigarettes and other forms of tobacco.
As the governor says, "this form
of taxation lays a very light
hand upon the shoulders of the
taxpayers, and, being controlled
by the extent to which the use
of tobacco is employed, prevents
any heavy burden from failing at
any time upon any individual,
but in the aggregate represents
a very substantial source of reve-

nue for the relief of the home
owner."
While some smokers will object strenuously to the tax, the
experience of other states does
not indicate that consumption of
tobacco will be greatly affected,
assuming the new levy is adopted
oo all tobacco products. In some
cases where states have attempted to tax cigarettes only, there
has been a marked falling off of
cigarette sales, with an increase
In consumption of smoking tobacco. But with all forms of tobacco
teyed, the drop in retail sales
should be only small and temporary.
One of the troublesome problems which may be expected, of
.course, if the proposed tax is enacted, is the sale of "bootleg"
cigarettes on which the extra tax
has not been collected. This situation may be expected to be especially acute in cities near the
borders of any states where a
lower tax, or no state tax at all,
Is imposed, and in sections where
there. are easy outlets for contraband of this sort. The same
problem exists in connection with
the federal tax on cigarettes,
however. It will be recalled that
Boston revenue agents, assisted
by other governmental agents, ,
recently raided a number of es- I
tablishments where it was alleged that tobacco products on I
which no federal tax had been
paid were being sold or dis- I
tributed.
In spite of a federal tax of sixl
cents on every pack of 20 cigarettes, plus state levies in a number of states, cigarette consumption is increasing in the United
States, and it is estimated that
141,000,000,000 cigarettes will
have been smoked in the year
ending next June 30. This means•
more than 6,000,000 miles of
rielgaspelesagiRerietaimisaAseat,
o end.
sesramseasmigrag.

p

EAGLE
Pittsfield, Mass.
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CRITICISM IS
GIVEN SOME OF
niRLV'S PLANS
Boston ar Association
Official Hits Judges' Retirement Program
Sees Possibility ot Governor Getting Control of
Courts of State
BOSTON, Jan. 2, (M.—Blunt and
sharp criticism of Governor James
M. Curley's message to the second
session of the 149th Massachusetts
Legislature came today from more
places than one.
Charles L. Cabot, secretary of the
Boston Bar Association, described
the retirement plan for judges as
"awful under the circumstances."
"I am in favor of some plan to
provide for the retirement of
judges," Cabot asserted, "but I
should certainly be concerned at
the prospect of giving anyone the
power to forcibly retire all judges
at the age of 70. . . . It would
mean giving the Governor the opportunity to obtain absolute control
over the courts of the State. . .
It would be far better to take the
chance of having to get along with
one or two judges from time to time
who might be approaching senility
than it would be to overthrow a
large section of the best members
of the bench."
Tax Recommendation Attacked
The Governor's tax recommendation was criticized by Norman McDonald, of the Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers' Associations.
He declared "He seems to want
economical reforms in the interests
of the taxpayers, but only after he
himself is out of the State House.
What the people want and what
they are going to insist upon is
economy right now and relief from
the depressing burden of taxation
that'is burdening the life of everybody who owns property in the
State.
Opposes Cigarette Tax
The Governor's proposal to levy a
two cent tax on each package of
cigarettes also was opposed. Clarence D. Hunter, a Boston wholesaler, and Clarence Marshman, of
Springfield, head of the State Retail Tobacco Dealers, announced
both organizations would hold special meetings within a v,erk to map
plans for .blOokirnF any
ieve to tax

tobacco.

Curley's Recommendations
For Action by the Legislature
Tax of two cents on each package
of cigarets and a corresponding
rate upon other tobacco products.
free of at least S5 a year on every slot
machine.
Continue for five years additional tax
on gasoline.
Double the fees for operation of motor
trucks "so that they will
he more nearly like the rates charged
by adjoining states for such
common carriers."
Tax of 40 cents on each proof gallon of
alcohol.
Increase from 31.1 to 5 percent handle taken
by State Racing
Commission on dog races.
Legislation to secure revenue to obviate necessity
of laying state
tax on cities and towns to relieve real estate.
Continue 10 percent assessment upon tax against
individuals,
estates and corporations.
Erection of addition to State Capitol at $1,000,000.
Voluntary retirement at age of 70 of statewide court
judges at
full salary, subject to further duty at request of chief
justice.
Prohibit practice by District Court judges in civil cases
in their
own courts.
District Courts to be established on a circuit basis.
Special justices to be paid on a per hour basis.
Unicameral Legislature with reduced membership
and biennial
sessions.
Abandon State Prison at Charlestown and utilize site
as receiving
station.
Imprison only first offenders at Concord Reformatory
to do
away with "college of crime."
Hospital, for criminally insane at Norfolk at cost of $1,750,000
.
Centrally located structure as World War Memorial to provide
accommodation for veterans of all wars.
Committee of legislators, real estate and business interests to
and report program for reducing cost of operating activities of the study
state.
Commission of recognized authorities on taxation and legislators
to develop program for reduction in the cost of government.
Practicing as physician or surgeon without the required annual
registration would be made a criminal offense.
Enlargement of institutions for mentally ill to accommodate
2,000 patients.
4
For benefit of gas and electric consumers, authorize Public
Utilities
Commission to determine by agreement with companies or otherwise
a fair rate of return, fair rate base and basis of participation by public
and companies in excess earnings.
Duties of State Industrial Accident Board to be taken over by
Department of Labor and Industries.
Drastic action to reduce spurious claims in automobile accidents
or repeal compulsory insurance law.
Discontinuance of employment of boys and girls under the age
of 16.
Increase powers of law enforcement officers in pursuing criminals
by eliminating by agreement border lines between states.
Amend existing law to conform with provisions of Federal act
on unemployment insurance.
Promote economic education for school pupils and adults.
Allow cities and towns to appropriate money to assist in slum
clearance and low-cost housing projects.

TIMES
Pawtucket, R. I.

Political Opponents Assail
Ctirley's Annual Message
BOSTON. Jan. 2 (AP)—Blunt anti
sharp criticism of Governor James
M. Curley's message to the second
session of the 149th Massachusetts
a
Legislature came today from
state senator and the speaker of
the House, both Republicans.
"Bluntly, it shouts extravagance
and whispers economy," said Speaker Leverett Saltonstall of the Democratic Governor's message, delivered yesterday.
"A welter of vague generalities,"
was the comment of State Senator
Henry Parkman.
CITES "INCONSISTENCIES."
"The Governor's address sounded
well Saltonstall said, "but even a
hurried analysis of the recommendations reveals several inconsistencies.
"In one statement he accuses the
Legislature of being underhanded
in passing a bill and in another declares that it is fortunate the Legislature acted as it did on the same
bill.
"The Governor makes several recommendations for the construction of public buildings, but omits
to state how the money is to be
raised.
"He talks freely of reducing the
cost of government, but in this respect merely suggests that a study
be made—the findings of course to
he made to the Legislature after
the Governor's term has expired."
SENATE CANDIDATE.
The Governor has announced
himself a candidate for the Democratic nomination for U. S. senator,
"It is significant," Saltonstall
said, "that the Governor's attack
has shifted from the executive
council to the Legislature. Last
year he wanted the executive council abolished, Now he controls it,'
he makes no reference to it whatever."
Senator Parkman, referring to
that part of Governor Curley's message pertaining to the housing of
mental defectives, said:
"The Governor showed some heat
on the failure to provide additional
facilities for housing mental defectives . . . and would like to have
the public believe his predecessors
In office and the Legislature were
responsible. He forgets that he
was presented at the last session
with an adequate program of building but preferred to insist on an al,
propriation for highways and sidewalks."
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/ High Lights of Curley Speech
need for further reduction.'
Housing — "Unwholesome, unBOSTON. Jan. 2 (API—Quota- healthful, unsightly tenement prop
CurM.
James
tions from Governor
erty, sometimes termed slum areas
ley's annual message to the LegisIs apparently destined to remain
lature:
with us until such time as. :n the
Work and Wages"—"The Legisla- interests of public health and pubture . . provided funds not only lic decency, we possess sufficient
grudgingly but in such limited determination and courage to teramount as to make impossible the minate the same."
complete fulfillment of the pledge
Legislature—"I recommend the
of work and wages."
adoption of a constitutional amendTownsend plan—"Although mans
ment to make the unicameral Legthousands of well-intentioned Amer- islature possible, a reduction in
icans believe that the social secur- membership and biennial sessions."
ity program does not go fat
State institutions—"Neither tho
enough, in the judgment of compe- plea of political expediency nor the
plan
tent authorities, it is the one
demand for economy at the exwhich the public are prepared to pense of those whose plea for conhowever,
accept. Its atceptance,
sideration has so long been denied
may be jeopardized by other plans, will justify failure to report the
ingood
g
representin
which, while
required financial legislation so estentions and a desire to solve a tre- sential to the wellbeing of the menthe
destroy
may
problem,
mendous
tal defectives and so necessary to
real objective sought, namely, the the honor of the commonwealth."
welfare of the people."
"REDUCED RATER."
WOULD AID NURSES.
Utility rates—"The consumers of
Nurses—"I accordingly recomshare in
mend such additions to existing the commonwealth should
and
law as would make possible the any returns to the companies
inclusion of this very deserving excess earnings should take the
group within the provisions of the form of reduced rates."
Physicians' registration — "Perworkmen's compensation act."
Forty-eight-hour law—"The adop- sons engaged in occupations less
legof
measure
tion of this humane
dangerous to the public welfare are
islation has made necessary the required to pass certain tests . .
employment of some 2500 women There can be no valid argument
and men and, while it has in- pressed to exclude physicians and
creased the cost of conducting the surgeons."
Institutions of the state, should
State House building—"I recomshortly be reflected in an Improve- mend that an appropriation in the
ment both physically and mentally sum of $1,000,000 be made availof its real beneficiaries—the wards able for the erection of an addition
of the state."
to the state Capitol."
Minors—"Good citizenship 119 well
Finance—"It Is gratifying to me
as personal opportunity necessi- to know the fiscal year-end found
tates the raising of the school-leav- the state treasury with . . • the
ing age from 14 to 16."
largest free cash balance during
Compulsory insurance—"T)'.ere is the last live years . . . $2,486.043."
need for immediate and drastic action. . . . It is worthy of your consideration whether violators of the
automobile laws may not be required to install governors on their
cars limiting operation to JO miles
per hour as a condition of continued license."
"ABUSES, CONFUSION."
Installment selline—"Manv abuses
. . . so much confusion and evasion in the statement of interest
rates on unpaid balances, that it is
next to impossible for the consumer to find out the true rate he
will be obliged to pay."
Mortgage rates—"In view of the
plenitude of money and the low interest rates paid by the fiduciary
instutions, there is, in my opinion,'
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Quotations From Gov,Curley's
i Annual Message to Legislature ,
BOSTON, Jan. 2, a';.—Quota- •
tions from Governor James M. Cur- 'dent determination and courage to
ley's annual message to the Legis- terminate the same."
lature:
Legislature—''I recommend the
"Work and wage's"—"The Legisconstitutional
a
of
adoption
lature . . provided funds not only
the unicammake
'amendment
to
grudgingly but in such limited
a reducpossible,
Legislature
eral
impossible
the
make
amount as to
complete fulfillment of the pledge tion in membership, and biennial
of work and wages."
sessions."
Townsend Plan—Although many
State inatitutions—''Neither the
thousands of well-intentioned Amer- plea of political experiency nor the
icans believe that the social se- demand for economy at the expense
curity program does not go far of those whose plea for con.sideration
enough, in the judgment of compe- has so long been denied will justify
tent authorities, it is the one plan failure to report the required finanwhich the public are prepared to ac- cial legislation so essential to the
cept. Its acceptance, however, may ; well being of the mental defectives
be jeopardized by other plans. and so necessary to the honor of the
which, while representing good in- ; Commonwealth."
tentions and a desire to solve a treUtility rates--The consumers of
mendous problem, may destroy the'the Commonwealth should share in
real objective sought, namely, the any return to the companies if exwelfare of the people."
cess earnings should take the form
recom- of reduced rates"
Nurses—"I accordingly
mend such additions to existing law
Physicians' registration—"Persons
as would make possible the inclu- engaged in occupations less dangersion of this very deserving group ous to the public welfare are re(nurses) within the provisions of quired to pass certain tests x x x
the workmen's compensation act."
there can be no valid argument
Forty-eight hour law—"The adop- pressed to exclude physicians and
tion of this humane measure of surgeons"
legislation has made necessary the
State House building—"I recomemployment of some 2500 women mend that an appropriation in the
and men, and while it has increased sum of $1,000,000 be made availthe cost of conducting the insti- able for the erection of an addition
tutions of the State, should shortly to the State Capitol,"
he raaflp.ntpd na n 011 nresvameim•
Finance—"It is gratifying to me to
physically and mentally of its real ; 1. know the fiscal year end found the
beneflciaries—the wards of the , State Treasury with x x x the largState.
est free cash balance during the
Minors—"Good
cit izenslup
as last five years x x x $2.486,043."
well as personal opportunity neees.sitatee the raising of the schoolleaving age from 14 to 16."
Need for Drastic Action
CompuLsory Insurance—"There is
need for immediate and drastic action • • " It is worthy of your consideration whether violators of the
I automobile laws may not be required to install governors on their
cars limiting operation to 30 miles
per hour as a condition of continued license."
Installment
Selling—Many
abuses
• so much confusion
and evasion in the statement. of
interest on unpaid balances, that
it is next to impassible for the consumer to find out the true rate he
will be obliged to pay."
Mortgage Rates—"In view of the
plentitude of Money and the low
interest rates paid by the fiduciary
institutions, there is, in my opinion, need for further reduction."
Housing — "Unwholesome,
unhealthful,
unsightly
tenement
property, sometimes termed slum
areas, Is apparently destined to remain with us until such time as in
the interests of public health and
public decency we possess suffic.
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A GOVERNOR SPEAKS

i

Representative Durant. with his ;
bill for an unicameral (1 chamber)
Legislature, seems to have stolen
some of Governor Curley's thunder, I
for the Executier-Tti his message,1
recommends that one bnanch of !
The Great and General Court
should be abolished. The single
chamber, under the plan. would
meet bienially.
One year ago the Governor sec=mended a reduction in the personnel of the Legislature. At the ;
same time he was for the abolition ;
of the Executive Council. Presumably, at that time, he never dreamed. even in his wildest, or most
lucid moments that he would be
given abeolute control of his advisory court. Now that he is the
whole thing there. abolition doesn't
look so good.
Nebraska has pointed the way to
unicamerals. This State seems not
to have given it deliberative thought
or accorded to it even cursory discussion. But it will have to face
the music soon or late. Meantime
the state whence came the Boy
Orator of the Platte will be intently watched in its experimentation.
The thief value of two legislative
bodies, of course, lies in the fact
that one serves as a check upon
the other. Hasty action in one
board may be followed by more reflect:ye functioning in the other. 1
As to the repeal of the pre-primary
the Governor is silent.
He would retire the older judges.
leaving them subject to call.
Governor Curley thinks we have
been niggardly, parsimonious. begAarly in our treatment of State
wards. Repeatedly he has urged
that every man is entitled to a
living, be he ever so unworthy or
unfit or undeserving or at fault for
his condition or beaten by his own
conduct. The failures, like the poor,
we have always with us.
He asserts that our neglect of
State wards. more particularly the
mental defectives, represents the
most drab and sordid chapter in
the annals of the Commonwealth.
He scented knavery in the procedure of last year when a hospital
for the criminal insane was proposed at an expense of $1,000.000
with no suggestion of a way to pay

travagance and whispers economy."
setts legislators had before them tofor it. There must have been poliSenator Henry Parkman. Jr., of
night a long list of recommendations Boston, a consistent Republican foe
tics in it and the Governor abCurley
James
M.
for laws Governor
of the Governor, commented that the
hors the thought of that.
believed desirable to advance the message "was long and pretty dull,"
He finds much cause for satisfacCommonwealth's social and eco- adding:
nomic welfare.
tion in the condition of the treas"Out of a welter of vague quantiIn a message that took him an hour ties and the usual high sounding
ury and in the financial outlook
a
before
to
deliver
minutes
25
and
lie
phrases liberally sprinkled with adI generally. In the tax realm
joint session of the House and Sen- jectives. I detected a few specific
makes his big split.sh. The high
ate. the Governor declared the suggestions with. which I am in
State's most pressing problems hearty accord."
light, of course, in the discussion
were:
+ + —
4+ —
3
- +/
of revenues, is the move for the
1. Relief of the real estate tax- All SUburb'an EDITIONS ..
destruction of the "State tax" which
payer.
4+ —
3
4+ — +/
/
4+ — +3
/
— +3
is the yearly assessment on towns
2. Increases in the capacity of
Among the specific recommendaState institutions.
and cities to supply the deficiency
tions of the Governor was one to esB. Further labor law reforms.
tablish the general court as a uniin the State budget. In its place
4. The increasing cost of compul- cameral legislature holding only
the Governor would continue the
sory automobile liability insurance. biennial sessions, a proposal certain
special 10 per cent surtax on indiTo the assembled legislators he to provoke a bitter fight in both
recommended specific legislation houses.
vidual and corPonate incomes; incovering these and a multitude of
A recess commission appointed to
crease, for a period of five years,
problems, and reviewed at the sidetrack the problem at the last seslesser
motor
the
double
the gasoline tax;
of
same time the accomplishments
sion now stands 6 to 5 in favor of
truck fees (Congressman Treadway
his administration in the past legis- holding but one session of the Legisinago),
lature every two years.
lative session.
was for action here long
Other Legislation Urged
To ease realty taxes, Governor
crease the tax on alcohol (40 cents
Other legislation recommended by
Curley recommended laws obviating
a gallon); obtain more from dog
the State tax assessed by the Com- Governor Curley would:
racing; tax cigarettes two cents a
selling
Regulate
installment
monwealth on cities and towns,
which, he said, would cut $2 from through uniform sales contracts and
package and attack the slot mathe tax rate of every city and town. standardization of methods of comchines, now operated by the hunTo offset loss of this source of rev- I puting interest rates.
State—by
the
of
parts
dreds in all
Amend the State Housing Authorenue, he proposed a series of specific
a tax of at least $5 a year.
new taxes, which included doubling ity act to permit cities and towns to
of the fees for the operation of motor appropriate funds for housing projGovernor Curley injects much
trucks, an excess of 40 cents a gallon ects in collaboration with Federal
his
is
as
themes
his
into
vigor
on alcohol, a tax of two cents a pack- grants.
wont and the constructive element
age on cigarettes, and an increase
Permit judges of the Supreme, Su2 per cent. perior and Land Courts to retire vol1
to 5 per cent, of the 3/
is not altogether lacking. The Bosfrom
receives
now
State
the
share
untarily on full pay at the age of 70.
ton Herald, which does not warm
dog racing.
Institute a sliding scale of utility
to the mesage or to anything that
Recommends Serious Study
rate-making.
for
proposal
the
appointment
in
also
sees
recommended
He
Is Curley,
Require the registration of all phyof a committee to study what econo- sicians under pain of criminal
the readjustment and increase of
adminState
in
possible
were
mies
punishment.
the courts, the retirement of sevistration.
Authorize demolition of the Rutincluding
benchmen
major
long-time
a
devoted
eral
The Governor
land
(tuberculosis)
Sanitorium
problems
the
to
Justices
message
share of his
Chief Justice Rugg and
buildings and construction of new
perdiseased
mentally
of caring for
quarters.
Pierce and Crosby. Under a Fedsons, which, he adjured the LegislaAppropriate $1,000,000 for conconsideraeral law of this kind Hughes,
"serious
ture, demanded
of an addition to the State
tion coupled with courageous action." struction
Brandeis and others would be hit
at length serious over- Capitol,
detailed
He
would
Holmes
Wendell
Abolish the Metropolitan planning
and Oliver
crowding of patients and employes
have been back in private life bein State hospitals and correctional division, to ay-"4 Anolication of the
institutions, urging that necessary in- functions of the State planning board
fore his time, the silks behind hint.
creases of facilities hp prnsritiPri with.. created last year.
Prohibit district court justices
Journal
out delay. He assailed the action of
the Legislature in handling this prob- from practicing in civil cases in their
Providence, R.
own courts, and establishing dislem last year.
Labor reforms which were need- trict courts on a circuit basis.
1j3b
ed, the Governor declared, were exAuthorize abandonment of the
tension of the provisions of the Charlestown State Prison except as
Workmen's Compensation Act to a receiving station for prisoners, and
nurses; consolidation of the Indus- construction of quarters for felons at
trial Accident Board and the Depart- the Norfolk Prison Colony.
ment of Labor and Industries, and
Appropriate another $100,000 to
Increases in the school-leaving age advertise recreational advantages of
from 14 to 16.
New England co-operatively with
Compulsory liability insurance, other States of the area.
hardy perennial of legislative debate,
Reduce mortgage interest r
required "immediate and drastic ac- from the prevailing 51
2 per
/
tion," Curley declared. He suggested
Promote economic edu.dTion in
Message to Legislature Asks that an increase in registry person- public schools.
nel and some stringent regulations
would reduce the number of false
Relief of Real Estate
claims and thus the cost of Insurance. If such a procedure did not,
Taxpayers.
he said he could "see no alternative
other than a repeal" of the law.
Message Draws Comment
WOULD ALTER LABOR LAWS
Curley's message drew . Jmediate
comment from two men who have
been in opposition to his administraCalls for Increased Capacity In tion.
One, Leverett Saltonstall,
Speaker of the House of RepresentaState Institutions.—Wants Auto
tives, and candidate for the RepubliInsurance Problem Met
can nomination for Governor this
Bw,trill, jun. 1.—(AP)—Massachu- year, remarked:
"Bluntly, the message shouts ex-
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LEGISLATURE
GETS STARTED
FOR SEASON

'

'EL'-EASTERN
MERGER IS UP
TO GOVERNOR

Variety of Problems Faced
Including Taxes and
Economy
DOST(t.N, Jau. 2 (INS)—Legisla•
tive wheels on Beacon Hill began
to grind tod-ay as the second session Of the 149th General Court
settled down to business with taxation and economy in government
costs the focal points.
The anticipated short session, according to capitol observers, will
be marked by a battle for political
advantage between the administration forces of (19vernor
Ines M.
Curley and those of Speaker of
the
House Leverett Saltonstall,
candidate for the Republican Gubernatorial nomination.
Tho governor in his annual Illes•
sage made fifty
recommendations.
calling for elimination of waste
in
goverelownt and asking tax levies
on cigarettes. tobacco products.
slot
maehines, alcohol, more on
dog
racing, motor trucks continuation
of the three cent gasoline tax
and
the ten per cent, extra on
income
taxes and abolishment of the
$10,000,000 state tax, now a burden on
real estate.
Speaker Saltonstall urged only
such new laws as will
accelerate
and not retard the confidence
that
better times are ahead. "Years
of
Democratic misrule," he said."have
burned into the hearts and
minds
of the voters that their
jobs, their
businesses and their homes are
safest ander a Republican
administration in Massachusetts."
The recommendation of the governor that high court judges
retire
on full iay at 70 years
of age was
met by a sharp statement
from Senator Henry Parkman, Jr.,
Boston
Republican, that the opening of the
Equity Court case against former
Boston City Treasurer Edmund
Dolan furnish the motive for the retirement proposal.

with destruction through

Revere People Perplexed
As to Why Curley
Doesn't Act
NO HEATED WAITING
ROOM IN CHELSEA YET
Delay of Two Months In
State House Decision
Responsible
Permission to merge the Chelsea
division of the Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway company with
the Boston Elevated system is virtuall3 up to Governor Curley. according to local in nsportation experts. According to the latest reports. the Governor Is still "studying the matter."
Theoretically, of course, the petition for merger is before the State
Public Utilities commission, but the
local experts assert that the commission is practically identical with
Governor Curley. The petition has
been before the commission since
erly in November, and speculation is
now rife as to why there has been
no action on the matter.
In the meantime. the Eastern
Massachusetts Street Railway company is awaiting this pTnding merger before putting in a heated limiting room at Chelsea square. to keep
Revere people cut of the cold. The
delay is also holding back decision as
to whether or not car tracks will be
re-laid on the newly-opened Chelsea I
North drawbridge. It may also be:
affecting the plan, now considered'
by the Eastcrn, to run buses from
Chelsea to Charlestown over this
bridge.
It is possible that the Governor's
delay is caused by the consideration
of some other and less expensive
alternative to the plan of having the
Roston "El" buy the Chelsea division.. Since the "El" is partly owned
by the public, the aurehase of the
Chelsea division might affect the
public purse. .'inch is one of the
speculations by local persons.
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LEGISLATURE'S WHEELS
MOVE IN WAKE OF TAX
JAMMED CURLEY TALK

ago.
Additional buildings, equipment
his success and failure of tne paat,
the
for newly erected hospitals, finanyear, hailing his victories as
ces for additional personnel, housfoundation of a social security
ing for added workers and new
jlatform. Explaining the failure of
am, buildings to relieve overcrowding
the "work and wages" progr
are asked without provision for the
now a much mourned slogan, the
appropriation of funds to carry
Governor asserted the responsiblity
h
through the program.
rests with the legislature "whic
In line with the federal governprovided funds not only grudgingment housing act, slum clearance
ly but in such limited amount as to
and low cost housing developments
make impossible the complete fulare a vital part of the "social sefillment of the pledge of work and
curity" program which was today
wages."
laid before the legislature for conAn amazing feature of the Ness
sideration.
Years' Day address is the taxatior
Contrary to his opening words to
financial program drafted by the
the General Court wherein he
Governor.
hailed the new year as the "end of
Features outlined include a conthat
the depression," asserting
tinuation of the 10 percent surtax
memadopted last year, continuation fox "The year 1936 should prove
y
five years of the additional gaso- orable in the annals of our countr
the
of
fox
end
fee
the
e
licens
will
it
d
as
ng
double
marki
tax,
line
greatest depression ever visited uptrucks on the highway, additional
taxes on dog racing, with horses on the American people," the Governor hailed a new program of soremaining free from a tax increase
transfer of alcoholic taxes from the cial welfare overburdened with reminders of the "scriptural admonispecial old age assistance fund to
"
the general fund, a 40 cents a gal- tion 'I am my brother's keeper.'
Throughout his discussion of leglon tax on each proof gallon of alislative reforms is noted a definite
cohol, a two cent cigarette tax and
a five dollar license fee for slot ma- trend of the new democracy to contralize governmental authority.
chines.
(BULLETIN)
end that the state tax be
Economy in operating governthe
To
new forms of tax- ment is hailed as the cause for
BOSTON, Jan. 2,—(INS)—Leg1slathese
sed,
dismis
to
live wheels on Beacon Hill begann ot
reduction in the number of legislaation are recommended.
a legislative
grind today as the second sessio
reforms are urged on the tors, abolition of
al
Judici
settled
the 149th General Court
ture, which, if adopted would branch and creation of biennial
legisla
and
down to business with taxation
clear the Supreme Judicial Court sessions.
economy in government costs the foRemoval of the stumbling block
of the elder jurists. The judges, acshort
cal points. The anticipated
cording to the Governor "because of numbers, with the control of law
observ
l
session, according to Capito
of age, can no longer meet com- making in the hands of a selected
for
ers, will be marked by a battle
pletely the requirements of the of- few, further removed from the votadthe
n
political advantage betwee
fice." Under the pension plan de- ing public is contrary to the inor
Govern
of
ministration forces
vised by the Governor to retire tent of the framers of constitution
of
James M. Curley and those
jurists at full pay when they reach of the Commonwealth, carried furSaltt
Levere
Speaker of the House
the age of '10, his claim is that the ther with later amendments, protonstall, candidate for the Republi"Commonwealth would be assured viding for large delegations to be
tion.
nomina
l
can gubernatoria
of a .full quota of judges intellectu- selected by the voters as spokesmen
ally in the prime of life, without during a time when population was
By ARTHUR W. WOODMAN
the need of drastic action against not as great as today.
t
ponden
Corres
Times Staff
Control of governmental authority
men who have given long and honfault and absorption of local governmenonly
whose
and
e
servic
orable
2—
STATE HOUSE, Boston, Jan.
Is the natural one of failing to rec- tal functions, admittedly passes
l
Heralding a new era of "sociaognize the gradual waning of their from the hands of the electorate
Cur
M.
justice," Governor James
Into the autocratic domination of a
powers.
Massby yesterday laid before the plan
trends, distant minority, with the limiting
recent
with
accord
In
broad
achusetts legislature a
Governor Curley announced him- of governmental bodies.
hawowed
for "social security," overs
In keeping with the desires of the
self wholeheartedly in favor of a
state
of
am
by a detailed progr
ng program designed to Massachusetts Federation of Labor
spendi
vast
fiscal
a
and
tions
building at institu
produce a building program at the Governor has urged upon the
multitudinous
policy containing
State Institutions without listing General Court an increase in the
ls.
propoa
unpopular tax
contemplated expenditures and de- compulsory school age from 14 to;
void of gubernatorial recommenda- 16, the main purpose given, to
Reforms in structure by adoption tion for financing the projects.
stimulate employment for the adult•
reducture,
legisla
of a unicamoral
ghout the entire message unemployed.
Throu
on
adopti
and
rship
tion of membe
appeared eulogies of his adminisIn whipping the legislature pubox biennial sessions was urged by the tration in 1935 and the benefits
meslicly. Governor Curley today left,
l
annua
his
in
ive
Chief Execut
His
ce.
guidan
his
under
ed
Produc
the House chamber, with a persage to the General Court before condemnation of the lertislattrro
plexed legislature wondoring just
Repof
House
was
the
in
s
als
large throng
which blocked tug propos
how it may justify the enormous
New,
ras_eyi t n Oyes.
1936
carried through in his
expenditures urged by the GoverSlightly touching on a definite
Years' Greeting as he requested ad..' nor while their 1935 financial escaprogram of "social security" for
unthe
ditional funds to complete
Which he has definitely declared
year pade still leaves a disagreeable
finished program proposed a
birthmark on their political faces.
himself, the Governor reviewea

BATTLE FOR PARTY
SUPREMACY SEEN
IN SHORT SESSION

Proposed Taxes Shroud
Governor's Desired
agRurity"

AVOIDS BLAME FOR HIS
'WORK-WAGES'FAILURE

Would Boost Taxation On
Gasoline, Alcohol and
Cigarettes

exploitation must be conserved." He
real estate and business Interests of
of
consideration
suggested
also
the commonwealth. Another study
whether law violators should be rewhich the governor stressed as esSalem, Mass.
on
their
governors
quired to install
sential is that of the appointment
cars limiting operation to 30 miles
of a commission of recognized auof continued
per hour as a condition
if:AT
thorities
on
taxation. including
license.
interest
members of the legislature, enforced
The reduction in mortgage
one-half
with ample funds to employ every
rate from six to five and
burden
possible expert assistance, to revise
per cent, has lightened the
the tax system of the commonwealth.
chief ex- .
on home owners, but the
that in
Gov. Curley opened his address
, ecutive expressed the opinion money
of
with the unqualified prediction that
, view of the plentitude
well be ,
the new year will mark "the end of
a further reduction might
the greatest depression ever visited
matte.
upon the American people." He deSupport is given by the governor.
the !
voted a great deal of time discussing
, in another recommendation, to
,
social security legislation and prom, report of the special recess commisised that the operation of the pro.sion which studied the subject of r
commission
gram for social justice would repreconsumer credit. The
sent the dawn of a new day and a
favored the enactment of a uniform
The
nation.
new era in the life of the
instalment sales law.
recommendation
another
chief executive warned the legislaStill
which the governor renewed in his
tors that the acceptance of the plan
second message to the legislature is
"may be jeopardized by other plans,
that steps be taken to promote
which, while representing good ineconomic education not only in the
tentions and a desire to solve a tre' secondary schools, but among the
mendous problem. may destroy the
He maintained
' adult population.
real objective sought, namely, the
the
to
Message
in
Advocates
. that it would be advisable to apwelfare of the entire people
point a commission to study the
As to "work and wages" Gov_ CurLegislature Elimination of 1 ley had the following to say; "With
subject
He favored expansion of the sothe funds that have been made
called housing authority act to the
State Tax to Relieve Real available through legislative action
end that cities and towns be authorin the Commonwealth of Massachuized to raise and appropriate money
setts, employment has been furEstate Burden
and to pay it over to the housing
nished and men and women have
authorities to assist in the prosecubeen transferred from welfare rolls
tion of slum clearance and low cost
to pay rolls. but It is accepted by
housing projects. "The
every forward looking intelligent inl'nempioyment insurance
dividual that both the federal and
state governments have their hinitaact." the governor informed the leg, tions and that in the last analysis it
islators." should ultimately prove a
Include Nurses in Workmen's i is to private industry that we must , panacea for industrial depressions
the
within
look for the ultimate transfer of the
through maintaining
, ranks of the consumers the unCompensation: Reorganize i unemployed to employment."
employed men and women of the
i
One of the governor's first recomlegislation was
RS well as the aged. who.
t nation
Labor Dept., Abolish Bi- mendations for new
the
I without legislation of this character,
1 the proposal for an expansion of
! would be without the funds necesWorkmen's Compensation Act
I
cameral Legislature
sary not only for the maintenance of
emnurses
for
coverage
to provide
their families, but would be unable
of
work
"The
institutions.
in
ployed
(Special to The News)
to aid private industry, through the
men and women is equally as
these
absence of purchasing power"
State House. Boston. Jan. 2--With hazardous as persons in the law enTo insure the put'.- safety. the
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The Governor Proposes

Governor (iliac y's address to the Legislature
In opening Se second year of his term is, of
course, well worded and also characteristically
Inconsistent in many of Its aspects. On the one
hand he advocates biennial sessions and a unicameral legislative body similar to that in Nebraska and, on the other, loads the Incoming
annual session with enough proposals for action
to keep it In session for most of the year.
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SALTONSTALL ATTACKS
CURLEY'S MESSAGE
Boston, Jan. 2—Charging that the
governor was inconsistent on the subject of a hospital for the criminally
insane, and that he also failed to say
Where the monej for the erection of
new public buildings would come from.
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall of the
House of Re presen ta tires yesterday
criticized the governor's address to thr
Incoming Legislature.
Mr Saltonstail atlied that everyone
was in accord on the need of new public liuddings, and would like to see
them erected. However, the speaker
said, the cost of government must be
considered, and weighed
"Bluntly the message shouts extravagance and whispers economy," the
speaker declared.
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1 he Clovernor Proposes
Reprinted from the Mgrning Union
CUrley's address to the Legislature
Governor
•
in opening the second year of his term is, ol
course, well worded and also cliaracteristicall
inconsistent in many of its aspects. On the one
hand he advocates biennial sessions anti a unicameral legislative body similar to that, in Nebraska and, on the other, loads the Inenntina
annual session with enough proposals for action
to keep it in session fur most of the year.
On one hand he seeks the elimination of thState tax as falling on real estate and, on the
other, ' would offset its loss by other taxes
to be retained by the Stale and taxes that would
fall no less on the taxpayers of cities and
towns.
In advocating social service legislation, he
indicts industry for "sweating the wasted hodleof women and children" but, before .he Is
through with that subject, he admits that "in
the last analysis it is to private industry that
we must look for the ultimate transfer of the
unemployed to employment."
On the one hand he advocates the establishment of a commission to combine a study of taxation and expenditure for the "development 01
a program for the reduction of the costs of
government which have been constantly inereaslog anti to which insufficient attention has been
given" and, on the other, he makes specifie
recommendations for additional expenditures 01
about 83,000,000 and several reeommendations
for increases In costs of unspecified amounts
that might easily rise to $10,000,000,
Among these latter recommendations are provision of living quarters for additional employe.
of State institutions because of the enactment
of his -18-liour law last year; appropriation fo.
a war memorial in or near Boston, money for additional inspectors in the Registry of Motor Vehicles; increase in the staff of the Public Utilities board; the extension of the workingmen'•
compensation act to nurses in Stale hospitals
and the voluntary retirement of judges at the
age of 70 on full pay.
lie confesses the failure of his expectation
of a year ago of having everybody at work by
this time on his work and wages program bus
blames the Legislature for failure to, provide
enough money to make his idea work, when, as
a matter of fact, the State budget was so Increased last year (hut only by an additional
tax on income payments, taking $9,500,000 from
the highway fund and levying a State lax of
s10,000,000 was the Slate budget balanced with
a little free cash, mainly coming from the horse
and tiog racing taxes.
The Governor's recommendation that a stud>
of taxes and expenditures be combined in one
commission is sound. In 1 935 we had one corni.
mission studying faxes with the clatni that it
had nothing to do with State expenditures and
another commission on expenditures cialmins
state-.

-that it had nothltia to do with taxes. iv is
doubtful It anything resulla front the stuil
and report ot either body. But while logically
a study of taxation and expenditures should be
made by one body, it :Mei not follow that the
results would be any better than those of the
commissions that have annually for some years
been studying and reporting on both taxation
and expenditures.
Governor Curley's proposals for eliminating
a State tax for balancing the State budget are
more plausible in appearance than convinciaa
In reality. He would, for Instance, coattail:
the 10 per cent extra tax on income tax paynients and the three cent gasoline tax but thes:
would not lend to eliminate a Stale lax of
$10,0041,000 any more than they did last yea:
when we had them,
The unix new taxes be recommends tut eitui
Waling the State tax would he an increase of
the tax ow the horse and dgg racing handle from
31,6 to 5 per cent, estimated to yield $250,000
and a two cent tax on every package of cigareta sold in the Stale, without any estimate of its
yield. This would be an easy lax for smokers
to evade by buying their cigarets In bulk outside the State. Confessing virtually that these
additional taxes would not eliminate the State
tax, he urges the transfer of earmarked funds
in the State treasury in excess of present requirements to the general funds of the State-a device that, whatever its financial benefits tit
one year, would have none to speak of after ono
year.
Governor Curley's smooth proposal for elim-•
Uniting the State tax while in other proposairi
recommending large Increases In State expenses4
may be taken as more delusive than hopeful
bait for the troubled psychology of taxpayers.
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Curley Secretary
Gets Utility Post
McAllister Is Appointed by
Chairman Atwill to
$2500 Job
Special to The Springfield Union)
BOSTON, Jan. 1—Joseph P. McAllister, arolistant secretary of Gov.
James M. Curley, was today appointed
assistant administrative secretary to
the State Public Utilities Commission.
rhe appointment was made by Chairman Harry C. Attwill and approved
at the brief session of the Mxecutive
Council this afternoon. Mr. McAllister
will start his new position at a salary
of 82500 a year.

UNION
Springfield, Mass.

HARMONY URGED
ON SENATE, AND
SPEED IN HOUSE
Impending Measures for Redistricting Prompt Former;
Saltonstall for Short
Session
Special to The Springfield ('nion)
HUSTON, Jan. 1—The opening of
the 1936 session of the Legislatute
itoday t%8S Marked by a move for hai'mon) in the Senate and a plea in
the House of Representatives for
more expeditious handling of the legislative business to insure a short.
session this year.
It was In distinct contrast to Gov.
curio's inaugural last year. Theie
was notIling today of the dramatic
that mat ked that occasion, when the
Senatti could not agree to orgaitasat
and James M. Cutaey, In consequent t.,
became HIS wrItr de facto governor in
the State's history. There was none
of the fanfare and ballyhoo attendant
upon I he inaugural,
no
milling
Artowds, no excitement.
Lack of Interest.
The small public galleries in thA
chamber of the House of Representatives, where both branches of the
Legislature gathered to hear the Governor read his annual message. were
only just filled. A fair peroentage of
the legislators did not bother to put
in an appearance because of the holiday and the fact that no legislative
business will he transacted until next
week. Even the reading of the message itself was a prosaic hour and a
half that, before its end, saw more
than
one
legislator unasha medly
asleep. The Governor was decidedly
not in his hest form, still suffering
from a severe head cold.
Harmony in the Senate, for the
time being at least, is evidenced by
the resumption by Senator Donald W..
Nicholson of Wareham of his status
as floor leader. Senator Samuel H.
‘Vragg of Needham also returried to
his place on the Rules Committee,
from which he. Nicholson and Senatot Joseph R. Cotton of Lexington,
resigned last year in protest against'
predecessors In office and the Legislature were responsible, lie forgets
that he was presented at the last session with an adequate program of
building but preferred to insist on a
highway program wit!! an appropriation of $3,600,000 for sidewalks. Obviously in his mind there were greater possibilities In granite curbing than
In the care of the unfortunate wards
of the State."
"In discussing his proposal for a
better pension system for judges he I
used the phrase, 'Without the need of
drastic action against them.' This has
an ominous sound, Very likely as
the case against Dolan, the Curley
city treasury, gets hotter we shall
hear more of the dire need of taking
the 'drastic action' referred to. No
doubt it will be placed on high public
past
grounds. The Governor is
master of that act. But the 11bal reacovering
of
necessity
son will be the
up.
,

"Out of a welter of vague quantities.,
and the Usual high sounding Phrases
liberally sprinkled with adjectives I
detected a few specific suggestions with
which I am In hearty accord. Referring to autoincibile accidents he
'IlItommended a tightening up of Provisions of the law requiring prornPl
and accurate reports of accidents
What his reference to 'governors on
2 Park Square
cars' meant I did not quite gather but
MASS.
I presume he had in mind the acciBOSTON
dent In Newton last summer."
Speaker Saltonstall's comment
NEWS
as follows:
"The Governor's address sounded
Springfield, Mass.
well hut even a hurried analysis of
his recommendations reveals several
inconsistencies. In one statement he
accuses the Legislature of being underhanded in passing a bill and in another declares that it is fortunate that
the Legislature acted as It did on
the same hill.
"On pages 31 and 3: of his addre,
Governor said, 'The tHipliio
the
practised In lftn through the authorization for the establishment of a hospital for the criminally Insane at a
cost of $1,750,000 without making
provision for the money, savors of a
low order of knavery without precedent in the history of the Commonwealth.'
"On page 41, referring to the stii•
legislation he said, 'It 18 rather
%,
innate that the authorization
made without provision for the n..—
esaary funds to, cover the cost of conat $1 7;t0.00(1.
struction, estimated
Saltonstall Will Seek Political
since there is no way to justify the
placing of the care of Jpental deAdvantage in General
fectives under the controf and supervision of the Department of CorrecCourt
tion.'
"Actually the hill he refers to placed
the mental defectives under the superBoston, Jan. 2—Legislative wheels
vision nf the Department of Mental
On I3eacon hill began to grind
today
Diseases, as he had already stated in
as the second session of the 149th
another passage of his address. Then
General Court settled down to busihe proceeds to recommend what has ness
with taxation and econesstrtir
already been done, namely, that the
government
costs the focal points.
hospital be 'placed under the superThe
anticipated
vision of the Department of Mental cording to capitol short session, acobservers, will be
Diseases.
marked by a battle for political adthe matter is that
"The truth
vantage between the administration
the bill in question. Senate No. 484. forces of Gov James M.
was filed by the Commissioner of tht • those of Speaker of the Curley and
House LevDepartment of Mental Diseases and . erett Saltonstall, candidate
for the
provided that the hospital was to he
Republican gubernatorial nomination.
built only if Federal funds became
The governor in his annual mesavailable.
sage made 50 recommendations, callHaw to Raise Money
ing for elimination of waste in govseveral
rec"The Governor makes
ernment and asking tax levies on cigconstruction
of
ommendations for the
arets, tobacco products, -lot machines,
public buildings but omits to state alcohol, more on dog racing, motor
how the money Is to he raised. Of trucks, continuation of the three-cent
course all of um who have studied gasoline tax and the 10 per cent extra
the conditions the governor speaks on income taxes and abolishment of
about want these new buildirezs. But the $10.000,000 state tax, now a burand make haste den on real estate.
let's be practical
810‘‘Iy.
Speaker Saltonstall urged only such
If these buildings are w•
needed, why was his ,excellency so new laws as will accelerate and not
adverse to having them included in retard the confidence that better
thil hill passed by the Legislature times are ahead. "Years of Demolast year to build new sidewalks and cratic misrule," he said, "have burned
dredge harhors7 Such an amendment into the hearts and minds of the \totwas offered, hut was detested by him ters that their jobs, their businesses
and their homes ire safest under a
in the House.
"lie talks tree!): of reducing the coat Republican administration in Massaof government but In this respect chnsetts."
The recommendation of the govermerely suggests that a study he made
nor that high court judges retire on
—the findings, of course, to be made full
pay at 70 years of age was met
to the Legislature after the Govern•
by a sharp statement from Senator
or's term expired.
Henry
Pat-km/in, Jr.. Boston Repub"It is significant that the Governors attack has shifted from the Ex- lican, that the opening of the equity
ecutive Council to the Legislature. court case against former Boston City
Last year, he wanted the executive Treasure! Edmund Dolan furnished
the motive for the retirement proCouncil abolished. Now that he con- ,
trots It, he makes no reference what- "al'
ever to It.
"Bluntly, the message shouts es.
travagance and whispers economy."
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BATTLE LIKELY
IN LEGISLATURE
ON TAXES URGED
BY COY CURLEY
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1EPUBLICANS MAKE
SPECIAL EFFORT TO
PROMOTE HAR51014a1

PreLeader Hope They Canm Devent Members Fro
serting Party Rule

PRESIDING OFFICERS SES
SAFE IN BOTH HOU
o Attempt Made to Dials-l
place Them — Saltonst ks
Urges Speed—Moran As
Honest Representation

k

S

- Place on 'election laws. Representalarge '1111Mtiers at human beings: Po•
to
lit teal tinsionce has not yet furnished us tive Rufus H. Bond of Medford
law.
a formula that is sufficiently safe RE fourth place on cdnstitutional
of
a guide to the ideal in gOvernment. Representative Elmer C. Nelson
We must move blindly, but not with- Milford to sixth place on transportation. Representative F. Driscoll of
out hope.
on
tleventh place
erw River
n
a,d
Cites Coolidge and Mann
power
light.
"As we begin our work today, I inBoth branches adopted orders to
vite you to recall the high services
distinguished
two
my
to humanity of
meet tomorrow at 11 and then adpredecessors. Calvin Coolidge and journ until Monday at 2 p. Iii.. hut
Horace Mann. They had confidence in
members were notified there was no
tomorrow, meaning
their fellowmen and in return they
business for
gained and held the confidence of all. thse fi am out of Boston cduld reLet as so conduct ourselves as to turn home.
earn the confidence of those to whom
we owe our places in public life. Let
t
us work together amongst our colleagues and with the other branches
of our state government in a calm
and orderly n anner, free from discord and small-mindedness.
"Ours is a serious calling. We must
keep pace with the netds of the hour.
The laws we may place upon the
statute hooks can serve a useful purUNION
pose only when they are founded upbetter
a
for
make
that
principles
on
Springfield, Mass.
world In which to live. With a conscious urge to do what Is right, let
Its coadunate our efforts into an honest translationn of the wishes of
those who sent us here as the official
agents of their government. Let us
prove worthy of the noblest traditions
of Our beloved commonwealth."
Moves to Oust Conroy
Action to bring about the removal
of Senator William F. Conroy of Fall
River from the industrial accident
board, was taken In the Senate with
the filing of a measure by Majority
W. Nicholson of
Leader Donald
Wareham to reduce the persttnnel of
that board from seven to six members. He maintains that if the board
can get along for six months with;int one of its members, it can do so
right alting. Conroy was recently
voted a mix -months' leave of absence
by the board, that he might continue to sit in the Senate. The move
is regarded as intended to keep an
ardent Curley Supporter In the upis expected that legislative bills
per chamber. Conroy list year was
will be filed in Massachusetts. Vermont
!lamed to this board by Curley, hut
and New Hampshire.. based upon the
has continued his seatorial duties.
legislative act already approved in
,kawing only one salary—the larger.
Connecticut, for the purpose of estabNieholson'a bill provides that the
lishing a commission to make intermost-recently appointed member of
state compacts to function in the Conho board will be the one to be renecticut Valley and Merrimac Valley
lieved of the duties.
development programs..
the
proposal.
tif
When informed
A meeting was recent1) held In BosConroy said: "It's perfectly all right
ton when the matter of interstate
with me. Nicholson says I should be
comp/seta was discussed. The conferdropped as a member of the board.
ence was attended by members of New
Who is he to say thati"
England Water Itesources Boma.
Other House Committee Changes
health officers from six New England
States and members of the New EngThe speaker's other committee
land Regional PlannIrjr- ('omission
changes flow
Pursuant upon the passage of State
Representative Henry Achin, Jr..
legislation setting up the commissions
of Lowell, oldest member of the
to make interstate compacts. a bill
House in point of service, whet was
would have to be submitted to ConIll most of last session, taken off
areas to provide the necessary sancpublic safety.
Representative Fred
tion for such a program, the conferA. Hutchinson of Lynn to first place
erne brought out.
on
public
safety.
Representative
Connecticut is one step ahead of the
John W. Lassell elf Northbridge, off
other New England States. The neetransporation and public welfare, to
essaryjegislation to permit interstate
sixth place on ways and means. Repaction has already been passeu. and
resentative William A. Brown of Ab%%as approved June 21 1935. The bill
ington to first place on public wel%slut drafted by General Sanford H
fare, replacing Lasell.
RepresentaWad hams of Hartford, director. Contive E. Hayes Small of North Trurd
necticut State Water Commission. It
to fifth place on public welfare. Repfor the appointment of a
provides
resentative Sternlof, new member, to
commission by the Governor to negosixth place on public welfare. Representative Stockwell, new member, tiate such interstate treaty, or treaties,
with other New England States RIR.
to fifth place on harbors and public
%it h the Government of the United
lands to seventh place tin agriculture.
States, as shall be deemed uecessars
Representative Fred B. Dole of ShelIn the development and improvement
burne Falls to sixth place on towns
the river valleys. The commission
of
and off harbors and public lands.
is to be composed of the Attorney
Representative Philip M. Markley
General and such other members as is
of Springfield off election laws, and
deemed advisable. It will recommend
to sixth pinee (in public health.
legislation and repoit to the General
Mary Livermore
Reprtsmentative
Assembly. All members shall serve
Barrows of Melrose to ninth place on
eithout compensation.
Representative Berelection laws.
nard Finklestein of Boston tel ninth

PLANNING BILLS
OF INTERSTATE
COMPACT NATURE
Massachusetts, Vermont and
New Hampshire Measures
Will Probably Be
Filed Soon
It

•

The National Resoruces Board has
recomended that the New England
Itegional Planning Commission he givties of
en authority to turther the stu
proposed developments and aork IC
h the States. With
cooperation with
recommended that the New England
Hoards
land States and State Planning
be posalready established, it would projects
sible to expedite studies and pollution
involving the elimination of developcontrol of erosion, and other
lie in
ment:4 in the river valleys which
several States.
Conecticut
The complete text of the
a
legislative act which provides for
follows.
commission in that State is as
Assembly,
Special act of the General
January 1:+35, 527, Senate 772. To provide for a comission to act jointly with
similar commissions in New Hampshire, Vermont. Massachusetts. Maine
and Rhode island, for formulating a ,
treaty, or treaties, for the development
and protection of waterways common
to any two or more of said Stales.
The Gavar410r is authorized to appoint a commission composed of the
Attorney General, or his representatives, and such other persons as
deemed advisable. to meet with COMminsioners. by virtue of laws of the
legislatures of above States, and to
negotiate terms of, treaty, or treaties,
among the several States and the Government of the United States. To comprehensively cover all matters relating to the development and improvement, including elimination of pollution. carrying out of public works
projects on the banks and areas adjacent thereto, ot natural waterways
Mowing t h row:.h or situated bet ween.
any of F.aid States and the State of
Connecticut, or flowing respectively'
thereto.
The commission shall represent
terms of such treaty, or treaties,
, agreed upon to the Geneial Assembly.
; and in such report recommend str
legislation, both State and Federal,
may he necessary to render treaties
effective.
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Curley Secretary
Mts Utility Pos
McAllister Is Appointed b:
-Chairman Atwill
$2500 Job
'Speriot to iHir Saris!,q, tet
BOSTON. Jan. 2---losenli P. MeltMater, assistant secret:Ire/dam. Jame,'
'Wt. Curley. watt yesterday appointed
assistant a(1111iniattliti ye secretary to
the State I ttildic Utilities Commission.
the appointment was made by Chairman Harry C. Attwill and epprove,1
at the brief session of the EN:Pc-lithe
Council this afternoon. Mr. McAllister
wilt start his new position at a salary
of $21100 a- year,
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CURLEY WOULD END
STATE TAX UT KEEP
Y
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nnual Message

, some emergency levies, originally imthe introductory portion of his
posed to tide the State over the depression years, and the tapping of address, Gov. Curley explained away
new sources of revenue. He advocates the breakdown of his "work and
Wages' program with the declaration,
the continuance of the 10 per cent
surtax on income and corporation tax- ."In the Commonwealth this administhree
the
of
has discharged its portion of
tration
continuance
es and the
cent gasoline tax. A two cent tax on the obligation imposed by the LegisPackages .of cigarets, a $5 tax on slot lature, which provided (mode not only
machines, and a tax of 40 cents on grudgingly but In such limited amount
each gallon of alcohol are the new as to make impossible the complete
levies asked. In addition he proposes fulfillment of the pledge of work and
that the State's handle from dog rac- wages."
ing be increased from 31/4 to 5 per
The Governor admitted that governcent and that the fees paid for the op- ment as the employer is not the paneration of motor trucks be doubled.
acea for unemployment ills and deWhile urging a reduction in the cost clared that In the last analysis it it:
CurGOV.
operation,
governmental
of
private industry that will have to proley paradoxically recommends an in- vide work and wages.
crease in the cost of government durAbandoning his work and wages
ing th,e final year of his administra- slogan. the Governor indicated that he
tion through the construction of a new has picked a new one—"social jusState hospital, a war memorial, devel- tice." He expressed the con vietioh
opment of housing projects, expansion that a new era In the social and ecoof institutional facilities, construction nomic life of the Nation Is at hand
of a new sanatorium for the treatmeat and that, "fur the security of the Naof tuberculosis, a 11,060,000 addition to tion and the well-being of the peothe.. State House, increases in depart- ple, a change from the old order is
mental personnel and an extension of not only imperative but inevitable."
State services.
Continuing his advocacy of preAs he did last year, the Governor gresslve labor legislation, which saw
recommends biennial sessions, a unithe enactment this year of a change
cameral Legislature, an increase le
in the workmen's compensation act In
the compulsory school attendance age
for the lifetime of
trim 14 to 16 years, reduction in mort- provide payments
I. Ii1'lii'
li
gage interest rates to 5 per cent as a the Individual in cases of Injury reBOSTON, Jan. 1—Before the House
incapacity, the
In
sulting
permanent
maximum, the sliding scale system lot
and Senate assembled in joint convendetermining gas and electric rates and Governor, as his initial 1936 recomthe abandonment of the Charlestown mendation, urges e further amendtion and in the presence of a small
ment to the workmen's compensation
State prison.
group of spectators who barely filled
law to include nurses in institutions.
Fol;ows Roosevelt Program
Repteof
House
the gallery of the
"Equally I I azardous"
In view of his expressed determinasentatIves, Gov. James M. Curley this
tion to run for the United States Sen- ' "The Work of these men and womhis
en,"
message reads. "Is equally as
ate this year, Gov. Curley's 1936 mesafternoon delivered his annual mesto the Legislature is of particular hazardous as persons in the law-ensage
the
of
session
second
sage opening the
interest because in It he pledges alle- forcing or fire-protection branches of
149th Gloat and General Court of
giance to President Roosevelt's social the public service, since they are conMassachusetts.
security program and picks it as the stantly exposed to the danger of diskey issue of the 1936 campaign. In ease and death, and. In my opinion,
Many Offered Before
this connection he takes occasion to are entitled to protection."
The Governor's message, a bulky
Once again the Governor advocates
oeliver a warning against the Towndocument of about 12,000 words, conthe Inclusion of ,the Industrial Acc1send plan.
"Although many well-Intentioned .dent Board within the State Departtains nearly three seer& recommendaAmericans believe that the Social Se- ment of Lahor and industries. Lie
tions and suggestions for legislative
curity program does not go far feels that a reorganization of the laaction, many of which are proposals
enough," he says, "in the judgment of bor department is essential for the
offered in his inaugural last year and
competent authorities it is the one beat interests of the employer. emrejected by this same Legislature at
plan which the public are prepared to ploye and taxpayer and that It will
Its first session.
Its acceptance, however, may not fulfill the functions necessary
accept.
Of outstanding importance among
be jeopardized by other plans, which, under modern conditions until It comthis year's recommendations from the
while representing good intentions and bines "an adequate and reliable re,
standpoint of its potential effect, on
a desire to solve a tremendous prob- porting of our current trade and ina majority of the citizens of this State
lem, may destroy the real objective dustry with the competent planning
is a proposal by Gov. Curley to do
sought, namely, the welfare of the eh- of a State-aide program."
away with the customary deficiency
tire people."
Thiel
"The obvious first step in this rebill, or State tax as it is called.
It took the Governor an hour and a organization, howevei," he declared,
tSx, for the past several ykors, bus
half to deliver his lengthy message "is for the department to assume the
liteen about 110,000,000. It makes lie
the difference between the annual ao- Only once did he depart from the teet duties of the Industrial Accident ,
and that was during discussicm Of his Board. My opinion, supplemented ha
propriattons by the Legislature and
proposal to abolish the State tax. He the surveys of competent authorities.
the money received by the State from
reven.e.
of
discarded his manuscript to express Is that the dir,Ision et' jurIndletion beIts customary sourees
G:iv.
opinion that his tax program, if tween these two agencies causes much
tax,
the
the
State
of
rid
To get
carried out, would rtlnin In a $1 reduc- wasteful overlapping of effort. and deasks for a vectiniiii iein
urie
Cs
tion in munielpal tax miss,
feats the purpose which should be the

Offers Nearly 60
Recommendations

House, Senate and Small
Gallery Crowd Hear Piaci
to Do Away With Usual
Deficiency Bill

CIGARETS, ALCOHOL,
SLOT MACHINES HIT

Named as New Sources of
Revenue; Cut in Costs Is
Urged While Expensive
Projects Are Suggested
nonai

the
tempts to gloss over1VMPIIIMEGe
authority. or where It Is inactive,
Iprimary objective of both—the preBoard
upon the plea of overburdening the
vention of industrial accidents and i Governor asks that the Stateproceed,
to
taxpayer should no longer be toler' of HI,using he authorized
diseases."
lowa
with
ated, and we should meet a conditioa
linnet' Protect limitations,
wasAnot her .recommenda tem renewed
cost housing project using State
and a situation, the further disregthat of raising the compulsory
funds.
. arding of which would stamp the law school requirement age from 14 to 16
Because Massachusetts' unemPloY- i making bodies of Massachusetts as
years. In view of the excess unemunaurthy and unlit:
ployed adults seeking work he finds
Insurance act was enacted ahead i both
ment
of public utilities the
of the leederai law under which it ,i
'
In the field
no excuse for the continuance of enewill operate, the Governor urges that i Governor renews his belief the sliding
ployment of boys and girls under the
hi' amended i n sit
; scale method of rate determination
"
age of 16.
law
Stale
the
manner
as may he necessary to bring' for the use of gas and electricity
"While sympathy and praise are deFederal
into
it
conformity with the
shoekl be put into effect its Massachu•
served for children who seek to constatute.
setts. To that end he recommends
tribute to the support of their famiFor the preservation of public safe.
t hat. the State Department of Public
lies." he says, "the net effect of their
ty
and
to strengthen
the drive
Utilities be authorized to determine
competition Is to deprlie some worthy
against crime, the Governor recomby agreement with the companies or
adults of work or to drive down the
i mends the immediate adopter of legetherwilee first, a fair rate of return;
compensation for such work. These
l islation in accordance with an intersecond, a fair rate base: third, tele
children, during their most receptive
state teompaet enacted by Congress to
Lasis of participation by the public
years are deprived of the training go '
and companies in excess earnings Of
ncrmil law enforcement officials to
IWCPS111ArY to equip them properly for
law
pursuing
in
cross State borders
Public utilities engaged in the distribthe present -lay arduous activities in
.
•
talon of gas and electricity. In order
!'ale an .I Industry."
him
weeks
some
by
announced
As
to accompish these things the Gov lee bresteng gratification that tee
his inrepeats
ago
the
Governor
ernes proposes that the department be:
abolition of the guest clause from the
reenforeed to give adequate supervi•
compulsory motor vehicle insurance
Legislature
the
of
size
the
in
deletion
sein. administ rat ion and regulation
law has brought a halt in the conthe Genif
scissions
for
biennial
end
of such a plan if adopted.
stantly increasing cost of putting an
eral Court. The Governor contends
Because of a recently enacted laic
automobile on the road, the Goverconstitutional changes
such
that
in New York State requiring yearly
nor suggests that It is' time now to
re
would be an economy in government
ti
turn attention to what he character- ,eithout any diminutien of efficiency
setts has become a haven for quacks.
oc.
izes as "another weak spot— the
rniat
• Me question of 1.1ennial .!•tssions
To regulate this situation. the Govcupant of the non -negligent car.' He
he acted on bv the Legislature this ; ernor asks that a similar law be endoes not make a definite recommenpending
with
a
accordance
ear in
acted here.
diction in this respect. but does reinitiative petition. There is no such
Further in the field of public health,'
of
DM his rejected recommendation
urna
to
relative
pending
Petition
the Governor recommends the razing
last year authorizing the Regatta of
Legtelature.
amend
of the Rutland State Sanatorium. and
Motor Vehicles to appoint additional
The Governor feels that the adore
Its replacement with modern conInspectors and a strengthening ot the
syslegislative
unicameral
a
of
ilon
struction for the treatment of tether.
law relating to the report of sect- tern similar to that in operation in
culosis. Additional accomalations for
dents. These two changes, he feels
Nebraska acme' do anay with the
reemployes are also needed at the Pondare necesears in order to effect a
conference committee "that exists to
ville Cancer Hospital.
deletion in the number of false, reconcile the differences in a measure
non-vaed
se
A $1,000,000 addition to the State
groundless or otherwi
often
Passed by both houses, and that
Capitol is asked to house departments
claims. If it is not done he can see ends by produting a bill that is satisand divisions now scattered here and
repeal
no alternative other than the
factory to nobody."
there around Boston.
of the compulsory iesurance law.
tentfeinneralle
Are
Abolition of the Metropolitan Plan.
Further in relation to the subject
conferof
meetings
secret
"These
fling Division is asked because it is
werths
of automobiles, he suggests RS
conmessage
his
committees,'
re- ence
no longer needed now that a State
of consideration the thought of
tinues. "are undemocratic. undesirable
Planning Board has been created arlii
quiring violators of motor vehicle
our
under
.
necessary
absolute]
—yet
is
in operation. The Governor feels
laws to install governors on their masystem."
two-house
present
speed
that
the continuance of the eletropolt.
chines limiting operation to a
h
the
Commonwealt
for
Insure
To
tan
Planning Division would represent
of 30 miles an hour.
In
a duplication of effort and expense.
ear the Governor advocated a full quota of judges intelleetually
Last
the prime of life. the Governor recom.
Bank Deposit Law
the reduction In mortgage interest
mends the enactment of legislation to
dropped
Because the borrowing of money by
rates from 6 to 5 per cent. He
voluntary retirement at
both the State and the cities and
this proposal when the banks volnn- permit the
Per full salary of judges in the supreme. towns makes it necessary to have retartly reduced the rate to eie
Fee.
jest
courts
and land
as
course to banks outside of efassachu!cent. There is now need for Nether superior
Under the
now may do
setts, the Goeernor recommends a
leductions. he helletes, in view of "the eral judges
change in the law to permit larger
plenitude of money and the low in- Governor's plan, jiidges so retired
such
deposits of State, city anti town funds
terest rates paid by the fiduciary in- a-oulii remain hound to perform
servli e as their health and strength
in banks outside of the Commonst it Menne."
chief
jusinetae
of
the
on
permit.
request
aealth. He also recommends legislaThe adoption of a uniform
advocated
court
tion to encourage the lending of
the
of
stronglv
tice
mein sales law Is
the
money by financial institutions for
The limper care of the mentally Ill
to correct exiating abuses. During
and home conthe„.„
)fl
Gnverner
matter About ehich
business
'reeves of the Legislature a somal IR a „nen
v
4
,
.
I,1
eNNessed
has
, a means
tile
of developing
. ,e
struction as
e c , :CMl
I commiesion hum been studying
property values in this State.
subject need its recommendations are los message this ear he devutea more
He
The Governor expressed gratifiesapproved in part by the Governor
time to this question than to an
Oen that the State completed its itsr
feels that the commission's propatal other with the exception of revele*
cal year with a free cash balance
should be adopted, but at the same and
retrenchment. H is prince
of $2.186.043 the largest during the
time is convinced that it does not go recommendations are the appropriaonly
touches
last five years. In addition there was
far enough since it
construction
for
the
$1.750,000
(ion of
also free cash in the highway fund
finance companies and therefore fain of a hospital for the criminally insane
01
to the amount of $371.085.
to reach ”It majority of the (AM'S
at Norfolk. the enlargement of 12
On the subject of the judiciars the ,
reprehensible installment sales." Hit State Institutions to care for :000 paGovernor recommends that the Su- i
own committee on consumer credit ; dents each, new living quarters for
all !
preme Court ruling prohibiting dims!
ate drafted legislation regulatine
at least 1500 employes at State in.
trict court judges from .practising as
installment sales and this he believes; stitutions because of the increase in
ettorneya In criminal cases be carried
should also he adopted.
personnel since the enactment of the
one step further by the Legislature
Economic Education
additional State
law, an
48-hour
prohibition extended to Inand the
Another recommence!ion renewed school and the installatioet of sprink•
against practising as
prohibition
elude
other
is
message
ler systems, nc w wiring and
from last yeafs inaugural
in civil Cases in their own
attorneys
ecopromote
measures.
protective
that steps he taken to
courts. He also urges the estahlishAttacks Nee IRO
nomic education in secondary schools
stem, as he
Iment of a circuit court
he
Specifically,
adults.
and among
Declaring that the neglect of State
did last sear. In Addition the Govto
commission
R
of
creation
of
urges the
its wards. particularly mental detectives, i ernnr asks that the present system
study the situation and report
"represents the most drab and sordid
:remunerating speciai justices be abolonte
recommendati
and
findings
in the
ished and that henceforth they be paid
the Gov- chapter possible of recording
On the subject of hole:Meg
on a per hour basis.
amendment to annals of the Commonwealth," the
ernor recommends a n
to say:
%You'd Abandon Prison
i
act enacted last; Gevernor goes 011
,
the
instateof
the housing authority
' Abandonment of the Charlestown
cities and' "The overcrowding
today
defectives
year so RR to authorize
mental
for
Is
state Prison is again recommended
money dons
towns to raise and appropriate auth- 17 per cent in excess of the bed capa•
l and the utilization of the site as A rehousing
over to
ents than
R Ild to pay It
or sonic bee20e
ireivIng station. To care for prisoners
and low. ciD, properly
accommodated
/trifles for slum clearance
urged that
cities can
other
; now at Charlestown. It is
.
the
t
a
in
In
department,
projects.
this
of
cost housing
housing institutions
no
is
there
and towns where
..r

h

additional facilities be provided at
Norfolk. The whole question of Massachusetts' penal system is In need
of study, the Governor believes, and
he suggests that a committee be appointed for this purpose which would
report to the Legislature in 1937.
The Governor devotes considerable
time and attentlpn to revenue and retrenchment. His basic suggestion In
this respect Is to have a special commission appointed, composed of recognized authorities on taxation, which
will consider not only the tax structure of the State but also the question of reducing governmental expenal/ urea.
ITior to such a study, however, awi
in the belief that the State budget
should be balanced without a State
tax, the Governor advocates the continuance of the 10 per cent surtax
on income and corporation taxes, a
continuation for five years of the
present three cent tax on gasoline, a
doubling of the fees for the operation of motor trucks, a reversion to
the general fund of all moneys earmarked for old age assistance in cities
and towns over and above what is
needed for that purpose, a tax of 40
cents on each proof gal'on of alcohoi,
an increase in the handle from dog
racing to be taken by the State from
Z.% to 5 per cent, a two per cent
tax on cigarets and tobacco products
and a $5 tax on slot machines.
Cooperation upon the part of the
New England States in directing the
attention of the public to the recreational advantages in this area, the
Governor finds was so beneficial that
he feels it amply justifies the continuance of the appropriation in 1936 of
6100,000 for the promotion of tourist
and vacation business. The Governor
also asks that $100.000 be approbriatect
for the stocking of streams and the
Increasing of insectivorous birds.
Massachusetts, if another recommendation of Gov. Curley is followed, %%al,
participate officially in the exerciser
Sept. 18 commemorating the 300th anniversary of the establishment of Harvard College. The Governor would
have a committee appointed to represent the State in these exercises.
First Step in U. S.
"The founding of Harvard College
by the Company of Massachusetts
Bay," he says, "marked the Initia:
step in the movement for higher education in the United States of America,' and in vonsetnience of the harmonious relations which have obtainth.
ed between the Government of
Commonwealth of Massachusetts and
the officers in charge of the conduct
or Harvard University, it is fitting
that the Commonwealth participate In
the observance of the tercentenary of
America's first and leading educational institution."
•
Again the Governor urges that a
suitable memorial be erected to commemorate the services of Massachusetts citizens (luring the World War.
He advocates the building of a structure large enough to provide quarters
for the veterans of all wars.
In conclusion the Governor reiter, ates his demand for economy in government, attacks his department heads
' for not bringing In recommendations
worth considering in this respect, an i
asks the appointment of a legislative
yornmittee to work with a citizens'
committee of 10 in devising a program for reducing the costs of State
government.
r•
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-urley s 1936 Program,
i,
Assailed in Both Parties,
Cl
dding
To RunIn
to Harde
Immediate Criticism Charges Governor With
Carrying "Money Message" to Legislature;
"Shouts Extravagance and Whispers Economy," Speaker Saltonstall Declares
Cotton's place, Mo-

mittee. To take
ran appointed Senator Theodore R.
(Special to The Springfield Union)
BOSON Jan. 1—Gov. Curley's legis- Piunkett of Adams.
Redistricting flue.
lative program for this year will have
The real reason in back of the
an
within
hard sledding. Almost
hour of its delivery it was being at- ne.,ve for harmony Is the fact that
and
tacked, not only by Republicans hut measures to redistrict the Houseyear.
Democrats as well. Much of the im- the Senate must be passed this
Republicans
21
nominally
mediate criticism was to the effect There are
Senate. With
that it is a "money message"—one anu 19 Democrats in the
vote counts on
making numerous recommendations a ciose division every
party •issue as
that call for appropriations of State still' an out and out
redistricting. And so the Republicans
money.
Into the fold
back
Moran
As Speaker Leverett Saltonstall re- are taking
he was evicted last year
marked in the course of a formal from which elected president with the
being
statement on the Governor's program. after
Democratic minority and
"Bluntly, the message shouts extrava- aid ofhethe
had shown a willingness to
after
gance and whispers economy."
or refrain from voting
for
either vote
A year of Curley as Governor has against measures sponsored by the
wrought considerable change in the Go%eruor,
attitude of the legislators toward him.
Theee was one brief flareup In the
The enthusiasm his 'naugural mes- Senate today when Senator Nicholsan
sage evoked has dimmed with time attatjted tenator William S. Conroyand although many of #,e recommen- of Fall River for continuing to mild
dations are repeated, the general re- onto his legislative job after having
action to the message as a whole 14 accepted an appointment as a member
antagonistic.
of the Industrial Accident Board.
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall, a can- Nicholson tiled a bill to reduce the
didate for the Republican nomination membership of the board from seven
fief)I'N
for Governor, and Senator
to six, saying that If the board could
Parkman, Jr.. who may get into thf function without Conroy during the
Republican race for Governor Of legislative session It could get along
Issuee without him at other times. Conroy
United States senator, ,both
statements condemning the message has secured a leave of absence In orRep. Albert F. Bigelow of Brookline der to carry out his duties as Senachairman of the House Ways and tor.
Abatis Committee, declined to coin. In his address to the House,
merit until he had a chance tp study Speaker Saltonstall asked for a
the document, but his position against speeding of legislative work and pargovernmental extravagance has been ticularly urged as a means to that
so,forcibly stated that he will be op- end that needless ['oilcans be avoided
posed to;, mit n y of the recommenda- He showed that rolicalls last session
tions. Rep., Henry Cabot Lodge of consumed four legislative weeks and
Beverly, who-may he Mr. Curley's op- that the longest session In the State's
portent for election to the United history could have been shortened by.
States Senate, also declined to commit nearly that much If the roll had been
himself.
called only when necessary.
Senator Parkman, characterizing the
Committee Changes.
message its "long and pretty dull,"
In the House there were several
and not up to Gov. Curley's usual committee changes, the most imporstandard, made a number of stinging tant of which was the dropping of
comments.
Rep. Ernest Dean of Chilmark from
The Governor's plea for economy in the powerful Ways and Means Comgovernment caused him to make tht. mittee. Dean. a Republican, carried
ironicai reflection, "as an .ardent the flght last year against his pochampion of economy, thrift and cap- litical afflliates In the lower branch
able administration or fro. affairs 01 for GOV. Curley's bond issue propogovernment, he will be a sight for th( sals. Since then Dean has been apgods."
pointed to succeed Samuel A. York as
Along with Speaker Saltonstall, Sen- State Commissioner of Conservation.
The removal of Dean from Ways
ator Parkman took issue with the
Governor on the question of provid- and Means and his replacement by
ing facilities for housing mental de- Rep. John W, Lassell of Northbridge
is not believed to have been prompted
fectives.
Program Last Session
by his party detection. Speaicer Salhe
The Governor,"
said"showed, tonstall offered no explanation, but
some heat on I he failure to provide' if Dean had remained on the cornoblitional racililies ion housing to"tlia' mittee he would be in the position of
(lefectives and others in the. Depart passing on committee recommendament of Mental (licenses and v% nub' mons for appropriations tn his own
believe hh department.
like to hare
The only changes in the committhe pro-Curleyism Of President James
teeshiPs of Western Massachusetts
_I, Moran Of Mansfield.
Fred
Senator Cotton declined to join the members were as follows: Rep.
goes on the
others In the harmony gesture, al_ B Dole of Shelburne
and
off
the
frankly Committee on Towns
Moran
President
though
Harbors and PIthlle
w.iits him hack on the Rules Corn- Committee on

•

•

Lands:
rpT l'hillp M. Markley of
Springfield goes off the Committee on
Election Laws and takes Pole's
on the Committee on Harbors Place
and
Public Lands.

REPUBLICAN
Springfield, Mass.
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EIGHTEEN PAGES
The Governor's Address
Several features of Gov Curley's
second annual address to the Legisture command more than ordinary attention, although the great
length of the message ‘and the
multiplicity of subjects considered
preclude more than cursory comment.
The far reaching scope of the
governor's discussion is indicated by
his recommendation that one of the
branches of the General Court be
decapitated, giving Massachusetts a
unicameral Legislature. Biennial
sessions for the single chamber are
included in this program. Last year
the governor did not advise more
than the reduction of the membership of the two legislative branches
by one-half and biennial sessions.
But he then asked also for the
abolition of the governor's council.
recommendation is
The council
missing this year, possibly because
he now controls that body.
Biennial sessions would be a
relatively conservative reform; the
proposal has large support. But the
proposal, now
chamber
single
advanced by a governor for the first
time, is not yet even in the first
stage of serious public discussion
in this commonwealth. Nebraska
has led the way in changing to the
unicameral form, hut Nebraska has
had no actual experience with it.
The general tendency in other states
will be to watch the practical test
of the idea in agricultural Nebraska
and await a mature conclusion as
to its feasibility. It is probable that
it would arouse rural opposition in
industrial states like Massachusetts
having great urban centers, with
heavy claims to representation in a
single chamber whose members were
chosen on a population basis.
The governor repeats in substance not a few of his recommendations of his inaugural message,
dropping others, notably those asking for the abolition of the governor's council and the repeal of the
preprimary convention law. He
repeats, however, in a more moderate form, the earlier recommendation for the fetirement of judges

in the three courts of statewide
jurisdiction. Last year he called for
mandatory retirement atithe age of
70; this year he recommends provision for their voluntary retirement, upon reaching 70, at full salary. But judges so retired would
remain subject to emergency service on the bench upon the request
of the chief justice of the court.
Altogther, Gov Curley's discussion
of judiciary questions, especially
district court reform, impresses one
as well considered.
It would not be a Curley message if there were no rhetorical fireworks here and there to light up so
lengthy an address. He takes advantage of the opportunity to lash the
Legislature with reference to the
public institutions. Perhaps this is
deserved: "The neglect of state
'wards, and more particularly the
'mental defectives, represents the
'most drab and sordid chapter pos'Bible of recording in the annals
'of the commonwealth." In another
passage one is horrified to learn
that "the duplicity practiced in 1935 ,
'through the authorization for the i
'establishment of a hospital for the
'criminally insane at a cost of $1,'750,000, without making provision
'for the money, savors of a low
'order of knavery without precedent
'in the history of the common'wealth."
Yet, at the same time, the governor
is proud of the state of the treasury. It is most "gratifying" to him
that at the end of the fiscal year,
November 30 last, the free cash
balance was $2,486,034, the largest 1
in five years. This was brought
about by the special 10 per cent
surtax on last year's incomes of
individuals and corporations which
the governor persuaded the Legis'attire to levy in order to balance
the last budget. It is also gratifying to everyone that the tax collectors of Commissioner Long in the
last fiscal year gathered up about
$5,000,000 more than they did in
the previous year. That revealed, in
addition to the retroactive income
surtax of 10 per cent, a natural
rise in revenue due to better business conditions and the like. Gasoline taxes yielded $600,000 more.
Alcoholic beverages furnished onefifth of the increased revenue.
Then, too, the state racing commission collected from the newly-legalized race tracks no less than $1,614,981.
Under "revenue and retrenchment" the reader finds not the least
interesting portion of the govet-

nor's add rega:-The governor c-ciafounds his critics, who bave accused
him of being nothing but a spender,
by saying that "insufficient attention" has been given to "the re`duction in the cost of government:"
But he immediately abandons this
aspect of the subject to a new commission for the study of the problem of both expenditures and taxes,
—a commission that he advises the
Legislature to create.
Ths abolition of the "state tax,"
which is the annual assessment on
towns and cities to make up the
, deficiency in the state budget, is
the high spot of the discussion of
revenues. This proposal is not novel
or original; it has often been considered in the past. Some conservative tax specialists will approve the
suggestion, in principle. It is meritorious enough to command the serious attention of both public and
Legislature, however much difference of opinion is aroused by the
governor's proposals for new revenues to replace the $8,000,000 or
$10,000,000 usually collected under
the name of the "state tax," which
, bears down so heavily on local real
estate.
In place of the "state tax," the
governor would continue the special
I 10 per cent surtax on individual and
corporate incomes; increase the
gasoline tax for a period of five
years; double the fees collected on
motor trucks; raise the tax on alcohol; squeeze out more from dog
racing, which amounted to $704,156
last year; tax cigarets sold in this
state two cents a .package; and go
after the slot machines for a fee of
at least $5 a year. The program
will challenge attention, for it is
at least constructive.

REPUBLICAN
Springfield, Mass.

Governor's Speech Called
Dull, Inconsistent, Wordy
on—
Saltonstall Notes Contradictions and Misinformati
Parkman Finds It `Not Even Interesting' and Jibes
at Curley's Defense of His Curb On New Buildings

and provided that the hospital was
to be built only if federal funds became available.
"The governor makes several recommendations for the construction of
public buildings, but omits to state
Of
how the money is to be raised.
course all of us who have studied the
conditions the governor speaks about
wants these new buildings. But let's
be practical and make haste slowly.
why
If these buildings are ,so needed, havwas his excellency so averse to
passed
ing them included in the bill
by the Legislature last year to build
harbors.
dredge
,new sidewalks and

From Our Special Reporter.
to
Boston, Jan. 1—The reaction
delivGov Curley's long message,
e conered in person to the legislativ
vention today, was not favorable inobsofar as a consensus has been
tained. It was the general opinion
with
that it was not up to a par
speeches of other governors in their
second year.
Several termed it frankly a "baloney" speech, meaning it was intended to sound good to the general
but
public, but that its author could Such an amendment was offered,
House.
hardly expect the Legislature to en- was defeated by him in the
Cost
of
all
Cutting
with
of
"Talks Freely"
cumber the aimmonwealth
the
the financial burdens he proposed, "He talks freely of reducing
he
taxes
l
additiona
of government but in this respect
cost
the
add
or to
recommended. Likewise, there was merely suggests that a study be made
much adverse criticism to his pro- I—the findings, of course, to he made
s
posals to eliminate the state tax and to the Legislature after the governor'
to add or transfer moneys to the term has expired.
"It is significant that the governor's
general fund, thus to give the governor a larger sum to use in prepara- attack has shifted from the executive
council to the Legislature. Last year,
tion of his budget,
he wanted the executive council abolInconsistent, Says Saltonstall
ished. Now that he controls it, he
Leverett
Speaker
Of the address,
makes no reference whatever to it.
Saltonetall said:
"Bluntly, the message shouts exgovernor's address sounded
travagance and whispers economy."
well, but even a hurried analysis of
Pretty Dull, Says Parkman
his 'recommendations reveals several
Senator Henry Parkman, Jr., of Boshe
,
statement
one
In
inconsistencies.
ton issued this statement on the adaccuses the Legislature of being un- dress of the governor:—
derhanded in passing a bill and in
"The message was not up to his
, another, declares that it is fortunate usual standard. Ordinarily, the govdid
it
as
' that the Legislature acted
ernor is capable of making a speech
on the same bill.
at least sound, interesting. This one
"On pages 31 and 32 (printed was long and pretty dull.
form) of his address, the governor
"It is too had he does not mean
said: 'The duplicity practiced in 1935 what he says; for the message did
through the authorization for the eshave a few good discussions and
tablishment of a hospital for the recommendations, as for example, his
criminally insane at a cost of $1.- , suggestion in regard to better co730,000 without making provision for
operation with neighboring states in
the money, savors of a low order

t

•
in the
the field of crime 11,n4 in the joint
or knavery without precedent
alth.'
commonwe
ent of natural resources. It
the
developm
of
history
know, too, that he has
"On page 41, referring to the same is good to
come to an appreciation of the neceslegislation, he said: 'It is rather for- sity for reduction in the cost of govtunate that the authorization was ernment. As an ardent ckampidp of
adminisMade without provision for the nec economy, thrift and capable
fovernment,
o
estaary funds to cover the cost . tration of the affairs of
construction, estimated at $1,750,000 he will he a sight for the gods.
AssatIes Building Policies
since there is no way in which tc
justify the placing of the care o
governor showed some heat
"The
mental defectives under the contra on the failure to provide additional
nt
and supervision of the departme
facilities for housing mental defectives
menof correction.'
and others in the department of have
Recommends What Was Done
tal diseases and would like to
predecessors in
"Actually, the bill he refers to the public believe his
re were responplaced the mental defectives under office and the Legislatuhe was presentthe supervision of the department sible. He forgets that
with an adeof mental diseases, as he had al- ed at the last session
building, but preready stated in another passage of quate program of
highway program
his address. Then he proceeds to ferred to insist on a
$3,600,000
recommend what has already been with an appropriation of
his mnd,
done, namely, that the hospital be for sidewalks. Obviously, in
in
placed under the supervision of the there were greater possibilities
of
department of mental diseases,
granite curbing than in the care
"The truth of the matter is that the unfortunate wards of the state.
the bill in question, Senate No 484,
was filed by the commissioner of I
the depattnient of mental diseases

in ozneussIlit his proposal for a
better pension system for judges, he
u.sed the phrase, 'without the need of
drastic action against them.' This has
an ominous sound. Very likely as the
ease against Dolan, the Curley city
treasurer, gets hotter, we shall heaT,
more of the dire need of taking the
'drastic action' referred to. No doubt
It will be placed on high public
grounds. The governor is a past master of that act, But the real reason
will be the necessity of covering up.
"Governors on Cars"
it of the welter of vague titians ' and the usual high-sounding.
phrases, liberally sprinkled with adjectives, I detected a few specific suggestions with which I am in hearty
accord. Referring; to automobile accidents, lie recommended a tightening
up of provisions of the law requiring
prompt and accurate reports of accidents, What his reference to 'governors on cars' meant, I did not quite
gather, but I presume he had in mind
the accident in Newton last summer."
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MODEST SPEAKER
SALTONSTALL
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall of
the House of Representatives will
at any rate not be accused of mock
modesty. As the new year opens,
with state politics in the air in
every direction, Speaker Saltonstall
issues a statement in which he dedeclares that he "knows that he
can wage the most successful fignt
against the nominee of the Democratic party, whoever he may be"
for the governorship.
That is certainly putting it over
pretty straight_ But whO told

Sal-

tonstall that he is in possession of
the ability above all others to accomplish this rather difficult task?
Doubtless he conveyed the information to himself and in such terms'
that he now actually believes it. Or
is he trying a little bit of bluster
to scare off the Haigis candidacy?
The Saltonstall New Years pronunciament, however, is not likely
to frighten the adherents of John
W. Haigis from at least continuing
the effort to land the nomination
for the Greenfield man. The Haigis
organization is putting in some tall
work and if Western Massachusetts
is 'not recognized in the Republican
primary there is going to be considerable disappointment in this section of the state that will bode no
good to the efforts of some of the
Republican leaders to bring about
the harmony that has been so sadly
lacking in the organization in recent years.

REPUBLICAN

st ate governments hace their limitations and that. in the last analvds it
is to private industry that we must I
look for the ultimate transfer of the
unemployed to employment.
That we have entered upon a new
era in the social and economic life
of the nation is generally accepted.
For the security of the nation and the
well-being of the people. a change
froth the old order is not only imperative but inevitable. As an offset
to increased production. we are reluctantly giving, coneitleratio to the acceptance Of a shorter Vol king week
as one method of making a reality of
the theory of the right of the individual to life. liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
The Legislative session of 1935 was
notable not alone for the fact that it
was the longest session in the history of the commonwealth, hut for
The adlitional fact that it marked
rea;:tment of more progressive
than any
led leonane legislation
soson.
,.rhmeti's Compensation tet
ta cc the measures of pritee import:1'1(a, enaeted were those dealing
Tee operathin of the program for
sactal justice should represent the
;'h ,.,orkmen's compeesation, which
1$ Ii el a new day and a new era
end of the* atrocious
recrked the
ti ce of diseontinuing, payments
of Gov in the life of the natien.
Boston, Jan. 1—The text
pereons permanently incapacitated
To the womanhood and manhood
to
James M. Curlej's annual message
at the end of five years and the
of the nation it xvill,SVI'Ve as a guartull:—
in
follows
powerful
the Legislature
antee of protectioa from
making of
provision for payment
House agencies beyond the ability of the intiering the lifetime of the individual
To the Honorable senate and
al
industri
namely,
control.
to
dividual
Equally important from the standof Representatives:—
depressinn and unemployment. To
point of the work.r was the amendThe year 1936 should provomemora- the children and youth of the nation
ment to the law defining the "aver;
fulfillment of the age weekly wage," thereby enclitlF
No in the annals of our country.
a
t
represen
ill
u
it
the
marking as it will the end of
of opportunity and the vicious practice of payment tic)
upon pledge of equality
greatest depression ever visited
mation (loin theory to a worker suffering injury in his Peetransea
the
tional guaran- PloYment insufTicient to provide er
the American people. In common with
my reality of this constitu
every American citizen, it was
tee. It is the most Important subject even the most meager of his needs.
age
assembl
the
ed the people of
belief, at the time of
Dependents of the workers are 110
that a that has confrtmt
of the Legislature in 1935,
American nation in its entire
th
in
both
wages,
and
hulg cr subject to Privation because
work
program of
adoption is inevitable. of
Its
hietory.
the penalties imposed by money
t hiel
entt ff e‘
the nation, the states, and subdivifulfillm
tlitl
,
f
at h
is" operation
lenders in the matter of the attachof
shins of the states, would be in full: liiblirai promise
ment of wages to an extent whirl%
operation. I believed that New 'Year's comet h good."
rendered the borrower helpless, re;
found
y in 1936 would find the people of
be
will
adoption
its
Against
welfare
from
de_ suiting In privation to his dependtraneferred
,
nit:eyed the same reactionary
.a+ to payrolls, and prosperity so
5
l
)
i
e
h
t
that
tlie workmen's compensation net
worthy,
oliitt. enT
eer gtrie
yna
general in the nation that no
of eth
tao;sed
ha vletisotitlip
)
enacted makes provision for the
ern -I 11
hj.
ttlliiitIliII seeking opportunity to
either
tuated in large measure
protection of laborers, workmen *
ploy the talents of brain and handl personal selfishnese or by fear of coil- meehanies and certain other el
with ehich God had endowed him escation of preperly. which not in. of employes. but. no provision has
would ho denied the opportunity.
has been accumulated been
the protection of
frequently
made for
In Massachusetts I advocated an in- through the sweating of the wasted 1110 5(5 in the institutions. The w
of
on
ina
ist heemits
ons
sso
depemient votimi for the absorpti
m
l : aminie ere
cnnie
women
bodies of women and children in
1
. ;;
tiotoTs
er
aonrtsuoneatet tey.:,Ixiic
s otriiicif
the unetnpinyed. realizing the intri-i
olft Aim
ha
fedof
r
characte
us
care and pondero
'" enforcing or flre-protection brandies
eral government agencies and their the all-important fact that we leave
:e.
ae Ndlyte:, tsincehthtihne
;
ic ps
b ntpll:.ble,
„(fmts,:
°
danger Øf
Inability to provide work and wages tine world hs we enter it; that the (
we
when
behind
opinmy
in
within a reasonable time.
leave
and,
we
death,
thing
, disease and
onty
sereIn the commonwealth this 41minis- depart this 111e is the record offellow - ion. are entitled to protection.
I accordingly recommend such ad(ration has discharged its portion or ice.' and SaCtifice to God and
law as would
thit obligaticm, imposed by the Legis- man, that we ourselves write while 'ditions to existing
make possible the inclusion of thIS
lature, which provided funds not only1 here.
the prozed
within
Jeopardi
group
May Re
%WY deserving
grudgingly but in such limited amount;
workmen's compensaas to make impossible the eompletei
Although many thousands of well- visions of the
fulfillment of the pledge of work intentioned Americans believe that tion act.
not
and wages.
DiNplaelne Exploitation
the social security program does
We are embarking upon a program; go far enough, in the judgment of
well-being of a nation is
basic
The
one
of social justice that five .years ago' competent authorities It is the
the progress of its *orbby
guarded
to
would have been regarded as the plan which the public is prepared
been the Instofy
may tug People. It has
quintessence of socialism. We are be.- neeept. Its aeceptance. however.
civilization that et:0nm*
modern
of
which,
ginning to privet:1y evaluate the true be jeopardized by other plans.
selfish exploititintentions Justice must displace
strucconcept of the scriptural admonition, while representing good tremend
ous (ion if the political and social
a
solve
to
re
desi
a
and
keeper."
s
"I am my brother'
ture of the community is to endure.
objcereal
the
destroy
problem, may
Compensation Law
Niany fundamental changes must he
of
sought, namely, the welfare
made here in Massachusetts to transThe adoption by the 1935 Legisla- tire
c Matt&
entire people.
to late the principle of economi the (*ture of a state unemployment com- the
The failure of the Legislature
We would welcome
law.
into
pensation law as the state's contritardy
the
promptly, coupled with
port tinily In do so without delay, but
bution to the social welfare program act
part of the
a program by the fed
represents the most forward step un- reloption of ent. has wrought great Massachusetts Is but e market place.
governm
'If American workshop and
dertaken for the welfare of humanity et-al
ds
thousan
s
vountles
to
es are.
p
to tele most grievous difficulti
In the history of the nation. The hardshi
citizens who have been unable
outside the realm of
ately,
unfortun
adoption of the program in its en- the
many
end the delay, and in
tious em tirety is eiday taxing the thought compreh inaction of both federal and, our jurisdiction. Conscien
the
s in this
and ingenuity of the ablest minds in the cases agencies. With the funds that; Plo)-ers and their employe
are. in too
state
' sovereign commonwealth
through
land. They are endeavoring to devise
e
availabl
made
by the prachave been
a method whereby the individual citi- legislative action in the commonwealth many Instances, fettered
proprietors a hunzen and his family may be safe- or Massachusetts. employment has Hoes of sweatshop
away.
guarded from recurring periods of heen furnished, and men and women tired or a thousand miles many matFortunately, there are
depression, with its toll of misery have heen transferred from welfaret
proceed without
and unemployment. They are seek- rills ti payrolls, but it is necepteff ters on which we can
the last
womforward-looking intelligene competitive challenge. During Geneml
ing compensatory protection for
every
by,
as
session of the (trent and
en and men of advanced years.
maimed
Court, an unprecedented progress was
well as pretection for the
blind.
Ole
letik
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1935 Legislature Is Blamed I
For Preventing Fulfilment
Of'Work,Wages'Program

ed His
Gov Curley Says Limited Appropriations Block
PoliPlans—Proclaims 'Social Justice' as Aim of
nsacies—Urges Extenslon of Workmen's Compe
Insurtion Law and Amendment of Employment
Rates and
ance Act—Favors Sliding Scale Utility
Study of Taxation

-4
hand, one acrticif
from themseivee, Is a uniform instal- ;
made in establishing or amending, and, on the ether
.Ac
may produce a cost ofto $5000.
ment sales law. With that need in ,
basic labor laws. The executive declaims,
index
fair
a
are
dents
mind; I appointed last spring, from
partment has taken steps to vitalise
prime;
claim
that
show
statistics
legold
the
the whole scope of new and
-membership of the governor's adby the number
measured
he
ayittcannot
and
visory
alert
an
fissuring
by
committee, a subcommittee
islation
accidents,
known as the committee on consumpathetic administration of the departhi
has
step
forward
er credit, to which I assigned the difA definite
ment of labor and industries.
taken in this matter in. the elimu
ficult task of drafting a tin Ificirtn.
Reorganization Urged
nation of the guest from compulsory
stalment sales law that would guarReorganization of the department Insurance. The full effect of this
antee protection and a square deal to
of labor and industries Is essential if amendment will not be- experienced
the public, and at the same time rethe Interests of employer, employe until next year, but it is an effect
establish the confidence in instalserved.
and taxpayer alike are to be
partial repeal. The presence of guest
ment buying that is essential to the
This department will not fulfil the , coverage in the law offered the least
protection of this Important industry.
functions necessary under modern protection to the individual and the
That committee has not only reconditions until it combines an ade- greatest temptation to collusion and
viewed all that has been written on
quate and reliable reporting of our exaggerated claims. By eliminating
the subject, and studied all the recurrent trade and industry with the the guest from the
compulsory inlated laws of all the other states, but
competent planning of a state-wide surance
coverage the cost of placing
has conducted extensive research on
program.
a car on the road was reduced by
its own initidtive to determine the
The obvious first step in this re- 8.4 per
within the commonwealth of
cent.
facts
organization, however, is for the deMassachusetts. The committee has
Now that the guest has been elimipartment to assume the duties of the
also been in constant cooperation
Industrial Accident board. My opin- nated from this law we should turn
with the commission which was creion, supplemented by the surveys of public) attention to another weak spot,
ated by the General Court last sumcompetent authorities, is that the di- —the occupant of the nonnegligent
to consider the advisability of
mer
vision of jurisdiction between these car. While we have the greatest of
legislation for the regulation of I two agencies causes much wasteful sympathy for any one who is riding
stalment selling and financing. The
overlapping of effort, and defeats the In a car and is injured by the neglifiled its report, topurpose which should be the pri- gence of seine one else, we must, commission has
gether
with a recommpnrim
mary objective of both—the preven- nevertheless, realize that claims in
consumer credit fully
tion of Industrial accidents arid dis- this class have grown from 14,000 committee iPn
in 1927 to 39.000 in 1934. The remark- agrees with the findings of the comease.
Legislation is necessary to permit able part of the picture is that 32,mission and favors the passage of
the department of labor and indus- 000 out of the 89,000, in 1934, repreproposed bill.
the
tries to take over the Industrial Ac- sent claims fur less than $100. PreThe findings of the commission
cident board's duties, and I trust it. liminary figures for 1935 indicate that
there v.1111 be a further increase in
will .be authorized promptly.
fully substantiate the statements I
the number of these claims for this
made last June in a coast-to-coast
Forty-eight Hour Law
year. Thus does the small claimant
radio address. At that time I cited
The inhuman practice of compelling nullify the excellent record of our
many abuses in the business of into labor
an institutional employe
I
state. .
stalment selling and financing.
for such a long period of time as
time
there
of
In the same period
that there is so much
dut
pointed
mentality.
to Impair both health and
has been no appreciable increase in
confusion and evasion in the stateand render impossible the character the claims made and paid for death
ment of 'interest rates on unpaid
of kind and humane treatment. that and injury of pedestrians on the highbalances, that it is .-next to imposunfortunate wards of the state are ways of fhe commonwealth, .so that
sible for the consumer to find out
entitled to receive, has happily ended it must be apparent to every thoughtthe true rate he will be obliged
through the adoption of the 48 how ful individual that there is serious
td pay. I deplored the fact that
law.
question as to the validity of the
there are no standard practices in
The adoption of this humane meas- large number of the 39,000 claims I”
instalment contracts or in methods
ure of legislation has made necessat
occupants of automobiles that were
of figuring rates, or any uniform
the employment of some 2500 women made in 1934 and an equally large It
basis for carrying charges which apand men, and while it Has increased not larger number for the year 1935.
The
defensible.
pears logical or
the coat of conducting the instituThe problem, then, of lowering the
report of the commissidn presents
tions of the state, should shortly tie cost of placing a car on the road is
extensive evidence in suppnrt of
reflected in an improvement both the reduction of such claims and the
each of these assertions. The rephysically and mentally of its real elimination of the false and groundport shows, in fact, that many sellbeneficiaries,—the wards of the state. less claims. I believe that this can
ers of many different commodities
Employment of Minors
he effected by adequate provision for
are now charging, (Ai unpaid balWith the excess unemployed adults sufficient personnel in the registry
ances, rates well above 100 per cent
seeking work and wages for the main- division and immediate investigation
per annum. It is my conviction
promore
famstringent
and
their
and
of accidents
tenance of themselves
that few, if any, merchants would
If
this
for
report.
immediate
visions
recommendations
the
renew
I
ilies,
charge the exorbitant rates cited in
of last year. since no excuse seems is not done, I can see no alternative
the report of the commission, if all
to exist for .a continuance of the other than a repeal of the compulsory
Instalment sellers were required by
employment of boys and girls under insurance law. There is need for imlaw to hand each buyer, at the time
Racketaction.
drastic
and
mediate
the age of 16.
of sale, a simple contract in which
'
venal
by
deare
claims
praise
upon
spurious
and
eering
sympathy
While
the ttital carrying charge was stated
served for children who seek to con- attorneys in collusion with doctors
ati a true per cent, per month, on
tribute to the support of their fam- and professional claimants must be ' the unpaid balance.
ilies, the net effect of their compeC- stopped. A great industry which is
The law proposed by the commistion is to deprive some worthy adults threatened with destruction through
sion would help, and it should be passed.
of work. or to drive down the eorn- criminal exploitation must be con- ! The law fails to reach, however, a
Pensation for such work. These chil- served. I, therefore, renew my rec' majority of the cases of reprehensible
dren, during their most receptive ommendation of a year ago that ad' instalment sales, for the law regulates
years, are 'deprived of the training so ditional inspectors be authorized in
only the finance companies. It pronecessary to equip them properly for the registry of motor vehicles, and
vales no control over dealers. The
the present-day arduous activities trt that the law relating to report of accommission rightly urges that considcidents be strengthened. In addition
trade or industry.
eration be given to a feasible and just
If the years of employment are to. It is worthy of your consideration
means of regulating all instalment
be shortened, it is much wiser ila whether violators of the automobile
sales. With this opinion, the commitkeep these children in school, at leak: laws may not be required to instal
tee on consumer credit concurs, and
.16, so that they trifY governors on their cars limiting opuntil they are
has drafted a bill designed to acmore aptly earn their way when thiy eration to 30 miles per hour as a concomplish that purpose.
do start. Good citizenship as well fa dition of continued license.
t That is precisely the protection
Personal opportunity necessitates t)
Mortgage Interest Rates
'which borrowers now have under the
raising of the school-leaving age frd
The reduction in mortgage interest
uniform small loan law, first adopted
14 to 16.
2 per cent,
/
rates from 6 per cent to 51
by the commonwealth of Massachuft'
Compulsory Insurance
which it has been estimated represetts, and now in force in 26 other
sents a saving to the people of the
For the first time since the law ii'
states. The law works. In this state,
'
has
halt
definite
of
a
commonwealth
approximately $12,been in effect,
during a single year, 189,536 loans
000,000, has been a contributing facmade in the steadily increasing. a
were made by licensed companies, and
tor In the lightening of the burden
.of placing a car on the road. The Cc
not a single borrower complained that
of the home owner, hut in view of
of compulsory insurance is ba
there was any concealment of the rate
the plenitude of money and the low
upon claim payment, and all of.0
charged, or any other violation of any
Off» ts in the field of accident sT
paid
by
the fiduciary
inte:Pst rates
of the stringent provisions of the law.
ventiim will be nullified unless'i
Institutions, there is, In my opinion,
What-the state has done for the procan heel-,down the coat of claim 114
need for further rediiction.
tection of those who borrow from loan
men a.
companies, the state can now do for
Instalment Buying
.eevidents are important. hut chile
;the protection of instalment buyers
One of the additional measures esare hearty equally important. T:,,e4
I who, in effect, porrdw from merchants.
sential to the further protection of
accidents at a hundred dollars i
the public, both from exploiters and
claim may produce a cost of :20

'The- iiiistalment business is an
'llit4
717fflroiraTe within the several cities Chasing pier,
sentlal institution in American Wed
The law was enacted prior to hal
towns of the commonwealth, to
and the enactment of a law through land
I
authorities," adoption by the • federal government,
which credit costs were clearly stated I he known as "heiusing
I
clear- and that Maximum compensation unand gradually reduced through open 1 with power to enter upon slum
ance and law-cost housing projects. der the federal program may not be
competition would mean not only a
The statute then enacted provided for denied the commonwealth 1 respect.
larger return for the consumer's do!lar. but also an increase in the busi- ' the receipt by nousing auttiorittes of' fully urge the adoption of such amend- ,
aid from the federal government in ments to the existing law as may oeo'
nese of reputable instalment compaaccordance with the act of Congress necessary, to the end that it conides; and I am firm in the belief that and the
rules and practices of the forms to the provisions of the federal
a majority of the instalment compafederal officers charged with the duty act.
flies operating in Massachusetts are of
subsidizing housing p r oj ects
The prevailing opinion as expressed
reputable. The bill which has been
through public corporations created
American Federafiled is for the protection both of the
and controled by the states. In the by the head of the
tion of Labor relative to the enactpurchaser and of the reputable met'- statute enacted last
year no provision
chant, I look forward with confidence
ment of legislation by the Goneral
was made for contributions by
the Court in 1935 is best summed up in
to the support of the measure,
city or town in which a
housing
authority was located, except the his own language in which he states
Economie Education
relatively small amount required for that Oalassachusetts has toecoinc the
In the Inaugural address, T dwelt
organization expenses. Three housing laboratory for liberal progressive legat length on the need for the deauthorities have been organized under islation, since more laws in the intervelopment of economic education to
the act, but no grants of federal est of the worker were enacted in
the end that our people may he betfunds have been made as anticipated. 1935 in Massachusetts than In any
the
ter
equ ipped to
n nerstand
a
for the federal officers have now
10-year period In the history of too
workings of our machine civilization, taloin
the position that no grants will
highly cleanand to make such changes in the
be made to local housing authorities commonwealth." It is
orderly of our economic life as will
able that the exceptional record estabunless
the
state
or
the
municipality
"satire more liberty, mere security
in which the project is located makes lished in 1935 be maintained durine
II
more shared prosperity for all• it
substantial contribution to the cost 1931', and I am quite certain that this
we
have
Ills
that
Fundamentally. the
or the project.
is possible, provided that we reZngsuffered for several years -past trace
1 therefore recommend that the nize at all times the fact that we are
curt our
inahnity
bock to our
ho
. using
. nut hority act enacted last simply the servants of the people,
very complicated business machine. ; y ear tat.
1935, C. 449) be amended so elected to carry out their will and to
There Is no guarantee that prosper. as to
authorize cities and towns to do so in conf,ormity with our oath and
the eleci ty will be enduring unless
enlightened. o
arid appropria te money and to with our desire to serve and tc be
to ra to,
econ om ca Y
it over to housing authorities
brings economic intelligence constantof service.
within
their respective limits in orly to the polls. .‘71 electorate that
he i der to assist in the prosecution of
Tam 'Enforcement
pd will
Is economically bewildered
The eavaritages enjoyed by organeasily led
astray, in campaigning al um clea,ranee and lower-cost housreasoning. of ; ing
projects. Such
appropriations 17(1 crime through speedy motor vedays, by the specious
he enlinlY optional with the hicles, the radio, able attorneys and
those who oppose all change, becausel ahould
pities
and
town. and the amount to other agencies cannot be successfult hey profit by things as they are; I
:
appropriated sheuld be definitely ly combated until such time as A
and no less by the impractical pr
posiiis or those who seem i n believe
to the capitalized value of
portion of the fetters with which leannual
gal rest rietione hind law-enforcing
.ht,
that we can attain lOopia overnig
citiesthe
in t hrsmasitittste
tlinialtit;cd•e bytthe
t e agencies have been removed. The
oiled in
.ri
\
electorate welagrun
principle, of e,.,,11,qin, ,f,reocrno. and !sub-standard area to be cleared, so
73d (Ili-ingress enacted an interstate
„di not that the contribution will constitute compact perrnittinc cooperative efommitted
its :
eo
he
easily t,10,.„Ive
iy`',no
'
, need for no real burden upon the taxpayers of forts, through agreements between
: the city or town, but will at the
two or more states, through which
economic education, I submit, Is imsame time provide healthier, pleasthe haven of refuge ever in the past
por t ivy.
anter and more sanitary dwellings open to the criminal world, known as
I renew, accordingly. my recom- for a
large group in the community, the border line between states, may
,ear, that steps
mendation of last )
awl employment for a substantial be eliminated, and the law-enforcing
be taken to promote economic edu- amount of
labor in the
building
ofticiels of one state permitted to purcation, not' only in the secondary t reties.
sue law Vielaters into another state.
In many instances where there is
the
recommend
accordingly
I
achools, but among the adult prom
need of slum clearance and low-cost enactment of such lezislatlon as will
latinn. There may be opposition to housing, the
permit of the immediate adoption of
municipal authorities
this proposal on the part of those who prove unwilling to take the initiative, the provision now permissible in condo not appreciate what the secondary and in each case, however great the sequence of federal legislation recently enacted.
schools are doing by way of turning need, the 'State Board of Housing
Narcotic Drag Actout students who are not economieol ,under existing legislation is without
The narcotic drug act adopted by
informed. I accordingly now recom- iauthority to take any steps to relieve
the situation. I recommend, therethe Legislature, conforming as it
mend, specificially that a commission fore, that
does with the federal legislation, has
in OWN, and towns in which
be organized to study the situation no housine anthoritv exists, or in
already proven of inestimable benefit both to the drug addicts and to
and report. its findings and recom mi which such nnthority as exists is inthe victims of the drug addicts,—the
menaations.
neti se, the qt•ito n • •I of It oing
us'
public as a whole.
10 autherized to proceed under proper
Housing
Unicameral Legislature
The return of prosperha' which has 1"
""a hons "Ith a low -cost
In my inaugural message I recom,Tealect.
whether it relates to new
definitely begun should mark an end
mend that the size of the Legislaof t he custom that has obtained dur- hmises or the rehahilit alien of sound
titre be reduced by diminishing the
log the past five years of two or more but obsolete existing structures, and
number of members of the two
families sharing a home, or an apartbranches, and with sessions held biment, thereby causing a demand for that state funds be appropriated to ennialy.
home and making necessary a build- meet the cost of such projects.
The chief advantage of these
ing construction program. Lack of
changes owould be an obvious econoUnemployment Insurance
employment and depleted incomes
my. a saving for our hard-pressed
One of the outstanding achievehave created a constant demand for
taxpayers. I not only adhere to this
low-priced rental property, occupancy ments of the year 1935 was the creabelief at the present time. but I am
of which shpuld not be permitted in tion of the l'nemploYment CompensaConvinced that still further econotion
commission.
This
commission is
i the interest of public health, and the
mies might he achieved through the
use of which is not Infrequently com- designed to safeguard the welfare
Adoption of the unicameral Legislaof
the
people
of
the
nation
through
pulsory upon the part of the occuto the system now in
ture
pant. Unwholesome. unhealthful, un- unemployment insurance, and real old
operation in Nebraska.
safesightly tenement property, sometimes age assistance, and adequate
There fit no need for two chambers ,
termed "slum areas," is apparently guards and care for the maimed and
today. Historically, the Senate, or
blind
children
of
the state.
deatined to remain with us until such
"upper" house, was to act as an
The unemployment insurance act
time as in the interests of public
aristocratic check on the more demshould
ultimately
prove
a
beftith and public decency we possess
Panacea for
ocratic "lower" house, similar to the
sufficient determination and courage industrial depressions through mainEnglish Lords-Commons relationship.
I' terminate the same. I am hopeful
Yet
the progress of political democsumers
he
unemployed men and worn.
that at some time we will possess
racy has emasculated the House of
thee
of
the
nation
as
well
as the aged.
necessary requisites. and in the event' who
Lords, and in our own state has
without
legislation of this
this does occur, it is imperative that
fortunately made both our Senate
there ere no impediments to favorable character, would
be without tht• and our House of Representatives
and ieeiential action,
funds necessary not only for tht truly democratic bodies. Nor is there
Last year the Legislature, in acthe basis for two chambers that
Maintenance of
we find in Washington, where one
coedance with my recommendation. would be unable their families. bin
t
id
tvL5Le
house is made up of representatives
enacted legislation providing for the dustry. through the
absence of pur- I
1 establishment of bodies politic and

I

of governmental units and the other! Present judger br'greater age 'Mould
consists of men chOsen by population I be given a reasonable time in which
groups of equal size. In our common- I to elect to retire on the same tome.
should
remain
watIth the members of both houses I Judges so retired
hound, as they are not hound under
are representative of
population
system,
to
perform
such
federal
the
groups of equal size, and so duplicate
service as their health and strength
constituencies.
may permit, upon request of the
One great advantage in the unichief justice of the court. There is
cameral Legislature is that it does
always
need of such additional servaway with the conference committee
that exists to reconcile the differ- ice. The supreme judicial court hem
ences in A, measure passed by both long been overworked, and the suhouses, and that often ends by pro- perior court has long been unable
clueing a bill that is satisfactoq to to keep up with its business. It has
ndbody. These secret meetings of been necessary to draft district court
conference conimittees are undemo- judges for service in the superior
cratic, uneconomic, undesirable—yet court in criminal cases, and to refer
absolutely necessary under our pres- many civil cases to masters and audient two-house system. The mem- tors, at great public expense. Rehe very useful.
bers of these committees are ap- tired judges could
statistics of
pointed by the speaker of the House A study of the vital
Senate, the judiciary leads to a belief that
and the president of the
the cost of the proposed plan, not
and considering the inordinate power compensated by service, would be
resting In the hands of the commit- small. The details of the proposed
tees, ()Wean appreciate the concen- plan have been carefully studied. and
tration of authority in the hands of it appears not to be open to sound
the two appointing powers. This objection. The proposed plan serves at
situatidn partly explains the some- one stroke to relieve the anxieties
what bitter struggle over the elec- of aging judges and to improve the
tion of the Senate president one year Judicial service of the commonwealth.
ago. ,
Mental Diseases
Furthermore, the unicameral sysThe brutal disregard for the weltem enables us to place responsibility, and to conduct the business fare of those whose plea seldom reof government efficiently and eco- ceives attention is evidenced in the
nomically. All vdtes would be taken failure to equip a research building
In the open and subject to rolleall, completed in 1931 at considerable exand each act would be transacted penditure of public money, and which
Under the spotlight of publicity. It to the present time remains unwould enable the representative to used, due to the failure of the Legisact so that the voter could fellow lature to provide the sum of $25,000
his recdrd,—without confusion, with- for equipment. The appropriations
out evasion, without subterfuge, but authorized in 1933, which the public
In clearly defined votes and state- was led to believe would provide additional bed space, has added but few
ments.
I therefore recommend the adop- beds to the accommodations of the
tion of a constitutional amendment department of mental diseases, the
to make the unicameral Legislature entire sum being found necessary for
'fire protection and
possible, a reduction in membership, administration,
other important essentials neglected
and biennial aessions.
over a period of a quarter of a cenRetirement of Judges
tury. The duplicity practiced in 1935
Our system of judicial selection through the authorization for the esand tenure has preserved the inde- tablishment of a' hospital for the
pendence, and consequently the im- criminally insane at a cost of $1,partiality, of our judiciary, and has 750,000 without making provision for
attracted to the service of the com- the money, savors of a low order
monwealth judges who have ranked of knavery withqjit precedent in the
among the best in this country or history of the commonwealth.
The problem of the proper care of
abroad. The defect in our system
has been the absence of a workable mental defectives demands serious
provision for the retirement of judges consideration coupled with encourageWho, because of age, can no longer oils action by the Legislature, and
meet completely the requirements of that every member of the Legislature
the office. A pension system former- may be in possession of the facts.
ly helped to that end, but it wns I am including in my annual mesabolished in 1920, except for a few sage a report from the department
Vestiges. It Is possible to cure that of mental diseases, which is not only
defect and at the same time make a most illuminating document but a
the judicial office more secure and most thorough indictment of neglect
. More attractive to men with the high not only of a sworn duty but of an
qualities required. A provision for obligation to those who, because of
voluntary retirement from full active their mental condition, are not in ft
Servise at
without resort to thi position to voice a united protest
against a continuance of conditions
4fL:easext or removal under part 2,
both disgraceful and dangerous.
,Ithapter 3, article 1 of the constituReport to Governor
tion, or compulsory retirement under
tmendment LVITT, would, if coupled
'the following is an abstract of a
with a sufficiently favorable retire- report to the governor from the deputy commissioner of the department
ment allowance instead of the Inby existing of mental diseases:—
adequate one given
under
retired
judges
"I am fully aware that your exstatutes to
amendment LXITT, relieve aging cellency is greatly concerned and
judges from the necessity of trying anxious that the cost of state govwith failing strength to perform the ernment be not increased, and that
wherever possible decrease In this
full duties of an arduous office. Practically all of them would gladly avail cost be accomplished. I also know
themselves of such a provision. The &ern the many things I have heard
commonwealth would he assured of A
you say that your excellency is greatfull quota of judges intellectually in ly concerned about the type of care
and
of
without
need
the prime of life,
treatment accorded the unfordrastic Fiction against men who have tunates of this commonwealth. When
clvei long and honorable service, and
you consider that the great majority
whose only fault is the natural one of of the citizens who are in the state
failing to recognize the gradual wan- hospitals are there against their wills,
ing of their powers.
and that the commonwealth has asAccordingly T recommend the enact- sumed the responsibility of their care
meet of legislation permitting a judge and treatment, I feel Mat I can say
of any of the three courts of state- without successful contradiction that
wide Jurisdiction, upon reaching the they are entitled to the beat care '
age of 70, to retire voluntarily at and treatment the commonwealth can '
full salary from full active service, possibly give thcm, and that
the !
lust as federal judges now may do. commonwealth is not only
duty bound ,

i

but obligated to see that they get
it.,,
The writer then goes on to prove
that due economy has been main.
tamed in this department, and that
its institutions have been maintained
at a net weekly per capita cost of
only '$5.96. From persons in the insaitutions who are able to pay, the
department has collected an average
of $750,000 per year. There is no
good reasen why we should slump
to a lower level of treatment.
'
Supervises 16 Institutions
The department of mental diseases
supervises 16 state institutions, 13 for
the care of the mentally ill and three
for the feeble-minded. The working
capacity of the state hospitals caring
for the former was 17,671 as of
November 1, 1935. Into this space
were crowded 21,023 patients. This
figure shows 3200 (or, roughly, 17
per cent) patients more than the
working capacity of the hospitals
justifies, thus making difficult proper
segregation, retarding recovery, and
making very uncomfortable the living conditions of permanent patients.'
The department believes that a unit
caring for not more than 2000 patients is the maximum for efficient
administration. Before adding greater
housing facilities to existing institutions the money allowed this department from the bond issue of 1933
and the PWA has been largely spent
for renewing outmoded and inefficient service accommodations, and in
enlarging those possible of enlargement. The institutions for the mentally ill should be enlarged to accommodate 2000 patients each as
speedily as possible. This would mean
the enlargement of 12 state institutions, providing for a total of 24,000
mental patients, and for an average
annual increase of 450 patients for
several years to come. The department is prepared to put such a program into operation at short notice.
The new 48 hour legislation for
state hospital employes has given
greatly improved service, but there
remain 1324 additional employes who
have no facilities for living in the
Institution buildings as the department believes they should do. Plus
those employes whose living quarters
are undesirable, there should be new
living quarters provided for at least
1500.
The three state schools under this
department are taking care of 5051
patients, where the rated 0.11,111g capacity is 3893—an oveli•lowdmg- of
about 30 percent. There are 3110o
applications on file for patients for
whom there are no possible accommodations. This number is conetatilly
Increasing, because during the depression the relatives of these people have been forced, often against
their will, to seek relief from the
commonwealth.
If these schools were brought up
to a 2000 working capacity apiece,
the existing crowding would be -remedied and about 1000 could be taken
off the waiting list. To provide for
the whole waiting list would need
an additional school of 2000 capacity. Obviously an extra school is
greatly needed.
In the Bridgewater state hospital
for the criminally insane there are
at present 897 patients. Sixty-five
per cent of them are ordinary mental
cases who are at Bridgewater because of a previous conflict with
the law. Only 35 per cent need more
secure care than the civil state hospital usually provides. The present
state hospital for the criminally insane is under the department of carte:ado/I, whereas I believe that the
greater number of patients there do
not need correctional treatment so
much as mental care and treatment
by the department of mental diseases,

No Funds for Building
Because this is generally believed to
be advisable the Legislature of 1935
(chapter 421 of the acts of 1935)
passed an act enabling the establishment of a state hospital for the
mentally Ill at Norfolk, to' 'be under
the control of the department of mental diseases. But the Legislature provided no funds for its building. To '
build this institution will require about
one and three-quarters million dollars.
This appropriation is urgently needed.
At Bridgewater, also, are 500 defective delinquents on indeterminate
sentence. They are not natural criminals but get into trouble because of
their feeble-mindedness. There are
not sufficient accommodations for
them at present. A new hospital for
the criminally insane would release
proper facilities for them at Bridgewater.
In spite of constant care there is
considerable fire hazard at the various institutions. A disastrous fire is
always a possibility. There is need
of greater protection, such as sprinkler systems. We have budgeted for
this protectiOn, if the money is made
available. Many buildings at the Boston state hospital are probably beyond protection by sprinkler systems, ,and in the long run modern
fireproof buildings would be more
economical.
The department has collected figures on the cost of replacing obsolete electric wiring, and is removing
this fii'e hazard as fast as money
is made available.
Probably the most indefensible item
In the report is that which has to
do with the new research building
at the Wrentham state school which
was to be used especially for research
into the problem of mental defect.
Massachusetts is the first state in the
Union to legally establish a division
of mental hygiene. This division is
a part of the department of mental
diseases and handles problems relating to the cause of and prevention of
mental diseases, feeble-mindedness„
epilepsy and other conditions of abnormal mentality.
A building has been (wetted at
Wrentham for this necessary preventive purpose, but no money has
been supplied for equipping it. It
stands empty. It could be equipped
for as little as $12,000, and the department urges such provision as soon
as possible. But bricks and mortar,
this report concludes, do not alone
make hospitals. There must be also
a sufficient number of adequately
trained permonnel to perform the duties for which these buildings are
established.
In 1035 the question of providing proper accommodations for the
mental defectives of the commonwealth was considered solely from
the standpoint of politics, and the
needs of the unfortunate charges
were disregarded. Neither the plea et
political expediency nor the demand
for economy at the expense of those
whose plea for consideration has so
long been denied will justify failure
to report the required financial legislation so essential to the well-being of the mental defectives and so
necessary to the honor of the commonwealth.
'rho neglect of state wards, and
more particularly the mental defectives, represents the most drab and
sordid chapter possible of recording in
the annuls of the commonwealth. A
forward step was undertaken in 1935
in the ,establishment of the 48-hour
week as against the 70 and 80-hour
1 creek heretofore in vogue, but the
•'failure to provide
the
necessary
money on the plea of economy for
the housing of the additional employes represents but an additional
chapter in the program of chicanery
so long practiced in the case of mental defectives. It is on a par with
, the failure to pi Aide funds for protection from conflagration at. any

tIni 4Utifl the AiStence of the demined fair rate of return; ana
partmen 4.,,,Inental diseases. The menthat the state regulatory commistal defectives are human beings, and
sion vigilantly supervise the proper
it is clearly the duty of the state
operation of this arrangement.
to safeguard their lives, and this is
Therefore I recommend the folnot done so long as they are herded,
in buildings of inflammable construc- lowing:—
That the department of public _
tion, with steel dooi'l and steel mesh
utilities be authorized to determine
on the windows, and devoid of either
by agreement with the companies, or
sprinklers or fire alarm systems in
otherwise, first, a fair rate of return;
a majority of the buildings.
A waiting list of 3800 for admissecond, a fair rate base: and third,
sion to the schools for feeble-minded
the basis of participation by the
public and companies in excess earnchildren, and the declaration by the
officials in charge that no admissions
ings of public utilities engaged in the
had been made during a period of
distribution of gas and electricity in
four years, and that none can be
the commonwealth.
guaranteed for a period of four more
That to accomplish this end, the
years unless construction is understaff of ,the department of public
taken at once, presents a situation
utilities be reenforced to adequately
for which my predecessors in office
supervise, regulate and administer
have been responsible, and the re- ouch a plan, if adopted.
sponsibility for which must be shared
Norfolk State Hospital
• now by the members of the LegisThe 1935 session of the General
i ethic and myself.
Court enacted a bil lauthorizing the
The overcrowding of the instituestablishment of the Norfolk state
tions for mental defectives today is
hospital for the criminally insane,
, 17 per cent in excess of the bed cathe sante to be under the jurisdicParity, or some 4200 more patients
tion of the department of mental
than can properly be accommodated
It is rather fortunate that
in the institutions of this department. diseases.
the authorization was made without
Aticmpts to gloss over this situation
provision for the necessary funds to
upon the plea of overburdening the
cover the cost of construction, eatt.
taxpayer should no longer be tolmated at $1.750,000, since there is
erated, and we should meet a conno way in which to justify the placdition and a situation, the further
ing of the care of mental defectives
disregarding of which should stamp
under the control and supervision
the law-making bodies of Massachuof the department of conrection.
setts as both unworthy and unfit
The existing structures at the
Public Utilities
Bridgewater state hospital for the
care of the criminally insane are not
The reduction in the rates for
only inadequate but totally unsuited
electric power in the homes, which
for the purpose intendea. I accordwas put in operation in April of 1935,
ingy recommend an appropriation in
will represent during the 12-mouth
the sum of $1,750,000 for the erecPeriod a saving in excess of $2,000,tion at Norfolk of a hospital for the
000 to users of electricity, and the
criminally insane, to be under the
commission designated to perfect a
supervision of the department of mensliding scale arrangement is confital diseases.
dent , that the adoption of a plan
Public Health
upon which they have been working
with industry and fidelity during the
Due to a recently enacted law in
past year should ultimately result in
a neighboring state, providing for the
a further substantial saving in the annual registration
of physicians
charges for electricity, which, transpracticing in that state, it is estilated into simpler language, means mated by the board of registration
a further reduction in the cost of in medicine that there are at the
living with benefit to the people, and
present time more than 1000 persons I
through increased consumption withwho are not qualified in either medout injury to the producer.
I icine or surgery conducting business
Public serv ice con i tore tions are In Massachusetts as physicians or
era nted franchise rights and priv- surgeons.
ileges that ol viously are of great
The existence of so large a numRine. The community, therefore, is ber of untrained, unqualified and inentitled to enjoy t he grea test possi- competent men constitutes a menace
ble service at the least possible cost, to the health and well-being of the
commensurate with a fair return entire public, and that essential safeupon the capital prudently invested guards may be provided, 1 respectby the public service companies. The fully recommend the enactment of
ofgood of the community, and the legislation making it a criminal
impl
vid
ya
fense,
punishable
rnnn
forisha ble
greatest opportunity for continued
any individual
successful operation of the companies, practice as a physician or surgeon
can best be realized through the without the required annual registraestablishment of a schedule of rates tion issued in conformity with such
which encourage increased consump- provisions as may be deemed necestion. It is my belief that the only sary by the board of registration in
way to encourage increased sales, to medicine. In this connection 1 beg
insure profitable returns to the com- to direct your attention to the fact
panies, and to provide the most eco- that persons engaged in occupations
nomical service to the public, is by less dangerous to the public welfare
means of a system of rate charges are required to pass certain tests
which consistently decrease as a re- and to register annually, namely, barsult of increased consumption. The bers, dentists, embalmers, optomeconsumers of
the commonwealth trists and hairdressers, and certainly
valid
should share in any returns to the there can be no
argument
companies in excess of a fair rate pressed to exclude physicians and
of return, and the consumers' share surgeons from .the passing of a testy
in excess earnings should take the and the annual registration plus the
form of reduced rates. To best ac- payment of a proper fee.
The Rutland state
complish these ends, it is my opinion
sanatorium,
that the institution of a sliding scale which was the first institution of its
system of rate determination will best kind to be established in the country.
serve the interests of the companies and which is nationally famous for
and of the commonwealth. It is high- the successful treatment of tuberly important, in the establishment culosis, has long outlived its useof such a system of rate regulation,1 fulness. The structures at present
that we determine, first, what is a in use were erected nearly a half
fair rate of return: second, what is century ago, when the ward rather
a fair and equitable rate base; third, than a single room method of houswhat is the proper basis of partici- ing patients was in openition.
This
pation by the consumers and the method is today regarded as
neither
companies in any excess earningr desirable nor
beneficial tor the modwhich might arise, above a deter
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era Ltvatuuttal et tuberculosis; and
would represent a dUpli- In any of the courts of the commonfurther, the buildings are fire haz- continuance
wealth. This action justifies the
effort and expense.
recards, being constructed almost wholly cation of
ommendation which 1 made repeatedly
• Finance
of wood, and should be razed and
during the last session of the Legisreplaced with modern construction.
The borrowing of money both by lature. 1 now urge you to
Sufficient land is available to pro- the state and the cities and towns restriction a step farther andcarry the
vide for the erection of new struc- renders necessary recourse to banks practice by the district courtprohibit
tures without in any way impairing outside Maasachusetts. A change in in civil cases in their own judges
the operation of the present hos- the law to permit larger deposits of I also renew my recommendati courts.
on
pitalization facilities.
state, city and town funds in banks the district courts be establishedthat
on
Additional accommodations for em- outside of the commonwealth is es- a circuit basis. Presiding
justices
ployes added to the department force sential. It is recommended that legis- should be given the option
of
sitting
here and at the Ponds,'Ile cancer lation be passed which will encourage full time with adequate
hospital are necessary, and provision the lending of money by our finan- tion, and appointments of compensashould be made for the same dur- cial institutions for business enter- justices in the future should presiding
be made
ing the present year.
prises and home construction as a only on that basis. I further
means of developing property values mend that the present system recomState Rouse Building
of reMassachusetts.
muneration of special justices be
The annual expenditure for quarters in It is gratifying to me, and
am
I
abolished,
and that special. -justices
leased for the use of departments of quite certain most pleasing to the
bettpaid on a per hour basis,
the state today is in excess of $80,000,
citizenship, to know that the fiscal auditors and masters. If the as are
notwithstanding the .fact that sufficircuit
November 30, 1935, found syAtem is established there
cient land owned by the state is year ending
protreasury not only with a gressively be less need for will
so large
available upon which to erect a struc- the state balance
general
fund,
the
cash
in
free
it
number
of
special justices, as
ture where departments of the state
but also the largest free cash bal- presiding justices become more the
could he housed that are now so loand
years,
five
in
during
last
ance
the
more
full-time
judges.
cated as to prove expensive and rePursuant to the suggestion of my
tard efficiency in the conduct of the the amount of $2,486,043.34. In addition to this balance in the general inaugural message, a recess commisbusiness of the state.
I accordingly recommend that an fund there was also free cash in the sion was appointed by authority of
appropriation in the sum of $1,000,- highway fund in the amount of $371,- the Legislature to study the district
court system auci other matters
000 be made available for the erec- 085:0b.
The term "free cash" is tilted in the lating to the judicial system of retion of an addition to the state Capithe
accounting
commonaystem
of
the
commonwealth. That committee has
tol.
deaignate
wealth
to
total
sum
tbe
held
hearings
and received recomState Planning Board
available at the end of the fiscal mendations of various organizations,
The creation of a state planning year, which is free and clear of all including
bar
associations, dealing
board, and the acceptance of mem- obligations. This is the amount re- with the
bership without compensation by the maining after all revenues, including courts in arrangement of the district
circuits, the assignment of
outstanding authorities on planning in
the Mate tax, have been collected, a sufficient
the commonwealth, is a most note- and after all bills have been paid. justices to number of district court
full-time work to enable
worthy accomplishment The ferocity and all necessary sums reserved to them to
handle, without calling on
of the struggle for supremacy in
meet obligations which are due but special justices, the civil work which
commerce and industry ,can be met which have, for any reason, not yet these courts
perform, and the adopsuccessfully only through the instru- been paid.
tion on the civil side of the courts
mentality of a group whose efforts
These figures make no provision of the provision now in force on the
shall be directed primarily to the concerning deposits in banks closed critninal side,
permitting the dispostudy of ways and means of pro- in 1933, as such provision depends sition of litigation
pending in the
moting the industrial and commer- on legislative action. The amount due superior court
cial stability of the state, as well as from such bankA, which is being tices assigned by district court jusfor that purpose and
to Its physical and social develop- decreased by dividends, was
other matters—and its recommendament.
457.78.
tions should be seriously considered
The state planning board has been
The existence of these free cash in conjunction with these suggescoaducting an intensive study, since balances at the end of the year dem- tions.
its creation, of a master plan co- onstrates that the budget for 1935
Penal Institutions
ordinating the many Projects for the was safely balanced in both the genI renew my recommendations of
development of the natural and hu- eral fund a,nd the highway fund. The
man resources of the commonwealth. exceptional credit enjoyed by the com- last year with reference to the abanIncluded among these are the im- monwealth during the past year was donment of State prison at Charlesprovement of marketing facilities for evidenced by the fact that issuance town and the utilization of the site as
farm and dairy products; the pro- of bonds for state activities not only a. receiving- station, and the adoption
motion of navigation and sanitation found ready buyers, but the state of legislation making provision in a
upon the three important water- sold these bonds at a more advan- sufficient amount for suitable prison
ways—the Connecticut, the Merrimac tageous price than even the federal quarters at Norfolk for persons conand the Blackstone i.ivers; and the government could obtain for its se-, victed of felonies.
• The profession of humanitarian
arrangement of interstate compacts curities.
with our neighboring states for the
principles with reference to law vioDistrict Court Reform
better handling of this work and of
In my inaugural message I point- laters constitutes a mockery just sc.
other matters of mutual interest.
VIla master plan includes within ed out the necessity of making sub- long as the State prison at Charlesstantial changes in the organization town, unsanitary,
overcrowded, and a
its framework the basic problems af- i of the district courts so as to
enable relic
barbarism, is utilized as a
fecting Massachusetts industry and them to bear a substantial ifurden place of
for the incarceration of persons
employment opportunities, bringing of the civil litigation which is now convicted of law violations. The reccongesting the dockets of the supe- ords of persons
participating in the
Into clear relief the steps which must rior court, and at the same
time to recent jai: break at the State
prison
be taken to speed the rehabilitation abolish the cuetom now prevailing at Charlestown
constitutes an indictof industry in our commonwealth. It in those courts which permits an as- ment of our institutional system in
encompasses the improvement of sociate or special justice of a die- that the chief offenders in each case
transportation facilities, the safe- trict court to appear as counsel in served terms at the Lyman School,
guarding of the health of our peo- district courts before other justices. Concord reformatory, and ultimately
Due to the fact that more. people at State prison, The
ple, and the conservation and demingling of
velopment of our great natural re- come into contact with the district casual and juvenile effendera with
courts
than any other courts of the habitual criminals
sources, which should make our state
makes,
in institucommonwealth, and
one of the most attractive recrea- of the administratioobtain their views tions where juvenile offenders are
n of justice from now committed, simply a
tional centers/in the Union.
training
their experience in these courts, it school for superior
Through the Instrumentality of the la
knowledge of how
of primary importance that theY Crimes are committed.
conferences
board.
have
planning
state
should function efficiently and be eo
An amendment to the existing
been held with similar boards in the administered
as to avoid the slighteet making provision for the
other New England states, and a simpleton
imprisonthat
a
litigant
ment
of first offenders only at Conmust emcomprehensive plan of action benefiploy
a
juatice
of
the
cord
court
hla
as
reformatory,
should
cial to the people of the common- attorney
to assure the winning of terial contributing factor prove a mawealth and to New England should
in the corshortly represent the fruits of their his case, As the jurisdietion of these rection of exalting abuses, and in the
efforts. These represent in part softie courts has been increased, No that in conduct in our prison institutions of
civil cases they now have concurrent what has been juetly
of the important and too long negtermed a "collected measures, the successful ac- juriadiction with the superior court, it lege of crime."
The necessity for a change in the
complishment of which must inevit- becomes increasingly important that
ably prove of enduring benefit to they be so organized as to handle placing out of state wards and the
this increased business with •effi- segregation of prisoners, both
the people of the commonwealth.
male
In view of the fact that a state ciency and free from the abuse de- and female, also the establishment of
an institution for the care and treatplanning board has been created, there scribed.
The supreme judicial court has re- ment of persons afflicted with social
appears to be no valid reason for
diseases, and radical changes in the
the continuance of the metropolitan cently adopted a rule prohibiting
trict
cout•t justices and clerks frora parole system, represent in my opinion
planning division, and I accordingly
ruuommend its abolishment, mince its appearing as counsel in criminal cases
A•

important steps that should
which has in the past
be unProperty tax bill, which with the
flowed
dertaken as speedily as
support the railroad& of the state. to
county tax covers all charges other
present system with possible. The
The social security program, estabreference
than
to
local
purely
those
for.:
made
these various classes of
lished to bring within its scope the
needs. The amount established by the
been subject to but, slight eases ha*
many humanitarian activities that
change for
Legislature as a "state fax" upon a
a long period of years, with the
Massachusetts has long practiced.
result
city and town is in practice deducted
that important reforms possible
makes unnecessary the earmarking of
of
from revenues collected by the state
accomp:'Ishment have been retarded.
revenue from the tax on alcoholic
for distribution before the balance is
The subject, however, is of
beverages for the purposes which
such
distributed for municipal purposes,
prime importance and covers such
now
are included in the social secual but the amount assessed is found in
vast field that it would appear
rity program.
adthe determination of local tax rate
visable to appoint a committee, conIt is recommended that the aum
and thus is made to appear as a disisting not only of members of
the
now available in the state treasury
rect tax for state purposes upon proplegislative tiseembly hut leaders In
over and above that which was reerty locally situated. Under a budget
religious and civic walks of are. to
quired to reimburse the cities and
make a comprehensive study, with a .system the balancing by an assessment of a deficiency seems inconsisttowns for old age assistance and subreport upon the entire subject mallet
sequent
revenue from these sources
even
though prior to the adopent,
with recommendations to be
tion of the hudget law such a course
be appropriated to the general fund.
submitted to the Legislature in 1937.
was unavoidable. The state budget
In addition to this, I recommend that
Revenue and Retrenchment
should he balanced by revenue defiA tax of 40 cents on each proof galnitely identified in an amount sufThe special commission, established
lon as defined In the alcoholic bevficient
erage act be established on alcohol,
under authority of chapter 63 of the
to balance the expenditures
proposed. Present conditions prevent
which having been freed from taxaresolves of 1935 to investigate and
any npprniable addition to the revetion has deprived the commonwealth
study the taxation of tangible and
nue flowing from certain established
of necessary revenue, and is operat•
intangible property and related mattax sources, but those sources that
ing to allow unfair competition with
ters, labored
conscientiously
and
can contribute without injury should
others engaged In the alcoholic beybrought forth a report AS complete
1
be
erage business.
required to furnish the additional
as the limited time and limited
revenue
to balance the budget in car- IRacing Commission
resources of the commission perReceipts
ing for the essential expenditures of
mitted.
.,
The total receipts collected by the
the state.
The members of the commission
' State Racing commission for the
I recommend that legislation be 1 year
themselves do me appear to be in
193 was $1.614,981.89, and unpassed having for its objective the
agreement with 111 of the recomquestionably this important item of
securing of
revenue
sufficient in I revenue
mendatione proposed, however, and
would have been lost to the 1
amount to obviate the necessity of
this difference of opinion is apparstate and enjoyed by the adjoining
,
laying any "state tax" upon the
ently reflected and emphasized in
states of Rhode Island and Nen
cities and towns, as a means of rethe public mind. The one and only
Hampshire
were it not for the crealieving real estate of the inequitable
point upon which there is unanimity
V'
-n of the state Racing commission
burden that it is now
required to
of opinion is that relief is needed.
When licenses were issued in 1935,
bear. The taxpayers obligated to 'I
How hest to bring about that relief
announced that it was not my purcontribute to the support of governis controversial in the extreme.
pose to permit of any changes in
the
ment under the
provisions of the
I believe that much can be. said
system of fees to be levied for a period
personal income tax law
have exfor many of the proposals of the
of two years, and while this decision
perienced no added burdens by an inrecess commission.
On the other
should still continue applicable to
increase in the rates, as those aphand, some of them would bear ophorse racing and fairs, in view of
the
plied to income
received have not
pressively upon certain classes of
faat that in no one of these cases
changed since the enactment of the
our citizens, and others have even
have they proven unduly profitable,
law effective as of January 1. 1917.
given Hee to question as to their
there is,
This group of taxpayers, while in- ,a failure however, no way to justify
constitutionality.
to change the terms with
chiding
many who are also the poeNo student of government today
reference to dog racing. The revenue
vem.s0I'S of real estate, is represented
can fail to he impressed with the
from dog racing for the year 1935
by a much larger proportion who do
great complexity of the tax problem
received by the state racing commisnot 'contribute at all in the form of
and the impossibility of properly apsion Was $701,156.73, divided aa fol.
proaching it without simultaneously . lirect tax on property. This is also
loWai 3Se per cent handle. $541,032.70;
trot, of corporations and certain ot her
considering. the volume of expendibreakage, $117,816.03; association litaxpayers. The 10 per cent assesstures.
Expenditures, however, did
cense fees, $5308. An increase in the
ment levied under existing law for
not come within the scope of the
handle to he taken by the state rac1935 upon the tax against
ing commission from the present
resolve creating the present commisestates
and
corporations
should
be ,Sehedllle
sion.
continued by a reenactment for the ;would, of 31,4 per cent to 5 per cent
Study of Tax Problem
in my opinion, work no very
I current yearas one source of revenue
'great hardship opon the operators of
Similar commissions have been set I which Will tend to
eliminate
till
lain racing, and should prove beneficial
up year after year with corre,ontWto the commonwealth, resulting, as it
rig
I believe that the state tax end thus help to reduce the
would, provided the basis of 1935
time has come to make a thorough burden on the home owner.
ass maintained in 1936, in an Increase
study of the tax problem and the
Ras Tax and Truck Fees
in revenue approximating one quarexpenditure problem of our state
In recognition of the principle that
ter of ft million dollars, and I acand local governments, and to preit
structure
tax
should
some
in
of. oordingly recommend legislation makpare a comprehensive tax and 'exaspects
its
have
broad
a
conbase,
a
ing
provision for the increase as herependiture
program.
The
entire tinuation for
A period of five years
in set forth. This additional revenue
thought anti effort of public officials
Is recommended for the imposition
will
he credited to the' general fund
has been directed solely to ways and of an additional
tax on the sale and
and will assist in the elimination of
means of increasing revenue, with
use of gasoline. Massachusetts with
the state tax and in aiding the home
rarely any attention given to the
a three cent tax on each gallon of
owner.
more important subject, namely, the
gasoline is one of the few states
Tax on Cigarets
development of a program for the rewith a rate well below the average
duction in the cost of government
A majority of the states of the
for
statea
the
Union,
of
the
which
is
which has been constantly increasing
Union have for a number of years
said to approximate 5 1-3 cents. In
and to which insufficient attention
made a tax on cigarets and tobacco
establishing
comparable
A
rate
on
has been given.
products a part of their tax . strucI therefore recommend the appoint- each gallon of gasoline consumed. a
lure. This form of taxation lays a
, larger number of people are permitted ,
ment of a commission of recognized
very light hand upon the shoulders
without any deprivation to contribute of
authorities
on taxation, including
the taxpayers, and, being controled
members of the Legislature, such . to the support of the necessary funchy the extent to whieh the use of
tions
the
of
government
in
caring
commission to be given ample time for
tobacco is employed, prevents any
for the poor and unfortunate In mind
the work, and supplied with adequate
heavy burden from falling at any time
funds for the employment of all need- and body. In comparing the fees upon an)'• Individual, hut in the agcharged for the operation of trucks
ed expert assistance.
.g.regate represents a very substantial
The problem of commanding reliable over the highways of the common- I source of revenue for the relief Of
revenue sources to meet the expendi- wealth with other states of the Union. lthe home ownet.. It is recommended
It is apparent that those employed
ture requirements in maintaining the in
that a tax of two cents be laid upon
Mnssachusetts are not comparable
standard of government established in
each package of cigarets And a corMassachusetts continues to demand with the requirement for road con- responding rate upon other tobacco
struction that will provide sufficient
our best thought and effort in securI products, for the purpose of increasstrength
ing the necessary funds without bear- thought to carry trucks. With tht ing the general fund and thus relievof Increasing revenue where
ing too heavily upon the home owners sorely
needed and without hardship. ing the state of the necessity of asIn our taxing program.
It is recommended that the fees for sessing a state tax .upon the cities and
"State Tax"
the operation of motor trucks in towns,
The
The deficiency bill annually enacted Massachusetts be doubled so that have smaller merchants of the state
long suffered competition with
by the General Court under the title they will be more nearly like the ,slot machines
which do not contribute
of "state tax" represents an assess- rates charged by adjoining states for !materially
to the support of government upon each city and town which such common carriers. Admittedly
trucks
do
much
to divest revenue
Is reflected as a portion of the local the
t.,C5\VsAlse21/2.-4PL`dr

'
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vided the question of ways same time
of economizing, and at the of the deng
more efficient conducti
is adopted.
partments of the state,
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e,
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of
t
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branches of
of members of the twoexceed Nix in
to
the Legislature, not a committee of ,
the aggregate, with real estate and
10 representing the
the commonbusiness interests of report upon a
wealth, to study and h a reduction
program through whicg the activities
atin
in the cost of oper
possible.
of the state may be ghty God and
With faith in Almi
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animated by the less
heritage decreed us
and courage, a
Fathers, may we
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assay with high
may the frnit
'confronting us, and not only wisdom
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ennobling order for
but service of an
entire commonthe people of the
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the military and
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ment, and as these devices tend
to leadership, which in time of crisis
care more and more for the small
ar- and in time of peace has been most
ticles of trade, it Is recommended that, notable. The lapse
it order not to lose a source of reve- ies finds the universof three centurnue which has been heretofore pos- preeminent positio ity occupying a
n among educasible through taxing the small mer- tional institutions
chant, a fee of at least $5 per year upon service andof the world, based
sacrifice to God
be placed on every slot machine, the and country.
receipts of which shall be credited to
The General Court of
the Company
the general fund, which will tend to of Massa'ehusetts
Bay, which conmake it possible to abandon the state vened in Boston
upon
September is,
tax and put the state under its bud- 1636, voted to
.
get system on a real debit and credit lege, and laterestahlish Harvard colthe
charter of 1650
standard.
was confirmed by
chapter V of the
There are now in ,,cistence in the conetitution of
Massac
husetts which
treasury of the commonwealth three
was adopted in
funds in which substantial sums are
of Massachusetts1780. The Legielatuve
since that date has
held. Annual payments from these
from time to time
funds are small. It would be better
of the constitution in the language
made "such alteraccounting for amounts which now
ations In the
government of the said
go into these funds to go directly
university as shall be
into the general fund, and for such
conducive to
its advantage and
the interest of the
payments as are now made from
republic of letters."
these funds to be paid from the
The founding of
general fund. These three funds are the
Harvard college by
Company of
the military and naval service fund
Massachusetts Bay
of 1919, the escheated estates fund, marked the initial step in the
movement for higher
and the unclaimed dividends fund. I
education in
recommend that legislation be en- United States of America, and in the
conacted to transfer the existing bal- sequence of the harmonious
relations
which have obtained
ances In these funds to the general
between the
fund; and to provide that any pay- ernment of the commonwealth of govMasment which may become due from sachusetts and the officers in
charge
of the conduct of
the military and naval service fund
Harvard university,
it is fitting that the
shall be made from the general
commonwealth
particIpate in the observ
fund; and that estates which escheat,
ance of the
and dividends which are not claimed. tercentenary of America's
shall go directly into the general leading educational institu first ant
tion.
I accordingly reconi
fund, and shall, if clatmed within
mend the adopsix years, be paid therefrom to
tion by your honorable bodies,
the Senclaimants certified as entitled thereto
ate of Massachusetts and
the House of
by the methods at present provided
Representatives, of a joint
resolution
by law.
making provision for the
BeerAnnual Devetopment
of a committee to represeappointment
nt the commonwealth of Massachusett
Cooperation upon the part of the
s
New England states in directing the
exercises to be held upon the in the
attention of the public to the rectenary of the establishment tercenof Harreational advantages and the benefits
vard college. September le,
1936.
to be derived from a sojourn in
War
Memorial
New England proved so beneficial,
Gratitude for the services render
both finaniatilly and otherwise, in
ed
by
the
citizen
s
of Massachusetts
1935 as to justify a continuance of
served during The period of theWowho
the appropriation for 1936. Even
rld
war can best be expressed throug
more t important than the increased
h
the erection of a memorial
revenue received was the recognition
structure
of sufficient size to provide accom
upon the part of government officials
modations for veterans of all wars. Such
of the New England states as to the
a structure, centrally located, could
importance of joint action upon major
not only serve as a central meetin
problems affecting the industrial and
g,
place for the veterans of all wars, but
commercial interests of the six states.
the assembly hall could be utilized for
Numerous meetings nave been held
convention purposes when the ocduring 1935 by the New Englano
casion requires. Similar memorials to
states officials at which problems the
citizens who have served their state
equitable solution of which may prove
in the hour of crisis have been erected
throughout the Union, yet to the presof enduring value to entire New Engent
time no action has been taken upland have been considered. These
on the erection of a suitable memorial
Problems include not only railroad
by the commonwealth of Massachutransportation but navigation, public
setts, and I accordingly recommend
health and sanitation. The chief exfor your consideration the early auecutives of the New England states
thorization of an appropriation for the
have expressed a desire that joint
erection of such a memorial.
action continue with reference to the
Conclusion
promotion of tourist and vacation
business which last year in New
The necessity for increased econEngland represented some $700,000.omy in the departments of the state
government as a means of reducing
000 as against $500,000000 In 1934,
the burden borne by the home owners
and I accordingly recommend to your
honorable bodies the authorization of
and by industry is a subject that is
engrossing the attention of every
an expenditure in an amount similar
citizen of the commonwealth at the
to that made available in 1935,
namely, $100,000.
present time. The department heads
The conservation of bird and fish
In charge of various departments of
life, not only for the stocking of the
the commonwealth have been restreams of Massachusetts but for the
quested from time to time during the
Increasing of Insectivorous birds so
year to recommend economies that
essential to the protection of crops
might result in lowering the cost of
through the destruction of harmful administering the particular departinsects, makes necessary a renewal
ments, but to the present time the
of my recommendation of 1936 for recommendations are scarcel
y worth
an appropriation for this purpose in considering. The adoption of
the taxthe slim of $100,(100.
ation program as recommended this
year should prove a material factor
Harvard College Tercentenary
During the three centuries that In lowering the tax rate on the cities
and
towns in the commonwealth,
Harvard university has been In existence, the fame of this institution since it will mark a change in the
custom that has so long obtained of
as a reservoir for the education
of levying an average of $10,000
the youth of the land and the
,000 each
pro- year upon the cities and
motion of id-als conducive
towns as an
to
indioffset
to
the deficit in the cost of
vidual and national welfare
has in- operation of the state.
creased with each succee
This relief,
ding cen- however, to my
tury.
mind, represents but
a portion of what is possible, proHarvard university
has been singularly
blessed With
exceptional

1
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any or the courts of the
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vided the question of ways and means
of economizing, and at the same time
more efficient conducting of the
departments of the state, is adopted.
I accordingly recommend the appointment of a committee, consisting
of members of the two branches of
the Legislature, not to exceed Mx in
the aggregate, with a committee of,
10 representing the real estate and
business interests of the commonwealth, to study and report upon a
program through which a reduction
In the cost of operating the activities
of the state may he possible.
With faith in Almighty God and
animated by the lesson of fortitude
and courage, a heritage decreed us
by the Pilgrim Fathers, may we
assay with high resolve the task
'confronting us, and may the fruit
of our efforts reflect not only wisdom
but service of an ennobling order for
the people of the entire commonwealth.

,
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THE GOVERNOR'S
MESSAGE.-Gov Curley has been much criticised in some quarters for failure
to bring about more satisfactory
performance of his "work and
wages" program. As the time approached for his accounting to the
voters with the opening of another
session of the Legislature, it became necessary to explain the disappointments of the situation. And
it may have been imagined by the
governor's critics that he would find
the explanation somewhat embarrassing in view of the fact that, in
the early months of his administration, he had persisted so long in his
optimism. He repeatedly forecast
liberal federal aid and legislative
cooperation for ambitious' work relief projects, such as extensive valley waterway development and
measures to do away with river pollution, which failed to materialize.
The governor's lengthy annual
message, however, shows no sTgn of
embarrassment. He admits he has
been disappointed. He had hoped to
see his "work and wages" program
well under way at the beginning of
this new year but he throws the
blame on last year's state Legislature for preventing fulftlm.ent of his
program by limited appropriations.
He also criticises the federal government for tardiness In adoption
of a program for the same purpose. In thus admitting his disappointment and stating his opinion
as to where the blame lies, however, he by no means abandons his
spirit of optimism. He simply shifts
his emphasis from his "work and
• 444--;-- 44
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the reduction In cost of government.
2 Secure sufficient revenue to support State expenditures to obviate the
necessity of laying any State tax on
cities and towns.
3. Continue in 1936 the 10 per, rent
assessment levied in I935. 1111(iii the
income taxes of individuals, corporationa and estates,
4. Continue for five years the imposition of an additional tax of three
Cents on gasoline.
5 Double the foes for the operation
of motor trucks in Massachusetts
6. The social security program having made unnecessary the earmarking
of revenue from liquor taxes for old
the sum now
age assistance, etc.,
available In the State treasury over
and above that required to reimburse
citlea and towns for old age assistance,
and subsequent revenue 'row this
source, be appropriated to the General
Fund. In addition, levy a tax of 40
cents on each proof galley) of alcohol.
7. Increase from 3% to I per cent
the amount taken by the State Fisoing
Commission from the dog racing hart.:
dle, the revenue to gobo the Genera!
Fund.
8. Levy a tax of twis cents on each
pondpackage of rigarets and a correa
Ins rate upon other tobacco proeticts.
the revenue to go to the Geneeal

Chief Recommendations Made
By Gov. Curley in His Address i
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to he bound to perform such service
.
son and erect. a new one at Norfolk
as the Chief Justice shall require.
, at
2. Imprison only firat offendr
'Mental Diseases
Concord Reformatory "to end the con1. *Hnlatge institutions for the
what
duct in our prison institutions of
mentally ill to accommodate 24.000
"
has been termed a 'college of crime'.
mental patients at once and an anto study the
tee
commit
!
a
sevfor
t
patients
Appoin
450
of
3.
e
increas
nual
seplacing-out of State wards, the
eral years. Also provide living quarshgregation of prisoners, the establi
ters in, these:institutions for at least
care
1500 more employes.
ment of an institution for the
and
the
2. Ttscr'ertSe ,the ears/wily a
and treatment of social diseases,
.
three State schools for the feeble
radical changes in the parole system
minded to 211011 apiece, and build an
Revenue and Retrenchment
additirmsi school,
1. Set tip a commirmlon with ade
3. Appropriate $1 750.000 for a State
m
quate fonds In study the tax proble
hospital for the mentally ill at Northe
and the expenditure problem of
folk, under control of the Departto
and
State And local governments,
ment of .Mental Diseases.
prepare a comprehensive tax and eXpentlitere program, with emphasis on
The chief recommendations In
Gov. Curley's address are listed
below, under the headings used in
the address.
Labor
1. Put nurses in State Institutions under the Workmen's Compensation Act.
2. Reorganize the Department
of Labor and Industries to take
over the duties of the Industrial
Accident Board.
S. Keep children out of gainful
employment until the age of 16, to
give work to adults.
Industrial and Economic
1. Have more inspectors in the
Registry of Motor Vehicles for
faster and better investigation of
accidents Strengthen law requiring reports of accidents. Put governors on cars of auto law viol-

9 ace a fee of at least $5 a yeare
rtindh
on every slot machine, the revenu
to go to the General Fund.
Recreational Development
1. Authorize the expenditure of
$100,000 In 1936 to promote the tourState.
ist and vacation business of the
2. Appropriate expenditures of $100.,
and bird
000 for conservition of fish
life, including stocking of waters.
War Memorial
Appropriate a sum for construction,
ng of
as a war memorial of a 'alibii
odasufficient size to provide accomm
ears, and
tions for the veterans of all
puran assembly hall for convention
would
poses. (The building presumably
be built In Boston).
Conclusion
Appoint a committee of members of
men
the Legislature and of business
m
. to study and report. upon a progra
to reduce the cost of operating State
ac•tivffies.
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Springfield, Mass.

Curley Hails'The Dawn
• Of New Day'as State
es
ven
re
Con
atu
isl
Leg
GOVERNOR URGES

eminent domain.
Only two brief bursts of applause thp State House by
The governor was lavish in his
i
interrupted
the governor, one when he
accomplishments under his
spoke of the progressive legislation ,praise of
of the progressive and
under his leadership and the other in ' leadership and
legislation of the last Leghumane
his advocacy of better treatmeht for
called upon the legishe public charges. The governor's islature, and faith in Almighty God,"
lators, "with
eold bothered him somewhat, requirtheir new tasks and solve
ing frequent resort to his handker- to tackle manner to "reflect not only
them in a
chief. Also, it was noticeable that wisdom but service of an ennobling
his usual resonant and clear voice
order for the people of the entire
was held to a comparatively low commonwealth."
pitch that required the absolute atSees "Delta of New Day"
tention of all to follow his words.
Of the "social justice" program.
Appropriations Asked
he declared it marks "the dawn of
His recommendations were notable a new day and a new era in the
for the vast appropriatione called for, life of the nation." A short time
not only directly, but indirectly be- later he assailed the federal aucause of the numerous increases in thorities for tardiness in adopting
departmental personnel that he urged. this program. He recommended that
He also recommended numerous ad- nurses be included in the scope of
New hospitals, new the workmen's compensation law, and
ditional taxes.
oeisons, new quarters to house addi- would have the department of labor
tional employes made necessary for and industries reorganized to provide
such workers by the 48-hour law that more adequate reporting of current
he pushed through the last Legisla- trade
industry; likewise, he
and
ture: more inspectors in the motor would have this department take
accito
investigate
vehicles registry
over the industrial accident board,
dents to motor cars, or the repeal now a separate department, to preof the compulsory automobile insur. e
ittt.duplication and overlapping of
vfefin
;ince law; additions to the scope of
competition of
the workmen's compensation law;
the
To prevent
changes in the state housing law to youth in industry and to insure the
permit local or state authorities to young a better training, he renewed
From Our Special Reporter
indulge in slum clearance and low- his recommendation that the comcost
housing projects independent Of pulsory school attendance age be
M.
CurBoston, ,Tan. 1—Gov James
federal assistance: a new state school: increased from the present 14 to 16.
ley, in an unusually long annual
razing of the Rutland tuberculOsis Also he renewed his recommendation
message, today espoused a "social
hospital and replacement with a mod- for economic education in the secern tuberculosis hospital; $100,000 to ondwy schools and among the adult
justice" program as the outstanding
advertise the state to tourists and population to better enable them to
requirement of Massachusetts and the
vacationists: a like sum for stocking meet the new problems of life, with
a
whole. Shifting his emnation as
streams and increasing insectivorous special commission study of this subphasis to this broadly generalized
birds, and a war memorial to Massa- ject.
chusetts soldiers and sailors-these
In the face of the present agitaslogan, he declared that the program
are a few of his recommendations tion over the increased cost of guest,
called for in his original "work and
that have a direct bearing on the coverage for automobile owners, thel
wages" battle cry had failed to come
state's financial burden,
governor declared a stop has been
The governor departed from. his put to the increasing cost of placup to his expectations because the
prepared speech, when in discussing ing a car on the highways. He exappropriations granted by last year's
finances, revenues and his proposed coriated "venal attorneys in collusion;
Legislature were too limited. In supabolition of the state tax, ha—ex- with doctors and professional claimport of his appeal for "social .juspressed the opinion that if the state ants." and blamed swill claimantsl
tax were abolished, it would result for nullifying the 'excellent statel
tice" and for changes in state adin a $2 reduction in the tax rate of record" in this law's enforcement. He
ministration, the governor made 59
would increase the personnel of the
npry municipality in the state. ,.
distinct recommendations. His mesAfter finishing his remarks on new motor vehicles registry to provide
sage was more than 12,000 words in
assured legis- enough inspectors to investigate all
taxes, the governor
lators that if they adopted his- tax automobile accidents, failing which
length and required one hour and 25
program, a $2 reduction in municipal he declared repeal of this law seemminutes for him to read it to the
tax rates could be obtained, a reitera- ingly about to be adopted in New
assembled branches of the Legislature.
York after a careful study of its
tion of the previous statement,
Small Crowd on }land
Because so many departments and workings in 'Massachusetts, is the
divisions are now housed outside the only alternative.
The governor began speaking at
Calling attention to his success.State House, entailing heavy rent12.02 and finished at 1.28. The crowd
paying. the governor recominended ful efforts to require banks to rewas
address
the
this
that heard
.an appappriation of $1,000,000 to con- duce the rate on mortgages from 6
struct .4t11 addition to that building, to 5% per •cent, he urged a further
smallest at such an .occasion in many
which recommendation is regar,ded as reduction to 5 per cent. lie recom-'
years. The seats on the house floor
a forerunner of a recommendation mended that the abuses of instalment
were well filled 'at the start, as were
to take additional land adjacent to buying be minimized by requiring a
tiawie in the gaPiers and the'speaker's
contract on every mile.
gallery was crowded with the govUrges Unicameral Legislators
ernor's guests. But before the govplenty
Whereas he recommended last year 1
ernor had finished, there were
galleries
public
a reduction by 50 per cent of both!
of vacant seats in the
and on the floor as well.
,

'SOCIAL JUSTICE'
IN LONG MESSAGE

Presents 59 Recommendations for Action in 1936-New Taxation Suggestions

ASKS APPROPRIATIONS
OF VAST iROPORTIONS

Says Limited Funds Voted
by Legislature Prevented
Fulfilment of 'Work and
Wages' Program

•

--'branches of the Legislature, this year
way fund. He pointed out the excephe goes a long step further by recfine financial standing of the
tionally
a
ommending legislation to permit
state, as shown by low rates on its
with
membody,
ral
reduced
unicame
bonds—better than even the federal
bership, and to permit biennial sesgovernment could obtain for its sesions.
curities. However, he explained that
i somewhat in accord with the asthe term "free cash" means the total
Bolas,
tty
sertion of former Dist-A
sum available free and clear of obligaI T. Bushnell at Lynn Sunday night,
tions—the amount remaining after all
he goes after elderly judges. lie reerevenues, including the state tax, have
omntendst a law to permit voluntary
been collected, and "all necessary sunm
retirement at the age of 70 on full
Tserved to meet obligations which
time
le
reasonab
service pay, and a
l re due but which have, for any
ia
the
on
now
judges
the
to permit
reason, not yet been paid."
to
benches who are beyond that age
TIAIIlikik
For Increased Revenue
remove themselves under
have these reNumerous suggestions for increasstons. Yet, he would
ing the general revenue of the corntired judges subject to call for &Ay
i monwealth were made, with a view
by the chief justices, if their health
,to eliminating the assessment of the
and strength permit.
He
;state tax on municipalities.
, Regarding the problem of district
:would increase the state "take" from
, court judges, recently prohibited by
cent,
per
dog-racing from 3% to 5
1 a mandate of the supreme judicial
but would permit the horse-racing
court from practicing on the criminal
the
. groups to continue to pay only 3%
; side of any , district court in
per cent for another year, •at least.
state, he would frame a law to proHe would continue the additional onehibit them from practicing on the
cent tax on gasoline, several times
civil side of their own courts. Furs as only a
thermore, he would place the district , promised the motorist
temporary tax, for another five years.
courts on a circuit system, with only
Ills 10 per dent surtax. devised to
full-time judges, which would ban
meet a deficiency anticipated in 1935
them from law practice altogether.
in framing his budget, the governor
He would take a further cut at spewould continue another year, also.
cial justices by eliminating their pay
He woulA earmark the revenue from
by the day and putting them on an
the alcoholic beverages tax for sohourly basis of compensation.
cial security ,purposes, and place a
Sliding Scale Rate Proposed
40-cent prodf gallon tax on alIf another recommendation is adoptcohol, to go into the general fund
ed, the public utilities department
along with any excess old age aswould be required to put into efmoneys and such revenue
sistance
,
fect a sliding-scale system of satethe future.
of
comelectric
and
making for gas
would pay
Smokers of tobaren
panies.
heavily under another recommendas
criminal
ges
Recounting* advanta
tion—that a state tax of two cents a
now enjoy, he would have Massapackage be placed on cigarets and a
chusetts make a compact with one
corresponding tax be put on other toor more other states to eliminate
bacco products.
the state boundary lines as a, havenSlot machines are earning money
culprits.
such
line of refuge for
but paying nothing for the privilege,
"A low order of knavery without
the governor said., He recommended
precedent in the history of the com- a fee of $5 on each and every
monwealth" was the way he dealt machine in. operation in the state.
'with the last Legislature's failure to
Harvard's tercentenary celebration
provide the $1,750,000 to construct the comes in September of next year
Norfolk
at
hospital
diseases
mental
and the governor recommends es,Prison colony, which it authorized. So tablishment of a committee to at1 insistent was the governor in having tend as representatives of the comthis million and three-quarters dolHe recommends other
monwealth.
recomlars appropriated that he
special commissions—one to make a
distinct
in
three
it
mended or urged
thorough, exhaustive study of the
i parts of his long message.
taxation laws; another to study the
• He would have 12 new state hos- problem of housing prisoners differpitals, each capable of caring for 2000 ently, of providing a social diseases
mental
the
persons, erected for
hospital, and related subjects; andiseases department, and additional ; other for a thorough study of the
at
various
s
employe
house
to
quarters
, taxation problems; and finally, a
istate institutions where many addi- Icommittee of legislators and real estional employes had to he added be- tate and business representatives to
;..cause of his 48-hour bill for such study and report a program to reworkers, passed by the last Legis- 'duce the cost of state governmental
lature. Again, as he has on numerous activities.
occasions during the past year. he
recommended money be appropriated
to instal sprinkler and 'fire-alarm
systems at state institutions, maintaming the state wards are entitled
UNION
to this protection.
That there are 1000 persons in the
Springfield, Mass.
state practicing as doctors or surgeons
is his belief, the governor declared,
and he would require them to register
annually under penalty of fine or
imprisonment as criminals,
Frequent recourse of the state
treasurer and municipal authorities to
hanks outside the state to obtain
loans was referred to and the governor recommended a change in the
law to permit larger deposits of state
and municipal funds in out-of-state
banks, as well as passage of legislation to encourage lending money by
Massachusetts financial institutions
for business enterprise and home construction AS a means of developing
Property values, which have suffered
Watt Declares That Auto
materially from the depression.
The governor claimed the largest
Registrar Has Practically
tree cash balance in the general fund
n five years, or since the depression
Ruined Shoe Industry
rained heavily on state resources;
likewise, a goodly balance in the highin Brockton.
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LABOR OFFICIAL
SCORES GOODWIN
I FOR ACTIVITIES

(Special to The Sprinfilleld Union)
that deBOSTON, Jan. 2—The row activities
veloped last week over the
Vehicles Frank
of Registrar of Motor
and which
affairs
labor
in
Goodwin
A.
to oust
almost caused Gov. Curley
with Robert
him, flared anew it91111r-treasurer of the
J. Watt, secretary
Labor, issuing a
State Federation of
ng labor's
blistering statement presenti
accusing Goodside of the story and
ruined the
win of having practically
Brockton.
in
industry
shoe
rsy with
Goodwin got into a controve of ororganized labor on the question Gov.
workers.
ganiiing Haverhill shoe
been made,
Curley, after protests had
his labor
ordered Goodwin to cease Registrar.
activities or resign as
Governor to reGoodwin defied the
on his rights to
insisting
him,
move
pleased so long
think and act as he
as it did not interfere with the duties
of his state position.
Governor Backs Down
After thinking it over and further
conferences with Goodwin, the Governor reversed his stand and said that
he could find nothing wrong with,
'Goodwin's conduct and stated that he
had but one course to pursue, namely
Ito keep Mr. Goodwin on as Registrar
of Motor Vehicles.
It is at this point that Mr. Watt
steps into the picture to assert that
"If the Governor chooses first to deliver an ultimatum to Frank. Goodwin
and next to back doWn • before the
registrar, that is a mess of his own
making on which no comment is nee
essary, even from employers and employes In Haverhill whose affairs have
been so seriously menaced by Goodwin's meddling."
Secretary Watt suggests that the
Governor was so occupied with preparing his annual message that "it
must have interfered with his customary accuracy."
"It appears," Watt continued. "that
it took the eloquence of the registrar
himself, rather than a study of the
actual facts, to justify the Governor's
surprising statement.
"It will be a tough New Year's
present for the people of Haverhill if
the registrar sueceeds In accomplishing results such as those which have
depressed wage schedules in Brockton
between 20 and 25 per cent, which
have seen the removal or closing of
seven shoe factories In the Brockton
district in which between 1800 ,and
2000 workers had been employed before Goodwin arrived, and which have
transferred much of the production of
the W. L. Douglas factory to' Binghampton, N. Y., and Rochester, N. H."
Watt goes on to declare 'that If any
trouble results in Haverhill the responsibility must rest largely on the
shoulders of Registrar Goodwin.
Purther Watt charged that no one
who knows the facts will be deluded
by the registrar's "pose of altruism
and self sacrifice" and that , no one
who looks over the record of the'Leg&
islature will find any evidence of his
"Working for the welter's; Of the working,people of the State."
Gov. Curley stated that Watt had
shown him the statement before releasing it to the press.
"This is a
controversy between Watt and Goodwin," said thg Governor, "and I know
of no one wfio can contribute to the
festivities of the Near Year better
than the two of them."
A little later he added: "Ti.looks
to me as though Goodwin and the
State Federation. for Lamar are gotng
to have a party."

NEWS
Springfield, Mas:,,
Ip

Governor Claims Limited
Funds Blocked His Plans

during the lifetIninIMIgsimmviduat.
Equally important from this standpoint of the worker was the amendment to the law defining the "a'
age weekly wage," thereby endete
the vicious practice of payment to
; a worker suffering injury in his employment insufficient to provide for
. even the most meager of hie needs
Dependents of the workers are no
. longer subject to privation because
of the penalties imposed by money
lenders in the matter of the attachment of waties to an extent whi,•11
rendered the borrower helpless.. re-

ent of t he
(Vera lion is a fulfillm
of evil
Biblical promise that "out
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good
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come
Gov
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ndtext,
found
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y great
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hist
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To the Honorable Senate
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swea
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this
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is unfortunate that
with
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'the American
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' Employment of Minors
sufficient personnel in the "registry charge the exorbitant rates
the report of the commission, if all
and immediate investigation
division
With the excess unemployed adults
d by
seeking work and wages for the main- of accidents and more stringent pro- instalment sellers were require
the time
tenance of themselves and their famvisions for Immediate report. If this law to hand each buyer, at
s
ilies, I renew the recommendation is not done, I can see no alternative of sale, a simple contract in which
, of last year, since no excuse seems other than a repeal of the compulsory the tdtal carrying charge was stated
to exist for a continuance of the insurance law. There Is need for im- as a true per cent, per month, on
employment of boys and girls under mediate and drastic action. Racket- the unpaid balance.
The law proposed by the commisthe age of 16.
eering upon spurious claims by venal
While sympathy and praise are de- attorneys in collusion with doctors sion would help, and it should be passed.
be
conThe law falls to reach, however, a
served for children who seek to
and professional claimants must
tribute to the support of their fam- stopped. A great industry which 'la majority of the cases of reprehensible
ilies, the net effect of their competi- threatened with destruction through Instalment sales, for the law regulates
tion is to deprive some worthy adults criminal exploitation must be con- only the finance companies. It proof work or to drive down the com- served. I, therefore, renew my rec- vides no control over dealers. The
pensation for such work. These chil- ommendation of a year ago that ad- commission rightly urges that considdren, during their most receptive ditional inspectors be authorized in eration be given to et feasible and just,
years, are deprived of the training so the registry of motor vehicles, and means of regulating all instalment
necessary to equip them properly for that the law relating to report of ac- sales. With this opinion, the committhe present-day arduous activities in cidents be strengthened. In addition tee on consumer credit concurs, and
ration has drafted a bill designed to actrade or industry.
it is worthy of your conside
If the years of employment are to whether violators of the automobile complish that purpose.
be shortened, It is much wiser to laws may not be required to instal
That is precisely the protection'
keep these children in school, at least governors on their cars limiting op- which borrowers now have under the
until they are 16, so that they may eration to 30 miles per hour as a con- uniform small loan law, first adopted
by the commonwealth of Massachumore aptly earn their way when they dition of continued license,
do start. Good citizenship as well as
setts, and now in force in 26 other
Mortgage Interest Rates
the
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necessit
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personal opportu
states. The law works. In this state,
The reduction in mortgage interest
a single year, 189,536 leans
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the not a single borrower complained that
Compulsory Insurance
seats a saving to the people of
ment pf the rate
was any
For the first time since the law has commonwealth of approximately $12,- there , or anyconceal
other violation of any
charged
been in effect, a definite halt has been 000,000, has been a contributing fac- of
the stringent provisions of the law.
made in the steadily increasing cost tor in the lightening of the burden
0
state has done for the pro.
of placing a car on the road. The cost of the home owner, but in view of What the
of those who borrow from loan
of compulsory insurance is based the plenitude of money and the low tection
state can now do for
upon claim payment, and all of our Interest rates paid by the fiduciary companies, the
on of instalment buyers
efforts in the field of accident pre- institutions, there is, in my opinion, the protecti
who, in effect, borrow from merchants.
vention will be nullified unless we need for further reduction,
The instalment business is an escan keep down the cost of claim paysential
institution in American life,
ments.
ess
One of the additional measureon of and the enactment of a laW through
Accidents are important, but claims
protecti
to, the further
credit costs were clearly stated
are nearly equally important. Twent:, sential
and which
and gradually reduced through open
the public, both from exploiters
accidents at a hundred dollars p(
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would mean not only a
' claim may produce a cost of $2000, from sales law. With that need in
for the consumer's doland, on the other hand, one accident ment I appointed last spring, from larger return
kir, but also an inerease in the busiadmay produce a cost of $5000. Acci- mind,
r's
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nem; of reputable instalment compadents are a fair index to claims, but the
committee, a subcommittee nice; and I am firm In the belief that
statistics show that claim payments visory as the committee on consument compecannot be measured by the number of known
tilt- a majority of the instalm
er credit, to which I assigned the in- riles operating in Massachusetts are
accidents.
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A definite forward step has
stalment sales law that would guartaken in this matter in the eliminsa antee protection and a square deal to filed is for the protection both of the
nation of the guest from compulsory
re- Purchaser and of the reputable metpublic, and at the same time
instal. chant. I look forward with confidence
Insurance. The full effect of this
in
nce
h
confide
the
establis
amendment will not be experienced merit buying that is essential to the to the support of the measure.
until next year, but it is en effect protection of this important industry.
Economic Education
partial repeal. The presence of guest
committee has not only reIn the inaugural address, I dwelt
That
Mast
the
offered
law
the
in
coverage
all that has been written on att length on the need for the deprotection to the individual and the viewed
subject, and studied all the re- tve opment of economic education to
greatest temptation to collusion and the
laws of all the other states, but he end that our people may he bet,
exaggerated claims. By eliminating lated
understand the
ed extensive researeh on ter
equipped to
conduct
has
inory
compuls
the guest from the
its own initiative to determine the workings of our machine civilization,
of
placing
cost
the
e
coverag
surance
facts within the commonwealth of and to make such changes in the
a Car on the road was reduced by Massachusetts. The committee has ordering of our economic life as will
8.4 per cent.
also been in constant cooperation assure more liberty, more security
Now that the guest has been elimiwith the commission which was cre- and more shared prosperity for all.
turn
should
we.
law
nated from this
by the General Court last sum- Fundamentally, the ills that we have
ated
spot,
weak
to
on
another
publio attenti
mer to consider the advisability o suffered for several years past trace
—the occupant of the nonnegligent legislat
ion for the regulation of in- back to our inability to run our
car. While we have the greatest of stalment selling and financing. Th very complicated business machine.
sympathy for any one who is riding commission has filed its report, to- There is no guarantee that prosperIn a car and is Injured by the negliwith a recommended bill. The ity will be enduring unless the .I....
gence of some one else, we must, gether ee on consumer credit fully, torate,
enlightened,
economically
nevertheless, realize that claims in committwith the findings of the comeconomic intelligence constantthis class have grown from 19,000 agrees and favors the passage of brings
a
ly to the polls. An electorate that
in 1927 to 39,000 in 1934. The remark- mission
d bill.
cally bewildered will be
able part of the picture is that 32.- the propose s of the commissio is economi
astray, in campaigning
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000 out of the 39,000, in 1934, reprents
stateme
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specious reasoning of
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sent claims for less than $100. Pre- fully sulikantiate
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made last June in a coast-to-coas those who oppose all change, because
liminary figures for 1935 indicate that
radio address. At that time I cite
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they profit by things as they aril;
and no less by the impractical pro- cities- in the maintenance of the
compact permitting --coci
-pe
—raVV.et.
posals of those who seem to believe sub-standard area to be cleared, so
forts, through agreements between
constitute
that
the
we
can
attain
Utopia
will
that
overnight,
contribution
two or more states, through which
no real burden upon the taxpayers of
An electorate well-grounded in the
the haven of refuge ever in the past i
the city or town, but will at the
principles of economic democracy and
open to the criminal world, known as!
committed to its objectives will not same time provide healthier, pleasthe border line between states, may i
deceived. The need for anter and more sanitary dwellings
be easily
be eliminated, and the law -enforcing
for a lasge group in the community,
economic education, I submit, is imofficials of one state permitted to purand employment for a substantial
perative.
sue law violators into another state.
building
I renew, accordingly, my recom- amount of labor in the
recommend
accordiogly
the
I
mendation of last year, that steps trades.
enactment
of such legislation, as will
In many instances where there is
be taken to promote economic eduimmediate adoption of
permit
of
the
cation, not only in the secondary need of slum clearance and low-cost
the prevision now permissible in conschools, but among the adult pope. housing, the municipal authorities
sequence of federal legislation relation. There may be opposition to prove unwilling to take the initiative,
cently enacted.
this proposal on the part of those who-i and in each case, however great the
Narcotic Drug Art
do not appreciate what the secondary need, the State Board of Housing
The narcotic drug act adopted by
schools are doing by way of turning under existing legislation is
without
the Legislature, conforming as it
out students who are not econornie
authority to take any steps to relieve
does with the federal legislation. has
Informed. I accordingly now recomthe
situation. I recommend, therealready proven of inestimable benemend, specificially that a commission fore,
that
in
cities
and
towns
in
which
fit both to the drug addicts and to
be organized to study the situation
no housing authority exists, or in
the victims of the drug addicts,—the
and report its findings and recompublic Rti a whole.
which such authority as exists is inmendations.
active, the State Board of Housing
Unieameral Legislature
Housing
In my inaugural message I recomhe authorized to proceed under proper
has
The return of'prosperity which
mend that the size of the Legislalimitations eat' a low-cost housing
definitely begun should mark an end prOject, whether it relates to new
ture he reduced by diminishing the
of the custom that has obtained durnumber of members of the two
ing the past five years of two or more houses or the rehabilitation of sound
branches, and with sessions held bi- I
families sharing a home, or an apart- . but obsolete existing structures, and
ennialy.
that
state
funds
appropriated
to
i
be
ment, thereby causing a demand for
The chief advantage of these
homes, and making necessary a build- I imeet the cost of such projects.
changes would be an obvious econoof
program.
Lack
construction
ing
Unemployment Insnranee
my, a saving for our hard-pressed
employment and depleted incomes
taxpayers. I not only adhere to this
One of the outstanding achievehave created a constant demand for
belief at the present time, but I am
ments of the
. year 1935 was the crealow-priced rental property, occupancy tion of
convinced that still further econonemployment Compensathe
I
of which should not he permitted in
mies might be achieved through the
lion commission. This commission is
the interest of public health, and the designed to
adoption of the unicameral Legislasafeguard the welfare
use of which is not infrequently corn- of the
ture similar to the system now in
people of the nation throireh
pulsory upon the part of the occiioperation in Nebraska.
real old
earn% unwholesome, unhealthful. un- enemployment Insurance, and
There is no need for two chambers
safeollement property, :40rno inws age assistance, and adequate
sightly
today. Historically, the Senate, or
ris and care for the maimed and
termed "slum areas," is apparently blind children of the state.
"Upper" house, was to act as an
destined to remain with us until such 7 The unemployment Insurance act' aristocratic check oe
nouse, similar to the
time as in the interests of public should ultimately prove ft panacea for
English Lords-Commons relationship.
health and public decency we possess industrial depressions through mainYet the progress of political democsufficient determination and courage taming within the ranks of the conracy has emasculated the House of
to terminate the same. I am hopeful sumers the unemployed men and wornLords,
and in our own state has
aged,
the
well
as
will
possess
the
that at some time we
en of the nation as
fortunately made both our Senate
legislation of this
necessary requisites, and in the event who, without
and our House of Representatives
he without the
this does occur, it is imperative that character, would
truly democratic bodies. Nor is there
there be no impediments to favorable funds necessary not only for the
the basis for two chambers that
maintenance of their families. but
and essential action.
we find in Washington, where one
Last year. the Legislature, in ac- would be unable to aid private inhouse is made up of repl-esentatives
cordance with my recommendation, dustry, through the absence of pur- of governmental units and the other
enacted legislation providing for the chasing power.
The law was enacted prior to its consists of men chosen by population
establishment of bodies politic and
groups of equal size. In our commoncorporate within the several cities adoption by the federal government, wealth the members of both houses
and towns of the commonwealth, to and that maximum compensation unrepresentative
of
population
are
be known as "housing authorities.- der the federal program may not he groups of equal size, and so duplicate
with power to enter upon slum clear- denied the commonwealth I resneet- constituencies.
ance and law-cost housing projects. %Illy urge the adoption of such amendOne great advantage in the uniThe statute then enacted provided for ments to the existing taw as may be
cameral Legislature is that it does
the receipt by housing authorities of necessary, to the end that it con- away with the conference committee
aid from the federal government in
that exists to reconcile the differaccordance with the act of Congress forms to the provisions of the federal ences in a measure passed by both
and the rules and practices of the act.
houses, and that often ends by proThe prevailing opinion as expressed
federal officers charged with the duty
ducing a bill that is satisfactory to
of subsidizing housing projects Oy the head of the American Federanobody. These secret meetings of
' through public corporations created tion of Labor relative to the enactcommittees are undemoand controied by the states. In the ment of legislation by the General conference
cratic, uneconomic, undesirable—yet
statute enacted last year no provision Court in 1935 is best summed up in
under our presabsolutely
necessary
was made for contributions by the his own language in which he states
city or town in which a housing that "Massachusetts has oecomc the ent two-house system. The members of these committees are apauthority was located, exccpt. the laboratory for liberal progressive legpointed by the speaker of the House
relatively small amount required for islation, since more laws in the interand the president of the Senate,
organization expenses. Three housing
and considering the inordinate power
authorities have been organized under est of the worker were enacted in
resting in the hands of the committhe act, but no grants of federal 1935 in Massachusetts than in any
funds have been made as anticipated, 10-year period in the history of tne tees, one can appreciate the concentration
of authority in the hands of
for the federal officers have now commonwealth." It is highly deanthe two appointing powers. This
taken the position that no grants will able that the exceptional record estabbe made to local housing authorities nailed in 1935 be maintained during situatift partly explains the someunless the state or the munivipality 1936, and I am quite certain that this what bitter struggle over the ekein which the project is located makes is possible, provided that we rezeg. lion of the Senate president one year
a substantial contribution to the cost nize at all times the fact that we are age.
Furthermore, the unicameral sysof the project,
simply the servants of the people.
I therefore recommend that the elected to carry out their will and to tern enables us to place responsihousing authority act enacted last do so in conformity, with our oath and bility, and to conduct the business
year (St. 1935, C. 949) be amended so with our desire to serve and tc be of government efficiently and ecoas to authorize cities and towns to
nomically. All writes would he taken
service.
raise and appropriate money and to of
In the open and subject to rollcall,
Enforcement
Law
housing
authorities
over
to
it
pay
and each act Nt-til I d he transacted
within their respective limits in orThe advantages enjoyed by organ- under the spotlight of publicity. It
der to assist in the prosecution of ized crime through speedy motor ve- null enable the representative to
slum clearance and lower-cost hous- hirles. the radio, eble attorneys and act so that the voter could follow
ing projects. Such appropriations other agencies cannot be successful- his record.—without confusion, withshould be entirely optional with the ly combated until such time as a out evasion, without subterfuge, hut
cities and towns, and the amount to portion of the fetters with which le- in clearly defined votes and statebe appropriated should be definitelYl gal restrictions bind law-enforcing ments.
limited to the capitalized value of agencies have been removed. Thep
he the; Vid Congress enaotwi an interstate
the annual loss foist/lined

mental
I therefore recommend the adop- department of mental diseases, the annual patients, and for an average
increase of 450 patients for
tion of a constitutional amendment entire sum being found necessary for several
to make the unicameral Legislature administration, fire protection and , ment is years to come. The departprepared to put such a Propossible, a reduction in membership, other importafft essentials neglected gram into
operation at short notice.
and biennial sessions.
over a period of a quarter of a cennew
48 hour legislation for
The
duplicity
practiced
in
1935
The
tury.
Retirement of Judges
state hospital emploYes has given
through the authorization for the es- greatly improved
service, but there
Our system of Judicial selection tablishment of a hospital for the
and stet:lure has preserved the hide- criminally insane at a cost of $1,- remain 1324 additional employes who
no
facilities
for living in the
have
pendenee, and consequently the im- 750,000 without making provision for
partiality, of our judiciary, and has the money, savors of a low order institution buildings as the departi attracted to the service of the com- of knavery without precedent In the ment believes they should do. Plus
those employes whose living quarters
monwealth judges who have ranked history of the commonwealth.
f among the best in this country or
The problem of the proper care of are undesirable, there should be new
living
quarters provided for at least
system
abroad. The defect in our
mental defectives demands serious
has been the absence of a workable consideration coupled with encourage- 1500.
The three state schools under this
provision for the retirement of judges ous action by the Legislature, and
who, because of age, can no longer that every %tiember of the Legislature department are taking care of 5051
' meet completely the requirements of may be in possession of the facts. patients, where the rated working cathe office. A pension system former- I am including in my annuals mes- pacity is 3893—an overcrowding of
ly helped to that end, but it was sage a report from the department about 30 per cent. There are 8200
abolished in 1920, except for a few of mental diseases, which is not only applications on file for patients for
vestiges. It is possible to cure that a most illuminating document but a whom there are no possible accomdefect and at the same time make most thorough indictment of neglect modations. This number is constantly
the judicial office more secure and not only of a sworn duty but of an increasing, because during the demore attractive to men with the high obligation to those who, because of pression the relatives of these peoqualities required. A provision for their mental condition, are not in a ple have been ferced, often against
voluntary retirement from full active position to voice a united protest their will, to seek relief from the
service at 70, without resort to the against a continuance of conditions commonwealth.
processes of removal under part 2, both disgraceful and dangerous.
If these schools were brought up
chapter IL article 1 of the constituto a 2000 working capacity apiece,
Report
to
Governor
the existing crowding would be remtion, or compulsory retirement under
The following is an abstract of a edied and about 1000 could be taken
amendment LVIII, would, if coupled
report
to
the
governor
from
the
dep- off the waiting list. To provide for
with a sufficiently favorable retirement allowance instead of the in- uty commissioner of the department the whole waiting list would need
an additional school of 2000 casiacadequate one given by existing of mental diseases:—
"I am fully aware that your ex- ity. Obviously an extra school is
statutes to judges retired under
amendment LXIII, relieve aging cellency Is greatly concerned and greatly needed.
judges from the necessity of trying anxious that the cost of state govIn the Bridgewater state k.ospital
with failing strength to perform the ernment be not increased, and that for the criminally insane there are
full duties of an arduous office. Prac- wherever possible decrease in this at present 897 patients. Sixty-five
tically all of them would gladly avail cost be accomplished. I also know per cent of them are ordinary mental
themselves of such a provision. The from the many things I have heard : cases. who are at Bridgewater hpcommonwealth would be assured of a you say that your excellency is greatof a previous conflict with
full quota of judges intellectually in ly concerned about the tv_ne of ea rp_l the law, Only 35 per cent need more
the prime of life, without need of and treatment accorded the unfor- secure care than the civil state hosdrastic action against men who have/ tunates of this commonwealth. When pital usually provides. The present
given long and honorable service, and1 you consider that the great majority state hospital for the criminally inwhose only fault is the natural one of of the citizens who are in the state sane is under the department of corfailing to recognize the gradual wan- hospitals are there against their wills, rection, whereas I believe that the
and that the commonwealth has as- greater number of patients there do
lag of their powers.
Accordingly I recommend the enact- sumed the responsibility of their care not need correctional treatment so
ment of legislation permitting a judge and treatment, I feel that I can say much as mental care and treatment
of any of the three courts of state- without successful contradiction that by the department of mental diswide jurisdiction, upon reaching the they are entitled to the best care eases.
age of 70, to retire voluntarily at and treatment the commonwealth can
No Funds for Building
full salary from full active service, possibly give them, and that the
Because
this is generally believed to
bound
only
duty
is
not
commonwealth
just as federal judges now may do.
be advisable the Legislature of 1935
Present judges of greater age should but obligated to see that they get (chapter 421 of the acts of 1935)
be given a reasonable time in which it."
passed an act enabling the estabto elect to retire on the same terms. The writer then goes on to prove lishment of a state hospital for the
should remain that due economy has been main- mentally ill at Norfolk, to
Judges so retired
be under
hound, as they are not bound under tattled in this department, and that the control of the department of menthe federal system, to perform such its institutions have been maintained tal diseases. But the Legislature proservice as their health and strength at a net weekly per capita cost of vided no funds for its building. To
may permit, upon request of the only $5.96. From persons in the in- build this institution will require about
chief justice of the court. There Is stitutions who are able to pay, the one and three-quarters million dollars.
always need of such additional serv- department has collected an average This appropriation is urgently
needed.
ice. The supreme Judicial court has of $750,000 per year. There is no
At Bridgewater, also, are 600 delong been overworked, and the su- good reason why we should slump fective delinquents on indeterminate
perior court has long been unable to a lower level of treatment.
sentence. They are not natural crimiSupervises16 institutIons
to keep up with its business. It has
nals but get into trouble because of
been necessary to draft district court
The department of mental diseases their feeble-mindedness. There are
judges for service in the superior supervises 18 state institutions, 13 for not sufficient accommodations
for
court in criminal cases, and to refer the care of the mentally ill and three them at present. A new hospital for
many civil cases to masters and audi- for the feeble-minded. The working the criminally insane would
release
tors, at great public expense. Re-'
,
Roacity of the state hospitals caring proper facilities for them at Bridgetired judges could be very useful. for the former wa.4 17,671 as of water.
of
. November 1, 1935. Into this space
statistics
vital
the
of
A study
In spite of constant care there is
the judiciary leads to a belief that were crowded 21,023 patients. This considerable fire
hazard at the varithe cost of the proposed plan, not figure shows 3200 (or, roughly, 17 ous institutions. A disastrous fire
is
compensated by service, would be per cent) patients more than the
always a possibility. There is need
small. The details of the proposed working capacity of the hospitals of
greater protection, such as sprinkplan have been carefully studied, and justifies, thus making difficult proper ler
it appears not to be open to sound segregation, retarding recovery, and this systems. We have budgeted for
protection, if the money is made
objection. The proposed plan serves at making very uncomfortable the livavailable.
one stroke to relieve the anxieties lug conditions of permanent patients. ton state Many buildings at the Boshospital are probably beThe department believes that a unit
of aging judges and to improve the
judicial service of the commonwealth. caring for not more than 2000 pa- yond protection by sprinkler system*
and in the long run modern
tients is the maximum for efficient
Mental Diseases
fireproof buildings would be more
The brutal disregard for the wel_ administration. Before adding greater economical.
fare of those whose plea seldom re- housing facilities to existing instituThe department has collected figceives attention is evidenced in the tions the money allowed this depart- ures on the cost of replacing obsofailure to equip a research building snent from the bond issue of 1933 lete electric wiring, and is removing
completed In 1931 at considerable ex- ,and the PWA has been largely spent this fire hazard as fast as money,
penditure of public money, and which for renewing outmoded and Waft- is made available.
to the present time remains urt. dent service accommodations, and in
Probably the most indefensible item
used, due to the failure of the Legis_ enlarging those possible of enlarge- in the report is that which has to
tature to provide the sum of $26,000 i ment. The institutions for the men- do with the new research
building
for equipment. The appropriations tally ill should be enlarged to ac- at the Wrentham state school
which
authorized in 1933, which the public commodate 2000 patients each as was to be
used
especially
for
was led to believe would provide ad- speedily as possible. This would mean Into the problem of mentalresearch
defect.
enlargement of 12 state Mattditlonai bed space,has added
ded but few
beds to the accommodations of the tutions, providing for a total of 24,000
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Massachusetts is me rust state in the
Union , to legally establish a division
of mental hygiene. This division is
a part of the department of mental
diseases and handles problems relating to the cause of and prevention of
mental diseases, feeble-mindedness,
epilepsy and other conditions of abnormal mentality.
A building has been erected at
Wrentham for this necessary preventive purpose, but no money has
been supplied for equipping it. It stands empty. It could be equipped
for as little as $12,000, and the department urges such provision as soon
as possible. But bricks and mortar,
this report concludes, do not alone
make hospitals. There must be also
a sufficient number of adequately
trained personnel to perform the duties for which these buildings are
established.
In 1935 the question of providing proper accommodations for the
mental defectives of the commonwealth was considered solely from
the standpoint of polities, and the
needs of the unfortunate charges
were disregarded. Neither the plea of
political expediency nor the demand
for economy at the expense of those
whose plea for consideration has so
long been denied will justify failure
to report the required financial legislation so essential to. the well-being of the mental defectives and so
necessary to the honor of the commonwealth.
The neglect of state wards, and
more particularly the mental defectives, represents the most drab and
sordid chapter possible of recording in
the annals of the commonwealth. A
ihrward step was Undertaken In 1935
in the establishment of the 48-hour
week as against the '70 and 80-hour
week heretofore in vogue, but the
necessary
the
failure to provide
money on the plea of economy for
the housing of the additional employes represents but an additional
chapter in the program of chicanery
so long practiced in the ease of mental defectives. It is on a par with
the failure to provide funds for protection from conflagration at any
time during the existence of the department of mental diseases. The mental defectives are human beings, and
it is clearly the duty of the state
to safeguard their lives, and this is
not done so long as they a.re horded
In buildings of inflammable construction, with steel doors and steel mesh
on the windows, and devoid of either
sprinklers or fire alarm systems in
a majority of the buildings.
A waiting list of 3800 for admission to the sehoolg for feeble-minded
children, and the declaration by the
officials in charge that no admissions
had been made during a period of
four years, and that none can be
guaranteed for a period of four more
years unless construction is undertaken at once, presents a Situation
for which my predecessors in office
have been responsible, and the responsibility for which must be. shared
now by the members of the Legislature and myself.
The overcrowding of the institutions for mental defectives today is
17 per cent in excess of the bed capacity, or some 4200 more patients
than can properly be accommodated
in the institutions of this department.
Attempts to gloss over this situation
upon the plea of overburdening the
taxpayer should no longer be tolerated, and we should meet a condition and a situation, the further
disregarding of which should stamp
the law-making bodies of Massachusetts as both unwolphy and unfit.
Public Utilities
The reduction in the rates for
electric power in the homes, which
was put in operation in April of 1935,
will represent during the 12-month
period a saving in excess of $2,000,000 to users of electricity, and the

tai diseases.
Public Health
Due to a recently enacted law in
a neighboring state, providing for the
annual registration of physicians
practicing in that state, it is estimated by the board of registration
in medicine that there are at the
present time more than 1000 persons.
who are not qualified in either medicine or surgery conducting business
In Massachusetts as physicians or
surgeons.
The existence of so large a number of untrained, unqualified and incompetent men constitutes a menace
to the health and well-being of the
entire public, and that essential safeguards may be provided, I respectfully recommend the enactment of
legislation making it a criminal offense, punishable by a fine and imprisonment, for any individual to
practice as a physician or surgeon
without the required annual registration issued in conformity with such
provisions as may be deemed necessary by the board of registration in
medicine. In this connection I beg
to direct your attention to the fact
that persons engaged in occupations
less dangerous to the public welfare
are required to pass certain tests
and to register annually, namely, barbers, dentists, embalmers, optometrists and hairdressers, and certainly
argument
there can be no valid
pressed to exclude physicians and
of a test,
passing
the
surgeons from
and the annual registration plus the
payment of a proper fee.
The Rutland state sanatorium,
which was the first institution of its
kind to be established in the country,
and which is nationally famous for
the successful treatment of tuberculosis, has long outlived its usefulness. The structures at present
I in use were erected nearly a half
century ago, when the ward rather ,
than a single room method of hoots- I
ing patients was in operation. This I
method is today regarded as neither i
desirable nor beneficial for the mod- 4
ern treatment of tuberculosis; and I
further, the buildings are fire hazards. being constructed almost wholly
of wood, aid should be razed and
replaced With modern construction.
Sufficient land is available to provide for the erection of new structures without in any way Impairing
t t he department of public .the operation of the present hospitalization facilities.
a be authorized to determine
Additional accommodations for em'eement with the companies, or
ployes added to the department force
se, first, a fair rate of return;
fair rate base: and third. here and at the Pondville cancer
!; of participation by the hospital are necessary, and provision
companies in excess earn- should be made for the same durillia utilities Waled In the ing the present year.
•
State House Building
distribution of fres and ,electricity In
the commonwealth.
e for quarters
expenditur
annual
The
That to accomplish this end, the
leased for the use of departments of
staff of the department of public
the state today is in excess of $80,000,
utilities be reenforced to adequately
notwithstanding the fact that suffisupervise, regulate and administer
land owned by the state is
cient
adopted.
such a plan, if
available upon which to erect a strucNorfolk State Hospital
ture where deoartzhenta of the 0-•
50
The 1935 session of the General could be housed that are nowand reCourt enacted it bil lauthorizing the Cated as to Prove expensive
the
of
establishment of the Norfolk state tard efficiency in the conduct
hospital for the criminally insane, business of the state.
that an
the same to be under the jurisdicI accordingly recommend
tion of the department of mental appropriation in the sum of $1,000,diseases. It is rather fortunate that 0in be made available for the erecthe authorization was made without tWn of an addition to the state Capiprovision for the necessary funds to
tol.
cover the cost of construction, estiState Planning Board
mated at $1,750,000, since there is
of a state plltnning
creation
The
justify
the
Placto
which
in
no way
board, and the acceptance of meming of the care of mental defectives
the ;
bership without compensation by
under the control and„,supervision
in
outstanding authorities on planning
of the department of correction.
notemost
a
is
lth,
commonwea
the
at
the
structures
The existing
worthy accomplishment. The ferocity
Bridgewater state hospital for the
supremacy in
care of the criminally insane are not of the struggle for
commerce and industry can be met
only inadequate but totally unsuited
successfully only through the instrufor the purpose intended. I accordmentality of a group whose efforts
logy recommend an appropriation in
to the
the sum of $1,750,000 for the erec- shall be directed primarily of prostudy of ways and means
tion at Norfolk of a hospital for the
criminally insane, to be uhder the
supervision of the department of men-

commission- designated to perfect a
sliding scale arrangement is confident that the adoption of a plan
upon which they have been working
with industry and fidelity during the
past year should ultimately result in
a further substantial saving in ithe
charges for electricity, which, tr&nslated into simpler language, means
a further , reduction in the cost of
living with benefit to the people, and
through increased consumption without injury to the producer.
Public service corporations are
granted franchise rights and privileges that obviously are of great
value. The community, therefore, is
entitled to enjoy the greatest possible service at the least possible cost,
commensurate with a fair return
upon the capital prudently invested
by the public service companies. The
good of the community, and the
greatest opportunity for continued
successful operation of the companies.
can best he realized through the
establishment of a schedule iif rates
which encourage increased consumption. It is my belief that the only
way to encourage increased sales, to
insure profitable returns to the companies, and to provide the most economical service to the public, is by
means of a system of rate charges
which consistently decrease as a result of increased consumption. The
consumers of the commonwealth
should share in any returns to the
companies in excess of a fair rate
of return, and the consumers' share
in excess earnings should take the
form of reduced rates. To best accomplish these coda, it is my opinion
that the institution of a sliding scale
system of rate determination will best
serve the interests of the companies
and of the commonwealth. It is highly important, in the establishment
of such a system of rate regulation,
that we determine, first, what is a
ir rate of return; second, what is
fair and equitable rate base; third,
tt is the proper basis of particim by the consumers and the
antes in any excess earnings
h might arise, above a deteri fair rate of return; and fourth.
the state regulatory commisvigilantly supervise the propet
ohm of this Arrangement.
erefore I recommend the fol-
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.
mental patients, and ter an &versae
I therefore recommend the adop-1 denartrnen of nlental—diseasea...-Lhal---i
special justices, the civil wore wmen
moting the industrial arrd commeryet
not
reason,
any
for
have,
these courts perform, and the adopcial stability of the state, as well as which paid.
tion on the civil side of the courts
to Ate physical and social develop- been
These figures make no provision of the provision now in force on the
ment.
concerning deposits in banks closed criminal side, permitting the dimpol'he state planning' board has been in 1933, as such provision depends
pending in the
conducting art intensive study, since on legislative action. The amount due sition of litigation
court his:its creation, of a master plan co- from such banks, which is tieing superior court by district
that purpose and
ordinating the many projects for the decreased by dividends, was $1,526,- tices assigned for its recommendaother matters—and
developmept of the natural and hu- 457.78.
be seriously considered
man resources of the commonwealth.
The existence of these free cash tions should
these suggesIncluded among these are the Im- balances at the end of the year dem- In conjunction with
provement of marketing facilities for onstrates that the budget for 1935 tions.
Penal Institutions
farm and dairy products; the pro- was safely balanced in both the genmotion of navigation and sanitation eral fund and the highway fund. The
I renew my recommendations of
watercomthe
by
Important
enjoyed
three
exceptional credit
upon the
last year with reference to the abanways—the Connecticut, the Merrimac monwealth during the past year was donment of State prison at Charlesand the Blackstone rivers; and the evidenced by the fact that issuance
town and the utilization of the site as
arrangement of interstate compacts of bonds for state activities not only
a receiving station, and the adoption
state
the
for
found ready buyers, but the
with our neighboring states
of legislation making provision in a
better handling of this work and of sad these bonds at a more advansufficient amount for suitable prison
tageous price than even the federal
other matters of mutual interest.
quarters at Norfolk for persons conThis master plan includes within government could obtain for its sevicted of felonies.
its framework the basic problems af- curities.
The profession of humanitarian
and
fecting Massachusetts industry
principles with reference to law vioDistrict Court Reform
bringing
opportunities,
employment
laters constitutes a mockery just so
my inaugural message I pointInto clear relief the steps which must edIn
sub- long as the State prison at Charlesmaking
of
necessity
out
the
be taken to speed the rehabilitation stantial changes in the organization
town, unsanitary, overcrowded, and a
of industry in our commonwealth. It of the district courts so as to enable
relic of barbarism, is utilized as a
encompasses the improvement of them to bear a substantial burden
place for the incarceration of persons
safe(the
transportation facilities,
convicted of law violations. The reccivil litigation which is now
the
of
peoour
of
health
the
guarding of
ords of persons participating in the
congesting the dockets of the supeple, and the conservation and de- rior court, anti at the same time to
recent jail break at the State prison
velopment of our great natural re- abolish the custom now prevailing
at Charlestown constitutes an Indictment of our Institutional system in
sources, which should make our state in those courts which permits an asone of the most attractive recrea- sociate or special justice of a disthat the chief offenders in each case
served terms at the Lyman School,
tional centers in the Union.
trict court to appear as counsel in
Concord reformatory, and ultimately
Through the instrumentality of the district courts before other justices.
at State prison. The mingling of
state planning board, conferences have
Due to the fact that more people
casual and juvenile offenders with
been held with similar boards in the come into contact with the district
habitual criminals makes, in instituother New England states, and a courts than any other courts of the
tions where juvenile offenders are
comprehensive plan of action benefi- commonwealth, and obtain their views
now committed, simply a training
cial to the people of the common- of the administration of justice from
school for superior knowledge of how
wealth and to New England should their experience in these courts, it
crimes are committed.
shortly represent the fruits of their is of primary importance that they
An amendment to the existing law,
efforts. These represent in part some should function efficiently and be so
making provision for the imprisonslightest
the
avoid
to
as
administered
ment of first offenders only at Conof the important and too long negthat a litigant must emcord reformatory, should prove a malected measures, the successful ac- suspicion
the court as his
of
justice
a
ploy
inevitmust
which
of
terial contributing factor in the corcomplishment
to assure the winning of
rection of existing abuses, and in the
ably prove of enduring benefit to attorney As
theme
of
jurisdiction
the
case.
his
einminit in our prison institutions of
the people of the commonwealth.
in
that
so
increased,
been
has
courts
In view of the fact that a state
what has been justly termed a "colnow have concurrent
lege of crime."
planning board has been created, there civil cases they
the superior court, it
with
jurisdiction
for
reason
valid
no
be
The necessity for a change in the
appears to
increasingly important that
placing out of state wards and the
the continuance of the metropolitan (becomes so organized as to handle
be
segregation of prisoners, both male
planning division, and I accordingly they
business with effiand female, also the establishment of
recommend Its abolishment, since its this increased
deabuse
the
from
free
and
ciency
duplia
an institution for the care and treatcontinuance would represent
scribed.
expense.
and
ment of persons afflicted with social
effort
cation of
has recourt
judicial
supreme
The
diseases, and radical changes in the
Finance
discently adopted a rule prohibiting
parole system, represent in my opinion
The borrowing of money both by trict court justices and clerks from
important steps that should he unthe state and the cities and towns appearing as counsel in criminal cases
dertaken as speedily as possible. The
renders necessary recourse to banks in any of the courts of the commonpresent system with reference to
outside Massachusetts. A change in wealth.*This action justifies the recthese vartous classes of, cases has
the law to permit larger deposits of ommendation which I made repeatedly
been subject to hut slight change for
state, city and town funds In banks during the last session of the Legisa long period of years, with the result
outside of the commonwealth is es- lature. I now urge you to carry the
that important reforms possible of
sential. It is recommended that legis- restriction a step farther and prohibit
accomplishment have been retarded.
lation be passed which will encourage practice by the district court judges
The subject, however, is of such
the lending of money by our finan- in civil cases in their own courts.
prime importance and covers such a
cial institutions for business enter- I also renew my recommendation that
vast field that it would appear adprises and home construction as a the district courts be established on
visable to appoint a committee, convalues
property
means of developing
sisting not only of members of the
a circuit basis. Presiding justices
in Massachusetts.
legislative assembly but leaders In
should be given the option of sitting
am
religious and civic walks of life, to
full time with adequate compensaIt is gratifying to me, and I
the
to
pleasing
make a comprehenelve study, with a
most
presiding
tion, and appointments of
quite certain
report upon the entire subject matter
citizenship, to know that the fiscal justices in the future should be made
year ending November 80, 1935, found only on that basis. I further recom- ,with recommendations to be
submitted to the Legislature in 19.17.
the state treasury not only with a mend that the present system of refree cash balance in the general NO, muneration of special justices be
.Revenue and Retrenchment
balcash
free
largest
the
,
abolished, and that special justices
but also
The special commission, established
in
years,
last
five
the
'
during
are
be
as
hour
basis,
on
per
a
ance
paid
under authority of chapter 63 of the
the amount of $2,486,043.34. In ad- auditors and masters. If the circuit4 resolves
of 1935 to Investigate and
dition to this balance in the general system is established there will prostudy the taxation of tangible and
fund there was also free cash in the gressively be less need for so large
intangible property and related mathigh,ray fund in the amount of $371,- a number of special justices, as the
ters, labored conscientiously and
086.05.
presiding justices become more and
brought forth a report as complete
The term "free cash" is used In the more full-time judges.
as
the limited time and limited
accounting system of the commonPursuant to the suggestion of my
of the commission perresources
the
total
BUM
wealth to designate
inaugural message, a recess commismitted.
available nt the end of the fiscal sion was appointed by authority of
The members of the commission
year, which is free and clear of all the Legislature to study the district
themselves do not appear to be in
obligations. This is the amount re- court system and other matters reagreement with n11 of the recommaining after all revenues, Including lating to the judicial system of the
mendations proposed, however, and
the state tax, have been collected, commonwealth. That committee has
this diffei ence of opinion is apparall
bills
have
been
paid.
and after
held hearings and received recomently reflected and emphasized in
and all necessary sums reserved to mendations of various organizations,
the public mind. The one and only
meet obligations which are due but Including bar associations, dealing
with the arrangement of the district
courts in circuits, the aseignment of
a sufficient number of district court
justices to full-tIme work to enable
them to handle, without calling on
"WRY,

1

point upon wnien mere is unanimity
tion of the State Racine- eommlesion
of opinion is that relief is needed.
Hewing real estate of the inequitable
When licenses were issued in 1935.
to
required
now
is
it.
Flow best to bring about that relief
that
burden
I announced. that It was not my purbear. The taxpayers obligated to pose to permit of any changes in thr
Is controversial In the extreme,
I believe that much can be said
contribute to the support of govern- system of fees to be levied for a period
provisions of the of two yenrs. and while this decision
ment under the
for many of the proposals of the
have ex- should still continue applicable to
personal income tax law
On the other
recess commission.
perienced no added burdens by an in- horse racing and fairs, in view of the
hand, some of them would bear opincrease in the rates, as those ap- I fact that in no one of these cases
pressively upon Certain Classes Ot
plied to income received have not l have they proven unduly profitable,
our citizens, and others have even
changed since the enactment ajf the there is, however, no way to justify
given rise to question as to their
law effective as of January 1, 1917. ifailure
the
conntitutionality.
This group of taxpayers, while inNo student of government today
ce to dog racing.ll
Theeriwith
et
venue
refre
poscluding
the
many
who
also
are
can fail to be impressed with the
sessors of real estate, is represented (torn dog racing for the year 1935
great complexity of the tax problem
the
state
by
racing
received
commisby a much larger proportion who do
and the Improvability of properly apnot contribute at all in the form of sion was $704,156.73, divided as folproaching it without simultaneously
cent
$541,032.70;
handle.
Per
low*:
3174
direct tax on property. This is also
considering the volume of expenditrue of corporations and certain other breakage, $117.316.03; association liExpenditures. however, did
tures.
taxpayers. The 10 per cent assess- cense fees, $5308. An increase in the
not come within the scope of the
ment levied under existing law for handle to be taken by the state racresohe creating the present commis1935 upon the tax against individuate, ing commission from the present
sion.
estates and corporations should be schedule of 3% per cent to 5 per cent
Study of Tax Problem
continued by a reenactment for the would, in my opinion, work no vet')
Similar commissions have been set • current year RA one source of revenue great hardship upon the operators of
which will tend to eliminate the dog racing, and should prove beneficial
up year after year with correepondI believe that the
log limitations.
state tax and thus hell) to reduce the to the commonwealth, resulting, as it
would, provided the basis of 1935
thorough
a
burden on the home owner.
time has come to make
"as maintained in 1936, in an increase
study of the tax problem and the
Truck Fees
and
Tax
Gas
in revenue approximating one quarexpenditure problem of our state
In recognition of the principle that ter of a million dollars. and I acand local governments, and to pre- a tax at
some
of
in
should
cordingly recommend legislation makpare A comprehensive tax and exentire its aspects have a broad base, a con- ing pi,rvietion for the increase as hereThe
program.
penditure
;%cars
five
or
a
for
period
in set forth. This additional revenue
tinuation
officials
thought and effort of Public
will be credited to the general fund
is recommended for the imposition
has been directed solely to ways and of ail additional tax on the sale and and
will assist in the elimination of
means of increasing revenue, with use of
gasoline. Massachusetts with the state tax and in aiding thr home
rarely any attention given to the
of
gallon
cent
each
tax
on
three
owner.
a
more Important subject. namely, the
gasoline is one of the few states
Tax on Cigarete
development of a program for the rewith a rate well below the average
A majority of the states of the
duction in the coat of government
for the states of the Union, which is Union have for a number of years
which has been constantly increasing said to
approximate 6 1-8 cents. In made a tax on cigarets and tobacco
and to which insufficient attention
establishing a comparable rate on products a part of their tax struchas been given.
each gallon of gasoline consumed, a ture. This form of taxation lays a
I therefore recommend the appoint- larger number of people are permitted
very light hand upon the shoulders
ment of a commission of recognized without any deprivation to contribute of the taxpayers, and,
being controled
on taxation, including to the support of the necessary funcauthorities
by
the extent to which the use of
members of the Legislature, such
caring
In
s
the
government.
of
is
tobacco
employed, prevents any
commission to be given ample time for for the poor and unfortunate In mind
heavy burden from falling at any time
the work. and supplied with adequate and body. In comparing the fees upon
any
but in the agindividual,
needall
!funds for the employment of
charged for the operation of trucks gregate represents a very substantial
ed expert assistance.
commonof
highways
the
the
over
source of revenue for the relief of
The problem of commanding reliable wealth with other states of the Union,
the home owner. It is recommended
revenue sources to meet the expendi- it is apparent that those employed
that a tax of two cents be laid upon
ture requirements in maintaining the In Massachusetts are not comparable
in
each package of cigarets and a coristandard of government established
the requirement for road con- responding rate upon other tobacco
with
j
demand
Massachusetts continues to
struction that will provide sufficient products, for the purpose of increasour best thought and effort in securstrength to carry trucks. Nalth the ing the general fund and thus relievhearwithout
funds
ing the necessary
thought of increasing revenue where ing the state of the necessity of asi
owners
home
the
upon
heavily
ing too
sorely needed and without hardship, sessing a state tax upon the cities and
program.
taxing
our
in
It is recommended that the fees for towna.
"State Tax"
the operation of motor trucks in
The smaller merchants of the state
enacted
Massachusetts he doubled so that
The •deficiency bill annually
they will he more nearly like the have long suffered competition with
by the General Court under the title
rates charged by adjoining states for slot machines which do not contribute
of "state tax" represents an assesssuch common carriers. Admittedly materially to the support of government upon each city and town which
the trucks do much to divest revenue ment, aria as these devices tend to
is reflected AS ft portion of the local
arwhich has in the past flowed to care more and more for the small
property tax bill, which with the
ticles of trade, it is recommended that
county tax covers all charges other support the aailronds of the state.
In order not to lose a source of revethan those made for purely local
The social security program, estab- nue which has been heretofore posneeds. The amount established by the
lished to bring within its scope the sible through taxing the small merLegislature as a "state tax" upon a
many hionanitarlan activities that chant, a fee of at least $5 per year
city and town is in practice depicted
Massachusetts has long Practiced. be placed on every slot machine,, the
from revenues collected by the state
makes unnecessary the earmarking of receipts of which shall be credited tc
for distribution before the balance is
revenue from the tax on alcoholic
which will tend tc
distributed for municipal purposee, beverages for the purposes which the general fund,
make it poasible to abandon the state
in
found
Is
assessed
but the amount
now are Included in the social secutax and put the state under its bud'
the determination of local tax rate
rity program.
get system on a real debit and credit
and lbns is made to appear as a diIt. is recommended that the sum
rect tax for state purposes upon Prop- now available in the state treasury standard.
There are now in existence in the
erty locally situated. Under a budget over and above that which was resystem the balancing by an assess- quired to reimburse the cities and treasury of the commonwealth three
ment of a deficiency seems inconsist- towns for old age assistance and sub- funds in which substantial sums are
ent, even though .prior to the adop- sequent revenue, from these sources held. Annual payments from these
tion of the budget law such a course he appropriated to the general fund. funds are small. It would he better
was unavoidable. The state budget In addition to this. I recommend that accounting for amounts which now
to go directly
should be halaaced by revenue defiL tax of 40 cents on each proof gal- go into these funds
nitely identified in an amount suf- lon as defined in the alcoholic bev- into the general fund, and for such
ficient to balance the expenditures erage act be established on alcohol, payments as are now made from
proposed. Present conditions prevent which having been freed from taxa- these funds to he paid from the
any appreciable addition to the reve- tion has deprived the commonwealth general fund. These three funds are
fund
nue flowing from certain established of necessary revenue, and is operat- the military and naval service
fund,
tax sources, but those Sources that ing to allow unfair competition with of 1919, the escheated estates
I
fund.
should
dividends
injury
and
the
without
unclaimed
can contribute
in the alcoholic bevadditional others engaged
recommend that legislation be enbusiness.
be required to furnish the
erage
acted to transfer the existing balrevenue to balance the budget in carRacing Commission Receipts
of
ances in these funds to the general
ing for the essential expenditures
The total receipts collected by the fund; and to proviCe that any paythe state.
State Racing commission for the ment Which may become due from
be
legislation
that
I recommend
objective the year 1935 was $1,814,931.89, and un- the military and naval service fund
passed having for Its sufficient in questionably this important item of shall
be made from the
general
revenue
of
securing
necessity oi revenue would have been lost to the fund; and that estates which escheat.
and
by
amount to obviate the
enjoyed
the
and
dividends which are not claimed.
adjoining
upon the state
of Rhode Island and Ne14 ,shall go directly into the general
laying any "state tax"
means of re- states
..
.
Inmpshire were it not for the creacities and towns. as a
giiirttev,A .1.44
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fund, ana snail, it claimed within ate of Massaonusette and the House Or
six years, be paid therefrom to Representatives, of a joint resolution
claimants certified as entitled ti.ereto making provision for the appointment
by the methods at present provided of a committee to represent the commonwealth of Massachusetts In the
by law.
exercises to be held upon the tercen•
Recreational Development
of the establishment of Hartenary
Cooperatiqn upon the part of the
New England states in directing the vard college, September 18, 1936.
War Memorial
attention of the public to the recreational advantages and the benefits
Gratitude for the services rendered
to be derived from a sojourn in by the citizens of Massachusetts who
New England proved so beneficial, served during the period of the World
both financially and otherwise, in war can best be expressed through
1935 as to justify a continuance of the erection of a memorial structure
the appropriation for 1936. Even of sunicient size to provide accommomore important than the Increased
revenue received was the recognition dations for veterans of all wars. Such
upon the part of government officials it structure, centrally located, could
of the New England states as to the not only serve as a central meeting
importance of joint action upon major place for the veterans of all wars, but
problems affecting the industrial and the assembly halt could be utilized for
commercial interests of the six states. convention purposes when the ocNumerous meetings have been held casion requires. Similar memorials to
during 1935 by the New England citizens who have served their state
states officials at which problems the in the hour of crisis have been erected
equitable solution of which may prove throughout the Union, yet to the presof enduring value to entire New Eng- ent time no action has been taken upland have been considered. These on the erection of a suitable memoriftl
Problems include not only railroad by the commonwealth of Massachutransportation but navigation, public setts, and I accordingly recommend
health and sanitation. The chief ex- for your consideration the early auecutives of the New England states thorization of an appropriation for the
have expressed a desire that joint erection of such a memorial.
action continue with reference to the
Conclusion
promotion of tourist and vacation
The necessity for increased econbusiness which last year In New
England represented some 1700,000.- omy, in the departments of the state
000 as against $500.000.000 In 1934. government as a means of reducing
and I accordingly recommend to your the burden borne by the home owners
honorable bodies the authorization of and by industry is a subject that is
an expenditure In an amount similar engrossing the attention of every
to that made available In 1935, citizen of the commonwealth at the
present time. The department heads
namely, $100,000.
The conservation of bird and fish in charge of various department* of
life, not only for the stocking of the the commonwealth have been restreams of Massachusetts but for the quested from time to time during Lire
Increasing of insectivorous birds so year to recommend economies that
essential to the protection of crops might result in lowering the cost of
through the destruction of harmful administering the particular departinsects, makes necessary a renewal. ments, but to the present time the
of my recommendation of 1935 for recommendations are scarcely worth
taxan appropriation for this purpose in considering. The adoption of the
the town' of 5100 fifif§
ation program at_recommended this
rear should prove a material factor
Tercentenary
Harvard
During the three centuries that in lowering the tax rate on the cities
,
and
towns in the commonwealth,
Harvard univefeity has been in existence, the fame of this institution since it will mark a change in the
of
as a reservoir for the education of custom that has so long obtained
the youth of the land and the pro- levying an average of $10,000,000 each
motion of Id-ale conducive to indi- year upon the cities and towns as an
vidual and national welfare has in- offset to the deficit in the cost of
creased with each succeeding cen- operation of the state. This relief.
however, to my mind, represents but
tury.
proHarvard university has been sin- a portion of what is possible,
exceptional vided the question of ways and means
blessed with
gularly
leadership, which in time of crisis of economizing, and at the same time
conducting of the deand in time of peace has been most more efficientthe
state, is adopted.
notable. The lapse of three centur- partments of
I accordingly recommend the apies flnds the university occupying a
preeminent position among educa- pointment of a committee, consisting
of
branches of
tional institutions of the world, based the members of the two
exceed six in
upon service and sacrifice to God the Legislature, not to
a
of
with
aggregate,
committee
and country.
The General Court of the Company 10 representing the real estate and
of Maesachusetts Bay. which con- business interests of the commonto study and report upon a
vened in Boston upon September 18, wealth,
1636, voted to establish Harvard col- program through which a reduction
In
the
of operating the activities
cost
lege, and later the charter of 1650
was confirmed by chapter V of the of the state may be possible.
With faith in Almighty God and
constitution of Massachusetts which
was adopted In 1780. The Legislature animated by the lesson of fortitude
and
of Massachusetts since that date has by courage, a heritage decreed us
the Pilgrim Fathere, may we
from time to time in the language
of the constitution made "such alter- assay with high resolve the task
confronting es, and may the fruit
ations in the government of the said of
our efforts reflect not only wisdom
university as shall be conducive to
its advantage and the interest of the but service of an ennobling order for
the
people of the entire commonrepublic of letters."
The founding of Harvard college by wealth,
the Company of Massachusetts Bay
marked the initial step In the movement for higher education in the
United States of America, and In consequence of the harmonious relations ,
which have obtained between the government of the commonwealth of Massachusetts and the oMcers In charge
of the conduct of Harvard university,
It Is fitting that the commonwealth
participate In the observance of the
tercentenary of America's first and
leading educational institution.
I accordingly recommend the adoption by your honorable bodies, the See-

eollege

mental Patients, and for an average
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Curley's Plan to Retire
Judges at 70 Called "Awful
Under the Circumstances"
Would ObBoston Bar Official Says Governor
to
tain Control Over Courts— Marshman on
Tax
Lead Fight Against Proposed State
Cigarets
BOSTON Jan. 2 (Ain—Clov. James
M Curley'' program •0 retire judges of
years
high state courts on reaching 7A
under
"allaiW was described as 'awful
by Charles
the Wrctimatances. lotIti
Cabot secretary of the Boston Bar

GAZETTE
Taunton, Mass.

1111AN CREDITED
WIT11 STATEMENT
Curley Says Corrections
Head Claims State Prisons
Are Smouldering
By Gazette State House Reporter
• BOSTON. Jan. 2—Governor Cur:ey this afternoon credited Comissioner of Corrections Arthur T.
Lyman with the statement that
prisons of the state are smouldering because of the alleged policy
of the Parole Board in refusing to
release prisoners who have served
two-thirds of their sentences.
The Governor also said the commissioner had discussed with him
the failure of the Parole Board to
,confer with him regarding the possible release of prisoners.
The Governor's Council, some of
its members fostering a move to
induce
the Governor to place
charges against the Parole Board
for its alleged policy so that their
removal can be acted on, will have
a public hearing tomorrow at
which Lyman, the Parole Board
and heads of penal institutions will
be heard.
The Governor already has expressed sympathy with the move
and said today he would submit
to the council letters he has received from prisoners.
"Conditions certainly seem to
justify an investigation." the Governor said.

r

Association.
"1 ant in favor of some plan to provide for the retire nent of ridges.'
cerialnit
Cabot asserted. "hut I should
be concerned at the prospect of ghtn
anyone the power to orcibly retire al'
It would
judges at the age of 70. .
mean giving the Go,trnor the opportunity to obtain ribs ,iite control over
. it would
the courts of the Stile
he far better to take the chance of
having to get along with one n. two
judges from time to lime who might
would
he approaching senility than it
section
he to throw overboard a large
'
of the hest members of the bench
Work on the W. P. A. projects
.
The Governor's proposal to le\ y .1
providing for construction of roads
Ci2of
package
each
on
tax
cent
tan
Clarence D on the site selected for the new Naarcts also Was oppoged
tional Guard camp in Bourne is
Hunter. Boston wholesaler. and Clat
getting rapidly underway. accordence Marshman of Springfield, head ing to Capt. Oscar C. Bohlin of the
of the State Retail Tobacco Dealers Governor's staff, who is supervisannounced retail and wholesale to- inrrn work.
haven organizations would hold apeCapt. Bohlin said last night apcial meetings within a week to map
proximately 375 men will be at
plans for blocking any move to tax
work this morning and several bunt()bocce,.
The Governor's tax recommendation dred more by next week. The work
%'as criticinsti by Norman McDonald is sponsored by the Commonwealth
of the Massachusetts I"C(let'BttOil nt and the W. P. A. has supplied t77.Taxpayers Associations. He declared
000 to pay the wages of workers
POST
He seems to want economical re- and purchase materials and equiptaxpaythe
of
interests
forms In the
111,141i.
Worcester, Mass.
era, hut on19' after he himself Is out
Work ix started near Falmouth,
of the State House. What the peoplf
about two miles front Coonamessett
want and what they are going to In.
ranch. One project calls for consist upon Is economy right now an
struction of 12.600 feet of two-lane
relief from the depressing burden o
roadway on the site of the present
taxation that is burdening the life n
everybody %%lin owns properly in tit
unimproved single lane roadway,
state."
from the camp site to route 25. a
part of Howard and Turpentine
roads from Ward-Swift road to the
Pocasset-Forestdale roads, W. P. A.
officials said.
The Federal allotment for this Is
Jan. 2 011—Inmates of
Massachusetts prisons were described
$42,000. of which $35.196 is for the
labor of an average of 207 men sev- (by Arthur T. Lyman, commissioner of'
Curley
en months. The state has contribut- !correction, to Gov. James M.
today as runotneterafg" in resentment
ed an additional $3598 for this
at parole board practices.
work.
Lyman discussed the situation with
The other project underway calls
the Governor at a conference on the
for construction of 7000 feet of
public hearing the Executive Council
three-lane class A road around the
will hold tomorrow on prison and
military camp area. The Federal alparole board administration.
lotment for this particular project
is $35,000 of which $28,847 is for
the wages of 243 men for seven
months.

Work Begins
atthe Bourne
Guards Camp

JAN 2 193b

Says Prisoners Resent
Parole Board Practice
BOSTON.

CALL
Woonsocket, R. I.

CALL
Woonsocket, R. I.
JAN 2
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Quotations From Governor Cjirlfz's
Message To Bay State Legislature
,is apparently destined to remain
BOSTON, Jan. 2 (Jp)—Quotations with us until such time as in the
from Governor James M. Curley's interests of public health and public decency we possess sufficient deannual message to the Legislature:
termination and courage to termi"Work and wages"—"The Legis— nate the same."
* provided funds not only
lature"
Legislature—"I recommend the
grudgingly but in such limited adoption of a constitutional amendmake the unicameral Legamount as to make impossible the ment to
islature possible, a reduction in
complete fulfillment of the pledge membership, and biennial sessions."
of work and wages."
State institutions—"Neither the
Townsend plan—Although many plea of political expediency nor the
thousands of well-intentioned Amer- demand for economy at the expense
icans believe that the Social Secur- of those whote plea for consideraity program does not go far enough, tion has so long been denied will
in the judgment of competent au- justify failure tot report the rethorities, it is the one plan which quired financial regislation so esthe public are prepared to accept. sential to the well being of the menIts acceptance, however, may be tal defectives and so necessary to
jeopardized by other plans, which, the honor of the Commonwealth."
while representing good intentions
Utility rates—"The consumers of
and a desire to solve a tremendous the Commonwealth should share in
problem, may destroy the real ob- any returns to the companies in exjective sought, namely, the welfare cess earnings which should take the
of the people."
form of reduced rates."
Physicians' registration — "PerNurses--"I accordingly recommend such additions to existing law sons engaged in occupations lass
as would make possible the inclu- dangerous to the public welfare are
sion of this very deserving group required to pass certain tests • *
(nurses) within the provisions of There can be no valid argument
the workmen's compensation act." pressed to exclude physicians and
law — "The surgeons."
hour
Forty-eight
State House building—"I recom; adoption of this humane measure
that an appropriation in the
mend
necessary
made
has
legislation
of
the employment of some 2,500 wom- sum of $1,000,000 be made available
en and men, and while it has in- for the erection of an addition to
creased the cost of conducting the the State capitol."
Finance—"It is gratifying to me
institutions of the State, should
shortly be reflected in an improve- to know the fiscal year end found
* the
ment both physically and mentally the Stale Treasury with *
the
of its real beneficiaries—the wards largest free cash balance during
$2,486,043."
•
"
*
years
five
last
State."
the
of
Minors—"Good citizenship as well
as personal opportunity necessitates
the raising of the school-leaving
age from 14 to 16."
Compulsory insurance—"There is
need for immediate and drastic action * * • It is worthy of your consideration whether violators of the
automobile laws may not be required to install governors on their
cars, limiting operation to 30 miles
per hour as a condition of continued license."
Installment selling—"Many abuses
* • * so much confusion and evasion
In the statement of interest rates
on unpaid balances, that it is next
to impossible for the consumer tc
find out the true rate he will be
obliged to pay."
Mortgage rates—"In view of the
plenitude of money and the low interest rates paid by the fiduciary institutions, there is, in my opinion.
need for further reduction."
Housing — "Unwholesome, unhealthful, unsightly tenement property, sometimes termed slum areas,
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Curley Wants Job
in To Burrell
Directs Long To Make
Former G.O.P. Treasurer Tax Assessor
1 BOSTON, Jan. 2—At the direction
of Gov. Curley, Henry F. Long,
State tax commissioner yesterday
appointed Fred Jefferson Burrell. of
Medford. former Republican State
treasurer, to be a deputy assessor of
income taxes at an annual salary of
$2,500. The appointment was laid on
the table for one week by the executive council.
• Commissioner Long also asked the
council to approve his promotion of
John F. Gibbons. of Cambridge. a
deputy income tax assessor, to be
an assessor. Action also was deferred on this appointment.
Elected State Treasurer in 1919.
Burrell resigned Sept. 3. 1920. 3t the
request of Gov. Calvin Coolidge
of Burrell's practices. Nominated
when objections were raised to some
for the same office again in 1930,
he was defeated at the election by
State Treasurer Charles F. Hurley
of Republicans at the suggestion of
James Jackson, of Westwood, who
succeeded Burrell as treasurer..
Former State Auditor Alonzo B.
Cook also has a position in the income tax division.
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CURLEY MAKES FIFTH
CHANGE IN HIS STAFF
„a

By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Jan. 1. -- The fifth
change in Governor CAEley'a secretarial staff since he was inaugurated a year ago occurred today
when Joseph P. McAllister of Boston, an assistant secretary, wae appointed assistant administrative
secretary in the Department of
Public Utilities. The minimum salary is twenty-five hundred dollars
a year.

NEWS-TRIBUNE
Waltham, Mass.

.
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91 r's Message.
The Gov2
necessity for economy
the
Although stressing
have
a commission make
to
proposal
and with a
that the budexpenditures
and
taxes
a study of
a real debit
on
put
be
may
state
the
get of
and credit standard as one of the salient features
of his annual message to the legislature, Governor Curley makes several recommendations
which will entail large expenditures. To make
possible the abolition of the state tax — the
difference between the state's revenue and expenditures — a number of taxes are proposed.
The relief of real estate from part of the burden it has been carrying is the purported object of the new taxes.
Some of his proposals are likely to meet with
little favor from a legislature supposed to represent the people. Some of them would be unjust and burdensome, placing a higher tax on
commodities which already are overtaxed. To
others little legitimate objection can be raised.
The eight principal recommendations for new
revenues to the state are a continuation of the
ten per cent surtax on the incomes of individuals, estates and corporations; an increase in
the gasoline tax for a five years period; doubling
of the fees for motor trucks operating in the
state; transfer to the general fund of receipts
from the tax on intoxicating beverages not used
'for old age assistance; forty cents a gallon tax
on each proof gallon of alcohol; twe cents a
package tax on cigarettes and a corresponding
on slot vending machines; and an increase of
from three and a half to five per cent, in the
states share of the money handled at the dog
racing tracks.
How many of these suggestions will be received by the public can be imagined. The legislature has so far resisted the temptation to
add drastically to the gasoline tax, though the
"gentleman's agreement" made when the tax
was first imposed has been broken. Cigarettes,
also, are now overtaxed; and we imagine that
the truckmen will not agree to have their expenses doubled, in addition to an extra gasoline
cost, without a protest that is likely to be
effective.
Probably the most radical recommendation
Made is in relation to the legislature itself. The
governor would have biennial sessions and a
smaller legislature, as he recommended in his
inaugural address. This time he goes farther
and advises a single chamger.
"There is no need for two chambers today,"
Commonwealth
the governor says, ... "In our
representative
the members of both houses are
and so duplisize,
of population groups of equal
cate constituencies.

I

"One great advantage of the umcameral legislature is that it does away with the conference
committee that exists to recpncile the differences
in a measure passed by houses, and that often
ends by producing a bill that is satisfactory
to nobody. These secret meetings of conference
committees are undemocratic, undesirable — yet
absolutely necessary under our present twohouse system. ... Furthermore, the unicameral
system enables us to place responsibility, and to
conduct the business of government efficiently
and economically. All votes would be taken in
the open and subject to roll call, and each act
would he transacted under the spot light of
publicity. It would enable the representative to
act so that the voter could follow his record, —
without confusion, without evasion, without subterfuge, but in clearly defined votes and statements."
We believe that in the not-distant future the
unicameral system will be adopted generally.
But until the plan has had a chance to justify
itself in Nebraska, or to demonstrate its im2,racticability, the states — Massachusetts
among 'them — would do well to move slowly.
While a constitutional amendment providing for
biennial sessions would undoubtedly be accepted
by the people, it is doubtful whether the abolition of the senate or the reduction in the number of members of the legislature would be approved. Massachusetts voters are, on the whole,
inclined to be conservative. At any rate they
want to be shown that a change is advantageous.
A premature movement for a legislature of a
single chamber might delay its adoption instead
of hastening it.
The governor renews his recommendation —
originally made by Governor Ely — that the
district courts be established on a circuit basis,
with justices giving their full time to the work
and eventually doing away with the necessity for
special justices. He also asks the legislature to
go farther than the Supreme Court did in its
ruling that special justices should not try criminal cases as counsel in any court of the Commonwealth, and prohibit practice by district
court judges in civil cases in their own courts.
The recommendations made by the governor
with relation to the courts, including that for
the voluntary retirement of judges of the three
courts with state wide jurisdiction at the age
of seventy and with a pension equal to their
full salary, are in line with progress and must
eventually be adopted. The judiciary of Massachusetts is far superior to that in most states
of the Union, even down to the district courts,
the caliber of whose judges has improved in the
past twenty years. The governor's recommendations for improvement in the system will, if carried out, be a benefit both to the judges themselves and to the public.
.
The recommendations of the governor
regarding the prison system are somewhat
disappointing, in that they do not go far
enough. He advises the abandonment of
the State Prison at
... .

--.....m.mindel111111111111111111111! _
Charlestown, utilizing the site as a receiving
station, and the use of the so-called reformaPress Clipping Service
tory at Concord for first offenders. With thOe
2 Park Square
recommendations nearly all will be in accord.
BOSTON
MASS.
He does not recommend the isolation of habitual
Lewis
criminals, as advised by former Senator
TIMES
Parkhurst, but would enlarge the Norfolk priWoburn,
felonies."
Mass.
son to receive "persons convicted of
,
classificaproper
v, This does not provide for the
, tion of offenders. The Norfolk colony is no place
for the type of criminal that is becoming too
prevalent — the gangster, the armed bandit and
the racketeer. These desperadoes, with the
habitual criminal, should be removed from contact with the occasional or accidental offender,
placed under the strictest discipline and confined
For
/
in a place where their chances of escape can be
I reduced to a minimum. With what the governor
has to say about the prison system as it is now,
WPA funds of 41,000,000 have been
we can agree heartily.
alloCated to give Boston a ship
"The profession of humanitarian principals channel 40 feet deep at mean low
with reference to law violators constitutes a water and 6Q0 feet wide, from Presipier 1,
mockery just so long as the State Prison at dent Roads to a, point oppersite
,
Charlestown, unsanitary, overcrowded, and a Commonwealth pier, East Boston. The
relic of barbarism, is utilized as a place for the grant ff3 the balance of ERA funds rethe
incarceration of persons convicted of law vio- turned to Washington because of
projects.
ERA
of
t
abandonmen
lations. The records of persons participating
manager of the
in the recent jail breaks at the State Prison at , Frank S. Davis,
of the Boston
association
Charlestown constitutes an indictment of our wInaritime
Chamber of Commeree, received word
institutional system in that the chief offenders
from the office of Lt.-Col. John J. Kingin each case served terms at the Lyman School,
man, district ,engineer of the war deConcord Reformatory, and ultimately at State partment stationed in Boston, MonPrison. The mingling of casual and juvenile of- day, of the approval of this project,
fenders with habitual criminals makes, in insti- Ivhich is one that the maritime associtutions where juvenile offenders are now com- ation has sought for six or eight years.
mitted, simply a training school for superior The present channel is 35 feet in depth
knowledge of how crimes are committed. An at mean low water. This new improve.
amendment to the existing law, making pro- Ment will give Boston the deepest
vision for the imprisonment of first offenders main ship channel on the Atlantic seaonly at Concord Reformatory, should prove a board.
The specifications for the work have
material contributing factor in the correction
drafted at Col. Kingman's oMce
been
of existing abuses, and in the conduct in our
and bids will be advertised for on or
prison institutions of what has been justly termabout Jan. 15, the bid to be opened
ed a 'college of crime.'"
' abeut Feb. 5.
The governor suggests the appointment of a
The channel will make the port of
committee of legislators and leaders in religious Boston accessible by the heavy draft
and civic life to make a study of the whole clues- Atlantic liners which have been barred
tion and report to the legislature of 1937.
hitherto by lack of a deep channel.
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Allot $1,000,000
Harbor Work

1

C 1

-

c

Davis said yesterday: "I am deeply

gratified with this announcement from
". Washington, It fills a want that has
long been felt. Gov. Curley and I
have long sought this. rigor
It is expected that persons interested
in building up the maritime business
of Boston will attempt to have the big
transatlantic liners make Boston a
port of call.

--

tals,,, said the suite ;mon ettliffid
TELEGRAM
be demolished and a.receiving station erected on its site, asked for
Worcester, Mass.
new buildings at the Rutland Sanatorium and generally was emphatic
in establishing needs, although
offering no specific method of
financing the cost which would be
Eeveral millions of dollars. One
million dollars was recommended
for a State House addition.
More motor vehicle inspectors
with a• hearing on accidents and
their reduction, without which the
Governor- said he saw the necessity of repealing the compulsory
automobile insurance law, a sliding scale rate fon public utilities,
further reduction in mmtgage interest rates, a uniform installment
sales law, one hundred thousand
dollars to advertise Massachusetts,
merger of the Industrial Accident
Board with the Board of Labor
and Industries and revision of ke
state unemployment law to Fonform to the federal act were among
the many recommendations.
Joh Situation
After a fling at the inability of
Federal agencies to furnish employment because of their intricate and
ponderous character, the Governor
charged that the Legislature provided funds in such small amount
and so grudgingly that it was impossible to fulfill the promise of
work and wages. While he charges
the Legislature w ith failure to act
promptly and says the Federal proROWE
By CLINTON F.
gram was tardily adopted, the GovReporter
House
State
ernor
Telegram
contended that state has
transferred men and women from
--Governor
1.
Jan.
BOSTON,
welfare rolls to payrolls, but says
thit "in the last analysis it is ro
Curley went before the second
private industry that we must look
annual session of the 149th
for the ultimate transfer of the unproa
with
today
Legislature
employed to employment.
gram calling for seven new
The Governor asserted that the
sources of reventle by taxation, 1935 Legislature was notable not
alone for the longest session in the
an extensive public buildings state's history, but because it enlegislaunicameral
program, a
acted more progressive and huture, holding biennial sessions, mane legislation than any othet
previous Legislature. Dealing with
abolishment or reduction of the the
1935 record, he expressed satretirement
voluntary
state tax,
isfaction on changes in the workof judges at full pay at 70 years men's compensation law and recommends that nurses in instituof age, restriction of law prac- tions
come under provisions of the
of
justices
and
clerks
by
tice
law.
commisDistrict Courts, and a
Trade Reports Cited
sion to study means of reducLegislation allowing the Department of Labor and Industries to
ing governmental costs.
over duties of the Industrial
The Governor delivered his an- take
Accident Board is recommended by
nual message before a joint session of the House and Senate. His the Governor, after a claim that
tax and revenue program included reorganization of the Department
continuation of the 10 per cent sur- of Labor and Industries is essential
tax on inheritance, income and in the interests of employer, emcorporation taxes, a 40-cent tax on ploye and taxpayene. Reliable rellcohnl, a 2-cent tax on a pack- ports on current trade and indusage of cigarettes and a correspond- try and a •competent statewide
ing tax on other tobaccos, a five planning program are necessary
dollar annual tax on slot machines steps, Governor Curley said.
The Governor said that division
and an increase from 3% to 5 per
cent in the state's take on dog of jurisdiction between the accident
board and the department results
racing.
in wasteful duplication of effort
Departing from his prepared ad- and
defeats the primary objective
(het* while discussing finances and of both —
prevention of industrial
his proposal for abolishment or accidents and disease.
reduction of the state tax, GovernA recommendation of last year
or Curley said that if the tax were that the compulsory school age be
abollehed he believed there would raised from 14
to 18 years was rehe a $2 reduction in the tax rate newed.
of all cities and towns of the state.
Turning
to last year's legislaAt the end of his remarks on tive action on compulsory insurfinances, the Governor reiterated ance, Governor Curley said that
assertion.
the tax rate drop
elimination of the guest clause
Buildings Program
had reduced by 8.4 per cent the
program,
of putting a car on the road.
In his public buildings need of cost
Referring to a growing number
a
the Governor claimed twenty-foter
small claims, the Governor said
accommodations for
hosni- further lowered cost of putting, a
thousand patients in stele

SEVEN NEW TAX
SOURCES ASKED
BY COY. CURLEY

I
Buildings
Extensive Public
Program and Unicameral
Legislature Urged

ANNUAL MESSAGE

Recommendations Include
Accommodations For
24,000 in Hospitals •

or ;

on the ground can be achieved
by reducing groundless claims.
i
Renews 1935 Pica
He renewed a 1935 recommendation that the Registry of MotorVehicles force be increased and i
that the accident laws be strength- I
ened. Worthy of legislative consideration, he said, was the matter ;
of governor installation on auto- ,
mobiles to limit speed to 30 miles
an hour. Unless there is a suffi- '
cient registry personnel, immediate accident investigation and immediate report, the Governor said
he saw no alternative "but repeal
of the compulsory insurance law."
in
reduction
the
Although
mortgage interest rates from 6 to
54 per cent has benefited home
owners, the Governor said he believed, in view of the "plentitude
of money and the low interest
rates paid by the fiduciary institutions" there is a need of further
reduction.
Classing instalment buying an
easenial institution, Governor Curley favored a law through which
open credit costs would be stated
and "gradually reduced through
open competition."
Economic Education
Another repeated 1935 recommendation was for action to promote
economic education in the sec-.
ondary schools and among the
adult population.
Devoting a lengthy section of
his address to housing. Governor
Curley recommended that the 1935
law allowing cities and towns to
. set up housing authorities to carry out slum clearance and low
, cost housing, be amended to al- .
, low cities and towns to appropriate money to carry on the work.
He said such appropriations should
be optional and limited to "the
value of the annual
capitalized
loss sustained by cities and towns
maintenance of the subi in the
standard area to be cleared."
Virhere there are no housing authorities or an authority which
fails to proceed, regardless of the
need, the Governor recommended
that the State Board of Housing be
empowered to proceed with the
work.
Calling creation of the Unemployment Insurance Commission an
outstanding 1935 achievement, Governor Curley recommended that
that the state act, passed prior to
the Federal act, be attended so that
it will conform to national legislation, thus assuring the state maximum compensation under the Federal program.
Referring to laws passed by the
73d Congress for interstate coml
pacts permitting co-operative state
effort in pursuing criminals, the ;
Governor recommended, legislative'
action to allow immediate adoption
of provisions allowable under the
.
Federal law.
A unicameral legislature, reduced in membership from that
of the present two chambers system, and biennial sessions were recommended by Governor Curley
after he had recalled that last
year he had favored reduced legislative membership of both House
and Senate, with sewions held biennially. He said a two chamber
legislature is not necessary because a single charnber would be
representative in its membership
of the people. He said a single
chamber places responsibility, that
each act would be transacted under the spotlight of publicity. It
C
s iir N.,
4
'

car

CIL,.

rtegistration I ization of its site for a reeerMat
I With the Hoare ot
station and quarters at Norfolk
one thouestimating
to
In Medicine
would enable the representative
for persons convicted of felonies
medipracticing
are
follow
persons
sand
act so that the voter could
was renewed.
Massain
illegally
surgery
evacine or
his record "without confusion,
A committee of legislators, leadrecommends
Governor
would
the
It
chusetts,
sion, without subterfuge."
ers in religious and civic life, to
such
for
register
to
failure
said.
he
that
also mean economy,
study a change in placing state
practice be punishable as a crimwards, segregation of prisoners
State Hospitals
offense.
inal
and "radical changes in the pa:.-Governor Curley, after terming
Rutland Sanatorium
ole system" was advocated.
present pensions for judges inadeOf the Rutland Sanatorium, the
Some proposals of the special
quate, recommended legislation *.o
three Governor said: "The Rutland State
recess taxation commission would
allow a judge of any of the
to
be oppressive to certain classes
courts of statewide jurisdiction 70 Sanatorium, which was the first
institution of its kind to be estaband others could be questioned
voluntarily retire at the age of
that
said
lished in the country, and which
Governor
the
constitutionally,
years at a full salary. He
said. He said the entire thought
the retired judges should be bound, is nationally famous for the sucperform
,
cessful treatment of tuberculosis
of public officials had been directas Federal judges are, to
and has long outlived its usefulness. ed to increasing revenue, with
such duties as their health
Suthe
said
use
in
He
The structures at present
rarely any attention to reducing
strength permits.
over- were erected nearly a half century
government cost. He recommendpreme Court has long been
Court
Superior
the
a
than
rather
ward
the
ago, when
ed a commission to study taxaworked aid that
its single room method of housing pation and expenditures.
is unable to keep pace with
tients was in operation. This
work.
Would Continue Surtax
as
"The details of the proposed plan method is today regarded
Legislation to provide revenue
for
nor
beneficial
desirable
it
neither
and
'have been carefully studied
so that the state tax may be abolappears not to be open to sound the modern treatment of tubercu- ished
was favored by Governor
are
the
buildings
further,
and
proposed
losis;
"The
objection," he said.
Curley.
albeing
constructed
relieve
hazards,
fire
to
stioke
plan serves at one
The 10 per cent surtax of 1935,
of wood, and should
the anxieties of aging judges and to most wholly
producing about three million dolmodwith
and
replaced
the
be
razed
of
service
judicial
improve the
lars annually, is recommended for
ern construction. Sufficient land
Commonwealth."
continuation. It was a one year
erecthe
to
for
available
provide
is
Taking up needs of the Depart- tion of new structures without in and applied to Inheritance, income
ment of Mental Diseases, the Gov- any way impairing the operation of and corporation taxes. The Governor said it would be one source
ernor said failure of the 1935 Legis- the present
fahospitalization
of revenue that would tend to delature to provide one hundred and cilities.
crease the state tax.
seventy-five thousand dollars for a
"Additional accommodations for
hospital for the criminal insane,
The Governor recommended a
authorizing the building, employes added to the department five year continuation of the one
after
knavery."
here
and
at
force
the
Pondville
of
order
"savors of a law
cent additional gasoline tax and
He outlined an extensive building Cancer Hospital are necessary, also that "fees for operation of
program, but made no recommen- and provision should be made for motor trucks in Massachusetts be
dation as to how it should be fi- the same during thetpresent year." doubled so they wtil be more nearone
A recommendation that one mil- ly like the rates charged by adjoinnanced. He recommended
hundred and seventy-live thousand lion dollars be appropriated to ing states for such common carthe
build a State House addition was riers."
dollars for the hospital for
criminal insane.
recommended, after he had set
With the Social Security proforth that the state spends eighty
Greater Fire Protection
gram unnecessary the earmarking
house
to
dollars
annually
thousand
grave,
as
Picturing the needs
alcoholic tax beverage revenue
departments now quartered outside of
for purposes now included in its
the Governor said each state hos- the building.
program, the Governor said, recpital should be enlarged to accomCash Surplus
modate two thousand patients each
ommendation was made that the
The Governor recommended abo— sum above that necessary to reimor a total of twenty-four thousand.
He said that living accommoda- ition of the Metropolitan Planning burse cities and towns for old age
tions should be provided for fifteen Board, in view of creation of a assistance be turned into the genhundred additional employes under state planning board, whose out- eral fund.
the 48-hour law for state institution lined activities include promotion
Alcohol Tax
employes, a piece of 1935 legisla- of navigation and sanitation for
The Governor recommended a
tion of which he spoke with satis- the Connecticut, Merrimac and
,40-cent tax on each proof gallon of I
•
faction several times during his Blackstone Rivers.
taxaBorrowing money by the state alcohol, which, freed from
address. He said the three schools
state of necoperated by the Department of and the cities and towns makes tion, had deprived the
He favored an inMental Diseases should have an necessary recourse to banks out- essary revenue.
of the
additional capacity of two thou- side the state, the Governor said. crease of 3% to 5 per cent
He added the law should be state's take on dog racing. It would
sand.
provide additional revenue of two
Greater fire protection was listed changed to permit state, city and
town deposits in banks outside the hundred and fifty thousand dollars,
as another institution need.
He fastate and that laws should be the Governor estimated.
Proper accommodations for mea- passed encouraging loans by finan- vored its inclusion in the general
considwas
1935
in
defectives
tal
fund to aid in reducing the state
stand- cial institutions to business and for
ered wholly from a political
tax.
home construction.
point. Governor Curley eharged--a
a
The Governor recommended
There was $2,486,043.04 in cash
possible reference to defeat of his
the at the end of the fiscal year, Nov, two cent tax on each package of
public buildings bond issue by
and a corresponding tax
Legislature. He said that men- 30, Governor Curley said. demon- cigarettes
on other tobaccos as another state
tal institutions are overcrowded 17 strating "that the budget was safe- itax reduction measure. No change
capacity.
per cent in excess 'of bed
ly balanced in both the General in the take on horse racing was
"Attempts to gloss over this sit- and Highway Fund.
recommended, the Governor sayoverburduation upon the plea of
ing he had held last year the arCourt Aaction Cited
ening the tax payer should no longrangement then fixed should preCiting Supreme Court action for
er be tolerated," the Governor said, bidding justices and clerks of Dis- vail for two years.
and added that further disregard trict Courts from appearing in
A $5 tax on plot machines was
would "stamp the law making
criminal cases In any courts, the favored, with the revenue to be
bodies of Massachusetts as both
Governor recommends legislation
applied to the general fund and
unworthy and unfit."
to bar them also from the civil sid.i
through that to reduce the state
Favoring a sliding Mile rate for of their courts. He renewed his leetax. Transfer of money in the naval
public utilities, Governor Curley ommendation that District Courts service fund of 1919, states which
Department.
the
that
recommended
be put on a circuit court basis and
escheat and the unclaimed dividend
of Public Utilities "determine by said that such a system would
fund to the General Fund was
agreement with the companies cr make for a
recommended,
lessening need of spe•
otherwise, a fair rate of return, a cial
justices. He favored abolish$100,000 For Advertising
fair rate base and participation of ing the present
plan
of
paying
speThe Governor recommended one
the pablic in excess public utilities cial
justices by having them paid
earnings in Massachusetts. To do
hundred thousand dollars for state
on
an
hourly
basis,
like
auditors
this he favored re-enforcement of
advertising purposes, as in 1395,
the Public Utilitiee Department and masters.
and a like amount for conservation .1
A 1935 recommendation for aban staff to administer the plan, if
of fish and bird life and for stockdonment of the State Prison, nal, adopted.
ing streams.

5:0
-

Legislative action for the ap,
t .intment of a
committee to represent the state at the tercentennary celebration at Harvard College in September was favored by
the Governor.
Erection of a suitable war memorial was also favored.
Turning to economy in his conclusion, Governor Curley recommended authorization for a committee of six legislators and ten
men representing real estate and
business interests to study and report a program for reduction of
state operating costs.
a
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ClARIS THAT 110E
APPROACHED HIM
Boston Insurance Broker in
Charges Against Hub
Mayor's Relative
BOSTON, Jan. 2 (AP)—A Boston
Insurance broker, testifying before
the Boston Finance Commission,
declared today he was approached
by Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield's
brother-in law
concerning
the
award of city contracts.
Sydney F. Sharp, the wit ness,
told Chairman E. Mark Sullivan
at a public hearing, that Louis E.
Roe. the Mayor's brother-in-law,
warned him his client, a contractor, would not get any awards unless the bond was transferred to
Roe.
Sharp, saying his client apparently never got a city contract although he was covered by $75,200
bond and second low bidder for
aih removal contracts, charged
City Councilor James P. Finley
also demanded Roe be given the
bond.
Sharp quoted Roe as saying: "I
will get him (the contractor) a lot
of business on snow plows and the
ash collection and then you will
get some business. too."
The commission's investigation,
members said, was directed at Roe
and the awards of city contracts.
In 1934 the commission, since re
vamped by G
M. Curley,
cleared Roe of suspicion that there
had been an agreement to give
him the bulk or any part of the
city's insurance or bonding business by the Administi
..
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Governor Curley's annual aadress to the Legislature yesterday was an ably prepared paper.
It reads well, and it contains a number of sound
observations and recommendations about the
government of the commonwealth. But on the
one issue in which more than any other the
people are interested—the issue of economy—
the address is a disappointment. For it is at
variance with the Governor's own record, arvi
at the same time it gives little promise of a
real change in the Governor's free-spending polldes.
The Governor is inclined to blame others
for the failure or partial failure of his "work
and wages" program. He refers to "tardy"
action by the federal government and to the
"limited amount" which the Legislature appropriated for expansion of public works for
the purpose of providing employment.
He is fully justified in his remarks regarding the "intricate and ponderous character" of
federal agencies. Indeed the federal work-relief
effort, from the beginning in 1933, has been so
bound up in red tape and so muddled by controversies and disappointments concerning the
amounts of money apportioned to the various
states, that the Governor had good reason to
advocate "an independent course for the absorption of the unemployed" in Massachusetts.
But a big-spending policy for state employment of the jobless would have been sound only
If accompanied by vigorous retrenchment in
other matters. Here is where the Governor erred.
In urging his "work and wages" program he
failed to give due consideration to the taxpayer.
By the 48-hour law for employes of state institutions, and by other extravagant measures, the
burden on the taxpayer was increased—and the
money for public employment of the jobless
must in the end come from the taxpayers, from
the people who can pay taxes because they are
making profits or earning wages in private industry. The jobless cannot be genuinely helped,
in the long run, by imposing excessive burdens
on the non-jobless. There cannot be helpful state
spending in one direction, unless there is careful state saving in other directions.
It is the same with the Governor's recommendation for appointment of a commission to
study taxation, and with his reference to the
need of a *"program for the reduction in the
cost of gervernment," and with his proposals for
"relieving real estate of the inequitable burden
. that it is now required to bear." This is excellent, but it is largely a gesture and will be largely a gesture—until the state proceeds actually
to reduce the cost of its government.
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More and Higher
Taxes,Big Spending
'Asked By Governor

itation

frks•

tion in the number of legislators,
abolition of a legislative branch and
creation of biennial sessions.
Removal of the stumbling block
of numbers, with the control of law
making in the hands of the selected
few, farther removed from the voting
public, is contrary to the intent of
the framers of the constitution of
the Commonwealth, carried farther with later amendments, providing for large delegations to be
I selected by the voters as spokesmen,
during a time when population was
not as great as today.
Control of governmental authority, and absorption of local governmental functions, admittedly passes
from the hands of the electorate
into the autocratic domination of a
distant minority, with the limiting
•
of governmental bodies.
of the
es
desir
the
with
ng
In keepi
Massachusetts Federation of Labor,
the governor has urged upon the
General Court ;an increase in the
compulsory school age from 14 to 16,
the main purpose given, to stimulate
employment for the adult unemployed.
In whipping the legislature publicly, Governor Curley left the
House chamber, with a perplexed
legislature wondering just how they
may justify the enormous expenditures urged by the governor while
their 1935 financial escapade still
leaves a disagreeable birthmark on
their political faces.
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Throughout his discussion of legJudicial reforms are urged on the
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,
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CRP( AWAITING
11EPIT ON GAIIONED
Worcester Man Was Branded Pyromaniac by District Attorney
By Gazette State House Reporter
BOSTON, Jan. 2.—Governor Curley said today he expected a report
this afternoon from Dr. Winfred
Overholser, commissioner of mental diseases, concerning Henry A.
Gardner, serving a State Prison
sentence for setting fire to two
churches and other buildings in
Worcester.
Following a public hearing before the pardons committee of the
Governor's Council at which commutation of Gardner's sentence to
make him eligible for immediate
parole was opposed, the Governor
asked that Gardner be examined
by a board of psychiatrists.
District Attorney Owen A. Hoban of Worcester asked that this
be done, branding Gardner a "true
.nyromaniac."

"I am in favor of some plan to
POST
provide for the retirement of
judges," Cabot asserted, "but I
Worcester, Mass.
should certainly be concerned at the
prospect of giving anyone the power
to forcibly retire all judges at the
age of '70. • * • It would mean giving the governor the opportunity to
obtain absolute control over the
courts of the State. • • • It would
be far better to take the chance of
having to get along with one or two
judges from time to time who might
be approaching senility than it
would be to throw overboard a large
Democrat Wants War
section of the best members of the
bench."
Memorial Here
The governor's tax recommendaMcNorman
by
criticized
was
tion
Speaker Saltonstall And Donald, of the Massachosetts FedThis is the fourth In a series of
articles on a discussion of the plans
Senator Parkman Take eration of Taxpayers' Associations.
of the Worcester members of the
He declared "He seems to want ecoExceptions To Speech
General Court for legislation which
nomical reforms in the interests of
will benefit this city.—ED1TOR.
the taxpayers, but only after he himBOSTON, Jan. 2 ',pi—Blunt and
self is out of the State House. What
sharp criticism of Governor James
Dr. Joseph P. McCooey, Democratic
the people want and what they are
M. Curley's message to the second
representative from Ward 7, will congoing to insist upon is economy right
session of the 149th Massachusetts
tinue his fight to have the State War
now and relief from the depressing
Memorial to War Veterans erected in
Legislature came today from a State
burdenis
that
taxation
the
of
of
burden
Speaker
Worcester. Dr. McCooey, the first
senator and the
Democrat to represent his party in the
ing the life of everybody who owns
House, both Republicans.
House from Republican Ward 7, was
the State."
in
property
extravagance
shouts
it
"Bluntly,
instrumental in bringing the legislaproposal to levy a
governor's
The
Speaksaid
economy,"
and whispers
tive committee here last year to lock
two cent tax on each package of
er Leveret Salton.stall of the Demover the Worcester Memorial AudiClaropposed.
was
also
cigarettes
ocratic governor's message, delivered
torium.
ence D. Hunter, a Boston wholesaler,
yesterday.
Rep. Martin Swanson, Republican,
and Clarence Marshman, of SpringWard 1. is seeking to reduce taxes, in"A welter of vague generalities,' field, head of the State Retail Tostead of increasing them to gain an
was the comment of State Senator
bacco Dealers, announced both or°additional $17000000 in state revenue.
Henry Parkman.
ganizatins would hold special meethe announced today. He has flied a
"The governor's address sounded
ings within A week to map plans for
resolution with the clerk of the House
well," Saltonstall said, "but even a
blocking any move to tax tobacc?" for a commission to study taxation in
hurried analysis of his recommenan attempt to reduce taxes.
inconsistenSeveral
dations reveals
Mr. Swanson said he disagreed with
cies.
the report submitted recently by the
the
"In one statement he accuses
special recess commission appointed to
Legislature of being underhanded
study ways of getting additional revin passing a bill and in another deenue by taxation.
clares that it is fortunate the LegisDr. McCooey is in favor of a War
Memorial being constructed in Worlature acted as it did on the same
cester because of its central location
bill.
in the state. He hopes to be able to
"The governor makes several recput the measure through this year.
ommendations for the construction
Governor Curley in his mid-term
of public buildings, but omits to
address rnrrajoint session of the
state how the money is to be raised.
Legislature yesterday mentioned the
"He talks freely of reducing the
Press Clipping Service
War Memorial,
cost of government, but in this reDr. McCooey took a great Interest
Square
Park
2
study
a
that
suggest,s
merely
spect
last year in the passage of the 48-hour
to
course
of
findings
be made—the
MASS.
BOSTON
work week for employes of state inhe made to the legislature after the
stitutions. His speech last year from
governor's term has expired."
the (loci- of the House is said to have
TIMES
The governor has announced himswayed many votes.
self a candidate for the DemocratThe measure passed by both branchWoburn, Mass.
es was approved by the Governor, and
ic nomination for U. S. senator.
is now la_sy, increasing employment.
"It is significant," Saltonstall said.
"that the governor's attack has
shifted from the executive council
to the Legislature. Last year he
wanted the executive council abolished. Now he controls it, he makes
no reference to it whatever."
Senator Parkman, referring to
that part of Governor Curley's message pertaining to the housing of
mental defectives, said:
"The governor showed some heat
on the failure to provide additional
facilities for housing mental defectives • * • and would like to have
the public believe his predecessors
in office and the Legislature were
BOSTON, Jan. 2 (LNB)--Legislative l lug to capitol observers, will be markresponsible. He forgets that he was
presented at the last session with wheels on Beacon Hill :began to grind ed by a battle for political advantage
an adequate program of building but toi'ay as the second session of the between tho
administration forces of
preferred to insist on an appropria-! 149th General Court
'settled down to, Governor 'motes M. Curley and
those
tion for highways and sidewalks."
Charles L. Cabot, secretary of the business with taxation and economy l of speaker of the Hou—s-e leverett Saldescribed in government costs the local points.
Boston Bar Association,
tOnstall, candidate for the
Republican
judges as The anticipated short session,
the retirement plan for
accord- gubernatorial
circumstances."
nomination.
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McCooey, Swanson
Out for Worcester

Message
Draws Criticism
From Republicans
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Legislature in Session
on Beacon Hill Today
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G.0.P. HAMMER
CURLEY PLEAS
Saltonstall Strikes Out
At 'Inconsistencies'
) Anent Economy
PARKMAN JOINS HIM
Senator Terms Speech of
Governor tong and
Pretty Dull'
r
By Telegram State House Reporte
BOSTON, Jan. 1. ---• Bitter criticism and satirical shafts were
anhurled at Governor Curley's
Reby
message
ve
legislati
nual
The
leaders tonight.
publican
lengthy message, bristling with
recommendations, was humored by
Speaker Leverett Saltonsiall of the
of
House and Sen. Henry Parkman
Boston.
"Bluntly, the message shouts ex,"
travagance and whispers economy
Speaker Saltonstall said, after
charging the Governor with inconsistencies, after he had said that
ntly
Mr. Curley's attack significa
had shifted from the Governor's
Council, "now that he controls it,"
to the Legislature. The Speaker
the
said the Governor wanted
In
Council abolished last year, but
today's message made no mention
of it.
Drastic Action
Senator • Parkman said: "Very
likely as the case against Dolan,
hotthe Curley city treasurer, gets
dire
ter, we shall hear more of the
need of taking the 'drastic action'
referred to. 1%fo doubt'it will be 1
placed on high public grounds."
Senator Parkman said he was in '
r's
hearty accord with the Governo rerecommendation that the law
requiring prompt and • accurate
'ports of accidents be tightened.
"Long and Dull"
Senator Parkman termed the
Governor's speech "long and pretty dull."
"As an ardent champion of economy, thrift and capable administration, he will be a sight for the
gods," Senator Parkman said in referring to the Governor's economy
recommendations.
"The Govsrnor showed some heat
I on the failure to provide additional
facilities for housing mental defectives and others in the Department
of Mental Diseases and would like
to have the public believe his predecessors were responsible.
"He forgets he was presented at
the last session with an adequate
program of building, but preferred
to insist upon a highway appropriation with an a onronvtatioe, at
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Make the Session Short
Nothing contained in the Governor's
lengthy message was of such timely impl/tttnce
as the admonition presented yesterday to the
House in the address by Speaker Leverett Saltonstall. He reminded the members that the last
session of the Legislature had been the longest
In the history of the state.
He showed them, in detail, how time had
been wasted. With an average legislative day
of only two hours, roll calls alone consumed
nineteen legislative days. More time was
wasted in debates on the floor over committee
reports on matters of slight public importance.
These are practices that can be curtailed.
As he pointed out, only such laws are needed
now as will increase the general confidence that
conditions are improving and that better times
are ahead. A long session—especially a long
session which gets nowhere—is a weariness to
the people, and intensifies their discontent.
All the legislation that can be deemed essential could be passed in a few weeks, if the
members chose to devote themselves to redeeming the unfortunate record made last year. It
Is not the time consumed on important measures
that prolongs a session to undue lengths, it is
the time frittered away in aimless activity and
in empty oratory.
The public has become thoroughly tired of
this. No better advice could be offered the
Legislature than the Speaker's Injunction to
make this a short and businesslike session.
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FELONS SCORE BOARD
1 Curley Told ofParole Abuses
Governor Curley disclosed today
he has been receiving scores of letters from prisoners charging the
parole board with abuse.
Some of the letters, it was
learned, claim board members call
the prisoners before them, taunt
and bait them, and then set them
back, although two-thirds of their
terms might be up,
Governor Curley, after a long
conference with Commissioner of
Correction Arthur T. Lyman, declared:
"John Backus, my secretary, today presented me with a large

number of letters from prisoners
and various institutions.
"All complain about the parole
board.
"Commissioner Lyman tells me
that for some time the Parole
Board has failed to consult with
him on matters of vital Importance in prisons.
"It has been made very clear
to me that the prisons are smouldering because of the action of
the Parole Board in setting bitch
prisoners known as good conduct
men, two-thirds of whose terms
are no.
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FIRST FAMILY GREETS
GOVERNOR—The whole first
family of the Commonwealth was on
hand to greet Governor
Curley following his brilliant annual
message to the joint session of the Massachusetts Legislature,
which convened yesterday at the Capitol. The group is
shown in His Excellency's suite
in the State House. They are,
left to risk.. Colonel Edward

C. Donnelly, son-in-law, George Curley,
Mar
Francis Curley, Governor Curley, Paul Curb
In his speech the governor advocated A
dozer
lag a unicameral legislature, an
increased 4
decreased gas and electric rates.
.1"7110111Willf=".
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CURLEY PLEAS
Saltonstall Strikes Out
At 'Inconsistencies'
) Anent Economy
PARKMAN JOINS HIM
Senator Terms Speech of
Governor long and
Pretty Dull'
1ty Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, .an. 1. --• Bitter criticism and satirical shafts were
hurled at Governor Curley's annual legislative message by ReThe
publican leaders tonight.
lengthy message, bristling with
recommendations, was humored by
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall of the
House and Sen. Henry Parkman of
Boston.
"Bluntly, the message shouts extravagance and whispers economy,"
Speaker Saltonstall said, after
charging the Governor with Inconsistencies, after he had said that
Mr. Curley's attack significantly
had shifted from the Governor's
Council, "now that he controls it,"
to the Legislature. The Speaker
said the Governor wanted the
Council abolished last year, but in
today's message made no mention
of it.
Drastic Action
Senator Parkman said: "Very
likely as the case against Dolan,
the Curley city treasurer, gets hotter, we shall hear more of the dire
need of taking the 'drastic action'
referred to. No doubt "it will be
placed on high public grounds."
Senator Parkman said he was in
hearty accord with the Governor's
recommendation that the law requiring prompt and - accurate reports of accidents be tightened.
"Long and Dull"
Senator Parkman termed the
Governor's speech "long and pretty dull."
"As an ardent champion of economy, thrift and capable administration, he will be a sight for the
gods," Senator Parkman said in referring to the Governor's economy
recommendations,
"The Govarnor showed some heat
. on the failure to provide additional
facilities for housing mental defectives and others in the Department
of Mental Diseases and would like
to have the public believe his predecessors were responsible.
"He forgets he was presented at
the last session with an adequate
program of building, but preferred
to insist upon a highway appropriation with an appronriation of
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Make the Session Short
Nothing contained in the Governor's
lengthy message was of such timely impilit hence
as the admonition presented yesterday to the
House in the address by Speaker Leverett Saltonstall. He reminded the members that the last
session of the Legislature had been the longest
in the history of the state.
He showed them, in detail, how time had
been wasted. With an average legislative day
of only two hours, roll calls alone consumed
nineteen legislative days. More time was
wasted in debates on the floor over committee
reports on matters of slight public importance.
These are practices that can be curtailed.
As he pointed out, only such laws are needed
now as will increase the general confidence that
conditions are improving and that better times
are ahead. A long session—especially a long
session which gets nowhere—is a weariness to
the people, and intensifies their discontent.
All the legislation that can be deemed essential could be passed in a few weeks, if the
members chose to devote themselves to redeeming the unfortunate record made last year. It
Is not the time consumed on important measures
that prolongs a session to undue lengths, it is
the time frittered away in aimless activity and
In empty oratory.
The public has become thoroughly tired of
this. No better advice could be offered the
Legislature than the Speaker's injunction to
make this a short and businesslike session.
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FELONS SCORE BOARD
Curley Told of Parole Abuses
Governor Curley disclosed today
he has been receiving scores of letters from prisoners charging the
parole board with abuse.
Some of the letters, it was
learned, claim board members call
the prisoners before them, taunt
and bait them, and then set them
back, although two-thirds of their
terms might be up.
Governor Curley, after a long
conference with Commissioner of
Correction Arthur T. Lyman, declared:
"John Backus, my secretary, today Presented me with A large

number of letters from prisoners
and various institutions.
"All complain about the parole
board.
"Commissioner Lyman tells me
that for some time the Parole
Board has failed to consult with
him on matters of vital importance in prisons.
"It has been made very clear
to me that the prisons are smouldering because of the action of
the Parole Board in setting hack
prisoners known as good conduct
men, two-thirds of whose terms
Are HD.
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FIRST FAMILY GREETS
GOVERNOR—The whole first
family of the Commonwealth was on hand to
greet
Curley following his brilliant annual message to the Governor
joint ses1 sion of the Massachusetts Legislature,
which convened yester! day at the Capitol. The group is shown in His
Excellency's suite
In the State House. They are, left to
right, Colonel Edward

C. Donnelly, son-in-law, George Curley, Mar
Francis Curley, Governor Curley, Paul Curl;
In his speech the governor advocated 11
dozer
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going
age assistance to the general fund,
i now that the federal social security
i bill is a law; continuance for five
years of the gas tax at three cents
a gallon, one cent of which was
added for a limited time only; jacking up the state receipts from dog
racing from 3% to 5 per cent, and
a tax of $5 on each slot machine.
Little chance is believed to exist
for the acceptance by the Legislature of the tobacco tax. This proposal is not new, and hat always

FIGHT BY SALTONSTALL
By BERNARD J. DOHERTY
Smarting from the gubernatorial rebuke for ohstructing the "work and wages" program, and admonished to turn its attention to the more important
subject of economy in government costs rather than
devising new ways in which to burden the taxpayers,
the 1936 legislature today settled down to the business
ernor "as the one who can wage
of the session.
the most successful fight against

Erg

While the problems facing
the legislature are varied and
perplexing, a short session is
anticipated.
The session will be marked by
a sharp struggle for political advantage between the administration
forces and the cohorts of Speaker
Leverett Saltonstall, candidate for
the G. 0. P. nomination for governor.
Governor Curley in his annual
message, made more than 50 recommendations, reviewed his own
achievements, and pointed out legislative shortcomings.
He pointed to the fact that the
fiscal year ended last November
30 with a free cash balance in the
general fund, the largest in five
years, and free cash amounting to
$371,085 in the highway fund.
Declaring that the entire thought
and effort of pulrlic officials has
been directed to ways and means
of Increasing revenue, with rarely
any attention given to the more imsubject of developing a proper
gram for the reduction in the cost
of government, the governor deMended creation of a special cornmission to bring in such a program.

the Democratic nominee."
For the sake of harmony within
the Republican ranks, leaders of
the revolt in the G. 0. P. member.
ship agreed to make no attempt to
oust the President and Senators
Samuel H. Wragg of Needham and
Donald W. Nicholson of Wareham,
agreed to recall their resignations
from the rules committee. The
third Republican member of that
committee, Senator Joseph Cotton
of Lexington, decided to stand pat
and Senator Theodore H. Plunkett
of Adams was named to his plaoe
on the committee.
President Moran, it was learned,
will "play ball" with his own party'
in the upper branch, believing that
he has discharged any debt which
he owed to Democratic members
for support in 1935 when he was
elevated to the presiding position.

Ends State Tax

The governor recommended the
abolishment of the state tax, usually about ;10,000,000 that is
:mimed upon the cities and towns to
make up the deficit between revenue and expenditures in the state
budget. The doing away with this
tax would go towards the relief of
real estate, the governor pointed
out.
He proposed as new sources of
Speaker Saltonstall, in a brief revenue, part of which would dieaddress to the House, urged Ow place the state tax, a tax of two
only such new laws as will ste• cents a package on cigarettes and
celerate and not retard the "grow- a proportionate tax on other to.
ing confidence" that better times bacco products; a levy of 40 cents
a gallon on alcohol sold for bevare ahead.
Shortly after adjournment the erage purposes; continuation of rho
\ speaker, in a separate statement, 1U per cent sur taxes on individual
urged his own candidacy for the , incomes, inheritances and corporaRepublican nomination for Gov- Hens; release of incomes from
/ liquor receipts of approximately

Hat in Ring

1I

Opposes Commission
The new revenue proposals of
the governor are a severe blow to
the recommendations of the special
legislative commission which sat
during the recess of the Legislature.
This commission's program revised the state income tax law to
do away with many exemptions
and to bring approximately 200,000
additional small salaried persons
into the taxable group.
The governor termed the Legislature's disregard for the welfare
of mental disease patients as
"brutal."
Institutions for the mentally ill
should be enlarged to accommodate 2000 mental patients and living facilities provided for 1324 additional employes created through
the adoption of the 48-hour work
week, he said. The three state
schools in this department, he stated, are overcrowded also and a new
school capable of taking care of
2000 is needed.
Because of the limitations of the
state and federal governments, the
governor added, private industry
must be looked to for the permanent transfer of the unemployed to
Payrolls.
He recommended retirement for
judges of the three courts having
state-wide jurisdiction, at the age
of 70 with full salary,
Barely mentioned was a recommendation for drastic changes in
the parole board system. Because
of the move to oust the present
board, this suggestion attracted
considerable attention.
In embracing the Federal security act, the Governor took a fling
at the Townsend plan, when he declared:
well-Intenmany
"Although
tioned Americans believe that the
social security program does not
go far enough, in the judgment of
competent authorities It is the
one plan which the public Is
prepared to accept. Its acceptance, however, may be jeopardized by other plans, which while
representing good intentions and
a desire to PI(Ave a tremendous
problem, may destroy the real
objective sought, namely, the welfare of the entire people."
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President Moran, it WAS learned,
they had provided for their
wards of will "play ball" with his own party
and obligations to the
believing that
there would he no oc- in the upper branch,

h
he has discharged any debt whic
he owed to Democratic members
for support in 1935 when he was
elevated to the presiding position.

Ends State Tax
The governor recommended the
usuabolishment of the state tax,
asis
that
0,
00.00
$10,0
t
ally abou
to
sessed upon the cities and towns
make up the deficit between revenue and expenditures in the state
this
budget. The doing away with
of
relief
the
rds
towa
go
tax would
ed
real estate, the governor point
out.
He proposed as new sources of
d disrevenue, part of which woul
place the state tax, a tax of two
and
cents a package on cigarettes
toa proportionate tax on other
bacco products: a levy of 40 cents
a galkn on alcohol sold for bevthf.
erage purposes; continuation of
lu per cent stir taxes on individual
Incomes, inheritances and corj.orafrom
tIons; release of incomes
y
liquor receipts of approximatel
old
$4,000,000 from going towards
fund,
age assistance to the general
ity
now that the federal social securfive
bill is a law; continuance for
s
years of the gas tax at three cent
a gallon, one cent of which was
; jackadded for a limited time only
ing up the state receipts from do'
to 5 per c'ent, ar
I racing from
a tax of $5 on each slot machine.
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THE SENATOR SAYS:

Paroles From Jobs
Loom for Olney
and Gavin
Fight to Keep Bullock "In"
But Even That Seems
Due to Fail
R:
THE SENATO
knows all that's going on in Massachusetts

He sees all and
or amazing, or both.
politics and most of it he finds amusing
Best of all, he tells about it.
regularly in the
Meet him below and listen in with him
American.
ng
Eveni
n
and Bosto
Boston Sunday Advertiser
•
•
•
you can hear the
When The Senator comes in It is so quiet
anything to
saying
is
blind robin calling to his mate and nobody
anybody.
representation
This condition is because of the large and early
wearing paper
by
of silent sufferers who celebrate the New Year
going broke
and
makers
noiseg
caps, rattlin
for a headache. Even the calling of the
blind robin disturbs them.
y
"Timmy," says The Senator, "this
resembles a gathering of the doomed
parole board. What is the idea?"
"Shhhi" says Timmy. "Do not speak
above a whisper. The boys are listening
to the echoes of the dish-pan thumping
and do not wish to be disturbed. What
will you have, Senator?"
"Timmy," whispers The Senator, "I
will have a rye sour so I caw make a wry
face, and while you are concocting the
same for the soothing of my somewhat
jaded palate, I will tell you what it looks
like for the parole board.
"Dick Olney and Emmett Gavin will
THE SENATOR
will lead a fight to
walk the plank. Councillor Prank Brooks
are against him,
odds
the
if
as
looks
save Matt Bullock but it
too.
will
"I will guess that two members of the new parole board
, of
Rainey
D.
Julian
and
ter,
be Rev. Morris Peterson, of Worces
Roxbury.
Jim
"Mr. Peterson is the Baptist clergyman that Governor
turned
l
counci
The
ion.
nominated for commissioner of corredt

1.114ui)lican

nomination

for

Gov-

tions•
liquor

rPlease or incomes irom
receipt's of approximately

_
thumbs down on him. Mr. Rainey is sae troversot Jun ;mouser
Who was assistant corporation counsel for Boston until Mayor
Freddie gave him the door. I understand he is now on some kind
of a federal legal job."
All this time The Senator is talking in a stage whisper so as
not to disturb the sufferers and is very handily disposing of his
rye sour without acting his pun.

Parole Jobs Pay Well
"For the third member of the board I would say a selection
will be made in Bristol County, possibly of a man of French
descent.
"These parole board jobs are much better than they used to
be, now paying $5000 for the chairmanship and $4500 for the
other two, thanks to the efforts of Senators Edso Carroll and
Bill Madden.
"Honest Frank Brooks will fight for Bullock because be
worked with him for years on the board and thinks he is okay.
Matt is the old Dartmouth football star.
"There is more trouble brewing at the prison. I wish I had
a copy of the dressing down that Dan Coakley gave to Emmett
Gavin during the visit of the council to the prison."
The Senator taps his glass lightly on the bar and all of the
Jilent sufferers give him the bad eye on account of the noise.
"The same, Senator?" whispers Timmy.
''The same, Timmy," whispers The Senator. "You might, however, see some representative of the Italian-American groups on
the board in the third spot. The East Boston Italian-American
groups are very dissatisfied with their lack of recognition by the
national and state administrations and have talked with City
Councillor Henry Selvitella about breaking away from Governor
Jim and the"President. Henry is trying to get Governor Jim to
make an appointment to offset this feeling and Senator Joe Langone's aid will probably be enlisted."
The Senator starts whistling a little tune and everybody gives
him the bad eye.
•
"Hush, Senator," says Timmy. "I see the Cambridge congressman-mayor has not announced his candidacy for governor
yet."
Juagment

v erg bxcettenr

"And that is very excellent judgment, Timmy, whispers The Senator, "because the public thinks any man with two political jobs should
give up at least one before he starts after a third. The big thing in
Dick Russell's case, though, is that he is waiting to see what Governor
Jim will do. Dick is one of many who are not yet convinced Governor
Jim will not run for re-election.
"Speaking of candidates, Street Commissioner Tons Fitzgerald, son
of Honey Fitz, may be a candidate for state treasurer."
At this point The Senator breaks into his whistle again and everybody turns the bad eye on him because The Senator has a piercing
whistle, somewhat like The Whistler and His Dog, even if you have not
got the rubber hammers thumping in the hands of the little pixies at
the back of your neck.
"Timmy," whispers The Senator, "it looks like Mayor Freddie
has beaten Governor Jim on the draw and• potted Boston Garden
for the city's Roosevelt birthday ball on January 30. Colonel Henry
L. Doherty, the big gas and light man who Is commanding the national celebration, designated Governor Jim as head of the state
plans. Governor Jim named Joe McGrath, chairman of the Democratic state committee, to be active chairman of the state plans, and
while they were looking over their lists, Colonel Doherty appointed
Mayor Freddie as city chairman. What does Mayor Freddie do but
name Collector Joe Maynard, former state committee chairman, as
his planner.
"Both Joes had their eye on the Garden, one for the state ball,
the other for the city ball, and Collector Joe got there first, tying it
up for Mayor Freddie. Of course this will be the big event in the
state and in the nature of things it demands Governor Jim's presence.
So it looks like Governor Jim will have to attend Mayor Freddie's
time, and this prospect should double the attendance."
The Senator lets go at this point with his whistle again. He gets
away a few bars before the bad eye silences him.
"Senator," whispers Timmy, "what Is that you are trying to
whistle? Despite what you are doing to it, it sounds familiar."
"Timmy," whispers The Senator, "I am surprised you did not
Again, Willie.'"
recognize it. That was 'Waltz Me Around
in his mouth and lets go a
Wfth that The Senator puts his finger
concussions and a skull fracture
locomotive whistle that causes five
among the silent sufferers.
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Watt Chides Curley
1011 Goodwin Row
Commenting on the Governor
Curley-Registrar Goodwin labor
controversy, Robert J. Watt. secretary of the Massachusetts Federation of Labor, today charged the
governor with hacking down under the force of Goodwin eloquence.
"if the governor eboOses first
to deliver an ultimatum to
Goodwin and next to back down
before the registrar," he said,
"that Is a mess of his own making on which no comment is
necessary--even front employers
Haverhill
and employees in
whose afThirs have been so seriously menaced by Goodwin's
meddling.
"It will be a tough New Verse*
present for the peopls of Haverhill if Goodwin succeeds in accomplishing results such as those
which have depressed wage schedules In Brockton between 20 and
25 per cent."
Governor Curley said that Watt
had shown him the statement before releasing it.
"This is a controversy between
Watt and Goodwin," he said. "and
I know of no one who can contribute more to the festivities of
the New Year than the two of
them."
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wage,' tnereby ending—Mt vicious •
Against this adoption will be found practice of payment to a worker sufinjury in his employment in
fering
arrayed the same reactionary Elements that have opposed every great sufficient to provide for even th
Gov Curley's annualf.-1.
brne age LO
reform in the history of the nation,) most meager of his needs.
fttlatgAi Plba 31[905.M1
telislature follows:
actuated in large measure either by
agti
personal selfishness or by fear of longer subject to privation because
To the Honorable Senate and House
of
confiscation of property, which not the penalties imposed by money lend- ti
of Representatives:
l'
infrequen
tly has been accumulated era in the matter of the attachment of
The year 1936 should prove memothrough
the
wages
to
extent
an
sweating
rable in the annals of our country,
which rendered
of the wasted
bodies of women and children
marking as it will the end of the
in the borrower helpless, resulting in
industry.
privation to his dependents.
greatest depression ever visited upon
It is unfortunate that this
the American people. In common
element
of American society overlooks
with every American citizen, it was
the Nurses' Compensation
all-important fact that we leave this The Workmen's Compensation
my belief, at the time of the asact
world as we enter it; that the
semblage of the Legislature in 1935,
as enacted makes provision for the
thing we leave behind when weonly protection of laborers, workmen
that a program of work and wages,
and
depart this life is the record of
both in the nation, the states,' and
service mechanics and certain other classes
subdivisions of the states, would be
and sacrifice to God and fellow
of
employes
, but no provision has
man
that we ourselves write while here. been made for the protection of
in full operation.
I believed that New Year's Day in
Although many thousands of well- nurses in the institutions. The work
1936 would find the people of Amerintentioned Americans believe that of these men and women is equally
ica transferred from welfare rolls
the social security program does not as hazardous as persons in the lawto payrolls. and prosperity so general
go far enough. in the judgment
of enforcing or fire-protection branches
in the nation that no worthy indicompetent authorities it is the one of the public service, since they are
employ
opportun
ity to
vidual seeking
plan which the public is prepared to constantly exposed to the danger of
the talents of brain and hand with
accept. Its acceptance, however, may disease and death, and, in my opinion,
which God had endowed him would
be jeopardized by other plans, which, are entitled to protection.
be denied the opportunity.
while representing good intentions I accordingly recommend such adIn Massachusetts I advocated an
and a desire to solve a tremendous ditions to existing law as woulct
independent course for the absorpproblem, may destroy the real ob- make possible the inclusion of this
tion of the unemployed, realizing the
very deserving group within the projective
sought, namely, the welfare of visions
intricate and ponderous character of
of the Workmen's Compensathe
entire
people.
Federal Gcvernment agencies and
tion act.
their inability to provide work and
2. Reorganization of Department of
"New Era in Life of Nation" Labor and Industrie
wages within a reasonable time.
s and Industrial
In the Commonwealth this adminThe failure of the Legislature to act Accident Board:
istration has discharged its portion
promptly, coupled with the tardy The basic well-being of a nation is
of the obligation imposed by the Legadoption of a program by the Federal gaged by the progress of its working
islature, which provided funds not. Government, has wrought great hard- people. It has been the history of
only grudgingly but in such limited
ship to countless thousands of the modern civilization that economic
amount as to make impossible the
citizens who have been unable tee justice must displace selfish exploitacomplete fulfillment of the pledge of
comprehend the delay, and in many tion if the political and social strucwork and wages.
eases the inaction of both Federal ture of the community is to endure.
Many fundamental changes must
and state agencies.
With the funds that have been be made here in Massachusetts to
"Social Justice Program"
the principle of economic
made available through legislative translate
We are embarking upon a program
•
action in the Commonwealth of justiceinto law. We would welcome
of social justice that five years ago
the
opportuni
ty to do so without deMassachus
etts, employment has been
would have begn regarded as the
furnished, and men and women have lay, but Massachusetts is but a part
quintessence of'socialism. We are
been transferred from welfare rolls of the American workshop and market
beginning to properly evaluate the
to payrolls, but it is accepted by place. Our most grievous difficulties
true concept of the Scriptural adevery forward -looking intelligent in- are, unfortunately, outside the realm
monition, "I am my brother's keepdividual that both the Federal and of our jurisdiction. Conscientious
er."
state governments have their limi- employers and their employes in
The adoption by the 1935 Legislatations and that in the last analysis this sovereign Commonwealth are,
ture of a state unemployment comit is to private industry that we must in too many instances, fettered by
pensation law as the state's contribulook for the ultimate transfer of the practices of sweatshop proprietion to the social welfare program
tors a hundred or a thousand miles
the unemployed to employment.
represents the most forward step unThat we have entered upon a new away.
dertaken for the welfare of humanera in the social and economic life
ity in the history of the nation. The
adoption of the program in its en- of the nation is generally accepted. Industrial Accident Board
Fortunately, there are many mattirety is today taxing the thought and
For the security of the nation and the
ingenuity of the ablest minds in the
well-being of the people, a change ters on which we can proceed withland.
from the old order is not only im- out competitive challenge. During the
They are endeavoring to devise a
perative, but inevitable. As an off- t• last session of the Great and General
method whereby the individual citi- set to increased production, we are ; Court, an unprecedented progress was
zen and his family may be safeguarded reluctantly giving consideration to made in establishing or arriendiru
front recurring periods of depression, the acceptance of a shorter working;I basic labor laws. The Executive De•
with its toll of misery and unem- week as one method of making a ; partment has taken steps to vitalize
ployment. They are seeking compen- reality of the theory ot the right of
the whole scope of new and old
aatory protection for women and men the individual to life, liberty and 'legislation by assuring an alert and
sympathetic administration of the
of advanced years, as well as pro- the pursuit of happiness,
; Department of Labor and Industries.
tection for the maimed and the blind.
' Reorganization of the Department
The operation of the program for
LABOR
social justice should represent the
of Labor and Industries is essential if
The Legislature session of 1935 the interests of employer, employe
dawn of a new day and a new era in
was notable not alone for the fact and taxpayer alike
the life of the nation.
are to be served.
To the womanhocd and manhood that it was the longest session in the This department will not fulfill the
history
of the Commonwealth, but functions necessary
of the nation it will serve as a guarunder modern
antee of protection from powerful for the additional fact that it marked conditions until it combines an adethe
enactmen
t
of
more progressive quate and reliable reporting of our
agencies beyond the ability of the
Individual to control, namely, indus, and humane legislation than any pre- current trade and industry with the
vions
session.
unemploy
and
depressio
ment.
n
trial
t planning of a state-wide
I. Workmen's Compensation
To the children and youth of the naprogram.
Act:
Among
the
measures
fulfillme
represent
of
nt
a
of prime imtion it will
The obvious first step in this rearthe pledge of equality of opportunity parlance enacted were those dealing ganization, however, is for the dewith
workmen'
s
transform
theory
compensa
from
ation
tion,
which partmcnt to assume the duties of the
and the
marked
to reality of this constitutional guar- tice of the end of the atrocious prat- Industrial Accident Board, My opinantee. It is the most important sub- sons discontinuing payments to per. ion, supplemented by the surveys of
permanently Incapacitated at the
ject that has confronted the people end of
competent authorities, is that the difive years, and the making
of the American nation in its entire provision for
of vision of jurisdiction between these
history. Its adoption is inevitable. lifetime of thepayment during the two agencies causes much wasteful
individual. Equally ,
Its operation is a fulfillment of the important from the
overlapping of effort, and defeats the
standpoint of the purpose
Biblical promise that "out of evil worker was the amendme
which should be the primary
nt to the
cometh good."
law defining the "average weekly
{2,
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ens by an increase in the rates
! principles with reference to law
vio. proaching it with y of properly ap- as those applied
out
to income received
latora constitutes a mockerY,_itu
it 'at considering the volu simultaneously have not changed sinc
enactment
tures. Expenditures, me of expendi- of the law effective ase the
long as the State Prison at Char
of Jan 1, 1917.
ver, did not
come within the scophowe
town, unsanitary, overcrowded, lesThis
grou
p
taxp
of
ayers, while iiie of the
and creating
the present commissi resolve eluding many who are also the posa relic of barbarism, is utilized :as
on.
Similar commissions
sessors of real estate, is represen
place for the incarceration of pers a
have
ted
ons up year afte
set by a muc
convicted of law violations. The
r year with corrbeen
h larger proportion who do
espo
records of persons participating in ing limitations. I believe that nd- not contribute at all in the form
the direct
of
the recent jail break at the State time has come to make a thorough
tax on property. This is also
Prison at Charlestown constitute an study of the tax problem and the true of corporations and certain other
indictment of our institutional sys- expenditure problem of our state and taxpayers. The 10 percent assessme
nt
tem in that the chief offenders in local governments, and to orenara a levied under existing. law for 1935
t

.
_
upon the tax against individuals.no one Of these —eases have they I
estates and corporations should beproven unduly profitable, there is, 1 shall go directly into the General
continued by a reenactment for the however, no way to justify a failure Fund, and shall, if claimed within
current year as one source of revenue to change the terms with reference six years, be paid therefrom to claimwhich will tend to eliminate the State to dog racing.
ants certified as entitled thereto by
Tax and thus help to reduce the The revenue for dog racing for the the methods at present provided by
RacState
by
the
received
year 1935
burden on the home owner.
mmission was $704,156.73 law.
ing
/
2 percent ,
as follows: 31
divided
Double Motor Truck Fees
RECREATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
handle., $541,032.70; breakage, $117,In recognition of the principle that 818.03;
association license fees, $5308.
a tax structure should in some of its
Cooperation upon the part of the ,
b n increase in the handle to be taken
aspects have a broad base, a contin- A
Commission New England states in directing the ;
Racing
the
State
uation for a period of five years is Y
1
2 per- attention of the public to the recreathe present schedule of 3/
recommended for the imposition of
opin- tional advantages and the benefits I
my
would,
in
percent
cent
to
5
an additional tax on the sale and use
has,dship to be derived from a sojourn in !
very
great
no
work
of gasoline. Massachusetts with a 3- l°°'
England proved so beneficial I
of dog racing, and New financially
cent tax on each gallon of gasoline upon the operators
and otherwise, in ;
both
Cornthe
beneficial
to
prove
is one of the few states with a rate should
1935 as to justify a continuance of
wouln,
it
resulting,
as
monwealth,
well below the average for the states
appropriation for 1936. Even
basis of 1935 was main- the
of the Union, which is said to approx- provided the
more important than the increased I
tained in 1936, in an increase in rev- revenue received was the recogniimate 5 1-3 cents.
quarter of
In establishing a comparable rate enue approximating one accordingly tion upon the part of govern- !
'on each gallon of gascline consumed. a million dollars and Imaking pro- ment officials of the New England
i a larger number of people are per- recommend legislation
states
to the importance of joint
increase as herein set action as
mitted without any deprivation to vision for theadditional
upon major problems affectrevenue will
This
forth
ing the industrial and commercial
contribute to the support of the neeto the General Fund and interests of the six states.
essary f nctions of the Government in be carried
uassist in
elimination of the
the
will
Numerous meetings have been held
caring for the poor and unfortunate
In mind and body. In comparing the state tax and in adding the home during 1935 by the New England
owner.
states' officials at which problems the ,
I fees charged for the operation o4
equitable solution of which may
1 trucks over the highways of the
Machines
Slot
Cigarettes,
prove of enduring value to entire
Commonwealth with other states of
the
states
of
of
the
majority
A
I New England have been considered.!
the Union, it is apparent that those
years
number
of
for
a
have
Union
These
,
problems include not only railemployed in Massachusetts are not
1 comparable with the requirement made a tax on cigarettes and tobacco road transportation, but navigation,'
I for road construction that will pro- products a part of their tax structure. public health and sanitation.
The &lief executives of the New!
vide sufficient strength to carry This form of taxation lays a very
light hand upon the shoulders of the England states have expressed a desire I
trucks.
With the thought of increasing rev- taxpayers, and, being controlled by that joint action continue with ref-'
enue where sorely needed and with- the extent to which the use of tobacco erence to the promotion of tourist
out hardship, it is recommended that is employed, prevents any heavy and vacation business which last year
the fees for the operation of motor burden from falling at any time upon in New England represented some !
trucks in Massachusetts be doubled any individual, but in the aggregate $700,000,000 as against $500,000.000 in
so that they will be more nearly like represents a very substantial source 1934, and I accordingly recommend
the rates charged by adjoining states of revenue for the relief of the home to your Honorable Bodies the authorization of an expenditure in an
for such common carriers. Admitted- owner.
It is recommended that a tax of amount similar to that made availly the trucks do much to divert revCents
be
package
laid
upon
2
each
able in 1935, namely, $100,000.
enue which has in the past flowed to
of cigarettes and a corresponding rate
The conservation of bird and fish
support the railroads cf the state.
upon other tobacco products, for the life, not only for the stocking of the
purpose of increasing the General streams of Massachusetts, but for the
40 Cents a Gallon on Liquor
Fund and thus relieving the state of increasing of insectivorous birds so
The Social Security program, es- the necessity of asaessing a state tax essential to the protection of crops
tablished to bring within its scope upon the cities and towns.
through the destruction of harmful
the many humanitarian activities that
The smaller merchants of the state insects, makes necessary a renewal
Massachusetts has long practiced, have long suffered competition with of my recommendation of 1935
for
makes unnecessary the earmarking slot machines which do not contrib- an appropriation for this purpose in
of revenue from the tax on alcoholic ute materially to the support of gov- the sum of $100,000.
beverages for the purposes which ernment, and as these devices tend
now are included in the Social Se- to care more and more for the small
curity program.
articles of trade, it is recommended
It is recommended that the sum that in order not to lose a source of
now available in the state treasury revenue which has been heretofore
over and above that which was repossible through taxing the small
quired to reimburse the cities and , merchant, a fee of at least $5 per
towns for old age assistance and sub- 1 year be placed on every slot machine, I
sequent revenue from these sources i the receipts of which shall be credbe appropriated to the General Fund. ited to the General Fund, which will
In addition to this. I recommend that r tend to make it possible to abandon 1
a tax of 40 cents on each proof gal- ' the state tax and put the state under
lon as defined in the alcoholic bever- its budget system on a real debit and
age act be established on alcohol, credit standard.
which having been freed from taxation has deprived the Commonwealth
Transfer of Funds
of necessary revenue, and is operatThere are now in existence in the
ing to allow unfair competition with
others engaged in the alcoholic bev- treasury of the Commonwealth three
funds in which substantial sums are
erage business.
held. Annual payments from these
The total receipts collected by the
funds are small. It would be better
State Racing Commission for the year
accounting for amounts which now
1935 was 51.614.981.89, and unquestionably this important item of revego into these funds to go directly
I flue would have been lost to the state
into the General Fund, and for such
, and enjoyed by the adjoining statcs
Payments as are now made from
of Rhode Island and New Hampshire
these funds to be paid from the
General Fund. These three funds
were it not for the creation of the
are the military and naval service
State Racing Commission,
fund of 1919, the escheated estates
fund, and the unclaimed dividends
5 Percent on Dog Racing
When licenses were Issued in 1935, fund.
I recommend that legislation be
I announced that it was not my purenacted to transfer the existing balpose to permit of any changes in the
ances in these funds to the General
system of fees to be levied for a
Fund; and to provide that any payperiod of two years, and while this
ment which may become due from
decision should still continue applithe military and naval service fund
cable to horse racing, harness racing
shall be made from the General
And fairs, in view of the fact that in
Fund: and that estates which escheat,
and dividends which are not claimed,

I
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COY CURLEY'S PROPOSALS
FOR ACTION BY LEGISLATURE
Tax of 2 cents on each package
of cigarettes and a corresponding rate upon other tobacco
products.
Fee of at least $5 a year on
every slot machine.
Continue for five years addition
al tax on gasoline.
Double the fees for operation
of motor trucks "so that
they
will be more nearly like the rate
s charged by adjoining state
s for
such common carriers."
Tax of 40 cents on each proof
gallon of alcohol.
Increase from
to 5 percent handle taken
by State Racing
Commission on dog races.
Legislation to secure revenue
to obviate necessity of laying
state tax on cities and towns to
relieve real estate.
Continue 10 percent assessment
upon tax against individual
s,
estates and corporations.
Erection of addition to State Capi
tol at $1,000,000.
Voluntary retirement at age of
70 of statewide court judges at
full salary, subject to further duty at
request of chief justice.
Prohibit practice by District Court
judges in civil cases in their
own courts.

District Courts to be established on
a circuit basis.
Special justices to be paid on a per
hour basis.
Unicameral Legislature with redu
ced membership and biennial
sessions.
Abandon State Prison at Charlestown
and utilise site as receiving station.
Imprison only first offenders at Conc
ord Reformatory to do
away with "college of crime."
Hospital for criminally insane at Norf
olk at cost of $1,750,00o.
Centrally located structure as Worl
d War Memorial to pros ide
accommodation for veterans of all wars
.
Committee of legislators, real estat
e and business Interests to
study and report program for reducing
cost of operating activities
of the state.
Commission of recognireel authorities
on taxation and legislators to develop program for reductio
n in the cost of government.
Practicing as physician or surgeon with
out the required annual
registration would be made a criminal
offense.
Enlargement of institutions for ment
ally ill to accommodate
2000 patients.
For benefit of gas and electric
consumers authorize Public
Utilities Commission to determin
e by agreement with companies
or otherwise a fair rate of
return, fair rate base and basis of
participation by public and companie
s in excess earnings.
Duties of State Industrial Accident
Board to be taken over by
Department of Labor and Industries.
Drastic action to reduce spurious
claims in automobile accidents or repeal compulsory insu
rance law.
Discontinuance of employment of boys
and girls under the
age of IG.
Increase powers of law enforcem
ent officers in pursuing
criminals by eliminating by agreemen
t border lines between state
s.
Amend existing law to conform with
provisions of Federal act
on unemployment insurance.
Promote economic education for scho
ol pupils and adults.
Allow cities and towns to appropri
ate money to assist in slum
clearance and low-cost housing projects.
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COY CURLEY AN
SWERS SALTON
STALL
in his message and at the same
time abolish the state tax which
amounts to an annual levy of $10,000,000 on the cities and towns of
the state.

citizens of the state's responsibility.
I to its wards.
The Governor's statement said hi
I part:
I "In his desire to be critical I am
evaerrfluoloke
that
d thM
er S
111aple
torn
tashtat11 faheats
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REPUBLICANS ATTACK
GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE

Gov Curley's official message to
the Massachusetts Legislature yesterday evoked charges of "hypocrisy" from stanch Republicans,
while loyal Democrats sang praises
of the Governor's courage in recThe overcrowding and lack of ommending new taxes.
accommodations in the state instiRepublicans turned their eyes to
tutions has resulted over a long Speaker Leverett Saltonstall for
period of years and is something official criticism of the Governor's
for which I am not responsible.
I message, and Mr Saltonstall sat"During the greater period of ! isfied their expectations. He lashed
the time overcrowding has existat Gov Curley, charging him with
Gov Cy today replied to ed, Mr Saltonstall has served as a
failure to consider the cost of govSpeaker Levertt Saltonstall's criti_ member of the Legislature or as
ernment.
cism of his annual address, stating ,
"Bluntly the message shouts exthat "during his long years as a Speaker of the House. If during travagance and whispers economy,"
member of the General Court the that period Legislatures had pro- the Speaker asserted. "It is signifiSpeaker of the House should have vided for their duties and obliga- cant that the Governor's attack has
been able to present at least one tions toward the wards of the state, shifted from the Executive Council
constructive and helpful sugges- a major expenditure at this time to the Legislature. Last year he
tion," and that otherwise "it would would not be necessary.
wanted the Executive Council abolappear that his years of service
'Unaware of Recommendation' ished; now he controls it, he makes
here have been wasted."
"I am unaware of any recommenda- no reference to it."
Speaker Saltonstall attacked the
The majority of the Governor's
tion
from him during his long years
Governor's message after it was de- of service
listeners, however, had praise for
that
would
be
conducive
livered yesterday, charging that it to more economical administration of the program for the session and
"shouted of extravagance and government or of increasing revenue predicted many of the recommenmerely whispered of economy.' The so that burden, all too heavy on the dations would be adopted.
Speaker said all were agreed that owners of real estate, might be renem/ public buildings are necessary, duced."
The Governor estimated the build- Against Taxes Not Necessary
but charged Gov Curley with not
showing any source of revenue ing program as outlined would cost
In statements to the Globe this
approximately $8,000,000, including
from which to build them.
Saltonstall and
11,000,000 for corrective institutions, afternoon. Speaker
The Governor said today that his $1,000,000 for public
Senator Henry Parkman Jr of Boston
health,
$1,000,000
commented further upon Gov Curnew tax proposals would not only for additional state department quarley's proposed new taxation levies.
take care of the necessary $8,000,- ters, $2,000,000 for war memorials and
Speaker Saltonstall said: "I am
000, but would save every city and $3,000,000 for the mental diease deagainst all new taxes unless they are
town in the Commonwealth at least partment.
absolutely necessary to balance our
A bond issue for this amount, he
$2 a year on every thousand in the
budget. To make a definite statemept
tax rate by abolishing the state tax. said, would be amortized over a
period of 20 years, so thatethe an——
nual outlay for the program would
'Nang Years of Disregard"
The necessity of more public amount to approximately $400,000.
buildings, the Governor said, was This, he said, Would be cared for
the result of many years of dis- by the tax program recommended
regard by public officials and

Need of More "Disregarded
by Public Officials"
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'beyond that at this time is impossible.
"Of course I am in favor of eliminating the state tax, if that is possible. However, the figures given by
the Governor, when he spoke extemporaneously during his address
about saving $2 in the city tax rates
are too optimistic.
"How much actual building the
state should do this year cannot be
determined until the budget is submitted to the Legislature and we
know the financial condition of the
state.
"As to biennial sessions, I am
recorded as a member of the House
in favor of biennials. As regards the
unicameral system more study is
necessary, and some observation of
how that system works in Nebraska,"
Diminishing Returns Predicted
Senator Parkman said: "The trouble
with the proposed state tax on
cigarettes is that it invades a field
of taxallion traditionally reserved for
the Federal Government, and would
thus complicate the already difficult
question of duplicate taxation.
"Federal taxation on cigarettes now
amounts to 40 percent on a 15-cent
package. The proposed increase
would raise this rate to 60 percent
of the retail cost of a 15-cent package.
"Figures show that in the tobaccotax states the per capita consumption of cigarettes amounts to only
439 cigarettes, as contrasted to a per
capita consumption of 1008 cigarettes
in other states. In other words, the
line of diminishing returns is already reached in the tobacco tax
states, and a further tax will decrease
consumption and so operate to throttle commerce, increase unemployment
and delay economic recovery.
"And these arguments do not take
into consideration the problem of
bootlegging from neighboring states,
the increase in business for mailorder houses, and the decline in business for Massachusetts retail stores.
Car Owners' Burden Great
'The same arguments are valid
against any further increase in taxation on gasoline. The present threecent 'gas' tax is as high as the public will stand without causing a decrease in Consumption of motor-fuel.
The average car owner is standing all
the burden he ought to bear—and
moreover, almost one-half of the revenue from the gas-tax now is diverted to general purposes.
"I am very much in favor of increased taxation on the revenues of
dog-racing tracks—and I would increase also the taxation on the 'take'
at horse-racing tracks. And I would
change the system of *breakage' in
both types of establishments."

Ex-United States attorney Thomas
Boynton said that he had not had mestic tranquillity and
Of tne
sh opportunity to study Gov Cur- I people of this Commonwpeace
ealth, and
ieY's 'specific recommendations re- is provocative of violence causing ingarding the retirement of judges at jury to persons and property,"
10, but that in principle he approved
These and other facts as specified
of compulsory, retirement at some in the bill would be punished
by a
specified age:
fine of not more than $5000 nor less
"I think" he said, "it would be well than $200 or by imprisonment of not
to have a retirement age established
more than three years or less than 90
for all judges of state-wide jurisdic- days. or by .both fine and imprison
-1
tion."
ment.
Mr Boynton said that, while no doubt
there would be cases in which a retirement age would mean the loss of
a judge still .at the height of his
powers, this would be compensated
for by the retirement of men whose
abilities were waning.

SEVERAL IMPORTANT BILLS
FILED BY LEGISLATORS
The number of bills thus far filed
for consideration of the jog session
of the Massachusetts Legislature still
remains fewer by 100 or so than last
year, although members today continued to show activity in offering
measures.
Representative Frederick H. Rein.
stein of Revere filed a bill to require
food, goods or merchandise sold in
package form to be labeled with the
place of origin or manufacture.
Under a bill filed by Representative Edward P. Bacigalupo of Boston. Police Commissioner would be
authorized to grant pensions to members of that force who are veterans
and who have served 20 years in the
department or have reached the age
of 65. The bill further provides that
the pension be granted only on request of the veteran and subject
to the approval of the Mayor and
City Council of Boston,
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Mary Arrives

To Prevent Disfranchising the Poor
A proposal for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to prohibit
the disfranchisement of legal voters
who are recipients of public aid or
who have not paid a poll tax was
filed by Representative Edward W.
Staves of Southbridge at the request
of Gordon R, Pike.
Authority for the County Commissioners of Worcester County to provide for sewage disposal at the Worcester County Tuberculosis Hospital
by the construction of a sewer pipe
to connect with the sewage disposal
system of the City of Worcester is
asked by Representative Edward W.
Staves in another bill, filed at the request of County Commissioner Elbert W. Crockett.
Repeal of the additional excise
of 1 cent a gallon on gasoline tax
asked in a bill filed by Represen is
tive Charles W. Hedges of Quincy.taIf
enacted, the bill would become
effective May 1, 1936.

Retirement of Judges
Commenting on Gov Curley's suggestion regarding the retirement of
judges, Ex-Dist Atty Robert T. Bush- Bill Against Racial Propaganda
nell of Middlesex County said:
on aimed at various
"The principle of permitting state ofLegislati
"isms" is provided in a billforms
court judges to retire at '70 on full with
the clerk of the Massachu filed
pay with the provision that their
setts
services may be called for by the House of Representatives today by
Represen
chief justice for special work is, in Hugh tatives Lawrence P. Mcand Thomas E. Barry of
my opinion, sound..
Bos"However, the Commonwealth has ton.
The provisions of the proposed
gone along under the old system for ure covers a
measwide range and open
a good many years and the adminis. with a declarati
on
that
the "dissemitration of justice here has been oi nation, circulation
or publication of
the highest order. We had better propaganda or
statemen
ts
get along with the old system for e tending to create hatred, creating or
violence or
• couple of years more, at least unti: hostility against people
after the Dolan case, in which HO monwealth by reason of this Comof their race,
• Excellency appears to evince sorry color, religion or manner of
worship,
interest, has been passed on by I has created or tends to create
violacourt that is not filled with Curie: tions of constitutional assurances
Appesiotees." _
guarantees, and disturbance of and
do,

Mrs Ma
Curie
onnelly arriving at Sta e House to hear the Governor address the Legislature.
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his message and at the same
time abolish the state tax which
amounts to an annual levy of $10,000,000 on the cities and towns of
the state.
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Need of More "Disregarded
by Public Officials"
Gov C
rtierAt today replied to
Speaker
t Saltonstall's criticism of his annual address, stating
that "during his long years as a
member of the General Court the
Speaker of the House should have
been able to present at least one
constructive and helpful suggestion," and that otherwise "it would
appear that his years of service
here have been wasted."
Speaker Saltonstall attacked the
Governor's message after it was delivered yesterday, charging that it
"shouted of extravagance and
merely whispered of economy.' The
Speaker said all were agreed that
nev/ public buildings are necessary,
but charged Gov Curley with not
showing any source of revenue
from which to build them.
The Governor said today that his
new tax proposals would not only
take care of the necessary $8,000,000, but would save every city and
town in the Commonwealth at least
$2 a year on every thousand in the
tax rate by abolishing the state tax.
—

i citizens of the state's responsibility.
to its wards.
The Governor's statement said in
part:
f
"In his desire to be critical I am
fearful that Mr Saltonstall has
overlooked the important fact.
The overcrowding and lack of
accommodations in the state institutions has resulted over a long
period of years and is something
for which I am not responsible.
"During the greater period of
the time overcrowding has existed, Mr Saltonstall has served as a
member of the Legislature or as
Speaker of the House. If during
that period Legislatures had provided for their duties and obligations toward the wards of the state,
a major expenditure at this time
would not be necessary.

Unaware of Recommendation

"I am unaware of ally recommendation from him during his long years
of service that would be conducive
to more economical administration of
government or of increasing revenue
so that burden, all too heavy on the
owners of real estate, might be reduced."
The Governor estimated the building program as outlined would cost
approximately $8,000.000, including
11,000,000 for corrective institutions,
$1,000,000 for public health, $1,000,000
for additional state department quer.
ters, $2.000,000 for war memorials and
$3,000,000 for the mental diease de.
partment.
A bond issue for this amount, he
said, would be amortized over a
period of 20 years, so that,the annual outlay for the program would
"Many Years of Disregard"
The necessity of more public amount to approximately $400,000.
buildings, the Governor said, was This, he said, Would be cared for
the result of many years of dis- by the tax program recommended
regard by public officials and
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REPUBLICANS ATTACK
GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE

Gov Curley's official message to
the Massachusetts Legislature yesterday evoked charges of "hypocrisy" from stanch Republicans,
while loyal Democrats sang praises
of the Governor's courage in recommending new taxes.
Republicans turned their eyes to
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall for
official criticism of the Governor's
message, and Mr Saltonstall satisfied their expectations. He lashed
at Gov Curley, charging him with
failure to consider the cost of gov'
ernment.
"Bluntly the message shouts extravagance and whispers economy,"
the Speaker asserted. "It is significant that the Governor's attack has
shifted from the Executive Council
to the Legislature. Last year he
wanted the Executive Council abolished; now he controls it, he makes
no reference to it."
The majority of the Governor's
listeners, however, had praise for
the program for the session and
predicted many of the recommendations would be adopted.

Against Taxes Not Necessary
In statements to the Globe this
afternoon, Speaker Saltonstall and
Senator Henry Parkman Jr of Boston
commented further upon Gov Curley's proposed new taxation levies.
Speaker Saltonstall said: "I am
against all new taxes unless they are
absolutely necessary to balance our
budget. To make a definite statement

beyond that at this time is impossible.
"Of course I am in favor of eliminating the state tax, if that is possible. However, the figures given by
the Governor, when he spoke extemporaneously during his address
about saving $2 in the city tax rates
are too optimistic.
"How much actual building the
state should do this year cannot be
determined until the budget is submitted to the Legislature and we
know the financial condition of the
state.
"As to biennial sessions, I am
recorded as a member of the House
in favor of biennials. As regards the
unicameral system more study is
necessary, and some observation of
how that system works in Nebraska."
Diminishing Returns Predicted
Senator Parkman said: "The trouble
with the proposed state tax on
cigarettes is that it invades a field
of taxafion traditionally reserved for
the Federal Government, and would
thus complicate the already difficult
question of duplicate taxation.
"Federal taxation on cigarettes now
amounts to 40 percent on a 15-cent
package.
The proposed increase
would raise this rate to 60 percent
of the retail cost of a 15-cent package.
"Figures show that in the tobaccotax states the per capita consumption of cigarettes amounts to only
439 cigarettes, as contrasted to a per
capita consumption of 1008 cigarettes
in other states. In other words, the
line of diminishing returns is already reached in the tobacco tax
states, and a further tax will decrease
consumption and so operate to throttle commerce, increase unemployment
and delay economic recovery.
"And these arguments do not take
into consideration the problem of
bootlegging from neighboring states,
the increase in business for mailorder houses, and the decline in business for Massachusetts retail stores.
Car Owners' Burden Great
''The same arguments are valid
against any further increase in taxation on gasoline. The present threecent 'gas' tax is as high as the public will stand without causing a decrease in consumption of motor-fuel.
The average car owner is standing all
the burden he ought to boar—and
moreover, almost one-half of the revenue from the gas-tax now is diverted to general purposes.
I am very much in favor of increased taxation on the revenues of
dog-racing tracks—and I would increase also the taxation on the 'take'
at horse-racing tracks. And I would
change the system of 'breakage' in
both types of establishments."

Ex-United States 'attorney Thomas
J. Boynton said that he had not had
rirt opportunity to study Gov 'Cur; itY's 'specific recommendations regarding the retirement of judges at
.10, but that in principle he approved
of compulsory, retirement at some
specified age:
"I think" he said. "it would be well
to have a retirement age established
for all judges of state-wide jurisdiction,"
Mr Boynton said that, while no doubt.
there would be cases in which a retirement age would mean the loss of
a judge still at the height of his
powers, this would be compensated
for by the retirement of men whose
abilities were waning.

SEVERAL IMPORTANT BILLS .
FILED BY LEGISLATORS
The number of bills thus far flied
for consideration of the 1936 session
of the Massachusetts Legislature still
remains fewer by 100 or so than last
year, although members today continued to show activity in offering
measures.
Representative Frederick H. Reinstein of Revere filed a bill to require
food, goods or merchandise sold in
package form to be labeled with the
place of origin or manufacture.
Under a bill filed by Representative Edward P. Bacigalupo of Boston. Police Commissioner would be
authorized to grant pensions to members of that force who are veterans
and who have serVed 20 years in the
department or have reached the age
of 65. The bill further provides that
the pension be granted only on request of the veteran and subject
to the approval of the Mayor and
City Council of Boston.

mestic tranquillity and peace of tne
people of this Commonwealth, :Ind
is provocative of violence causing injury to persons and property,"
These and other facts as specified
in the bill would be punished by a
fine of not more than $5000 nor less
than $200 or by imprisonment of not
more than three years or less than 90
days. or by -both fine and imprisonment.
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To Prevent Disfranchising the Poor
A proposal for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to prohibit
the disfranchisement of legal voters
who are recipients of public aid or
who have not paid a poll tax was
filed by Representative Edward W.
Staves of Southbridge at the request
of Gordon R. Pike.
Authority for the County Commissioners of Worcester County to provide for sewage disposal at the Worcester County Tuberculosis Hospital
by the construction of a sewer pipe
to connect with the sewage disposal
system of the City of Worcester is
asked by Representative Edward W.
Staves in another bill, filed at the request of County Commissioner Elbert W. Crockett.
Repeal of the additional excise
of 1 cent a gallon on gasoline tax
asked in a bill filed by Represen is
tive Charles W. Hedges of Quincy. taIf
enacted, the bill would become
effective May 1, 1936.

Retirement of Judges
Commenting on Gov Curley's
gestion regarding the retirementsugof
judges, Ex-Dist Atty Robert T.Bush- Bill Against Racial Propaganda
nell of Middlesex County said:
"The principle of permitting state ofLegislation aimed at various forms
"isms" is provided in a bill
court judges to retire at 70 on full with
filed
pay with the provision that their Housethe clerk of the Massachusetts
sertSces may be called for by the Represenof Representatives today bytatives Lawrence P.
chief justice for special work is, in Hugh and
McThomas E. Barry of Bosmy opinion, sound.
"However, the Commonwealth has ton.
The provisions of the proposed
gone along under the old system fos ure covers
a wide range and measopen
a good many years and the adminis. with a declarati
tration of justice here has been of nation, circulation that the "dissemion
or
publication of
the highest order. We had bettes propaganda or
statements creating or
get along with the old system for tending to create
hatred.
• couple of years more, at least unti' hostility against people violence or
' after the Dolan case, in which Hi monwealth by reason ofof this Comtheir race,
• Excellency appears to evince some color, religion or manner of
worship,
interest, has been passed on by
has created or tends to create
viola!court that is not filled with Curls: tions of constitutional assurances
' appeintees."
guarantees, and disturbance of and
do-

Mrs Mari. Ct......alej.....p
.onnelly arriving at State House to hear the
Governor address the Legislature.
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Message
Gov Curley Delivering His Annual

MESSAGE TO
GOV CURLEY READING HIS

THE

MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL COURT

COY CURLEY'S PROPOSALS
FOR ACTION BY LEGISLATURE
correspondTar of 2 cents-on each package of cigarettes and a
ing rate lipon other tobacco products.
Fee of at least $5 a year on every slot machine.
HIM

v1111,11.0

••

Continue for five years additional tax on gasolin
e.
Double the fees for operation of motor trucks
"so that they
will be more nearly like the rates charge
d by adjoining states for
such common carriers."
Tax of 40 cents on each proof gallon of
alcohol.
Increase from 31 2 to 5 percent handle taken
by State Racing
Commission on dog races.
Legislation to secure revenue to obviate necessi
ty of laying
state tax on cities and towns to relieve real estate.
Continue 10 percent assessment upon tax against
individuals,
estates and corporations.
Erection of addition to State Capitol at $1,000,000.
Voluntary retirement at age of 70 of statewide court
judges at
full salary, subject to further duty at request of chief
justice.
Prohibit practice by District Court judges in civil cases
in their
own courts.
District Courts to be established on a circuit basis.
Special justices to be paid on a per hour basis.
Unicameral Legislature with reduced membership and
biennial
sessions.
Abandon State Prison at Charlestown and utilize site as receiving station.
Imprison only first offenders at Concord Reformatory
to do
away with "college of crime."
Hospital for criminally insane at Norfolk at cost of S1,750,
000.
Centrally located structure as World War Memorial to provid
e
accommodation for veterans of all wars.
Committee of legislators, real estate and business interests
to
study and report program for reducing cost of operating activiti
es
of the state.
Commission of recognized authorities on taxation and legislators to develop program for reduction in the cost of govern
ment.
Practicing as physician or surgeon without the required annual
registration would be made a criminal offense.
Enlargement of institutions for mentally ill to accommodate
2000 patients.
•
For benefit of gas and electric consumers authorize Public
Utilities Commission to determine by agreement with compan
ies
or otherwise a fair rate of return, fair rate base and basis
of participation by public and companies in excess earnings.
Duties of State Industrial Accident Board to be taken
over by
Department of Labor and Industries.
Drastic action to reduce spurious claims in automobile
accidents or repeal compulsory insurance law.
Discontinuance of employment of boys and girls under the
age of 16.
Increase powers of law enforcement officers in
pursuing
criminals by eliminating by agreement border lines
between states.
Amend existing law to conform with provisions of Federa
l act
on unemployment insurance.
Promote economic education for school pupils
and adults.
Allow cities and towns to appropriate money to assist
in slum
clearance and low-cost housing projects.

41N.'
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Presenting a comprehensive de-

sign for legislation. Gov Curley

yesterday dellrered his official
; message to the opening meeting of'
the second annual session of the
149th Massachusetts Legislature.
The document was warmly applauded.
Complete abolition of the state
substitution of a 2-cent tax
on cigarettes and tobacco, continuation of the 3-cent gasoline tax for
five years, an increase in the state's
revenue from dog racing, an ambitious program of construction for
better care of the mentally afflicted and felons, abandonment of the
two-house form of the State Legislature and establishment of a
single branch to meet biennially,
and voluntary retirement of judges
over 70 were highlights of the
message, which was replete with
suggestions for legislative action
to modernize and perfect the Commonwealth' administration.

I
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Changes in State
Courts Sought
RODlibliCRIIS (;1111C1ZP, 111081

Roth Assailed and Praised
The organization of the Legislature
itself was without incident, as the
nominal Republican leadership wag
continued in both branches and the
Democrats passed up any effort to
organize either Hcuse or Senate under the Democratic banner. With the
exception of a few committee changes
„.

the
Legislature is unchanged from
1935 lineup.
Gov Curley's address was delivered
House
to a joint convention of the
and
and Senate and occupied an hour
•a half.
Hardly had he finished, before his
recommendations were assailed from
Republican quarters in both branches
. of the Legislature.
That the message "shouts extravagance and whispers economy" was
the criticism of Speaker Leverett
of the House, while Senator Parkman of Boston declared the

address was "long and dull," adding
that it was "too bad he doesn't mean
what he says."
The majority of the Governoes auditors had praise, however, for the
program for the session which the
message encompassed and predict2d

that many of the recommendations
would be adopted.

Aims to Cut City Rates
The message was delivered by the
Governor with deep earnestness and
it was apparent that he was speaking
unatr Itle strain ot a severe cold
which has incapacitated him several
days.
Although he read from a•prepared
copy, the Governor temporarily discarded the manuscript .during the

discussion of finances and assured
the Legislators that the discontinuation of the state tax was entirely
feasible and would afford a $2 reduction in municipal tax rates if
legislation is adopted to make it pos-

sible, through his alternate tax proposals.
Calling on the Legislature to forget political considerations and report his financial recommendations
and other suggestions for legislation,
Gov Curley made much of the common interest involved and the opportunity for service to the people of

the state.

CA)-v
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Sliding Scale for Utilities
Some of the measures recom
mended by the Governor were
ments of reports of special indorsecommi
ssions.
Among these were more
stringent laws on installment
land establishment of a slidin buying
g scale
of public utility rates.
Abolition of the Metropolitan
i Planning Division and
ption of
! the Industrial Accident absor
Board in the
; State Department of Labor and
Industries were chief among
ad; ministrative changes sought the
by the
Governor.
,1 Mrs Mary Donnelly, the Governor's
I daughter, and her husband, Lieut Col
Edward C. Donnelly, were amon
, those seated in the Speaker's oiller g
y.
With them were Paul, Francis and
George Curley, Miss Kathleen Donnelly, Police Commissioner and Mrs
Eugene M. McSweeney, Dr Marti
n
H. English, the Governor's personal
; physician, and Edmond C. Dolan.
!former Boston city treasurer.
Members of the family of Speak
Saltonstall were among the guests er
in
the Speaker's gallery.

iCommittee Changes
The House and Senate assembled
at 11 o'clock in their respective chambers. Organization and joint convention preliminaries were completed
within the hour and Gov Curley be!Ran his address shortly after the
' stroke of 12.
I Senator McSweeney, Republican,
' the new member from the 2d Essex
District, and Representatives William
Stockwell, Republican, of Maynard,
successor to Frank C. Sheridan, resigned, and Axel U. Sterniof, Republican, of Worcester, who takes the
place of the late Victor F. Rolander,
took their places in the Legislature
for the first time.
t The standing committees of the
I Senate will be the same as last year
except for a change in the Rules
Committee. Senator Theodore II.
Plunkett of Adams will replace Senator Joseph R. Cotton of Lexington.
It will be remembered that several
Republican members of the Rules
Committee, including Senator Cotton,
tendered their resignations in the
latter part of last year's session, due
to differences with Pres Moran. These
resignations were never accepted
The committee now consists of Pres
Moran. Senators Nicolson of Wareham, Wragg of Needham and Plunkett of Adams. Republicans, and
Scanlan of Somerville, Madden of
Boston and White of Boston; Demo'crats.
Senator McSweeney was appointed
chairman of the Committee on Harbors and Public Lands. He was also
appointed to the second position on
' the Committee on Counties to re' nliwn
131,irtirxdI
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1MEASURE FILED TO OUST CONROY
Nicholson Says Board
/ Needs One Less Man
Bill to Abolish Beath Penalty
Placed Before Legislature

Asserting that if Senator Willi
am
S. Conroy can be granted a
leave of
absence from the Industrial
Accident
Board and not be missed, the
board
should be able to function
permanently with one less member,
Senator Donald NV. Nicholson of
Wareham yesterday filed a bill
with the
clerk of the Senate calling for
such
a reduction.
Senator Conroy, a Democrat from
Fall River, was recently grant
ed a
leave of absence without pay for
the
duration of the present Legislative
session, so that he might return
to
the Senate and keep the Democratic
forces there at full strength.
Nicholson, Republican floor leade
r
for the first part of last year's
session, would reduce the accident
board
membership permanently from seven
to six. He also would bar Conro
y
from returning to the board
specifying in his bill that the by
last appointed member shall be the one
removed.
Conroy was appointed byur
ast year. He declined cliotign
is seat in the Senat
Dean of Wqys and Means
e and remained
Representative Ernest L. Dean of a member without pay.
When informed of the bill,
Chilmark, who was made State ComConroy
missioner of Conservation by Gov said: "It's perfectly all right with
Curley. was taken off the House Ways me. So Nicholson says I should be
and Means Committee by Speaker dropped from the board? Who is he
Saltonstall. During the 1935 session to say that?"
"He is Senator Nicholson."
Dean led the minority of the Ways
was the
and Means Committee in favor ot reply, and the matter was dropped.
Amon
g
the- other bills filed today
Gov Curley's bond issue program, so
as one calling for the abolit
that the change was no surprise when
ion of
capita
l
punis
announced yesterday.
hment in Massachusetts,
Dean was
given third place on the Committee which Representative Warren K.
on Public Safety. Dean's place on Brimblecom of Newton filed with the
the Ways and Means Committee will clerk of the House. Brimblecom filed
be filled by Representative Lasell of the bill at the request of 56 persons,
headed by Mrs Julia W.
Northbridge.
Keene of
Representative Axel U. Sternlof of Newton.
A maximum rate of $25 per
Worcester, newly elected member,
$1000
was appointed to Public Welfare and for local taxes in cities and towns is
'Representative William Stockwell of scught in a bill tiled by RepresentaMaynard, another newly elected
member, was annointect to the Com- I

I

tives J. Francis Southgate and
Sven
A. Erickson, both of Worcester, and
a petition calling for all gas and electricity bills to be itemized was filed
by Southgate.
A bill seeking to legalize bowling
on Sundays in towns and cities where
the citizens vote for it was filed by
Representative Thomas J. Lane of
Lawrence.
The widening of North Main at and
the construction of a sidewalk along
cne side in the town of Andover, and
the construction of a parkway or
tietileVarct from 'South Broadway,
Lawrence. to River road, Andover.
are asked in two other bills filed by
Lane.
Lane also filed a bill asking for
widening and reconstruction of Winthrop av. Lawrence, and a fifth bill
calling for the state to take over
Winthrop av as a state highway.
Senator Charles G. Niles filed a bill
seeking to have physicians and hospitals granted a lien upon any rights
of action, suits or claims which any
person treated by them has on account of personal. injurizs.
A bill to permit the use on public
highways of trailers especially constructed for the transportation of
horses was filed by Senator Samuel
Wragg of Needham.
Senator Wragg also filed it bill
sesking to establish the salary
the
' judge of probate of Norfolk atof
$8500
a year.
Representative Samuel Cohen of
Boston filed a bill calling for the
State Department of Public Works to
spend $10,000 removing hulks from
Boston Harbor.
At 5 o'clock, when the offices were
closed, 333 bills had been filed with
the clerk of the House of Representatives for the consideration of the
General Court of 1936.
.

mittee On Agriculture and the Committee on Harbors and Public Lands.
The place of Representative Lased
on Transportation will be filled by
Representative Nelson of Milford
and on Public We:fare by Representative Brown of Abington.
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'G.0.P.Assails Curley Message,
Democrats Commend Program

S
GOV CURLEY READING HIS ADDRES
isfied their expectations. He lashed
at Gov Curley, charging him with
failure to consider the cost of government.
"Bluntly the message shouts extravagance and whispers economy,"
the Speaker asserted. "ItIs significant that the Governor's attack has
shifted from the Executive Council
to the Legislature. Last year he
wanted the Executive Council abolished; now he controls it, he makes
no reference to it."
The majority of the Governor's
to
Gov Curley's official message
listeners, however, had praise for
the Massachusetts Legislature'yes- the program for the session and
terday evoked charges of hypoc- predicted many ofthe recommendawould be adopted.
risy" from staunch Republicans, tions
while loyal Democrats sang praises
of the Governor's courage in
recommending new taxes.
Republicans turned their eyes to
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall for
official criticism of the Governor's
message, and Mr Saltonstall sat-

SALTONSTALL
LASHES AT IT

Others Predict Adoption of
Many Recommendations

-

GIOlic
Boston,
I •

Mass.

CHARGE CURLEY'S ..)1EMANDS CLASH
Saltonstall and Parkman
I Criticize Message

"The truth of the matter is that the
bill in question was filed by the
Commissioner of the Department of Mental Diseases and provided
that the
hospital was to be built only if Federal funds were available."
Of the Governor's recom
mendation
of new building. Salton
"If these buildings stall said:
are so needed,
why was His Excellency
adverse to
having them including so
passed by the Legislature in the bill
last
year to
build newi sidewalks and
bors. Such an amendment dredge harwas
offere
d
and defeated by him in
the House."

Chose Walks, Says Park
man

Globe
Boston, Mass.
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DINNER DANCE W.
W.L. HARRIS POST, A. L.

Senator Henry Parkman
Jr also'
criticized the Governor's
address and
charged apparent insincerity
in the
Governor's demand for
the criminally insane. a hospital for
"It is too bad he does
not mean
what he says, for the
message did
have a few good
discussions and' More
than 400 guests gathered in
recommendations." the &nator
said., the
"It is good also to
know that he has ' TouraRenaissance room of the Hotel
ine last eveni
come to an appreciation
of the dance which comme ng at the dinner
necessity of a reduction
morated the 16th
in
the
cost
anniversary of William L. Harris Post
of government. As an
arden
t
cham196, American Legion. ,
pion of economy, thrift
Charging that the Governor was
and
Charles E. McCarthy, senior vice
administration of the affairs capable !
inconsistent on the subject of a hosof
govcommander. was the general chaireminent, he will be a sight
for
pital for the criminally insane,
the
gods."
man of the banquet committee. He
and
opened the program with an address
that he also failed to say where
Of
the s sane, the hospital for criminal in- of welco
me to the members and
Parkman said:
money for the erection of new
public
guests.
"He forgets that he was
Mr McCarthy presented
buildings would come from, Speak
er last Spring with an adequatepresented Thomas F. O'Brien, incoming comprogram mander of the
Leverett Saltonstall of the House
of
buildi
post, as toastmaster.
ng, but preferred
of
a highway program with to insist on - The invocation was pronounced by
Representatives yesterday critic
an appro- Edwar
ized
priati
d
H.
on
Barte
of
aux, chaplain of the
the Governor's address to the
$3,600,000, for sidewalks."
incompost,
ing Legislature.
Theodore Glynn brought the greetDiscusses "Drastic Action"
Mr Saltonstall stated that
ings of the Commonwealth and repeveryone
Parkm
an's
state
ment
also
was in accord on the need
resented Gov James M. Curley, who
"In discussing h's propos said:
of neW
public buildings, and would
better pension system for al for a had accepted no Nee"1,1!fe invitation
like to
see them erected.
used the phrase 'withol;t judge; he on account of his recent sickness,
However, the
the nerd although now recovered. Other speak- '
of drastic action agains
Speaker said, the cost of
t them.' This crs included Postmaster Peter F.
must be considered, and Government
has
an
omino
us
sound
.
Very likely Tague, who was accompanied by Mrs
ed.
I
"Bluntly the message weigh
as the case against Dolan, the Curley Tague. He paid a fine tribute to the
shout
s
extravagance and whisp
city treasurer. gets hotter we shall members of the American Legio
n
I the Speaker declared. ers economy,"
hear more of the dire need of taking who are in the postal service, as are
"It is signift.
cant that the Governor's
the
'drast
ic
action
k
'
referr
the
membe
ed
rs
of
the
Willia
to. No
attack bits
m L. Harris
doubt it will be placed on high pub- R Post.
shifted from the Executive Council
lic grounds. The Governor is a
telegr
A
am
regret
of
was
read from
to the Legislature. Last year he
past
master of that act.
Congressman Sohn P. Higgins, who
wanted the Executive Council abol"Out of a welter of vague quanti• is in Washington. The speakers inished. Now he controls it, he makes
ties and the usual high-sounding cluded Department Commander John
no reference to it."
phrases liberally sprinkled with ad- H. Walsh, Department Adjutant Harjectives I detected a few specif
ic old P. Redden, Mrs Margaret PowSpeaker Points to Differences sugges
tions with which I am in ers, president of the auxiliary; Richhearty accord. Referring to autom
The Saltonstall statement said in
o- ard J. Schoenfeld Jr. captain of the
part:
bile accidents, he recommended
a Sons of the American Legion, and
"The Governor said on pages 31 and
tightening up of provisions of the
Mr and Mrs Henry Brown:
32 of his address: 'The duplicity praclaw requiring prompt and accura
A past commander's badge was prete
ticed in 1935 through the authorizareports of accidents. What his ref- sented to the retiring commander of
tion for the establishment of a hoserence to 'governors on cars' meant, the post. James P. McManus. The
pital for the criminally insane at a
I did not quite gather, but I presume presentation was by the incoming
commander. Thoma F. O'Brien. The
cost of $1,750,000 without making prohe had in mind the accident in
New- banquet committees includ
vision for the money, savors of a
ton last Summer."
ed. beside
low order of knavery without preceChairman Charles E. McCarthy:
dent in the history of the Commona Thomas F. p'Brien, James P. McManus.
Edward H. Baricaux, Frank Kacippleln, Lel
wealth.'
F. Martin. Frederick L. Blackwell. Andrew
"On page 41, referring to the same
E. Mangan, Richard J. Schoenfeld, Lawrence J. Flanagan. Francis .1:Solari, George
legislation, he said: 'It is rather forV. Hunt. Patrick W. J. O'Gorman. Thomas
tunate that the authorization was
R. Scanlon, Charles RInnig, Ben Lewis,
Sarah J. McMillen. Francis J. Regan. Rumade without provision for the
dolph
J. Bober, Frank Anselmo. James F.
necessary funds to cover the cost of
Welch. Joseph '1'. Ahern, John J. Doherty.
W.alt.;;; G. Dunn. Charles H. Steele. Edward
construction, estimated at $1,750,000,
M.
....iceh
an. Edward J. Delaney. Morris
since there is no way of justifying
Kelly, Joseph H. Cooper, Carl A. Prescott.
H. E. Hoffenbera. James F. DaYlor, Willtaki
the placing of the care of mental deH.
Powers
John J. coshing and Stephen
,
fectives wider the control and superChatelle.
vision of the Department of Correction.

More Than 400 Guests at
Hotel Touraine
i

"Shouts Extravagance and
Whispers Economy"

1

i

1

"Has Already Been Done"
"Actually the bill he refers to
placed the mental defectives under
the supervision of the Department of
Mental Diseases—as he had alreads...
stated In another part of his address,
Then he proceeds to recommend what
has already been done, namely, that
the hospital be placed under the
supervision of the Department of
Mental Diseases.
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eral times eration, he did not exlack of coopa public hearing on the
actly favor
question.
id he and the Comer .
Gov Curley sa
discuss the matt
t
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d
missioner di th during their conferat any leng
g, and that Mr Ly
ence this mornintulated him on his
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man had co erday.
address of yestsaid the message was
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GOY CURLEY ATTACKED

/ FOR GOODWIN STAND

tl

Sec Watt of A. F. of L. Accuses Him of
"Backing
Down" in Decision on Registrar
win

_
and next to back down before ,r1 win has aroused against...the
amicable agreement so recently
the
regis
trar,
that
is a mess of his by
Saying that Gov Curley
tiated
the Boot and Shoe nego
"backed I own making on whic
h no comm
down" in his differences with
Union with the manufacturerWorkers'
Frank necessary, even from employerent is t'city.
s of that
s and
A. Goodwin, state registrar
of motor i employes in Haverhill whose affairs If "If any troub
le
resul
ts
'vehicles, and charging
in
Have
I
have
rhill
been
so seriously menaced by i the responsibility
Goodwin
muts
Goodwin'
I with being a "labor
upon the shoulders ofrest largely
organizer," "When s meddling.
Registrar
the Governor goes out of Goodwin and his
' Robert J. Watt, secretar
Allied Brot
y of the : his way to issue a lengthy
ood.
alibi for No one who knows the factsherh
!Massachusetts Federation
will be
of Labor,! his decision, however, and discovers deluded by the
registrar's pose of
issued a fiery statement toda
suddenly the extraordinary capacity altruism and
y.
and services of 'labor organizer who scans theself-sacrifice. No one
Referring to Goodwin's
legislative record of
activities Goodwin.
it is time for the Massa- , our Commonwealth will find
in Haverhill, as unpaid
any evcounsel for chusetts State Federation of
Labor to idence of him or his brotherhood ada labor union, Watt said, "It
will be give the public the other side of vancing the welfare of the
working
a tough New Year's present
i people of the state. But
for the the story.
ne who
"Of course, the Governor claims to ( cares to read the Brocktonanyo
people of Haverhill if the
Enterprise
registrar have made a thorough
investigation 1 of Sept 12, 1934. will find Mr Goodsucceeds in accomplishin
g result: of Goodwin's-activities in interferin
g win's statement of thanks to the
such as thos . which have
depressed in such matters. The fact that the ', brotherhood for financing his camwage schedules in Brockton
Gove
rnor
has been so busy preparing 1 paign for Governor, ample reason
between
to
his able and far-reaching annual ad- I explain his own activities in
20 and 25 percent and
Brockhave seen dress must
have interfered with his ton, his interference in Haverhill and
the removal or closing of
seven shoe customary accuracy. It appears that his ability to convince the
Governor
factories in which between
1800 and it took the eloquence of the registrar t,that
. he uses the shoe workers well."
2000 workers had been
himse
lf,
rath
er
than
a
study of the
employed." actua
l facts, to justify the Governor's
Watt further said the Gove
rnor had surprising statement.
gone "out of his way
to issue a "It will be a tough New Year's
lengthy alibi for his decision
" and "i present for the people of Haverhill
appears that the Governor
if the registrar succeeds in accomtook th plish
ing results such
eloquence of the registrar
those which
rather the have depressed wageas sche
dules in
a study of the actual facts
Brockton between 20 and 23 percent,
."
Watt said that if there
whic
h
have
seen
the removal or closwere slug
ing of seven shoe factories in
gings in Haverhill "it
the
will be
Broc
kton
distr
ict
in which between
strange sort of peace that
the Gov 1800 and 2000 workers had been
emernor predicts for other
communitie ployed before Goodwin arrived, and
Into which the Allied
whic
h
have
tran
sfer
red
Brotherho
much of the
may be established
production of the W. L. Doug
ugh the
eloquent salesmanship thro
of the reg- tory to Binghamton, N Y, and las feeRochesistrar."
ter, N H.
Watt's statement caused
much
surprise at the State
House. He is "Happy Results"
known as a close and
arde
nt
supporter of Gov Curley and
"If questions raised by Mr Good
was appointed by the Governor
win
as
are to be gre:ted by slugging
labo
r
member of the State Unem
.
ploy
ment
in
Have
rhil
l, as in one union meetCompensation Commission.
ing in Brockton, it will be a
It appears, however, that
strange
before
reeasing his attack on Good
sort of peace that the Governor
win,
Watt
preconferred for a half-hour with
dicts
for other communities
Gov
into
Curley this morning.
which the Allied Brotherh
When told that the statement had
ood may
be
estab
lishe
d
thro
ugh
the
been released, Gov Curley said:
salesmanship of the regis eloquent
"Mr Watt was kind enough to show
trar.
"Such 'happy results' as
me the statement before he released
these in
Brockton, which the regis
it. I told him that it appeared to ee
trar
fails to
mention when he interferes
a fight between him and Mr Goodwin,
in
hill, where 28 or 30 facto Haverand that I knew of no two men better !sign
ries
have
ed working agreements
qualified to add to the gayety and
with the
Boot and Shoe Workers'
festivity of the new year.
Unio
n,
sad contrast with the 35 year are a
Registrar Goodwin could not be
s of cooperation between the
Brockton emreached for comment on the Watt
ploy
ers
and
the
Boot
and
statement as he had left to visit
Workers' Union during whichShoe
time only
branch registry offices and would
two strikes occurred.
not return to his own office this aft"It is undoubtedly true
ernoon.
agitation is unlikely to bethat "Red"
hear
any community in which the d in
"Mess of Own Making"
trar's voice is being exercised. regisBut,
"If the Governor chooses first to
.;lit‘
ra cel
wlirrediding
oprekaecres of
ISM
deliver an ultimatum to Frank Goodcomfort in any conflict inic
-11 as Good:.
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G. 0. P. ASSAILS
CURLEY MESSAGE
Saltonstall Attacks It, Democrats
Commend Its Program
Gov Curley's official message t()
the Massachusetts Legislature yesterday evoked charges of "hypocrisy" from stanch Republicans, I
while loyal Democrats sang praises
of the Governor's courage in recommending new taxes.
Republicans turned their eyes to
speaker Leverett Saltonstall for
official criticism of the Governor's
message, and tilr Saltonstall satisfied their expectations. He lashed
at Gov Curley, charging him with
failure to consider the cost of gov-

ernment.

"Bluntly the message shouts extravagance and whispers ecoromy,the Speaker asserted. "It is significant that the Governor's attack has
shifted from the Executive Council
to the Legislature. Last year he wanted the Executive Council abolished; now he controls it, he makes
no reference to it."
,
The majority of the Governor's
listeners, however, had ,praise for
the program for the session and
predicted many of the recommendations would be adopted.
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FOR TOMORROW
Governor's Council Plans
Public Session
A public hearing on the present
parole policy in this state, through
which the Governor's Council will
seek the removal of the present
Board of Parole, will be held before the Council tomorrow.
Climaxing their investigation
into prison conditions and the
cause of recent breaks at Charlestown State Prison and the Concord
Reformatory, the Councilors announced the hearing yesterday, as
they recessed for the Governor's
address.
During their inquiry the Councilors have visited the jails in
Charlestown and Concord, and interviewed both prisoners and jail
officials. A majority of them have
blamed the present unrest in penal
institutions on the Parole Board.
They have charged that the
tightening up of paroles, and the
refusal of the board to recommend
prisoners for parole when they
have served two-thirds of their
minimum sentence and, if thca*
prison records are good, become
eligible, have caused unrest.

Politics Hinted
The present members of the Parole
Board are Richard Olney, chairman:
Mathew W. Bullock and P. Emmett
Gavin. Only •Gavin, has replied to
any of the Councilors' charges, and
he has stated that he will continue
to refuse parole to hardened criminals who, in his opinion, are unfit
for society. •

Both Olney and Bullock have remained silent during the controv
ersy,
saying that they prefer to wait for
a
hearing, if one is called. However, it
was learned from an authoritative
source that they believe the Council
is either playing politics or
has been
misinformed.
They will argue at the hearing, the
source stated, that their responsibility is to the general public
and not
to any constituents who may
friends or relatives in prison have
for
breaking the law.
At the same time that the hearing
was announced, Councilor Daniel H.
Coakley released a letter purpor
ting
to come from a prisoner in
stown, which agrees with the Charle
l
that the parole system has Counci
broken
down and that the refusal of paroles
is responsible for discontented prisoners.

,No Incentive to Behave
The Council's investigation was originally urged by Councilor James J.
Brennan of Somerville. after five men
escaped for an hour from Concord,
and one guard and two prisoners
were killed when five inmates tried
to roll out of Charlestown in a
truck.
Their visits to the prisons have disclosed, the councilors say, a complete breakdown in the morale of the
prisoners because some of them, with
good prison records, have been before
the Parole Board and been denied
recommendation for release.
With nothing to work for and no
hope of parole, even though their
records be perfect, the prisoners have
no incentive to behave, the councilors insist.
The Parole Board has stated that
had criminal records indicate frequently that a prisoner is a bad parole risk, despite a good record as an
inmate. They have refused parole to
these men, asserting that the prisoner
is frequently intelligent enough to
behave in hope of parole, but not intelligent enough to reform and become a useful member of society.

Raps Stool Pigeons
The parole board has also
d
prison officials with seeking charge
the parole of inmates who have given
prison officials information concerthe
ning other inmates. These
stool
pigeons are also poor parole risks,
the board believes.
Recent statements from the parole
board have also indicated that
present members . contemplate the
change in policy and will continno
ue
to refuse parole to hardened
Charlestown jail officials havecases.
them, Councilors say that this told
means
that 95 percent of the inmates,
excepting lifers, have no hope
of
parole
and form a constant threat of
riot
and bloodshed.
The parole board reply to this has
been that the Charlestown institu
houses the toughest criminals in tion
the
state, and that the better parole
risks
are usually transferred to the Norfol
k
Prison Colony before becoming
eligible for the board's consideration,
and are, therefore, paroled from that
institution.
Several Councilors, in discuss
the situation, have insisted thating
a
judge takes a man's past record into
consideration in imposing sentence,
and, therefore, the parole board
should not hold the past record
against a prisoner.
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..uckley spoke briefly for
administration. They said the state
they were
going, as guests of Gov
to the
Jackson Day dinner
ashington,
but they promised
to work for the
success of the local dinn
er.
Mr Buckley praised
Collector Maynard because he was
meeting in spite of presiding at the
Federal office-holder.the fact he is a 1
The state auditor said that
c:,rtain other office- '
holders, wh) had
lack of cooperation previously shown
in party matters,
were absentees
from yesterday's
meeting, and he sugg
should realize what ested that they
they owed to the
party.
Martin T. Hall of
it was perhaps too Natick said that
the party could win much to expect
tory so sweeping asthis year a vicand 1934, but on that those in 1932
account Demoh
crats should.do everythi
to keep the party interng they could
est and enState Auditor Thomas H. Buckley, thusiasm at the highest
possible
point. The Republicans,
speaking yesterday afternoon
he went on,
at a are relying on
what they think are
meeting of the Young Democrat
Massachusetts, s of signs of discontent among the Democra
said he had ts
been
— and should be shown that they
are wrong.
gratified to learn that Rexford
G.
Miss
Mildred C. Keane, pres
Tugwell, who has been announce
Republican
ident
E x - Treasurer
d as of the Jessie
Woodrow Sayre League
the principal speaker at the
; Named Deputy Assess
Jackson of
Massachusetts, promised
or at
the
Day dinner in Boston on Jan 8,
could hearty cooperation of that organi- 4
Curley's Direction
not attend that function. Characte
zation in the Jackson Day
rdinner.
Miss Mary
izing Mr Tugwell as "the most
7 At the direction of
in. , of the comm G. Moran is chairman
Craym.Qrley,
itte
e
in
flammatory" speaker who coul
char
ge
1 Henry F. Long, state tax
of
the
d be dinner, Mrs Ruth McCo
commiss
rmick is seeto e
t
represenn
sioner, yesterday appointe
r
t the nati
onal admi
n- etary and A. Ford Reel is treasurer.
d Fred
istration, the state auditor
Jefferson Burrell of Medf
frankly
ord, forexpressed his delight at the news
mer Republican state treas
that
urer, to
the Assistant Secretary of Agri
be a deputy assessor of income
cultaxi's
ture would not be here. Mr Buck
, at an annual salary of $2500
ley
. The
also warned the Democrats
appointment was laid on the
at yestertable
day's meeting that the party
for one week by the executiv
had "a
e countough assignment" to carry Mass
2
achucil.
setts for either the national
or state
Commissioner Long also aske
d the
ticket next November.
council to approve his promotio
The meeting of the Young
10
n of
-.. !11-0-e1-0-0-0-** 1.0**0**
Dem
ocrats at the Hotel Bellevue,
John F. Gibbons of Cambridge.
a,
held
so that members of the orgawas
deputy income tax assessor, to be
nization
and others in the party migh
an assessor. Action also was deover the dinner, at the Copl t talk
ferred on this appointment. .
on Jan 8. Daniel J. Driscoll ey Plaza
state president of the You of Lynn,
Elected state treasurer in i219,
crats, called the company ng Demo,A)
to erder,
Burrell resigned Sept. 3, 1920, at the
but, after a short stat
ement of the
request of Gov. Calvin Coolidge when
purpose of the meeting,
the gavel over to Joseph he turned
objections were raised to some a
A.
Mayn
ard,
collector of the port.
Mr Maynard
Bunch's practices. Nominated tor
confessed that he was 61
years old
the same office again in 1930, he was
yesterday, but argued that
for that
defeated at the election by State
reason, if for no other,
he was qualified to preside over
Treasurer Charles F. Hurley when
a
l'it
icis
gathering of
m of Boanis Members
Young Democrats. He was
he was bolted by thousands of Reguine about the outlook for very sanpublicans at the suggestion of James
To
Sifted at Public
Be
the
Dem
ocrats in the nation and
Jack
son of Westwood. who succeedalso
in
the
Session Tomorrow
state and predicted that
ed Burrell as treasurer.
be carried for Presiden both would
Former State Auditor Alonzo B.
t Roosevelt in
Various state °facials associat
this year's election.
ed
Cook also has a position in the indirectly and indirectly with the
Thereafter Mr Maynard
pacome tax division.
a sort
of ''experience meeting" led
st
in which !role of inmates of toe state penal
several of the Young
institutions will be directed
Democrats and
today
some of the older leaders
of the party
to aapear before Gov. Curley
urged that every effort be
and
made to
assure the success of the comi
the executive council tomorrow
aftng
dinner. Representatives of
ernoon for it public hearing on
the
towns in the eastern part ofcities and
methods now employed in reco
reported marked 'interest the state
m•
and
gave
mending paroles.
assurance of a large attendan
ce
from
their communities. Some of
Those scheduled to be exam
ined
enthusiastic predicted that the more
by the Governor and the coun
1000 peocilple would be at the dinner
and the
lors are Arthur T. Lyma
dance which will follow.
n, state
commissioner of correction;
Representatives of Plymouth
and
Worcester counties, each of whic
Gluey. Matthew W. BullockRichard
h
will have a dinner of its own
Emmett Gavin, members and P.
of
Jackson Day, said their prospects on
state
parole board: Francis J. the
W.
were most encouraging. Mr Donaalso
Lana
gan,
warden at state pris
hue
on;
of Worcester stated that although two
Maj. Michael J. Dee. superintendDemocratic clubs will have dinn
ent at the state reformatory;
ers
in that city on Jan 8. they are workrice W. Winslow, superintendeMaunt
ing in harmony and each will be
the state prison colony, and Miri of
1 represented at the dinner of the
Van Waters. superi-tendent of am
the
other.
state reformatory for women.
Atty Gen Paul A. Dever, State
Tress Charles F. HilriPv
Atialitor
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SPEND NOW! SAVE LATER!

Economies in state administration can or three out of the seven. A federal law of
wait, as there is "ample time" for the work 1 this kind would remove Chief Justice Hughes
of determining just what form they should and Associate Justices Van Deyanter, Mctake. But we should not delay our spending Reynolds, Brandeis and Sutherland. The
program. We .need immediately a million late Oliver Wendell Holmes would have been
dollar addition to the State House. We must compelled to depart before he had reached
build a hospital for the crirhinally insane— the prime of his intellectual power.
Whatever the virtue of this proposal, by
the total cost , won't exceed a million and ;
three-quarters. We should proceed at once which the Governor would name three'justo erect a memorial (expense not estimated tices immediately and a fourth would be
yet) "of sufficient size to provide aaommo- ' named soon after next December, when
dations for veterans of all wars." The , Justice Field will be seventy, the problem is
birds and fishes should be conserved by an not urgent. It can safely wait for action
until the finances of the state are in sounder
outlay of $100,000.
We should defer economies until a corn- condition. The standing of the court is high,
mittee of sixteen finishes its exploration of and the chief justice is most vigorous. The
possibilities, but meanwhile we /should have: present retirement arrangement is not
wholly satisfactory, but is not so bad that it
(1)—A continuation of the 10 per cent: connot safely be allowed
to continue for a
Increase in the taxes on incomes of indi- few
years more.
viduals, estates and corporations. (This is
Much more important than penalizing
the measure which the Legislature en- judges
because they have been guilty of
acted last year for the "temporary" relief
attaining the patriarchal age of seventy
of taxpayers.)
Governor for
(2)—A higher tax for five years on the are the suggestions of the
of the dischanges
administration
in
the
use and sale of gasoline. Other states
trict courts. The Supreme Court has already
are doing it.
'ordered one modification. Others are re(.3)—A doubled fee for the operation of
quired. But is the Governor entirely sinmotor trucks.
(4)—A tax of forty cents a gallon on cere in what he says? He showed no zeal
at all for improvement of the district court
alcohol.
system
last year. The belief on Beacon
package
(5)—A tax of two cents on a
of cigarettes. (The federal government Hill was that he did not wish to have the
now collects six) and a corresponding tax members of the Legislature construe his
remarks on the subject in his 1935 message
on other tobacco products.
with too much literalness.
(6)—A $5.00 tax on slot machines.
The message is an elaborate document,
That is the Governor's "revenue and with thirteen main sections and twentyretrenchment" philotfirhy and program as three sub-headings. It is extremely
long
he presented them to the Legislature yes- and wordy. It would have been improved if
terday. He placed the emphasis, unfor- the Governor had curtailed it 50 per cent.
tunately, on revenue, not retrenchment. He or even more. He might well
take his
spoke of the "necessity for increased econ- friend, the President, rather than Mr.
omy," but the message as a whole calls for Hoover, for a model in this respect. It is
uneconomical increases. He generalized for illumined, however, with
one or two flashes
the most part when he discussed economy. of wrath.
He was specific when he considered revenue
It refers, for example, to the "brutal disand spending.
regard" of the Legislature when it did not
The impressiou of the average person provide $25,000 for research
equipment in
after a careful examination of the message the Department of Mental
Diseases.
Failure
Governor
felt it would be of the Legislature to
will be that the
rather nice to make some reference to the authorizing a hospital finance a measure
costing a million and
problem which is engaging the thought of three-quarters, for
the criminally insane
the taxpayers. The greatest saving which seems to the Governor
to have been "duhe advocates would come from the small, plicity" which "smacks
of a low order al
one-chamber, biennial Legislature. But knavery without
precedent
in the history ol
that reform would require a constitutional the
commonwealth." The "neglect of state
amendment, which is a difficult, protracted wards . . .
represents the most sordid chapprocess, and the Legislature has managed ter possible
of recording in the annals of
to evade the issue to date.
the commonwealth."
The Governor's remarks on the tenure
Has any other Governor stigmatized the
of office by judges of the Supreme, Superior members of
the General Court as sordid,
and Land courts are especially interesting brutal
knaves in a formal state document
at this time. He would allow new appoint- which
will be immortalized in the archives?
ees to retire at seventy, apparently without
Presumably the General Court will make
relation to the number of years they had
some response, as the membership is the
sat. As to "present judges" he says that
same as it was last year.
they "should be given a reasonable time in
If the Governor would show as much
which to elect to retire on the same terms."
That is not so clear as it might be, but seems vigor in behalf of the non-criminal, sane
to mean that a judge of seventy would have residents of the commonwealth as for the
criminally insane, the Immediate future
a choice between election and ejection.
As applied to our Supreme Court, such a would be somewhat brighter. If he had urged
speed in economies and delay in expendilaw would mean the withdrawal of
Chief tures, his message would have been a
much
Justice Rugg and Justices Pierce and
Crosby, better New Year's greeting.
ior society.
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Crigarettes—Increased
GasolineImpost
SINGLE LEGISLATIVE
BODY EVERY 2 YEARS
Continuation of 10 P. C. Surtax—Double Motor Truck
Fees—Alcohol Tax
RETIREMENT FOR JURISTS
AT FULL SALARY ADVOCATED
age on Pages 8 and 9
Pull Text of Gov. Curley's Mess

By W. E. MULLINS
on for the voluntary
Imposition of new taxes and a yovisi
h court judges on reaching t he
retirement at full salary of hig
chief recommendations advanced
age of 70, were among the
in the mcssage he reed at the
by Go16.1,4rley yesterday
1936 Legislature.
' opening session of the

,
Recommending a continuation of the 10 per cent, surtax
i imposed on incomes last year, he also advocated an unspecified
increase in the gasoline tax, a retail sales tax of two cents on
cigarettes and tobacco, the doubling of motor truck registration fees, an excise of 40 cents on each proof gallon of alcohol,
a 11,2 per cent. boost in the state's share of the
"handle" on
dog racing pari-mutuels and a $5 fee on slot machines of every
description.
ADVOCATES PENSION SYSTEM
et
rectl!
lionusoef atoneawbsa
He asked the Legislature to es- i rprete ita
od
rgitholn
e
to th
tablish a pension system under divisions and
departments now rentwhich judges of the supreme, su- ing office quarters in the city of
Boston he asked an appropriation
perior and land courts on reach- of
$1,000,000. A war memorial was
ing the age of 70 years could be another recommendation, while a
retired on full salary, subject to new appropriation of $100,000 was
sought to advertise the state's recretemporary service on request of ational facilities, as was done
last
the chief justice of the court year.
Arriving in the
from which they have been re- at noon, he began House chamber
delivery of his
message within a few minutes, and
tired.
ended at 1:30 P. M. Greeted cordially
After offering his recommend- by the
legislators, he was occasionation for their voluntary retire- ally interrupted by antilaue
ment at '10 years, the Governoiil Prior to the joint convention, the
House and Senate organized their
said: "Present Judges of greate bodies for the year without metage should be given a reasonablejdent. No attempt was made in either
branch to interfere with continuatime in which to elect to retire or, tion in office of Leverett Saltonstall
as speaker of the House and of
the same terms."
James G. Moran of Mansfield as
In outlining his views for tht president of the Senate.
establishment of a broader bast
REMOVES DEAN
of the current tax structure, the The speaker caused some surprise
Governor said his objective is by removing Representative Ernest
the abolition of the present state J. Dean of Chilmark, Republican,
from the committee on ways and
tax imposed on the cities and means, because of his recent aptowns to absorb the annual def- pointment by the Governor to the
position of state commissioner of
icit in state revenues.
conservation.
Handicapped by a heavy cold Urging the representatives to conwhich forced him to bed late in th elude their session early, he suggestafternoon, the Governor required ed that committee reports be acnearly 90 minutes to complete the cepted, except in instances where
reading of his extended message. In there is a wide difference of opinion.
addition to including two-score rec- He also asked the House members
ommendations, the message also was to refrain from asking for roll-calls,
to a certain extent a review of the except in instances where a standing
first year of his administration,
vote was very close. The time conThe development of the state's sumed in calling the roll in the last
mental disease institutions and fa- session was four weeks, he said.
cilities commanded more of his at- President Moran appointed Senatention than any other subject he tor Theodore R. Plunkett of Adams
discussed. He chided the Legislature to the place on the rules committee
for its failure last year to appropri- from which Senator Joseph R. Cotate adequate funds for the care of ton of Lexington resigned last year.
mentally ailing citizens aud urged He assigned Senator William H.
the legislators to adopt his plans thisMcSweeney, the new member from
Salem, to the chairmanship of the
year.
In renewing his recommendationcommittee on harbors and public
for the establishment of a circuitlands and to a place on the commitsystem of district courts, he also tee on counties to succeed Senator
asked for legislation that would bar Plunkett, who moved up to rules.
district court judges from engaging The speaker appointed Representin the practice of civil cases in their ative John W. Lase' of Northbridge
own courts. The supreme court re- to succeed Dean on ways and means
cently ordered district court judges and assigned Dean to the committee
to refrain from the practice of on public safety,
criminal law in any courts.
The Governor again asked for the
abolition of the ancient state prison
at Charlestown, recommending the
construction of a new building there
for a receiving station for convicted
felons.
He suggested the adoption of a unicameral Legislature as a means of
speeding up legislative activity and
also of reducing the cost of the state
government. He would have a large
committee appointed of legislators
and businessmen who would be
charged with the duty of recommending methods by which the cost of
the state government could be reduced•
.ior society.

Saltonstall Is Cheered 1
At News Checks Ready'
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall's
announcement to the House yesterday that traveling expense
cheeks were ready at the office of
Charles F. Hurley, state treasurer,
was greeted with applause that
the Governor might well have
envied.

Curley Advocates New Tax Plan
Judges Retirement in Annual
Message
Although many thousands of
Well-intentioned Americans believe
that the social security program
does not go far enough, in the '
judgment of competent authorities
it is the one plan which the public
are prepared to accept. Its acceptance, however, may be jeopardized
by other plans, which, while representing good intentions and a desire to solve a tremendous problem,
may destroy the real objective
sought, namely, the welfare of the
entire people.
The failure of the Legislature to
act promptly, coupled with the
tardy adoption of a program by
government,
has
the
federal
wrought great hardship to countless
deavoring to devise a method where- thousands of the citizens who have
To the Honorable Senate and House
by the individual citizen and his been unable to comprehend the
• of Representatives:
family may be safeguarded from re- delay, and in many cases the inThe year 1936 should prove
curring periods of depression, with action of both federal and state
its toll of misery and unemployment. agencies. With the funds that have
memorable in 'the annals of our
They are seeking compensatory pro- been made available through legiscountry, marking as it will the end
tection for women and men of ad- lative action in the commonwealth
of the greatest depression ever
vanced years, as well as protection of Massachusetts, employment has
visited upon the American people.
for the maimed and the blind.
been furnished, and men and
In common with every American
women have been transferred from
citizen, it was my belief, at the time
Social Justice
welfare rolls to pay rolls but it
of the assemblage of the Legislais accepted by every forward-lookture in 1935, that a program of work
Program in Nation
ing intelligent individual that both
and wages, both in the nation, the
The operation of the program for the federal and state governments
states, and subdivisions of the states,
social justice should represent the have their limitations and that in
would be in full operation. I bedawn of a new day and a new era the last analysis it is to private
lieved that New Year's day in 1936
Industry that we must look for the
in the life of the nation.
would find the people of America
To the womanhood and manhood ultimate transfer of the unemployed
transferred from welfare rolls to pay
of the nation it will serve as a guar- to employment.
rolls, an prosperity so general in
antee of protection from powerful
the nation that no worthy individagencies beyond the ability of the Session Marked by
ual seeking opportunity to employ
individual to control, namely, inthe talents of brain and hand with
dustrial depression and unemploy- Humane Legislation
which God had endowed him would
ment. To the children and youth
That we have entered upon 8.1
be denied the opportunity,
of the nation it will represent a ful- new era in the social and economic
In Massachusetts I advocated an
Aliment of the pledge of equality of life of the nation is generally acindependent course for the absorpopportunity and the transformation cepted. For the security of the
tion of the unemployed, realizing
from theory to reality of this consti- nation and the well-being of the
the intricate and' ponderous chartutional guarantee. It is the tnost people, a change from the old order
acter of federal government agencies
important subject that has con- is not only imperative but inevitand their inability to provide work
fronted the people of the American able. As an offset to increased proand wages within a reasonable time,
nation in its entire history. Its duction, we are reluctantly giving
In the commonwealth this adadoption is inevitable. Its operation consideration to the acceptance of
ministration has discharged its poris a fulfillment of the Biblical a shorter working week as one
Von of the obligation imposed by
promise that "out of evil cometh
method of making a reality of the
the Legislature, which provided
theory of the right of the individual
good."
funds not only grudgingly but in
be
found
Against its adoption will
to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
such limited amount as to make imarrayed the same reactionary alehappiness.
possible the complete fulfillment of
great
ments
that
have
opposed
every
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the pledge Af work and wages.
reform in the history of the nation, was notable not alone for the fact
We are embarking upon a program
actuated in large measure either by
that it was the longest session it
of social' justice that five years ago
personal selfishness or by fear of
would have been regarded as the
the history of the commonwealth,
confiscation
of
property,
which
not
quintessence of socialism. We are
but for the additional fact that it
infrequently has been accumulated
beginning to properly evaluate the
marked the enactment of more prothrough the sweating of the wasted
true concfiept of the scriptural adgressive and humane legislation
bodies of women and children in
monition, "I am my brother's keepthan any previous session.
industry. It is unfortunate that
er."
Among the measures of prime
this element of American society
The adoption by the 1935 Legisimportance enacted were those dealoverlooks the all-important fact
'attire of a state unemployment corning with workmen's compensation,
that we leave this world as we
pensation law as the state's conwhich marked the end of the atroenter it; that the only thing we
tribution to the social welfare procious practice of discontinuing patleave behind when we depart this
gram represents the most forward
ments to persons Permanently inlife is the record of service and
step undertaken for the welfare of
capacitated at the end of five yeah
sacrifice to God and fellowman that
humanity in the history of the nawe ourselves write while here.
tion. The adoption of the program
In its entirety Is today taxing the
thought and ingenuity of the ablest
minds In the land. They are en-

Failure of Work, Wages Program
Here Placed Upon Legislature

Adoption of State Unemployment Compensation Law Called Forward Step for
Welfare of Humanity

and the making tut provision ier Industrial Accident Board. My opin- accidents.
A definite forward step has been
payment during the lifetime of the' ion, supplemented by the surveys
individual. Equally important frmei of competent authorities, is that the taken in this matter in the eliminathe standpoint of the worker was division of jurisdiction between these tion of the guest from compulsory
the amendment to the law defin- two agencies causes much wasteful insurance. The full effect of this
ing the "average weekly wage." overlapping of effort, and defeats amendment will not be experienced
thereby ending the vicious practice
the purpose which should be the until next year, but it is in effect
of payment to a worker suffering
primary objective of both—the pre- partial repeal. The presence of guest
Injury in his employment insufvention of industrial accidents and coverage in the law offered tne least
protection to the individual and the
ficient to provide for even the diseases.
most meager of his needs.
Legislation is necessary to permit greatest temptation to collusion and !
Dependents of the workers are
the Department of Labor and Indus- exaggerated claims. By eliminating ;
no longer subject to privation be- tries to take over the Industrial Ac- the guest from the compulsory incause of the penalties imposed by
cident Board's duties, and I trust surance coverage the cost of placing
money lenders in the matter of the it will be authorized promptly.
a car on the road was reduced by
attachment of wages to an extent
The inhuman practice of compel- I 8.4 per cent.
which rendered the borrower help- ling an institutional employe to labor
Now l.hat the guest has been elimless, resulting in privation to his for such a long period of time as to inated from this law we should turn
dependents.
impair both health and mentality, , public attention to another weak
The Workmen's Compensation and render impossible the character , spot.—the occupant of the non-negAgt as enacted makes provision for of kind and humane treatment that ligent car. While we have the greatthe protection of laborers, workmen
unfortunate wards of the state are est of syspathy for any one who is
and mechanics and certain other entitled to receive, has happily end- riding in a car and is injured by the
classes of employees, but no provi- ed through the adoption of the ! negligence of some one else, we must
sion has been made for the protec- Forty-eight Hour Law.
nevertheless, realize that claims in
tion of nurses in the institutions.
this class have grown from 14,000 in
The work of these men and women Employment of Minors
1927 to 39.000 in 1934. The remarkIs equally as hazardous as persons
able part of the picture is that 32,000
in the laV-enforcing or fire-protec- Frowned on Again
out of the 39,000. in 1934, represent
tion branches of the public service,
claims for less than $100. PrelimiThe
adoption
of
this
humane
since they are constantly exposed to measure of legislation
has made nec- nary figures for 1935 indicate that
the danger of disease and death, and, essary the
there will be a further increase in
in my opinion, are entitled to pro- twenty-five employment of some the numper of these claims /fir this
hundred women and
tection.
men, arid while it has increased the year. Thus does the small claimant
I accordingly recommend such ad- cost of
nullify the excellent record of our
ditions to existing law as would make of the conducting the institutions state.
State, should shortly be repossible the inclusion of this very
deserving group within the provi- flected in an improvement both
physically and mentally of its real Elimination of False,
sions of the Workmen's Compensabeneficiaries, — the wards of the
tion Act.
Groundless Cases
The basic well-being of a nation is State.
With the excess unemployed
In the same period of time there
gauged by the progress of its working people. It has been the history adults seeking work and wages for has been no appreciable increase in
of modern civilization that economic the maintenance of themselves and the claims made and paid for death
justice must displace selfish ex- their families, I renew the recom- and injury of pedestrians on the
ploitation if the political and social mendations of last year, since no highways of the commonwealth, so
structure of the community is to en- excuse seems to exist for a continu- that it must be apparent to every
ance of the employment of boys and thoughtful individual that there is
dure.
serious question as to the validity of
Many fundamental changes must girls under the age of 16.
While sympathy and praise are the large number of the 39,000 claims
be made here in Massachusetts to
translate the principal of economic I deserved for children who saek to by occupants of automobiles that
justice into law. We, would welcome ' contribute to the support 07 their were made in 1934 and an equally
the opportunity to do so without de- families, the net effect of their com- large if not larger numoer for the
lay, but Massachusetts is but a part petition is to deprive some Worthy year 1935.
The problem, then, of lowering
of the American workshop and adults of work or to drive down the
market place. Our most grievous compensation for such work. These the cost of placing a car on the road
children,
during
their
unfortunately.
outmost
recepare,
difficulties
is the reduction of such claims and
side the realm of our jurisdiction. tive years, are deprived of the train- the elimination of the false and
Conscientious employers and their ing so necessary to equip them prop- groundless claims.' I believe that
employes in this sovereign Common- erly for the present-day arduous ac- this can be effected by adequate
wealth are, in too many instances, tivities in trade or industry.
provision for sufficient personnel in
If the years of employment are to the registry division and immediate
, fettered by the practices of sweator
a
proprietors
a
hundred
be
shortened,
it
shop
is much wiser to investigation of accidents and more
thousand miles away.
keep these children in school, at stringent provisions for immediate
Fortunately, there are many mat- least until they are 16, so that they report. If this is not done, I can
ters on which we can proceed with- mu mare aptly earn the'• way when see no alternative other than a re-,
out competitive challenge. During they do start. Good
citizenship as peal of the compulsory Insurance
the last session of the Great and well as personal
opportunity neces- law. There is need for immediate
General Court, an unprecedented
and drastic action. Racketeering
progress was made in establishing sitates the raising of the school- upon spurious claims by
venal ator amending basic labor laws. The leaving age from 14 to 16.
torneys in collusion with doctors
Executive Department has taken
and professional claimants mtist be
steps to vitalize the whole scope of Accidents Fair
stopped. A great industry which is
new and old legislation by assuring Index to
threatened with destruction through
Claims
an alert and sympathetic adminiscriminal exploitation must be conFor the first time since the law
tration of the Department of Labor
served. I therefore renew my recomand Industries.
has been in effect a definite halt has
mendation of a year ago that addibeen made in the steadily increasing
tional inspectors be authorized in
Labor,Industries
the registry of motor vehicles, and
cost of placing a car on the road
that the law relating to report of
The cost of compulsory insurance is
' Changes Urged
accidents be strengthened. In addiReorganization of the Department based upon claim payment, and all
tion it is worthy of your consideraof our efforts in the field of acciof Labor and Industries is essential dent prevention will be
tion whether violators of the autonullified unIf the interests of the employer, less we can keep
mobile laws may not be required to
down
the
cost
ol
employee and taxpayer alike are' to claim
install governors on their cars limpayments.
be served. This Department will not
Accidents are important, but I iting operation to 30 miles per hour
fulfill the functions necessary under
claims
are nearly equally important.! as a condition of continued license.
modern conditions until it combines
The reduction In mortgage interan adequate and reliable reporting Twenty accidents at $100 per claim
est rates from 6 per cent. to 51/2
of our current trade and industry may produce a cost of $2000, and, on
with the competent planning of a the other hand, one accident may ! per cent., which it has been estimated represents a saving to the
produce a cost of $5000. Accidents
Statewide program.
people of the commonwealth of ap- 'L.
The obvious first step in this reor- are a fair index to claims, but statisproximately $12,000,000, has been a
ganization, however, is for the De- tics show that claim payments cancontributing factor in the lightenpartment to assume the duties of the not. be measured by the number of
ing of the burden of the hnmp owner
ior society.

but in view of the
money and the low plenitude of
paid by the fiduciar interest rates
there is, in my opin y institutions,
ion, need for
further reduction.
One of the addition
essential to the furtheral measures
protection
of the public, both fro
and from themselves, m exploiters
installment sales law. is a uniform
With that
need in mind. I
s;pring. from the mem appointed last
bership of the
Governor's advisory
:Rib-committee known committee, a
as
•mittee on consumer cred the cornI assigned the difficult it, to which
task
ing a uniform installment of draftsales law
and a square deal to the publ
ic, and
that would guarantee
protection
at the same time re-estab
confidence in installmentlish the
that is essential to the prot buying
ection of
this important industry.

overalers.
The commission who do not appreciatir what the
secondary
rightly urges tha
t consideration be of turnin schools are doing by way
g out students who are
given to a feas
not
ible and just means economically inform
ed. I
of regulating
all instalment sales. ingly now recommend, spec accordific
ally
,
With this opinion,
the committee on that a commission be organized to
study the situ
consumen credit
concurs, and has findings and ation and report its
recommendations.
drafted a bill
The return of prosperity
plish that purp designed to accomwhich
has definitely begun sho
That is precose.
uld mark
isel
y
an
end
the
of
the
prot
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ecti
which borrowers
tom that has obon
now have under the
tained during the past
uniform small loa
years of
n law, first adopt- two or more families shafive
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ring a home
commonwealth of
or an apartment, thereb
chusetts, and
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now
other states. The in force in 26 a demand for homes, and making
law works. In necessary a building construc
this state, during
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536 loans were a single year, 189,- program. Lack of employment and
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not
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be
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will constibe passed. The law fails to reach, mendation of last year
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payers of the city or
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Uniform Installment
Sales Law Needed

Economic Education
For the Electorate

Majority of Companies
In State Reputable

and the. ..nialtuaz. Au.. tuft:11.'1=n. Iir . I 'Encino rick i
stantial amount of labor in the
building trades.
In many instances where there is
need of slum clearance and low-cost
housing, municipal authorities prove
unwilling to take the initiative, and
in each case, however great the need,
the State Board of Housing under
existing legislation is without authority to take any steps to relieve the
situation. I recommend, therefore,
that in cities and towns in which
no housing authority exists, or in
which such authority as exists is inactive, the State Board of Housing
be authorized to proceed under proper limitations with a low-cost housing project, whether it relates to new
1 houses or the rehabilitation of sound
' but obsolete existing structures, and
that State funds be appropriated to
! meet the cost of such projects.

Jobless Insurance
Changes Stressed
One of the outstanding achievements of the year 1935 was the creation of the Unemployment Compensation Commission. This commission
is designed to safeguard the welfare
of the people of the nation through
Unemployment Insurance, and real
old age assistance, and adequate
safeguards and care for the maimed
and blind children of the state.
The Unemployment Insurance Act
should ultimately prove a par.acea
for industrial depressions through
maintaining within the ranks of the
consumers the unemployed men and
- omen of the nation as well as the
aged, who, without legislation of
this character, would be without the
funds necessary not only for the
maintenance of their families, but
would be unable to aid private industry, through the absence of purchasing power.
The law was enacted prior to its
adoption by the federal government,
and that maximum compensation
under the federal program may not
be denied the commonwealth I respectfully urge the adoption of such
amendments to the existing law as
may be necessary, to the end that
it conforms to the provisions of
the federal act.
The prevailing opinion as expressed izar the head of the American Federation of Labor relative to
the enactment of legislation by the
General Court in 1935 is best
summed up in his own language in
which he states that "Massachusetts has become the laboratory for
liberal progressive legislation, since
more laws in the interest of the
worker were enacted in 1935 in
Massachusetts than in any 10-year
period in the history of the commonwealth." It is highly desirable
that the exceptional record established in 1935 be maintained during 1936, and I am quite certain
that this is possible, provided that
we recognize at all times the fact
that we are simply the servants of
the people, elected to carry out
their will and to do so in conformity with our oath and with
our desire to serve and to be of
service.
1 Law Enforcement
;Restrictions Cited
I

The advantages enjoyed by organized crime through speedy motor
vehicles, the radio, able attorneys
and other agencies cannot be successfully combated until such time
as a portion of the fetters with
which legal restrictions bind law-
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ig—
enforcing agencies have been removed. The 73d Congress enacted
an interstate compact permitting
co-operative efforts, through agreements between two or more states,
through which the haven of refuge
ever in the past open to the criminal world, known as the border line
between states, May be eliminated,
and the law-enforcing officials of
one state permitted to pursue law
violators into another state.
I accordingly recommend the enactment of such legislation as will
permit of the immediate adoption
of the provisions now permissible in
consequence of federal legislation
recently enacted.
The narcotic drug act adopted
by the Legislature, conforming as
it does to the federal legislation, has
already proven of inestimable benefit both to the drug addicts and to
the victims of the drug addicts—
the.public as a whole.
In my inaugural message I recommended that the size of the Legislature be reduced by diminishing the
number of members of the two
branches, and with sessions held
biennially.
The chief advantage of these
' changes would be an obvious economy, a saving for our hard- pressed
taxpayers. I not only adhere to this
belief at the present time. but I am
convinced that still further economies might be achieved through
the adoption of the unicameral Legislature similar to the system now
in operation in Nebraska.
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One Body Legislature;
Biennial Sessions
There is no need for two chambers today. Historically, the Senate,
or "upper'' house, was to act as an
aristocratic check on the more democratic "lower" house, similar to the
English Lords-Commons relationship. Yet the progress of political
democracy has emasculated the
' House of Lords, and in our own
state has fortunately made both our
Senate and our House of Representatives truly democratic bodies. Nor
is there the basis for two chambers
that we find in Washington, where
one house is made up of representatives of governmental units and the
other consists of men chosen by
popular grouns of equal size. In our
commonwealth the members of both
houses are representative of population groups of equal size, and so
dunlicate constituencies.
One great advantage in the unicamerical Legislature is that it does
away with the conference committee
that exists to reconcile the differences in a measure passed by both
houses, and that often ends by producing a bill that is satisfactory to
nobody. These secret meetings of
conference committees are undemocratic, uneconomic, undesirable—
yet absolutely necessary under' our
present two-house system. The
members of these committees are appointed by the speaker of the House
and the president of the Senate, and
considering the inordinate power
resting in the hands of the committees, one can appreciate the concentration of authority in the hands of
the two appointing powers. This
situation partly explains the somewhat bitter struggle over the election
of the Senate president one year ago.
Furthermore, the unicameral system enables us to place responsibility, and to conduct the business
of government efficiently and economically.All votes would be taken
i In the open and subject to roll call,

•

"I am fully aware that Your Excellency is greatly concerned and
anxious that the cost of state government be not increased, and that
wherever possible decrease in this
cost be accomplished. I also know
from the many things I have heard
you say that Your Excellency is
greatly concerned about the type of
care and treatment accorded the unfortunates of this commonwealth.
When you consider that the great
majority of the citizens who are in
1 the state hospitals are there against
1 their wills. and that the
wealth has assumed the responsibility of their care and treatment, I
feel that I can say without successful contradiction that they are entitled to the best care and treatment
the commonwealth can possibly give
them, and that the commonwealth
is not only duty bound but obligated to see that they get it."

Wrentham State School Needs
$12,000 to Provide Equipment
Reduction in Power Rates in Homes Will
Represent During 12 Months Period
Saving of $2000.000
to I Tsers
upon request

of the chief justice of
and each act would be transacted the court. There is always need of k
under the spotlight of publicity. It such additional service. The suwould enable the representative to preme judicial court has long been
act so that the voter could follow his overworked, and the superior court
record—without confusion, withbut has long been unable
to keep up
evasion, without subterfuge, but in with its business. It has been necesclearly defined votes and statements. sary to draft district court judges for
I therefore recommend the adop- service in the superior court crimtion of a constitutional amendment inal cases, and to refer many civil
to make the unicameral Legislature cases to masters and auditors. at
possible, a reduction in membership, great public expense. Retired
judges
and biennial sessions.
could
c
be very useful. A study of
Our system of judicial selection the vital statistics of the judiciary
The writer then goes on to prove
and tenure has preserved the inde- leads to a belief that
the cost of
that due economy has been mainpendence, and consequently the im- the
proposed plan, not compensated
partiality, of our judiciary, and has by
tained in this department, and that
service, would be small. The deattracted to the service of the cornits institutions have been maintained
monwealth judges who have ranked I tails of the proposed plan have been
carefully studied, and it appears not
at a net weekly per capita cost of
among the best in this country or
only $5.96, From persons in the inabroad. The defect in our system to be open to sound objection. The
proposed plan serves at one stroke
has been the absence of a workable p
stitutions who are able to pay, the
provision for the retirement of to relieve the anxieties of aging
department has collected an averj
and to improve the judicial
judges who, because of age, can no judges
age of $750,000 per year. There is
longer meet completely the require. service of the commonwealth.
no good reason why we should slump
ments of the office. A pension systo a lower level of treatment.
tem formerly helped to that end;
The department of mental disbut it was abolished in 1920, except
eases supervises 16 state institutions,
for a few vestiges. It is possible to
13 for the care of the mentally ill
The brutal disregard for the welcure that defect and at the same
and three for the feeble-minded.
time make the judicial office more fare of those whose plea seldom reThe working capacity of the state
secure and more attractive to men ceives attention is evidenced in the
hospitals caring for the former was
with the high qualities required. A failure to equip a research building
17,671 as of Nov. 1, 1935. Into this
provision for voluntary retirement completed in 1931 at considerable
space were crowded 21,023 patients.
from full active service at 70, with- expenditure of public money, and
This figure shows 3200 (or, roughly,
out resort to the processes of re- which to the present time remains
17 per cent.) patients more than the
moval under part 2, chapter 3, ar- unused, due to the failure of the
working capacity of the hospitals
ticle 1 of the constitution, or com- Legislature to provide the sum of
justifies, thus making difficult proppulsory retirement under amend- $25,000 for equipment. The approer segregation, retarding recovery,
ment LVIII, would, if coupled with priations authorized in 1933, which
a sufficiently favorable retirement the public was led to believe would , and making very uncomfortable the
living conditions of permanent paallowance instead of the inadequate provide additional bed space, has
tients.
one given by existing statutes to added but few beds to the accommoThe Department believes that a
judges retired under amendment dations of the department of mental
unit caring for not more than 2,000
LXIII, relieve aging judges from diseases, the entire sum being found
patients is the maximum for efficient
the necessity of trying with failing necessary for administration, fire
strength to perform the full duties protections and other important esadministration. Before adding greater housing facilities to existing inof an arduous office. Practically all sentials neglected over a period of a
of them would gladly avail them- quarter of a century. The duplicity
stitutions the money allowed this
selves of such a provision. The practiced in 1935 through the au- department from the bond issue of
commonwealth would be assured of thorization for the establishment of
1933 and the P. W. A. has been largea full quota of judges intellectually a hospital for the criminally insane ly spent for renewing outmoded and
In the prime of life, without need at a cost of $1,750,000 without mak- inefficient service accommodations,
of drastic action against men who ing provision for the money, savors and in enlarging those possible of
have given long and honorable ser- of a low order of knavery without enlargement. The institutions for
vice, and whose only fault is the precedent in the history of the com- the mentally ill should be enlarged
I natural one of failing to recognize monwealth.
to accommodate 2.000 patients each
the gradual waning of their powers
The problem of the proper care of as speedily as possible. This would
mental defectives demands serious mean the enlargement of twelve
consideration coupled with coura- state institutions, providing for a
geous action by the Legislature, and total of 24,000 mental patients, and
that every member of the Legisla- for an average annual increase of
Accordingly I recommend the en- ture may be in possession of the 450 patients for several years to
actment of legislation permitting a facts, I am including in my annual come. The department is prepared
to put such a program into operajudge of any of the three courts of message a report from the depart- tion
at short notice.
ment of mental diseases, which is
state-wide jurisdiction, upon reachThe new forty-eight hour legislanot only a most illuminating docuing the age of 70, to retire volun- ment but a most thorough indict- tion for state hospital employes has
tarily at full salary from full active ment of neglect not only of a sworn given greatly improved service, but
there remain 1,324 additional emservice, just as federal judges may duty but of an obligation to those ployes who
have no facilities for
who, because of their mental condido. Present judges of greater age tion, are not in a position to voice a living in the institation buildings as
the
reasonable
time
department believes they should
should be given a
united protest against a continuin which to elect to retire on the ance of conditions both disgraceful do. Plus those employes whose livretired
ing
so
Judges
quarters are undesirable, there
same terms.
and dangerous.
should remain bound, as they arc
The following is an abstract of a should be new living quarters pronot bound under the federal system, report to the Governor from the vided for at least 1,500.
The three state schools under this
to perform such service as their deputy commissioner of the departhealth and strength may permit, merit of mental diseases:deoartment are taking care of 5.051
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patients, where the rated working
capacity is 3,893,—an overcrowding
of about 30 per cent. There are 3,200 applications on file for patients
for whom there are no possible accommodations. This number is constantly increasing, because during
the depression the relatives of these
people have been forced, often
against their will, to seek relief from
the Commonwealth.
If these schools were brought up
to a 2,000 working capacity apiece,
the existing crowding would be
remedied and about 1,000 could be
taken off the waiting list. To provide for the whole waiting list would
need an additional school of 2,000
capacity. Obviously an extra school
is greatly needed .
In the Bridgewater State Hospital for the criminally insane there
are at present 879 patients. Sixtyfive per cent. of them are ordinary
mental cases who are at Bridgewater
because of a previous conflict with
the law. Only 35 per cent need more
secure care than the civil state hospital usually provides. The present
state hospital for the criminally insane is under the Department of
Correction, whereas I believe that
the greater number of patients there
do not need correctional treatment
so much as mental care and treatment by the Department of Mental
Diseases.

No Funds for State
Hospital at Norfolk
Because this is generally believed
to be advisable the Legislature of
1935 (chapter 421 of the acts of
1935) passed an act enabling the establishment of a state hospital for
the mentally ill at Norfolk, to be under control of the department of
mental diseases. But the Legislature
provided no funds for its building.
To build this institution will require
about one and three-quarters million
dollars. This appropriation is urgently needed.
At Bridgewater, also, are 500 defective delinquents on indeterminate sentence. They are not natural criminals but get into trouble because of their feeble-mindedness.
There are not sufficient accommodations for them at present. A new
hospital for the criminally insane
I would release proper facilities for
them at Bridgewater.
In spite of constant care there is
considerable fire hazard at the various institutions. A disastrous fire is
always a possibility. There is need of
greater protection such as sprinkler
systems. We have budgeted for this
protection, if the money is made
available. Many buildings at the
Boston State Hospital are probably
beyond protection by sprinkler systems, and in the long run modern
fireproof buildings would be more
economical.
The department has collected figures on the cost of replacing obsolete electric wiring, and is removing this fire hazard as fast as money
Is made available.
Probably the most indefensible
item in the report is that which has
to do with the new research building
at the Wrentham state school which
was to be used especially for research into the problem of mental
defect. Massachusetts is the first
state in the Union to legally establish a division of mental hygiene.
This division is a part of the depart.

ment of mental diseases and handles problems relating to the cause
of and prevention of mental disease, feeble-mindedness, epilepsy,
and other cconditions of abnormal
mentality.
A building has been erected at
Wrentham for htis necessary preventive purpose, but no money has
been supplied for equipping it. It
stands empty.

burdening the taxpayer shouia no
longer be tolerated, and we should
meet a condition and a situation,
the further disregarding of which
should stamp the law-making bodies
of Massachusetts as both unworthy
and unfit.

Saving by Reduction
Of Power Rates

The reduction in the rates for
electric power in the homes, which
was put in operation in April of
1935. will represent during the 12month neriod a saving in excess of
It could be equipped for as little $2.000,000 to users of electricity, and
as $12,000, and the department the commission designated to perurges such provision, as soon as fect a sliding scale arrangement is
possible. But bricks and mortar, confident that the adoption of a
plan upon which they have been
this report concludes, do not alone working with industry and fidelity
make hospitals. There must be during the past year should ultialso a sufficient number of ade- mately result in a further substanquately trained personnel to per- tial saving in the charges for elecform the duties for which these tricity. which, translated into simbuildings are established.
pler language, means a further reIn 1935 the question of providing duction in the cost of living with
proper accommodations for the benefit to the people, and through
mental defectives of the common- Increased consumption without inwealth was considered solely from jury to the producer.
the standpoint of politics, and the
Public service corporations are
needs of the unfortunate charges granted franchise rights and priviwere disregarded. Neither the plea leges that obviously are of great
of political expediency nor the de- value. The community, therefore,
mand for economy at the expense is entitled to enjoy the greatest posof those whose plea for considera- sible service at the least possible
tion has so long been denied will cost, commensurate with a fair rejustify failure to report the re- turn upon the capital prudently inquired financial legislation so essen- vested by the public service comtial to the well-being of the mental panies. The good of the community,
defectives and so necessary to the and the greatest opportunity for
honor of the commonwealth.
continued successful operation of the
The neglect of state wards, and companies, can best be realized
more particularly the mental de- through the establishment of a
fectives, represents the most drab schedule of rates which encourage
and sordid chapter possible of increased consumption. It is my berecording in the annals of the com- lief that the only way to encourage
monwealth. A forward step was Increased sales, to insure
undertaken in 1935 in the establish- returns to the companies,profitable
and to
ment of the 48-hour week as against provide the most
economical serthe 70 and 80-hour week heretofore vice
to the public, Is by means of a
In vogue, but the failure to provide system
the necessary money on the plea sistentlyof rate charges which condecrease as a result of inof economy for the housing of the
creased consumption. The conadditional employes represents but sumers
of the commonwealth should
an additional chapter in the program of chicanery so long practiced share in any returns to the comIn the case of mental defectives. panies in excess of a fair rate of
It is on a par with the failure, to return, and the consumers' share in
provide funds 'for protection from excess earnings should take the form
conflagration at any time during of reduced rates. To best accomthe existence of the department of plish these ends, it is my opinion
mental diseases. The mental de- that the institution of a sliding
fectives are human beings, and it is scale system of rate determination
clearly the duty of the state to will best serve the interests of the
safeguard their lives, and this is not companies and the people of the
done so long as they are herded in commonwetilth. It is highly imporbuildings of inflammable construc- tant, in the establishment of such
tion, with steel doors and steel mesh a system of rate regulation, that we
on the windows, and devoid of either determine, first, what is a fair rate
sprinklers or fire alarm systems in of return; second, what is a lair
and equitable rate base; third, what
a majority of the buildings.
A waiting list of 3800 for zdmis- is the proper basis of participation
Mon to the schools for feeble-minded by the consumers and the comchildren, and the declaration by the panies in any excess earnings which
officials in charge that no admis- might arise, above a determinf'd
sions held been made during a period fair rate of return; and fourth, that
of four years, and that none can the state regulatory commission vigbe guaranteed for a period of four ilantly supervise the proper operamore years unless construction is tion of this arrangement.
undertaken at once, presents a situTtterefore I recommend the folation for which my predecessors in lowing:
office have been responsible, and the
That the department of public
responsibility for which must be utilities be authorized to determine
shared now by the members of the by agreement with the companies,
or otherwise, first, a fair rate of reLegislature and myself.
The overcrowding of the insti- turn; second, a fair rate base; and
tutions for mental defectives today third, the basis of participation by
is 17 ner cent, in excess of the bed the public and companies in excess
capacity, or some 4200 more pa- earnings of public utilities engaged
tients than can properly be accom- In the distribution of gas and elecmodated In the institutions of this tricity In the commonwealth.
department. Attempts to gloss over
That to accomplish this end, the
this situation upon the plea of over- staff of the department of public
;.
—

Neglect of Defectives
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ubutues oe re-enforced to
zurecrnm
adequate- pairing the oPeistion of the present
In view of the fact that a state
ly supervise, regulate, and
admin
- hospitalization facilities.
planning board has been created,1
ister such a plan, if adopte
d.
Additional accommodations for there appears to be no valid
reasonj
employes added to the department for the continuanc
$1,750,000 Urged
e of the metroforce here and at the Pondville politan plann
ing
divisi
on,
and I acCancer Hospital are necessary,
For State Hospital
and cordingly recommend its abolishprovisions should be made for the ment, since its continuanc
e would!
The 1935 session of the Gener
al same during the present year.
represent a duplication of effort
Court enacted a bill authorizing
the
and expense.
establishment of the Norfolk
State Urges Addition
Hospital for the criminally insane
Free Cash Balance
the same to be under the jurisd , To State Capitol
iction of the department of menta
The
In
State Treasury
annual expenditure for
l
diseases. It is rather fortunate
ters leased for the use of quardepart
The
borrowing of money both by:
that the authorization was made ments of the
state today is in ex- the state
without provision for the necess
and the cities and towns
cess
of
$80,000
. notwithstanding the
funds to cover the cost of constrary fact that
ucsufficient land owned bY renders necessary recourse to banks
tion, estimated at $1,750
,000, since the state is available upon which to outside Massachusetts. A change
there is no way in which to justif
erect a structure where departments' in the law
to permit larger deposits
the placing of the care of mental de-y of the state could'
fectives under the control and su- are now so locate be housed that of state, city and town funds in
d
pervision of the department of cor- pensive and retard as to prove ex- banks outside of the commonwealth
efficiency in the is essential.
rection.
conduct of the business of the state. legislation It is recommended that
The existing structures at the
I accordingly recommend that an courage thebe passed which will enlending of money by our
Bridgewater State Hospital for the appropriation in the sum of
$1,000.- financial institutions for business
care of the criminally insane are 000 be made available
for the erec- enterprses and home construction
not only inadequate but totally un- tion of an addition to
the State as a means of developing property
suited for the purpose intended.
Capito
l,
values in Massachusetts.
I
ac6ordingly recommend an appro
The creation of a state planning
It is gratifying to me, and I am
priation in the sum of $1,750,000 fcr board, and the acceptance of
quite certain most pleasing to the
memthe erection at Norfolk of a hos- bership without compensation
by citizenship, to know that the fiscal
pital for the criminally insane, to the outstanding authorities on planyear ending
be under the supervision of the de- ning in the commonwealth. is a most state treasu Nov. 30. 1935, found the
ry not only with a free
partment of mental diseases.
noteworthy accomplishment. The cash balance in
the general fund,
Due to a recently enacted law in ferocity of the struggle for su- but also the larges
t free cash bala neighboring state, providing
prema
cy
in
comme
rce
ance
and
indust
during
for
ry
the last five years, in
the annual registration of
ran
be
met
succes
sfully
the
only
throu
amoun
gh
physit of $2486.043.34. In adclans practicing in that state, . the instrumentality of a group dition to this
it
balance in the genis estimated by the lloa.rd of
regis- whose efforts shall be directed pri- eral fund there was also free cash
tration in medicine th‘t there are
marily
to
the
study
of
in
ways
the
highw
and
ay
at
the present time more than
means of promoting the industrial of $371.095.05. fund in the amount
persons who are not qualified1000 and commercial stability of the
The
term
"free
in
cash" is used in
either medicine or surgery
conduct- state, as well as to its physical and the accounting system of the coming business in Massachuse
monwealth to designate the total
tts as social development.
physicians and surgeons.
The state planning board has been sum available at the
end of the
The existence of so large a num- conducting an intensive study, since fiscal year, which is
ber of untrained, unqualified
creation, of a master plan co- of all obligations. free and clear
its
and
This
incompetent men constitutes a men- ordinatine the many projects for amount remaining after • is the
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devel
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of
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natura
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includ
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all necessary
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may
, which is being
be deemed necessary by the
board states for the better handling of decreased by dividends, was $1,528,of registration in medicine.
In this this work and of other matters of 457.78.
connection I beg to direct
your mutual interest.
attention to the fact that
This master plan includ
within Reform Urged
engaged in occupations less persons its framework the basic es
ous to the public welfare danger- affecting Massachusetts problems In District Cour
industry
are rets
quired to pass certain tests
and
employment
opportunities.
The existence of these free cash
register annually, namely, and' to bringing into clear relief the
steps balances at the
barbers,
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which must be taken to speed the demonstrates thatend of the year
the budget for
and hairdressers, and certainlytrists rehabilitation of industry
in our 1935 was safely balanced in both
there
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to exclude physicians and
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ment of a proper fee.
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for the successful treatment of
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neede
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relief
that
is
of opinion
to furnish the additional revenue
relief
that
about
bring
How best to
to balance the budget in caring for
is controversial in the extreme.
the essential expenditures of the
state.
of
I recommend that legislation be
I renew my recommendations
passed having for its objective the
abanthe
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nce
refere
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last year
securing of revenue sufficient in
at
believe that much can be said for
donment of the state prison
amount to obviate the necessity of
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the
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of
and
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propos
laying any "state tax" upon the
the
estow
of
Charl
many
, as a means of rethe site as a receiving station, and commission. On the other hand, cities and towns of the inequitable
lieving real estate
g
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ation
slegisl
of
oppre
ion
bear
adopt
would
them
of
some
the
burden that it is now required to
provision in a sufficient amount for sively upon certain classes of our
bear. The taxpayers obligated to
k
suitable prison quarters at Norfol citizens, and others have even given
contribute to the support of government under the provisions of the
for persons convicted of felonies.
rise to question as to their constipersonal income tax law have exThe profession of humanitarian tutionality.
an
perienced no added burdens by apNo student of government today
principles with reference to law vioIncrease in the rates, as those not
can fail to he impressed with the
plied to income received have
great complexity of the tax problem
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changed since the enactment of the
payments as are now rriaite•
law effective as of Jan. 1, 1917. This joining states of Rhode Island and these funds to be paid from
the gene
group of taxpayers, while including New Hampshire were it not for the era! fund. These three funds
many who are alsq the possessors creation of the state racing com- the military and naval service are
fund
mission.
of real estate, is represented by a
of 1919, the escheated estates fund,
much larger proportion who do not I When licenses were issued in 1935, and the unclaimed dividends fund.
announced that it was not my Purcontribute at all in the form of di- pose
I recommend that legislation be
rect tax on prderty. This is also the to permit of any changes in enacted to transfer the existing balsystem
of fees to be levied for
true of corporations and certain a
period of two years, and while ances in these funds to the general
other taxpayers. The 10 per cent. this
fund; and
provide that any paydecision
should still continue ment whichto may
assessment levied under existing law applicab
become due from
le
to
horse racing, harness the military
for 1935 upon the tax against in- racing
and naval service fund
and fairs, in view of the
dividuals, estates and corporations fact that
shall
be
made
from
the general fund;
should be continued by a re-enact- have they in no one of these cases and that estates which escheat, and
ment for the current year as one there is, proven unduly profitable. dividends which are not claimed,
source of revenue which will tend to a failure however, no way to justify shall go directly into the general
change the terms with fund,
eliminate the state tax and thus reference to
and shall, if claimed within
help to reduce the burden on the enue fromto dog racing. The rev- six years, be paid therefrom to
dog
racing
for
the
year
home owner.
1935 received by the state racing claimants certified as entitled thereto by the methods at present proIn recognition of the principle commission
$704.156.73 divided vided by law.
that a tax structure should in some as follows: was
314 per cent, handle,
of its aspects have a broad base1 a
-4.1,ailti; breakage, $117.816.03;
continuation for a penoa or five fe
Promoting Tourist,
association license fees, $5308 An
years is recommended for the imincrease
in
the
handle
taken
be
to
Vacation Business
position of an additional tax on the
sale and use of gasoline. Massa- by the state racing commission
Co-operation upon the part of the
chusetts with a 3-cent tax on each from the present 314 per cent. to 5
New England states in directing the
per cent. would, in my opinion, work
I gallon of gasoline is one of the few
attention of the public to the recrea1 states with a rate well below the no very great hardship upon the
tional advantages and the benefits to
average for the states of the Union, operators of dog racing, and should
prove
beneficial to the commonbe derived from a sojourn in New
which is said to approximate 5 1-3
wealth.
resulting, as it would, proEngland proved so beneficial, both
cents. In establishing a comparable
financially and otherwise, in 1935 as
rate on each gallon of gasoline con- vided the basis of 1935 was maintained
in 1938. in an increase in
to justify a continuance of the apsumed, a larger number of people
propriation for 1936. Even more im, are permitted without any depriva- revenue approximating one quarter
of
a
million dollars, and I acportant than the increased revenue
tion to contribute to the support of
cordingl
y
recommend legislation
received was the recognition upon
I the necessary functions of the govthe part of government officials of
ernment in caring for the poor and making provision for the increase
as
herein
set
the New England states as to the
forth. This additional
'unfortunate in mind and body. In
revenue
will
importance of joint action upon
be credited to the
1 comparing the fees charged for the
general
fund
major problems affecting the indusand will assist in the
operation of trucks over the hightrial and commercial interests of the
ways of the commonwealth with elimination of the state tax and in
aiding
the
home
six
owner.
states.
other states of the Union, it is apA majority of the states of the
Numerous meetings have been
parent that those employed in Masunion
held
have
during 1935 by the New Engfor
a
number of years
sachusetts are not comparable with
the requirement for road construc- made a tax on cigarettes and to- land States officials at which problems the equitable solution of which
tion that will provide sufficient bacco products a part of their tax
may prove of enduring value to enstrength to carry trucks. With the structure. This form of taxation
tire New England have been conthought of increasing revenue where lays a very light hand upon the
solely needed and without hardship, ; shoulders of the taxpayers, and, sidered. These problems include not
it is recommended that the fees for being controlled by the extent to only railroad transportation but
the operation of motor trucks in which the use of tobacco is em- navigation, public health and sanitation. The chief executives of the
Massachusetts be doubled so that ployed. prevents any heavy burden
New England States have expressed
they will be more nearly like the' from falling at any time upon any
a desire that joint action continue
rates charged by adjoining states for' individual, but in the aggregate
with reference to the promotion of
such common carriers. Admittedly' represents a very substantial source
the trucks do much to divert revenue • of revenue for the relief of the tourist and vacation business which
last year in New England reprewhich has in the past flowed to ' home owner. It is recommended
that a tax of two cents be laid upon sented some 8700.000.000 as against
support the railroads of the state.
The social security program, estab- each package of cigarettes and a $50,000,000 in 1934, and I accordlished to bring within its scope the corresponding rate upon other to- ingly recommend to your Honorable
many humanitarian activities that bacoo products, for the purpose of Bodies the authorization of an expenditure in an amount similar to
Massachusetts has long practiced. increasing the general fund and
makes unnecessary the earmarking thus relieving the state of the neces- that made available in 1935, namely,
of revenue from the tax on alco- sity of assessing a state tax upon $100,000.
The couservation of bird and fish
holic beverages for the purposes the cities and towns.
life, not only for the stocking of
which now are included in the social
streams
of Massachusetts but for
$5 Tax Per Year on
security program.
the increasing of insectivorous birds
It is recommended that the sum
Each
so
essential
Slot
to the protection of
Machine
now available in the state treasury
over and above that which was reThe smaller merchants of the crops through the destruction of
quired to reimburse the cities and state have long suffered competition harmful insects, makes necessary a
towns for old age assistance and sub- with slot machines which do not renewal of my recommendation of
sequent revenue from these sources contribute materially to the support 1935 for an appropriation for this
be appropriated to the general fund. of government, and as these devices purpose in the stun of $100,000.
During the three centuries that
In addition to this, I recommend tend to care more and more for the
that a tax of 40 cents on each proof small articles of trade, it is recom- Harvard University has been in exgallon as defined in the alcoholic mended that in order not, to lose a istence, the fame of this institution
beverage act be established on alco- source of revenue which has been as a reservoir for the education of
hol, which having been freed from heretofore possible through te vies,. the youth of the land and the protaxation has deprived the common- the small merchant, a fee of at least motion of ideals conducive to indiwealth of necessary revenue, and is $5 per yeer be placed on every slot vidual and national welfare has inoperating to allow unfair compe- machine, the receipts of which shall creased with each succeeding centtition with others engaged in the be credited to the general fund, ury.
Harvard University has been singwhich will tend to make it possible
alcoholic beverage business.
to abandon the state tax and put the ularly blessed with exceptional leadership,
which in time of crisis and
state under its budget system of a
Total Receipts
in time of peace has been most notreal debit and credit standard.
able.
The
lapse of three centurie
There are now in existence in the
On State Racing
finds the university occupying a pre-s
The total receipts collected by treasury of the commonwealth three eminent position among
funds in which substantial sums are
educational
the state racing commission for , held. Annual payments from
institutions of the world, based upthese on service
and
$1,614,98
sacrifice to God and
1.89, and funds are small. It would be better
the year 1935 was
country.
unquestionably this important item accounting for amounts which now
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PARKMAN NOTES
OMINOUS SOUNDnt

tireme
'Links Judge Re
t
Plan to Suit Agains
Dolan

S
SPEAKER POINT
NCIES
TO INCONSISTE

tives and others in the department .
.
of mental diseases and would like and provided that the hospital was
to have the public believe his pred- to be built only if federal funds beecessors in office and the Legis- came available.
lature were responsible. He forgets
AMOUNT NOT STATED
that he was presented at the last
Governor makes several
"The
session with an adequate program of \
recommendations for the construcbuilding but preferred to insist on
a highway program with an approtion of public buildings but omits
priation of $3,800,000 for sidewalks. to state how the money is to be
Obviously in his mind there were
raised. Of course all of us who have
greater possibilities in granite curbstudied the conditions the Governor
ing than in the care of the unfortunate Yards of the state.
speaks about want these new buildings. But let's be practical and
OMINOUS SOUND"
make haste slowly. If these build"In discussing his proposal for a
better pension system for judges, he ings are so needed, why was ria.;excellen
used the phrase,'without the need of includedcy so adverse to having them
in the bill passed by the
drastic action against them.' This Legislature last year to build new
has an ominous sound. Very likely sidewalks and dredge harbors. Such
as the case against Dolan, the Curley an amendment was offered, but
city treasurer, gets hotter, we shall was defeated by him in the House. I
"He talks freely of reducing the I
hear more of the dire need of taking cost of government but in this re- I
the 'drastic action' referred to. No spect merely suggests that a study be
made—the findings, of course, to be
doubt it will be placed on high public
grounds. The Governor is a past made to the Legislature after the
Governor's term has expired.
master of that act. But the real
"It is significant that the Govreason will be the necessity of cover- ernor's attack has shifted from the
executive council to the Legislaing up.
'Out of a welter of vague quanti- ture. Last year, he wanted the executive council abolished. Now that
ties and the usual high sounding
he controls it, he makes no referphrases, liberally sprinkled with adjectives, I detected a few specific ence whatever to it.
"Bluntly the message shouts exsuggestions wfth which I am in
travagance and whispers economy."
hearty accord. Referring to automobile accidents, he recommended
•
a tightening up of provisions of the
law requiring prompt and accurate
reports of accidents. What his refer!JERALD
ence to 'governors on cars' meant, I
did not quite gather but I presume
Boston
, Mass.
he had in mind the accident in Newton last summer."
Jit
SPEAKER'S COMMENT
Speaker Saltonstall's comment follows:
"The Governor's address sounded
well but even a hurried analysis of
his recommendations reveals several
Inconsistencies. In one statement he
accuses the Legislature of being
am glad to see t int a. least one
Federal officeholders in Massaunderhanded in passing a bill and
federal officer is interested in the
;
chusetts
,
with
the single exeeption political welfare of our party. I
in another declares that it is fortunate that the Legislature acted as of Joseph A. Maynard. collector of compliment you, Mr. Maynard, on
the port, were denounced yesterda
It did on the same bill.
y your attendance here today and I
"On page 31 and 32 of his address. by State Auditor Thomas H. Buck-, want to add that your services
the Governor said, 'The duplicity ley for their alleged indifference Wit ways nave been available for alany
practiced in 1935 through the author- the political welfare of the Demo-: Party cause.
ization for the establishment of a cratic party.
, "I grieve that I cannot say
the
Buckley also expressed his delight same for your associate
hospital for the criminally insane at
a cost of 81,750,000 without making at the rejection by Rexford G. Tug-- have we seen any of thes. Rarely
men
approvision for the money, savors of well, head of the rural resettiementc pointed to federal offices
show the
a low order of knavery without prec- administration, of an invitation to slightest interest in
our
activities,
edent in the history of the com- be the principal speaker next 1 once they have been
placed on the
monwealth.'
Wednesday night at the Jacksoh. Payroll.
"On page 41, referring to the same Day dinner to be staged at the Cop- "We hear
legislation he said, 'It is rather for- ley-Plaza by the Young Democrats desirability ofconsiderable about theI
co-operation betweeh
tunate that the authorization was oi Massacflusetts.
the federal and state
made without provision for the necSpeaking at the Hotel Bellevue to; co-operation always groups but the
has been reessary funds to cover the cost of a group of Democrats interested in stricted to the
state group.
construction, estimated at $1,750,000, promoting the Jackson Day dinner, "While I have
the opportunity I
since there is no way in which to the state auditor declared
that want to express publicly my delight
justify the placing of the care of Massachusetts well could
that Rex
mental defectives under the control out any words of advice ordo with- good taste Tugwell has shown the
to decline an invitation
wisdom
and supervision of the department from an inflammatory individu
I
to
speak here at the Jackson
al of
Day
of correction.'
the Tugwell type."
dinner. Of course, he should
not be I
"Actually the bill he refers to
Although the promote
permitte
placed the mental defectives under Jackson Day celebrationrs of the imagine d to come on here. I can I
were
no
asmore
inflamm
atory in- ,
the supervision of the department sured of co-operation in
dividual
of mental diseases, as he had already dinner a success, they making the "I am in our party.
were
considdelighte
d
that
he cannot
stated in another passage of his ad- erably disappointed to
learn that come because we will be confront
dress. Then he proceeds to recom- Gqiimaiialey and the
ed ;
Demo-, with a hard fight in
other
the
mend what has already been done, cratic constitutional
ing election and we will approach- ;
officers
of
the
namely, that the hospital be placed commonwealth will ignore
have enough ;
grief
under the supervision of the de- celebration to be guests at the local forcedon our hands without being
the major,
to shoulder the handica
partment of mental diseases.
Jackson Day dinner the same night carrying
the Tugwell type along p of I
"The truth of the matter is that at Washington.
with
'
us.'
the bill in question, Senate No. 484.
Called upon by Chairman May-,
Chairm
anMayn
ard
Charlesa
lso
was filed by the commissioner of nerd to address the assembledS ste
pp
,,res
Heunrtledv
Treasurer
ti•
the department of mental diseases Democrats, Buckley said:
and A ttN.-Gen
•
. Paul A. Dever as

Buckley Hits U. S. Officeholders
In Mass. for Indi-Ifference to ?arty
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Curley Presents New Tax and Buildina
Program ,

ting receipts, a 40-cent tax on alcothat judges in the State Supreme,'
.hol, a two-cent tax on cigarettes and
Superior and district courts be ala corresponding tax on other tobacoo
:lowed to retire voluntarily at full
products, continuation of the 10 per
salary upon reaching the age of 70.
cent surtax on incomes, and a $5
It came directly on the heels of
. fee on each vending machine.
the charge that he plans to remove
The building program includes a , three of the present
Supreme Court
$1.000.000 addition to the State :judges over 70 years of age to
stop
House, a $1,750,000 Norfolk State
action in the city's case against EdHospital, a new prison at Norfolk to
L.
mund
Dolan,. former Boston
house felons, new living quarters for
treasurer and others.
the additional rnstitution employees
Last year the Governor made a
• hired after the 48-hour law weLt
similar proposal, only to have it
effect, and a school for the
thrown out by the Legislature. At
feeble-minded.
that time it attracted little attenA new tax program designed to
•
deficittion. This year it was quite different.
eliminate the present
"F-conomy" Program
Spectators also murmured when
meeting State tax which falls
While advocating increased exthe Governor took up compulsory ausolely upon real estate, a vast state
penditures for buildings and new
tomobile insurance in his message.
building program, and a unicameral
taxation, the Governor put in a word
He declared elimination of the "guest
Legislature constituted Governor
for economy when he said:
clause" in the act reduced costs to
Curley's major recommendations to
"The entire thought and effort of
the car owner. Yet, some in the ,
the Massachusetts Legislature in
public officials has been directed
audience whispered, the motorist, to
his second annual message yestersolely to ways and means of increasobtain coverage equal to that of last
day.
ing revenue, with rarely any attenyear, must pay considerably more
Delivering his message before the
tion given to the more important
than in 1935.
House and Senate in joint convensubject, namely, the development of
Governor Curley's major comtion and a spectator audience
a program for the reduction in the
pulsory insurance proposal this year
strangely quiet and undemonstracost of government which has been
was a resubmission of an inaugural
tive in contrast to last year's cheerconstantly increasing."
recommendation that more inspecing inaugural throng, the Governor
Sees
Tax
Reduction
tors be added to the registry force
unfolded a program consisting of
The new taxation recommended
to provide immediate investigation
more than 50 recommendationt The
was propoed to take the place of
of all accidents and thus cut down
proposals ranged from speed gov'... the state tax, which in recent years
small claims.
ernors on the cars of automobile law
has been set at $10,000,000 a year, the
The Governor pointed out that
violators to raising the compulsory
sum needed to meet the deficit in
occupants of the non-negligent car
school age from 14 to 16 years.
the state budget. The Governor
constitute the major accident claimMessage of Contrasts
:argued its abolition would mean a
ants today, having risen in number
The speech comprised 12,000 I
$2 tax rate reduction for every city
from 14,000 to 39,000.
words. The Governor stood for one
and town in Massachusetts,
Small Claims
hour and 25 minutes delivering lt.
The Governor renewed several of
Only twice during the address did
"The remarkable part of the pic- his inaugural proposals, included
the audience burst into applause, 'one to raise the compulsory school
ture is that 32,000 out of the 39,000
and then only lightly,
age from 14 to 16 years. By this
In 1934 represent claims for less
message
The
was one of contrasts.
proposal Governor Curley retained
than $100. Preliminary figures for
First he berated the Legislature for
. his last year policy of siding with
1935 indicate that there will be a
its delayed action on work relief
organized labor whenever possible.
funds. Then he praised thg memLabor also favors the Governor's • further increase in the number .of
bers highly for their 1935 labor
these claims for this year. The probproposal to rebrganize the State Derecord.
lem, then, of lowering the cost of ,
partment of Labor and Industries
Legislators Assailed
.„and to transfer to the department
placing a car on the road is the
the dutics of the State Industrial
reduction of such claims and the
He lashed bitterly at the members
Accident Board.
41imination of the false and groundwho authorized the building of a
le,ss claims. If this is not done, I can
Norfolk State Hospital for the crim"Humane Legislation"
see no alternative other than a
inally insane, yet failed to provide • Governor Curley made several refrepeal of the compulsory insurance
erences to the 1935 progress on labor
.the necessary $1,750,000. On the
law."
other hand, he declared the "adopmatters, in one instance saying the
tion by the 1935 Legislature of a state , 1935 Legislature not only was notable
Lower Mortgage Rates
unemployment compensation law as
because it was the longest in history
GoverriCrr Curley, at the same time,
but "for the additional fact that it
the state's contribution to the social
Indicated that he would carry on a
marked the enactment of more prowelfare program represents the most
hard fight for lower mortgage ingressive and humane legislation than
forward step taken in the history of
terest rates, declaring that even the
any previous session."
the nation."
reduction from 6 to 51
/
2 per cent is
Regarding the 16-year school atThe Governor, at the same time,
not enough.
tendance
legislative
laps the blame
limit, the Governor said,
threw into
He renewed his battle for a uni"While sYmpathy and praise are defor failure of his "work and wages"
form installment sales law; asserting
served
for
children who seek to conprogram.
"there is so much confusion anci
tribute to the support of their famiEven his taxation proposals and
evasion in the statement of interest
lies,
the net effect of their compehis building program conflicted somerates on unpaid balances, that it is '
tition
is to deprive some worthy
what with his hope that governnext to impossible for the consumer
adults of work or to drive down the
mental economy could be gained
to find out the true rate he will be
compensation for such work."
..,through the study of a special comobliged to pay." He revealed that
mission.
many sellers of different cornPensions for Judges
niodities are now charging, on un- ,
Considerable comment followed
New Tax Program
Governor Curley's recommendation
His taxation program included
continuation of the 3-cent gas tax
for five years,a 1½ per cent increase
in the state's share of dog race bet-

Urges One-House Legislature in Annual Message
;
to Assembly

Stresses 'Economy/

recording
paid balances, rates wen uourve Ivo sordid chapter possible of nwealth.
Commo
the
or
annals
,)er cent annually.
in the
undertaken in
The Governor, therefore, placed I A forward step was
g
pendin
two
t of the 48ishmen
behind
establ
y
directl
f
himsel
1931 in the
the
te
'70 and 80regula
the
t
agains
would
which
as
es
measur
hour week
vogue, but
installment sales business.
hour week heretolore in necessary
the
e
provid
Economic Education
the failure to
the plea of economy tor
Switching to economic education, money on
g of the additional emhousin
is
need
the
the
d
asserte
the Governor
ents but an additional
repres
s
may
e
ployee
"peopl
the
imperative, so that
program of chicanery
the
!
in
the
r
tand
chapte
unders
be better equipped to
ed in the case of
practic
ation,
long
civiliz
so
e
workings of our machin
ves."
defecti
the
in
s
mental
and to make such change
Need for New School
ordering of our economic life as will
y
for a new
assure more liberty, more securit
He pointed to the need
to
and more shared prosperity for all," school for feeble-minded children
The Governor thus recommended a care for the 3800 on the waiting list
tions for
study be made to determine the need
and to the fact that institu
I so that the unbelievers may be con17 per cent
are
ves
defecti
mental
inced that the secondary schools
re turning out students who are not overcrowded.
Shifting his fire to take in the
economically informed.
Govpublic utility companies, the
Unemployment Insurance
that the LegisUrging that the Massachusetts ernor recommended
Unemployment Compensation Act be lature authorize the state departmade to contorm to the federal act so ment of public utilities to determine
that Massachusetts may obtain fed- for gas and electric companies a fair
eral benefits, the Govefhor said the rate of return, fair rate base and
by the
state act "should ultimately prove a
the basis of participation
panacea for industrial depressions public and companies in the excess
the
in
through maintaining • within
profits. This plan would result
ranks of the consumers the unemt of the sliding scale
ishmen
establ
ployed men and women of the narate-making system.
tion as well as the aged, who, with"Public Should Share"
out legislation of this character,
conwould be without ... hinds. . ."
The Governor contended the
returns
Governor Curley also supported sumers "should share in any
a fair
the new movement for interstate to the companies in excess of
consumers
compacts to curb the interstate ac- rate of return and the
tivities of criminals. He recom- share in excess earnings should take
mended legislation permitting Massa- the form of reduced rates."
Abandonment of the Charlestown
chusetts to participate in the movement to remove legal restrictions State Prison was once more recomprevent law-enforcement mended by Governor Curley, This
which
on
officials to pursue criminals over repeated inaugural recommendati
was accompanied by other repeated
state borders.
proposals, those to utilize the state
Unicameral Legislature
prison site as a receiving station, to
The Chief Executive was vehement
build a prison for felons at Norfolk,
in his support of a unicameral Legis- and to use Concord Reformatory for
lature, insisting there is no need for first offenders only.
Charlestown Prison
two chambers today.
"The unicameral system enables
"The profession of humanitarian
us," he argued, "to place responsi- principles with reference to law viobility and to conduct the business of lators," he said, "constitutes a
the government efficiently and eco- mockery just so long as the State
nomically. All votes would be taken Prison at Charlestown, unsanitary,
In the open and subject to roll call, overcrowded, and a relic of barbarand each act would be transacted ism, is utilized as a place for the inunder the spotlight of publicity. It carceration of persons convicted of
would enable the representative to law violattons.
act so that the voter could follow
"The records of persons particihis record—without confusion, withpating in the recent jail break at
out evasion, without subterfuge, but the State Prison at Charlestown
in clearly defined votes and state- constitute an indictment of our
ments."
constitutional system in that the
chief offenders in each case served
Biennial Sessions
terms at the Lyman School, ConThe Governor's plan included bicord Reformatory, and ultimately
ennial sessions, and a greatly
at State Prison. The mingling of
reduced membership. The recomcasual and juvenile offenders with
mendation embraced constitutional
habitual criminals makes, in instiamendments, which would require
tutions where juvenile offenders are
three or four years to become law.
now committed, simply a training
Discussing the state department
school for superior knowledge of
of mental diseases, the Governor atare committed."
tacked with smashing force the leg- how crimes
whole, the addresS was not
the
On
last
the
session
during
who
s
islator
nearly as powerful as the inaugural
blocked the building bond issue
address the Governor delivered a
sevd
have
for
provide
which would
year ago. The recommendations for
gs
eral buildin greatly needed to care
the most part are not so startling.
for the needs of the feeble-minded
But his indictment of the Legisand those who administer to them.
lature on several matters unState Institutions
doubtedly sent some of the memThe chief executive devoted one
hers home smarting.
eighth of his 12,000-word speech to
the needs of the mental diseases department, In this connection he said:
"The neglect of state wards, and
more particularly the mental detectives, represents the most drab and
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Curley Asks
For S8,000,000
Issue of Bonds

va

Governor Proposes Five
Big Projects Including
War Memorial

Boston Today

also
t
racke
bond
ed
sees—Alleg
start Fin Corn probe—
First year pass in history
of port without any grain
exports—President Roosevelt due in Cambridge Feb.
22—Grand Jury hear Professor Wagner in probe of
alleged offering of school
music superintendency for
$2000.

Bonds—Curley Plans
Issue of $8,000,000
Governor Curley today announced
he will ask for an $8.000,000 bond
issue. Funds will be used for the following purposes:
$1.000,000 for addition to the State
e6 for the Public Health
,007,sO0
IH
Department.
$1.000,000 for a new State Prison
building.
$2,000,000 for a War Memorial.
$3,000,000 for new buildings to care
for the mentally incompetent.
These needs were stressed in the
Governor's message yesterday, but
the exact amounts required and
their source was not specified. The
Governor said the bonds might be
paid off in 2 years from extra income raised by the new taxes mentioned in his message.
Political news, on the whole, gave
the press some busy moments as it
considered the implications of Governor Curley's annual message, This
was delivered on Beacon Hill yesterday while most Bostonians were enjoying a New Year vacation, but today its 50 legislative recommendations made public offices buzz with
comment.
Details of Governor Curley's address—its high lights and side lights
, —will he found on I'age 6,

•••
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The Governor FroposesGovernor Curley's annual message contained more than 50
legislative recommendations. Soms were of major importance.
Others were minor changes in the existing laws. The more important proposals were:
1. Establishment of a unicameral Legislature with biennial
sessions. The biennial session recommendation is a 1935 holdover.
2. Reorganization of the state department of labor and industries, so that it may undertake the duties of the state industrial
accident board.
3. Raising of the compulsory school age from 14 to 16 years.*
4. Additional inspectors for the registry of motor vehicles
so that accidents may be investigated immediately and false
claims minimized.*
5. Installation of governors limiting the speed of automobile
violators' cars to 30 miles an hour.'
6. Lower interest rates on mortgages.
7. Establishment - of a commission to study. the need of promoting economic education in the secondary schools and among
adults,*
8. Changes in the State House Authority Act to allow the
State Board of Housing to proceed with slum-clearance projects
in cities and towns where no housing authorities exist. Changes
to allow cities and towns to raise and apppropriate money for the
use of housing authorities in slum-clearaoce and low-cost housing.
9. Adoption of amendments to the state unemployment compensation act to make it conform to the federal act.
10. Legislation permitting Massachusetts to participate in
Interstate crime compacts.
11. Adoption of a measure allowing supereme, superior and district court judges to retire at full salary upon reaching the age
of 70.*
12. A $1,750,000 appropriation for a new Norfolk state hospital
for the criminally insane.'
13. New living quarters for 1500 additional employees in the
state institutions, hired after the 48-hour law went into effect.
14. An additional school for the feeble-minded.
15. (a) Legislation authorizing the State Department of
Public Utilities to determine, in the case of gas and electric
firms, a fair rate of return, a fair rate base, and the basis of
participation by the public and companies in excess earnings of
the companies. b) Reinforcement of the utilities department
staff, if such a plan is adopted.
16. A measure making it a criminal offense for any individual
to practice as a physician or surgeon without the required annual
registration.
17. New buildings at the Rutland State Sanatorium for
patiepts and employees.
18. A $1,000,000 bond issue for a State House addition.
19. Discontinuance of the Metropolitan Planning Division,
no
longer being needed because of the new State Planning Board.
20. Prohibition of the practice of district court judges
as
lawyers in civil cases in their own court.
21. Establishment of the district courts on a circuit
basis.'
22. Abandonment of Charlestown State Prison, and
utilization
of the site for a receiving station.'
23. Appropi tenon of sufficient money to erect a
prison at
Norfolk for felons.
24. A provision that only first offenders be handled
at Concord
Reformatory.
25. Appointment of a special commission,
composed of tax
experts and legislators, to study completely the taxation
and expenditure problem for state and municipalities
and to develop a
taxation and expenditure program aimed at
governmental economy, not merely increased revenue.
26. Passage of legislation to provide sufficient
revenue so that
the annual deficit-covering state tax may be
abandoned, and
thus relieve real estate of this $10,000,000-a -year
burden.
27. Continuation of the 10 per cent surtax on
incomes.
28. An ambiguous gasoline tax proposal. It was
meant merely
as a continuation of the present 3-cent tax or an
increase.
29. Doubling of fees charged against motor trucks.
30. A tax of 40 cents on each proof gallon of alcohol.
31. An increase in the State's share of dog-race betting
receipts
froth 3).i, per cent to 5, to bring in $250,000
additional revenue.
32. A 2-cent tax on cigarettes and a corresponding levy
against
other tobacco products.

ng or slot machine.
A $5 fee on each vendi
tts' campaign to
to continue MaFsachuse
34. A $100,000 fund
nt was approamou
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Unanimous in Action
The Council was unanimous yesterday in ordering the public hearings to
settle the parole matter. While the session was private, it was reported that
Councillor James J. Brennan of Somerville pressed for the Immediate removal of the Board of Parole. Councillor Daniel H. Coakley of Brighton,
however, joined with other members
of the Council in urging that the matter
be given a hearing and insisted that the
hearing be open to the public.
Notices to appear in the Executive
Chamber at 1 o'clock tomorrow were
sent to all three members of the State
Board of Paro,le, whh comprises
Chairman Richard Olney, Matthew W.
s
Bullock and P. Emmett Gavin. Other
notified to appear were Warden Francis
J. W. Lanagan of the State prison,
Superintendent Michael J. Dee of the
Concord Reformatory, Superintendent
Miriam Van Waters of the Reformatory for Women at Sherborn, Superintendent James E. Warren of the
Bridgewater State Farm, Superintendent Maurice W. Winslow of the
Norfolk Prison Colony and Commissioner of Correction Arthur T. Lyman.
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Change is Indicated
After Public
Hearings
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parole board if it were proffered to him
by the Governor was a matter of spec,
ulation last night, but it was consid.
ered certain that the Council would
confirm such a nomination.
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Paroles—Hearings

On Problem Scheduled /
That parole situation on Beacon
beHill was quiet today, but only
made
being
were
ns
ratio
cause prepa
at 1
for a new burst of activity
is
It
noon.
after
rrow
tomo
o'clock
then that Governor and his Council
have ordered -LIM—start of hearings
on the whole Massachusetts parole
problem.
Yesterday this course was decided
on after an investigation of conat Charlestown State Prison
nd at Concord Reformatory late last
month. Arbitrary action by the
Board of Parole, certain Councilors
have charged, is responsible for unrest in penal institutions. And unless
the board liberalizes its policy, rumor
reported today, three members may
be removed following the hearing.

Unless the State Parole Board
drops its policy of refusing freedom
to prisoners with clean prison records
upon serving two-thirds of the minimum sentence, indications were last
night that the three members of the
board would be ousted after public,
hearings, ordered to start tomorrow
afternoon at 1 o'clock by Governor
Curley and the Executive Council.
Malmo*

WANT BROOKS BACK
In the event that they are removed
from office, several members of the
Executive Council have made It clear
'hat they would like to have the Governor appoint Councillor Frank A.
itrooks of Watertown to his old post as
head of the board of parole.
It was pointed out that the appointment of Councillor Brooks' would not
fail Into the same category as other
Republican members of the Council who
were elevated to higher positions by
the Governor, after which he named
Democrats to take their places to give
his party control.
Unlike the Republican Councillorn
who were promoted after supporting
many of the Governor's proposals,
Councillor Brooks has vigorously opposed the Governor in the Council seeins. In the event of his elevation at
this time, the Council vacancy would
be filled by the Legislature, which Is
now In session. It was pointed out
that Councillor Brooks Is a recognized
authority on parole matters and that
the present trouble In the correctional
Institutions developed after he resigned
as head of the parole board.
Whether Councillor Brooks would he
willing to accept the position on the
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SALTONSTALL
DROPS DEAN
Put Off Big Committee for
Bacliing Curley
Representative Ernest J. Dean of
Chilmark, who was appointed State
commissioner of conservation following
his support of a number of Governor
Curley', proposals, including the big
bond Issue, in the last session of the
Legislature, was dropped from the Republican majority In the House committee on ways and means yesterday
' by Speaker Saltonstall.
While it was assumed that his new
duties as conservation commissioner
would interfere and possibly prevent
seshim from attending the numerous
commitsions of the ways and means
tee this year, the dropping of the veteran Republican legislator from Martha's Vineyard was gererally consid—
ered as a punishment for voting for
Curley measures.
The Speaker named him for a place
as
on the public safety committee and nthis Is Dean's only committee assig
ment, it will not interfere with his conservation post.
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address to the Legislature was as follows:
The year 1936 should prove memorable
in the annals of our country, marking
as it will the end of the greatest depression ever visited upon the American
people. In common with every American citizen It was my belief at the
time of the assemblage of the Legislature in 1935, that a programme of work
and wages, both in the nation, the
States, and subdivisions of the States,
would be in full operation.
I believed that New Year's Day in
1986 would find the people of America
transferred from welfare rolls to payrolls, and prosperity so general in the
nation that no worthy individual seeking
opportunity to employ the talents of
brain and hand with which God had
endowed him would be denied the opportunity.
In Massachusetts I advocated an independent course for the absorption of
the unemployed, realizing the intricate
and ponderous character of federal government agencies and their inability to
provide work and wages within a reasonable time.
In the Commonwealth this administration has discharged its portion of
the obligation imposed by the Legislature, which provided funds not only
gradgingly but in such limited amount
as to make impossible the complete
fulfillment of the pledge of work and
wages.
Unemployment Compensation
We are embarking upon a programme
of social ustice that five years ago
would have been regarded as the quintessence of socialism. We are beginning to properly evaluate the true concept of the scriptural admonition, "I
am my brother's keeper."
The adoption by the 1985 Legislature
of a State unemployment compensation
law as the State's contribution to the
social welfare programme represents
the most forward step undertaken for
the welfare of humanity in the history
of the nation. The adoption of the
programme in its entirety is today taxing the thought and ingenuity of the
ablest minds in the land.
They are endeavoring to devise a
method whereby the individual citizen
and his family may be safeguarded
from recurring periods of depression,
With its toll of misery and unempleyrnent. They are seeking compensatory
protection for women and men of advanced years, as well as protection for
the maimed and the blind.
The operation of the programme for
social justice should represent the
dawn of a new day and a new era in
the life of the nation.
To the womanhood and manhood of
the nation It will serve as a guarantee
of protection from powerful agencies
beyond the ability of the individual to
control, namely, industrial depression
and unemployment. To the children
and youth of the nation it will represent a fulfillment of the pledge of
equality of opportunity and the transformation from theory to reality of this
constitutional guarantee. It is the most
important subject that has confronted
the people of the American nation in
its entire history. Its adoption is inevitable. Its operation is a fulfillment
of the Biblical promise that "out of
."

iiiasedWiceacuonaries

Against Its adoption will be found
arrayed the same reactionary elements
that have opposed every great reform
in the history of the nation, actuated in
large measure either by personal selfishness or by fear of confiscation of
property, which not infrequently has
been accumulated through the sweattrig of the wasted bodies of women and
children in industry. It is unfortunate
that this element of American society
overive_.a the all-important fact that
we leave this world as we enter it;
that the only thing we leave behind
when we depart this life is the record
of service and sacrifice to God and
fellowman that we ourselves write

Although many thousands of well-intentioned Americans believe that the
Social Security programme does not go
far enough, in the judgment of competent authorities it is the one plan
which the public are prepared to accept.
Its acceptance, however, may
be
jeopardizea by other plans, which, while
representing good intentions and a desire to solve a tremendous problem,
may destroy the real objective sought,
namely, the welfare of the entire
people.
Private Industry Must Aid
The failure of the Legislature to act
promptly, coupled with the tardy adopRon of a programme by the federal
government, has wrought great hetetship to countless thousands of the caltens who have been unable to comprebend the delay, and in many cases the ,
Inaction of both federal and State
agencies.
With the funds that have been made
available through legislative action in
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
employment has been furnished, and
men and women have been transferred
from welfare rolls to pay rolls, but it
is accepted by every forward-looking
intelligent Individual that both the federal and State governments have their
limitations and that in the last analysis it is to private industry that we
must look for the ultimate transfer of
the unemployed to employment.
That we have entered upon a new
era in the social and economic life of
the nation is generally accepted. For
the security of the nation and the wellbeing of the people, a change from the
old order is not only imperative but inevitable. As an offset to increased production, we are reluctantly giving consideration to the acceptance of a shorter working week as one method of
making a reality of the theory of the
right of the individual to life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness.
The Legislative session of 1935 was
notable not alone for the fact that it
was the longest session in the history
of the Commonwealth, but for the additional fact that It marked the enactment of snore progressive and humane legislation than any previous
session.

gauged by the progress of its working
people. It has been the history of
modern civilization that economic justice must displace selfish exploitation
if the political and social structure of
the community is to endure.
Many fundamental changes must be
made here in Massachusetts to translate the principle of economic justice
Into law. We would welcome the
opportunity to do so without delay,
but Massachusetts is but a part of
the American workshop and market
place. Our most grievous difficulties
are, unfortunately, outside the realm
of our jurisdiction. Conscientious employers and their employees in this
Commonwealth are, in too many instances, fettered by the practices of
sweatshop proprietors 100 or 1003 miles
, away.
Fortunately, there are many matters
on which we can proceed without
competitive challenge. During the last
session of the Great and Genera'
Court, an unprecedented progress wet
made in establishing or amendins
basic: labor laws. The Executive Da
partment has taken steps to vitalist
the whole scope of new and
old
legislation by assuring an alert and
sympathetic administration of the Department of Labor and Industries.
Reorganization of the Department
of Labor and Industries Is essential it
the interests of employer, employee
and taxpayer alike are to be served.
This department will not fulfill the
functions necessary under modern conditions until it combines an adequate
and reliable reporting of our current
trade and industry with the competent
planning of a State-wide programme.
The obvious first step in this reorganisation, however, is for the department
to assume the duties of the Industrial
Accident Board. My opinion, supplemented by the surveys of compete*
authorities, Is that the division of Julie.
diction between these two agencies
causes much wasteful overlapping of
effort, and defeats the purpose which
should be the primary objective of
both—the prevention of industral accidents and diseases.
Legislation Is necessary to permit the
Department of Labor and Industries to
take over the Industrial Accident
Board's duties, and I trust it will be
authorized promptly.

Workmen's Compensation Act
Among the measures of prime importance enacted where those dealing with
48-iiour Law
workmen's compensation, which marked
The inhuman practice of compelling
the end of the atrocious practice of discontinuing payments to persons perma- an institutional employee to labor for
such a long period of time as to Imnently incapacitated at the end of five
years and the making of provision for pair both health and mentality, and
payment during the lifetime of the in-' render impossible the character of kind
and humane treatment that unfortunate
dividual.
Equally Important from the stand- wards of the State are entitled to rehappily ended through the
point of the worker was the amend- ceive, has
48-hour law.
ment to the law defining the "average adoption of the
The adoption of this humane measure
weekly, wage," thereby ending the
legislation
has
made necessary the
of
vicious practice of payment to a workemployment of some 2500 women and
er suffering injury in his employment
insufficient to provide for even the men, and while it has increased the
cost of conducting the Institutions of
most meager of his needs.
Dependents of the workers are no the State, ...should shortly he reflected in
longer subject to privation because of an improvement both physically and
the penalties imposed by money lend- mentally of its real benenclaries—the
State.
ers in the matter of the attachment of wards of the
wages to an extent which rendered the.
Employment
of Minors
borrower helpless, resulting in privaWith the excess unemployed adults
tion to his dependents
The Workmen's Compensation Act as seeking work and wages for the mainenacted makes provision for the pro- tenance of themselves and their famitection of laborers, workmen and me- lies, I renew the recommendations ef
chanics and certain other classes of last year, since no excuse seems to exist
employees, but no provision has been for a continuance of the employment
made for the protection of nurses in of boys and girls under the age of E.
While sympathy and praise are dethe institutions The work of these men
and women is equally as hazardous au served for children who seek to conlaw-enforcing
or
firee
the
persons in
tribute to the support of their famillett,
protecting branches of the public serv- thet net effect of their competition is
ice, since they are constantly exposed to deprive some worthy adults of work
to the danger of disease and death, and, or to drive down the compensation for
in my opinion, are entitled to protec- such work. These children, during their
most receptive years, are deprived of
tion.
I accordingly recommend such addi-. the training so necessary to equip theln
Rona to existing law as would make properly for the present-day arduous
possible the inclusion of this very de- activities in trade or industry.
serving group within the provisions op If the years of employment are to be
the Workmen's Compensation Act.
shortened, it is much wiser to k
these children In school, at least nit 1
Amending Labor Laws
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nomically informed. I accordingly now
recommend, specifically, that a commission he organized to study the situation and report its findings and recommendations.
For Better Housing
The return of prosperity, which has
definitely begun, should mark an end
of the custom that has obtained during
the past five years of two or more
families sharing a home, or an apartment, thereby causing a demand for
homes, and making necessary a building construction programme.
Lack of employment and depleted incomes have created a constant demand
for low-priced rental property, occupancy of which should not he permitted
in the interest of public health, and the
use of which is not infrequently compulsory upon the part of the occupant.
Unwholesome, unhealthful, unsightly
tenement property, sometimes termed
"slum areas," is apparently destined to
remain with us until such time as in
the interests of public health and public decency we possess sufficient determination and courage to terminate the
same. 1 am hopeful that at some time
we will posses.s the necessary requisites, and in the event this does occur,
it is imperative that there be no impediments to favorable and essential
' action.
Last year the Legislature, in accordance with my recommendation, enacted
legislation providing for the establishment of bodies politic and corporate
within the several cities and towns of
the Commonwealth, to be known as
"housing authorities," with power to
enter upon slum clearance and low-cost
housing projects.
When Federal Aid Failed
The statute then enacted provided for
the receipt by housing authorities of
aid from the federal government in accordance with the net of Congress and
' the rules and practices of the federal
Officers charged with the duties of subsidizing housing projects through public corporations created and controlled
by the States.
In the statute enacted last year no
' provision was made for contributions by
the city or town in which a housing
authority was located, except the relatively small amount required for organization expenses. Three housing
authorities have been organized under
the act, hut no grants of federal funds
have been made as anticipated, for the
federal officers have now taken the position that no grants will be made to
local housing authorities unless the
State or the municipality In which the
project is located makes a substantial
contribution to the cost of the project.
l' therefore recommend that the houeIns authority act epacted last year
, 1St. 1935, c. 449) be amended so as to
'authorize cities and towns to raise and
appropriate money and to pay it over
to housing authorities within their re!epective limits in order to assist in the
prosecution of slum clearance and low(lost housing projects,

!
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to take any steps to relieve the situation.
I recommend, therefore, that in cities
and towns In which no housing authority exists, or in which such authority
as exists is inactive, the State Board
of Housing be authorized to proceed
under proper limitations with a lowcost housing project, whether it relates
to new houses or the rehabilitation of
sound but obsolete existing structures,
and that State funds be appropriated
to meet the cost of such projects.
Unemployment Insurance
One of the outstanding achievements
of the year 1935 was the creation of the
Unemployment Compensation Commission, This commission is designed to
safeguard the welfare of the people of
the nation through unemployment insurance, and real old age assistance,
and adequate safeguards and care for
the maimed and blind children of the
State.
The Unemployment Insurance Act
should ultimately prove a panacea for
industrial depressions through maintaining within the ranks of the consumers the unemployed men and women of the nation as well as the aged,
who, without legislation of this character, would be without the funds necessary not only for the maintenance
of their families, but would be unable
to aid private industry, through the absence of purchasing power.
The law was enacted prior to its
adoption by the federal government,
and that maximum compensation under the federal programme may not be
denied the Commonwealth I respectfully urge the adoption of such amendments to the existing law as may be
necessary, to the end that It conforms
to the provisions of the federal act.
The prevailing opinion as expressed
by the head of the American Federation
of Labor relative to the enactment of
legislation by the General Court in 1935
is best summed up in his own language
in which he states that "Massachusetts has become the laboratory for
liberal progressive legislation, since
more laws in the interest of the worker
were enacted in 1935 in Massachusetts
than in any 10-year period in the history of the Commonwealth."
It is highly desirable that the exceptional record established in 1935 be
maintained during 1%16, and I am quite
certain that this is possible, provided
that we recognize at all times the fact
that we are simply the servants of the
people, elected to carry out their will
and to do so in conformity with our
oath and with our desire to serve and
to be of service.
Coping With Crime

ture be reduced by dlministung Lae
number of members of the two,
branches, and
with sessions held
biennially.
The chief advantage of these changes
would be an obvious economy, a laying for our hard-pressed taxpayers. I
not only adhere to this belief at the
present time, but I am convinced that
still
further
economies
might he
achieved through the adoption of the
unicameral Legislature similar to the
system now in operation in Nebraska.
There is no need for two chambers
today.
Historically, the Senate, or
"upper" house, was to act as an artisocratic check on the more democratic
"lower" house, similar to the English
Lords-Commons relationship. Yet the
progress of political democracy has
emasculated the House of Lords, and
in our own State has fortunately made
both our Senate and our House of Representatives truly democratic bodies.
Nor is there the basis for two chambers that we find in Washington, where
one house is made up of representatives
of governmental units and the other
consists of men chosen by population
groups of equal size.
In our Commonwealth the members of both houses
are representative of population groups
of equal size, and so duplicate constituencies.
One great advantage in the unicameral Legislature is that it does away
with the conference committee that
exists to reconcile the differences in a
measure passed by both houses, and
that often ends by producing a bill
that is satisfactory to nobody. These
secret meetings of conference committees are undemocratic, unecomonic, undesirable—yet absolutely necessary ununder our present two-house system.
For Constitutional Convention
The members of these committes are
appointed by the Speaker of the 1-louse
and the president of the Senate, and
considering the inordinate power resting in the hands of the committees,
one can appreciate the concentration
of authority in the hands of the two
appointing powers.
This situation
partly explains the somewhat bitter
struggle over the election of the
Senate president one year ago.
Furthermore, the unicameral system
enables us to place responsibility, and
to conduct the business of government efficiently and economically. All
votes would be taken In the open and
subject to roll call, and each act
would be transacted under the spot
light of publicity.
It would enable
the Representative to act so that the
voter could follow his record—without
confusion, without evasion, without
subterfuge, but in clearly defined
votes and statements.
I therefore recommend the adoption
of a constitutional amendment to
make the unicameral Legislature Possible, a reduction in membership, and
biennial sessions.

The advantages enjoyed by organized
crime through speedy motor vehicles,
the radio, able attorneys and other
agencies cannot be successfully combated 'until such time as a portion of
the fetters with which legal restrictions
Retirement of Judges
bind law-enforcing agencies have been
removed. The 73rd Congress enacted an
Our system of judicial selection and
Interstate
compact
permitting
cotenure has preserved the independence,
operative efforts, through agreements
and consequently the impartiality, of
between
two or more States, through
our judiciary, and has attracted to the
Providing Local Funds
which the haven of refuge ever in the
service of the Commonwealth judges
Such appropriations should be entire- past open to the criminal world, I
who have ranked among the best in this
ly optional with the ?Mies and towns, known as the border line between ,
country or abroad.
and the amount to be authorized should States, may be eliminated, and the
The defect in our system has been
be definitely limited to the capitalized law-enforcing officials of one State ' the absence of a workable
provision for
value of the annual loss ustained by permitted to pursue law violators into
the retirement of judges who, because
the cities in the maintenance of the another State.
of age, can no longer meet completely
sub-standard area to he cleared, so
I accordingly recommend the enactthe requirements of the office. A penthat the contribution will constitute no ment of such legislation as will permit
sion system formerly helped to that
real burden upon the taxpayers of the of the immediate adoption of the
end, hut it was abolished in 1939, except
Procity or town, but will at the same time visions now permissible in consequence
for a few vestiges. It is possible to cure
provide healthier, pleasanter and more of federal legislation recently enacted.
that defect and at the same time make
sanitary dwellings for a large group in
The Narcotic Drug Act adopted by
the judicial office more secure and more
the community, and employment for a the Legislature, conforming as it doer
attractive to men with the high qualisubetantlal amount of labor in the to the federal legislation, has already
ties required. A provision for volunbuilding trades.
proven of inestimable benefit both to
tary retirement from full active service
In many instances where there is the drug addicts and to the victims of
• at 70, without resort to the processes
need of slum clearance and low-cost the drug addicts,--the public as a.
of removal under Part 2, Chapter 3, Armunicipal authorities whole.
housing, the
ticle I. of the Constitution, or compulprove unwilling to take the initiative,
'sory retirement under
Amendment
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A waiting list of 3800 for
admission
to the schools for feeble-mind
ed children, and the declaration by the
ficials In charge that no admissions of.
had
been made during a period of
four
years, and that none can be
guaranteed for a period of four more years
unless construction is undertaken at
once, presents a situation for which
my predecessors In office have been
responsible, and the responsibility for
which must be shared now by the members of the Legislature and
myself.
The overcrowding of the institutions
for mental defec.tives today is 17 per
cent in excess of the bed capacity,
or
some 4200 more patients than can properly be accommodated In the Institutions of this department. Attempts to
gloss over this situation upon the
Alen
of overburdening the taxpayer should
no longer be tolerated, and we should
meet a condition and a situation, the
further disregarding of which should
stamp the law-making bodies of Massachusetts as both unworthy and unfit.

Public Utilities Rates
The reduction in the rates for electric power in the homes, which was put
In operation in April of 1935, will represent during the 12-month period a sav.
Mg In excess of $2,000,000 to users of
electricity, and the commission delft.
nated to perfect a sliding scale arrangement Is confident that the adoption or
a plan upon which they have been
working with Industry and fidelity dure
log the past year should ultimately result in a further substantial saving
the charges for electricity, which,
translated into simpler language, means
a further reduction in the cost of living
with benefit to the people, and through
increased consumption without Injury
to the producer.
Public
service
corporations
are
granted franchise rights and privileges
that obviously are of great value. The
community, therefore, is entitled to
enjoy the greatest possible service at
the least possible cost, commensurate
with a fair return upon the capital
prudently Invested by the public service companies. The good of the community, and the greatest opportunity
for continued successful operation of
the companies, can best be realized
through the establishment of a schedule
of rates which encourage increased consumption.
It is my belief that the only way to
encourage increased sales, to insure
profitable returns to the companies,
and to provide the most economical service to the public, is by means of a
system of rate charges which consistently decrease as a result of increased
consumption, The consumers of the
Commonwealth should share in any return, and the consumers' share in excess earnings should take the form of
reduced rates,
Sliding Scales

for Rates

To best accomplish these ends, it is
my Opinion that the Institution of a
sliding scale system of rate determination will best serve the interests of the
companies and the people of the Commonwealth. It is highly Important, in
the establishment of such a system of
rate regulation, that we determine, first,
what is a fair rate of return; second,
what is a fair and equitable rate base;
third, what is the proper basis of participation by the consumers and the
companies in any excess earnings which
Might arise, above a determined fair
rate of return; and fourth, that the
State regulatory commission vigilantly
supervise the proper operation of this
arrangement.
Therefore I recommend the following:
That the Department of Public Utilities be authorized to determine by
agreement with the companies, or
otherwise, first, a fair rate of return;
second, a fair rate base; and third, the
basis of participation by the public and
companies in excess earnings of public
utilities engaged In the distribution of
gas and electricity In the Common-,
Wealth,

'mat to accomplish this end, the staff
of the Department of Public Utilities be
re-enforced to adequately supervise,
regulate, and administer such a plan,
it adopted.

Norfolk State Hospital
The 1935 session of the General Court
enacted a bill authorizing the establishment of the Norfolk State Hospital for
the criminally insane, the same to be
Under the jurisdiction of the Department of Mental Diseases. It is rather
fortunate that the authorization was
made without provision for the neceseery funds to cover the cost of construction, estimated at $1,750,000, since
there is no way in which to justify the
placing of the care of mental defectives
under the control and supervision of
the Department of Correction.
The existing structures at the Bridgewater State Hospital for the care of
the criminally insane are not only
inadequate but totally unsuited for the
purpose intended. I accordingly recommend an appropriation in the sum of
$1,750.tes1 for the erection at Norfolk of
a hospital for the criminally insane, to
he under the supervision of the Department of Mental Diseases.

upon which to erect a structure where
departments of the State could be
housed that are now so located as to
prove expensive and retard efficiency
In the conduct of the business of the
State.
I accordingly recommend that an appropriation in the sum of $1,000,000 b
made available for the erection of an
addition to the State Capitol.
The creation of a State Planning
Board, and the acceptance of membership without compensation by the outstanding authorities on planning In the
Commonwealth, is a most noteworthy
accomplishment. The ferocity of the
struggle for supremacy In commerce
and industry can he met successfully
only through the instrumentality of a
group whose efforts shall be directed
primarily to the study of ways and
means of promoting the industrial and
commercial stability of the State, as
well as to Its physical and social development.

Co-ordinating State Projects

The State Planning Board has been
conducting an intensive study, since its
creation, of a master plan co-ordinating
the many projects for the development
of the natural and human resources of
Public Health Safeguards
the Commonwealth. Included among
Due to a recently enacted law in a these are the improvement of marketneighboring State, providing for the an- ing facilities for farm and dairy
prodnual registration of physicians practis- ucts; the promotion of navigation and
ing in that State, it is estimated by the sanitation upon the three important
Board of Registration In Medicine that waterways—the Connecticut, the
Merrithere are at the present time more than mac and the Blackstone Rivers, and
1000 persons who are not qualified in the arrangement of interstate
compacts
either medicine or surgery conducting with our neighboring States for the
business In Massachusetts as physicians better handling of this work and
of
or surgeons.
, other matters of mutual interest.
The existence of so large a number
This master plan includes within its
of untrained, unqualified and tricorn- framework the basic problems affecting
petent men constitutes a menace to the , Massachusetts industry and
employhealth and well-being of the entire pub- mem opportunities, bringing into
clear
lie, and that essential safeguards may , relief the steps which must be taken
to
he provided I respectfully recommend speed the rehabilitation of industry in
the enactment of legislation making it , our Commonwealth.
a criminal offence, punishable by a fine
It encompasses the improvement of
and Imprisonment, for any individual , transportation facilities, the safeguardto practise as a physician or surgeon ' ing of the health of our people and the
without the required annual registra- conservation and development of our
tion issued in conformity with such great natural resources, which should
provisions as may be deemed neceesary make our State one of the most attracby the Board of Registration is Medi- tive recreational centres in the Union.
cine.
Through the Instrumentality of the
In this connection I beg to direct your State Planning Board, conferences have
attention to the fact that persons en- been held with similar boards in the
gaged in occupations less dangerous to other New England States, and a comthe public welfare are required to pass prehensive plan of action beneficial to
certain tests and to register annually, the people of the Commonwealth and
namely, barbers, dentists, embalmers, to New England should shortly repreoptometrists and hairdressers and cer- sent the fruits of their efforts. These
tainly there can be no valid argument represent in part some of the impressed to exclude physicians and portant and too long neglected measiv:A-germs from the passing of a test, ures, the successful accomplishment of
and the annual registration Plus the w hich must inevitably prove of endurpayment of a proper tee.
ing benefit to the people of the Commonwealth.
Rutland Sanatorium
In view of the fact that a State PlanThe Rutland State Sanatorium, which ning Board has been created, there appears
to be no valid reason for the conwas the first Institution of its kind to
he established In the country, and tinuance of the Metropolitan Planning
which is nationally famous for the suc- Division, and I accordingly recommend
cessful treatment of tuberculosis, has its abolition, since Its continuance would
long outlived its ueefulness. The struc- represent a duplication of effort and extures at present in use were erected pense.
nearly a half century ago; when the
State Finances
ward rather than a single room method
of housing patients was in operation.
The borrowing of money both by the
This method is today regarded as
neither desirable nor beneficial for the State and the cities and towns renders
necessary recourse to banks nuteide
modern treatment of tuberculosis;
and
further, the buildings are tire hazards, Massachusetts. A change in the law to
being Constructed almost wholly of permit larger deposits of State, city and
town funds in banks outside of the
wood, and should be razed and
replaced Commonwealth is essential. It is recom,
With modern conitruction.
Sufficient mended that legislation be passed
which
land is available to provide
for the will encourage the lending of
money bY
erection of new structures without
in our financial inetitutiops for business
any way impairing the operation
present hospitalization facilities, of the enterprises and home cionetruction as
means of developing property values in
Additional accommodations
for
ployees added to the department em- Massachusetts,
force
It is gratifying to me, and I am quite
here and at the pondville
Cancer Hos- certain most pleasing to
pital are necessary, and
the citizenship,
provision
to
know that the fiscal year ending
should be made for the same
during
Nov.
30,
1935,
found
present
the State treasury
the
year.
not only with a free cash balance in the
general fund, but also the largest tree
Additionto State House
cash balance during the last five years,
The annual expenditure for
quarters In the amount of M486.013.31. In addition
leased for the use of department
s
of
to this balance in the general fund
the State today is In excess
of $30,000, there was eleo free cash in the
notwithstanding the fact that
highway
land owned by the State is sufficient fund in the amount of $071.015.elk.
available
I"
o.

The term "free cash" is used in the
accounting system of the Commonwealth to designate the total sum available at the end of the fiscal year, which
is free and clear of all obligations. This
is the amount remaining after all revenues, including the State tax, have
been collected, and after all bills have
been paid, and all necessary sums reserved to meet obligations which are
due but which have, for any reason, not
yet been paid.
These figures; make no provision concerning deposits in banks closed in 1933,
as such provision depends on legislative
action. The amount due from such
banks, which is being decreased by dividends, was $1,3:91,4.57.78.
The existence of these free cash
balances at the end of the year demonstrates that the budget for I935 was
safely balanced in both the general fund
and the highway fund. The exceptional
credit enjoyed by the Commonwealth
during the past year was evidenced by
the fact that issuance of bonds for State
activities not only found ready buyers,
but the State sold these bonds a: a more
advantageous price than even the federal government could obtain for its
securities.

i

.:ortitauces nas held hearings
LUbL
and received recommendations of various organizations. Including bar associations, dealing with the arrangement
of the district courts in circuits, the
assigarneut of a sufliciot
district court justices to full-time work
to enable them to handle, without calling on special justices, the civil work
which these courts perform, and the
adoption on the civil side of the courts
of the provision now in force on the
criminal side, permitting the disposition of litigation pending In the Superior Court by district court justices assigned for that purpose and other matters—and its recommendations should
be seriously considered In conjunction
with these suggestions.
Penal Institutions

proposeo, however, and this difference
of opinion ks apparently reflected and ;
emplas.zed in the public mind. The one
lind only point upon which there Is
unanimity of opinion is that relief is
needed. How beat to bring about that
relief is controversial in the extreme.
I believe that much can be said for
many of the proposals of the recess
commission. On the other hand, .some
of them would bear oppressively upon
certain classes of our citizens, and others have even given rise to question as
to their constitutionalitt•
No student or government today can
fail to be Impressed with the great complexity of the, tax problem and the impossibility of properly approaching it
without simultaneously considering the
volume of expenditures. Expenditures,
however, did not come within the scope
of the resolve creating the present commission,
Similar commissions have been set up
year after year with corresponding
limitations. I believe that the time has
come to make a thorough study of the
tax problem and the expenditure problem of our State and local governments,
and to prepare a comprehensive tax and
expenditure programme.

I renew my recommendations of last
year with reference to the abandonment of the State prison at Charlestown and the utilization of the site as
a receiving station, and the adoption of
legislation making provision in a sufficient amount for suitable prison quarters at Norfolk for persons convicted
of felonies.
The profession of humanitarian principles with reference to law violators
Commission on Taxation
constitutes
a mockery just so long AS
District Court Reform
the State prison at Charlestown, unThe entire thought and effort of pubsanitary, overcrowded, and a relic of lic officials has been directed solely to
In my inaugural message I pointed
barbarism, is utilized as a place for the ways and means of increasing revenue,
out the necessity of making substantial
Incarceration of persons convicted of with rarely any attention given to the
changes in the organisation of the disw violations.
trict courts so as to enable them to
more important subject, namely, the deThe records of persons participating velopment of a programme for the rebear a substantial burden of the civil
in the recent jail break at the State duction in the cost of government which
litigation which is now congesting the
prison at Charlestown constitutes an -has been constantly increasing
dockets of the Superior Court, and at
and to
indictment of our institutional system
the same time to abolish the custom
insufficient attention has been
'in that the chief offenders in each case given.
now prevailing in those courts which
served terms at the Lyman School, ; I therefore recommend the appointperimits an associate or special Justice
Concord reformatory and ultimately at ment of a commission of recognized
of a district court to appear as counsel
auState prison. The mingling of casual thorities on taxation, including members
in district courts before other Justices.
and Juvenile offenders with habitual of the Legislature, such
Due to the fact that more people
commission to
come into contact with the district , criminals makes, in institutions where be given ample time for the work, and
Juvenile offenders are now committed, supplied with
courts than any other courts of the
adequate funds for the
simply a training school for superior employment of all needed
Commonwealth, and obtain their views
expert assistknowledge of how crimes are com- ance.
of the administration of justice from
mitted.
their experience in these courts, it is
The problem of commanding reliabk
An amendment to the existing law, revenue sources
of primary Importance that they should
to meet the expendlturr
making provision for the imprisonment requirements
function efficiently and be so adminisin maintaining the stand
of first offenders only at Concord re- ard of government
tered as to avoid the slightest suspicion
established in Mae
formatory, should prove a material eachtivetts
that a litigant must employ a Justice
contributing factor in the correction of thought andcontinues to demand our bee
of the court as his attorney to assure
effort in
existing abuses, and in the conduct in sary funds without securing the necee
the winning of his case. As the Jurishearing too heavils
our prison institutions of what has upon the home
diction of these courts has been inowners in our tax114
been Justly termed a "college of crime." programme.
creased, so that In civil cases they now
have concurrent jurisdiction with the
The deficiency bill annually enaoter
Treatment of State Wards
Superior Court, It becomes increasingly
by the fleneral Court under the title ot
important that they be so organized
The necessity for a change in the "State Tax" represents an assessment
as to handle this increased business
placing out of State wards and the seg- upon each city and town which is rewith efficiency and free from the abuse
regation of prisoners, both male and flected as a portion of the local propdescribed.
erty tax bill, which with the county
female, also the establishment of an tax covers all
The Supreme Judicial Court has recharges other than thous'
Institution for the care and treatment made for purely
cently adopted a rule prohibiting dislocal needs. The
of persons afflicted with social diseases, amount established
trict court justices and elerks from apby the Legislature
and radical changes in the parole sys- as a "Slate Tax"
pearing as counsel in criminal cases in
upon
a city and town
tem, represent, in my opinion, impor- is in practice
any of the courts of the Commondeducted from revenues
tant steps that should be undertaken collected by
wealth. This action justifies the recas speedily as possible. The present before the the State for distribution
ommendation vvhIch I made repeatedly
balance is distributed for
system with reference to these various municipal
during the last session of the Legisclasses of cases has been subject to assessed is purposes, hut the amount
lature.
found
in the determination
but slight change for a long period of of the local
For Circuit District Courts
tax rate and thus is made
years, with the result that important
appear as a direct tax for State purI now urge you to carry the restric- reforms possible of accomplishment to
poses upon property locally situated.
tion a step farther and prohibit prachave been retarded.
tice by the district court judges in civil
The subject, however, is of such
Relieving Cities and Towns
cases in their own courts. I also renew
prime importance and covers such a
toy recommendation that the district
Under a budget system the balancing
vast field that it would appear advis,ourts be established on a circuit basis.
abh to appoint a committee, consisting by an assessment of a deficiency seems
Presiding justices should be given the
not only of members of the legislative inconsistent, even though prior to the
option of sitting full time with adequate
assembly but leaders In religious and adoption of the budget law such a
compensation, and appointments of precivic walks of life, to make a compre- course was unavoidable. The State
siding justices in the future should be
hensive study, with a report upon the budget should be balanced by revenue
made only on that basis.
entire subject matter with recommend- definitely identified In an amount suffiI further recommend 'that the present
ations to be submitted to the Legisla- cient to balance the expenditures prosystem of remuneration of special jusposed. Present conditions prevent any '
ture in 1917.
be
abolished,
u.nd that special justices
appreciable addition to the revenue
tices be paid on a per hour basis, as
Revenue and Retrenchment
flowing from certain established tax
are auditors and masters. If the clrThe special commission, established sources, but those sources that can concult system is established there will
under, authority of Chapter 6.1 of the tribute without Injury should he reprogressively be less need for so large
Resolves of 1935 to investigate and study quired to furnish the additional relia number of special justices, at; the
the taxation of tangible and intangible ance to balance the budget in caring
presiding Justices become more and
property and related matters, labored for the essential expenditures of the
more full-time Judges.
Pursuant to the suggestion of my in- conscientiously and brought forth a re- State.
I recommend that legislation be
augural message Ft recess commission
port LP complete u the limited time
was appointed by authority of the
anti limited resources of the commission passed having for its objective the securing
of revenue sufficient in amount
j Legislature to study the district court
permitted.
system and other matters relating to
The mtimbers of the commission them- to obviate the necessity of laying any
"State Tax" upon the eit.,s and tower',
the Judicial system of the Common- eel' cc 0) not appear to
he in agreewealth.
ni-ot .v!th all of the recommendations as a means of relieving real estate of
'the inequitable burden that it Is now
required to beer. The taxpayers obit-R.4o-r

kotal.
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to permit of any cnanges in tne system
gated to contribute to the support of I of fees to be levied for a period of cially and otherwise, In 1935 as to jusgovernment under the provisions of the two years, and while this decision tify a continuance of the appropriation
personal income tax law have expert- should still continue applicable to horse for 1936. Even more important than
aa larzaa.as racing, harness racing and fairs, in the increased revenue received was the
eiwod, no- UAW, latUclong
the part of governin the rates, as those applied to Income view of the fact that in no one of these recognition upon
the New England
received have not changed since the eases have they proven Unduly prof- ment officials of
importance of joint
enactment of the law effective as of itable, there is, however, no way to States as to the
major problems affecting
Jan. 1, 1917.
justify a failure to change the terms action upon
commercial interests
This group of taxpayers, while in- with reference to dog racing. The rev- the Industrial and
States.
cluding many who are also the posses- enue from dog racing for the year 1935 of the six
Numerous meetings have been held
sors of real estate, is represented by a received by the State Racing Commisthe New England States
much larger proportion who do not sion was $704,156.73, divided as follows: during 1935 by
which problems the equitcontribute at all in the form of direct 3% per cent handle, $541,032.70; breakage, officials at
of which may prove of
tax on property. This is also true of $117,816.03; Association license fees, $5308. able .olution
to entire New England
An increase in the handle to be taken enduring value
corporations and certain other taxpayconsidered. These problems
ers. The 10 per cent assessment levied by the Slate Racing Commission from have been
only railroad transportaunder existing law for 1935 upon the the present schedule of 3% per cent to include not
navigation, public health and
tax against individuals, estates and cor- • per cent would, In my opinion, work tion but
The Chief Executives of
porations should be continued by a re- no very great hardship upon the opera- sanitation.
d States have exEnglan
New
one
the
as
year
prove
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should
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enactment for the current
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to
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tend
will
,
resultwhich
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Common
revenue
benefici
source of
with reference to the promotion
eliminate the State tax and thus help ing, as it would, provided the basis of tinue
of tourist and vacation business which
to reduce the burden on the home 1935 was maintained in 1936, in an inNew England represented
crease In revenue approximating one last year in
owner.
as against $500,000,000 in
quarter of a million dollars, and I some $700,000,000
ngly recommend to
Extending Gasolene Tax
accordingly recommend legislation mak- .1934, and I accordi
authorizathe increase as herein your honorable bodies the
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for
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of
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The conservation of bird and fish life,
State tax and in aiding the home owner.
mended for the imposition of an addinot only for the stocking of the
gasoof
use
and
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the
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tional tax
streams of Massachusetts but for the
For Cigarette Tax
tax
lene. Massachusetts with a 3-cent
increasing of insectivorous birds so esof
one
on each gallon of gasolene is
A majority of the States of the Union sential to the protection of crops
below
well
rate
the few States with a
have for a number of years made a through the destruction Of harmful inthe average for the States of the Union, tax on cigarettes and tobacco Products sects, makes necessary a renewal of
cents.
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mate
approxi
to
said
is
of their tax structure. This my recommendation of 1935 for an apwhich
on a part
In establishing a comparable rate a form of taxation lays a very light hand propriation for this purpose in the sum
ed,
consum
each gallon of gasolene
upon the shoulders of the taxpayers, of $100,000.
ed
being controlled by the extent to
larger number of people are permitt
ute and
tianard College Tercentenary
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tions of the government in caring
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and
mind
in
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very
but in the aggregate represents
the poor and unfortu
the fame of this institution as a reserbody. In comparing the fees charged substantial source of revenue for the voir for the education of. the youth of
the
relief of the home owner.
for the operation of trucks over
the land and the promotion of ideals
with
It is recommended that a tax of 2 conducive to individual and national
highways of the Commonwealth
apparIs
it
Of
Union,
other States of the
cents be laid upon each package
welfare has Increased with each suchuent that those employed in Massac
cigarettes and a corresponding rate ceeding century.
reother tobacco products, for the
setts are not comparable with the
Harvard University has been singuthat upon
quirement for road construction
purpose of Increasing the general fund larly blessed with exceptional leadercarry
to
h
strengt
thus relieving the State of tea ship, which in time of crisis and In time
will provide sufficient
ing and
assessing a State tax upon of peace has been most notable. The
trucks. With the thought of increas
necessity
withand
needed
sorely
where
revenue
;the cities and towns.
lapse of three centuries Ands the unithat
out hardship, it Is recommended
' The smaller merchants of the State versity occupying a pre-eminent posimotor
of
t have long suffered competition with tion among educational Metitutions of
the fees for the operation
so
trucks in Massachusetts be doubled
slot machines which do not contribute the world, based upon service and sacthe
like
nearly
more
be
will
that they
materially to the support of govern- rifice to God and country.
rates charged by adjoining States for ment, and as these devices tend to care
The General Court Of the Company of
the
dly
more and more for the small articles Massachusetts Bay, which convened in
such common carriers. Admitte
which
revenue
in
trucks do much to divest
of trade, It is recommended that
Boston upon Sept. 18, 1636, voted to esthe
has in the past flowed to support
order not to lose a source of revenue tablish Harvard College, and later the
railroads of the StsAe.
which haa been heretofore possible charter of 1650 was confirmed by Chapthrough taxing the small merchant a ter V. of the Constitution of MassachuOld Age Assistance
fee of at least $5 per year be placed setts which was adopted in 1780. The
receipts of Legislature of Massachusetts since that
The Social Security programme, es" on every slot machine, the
time in the
tablished to bring within its scope the which shall be credited to the general date has from time to
it pos- language of the Constitution made
many humanitarian activities that Mae- fund, which will tend to make
put "such alterations in the government of
sachusetts ham long practised, makes sible to abandon the State tax and
on the said university as shall be conduunnecessary the earmarking of revenue , the State under Its budget system
d.
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beverag
credit
, a real debit and
cive to its advantage and the interest
from the tax on alcoholic
There are now in existence in the of the republic of letters."
for the purposes which now are inpro- treasury of the Commonwealth three
The founding of Harvard College by
eluded in the Social Security
funds in which substantial sums are the Company of Massachusetts Bay
gramme.
these
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Annual paymen
marked the initial step in the moveIt is recommended that the sum now held.
he better ment for higher education in the United
available in the State treasury over funds are small. It would
d to accounting for amounts which now go States of America, and in consequence
and above that which was require
the
which have
reimburse the cities and towns for old into these funds to go directly into ts of the harmonious relations
revenue general fund, and for such paymen
obtained between the government of
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Massach
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made
RS are now
the Common
from these sources be appropr
this. he paid from the general fund. These iannsd
t officers in charge of the conI tittiihe
the general fund. In addition to
cents on three funds are the military and naval duct of Harvard University, it is fitting
I recommend that a tax of 40
althe escheated es- that the Commonwealth participate in
each proof gallon as defined in the on service fund of 1919,
shed
tates fund, and the unclaimed divi- the observance of the tercentenary of
coholic beverage act be establi
from dends fund
America's first and leading educatfohal
talcohol, which having been freed
I recommend that legislation be entaxation has deprived the Commons
and is acted to transfer the existing balance
Ion.accordingly recommend the adopwealth of necessary revenue,
tion In these funds to the general fund; and tion by your honorable bodies, the Senoperating to allow unfair competi
t
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c
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that
any
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ate of Massachusetts and the House of
with others engaged in
may become due from the military and Representatives, of a joint resolution
beverage business.
by the naval service fund shall be made from making provision for the appointment
The total receipts collected
for the year the general fund: and that estates of a committee to represent the ComState Racing Commission
ionably
unquest
which escheat and dividends which are monwealth of Massachusetts In the ex1935 was $1,614,981.89, and
revenue would not claimed shall go directly into the ercises to be held upon the tercentenary
this important item of
and enjoyed general fund, and shall, if claimed of the establishment of Harvard Colhave been lost to the StateRhode Island
within six years, be paid therefrom to lege, Sept. IS, 1936.
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THE GOVERNOR AND HIS FAMILY
kfter his address to the Legislature, Governor Curley retired to the executive office of the State House to be
joind by his children. Standing in the rear are, left to right, Lieutenant-Colonel Edward C.
George
Paul and Leo Curley. Mrs. Mary C. Donnelly sits on the arm of his chair while he has his Donnelly,
arms around his
youngest child. Francis.
—

GOVERNOR AND HIS STAFF
The Chief Executive with members of his staff as he
made his way to the
joint opening sessio%of the Legislature.
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BILL TO ABOLISH
CONROY'S BERTI-

POST
Boston, Mass

A bill designed to eliminate Sen
William S. Conroy of Fall Rive
from the Industrial Accident Boar(
was filed with the Senate cleri
yesterday by Sen. Donald W. Nich
Olson of Wareham.
Conroy was appointed to the
board last year by Gos.gassley. In
order that he might devote his ful:
time to the duties of State Senator
during the current legislative session he obtained a leave of absence
from the Industrial Accident Board.
Nicholson's bill provides that the
board membership be cut down
from seven to six members and
that the most recently appointed
member (Conroy) be the otle whose
term shall end.
"It's perfectly all right with
me," Conroy said, when he learned about the bill, "Nicholson says
I should be dropped as a member of the board. Whe is he to
say that?"

McALLISTER MADE I
AID TO GRANT
Joseph

P.

NI

lister

of

1936

the

Back

BAY, former Bo on newerpaperman and
assistant secretary to Governor Curley,
was promoted yesterday to the post of
assistant administrative secretary to
the State Public Utilities Commission at
a salary of $2W0 a year.
There he will serve with Commis-,
sinner Richard D. Grant, with whom he
was associated recently in the 4ovarnor's secretariat.
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Gov. Curley signs letter endorsing Daily Record's Drive
Safely Club campaign.

THE COMMONWEALTH Of MASSACHUSETTS
ESECUTHil DEPARTMENT
STATE HOUSE BOSON
,AHesmCuRLEV
******

necember

The Tditor.
Boston Daily Secord,
lvisithrop duuare,
Benton,

MOM chuSeEts.

DoCr.Fricr4:
The fieuree relative to the dbalhs and injuriee roeulting
from Ent operction of motor vehicles is most appalling.

Praising
Daily Record's
Drive Safely
Club Campaign
is this letter
from Gov.
James M. Curley, frat, who
heartily endorses the
movement o f
this newspaper
to cut down
auto deaths on
highways.
(International
News Photo)

There ie liktuiee

eret denser to one of Anerico's leading industries unites radical steps
arc %Limn EC reduce accidents and injuries upon the highueye.
The casysign conducted by the Boston Daily Record must If Tv( I soot
catmint:table purpose in focusing the attention of the public to She denser
that lurks in the tartlets operation of • rotor vehicle and, in the
pretentation of photographs and tette, your turespiper should be cotinendta
lanCetely trust that the caspeign ohich you ore conducting to
arouse publlt interest and public sentiment faveratlt to o safety campaign
sill meet the success which it merits.
8incer(ly,
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Governor Signs New Year
Pledge for Safe Driving
Safe Driving Pledge
Ipirret•4

it,. iloolurs

In the interest of accident prevention and safer motor car driving
conditions on Boston and New England highways and in co-operation
with the Boston Daily Record, I am making the following pledge:
1. To drive at moderate speed in my
proper traffic lane or on my own side
of road.
2. Not to pass cars or other vehicles on
curves or hills.
o stop at stop signs.
to jump traffic lights.
articularly watchful for pedesepping into traffic from parked
from behind parked cars.

'\DAI

6. Always to hand signal showing intention of turning felt, right or stopping,
and not to leave curb without looking
and giving a signal.
7. To refrain from reckless driving.
8. To be fair to other drivers in all
respects.
/
N'are
Address'

LyiaREC

BOSTON'S HOME'.

RD

,
. PICTURE NEWSPAPER

Gov. James M. Curley, left, as he signed the pledge, right,
of the Drive Safely Club campaign which
this newspaper is fostering to reduce the heavy toll of
auto highway accidents and which the Gov.
ernor himself has heartily endorsed.

Promises All Aid tc
Auto Campaign
Setting a fine example to every
itizen in the state, Gov. James M.
urley yesterday in his
first act
of the New Year, signed a Daily
Recotd safe driving pledge and

I

(7omm.
McSweeney

Comm. DeCelles

\ pledge and
promised to do all in
bin power to
make the highway
safety campaign
paper a success. sponeored by this
The remarkable
response to the I
Drive Safely campaig
n in the past
two days
Indicates a spontan
eous
enthusiasm among
motorists to
play the game of
the road like true
sportsmen.
Signed pledges
load the mail
sacks in every
delivery, accompanied by
requests for stickers
intii-

eating membership in the Drive'
Safely Club.
At the same time, there is growing sentiment among motorists
that some kind of recognition be
Shown drivers who live up to their
pledge.
It has been suggested that registration plates of a distinctive
color, or bearing some mark indb
eating merit be issued to safe
drivers in 1937.
It has been pointed out that
with something tangible to strive
for, drivers of all motor vehicles
would be extra cautious in order
that they might be known as true
'knights of the highway." careful
at all times and courteous.
•
This suggestion will be taken up
with the proper authorities by the
Daily Record Safety Council.

HURLEY, TOO IN LINE
Lieut.-Gov. Joseph L. Hurley
commended the Drive Safely Campaign and urged every driver in
the state to take part in it.
"I think it is a tine thing to
bring to public at
the need
for more care on the highway s,"
he said. "No driver of ismotor
vehicle can ever be too careful.
It follows AS A corollary that the
more rare the more safety. A
pledge to drive carefully is the
best New Year resolution a mejurist eau unutie."

EVery driver in the Daily Record
circulation department, itllowing
the lead of Circulation Manager
John Fahey, has signed a careful
driving pledge.

GOODWIN'S SUGGESTION
Registrar Frank A. Goodwin has
commended the Record campaign.
Police Commr. Eugene M. McSweeney has indorsed it. Insurance
Commr. Francis J. DeCelles has
lauded the campaign and has suggested some reward for careful
drivers, probably in the form of
lower Insurance rates.
•
With the Drive Safely pledge
available in any number for business concerns, taxicab companies,
churches, schools and other organizations absolutely free of charge
it is expected every driver in
Greater Boston will shortly be enrolled in the highway safety campaign.

CLUB STICKERS READY
Stickers indicating membership
in the Drive Safely Club are now
available, and will be mailed out
beginning today to all those whose
signed pledges are accompanied by
a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
For copies of the pledge and for
Windshield stickers organizations
rimy write to the Daily Record

frill

11.

4Ms

—

SafeDrivingPledge
Approreci by the Boston Police Deptir tincut

In the interest of accident prevention and safer motor
car driving conditions on Boston and New England highways and in co-operation with the Boston Daily Record,
I am making the following pledge:

Place the Drive Safety Club
sticker on your car. Urge others to do so.
Concerted action by all the conscientious drivers in the state will
soon teach a needed lesson to the
careless drivers. No one wants to
be known as a "poor sport," and
careless drivers will become careful when they know their fellow
motorists expect them to be,

1. To drive at moderate speed in my proper traffic
lane or on my own side of road.
2. Not to pass cars or other vehicles on comes
or hills.
3. To stop at stop signs.
4. Not to jump traffic lights.
5. To be particularly watchful for pedestrians
stepping into traffic from parked cars or from
behind parked cars.
6. Always to hand signal showing intention of
turning left, right or stopping, and not to leave
curb without looking and giving a signal.
7. To refrain from reckless driving.
8. To be fair to other drivers in all respects.
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U. S. TO

GIVE
$1,800,000 FOR
HUB COURT
'Washington, Jan, 9 (AP)—Assur-

Name

ance of. a federal contribution of

Address

.•

DAILYo RECORD
Sign this pledge and join the city and state wide movement
,to curb the slaughter of men, women and children on the streets
by automobiles. Mail it to the Safety Editor of the Daily
Record, P. 0. 2228, with a self-addressed, stamped envelope
and you not only will thereby become enrolled in the DRIVE
SAFELY Club but will receive an attractive sticker for your
windshield,
an true Americans, believe in
sportsmanship, the rights of chil0570p

MEMBER

DRIVE
SAFELY
CLUB
DAILYaREC9RD
SPAPE

Daily Record

"Drive- Safely"

Stickers. Read How to Get One,

dren to live in safety, the rights
of careful drivers to drive in safety and the rights of pedestrians
to walk the roads in *Safety.
It is based on the belief that
highway safety can only be attained when each driver, personally and Individually, assumes the
entire burden of safety. This assumption eliminates "the other
fellow," who is always blamed for
accidents.
In 1936. this dangerous "other
fellow" can be permanently driven
off the highways if each motorist
takes and keeps the safe driving
pledge.
It should become a matter of
personal pride, something even to
boast of, that a driver has been
involved in no accidents in the
coming year.
It should become a' matter of
pride with each driver how carefully he can drive, not how fast.

Safety Editor, Box 2228, Boston,
Mass,
Gov. Curley's co-operation, and
that of Police Comrnr. Eugene M.
McSweeney hae virtually assured
SIGN PLEDGE TODAY
an army of "honor drivers." These
may be set apart through the isthe highways safety pledge
Sign
suance of specially colored plates today.
means.
other
some
by
or
Mall it, together
with
a
stamped, self-addressed envelope
NO OTHER FELLOW
to the Rally Record Safety Editor, P. 0. Box 2228, Boston.
based on
is
The campaign
the belief that all drivers, like

$1,800,000 toward a new $5,000,000
Suffolk County Courthouse in Boston was announced tonight by Gov.
James M. Curley of Massachusetts
following a conference with the
President.
The project was called to the
President's attention early today by
Rep. John W. McCormack of Boston
who urged that federal funds be
made available despite an earlier
, rejection of the project .by the
PWA and WPA.
McCormack said the President
appeared interested in and familiar
with the courthouse proposition.
This afternoon Gov. Curley also
advocated allocation of federal
funds for the courthouse, and said
afterward that $1,800,000 would be
supplied by the federal government, with the city of Boston to
pay TO per cent of the remaining
cost and the Commonwealth the
other 30 per cent.
The governor, who came here to
attend last night's Jackson Day
dinner, also discussed with Secretary Dern the possibility of enlarging the Boston airport and was
told the War Department aeronautic division would study the proposal.
, Informed of a strike of WPA
Workers in Massachusetts, Curley
.called on Works Progress Administrator Hopkins and said afterward "It appears that everything
will be straightened out all right." .
Curley said tonight he would
recommend that the army air base
ultimately be located in New England under the Wilcox bill passed
at the last session of Congress be
placed on Governor's Island in Boston harbor.
"This island," Curley said, "represents an Invetiftiona of the
government of $7,500,00- and has
advantages over any other site
on the Atlantic toast."
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BITTER OPPOSIT
10 TO CURLEY
PCURLLEY'SAPLNAN
Ainittee presented their resignations ,
to him.
But over the recess the situation
has calmed down and Senators Nicholson of Wareham and Wragg of
Needham are back on the rules committee, their resignations torn up,
and Senator Plunkett of Adams, another Republican, will serve on the
Cotand lifting of the burden from the committee in place of Senator
home owner. But I think we should ton of Lexington.
Moran won't talk about the matgo very slow on building a large
ter except to say that he hopes for
number of new state institutions and
of a "co-operative session" and he rehousing projects. After all, most
s." trained from comment on the Gov- •
us ourselves live in wooden house
to
One prominent Democratic mem- ernor's message, but those close
the Senate lobbies say that he now
ber of the Legislature was asked
and
debt he
what he thought of the message In- feels he has discharged any crats
might have owed to the Demo
sharply responded: "Lousy."
he
quiry was made as to whetherand who elected him.
could be quoted to that effect
WANTS FAIR BILL
I'm a
he responded "of course not;
He appears willing to work with
Democrat."
a- the Republican members, himself
There are several definite indic
e lines
tions of a tightening of battl Leg- having been elected to the Senate
the
between the Governor and
with the nominaton of this party,
islature.
the members of his party want
and
ers
memb
the
An informal poll of
work with him because they realto
ttee,
commi
s
mean
polietal
of the ways and
institu- ize the importance of the
who visited most of the state
tricting of the state by this
redis
winearly
and
fall
or two
tions during the
ers of this year's Legislature. A vote mean a
ter, shows that the memb
one way or the other will
apall
on
s
passe
ch
committee (whi
licans great deal with the Senate again
By DONALD R. WAUGH
propriation measures), Repubwilling standing 21 Republicans and 19
not
are
ized
organ
alike
s
gly
crat
stron
A bitter and
and Demo
recommen- Democrats.
to back the Governor's ased Wiltopposition to Gov. Curley's recomOn the redistricting Moran says:
incre
ly
great
dations for
mendations, contained in his annual
correctional "We must try to get a fair bill."harand
l
menta
the
ties in
On the basis of the attempted
appears
message to the Legislature, was
n
Institutions of the state. It
committee mony any move to replace Moraon
this
of
crystallizing today in the atate
ers
memb
the
this sessi
that
at
dency
presi
the
ly,
from
orari
protetnp
a
least
only
House backed, at
abantake the position that
the Gov- was utterly and completely
by Democrats as well as Republigram much smaller than sary and doned.
neces
cans.
ernor recommends is
There will be more frequent Reprimarily to
One after another leaders of the
this should be directed
can caucuses in the Senate this
ments
publi
state
ings
d
build
issue
have
e
for
Legislatur
providing equipment
and vigorous efforts will be
conyear
its
for
new
ge
g
messa
givin
the
attacking
already erected and
.
to keep the 21 Republicans
ncies
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siste
for
incon
l
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its
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tal
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tent as
buildings to the hospi
her.
toget
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"
Canto
NCE
AGA
at
"SHOUTS EXTRAV
crippled children
Although many statements were
hospital and
The Democrats have been more
Rutland tuberculosis
d commenting on the Goverissue
in
s
lican
Repub
the
cautious than
similar places.
message, Chairman Albert F.
nor's
quota
for
ments
state
making their
HET"
Bigelow of the House ways and
TRY TO "BURY HATC
tion.
issued means committee, a bitter opponent
The Governor has already
The keynote of the attack on the
istration, dethat each member of the of the Curley admin he had been
s
order
Governor's plans was contained in Legislature be provided with a copy clined to comment until h. Equally
the state de- able to study it at lengt
a statement from Speaker Leverett of a letter to him from
l diseases outlin- reticent was Representative Henry
menta
of
for
ent,
date
partm
candi
d
unce
anno
Saltonstall,
sion Cabot Lodge, Jr., of Beverly, a caning the need for a great expan
the Republican nomination for Gov- in' the institutions of that depart- didate for the United States Senate
as is Gov. Curley. Lodge's position
ernor, when he said "bluntly, the ment.
is too early
t
message shouts extravagance and
Another significant developmen appears to be that it
led debate
whispers economy."
the situation on Beacon Hill is the for him to inject a detai
in
01
an
the
senatoret"
into
nor
hatch
the
Gover
the
y
with
"bur
to
Even Senator James C. Scanl
t attempt
Somerville, Democratic floor leade
among the Republicans in the Senwarm
luke
of the upper branch, was
SPOTTY REACTIONS
nor'E oftast session President James G.
in his indorsement of the Gover
Moran, who was elected to that ofsuggestions.
sign
by a coalition of Democrats and
He said: "There is a hopefultaxes fice or two recalcitrant Republicans, the Governor's program are spotty.
one
For example, Senator Arthur W.
In the possibility of reduced
reached an open break toward the Hollis of Newton. one of the conold
with
-Ft
latter part of the session
line Republican senators. The Ret.
corn,
rules
publican members of the

AROUSES FOES
IN BOTH CAMPS

Democrats, Republicans Criticise Annual
Message

se=A limner reeuetion
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a simple contract in which the

servative Republicans on Beacon
for havHe chided the Legislature
Hill criticized parts of the Governco-operation
or's message but paused to praise ing been stingy in its
program
the suggestion for a comprehensive with his "work and wages"
pride
study of taxation problems and ways of last year. He pointed with
in
cash
free
of
amount
that
feels
Hollis
taxation.
large
reduce
the
to
to
it has not been of benefit to have a the state treasury.
series of taxation investigation comHe suggested abolition of the state
missions which have had facilities tax.
only to skim the surface of the imThe sessions of the Senate and
portant problem.
House called for today were mere
Strong partisan Republican conroutine affairs and the real work of
demnation of the message came
the Legislature will not start until
from such legislators as Senator
next week. As usual, hundreds of
Henry Parkman, Jr., of Boston and
petitions for legislation are pouring
Representative Philip G. Bowker of
In and will until the time for these
Brookline.
expires Jan. 11.
Parkman termed the message dull
and said that the Governor "as an
,k IP
ardent champion of economy, thrift
and capable administration of the
affairs of government will be a
sight for the Gods."
Bowker said the message was one
ox generalities and the suggestions•
for economy are not consistent with
2 Park Square
the Governor's practices. He said
the suggestion for a unicameral
Boston
Mass.
Legislature is a move toward a dicfixfc8o-o*-*-4HE
tatorship, as one legislative branch
TRANSCRIPT
is easier for a Governor to sway
than two. He predicted the GovBoston, Mass.
ernor will have a harder row to hoe
IAN 2 1936
with the Legislature this year than
last.
•
77
James T. Moriarty, Curley appointee state commissioner of labor
and industries, found in the message
"a lot of good thought."
The convening of the Legislature'
in the State House yesterday for its i
T.
annual session was marked with ' Governor Curley quoted Arthur
of correcquiet and orderly routine. A crowd Lyman, State .commissioner
Mastoday that
of almost record-breaking small size tion, as reporting to him
were
institutions
penal
sachusetts
was in attendance.
as a result of the attiude
"smouldering"
'
New members of the Legislature of the State board of parole toward the
took their seats, a few committee release of prisoners.
changes were announced, and the
The governor reiterated his belief that
usual speeches of the presiding of- unless some inducement of reward was
ficers were made. The high point of held out to the prisoners for good bethese was Speaker Saltonstall's at- havior "you are going to have constant
rouble and an explosion."
tack on the dilatory tactics of the
Referring to the public hearing, which
last session when many needless rollwill be conducted before the executive
calls were held.
afternoon in its InvesIn the Senate there was a brief council tomorrow
of the parole board, the govertigation
flare-up when Senator Nicholson, nor remarked "Conditions certainly jusRepublican floor leader, became an- tify an investigation. As to what action
noyed at the action of Senator Will- may be necessary, we will have to wait
iam S. Conroy of Fall River, Demo- and find out. Whatever action the councrat, in taking a leave of ab'sence cil takes, I will have to pass on.'
from the industrial accident board,
The governor said he had received
to which Gov. Curley appointed
many letters from prisoners protesting
him, in order to discharge his sen- against the refusal of the Parole Board
end of
atorial duties. Nicholson offered a to recommend their release at the
plan to reduce the size of the in- two-thirds of their minimum sentence.
general
policies and
dustrial accident board saying if The Parole Board's
the penal institutions have
they could spare Conroy they don't conditions in
of the executive
investigation
been under
need as many members.
for some time, and the council
council
The Governor's message was long;
has visited the State Prison and the Contaking an hour and a half for him
cord Reformatory to interview prisoners
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Jal1s"Smouldering,
Curley Is Warned

read.....

In the message the Governor hac
three main themes. He suggested a
lot of new taxes, including a 2-cent
tax on a package of cigarettes and
a 40 cents a gallon tax on alcohol
which approach suggestions for is
sales tax. He advocated a program
of greatly enlarged state institutions,
especially in the departments of
mental diseases and correction. He
talked at length on "social security"
—his campaign slogan for the senatorship.
In all, the Governor made about
three-score specific recommendations for legislation, but most of
them were reiterations of his recommendations of a year ago.
He advocated the retirement of
judges at the age of 70 with full
pay.

and prison officia.ls.
Councilor James T. Brennan of Somerville, chief critic of the Parole Board.
plans to introduce an order before the
council calling on the governor to remove
the present members of the board.
In connection with the pending hearing tomorrow, the governor consulted
with Commissioner Lyman today and
after the conference, the governor reported that the commissioner had discussed with him "the failure of the Parole
Board to discuss possible release of prisoners with him."
When questioned as to whether Comm;ssioner Lyman had any comment to
make on his recommendation for the
abandonment of the State Prison, Governor Curley said the commissioner expressed himself as "greatly heartened by
the message and thought It was the most
constructive, courageous and timely message delivered in the history of the
State."
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Curley Lashes
at Saltonstall
for His Attack
Governor Denies Blame for
Crowding and Lack of Room
in State Institutions
Replying to Speaker Leverett Salton
stall's criticism of his annual message to
the Legislature, Governor Curley today
declared that because of his long service
as a legislator, the presid:ng officer of the
House of Representatives should at least
be able to present "one constructive and
helpful suggestion," and warned that if
Saltonstall failed to present such a suggestion "it would appear that his years
of service here have been wasted."
"In his desire to be critical I am fearful that Mr. Saltonstall has overlooked
the important facts, as pointed out in
the message that the overcrowding and
lack of accommodations in the institu•
Vona of the State has resulted over a
long period of years and is something for
which I am not resp,nsible," the governor declared. "It is the responsib;lity
of off:cials who have charge of the administration of the State."
"During the greater period of the time
overcrowding has existed Mr. Saltonstall
has served as a member of the Legislature r as Speaker of the House. If they
had provided for their duties and obligations to tho wards of the State there
would be no occasion for a major expen- I
diture at this t:me. Such an expenditure
is necessary if we are to preserve the
honor and good name of the Commonwealth and discharge our obligations.
"I am unaware of any recommends:
tion from him during his long service
that would be conducive to more ecom.mical administration of government or of
increasing revenue so that the burden,
all too heavy on owners of real estate,
m'ght he reduced.
"I estimate that about $8,000,000 will
be necessary to cover the cost of the
building program as outlined; $1,000,000
for correction institution; $1,000,000 for
the public health department; $1.000.000
for additional quarters for State cleeartments; $2,000,000 for a war memorial and
$3,000,000 for additional building for the
department of mental diseases.
"Such a bond issue would be amortized
over a twenty-year period and the annual outlay for such purpose would be
$400,000. And the new sources of revenue
recommended in my message not only
would amply provide for the amortization
of the bond issue, hut would make it
possible to reduce the tax rate in every
city and town $2 on each $1000 of valuelion through ending the custom of levying on cities and towns the bum of $10,•
000,000 to offset a deficit in the cost, of
operating the activities of the State.
"Surely after the length of time Mr.
Saltonstall has served in the Legislature
he should be at least in the position to
present one constructive and helpful suggestion. If he falls to do so it would
appear that his yearn here are wasted."
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Commission to study methods of
Legislation to raise additional revreducing cost of State government.
the
of
necessity
the
obviate
to
enue
.Commit/ee to represent Common•
and to
State tax on cities and towns
wealth at Harvard University
terrelieve burden on real estate.
centenary.
package
Tax of two cents on etch
tobacco
of cigarettes and on other
products.
Continuance of the three-cent gasoline tax for five years.
Doubling of the registration fees
for motor trucks.
Tax on forty cents on each proof
gallon of alcohol.
Increase from V; to 5 per cent in
the State's share of proceeds of dogracing.
Fee of $5 a year on all slot ma,1
chines.
Continuance of 10 per cent surtax
on incomes.
Retirement of judges on full salary
' at age of seventy.
Establishment of district courts on •
a circuit basis.
Prohibiting district court judges
from practicing in their own courts
In civil cases.
Unicameral Legtslature, with reduced membership and biennial sessions.
Amendment of unemployment insurance act to bring it into conformWith Federal law.
Addition to State House at cost of
$1,000,000.
Abandonment of Chralestown State
Prison and erection of new receiving
station on its site. with Concord Reformatory to house only first offenders.
Hospital for criminally insane at
cost of $1,750,000, and modern tuberculosis hospital.
Enlargemcnt of institutions for
mentally ill to provide accommodations for 2000 patients and new quarters for 1500 employees.
World War Memoriai building to
A measure seeking to reduce the Iny
dustrial Accident Board permanentl
provide accommodations for veterans
the
from seven to six has been filed in
of all wars.
Senate by Senator Donald W. Nicholson
Adoption of sliding scale for gas
of Wareham.
and electric rates.
, The measure is aimed to remove
Transfer of the duties of State InSenator William S. Conroy, Fall River
dustrial Accident Board to Depart'Democrat, who recently wap granted a
ment of Labor and Insudstries.
'leave of absence without pay for the
Appointment of additional motor
• duration of the present session of the
V(+hicle inspectors to reduce fake auLegislature, so that he might return to
tomobile insurance claims, or possithe Senate and keep the Democratic
ble repeal of the compulsory automomembership of that body at full strength.
bile insurance law.
In filing his measure Senator Nicholson
Raising the compulsory school atasserted that if Senator Conroy can be
tendance ago from fourteen to sixgranted a leave of absence from the
teen years and promotion of educaboard "and not be missed," the board
tion in economics for both school
should be able to function permanently
pupils and adults.
with one less member. The bill would
Further reduction on mortgage inprevent Conroy from returning to the
terest rates.
board by specifying that the last apRegulation of instalment plan sellpointed member shall be removed. Conroy
ing.
was appointed to the board during the
Appropriation of $100,000 to adverlast session by Governor Curley, and he
tise State's hecreational resources.
declined to resign hiellittft' in the Senate
Legislation to permit cities and
and remained a membtr without pay.
towns to finance housing projects.
Abolition of the Metropolitan Planning Division.
Commission to study placing of
State wards. segregation Of prisoners,
changes in parole system and eatabllshment of an institution for treatment of social diseases.
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cision, however, and cits::overs suddenly
the extraordinary capacity and services
of labor organizer Goodwin, it is time for
the Massachusetts State Federation of
Labor to give the public the other side
of the story.
"Of course the governor claims to have
made a thorough investigatin of Goodwin's %activities in interfering in such
matters. The fact that the governor has
been so busy preparing his able and farreaching annual address must have interfered with his customary accuracy. It
appears that it took the eloquence of the
•!
; registrar himself rathsr than a studs, of
the actual facts to justify the governor's
!surprising statement.

ur ey Uets
Labor Blast
0111. GOO&

Sees Trouble Caused
ear'shepresent
pieaoftougahv
e ilplebe
"Itthw
for
regisH eNrheiwll
In
trar succeeds in accomplishing results .
depressed
have
such as those which
; wage schedules in Brockton between 20
and 25 pea cent, Which have seen the
removal or closing of seven shoe factories in the Brockton district. i which
between 1800 and 2000 workers had been
employed before Godwin arrived and
which have transferred much of the production of the W. L. Douglas factory to
Binghampton, N. ., and Rochester, N. H.
! "If questions rtfised by Mr. Goodwin
are to be greeted by sluggings in Haverhill. as in one tin:on meeting in Brockton,
/7 it will be a strange sort of peace which
the governor predicts for other communities tnto which the allied brotherirssi
the eloquent
may be established through
salesmanship of the registrar.
in
"Such 'happy results' as these
fa:Is to
Brockton which the registrar Haverhill
mention when he interferes in
have
where twenty of thirty factories Boot
Industry
the
' signed working agreements with
consad
a
and Shoe Workers Union, are
thirty-five years of co-oper.
the
with
trast
Organized labor raised its voice toda atiun between the Brockton employers
in angry protest against the recent ac and the Boot and Shoe Workers Union,
strikes oc•
•ion of Governor Curley in retracting hi during which time only two
demand that 'Frank A Goodwin, .regis4 cuffed,
trar of motor vehicles, refrain from tak- WOW d Blame Goodwin'
ing part in controversies in the shoe in. "It is undoubtedly true that 'Red' agidustry or relinquish his office
tation is unlikely to be heard in any
registrar's voice
The protest vva- made by Robert J community in which the
surely the lawWatt, secretary of the Masachusett Is being exercised. but
little peace
State branch of the American Federa abiding of Haverhill will find
GoodBon of Labor, who was one of the gots Or comfort in any conflict such as
ernor's principal supporters in his cam win has aroused against the amicable
paign for election .and who was ap agreement so recently negotiated by the
pointed by him as a member of the new Soot and Shoe Workers Union with the
State Commission on Unemployment rianufacturers of that city.
Compensation.
"If any trouble results in Haverhill.
In a fiery statement, Watt not only
e responsibility rests largely upon the
criticized the governor, but made a: oulders of Registrar Goodwin and his
filed brotherhood. No one who knows
scorching attack on the motor reglstra
registrar's
for his activities in a dispute between or the facts will be deluded by the
of altruism and self-sacrifice. No
ganizations of Haverhill shoe workers.
record of
The governor was inclined to treat One who scans the legislative any eviWatts's statement lightly, reporting that our Commonwealth will find
brotherhood advanWatt had shown it to him before making dence of him or his
of the working people
It public. This is a controversy between c:ng the welfare anyone who cares to
but
Watt and Goodwin,' the governor re- Of the State,
l3rockton Enterprise of Sept. 12,
marked. and I know of no one who read the find Mr. Goodwin's statement
will
could contribute more to the festivities 1934.
of facts to th brotherhood for financing
of the New Year than the two of them.
his radio and newspaper campaign. for
It looks to me as though Goodwin and governor, ample reason to explain his
r the State Federation of Labor are going
cwn activities in Brockton, his interfer.
I to have a party."
Haverhill and his ability to concnce
In his statement. Watt took the gov- wince the governor that he works the
ernor to task for first descrbling Good- shoe workers well."
win's conduct in outside industrial matRegistrar Goodwin was on an inspectors as "unethtical" and then, after a lion trip to branch offices of the registry
conference with the registrar, announcing this afternoon and could not be reached
thta he had been convinced that Good-i tt,r comment on Watt's statement.
win had been performing valuable service
for the shoe industry and that for that
reason there was no jutitiable course but
to retain him as registrar.
"If the governor chooses first to
deliver
an ultimatum to Frank Goodwin and
next '
to back down before the registrar, that
is
a mess of his own
making oft which no
comment is necessary even from
ers and employees in Haverhillemploywhose
affairs have been so serloUsly
by Goodwin's meddling," Watt menaced
said.
"When the governor goes out
of his
way to issue a lengthy alibi for his
do.
•

Watt Denounces Executive for
Granting "Pardon" to
}
Registrar

Governor Ridicules
"New 'Year's Party

State Federation Secretar
Declares Goodwin Wrecking
Shoe'

pose
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BURRELL GIVEN
STATE TAX POST
E x • Treasurer
Republican
Named Deputy Assessor at
Curley's Direction I
. G.Fley,
At the direction of ClOy„..
Henry F. Long, state tax commissioner, yesterday appointed Fred
Jefferson Burrell of Medford, former Republican state treasurer, to
be a deputy assessor of income taxes
at an annual salary of $2500. The
appointment was laid on the table
for one week by the executive council.
Commissioner Long also asked the
colcil to approve his promotion of
John F. Gibbons of Cambridge, a
deputy income tax assessor, to be
an assessor. Action also was deferred on this appointment.
Elected state treasurer in 1919,
Burrell resigned Sept. 3, 1920, at the
request of Gov. Calvin Coolidge when
objections were raised to some of
Burrell's practices. Nominated for
the same offlee again in 1930, he was
defeated at the election by State
Treasurer Charles F. Hurley when
he was bolted by thousands of Republicans at the suggestion of James
Jackson of Westwood, who succeeded Burrell as treasurer.
Former State Auditor Alonzo B.
Cook also has a position in the income tax division.
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WITNESS SAYS
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WAS PAID 30 P.C.
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Allen Clark representatives of the Maryland Casualty Company, testified before the finance commission late this afternoon that when Roe brought in bond business he was paid 30
per cent. commission, instead of the usual 20 per cent. "He
brings in a great deal of business," Clark explained.
"So," commented Chairman Sullivan of the commission,
"Roe does a wholesale business on bonds for city contracts,
does he?"
Clark also testified the commission was raised to 30 per cent.
"when Roeff came into the picture."
Alvan T. Pieczkowski, former holder of the ash collection
contract, testified he had his bond written through Roe
"because he was the man who could do the most for you."
Pieczkowski added, however, that in 1933 and 1934 he had
gone to John Curley, Gov. Curley's brother, to get his bond.
He also testified
was asked to contribute $1000 to
Mansfield's campaign, after the campaign was over, by a man
who called him to his home.
"Was that man Jack McCarthy (Mansfield's campaign
manager)?" asked Chairman Sullivan.
"I don't want to answer that question," said Pieczkowski.
Louis A. Roe, brother-in-law of Mayor Mansfield, was accused today before the Boston finance commission of demanding bond business from a contractor under threat of barring him
from city contracts, as the commission's probe of Mansfield's
administration announced after his recent attack on Gov. Curley,
got under way.
ADMITS WRITING BOND
Roe himself admitted, Under questioning by Chairman E. Mark Builtvan, that he had written the bond0
of the John Moore Co. which awarded an ash collection contract in
di
Martino
Roxbury, although
Mauro, another contractor whose
bond was written elsewhere, was a
lower bidder.
Previously, the commission was
told by Sydney F. Sharpe, Roslindale real estate and insurance
broker, that Roe, with Councilman
James P. Finley. had demanded that
a bond upon di Matteo. which he
had written to cover a $72.500 Hyde
Park street surfacing job, be turned
over to them, and that he was
threatened they would "fix" Matteo
if Roe did not get at least part of
the commission.
Later, William F. Campbell, accountant for the commission, testified that in a check of the records
at the Maryland Casualty Company,
for whom Sharpe wrote the bond on
the $75.200 job, showed that while
Sharpe had been paid $301, the regUlar 20 per cent. commission on the
premium, another check for $150.90
d been written for Roe.
Sharpe's testimony opened the inquiry this morning. He said that
Roe and Finley, councilmen from
West Roxbury, demanded the di
Natteo bond after he had written it.
"I will get him a lot of business,
on the snow plows and the ash
collecting," Sharpe said Roe told
him in Roe's private office, "and
then you will get some business,
too."
Finley first suggested the bond
transfer to Roe, Sharpe said. He
said after the demand was made he
went to Finley's office on Poplar
street, Roslindale.
"I asked him what was the idea
of scaring Di Matteo about the bond,"
he said, "and telling him he
would
get no more city work. Finley
said
he was on the inner Circle and was
entitled to the bonds in that
district.
"I said: 'Ws a fine thing for
you

I have done for
you!' and he said: 'Well, you'll have
to see Roe about • '"
Sharpe said he went to see Roe,
the mayor's brother-in-law, at his
office.
"How about that bond?" he
quoted Roe as saying. "You will
have to release it to me. I will get
Di Matti() a lot of work 011 the
snow plowing and ash contracts.
I'll get hint business and you'll get
some business from him."
Sharpe said he did not release the
bond.
Under further questioning by
Chairman Sullivan, Sharpe testified
that Di Matteo was the second low
bidder on ash removal contracts in
that district and that Di Matteo did
not get the contract.
The witness further testified that
Di Matteo was a little slow in making
payments on the bond, but that in
July he was in Di Matteo's home and
Di Matteo gave him the last payment
on the bond.
"I thought I was entitled to the
full premium." Sharpe said, "and
Allen Clark f the man through whom
the bond was placed) gave me a
check for $301.
"Mr. Roe telephoned io me in
August and asked me about the
Di Mallen bond. I said I had the
commission and kept it. He said:
'What about me?' He said he
would fix me and Di Matteo anti
asked le that WP.S; the kind of a fellow I was and if that was the way
I kept my woial. lie said: 'Is that
the way you keep your promises?'"
Questioned by Sullivan: "What
were those promises?" the witness
said: "Well, I suppose he meant
other contracts, snow plow work, ash
removal and other confrach."
"Well, did Di Matteo get any more
of those contracts?" he was asked.
"No. Not that I know of," witness
answered.
Following Sharpe on the stand
were Di Matteo, the contractor,
his
son John and Christopher J.
Carven,
city public works commissione
r, who
DM called to explain
why he
awarded a city agat collection con-

to c(,

tract to another firm
whose bond
. was written by Roe when
Di Matteo
was the lower bidder.
Carven said Di Matteo did
not
have sufficient experience.
"What amount of experience
and skill does it require to
lift
barrels of ashes on a wagon?"
asked E. Mark Sullivan, chairman
of the finance commission, sarcastically.
"Besides." he added. "you know
that you have the authority, under
the ordinances to employ all the men
and teams you see fit and charge it
against the contractor's bond if the
work isn't done properly."
Sullivan also brought out that
Carven's own records showed no
complaint against former work by
Di Matteo.
John Di Matteis, the son, told the
story of the visit of Roe and Finley
to his father's home when they
urged that he cancel the bond he
had secured from Sharpe and give
the business to them. He said Fillies
Introduced Roe as Mayor Mansfielda
brother-in-law and told him Lila'
they wanted to write the bond foi
the job, which was a sareet surfacim
project in Hyde Park.
"My father told them it was too
late," the son said, "that the bond
had been written by alr. Sharpe.
Roo then said that they wanted
some of it. He said they could do
more for my father in getting contracts than Sharpe -could.
Sharpe testified that last July he
received the final payment on the
more than aI500 bond premium
from Di Matteo. In August, he said,
he heard from Roe. Roe asked who
had got the commission from the
bond, which amounted to a little
over $300.
On the ash collection contract
which was denied to Di Matteis although he was a lower bidder, the
testimony was that the Jahn Moore
Company, which got the contract,
bid $2700, and Di Matteo bid $2525.
That the hearing would not be
without political significance was
seen when it became known that
Louis A. Roe, brother-in-law of the
mayor, will be made the central figure of the probe.
E. Mark Sullivan, chairman of the
commission, declined this morning to
discuss the investigation.
"Let it come out at the hearing,"
he said. "We are following out an
order of the city council requesting
us to hold a public meeting rather
than continue the investigation in
private."
Friends of Mayor Mansfield see in
the move a possible attempt at retaliation as a result of the suit
brought by the city in the supreme ,
court against Edmund L. Dolan,former city treasurer. The court action I
followed a report by a finance cam- I
mission majority that it had investigated charges made against the former city treasurer's administration
and found them without foundation,'
The present finance commission
probe is the second made of charges
that Roe is receiving the bulk of the
city's insurance and bonding business.
1934 the commission reported
that it had found "no evidence that
any arrangement has been made by
the present administration to give
the bulk or any part of the city's
bonding business to Louis A. Roe ot
any other person."
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i Goodwin disctiiied the matter fut•ther an dthe Governor retreated
from his previous stand with praise
for Goodwin.
CRITICAL OF CURLEY
In other parts of the statement
Watt was very critical of the Governor, charging him with lack of
accuracy, causing a "mess," saying
he had backed down in his ultimatum to Goodwin and issued an
alibi. Other excerpts from Watt's
ogistormsint follow:
Labor,
of
"When the Governor goes out of 1
0, The American Federation
his way to issue a lengthy alibi for
through Robert J. Watt, secretarybranch,
his
state
decision, however, and discovers Ii
- treasurer of the
suddenly the extraordinary capaclaunched a heavy attack on Regisity and services of 'Labor Organizer
trar of Motor Vehicles Frank A.
Goodwin' it is time for the MassaGoodwin today for the registrar's
chusetts Federation of Labor to
"meddling" in labor affairs in the
give the public the other side of
shoe centres.
the story.
Although Watt, like Goodwin, is
In a sharp attack on Gov. Curley's
"Of course, the Governor claims
an appointee of the Curley adminto have made a thorough investiga- message Senator Henry Parkman,
istration, being on tlir`ffnemployment compensation commission, tion of Goodwin's activities in inter- r., of Boston last night charged
fering in such matters. The fact that the pending equity court case
Gov. Curley indicated today he inthat the Governor has been so busy against former City
tends tokeep.his hands off the conTreasurer Edtroversy between the two state offi- preparing his able and far reaching mund L. Dolan furnished the moannual address must have interfered
cials,
with his customary accuracy. It ap- tive for the Govez.21 t's proposal of !
The Governor said: "It looks as pears that it took the eloquence of a new pension system for judges.
though Mr. Goodwin anu the A.F. L. , the registrar himself, rather than a
Parkman was joined by Speaker
, study of the actual facts, to justify
' are going to have a party."
surprising statement. Leverett Saltonstall in asserting the
Governor's
the
Watt's
to
reference
with
Then,
"It will be a tough New Year's Governor had made inconsistent
statement, which Watt had shown
for the people of Haverhill statements with respect to his recpresent
,
Govthe
it,
issued
he
before
him
If the registrar succeeds in accom- ommendations for housing mental
ernor said:
plishing results such as those which defectives. The speaker also insisted
"I told Mr. Watt I felt the mathave depressed wage schedules in that certain of Mr. Curley's recomter is now between him and Mr.
Brockton between 20 and 25 per, mendations already have been transGoodwin and I knew of no one
cent., which have seen the removal lated into statute.
able to contribute more to the fesor closing of seven shoe factories in
Parkman said the Governor's protivities of the New Year."
district,in which be- posal for retiring judges "has an
Watt, like other A. F. of L. officials, the Brockton
had
workers
2000
and
1800
tween
ominous sound." His statement folobjects to Goodwin, It state official,
before Goodwin ar- lows:
backing efforts of the United Shoe been employed
transferred
have
which
and
rived,
"The message was not up to his
and Leather Workers to organize
the production of the W. usual standard. Ordinarily the Govshoe workers in Haverhill, where much of
Binghamton,
to
factory
Douglas
L.
ernor is capable of making a speech
this organization has called a strike.
and Rochester. N. H.
Goodwin aided in establishing this New York,
Good- at least sound interesting. This one
Mr.
by
raised
questions
"If
was long and pretty dull.
union—which is not affiliated with
be greeted by Muggings in
the federation—in Brockton. The win are to in one union meeting in "It is too bad he does not mean
as
Haverhill,
what he says; for the message did
federation officials have been supwill be a strange sort of have a few good discussions and
porting attempt* by one of their Brockton, it
for
predicts
Governor
the
that
peace
Workers
recommendation—as, for example,
affiliates. the Boot and Shoe
communities into which the his suggestion in .regard to better
Union, to organize the Haverhill other
may be estab- .:o-operation with
Brotherhood
Allied
neighboring states
workers.
lished through the eloquent sales- in the field of crime and in the
Watt said today:
registrar.
the
of
manship
Haverin
results
joint
trouble
of natural redevelopment
"If any
"Such 'happy results' as these in souroes
hill, the responsibility must rest
•
,
fails
registrar
the
It is good to know ton, that he
largely upon the shoulders of Reg- Brockton, which
when he interferes in ,
11£1:1 COMO to r.ri appreciation C. the I
istrar Goodwin and his allied broth- to mention
factories
30
of
Haverhill where 26
necessity for reduction in the cost
erhood."
working agreements of
"No one who knows the facts will , have signed
government. As an ardent chamWorkers'
Shoe,
with the Boot &
pion of economy, thrift and capable
be deluded by the registrar's pose
sad contrast with the
of altruism and self-sacrifice. No Union, are a co-operation between administration of the affairs of gov35 years of
one who scans the legislative rec- the Brockton employers and the ernment, he will be a sight for the
Gods.
ord of our commonwealth will find Boot & Shoe Workers' Union during "The
Governor showed some heat
ocstrikes
two
only
time
any evidence of him or his brother- which
on
the
failure to provide additional
the
of
curred.
hood advancing the welfare
undoubtedly true that 'red' facilities for housing mental defec"It is'
working people of the state. But
tives and
any one who cares to read the agitation is unlikely to be heard in of mental others in the department
Brockton Enterprise of Sept. 12, any community in which the regis- to have thediseases and would like
public believe his pred1939. will find Mr. Goodwin's state- trar's voice is being exercised. But, ecessors in
office and, the Legisment of thanks to the brotherhood surely, the law-abiding workers of lature were
responsible. He forgets
for financing his radio and news- Haverhill will find little peace or that he was
paper campaign for Governor, comfort in any conflict such as session with anpresented at the last
adequate program of
ample reason to explain his own Goodwin has aroused against the building but
preferred to insist on
activities in Brockton, his inter- amicable agreement so recently a highway
program with an appronegotiated by the Boot & Shoe
ferences in Haverhill, and his abil- Workers' Union with the manufac- priation of $3,600,000 for sidewalks.
that
Governor
the
Obviously
in
convince
his mind there were
ity to
turers of that city,"
greater possibilities in granite curbhe works the shoe workers well."
-- ----delivGovernor
ing
than
in
the
the
care of the unforA week ago
tunate wards of the state.
ered an ultimatum to goodwin sayhis
up
give
either
Must
ing that he
OMINOUS SOUND*
labor activities, against which com"In discussing his proposal for a
organized
by
made
been
plaints had
better pension system for judges, he
labor. or resign as registrar of motor
used the phrase,'without the need of
vehicles.
But Tuesday the Governor and
drastic action against them.' This
has an ominous sound. Very likely
as the case against Dolan, the Curley
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'PARKMAN NOTES
OMINOUS SOUND
inks Judge Retirement
Plan to Suit Against
Dolan

'

L.'iLy treasurer, gets hotter, we shall "It is significant that the Govhear more of the dire needoof taking ernor's attack has shifted from the
the 'drastic action' referred to. No executive council to the Legisladoubt it will be placed on high public ture. Last year, he wanted the exgrounds. The Governor is a past ecutive council abolished. Now that
master of that act. But the real be controls it, he makes no referreason will be the necessity of cover- ence whatever to it.
ing up.
"Bluntly the message shouts ex'Out of a welter of vague quanti- travagance and whispers economy."
ties and the usual high sounding
,• AN t
phrases, liberally sprinkled with adjectives, r detected a few specific
suggestions with which I am In
hearty accord. Referring to autoTRAY ELER
mobile accidents, he recommended
a tightening up of provisions of the
Boston, Mass.
law requiring prompt and accurate
reports of accidents. What his refer193b
ence to 'governors on cars' meant, I
did not quite gather but I presume
Newin
he had in mind the accident
ton last summer."
SPEAKER'S COMMENT
Speaker Saltonstall's comment folSummed up, Gov. Curley's message to
lows:
the Legislature was MrTice to take less
"The Governor's address sounded ,
of
analysis
hurried
a
even
but
well
out of the taxpayer's right pocket and
his recommendations reveals several
he
statement
one
In
inconsistencies.
more from his left pocket—the net result
accuses the Legislature of being
being a further rooking for the taxpayer.
underhanded in passing a bill and
foris
it
that
declares
Millions, millions, millions for buildin another
tunate that the Legislature acted as
ings, buildings, buildings were the theme
it did on the same bill.
address,
his
of
32
and
31.
"On page
song of the annual message. The Goverthe Governor said, 'The duplicity
nor certainly wished the contractors a happy new year.
practiced in 1935 through the authora
of
establishment
ization for the
To imply that the Governor's message was without merit
hospital for the criminally insane at
would be cheap misrepresentation. Particularly praisea cost of 81,750,000 without making
provision for the money, savors of
worthy was His Excellency's warning against the "impraca low order of knavery without prectical proposals of those who think we can accomplish Utopia
edent in the history of the cornmonwealth.'
overnight." If he did not mean the Townsend planners, our
"On page 41, referring to the same
forlegislation he said, 'It is rather
guess is poor, for he was speaking of social security for young
tunate that the authorization was
and old. Quite wisely Gov. Curley urged better attention to
made without provision for the necessary funds to cover the cost of
the study of economics in our public schools. This to offset
construction, estimated at $1,750.000,
fantastic panaceas.
since there is no way in which to
justify the placing of the care of
Elected on a platform of "work and wages," Gov. Curley
mental defectives under the control
placed the blame for its failure upon the state Legislature and
and supervision of the department
of correction.'
the federal government. His recommendation that we have
"Actually the bill he refers to
a one-house Legislature, to meet every other year, will get
placed the mental defectives under
the supervision of the department
more approval outside the Legislature than.within.
of mental diseases, as he had already
Gov. Curley would "voluntarily" retire on full,,, salary all
stated in another passage of his address. Then he proceeds to recomjudgea reaching 70 years of age, but subject to occasion&
mend what has already been done,
namely, that the hospital be placed
recall for temporary services.
under the supervision of the deThese retired judges thus would be very useful," saic
partment. of mental diseases.
"The truth of the matter is that
the Governor.
the bill in question. Senate No. 484,
He did not comment much on how useful and to whorl'
was filed by the commissioner of
the department of mental diseases
the newly appointed judges would be.
and provided that the hospital was
Seemingly to scare the Legislature into appropriating
to be built only if federal funds became available.
millions for new state institutional construction, the Governor

Taxpayers Be Damned !

AMOUNT NOT STATED
"The Governor makes several
recommendations for the construction of public buildings but omits
to state how the money Is to be
raised. Of course all of us who have
studied the conditions the Governor
speaks about want these new buildings. But -let's be practical and
make haste slowly. If these buildings are so needed, why was his
excellency so adverse to having them
Included in the bill passed by the
Legislature last year to build new
sidewalks and dredge harbors. Such
an amendment was offered, but
was defeated by him In the House.
"He talks freely of reducing the
cost of government but in this respect merely suggests that a study be
made—the findings, of course, to be
made to the Legislature after the

GovVRAV tifT rAiriffOr yoti '

pictured fire horrors and laid current bad housing of statc
wards to "knavery and political debauchery."
Further to impress his legislative listeners, the Governor
told them to go ahead and spend this money.
"Pleas of overburdening the taxpayer should no longer
be tolerated," he declared.
It was a spending message, with contractors the chief
beneficiaries and taxpayers (whose pleas should no longer be
tolerated) the victims.
Rounding up with a demand for a two-cent tax on every
package of cigarettes already taxed 100 per cent., Gov, Curley
sat down without having said a word about abolishing thc
Governor's council, a step he had recommended last year—
before he had such a nice, friendly council.
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Our Tax-Minded Governor
pocket
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•

. Why fool ourselves? There is
In view of the public's plain
restless- only one way to lielp the real estate
iness under the spurs of the
municipal,' owner and that is through the mediu
m
'S
State and Federal tax-gatherers
and of more economical government. Nothconsidering the more aggressive
interest ing can be accomplished by jugglin
in the whole question of the
State and to propose that something
cost of gov- taxes.
be
ernment it is perhaps only natura
done about it.
l that It is only fair
to
the
govern
or to say
Governor Curley, in his second
But, in general, it is a, disappointin
annual
g
message to the Legislature should select that the matter of cutting State ex- message—di
sappointing in its inordinate
pendit
ures
is
not
entire
ly
neglec
ted
"Revenue and Retrenchment" as
in length, in the accen
the his message. His
t it places on revremedy is the appoint- enue
subject deserving the most elabor
and in its somewhat casual disate rnent of a commi
ssion
of
recogn
ized misSal of the
treatment. It is also pretty much
vital question of adminisin
keeping with the habits of present-day authorities to consider the whole prob- trative economy.
Beginning a new year
li m. This might help, of course, but
tatesmen that the major emphasi:
a the citizens of Massa
chusetts are greeted
( tire could more certainly be
effected if with the threat
should be put on the first part4 of thit
of new State expendigovernors and legislators approached
problem and not on the second.
i tures and new
taxes. What they want
Thus the governor joins the franti their duties in a different frame of mind., is precisely the opposi
te promise.
A Legislature the members of which let
13arch for new sources of income. H.
their
thoug
hts
center
on
the saving of
/ould keep the gasoline tax
for fivt money and not
on the spending of it
ears more—so confirming the genera
could accomplish more to cut the cost
fears that this levy, adopted as a tempo
of government than will ever be achiev
ed
rary measure and to insure better highi
by a dozen committee reports. Such a
ways, is bound not only to be fastenec
Legislature, for instance, would give
upon us permanently but to be used fo,
short
shrift to expensive proposals for
purposes having no relation to the auto
new State construction, including the
mobile. He would double the fee,
chaiged for the operation of moto: one made by the governor himself for a
trucks—so helping to give another litth $1,000,000 addition to the Capitol. This
boost to the cost of living. He woulc is a luxury we cannot now afford. Nor
seize for the State a larger proportion is it a time to be thinking of a costly
. of the money wagered on dog races— war memorial.
To visualize the agitation on Beacon
so moving perhaps to kill the goose tha
Hill
as a result' of the governor's reclays the golden eggs. He would retai
the surtax on incomes—so announcin ommendation for a unicameral Legislathe discovery that "this group of taxpay- ture it is only necessary to remember
nrs is represented by a much larger pro- the difficulty which the people of Masportion who do not contribute at all in sachusetts have had in securing perform of direct tax on property." Did mission to decide by their own votes
the governor never hear of rent? Then, whether biennial sessions should be subworst of all, he would place a tax of stituted for the present annual sessions.
Here is one suggestion, we may be
sure,
2 cents on every package of cigarettes
which will make no headway with
those
sold in the Commonwealth. This last
whose fortunes it so obviously
affects.
proposal has been made before. It is no
As a matter of fact, there is good
more sensible today than it was yesterground
for believing that the idea may
be preday or will be tomorrow. Aside from
maturely put forth. Beiore taking
the injustice of further taxing what is
such
dramatic action, it might be the part
already the highest-taxed commodity in
of
wisdom to learn how Nebraska
make:
general use, the plan has the very disout in its experimentation with a
Legistinct demerit of driving business out o
lature consisting of only one branc
h.
the State. Rather than pay the addi
To some of the other recommenda
tions
tional price, residents of Massachusett
made by Mr. Curley for refor
ms in the
will merely buy their cigarettes in
processes of government, little
exception
neighboring State.
can and will be taken. He
ntands on
In making these proposals the gov- sure and
sound ground in demanding
ernor says that the aim of them is
that district court judges be
prohibited
obviate the necessity of the present Sta from
appearing as counsel in civil cases
tax. Perhaps it is, but, if history is an in their own
courts, and in his deterguide, the Legislature will look at it no mination
to And ways and means for
In that light but simply as a means o lower autom
obile insurance rates. He is
securing more funds for its own purpose. right in
his insistence on co-operative
Even if it is taken seriously, the prac agreements among
States to preserve the
tical benefits flowing to the people wil public safety
and make law enforcemen
t
be virtually nil. The amount to be pal( the more effecti
ve. He does well to direct
, by the average citizen will be the same attention to the
fact that many incomThe money simply will come from th petents are
practicing medicine in the
right hand instead of the left ban

taLy treasurer, gets hotter, we shall „
It is significant that the GovI hear more of the dire iirecieof taking
the
from
No, ernot's
. attack has shifted
_
.
'-111.e..'dra.stic action' 10101'1'Pa to
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Buckley Hits U.S. Officeholders
In Mass.for Indifference to ?arty

presented
Unairman Maynard also
Hurley
F.
Charles
Treasurer
Federal officeholders in Massa- State
Dever as
A.
Paul
Atty.-Gen.
chusetts, with the single exception and
unable
speakers. Gov. Curley was
of Joseph A. Maynard, collector of
to appear.
Jackson
the port, were denounced yesterday
Maynard denied that the
black '
by State Auditor Thomas H. Buck- Day dinner was an attempt to
for the benefit of
ley for their alleged indifference to , jack officeholders
national Democratic treasury
the political welfare of the Demo- the
tickets as
dcited the $3 cost of
turned.
cratic party,
pn
roofthat no profit would be
a
congratulated
Buckley also expressed his delight
Maynard was widely
that yesterday
at the rejection by Rexford G. Tug- because of the fact
birthday.
61st
his
was
well, head of the rural resettlement
administration, of an invitation to
be the principal speaker next
Wednesday night at the Jackson
TRAVELER
Day dinner to be staged at the Copley-Plaza by the Young Democrats
Boston, Mass.
of Massachusetts.
In
Speaking at the Hotel Bellevue to
a group of Democrats interested in
promoting the Jackson Day dinner,
the state auditor declared that
Massachusetts well could do without "any words of advice or wisdom
from an inflammatory individual of
Broadening of workman's comthe Tugwell type."
pensation act to include nurses in
.
Although the promoters of the
institutions in its provisions.
Jackson Day celebration were asReorganization of department of
labor and industries to provide for
sured of co-operation in making the
transfer to its jurisdiction of the
dinner a success, they were considduties of the industrial accident
erably disappointed to learn that
board.
Gov. Stglgyrand the other DemoRaising of the compulsory school
cratic
utional officers of the
attendance age from 14 to 16 years.
commonwealth will ignore the local
Appointment of additional' motor
celebration to be guests at the major
vehicle registry inspectors.
Jackson Day dinner the same night
Installation of 30-mile-per-hour
at Washington.
speed governors on motor ears of
Called upon by Chairman Mayautomobile law violators.
nard to address the assembled
Reduction in mortgage interest
Democrats, Buckley said:
rates.
am glad to see that at least one
Regulation of installment plan
federal officer is interested in the
selling.
political welfare of our party. I
Promotion of economic education
compliment you, Mr. Maynard, on
In secondary schools and among
your attendance here today and I
adult population.
want to add that your services alHousing authority to permit cities
ways have been available for any
and towns to finance slum clearance
party cause.
and low cost housing projects. State
"I grieve that I cannot say the
authority to finance low-cost houssane for your associates. Rarely
ing projects in local communities.
have we seen any of the men apAmendment of unemployment inpointed to federal offices show the
surance act to make it conform to
slightest interest in our activities,
federal act.
once they have been placed on the
Legislation to permit the pursuit
payroll.
of law violators into other states.
"We hear considerable about the
Unicameral legislature, redaction
desirability of co-operation between
In membership and biennial sessions,
the federal and state groups but the
Retirement at full salary for sit.,
co-operation always has been repreme, superior and land court
itricted to the state group.
judges at 70 years of age.
'While I have the opportunity I
Equipment for mental disease resant to express publicly my delight
search building. Financing for hoshat Rex Tugwell has shown the
pital for criminally insane. Enlargemod taste to decline an invitation
ment of 12 mental disease hospitals.
o speak here at the Jackson Day
New living quarters for 1500 mental
!inner. Of course, he should no be
disease hospital employes. New
iermitted to come on here. I can
school for feeble-minded.
magine no more inflammatory InAdoption of sliding scale for gas
lividual in our party,
and electricity rates and expansion
"I am delighted that he cannot
of public utilities department to
;ome because we will be confronted
administer this plan,
with a hard fight in the approaching election awl we will have enough
grief on our hands without being
forced to shoulder the handicap of
carrying the Tugwell type along with
us."
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Curley Recommends:
Criminal offense to practice medicine without state license.
Modern tuberculosis hospital at
Rutland.
$1,000,000 addition to State House
Abolition of metropolitan planning
division.
Authority to increase size of legal
deposits of public fujids in banks
outside the commonwealth.
Prohibit practice of law by district court judges in civil cases in
t4eir own courts. Establishment of
district courts on circuit basis.
Hourly instead of daily compensation for special justices.
Abandonment of state prison at
Charlestown, with state reformatory at Concord reserved for first
offenders.
Commission to study placing out
of state wards, segregation of prisoners, establishment of institution
for treatment of social diseases and
changes in parole system.
Commission to study taxation.
Continuation of 10 per cent, surtax
on incomes. Five-year continuation
of three-cent tax on gasoline. Double
present motor truck registration fees.
Tax of 40 cents on each proof gallon
of alcohol. Increase state's share of
"handle" on dog racing wagers from
31
/
2 to 5 per cent. Retail sales tax
of two cents on cigarettes and tobacco. Fee of $5 on slot machines.
Transfer existing balances in military and naval service fund, escheated estates fund and unclaimed
dividends fund to general fund.
6100,000 appropriation for advertising state's recreational facilities.
Committee to represent commonwealth at Harvard tercentenary.
Erection of state war memorial.
Committee to study methods of
reducing cost of state government.
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Curley Proposes I
New Tax Sources
And Governors For
Accident Cars
Seven new methods of deriving
tax revenue for the state were
conspicuous among the recommendations of Governor James
M. Curley in his annual message
to the Great and General court,
delivered yesterday.
A condensed summary of the
recommendations in his two-hour
address follows:
Extension of the 10 per cent
surtax on intangibles, adopted at
the Governor's request last year
to prevail for but one year.
,Continuation for five years of
the additional gasoline tax.
Doubled license fee for the operation of motor trucks on
Massachusetts highways.
Payment of tax receipts from
liquor taxer be made directly to
the general fund, rather than set
aside for distribution to cities and
towns to meet old age assistance
costs.
Imposition of a 40-cents per gallon tax on each proof gallon of
alcohol.
Increased tax on dog racing
from 3 ,42 to five per cent.
Two cent tax on cigarettes and
corresponding rate on other tobacco products.
Five dollars a year tax on slot
machines placed throughout the
state.
Transfer ot atnoUnt$ reposing
in the military and naval service
fund of 1919, the escheated estates fund and unclaimed dividend
fund to the general fund.
Construction of additional penal
facilities at Norfolk.
Abolition of the Charlestown
site maintaining the prison as a
receiving station.
Discontinuance of bi - cameral
legislature with the creation of a
unicarmeral body.
Reduction of legislative membership.
adoption of biennial sessions
of the General court.
Voluntary retirement of judges
with full ',say at the age of seventy. ,
Construction of living quarters
for 1500 additional employees at
slate mental hospitals, necessitated by adoption of the 48-hour
law.
Construction of a new state
school under the jurisdiction of
mental
of
department
the
diseases.
New state hospital for the
mentally ill, to be constructed at
p.

isurioix at a cost of $750,000.
Construction of hospital for I
criminally insane at Bridgewater.
Appropriation of funds to fireproof state institutions.
Leigislative grant for the exPendittue of $12,000 to equip the
res2arch building, at the Wren
tham State hospital with further
appi opriations to provede for
personnel for the institution.
Election of new structures at
Rutland for the care of tubercular patients.
Construction of housing facilities for employees at the Rutland
hospital and Pondville cancer
hospital.
Extension of the present State
• House building by expenditure of
• g1.000,000 for an addition, to house
state departments, now private
tenants.
Abolition of the Metropolitan
Planning Division.
Inclusion of nurses at state
Institutions in the provisions of
the Workmen's Compensation Act.
Merger of the powers of Industrial Accident board with those
of the Department of Labor and
Industries.
Extension of the compulsory
school age from 1 4. to 16 years.
Creation of additional jobs as
"inspectors" in the Registry of
Motor Vehicles.
Prohibition of the practice of
civil law by district court judges
in their own courts.
Establishment of district courts
- circuit court basis.
. —ompensetion for special just 'es to be determined on an "hour"
basis abolishing the present system measuring payment per diem.
Institution of a sliding scale
f electric light rates.
Authority be granted the state
department of public utilities to
determine a fair rate of return
for utility companies, a fair rate
base and a basis for participation
Appointment of additional employes in the state department
in profits by the public.
of Public Utilities to cope with
this additional work.
Further reduction in mortgags
interest rates.
Adoption of a uniform installment sales law, regulating the
on unpaid balances.
Additional $100,000 for advertising Massachusetts as a recreational center.
Creation of a commission to
study the advisability of promoting economic education in schools
secondary schools and among the
adult population.
Broadened housing laws permitting cities and towns to raise
and appropriate money to promote
slum clearance creating low cost
housing projects.
Extension of powers of State
Housing Board to act where local
boards are inactive to provide for
Slum clearance and low cost.
Revision of state unemployment

insurance

laws to conform with
federal statutes.
Adoption of state laws granting
power for police authorities to
move without consideration of
state boundary lines (to be adopted in anticipation of federal legislation which may make such cooperation between states legal.)
Appropriation of $100,000 for
propogation of insectivorous birds
to aid the conservation of bird
and fish life.
Creation of a committee to
represent the Commonwealth at
the Tercentenary anniversary of
Harvard College.
Election of a war memorial, as
asked last year.
Creation of a commission to
probe possible methods of reducing operating costs in the state.
Adoption
legislation encouraging the lending of money by
banks for business enterprises
and home construction, as a means
of developing property values in
Massachusetts.
Establishment of a law, making
cruninal the practice of medicine
or surgery in the Commonwealth
without the proper credentials
Issued by the board of registration
In medicine.
Installation of governors limiting speed to 30 miles per hour
of automobiles operated by per
involved in accidents.
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Sportswriters Honor
Local Newspaperme.

1.irwo

Arlington newspapermen
were honored at tire annual banquet of the Massachusetts Interscholastic Sportswriters Associaden last Monday evening at the
hotel Lenox, Boston.
Robert Webb of the Transcript
and Joseph D. Callahan, special
, writer for the NEWS were appointed to the legislative commit(tee of the organization by President Paul V. Craigue, Scholastic
Spot-ts Editor of the Globe.
President Craigue was 'toastmaster for the evening and introduced a glaxy of sport stars and
writert3 to the hundreds assembled around the festive board. A
trophy for the best football player of tie year was presented to
Leo Ree.rdon of Malden by Theodore A. Glynn who represented
Gov. Curley, and the Fred J.
O'Brien, ispam trophy was awarded jointly to Malden and Waltham with the Watch City gaining
the distinction of holding it first.
. The principal speaker of the
evening was Jimmy Foxx, newest
acquisition of the Red Sox who
was introduced as the personification of all that is good in baseball and life, by his boss Eddie
Collin, General Manager of the
Sox. Victor 0. Jons, sporting
editor of the Globe, received a big
ovation when he arose to address
the gathering and he responded
with a brief but extremely interesting talk on sports. Other ,
speakers included Faculty Mgr. !
H. L. Collins of Medford, Hy 1
Hurwitz, boxing editor of the
Globe, Cy Scoles, Frank Conway,
Fred Bosworth of the Medford
Mercury, Percy Shain of the
Will
and
Tribune
Waltham
Cloney of the Boston Herald.
distinguished
the
Among
'guests present were the following: Mr. and Mrs. Reardon, parents of Lea Reardon; Coach Fred
Ostergren of Arlington High;
Ralph Colson, Director of Athletics at Mass. Teachers' College,
Al Coughlin of the Boston Record, J. W. Mooney of the Post,
and Coaches Charlie Dickerman
of Somerville, Warren McGuirk
of Malden, Jack Leary of Walth-•
am and Mark Devlin. The four
coaches presented gold charms to
the players on their squads who
were guests for the evening.
The association is planning a
very busy year with the spring
banquet for April 6 and the usual
1 round robin baseball tourney
later on.
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LOOKING
INSIDE
Jan. 2. How did you spend New
Year's Eve? Hotels and headaches
or Radio and rest? You could get .
most anything you wanted on thel
radio—New Year's greetings from !
London and elsewhere, dancing
everywhere, a cocktail program
and Bromo-seltzer program for a
pick-me-up. Did you i;et a New
Year's Card, one chap in Town got
a letter adressed to the "Next
Town Clerk" and inside besides
the card was a request for a $5.00.
contribution for a campaign fund
—unsigned.
P.S. Did you travel around any
the small number of cars on the
yesterday? If you did you 'noted
am told that in New Hampshire
road as compared to last week. I
the automobile registrations run
from April 1 to April 1 instead of
ending Jan, 1. This April 1 idea
seems to have merit for several
reasons. It would bring in more
revenue to Towns and Cities because of the fact that almost everyone would keep their car on the,
road all winter and hence the Excise Tax would be for a full year.
Insurance rates might drop because of the full veer premium. It
would mean more money for the
tilling stations and the repair man,
P. S. S. Our dear Governor
asks for more afia new taxes for
the State. Did those birds up on
the hill ever hear of the idea of
spending less? More taxes mean
more fun for the politicians, more
contracts to give, out, more
friends to hold jobs but more
grief for the rest of us. If you
do not like the idea of new additional taxes see your Representative and Senator—don't slap him I
on the back—there are other
places.
P. S. S. S. From now on we
may expect a flood of announcements that this or that person is
out for some town office. If all
do run that we have heard about
we will have a long ballot and
will have to be careful in marking it. Sn don't take sides till the
list is completed. Perhaps a better man will show ee

.1AN 3 1936
IN MASSACHUSETTS—
AND ELSEWHERE I

•

The Boston Transcript in editorial criticism of the tax-minded
Governor of Massachusetts who
proposes many new taxes and expenditures says truly: "Why fool
ourselves? There is only on. way
to help the real estate owner and
that is through the medium of
more economical government."
"Beginning the new year the
citizens of Massachusetts are greeted with the threat of new State exWhat
penditures and new taxes.
they want is precisely the opposite
promise."
.And that reflects the situation
in many another state.
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Stolen Thunder?
Is Governor Curley of Massachusetts ;Itifffrirmour own state
auditor's thunder? The Bay State
executive has gone on record for
a single chamber legislature. The
unicameral form of government
for Vermont has long been one of
Ben Gate's pet recommendations,
among a lot of others that are
interesting to discuss but hardly
probable of consumation. Ben,
for a long time, has been telling
Iris story to Rotary and Lions'
dubs and other civic organizations about the state but the applause at the end of his speech
Is as far as the ideas have ever
Oa"

•
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Hoover and Curley
"Bob" Washburn, in his weekly letter in the Boston Transcript,
sixes up two political leaders of dismetrically different "schools" —
former President Herbert Hoover and Got ernor James M. Carley
— with characteristic candor as totem s
.'ton and Arlington streets, in deJim and Mr. Hoover, tonight, fiance of the traffic rules. Hessians
Quite a chameleon is Jim On 'flies- of the store where he was then
waved everyone out of the
day morning, last, he sped onward i trading
wy
the men whom he had paroled from I a who was lawfully on the street.
the State Prison, with these words, that Jim might back his car out,
in part: "Christmas conveys, to into
way. the road and proceed on his
Still Goodwin will not strike
every right thinking person,. peace
on earth, to men of good will;This I at the hand,that has fed him, Jim
is the way the words may read, uell knows. • •
•
that is in his Shakespearian verIt was Calvin Coolidge, then Govof the Scriptures, but in my
own they read: "Peace on earth. ernor of Massachusetts, who said,
good will toward men." In this. when urged to ignore a traffic light:
tumultuous course, the word 'peace ''The Governor of Massac.husetts
seems to mean, oftener, a piece should be the first to respect the
of meat. He went on: "Obey the laws, for, if he does not, who will?"
laws and you will be safe. If you And so pass on in this friendly
violate the laws, you must suffer analysis of James Michael Curley.
the penalties. May God guide you. He could kill the cause of pacifism.
so that you will conduct yourself He could not only win the war for
Ethiopia, but he could also enable
as ornaments to society rather than
otherwise." If Jim keeps on freeing hat nation to invade and subjuconvicts, nothing can defeat him rate Italy. If he should issue a
larion call to the people of Massafor the Senate.
husetta to enlist in this cause, the
• • •
tght would be over. Every man,
Bayard Tuckerman, Jr.. that na- roman and
child in MassachusetLe
tionally known sportsman of Hamrid even bedridden derelicts, would
ilton, would tell you, that the pring
to arms, even if they could
tragedies of the track are to be
ally find a pitchfork. All tius could
found in those thoroughbreds who oe
done and would be done, that is
could have been landed winners, upon
this one condition, that Jim
had they fallen into the hands of would
agree to lead this army into
skilled trainers. It is not the horse
battle.
And now turn, from the
that does not win, because he canhairbrush and an inverted stripling,
not win, that hasn't it in him, that to
happier themes.
causes the sportsmen to weep. It is
• • •
the horse that could have won, had
Herbert Hoover is the most effeche been properly handled.
And tive Christian crusader
there is, in
there is the tragedy in Jamie,
the cause against, the pocket-book
Michael Curley. Few men have been
in the White House. In his radio
more gifted by Providence with intellectual and physical virility. He speeches he has improved, even over
has gone far, that is in offices held, the good form that he showed in
but, he could have gone much fur- 1932. His speeches are humanly
ther. I once said to him: "Jim, yoU palatable. There is a touch of
can yet take your place among the humor and effective satire about
five greatest, men in the country, H :hem that merits the turn that he
you will earn the respect of a ma- has made. Nevertheless, they show
terial part of the community, which, s touch of personal spleen that
either with or without rea.son, you somewhat daubs their force. He is
have yet to get.' He replied:I one of the very few platform per" formers that. I have known whc
don't want it." When I asked him
why, lie replied: "Those to whom has given his talks a religious atyou refer are the foes of the plain mosphere. If the voters of the counpeople." As I left him. I murmured: try were not daubed in their politi"Pish, boo and likewise bah." If this cal judgments by ignorance and
man had set his compass by the prejudice, he would stand more
north star of his purpose, he could show for the Presidency. But
he
have trotted in any company,
never could be re-elected because
In what he said to those paroled of the above consideration.
nen he was in his best form, which
• •
a eery good form, although it must
Again, in some of our cities
and
save excited some mirth on their tOwns we have seen
a man who has
part, well restrained, that, he should made a success
have pictured himself to them as bissinese, of the of the pop-corn
carpet business or
an ornament to society. This was of some other
business. He has done
his performance in the morning of this as Herbert
Hoover succeeded
Tuesday last. But those same s an
engineer. Then everybody
paroled men would have wondered its up and
says,
still more could they have seen him his man, who has why not make
made a success
on that same afternoon at, 3:30, Ina
his own business,
mayor of our
car parked near the corner of Boyl-

1

town. tie is tnen made mayor. To
the surprise of those who are not
politically canny he is a failure.
And why? Because he is not an
adept in his human contacts. Here
is where Hoover fails, another reason why he should not be renominated. It is the politician who
often makes the most of a success
in public ofiloe, becasee he has
learned the art of human contact.
• • •
On an afternoon, some years past,
three men sat in the University
Club in New York city. One of
them was Herbert Hoover. During;
the conference that followed, one I
others ventured his opinion
of the o
Upon a certain subject. Hoover then
observed: "You do not know what
you are talking about." After he
had gone away, one of these men
said to the other: "Who is your
replied: "Herbert
friend?" He
Hoover." Then one vote was lost,
and In the same way many others
have been lost.
• • •
It was Calvin Coolidge who said
at one time: "I do not choose to
run." It was Will Rogers who said
as be was coming out of the delirium of ether, that he had pictured himself upon some fair
grounds, somewhere. Everybody was
running around the track, he said,
except one little red-headed man
who sat on the bleachers and said:
"I do not choose to run." That
statement of Coolidge's puzzled
every-one. which was just what it
was meant to do, for it left him
free, either to run or not to run. So
the question Is asked today: "Is
Hoover seeking the nomination?"
That auestion he has not, vet answered. He says, that he is not a
candidate. This means nothing.
Everyone else says this of his own
candidacy, whether he is or is not
a candidate.
• • •
Mr. Hoover should take himself
out of this doubted class, in the
only kind of words that count, in
the style set by Al Smith at one
time: "I would not accept the
nomination."
Big as Hoover has
been and is, if he should take this
step, then would he be great among
patriotai and his efficiency in the
cause would be augmented by an
absence even of the suspicion of
self-seeking.
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Among the nee appointments by Cos
ernor Curley to the Massachusetts
tional guard last week was that of JOH:\
SLAVIN, of 91 Walnut Street, who was
coast
made a '2nd lieutenant in the 241st
artillery.
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Goodwin Assails Watt
st
hill
Prote
Haver
For
'SAYS MOST OF
A. F. L UNIONS
RUN BY FAKERS
States Shoe Workers
Will Pick Own
Organization.
BOSTON, Jan. 3.—(UP)
Most of the affiliates of the
American Federation of Labor "are controlled by labor
fakers who play with the
bosses and sell out the work.
era," Frank A. Goodwin,
State registrar of motor vehicles, charged in a statement
to-day.
Goodwin's attack on the
A. F. of L. in general and
on Robert J. Watt, secretary
of the Massachusetts State
Federation of Labor in particular, was made in reply to
criticism leveled at him by
Watt Thursday.

"I agree with Fr. Coughlin when
he said that the American Federation of Labor is a racket as it is now
run. Most of its 'affiliates are con •
trolled by labor fakers who play with
the bosses and sell out the woriters.

I
The greatest thing that can happen
for labor would be for John Lewis to I
clean up the dirty mess.
"Unions are supposed to be
voluntary associations of workers organized to bargain collectively with their employers. In
Haverhill right now the manufacturers have made a contract
with officers of 'Bobby's' union
before the union had any members and then workers were told
that, if they wanted to work,
they would have to join this
unioilt but they did not want.
"Mr. Watt and his gang are not
going to get away with it because the
Haverhill workers without help, legal,
moral and financial aid are going to
pick their own union; handle their
own affairs and spend their own
money.
"This great defender of the workingman and expounder of union principles, Mr. Watt, is now getting $6000
a year working for the State and is
still active as secretary of the Massachusetts branch of the federation
with another big salary.
"In these days, with so many workers on welfare or working for starvation wages or not working at all,
'Bobby' should have enough decency
to quit one job or the other.

"It is against union principles to
hold two jobs and gather in two
salaries.
Proud of Conditions Here.
"So far as conditions in Brockton are concerned I am proud of
them, and what is more imporAssailing Goodwin's activities as
tant, so are the 14.000 members of
• adviser to a Brockton shoe labor
our union. We have no 'labor
union, Watt had said that responsichiselers in Brockton.'"
bility for any labor trouble in
Last week Gov. Curley issued an
Haverhill, where attempts have
been made to launch a strike among ultimatum, warning Goodwin he
5000 shoe workers, would rest with would either have to quit as adviser
the registrar.
to the Brockton shoe group or retire
don't blame 'Bobby' Watt for from his $6000 a year State Job as
fighting to get the shoe workers registrar.
of Haverhill into his union,"
In a characteristic reply, the fiery
Goodwin said. "There are about Goodwin refused to do either. Early
6000 workers in Haverhill and the this week Goodwin was summoned to
manufacturers are forcing them the State House, presumably to be put
to join a union they do not want
on the carpet," but when his conand pay 25 cents per week of $13 ference with Curley was over, the
per year, an aggregate of $78,000 governor issued a long laudatory'
Per .!'er,V • That is pretty good statement in which he said it would
piokintal for 'Bobby' and his fed- be unthinkable to oust Goodwin
_.
eration.

I
from either post. The governor emphasized Goodwin's excellent accomplishments in the interests of labor
peace in the Brockton shoe industry,
and expressed hope that this amicable
spirit might be extended to other
labor centres throughout the State.
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The Citizen
'© At Large
Politics
"The trouble with Phil is that he is
afflicted with an unctuous medulla ob- I
longata, which, in common parlance, i
means that he is a fathead," were the
words used last week to describe Representative PHILIP G. BOWKER, of 48
Welland Road, by Registrar of Motor
Vehicles Frank A. Goodwin, following
the former's accusations that the Curley-Goodwin row was an "Amos 'n Andy"
Further depiece of political hokum.
scribed by Goodwin as "the Republican
clown," Bowker retorted, "Talk atriut
your court jester! FranRie certainly
spread the whitewash when C41,Ligy pulled the strings on that Newton hit-andrun episode. Frankie heeled to his master's voice that time, and he must be
speaking for him again now."

COMMERCIAL
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Good win

Hits
Sharply At
Labor Fakers

Play With Bosses And Sell
Out Workers Says Bay
State Registrar

many mannfaZturers exp:red yesterday.
New contracts with the Boot and
Shoe %Vorkers' Union, a rival of the
United Union, became effective at
the. same time.
Failure by pickets posted at the
plants yesterday to disrupt
workingl
schedules was described as "a complete victory" by George T. Douglas
,
a Boot and Shoe Union organiz
er.
Tee organization is affiliated
with
the American Federation of
Labor.
Toe unsuccessful call to strike
was tile climax of a
campaign by
the two unions and the
Brockton
Brotherhood of Shoe and
Allied
Crattsmen to get the contracts.
A peaceful settlement, to
the long
labor controversy was predicted
by
Boyfriend V. McNamara, ores:dew
of the local Chamber of
Commer,as a result of yesterday's
develssments.
There was no disorder during th
piciiet!ng.

Boston, Jan. 3—(11P)—A charge
that most affiliates of the American.
Federation of Labor were "controlled by labor fakers who play with
the bosses and sell out the. workers"
was made by Frank A Goodwin, registrar of motor velAcles today
Hitirpti-;c
Goodwin, commenting on shoe
situation In Haverhill in which the
Boot and Shoe Workers' Union. an
A F. of L. affiliate, had signed contracts with shoe manufacturers who
previously had dealt with the United Shoe and Leather Workers' Union,
said:
"The manufacturers have made a
tontract with officers before the
union had any members and then
workers were told that if they
wanted to work they would have to
-join this union that they did not
BOSTON. Jan. 3.—
— The
want."
Goodwin predicted, however. that 1 tsixpayer is being led to the inevitable conclusion that he must place
the Haverhill workers would pick
no faith in statements made for
their own union.
political purposes, according to
Goodwin's statement was another
President It. W. Bird of the Masphase of the controversy that de
sachusetts Federation of Taxpayers'
veloped from his association
with
Associations.
the Brockton Brotherhood of Shoe
and Allied Craftsmen. Ile recently
Commenting on Gov. Curley's mess
advised Haverhill shoe workers to sags to the legisalture, Bird said it
form an organization along the lines was easier now to understand why
of the Brockton Brotherhood. A pro- the governor "spent a great deal of
test from the Boot and Shoe Union someone's money" to have his holiresulted in an ultimatum from Gov- day greetings cast in electric lights on
ernor James M. Curley calling for the front of the State House.
his resignaticirMYther from labor ac"It was because he was writing his
tivity or from his post as registrar. annual message to the General court.
The governor later withdrew his ulti- and he knew it would contain small
matum and approved Goodwin's ac- comfort for the taxpayer," Bird said.
Bird said it was -naturally gratifytivities.
ing" that the governor recommended
yesterday, Robert J. Watt, secrea special commission on taxation.
tary of the Slassachuaetts branch of
which was proposed by the taxpayers'
the American Federation of Labor.
associations last spring, but it was
denounced Goodwin's activities, say- "distre
ssing to note that the governor
ing wage schedules had been de- does not propose
a single economy
pressed 20 to 25 percent In Brockton for his own adminis
tration."
and the city had lost seven factories
"It is the expenditures for buildings
employing about 2.000 workers. He, Proposed by Gov. Curley which seem
said it would be "a tough nes/ year" ! to us utterly to negative the good
for Haverhill if Goodwin's sugges- proposals in • this unique message,"
Bird said.
tions were accepted there.

Brockton, M itss.
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31110 ASSAILS
CURLEY PLANS

Huverhill, Mass., Jan. 3—(AP)1.411:et,' Prevailed today in this important shoe center where a strike
colic& by the United Shoe and
Leather Workers' Union to test onion supremacy failed to break working schedules In the 30 shoe factories.
Mass meetings were expected to
be held today by the United Shoe
I union, whose labor contracts witn
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THREE CENT TAX
ON GAS BROUGHT
BEVERLY SAVING
State Levy Dropped From
ollr Atilt OCA
sai.JJ,Ilffill 10 .3131,
1Vu

In Single Year
(Special to the Times)
STATE HOUSE, Boston, Jan. 3—
With a new state tax program the
outstanding feature of the 1936 program drafted by Governor James
M. Curley, a battle looms on the
conthomottee of the three cent gasoline tax.
Rep. Charles W. Hedges of
Quincy would repeal the additional
one cent. added to the existing two
cent tax from year to year the
extra levy to be taken from the
books May 1, 1936.
With the current three cent tax,
sufficient funds have been available
in the past three years to transfer
eppnedinately $10.000,000 from the
highway fund to the general fund,
with the
that in lieu of a
$135,400 state tax last year from the
of Beverly the state levy was
but $64,700.
Governor Curley in his annual
message asked that the legislat
ure
continue for five years the
additional tax on gasoline.
Year in and year out the diversion of highway fund monies
to
the general fund has been
a sore
spot with legislators faced
with a
crying need to limit the state
tax.
The additional money
levied on
the sale of. gasoline is primari
ly intended to defray highway
construction costs but the use of
the funds
for general expenditures
is liable
to stir the political kettle
to the
boiling point. The Hedges proposa
l
is the first of such moves to
bring
about a battle talon('

result
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New Year's surely wasn't an uneventful day.
Italy is not inconsistent, at any rate.
It has said from the start that it
means to conquer Ethiopia.
Most of the grouchy folk who were
Planning not to register their cars
must have shifted gears at the last
minute.
Mr. Curley recommends many
changes-eresloyll of them will add to
the cost of State government. No
wonder taxes arg skyrocketing.
Mr. Roosevelt has a keen sense of
shownt.nship. When he speaks tonight it is to the American people,
the Congress his sounding board.
Nice looking youngster, NineteenThirty-Six, don't you think?
The proposal to add a two-cent
State tax on cigarettes makes the situation clearer. It's public money,
not tobacco, that's going up in
smoke.
This town is looking forward hopefully to the ceremonies at City Hall
next Monday, even though most of
the time win be given over to a
scramble for vacant offices.
Haverhill lias not yet learned the
lesson essential to industrial progress. Most of the shoe workers there
seem to think trade union politics
more important than their Jobs.
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Curley Seeks
Rota's Removal
Governor Curley's latest step
in his drive to remove Arthur G
Rotch, state WPA Administrator,
was his letter to Harry I, Hopkins, the Federal Administrator,
"Due to the inefficient and incompetent manner in which the
Massachusetts office of the Works
Program Administration has been
Governor
administered,"
the
wrote, approximately 2000 WPA
employes were unable to purchase
Christmas dinners, The Governor sent Hopkins the names
all relief workers who had ap
plied to him for Christmas bas
kets.
While Governor Curley and t
number of others continue(' theii
cannonade of protests to Nationa
Administrator Harry L Hopkins
demanding weekly pay days an
payrol
WPA
the
protesting
breakdown the day before Christ
mas, State Administrator Arthui
G Rotch said that he had been
commended by Washington for
doing a "fine job".
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Gov. Curley's Recommendations.
"

EGISLATIVE proposals embodied in the message of Gov.
Curley point to higher and still higher taxes. He recommends: Continuation of the "temporary" 10 per cent. increase in income taxes; higher tax for five years on the use
and sale of gasolene; doubled tax for operation of motor trucks;
40 cents a gallon tax on alcohol; two-cent State tax on cigarettes;
$5 tax on slot machines.
Everybody knows the additional taxes are necessitated by Mr.
Curley's .,pending programme. But the end is not yet. He purposes to add a million-dollar addition to the State House, spend
another million or two for a hospital for the criminally insane, replace the present State prison, erect a great war memorial, etc.
Additional taxes approved by the legislature this year will be
permanent, as revealed by the record of taxation the past 50 years.
What happens to the average income as a result? Less money to
spend for the necessaries of life and a few of the comforts, with
consequent effect upon production.
Good as it may be for the fortunate few who are put on the
public payroll as a result of bigger but not better spending, Mr.
Curley's programme is lowering the standard of living of many
of the wo:kers from whom the State collects the taxes,

L
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FIGHT LOOMS
OVER GAS TAX
Hedges Would Repeal
Additional Cent
With a new State tax program the
outstanding feature of the 1936 program drafted by Governor James M.
Curley, a battle looms on the continuation of the three-cent gasoline
tax.
Rep. Charles W. Hedges of Quincy
would repeal the additional one cent
added to the existing two-cent tax
from year to year, the extra levy to
be taken from the books May 1, 1936.
With the current three-cent tax,
sufficient funds have been available
in the last three years to transfer
approximately $10,000,000 from the
highway fund to the general fund,
with the result that in lieu of a
$151,200 State tax last year from the
city of Chelsea, the State levy was
but $75,600.
Governor Curley, in his annual
message, wren-vitt the Legislature
continue for five years the additional
tax on gasoline.
Year in and year out the diversion
of highway fund monies to the general fund has been a sore spot with
legislators faced with a crying need
to limit the State tax. The additional money levied on the sale of
gasoline is primarily intended to defray highway construction costs but
the use of the funds for general expenditures is liable to stir the political kettle to the boiling point. The
Hedges proposal is the first of such
moves to bring about a battle along
this line.

TRIBUNE
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Gov. Curley Changes His Mind
Governor—Turley who last week
told Registrar of Motor Vehicles
,Frank A. Goodwin that he must give
lup outside work as counsel for shoeworkers or resign his state position
,
! on Tuesday retracted his decision
upon being assured that Goodwin
was working for the shoe workers
on his own time and without pay,
and furthermore because he had
done commendable service for the
shoe workers union. In a public
statement Governor Curley concludes as follows:
"Under the circumstances, with a
realization of the valued service:
rendered by Mr. Goodwin as Registrar of Motor Vehicles and tie
equally valued services that he has
been rendering an important basic
industry, there is no way in which
I could justify any course other
than to continue him as Regi•trar
of Motor Vehicles."
Appraised of the governor's statement Registrar Goodwin said :
"I knew when His Excellency got
all the facts he would change his
mind. I appreciate his action very
much."
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ARGUS ADVOCATE
East Boston, Mass.
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I LEGISLATURE HERE AGAIN
Well, the Legislature, like taxes,
,is hero with us again.
I
We have hardly recovered our
breath from the last session, which
was not prorogued until August.
1 It is altogether too short between sessions, we believe.
It is the same Legislature.' with
the same membership. Biennial
sessions just now look more attractive than ever. The champions
of annual sessions may well fear a
session similar to that of 1934. But
let us hope for the best.
I That this one, too, will be pro- ,
longed into midsummer is not improbable in view of the absence of
responsible, effective majorities in
each branch and the gcowing anprejudice against the Governor,
'and the polit:cal opposition, in an
election year.
The Governor's
influence is
stronger and better Consolidated
than it was a year ago. His control
of the executive council is now apparently complete. Yet it appears
that happenings since the first ses-;
sion of the 149th General Court ad-'
journed have weakened him with '
the independent voters of the state.
The Leg:slature need not be
cowed by the executive. It has duties to perform, especially with respect to state finances. All this,
too, without partisan or malignant
. prejudice against the governor,
who will deserve support when he
ik. right.

I

i

As might be expected, Governor Curley again does his
somersaulting act when he now agrees that his political
lackey, Register Frank A. Goodwin, is right in meddling in
industrial disputes as an unpaid (?) counsel. Well these two
gentlemen, who have for years glibly plied their sophisticated wares upon a gullible electorate are, so it is said, due
for a rude awakening, the coming fall when the ostensible
candidate for the United States Senate, as the standard
bearer of the Democratic party and his faithful lackey—the
split the Republican vote—assistant Curley candidate, will
be relegated to private life, unless all signs fail.

ARGUS ADVOCATE
East Boston, Mass.

• tie present local
legislator,
'who is advocating the
Townsend
plan, has become infected with
the
James m..aral. ey school of
thought
which, if persisted in. will
prove
the final stage of his journey
to
the rancid surface of Salt River.
More than one local Tamman
y
ward heeler, is watching
with
feverish anxiety the outcome
of
the Dolan bond investigation,
and
the School committee alleged
graft
imbroglio. There's a reason.
Rep. Thomas Dorgan of Boston,
author of the Teacher's Oath of
Allegiance bill, and of a bill to ban
permanently, filthy stage
and
screen performances, is well
known
in East Boston where, it
is predicted, he will be sure to
get a
large vote next fall, in case
as it
has been rumored, he may
be a
i state wide candidate.
Officials of the Boston Elevated
are grateful for the
information
given them by the Jeffries
Pt. D.
and I. club, concerning vandali
sm
by hoodlums on Jeffries Pt.
cars
and have taken the proper steps
to eliminate the same.
From the sentiment already expressed, Daniel B. McInnes will
, get one of the largest votes
ever
given a candidate for public office,
iin the across the tracks district.
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WILL OPPOSE
CIWYPLANS
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Governor Warns
Changes Needed
In State Prisons
Presides at Hearing on
Charges Against the
Parole Board.
LYMAN IS WITNESS
Correction Commissioner
Cites Resentment of
Prisoners.

Resides the Governor
ana ms
council, those at the
hearing ineluded Correction
Commissioner
Arthur T, Lyman, State
Prison
Warden Francis J. W.
Lanagan..
and Superintendent
Maurice N.
Winslow of Norfolk State
Prison
colony.
Also present were memb
ers of
the Parole Board.
Lyman First Witness
Commissioner Lyman, the
first
witness, declared he never
had said
publicly that any of the
resentment
he found at the prisons
resulted
from activities of the Parol
e Board.
He said he found "cumu
lating resentment growing up" in
the prisons.
Mr. Lyman appeared
somewhat
agitated as Governor Curle
y, Councillor Coakley D Bosto
n,
and
Councillor Brooks (R
Watertown,
the latter a former chair
man of the
Parole Board, popped
questions at
him.

BOSTON, Jan. 3, (UP),
—Unless certain changes
are made in Massachusetts' correctional institutions, there may be recurrences of the recent
outbreaks at State Prison
and Concord Reforma- "If Prison Not Up to Date
policy of setting
men
tory, Governor Curley hack istheconti
nued," Lyman said,
"we
shoul
d have a new State's
warned today.
prison. State's

The Governior, virtually recov
ered from a cold that confined
him
to his home for several
days. was
addressing 200 persons at the opening of a public hearing into charg
es
against the State Parole
Board.
Many of the allegations were
made
by convicts.
Governor's Statement
Explaining that he would take
no
active part in the hearing, the
Governor said:
"The Governor's council and
the
public at large is greatly conce
rned
in reference to the correctional
institutions of the State and as
to
ways and means of a better
system
, of conducting them.
"In the recent visit of the Council (to State prison and Concord reformatory), they found that
the
fault doesn't lie altogether with officials of these institutions, but
rather it is in a measure beyond
their control"
While admitting that these problems were serious, Mr. Curley believed they would prove "subject to
correction."
Cruelty Charged
The public hearing begun today
resulted from letters received by
the Governor from inmates of State
prison and the reformatory. These
letters charged cruelty and abuse
by Parole Board members.

prison as it stands
today isn't really up to date
enough
to accommodate the more
desperate
criminals." The policy to which
he
referred is that under which
parole
violators are returned to
prison.
Mr. Curley
wanted
to know
whether Massachusetts
pursued a
definite system of paroling
prisoners.
"I don't believe so," Mr.
Lyman
replied.
"Why not?"
"I don't know," said
Mr. Lyman.
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Less Politics
Big Economy
Most Needed
Round three of the Governor
Curley-Speaker Saltonstall political bout has ended.
In the first round, Mr. Salton'
stall attack the Governor for proposing a building program and
not telling how to raise money
for it.
In the second, the Governor
criticized the Speaker for not offering constructive criticism.
In the third, Mr. Saltonstall offeted this as constructive:
"Less dictation to and less political interference with the State
departments will produce more
efficient and less expensive government for our taxpayers."
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Would End StatA
Tax, Curley Says
BOSTON,'Ireir(1:37)—Governor Curley told the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Selectmen's Association today that if
the revenue-raising program recommended in his message to the
Legislature is adopted it will be
possible to end the $10,000.000
State tax, and to reduce the average local tax rate about $2 per
$1,000.
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Many Bills
Being Filed
Legislature kay Act on
Record Number; Recess
To End Monday.
The Massachusetts Legislature is
in recess until Monday afternoon
When it will begin actual work on
the mountain of bills which awaits
action.
The bills increase each day, with
indications that before the final date
for submitting them, previous records may be broken.
One of the most recent measures
filed calls for all food, goods and
merchandise sold in packages to
bear the name of the place of
origin and manufacture on the
label.
Another would prohibik disenfranchisement of legal vaRrs who
receive public aid or who have not
paid a poll tax.
Would Cut Gasoline Tax
Still another measure has an opposite aim to a recommendation in
Governor Curley's message to the
Legislature. This would repeal the
additional excise tax of one cent a
gallon on gasoline. The Governor
wants to increase the gadiffilBtrtax
for a five year period,
Fines of $200 to $5,000 and imprisonment from 90 days to three
years or both, for any person, Min,
corporation or association found
guilty of disseminating, circulating
or publishing propoganda or statements, creating or tending to
create hatred, violence or hostility
by reason of race, color, religion or
manner of worship, are proposed in
another petition.
Uniform classification of risks
and premium charges under the
compulsory motor vehicle insurance
law is included among the recommendations In the list of bills on
•
file.
Another proposal is to give inspectors of trucks attached to the
Department of Public Utilities the
powers of constables and police officers, so they may arrest anyone
violating any provision of the law
relative to the operation of a vehicle on the State highways by an
unauthorized person.
Varied Bills Filed
Other bills on file call for the
appointment of two associate commissioners in the Department of
Corporations and Taxation, reduction of interest charges on small
loans from three to one and a half
y
per cent, a fiat rate for compulsor
automobile insurance, and limitation of interest charges on overdue
,gas and electric light bills to five
Der cent.

this
Milk producers and dealers of
prosection are interested in the
Emerposal to make permanent the
gency State Milk Control Board.
The plan suggested to the Legislature is to make the board an affiliate of the State Department of
Agriculture. Under the present•set
up, the board will cease to exist
June 1.
There is also a measure on flic
which would repeal the act creatir4
the milk control commission.
On Auto Speeding
Suspension for 45 days of the
driving license of an autoist who
travels more than 45 miles an hour
in a city is among the proposals in
a bill to be considered ..by the legislators. Another measure affecting
autoists would make it manacatory
for police to permit persons arrested for operating under the influence
of liquor to communicate with members of their family and their own
physicians.
Persons handling food will be required to submit two physical examinations a year if another measure is adopted, while the bill to license bagatelle and pin ball games
is in the files again.
There is also a resolve favoring
the immediate payment of the veterans' bonus to be considered.
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The proceiture outlined by Mr.
Curley seems to be planned in this
*er: (1) Abolition of the governor's council; (2) reduction of the
size of the legislature, elimination of
one branch, and sessions only once
in every two years; (2) longer and
wordier messages by the governor t
to the legislature; (4) annexation of
the judiciary to the governor's office; (5) more and greater special
privileges for the governor on the
highways. These are steps that lead
toward final emergence of a Mussolini at the State House, with all
branches of government subordinate
to him.
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Curley Plan for Judges I
---"Awhtl," Cabot Declares
BOSTON, Jan. 3 UM—Charles L.
Cabot, secretary of the Boston Bar
association, described Gov. Curley's
retirement "plan for judges, outlined
in the governor's message, as "awful
under the circumstances."
"I a min favor of some plan to
provide for the retirement of
judges," Cabot asserted, "but I
should certainly be concerned at the
prospect of giving anyone the power to forcibly retire all judges at the
age of 70, ... It would mean giving the governor the opportunity to
obtain absolute control over the
courts of the state. ... It would be
far better to take the chance of
having to get along with one or two
judges from time to time who might
be approaching senility than it
would be to throw overboard a
, large section of the best members
of the bench."
The governor's tax recommendation was criticized by Norman McDonald, of the Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers Associations.
He declared, "He seems to want
economical reforms in the interests
of the taxpayers, but only after he
t himself is out of the State House.
What the people want and what
they are going to insist upon is
economy right now and relief from
the depressing burden of taxation
that is burdening the life of everybody who owns property in the
state."
The governor's proposal to levy a
two-cent tax on each package of
cigarets also was opposed. Clarence
D. Hunter, a Boston wholesaler,and
Clarence Marshman of Springfield,
head of the State Retail Tobacco
Dealers, announced both organizations would hold special meetings
within a week to map plans for
blocking any move to tax tobacco.
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UNDER THE STATE
HOUSE DOME

Slams Curley for Failure
A To Propose Any Economies
BOSTON, Jan. 3, (UP)—The
taxpayer is being led to the inevitable conclusion he must place
no faith in statements made for
political purposes, according to
President Reginald W. Bird of
the Massachusetts Federation of
Taxpayers' Association,
Commenting on Governor Curlay's message to the Legislature,
Mr, Bird said it was easier now
to understand why the Governor
"spent a great deal of someone's
money" to have his holiday greetings cat in electric lights on the
front of the State House.
"It was because he was writing
his anaaaLeaeseaze

eral Court, and he knew it would
contain small comfort for the
taxpayer," Mr. Bird said,
The taxpayers' association head
remarked it was "naturally gratifying" that the Governor recommended a special commission on
taxation, which was proposed by
the taxpayers' association last
spring, but it was "distressing to
note that the Governor does not
propose a single economy for his
own administration."
"It is the expenditures for
buildings proposed by Governor
Curley which seem to us utterly
to negative the good proposals in
this unique message," Mr. Bird
declared.
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New York Man
Is Extradited
( For Neglect
Joseph A.
A complaint charging
abanDennihan, New York, with
in
family
and
donment of his wife
Judge
by
dismissed
was
that state
court toT. F. Gallagher in district
him
day. New York officers escorted
trial.
for
York
New
to
by
Mr. Dennihan was represented
Asst.
and
Penan
D.
Harry
Atty.
appeared
Dist. Atty. A. A. Gelinas
for the government.
BoLeroy Hussar and Thomas
, arnanza, New York detectives
with requisirived here last night
York.
tion papers from New
to
The papers were presented
. _ who signed
Gov. James M. Curley
the extradition warrant which ordered State Patrolman Delay to
turn Mr. Dennihan over to the New
York officers.
, Asst. Dist. Atty. Gelinas told the
court that the defendant was presjustice, but in
ent as a fugitive from
and
view of the warrants nt he papers
governme
asked
the
by
held
the complaint.
the court to dismiss

The House and Senate Met for
vety short sessions yesterday and
will cOnvene again Monday, the
House at 11 and the Senate not tin112.
--registra.
Approximately 480,000
tion plates. 22.000 more than in 1934,.
had been issued by the registry 'Of
ni8tor vehicles up to the close of
business Dec. 31.
A hill allowing a person under arrest to communicate with a member
of his family and to summon a Physician was filed by Sen. Francis M.
He also,
McKeown of Springfield.
filed a measure requiring that
foreign goods be labeled.
Senator Theodore A. Plunkett of:
Adams is to announce his candidttex,
for lieutenant governor on the Republican ticket. The Senator comes,
from a long line of staunch Republicans, his father having been a
close friend of President McKinley
and on at least two occasions his
host at the Plunkett homestead in
Adams.
Repeal of the additional excise tax
of one cent a gallon on gasoline is
urged in a hill filed by Representslive Charles W. Hedges of Quincy.
This measure runs counter to Gm:
(7urley's recommendation .of ai
torreTried increase in the gasoline•
tax.
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IT HAS BEEN TRUE
There is no guarantee that prosperity will
be enduring unless the electorate, economically enlightened, bring economic intelligence constantly to the polls. An electorate
that is economically bewildered will be easily
led astray, in campaigning days, by the specious reasoning of those who oppose all
change, because they profit by things as they
are; and no less by the impractical proposals
of those who seem to believe that we can attain Utopia over night.—Governor James M.
Curley in his address to the Legislature.
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BATTLE LOOMS
ON CONTINUING ,
GASOLINE TAN
(Special to the Times.)
State House, Boston, Jan. 3.—With
a new state tax program the outstanding feature of the 1936 program
Curdrafted by Governor .James M.
nuaconti
e
-th
loo
e
battl
a
ley,
tax.
ine
gasol
cent
three
tion of the
Representative Charles • W. Hedges
of Quincy would repeal the additional one cent added to the existing two
cent tax from year to year the extra
levy to be taken from the books May
1, 1936.
tax
With the current three cent able
sufficient funds have been avail
fer
trans
to
years
In the past three
the
approximately $10,000,00t front
highway fund to the general fund,
with the result that in lieu of a $117.
city
the
from
year
800 state tax last
was but
of Gloucester the state levy
$58,900.
his annual
Governor Curley in 'legi
slature
message asked that the
additional
the
years
five
for
inue
cont
tax on gasoline.
the diversion
Year in and year out
es to the genof highway fund moni
spot with
eral fund has been a sore
a crying need
legislators faced with The
additional
to limit the state tax.
sale of gasomoney levied on the ded
to defray
line is primarily inten
but the.
costs
on
ructi
const
way
high
for general expenuse of the fundsto
stir the political
ditures is liable
point. The Hedgkettle to the boiling
first of such moves
es proposal is thea battle along this
t
abou
bring
to
line.
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/ Takes Number Plate
Fight to Court
BOSTON, Jan. 3—A Lynn motorist today sought State Supreme
a
Court action to restore to him
low-number license plate he has
held for six years.
Nicholas Mathey petitioned for
a writ of mandamus to compel
Registrar Frank A. Goodwin to
turn over to him license plate
518 for 1936.
He alleges that Goodwin this
year gave that registration number to Charles Manion, former
chauffeur for Governor Curley,
and offered Matherninistration
36,518, which he refused.
A hearing before a single justice will be held Tuesday.
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URRENT COMMENT
GOV F NOWS ADDRESS

(The Worcester Telegram)
Curley's annual address to the Legis
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There cannot be helpf
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It is the same with the Governor's recommendation for appointment of a commission to study taxagram
tion, and with his reference to the need of a "pro
with
for the reduction in the cost of government," and
iinequ
the
of
e
estat
real
eving
his proposals for "reli
is
table burden that it is now required to hear." This
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will
and
re
gestu
excellent, but it is largely a
to largely a gesture—until the state proceeds actually
reduce the cost of its government.
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The Governor Flops

that he looked
took it with a flop so vigorous
done at the
was
act
acrobatic
as though his
Governor Curley's flop in position on crack of Goodwin's whip.
out
'Registrar Goodwin's activitities as adviser of
It was a flop that wrenched him right
political
and
personal
the Brockton Brotherhood and as an or- of whatever garb of
possessed. If the governor had
ganizer for that outfit in Haverhill was one dignity heafter thinking the matter over, he
isaid that,
outside acpf the oddest of political acnobatics.
had concluded that Goodwin's
When Goodwin butted into the Haverhill tivities were not of sufficient importance
situation, certain Haverhill persons protested to justify his removal from public office
value as
to the governor and demanded Goodwin's re- • and had contended that Goodwin's
could
state
so great that the
moval on the ground that he, a well-paid registrar wasbe deprived of his services, we
afford to
was
state official, was causing trouble in one of not
might have thought that the governordo—
to
had
the communities that was paying his salary merely doing what he has often
and, therefore, was guilty of conduct unbe- correct a statement that, on second thought,
coming a servant of the people.
seemed ill-considered. But the governor did
Previously Goodwin's interference in the more than laud Goodwin's service as regisHaverhill situation had been interpreted as trar and more than discount the ethics in his
partly political in character, and of import- performance of public and private work.
ance politically to both Goodwin and Curley.
He delivered an eloquent eulogy of GoodGoodwin, as adviser of the Brotherhood, is win asa labor leader. Indeed, he depicted
strong politically in Brockton and his Goodwin as a savior of shoe workers, and
strength there is useful to both himself and virtually said that if other shoe manufacturCurley. If he could develop comparable ing centers would let Goodwin do to them
strength in Haverhill through the organiza- what he has done to Brockton a series of intion of a Haverhill Brotherhood, political dustrial heavens would be established in
strength for him and Curley among shoe Massachusetts. He gave his blessing to
workers obviously would be increased.
Goodwin's performance in Haverhill in
The interest of the Brotherhood itself in terms so strong that from now on we must
Haverhill, of course, was readily explained. look upon the governor himself as a sort of
If the Boot and Shoe Workers union organ- assistant organizer for the Brotherhood.
ized the workers of Haverhill, the BrotherThe governor made, in fact, the sort of
hood would be doomed because Brockton statement in behalf of Goodwin that one
would be the next objective of the Boot and makes under compulsion. He said so much
Shoe. Trying to get into Haverhill, therefore, more than was necessary and flopped about
for the Brotherhood was an act of self-de- so violently that we must conclude he was
fense.
putting on a command performance. As a
Curley's first reaction to the demand for consequence, he makes today a miserable apGoodwin's removal, in the light of the pol- pearance and Goodwin looks like his boss.
itical interpretation of Goodwin's Haverhill
For once history failed to repeat itself.
performance, was surprising. The governor iAlvan T. Fuller fired Goodwin when Goodcalled Goodwin before him and "told him vin's non-official activities became repugthat he would have to make this choice and nant. Joseph B. Ely demoted him under
either get out as registrar or discontinue his comparable circumstances. Presented with
other activities".
a similar situation, however, James M. CurThis reaction suggested that the gov- ley flopped. The reason, if political, is mysernor was keeping in mind the fact that the terious; and if personal must be found in the
Boot and Shoe is a part of the American governor's lack of the stamina that enabled
Federation of Labor and that members of his predecessors to stand firmly against the
Federation unions are much more numerous defiant demagogery of Goodwin.
in Massachusetts, and consequently have
more votes, than the members of the Brotherhood or of other independent unions of
shoe workers. The governor, preparing to
campaign for the United States Senate, apparently did not choose to arouse the hostility of Federation unionists. On the contrary, apparently he preferred to compel
Goodwin to resign even at the risk of losing
the political support that Goodwin can coinWhen the showdown finally came, howaver, the governor dida complete flop.
5oodwin refused to resign and refused to
give up his union work. In brief, he defied
the governor. And the governor took it—
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provides a fee of $t annually to be
required of the owner of each machine while the promoter or lessor of
the machine would be required to pay
a license fee, the amount of which
was not stated in the bill.
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Curley-Saltonstall Affair
Simmers Down—Legislators
Busy With Bills and Hearing
BOSTON (AS—With the Massachusetts House and Senate recessed until
of their
Monday, legislators busied themselves today with petitions matters.constituents
on parole
and the public hearings of the executivs council
The repartee between Gov. James M
Curley (D) and Leverett Saltonstall, House passed a bill to legalize lotteries
Republican speaker of the House, last year, but the scheme died in the
which began after the chief executive Senate after Cardinal O'Connell atdelivered his opening message to the tacked it.
Legislature Wednesday, simmered
The Massachusetts Federation of
down.
Taxpayers Associations through PresThe most recent retorts were in the ident
R. W. Bird attacked Governor
form of a challenge by the Governor
Curley's annual message to the Legisto advance some constructive ideas for
lature asserting that it said in sub
the conduct of state government, and
the counter suggestion of Saltonstall stance that he favored reduction in
that "less dictation to and less political government cost only after he was
interference with state departments out of office. Bird demanded curwill produce more efficient govern- tailment of expenditures, said the
new tax levies would not meet the
ment."
The executive council's hearing on Governor's building program or elimparole conditions in the state was due inate the state tax and attacked the
apparently to get away to a flying proposed $1,000,000 addition,..to the
start. Governor Curley announced he state house.
Giving its opinion that the general
would preside, and would take with
him to today's opening hearing sheafs court's power to authorize the making
and
prisoners
from
of contracts by public agencies "Ls unof letters received
their attorneys, who claim the parole doubted," the Supreme Judicial court
and
them
on
hard
too
been
has
yesterday told the Legislature that the
board
General court is competent under the
their clients.
The number of petitions filed to date Constitution to authorize the Boston
this session was about 350, approxi- Metropolitan district to buy the Bosmately 100 fewer than the number ton Elevated railway. The court holds
lied by this time last year.
that the legislation would be constituThe proposals for legislation ranged tional if the sale of El property is
bagalicense
rorn simple schemes to
authorized by the holders of not less
',elle machines to complicated legisla- than 63 per cent of the capital stock,
the
of
regulation
further
tion to
telephone company.
Insurance Commissioner Francis DeCelles was having his troubles with
persons who have been refused compulsory automobile insurance f o r
(Special to The Gazette)
various reasons.
STATE
HOUSE—Every person in
him
to
More than 100 have appealed
within the past few clays, his office re- Massachusetts engaged in the handling of food for public consumption
ported.
One of those who asked the com- would be required to produce certifimissioner's aid, his office said, was a cates from registered physicians twice
physician, who said he had figured in a year that he is free from disease,
several trivial accidents in which no under the provisions of a bill filed
personal injuries were involved. He with the clerk of the Senate by Sensaid he was treating five patients for ator Francis E. McKeown of Springpneumonia and two expectant mothers field.
The bill would apply to those enneeded his treatment. Commissioner
DeCelles intervened, his office said, gaged wholly or in part in the busiand the physician received insurance. ness of producing, manufacturing,
Several who appealed to the com- processing, storing or offering or exmissioner claimed they would be un- posing for sale if the duties involve
employed without the use of their cars. the direct handling of food.
Such persons would be required to
And Chief Clerk Charles R. Gilley
of the registry of motor vehicles, an- file with his enplover a certificate
180,000
regisan that he is
4
1
/
nounced approximately
from a registered phys1
tration plates had been issued, about free from contagious in tion or disthis
last
time
at
than
blic health.
ease detrimental to the
22,000 more
The certificate would be required
year.
July.
and
January
in
twice a year
Violation of the proposed act would
be punishable by a fine of from $10
to S.100.

Repeal of the Massachusetts Milk
Control act under which the state
milk control board operates is sought
in a joint petition of Representatives
Owen Gallagher of South Boston and
Thomas J. Lane of Lawrence.
A bill aimed at various forms of
"isms" which would make it illegal in
this state to disseminate propaganda
creating religious, racial or class hatred was introduced in the House jointly by Representatives Lawrence P. McHugh and Thomas P. Barry, both of
Boston.
A proposal for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to prohibit
the disfranchisement of legal voters
who are recipients of public aid or who
have not paid a poll tax was filed by
Representative Edward W. Staves of
Southbridge at the request of Gordon
R. Pike.
ftepeal of the additional excise tax
of one cent a gallon on gasoline is
scought in a bill filed by Repreesntative Charles W. Hedges of Quincy. The
bill would become effective May 1,
1936.
A suspension of license for 45 days
of any person convicted of operating
45 miles an hour or more within
the limits of any city or town, in addition to any other penalty now provided, is sought in a bill filed by Senator McKeown of Springfield. Any
person placed under arrest or held in
custody for a misdemeanor, if he so
requests, would be entitled, at his own
expense, to communicate with a member of his family and with a physician of his own choice, under the provisions of another bill by Senator
McKeown,

Would Ask Certificates
For Food Handlers

Questionnaire to Test
Sentiment on Lottery

Council for
The Massachusetts
will test by a
galizing Lotteries, Inc.,
whether
questionnaire the question of lottery
a state
people are in favor of money
for welas a means of raising
Oren C. Sanborn,
fare purposes. Mrs,
women
president, and a group of support
gambling to
legalize
would
Massachusetts. The
elfare costs in

STATE HOUSE BRIEFS
A bill to authorize the licensing and
conducting of the game of bagatelle
or pin ball for which prizes are offered
was filed by Representative Tyco M.
Peterson of Springfield.
This bill
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Heres' a laugh. It is announced
from Boston that State Senator Thesidore A Plunkett of Adams will
be a candidate for lieutenant-governor on the Republican ticket this
year. Plunkett is one of those dehydrated Republicans who could be
pinches
depended on in extreme
last year to come to the rescue of
any seriously threatened Curley
,measure. Even more amazing irthe
statement that William H. McMasters, an active worker for Curley in
the last state election, will be Plunkett's campaign manager. If Plunkett is a candidate for anything it
can be taken for granted that he is
a pawn in the Curley game.

the Haverhill workers without help,
legal, moral, and financial aid are
going to pick their own union; banale their ow-n
affairs and spend
their own money.
This great defender of the working man and expounder of union
Principles, Mr. Watt, is now getting
$6,000 a year working for the state
and is still active as secretary of
the Massachusetts Branch of the
Federation with another big salary.
"In these days with so many
workers on welfare or working for
starvation wages or not working at
all, Bobby ought to have enough decency to quit one job or the other.
"It is against union principles to
hold two jobs and gather in two
salaries.
"So far as conditions in Brockton
are concerned I am proud of them,
and what is more important, so are
the 14.000 members of our union.
"We have no labor chisellers in
Brockton."
Last week Gayer
y issued an ultimatum, arning Goodwin
he would either have to quit as adviser to the Brockton shoe group or
!retire from his $6000 a year state
job as registrar,
In a characteristic reply, the fiery
BOSTON, Jan. 3.—Most of the al- Goodvvin refused to do
either.
Federation
American
filiates of the
Early this week Goodwin was
of Labor "are controlled by labor
summoned to the State House, Prefakers who Play with the bosses isumably
to be put "on the carpet,"
and sell out the workers," Frank A. I
Goodwin, State Registrar of Motor but when his conference with CurVehicles, charged in a statement to- ley was over, the Governor issue,i
R long, laudatory statement in which
day.
Goodwin's attack on the A. F. of he said it would be unthinkable to
L. in general and on Robert J. Watt, oust Goodwin from either post. The
secretary of the Massachusetts State Governor emphasized Goodwin's exFederation of Labor in particular, cellent accomplishments in the inwas made in reply to criticism,lev- terests of labor peace in the Brockton shoe
industry and expressed
elled at him by Watt yesterday.
Assailing Goodwin's activities as hope that this amicable spirit might
adviser to a Brockton shoe labor be exterded to other labor centers
union, Watt had said that responSi- throughout the state.
bility for any labor trouble in
Haverhill, where attempts have
TRIBUNE
been made to launch a strike among
5000 shoe workers, would rest with
Lawrence, Mau.
the registrar.
"I don't blame Bobby Watt for
fighting to get the shoe workers of
Haverhill into his union," Goodwin
said. "There are about 6000 workers in Haverhill and the manufacturers are forcing them to join a
••
••
union they do not want to pay 25
cents per week or $13 per year, and
Among the New Year's rememaggregate of $78,000 per year.
brances which kiss Grace Ann
"That is pretty good pickings for Hickey, daughter of.. Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby and his federation.
Charles F. Hickey of 20 Wilmot
n1 agree with Father Coughlin street, will treasure is a letter from
when he said that the American Governor James M. Curley lauding
Federation of Labor is a rackeVas
her for the ckftlirtter"of blood she
it is now run. Most of its affiltes gave to a clinic during the infantile
paralysis epidemic in the latter
are controlled by labor fakers whc
part of last year. The governor
play with the bosses and sell ou
wrote: "I have been Informed by
the workers. The greatest thins
Dr. Chadwick, commissioner of pubthat can happen for labor would be
lic health for the commonwealth,
for John Lewis to clean up the dirty
that you were among those who
mess.
gave of their blood during the in"Unions are supposed to be voluntary associations of workers or- fantile paralysis epidemic now happily over. In submitting to this
ganized to bargain collectively with
their employers., In Haverhill right ordeal, you earned the grateful
thanks not oily of the victims of
now the manufacturers have made
the dread disease, whom you were
a contract with officers of Bobby's
endeavoring to aid, and their parunion before the union had any
ents, hut the gratitude of every
told that if they wanted to work
members and then workers were
thoughtful citizen of the community, and in expressing sincere apthey would have to join this union
that they did not want.
preciation of your generous and
courageous act, I am speaking in
"Mr. Watt and his gang are not
their names as well as In my own."
going to get away with it because
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Goodwin Raps
Labor Fakers
And Chiselers;
Answers Watt
Says Latter's Shoe Work=
ers' Union in Haverhill
Is "Pretty Good Pick=
ings for Bobby and His
Federation"
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Education In Economicsi
Gov Cuziger stands by his plea for
:he introduction of economic eduaction in our public school system.
It's a good idea. In the old New
England homes youngsters growing
-up were taught the essentials of
sound economics. They were that
men must be kept at work, and that
the individual should spend a little less than he earns and set the
rest at work in investment for thecommon good. It was very simple.
It brought us along a goed Nv ays
and was utterly different than the
kind of economics that were taught
in other parts of the country. From
the beginning Massachusetts and
Virginia for example were brought
up on different schools of economics.
That difference still exists in a degree. Anyway there is much soundness in Gov. Curley's recommendation as follows;
"In the inaugural address, I dwelt
at length on the need for the development of economic education to
the end that our people may be better
equipped to
understand the
workings of our machine civilization, and to make such changes in
the ordering of our economic life
as will assure more liberty, mcne
security and more shared prosperity for all. Fundamentally, the ills
that we have suffeied for several
years past trace back to our inability to run our very complicated
business machine. There is no guarantee that the prosperity will be enduring unless the electorate, economically enlightened, brings economic intelligence constantly to the
polls. An electorate that is economically bewildered will be easily
led astray,. in campaigning days, by
the specious reasoning of those who
oppose all change,
because they
profit by thincs as they are; and
no less by the impract;cal proposals
of those who seem to believe that
we can attain Utopia overnight. An
electorate well-grounded in the
principle of economic
dennocraey
and committed to its objectives will
not be easiiy deceived. The need
for economic education, I submit, is
imperative.
"I renew, accordingly, my recommendation of last year, that steps
be taken to promote economic education, not only in the secondary
schools, but among the adult population, There may be opposition
to this proposal on the part of those
who do not appreciate what the
secondary schools are doirg by way
o: turning out students who are not
economically informed. I accordingly now recommend, specifically.
, that a commission be organized to
study the situation and report its
findings and recommendations."
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CURLEY DEFENDS STATE INSTITUTION
- BUILDING PROGRAM AGAINST ATTACK 1
BOSTON, Jan. 3 (1.7P)—G-overnor
Curley, in a statement, def.ended his
State Institutions Buildings program against an attack by House
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall (R).
Pointing to Saltonstall's long
record. on Beaoon Hill, Curley said
the house speaker "ough to be at
least in the position to present one
constructive and
helpful en :leestion." and added:
"If he fails to do so it would appear that his years here are wasted."
"In his desire to be critical I am
fearful that Mr. Saltonstall has
Overlooked the important fact, as
pointed out in the message," l',Jr•
ley said. "The overcrowding and
2 Park Square
lack of accommodation in the inMASS.
BOSTON
stitutions of the state has resulted
over a long period of years and is
isomething fe. which I am not reLEADER
sponsible. It is the responsibility
officials
of
who had charge of the
Lowell, Mass.
administration of the state.
"During the greater period
ol
the time overcrowding has existed
Mr. Saltonstall has served as a member of the legislature or as Speaker
Of the House. If they had provided for their (lu.ies and
°blies'.
tions to the wards of the state
there would be no occasion fur a
major expenditure at this time.
Such an expemi:tvre is necessary if
BOSTON, Jan. 3 (IT)—A Lynn
motorist today sought State
we are to preserve the honor and
good name of the commonivealth , Supreme court action to restore to
him a low-number license plate he
and discharge our obligations.
"I estimate that about $8,000,0e0 I has held for six wears.
Nicholas Manley petitioned for a
will be necessary to cover the cost i
of building program as outlined: writ of mandamus to compel Reg$1,000,010 for correction institu- , Lstrar Frank A. Geoiwin to turn
public over to him license plate 518 for
tions; 81,000.e00 for the
health department; $1,000.000 for
He alleges that Goodwin this year
additional quarters for state departments; $2,000,000 for a War gave that registration number to
memorial and $3,000,000 for ad- Charles Manion, former chauffeur
ditional buildings for the mental for GoverqrLuriey, and offered
Mathdjstratjon 36,518, which
disease department.
"Such bond issue would he amor- he refused.
A hearing before a single justice I
tized over a 20-year-period and the
annual outlay for such purpose will be held Tuesday,
would be $400,000. And the new
sources of revenue recommended
in my message would not only amply provide for the amortization of
the bond Issue but would make It
possible to reduce the tax rate in
every city and town $2 on each
$1000 of valuation through ending
the custom of levying on cities and
towns the sum of $10,000,000 to ".?tset a deficit in the cost of operating the activities of the state. . .."
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CURLEY WARNS
OF POSSIBILITY
OF JAIL BREAKS
Governor Says Changes
Necessary in State
Institutions.
ROSTON. .lan. 3 WTI ---linlese certain changes are made in Massachusetts' correctional institutions,
there may he recurrences of the
recent outbreaks at State prison
and Concord reformatory, Governor
Curley warned today.
The govere.or. virtually recovered
from a cold that confined him to his
home for several days. was addressing 200 persons at the opening of a public hearing into charges
against the state parole board.
Many of the allegations were made
by convicts.
Explaining that he would take no
active part in the hearing, but
would merely preside, the governor
said:
"The governor's council and the
public at large is greatly concerned
in reference to the correctional institutions of the state and as to
ways and means of a better system
of conducting them.
"In the recent visit of the council to State prison and Concord reformatory), they found that the
fault doesn't lie altogether with oflicialS of these institutions, but
rather it is in a measure beyond
their control."
While admitting that these prob.
letna were serious, Curley believed
they would prove "subject to correction."
The public hearing begun today
resulted from letters received by the
governor from inmates of State
prison and the reformatory. These
letters charged cruelty and abuse
by parole board members.
Besides the governor and hii
council, those at the hearing in.
eluded
Commissionei
Correction
Arthur T. Lyman. State Priaor
Warden Francis J. W. Lanagan, an(
Superintendent Maurice N. Winsloe
of Norfolk state prison colony.
Also present were members 01
the parole boaru, Chairman Richert
Olney, P. Emmett Gavin. and Mae
Mew W. Bullock, the Negro wilt
starred in football at Dartmoutt
soon after the turn of the century.
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DEMOCRATS OF CITY PLAN TO HOLD
GET-TOGETHER WEDNESDAY, JAN. 22
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NEW IDEA
In Addition to Biennial Sessions and Less
Members, Governor .CArley Favors
Only One-Chamber Legislature
In his initial inaugural address a year ago as chief
executive of the commonwealth, Governor Luriey recommended both biennial sessions and reduction of tne size of
tne legislature by uecreasing the number of members of
the Senate and house of Repsesematives. Nothing flaring
ednessince been, done in that direction, his Lxceilency
day not only declared in favor of the biennial sessions and
reduced membership again, on the ground that the result
of these changes would be economy and saving to hardpressed taxpayers, but went farther and expressed the
conviction that still more economies might be achieved by
the adoption of the unicameral—or one-chamber—legislature similar to that now in use in Nebraska.
Explaining that the original idea was that the Senate,
or so-called upper house, was supposed to act as an aristocratic check on the more democratic lower house, the
Governor voiced the opinion that there is not now any
need of two chambers, because the passage of time has
made both.of them truly democratic bodies. The situation
is entirely different in Washington, he contended, because
there the Senate is made up of representatives of governmental units and the House of Representatives consists of
members chosen by groups of equal size. In Massachusetts, Governor Curley pointed out, the members of both
legislative branches duplicate constituencies, because they
are representatives of population groups of equal ,qize.
His Excellency believes that a one-chamber legislature
would eliminate much of the unsttisfactory legislation
resulting from compromises growing out of the adjustment of differences of opinion between the two branches
under the present system. In addition to making possible
the conduct of government business efficiently and economically, the chief executive is of the opinion that the
new plan would place responsibility to a greater extent
than now, because all votes would be taken in the open
and there would be full publicity for all transactions.
Accordingly, he advocated in his address the adoption of a
constitutional amendment covering the creation of the onebody legislature, reduced membership and Liennial
sessions.
The idea is decidedly interesting and sounds so practicable that it is likely to be as popular with the general
public as it will be unpopular with the members of the
legislature. However, it is such an ambitious plan that
only an extreme optimist would expect its early and full
accomplishment, in the face of the stubborn opposition it
would be most certain to get from the great majority of the
legislators. The best sort of campaign seemingly would be
to accomplish one phase of the plan at a time, and the
biennial sessions should be the first objective. Enough
preliminary work has been done and sufficient
progress has

been made to give basis for the belief that such sessions
will be in operation in Massachusetts before many more
years have passed. After that first hurdle has been negotiated, plans can be made and pushed toward making
realities of the other ideas of the Governor with regard to
the legislature.
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SALTONSTALL HITS
BACK AT GOVERNOR
Says Less Dictation on His
Part Will Save Money
For Taxpayers

ments will produce more efficient
and less expensive government for
our taxpayers."
Meanwhile, other phases of the
governor's recommendations to the
legislature were also attacked. His
proposal to retire judges on full
pay at the age of 70 was described
by Charles L. Cabot, secretary of
the Boston Bar Association, as
"giving the governor opportunity
to obtain absolute control over-the
courts of the state."
Other criticism came from Reginald W. Bird, president of the
Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers' Association. Re described
the Curley message as saying :n
effect: "Economy in the state government is most necessary but not
until I have finished by term of
office."

BOSTON, Jan. 2 (.117)—A mutual
exchange of disparaging and critical statements continued tonight
between Governor James M. Curley
and Leverett Saltonstall, who wants
to be governor, about Curley's annual message to the legislature.
After hearing it delivered yesterday, Saltonstall, speaker of the
house, characterized it with the remark: "Bluntly, the message shouts
extravagance and whispers economy."
Curley, who had proposed expenditures for eliminating serious
overcrowding of patients and inmates in state institutions, accused the speaker of indirectly being a party to continuance of the
conditions of overcrowding which
resulted in his recommendations.
"The overcrowding and lack of
accommodation in the institutions
of the state," retorted the governor,
"has resulted over a long period of
years and is something for which
I am not responsible."
"Surely, after the length of time
Mr. Saltonstall has served as a
member of the legislature, he
might at least have been in a position to offer one constructive,
helpful suggestion, and since he
has failed to do so, it would appear that his years of service here
have been wasted."
Within an hour, the speaker,
who seeks the Republican nomination for governor, issued another
statement in reply:
'The governor apparently does
not consider any work constructive
unless it involves the expenditure
of millions of dollars of the taxpayers' money.
"Perhaps he does not realize that
were it not for the successful administrations of Republican governors since the war, in which I
modestly claim to have played a.
somewhat important part since
1923, the Commonwealth would
not have the excellent credit which
he now proposes to abuse through
further bond issues.
"If he wants another construcLess
tive idea, I'll give it to him:
dictation to and less political interference with the state depart-
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SALTONSTALL HITS
BACK AT GOVERNOR
BOSTON, Jan. 2 (/F—A mutual
exchange of disparaging and critical statements continued tonight
between Governor James M. Curley
and Leverett ltonstall, who wants
to be governor, about Curley's annual message to the legislature.
After hearing it delivered yesterday, Saltonstall, speaker of the
house, characterized it with the remark: "Bluntly, the message shouts
extravagance and whispers economy."
Curley, who had proposed expenditures for eliminating serious
overcrowding of patients and inmates in state institutions, accused the speaker of indirectly being a party to continuance of the
conditions of overcrowding which
resulted in his recommendations.
"The overcrowding and lack of
accommodation in the institutions
of the state," retorted the governor,
"has resulted over a long period of
years and is something for which
I am not responsible."
"Surely, after the length of time
Mr. Saltonstall has served as a
member of the legislature, he
might at least have been in a position to offer one constructive,
'

helpful suggestion, and since Ile
has failed to do so, it would appear that his years of service here
have been wasted."
Within an hour, the speaker,
who seeks the Republican nomination for governor, issued another
statement in reply:.
"The governor apparently does
not consider any work constructive
unless it involves the expenditure
of millions of dollars of the taxpayers' money.
"Perhaps he does not realize that
were it not for the successful administrations of Republican governors since the war, in which I
modestly claim to have played a
somewhat important part since
1923, the Commonwealth would
nat have the excellent credit which
he now proposes to abuse through
further bond issues.
"If he wants another constructive idea, I'll give It to him: Less
dictation to and less political interference with the state departments will produce more efficient
and less expensive government for
our taxpayers."
Meanwhile, other phases of the
governor's recommendations to the
legislature were also attacked. His
proposal to retire judges on full
pay at the age of 70 was described
by Charles L. Cabot, secretary of
the Boston Bar Association, as
"giving the governor opportunity
to obtain absolute control over the
courts of the state."
Other criticism came from Reginald W. Bird, president of the
Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers' Association. He described
the Curley message as saying :n
effect: "Economy in the state gov•
ernment is mast necessary but not
until I have finished by term of
office."

ENTERPRISE
Leominster, Mass.
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1
—Paolo Guerra, 420 Lancaster
street, a celluloid worker, was among
28 jurors announced yesterday by
Clerk of Courts William C. Bowen
for service at the Civil session of
Superior Court opening in Worcester
Monday. Judge J. Arthur Baker,
Pittsfield, recently raised to the
bench by Gov. Curley, will preside at
the sessiorflPhich will continue for
four weeks.
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COUNTY DEMOCRATS TO
HOLD BIG MEETING HERE

-Committees for the towns include
the following: North Andover -Sam DiMauro. Maurice C. Casey I
and Trial Justice John J. Costello. I
Andover--William A. Harnedy,
I
tent Hickey. Atty. Jorph L. Burns
and School Committeeman William I
-Doherty. Others on all local cornmittees will be announced later.
Another meeting of local representatives will be held next Thursday evening to make further plans
for the event.

COURIER-CITIZEN
Lowell, Mass.

'CURLEY TO PROBE
PRISON SITUATION
BOXING COM. PETER CARR

— -- —
Informed Convicts "Smouldering" Over Severity of Attitude of Parole Board.
ATTV. MICHAEL F. CRONIN

Prominent Figures In Party to Attend the
Monster Get-Together Jan. 22 to Open
County Campaign

1

Plans which are now underway
for II monster get-together of men
and women Democrats throughout
the county, which will he held in
, the form of an informal dinner on
Wednesday evening, Jan. 22. ir the
new St. Mary's auditorium, were
furthered last evening at a meeting
of local members of the Essex
County
Jefferson ian
Democratic
League held in the Bay State building.
The affair will feature an informal dinner, followed by a speaking
and entertainment program. ann
prominent
many
Democrats
throughout the county will be present. Invitations are also being
issued to Governor Curley and all
Democratic stateeesadiamintY officeholders. It is expected that a representative from the national administration at Washington will be
present as a guest speaker. Joseph
McGrath, chairman of the Democratic state committee, will also be
a speaker.
At this get-together, the opening
gun will be fired for the next presidential campaign to be carried on
in this county and in view of the
keen interest which is already hethe coming
log displayed in
election, there Is certain to be a
capacity crowd in attendance. An
outstanding list of highly prom".
nent speakers is being prepared
and their messages will be of real
interest.
Edward S. Higgins of Salem
president of the League, has ar

pointed icpresentatives fron,
cities and towns of the county to
handle arrangements for the banquet and the local representatives
are as follows: Es-Alderman Peter
Carr, chairman of the Democratic
city committee, general chairman: ,
Joseph A. Flynn. member of the
Democratic
committee-atstate
large: Register of Deeds John E.
Fenton, Chief Deputy Donald C.
Bennink of the Internal Revenue,
division. Michael A. Casey, Dr.1
Joseph L. Ferrin. Atty. Daniel J.
Sullivan. Dr. Joseph L. O'Reilly,
John J. Cahill, Atty. Michael F.
Cronin. James J. Regan. Jr.. Mayor
Walter
A. Griffin. Joseph
A.
Mahoney. Dr Paul A. Oskar. City
Solicitor John A. Costello, R. Vincent O'Sullivan, Dr. Frank A.
O'Reilly, Sen. James P. Meehan,
Representatives Louis J. Scanlon.
Thomas J. Lane. James Donnelly
and Michael Jordan. Postmaster
Charles A. Cronin. Matthew P.
Marley. Hon. Daniel W. Mahony.:
Atty. Ignatius H. Brucato, Atty.t
Michael Bata!, Atty. James A. Don-,
oven. Atty. John P. Kane, Atty.
Michael A. Sullivan. Mrs, Bertha;
G. Murphy. Mrs. John F. Higgins,1
Rep. Katherine A. Foley, Atty.,1
Mary C. Horner. Margaret Webb.'
Agnes V. Conn, Mrs. Mary Dineen.

BOSTON. Jan. 2.
Informedl
that prisoners in the state's penal
institutions were "smouldering" in'
resentment of the severity of the attitude of the Parole board. Governor;
James M. Curley laid plans tonight
to examine the whole structure of ;
parole administration by public hearings.
He conferred during the day with,
Arthur T. Lyman. commissioner ot
correction, one of the officials directed to appear at tomorrow's Executive Council meeting.
Lyman. the governor said, reported there was great irritation ,
among prisoners against the Parole
board, whose members Curley himself will interrogate while presiding
at the hearing.
The governor said he believed that
unless some inducement was held,
out to prisoners to assume good be.
havior, "you are going to have constant trouble and an explosion."
He produced a sheaf of letters
from prisoners contending the
Parole board had been arbitrary and
unduly severe in their cases. These
letters will be used as the basis of
questioning by councillors at the
hearing.
Although Lyman protested public
hearings, the council voted unani-!
mously for open investigation, which
It was prompted to make by the
recent slaying of a prison guard escorting two prisoners, and a prior
attempt of a number of prisoners to
escape from the Charlestown prison.
The governor described Commissioner Lyman as "greatly heartened" at Curley's recommendation
in his annual message to the legislature yesterday that the Charlestown prison, outmoded for years,
be abandoned.
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made to give basis for the belief that such sessions
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sage, the official attitude has been
one of obstruction. It has been our
hope that such a study could be worthy of the name tnat wouia not
by the same commission concern itself with the problem of
made
named for a general tax study, and the institutional care of unfortuJA N
It is our purpose to suggest once nates. The taxpayer is just as symmore such procedure.
pathetic as is the Governor in this
Meanwhile, as has been said, it is direction, and his sympathy probabthe
that
note
to
distressing
deeply
ly antedates that of the chief execuGovernor does not propose a single tive, since the taxpayer has seen the
PUBLIC OPINION
administration.
own
his
for
economy
system born and has paid for its
With the Governor's hope that the development to a degree he never
have
we
eliminated,
be
state tax can
anticipated in its earlier stages. It
The Governor's Message.
the greatest sympathy. We feel with is a common family practice, when a
upon
exist
Gleaner:should
Editor Berkshire
him that the state
member of the family falls into
It is easier now to understand why its own revenues without levying need, to make the best of what is
deal
cities.
great
Governor Curley spent a
upon real estate in towns and
available in the emergency. It has
of some onerrmoney to have his Not only is this better budget pro- never seemed practical under such
electric
holiday greetings cast in
cedure for the state, but it will circumstances to build another story
lights and nailed to the front of the eliminate once and for all the fre- on the house and another stall on
he
State House. It was because
quent, if usually erroneous, state- the garage. The Governor will find
was writing his annual message to ment by local officials that they can- little enthusiasm outside a certain
the General Court, and he knew it not economize while the state in-• element in the legislature for expanwould contain small comfort for the creases its demands for revenue sion until people can meet their
taxpayer.
from local sources.
present charges for government.
The Governor who used such terminWe suspect, however, that the
eGovernor practically dissolves
difficult thit
ology as "duplicity," "knavery" and problem is rather More
message„1,4 into tears as he paints the picture
"chicanery" in characterizing the 'His Excellency's _
of state wards in crowded instituLegislature, adopts as his own some make it appear. There is every rea- tions. It is noteworthy that the
of the major objectives of the or- son to assume that the deficit next Chief Executive has admirable selfganized taxpayers of the state, and
year will be in the vicinity of $25,- control when he comes to consider
then with regal aplomb says in efHe can squeeze out
000,000, and the Governor's tax pro- the taxpayer.
Net, "Economy in the state governgram clearly will not bridge any not even the smallest sob when he
un-1
not
but
necessary
most
is
ment
such gap unless accompanied by ob- considers the thousands who have
til I have finished my term of office." I
vious economies which he does not lost their homes and those other
underto
fails
Governor
What the
In other words, thousands of homeowners who are
to make.
propose
demandare
taxpayers
stand is that
be eliminated engaged in the discouraging battle
cannot
tax
state
the
econ_
year,
next
ing today, and .not
is also true to save their property. The taxIt
basis.
such
any
on
the
in
beginning
omy in the state,
much payer is dismissed thus: "Attempts
cannot
legislature
the
that
will
they
and
Executive Office itself,
to gloss over the situation upon the
municiof
claims
the
ignore
longer
objective
not be diverted from this
share of the gasoline plea of overburdening the taxpayer
by tine promises for someone else to palities for a
tax for local highway purposes. should no longer be tolerated.”
carry out.
In this connection It is interesting
little disagreement
It is naturally gratifying that in There can be
that motor cars to note that the claim of the Massthat portion of his message dealing with the theory
necessary the construc- achusetts Federation of Taxpayers'
with expenditures and revenues, the have made
city and associations when the 48-hour bill
Governor has seen fit to restate as tion of and maintenance of propor- was under
consideration that it would
his own, policies ant recommenda- town streets in even greater
created a de- mean the addition of 2500 employees
tions for which Taxpayers' associa- tions than they have
and con- to the public payroll, as assertion vetions all over Massachusetts have mand for trunk highways,
to hemently contradicted at that time
been fighting for three years. Our tinued diversion of this revenue
common- by heads of departments, is now
only hope now is that His Excellency the general fund of the
provide the relief publicly acknowledged by the Govwill not see fit to abandon the con- wealth will never
ernor to be the fact. Thus the Fedstructive part of his legislative pro- for real estate promised when the eration's
forecast of millions of cost
gram as he did last year when he tax was originally levied.
borne out by the highest authorGovernor Curley interjected durfailed to give any discernible supmes- ity, and the plain conclusion is that
port to his own recommendations ing the reading of his formal
adoption without ascertaining the facts for
the
that
statement
the
sage
before
the
legislacame
they
when
themselves a majority of the legisture. A notable example was one of his tax program would mean a lature
chose to accept the assurances
$2 in local tax rates.
of the greatest possible economies— reduction of
than the amount of of office holders who apparently
one of the easiest of achievement— This is greater
con- w ere not anxious to face the ultithe reform of county government, the present state tax by a very
mate consequence of their recomwhich he proposed last year, and siderable sum, and on the other hand
does not take into mendations.
which he left to be supported by It quite certainly
the
Thus, over and over again the tax- I
taxpayers alone without so much as account the cost of financing
huge building program proposed payer is being led to the inevitable
a word from the Executive Office.
is our conclusion that he must place no
The Governor has commented on elsewhere in the message. It
that even under faith in statements made for politithe fundamental weakness of the measured conclusion
More and more he
report of the special commission on the most favorable circumstances cal purposes.
taxation, and he has reached a con- the program proposed will not re- must find out the facts for himself,
We fear and more and more as he does find
clusion with which we heartily con- sult in any such relief.
it is just the old story of new them out he will demand changes in
cur. Only by the appointment of an that
not to replace old ones, but governmental practices now designexpert commission, amply financed taxes,
to provide more money for govern- ed to serve least of all those who
and with sufficient time for a com- ment to spend.
pay the bills. Office holders one day
prehensive study can our tax system
It is the expenditures for build- will discover that unless the indusintelligent
the
revision
it
given
be
The Massachusetts Federa- lags proposed by Governor Curley tries and consequently the people of
needs.
w
seem to us utterly to negative Massachusetts
are permitted to
Taxpayers'
Associations pro- which
of
tion
the good proposals in this unique prosper someone else will be filling
this
procedure
exactly
last
posed
message.
Taxpayers certainly will the offices.
spring, and instead of gaining offi- n
not wish to spend $1,000,000 to add
R. W. Bird,
oiaI support succeeded only in win- to the State House, at
least until one Pres, Mass. Federation of Taxpayers
ning angry comment from members commission or another can
survey Boston, Mass.,
Of the commission which has just administrative practices and person- Jan.
2, 1936.
reported.
nel to determine whether the presSimilarly, the Federation has probuilding may not house some of
posed a scientific study of the pro- It
el agencies now in rented quarters.
the
cesses of government in Massachuterypossible that fosome
a
e.
setts to determine how the elimina- u
m
usi
s
unnecessary
functions
govern.
tion of waste and extravagance
were be
abandoned,
itof ice
might materially reduce the tax space
adeieftiwould
reoirequired. Similarly
Here again, as the Coverburden.
cult to conceive of an inquiry
. .
nor in effect points out in his mes-
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adopted completely by the governor
in his message. He advocates but
one body and only biennial sessions
Lee, M
for that. The governor asks for
legislation providing for the Voluntary retirement of judges on fun
salary at the age of 70, with a stipulation that the judges will be available for duty if called upon. It will
"relieve the anxieties of aged judges
and improve the judicial service of
the commonwealth," according to the
Suggests New Tax Methods governor.
A considerable portion of the mesin Annual Message
sage was devoted to a discussion of
the administration of the department
Wants Dogs, Horses Taxed, Also of mental diseases, the lack of acLuxury Toll Put on Cigarettes.— commodations in state institutions
Representative Cande of Sheffield and the need for further construction. There are 3200 applications
on Hand to Hear Opening Blast b3 for admission to the three state
State's First Executive.
schools for feeble-minded and overA two-cent tax on cigarettes, abo- crowding of thirty per cent.
Recommending that there be an
lition of the state tax, increase in
the assessment on clog and horse rac- annual registration of physicians as
ing, establishment of circuit district there is for bathers, hairdressers.
court sessions and service of district etc., the governor estimates that
court judges in the superior court there are 1000 persons practicing
for civil and criminal matters, pro- medicine and surgery in Massachuhibition against appearance of spec- setts who are not qualified.
For an addition to the State
ial justices in their courts in any
capacity, increase in school-leaving House building to house departments
for which the state is spending $80,age to 16 years, a unicameral legisin rent, the governor
lature, erection of a State House ad- 000 annually
of a mildition, erection of a war memorial, advocates the expenditure
lion dollars. He reports two and oneare all among the numerous suggeshalf million dollars in free cash in
tions made by Governor James M the
treasury and of $371,000 in the
message
annual
second
his
Curley in
highway fund.
to the state legislature Wednesday
The governor commented upon the
noon.
report of the special commission inThe message, about average in
the judicial system of
length, was delivered shortly after vestigating
the state and urged the passage of
noon yesterday to both branches. It
laws which would prohibit the pracbegan. with an explanation of the tice
of special justices in both the
failure of the "work and wages"
sides of their own
promise of the first annual message criminal and civil
courts. He renews his recommenand
1934
of
campaign
the
and
of last year that a circuit
concluded with a hope that the dation
be established with
court
system
only
not
reflect
efforts
our
"fruit of
presiding justices of these district
the wisdoin but service of an enobfull time and with adling order for the people of the en- courts sitting
equate compensation.
tire commonwealth."
The message advocates the emTo the legislature, the governor
attributes the failure of his work ployment of special justices on an
added suggesand wages pledge. He told both hourly basia with the
branches that they had provided tion that "if the circuit system is esfunds "not only grudgingly but in tablished there will be progressively
such limited amount as to make im- less need for so large a number of
possible the complete fulfillment o' special justices."
Upon the subject of revenue, the
the pledge of "work and wages."
Approving the Federal social se- governor advocated. Wednesday, the
curity program, stating its applica- abolition of the state tax, the measannually passed to provide revtion in Massachusetts and comment- ure
enue over and above the amount
ing on the labor legislation passed at
available from other sources. Withthe 1935 session, Governor Curley out
calling upon the present tax
urges the adoption of a law which
the
would raise the school-leaving age sources for additional revenue,
that there are ne
from 14 to 16 years. The message governor believes
included a lengthy statement of the sources. He would continue existdifficulties encountered in the admin- ing special taxes, double the fee for
trucks on the
istration of the compulsory insur- the operation of motor
highways, the imposition of an adance law. It reveals that guest ditional
tax of 40 cents per gallon on
claims rose from 14,000 in 1927 to
alcoholic beverages, an increase irt
39,000 in 1934 and that 32,000 out of t
of less the state's share of the racing revethe 39,000 represented claims
flues from three and one-half to five
than $100. The governor told the per cent., a two-cent tax on each
legislators that there have been
package of cigarettes and a $5 tax
fewer accidents to people on the on each slot machine. To
the achighways but that claims are largely
cwuomud
redue-ul
ns thf
erozinoun
thtesenew
te he
fun
funds
confined to pereOne riding in cam
add
Claims and accidents may be
found In the military and naval seegovernor,
ed, according to the
thevice fund of 1919, the escheated esvehicles inspection
' registry of motor
tates fund and the unclaimed d',F1service is increased. The suggestion dends fund.
that governors be inIs also made cars of personsconmessage
f auceonnteifoundetdo with
stalled on the
b-lreetelon o
offenses sc o
ceth
lee
victed of motor vehicle
go no more than 3( ration of the tercentenary of Harthat they may thereafter.
c College, which is to be
observed
miles per hour
n September, and the
need of erect.
Representative Clarence Durant:0
.Ing
a
lepialatiree
war
memorial in the form of a
unicameral
centrally-locatecf
bill for a
b •l '
c
Gleaner

Lurley Blames House
for Failure of Plan

could belliftrff—as a central meetingplace for the veterans of all ware
and for such convention purposes as
may be authorized.
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TO HOLD HEARINGS
ON PAROLE BOARD
Prisoners Said to Claim That
Body Has Been Too
Severe With Them
— Informed
BOSTON, Jan 2
that prisoners in the State's Penal
Institutions were "smouldering" in
resentment at the severity of the
attitude of Parole Board, Governor
James M. Curley laid plans tonight
to examine the whole structure of
Parole Administration by public
hearings.
He conferred during the day with
Arthur T. Lyman, Commissioner of
Correction, one of the officials directed to appear at tomorrow's executive council meeting.
Lyman, the Gojosstor said, reported there was great irritation among
prisoners against the Parole Board,
whose members Curley himself will
interrogate while presiding at the
hearing.
The Governor said he believed
that unless some inducement was
held out to prisoners to assure good
behavior, "you are going to have
constant trouble and an explosion."
He produced a sheaf of letters
from prisoners contending t h c
Parole Board had been arbitrary
and unduly severe in their cases.
These letter will be used as the
basis of uestioning by Councilors at
the hearing.
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END

BOARD BLAMED
BOSTON. Jan. 3 (Th—Commissioner
Arthur T. Lyman, of the department
of correction, reiterated today that
the state parole board's severity had
caused much unrest and resentment
among inmates of Massachusetts
penal institutions.
Lyman, testifying at a public hearing conducted by the executive council in its investigation into the
causes of attempted escapes recently,
denied, however, that an attempted
escape at the state prison and a
similar one at the Concord reformatory were caused by the prisoners resentment.
Gov. James M. Curley prefaced the
hearing with 100111111ssaent that the
council was endeavoring to establish
a better system of parole board administration and to prevent recurtwa,-,,,q of TInroat44novIal
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Governor Says Saltonstall's Services in Legislature Wasted
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Republican Candidate for Governor Advises Less Dictation by Curley'
Boston, Jan. 2—(1S)—A mutual exchange of disparaging and critical
statements continued tonight between Governor Curley and Leverett Saltonstall, who wants to be
Governor, about Curley's annual
message to the Legislature.
After hearing it delivered yesterday, Saltonstall, Speaker of the
House, characterized it with the remark: "Bluntly, the message shouts
extravagance and whispers econ-.
Gray."
Curley, who had proi.osed expenditures for eliminating serious overcrowding of patients and inmates in
the
_IState institutions, accused
ASpeeker of indirectly being a party
to continuance of the conditions of
overcrowding which resulted in his
recommendations.
"The overcrowding and lack of
accommodation in the institu done
of the State," retorted the Governor,
"has resulted over a long period of
years and is something for which I
am not mime/181131e."
"Surely, after the length of time
Mr. Saltonstall has served as a
member of the Legislature, he might
at least have been in a position to
offer one constructive, helpful suggestion, and since he has failed to
do so, it would appear that his years
of service here have been wasted."
-Within an hour, the Speaker, who
seeks tho Republiean nomination
to • Governor, issued another rtatement in reply:
"The Governor apparently does
not consider any work constructive
enless it involves the expenditure
of millions of dollars of the taxpayers' money.
"Perhaps he does not realize that
were it not for the successful administrations of Republican governors since the war, in which I modestly claim to have played a somewhat important part since 1923, the
Commonwealth would not have the
excellent credit which he now proposes to abuse through further
bond issues.
"If he wants another constructive idea, I'll give it to him: Less
dictation to and less political interference with the State departmeets will produce more efficient
and less expensive Government for
our taxpayers."
Meanwhile, other phases of the
Governor's recommendations to the
legislation were also attacked. His
proposal to retire judges on full
pay the age of 70 was described by
Charles 4... CaJbot, Secretary of the
Boston Bar Association, as "giving
the Governor opportunity to obtain
absolute control over the courts of
the State."
Other criticism came from Reginald W. Bird, President of the
itIassachusetts Federation of Taxpayers' Association. He described
the Curley message as saying in effect: "Economy in the State Government is most necessary but not
until I have finished my term of
goffis•."

MASS.

New Deal Democrafic Club
Praises Cluin's Record
' Jan. 2, 1936.
Editor, Evening Leader:—
As president of the New Deal
Women's Democratic ,"i;s1b,
.
I think
it is only fair to all concerned for
me to express publicly the club's
endorsement of the record of Edmund M. Cluin as chairman of the
Lowell Finance commission.
The underhanded journalistic attacks on Mr. Cluin are unwarranted. He has shown courage, initiative and civic spirit in the trying
position which he now holds and we
believe that he should have the support of every man and woman who
hap the best interests of Lowell at
heart.
.
s
So far as Mr. Cluin's loyalty .to

i

the Democratic party is concerned,
let it he said that the New Deal
Women's Democratic Club has always found him 100 per cent faithful
to the best ideals of that party and
nothing which has occurrbd in the
past few months has altered our
views in that respect.
During the 1934 gubernatorial
campaign, I worked side by side
with Mr. Cluin and had an opportuinty to note how strenuously he
worked in Mr.Curley's interests
when some orili TS—present critics
were either lukewarm or straddling.
Very truly yours,
ETHEL M. SIMPSON,
President, New Deal Women's Democratic Club.
.
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Haverman's Case
Before Curley
1
Irving
.....•••••1110*NOW

Harverman, aged 35, of
105 Princeton street, arraigned before Judge Fisher in District court
here some time ago on a fugitive
warrent, appeared in court again
this morning and told the judge that
he is to have a hearing before
Governor James M. Curley next
Monday. The case was again
continued
pending the decision of the
governor
as to whetkier or not
papers shall be issued. extradition
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Says Taxpayer
Is Losing Faith
R. W. Bird Places No
Credence in Political
Speakers.
BOSTON, Jan. 3 (1LF)—The taxpayer is being led to the inevitable
conclusion he must place no faith
in statements made for political
purposes, according to President R.
W. Bird of the Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers' Associations.
Commenting on Governor Curley's message to thealtorffirgre,
Bird said it was easier now to understand why the governor "spent I
a great deal of some one's money"1
to have his holiday greetings cast
in electric lights on the front of
the State House.
"It was because he was writing
his annual message to the General
Court, and he knew It would contain small comfort for the taxpayer," Bird said.
Bird said it was "naturally gratifying" that the governor recommended a special commission on i
taxaton, which was proposed by ,
the Taxpayers Asssociations last
spring, but it was "distressing to I
note that the governor does not
propose a single economy for his
own administration."
"It is the expenditures for buildings proposed by Governor Curley i
which seem to us utterly to negative the good proposals in this
unique message," Bird said.

$6000 a year working for the state
and is still active as secretary of
"Surely, after the
the Massachusetts branch of the
Mr. Saltonstall has length of time
served as a
federation with another big salary.
member of the legislatu
at least have been in are, he might
"In these days with so many
offer one constructive, position to
workers on welfare or working for
helpful suggestion, and since he has failed
starvation wages or not working at
to
do so, it would appear
all, Bobby ought to have enough
that his
years of service here have
decency to quit one job or the other.
been
wasted."
"It is against union principles to
Within an hour, the speaker, who
hold two jobs and gather in two
seeks the Republican nominati
salaries.
on
for governor, issued another state"So far as conditions in Brockton
ment in reply:
are concerned I am proud of them,
"The governor apparently does
and, what is more important, so
not consider any work construc
are the 14,000 members of our union.
tive
unless it involves the expendit
"We have no labor chisellers in
ure
of millions of dollars of the
taxBrockton."
payers' money.
Last week Go
or Curley issued
"Perhaps he does not realize that
an ultimatum, war
tie
were it not for the successful
adminwould either have to quit as
adviser
istrations of Republican governor
to the Brockton shoe group or
s
resince the war, in which I modestly
tire from his $6000-a-year state job
claim to have played a
somewhat
as registrar.
important part since 1923, the
comIn a characteristic reply, the fiery
monwealth would not have the ex.)—Most of Goodwin refused to do either.
BOSTON, Jan. 3 (t713
cellent credit which he now
proEarly this week Goodwin was
the affiliates of the American Fedposes to abuse through further
bond
eration of Labor "are controlled by summoned to the State House, preissues.
labor fakers who play with thE st.mably to be put "on the carpet."
"If he wants another
construcbosses and sell out the workers," but when his conference with Curtive idea, I'll give it to
him:
ley
registrar
was
over, the governor issued a
Frank A. Goodwin, state
dictation to and less political Less
interof motor vehicles, charged in s long, laudatory statement in which
ference with the state
departments
he said it would be unthinka
statement today.
will
produce
ble to
more efficient and less
Goodwin's attack on the A. F oust Goodwin from either post. The
expensive government for our
taxpayers."
of L. in general and on Robert Watt governor emphasized Goodwin's exsecretary of the Massachusetti cellent accomplishments in the inMeanwhile, other phases of
governor's recommendations to the
State Federation of Labor in par. terests of labor peace in the Brockthe
ton
shoe
industry, and expressed
legislation were also attacked.
ticular, was made in reply to criti•
His
proposal to retire judges on
cism levelled at him by Watt yes hope that this amicable spirit might
full pay
at the age of 70 ,:vas
terday.
4pere44,741i,arsIegeasksr.i.latikar,.,fatarset
o
described by
Charles L. Cabot, secretary
e state.
Assailing Goodwin's activities
of the
Boston Bar Association, as
adviser to a Brockton shoe labor
"giving
the governor opportunity
union, Watt had said that responto obtain
absolute control over the courts
COURIER-C1TIZEN
sibility for any labor trouble in
of
the
state."
Haverhill, where attempts have been
Other
Mass.
Lowell,
criticism came from Regmade to launch a strike among 5000
inald W. Bird, presiden
shoe workers, would rest with the
t of the Massachuset
ts Federation of Taxpayer
registrar.
s
Associat
ion. He described the Cur"I don't blame Bobby Watt for
ley message as saying
fighting to get the shoe workers of
in effect:
"Economy in the state government
Haverhill into his union," Goodwin
is most necessary but not
„said. "There are about 6000 workuntil 1
I have finished my term of
office."
Ns in Haverhill and the mtnufacturers are forcing them to join a
union. They do not want to pay 25
cents per week or $13 per year, an
are
8g gate of $78 000 per year.
"That is pretty good pickings for Says It Shouts Extravagance
Bobby and his federation.
and Whispers Economy—
"I agree with Rev. Fr. Coughlin
Governor Replies.
when he said that the American
Federation of Labor is a racket as
it is now run. Most of its affiliates
BOSTON, Jan. 2 (.4)i----A mutual
are controlled by labor fakers who
play with the bosses and sell out the exchange of disparaging and critical
workers. The greatest thing that statements continued tonight beCurley I
can happen for labor would be for tween Governor James M.
John Lewis to clean up the dirty and Leverett Saltonstall, who wants!
to be governor, about Curley's anmess.
"Unions are supposed to be vol- iloal message to.the legislature.
After hearing it delivered
untary associations of workers orSaltonstall, speaker of the
ganized to bargain collectively with
their employers. In Haverhill right House, characterized it with the remark: "Bluntly, the message shouts
manufacturers
the
made extravag
now
ance and whispers econoa contract with officers of Bobby's my."
union before the union had any
Curley. who had proposed expenmembers and then workers were
ditures for eliminating serious overtold that if they wanted to work crowdin
g of patients and inmates
they would have to join this union in state
institutions, accused the
but they did not want.
speaker of indirectly being a party
"Mr. Watt and his gang are not to continua
nce of the conditons of
away with it because
going to
overcrowding which resulted in his
workers
without
help,
Haverhill
the
recommendations.
legal, moral and financial aid are
"The overcrowding and lack of
union;
own
ban
their
pick
going to
accommodation in the institutions
die their own affairs and spend their of the state,"
retorted the goverown money.
nor, "has resulted over a
long pe"This great defender of the work- riod of
years and is something for
ing man and expounder of
Which I am not responsible."
principles, Mr. Watt, is now getting
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1.

J. F. Williams Picks'Em

Genesis, Close Call, Tragedian.
2. Drusus, Fitkin, Tudor Queen.
3. Airline, Kawagoe, Broad Meadows.
4. Edri, Inflame, Someone Else.
5. Rosselli, Don Creole, Clarksdale.
6. Big Red, Mettle, El Puma.
7. Gannonomie, Mathias, Tomfollery.
Best Bet—Drusus.
Longshot Special—Rosselli.

Survey Shows Trend of Horse Racing
With the announcement by Gov. Curley that an increase
,n the "take" by the state is one orrrerMis to increase revmue to relieve the real estate tax buraen, many of the horse
players started a wide open discussion on the effect it will
Pave on racing here.
Already 10 percent of the tote in each race is sliced
from the player, three and one-half percent going to the state
and the remainder to the promoters. But in addition to this
the state also shares in the breakage.
To increase the amount will leave the player practically
nothing.
Increases in the "take" will do more to stop racing in
than the Puritan league. If the players are going
state
this
to lose all the time, just where are they going to get more
money to lose?
However, it is interesting to note in 16 states where
pari-mutuel machines are used, the states received more
than $7,000,000. Little Rhode Island received $1,046,081,
I ranking second to California which received $1,089,383.
The Rhode Island figures are interesting in that they
are nearly •$300,000 more than in 1934, despite the fact that
racing was legalized in Massachusetts for the first time, and
this state receiving for a short season $905,185.
New Hampshire, however, fell down because of horse
racing in this state. In 1934 New Hampshire received
$675,341, while in 1935 New Hampshire received $401,000,
a drop of nearly $200,000.
The amount wagered in pari-mutuel machines also took
a decided jump upward, totalling $223,869,700, compared
with $174,000,000 in 1934.
From this survey I gather that while Rhode Island will
not be affected by horse racing in this state, New Hampshire will, although it is expected that the Rockingham Park
track will do much better in 1936.
Despite the drop in the mutuel handle at Rockingham
Lou Smith made a great deal more money than either Suffolk Downs or Narragansett. The expenses are much
smaller to operate Rockingham.
With the trend upward in horse racing and business
conditions showing great advancement and progress, horse
racing will perhaps reach its peak in this state in 1936.
With the opening of the Hialeah Track Jan. 16, it means
that the season is not far distant for this state.
J. F. WILLIAMS.
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PAROLE HEARING
CHIEF FEATURE
' AT STATE HOUSE
Gov—Curley Announced He Will
Preside at Today's Executive Council Session
CLAIM BOARD "TOO HARD"
Insurance Commissioner Reports
Many Difficulties of Persons in Accidents
BOSTON, Jan. 3, 1936.--(R)---The
Massachusetts House and Senate recessed until Monday, legislators busied
themselves today with petitions of
their constituents and the public
hearings of the executive council on
parole matters.
The repartee between Gov. James
M. Curley (D.) and Leverett Saltonstall, at.) speaker of the House,
which began after the chief executive
delivered his opening message to the
simmered
Wednesday,
legislatur,
down.
• The most recent retorts were in the
form of a challenge by the governor
to advance some constructive ideas
for the conduct of state government,
and the suggestion ot Saltonstall that
leas dictation to and less political interference with state departments will
produce more efficient government.
Parole Board
The executive council's hearing on
parole conditions in the state was due
apparently to get away to a flying ,
Gov. Curley announced he
start.
would preside and would take with
him to today's opening hearing sheafs
of letters received from prisoners and
their attorneys, who claim the parole
board has been too hard on them and
their clients
The number of petitions flied to
date this session was about 350, approximately 100 less than the number
filed by this time last year.
Insurance Commissioner Francis De
Celles was having his troubles with
persons who have been refused compulsory automobile insurance for various reasons.
Many Appeals
More than 100 have appearel to him
within the past few days, his office
reported.
One of those who asked the commissioner's aid, his office said, was a
physician, who said he had figured in
several trivial accidents in which no
personal injuries were involved. He
said he was treating five patients for
pneumonia and two expectant mothers needed his treatment. Commissioner De Celles intervened, his office
said, and the physician received insurranee.
Several who appealed to the commissioner claimed they would be unemployed without the use of their cars.
And Chief Clerk Charles R. Gilley
of the Registry of Motor Vehicles, announced approximately 180,000 registration plates had been issued, about
22,000 more than at this time last
11PA
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OUR GENEROUS GOVERNOR.
...seesseThere's a story that a southern
gentleman of dark complexion appeared before a judge, whq sentenced
.him to many days in jail and asked
him if he had anything to say, to
which the gentleman replied, "All
ah can say, judge, is that you Is
the most generous •man I ever saw
with another mans time.
How aptly does that, apply to our
liberal minded Governor. In his recent message to the .Legislature he
showed himself to 67. most generous,
Now
with the taxpayer's money.
that he hopes to step out of the
State Capitol end move to the Senate
office building. at Washington, hv
considers the increesed.
probably
taxes he recommends as trivial matters that should be worked out by
Massschusetts. after .jic has left, .
But the citizens are keenly interested in what happens while he is
still on Beacon. Hill. From the present point of vantage it looks like a
divertine and quite expensive year for
us all.
Lynners, especially, .will be interested in the reduction in the tax
which the state imposes on. the city.
That reduction will probably be 59
little that it Will amount to exactly
nothing as far as the Lynn tagpsyer
Is concerned, and much more than he
saves on this will be required to spend
to meet the'tie* tastes.
There will be no reli.ef• for the
motorist, which gas tax is to be continued. As an excuse the Governor
suggests that. other statrs pay more
why shouldn't we. The smoker comes
in for his share, with the new tobacco tax, as do users of alcohol for ,
any purpose whatever.
Nfitil
Judges are to .be retirki
full pay, which is fine for the judges,
but when one cdrisicrers that this
eventually leads to complete control
of the bench by the Governor, one
hesitates. The prospect of -.a Huey
Long dictatorship coming to Massachusetts
unpleasant to say the
1

least.
Then the Governor Mints a men
remodel the State House,
$100,000 to advertise the state's recreational facilities and more money for

million to

a mental _ disease researqh .building
and a commissiot to attiIy taxation,
together. with a ..IV-Zw state .prison.
As an 'iftertliciUglit 'NI Governor
suggests a commission to. study economy in government. one can imagine how popular will be that com:holders.
mission's findings with office
And just as we are recovering
from the .shbck of these recommendations, we must contemplate
the new taxes that will be necessary.
at Washington to continue to finance
•
the New •Del.
It doesn't take the average an
these. tax inlong to ilgure that if the
next few
creases continue for
years, as they have in the past, there
will be nothing left of his income for I
be owinie the
his own wants. He will

government Money at the end of
every year.
They say that free4k4 Who ciiticize
emergency appropriations for relief,
public works projects and the
like,
lack the humanitarian instinct. But
the man who pays the bill, while
perfectly willing to pay for einefgency, wonders where the eml•rgenry
exists at 'present, but which the Governor would 'like the Legislature
to
aut horiz?.
If the Governor's attitude as
Gov=
ernor toward tax money is a
reflection of what his attitude will
be as
United States senator, we would
suggest that the voter look about
for
somebody a little less liberal with
the
voter's money to send to Washington
next January
The Governor's message is a stern
reminder of what we are drifting to
under the leadership of persons at
Boston and Washington who would
plan such grandiose projects
,and
send the bill to constituents. It
has
ceased to be a question of how much
the taxpayer can stand, and has
become one of how much he must
be
compelled to stand before the tax
outgo reduces his buying capacity to
such an extent that he cannot do
his
share toward the maintenance
of
prosperity.
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Hon. C. H. McClue to
I Address Local Democrats
The Junior Democratic Crusaders of
Middleboro will hold their next meeting
on Thursday. January 9th, at 8 o'clock
in the American Legion hall.
The Hon. Charles H. McOrlue. chairman of the Massachusetts Ballot Law
Commission, Honorary State President of
the Junior Democratic Crusaders of Mass.,
four times chairman of the Mass. Democratic State Committee and Campaign
Manager of His Excellency, Governor
James M. Curley
-7rEr
v .be the --Mains
speaker. Mr. John H. McAuliffe, State
Organizer of the Junior Democratic Crusaders will also speak.
Dancing will follow the meeting and
j Houlihan's Troubadours will supply the
t music.
The Crusaders have shown a rapid
growth in this town and President William A. Blanchette extends an invitation
to be present to the young men and women between the ages of 17 and 30.
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Suggested by the News.
The

tor I evenue Lion yea I., is acayeely the opportune
proposed by Governor Cur- time for a revival
of the agitation.
Ivy to the end that the state tax on
cities and towns may he eliminated
are in the main such as would tend
Ito broaden the base of taxation.
They do, however, illustrate the
tendency to increase taxes of this
description. This is seen in the proposal to increase the levy on gasoline, admittedly one of the easiest
taxes to collect. A similar tendency is noticed in the proposal to
continue the 10 per cent increase in
the taxes on incomes of individuals,.
estates and corporations made
last
year after many taxpayers had
settled their accounts on the
old basis.
Experience has shown that
such
temporary expedients are apt to
becritic perma nerit.
These suggestions would be taken
more philosophically were it
clear that the
State is not to be ComMitted to new
mid further
expenditures. But the
..a
gto‘
iv
•eer
.nor feels that
some are imper-

raising
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WILL ATTEND
GROUP MEETING
OF SELECTMEN
Town Officials and Ex-Officials To Go To Boston Meet
tHudson—Selectmen and former
selectmen of Hudson are planning
to attend the Massachusetts Selectmen's Association meeting to
be held today and tomorrow at the
Gardner Auditorium in the State
House, Boston.
Harry V. Madden chairman of
the Hudson Board of Selectmen;
Selectman John Mcserve, George
A. Brothers, Patrick H 'Gill and Dr
Frederick P Glazier, are planning
to be present.
Dr. Glazier was the first president of the association which Was
organized some ten years ago. The
meeting will mark the tercentenary of Town Meeting Form of
Government, from 1635 to 1935.
Governor James M Curley will
speak Friday morning•ssud in the
afternoon WPA Administrator Arthur G Botch and PWA Administrator Andrew H Peterson will address the gathering.
iSaturday morning the speaker
will be Essex County Commissioner Frederick Butler of Andover,
president of the County Commissioners and Sheriffs Association
of Massachusetts. Former Assistant Attorney General'ciiwrU T.

will be a few formal speeches and
they will be addressed to matters
included in the articles. They
hope that these articles will have
the serious consideration of both
County Associations and individual members to the end that action taken will truly represent
the Association's matured judgment. Provision has also been
made for the' discussion of any
other matters of County Town or
individual interest. A. large and
representative attendance and a
general participation in the discussion and voting are the only
means of making this a successful
meeting.
'The current year has been a
very active one. There is every
reason to plan for an equally active year in 19,36. Your officers
have attempted to carry out yoAr
will and to represent your interests. They have deeply appreciated the generous co-operation of
the County Associations and the
individual members.
I am advised that our publication will be available to others
than memlbers of the Association.
For this reason may I extend a
cordial invitation to all Selectmen
or Ex-Selectmen, who are not yet
members of the Association, to
join with us. As a co-operative
organization, the Association eagerly welcomes the advice and
judgment of all whose experience
can help to accomplish its purposes. Membership in the County
Associations affiliates the member with the State Association.
"Your officers are looking forward with pleasure to meeting
with you again at the Gardner
Auditorium, Friday and Saturday,
January 3 and 4, and they Soin
with me in sending to you the
Greetings of rae Season."

I

Simoneau will speak in the afternoon session.
President John W Heselton of
the Association sends the following greeting:
"It is particularly pleasing to
me to have this opportunity to extend through the Massachusetts
Selectman (a publication) the
greetings of the season to members of the Association. It is my
personal conviction that the publication of this first isfate is one
of the landmarks in the Association's history. The interest and
coperation of its members and
friends in the undertaking guarantees a sympathetic reception. It
,is too much to expect that there
will be no errors or omission or
Commission. But your officers
confidently anticipate the benefit
of criticism, advice and contributions which can make lit an organ
worthy of the Association's ideals.
"The program for the annual
meeting is an effort to meet the
suggestions of members. Therei
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Burrell Named
Dep. Assessor
Income Taxes

MED J. BIJRIRELL
Ex-Representative Fred Jefferson Burrell of Revere pl; this city,
former state treasurer and prominent in .the political life of Medford fcr'a score or more years,
has been - appointed by Henry F
Long, commissioner of corporations and taxation, as a deputy assessor of income taxes. The position carries with it a salary of
$2,500 per annum.
The appointment is made at the
request of GaLansiley and is subject to coiifirmaon by the Executive Council.
The 'appointment .came before,
the Council meeting this week and
was tabled until the meeting next
week,

Mattapan-Milton, Mass.

JAN 3
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'Do you suppose' Gov. Curley and. Mr. Goodwin have thrown away
the Christmas cards thy prcicairy sent to each other?
Apparently( Prettier Laval won the same kind of support in the
. Chamber of DeputieS that Prime Minister
Baldwin oil:It:lined in the
of Commors.'

Jan. 3:19303
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NEW ENGLAND STARTS CAMPAIGN
TO ATTRACT TOURISTS
Conference of Six Governors Maps Program for 'Selling' Natural Beauty ahd Historic Highlights of the Section to American Traveler During Coming Season
* * *
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The Sports Review
By Robert J. Gilleran
The Natick high basketball team
will swing into, action Tuesday night
for the second time this season. A
team of faculty members from the
senior and junior high schools has
challenged the club. Since they take
it all year 'round from the teachers,
the undergrads will probably hand it
out plenty on the junior high floor
when the teams meet. Naturally, the
faculty will want to teach the youngsters a few fine points about the game
and figure on an easy win. Included
a the faculty lineup will be Al Maffeo, former Hely Cross flash, Bernie
Kilroy, ex-B. C. and Pere Marquette
star, "Buck" Donahue, veteran coach
of the high school team, Vinal Good,
football coach, Bill Carey, Frank Cronan, and several others.
* * * *
I Bill Warren, former Natick high
hockey goalie, is tending the net for
the Colorado School of Mines sextet
which has been cleaning up in the
Rocky Mountain Conference.
* * * *
The Community hoop league is well
, underway now and is creating much
interest among followers of the in..
Several exceptional
game.
I door

quintets are playing and when the
playoffs are arranged some great cotests are certain to result.
* * * *
Attending the banquet of the Eastern Mass. Interscholastic Sportswriters in Boston Monday night where
the championship Waltham a n d
Malden elevens of '35, the pennantwinning Lawrence eleven of '34 and
the Somerville '35 nine were given
trophies and gold medals, our
thoughts harked back to 1911 when,
had a similar organization been active, the Natick high football team
would have been guests of honor.
That 1911 club with Eddie Casey in
the backfield was tops for the State.
The banquet was a gala affair, with
Jmimy Foxx, new Red Sox slugger,
and Eddie Collins, Sox general manager, among the speakers. Foxx
didn't predict a pennant but said the
pennant-winner would nave to beat
the Sox." "Hubba" Collins, who produced three grand elevens for Natick
back between '24 and '26, was a speaker and assailed spring football practice. "Teddy" Glynn represented the
ailing Gov. Curley and presented the
"Most Valnyettr"Player" trophy to
Leo Reardon of Malden — and what a
giant he was! In fact, a majority of
the football players present were far
from midgets. At the business session, the above-signed sports commentator was named on a committee
•if six to make plans for the Eastern
Massachugetts schoolboy 4 iseball
;ournament in June. Other representatives from this district were Ray
.-.tallithan of the Framingham News
snd Ken Webb of the Needham Times.
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Taxation, But No Retrenchment
One of the sub-headings in Governor Curley's
long message to the legislature is "rearenue and
Retrenchment"; and to readers of the document
these words must have conveyed a hope that at
last the chief executive was to offer something in
the way of a reduction of government costs which
alone can ease the tax burden now resting heavily
on the people of the state.
Further encouragement came with a reading of
the Governor's statement that the tax problem
cannot be properly approached without simultaneously considering the volume of expenditures, and
that the time has arrived for a study of the cost
of state and municipal governments.
But with the recommendation that another
commission be set up to make such a study and
that it be given "ample time" for the work, the
Governor appears to have dismissed the matter
from his mind. The taxpayer will search the
message in vain for any recommendation which,
If adopted, would tend to reduce expenditures.
Moreover, his declaration that taxation and
expenditure must be considered together as parts
of a single problem, is impaired by the fact that
while he makes no suggestion for retrenchment,
he makes several for new taxes.
In accordance with his previous announcement,
he seeks to do away with the state tax which has
run from $8,000,000 to $10,000,000 in recent years,
and last year reached the latter figure. This tax,
levied on the cities and towns, has to be collected
by them from taxes on local property, chiefly real
estate and machinery in industry. Its elimination
would undoubtedly ease the financial strain on the
municipalities. But as we have pointed out, the
saving to New Bedford would be only $1.70 or
thereabouts on the tax rate, and the relief thereby
afforded to distressed real estate would be
negligible.
To make up the $10,000,000 of state revenue lost
in this way, the Governor recommends new taxes
or the perpetuation of old ones. He would continue the additional ten percent levied on income
and corporation taxes due last year. He would continue the gasoline tax for five years more, and increase it. He would double the tax on motor trucKs.
He would tax slot machines $5 a year, cigarettes at
two cents a package, with a comparable tax on
tobacco, and alcohol at 40 cents a proof gallon.
He would increase the tax on the "handle" of dog
racing from 3% percent to five.
It is assumed that revenues from these sources
will balance the state budget without imposing the
usual state tax on the cities and towns, but
obviously there is merely a substitution of certain
kinds of taxes for another kind, and all of them
paid, directly or indirectly, by the people. There
can be no valid objection to an increase in the dog
racing tax, or the alcohol tax, as such, but the
doubling of the motor truck tax must increase
the coat of all business dependent upon truck
transportation. The same is true of an increase in
the gasoline tax.
What is more, the assumption that taxpayers
in the cities and towns will
find their tax bills

Mimed by the amount of the present state tax,
is questionable. Experience points In a contrary
direction. The burden on real estate was to be
relieved when the income tax was adopted, but it
wasn't. The additional ten percent on income taxes
voted last year was put forward as an emergency
measure, for one year only, but here the Governor
wants it continued. The last seise in the gasoline
tax was for a specified period, but now that it is
up the Governor wants it extended five years, with
an additional tax on top of it, thus adding to the
burden of owners of motor cars who have just
incurred increased costs of insurance.
In short, what the Governor has to say under
the heading of "Revenue and Retrenchment", is
mostly about revenue, and very little of a tangible
nature about retrenchment; and the heading would
have been more accurately descriptive of what
follows under it had the last two words been
omitted.
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HEARING OPENED
ON PAROLE BOARD
Prisoners, Lawyers Charge
Cruelty, Abuse
BOSTON, Jan. 3 (UP)—A public
hearing was to open this afterno
on
before the Executive Council
into
charges against the State
Parole
Board, many of them made by
convicts.
Letters charging cruelty
and
abuse by Parole Board
members
were sent to Governor
rley by
prison and Concord
'
1 - ormatory
Inmates and their
lawyers. They
were made public by
Lieutenant.
Governor Hurley, chairma
n of the
pardons committee of the
Executive Council.
The convicts charged
they got
"raw deals" from the
Parole Board
despite good records.
One letter
charges Emmett Gavin,
Parole
Board member, with
abusing and
breaking the spirit of a
boy who
had a perfect record
at Concord.
Reformatory.
Constant "trouble and
in state penal institut explosion"
ions unless
some inducement to-insur
e good behavior is offered was
predicted by
State Commissioner of
Lyman on the eve of the Correction
hearing.
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THE "FORGOTTEN" WATCHWORDS
Governor Curley's address to the 1936 session of the Legislature will provide much discussion. Speaker Saltonstall hits
the nail squarely on the head in stating that the message
"shouts extravagance and whispers economy."
With
the principle of balancing the state's budget entirely by revenue and thereby eliminating the assessment made upon the
cities and towns and known as the "state tax" there will be
ready agreement upon the part of the real estate taxpayer.
The imposition of new taxes upon cigarettes, tobacco products,
slot machines and alcohol as well as the continuance of a
cent of the gasoline tax, and the surtax upon incomes and the
increase in dog racing taxes and truck registrations, will bring
he need for new buildings is evident but
loud protests.
further increase in the cost of government must be carefully
weighed. Retrenchment and economy are apparently the
"forgotten watchwords'of our government of today.

MERCURY
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BOSTON, Jan. 2 (AP)—A mutual
exchange of disparaging and critical statements 'continued • tonight
between Governor James M. Curley
and Leverett Saltonstall, who wants
to be governor, about Curley's annual message to the legislature.
After hearing it delivered yesterday, Saltonstall, speaker of the
House, characterized it with the
remark: "Bluntly, the message
shouts extravagance and whispers
economy."
I Curley, who had proposed expenditures for eliminating serious
overcrowding of patients and inmates in state institutions, accused
the speaker of indirectly being a
party to continuance of the conditions of overcrowding which resulted in his recommendations.
"The overcrowding and lack of
accommodation in the institutions
of the state," retorted the governor, "has resulted over a long
period of years and is something
for which I am not responsible."
"Surely, after the length of time
Mr. Saltonstall has served as a
member of the legislature, he might
at least have been in a position
to offer one constructive, helpful
suggestion, and since he has failed
to do so, it would appear that his
years of service here have been
wasted."
Within an hour. the speaker, who
seeks the Republican nominatic
for governor, issued another state
ment in reply:
"The governor apparently does
not consider any work constructive
unless it involves the expenditure
of millions of dollars of the taxpayers' money.
"Perhaps he does not realize that
were it not for the successful administrations of Republican governors since the war, in, which I
modestly claim to have played a
somewhat important part since
1923, the Commonwealth would not
have the excellent credit which he
now proposes to abuse through
further bond issues.
"If he wants another constructive idea, I'll give it to him: Less
dictation to • and less political interference with the state departments will produce more efficient
and less expensive government for
our taxpayers."
Meanwhile other phases of the
• governor's recommendations to the
legislature were also attacked. His
proposal to retire judges on full
pay at the age of 70 was described
by Charles L. Cabot, secretary of
the Boston Bar Association, as
"giving the governor opportunity
to obtain absolute control over the
courts of the state."
Other criticism came from Reginaici W. Bird, president of the
Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers' Association. He described
the Curley message as saying in
effect: "Economy in the state government is most necessary, but not
until I have finished my term of
office."
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LEGISLATORS
BUSY SELVES
ON PETITIONS
Work on Projected 'New
Legislation During
Weekend Recess
CURLEY DEFENDS PLAN
Answers Attack in Feud
with Saltonstall
Over Message
BOSTON, Jan. 3 (AP)—With the
Massachusetts House and Senate
recessed until Monday, Legislators
busied themselves today with petitions of their constituents and the
public hearings of the Executive ,
Council on parole matters.
The repartee between Governor
Curley and Leverett Saltonstall,
Republican Speaker of the House,
which began after the Chief Executive delivered his opening message to the Legislature Wednesday simmered down.
The most recent retorts were in
the form of a challenge by the
Governor to advance some constructive ideas for the conduct of
state government, and the counter
suggestion of Saltonstall that "less
dictation to and less political interference with state departments
will produce more efficient government."
Defends Building Plan
Curley defended his state institutions building program against
attack by Saltonstall.
"The overcrowding and lack of
accommodation in the institutions
of the state," retorted the governor, "has resulted over a long
period of years and is something
for which I am not responsible."
"Surely, after the length of time
Mr. Saltonstall has served as a
member of the legislature, he might
at least have been in a
to offer one constructive, position
helpful
suggestion, and since he has failed
to do so, it would appear
that his
years of service here have
been
wasted."

Within an hour, the speaker, who
seeks the Republican nomination
for governor, issued another statement in reply:
"The governor apparently does
not consider any work constructive
unless it involves the expenditure
of millions of dollars of the taxpayers' money.
"Perhaps he does not realize that
were it not for the successful administrations of Republican governors since the war, in which I
modestly claim to have played a '
somewhat important part since
Wri, the Commonwealth would not
have the excellent credit which he
now proposes to abuse through
further bond issues.
"If he wants another constructive idea, I'll give it to him: Less
dictation to and less political interference with the state departments will produce more efficient
and less expensive government for
our taxpayers."
Bird Hits Message
Reginald W. Bird, president of
the Massachusetts Federation of
Taxpayers' Associations, protested
against the Governor's failure to
ir;e any coninclude in hirtraln
crete recommendation for reducing
the cost of government.
Meanwhile, Charles L. Cabot,
secretary of the Boston Bar Association, protested against the Governor's proposal for the retirement
of high court judges on full salary
when they reach 70 years of age.
This plan he characterized as "awful under present circumstances."
Associations of tobacco dealers
in various sections of the state
planned to organize their forces Co
resist the passage by the Legislature for the Governor's recommendation for a retail sales tax of two
cents on cigarets and tobacco.
The number of petitions filed to
date this session was about 350,
labeled as to place of origin or
manufacture.
Some of the bills filed would:
Require that food, goods or merchandise sold in packages be labeled as to place of origin or manufacture.
Prohibit disenfranchisement of
legal voters who receive public aid
or who have not paid a poll tax.
Repeal Gas Tax
Repeal the additional excise tax
of one cent a gallon on gasoline.
Fine $200 to $5,000 or imprison 90
days to three years or both any
person, firm, corporation or association found guilty of disseminatpublishing
or
ing, circulating
propaganda or statements, creating or tending to create hatred,
violence or hostility by reason of
their race, color, religion or manner of worship.
Provide uniform classifications
of risks and premium charges under the compulsory motor vehtcle
liability insurance law on motor
trucks carrying property for hire.
Repeal the Massachusetts Milk
Control Act under which the state
milk control board operates.
Require every person handling
food for public consumption to
produce a certificate from a regis•
tered physician twice a year, that
he is free from disease.
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BATTLE LOOMS ON
CONTINUATION OF THE
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THREE-CENT GAS TAX
(Special to the News.)
State House. Boston, Jan. 3—With
a new state tax pro'-ram the outstanding feature of the 1936 program
drafted by Governor James M. Curley, a battle loorTfro-n the continuation of the three-cent gasoline tax.
Rep. Charles W. Hedges of Quincy
would repeal the additional one-cent
added to the existing two-cent tax
from year to year the extra levy to
be taken from the books May 1, 1936.
With the current three-cent tax.
suffitient funds have been available
in the past three years to transfer
ap oximately $10,000.000 from the
big way fund to the general fund,
witl the result that in lieu of a $41,800
te tax last year from the city
of Ne uryport the state levy was
hnt A20..
Governor Curley in his annual
message asked that the legislature
continue for five years the additional
tax on gasoline.
Year in and year out the diversion
of highway fund money to the general fund has been a sore spot with
legislators faced with a crying need
to limit the state tax. The additional
money levied on the sale of gasoline
is primarily intended to defray highway construction costs but the use
of the funds for general expenditures
is liable to stir the political kettle to
the borTing point. The Hedges proposal is the first of such moves to bring
about a battle along this line.
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PUBLIC OR PRISONER?
Every gunman in Massachusetts will whoop it
up at the news that the gernor and council
nst the State
are to take "drastic action
Board of Parole because of its lack of sympathy
toward desperate criminals who would like to go
free.
The burglars, the kidnapers, the firebugs, the
rapers, the wife-beaters, the gangsters, the enemies of society in general will wish their friends
at the State House a very, very happy New Year.
And everybody who was shocked at the manhandling ot Payson Smith will wonder what new
affliction is in store for the commonwealth.
What is the complaint against Richard Olney,
Matthew Bullock and P. Emmett Gavin, the members of the Board of Parole?
Councillor James J. Brennan and some of his
colleagues think that the board ought to accept
the judgment of the councillors on cases of prisoilers who want to return to their former careers.
More of them should be pardoned, the councillor argues. If the prisoners have obeyed the regulations of an institution, give them a break!
Turn them loose! Resolve all doubts in their
favor! This talk about the protection of lawabiding people is Just RO much twaddle to some
of the councillors. The boys behind the bars
are of more interest to them than are society and
victims of the criminals.--Herald.
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The Great and General Coult
assachusetts convened at eleven
o'clock on Wednesday for the second
session of the 149th legislate. Speaker Saltonstall called the House of
Representatives to order and President Moran the Senate. The organt
zation of the two branches was without incident despite the fact that ru.
mors had been existent of an attempt
to unseat both presiding officers.
NVitil the exception of a few change
in committee assignments the legislature is unchanged from that of last
year.
A joint convention of the two
branches was called in order to listen
! to Governor CuAlia's official mes,
sage. The Governor and the Council were escorted into the House
chamber by his staff and shortly after
twelve o'clock he began his address.
1l
- eading of the message occupied a
full hour and a half and at its conclusion the joint convention was dissolved. Neither branch of the legis.4ature will meet to conduct business
until next Monday. The Governor's
various recommendations will be referred to their proper committees and
will be more widely discussed as the
session progresses.
The introduction of various petitions will continue until January eleventh after which time further petitions will be admitted only through
special procedure. At the present time
fewer bills have been filed than at a
similar time last year. Late Wednesday afternoon but 333 bills had been
filed with the clerks of the lower
.branch as against approximately one
hundred more than that figure a year
ago. The bulk of the petitions, however, will be filed next week but it
is anticipated that they will total
• considerably fewer than the more
• than 2500 of 1935.
• Representative Brimblecom of Newton this week introduced a bill at the
request of Mrs. Julia W. Keene of
Newton and more than fifty other
petitioners for the abolishment of
capital punishment. The bill in question would substitute life imprisonment for the present mandatory deatb
sentence.
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Labor "Fakers" Who Play With
Bosses and Sell Out Workers in
Control of Unions, Goodwin Says
- Commenting on Shoe Situation in Haverhill, Motor
Registrar Says Manufactirrers Made Contract
With (Mars Before Union Had Any Members Declares Workers Then Told What They Must Do
BOSTON. Jan. 3 (113)—A charge
that most affiliates of the American
Federation of Labor were "controlled
by labor fakers who play with the
bosses and sell out the workers" was
made by Frank A. Goodwin. Registrar of Motor Vehicles, today.
Goodwin, commenting on the shoe
situation in Haverhill in which the
Boot and Shoe Workers' Union, an
A. F. of L affiliate, had signed contracts with shoe manufacturers who
previously had dealt, with the United
Shoe and leather Workers' Union,
said:
"The manufacturers have made a
contract with officers before the
union had any members and then,
workers were told that if they wanted to work they would have to join
this union that they did not want."
ejapaggin,„..wgicted, however, that
the Haverhill workers would pick I
their own union.
Goodwin's statement was another
phase of the controversy that developed from his association with
the Brockton Brotherhood of Shoe
Sz Allied Craftsmen. He recently
advised Haverhill shoe workers to
form an organization along the lines
of the Brockton Brotherhood. 4A
protest from the Boot and Shoe
Union resulted in an ultimatum'
M. Curley
from Governor Ja
awal either
calling for 1
I from labor activity or from his
I post as registrar. The Governor ;
later withdraw his ultimatum and,
approved Goodwin's activities.
Yesterday, Robert J. Watt, sec
of
tary of the Massachusetts bran

want and pay 25 cents per week or
$13 per year, an aggregate of $78,000 per year. That is pretty good
pickings for Bobby and his Federation.
Racket As Now Run
"I agree with Father Coughlin
when he said that the American
Federation of Labor is a racket as
it is now run. Most of its affiliates
are controlled by labor fakers who
play with the bosses and sell out
the workers.
"The greatest thing that can
happen for labor would be force
John Lewis to clean up the dirty
iness. Unions are supposed to oe
voluntary associations of workers
organized to bargain collectively
with their employers.
"In Haverhill right now the manufacturers have made a contract
with officers of Bobby's Union befor the Union had any members and
the workers were told that if they
wanted to work they would have to
join this union that they did not
want.
"Mr. Watt and his gang are not
going to get away with it, because
the Haverhill
workers without
help, legal, moral and financial aid,
are going to pick their own union,
handle their own affairs, and spend
their own money.
"The great defender of the
working man and expounder of union principles, Mr. Watt, is now getting $6000 a year working for the
State and is still active as secretary of the Massachusetts Branch of
the Federation with another big
salary."

the American Federation of Labor,
denounced Goodwin's activities,saying wage schedules had been depressed 20 to 25 per cent in Brockton and the city had lost seven
factories employing about 2000
workers. He said it would be "a
tough New Year" for Haverhill if
Goodwin's suggestions were accepted there.
Retorting today, Goodwin said, "I
don't blame Bobby Watt for fighting to get the shoe workers of
Haverhill into his union. There are
about 6000 workers in Haverhill
and the manufacturers are forcing
them to join a union they do not
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BAY STATE PAROLE
PROBE IS OPENED
Curley, Told Prisoners Resent
Trard's Severity, Fears
"Explosion."
Boston. Jan. 3.—(AP)—The Executive Council's public examination of the State's parole system
opened today to the tune of reported
"smouldering resentments" al .ong
inmates of Massachusetts correctional institutions.
Gov. James M. Curley. who will
preside at the public hearings, said
he was informed prisoners in the
State's penal institutions resented
the severity of the parole board.
Letters received by the Governor
from prisoners and their attorneys
were included in the evidence to go
before the Executive Council today.
The Boston Post quoted Henry A.
Higgins, a former member of the
parole board, as labelling the investigation "low comedy."
"The wolves are hungry." the Post
quoted Higgins as saying, "so we
must satisfy them by throwing the
shepherd to them."
The investigation and the decision
to hold public hearings resulted from
the recent slaying of a prison guard
escorting two convicts from Dedham
Courthouse to State prison.
The Governor said he believed
"there will be constant trouble and
explosion" unless some inducement
was held out to prisoners to assure
good behavior.

EAGLE
Pittsfield, Mass.

Letters From Prisoners and Their
Attorneys To Be Used at Hearing
Bearing on State Parole Board
000 registration plates had been isBOSTON. Jan. 3 (/P)—With the sued, about 22,000
more than at this
Massachusetts House and Senate time last year.
recessed until Monday, Legislators
Lottery Questionnaires.
busied themselves today with petiBOSTON, Jan. 3, (,.zFe.—Question tions of their constituents and the naire.s asking whether recipients bepublic hearings of the Executive lieved in legalized lotteries were
Council on parole matters.
sent last night to 2000 civic leeders
The repartee between Governor and professional men in MassachuJames M. Curley (D.) and Leverett setts by an organisation
Interested
Saltonstall, Republican Speaker of in promoting State
lotteries to cut
the House, which began after the relief costs and
realty taxes.
Chief Executive delivered his openThe questionnaires, sent by the
ing message to the Legislature Weee Massachuse
tts Council for Legaliznesday simmered down.
ing Lotteries. Inc., asked views on
The most recent retorts were in
how many lotteries should be cmthe form of a challenge by the Govducted annually, and at what price
ernor to advance some constructive
tickets should be sold.
Ideas for the conduct of State government, and the counter suggestion
Would Punish Hatred 'Violence.
of Saltonstall that "less dictation
BOSTON, Jan. 3; ePe—Another
to and less political interferenoe attempt to legislate
against those
with State departments will produce who foment
or faster class hatred,
more efficient government."
racial discord and viole.noe between
The Executive Council's hearing groups
has been proposed by two
on parole conditions in the State
Boston Representatives, Lawrence
was due apparently to get away to
P. McHugh and Thomas E. Barry.
a flying start. GoMr Curley anThey filed a bill which would
nounced he Well
preside, and fine or inept-v
on those found guilty
would take with him to today's openOf writing, printing or distributing
ing hearing sheaf's of letters re- material
calculated to:
ceived from prisoners and their at"Incite, counsel, promote or adtorneys, who claim the parole board
vocate hatred, violence or hostility
has been too hard on them and their
against any group or groups of perclients.
sons residing or being in this
The number of petitions filed to
Commonwealth, by reason of race, color,
date this session was about 350, apreligion
or manner of worship.'
proximately 100 less than the number filed by this time last year.
The proposals for legislation
ranged from simple schemes to liBulletin
cense bagatelle machines to complicated legislation to further reguProvidence, R. 1.
lation of the Telephone Company.
Insurance Commissioner Francis
De Celles was having his troubles
with persons who have been refused
compulsory automobile insurance
for various reasons.
More than 100 have appealed to ; LEGISLATIVE REFORM
him within the pest few days, his
Perhaps the item in Governor
office reported.
Curley's annual message to
One of those who asked the Com- Massi-chusetts Legislature that will
missioner's aid, his office said, was
attract the most attention outside
a Physician, who said he had filt- the Bay State is that recommendtrivial
accidents
several
in
in
ered
ing a Constitutional amendment by
1which no personal injuries were intreating
was
said
he
five which the large two-branch Legisvolved. He
patients for pnepmonia and two ex- lature would be replaced by a
pectant mothers needed his treat- small one-branch body, modelled
ment. Commissioner De Celles in- upon that adopted last year in
rvened, his office said, and the Nebraska. He would also have the
new Legislature meet biennially,
physician received insurance.
Several who appealed to the Com- instead of annually.
A year ago, in his inaugural admissioner claimed they would be unemployed without the use of their dress, the Governor declared that
the present Legislature, which concars.
And Chief Clerk Charles R. Gil- sists of 40 Senators and 228 RepreVehiley of the Registry of Motor
sentatives—a total of 268 members
approximatelv 180,
cles, announced
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—was too large, too cumbersome
and tee costly. He urged that the
size of each branch be substantially reduced.
This year. however, he goes beyond that and proposes that the
bicameral system be junked and
the single-branch Legislature be
substituted.
His argument for the change is
not without logic. It would, he says,
"be an obvious economy." Historically. the two-chamber Legislature
as it exists in the United States
came down from the English system, where it was originally instituted so that the Commons could
act as a check upon the Lords, and
vice versa. In this country, the
Governor points out, both Senate
and House in the several States are
democratic bodies: hence the necessity for the check does not exist.
"Nor is there." he continues,"the
basis for two chambers (in the
States) that we find in Washington,
where one house is made up of representatives of governmental units
and the other consists of men chosen by population groups of equal
size."
In addition to the economies that
a unicameral Legislature would
make possible, Mr. Curley cites as
a further advantage the elimination of the present conference system. whereby the House passes a
bill in one form and the Senate in
another. and the two are compromised in conference "which often
ends by producing a bill that is satisfactory to nobody."
Passage of legislation now, he
says, is the work of 268 members,
seated in two different bodies.
Under a unicameral system, it
would be the work of perhaps 50
nIpmbem seated in one body. It
would thus be easier to place responsibility for bad legislation or
to give credit for good. Furthermore, legislative procedure would
'be simplified to the point where
the average busy citizen would be
able to follow it intelligently and
would be better able to acquaint
himself with the activities of his
own representative in the Legislature.
Nebraska iS the first State to try
the unicameral Legislature. The
experiment there has not yet had
an opportunity to demonstrate itself. On paper the plan seems simple, sound and sensible; in practice. however, it may turn out differently. Until it has had a chance
to prove itself in Nebraska it is
doubtful if the system will receive
more than passing consideration in
Massachusetts or elsewhere.

PATRIOT-LEDGER
Quincy, Mass.
Press Clipping

Attorney In Riddell Murder Is
Called In Boston School Probe
Leo P. Doherty Was Recently Made Judge
by Curley
On request of District Attorney
William J. Foley, Judge Leo P.
Doherty of the Boston Municipal
court, well known in Quincy, was
to appear today before the Suffolk
County grand jury which for the
past week has been hearing evidence in connection with alleged
attempts to sell teachers' jobs in
the Boston school system. Judge
Doherty, the district attorney said,
readily consented to appear today
when he was asked last night.
Before he was appointed judge
byMr.Doherty gained
contatreT
"
abfellkstinction by his defense of John Daly of Quincy, twice
tried for the murder of Harry Riddell of Atlantic on Hallowe'en four
years ago. The first trial ended
with a hung jury while the second
trial ended with Daly getting a
light sentence of two years. John
Bowen, his companion, got life for
the ruthless slaying.
As an outgrowth of the trial, Mr.
Doherty later demanded the resig-

PATRIOT-LEDGER
Quincy, Mass.
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STATE HOUSE, Bos to n—
William A. Murphy of Boston,
who was secretary of Former
Mayor Perky E. Barbour of
Quincy, will be appointed assistant secretary to Governor
Curley, it was learned today.
-41f....phy was also secretary to
Former Gov. nen S. Draper.
He will succeed on the Governor's secretarial staff Joseph P.
McAlister of Boston, and like
McAlister, will handle the Governor's social correspondence.
McAlister was appointed assistant administrative secretary
in the department Of public

NEWS
Quincy, Mass.
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Rep. fledges Asks
e n 1 Reduction
In Gasoline Tax
(special to the News)
State House, Boston, — With a
new state tax program the outstanding feature of the 1936 program drafted by Governor James
M. Curley. a battle looms on the
-evaTtiremettettrttrthe three cent gasoline tax.
Rep. Charles W. Hedges of Quincy would repeal the additional one
cent added to the existing two cent
tax from year to year the extra
levy to be taken from the books
May 1, 1936.
With the current three cent tax,
LEO P. DOHERTY
sufficient funds have been availnation of Dr. Fred E. Jones, vetable in the past three years to
eran Norfolk county medical examtransfer approximately $10,000,000
iner. Nothing ever came of this defrom the highway fund to the genmand, however.
eral fund, with the result that in
lieu of a $369,200 state tax last year
from the city of Quincy, the state
levy was but $184,600.
Governor Curley in his annual
message asked that the legislature
continue for five years the additional tax on gasoline.
BUDGET
Year in and year out the diverRevere, Mass.
sion of highway fund monies to the
general fund has been a sore spot
with legislators faced with a crying
need to limit the state tax. The
additional money levied on the sale
of gasoline is primarily intended to
lrelar is prdblematic.
defray highway construction costa
• • S • •
but the use of the funds for genmeshis
—THAT "Gov. Jim" in
eral expenditures, is liable to stir
sage to the LegilMe gave the the political kettle to the boiling
people of the Commonwealth a point. The Hedges proposal is the
shock on the opening of the New first of such moves to bring about
a battle along this line.
Year when he asked for "more
taxes."

3

William A. Murphy
Named to Governor's
Secretarial Staff

Service

2 Park Square
BOSTON
MASS.

—THAT the breaking up of the
ice fields in the Arctic has given
many people a belief that we are
going to have a short winter.
—THAT many folks are wonderhag what work was done on the old
Chelsea bridge and if an accounting
of the repair expenditures will ever
be made known.
—THAT again we say it—All's
well that ends well.

BUDGET
Revere, Mass.

What Has Become Of Tr
Purchase Bill?
A

People Demand To Know!
of the
The proposed purchase of the Chelsea Division
was
ated
Eastern Mass. Street Railway by the Boston Elev
both transit
voted upon favorably by the stockholders of Metropolicompanies and unanimously approved by the
held later betan Transit Commission. A hearing was
which was
fore the State Public Utilities Commission,
The latter
considered to be the commission of last resort.
ideration for
commission has had this contract under cons
been taken or
several weeks and no definite action hasO'Br
ien in a rerather made known to the public. Mayor press, stated
cent communication published by the ernor Curley
that the contract was in the hands of Gov
for his consideration.
has
Several weeks have elapsed and as yet no reporthav
e
been made public. Why? The citizens of this cityip has
been all agog over the situation. Unsavory goss eged
been going around and this newspaper has been besis, inwith communications, telephone and personal call
quiring as to the status of the matter.
Every effort has been made by the Budget to securesome information from the State Public Utilities Commis
ch
sion if any action has been taken on this contract whithe
is of vital interest to the people of this city, as well ion
people of the Metropolitan district. The only informat an
the BUDGET was able to obtain, and that from a wom
;n the employ of the commission, is that the matter is still
under advisement. Whose advisement and why the delay? —were the questions plainly put to the woman in
charge, and no reply was made to these queries.
Governor Curlgy who, it is said by Mayor O'Brien, is
now considering the Boston Elevated purchase contract,
has been credited as being in favor of the Boston Elevated
purchase by our representatives and if this matter is up
to him for action, why the delay. His Excellency has
always received the heartiest support of the people in this
community and we believe he owes it to them to express
his reasons in withholding action.
MORE ELEVATED EXPOSE TO COME NEXT
WEEK—BE SURE TO GET NEXT WEEK'S BUDGET.

JOURNAL
Revere, Mass.
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DOWN SPORT TRAILS
With JOE O'BRIEN
ONO,

Well, here it is Tuesday, December 31,
1935, the last day of the year. The year ;
1935 has seen many strange happenings,
much sadness, some happiness but all in all,
if 1936 isn't any tougher than 1935 we will
stagger through somehow. Here's hoping it
will be better for all of us.
The Immaculate- Conception High school
opened its basketball season Tuesday afternoon at Revere High gym, meeting Malden
Catholic in the opener. The locals lost 23
to 20.
Joseph 3. O'Brien

The Revere High school basketball squad
will open its 1936 season at Everett tomorrow (Friday) evening. The second teams of Revere and Everett will go on first
and the game is scheduled for 7.30 p. m..
With the averages reaching 102 and going down only to 98,
here is a list of the ten best bowlers in the Revere City Bowling League:—James Andreottola, Mike Jordan, William H.
Smith, John Hovey, Hawk Turco, Joe O'Toole, Jack Raftery,
Frank Barry, Frank orte, P. ?Jordan, Meino Statuto, Tommy
Cuoco and Gerard (Moe) Kiley.
After spending the entire summer and fall giving reasons
why he would FINISH AMONGST THE FIRST THREE lead25th
ing bowlers, we know of a bowler that stands in about the
records!
the
at
Look
27.
No.
exact,
be
To
position!
The Massachusetts Interscholastic Sportswriters Association held its banquet last Monday night, which the association
gives annually to the champion high school teams of the state
at the Hotel Lennox, Exeter street, Boston.
"Teddy" Glynn, former fire commissioner of the city of
Boston, representing Governor Curley, presented Leo Reardon
of Malden with the beautifarrrintic cup, emblematic of being
voted the outstanding football, player amongst the high school
players of the state for 1935.
Reardon was accorded a tremendous ovation proving that
the schoolboys and coaches approved of the sportswriter's
choice. In thanking the association for its gift, Leo Reardon
said:—"IF I REALLY WAS THE OUTSTANDING FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE STATE THE CREDIT SHOULD GO
TO WARREN McGUIRK, who is in my opinion the best coach
in the world."
Warren McGuirk held up proceedings long enough to thank
Leo for his speech and to say that REARDON WAS A FOOTBALL PLAYER WHEN HR ENTERED MALDEN HIGH
SCHOOL
Mr. Glynn in the course of his remarks said:—Tho State
of Massachusetts heartily approves sports of all kinds and particularly high school sports.
Jimmy Fox; Tom Yawkey's newest costly addition, said in
part at the eamel3anquet:—I‘The Boston Red Sox may not win
the American League pennant in 1936 but the team that does
will have the Red Sox to beat." If'this is true, the Red Sox
owners had better start on that double decker grandstand
RIGHT NOW.

CI-LAWNICLY..
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Mrs. Sweetser Gives Views
/ On Governor's Message

Hearings on bills are being started
legisimmediately which will keep the Hill
lators busy every day on Beacon
in
Mrs. Sweetser will have a directsince
terest in many of these hearings insti
they concern welfare and state
tutions' problems.

CHRONICLE
Reading, Mass.

lLoy.ernor Urges Many
Press Clipping Service
Representative Mollie A. Sweetser
is not in accord with any of the pro2 Park Square
Reforms in Annual Message
posals contained in Governor Curley's
Boston
Maas.
annual message to the Legislature, but
By Arthur W. Woodman
_
there are some proposals with which
Chronicle State House Correspondent
she heartily agrees.
e
Gazett
the
The
recommendations for
STATE HOUSE, lioston—Heralding
Roxbury, Mass.
change in the form of the Legislature
a new era of "social justice", Governor
stand out in the message and on these
James M. Curley on Wednesday laid
I /1rd
- ,
Mrs. Sweetser comments: "Last year
before the Massachusetts Legislatur(
Governor Ctides wanted to abolish th,
a broad plan for "social security", over
Governor's -Council. This year he
shadowed by a detailed program of
wants to abolish the Senate. I'm for
state building at institutions and a fisleaving the Legislature just 'as is'!"
cal policy containing multitudinous unThis places her against the proposal
popular tax proposals.
for a unicameral Legislature with reReforms in structure by adoption of
duced membership. Mrs. Sweetser
an unicameral legislature, reduction
has said, however, that she will probably
membership and adoption of biennia
vote for the biennial sessions.
sessions is urged by the Chief ExecuThe taxation question must of course
tive in his annual message to the Gencause some concern to legislators for,
eral Court before large throngs in the
as Mrs. Sweetser put it, "The money':,
House of Representativea.
got to come from some place." While James E. Norton Was Best Man Legislature Blamed tor
raised.
be
Failure
must
realizing that revenue
29 "Work and Wages" on a definite proMrs. Sweetser also feels that the ne- at Wedding of Gov. Curley
Slightly touching
cessity of the building program and
gram of "social security" for which he
Years Ago
public works program is open to queshas definitely declared himself, the
tion.
Governor reviewed his success and
past year, hailing his
The continuation of the 10 per cent
Norton failure of the
surtax and the additional gasoline tax Funeral services for James E.
victories as the foundation of a social
were of course enacted as emergency 75, who was the best man at Gov Cur- security platform. Explaining the failmeasures and the Legilature may see
ure of the "work and wages" program.
ley's wedding 29 years ago and who has now a much mourned slogan, the Govfit to continue them.
Mrs. Sweetser feels that she will op- been an employe of the City of Bos- ernor asserted the responsibility rests
pose the doubled license fees for ton for 40 years, were held Monday at ' with the legislature "which provided
grudgingly, but in such
trucks, sees good reason for further
867 Beacon funds not only as to make impossible
taxes on dog racing and points out the Crosby Funeral Home,
limited amount
that more taxes cannot be secured street.
the complete fulfillment of the pledge
from the horse tracks since, in the
of work and wages."
and
officials
of prominent
main, they appear to have operated at Hundreds
New Taxes Proposed—
tions
organiza
many
delegations from
a loss.
Liquor Tax Diverted
PhilShe characterized as something that attended the requiem mass at St
An amazing feature of the New
would cause a storm, the proposal le lip's Church, Harrison avenue. Rev Year's Day address is the taxation finadd a tax of two cents a package le George H. Quigley, the rector, was ancial program drafted by the Govcigarettes and added, "The public
ernor.
not generally aware of the fact that celebrant.
Features outlined include a continuaPleasant
Mt
the
from
they are paying a tax of six cents A delegation
of the 10 per cent surtax, adopted
tion
as
acted
s,
Council, Knights of Columbu
now."
continuation for five years of
year,
last
a delegation the additional gasoline tax, doubled li"1 am absolutely opposed to trans- honorary pallbearers and
Roxbury censed fee for trucks on the highwi*,
ferring the alcoholic liquor taxes from from the Tammany Club of
the old age assistance fund to the gen- acted as active bearers. Members of additional taxes on dog racing, with
eral fund," she declared. "As a mat- St Philip's Catholic Association were horses remaining free from a tax inc:rease, transfer of alcoholic tam...
ter of fact, however, there is no pro- ushers.
vision in the old age assistance law for Interment was in Mt Calvary Ceme- from the special old age assistanct
fund to the general fund, a 40 cents .
paying these benefits and much of
Roxbury.
gallon tax on each proof gallon of
comes from the general fund anyway. tery, West
his
in
dead
was found
alcohol, a two cent cigarette tax and
Mrs. Sweetser 'passed over the two Mr, Norton
nt at 1007 Harrison a five dollar license fee for slot maproposals of pensioning supreme court bachelor apartme
was due to a chines.
judges at the age of 70 and the clear- avenue, Roxbury. Death
To the end that the state tax be
ance of "slum" districts to make way heart attack. Mr Norton was a close,
forms of taxafor housing developments. She in- personal friend of Gov Curley and was dismissed, these new
nded.
are
tion
recomme
Curley
that
M.
attitude
an
James
both
were godfather of the late
dicated
Judicial reforms are urged on th
political gestures.
Jr. Gov Curley was unable to attend Legislature, which, if adopted would
While she felt that there might be the services because of a cold which clear the Supreme Judicial Court of
need for at least some of the building c,onfbrd him to his home.
the elder jurists.
program in various state institutions.
In accord with recent trends, Cover
Norton was treasurer of the Tam
Mrs. Sweetser declared that it would Mr
years and as such nor Curley announced himself whole15
for
Club
many
shown
clearly
be
before
to
she,
have
a vast spendir
s an active Democrat in the Rox- heartedly in favor of produce a buildas a member of the committee on weldesigned to
program
sealei
d
to
appointe
vote
her
was
give
any
He
would
y district.
bond
fare,
ing program at state institutions withissue for that purpose.
9 weights and measures by the then out listing contemplated expenditur
Mrs. Sweetser is strongly in favor Mayor Curley in 1924 and until seven and devoid of gubernatorial recommenof increasing the school age limit from years ago worked in the City Clerk's dation for financing the projects.
14 to 16 years. She introduced such office.
In whipping the Legislature publicly,
a bill two years ago and at that time More recently he had been engagee Governor Curley today left the Hous,
it got the solid opposition of the Dem- in a
chamber, with a Perplexed Legislaturebrokerage firm on State Street.
ofrats who declared that the employment of children 15 and 16 years of
age was needed in many homes that
had been hit by the depression.

:LOSE FRIEND
OF GOVERNOR
FOUND DEAL

CHRONICLE
Reading, Mass.

MASSACHUSETTS
, A NEW
Governor Curley in his message
Wednesto the General Court on
that he
idea
an
have
to
day seems
comwill be able to change over
and
government
State
pletely our
adapt it more generally to his wishes and interests. It is without
doubt the most radical message
ever delivered by a Governor of
this Commonwealth.
Changes and taxes are the most
striking features of the message.
The changes recommended provide for a unicameral legislature,
that is the abolition of one, of the
branches of the General Court,
combined with a reduction in membership of the remaining branch,
and biennial sessions.
This tendency to concentrate the
law making powers in the hands of
a few should be viewed with suspicion in the light of events in the
last session of the General Court
and especially since it is contrary
to the ideas of the framers of the
Constitution of the Commonwealth
wherein they sought to have the
legislators selected by a few in order that they might act as spokesmen for their constituency, and
this at a time when the voters of
the Commonwealth were fewer
than today.
All of these measures are stated
to be in the interests of economy,
which might ensue if the number
of legislators are reduced, but in
the discussion in the last legislature of biennial sessions there was
considerable doubt shown as to
whether there would be any appreciable saving by holding the
sessions every other year than each
year as is done at present.
Overshadowing these suggested
changes, because it seems very
doubtful if they can be adopted,
is the ever-recurring question of
taxes. If legislators were as zealous in finding methods.of reducing
expenditures as they are in seeking iww means of taxation, some
of our tax burden might be removed.
Taxes proposed for continuation
and addition include the further
enforcement of the 10 per cent surtax on the income tax, an extension for five years of the additional
gas tax, double license fees for
trucks using the highways, an additional tax on dog racing, transfer
of the alcohol tax from a special
fund for old age assistance to the
general fund, a 40 cents per gallon

tax on alcohol, a 2 cent cigarette
tax, and a five dollar license fee
for slot machines.
The failure of the "work and
wage" program is laid cold at the
feet of the General Court, but the
building program is far from defunct, with recommendations for
enlarging of State institutions, ad-

piau if you wish, but you can say
that for the Townsed plan theory,
that it allocates the money to the
aged and in many cases persons in
!need. The Governor surely must i
realize that the taxpayers in this
commonwealth are in a desperate
I condition with their heavy tax burdens, and if correctly stated, the
Governor's promises were to relieve
the taxpayers of part of this burden.,
But, as it may be said, campaign i
ditional equipment and personnel,
promises are soon forgotten.
and housing for the workers.
Is it any wonder that many of our
Another outstanding recommenpeople
are leaving the state, for if
jurall
of
retirement
the
is
dation
this "spending spree" now going on
ists with full pay at 70, thus clearcontinues much longer it will be iming the Supreme Court of its elder
possible for anyone to live here unjurists and making the appointless on the dole.
possible.
judges
ment of new
The only persons that are not sufIt appea'rs from a hasty perusal
fering are those on the welfare.
of the Governor's message that if
Why don't they investigate those
the General Court supinely passes
who are now on the walfare. There
is no question about the reason why
alll recommendations, which God
there has been no investigation.
forbid, no one will be able to recognize the old State of Massachu- "They are in right." The supposed
investigators apparently don't dare
setts.
to make a thorough investigation,
so it is said, because if they did
they would lose their jobs. Have
you ever seen tile cards of some of
BUDGET
these so-called investigators of cerRevere, Mass.
tain cases?
All of the "alphabetical" projects
JAN
may !be classified as the same, and
in order to secure a job you must
be "in right" with the politicians.
Every welfare case and every em— From —
ployee on a national, state of city
project should be carefully investiA Woman's Viewpoint
gated for the money so spent is
the .money that belongs to the taxWhat a line New Year's present payer.
we received from our Governor. Can
It is hoped that the Governor will
you imagine levying mererteses upmake every effort to reduce the tax
on the over-burdened taxpayer.
burden and adhere to a policy of
Economy and economic policies,
strict economy, and if he does not,
lauded as the keynote during th
that the Legislature will see to it
political campaigns are a waste o
that his bills of extravagance do not
energy among the thinking people.
pass.
SFf
There are many that fall for this
"bunk" and probably will continue
to fall, but just as sure as the sun
shines there's going to be a day of
reckoning and the taxpayer will win
the fight for lower taxes.
May I ask the Governor, if he is
so much interested in economic policies, why did he raise the salaries
of his office force to a sum amounting to more than $6000 and why did
he appoint more help if he is really
sincere. In his manifesto, or more
commonly, his message, he recommends the retirement of judges on
full pay at the age of 70. That is
+another bit of economy. What is the
motive behind the "smoke screen"
, you can imagine, and it may be said
the appointment of new judges, so
then we will have retired judges and
active judges both on full salaries.
Just think of it, Mr. and Mrs.
Taxpayer, a judge who now receives
a salary of $10,000 will, when
retired,
receive $10,000, an another newly
appointed man will receive $10,000.!
You may liken it to the
Townsend
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Mark What Von Says
-Our country, 'tis of thee—sweet land of liberty.*
*
*
*
. Let Congress at its next session clip the -wings- of President Roosevelt and stop this tremendous spending spree.
The happiest folks today under our present regime are those
who are under the dole—nothing to worry about.
*
*
*
*
. his way to defeat. The
President Roosevelt is spendini
American people are showing that they are not in favor of all
of his policies. They, or rather a majority of them, are thinking
people, realizing that there must be a day of reckoning.
*
*
*
*
"Play boys,- so-called brain trusters, should not be allowed
to handle the finances of our nation. Call a halt, Mr. President,
or else you are doomed at the next election. Hundreds of billions can't buy the American people.
Confidence in government like confidence in business makes
the nation and business go smoothly along.
Now for "Gov. Jim.- The -Political Hero- is steering himself
into political obliviTri. It is quite evident that he has lost the
confidence of the people. His slogan of -Work and Wages- has
proven a myth. His promises to get rid of the Governor's council and the Boston Finance Committee, the two stumbling blocks
in his effort to dictate the policies of our Commonwealth and city,
have proven a farce. He now has control of these two bodies
and doesn't care a rap. A chameleon changes its colors, and, evi..,..„:„c‘dovrlifii- changes his notions.
der,ilLy
Isn't it strange that President Roosevelt, the first man in the
nation, has not expressed his regret over the departure of the
Lindbergh family to a foreign land. Perhaps he may think they
are only one of the millions of Americans. But Lindbergh is a
distinguished American who is credited with making America famous through his flying achievements. He should at least have
s...onsideration from our President.
..
ota x.
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•-DAvers of automobiles and smokers
o;
cigarettes—in other words, the
greater part
of the population,—should be interested
in Governor CBa's recommendation
of
five years' continuance of the present
gasoline tax and an additional cigarette tax
of
two cents a package.
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A. V/. BIRD MACE
CURLEY'S PlIOGPAIV
Taxpayers' Head Terms
Plan as Extravagant
And Wasteful
Reginald W. Bird of Framingham, president of the Massachusetts Federation of
Taxpayer.'
Associations, with
Which
the
Southbridge Taxpayers league is
affiliated, today attacked the
1936 program of Gov. James M.
1 Curley as wasteful and extrinaglint.
Saying that Gov. Curley had
I east his holiday
greeting in elec..
1 tric lights and nailed It to the
front of the State House at the
expense of somebody else, Mr
Bird said the Governor had done
so because he then was writine
the address which had little com•
fort in it for the taxpayer.
Mr. Bird demanded curtail
ment of expenditures, said the
proposed new tax levies would
not meet the Governor's buildhg
program or eliminate the State
tax, and attacked the
000.000 addition to the
prosed$1.
State
House, calling for a concentration and reduction in government
departments instead.
-Economy In the State government Is most necessary but not
until I have finished my term of
office." Mr. Bird said 'the Governor's message seemed to say to
him, and went on to assert that
the only sound ideas in the message were ones for which the taxpayers' associations had been
fighting for years.
The president of the association predicted a deficit of $21,000.000 by the end of next year
and warned that the Governor's
tax program could not hope ta
balance such a deficit, and would
not, therefore, be able to abolish
the State tax,
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M'KEOWN FILES /
SEVERAL BILLS
IN THE SENATE
One Would Compel Physical
Examination of All Handlers of Food Every Six
Months
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Jan. 2—Several hills were
filed in the Senate this Afternoon by
Senator Francis M. McKeown of
Springfield.
One is aimed to protect public
health. It would compel examination
of all food handlers every six
months by local health boards, as a
protection against disease, and is inspired by spread of a malignant disease in a section of Springfield some
time ago, which was traced directly to a store where food was bought.
Rhode Island has such a law at
present. The present state laws permit the state health department to
order such examinations, but this is
seldom done. McKeown's bill would
make the examination mandatory.

Penalty for Speeding
Another of his measures would
compel the registrar of motor vehicles to suspend the license for not
more than 45 days of any person
speeding through a city or town at
45 miles an hour or more.
Still another would compel fire insurance companies to pay proportional damages to carriers of insurance, rather than permit, as at
present, the
settlement at any
amount, and keeping the premiums
and adjusting on an agreed value.
Exception to mandates of his bill
would be where insurance Is taken
out on a greater value than cost of
the property insured.
Representative Tycho M. Petersen
of Springfield today filed in the
House a bill, on petition of the Skill
Game Operators' association of Massachusetts,
to
license "pin-ball"
qames at $500 or a $1000 a year f
to each concern placing such games.
The operators' association wants the
law to drive certain New York
machines out of the state, claiming
t hat in spite of a supreme court
ruling stating the pin -hall gaMe is
one. of skill, such machines .aite. belig ordered out of storeii beeanse a
' New York game has appeared which
has.. only one ball and which ret urns the nickel fee if the ball hits
a certain spot. This New York gamei,
has been ruled by Massachusetts'
courts to be a gambling game. Peter-,
sen said it is estimated licensing of'
the pin-ball operators would return
the commonwealth a revenue of
about $500,000 a year.

For Trucking Interests
Representative Michael T. O'Brien
of Easthampton today Hied two bills
in the House in behalf of motor
trucking interests. One would provide
for uniform classification of risks
and premium charges under the compulsory automobile insurance law on
motor trucks carrying property for
hire. The other would,give inspectors
of trucks attached to the public utilities department the powers of constables except for service of civil

rprecess, and of police officers, including power to arrest any person
who violates any provision of the
law relating to operation of a vehicle
on public ways and who has not
the proper certificate.
Proposal was made in a bill filed
in the House today to amend the
constitution to prohibit disenfranchisement of legal voters who are .
recipients of public aid or who have
not paid a poll tax.
Another House bill would repeal
the additional excise tax of one cent
on a gallon of gasoline, effective May
1, next, which tax Gov Curley, in his
annual message yesterday, recotnmended be continued for.five years.
Still another bill would require
goods, food and merchandise in package form to be labeled as to place of
origin.
Election by popular vote of members of the state public utilities commission is sought in another House
bill. Similar bills have been filed
previously.

For Milk Control Repeal
Repeal of the Massachusetts milk
control act is sought in another
measure.
Still another would prohibit sale
of meat and meat products containing certain preservatives, a measure
wnich, in former years, has been
fought by certain business interests
in Holyoke and Chicopee.
Amendment to the telephone corruption laws relative to the conduct of intrastate telephone business
in Massachusetts is sought in another
petition, and still another would extend the jurisdiction of the public
utilities department In respect to
examination of telephone companies
to corporations and others affiliated
with such companies.
Another petition would subject to
control of the commonwealth the securities of foreign corporations, the
issue of which is not based upon or
secured by the property, franchise or
stock of domestic telephone companies or corporations owned by the
foreign corporations.
Maps, plans, charters, reports, records and all other data of the sliding
scale commission public records and
to place them in custody of the utilities department is sought in another
bill.
The samd petitions would require
the rates and charges for each class
of telephone service to he based on
cost thereof, limited by the reasonable value of service to the -ieitorner.
They also have filed a bill to require
filing of contracts with utilities department by electric companies supplying electricity. in bulk to other gas,
and electric, or electric companies.
Likewise, they would prohibit managemerit and similar contracts between
gas or electric companies and affiliated companies
under
another
measure.

Labels for Foreign Goods
Senator McKeown also filed a bill
to provide for the labeling of foreignmade goods, with penalty for violation a fine of $100, or six months'
imprisonment, or both.
Another of this bills provides that
any person arrested or held in custody for misdemeanor, If he so asks,
would be entitled, at his own expense,
to communicate with a member of his
family and with a doctor of his own
choice.
The supreme court would be given
power to make rules and to regulate
the administration of justices of district courts designated by the chief
justice, of oaths In connection with the
preparation and filing of any paper, or
any other matter or proceeding in
relation to the naturalization of
aliens.

Bill to require applicants for registration as veterinarians to he citizens
of the United States was filed in the
Hoese
A resolve filed In the House would
memorialize Congress in favor of immediate cash payment of adjusted
compensation certificates to World war
veterans and cancelation of interest
charges on loans made to these veterans on such certificates.
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-INAUGURATION MONDAr
Governor Curley has opened the session
of thelteslature with a series of startling
recommendations and suggestions for more
taxes and changes in the form of state
government. President Roosevelt tonight
proposes to present in person to Congress
his program for the new session. In each
of these occasions the executive office is
firmly in the saddle, having had experience
and well aware of difficulties lying before.
On Monday a new mayor \yin assume
responsibility- for the administration of.the
city of Somerville. The Board of Aldermen for 1936 and 1937 is also new to an
extent, although the majority of the members are not new to City Hall. The Board
is reduced from twenty-one to eleven, and
although the members were elected on a
non-partisan basis, the majority of the
Board are Democrats in state and national
elections, while the Mayor is Republican.
Under these conditions it may be wise
for the new mayor, in his inaugural address, to avoid controversial questions or
startling recommendations, and to state in
general terms his aims and purposes. The
people of Somerville are ready to give the
new administration a fair chance, and we
believe that the aldermen are disposed to
work with the Mayor. The first test \vil;
come on confirmation of appointments,
and with these out of the way, the new
city government can proceed wisely to
bring order out of chaos, and give the
people of the city an economical and efficient government, which is the end most
earnestly desired. New and strange policies
make good newspaper headlines, but do not
aid in ministering wisely to the needs of a
city.
With Old Man Winter dallying in the
South from Maryland to Georgia, why
doesn't some enterprising railway or tourist company organize some relief trips
North for Southerners who find themselves unable to cope vvith temperatures
ranging from freezing down to three or
four degrees below zero. Up here we are
equipped with all that is necessary to make
us enjoy real winter, including wellinsulated houses, adequate heating plants,
and plenty of woolies.
-
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LABOR OFFICIAL
SCORES GOODWIN.
FOR ACTIVITIES

altruism
by the registrar's "pose of
one
and self sacrifice" and that no
who looks over the record of theofLeghis
islature will find any evidence
"working for the welfare of the working people of the State."
Gov. Curley stated that Watt had
shown him the statement before re"This Is a
leasing it to the press.
controversy between Watt and Goodwin," said the Governor, "and 1 know
of no one who can contribute to the
festivities of the gear Year better
than the two of them."
A little later he added: "It looke
to me as though Goodwin and the
State Federation for Lanor are going
to have a party."

Watt Declares That Autc
Registrar Has Practically
Ruined Shoe Industry
1
in Brockton.
(Special to 7'he Sprinafirld Union)
BOSTON, Jan. 2—The row that developed last week over the activities
of Registrar of Motor Velth les Prank
A. Goodwin in lai2or affairs and which
' almost caused Gov. Curley to oust
' him, flared anew—Wskrpastatith Robert
J. Watt, secretary-treasurer of the
State Federation of Labor, Issuing a
blistering statement presenting labor's
side of the story and accusing Goodwin of having practically ruined the
shoe industry in Brockton.
Goodwin got into a controversy with
organized labor on the question of organizing Haverhill shoe workers. Gov.
Curley, after protests had been made,
ordered Goodwin to cease his labor
resign as Registrar.
activities
Goodwin defied the Governor to remove him, insisting on his rights to
think and act as he Pleased so long
as it did not interfere Mill the duties
of his state position.
Governor Backs Down
After thinking it over and further
conferences with Goodwin, the Governor reversed his stand and said that
he could find nothing wrong with
Goodwitys conduct and stated that he
had but one course to pursue, namPly
to keep Mr. Goodwin on as Registrar
of Motor Vehicles.
It is at this point that Mr. Watt
steps into the picture to assert that
"if the Governor chooses first to deliver an ultimatum to Frank Goodwin
and next to back down before the
registrar, that is a mess of his own
making on %%hitt no comment is necessary, even from employers and ernOw es in Haverhill whose affairs have
been so seriously menaced by Goodwin's meddling."
Secretary Watt suggests that the
Governor was so occupied with preparing his annual message that "it
must have interfered with his customary accuracy."
"It appears," Watt continued. "that
It took the eloquence of the registrar
himself, rather than a study of the
actual facts, to justify the Governot's
surprising statement.
"It will be a tough New Year's
present for the people of Haverhill if
the registrar succeeds in accomplishing results such as those which have
depressed wage schedules in Brockton
between 20 and 25 per cent, which
have seen the removal or closing of
seven shoe factories in the Brockton
district in which between 1800 and
2000 workers had been employed before Goodwin arrived, and which have
transferred much of the production of
Bingthe W. L. Douglas factory to N.
hamton, N. Y., and Rochester,
that
declare
if
any
to
Watt goes on
trouble results in Haverhill the responsibility must rest largely on the
shoulders of Registrar Goodwin.
Further Watt charged that no one
will be deluded
who knows the facts
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I STATE HOUSE BRIEFS
From Our Special Reporter

Mental Reports Ready
Gov Curley today announced he had
been irffttetned by Mental Diseases
Commissioner Winfred
Overholser
that the reports of the psychiatric
examination made of Miller F. Clark,
condemned murderer and Henry A.
Gardner. Worcester pyromaniac recommended to the governor for pardon,
were ready for submission. Clark is
due to die in the electric chair the

week of the 12th for murder of Ethel
Zuckerman of Boston.
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AS OTHERS SEE IT
A BUSY SESSION
(The Boston Globe)
Some annual messages from Executives to
legislators are short and some are long. That of
(;2%.6*W'Rjay beginning the second year of his term
Is very long indeed. It has the advantage presumably, of being complete, but so many subjects are
taken up and treated that it is quite out of the
question for anyone to carry much of it in his
head. As the session of the General Court unfolds.
the interested citizens frequently will have ttccasion to examine the text of what the Governor said
on the first day of the year.
And It is difficult to pick out a few paragraphs as more important than others. However.
there is one constitutional change which Mr. Curley asks that should produce an enormous amount
of discussion. He would have Massachusetts
change its present General Court to a small singlechambered Legislative body, following the example
of Nebraska which has decided to do business un•
der such a system, a recent product of the fertile
brain of Senator Norris.
The underlying idea Is that a system of two
Houses at a State capital has not the same argument behind it as the two chambers at Washington and that a State can manage more satisfactorily If there is no temptation to lose proposals in
conference committee,
The proposal to raise the school-leaving age
from 14 to 16 is by no means new. In fact it ha.
had so much seasoning that it may be expected to
show an increase of strength this year. The.Governor again has brought up the expense of compulsory auto insurance and at a time when a great
Aunty are asking how much it will cost to keep
their cars on the road.
The 1934 season on Beacon 1-1111 broke a record
for length. After surveying the plans of the Governor for the current year there seems no reason
for expecting the law makers to finish up in jig
time.
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M'KEOWN FILES
1
SEVERALS BILLS
IN THE SENATE

New Secretary-Treasurer
Of Bay State Sheriffs,
County Commissioners

Chairman Thomas J. Costello of
Boston, Jan. 3—,Several bills were the Hampden County commission yesfiled in the Senate this afternoon by terday was elected secretary-treasurer
Senator Francis M. McKeown of of the Massachusetts Sheriffs and
County Commissioners association at
Springfield.
Ono is aimed to protect public Its annual meeting held in the City
health. It would compel examination club at Boston. Mr Costello and the
other members of the county comof all food handlers every six mission, Charles W. Bray and Maurice
months by local health boards, as a G. Donahue, were in Boston yesterprotection against disease, and is in- day also for the purpose of conferspired by sprea of a malignant dis- ring with the state board of public
ease in a sectio of Springfield some works on the matter of chapter 90
time ago, whichwas traced direct- road work in Hampden county during
ly to a store where food was bought. 1936,
Rhode Island has such a law at on public ways and who has not
present. The present state laws per- the proper certificate.
Proposal was made in a bill tiled
mit the state health department to
order such examinations, but this is in the House today to amend the
seldom done. McKeown's bill would constitution to prohibit disenfranchisement of legal voters who are
make the examination mandatory.
recipients of public aid or who have
Penalty for Speeding
not, paid a poll tax.
Another of his measures would
Another House bill would repeal
compel the registrar of motor vehi- the additional excise tax of one cent
cles to suspend the license for not on a gallon of gasoline. effective May
more than 45 days of any person 1. next, which tax Gov Curley, in his
speeding through a city or town at annual message yesterolower recotnmended be continued for five years.
45 miles an hour or more.
Still another bill would require
Stilt another would compel fire ingoods,
food and merchandise in packsurance companies to pay proporage
form to be labeled as to place of
tional damages to carriers of insurance, rather than permit, as at origin.
Election by popular vote of mempresent, the settlement at any
amount, and keeping the premiums bers of the state public utilities commission
is sought in another House
and adjusting on an agreed value.
Exception . to mandates of his bill bill. Similar bills have been filed
previously.
would be where insurance is taken
out on a greater value than cost of
For Milk Control Repeal
the property insured.
Repeal of the Massachusetts milk
Representative Tycho M. Petersen
of Springfield today filed in the control act is sought in another
House a bill, ,on petition of the Skill measure.
Game Operators' association of MasStill another would prohibit sale
sachusetts,
to
license "pin-ball" of meat and meat products containgames at 9500 or a $1000 a year fee ing certain preservatives, a measure
to each concern placing such games. which, in former years, has been
The operators' association wants the fought by certain business interests
law to drive certain New
York In Holyoke and Chicopee.
machines out of the state, claiming
Amendment to the telephone corthat in spite of a supreme court ruption laws relative to the conruling stating the pin -ball game
duct
of intrastate telephone business
one of skill, such machines are is in Massachusetts is sought in another
being ordered out of stores because
a petition, and still another would exNew York game has
tend the jurisdiction of the public
appeared
has only one ball and whichwhich utilities department in respect to
returns the nickel fee if the ball hits
examination of telephone companies
a certain spot. This New
York game to corporations and others affiliated
has been ruled by
tts with such companies.
courts to be a gamblingMassachuse
Another petition would subject to
game. Petersen said it is estimated licensing
of , control of the commonwealth the sethe pin-ball operators would
curities
of foreign corporations, the
return i
the ccfmmonwealth a revenue
of issue of whIgh is not based mum rgabout $500,000 a year.
secured by the property, franchise or
For Trucking Interests
, stock of domestic telephone compaRepresentative Michael T. O'Brien nies or corporations owned by the
foreign corporations.
of Easthampton today filed two bills
Maps, plans, charters,
In the House in behalf of motor ords and all other data reports, recof the sliding
trucking interests. One would provide scale commission public records and
for uniform classification of risks to place them in custody of the utiliand premium charges under the com- ties department is sought in another
pulsory automobile insurance law on bill.
The same petitions
motor trucks carrying property for
would require
hire. The other would give inspectors the rates and charges for each class
.
of
telephone service to be
of trucks attached to the public utilibased on
ties department the powers of con- cost thereof, limited by the reasonstables except for service of civil able value of service to the customer.
process, and of police officers, in- They also have filed a bill to require
cluding power to arrest any person filing of contracts with utilities dewho violates any provision of the partment by electric companies
jow relating to operation of a vehicle plying electricity in bulk to othersupgas
and electric, or electric
companies.
Mae, they would,
prohibit manage-

ment and similar contracts between
gas or electric companies and affiliated companies
under another
measure.
Labels for Foreign Goods
Senator McKeown also filed a bill
to provide for the labeling of foreignmade goods, with penalty for violation a fine of $100, or six months'
imprisonment, or both.
Another of this hills provides that
any person arrested or held in custody for misdemeanor, if he so asks,
would be entitled, at his own expense,
to communicate with a member of hit
family and with a doctor of his own
choice.
The supreme court would be given
power to make rules and to regulate
the administration of justices of district courts designated by the chief
justice, of oaths in connection with the
preparation and filing of any paper, or
any other matter or proceeding in
relation to the naturalization of
aliens.
Bill to require applicants for registration as veterinarians to be citizens
of the United States was filed in the
House.
A resolve filed in the House would
memorialize Congress in favor of immediate cash payment of adjusted
compensation certificates to World war
veterans and cancelation of interest
charges on loans made to these veterans on such certificates.
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R. W. BIRD ATTACKS
CURLEY'S PROGRAM
Boston, Jan. 3—Asserting that Governor Curley's message said in aubstance that he favored reduction in
government cost only after he was
out of office, the Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers' associations,
through President R. W. Bird, attacked the governor's program last
night as wasteful and extravagant.
Saying that Curley had cast his
holiday greeting in electric lights and
nailed it to the front of the State
House at the expense of somebody
else. Bird said the governor had done
so because Me was then writing the
address which had little comfort in
It for the taxpayer.
Bird demanded curtailment of expenditures, said the proposed new tax
levies would not meet the governor's
building program or eliminate the
state tax, and attacking the proposed
91,000,000 addition to the State House,
calling for a concentration and reduction in government departments Instead.

state tax ny a vety-ESIIsifiqfelae
and on the other hand it quite sum,
certainly does not take into account
the cost of financing the huge building program proposed elsewhere in
the message. It is our measured conclusion that even under the most
favorable circumstances the program
Proposed will not result in any such
relief. We fear that it is just the
old story of new taxes, not to replace
old ones, but to provide more money
for government to spend.
"It is the expenditures for buildings
;,roposed by Gov Curley, which seem
to us utterly to negative the good
proposals in this unique message. Tax
payers certainly will not wish to
spend 81.000.000 to add to the State
House, at least until one commission
or another can survey administrative
practices and personnel to determine
whether the present building may not
house
some of the agencies now in
urrhonsive study can our tax system
rented quarters. It is quite possible
he given the intelligent revision it
From Our Special Reporter.
that if some of the unnecessary ftincneeds. The Massachusetts Federation
Boston, Jan. 2—Gov Curley's mes- of Taxpayers' associations proposed lions of government were abandoned,
sage failed to instil in the hearts exactly this procedure last spring. less office space would 'be required.
of the taxpayers' associations of Mas- and instead of gaining official supSimilarly it is difficult to conceive of
sachusetts any hope for relief of port succeeded only in winning an- an inquiry viorthy of the name that
burdens now borne by the taxpayers gry comment from members of the would not concern itself with the
generally, as is shown by a statement commission which has just reported. problem of the institutional care of
issued tonight by President Reginald
unfortunates. The taxpayer is just as
Not One Economy Proposed
W. Bird of the Massachusetts Fedsympathetic es is the governor in this
"Similarly, the federation has pro- direction, and his sympathy probably
eration of Taxpayers' associations.
posed a scientific study of the proc- antedates that of the chief executive,
I Bird finds small comfort in the governor's proposal for increased build- esses of government in Massachu- since the taxpayer has seen the syssetts to determine how the elimina- tem born and has paid for its developing, increased taxes and proposed
tion of waste and extravagance might ment to a degree he never anticipated
elimination of the state tax, in view
materially reduce the tax burden.
of the governor's now established
in its earlier stages. It is a common
Practice of adding to expense of gov- Here again. as the governor. in ef- family practice, when a member of
fect,'
points
out
in
his
message.
the
objections.
all
spite
of
ernment in
the family falls into need. to make the
official attitude has been one of obPresident Bird's statement follows:—
what is available in the emerstruction. It has been our hope that! beat of
"It is easier now to understand
never seemed practical
such a study could he made by the gency. It has
'why Gov Curley spent a great deal
circumstances to build ansame commission named for a gen- under such
of someone's money to have his holithe house and another
story
on
other
eral tax study, and it is our nut'day greetings cast in electric lights
garage. The governor
pose to suggest once more such pro- stall on the
and nailed to the front of the State
I will find little enthusiasm outside a
cedure.
House. It was because he was wilt"Meanwhile, RA has been lid. it ' certain element in the Legislature for
ing his annual message to the Genpeople can meet their
is deeply distressing to note that the expansion until
eral Court. and he knew it would
present charites for government.
the
taxcontain small comfort for
governor does not propose a single
"The governor practically dissolves
payer.
economy for his own administra- into tears as he paints the picture of
"The governor, who uses such tion.
state wards in crowded institutions. It
terminology as 'duplicity.' knavery'
"With the governor's hope that the is noteworthy that the chief executive
and 'chicanery,' in characterizing the state tax can be eliminated, we have
has admirable self-control when he
Legislature, adopts as his own some the greatest sympathy. We feel with
comes to consider the taxpayer. He
of the major objectives of the or- him that the state should exist upon
can squeeze out not even the smallganized taxpayers of the state, and its own revenues without levying
est. sob when he considers the thou' then with regal aplomb says in ef- upon the real estate in towns and sands who have lost their homes and
fect, 'Economy in the state govern- cities. Not only is this better budthose other thousands of homeowners
ment is most necessary but not un- get procedure for the state, but it
who are engaged in the discouraging
til I have finished my term of of- will eliminate once and for all the
battle to save their property. The taxfice.'
frequent. if usually erroneous, state- payer is dismissed thus: 'Attempts to
Economy Demanded
ment by local officialtk that they canupon the plea
"What the governor fails to un- not economize while the state in- gloss over this situation
overburdening the taxpayer should
derstand is that taxpayers are de- creases its demands for revenue from of
no longer be tolerated.'
manding today, and not next year, local sources.
Political Statements Scouted
economy in the state, beginning in
"We suspect, however, that the
the executive office itself, and they
"In this connection, it is interestproblem is rather more difficult than
will not be diverted from this ob- his excellency's message would make ing to note that the claim of the
jective by fine promises for someone it appear. There is every reason to Massachusetts Federation of Taxelse to carry out.
assume that the deficit next year payers' associations when the 48"It is naturally gratifying that In
hour bill was under consideration,
will be in the vicinity of $25.000.that portion of his message dealing 000, and the governor's tax program that it would mean the addition of
with expenditures and revenues, the clearly will not bridge any such 2500 employes to the public payroll,
governor has seen fit to restate as gap unless accompanied by obvious an assertion vehemently contradicted
his -own, policies and recommenda- economies which he does not propose at that time by heads of departments,
tions for which taxpayers' associa- to make. In other words, the state' is now publicly acknowledged by the
governor to be the fact. Thus the
y such
suc
isa nIntotiab
tions all over Massachusetts have tax c
federation's forecast of millions of
basis.
also
Iso
elimtiru
na
eted
thaotn the Legis- cost is borne out by the highest aubeen fighting for three years. Our
lature cannot much longer ignore
only hope now is that his excellency
the thority. and the plain conclusion is
claims of municipalities for a
will not see fit to abandon the conof the gasoline tax for local share that without ascertaining the facts
structive part of his legislative prohigh- for themselves a majority of the
way purposes. There can
gram as he did last year when he
be
disagreement with the theory little Legislature chose to accept the asfailed to give any discernible supmotor cars have made necessary that surances of officeholders eho apport to his own recommendations
construction of and maintenance the parently were not anxious to face
when they came before the Legislaof the ultimate consequences of their
city and town streets in even
ture. A notable example was one of
greater recommendations.
proportion
than
possible
they
greatest
have
the
economies—and
created a
"Thus, over and over again, the
one of the easiest of achievement...... demand for trunk highways, and con- taxpayer is being led to the inevitable
thereform of county government. tinued diversion of this revenue to conclusion that he must place no
the general fund of
which he proposed last year, and
the common- faith in statements made for powealth will never
which he left to be supported by taxprovide
.ai estate promised the relief litical purposes. More and more he
payers alone without so much as a
when the must find out the facts for himtax was originally
word from the executive office.
levied.
self, and more and more as he does
' "The governor has commented on
That $2 Tax Cut
find them out. he will demand changes
the fundamental weakness of the reGov Curley
in
governmental practices now deinterjected
special
during
the
commission
the
of
port
on reading of his
signed to serve least of all those
taxation, and he has reached a con- statement that formal message the who pay the bale. Officeholders one
the adoption of his
clusion with which we heartily con- tax program
Jay will discover that unless the inwould mean a.
reduction
cur. Only by the appointment of an of $2 in local tax
rates. This is great- dustries and consequently, the peoexPert commission, amply financed er than the
ple,
of Massachusetts are permitted
amount of the
and With sufficient time for a cornpresent to prosper someone else will be filling the offices."
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Taxpayers See No Hope
For Aid From Gov Curley

Head of State Federation Notes Proposals in Governor's Message for Increased Building, Increased
Taxes and Finds No Moves Toward Economy

!
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Governor Curley Renews
Fetid With Ely,Attacking
State Tax Appeals Board

EVENING UNION
Springfield, Mass.

ELY WOULD NOT
OUST LINCOLN,
CURLEY STATES

Tells Selectmen's Association That Former Chief Executive Refused to Remove Lincoln From Board Because Backer — Alexander Whiteside — Had Contra-toted to Ely's Campaign
Special to The Daily News
Boston, Jan. 3—Contending that
there can be no decrease in governmental costs for a long time tc
come, when, no one can tell, Governor James M. Curley. speaking to
the annual meting of the Massachusetts Selectmen's association at Gardner auditorium at the State House today, renewed his attack on the State
Tax Appeals board and blasted Joseph B. Ely of Westfield for his refusal to remove Alexander Lincoln
from the board when he was governor.
With the steady reduction of vaues of downtown property in Boston
while he was mayor, Curley said
Lincoln was much to blame for this
reducton which aggregated $300,000,000.
The governor said he called upon Ely, while governor to remove
Lincoln, but that Ely answered that
he couldn't do this as Alexander
Whiteside. whom Curley had branded as "Public enemy No. 1" was a
close fried of Lincoln and one of
the largest contributors to his—
Ely's—campaign.
Curley said Ely offered, as an alternative, to increase the board's
personnel from three to five, with
the result that the situation became
aggravated.
Curley, in his 1935 Legislative message called for abolition of the Tax
Appeal board, but he did not renew
the recommendation in this year's
message and it was supposed the
feud had died down.
The governor pleaded to the
ectmen to support his recomme selndations for extensive addition
tion and a building program.al taxaHe said
the only means left to governmental
bodies to bring about a reductio
taxation is the adoption of the n in
revnue-raising program he
his message. By that he outlined in
meant, elimination of the state tax
ing of income to take its and boostplace.
ley contended such a program Curmost reasonable one and shouldis a
supported by all public-spirited be
or.
ganizations. He urged the
selectmen
to gird themselves for the
fight
against the privileged interest
he declared in the past have which
able to escape their just sharebeen
of
taxation.
If his financial recommendations
are accepted, the governor declared
It will be possible to end the state,
tax and reduce the municipal tax
rates by $2 on $1000 of valuation.
He outlined his program for additional revenues, including the twocent clgaret tax, continuation of the
extra-cent gasoline tax, the alcohe
tax, and others, and contended the
recommendations are reasonable and
would bring relief to the home owner, but are being opposed by organ-

ized money interests that brought
about creation of the state tax appeals board and has prevented legislation for home owner relief.
Declaring securing of new revenue is the only salvation of municipalities until prosperity has returned,
Curley called upon selectmen, taxpayers associations and like bodies
to unite for the battle, otherwise t
would be impossible for him to succeed in his endeavor.
(Special to The Springfield Union)
BOSTON, Jan. 3•--Gov. Curley,' In a
The taxpayers associations already
speech to the Massachusetts Selecthave condmned his taxation program.
men's Association today, declared that
And this brought from Curley the
he had been told by Joseph B. Ely
contention that there is no justifiwhen the latter was Governor, that he
cation to assert that his program
could not remove Alexander Lincoln
with respect to building is recomendcontract
interest
the
of
from the State Board of Tax Appeals
ors.
ed in the
(as Curley had requested) because
He asserted it was intended to help
the most unfortunate element, the
Lincoln was a heavy contributor to
insane, saying "It is a black mark
Ely's camisign fund. Ely said, Curley
on the white escutcheon of the comdeclared today, that he could take
monwealth to allow the conditions
away some of Lincoln's influence in
to obtain. For the last four years
the Board by increasing the member
it has been impossible to place a
ship from three to five, which he didsingle child in an institution of the
This statement by Curley was made
comonwealth and unless a new buildin the course of an attack upon the
ing is erected it will be impossible
Board of Tax Appeals, toward r•hich
to place a child in a state instituhe has been bitterly antagonistic ever
tion for another four years. I have
since he had trouble with it while
he
recommended a change which will
was mayor of Boston. Curley's demand
he at least a start on a much-nevthat Lincoln be removed had
been
lected program."
made to Ely as a result of a
controHe then outlined him building proversy he was then having with
the
gram, first* given In his Legislative
board.
message, saying, "We can't conFor the remainder of his speech
sider ourselves decent citizens if we
the selectmen, who were gathere to
d at ,
allow the conditions to continue.'
the State House in annual session
to
He described the bond issues for his
discuss problems of local
government,
building program and plans for am
Gov. Curley rehashed his annual
ortization thereof and "insisted" that
sage to the Legislature, which meswas
the revenue program should go
still fresh in his mind because
through. As to the criticism that If
livered it only last Wednesd ke deay.
didn't use gasoline tax money for
urged the tow it fathers to support He
the
sidewalks and highways, he could
recommendations he made in that
use it for buildings, Curley declared
message, particularly his tax
program,
the passage of time In building had
which ha said was•"vital
been overlooked, and the sidewalk
of Massachusetts" and theto the people.
only
means
program furnishes work in the inby which local taxes could
terim.
He explained this further be reduced.
by .stating
that if his revenue measure
Pepping up of annual town reports
s
adopted, the State tax could be were
to arouse among the voters a more
abolished, and $2 taken from
active interest in town affairs was
the
local
tax
rates.
discussed by the selectmen after lisHe contended that there would
tening to the governor. It was sue- ,
be
gested a vote be passed for the study I no decrease In the cost of government
of some plan for development of a I for a long time.
He also urged the selectm
more uniform system of publishing
en
against "the privileged intereststo fight
town reports. •
which
have too long escaped
their just share
Director Theodore N. Wadell of of
the
burden."
the division of accounts said the
towns need a more comprehensive
presentation of figures showing how
the taxpayers money Is being spent.
It was recommended that a statewide contest among towns be conducted to cultivate interest in mak•
ing town reports more underst
and.
able and interesting to the
averagi
citizen.

Tax Appeals Member Was
Heavy Contributor to
Former's Campaign,
Latter Says.

I
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Saltonstall Charges CurIey's Idea
/ Of "Constructive" Is Huge Spending
Speaker, Replying Sharply to Governor, Credits Line
of Republican Executives With State's
Good Credit
_ __—
(Special to The Springfield Union)
BOSTON, Jan. 2—Riled at Gov. Curley's gibe that his long years of service as a legislator had been barren of
,constructive ideas. Speaker Leverett
'Saltonstall of the House of Representatives this afternoon tartly replied
that, "The Governor apparently does
not consider any work constructive
unless It involves the expenditure of
millions of dollars 44 the taxpayers'
money."
Yesterday the Speaker had characterized the Governor's annual message
to the Legislature as one that "shouts
extravagance and whispers economy."
Smarting under the criticism, the Governor issued a statement early today
disparaging
Saltonst all's legislative
record.
Credits Republicans
"Perhaps he does not realize that
were it not for the successful administrations of Republican Governors
since the war, in which I modestly
claim to have played a somewhat important part since 1923," Speaker Saltonstall's retort continued, "the Commonwealth would not have the excellent credit which he now proposes to
ahuse through further bond issues.
"He talks considerably about the
social security legislation in Massachusetts, forgetting. that the greater
part of it was placed on the statute
hooks under my leadership as Speaker
of the House before he became Governor.
"If he wants another constructive
idea, I'll give It to him: Less dictation
to and less political interference with
the State departments will produce
more efficient and less expensive government for our taxpayers."
Declaring that, because of his long
service as a legislator Speaker Saltonstall should be at least able to present
one constructive .and helpful suggestion, Gov. Curley today warned that if
the presiding officer of the lower
branch of the Legislature failed to
present such suggestion "it would appear that his years of service here
have been wasted."
The Governor's statement was is:lied In reply to salionstall's comment
....
V eSt C 1 10146.46.00•111Trr""M""TIPtrpmmu4
inessago.
"In his desire to be critical," the
Governor said, "I fear that Mr. Saltonstall has overlooked the Important
fact, as pointed out in the measure.
that the overcrowding and lack of accommodations in the institutions In
the State has resulted over a long
period of years, and is something for
which I am not responsible. It is
the responsibility of officials who had
charge of the administration of the
State.
"Dunn gibe greater period of the
time overcrowding has existed, Mr.
Saltonstall has served as a member
of the Legislature or as speaker of
the Honse If they had provided for
their duties and obligations to the
wards of the State. there would be no
occasion for a major expenditure at
this time. Such an expenditure la
necessary if we are to preserve the
honor and good name of filo Common.

i

our obligewealth an
discharge
Bons.
"I am unaware of any recommendation from him during his long service
that would be conducive to more economical administration of government
ot of increasing revenue so the burden, all too heavy on owners of real
estate, might be reduced.
"I estimate that about $8,000.000
will he necessary to cover the cost of
the building program as ofItlined. $1,institutions,
000,000 for correction
$1,000 000 for the Public Health Department. $1.000.000 for additional
quarters for State departments. $2.000.000 for a war memorial, and $3,000,000 for additional buildings for
Department.
Disease
Mental
the
would
be
issue
bond
Such a
amortized over a 20 year period
and the annal outlay for such
purposes would be $400 000, and the
new sources of revenue recommended
in my message would not only amply
provide for the amortization of the
bond issue but would make It possible to reduce the tax rate in eVery
city and town $2 on each $1000 of
valuation through ending the custom
ot a levying on cities and towns the
/OM) Of $10,000,000 to offset a deficit
In the cost of operating the activities
e State."
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CONDITIONS BAD,
LYMAN REPORTS
State Board of Parole Too Severe, May Have Trouble, He Tells
Curley.
BOSTON, Jan. 2 — Massachusetts
orisons are "smoldering" and serious
trouble with the inmates may be expeeled unless the attitude of the State
Board of Parole, which is alleged to
be pretty severe, is changed soon to
give prisoners some inducement to
good behavior, Commissioner of Correction Arthur T, Lyman told Gov.
Curley today.
...seire question of ousting the present memoers of the Parole Board is
now before the Governor's Council
The Governor said today he had received , many letters from prisoners
complaining that the board was harsh
in refusing paroles at the expiration
of two-thirds of minimum sentences.
The letters of protest will be
turned
over to the Council, the Governor
declaring that the situation merits an
investigation.
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House, Senate
.Take a Recess
/Until Monday_
In the Meantime, Legislators
Busy Themselves With Petitions of Constituents; To.
Hold Hearings on Paroles
Boston, Jan. 3 (444—With the Mass- .
achusetts house and senate recessed
busted
Monday, legislators
until
themselves today with petitions of
their constituents and the public
hearings of the executive council on
parole matters.
The repartee between Gov. James
M. Curley 113.) and Leverett Saltonstall, Republican speaker of the
house, which began after the chief
executive delivered his opening Message to the legislature Wednesday
•
simmered down.
The executive council's hearing on
parole conditions in the state was
due apparently to get away to a flying start. Gov. Curley announced he
would presider•frnd take with him
to today's opening hearing .sheafs of
letters received from prisoners and
their attorneys, who claim the parole
board has been too hard on them
and their clients.
The number of petitions filed to
date this session was about 350, approximately 100 less than the number filed by this time last year.
The proposals for legislation ranged
from simple schemes to license bagatelle machines to complicated legislation to further regulation of the
telephone company.
De relies Hining 'troubles
Insurance Corny. Francis De Celles
was having his troubles with persons
who have been refused compulsory
automobile insurance for various reaam
MOre than 100 have appealed to
him within the past few days. his
office reported.
One of those who asked the commissioner's aid, his office said, was a
physician, who said he had figured in
several trivial accidents In which no
personal injuries were involved. He
said he was treating five patients for
pneumonia and two expectant mothers needed his treatment. Corny. De
Celle' intervened, his office said, and
the physician received insurance.
Several who appealed to the coinmisaioner claimed they would be unemployed without the use .of their
cars.
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The Curley Methods
To understand the real significance of Governor Curley's address to the General Court it
is esserittfti 10 have a fair understanding of
Governor Curley and his political methods.
Ile has a way of seeming to favor one thing
in order in get another— to favor a good thinAr
In order to get a had one. Thus he seemed to
reappoint Dr. Payson Smith as Commissioner of
Education though it had been carefully arrangei!
beforehand Mat the Democratic members of tie,
Connell woutti fail to confirm and thereby en Able the Governor to make the appointment hP
Intended.
In his recent address he tillers sweet word,
.
about the elimination of the state lax but his
sweet words are to balance proposals for getting
from the General Court More money to spend
He seeks to increase state expenditures by pretending to reduce them, and to increase taxes
by a were promise to reduce them.
Should he prevail upon a too gullible Legislature as last year to grant him more money in
spend arid a larger state budget on the plea ano
promise of eliminating the state tax, all the
probabilities are that at the end of the fiscal
year il would be found that the slate lax would
be larger than ever despite new taxes for revenue to he retained by the Stale at the expense
01 the cities and towns.
Practleally every Increase In taxes professedly
to relieve the burden on real estate would fall
Just Ito' same on the owner or renter of tea'
estate.

Portraits on View
In State Hospital
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WATT RAPS GOMOR
Governors of Commonwealth
FOR GOODWIN 'ALIBI'
and Superintendents of
Institution on Exhibition State A. F. L. Secretary
NORTHAMPTON, Jan. 3—The walls
of the main corridor in the administration building at Northampton State
Hospital are now graced with the
framed portraits of six past and Prea-1
ent governors of the Commonwealth
and of the seven physicians who have
tilled the office of superintendent of
the hospital since its institution in
1858.
Hitherto these portraits have been
hung on the walls in the executive
office, where they were Inaccessible to
the public. As now placed, they constitute an imposing gallery of portraits
which visitors to the hospital are privileged to inspect and admire.
The gubernatorial portraits which
now adorn the walls of the corridor
are those of Calvin Coolidge, 19191920; Channing H. Cox, 1921-1924; Alvan T. Fuller. 1925-1928; Frank H. Allen, 1929-1930; Joseph B. Ely, 19311984; and James M. Curley, the present Governor.
The seven portraits of superintendents are those of Dr. IV. H. Prince
1858-1863; Dr. Pliny Earl, 1863-1865:
Dr. Edward B. Nims, 1885-1897; Dr
John A. Houston, 18974929; Dr. The.
odore A. Hoch, 1930-1932, and Dr. Edward W. Whitney, 1933-1935.

Goodwin to Blame if Any
Trouble Results

From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Jan. 2—Robert J. Watt,
secretary of the State Federation of
Labor, whose assistant. Kenneth Taytor of Springfield is to join him in
hia activities at the State House
Monday, today made a statement on
the Curley-Goodwin Haverhill Shoe
workers' controversy, saying if the
governor chooses first to deliver an
ultimatum to Frank A. Goodwin and
next to back down before the registrar, "that is a mess of his own making on which no comment is necessary."
Watt declared that when the goverror goes out or his way to issue
a lengthy alibi for his decision, however, and discovers _suddenly "the
extraordinary capacity and services
of Labor Organizer Goodwin, it is
time for the Massachusetts State
Federation of Labor to give the publie the other side of the story."
Watt casts doubt inion the governor's statement he made a thorough
investigation of Goodwin's activities.
Pointing out he was to busy "preparing his able and far-reaching annual address" to permit his "customary accuracy." He maintaina
Goodwin's eloquence was accepted by
NEWS
the governor as "actual facts."
Watt says it is "still a tough New
Springfield, Mass.
Year's present for the people
of
Haverhill if the registrar succeeds in
accomplishing results such as those
hich have depressed the wage schedules in Brockton between 20 and 25
per cent," and resulted in removal of
UNIT
shoe factories from Brockton
throwing out of work 1800 to 2000
workers
who were employed before
State Committee Members Hazel
labor
G. Oliver and Richard S. Bellows Goodwin entered the city's
will be among those greeting the
It any trouble results in Haverhill
celebrators at the annual Inaugural
ball being sponsored by the Young it must rest largely upon the shoulMen's Republican club of Springfield, ders of Goodwin and his Allied BrothChairman Melvin Holstein of the erhood, Watt warns and "no one who
committee announced last night. The knows the facts will be deluded by
affair is scheduled for Tuesday night the registrar's pose of altruism and
at the Auditorium, and will have as self-sacrifice."
When shown the Watt statement
guests of honor the incoming city
the governor said. "This Is a controadministration.
Assurance has been received by versy between. Watt and Goodwin,
the committee that Winfield Schus- and I know of no one who can conter, stormy Republican member of tribute more to the festivities of the
G
ley's executive council, will new year than the two of them."
vit
e ball. Other Republicans
expected to attend are
John W.
Haigis of Greenfield, former state
treasurer and prominently mentioned
as the possible next G. 0. P. candidate for governor, and Speaker Leverett Saltonstall of the. House of
Representatives.
Plane for it reception in the mahogany room are being advanced by
a committee headed by City Solicitor Donald M. Macaulay. Other
bers of the committee include memCity
Prosecutor Philip W. Caporale, Police
Commissioner Paul P. Stephenson,
Edmund S. Oppenheimer, former
Dresident of the common
esaor Robert Berry and council, AsCity Treasurer George W. Rice.
The grand march will
he
by Mayor Henry Martens andheaded
oth_r
tkombers of his party.
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CURLEY DECRIES
LACK OF IDEAS
BY SALTONSTALL
)

Speaker of House Then
Gives Curley 'Idea, About
'Less Dictation to State Departments
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Jan. 2—Declaring that because of his long service RS legislator, Speaker Leverett Saltonstall
should be at least able to present
"one constructive and helpful Rugzestion," Gov Curley today warned
hat If the presiding officer of the
House failed to present such augzestions, "It would appear that his
years of service have been wasted."
Curley was talking in reply to
Saltonstall's comment on the governor's annual message of yesterday.
"Tn his desire to be critical, I am
tearful that Mr Saltonstall has overooke the important fact, as pointed
said.
in the message," Curley
"The overcrowding and lack of accommodations in the institutions of the
state has resulted over a long period
of years and is something for which
I am not responsible. It is the
responsibility of officials who had
charge of the administration of the
state.
"During the greater period of time
overcrowding has existed, Mr Saltonstall has served as a member of the
Legislature or as speaker of the
House. If they had provided for their
duties and obligations to the wards
of the state, there would he no occaaleIll for a major expenditure at
this time. Such an expenditure is
necessary if we are to preserve the
honor And good name of the commonwealth and discharge our obligations.
$8,000,000 Is Needed
I "I am unware of any recommendation from him during his long service, that would be conducive to more
economical administration of government or of increasing revenue BO the
burden, all too heavy on owners of
real, estate, might be reduced.
"4. estimate that about $8,000,000
will be necessary to cover the coat
of the building program as outlined;
$1,000,000 for a correction institution;
$1,000,000 for the public health department; $1,000,000 for
additional
quarters for state departments; $2,000,000 for a war memorial; and $3,000,000 for additional buildings for the
mental diseases department.
Such
a bond issue could be amortized over
a 20-year period and the annual outlay for such purpose would be $400,000. And the new sources of revenue
recommended in my message Would
provide for the
not only amply
amortization of the bond issue, but
possible
to reduce the
would make it
tax rate In every city and town $2 on
each $1000 of valuation through ending the custom of levying on cities
and towns the sum of $10,000,000 to
offset a deficit in the cost of operating the activities of the state.

—Surely, atter the length' of time
Mr Saltonstall has served in the
Legislature, he ought to be at least
in the position to present one constructive and helpful suggestion. If
he tails to do so, it would appear
at his years here are waisted."
reply, Speaker Saltonstall issued
this statement: "The governor apparently does not consider any work
constructive unless it involves the expenditure of millions of dollars of the
taxpayers' money.
"Perhaps he does not realize that
\\ ere it not for the successful Administrations of Republican
governors since the war, in
which I
modestly claim to have played a
somewhat important part since 11123,
the commonwealth would not have
the excellent credit which he now
proposes to abuse through further
bond issues.
"He talks considerably about the
social security legislation in Massachusetts, forgetting that the greater
part of it was placed on the statute
books under my leadership as speaker
of the House before he became governor."
"If he wants another constructive
Idea, I'll give it to him: Leas dictation to and less political interference
with the
departments
state
will
produce more efficient and leas expensive government for our taxpayers."
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GOVERNOR HAS
MENTAL STUDY
1 ON MURMER
Document Will Determinc
Whether M. F. Clark
Must Go to Chair
This Month
(special 10 The Springfickl Union)

I

•

I

BOSTON, Jan. 2-0a Goy. Curley's
desk rests a document whose contents
will determine whether Miller F. Clark
goes to the electric chair the week of
Jan. 12.
Clark, condemned to death for the
murder of Ethel Zuckerman here in
Boston, has been examined as to his
mental condition by officials in the
State Department of Mental Diseases
and the document in question is the
report of Commissioner Overholser to
the Governor. It will come before the
Governor and Council tomorrow.
Clark's counsel secured the psychiatric examination on a plea for commutation of the death penalty to life
imprisonment.
Also In the balance is the question
of releasing
Henry
A. Gardner,
Worcester pyromaniac, who burned
down one church and caused damage
to another. He also has been examined by the State Department of Mental Diseases after a proposal by Gov.
Curley to pardon him had been protested by Worcester citizens on
the
ground that he would not be a safe
Person tz, iet go free.
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PRISONS 'SMOLDERING'
OVER PAROLE ISSUE
Governor's Council Will Air
FStlem at State House
This Afternoon
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Jan. 2—Massachusetts prisons are "smoldering" as a result of
the parole board's action relative to
release of prisoners, Correction Commissioner Arthur T. Lyman today
told Gov Curley, according to the
latter.
He claimed this "startling announcement" plainly indicates what
he has held—that unless some inducement is held out to prisoners to
insure good behavior, "you are going
to have constant trouble and explosion" in penal institutions.
The governor's council will air the
problem at a public hearing at the
State
House tomorrow afternoon.
Gov Curley said he has received a
large bundle of letters from prisoners complaining of the parole
hoard's action, which 'lac+ will turn
over to the council.
"Conditions certainly justify an investigation," the governor said. "As
to what action may be necessary, it
will have to wait until facts are
brought out. Whatever action the
council takes I will have to pass
on."
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Speaker Saltonstall
i Talks to Republicans

JAN 3 1936

can Club members met to elect their
&bout 125 Republican men attend- officers for 1936. A slate of officers
ReMen's
Young
the
of
g
meetin
ed a
was chosen unanimously as follows:
publican Club of Stoneham last evenHall President, Frederick P. Hanford.
Club
s
Compas
and
Square
ing in
C. Chase.
Leverett Vice President, Russell
to hear Speaker of the House
Secretary, Richard Barnstead, Jr.
prinican
Republ
d
expoun
Saltonstall
Treasurer, Stanley D. Wood.
ciples. The large attendance was at- Board of Directors, George MacNeil,
SaltonMr.
that
fact
tracted by the
Jr., Thomas Sullivan, Nicholas Apstall recently announced his candialakis, Percival H. Wardwell, Clifby
or
Govern
as
tion
dacy for nomina
ford Smith, Gordon Fanjoy, Warren
the Republican party.
Mirick.
President George E. MacNeil, Jr.,
The next meeting is expected to lx
briefly
.and
g
meetin
presided over the
eld on Wednesday, Feb. 11, wher
explained the principles of the Young enry Cabot Lodge, Jr., of Beverly
introthen
He
Republican movement.
W. ill be the speaker.
duced ex-Representative Lemuel tive
legisla
Standish who spoke of
matters of the past and present.
President MacNeil introduced Vice
who
President Frederick P. Hanford
to
tall
Saltons
Mr.
ed
present
turn
In
e.
audienc
the
Mr. Saltonstall spoke of his visit,
just previous to the meeting, to StoneR.
ham's "grand old man", Mr. Byran
There, Mr.
Houghton of Green st.
Saltonstall said, he held conversation
with a brilliant man, keenly interested
In all phases of life, including politics
whose interest in government proved
a compelling topic of discussion.
The speaker then went on to analyze the government of Massachusetts
under its present regime and discussed Gov. C4i..s New Year's Day
message to fErnewly convened legislature.
In his quiet way, Mr. Saltonstall
explained the terrific burden of taxation, the cutting down of service department efficiency by replacements
and of the continual insertion of poliREPUBLICAN
tice into government departments.
"We must cut out politics in service
Springfield, Mass.
departments of the state if we expect
effective work done in those departments," said Mr. Saltonstall. "And
that is the argument of the Republican party during the coming year of
campaign. We want no more taxes
but the continual policy of the Republican party, just as much government
as we can pay POI.. That is what the
Republican party has always stood

PRISONERS HIT
PAROLE ROAliD'S
STIFF ATTITUDE
Governor Say
l
=
in
Bitterness Ari
Not
Convicts When
Given Chance
(sp,ciat to The Springfield Tinian)

Letters

to

BOSTON, Jan. 2—Definite testimony
by the
that the practise followed
board of parole, setting back prisoners and forcing them at least to serve
their minimum sentences, "has saturated inmates with bitterness," has
been received by Gov. James M. Curley in scores of letters from prisoners. The letters were turned over to
the Executive Council and made public late this afternoon by Lieut. Joseph L. Hurley. who is also chairman
of the Council's committee on par(Ions.
The letters %Olt be included among
the evidence that will be brought out
at tomorrow's public hearing on the
the
between
current controversy
Council and State Board of Parole.
their
rs
or
The names of the prisone
counsel, w ho had written the letters.
were withheld.
All of the letters were from prisonhad
ers whose requests for parole
been turned down by the State hoard
for one reason or another. They all
charged the parole board with being
,unfair.
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Gatelee Assails Goodwin as Meddler
And Pseudo-Leader in Labor Matters

for.

ied

labor quarrels with the

Organi
"We also stand for the encourage- labor activities of Frank L. Goodwin
huy
in
Massac
ment of private industr
not because he is registrar of motor
setts, to encourage industry to return
vehicles, but because he is setting
tax
to
not
to this Commonwealth and
himself up as a labor leader when he
1 them out of existence. The loss of
has no right to, President John F.
gross wages in Massachusetts the
Gatelee of the Massachusetts State
past five years has dropped from
Federation of Labor said last night.
eight million to four hundred million.
• He atreased the fact that labor was
On this reduced amount we must exsaying that Goodwin had tranot
govern
pect to continue to pay our
duced the state office he holds, but
return
ment costs and encourage the
that as a lawyer he was mixing into
had no
matters where he
labor
of industry to Massachusetts.
"Our biggest problem, outside of legitimate reason to intrude.
"We feel that a lawyer can still
this financial side, is to see that our
mix into noncontroversial matters
s
in
s
husett
service
Massac
ment
govern
when he holds a state office and that
operate efficiently and effectively
men in other walks of life can retain
al
of
continu
nce
hindra
the
without
their connections with their private
is
what
That
ering.
maneuv
political
businesses in noncontroversial matters without damaging their usefulwe will fight for in 1936.
Mr. Saltonstall received a hearty ness to the public," Mr Gatelee said.
"We would criticize any man for
pleashand from the group who were
taking the stand that Goodwin has
ents.
statem
and
manner
his
with
ed
taken, whether or not he held a pubFollowing the serving of refresh- lic office. We do not wish to seek
iRepubl
Young
of
ments, the group
to have him removed from the regis-

es
try but we do oppose his activiti
an
which are opposed to the Americ
Federation of Labor."
Mr
This stand as explained by
Gatelee left no room for a possible
over
Relit with (Ay James M. Curley
with
the latter's failutthalsourso.ff"Migh
his demands that Goodwin resign.
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IS OFF; AUDITOR
BUCKLEY HAPP1 CURLEY IGNORES
GOODWIN'S ROW
:Democrat Is Quoted as Saying"
It Is Going to Be rough
Enough to Carry This
State."
osToN, Jan. 2 (AP)—The post

It

rsays Thomas H. Buckley, :3tate Auditor and Democratic leader here, is
"delighted" Rexford Cluy
Tugwell,
'brain truster," cannot be here for
the Jackson Day dinner.
"It is going to be tough enough to
carry this state for the Democratic
party, without having Tugwell coming
in here and popping off," the Post
quotes Buckley as saying.
Buckley, according to the Post, expres.sed the sentiment at 9 meeting
of Democratic leaders, convened to
prepare for Boston's Jackson Day dinner.
.
Tugwell, invited to attend the affair, was recently reported to he unable to come here .Jan. 8.
The Post says Buckley, chuckling,
said to 100 Democratic colleagues:
"I am delighted to see ihat 'lug.
well, who was Invited to the .Jackson
Day dinner here, cannot come. It
would have been an outeage.us im•
position upon the Democratic party in
Massachusetts if a *wain i.riistei (it
Ids inflammable type had leen per
milted to come here."

Press Clipping Service
2 Park Square
BOSTON
MASS.
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t —Governor Curley last Friday announced seven new appointments to
the National Guard. In this list of
appointments was Chester A. Furbish,
of 96 Bellevue avenue, who was
named Captain of the 241st Infantry.
• •

CURLEY OUTLINES
NEW WORKS PLAN

Sidesteps Watt's Fight
With Registrar
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON. Jan. 2.—Governor Curley sidestepped neatly today in a
row that was developing between
Registrar of Motor Vehicles Frank
A. Goodwin and Robert J. Watt,
member of the State Unemployment Insurance Commission and
unpaid secretary and treasurer of
the Massachusetts Federation of
Labor.
Watt today attacked
Goodwin
for his activities among the Haver-.
hill shoe unions. The
Governor.
who last week told Goodwin to
either quit his union activities or
his state job and, after a period
of defiance by Goodwin, announced
that investigation showed Goodwin
had done a very fine job in stabilizing a major industry and
would remain as registrar, said
this light wasn't his.
It was charged, and not denied
by Registrar Goodwin, that he Ad v ised Haverhill shoe workers not
to join a union affiliated with the
American Federation of Labor on
the ground that it would be hostile
to their interests.
Watt said that the Governor had
been so busy preparing his "able''
address that it interfered with his
customary accuracy and that Goodwin's eloquence "rather than a
study of actual facts prompted
the
Governor's surprising statement" that Goodwin had done good
work and would remain on his
state job, after serving him with
an ultimatum.

IHarerhill Working
I Schedule Maintained
HAVERHILL, Jan. 2 (AP) — A
strike called today to test union
supremacy in this important shoe
center failed, officials of the Haverhill Shoe Board of Trade said
tonight, to disrupt working schedules of the city's 30 plants.
The United Shoe and Leather
Workers Union posted pickets this
morning at several plants after
calling the strike but no pickets
were on duty at noon or late today
when workers changed shifts. Police reported no trouble during the
day.
The United Shoe Union controlled manufacturers' labor contracts for two years until yesterday when contracts with the
Boot
and Shoe Workers Union, an
affiliate of the American Federat
ion
of Labor, became effective.

Saltonstall Raps Governor
For Spending Millions
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Jan. 2.—Pausing long
enough Co hit at Speaker Leverett
Saltonstall of the House, who had
criticized his annual message to
the Legislature, Governor Curley
outlined an
eight million dollar
public building program which he
said could he amortized over 20
years from View sources of revenue
which he has recommended.
i
"After his years of service in
the Legislature, Mr. Saltonstall
ought to be able to present constructive and helpful suggestions,"
the Governor said.
Speaker Saltonstill came back at
the Governor promptly, with the
assertion that the Governor apparently "doesn't consider any work
constructive unless it involves expenditure of millions of the taxpayers' money. Perhaps he does
not realize that were it not for
the
successful administrations of Republican governors since the war,
in which I modestly claim to
have
played a somewhat important part
since 1923
the Commonwealth
would not have the excellent credit
which he now proposes to abuse
through further bond issues."
"If he wants a constructive idea,
I'll givri it to him: Less dictatio
n
to and less political interfer
ence
with the state departments
will
produce more efficient and less
expensive government for our taxpayers."
The Governor said he
suggest apportionment of would
the eight
million dollars each for correction
institutions,• Department of Public Health and additional
s
or state departments; twoquarter
million
dollars for a war memorial and
three million dollars for
additions
to state hospitals.

to

ton are concerned I am proud of
them and, what is more important,
so are fourteen thousand members
of our union,
"We have no labor chisellers In
Brockton."
Commenting on the Goodwin
statement, Mr. Watt said:
"Knowing when I made my original statement that the Registrar
would use his usual slanderous tactics against me, I am not surprised
to hear what he says.
Gave Up Union Pay
nt
"I serve on the UnemploymeadInsurance Commission, not as
ministrative head, but as a board
employes
member representing the
reof Massachusetts. The law
entative
quires that some repres
just
labor man serve on the board,
tment of
as it requires the appoin
such as
an employer representative,
acFrank Allen. I would not have any
cepted the appointment under
Goodwin
other circumstances.
Govknows this just as well as the
ernor does.
one or
By CLINTON P. ROWE
"As for resigning from
stopped receiving a
I
other,
ter
Repor
the
House
State
Gazette
Federation
pay check from the state salary
Charles
BOSTON, Jan. 3.—Saying that he agreed with Rev.
just as soon as my
of Springis a
started. Kenneth Taylor
E. Coughlin when he said the American Federation of Labor
appointed to take over
was
field
in
Goodw
A.
Frank
work.
racket as now run Registrar of Motor Vehicles
the bulk of my old
from
and treas"I may some day resign
cracked back smartly today at Robert J. Watt, secretary
commission, but it and when
of
r
membe
and
the
Labor
of
tion
Federa
s
husett
because of the
urer of the Massac
I do it will not -be
ntment
appoi
under
ssion
Commi
but only bence
tion,
Insura
nt
sugges
loyme
Unemp
ar's
registr
the State
n that
a year
decisio
dollars
nd
ate
thousa
deliber
•
six
g
gettin
a
of
cause
by Governor Curley.
interests of
the
the state and is still
for
serve
g
workin
better
can
I
the outThe Goodwin barrage was deliv- active as secretary of the Massathe working people from
ered against Watt in retaliation for chusetts Branch of the Federation,
side."
an attack made on Goodwin yester- with another big salary.
day by Watt, accompanied by a dig
"In these days, with so many
at Governor Curley. Watt assailed workers on welfare or working for
in
Goodwin "fer....4rfr interference
starvation wages or not working
shoe union activities in Haverhill at all, Bobby ought to have enough
or
for
the
Govern
at
and took a fling
decency to quit one job or the
"backing down" after telling Good- other.
Havthe
of
out
step
win either to
"It is against union principles to
erhill row between unions or give
hold two jobs and gather in two
up his state job.
s.
"I don't blame Bobby Watt for salarie
"So far as conditions in Brock.
fighting to get the shoe workers of
Haverhill into his union," Goodwin
said. "There art about six thousand
workers in Haverhill and the manufacturers are forcing them to
join a union they do not want and
pay 25 cents a week or $13 a year,
an aggregate of $78,000 a year.
That is pretty good pickings for
Bobby and his federation.
Agrees With Radio Priest
"I agree with Father Coughlin
when he said that the American
Federation of Labor is a racket as
it is now run. Most of its affiliates
are controlled by labor fakers who
play with the bosses who sell out
the workers. The greatest thing
that can happen for labor would be
for John Lewis to clean up the
dirty mess.
"Unions are supposed to be voluntary associations of workers organized to bargain collectively with
their employers. In Haverhill right
now the manufacturers have made
a contract with officers of Bobby's
union before the union had any
members and then the workers
were told that if they wanted to
work they would have to join this
union they did not want.
"Mr. Watt and his gang are not
going to get away with it because
the Haverhill workers, without
help, legal, moral and financial ,aid
are going to pick their own union,
handle their own affairs and spend
their own money.
Cites Watt's Two Jobs
...w.f..
,..,•nrerv,••••••,,
"This great defender of the
working man and expounder of
FRANK A. GOODWIN
ROBERT J. WATT
union principles, Mr. Watt, is now
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GOODWIN HITS BACK AT WATT
IN UNION LABOR CONTROVERSY

Registrar Says He Agrees With Rev. Charles
E. Coughlin That A. F. of L. Is Racket As
Now Run and Cites Two Jobs Held By
State Employe Who Assailed Him

In Labor Controversy
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Seeks Repeal
Of Third Cent
of Gasoline Tax
(Special to The Item)
State House, Boston Jan. 3—
With a new state tax program the
outstanding feature of the 1936 program drafted by Governor James M.
Curley, a battle lorfffs-on the continuation of the three cent gasoline tax.
Rep. Charles W. Hedges of Quincy
would repeal the additional one
cent added to the existing two-cent
tax from year to year, the extra
levy to be taken from the books,
May 1, 1936.
With the current three-cent tax,
sufficient funds have been available
in the past three years to transfer
approximately $10,000,000 from the
highway fund to the general fund,
with the result that in lieu of a
$63,000 state tax, last year, from
the town of Wakefield the state
levy WAS but $32,500.
Governor Curley, in his annual
message, asked that the Legislature
continue for five years the additional tax on gasoline.
Year in and year out the diversion of highway fund monies to the
general fund has been a sore spot
With legislators faced with a crying
need to limit the state tax. The additional money levied on the sale
of gasoline is primarily intended to
defray highway construction costs
but the use of the funds for general
expeditures is liable to stir the political kettle to the boiling point.
The Hedges proposal is the first of
such moves to bring about a battle
along this line.
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LYMAN BROUGHT
INTO CONTROVERSY
Curley Says He Told of
— Prison Trouble
Ey Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, J a n. 2. — Governor
Curley today brought Commissioner
of Correction Arthur T. Lyman,
with whom he quarrelled several
months ago over the question of
personnel in the crime research division, into the major battle that
has developed between the Governor's Council and the State Board
of Parole.
The Governor credited Commissioner Lyman with the statement
that prisons were "smouldering"
because of the Parole Board attitude. Some Council
members
charge that the board has been arbitrary in its refusal to parole prisoners when they have served twothirds of thou sentence, thus creating unrest.
The Council meets tomorrow to
hear prison heads, the Parole
Board and Commissioner Lyman.
The issue is whether the present
froarole Board remains or be replaced.
"Conditions certainly justify an
investigation," the Governor said,
announcing that tomorrow's meeting would begin at 1 o'clock and
that he would preside. He charged
the Parole Board had neglected to
discuss paroles with Commissioner
Lyman.
The possibility of placing Rev.
Dr. Morris Peterson of Worcester
was renewed. When Commissioner Lyman resigned a few months
ago after his tilt with the Governor,
Dr. Peterson was named to succeed him. Dr. Peterson's name later was withdrawn.

!
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FORESEES HUGE
STATE DEFICIT
Head of Massachusetts
Taxpayers Sets Figure
/ At 25 Millions
EXPECTS NO RELIEF
Says Governor Does Not
Propose to Initiate
'Obvious Economies'
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Jan. 2.-The state deficit next year will be tbout twentyfive million dollars and the tax
program outlined by Governor
,Citiii.LeY in his annual legislative
message will not bridge the gap unless there are "obvious economies
which he does not propose to
make." R. W. Bird, president of
the Massachusetts Federation of
Taxpayers, said tonight.
"We feel with him that the state
should exist upon its own revenues
v‘•ithout levying upon the real estate in towns and cities," the statement said. "Not only is this better
budget procedure for the state, but
it will eliminate once and for all
the frequent, If usually erroneous,
statement by local officials that
they cannot economize while the
state increases its demads from
local sources.
After reference to the twenty-five
million dollar deficit and the economies the statement says the Governor does not propose to make,
it continues: "In other words, the
state tax cannot be eliminated on
any such basis. It is also true that
the Legislature cannot much longer
ignore the claims of municipalities ,
for a share of the gasoline tax for
local highway purposes."
While the $2 reduction that would
result in local tax rates, under the
Governor's suggestion that the
state tax be abolished, is greater
than the state tax," it quite certainly does not take into account
the cost of financing the huge
building program
proposed elsewhere in the message."
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Curley-Salstonstall
/ Repartee Dies Down
Legislators Busy Themselves With Petitions and
Council With Parole Cases

Sentinel
Waterville, Me.
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Parole Board In Mass. Is
Under Attack By Curley

--With the Massachusetts House and Sen)
BOSTON, Jan. 3 (113
ate recessed until Monday, legislators busied themselves today with
.mifismas
petitions of their constituents and the public hearings of the executive
--Informed
)
3
council on parole matters.
that prisoners in the state's penal
were involved. He said he was
The repartee between Gov. James
institutions were "smouldering" in
patients for pneufive
treating
resentment at the severity of the ,
M. Curley (D) and Leverett Saltonmonia and two expectant mothers
attitude of the parole board, Gov- I
needed his treatment. Commisstall, Republican speaker of the House,
sioner De Celles intervened, his
ernor James M. Curley laid plans
which began after the chief executive
office said, and the physician retonight to examine the whole strucdelivered his opening message to the
insurance.
ceived
ture of parole administration by
simmered
Wednesday
Legislature
•
Several who appealed to the corn
public hearings.
un
be
would
missioner claimed they,
down.
He conferred during the day with
the
in
were
thei
retorts
of
recent
use
the
employed without
The most
Arthur T. Lyman, commissioner of
form of a challenge by the Governor cars.
correction,. one of the officials difor
ideas
constructive
Gine:
R.
Charles
some
Clerk
Chief
advance
And
to
to appear at tomorrow's
and
rected
government,
an
state
Vehicles,
of
Motor
of
conduct
Registry
the
of
the
executive council meeting.
the counter suggestion of Saltonstall flounced approximately 180,000 regisLirnOn, the governor said, rethat "less dictation to and less polit- trations plates had been issued, abou'
partes .t,We was great irritation
ical interference with state depart- 22,000 more than at this time last year.
Gilley said that on Dec. 31, there
ments will produce more efficient
anion/ prWilows against the patole
were 2900 plates issued at the regisgovernment."
board, whose members Curley himon
hearing
try's office in Springfield, 4400 at
The executive council's
self will interrogate while presiding
due
was
state
Worcester, 3100 at Framingham, 470(
parole conditions in the
at the hearing.
apparently to get away to a flying at Lynn, and 15,000 at the main office
The governor said he believed I
he
announced
Curley
Rnatrm
start. Gov.
unless some inducement was I
that
with
take
would
and
would preside,
sheafs
to prisoners to assure good I
out
held
hearing
opening
today's
him to
POST
behavior, "you are going to have
of letters received from prisoners and
constant trouble and an explosion."
their attorneys, who claim the parole
Worcester, Mass.
board has been too hard on them and
He produced a sheaf of letters
their clients.
from prisoners contending the parThe number of petitions filed to
n
ole board had been arbitrary and
date this session was about 350, apunduly severe in their cases. These
proximately 100 less than the number
letters will be used as the basis of
filed by this time last year.
questioning by councilors at the
The proposals for legislation ranged
hearing.
from simple schemes to licence bagaAlthough Lyman protested public
telle machines to complicated legishearings, the council voted Unanlation to further regulation of the
telephone company.
imously for open investigation
Telephone Rates
which they were prompted to make
There was one proposal that
by the recent slaying of a prison
would require rates and charges of
guard escorting two prisoners, and
the telephone company to be based
a prior attempt of a number of
on the cost of each class of servprisoners to escape the Charlesice, and others that would tighten
town prison.
control of the State Utilities Degovernor described ComThe
partment over the affairs of gas,
electric and telephone companies.
missioner Lyman as "greatly heartAnother bill would provide for a
ened" at Curley'a reconunendatAon
Worcester County Bar Association
constitutional amendment prohibiting
to
his annual message to the legiswill sponsor a testimonial dinner for
disfranchisement of legal voters, who
lature yesterday that the Charlesare recipients of public aid or who
Judges J.• Arthur Baker of Pittsfield
town prison, outmoded for years, be
fail to pay a poll tax.
and George F. Leary of Springfield
abandoned.
Still another would hit speeders in
later this month, according to a dethat it would require suspension for
Seccision of its executive committee.
45 days of the driving license of any
retary Carl E. Wahlstrom says a date
person convicted of operating 45 miles
for the dinner will be set later.
an hour or more within the limits of
Judges Baker and O'Leary will prea city or town.
side at their first court sessions in this
De
Commissioner
Francis
Insurance
city this month, Judge Leary at the
Celles was having his troubles with
session of the court for criminal busipersons who have been refused comness and Judge Baker at a civil sespulsory automobile insurance for
sion with juries to open Monday.
various reasons.
The appointment of Judge Baker to
More than 100 have appealed to
the bench was protested by the Boshim within the past few days, his
ton Bar Association, and he was under
office reported.
criticism by Republicans who claimed
Trivial Accidents
that as a Republican member of the
the
asked
who
One of those
executive council he too often abansaid,
office
his
aid,
's
commissioner
doned his party colleagues and voted
had
he
said
who
physician,
a
was
in accordance with the wishes of Gov,
figured in several trivial accidents
James M. Curley.
in which no personal injuries

IAMTON, Jan. 2.—(11

Bar Association
To Honor Judges

Testimonial to Be Given
J. A. Baker, G. F. Leary
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Smouldering Resentments
Among Prison Inmates?
Cuyley Says Prisoners Resent the Severity of the
Parole Board—Fears Constant Trouble

HEARING IS SIIEU
ON PRISON PAROLES
Governor's Council Airs
Mrges of Unrest in
Penal Institutions

BOSTON, Jan. 3 (AP)—The executive council's public examination
By Gazette State House Reporter
of the state's parole systam opened today to the tune of reported
BOSTON, Jan. 3.—The long
i"smouldering resentments" among inmates of Massachusetts correcsmouldering battle between some
tional institutions.
members of the Governor's Council
and members of the State Board of
Gov. James M. Curley, who will preParole was brought into the open
side at the public hearings, said he
this afternoon as the council bewas informed prisoners in the state's
in connection
gan a public hearing
1 penal institutions resented the severity
with its inquiry into the state's correction system.
j of the parole board.
Governor Curley presided as the
Letters received by the Governor
hearing opened, with the underfrom prisoners and their attorneys
standing that the Parole Board.
were included in the evidence to go
penal institution heads and others
before the executive council today.
would be heard. The Governor
The Bost Post quoted Henry A. Higsaid he relied on the judgment of •
gins, a former member of the parole
TIMES
the council in having a hearing
board, as labelling the investigation
following its visit to penal institu"low comedy."
Woburn, Mass.
tions.
"The wolves are hungry," the Post
A main issue involved in the row
quoted Higgins as saying. "so we must
is the contention of some Council
satisfy them by throwing the shepmembers that the Parole Board reherd to them."
The investigation and the decision
fuses arbitrarily to release prisonto hold public hearings resulted from
ers who have served two-thirds of
the recent slaying of a prison guard
;00DWIN WILL
their sentence. The Parole Board
escorting two convicts from Dedham
Court House to State Prison. The
ANSWER WATT indicated it will consider the comexecutive council also recently visited
munity first and the prisoner next.
several state penal institutions for a
"The Council has been greatly
in
controversy
labor
fiery
The
personal survey of conditions.
concerned, as has been the generThe Governor said he believed
loy's little cabinet in al public, relative to the adminis3overnor
"there will be constant trouble and
-76i explosion today, when tration of correctional institutions
for snot
Iet
explosion" unless some inducement
of the State," the Governor said,
Registrar Frank A. Goodwin delivers "and as to ways and means of conwas held out to prisoners to assure
good behavior.
his promised blast against Robert J. ducting these institutions."
One of the letters received by the
Commissioner of Correction ArGovernor's office, Lieut.-Gov. Hurley ;Walt of the State Unemployment thur T. Lyman, testifying to unrest
nsurance Commission.
said, charged a member of the parole
in penal institutions, was quesboard in interviewing a prisoner who
,Commisioner Watt, who is also tioned by Councillor Daniel H.
had been sentenced for robbery "put
Coakley of Boston. After some inthis boy in tears, broke his spirit, secretary of the State Federation of terrogation as to what he based the
abused him." The same letter said
the
Goveryesterday
criticised
Labor,
assertion on, the commissioner said
the inmate in question had received
"backing downs" on his pro- his information came from heads
"grade stripes and diamonds for per- nor or
of penal institutions and his staff.
fect conduct" at Concord Reformatory, mise to fire Goodwin. The labor secAfter questioning by Councillor
according to the lieutenant-governor, retary placed upon the shoulders of Frank H. Brooks of Watertown,
superinand added the reformatory
the registrar full responsibility for Commissioner , Lyman said that a
•
ten "spoke nicely of him."
Mr. Howland in his office investiany trouble that may result from the gated parole work hut admitted
Haverhill shoe workers' strike, and that he knew of no experience that
he had for such type of work.
blamed him for the transfer of
The Governor said the Council
Brockton shoe firma to other States. I had reason to believe that faults
The Governor himself stepped which will be investigated are not
altogether those of correctional of!clear of the labor row. "It's a con- ficials, but beyond their control.
istroversy
between
and
Goodwin
"Discontent appears evident in
Watt,' he said, adding: "And I know the institutions and unless radical
changes are made we can anticipate
of no one who can contribute more a recurrence of the recent affairs at
to the festivities of the New Year Concord and Charlestown. To prethan the two of them. It looks to me vent such occurrence and to promote discipline this meeting has
as though Goodwin and the State been called," the Governor said.
Federation of Labor are going
to
• have a party,' the Governor laughed
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BIRD & SON A. A. SOCCER TEAM

1934-35
Finalists in Gov. James M. Curley Cup Series
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gIVER011 RECEIVES
PERU ON UNNEll

Governor to Send Name of
Secretary to Council
This Afternoon
---- er
By Gazette State House Report
BOSTON, Jan. 3.—Governor Cury
ley will appoint William A. Murph
of Bostol, at one time, secretary to
the late Governor Draper. as an assistant secretary in his office force
to succeed Joseph P. McAllister of
Boston, who has been named assistant administrative secretary of
the Department of Public Utilities.
The Governor is expected to send
Murphy's name to the Governor's
Council at its meeting this afternoon.
Murphy will handle the Governor's engagement list as McAllister
'did.
Murphy, formerly a State House
the
hewspaperman, represented
state at the Jamestown Exposition.
He was at one time secretary to
former Mayor Perley E. Barbour
of Quincy.

Psychiatrists Submit Their
Statement on Convicted
Worcester Pyromaniac
By Gazette State House Reporter
BOSTON, Jan 3.—Governor Curley this afternoon received a report from a board of psychiatrists
on Henry A. Gardner, serving a
prison term for setting fire to two
other
and
Worcester churches
buildings. The Governor said he had
not had time to examine the report
so
but indicated that he would do
later in the day.
exA board was appointed to
amine Gardner after his commutation of sentence had been opposed
the Parat a public hearing before
Governor's
dons Committee of the
A.
Council. District Attorney Owen pytrue
Hoban said Gardner was a
romaniac.
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Legislators Busy
With Petitions As
Recess Is Called

to the
Several who appealed
would
commissioner claimed they
use of
the
ut
witho
loyed
unemp
be
their cars.
R. GilAnd Chief Clerk Charles
VeMotor
of
try
Regis
ley of the
ximately
hicles, announced appro
been
180.000 registration plates had
at
issued, about 22,000 more than
this time last year.

Hearings On Parole Matters Also Occupy Solons
I In Massachusetts
With
BOSTON. Jan. 3 (if) —
Senthe Massachusetts House and
legislaate recessed until Monday,
with
tors busied themselves today
petitions of their constituents and
Executhe public hearings .of the
tive Connell on Parole Matters.
The repartee between Govrnor
ett
James M. Curley (D) and LeVet'
Saltorrttfirlftublican speaker of
the
the House. which began after
chief executive delivered his openWeding message to the legislature
.
down
red
simme
y
nesda
in
The most recent retorts were
the
the form of a challenge by
rucgovernor to advance some const
State
of
ct
condu
the
for
ideas
tive
government, and the counter suggestion of Saltonstall that "less dictation to and less political interference with State departments will
."
produce more efficient government
The executive council's hearing
on parole conditions in the State
to
was due apparently to get away
ana flying start. Governor Curley
nounced he would preside, and
would take with him to today's
s
opening hearing sheafs of letter
received from prisoners and their
e
attorneys, who claim the parol
board has been too hard on them
and their clients.
The number of petitions filed to
date this session was about 350,
approximately 100 less than the
number filed bY this time laAt year.
The proposals for legislation
liranged from simple schemes to
cense bagatelle machines to complicated legislation to further regulation of the telephone company.
Insurance Commissioner Francis
De Celles was having his troubles
with persons who have been reinfused compulsory automobile
surance for various reasons.
More than 100 have appealed to
his
him within the past few days,
office reported.
One of those who asked the commissioner's aid, his office said, was
he had figa physician, who said
ents in
ured in several trivial accid
es were
which no personal injuri
ng
involved. He said he was treati
and
onia
pneum
for
ts
patien
five
rs needed his
two expectant mothe
Celles
treatment. Commissioner De
intervened, his office said, and the
physician received insurance.
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3oodwin Hits at
"Labor Fakers

99 1

GAZETTE
Worcester, Mass.

SELECTMEN HEAR
/ SPEECH BY CRIB
Urges Support for Building
and Revenue Program
for State
e Reporter
By Gazette State Hous
r CurBOSTON, Jan. 3.—Governo
twol
annua
the
e
befor
ley went
tts
chuse
Massa
the
day meeting of
with
Selectmen's Association today
and build- 1
a plea that his revenue in his anned
outli
as
am,
ing progr
receive
nual legislative message,
ation.
associ
the
of
rt
suppo
the State
The Governor attacked and
said
Board of Tax Appeals
"to assert
there was no justification
I have
that the building program
of the
outlined is in the interest in the
contractors. It is a program tunate
unfor
Interest of the most,
, the
element in the Commonwealth
insane."
Governor Curley argued that the
tion in
only means by which a reduc
ed is
taxation can he accomplish
am which
through the revenue progr
repeated
he has recommended. He recomand explained parts of his
mendations.
seThe Governor called on the st
lectmen to gird themselves againashe
,
privileged interests, which
serted, in the past have escaped a
just share of taxation.
Discussing the State Board of
he
Tax Appeals, he said that when recalled upon Governor Ely to
move Alexander Lincoln he was
told Lincoln was a heavy contributor to the Ely campaign.
The Governor discussed his recommendation for abolishing ten
million dollar state tax, saying it
would reduce local tax rates by $2
_
.

y Leaders Play
hays Man
With Bosses
BOSTON, Jan. 3 (W')—A charge
that most affiliates of the American
Federation of Labor were "controlled
by labor fakers who play with the
bosses and sell out the workers," was
made by Frank A. Goodwin, registrar of motor vehicles, today.
Goodwin, commenting on the shoe
situation in Haverhill in which the
Boot and Shoe Workers' Union, an
A F. of L. affiliate, had signed contracts with shoe manufacturers who
previously had dealt with the United!
Shoe and Leather Workers' Union,
said:
"The manufacturers have made a
contract with officers before the union
had any members and then workers
were told that if they wanted to work
they would have to join this union
that they did not want."
Goodwin predicted, however, that
the Haverhill workers would pick their
own union.
Goodwin's statement was another
phase os the controversy that developed from his association with the
Brockton Brotherhood of Shoe and
Allied Craftsmen. He recently advised Haverhill shoe workers to form
an organization along the lines of the
Brockton brotherhood. A protest from
the Boot and Shoe Union resulted in
an ultimatum from Go' nor James
reM. Curley calling
activity
tirement either
11r,
The
or from his post as 1(141M:
Governor later withdrew his ultitriaactivi
in's
ved
Goodw
turn and appro
ties.
Yesterday, Robert J. Watt, secretary of the Massachusetts Branch of
the American Federation of Labor, denounced Goodwin's activities.
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CURLEY FEARS PRISON
Attacks
BR
EA
KS
Parole
Method
CROWD JAMS
HEARING
bless radical changes are
made in the prison parole system, more outbreaks at Concord Reformatory, the State
Prison and other institutions may
be expected, Governor Curley
declared at opening of the
parole board hearing today.
His assertion was made before the governor's council at
the hearing which may result
in a change in the parole board
makeup and in the parole system.
Because of the throngs attempting to crowd into the council chamber for the hearing, the session was
shifted to a larger location in
Room 370.
he Governor presided, and present, in addition to State Commissioner of Correction, were all board
members; Maurice Winslow, Nklr•
folk Prison Colony head; Michael
T. Dee, Concord Reformatory superintendent, and Francis W. Lanigan,
state prison warden.

Statef
i oneerned
"The Governor's Council." said
Governor Curley,"has been greatly concerned, as has the general
public, with reference to the administration of correctional institutions of the state and with ways
and means toward a better system of conducting those instithttions.
"The council has reasons
for
believing that the fault
does not
lie entirely with the
officers in
charge but ratther in a
measure
that the situation is
beyond the
control of those officers.

"The council feels that unless
radical changes are made, it will
be only natural to anticipate
more happenings such as those at
Concord in October and, more recently, at Charlestown. To prevent such recurrences and to promote discipline in these institutions ,this meeting Is called."
Commissoiner Lyman was called
as the first witness. He asserted
that "the most serious outstandingi
difficulty confronting the heads of
at least two of our institutions is
the problem of handling paroles."
He added:
"As early as September, 1934, I
was advised by heads of institutions that the setting back to
maximum terms of men coming
before the parole board was becoming of serious consequence.

Situation Serious
"Now the situation is growing
more serious at Concord and at
Charlestown.
Major Dee was
first to call this problem to my
attention and then later the
warden at Charlestown, then
James L. HoTsett, now retired.
"I feel that the public is getting far better protection when a
man is sent out into society under the care and supervision of
parole officers, rather than to
release him at his maximum term
without supervision.
"I also believe that the heads
of the institutions know better
themselves than anyone else the
men under their care and that
the heads, more than anyone
else, are capable of judging when
a prisoner is ready for release.
"As a result of the set-back
system there is even more unrest now at the State Prison
than there was six months ago."
P. Emmett Gavin, a member of
the parole board, interrupted here
with a request that he be allowed
to ask Commissioner Lyman some
questions.
"You'll have an opportunity
later," said Governor Curley.
Superintendent Dee of Concord
Reformatory testified that in ?he
past year about 99 boys have gone
before the parole board—all of
the boys high on the reformatory
merit system—but that they had
been set back to terms of from i
three months to three years.
Under the old system, a large
majority would have been released,
Dee said, and would have become
%nod citisons.
Now, however, most of them are
scheming to escape, according to
the superintendent.
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Success Is Assured
' Progressive and worthy of general support are
the efforts of the New England Council and the
governors of the six New England states to bring
new industries to this section.
As long as factories are idle men will be idle.
And the rise in relief rolls will be in proportion to
the fall in payrolls.
This fact makes mandatory the success of the
new industries campaign, for relief employment is
at best temporary employment, in which there is
neither happiness nor security.
But there is another fact that goes far to insure
the campaign's success. NEW ENGLAND IS
THE MANUFACTURER'S BEST BET.
The abundance of our natural resources, the
availability of our capital, the skill of our workmen,
the richness of our markets and the experience of
)ur managements give employers advantages far
treater than those met with in most vicinities.
AMERICAN
Boston, Mass.

SIILTONSTAITS
SHOP,RETORT
A sharp reply to the challenge by
Governor Curley that he advance
some constructive ideas for the
conduct of the state government,
was made by Speaker Leverett Saltonstall.
The governor, resenting the
speaker's criticism of many of his
recommendations in his annual
message to the Legislature, blamed
Saltonstall. among others for .the
"cvercrowding and lack of accommodations in the institutions of the
state."
In his reply, Saltonstall. said:
"The governor aparerstly does I
not consider any work constructive unless it involves the expenditure of millions of dollars of
the taxpayers' money.
"Perhaps he does not realize
that were It not for the successful
administration of Republican governors since the war, in which I
modestly claim to have played a
somewhat Important part since
1923, the Commonwealth would
not have the excellent credit
which he now proposes to abuse
through further bond Issues.
"If he wants another constructive idea, I'll give It to him: Less
dictation to and lesA political interference with the state departments will produce more efficient
and less expensive government
for our taxpayers."

Press CliPPing Service
2 Park Square
Mass.
Boston
ts*-C10-0-0-0-0-CMHX1-0-0
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W. A. Murphy Gets
McAllister Post
Governor Curley has selected
William A.Itrphy of Boston, former secretary to Governor Draper,
as successor to Joseph P. McAllister, public relations secretary. McAllister recently was appointed an
assistant secretary to the state department of public utilities.
Like McAllister, Murphy is a
former newspaper man.

MET URGES
SELECT SIN AID
TAX PROGRAM
Governor Curley today defended
his legislative address and revenue
raising program, renewing his attack on the state tax appeal board,
when he spoke in the Gardner
Auditorium, State House, at the annual meeting of the Massachusetts
Selectmen's Association.
in the face of tax valuations, lessened revenue returns and high
public welfare expenditures, the
governor declared it is imperative
his recommendations be put into
effect. He appealed for support
from the selectmen's ai-zociation.
VALUATIONS SHRINK
He declared that over a period
of five years taxable valuations of
the city of Boston had been reduced by $300,000,090.
He said that when he called upon
his predecessor, Governor Ely, to
remove Alexander Lincoln, one of
the three members of the tax am
peal board, Ely said he "couldn't
do that" as Lincoln was a heavy
contributor to his, Governor Ely's,
campaign.
As a result of his protest on the
state appeal board, the governor
said, Governor Ely increased the
board from three to five members
and aggravated the situation.
The governor said he could see
no relief from the present .'aurden
of government costs until private
industry here has revived to the
extent it has in other places, particularly Detroit, where every mechants: who wants work can find it.
BLAMES "MONEY"
His own recommendations, the
Governor charged, are being opposed by organized money that
brought about the creation of the
tax appeal board.
In reviewing his recommendation
for new revenue, the Governor
pointed out that there is no tobacco manufacturing in this state
and that there should be no hardship brought about through a 2cent a package take on cigarettes
and other tobacco products.

1
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PLAINTS BY
CONVICTS
HEARD
Bitter at
Parole
Board

MEMBERS FACE
QUESTIONING
Letters from convicts and
jail inmakes in Massachusetts
correctional institutions, complaining bitterly and lashing out
at "bull-dozing and arrogant"
tactics of the parole board, will ,
be submitted as evidence
against members of the board
as the hearing opens today at
the State House.
Governor Curle will preside
at the session and members of
his executive council will present evidence that they have secured in several tours of the
Institutions.
In addition, the three members of
the board, P. Emmet Gavin, Matthew W. Bullock and Richard Olney
will be questioned along with officials from various correctional institutions.
On the eve of the opening of the
hearing, Lieutenant Governor Hurley, chairman of the pardons committee of the executive council,
made public contents of seven letters received from prisoners and
their lawyers.

Air Charges
Certain of the letters charge
Gavin and Bullock of having used

tactics similar to those of a "browprosecutor"
beating, bull-dozing
when applicants for parole have
come before them, and that Chairman Olney has sat silently by
while all kinds of accusations were
hurled at the prisoners.
Charges in the main to be aired
today are that the board has established the policy of refusing to allow the release of prisoners, as the
law provides, at the end of twothirds of their minimum sentence,
no matter how good their behavior
has been.
As a result, It Is charged, prisoners refused a parole, return
arnong the other inmates and stir
unrest and sometimes violence.

win said.
"There are about 6000 workent
in Haverhill and the mannish!.
hirers are forcing them to join a
union they do not' want and pay
23 cents a week, or $13 per year,
an aggregate of $78,000 per year.
"That is pretty good pickings.

AGREES WITH PRIEST
"I agree with Father Coughlin
when he said that the American
Federation of Labor le a racket
as it is now run. Most of Its aflabor
filiates are controlled by bosses
fakers who play with the
workers. The
and sell out
greatest thing that can happen
for labor would be for John Lewis
to clean up the dirty mess.
"Unions are supposed to be voluntary associations of workers
organized -to bargain .colleatively
with their employers.- In Haverhill right now the manufacturers
offihave made a contract with
cers of the union before the union
had any members and then workers were told that if they wanted
join
to work they would have to
this union that they did not want.
es
"Mr. Watt and his associat
it
are not going to gct away with
because Haverhill workers, without help, legal, moral and finaneial add, are going to pick their
own union, handle their own affairs and spend their own money.
"Mr. Watt. Is now getting
$6000 a year working for the state
and is still active as a secretary
of the Massachusetts branch of
the federation with another big
salary.
"In these daps, with so many
workers on welfare 'or working
for starvation w ages or not
working at all., he might hi have
enough decency to quit one job
or the other.
"It is against union principles
to hold two jobs and gather in
two salaries. Sc far as condithins in Brocketori are concerned I am proud of them and.
Vehicle,
of Motor
Registrar
what is more important, so are
en
turned
Frank A. Goodwin today
the 14,000 members of our union.
the American Federation of Labor
WATT NOT PAID
"as now run, in reply to Robert
When advised of the Goodwin
J. Watt, secretary of the federastat ement, Commissioner Watt declared:
tion's state branch, who recently
"Knowing, when I made my
criticized Goodwin's activities in
original statement, that the regisbehalf of independent shoe unions
trar would use his usual tactics
against me, I am not surprised
ists.
to hear what he says.
He saki he agreed with a receni
"I serve on the unemployment
charge by Father Coughlin, radio
compensation commission, not as
priest, to the effect that the Ameriadminist Toffee head, but as a
board member representing emcan Federation of Labor is a
ployes of Massachusetts.
racket. "as now run."
"As for resigning from one or
"I don't blame Watt for fightthe other, I stopped receiving a
pay check from the federation as
ing to get the shoe workers of
soon as my state salary started."
Haverhill into Kis union," Good-
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!:.ATT EKED
BY REGISTRAR
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THE SENATOR SAYS:

Signals Crossed in
Race for Council
Presidency

•

Joe Mulhern Backs Tobin;
Then Joe'sFriend,Agnew,
Enters; Now All's Chaos
THE SENATOR

in Massachusetts
He sees all and knows all that's going on
ng, or both.
amazi
or
ing
amus
finds
he
it
of
most
Politics and
Best of all, he tells about it.
regularly in the
Meet him below and listen in with him
American.
ing
Even
Boston Sunday Advertiser and Boston
•
s two weeks
"Senator," says Timmy, "I see you beat the paper
Dictaphone Dick."
to
aid
as
t
ntmen
appoi
ster's
McAlli
Joe
with
"You'll sea
"A mere nothing, Timmy," says The Senator.
arial
Joe's place on the executive secret
with
an
aperm
newsp
staff taken by some
Cowup
build
to
savvy
ity
public
enough
/\
71
deleernor Jim's campaign for convention
1
"
that.
gates and the like of
4%
the
It is at this point that the man in
like
look
woula
dented derby appears and he
show
a tout if he did not sound like a side.
barker
"Come one, come all," announces the
man in the dented derby, fixing The Senator with a snake-eye, "for the measly price
of one bar rye, I will perform the trick of
the ages and eat a bite of the glass after
drinking the contents."
"Stranger," says The Senator, "you
are not on my list of those whose throats
I wish to see cut, but if you can do the trick
THE SENATOR
I will buy the rye."
and the man in the dented
So Timmy sets out the bar rye
gulps it, bites a large piece out of the
fast,
very
one
pours
ierby
ows and helps himself to a snack of
tide of the glass, chews, swall
!heese.
,
"Very neat," says The Senator, "a very neat trick, indeed
rye."
bar
the
for
go
can
I see how you
"Senator," says Timmy, as the man in the dented derby
the bar, "you miss the best trick. He
bows himself away from
I ever see. If he comes back, watch
man
-glass
finger
is the best
thumb and forefinger curled
him pour the rye with his
to the top of them,"
up
rye
the glass top and the
Senator. "By the way, there is a
The
says
that,"
"I missed
•

g-tr

74,1-e_ct

,
nice quiet go in progress over the City Council presidency.
For
awhile it looked like Martin Tobin, hands down, but now it's
all
mixed up.

• • •
Jimmy Agnew in Race

"Martin had Senator Joe Mulhern's backing and the promise of 11 votes which, with his own, would elect him. Now,
who
has come into the race but Allston Jimmy Agnew, very close
friend of Senator Joe. Senator Joe, who is like that with Mayor
Freddie, comes pretty close to saying who will be the presiden
t.
Perhaps they are a little wary-of Martin's independence.
"Re-election of President John I. Fitzgerald would establish
a precedent of succession, but I hear Mayor Freddie does not
frown on this idea. Peter Murray has been doing some telephone
campaigning on his own hook and Bob Wilson is a possibility.
"Right now, I'll still string along with Martin but there may
be a big change over night."
It is at this point that the man with the dented derby return!
\ the scene.
"'Watch his fingers when he pours the rye. Senator," whispers Timmy. "It is like creeping up on the hat handle for choosiessides in a scrub game ... How are you, mister?"
"Friends one and all," begins the man in the dented derby,
"for the measly price of one bar rye and one large ale, I will perform the most stupendous feat of the drinking age. I will drink
both without swallowing one little swallow. Who will buy to
see this feat4"
•
"Stranger," says The Senator, who wants to see the unadvertised finger-glass trick, "I will buy if you can do it."
So Timmy draws the ale and the man in the dented derb)
pours his rye, very quick like a flash, with his thumb and fore
finger around the top of the glass and the rye spilling over them
He tips his head back, pours in the rye, follows with the ale and
all vanishes while we watch his Adam's apple, which does not evei
give a little wiggle. This is a very neat trick as everybody admits
and the man in the dented derby stays around.

Young's Hotel Deal Likely
"Timmy." says The Senator, "do not be surprised if the city
buys old Young's Hotel like Governor Jim was planning to de fat
$700,000, back in 1933 when he was mayor. If you will recall,
a
very large yodel went up at that time and the deal was blocked.
Now, I hear, the price has gone down and feelers are out.
"More city departments are moving from the courthouse into
Young's and when the City Hall renovating starts, others will do
the same. It is cheaper to buy Young's and move in thaii pay
rent."
"Friend," says the man in the dented derby, addressing
himself to The Senator, "I can see you are a man of keen discernment and appreciation. I make you an offer the like of
which has not been heard on this or any other continent. For the
price of another rye and another ale, I will combine those stupendous and colossal tricks, drinking both rye and ale without
swallowing, then eating part of the whiskey glass."
"Timmy," says The Senator, "I will buy again for the edification of all concerned. Sat them up. And while you are drawing
the ale, perhaps it will interest you to hear that the Irish
Democrats are preparing to make capital of a recent Worcester County
speech by Judge Kenneth D. Johnson, and that Deputy
Marshal
Jimmy Byrne may resign to accept a state appoint
ment."
By this time Timmy draws the ale and sets
out the whiskey bottle
tend glass. Quick as a flash the man In the dented
derby wraps thumb
and finger around the top of the whiskey glass,
fills this arrangement
to the brim, tilts hie head, opens his mouth,
pours down the rye, pour5
down the ale and without a single wiggle
of the Adam's apple, makes a
gnasZt at the whiskey glass.
Suddenly the man in the dented derby
lets out a very touching
howl of anguish and we see there
is blood on his mouth,
"Timmy." gasps The Senator, "an ambulance, quick!
He has cut
his throat with the glass."
"Senator," says Titnntv, "tio not *trirryi
Ho has merely
kW tacks mixed up and took e‘
bite out of Ws thuntb.."

,
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MOTORIST ASKS COURT
FOR REGISTRATION 518
Lynn Man Refuses to Drive Till Given Old Number,
Allegedly Given Curley Ex-Chauffeur
Goodwin Statement
LYNN, Jan 3—Claiming that autoInformed of Mathey's petition, Regmobile registration plate No. 518 for
Goodwin said. "I think I have
istrar
year
this
him
1936 was awarded to
a right to give out those plates as I
by officials at the Massachusetts Reg- see fit."
"Charles R. Gilley, the chief clerk
istry of Motor Vehicles, but that the
matter,"
plate was given to another individual, of the registry, handled gave me to
Nicholas W. Mathey, in an unorece- Mr Goodwin said. "He
caappealed understand that there was justifi
reggiving
I dented court action today,
not
for
s
reason
and
the
tion
have
'to the Supreme Court to
istration 518 to Mr Mathey.
plate given to him.
the
"It just happened that Manion (forThe petitioner is a member of ne
Curley chauffeur) came into the
Machi
mer
n
firm of the D. B. Hamli
ry when that number was up
regist
ay.
n
Company at 130 Easter
told them to give him 518."
518
I
No.
and
the
y,
Mathe
According to
of
bile
y claims, in his petition, that
automo
Mathe
the
ed
formerly adorn
ed and aggrieved by the
Boston
wrong
a
was
ey,
he
O'Mall
the late John
the registrar. The peit
of
had
acts
d
who
allege
er,
manag
clothing store
years. tition is returnable on next Tuesday.
many
for
sion
posses
in his
number Mathey claims that he will fight the
When thel atter died the
Nellie matter to the finish.
sister,
his
to
over
turned
was
automobile,
He told a Globe reporter today
no
having
who,
ey,
O'Mall
Miss that it made no difference whether it
sought the aid of Mathey. With
re- was Frank A. Goodwin or any other
O'Malley, Mathey told a Globe
believed he was enthe
porter, he went to the office ofBos- state official, he
g
titled to number 518, and, havin
registrar of motor vehicles in
to paid for that particular plate, he in
ton and the No. 518 was given
and
his machine. He
Miss O'Malley or N. W. Mathey, a- sists on having it on
vowed he would not drive his mafor six years Massachusetts registr
r 518 was on
tion 518 was on Mathey's automobile. chine again until numbe
t:_e front, as well as the rear, of his
machine and the proper registration
Error Claimed
was given him.
claims
y
Mathe
er,
howev
time,
This
filled
he
ber
Novem
in
ime
somet
that
,
Waltham Monoxide Victim
out the proper application blanks
WALTHAM, Jan 3—Firemen
forwarded a money ordeer for $7.50
ment and
t avail
td the motor vehicle depart Several worked for sonic time withou u, 23,
the body of Ronald Russea
over
requested his usual No. 518.
received
days later, Mathey claims, he ry office who was found lying on the ground
regist
outside the garage of his home, 662
a postal card from the
awarded, Moody st, this morning, a victim of
stating that No. 518 had been
wold receive the! carbon monoxide poisoning. Rus, to him and that he
ered the
number in a few days. Later, Malley seau's brother Edgar discov
Fire
claims, he received word from the body and called the Police and was
registry that he must make out a new Departments. Police believe he
affected by the gas while in the gaapplication.
He then started to make inquiries rage and collapsed as he staggered
and was informed by officials at the outside. Medical Examiner Dr T.
registry that the number had been Morton Gallagher said death was due
awarded to him erroneously. Some- to carbon monoxide.
time later he received word that he
had been awarded No. 36,158, which
number he refused to accept. At the
end of 1935 he put up his machine
and still refused to drive it until he
received registration No. 518.
His attorney, Harry H. Talty of
Boston, who filed the Supreme Court
petition against Registrar Goodwin,
stated today that the No. 518 for 1936
had been given to Charles Manion,
former chauffeur for Gov Curley.
Mathey also stated today that he had
cermade several checkups and was
tain that No. 518 was in the posses
did
he
sion of a Charles Manion, but
ly
not know that Manion was former
Gov Curley's chauffeur.
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DORGAN ASKS CURLEY
) TO ADOPT HIS PLAN
Advocates Committees to
-Foster Employment
Renewing his plea for cooperation
from Gov Curley in his attempt to
compel private industry to take up
the slack in employment through "a
private works program," Representative Dorgan of Boston wrote the
Governor yesterday quoting the Chief
lExecutive's annual message to the
Legislature as an argument in favor
of the Dorgan plan. Dorgan's letter
said:
"I notice in your annual message
the following quotation, 'It is accepted by every forward-looking, intelligent individual that both the
Federal and State Governments have
their limitations and that in the last
analysis it is to private industry that
we must look for the ultimate transfer of the unemployed to employ.
ment.' That is what I have been
advocating all last year to get men
and women back in private industry.
"On Sept 3, 1935, I sent a letter to
you, explaining my plan to have the
appointment of unpaid committees
in every city and town to survey industry in each community and to
study ways and means in which to
create new jobs and revive old ones.
Emergency boards set up in every
community, just like boards set up
for emergency drives to get funds
for charity, was and is my idea. This
would eliminate politics and would
bring back the one word the people
of this Commonwealth are looking
for, and that is, Confidence.
"I do know that it is the opinion
Of distinguished editorial ' writers
that it is an idea well worth giving
a chance.
"Now, Your Excellency, since you
have admitted that private industry
is the solution for the unemployed,
why not follow up your admission by
getting active on my plan which
would bring happiness and prosperity
throughout this year and throughout
many years to come?"
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/ SCHOOLBOY SIDELIGHTS

High's right
It* Bob Muse, Medford and ineligible
'
,
wing, will be over age
Boston
after tomorrow's Greater
Medford, in
games at the Garden.
him.
;the thick of the going, will miss

High tackle,
I Leo Reardon, Malden
By Ernest Dalton
recipient of the .Goy..C.hsr Y layer
tury. He also got a second in thefootball
p
The Exchange Club of Belmont will Scotch games century.
as the outstanding
season, is also a sprinter.
tend its annual dinner to the BelDedham also has Delano and Mey- of the 1935
mont High grid squad Jan 9. An im- ers for the dash, Smith and Hall in
posing list of speakers has been the 600, Ecklund and Ballantine for
drawn up, including Dr Eddie An- the 300. Constantino. another dast
derson, Holy Cross; Harry Downcs, man; Fogerty, Caspar, Nickerson,
Boston College; Fred Ostergren, Arl- hurdles; Welch, dash and high jump;
Press Clipping Service
ington High; Dingy .Gildea, Everett Caspar and Ballantine, high jump;
2 Park Square
High; Charley McGuinness, Marble- Wiren brothers and Caroselli, shothead High, and Bill Ohrenberger of put. All did well last year.
Boston Mass.
Boston English High, all coaches.
Dedham will meet Somerville,
English
D. Leo Daly, past Boston
Weymouth, Norwood and Boston ColGlobe
and Boston College head coach; Gus lege High this year in dual meets.
Rooney and Jim Dunn of Harvard Coach Peterson, by the way, coached
Boston, Mass.
are other scheduled speakers. Prom- at Norwood, Northeastern High.
inent Belmont High grads have been Gardiner. Me; Clark School and in St
invited, including George Ford. Leo Louis before coming to Dedham. Ed
Ecker, Bob Jones and Keith Higgs, O'Donnell. once Norwood, Boston
all now at Harvard, and George P. College and Colby star. will assist
Date
Sullivan, chairman; William Cum- Peterson in track and Peterson will
mings and Harry Fisher, president assist O'Donnell in basket ball.
• • •
of the Exchange Club.
• • •
WEST ROXBURY DISTRICT
Two Bay State League hockey
St Thomas C. L. A. A. defeated the
Not a very happy new year for stars, out with injuries last Saturday,
Al Smith Club at Southern Junior
Dunce High coaches and athletic are expected to be back for tomorHigh, Somerville, last night, 45 to 32,
teams. The latest news from Fall row's session at the Arena. Capt
avenging its only defeat of the presRiver is that sponsorship of the ath- Blake Palmer of Framingham, center
letic teams has passed from the ice, was out with an injured wrist, ent season. Fred Dailey was high
scorer with 19 points. Tonight the
school A. A. to the city of Fall River, while Walter Hasenf us. Needham
and that financial returns in 1935 High wing, had a cut over an eye. team will give up its home game to
play against the Presentation Club
were not enough to warrant th.:' Both are reported fit for action.
in Brighton. The Oak-sq team is in
• • •
school hiring coaches for 1936.
second
place and a win from the
As the coaches, led by Steve NawCoach Harry Poole is still searchSaints will give it a tie for first in
rocki, plan to discontinue their serv- ing for a capable goalie for his Melices, the city. appropriated $600 for rose High sextet He has tried four the Greater Boston League.
Miss Catherine English, daughter
athletic salaries to save sports from so far.
of Mr and Mrs Edward English of
• • •
being temporarily abandoned or
4993 Washington st, West Roxbury, is
g*eatly curtailed. Nawrocki, coach
Rumors still flying that new faces
enjoying a short New Year's vacation
of football and basket ball, has not will be noted in the Newton High
at Philadelphia. She will return to
been coaching the basket-ball team coaching lineup before the present
her West Roxbury home the first
for more than a week. He will say senior class is graduated.
part of the week.
• • •
nothing about the situation. The $600
Mrs Mona McKinnon, 72, of 5 Pond
will not be divided up by the school
Watertown High's hockey team
committee until next Monday.
may not win a flock of Bay State St. Jamaica Plain, was taken to the
*
•
•
League games this year, but its City Hospital yesterday with a lacerMarblehead's football squad is due goalie, Capt Art Reid, is one of the ation of the scalp. According to the
police report Mrs McKinnon had colto reach Boston tomorrow. Wonder best. The Watertown defense of Jim
what Charley McGuinness, popular Leary and Joe Duggan, pound for lapsed in the hallway of her home.
Heads of the Jamaica Plain and
'Header coach will have to say on pound, is as good as any in the
West Roxbury police divisions have
Southern hospitality. Having three league.
• • •
instructed their officers to keenly obteams ready for Marblehead wasn't
exactly sporting.
Waltham High, by the latest listing, serve street crossings for autoists who
• • •
has 13 on its hockey squad. Booth, a fail to slow down. Offenders will be
Couple of pretty good hoop games defense man, is a newcomer. Eric brought to the West Roxbury Dison for tonight, Arlington going to Linden, a wing candidate, and Park- trict Court in an attempt to keep the
Chelsea, and Revere to Everett, all er Berry, Gordon Dunbrack and Jamaica Plain, Roslindale and West
opening the season.
Arard Smith, goal aspirants, have Roxbury sections safe from accidents
• • •
Several speeders
dropped out. Berry was last Winter's to pedestrians.
faced the West Roxbury District
Essex County Basket-Ball League starting goalie.
•
•
Court
•
this morning. They were
gets under way tonight with Salem
; at Lynn Classical. Lynn English at
Every team in the Greater Boston fined for similar offenses.
Mrs
Margaret Pryde of Jamaica
Gloucester and Peabody at Lawrence. Interscholastic Hockey League wears
Tomorrow, Haverhill is at Beverly, numbers, now that Belmont High Plain, with her new born daughter,
will
leave
the Boston Lying In HosI completing the first round. Classical jerseys are so adorned, but in the
looks good to annex the bunting won Bay State circuit Needham High still pital the latter part of the week for
I by Haverhill last year.
plays without numerals. B. C. High her home in Jamaica Plain. The
• • •
daughter was born on Christmas Day.
added numbers this Winter.
• * •
Mrs Pryde is the sister of Al Smith,
Dedham High, which enjoyed a
ACurley.
! most successful track season last year,
Three Bay State League goalies are secretary to CL,
Ellen Henrikult12', of Byron st.
will attempt to duplicate the stunt tied for low goals—against honors.
this Winter under its new coach, They are Paul Clark, Framingham; Jamaica Plain, reported to the police
"Pete" Peterson, once East Boston Charles Frechette, Waltham. and of the Jamaica Plain station last
i High and Bates star. Avery in the Frank Sharkey, B. C. High, with two night she was injured by an automobil enear her home. A machine, she
dash and relay, and Delancey, all- against each.
round star, are Dedham's best bets
Of that trio, Sharkey is the only stated, backed into her as she was
this year.
one who has a shutout performance, walking at the rear of her home. She
Delancey ran a 300. in 33 seconds, against Quincy. Wellesley put two was treated at the office of a nearby
16
minute
seconds
and a goals by him last Saturday. Speak- physician.
a 600 in 1
Under the auspices of the Forest
440 in 51 seconds last year, along with ing of shutouts, B. C. High has been
/
2-inch broad jump, ac- in the only two played so far, shut- Hills A. A. the weekly beano parties
a 9-foot 31
will be resumed on Tuesday nights
cording to Ralph Colson, who coached ting out Quincy and in turn
Dedham in 1935. Delancey, in the shut out by Wellesley. Goaliebeing beginning next week. The affair is
Art
city of Boston championships, won Heaney was on the job for Welles- open to the public, with James Kelley
in charge.
the 440 and placed second in the cen- ley last week.
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W. A. MURPHY NOW IN
'GOVERNORS OFFICE

Confirmed by Council as
Assistant Secretary
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dition to the State House, which he
recommended in his address and
Which has been criticised severely
by some of his opponents.
The Governor said the highway and
sidewalk program of $3,500,000 was
essential until plans could be drawn
and building commenced. In passing
a tuaboj:cotn he tli3okA iA
mIntio
nisrtern
afowr
W.
Federalsaying
offitoheast inth& ss
collapse
the
i tatehaed
forced Massachusetts to break
the Federal Government on the with
pros
t
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Raps Whiteside and Lincoln Over Tax Abatemen
And Pleads For Support From Selectmen

To Pep Up Town Reports
One of the principal topics of dis.
cussion among the members after
"Gov Ely's reply to me was,41;y,
Attacking representatives of "or- I can't remove that man, he was the the Governor's address was the
ganized money" for securing unrea- principal contributor to my campaign "pepping up" of annual town reports
sonable tax abatements, and admit- fund. But I will'increase the mem- in order to arouse a more active inbership of the board from three to terest in municipal affairs
among the
ting his inability to reduce govern- five.'"
voters.
ment costs at present, Gov Curley toAxel B. Zetterman of Ashland, secThe Governor opened his speech by
day defended his new tax and build- saying there were two reasons why retary of the association, opened the
ing program before the Massachu- assessors found it impossible to re- discussion with the recommendation
that a
setts Selectmen's Association, and so- duce taxes. First, was the welfare ciation vote be passed by the assofor the study of some plan for
Baited their support for his program. and, second, the raids on valuations the
development of a more uniform
money
Aiming his attack specifically at at- conducted by organized
system
of publishing town reports.
torney Alexander Whiteside, whom groups. In some centers Gov Curley
Director
he again designated as "public said, the reductions on property were the State Theodore N. Waddell of
enemy No. 1," and at Alexander justified, but he said he did not ap- that what Division of Accounts said
Lincoln, a member of the board of prove the organized raids conducted a more the towns needed most was
comprehensive presentation
Tax Appeals, Gov Curley said that in Boston and other cities.
of figures showing how the taxpayhis predecessor, Gov Ely, refused to
ers' money is being spent.
remove Lincoln from the board beZetterman recommended that a
cause he had been a principal con- Defends His Tax Program
de contest be conducted to
tributor to the Governor's campaign. In defending his own economy pro- 'state-wi
interest in making town reCurley told the 112 members of the gram of last year, the Governor said cultivate
ports more understandable and interassociation, who opened their annual the abolition of the Council, reduc- esting
to the average citizen.
convention in the Gardner Audi- tion of the Legislature membership.
torium today that he fought for re- biennial sessions and the abolition of The meeting was recessed for
ductions in government last year, but county governments, would have luncheon at Hotel Bellevue.
Alexander Whiteside, told of Gov
that he received no support in his saved the state a million dollars a
Curley's latest remarks about him,
fight to abolish the Exec tive Coun- year.
declined
to comment.
,
cil, cut the membership of the LegisLack of support in the Legislature,
lature in half and have biennial ses- he hinted, was the 'reason why he
sions.
had reiterated the program in his
message of New Year's Day.
In defending his own tax program,
Urges Support for Program
Curley said it would bring in beHe closed his addre•; with a re- tween eight and ten million dollars
2 Park Square
quest that the members of the associ- a year to the state and enable the
ation and the entire citizenry force state to do away with the state tax.
Mass.
Boston
their Senators and Representatives to The program calls for a 2 cent
01:1*0-0pass his new tax program, saying it cigarette tax, a 40 cent tax on each
would hurt no group in the state, gallon of alcohol, the indefinite exTRANSCRIPT
would relieve realty of its unbearable tension of the gasoline tax, a tax on
burden, and be opposed only by "the trucks, and on slot and weighing
Boston, Mass.
minions of organized money."
machines.
The Governor again defended his
"None of these," the Governor said,
$8,000,000 building program, saying "will hurt any group. But the prohe had found the state institutions In gram will be opposed by the same
Their present condition but had not Oa gram 00 d
OMR 'MOO
caused the condition, and that it was
*money
legislation, namely,
an outrage to term a program aimed organizelighting
d money.
at relieving the most unfortunate
members of the Commonwealth a
program for thff contractors.
7410 Relief From Welfare
In his attack on Whiteside the GovGov Curie-- said he could see no
William A. Murphy, secretory to forernor said he and his group secured
reduced real estate valuation amount- Immediate relief from the burden of mer Governor Eben S. Draper, was conwelfare
in
armed
this
section
this afternoon by the Executive
of
the consing to $300,000,000 in the city of Bos- fry.
Unprecedented prosperity is be- Council as assistant secretary to Goverton, which, coupled with an increase ing enjoyed
in other sections of the nor Curley, eucceeding Joseph P. McAllisof $6.60 caused in the tax rate by land,
he said, but there has been no ter appointed this week as assistant adwelfare alone between 1930 and evidence
ministration secretary of the State De-,
of it here as yet.
1935, made any reduction in governIn defending his building program. partment of Public Utilities.
ment cost impossible.
Murphy. like McAllister, a former State
the Governor said new institutions
House newspaper man, represented the
were essential.
The new insane hospital at a cost Commonwealth, while serving as pimaQuotes Ely on Lireoln
representative, at the Jamestown Expo-,
of 3.000 000 and the new childreri
s sition during the administration of forremembe
waiting
r
"I well
on Gov insane asylum
at
a
cost
of
one
million
him
asking
to
remove'
and
mer Governor Curtis Guild,
Ely
from he said were necessar
The new
y to wipe out appointee also was secretarJr.
the Board of Tax Abatements a mem- a disgrace
y to former
that has hung over Massa- Mayor Perley
ber because of his close association chusetts for
E. Barbour of Quincy.
many years. The new
with a man whom I had designated building
program for Rutland he deas 'public enemy No. 1, Mr Alexan- fended on the same
grounds. He did
der Whiteside," the Governor said
not toue'h on the new 61.000.00
0 ad-
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/ GURLEY'S PROGRAM
Taxpayers' Head Calls It
Wasteful, Extravagant
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GOODWIN ASSAILS WATT CURLEY IGNORES
AS LABOR "RACKETEER" ATTACK BY WATT
Registrar Quotes Fr Coughlin, Points to Two Jobs
Held by Federation Official
"Mr Watt and his gang are not goCharging that the American Federation of Labor was "a racket" and ing to get away with it because the
Robert .1. Watt, secretary-treasurer of Haverhill workers, without help,
the Massachusetts branch, with being either moral, legal or financial, are
one of its racketeers, Registrar of going to pick their own union, hanMotor Vehicles Frank A. Goodwin dle their own affairs and spend their
today replied to the attack Watt made own money.
on him yesterday in connection with
the Haverhill Shoe Union fight.
$6000 State Salary
In his statement Goodwin charged
"The great defender of the workthat the Haverhill Union, backed by ingman and expounder
labor prinWatt and the Federation of Labor, ciples, Mr Watt, is now of
$6000
was "selling out" the workers, and a year working for the getting
state
operating under orders from the ' still active as secretary of the and is
Massamanufr.cturers, and said the workers chusetts branch of the federation
would wind up with a union of their with another big salary.
own, run by them and for them.
"In these days, with so many
"I don't blame Bobby Watt for workers on welfare or working
fighting to get shoeworkers of Haver- starvation wages or not workingfor'
hill into his union. There are 6000 all, Bobby ought to have enough at
deworkers in Haverhill and the man- cency to quit one job or the other.
ufacturers are forcing them to join
"It is against union principles to
a union they do not want, and pay hold two jobs and gather in two
25 cents a week or $13 a year, or an , salaries.
aggregate of $78,000 a year."
"So far as conditions in Brockton
"This is pretty good pickings for are concerned, I am proud of them,'
Bobby and his federation."
and, what is more important, so are
the 14,000 members of our union. We
i have no chiselers in Brockton."
Points to Two Jobs
Goodwin took Watt to task for
holding two jobs, one $6000 appointment from Gov Curley and another
salary as secretary-treasurer of the
federation.
Press Clipping Service
Last week Get,„rley, after receiving a compMIT—from Haverhill
2 Park Square
workers against the registrar, told
Boston Mass.
Goody./ he would either have to
resign his state position or cease his
activities as unpaid counsel for his
Globe
shoe workers' union.
MassBoston,
The registrar refused to do either,
and the Governor announced last
Monday that in view of the immense
good Goodwin had done for the shoe
workers in Brockton, he, the Governor, did not feel justified in interfering. Watt issued a statement yestorday, charging the Governor with
hacking down in the fight.
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In his statement today Goodwin
said:
"I agree with Fr Coughlin when he
said that the American Federation of
Labor is a racket as it is now run.
Most of its affiliates are controlled,
with labor fakirs who play with the
bosses and sell out the workers. The
greatest thing that can happen for
labor would be for John Lewis to
clean out the dirty mess.•
"Unions are supposed to be voluntary associations of workers organized to bargain collectively with their
employers. In Haverhill right now
the manufacturers have made a contract with officers of Bobby's union
before the union had any members,
and then workers were told if they
wanted to work they would have to
join this union which they did not
want.

EXPECTS GARDNER AND
CLARK REPORT TODAY

Dr Winfred Overholser. State Commissioner of Mental Diseases, said
yesterday that he expects to receive
some time today reports from
psychiatrists who have made, at the
direction of Gov Curley, examinations of the mentiffler of Miller F.
Clark, sentenced to be executed the
week of Jan 12 for the murder of
Ethel Zuckerman. and of Henry A.
Gardner, Worcester man, sentenced
for setting fires.
Commutation to life imprisonment
is sought in the case of Clark, while
the Governor had recommended the
release of Gardner but delayed action
until psychiatrists had made their
examination. The reports will be laid
before the tovernor and after he has
read tIg,ri11 be made public

Feels Goodwin Well Able
to Fight Own Battles
Gov Curley, although attacked for
having backed down in his differences with Frank A. Goodwin, state
Registrar of Motor Vehicles, in a
statement issued by Robert J. Watt,
secretary of the Massachusetts Federation of Labor, yesterday refused
to enter into what he said appeared
"to be a fight between Mr Watt and
Mr Goodwin.*
The Governor said he was shown
by Mr Watt the statement that the
latter later gave the press and declared he had assured Mr Watt that
he "knew of no two men better qualified to add to the gayety and festivity
of the New Year."
Mr Watt, in his statement, made
sarcastic references to Mr Goodwin'i
service as unpaid counsel for the Allied Brotherhood Shoe Workers'Union
in Brockton, which is not affiliated
with the A. F. of L.
"If any trouble results in Haverhill," Mr Watt warned, "the responsibility must rest largely upon the
shoulders of Registrar Goodwin and
his Allied Brotherhood.

Curley Explanation Hit
"If the Governor chooses first to
deliver an ultimatum to Frank Good'win and next to back down before
the registrar, that is a mess of his
own making on which no comment is
necessary, even from employers and
employes in Haverhill whose affairs
have been so seriously menaced by
Goodwin's meddling," said Mr Watt.
"When the Governor goes out of
his way to issue a lengthy alibi for
his decision, however, and discovers
suddenly the extraordinary capacity
and services of 'labor organizer
Goodwin,' it is time for the Massachusetts State Federation of Labor to
give the public the other side of the
story.
"Of course, the Governor claims to
have made a thorough investigation
of Goodwin's activities in interfering
in such matters. The fact that the
Governor has been so busy preparing
his able and far-reaching annual address must have interfered with his
customary accuracy. It appears that
it took the eloquence of the registrar
himself, rather than a study of the
actual facts to justify the Governor's
surprising statement.
"It will be a tough New Year's
present for the people of Haverhill
if the registrar succeeds in accomplishing results such as those which
have depressed wage schedules in
Brockton between 20 and 25 percent,
which have seen the removal or closing of seven shoe factories in the
Brockton district in which between
1800 and 2000 workers had been employed before Goodwin arrived, and
which have transferred much of the
production of the W. L. Douglas factory to Binghamton, N Y. and Rochester. N
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DEFENDS SELF AT FIN COM PROBE

LOUIS A. ROE
Mayor Mansfield's brother-in-law, as he appeared at
the finance commission hearing.

Mayor's Kin Admits Bond Commission,
Denies He Promised City Contracts
that DeMatteo suggested Sharpe and
In a voluntary statement before
Roe get together and agree on a split
the Boston finance commission yesin the commission.
terday elternoon, Louis A. Roe, BosDeMatteo, at the time of making
ton insurance broker and brotherthe suggestion, Roe said, expressed
in-law of Mayor Mansfield, admitted
the opinion that Roe might help
he solicited the business of writing
him get the ash contract in the
$75,00
bond
for
0
a
Martino DeMatteo, Hyde Park distri
ct and to get snow
a Roslindale contractor, and that he plow work from the city. Roe added
accepted a 10 per cent. commission that he made no promise to DeMatteo other than that he would
on the transaction, although the risk speak to Christopher J. Carven, pubwas written by a competing broiser.
)i lic works commissioner,regarding the
Roe declared, however,, that te,! removal of snow. He said he frankly
told the contractor he could not help
solicited the -business in good faith him on
the ash contract.
and was ready to drop out when'he
PROM
ISE ALLEGED
found DeMatteo had already given1
Earlier in the day both Sharpe
and
Sydne
y S. Sharpe,
the business to
Roslindale insurance broker, but DeMatteo, as well as the latter's
son, John, had testified that
Roe,
brought to the DeMatteo
home by
Councilman James F. Finley of
West

Roxbury, insisted on being given
the writing of the bond and promised aid in obtaining more city work
for DeMatteo.
A new phase to the hearing, the
first public one in the finance commission's current investigation of
the placing of contractor's bonds,
developed during testimony given
by Alvin J. Pieczkowski, who lost
the contract for ash and garbage
collection in the 'West Roxbury district for 1936, although he was the
lowest bidder.
Under questioning by E. Mark
Sullivan, chairman of the commission, and Robert Robinson, the newest member. Pieczkowski reluctantly
told of being called to the home of a
man active in politics and of being
asked to contribute $1000 to a campaign fund. The amount requested,
he said, was later dropped to $500.
He declared he did not pay.
This solicitation, he said, came
after the campaign. He admitted
telling the story to a member of the
council, but declined to say in whose
behalf the contribution was solicited.'
Asked by Robinson if he did not
mention the name of Jack McCarthy
as the man who solicited him, he
replied:
"The city councilor can answer
that."
REQUESTS ATTORNEY
Recalled to the stand just beforel
the hearing adjourned to this morning, Pieczkowski was asked by Robinson:
"Will you give us the conversation
that you have testified to here today that you had in December.
1934, with some one you mentioned?
"
"Any chances of postponing that
until I bring my attorney?"
the
witness asked.
Q.—Is it something you are afraid
to talk about? A.—No. I
want ray
attorney here first.
"I think it a perfectly prope
r request made by a layman,"
rupted Chairman Sullivan. inter"It is
granted."
The chairman announced
the
hearing adjourned and all
ses
were requested to re-appeawitnes
r at the
commission's office, 24 School
street,
at 11 A. M. today.
This is the second time the
city's
bonding and insurance
with special reference to business,
Roe,
has
been investigated by the
finance
commission. The previous
hearing,
in the summer of 1934,
resulted in
the commission reporting
it had
found no evidence, that
any • arrangement had been made
present administration to by the
give the
bulk, or any part of the citys
bonding business, to Roe or
any other
person.
It was learned, however,
journment of yesterday's at adthat the finance commissionhearing
plans
to present evidence it has
In the present inquiry to unearthed
Foley, district-attorney, William J.
with suggestion that the prosecutor
his present investigation of broaden,
called school scandal to the the soactivities of the general admini
stration of
the city.
WAS PWA PROJECT
The DeMatteo bond in questi
on
was one required in the PWA
of resurfacing Hyde Park project
avenue.
Sharpe testified he solicited
its
ing and obtained it. A few writdays
later, he said. DeMatteo
infor
him he would have bo releas med
e the
bond because of a call he
had received from Roe and counc
ilman
Finley at his home. DeMatteo
him, the witness said. that he told
was

...
-Dealatteo or his wife came to the to participate in this bond in flit
in "hot water" with the city and
I door. I went in and
wouldn't get any more city contra
told him the delayed stage, is an effort to cut
cts ptffpose of my call
was to solicit the into Sharpe's business?"
unless Sharpe released the bond.
Sharpe told of later visiting Roe bond. He said: 'I'm sorry, but Mr. "No, sir," was Roe's reply.
at his office in Liberty square and Sharpe, who handles my insurance, Roe admitted subsequently, howwas in here about that same thing ever, that he did not think he was
testified Roe informed him:
"You
will have to release the bond to me," and I prepared a statement and he sentinel:I. to the $150 he received as
has taken it to the company.'
commission in the transaction.
adding that he, Roe, could get a
lot
"I said: 'That's all right, you have Q. (By Robinson)—Did you ever
of city work, possibly the ash and
garbage collection contract, for De- a perfect right to do that.' Then his speak to Mayor Mansfield about cutMatteo. The conference resulted. son came into the room. They talked ting in on a contract or other bond?
Sharpe said, in his notifying the a few minutes in Italian. The father A. (Roe)—No.
agent of the Maryland Casualty then said: 'I am very sorry I didn't Q.—Did you ever tell him you were
Company, the bonding concern, that know this before. (Roe later ex_ soliciting these bonds? A.—No, sir.
he was releasing the bond to Roe.
plained that Finley had introduced Q.—Did you have any talk with
DeMatteo gave the final premium hitn as the mayor's brother-in-law), him before coming here today in
payment 'of $500, then overdue,
to If I had, I would have acted dif_ connection 'with this investigatiOn?
Sharpe, who collected the commis- ferently.' I again said it was all A.—Yes.
sion at the time he turned it in and right. He suggested that perhaps
kept this because of his contention Mr. Sharpe and I could get together FINLEY ISSUES ST XTEMENT
Roger Cutler attorney for Roe, sat
Roe had not kept his promises
to and added he would have Sharpe beside
'
him durin
aid DeMatteo.
g his testimony, but
call me.
DeMatteo told the commission
"DeMatteo added: 'You probably at no time participated in the proceedings.
that two days after he gave the can help me get some snow plows.
I
.
Councilman
bonding business to Sharpe, who had am also second low bidder for the
Finley last night
handled all his insurance for five
statement which read in
issued
a
contra
ash
ct
out
Proba
here.
bly you
or
six years, Roe and Finley called
on can help me.' I told him I couldn't -nart••
him. Roe making formal request for help him on the ash contra
ct, but I "In the afternoon press there apthe bond writing.
would be glad to speak to Mr. Carven peared certain statements said to
have been made by a man named
The contractor said he told
Roe about the snow plows."
Sharpe while giving testimony beand Finley that he wanted
snow
CALL
ED
MATT
DE
fore the Boston finance commission.
ED AGAIN
removal work and that Roe
promised he would help him get it.
Continuing, he said he called De- It seems regrettable that the reputaHe
also said, relative to the
Matte
o again before Sharpe came to tion and character of a man could
ash and
be attacked in such a vicious way by
garbage collection contra
ct, that see him. As a result of the con- the unsupporte
d and untrue stateRoe suggested he go out
and get ference, he testified, Sharpe and he ments of an individual
being given
people of the district to sign
com- agreed on a 50-50 sit on the coin- such widespread publicity.
plaints against the then
.
holder of
.
"Prom
the
newspaper account be-1
the contract, Pieczkowski.
It developed from testimony by fore me,DeMatteo gave no
He said
evidence
he did this and took the complaints
Allen Clark, underwriter for the that I attempted
to Roe.
Maryland Casualty Company, that that I told him he to scare him, or I
would get no more
John DeMatteo in part
corrobo- they were paying Roe 30 per cent. city work. This shows conclusively
rated his father's testimony,
commission on bond writings, while that the evidence
by Sharpe was an
Public Works Commissioner
Car- they were paying Sharpe only 20 absolute falsehood. Also, it proves
yen, the next witness, was ques_
per cent. The witness explained that conclusively that I never
attempted
tioned at length concerning
the because of acute competition they to coerce DeMatteo to give his bond
award of the West Roxbury ash
paid a higher commission (30 per to any individual.
and
garbage collection contract for
"During the time that I have had
1935 cent, being the top) to brokers from
Pieczkowski, who had the contra
ct whom they were receiving much the honor of serving the people of
for 1935, was the low bidder
busine
ss or from whom they ex- my home district in
and
the city counDeMatteo was second lowest
. The pected mu ii business. He said that cil I have given this service at a
award was made to the John
after they paid Sharpe his 20 per heavy financial sacrif
Moore
ice.
Never once
Co.the third lowest
cent. when the final premium was have I profited
a single cent at the
paid they paid Roe 10 per cent. on expense of the city a Bosto
Numerous
complaints
n or any
against '
s e reason he 14as the same bond writing, although
one of its citizens because of my
Sharpe was the recorded broker in
not given the con)ract, the
public the transa
membership in the Boston city
ction.
Works head assertfa. DeMat
teo was
Roe testified that Harry Fagan, council."
not considered, he said, because he co-manager of the
Boston office of
lacked previous experience. The the casualty compa
ny, sought him
,
Mopre company, he added, had done out after Mayor
Mansfi
similar work for the city previously elected and offered him eld was
the 30 Der
and had proved satisfactory,
cent, commission on any
bonds he
Pieczkowski testified that he ob- brought
in.
tamed his bond on last year's conClark testified that he had solictract through Roe. In reply to Red DeMat
questions by Commissioner Robin the bond, teo and was promised
telling DeMatteo he was
son he also testified that in 1933 and not concerned
1934 he obtained his bonds through This witness who was his broker.
V:stified that Sharpe.
John Curley, brother of the Gove
after writing the bond,
•
u2E, then mayor.
and stated that Roe called on him
was to share
M binson pressed him as to his with him in
commi
reason for shifting from Curley to tioning on what ssion, not menRoe and he declared that he had mitted that by basis. Clark adreason
had trouble with his payments on Oping into the pictur of Roe "step- ,
e"
the bonds obtained through Curley, sion jumped from 20 the commisto
that the company had been "nasty" Roe getting the added 30 per cent.,
Roe was sharply 10 per cent. !
about them and he went to some one
Chairman Sullivan onquestioned by I
he thought could get him a bond.
his
In his voluntary statement to the "cutting in" on busine ethics in
ss already I
written by another
commission, Roe said in part:
"Here is a businessbroker.
"When the bids were opened and
anoth
Mr. DeMatteo was low, I went out had," he said. "It had er broker
been acto see him to solicit the bond. I cepted. It had been placed
No m
wasn't familiar with Roslindale. I work ,can be done on
it, The asdon't know much about the place. I sured s credit has been
I called up Mr. Finley—I know him thk, satisfaction of the established to
bondnig Loinfrom an insurance standpoint—and pany. They had not only
agreed to
asked if he could tell me where grant the bond, but
DeMatteo lived. He gave me some written it. And the had actually
directions. I said: 'Jim, I think I procured by a broker business was
named Sharpe.
i
will get lost; are you going to be in There
is nothing furthe
r you can
your office?' He said he was. I with respect to that
do!
called for him and he took me down compa
mpany
ny or for the bond for the
fairfor me to say assured. Is it
to DeMatteo's house,
that your effort

WITNESSES AT FINANCE COM
MISSION HEARING

ALLEN CLARK
insurance representative, who testified yesterday
at
the finance commission hearing.

SYDNEY F. SHARPE
Roslindale real estate and insurance broker
, at the
finan..
•
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WATT,GOODWIN
IN FURIOUS ROW
Governor on Sidelines
Pokes Fun at Embattled
I Labor Leaders
A.F.L.CHIEF ISSUES
BLAST AT REGISTRAR
Two of Gov. Curley's appointees
—Frank A.ZilitZwin, registrar of
voters, and Robert J. Watt, member
of the unemployment compensation
commission—were engaged in a furious controversy over organized
labor difficulties while the Governor
stood on the sidelines and poked
fun at them.
Watt, who is also secretary of
he state federation of labor, declared that responsibility for threatened labor troubles among shoe
workers in Haverhill rests upon
Goodwin, who is the official spokesman for an organization of workmen not affiliated with organized
labor.
Watt said it "is a mess of
Governor's own making" if the
he
chooses to surrender to Goodwin
after delivering an ultimatum to
him.

INSPECTS STATEMENT
When the Governor's attention
was called to the quarrel, he said:
"This is a controversy between Watt
and Goodwin and I know of no one
who can contribute more to tile fes- I the Governor's surprising statement.
"It will be a tough New Year's prestivities of the New Year than the
two of them. It looks to me as if ent for the people of Haverhill if the
Goodwin and State Federation of registrar succeeds in accomplishing
results such as those which have deLabor will have a party."
Watt's
statement
denouncing pressed wage schedules in Brockton
Goodwin was inspected by the Gov- between 20 per cent. and 25 per cent.;
ernor before it was released for pub- which have seen the removal or closlication. It follows:
ing of seven shoe factories in
"If the Governor chooses first to Brockton district in which betwethe
en
deliver an ultimatum to Frank Good- 1800 and 2000 workers had been emwin and next to back down before ployed before Goodwin arrived,
the registrar, that is a mess of his which have transferred much of and
the
own making on which no comment products of the W. L. Douglas
facIs necessary—even from employers tory to Binghamton, N.
Y. and
and employes in Haverhill whose af- Rochester, N. H.
fairs have been so seriously menaced
"If any trouble results in Haverby Goodwin's meddling.
hill, the responsibility
"When the Governor goes out of largely upon the shouldersmust rest
of Regishis way to issue a lengthy alibi for trar Goodwin and his Allied Brothhis decision, however, and discovers erhood. No one who knows the facts
will be
suddenly the extraordinary capacity pose of deluded by the registrar's
altruism and self-sacrifice.
and services of 'labor organizer No one
who scans the legislative
Goodwin,' it is time for the Massa- record
of our commonwealth will
chusetts State Federation of Labor • find
any evidence of him or his
to give the public the other side of,
Brotherhood advancing the welfare
the story.
"Of course, the Governor claims to of the working people of the state.
have made a thorough investigation But, any one who cares to read the
of Goodwin's activities in interesting Brockton Enterprise of Sept. 12, 1934,
in such matters. The fact that the will find Mr. Goodwin's statement of
Governor has been so busy preparing thanks to the Brotherhood for fihis able and far reaching annua nancing his radio and newspaper
l
address must have interfered with campaign for Governor, ample reahis customary accuracy. It appears son to explain his own activities in
that it took the eloquence of the Brockton, his interference in Haver
registrar himself, rather than
a hill, and his ability to convince
study of the actual facts, to justify Governor that he works the the
shoe
workers well.
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State House Briefs
By HENRY EHRLICH
Senator Theodore A. Plunkett of Adams, it was learned yesterday, will announce his candidacy for the office of LieutenantGovernor on the Republican ticket. His campaign manager, it was
further understood, will be William H. McMasters, who was secretary of Plunkett's public welfare commission last summer. He also
worked for Gov. Curley during the last state election.
A series of bills to extend the
jurisdiction of the department of
public utilities and to limit the powers of utility companies was filed
by Representative John A. Murray
of Watertown. The bills seek to regulate the conduct a intrastate telephoning, to give the commonwealth
control of out-of-state corporations
which operate in the commonwealth,
to give the property and information collected by the sliding scale
commission to the utilities department, and to prohibit management
and similar contracts between gas
or electric and affiliated companies.

ties department the power of constable, including the right to arrest
any who operate motor vehicles
without the proper certificates.
A resolve memorializing Congress
in favor of immediate cash payment
of the veterans' bonus was filed by
Representative Joseph L. Murphy of
Dorchester. Murphy also seeks legislation to require applicants for
registration as veterinarians to be
United States citizens.

Representative Tycho M. Petersen
of Springfield and Senator Frank Senator James C. Scanlan of SomHurley of Holyoke. It is understood erville denied that he had signed,
that the Skilled Game Operators As- at the request of Frank K. Parks of
sociation of Massachusetts is behind Somerville, a petition to the Great
the measure. Under its terms a fee and General Court for restoration
of $1 would be levied annually on of Parks' driving license, which has.
each machine, and the promoter or been suspended for five years.
lessor would be required to pay a
license fee, the amount of which has Representative Joseph L. Murphy
not been set.
the impression of the front of
Hollywood theatre at a "movie pre
Representative Albert E. Morris miere." There will be realism fron
has joined the series of legislators the front of the theatre to the stag,
their best ti
who seek the popular election of and the cast will do
novel pro
public utilities commissioners. He make this an unusual and
duction.
also
wants
to
prohibit
the
sale
of
Subject to the approval of the
mayor of Boston, veterans who meat and meat products containing
have served 20 years on the Bos- certain preservatives.
ton police force or who have
The repeal of the Massachusetts
reached the age of 65 would be
granted pensions by the Boston milk control act is sought in a bill
police commissioner, under the filed by Representatives Owen ()11terms of a bill filed by Representa- lagher of South Boston and Thomas
tive Edward P. Bacigalupo of J. Lane of Lawrence. Representative Thomas E. Barry of East BosBoston.
ton has already filed a bill to perA bill to require food, goods, or petuate the act.
2 Park Square
merchandise sold in package form
Boston
to bear the name of the place of A proposal for a legislative amendMass,
origin or manufacture was filed by ment to the Constitution to prohibit
oi:1-41-oar>o,
o-oixto-1:44214:
Representative Frederick H. Rein- the defranchisement of legal voters
stein of Revere. Senator Francis M.
HERALD
who
are
recipients
of
public aid or
McKeown of Springfield asks for
Boston, Mass.
the labelling of foreign-made goods, who have not paid a poll tax was
as sought in a bill last year. The filed by Representative Edward W.
measure was defeated at that time Staves of Southbridge. While there
on the grounds that it was duplica- are still statutes on the commonwealth's law books depriving paution of federal legislation.
FEDERAL JUDGES
pers from privilege of voting, these
The registrar of motor vehicles statutes have not been enforced in
The reference in His Waropcy's prowould be empowered, under another recent years. Bills to deprive recitracted
message to the tenure of federal
McKeown bill, to suspend for 45 pients of federal aid of the voting
judges
is
not quite accurate. They are not
days the driving license of operators privilege were defes terl at the last
compelled to step down at 70. They may
who drive more than 45 miles per session of the Legislature.
hour within the limits of a city. He
withdraw at that age after a stipulated
Repeal of the additional excise
would also permit persons. placed
period of service, and then do nothing or
under arrest to communicate with tax of one cent, a gallon on gasocarry out assignments given by the court.
members of their families and with line is urged in a bill filed b RepIf, while on the bench, they are unable to ,
resentative Charles W. Hedges of
physicians of their own choice.
do their work because of infirmity, they
Quincy. This measure runs countMcKeown filled another bill, er to Gov. Curley's recommendamay be replaced. Mere age, unrelated to i
under which persons engaged in the tion of an unspecified increase in
ea ityf
oning properly, is not a
capacity
foror
refmuonvcatli:
handling of food would be required the gasoline tax.
to undergo physical examinations
compel
The Govemptr's proposal is to
Representative Michael T. O'Brien
twice a year.
of Easthampton will ask the Legisretirement at-70-of all new judges. The three
The bill to authorize the licensing lature for a uniform classification of
gentlemen now sitting who have passed 70
and conducting of bagatelle and pin risks under the compulsory motor
would be forced out if they shofild decline to
ball, defeated last year following vehicle insurance law on motor
take advantage of the proposed law. There
charges by Senator Joseph A. Lan- trucks carrying property for hire.
is
thus a vital difference between the federal
that
of
gone, Jr.,
the North End
Governor
and that which the
procedure
funds were being circulated for its
O'Brien also filed a bill to give
commonwealth.
nrotection, has been filed again by truck inspectors in the public utilladvocates for the
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MISS HAWKES
IS ALSO CITED
BY GRAND JURY
Body Holds Its Longest
One-Day Session in More
Than 10 Years
3 OTHER WITNESSES
WILL TESTIFY AGAIN
Members of School Committee Among 13 to Appear Before Probers

•

Dist.-Atty. Foley announced
last night that, at the request of
the grand jury, he had called
three new witnesses and recalled
three others to appear today in
connection with the investigaJUDGE. LEO
_...,
tion of alleged graft and corrupIt was not disclosed why he had
tion in the public schools.
been called before the jurors. His
Notified by telephone last name previously had not appeared
night to be present when the in the mega investigation,
Representative Demeter is a lawjurors reconvene at 10 A. M. today were Municipal Court Judge year and a recent candidate for the'
Boston school committee. He was
Leo P. Doherty of Brighton, attorney for one substitute teacher
State Representative George De- who was alleged to have been approached and offered a permanent
meter of the Back Bay and
At!on
:
Miss ni
v : $1,1050en. The two men alh o
Esther Hawkes of Jamaica Plain
dthiactted
indict
edconannedctaiorne
.
awaiting trial in
Witnesses
ordered
recalled
Demeter was called before the grancl
were Prof. Joseph Wagner,
as- , Jury when that, body heard testimony
sistant director of music in
which resulted in the indictments oi
the
schools; James Hawkes of
the two alleged "bagmen."
JaMiss Hawkes is a sister of James
maica Plain and John F.
Devlin
Hawkes, who was ordered recalled.
of Medford and Charlestow
n.
What her connection has with the
investigation was not learned.
LONG SESSION
•
Wagner has been one of the prinThe request of the' grand
jury
ciple witnesses in the investigation
came after the longest one-day
of the alleged attempt to "sell" the
session of that body in Imre than
post of music director in the schools.
10
years. The jurors convened
He twice has been summoned to give
at 10
testimony in that part of the investiA. M. yesterday and did not halt
their
gation, which,the grand jury is condeliberations, except for lunch
sidering at this sitting.
And
dinner, until 8:30 last night. It
Wagner's story to the district atalso
Was the first night session since
torney opened up the present probe.
REP. GEORGE DEMETER
IIe also said after • 7 refused to pay
Foley became prosecutor.
.$2000
for
the
the
probin
post
g body. The first to aphe was again
Doherty is a prominent lawyer,
approached by another person and pear was Wagner, who
took up his
with offices on Tremont street.
offered the position for $1400.
story where he left off on Tuesd
He
ay,
was nominated by cjakapits a speDevlin is the proprietor of a tavern when the jury recess
ed for New
cial justice of the Bos on municipal i in Charlestown. He has been a close Year's day. He was closeted
with
friend of Wagner for more than
court on March 14, last, to succeed
15 the jury for more than 30 minutes.
1 years.
Devlin. the first of three surprise
the late Special Justice John A. BenHawkes is vice-p
i witnesses, followed Wagner.
The
nett, and was confirmed and in- !Boston Musicians' resident of the others
'Union.
were Hawkes and William
ducted into office on April 3, 1935, i
Leonard of Charlestown, who is
WAGNER CONTINUES
errtSTORY
ployed in Devlin's tavern.
I The long-drawn out
session yesHawkes was questioned for more
terday saw 13 witnesses called
before thai. two hours, longer than any.
;7. '1.71.4,14

1

1

TESTIFY BEFVE(AND ltjY PROBING SCHOOL SCANDAL

BENEDICT FFILGERALD
WILLIAM LEONARD
Of Charlestown, employe of John F. Devlin, Director of music lo the Cambridge schools,
Charlestown tavern owner, also questioned who is reported to have been offered a similar
job in Boston for $5000.
by the Suffolk grand jury.
other witness.' He has been em- '
ployed as a substitute music teacher
in suburban sehools.
Other witnesses were Patrick T.
Campbell, superintendent of the
Boston public schools; Dr. Charles
E. Mackey of South Boston, chairman of the school committee, who
was questioned more than an hour;
Maurice J. Tobin, Frederick R. Sullivan and Dr. Joseph V. Lyons.
school committee members; Miss
Ellen Cronin.dsceretary of the school
committee; Benedict Fittgerald, director of music in the Cambridge
schools; Capt. Francis Doyle of West
Rokbury, a war veteran and former
Boston school teacher, and Herman
Goldstein of Jamacia Plain, a
musician.
When the grand jury convenes on
Monday, 12 architects will be questioned in regard to the award of
ntracts by the school department.
The term of the present grand jury
ll end tonight. At'that time it is
believed they will have returned one
to three indictments in this phase of
the school scandal.

Ii

CAPT. FRANcIS DOYLE
Of West Roxbury. war veteran
and former
ton school leacher. another
witness before
grand jury.
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Saltonstall Answers Gay,Asks
( Less Interference in State Work
Legislature, adopts as his own some
Challenged by Gov. Curley to adof the major objectives of the orvance some constructive ideas for
ganized
taxpayers of the state, and
the conduct of the state government. then, with
regal aplomb, says in efSpeaker Leverett Saltonstall last fect, 'Economy in the state government is most necessary put not until
night countered with the suggestion
that "less dictation to and less I have finished my term of office.'
"What the Governor fails to unpolitical interference with the state
departments will produce more ef- derstand is that taxpayers are deficient and less expensive govern- manding today, and not next year,
economy in state expenses, beginment for our taxpayers."
Resenting ,the speaker's sharp ning in the executive office itself,
criticism of many of the recommen- and they will not be diverted from
dations contained in his annual the objective by fine promises for
message to the Legislature, the Gov- some one else to carry out.
"It is naturally gratifying that in
ernor blamed the speaker among
others for "overcrowding and lack that portion of his message dealing
instituthe
of accommodations in
with expenditures and revenues, the
tions of the state."
Governor has seen fit to restate as
seek
would
he
He indicated that
his own the policies' and recoman $8.000,000 bond issue for a public mendations for which taxpayers' asbuildings construction program, sociations all over Massachusetts
amortizing it over a period of 20 have been fighting for three years.
years at an annual estimated cost of
"Our only hope now is that his ex$400,000.
cellency will not see fit to abandon
Speaker Saltonstall's statement In the constructive part of his legisreply follows:
lative program ELS he did last year
"The Governor apparently does when he failed to give any discernnot consider any work constructive ible support to his own recommends.ions when they came before the
unless it involves the expenditure of
Legislature.
millions of dollars of the taxpayers'
"A notable example was one of the
money.
greatest possible economies—and
that
realize
one of the easiest of achievement—
"Perhaps he does not
were It not for the successful ad- the reform of county government,
ministrations of Republican Gov- which he proposed last year, and
which he left to be supported by taxernors since the war, in- which I payers
alone
so much as a
modestly claim to have played a word from thewithout
executive office."
somewhat important part since 1923,
Meanwhile,
Cabot, secCharles
the commonwealth would not have retary of the Boston L.
Bar Associathe excellent credit which he now ,
proposes to abuse through further) tion, protested against the Governor's proposal for the retirement of
bond issues.
"He talks considerably about so- high court judges on full salary
cial security legislation in Massa- when they reach 70 years of age. This
chusetts, forgetting that the greater plan he characterized as "awful unpart of it was placed on the statute der present circumstances."
Associations of tobacco dealers in
boo's under my leadership as speaker of the Rouse before he became various sections of the state planned
to
organize their forces to resist
Governor.
"If he wants another constructive the passage by the Legislature of
the
Governor's recommendation for
idea, I'll give it to him: Less dictation to and less political interference a retail sales tax of 2 cents on cigwith the state departments will arettes and tobacco.
produce more efficient and less expensive government ror our taxpayers."
Reginald W.Bird, president of the
Massachusetts Federation of TaxAssociations,
payers'
protested
against the Governor's failure to include in his message any concrete
recommendation for reducing the
cost of government
Bird's statement said in part:
"It is easier now to understand
why Gov. Curley spent a great deal
of some one's money to have his
holiday greetings cast in electric
lights and nailed to the front of the
State House. It was because he was
writing his annual message to the
General Court, and he knew it would
contain small comfort for the taxpayer.
"The Governor, who uses such terminology as 'duplicity,' knavery'
and 'chicanery' in characterizing the
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CONVICTS SCORE
PAROLE BOARD
Curley Will Present Protests to Council at
Today's Hearing
Numerous protests lodged by state
prison convicts against the attitude
of the board of parole will be presented to the executive council by
Gov. Curley this afternoon at a
I publirtearing he has called to in! vestigate the policies that have been
pursued by the parole board members in acting on petitions for parole.
The parole board members are Richard Olney. chairman; Matthew W.
Bullock and P. Emmett Gavin. Political observers last night generally
predicted that the hearing would
end in the removal of the three
members.
Henry A. Higgins, a former member of the parole board, said last
nieht that the "so-called investigation" would be a "comedy" that may
have dangerous consequences to the
public,
Discussing the motives for the
hearing, he said:
"A hasty investigation was made
to seek the cause of the breaks and
the amazing discovery was made
that criminals don't like being locked
up and that when they are refused
liberty by the parole llpard they
sulk, yammer and try to 'scram' with
a ticket of leave. That certainly
was a startling piece of information
to dig up. Perhaps the investigators
naively imagined that criminals
should be delighted to have board
and lodging furnished free for them
until the depression is over."
Meanwhile Arthur T. Lyman. commissioner of correction, indicated to
the Governor his belief that much
of the unrest among convicts may
be traced to the severity with which
the parole board has been acting. I
The Governor released excerpts
from seven different cases called to
his attention by unidentified convicts or attorneys for convicts. Several of them charged that they had
been treated insolently by Gavin and
Bullock.
One, serving time for armed robbery, wrote that at the hearing on
his parole petition "Mr. Gavin paced
the floor, shook his finger, accused
and ranted and behaved in all respects in the manner of a browbeating, bull-dozing prosecuting attorney. Whenever he ran out of
material, Mr. Bullock took up the
interrogation and the accusation."
Another inmate complained that
the parole board members went on
vacation last summer without giving
him a hearing, while another said
the judge who sentenced him had
indicated he would be released in
e.

40 months, whereas he now has
served 56 months.
Another attributed a recent shooting affair at Concord to the refusal
of the board to release an inmate
who had served his minimum
sentence.
After reading the letters the Governor concluded that the penal institutions are "smouldering" because
of the parole board's hard-boiled
attitude.
Commissioner Lyman and several
of the heads of the penal institutions will be at the hearing, which
will begin in the council chamber
at 1 o'clock.
I
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Government—Costs
To Stay, Cm....1:4 Asserts
Governor Curie:- today annotInced
that there will be no decrease in
state government costs for a long
time. The Governor was addressing
the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Selectmen's Association at
the State House.
A possible reduction of $2 a
thousand in the tax rate was mention
ed
v.the Governor if his tax
programs
eV accepted. Under the
Governor
plan. the deficit of $10,000,000 met 's
cities and towns last year would by
be
eliminated in 1936. Governer Curley
made a strong plea for the support
•
of his program, which proposes:
Taxation
Building
$ .02 cigarette tax
State House addition
.02 tobacco tax
State Prison building
55.00 on vending ma- Mental
deficients
chines
hospital
Increase in state's War Memorial
share of dog racing
receipts
Continuation of . gas
tax

The Governor's building program
would cost $8,000,000.
Two
Alexanders,
surnamed
Whiteside and Lincoln respectiv
ely,
as well as the board of tax
were hotly attacked by theappeals
Governor. Echoes of the
incipient
stages of the Curley-Ely split
recalled when the Governor were
minded his listeners that as Mayorreof
Boston, he had asked the then
Gov.
Joseph B. Ely to remove Mr.Lincoln,
head of the Tax Appeal Board, for
favoritism to downtown real estate
owners.
Mr. Ely objected to this arguing
that Mr. Lincoln had been a heavy
contributor to his campaign
said Mr. Curley. So he compromfund.
ised
by increasing the board from three
to five members.
"This increase has done no good."
snapped Governor Curley. "In the
last five years, the taxation valuation of Boston has been
reduced
141000000,000."

Boston, Mass.
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Up and Down Beacon Hill
Curley and Townsend

ing for the $200 pension and the
Huey Long forces pushing the
"share-the-wealth" plan, Congress
was aided in adopting the President's program as the first step in
the right direction.
By giving due credit to the Townsendites,
the
Governor
may
eventually win some support from
them in this State. But right now,
Charles M. Hawks, the Massachusetts Townsend Plan manager, is
convinced
Governor,
that the
„hrough his past utterances, has
cooked his own political goose.

ffeirCitrn Hill still seethes with comment on Governor Curley's annual
address to the MIMENEfftisetts Legislature. But few of the commentators
have seized upon the paragraph
which may cause him considerable
grief before the 1936 campaign is
completed.
That little paragraph is aimed at
the Townsendites. It reads: "Although thousands of well-intentioned
Americans believe that the Social
Security program does not go lar
enough, in the judgment of competent authorities it is the one plan Economy and Statues
which the public is prepared to acTo those persons eager for economy
cept. Its acceptance, however, may and efficiency in Massachusetts'
be jeopardized by other plans, which, state government, Governor Curley's
while representing good intentions
proposal for a $2,000,000 war memoand a desire to solve a tremendous rial is the most ludicrous item in his
problem, may destroy the real objec- 'Minuet message.
The proposal comes at the same
tive sought, namely, the welfare of
time the Governor asked for a study
the entire people."
to determine methods of governEconomists Support Him
mental economy. No study, however,
While the Governor does not men- is necessary to determine that the
tion specifically the Townsend Plan, first economy should be elimination
there is no mistaking that he was of this $2,000,000 item.
bearing down on the followers of the
Defeated Last Year
California doctor. And porhaps the
It seems hardly possible that the
Governor's contention is correct, in
as much RS leading economists con- measure will meet legislative apsider the $200 a month pension a proval. It was thrown out last year
Utopian r Ian completely impossible Of course, the lobbies of the patriotic
societies, with considerable power,
of fulfillment.
The Governor most certainly might make a determined battle for
made the statement with complete it, despite the pleas of taxpayers for
knowledge of the growing strength less expenditure.
As for the other bond issue proof the Townsendites in Massachusetts. These people are in no mood posals totalling $6,000,000, there is
to accept compromises, at least not considerable merit in some of them.
Few can argue effectively against
from the present tenor of the public's utterances. Whether they have the need for a new state prison. The
sufficient power alone to overthrow Charlestown State Prison is hardly
a political leader who opposes them conducive to good prison behavior,
is questionable. Yet they may very nor does a term in the prison fit the
well be the deciding factor in an criminals for new lives as law-abiding citizens.
election.
Supported
A Pat for Townsendites
Most penologists agree that a new
That possibility may be the reabuilding
son the Governor maintained a ernor's is imperative. The Govproposal is a new prison for
slender connection with the more felons at Norfolk,
costing $1,000,000.
lavish old-age security planners by The state commissioner of correcgiving them credit for "good Inten- tion, Arthur T. Lyman, undoubtedly
tions and a desire to solve a tremen- will throw the full weight of his
ce behind the measure.
ious problem." Possibly he may yet experien
The Governor-proposed 41,000,00
0
'scratch their backs" with campaign state office
building, however, could
statements.
be eliminatzi this year, in the
There is one real way he may opinion of many. Yet there is some
placate some of the Townsendites. truth in the statement that the state
That is by giving them credit for is paying too much ren for state
offices outside the Capitol.
crystallizing the idea of security for There
is considerable argument in
the aged. It has been often corn favor of the
Governor's 43,000,000
Inented that had not the Townsend- building program for
the mental
ites burst forth with their plan diseases department and the 41,000,000
construction plan for the public
President Roosevelt's more conserv.
ative program might not have wor. health department.
Ittlror M. Mille
a favorable vote,
Aided Roosevelt Plan
Undoubtedly the Townsend followers played a large part in
making
tkie nation aware of social
-security.
With the Townsend planners
fight-
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Parole Board Faces Ouster
As Governor's Council Starts
Inquiry Into Prison Unrest

•

With the start of a public hearing pointed out that the Council had
on parole conditions by Governor been unanimous in demanding that
Cusley and his Council today, Rinse- a public hearing be held to settle
chus
-Ftts turned to examine its pio- the whole parole matter. This was
neer efforts in this branch of penal In part a compromise to more drasadministration, recalling that criti- tic action, for at least one Councism of her parole system has be- cilor was reported to have pressed
come almost chronic in the Com- for immediate removal of the board.
monwealth.
Lyman to Attend
Only last March, Richard Olney,
Asked to appear in the executive
chairman of the State Board of chamber at 1 o'clock today were the
Parole, expressed concern that'con- three board members. Commissioner
tinued disparagement would weaken of Correction Arthur T. Lyman, and
the system's operation here. And the superintendents of all state
today Mr, Olney, with Matthew W. penal institutions.
Bullock and P .Emmett Gavin, the
Their examination was understood
other two members of his board, to be with particular reference to the
were under fire as the result of ac- conditions responsible for prison untion taken by the Council at its rest. During their visits to state ininitial 1936 session on Wednesday.
stitutions the Councilors were said
to have received a mass of evidence
Blamed for Unrest
Arbitrary decisions made by the from prison officials and inmates
them appear to be hotParole Board, charged councilors which made
after a recent hasty survey of houses of violence. fed by dissatisfaction over parole administration.
Charlestown State Prison and the
Governor Curley also has received a
Concord Reformatory, were responsheaf of letters bearing upon the
sible for unrest among inmates and
same situation, he reported the other'
led directly to violence manifested in
day.
outbreaks. Since Governor Curley
Board Defends Action
concurred in this view, little could
In defense of their position, membe done except to start an investigation and determine the actual state bers of the parole board have made
of a iaffr.s
it clear that they place the public
To begin with, certain basic facts welfare ahead of convenience for
underlie all circumstances with prisoners. For example, Matthew W.
which todey's hearing must deal. Bullock, veteran in point of service,
They are:
told the Monitor today that convicts
are released only when the Board of
Leader in Parole Work
1. Massachusetts is regarded at Parole is convinced that they are
a leader in parole administration. not likely to become a public
With Illinois, New York, Ohio, and menace.
Should the present board be disTexas, it is one of the few states
employing a full-time, salaried pa- missed, several Councilors have inrole board. Salaries paid are: chair- dicated that they would like to have
Governor Curley appoint Councilor
man, $5500; aides, $4500.
2. The Bay State. again. is one Frank A. Brooks of Watertown to
of the eight or ten states possessing his old position as chairman. Mr.
what criminologists believe is an Brooks has been widely known in
adequate .field supervisory force to parole administration since 1916,
deal with paroled prisoners. It has and at one time made three recoma staff of 21 men under the board et mendations for the development of
three members. But even though local work, which may indicate his
the Massachusetts parole staff is attitude toward the system. They
larger than in some other states, it were:
Three Recommendations
is said in some quarters to be only
one fourth the size required for
1. Give the board greater discreeffective operation.
tionary power in deciding upon the
parole of prisoners.
2014 Prisoners on Parole
2. Give the board members a
3, On Oct. 1, 1935, there were 2014
prisoners on parole in Massachusetts. larger amount of time in which to
Most of them have been released investigate and decide upon parole
under a state law which requires matters.
t3) Take the parole board out of
that a convict having good behavior records be paroled at the ex- politics by appointing members for
piration of two-thirds of his mini- long terms.
mum term. Last year a law became
effective which gives the Parole
Board greater discretionary power in
the release of prisoners.
Political sentiment on Beacon
Hill today was of the opinion that
all three members of the board will
be removed following the investigation. To support this view, it was
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Parole—Hearing Gets
Under Way at State /louse I
Parole was a big word on Beacon
Hill today as the public hearing on
the issue got under way in .the Executive Chamber, where Governor
Curley and his Council began an
of charges
made
examination
against the Massachusetts system.
Political seers were willing to predict that it will end in the removal
of all three Members of the State
Board of Parole.
Arthur T. Lyman, Commissioner
of Correction, was the /hit itritness
called: Two hundred perStins Were
attracted.
"Low comedy." That is how Henry
A. Higgins, former board member,
rates the hearing. He ridiculed it
last night in a public statement
which charged that the "so-called
Investigation" may have seriOus consequences to the public. "A hasty investigation was made . . and the
amazing discovery was that criminals don't like being locked up," Mr.
Higgins declared.
Concern was alsip felt by political
observers that parole might be
manipulated for political ends by
the Curley machine. Three more
jobs could be found with the removal
of board members,. but more than
that--enormous influence could be
exerted over the welfare of several
thousand paroled prisoners as well
as others seeking such clemency. It
has been done in other states. "Is
Massachusetts exempt?" they asked.
Parole—its history in the
United States and background in
Massachusetts—is discussed in
reviews appearing on this page.

Biltboárds—Lltigaiion
Against

State Dropped

pespite rain today. clearer scenic
views were in prospect fOr,yrnotprists
In all parts of Massachusetts. This
was because billboard companies decided suddenly to drop litigation
against the State, after a decade of
opposition to laws' regulating the
display of outdoor advertising here.
Sign interests were said to have
reached the conclusion that it is
more practical to comply with Massathusetts statutes than to risk defeat in the nation's highest court. In
case of such an event, It was suggested, a precedent would help to
establish signboard regulation in all
states instead of just one.
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Economy—Bird Fails 1
To Find It in Curley Message
"Deeply distressing," described the
manner in which Governor Curley's
annual message was receised•by the
Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers' Associations. This, explained
Ft. W. Bird, president of the association, today, is because "the Governor does not propose a single economy for his own Administration."
"What the Governor fails to understand is that taxpayers are demanding today, and not next year,
economy in the State," Mr. Bird declared. He added: "The problem is
rather more difficult than His Excellency's message would make it
appear. There is every reason to assume that the deficit next year will
be in tbe vicinity of $25,000,000, and
the Governor's tax program ...
' will not bridge such a gap unless accompanied by obvious economies
which he does not propose to make."
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Programme as he did last year wiica
failed to give any discernible support to
his own recommendations when they
came before the Legislature.

Says Governor Backed Down

1936

"A notable example was one of the
greatest possible economies—and one of
the easiest of achievement—the reform
of county government, which he proposed last year, and which he left to be
supported by taxpayers alone without
so much as a word from the executive

GOVERNOR'S
PROPOSALS
DENOUNCED
All Spending and No
Economy, Says Tax
Federation Head
Sharp criticism of Governor Curley's proposal to increase taxes and
spend millions of dollars for public
buildings came from the Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers' Association, through Reginald W. Bird, its
president, last night.
Although approving of the Governor's desire to wipe out the State
tax, Mr. Bird expresses the fear that
the State deficit next year will reach
$25,000,000 and says that the gap
cannot be bridged unless accompanied
by great economies which, he says,
the Governor evidently does not propose to make.
STATEMENT FOR

TAXPAYERS

The statement of President Bird is as
follows:
"It is easier now to understand why
Governor Curley spent a great deal of
some one's money to have his holiday
greetings cast in electric lights and
nailed to the front of the State House.
It was because he was writing his annual message to the General Court, and
he knew it would contain small comfort for the taxpayer.
'The Governor, who uses such terminology as 'duplicity.' knavery' and
'chicanery' in characterizing the Legit!.
!attire, adopts as his own some of the
major ohjectives of the organized taxpayers of the State, and then with
regal aplomb says in effect, 'Economy
in the State government is most necessary hut not until I have finished my
term of office.'
"What the Governor fella to understand is that taxpayers are demanding
today, and not next year, economy in
State expenses, beginning in the Executive office itself, and they will not be
diverted from the objective by line
promises for someone else to carry out.
"It is naturally gratifying that in
that portion of his message dealing with
expenditures and revenues, the Governor has seen lit to restate as his own
the policies and recommendations for
which taxpayers' associations all over
Massachusetts have been fighting for
three years.
"Our only hope now Is that His Excellency will not see fit to abandon the
constructive part of his legislative

I

stances the programme proposed will
not result In any such relief. We fear
that it is just the old story of new
taxes, riot to replace old ones, but to
Provide more money for government
to spend.
"It is the expenditures for buildings
proposed by Governor Curley which
seem to us utterly to negative the good
proposals in this unique message. Taxpayers certainly will not wish to spend
$1,600,000 to add to the State House,
at least until one commission or another can survey administrative practices and
personnel
to
determine
whether the present building may not
house some of the agencies now in
rented quarters.
"It is quite possible that if some of
the unnecessary functions of government were abandoned, less office space
would he required.

caee
"Te
h
Governor has commented on
the fundamental weakness of the report
of the special commission on taxation,
and lie has reached a conclusion with
which we heartily concur. Only by the
appointment of an expert commission,
amply financed and with sufficient time
for a comprehensive study can our tax
system be given the intelligent revision
Care of Unfortunates
Ii needs. The Massachusetts Federation
of Taxpayers Associations proposed
Similarly it is difficult to conceive of
exactly this procedure last spring, and l
an inquiry worthy of the name that
Instead of gaining official support sucwould not concern itself with the probceeded only in winning angry comment
lem of the institutional care of unforfrom members of the commission which
tunates. The taxpayer is just as symhas jug reported.
pathetic as is the Governor in this di"Similarly, the Federation has prorection,
and his sympathy probably anposed a scientific study at the processes
tedates that of the Chief Executive,
of government in Massachusetts to desince the taxpayer has seen the systermine how the elimination of waste
tem born and has paid for its developand extravagance might materially rement to a degree he never anticipated
duce the tax burden. Here again, as
in Its earlier stages.
the Governor in effect points out in his
"It is a common family practice,
message, the official attitude has been
one of obstruction. It has been ofir , when a member of th,e family fans into
need,
to make the best of what is
hope that such a study could be made
available in the emergency. It has
by the same commission named for a
general tax study, and it is our purpose. never seemed practical under such circumstances to build another story on
to suggest once more such procedure.
the house and another stall on the garage, The Governor will find little enSays No Economy for Curley
thusiasm outside a certain element in
"Meanwhile, as has been said, it is
the Legislature for expansion until
deeply distressing to note that the Govpeople can meet their present charges
ernor does not propose a single economy
for government.
for his own administration.
"The Governor practically dissolves
"With the Governor's hope that the
into tears as he paints the picture of
State tax can be eliminated, we have
State wards in crowded institutions, ft
the greatest sympathy. We feel with
is noteworthy that the Chief Execuhint that the State should exist upon
tive has admirable self-control when he
its own revenues without levying upon
comes to consider the taxpayer. He
the real estate in towns and cities. Not .can
squeeze out not even the smallest
only is this better budget procedure for .sob
when he considers the thousands
the State, but it will eliminate once and
twho have lost their homes and those
for all the frequent, if usually errone'other thousands of home owners who
ous, statement by local officials that
are engaged in the discouraging batt e
they cannot economize while the State
to save their property. The taxpayer
ircreases its demands for revenue from
is dismissed thus: 'Attempts to gloss
local sources.
over this situation upon the plea of
-Ive suspect, however, that the proboverburdening the taxpayer should no
lem is rather more difficult than his
longer he tolerated.'
Excellency's message would make it appear. There is every reason to assume
Increase in State Employees
that the deficit next year will be in
"In this connection it is interesting
the vicinity of M.000.000, and the Govto note that the claim of the Massaernor's tax programme clearly will not
chusetts Federation of Taxpayers Assobridge any such gap unless accompaciations
when the 41-hour hill was tinnied by obvious economies which he
der consideration that it would mean
does not propose to make. In other
the addition of 2509 employees to the
words, the State tax cannot be elimipublic payroll, an assertion vehemently
nated on any such basis.
contradicted
at that time by heads of
"It Is also true that the Legislature
departments, is now public acknowlcannot much longer ignore the claims
edged by the Governor to be the fact.
of municipalities for a share of the
"Thum the Federation's forecast of
gasolene tax for local highway purmillions of cost is borne out by the
poses. There can be little disagreement
highest
authority, and the plain concluwith the theory that motor cars have
sion is that, without ascertaining the
made neeessarlie the constructinn of and
maintenance of city and town streets facts for themselves, a majority of the
Legislature chose to accept the assurIn even greater proportion than they
ance of office-holders who apparently
have created a demand for trunk highwere
anxious to face the ultimate conways, and continued diversion of this
revenue to the general fund of the sequences of their recommendations.
"Thus, over and over again the taxCommonwealth will never provide the
relief for real estate promised when the payer is being led to the inevitable
conclusion
that he must Mice no faith
tax was originally levied.
in atatements made for political purposes. More and more he must find
Skeptical of Tax Reduction
out the facts for himself, and more and
"Governor Curley interjected during
more, as he does find them out, he will
the reading of his formal message the
demand changes in governmental pracstatement that the adoption of his tax
tices now designed to serve least of all
programme would mean a reduction
those who pay the bills. Office-holders
of $2 in local tax rates. This is greater r one day will discover
that, unless the
than the amount of the present State industries and, consequently,
the Peotax by a very considerable sum, and ple of Massachusetts
are
permitted to
on the other hand it quite certainly prosper,
someone else will be filling
does not take into account the cost the offices."
of financing the huge building proGovernor Curley's statement yester•
grame proposed elsewhere in the mes- day that Speaker
Levtrett Saltonetal
sage.
"It is our measured conclusion that
even under the most favorable circum-

(")

had not offered any "constructive suggestion" for improving present-day conditions drew a retort from the Speaker
to the effect that the Governor should
stop dictating to State departments and
political interference with them if he
wishes to increase the efficiency of the
government.
The Governor's attack on Speaker
Saltonstall came as a result of the
Speaker's criticism of the message to
the Legislature, in which he said the
Governor had "shouted extravagance
and whispered economy."
"The Governor apparently does not
consider any work constructive unless
it involves the expenditure of millions
of dollars of taxpayers' money," said
:Mr. Saltonstall.
"Perhaps he does not realize that
were it not for the successful administrations of Republican governors
since the war, in which I modestly
MAN WHO KNEW EVERYBODY:
claim to have played a somewhat important part since 1923, the CommonrauL Curley, dining with Edmond J.
wealth would not have the excellent
Hoy, in a public restaurant, shctok
credit which he now proposes to abuse
hands amiably with the stranger who
through further bond issues.
called him "Paul."
"He talks considerably about the
social security legislation in MassaThe stranger, acting like a long lost
chusetts, forgetting that the greater
pal, confided finally that it'd be swell
part of it was placed on the statute
is Paul could get him a nice polished
books under my leadership as Speaker
Job. The Governor's son and the Govof the House before he became
ernor's chief secretary were letting
Governor.
their green turtle soup get cold.
"If he wants another constructive
"I'll help you if I can," said Paul,
'idea. I'll give It to him: Less dictation
, "but why don't you see Eddie Hoy?"
to and less political interference with
the
the State departments will produce ' "That makes it easier," saidthat'"
stranger, "me and Eddie are like
more efficient and less expensive
"Like
fingers:
He held out two intimate
government for our taxmaambeste4000.1
"
.
that!"
"I think," offered Eddie Hoy himself, "from what you say that Mr. Hoy
will be glad to fix you up with someRep. Thomas Dorgan, who has been
thing very real. He's good • to his making a drive for months to have
friends."
private employers add to their pay"Okay; I'll see him and I'll say you rolls additional clerks and salesmen as
sent me, Paul." He turned to Secretary
the best method of relieving the depresHoy: "And who'll I say you are."
sion, yesterday congratulated nnveror
"Oh, just say Eddie Hoy—his nameCurley for his conversion to the Dorgan
sake."
plan.
••••
Calling attention to the Governor's
AWFULLY UNIMPORTANT: The statement in his message to
the Legisgrand annual gubernatorial address lature In favor of having private entergesture was that human moment when prise absorb the unemployed, Mr. DorSpeaker Saltonstall stopped the pro- gan said In a letter to the Governor:
cession on the way tc the rostrum at
"On Sept. 3, 1935, I sent a letter to
the Joint meeting of the Legislature to you, explaining my plan to have the
pause for a hearty handshake with lit- appointment of unpaid committees in
tle Charlie A. Tarbo, a messenger boy: every city and town to survey Indus"Happy New Year, Charles." ... And try in each
community and to study
then the business of the Commonwealth ways and means in which
to create new
resumed. . . . The Boston Chamber of Jobs and
revive
old ones. Emergency
Commerce's M. D. Liming, careful to hoards
net up in every community, just
avoid a warm but particularly dull ar- like
boards set up for emergency drives
gument, escapes with: "I'm merely
to get funds for charity, was and is
listening." . . . Edward C. Donnelly,
my idea. This would eliminate polithe Governor's son-in-law, buys his
tica and would bring hack the one
reading matter and Mrs. Donnelly's
wholesale and en masse: "Give.me this, word the people of the Commonwealth
this, this and this. Also this." And are looking for, and this is, confidence.
walks off with an armful. Travel books, Having everybody working together for
that common purpose—to get men and
mostly.
women hack to private industry—would
• •••
certainly ancompliett good results. I
JURIES AGREE: The other day this do know that is the opinion of disdepartment revealed that the verdicts tinguished editorial writers and that Is
of the Suffolk Judges in criminal cases, an idea well worth giving a chance.
jury-waived, vary less than two per
"Now YOur Excellency, since YOU
1.1, I11'11, Jan. 2—The Women's
cent from the verdicts of Juries. Now, have admitted that private industry is
Republican Educational Club, in a
further figures show that Juries dis- the solution for the unemployed, why
bulletin Issued today, charged that
agree so rarely the chances of legis- not follow up your admission by
Governor kitley's work and wages „r"lation or ton-two verdicts is growing active on my plan, which wouldgaping
bring
gramme
benefltted "only his maslender. Out of some 1118 trials in Sufhappiness and prosperity throughout
lone."
folk county in criminal cases last year, to
years
h
eco
ym
em
er
”
throughout
many
and
'How do Republicans who voted for
the various groups of 12 good men and
Curley and Goodwin feel now?" the
true managed to agree in all but 14
bulletin asked. "Just as many are COW
instances. According to Clerk William
and hungry now as when Governor
Michael Prendible of the Suffolk CrimCurley promised in his campaign that
inal Court, this is the more startling
there would be none."
because of the cosmopolitan make-up
of Suffolk Juries. The men who
in the Jury room to deliberate gather
are Invariably of different religions,
levels of education, extreme remote
backgrounds. But they argue, cast
their
ballots and—in the end—they
agree.
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SAYS "WORK, WAGES/ ONLY FOR MACHINE

Solon Lauds Governor for
Jobless Efforts
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HITS PROBE OF
PAROLE BOARD
Ex-Member Calls It Low Comedy-Hays Rule by Convicts --- Hearing Opens Today
On the eve of a public bearing before the Governor and his Council
on complaints against the strictness
of the Parole Board in the matter of
releasing prisoners, Henry A. Higgins, former member of the board,
last night labelled the investigationbas
1 "low comedy" and ridiculed the idea
of permitting prison inmates to dictate the terms of their release.
Mr. Higgins' statement was issued
after reports in political circles continued to indicate that the hearing
might result in the ouster of tie present Board of Parole.
In his statement, Mr. Higgins said:

•

"The comedy about to be enacted In
the so-called investigation of the parole
board ought, on account of its possible
dangerous consequences, to attract the
serious attention of the public to whom
the parole board has a right to look
for support. It is to be hoped that the
hearing will be fair and that the parole
board will have a chance to present its
case to the public: that much fair play
can perhaps be expected from the Governor, although it would appear from
advance stories In the newspapers that
there has been a pre-determined attitude to oust the board. The comedy
lies in the conclusions for an ouster
being reached in advance of the hearing.
"If the Governor is disinterested in
this case and is bent on acting In the
best interests of the public he may
flnd that instead of removing the parole
board it would be far more advisable
to make other removals. The present
fuss grew out of the recent breaks in
State prison and other penal institutions. A hasty Investigation Was made
to seek the cause of the breaks, and
the amazing discovery Was made that
criminals don't like being locked tip,
and that when they are refused liberty
by the parole board they sulk, yammer
and try to "scram" without a ticket of
leave.
"That certainly was a startling piece
the
of information to dig up. Perhaps
investigators naively imagined that
criminals should be delighted to have
board and lodging furnished free for
them until the depression Is over.
Leniency nit Elsewhere
boards
"All over the country parole

have been invesligating conditions In
the prisons of the State for the past
few weeks.
They will question members of the
parole board and officials from variout
correctional institutions at a public
hearing starting at 1 o'clock today.
Governor Curley will preside at the
hearing and later will decide as to
whether or not he will move for the
discharge of the members of the parole
I board.
The complaint of the prisoners is
backed by officers and guards at State
Prison, Concord Reformatory and Norfolk Prison Colony, it was said last
I night. The charges against the parole
board In the main are that the board
has established the policy of refusing
to allow the release of prisoners, as the
law provides, at the end of two-thirds
of their minimum sentences, no matter
how good their records of behaviour
have been, unless the prisoners can
show that they had no court records
prior to the time of their current imprisonment.

Charge "Bull-Dozing"

Certain of the letters to be presented
today will charge that P. Emmett
Gavin and Matthew W. Bullock, a majority of the parole hoard, have used
tactics similar to those of a -browbeating. bulldozing' prosecutor when
applicants for parole were before them.
tr-eve'been under fire for being too genand that Chairman Richard olney has
prone in opening prison doors and free- .
T sat silently by while all kinds of accuing dangerous criminals, but here,
sations were hurled at the prisoners.
through some perverse tw.ist of the
They contend that after hearings of
mind, there are come people who seem
this character, the men have been -set
to think that a parole board should be
back"—told that they could not be reousted because instead of being softleased until at least their minimum
hearted and soft-headed, it is practical.
sentence had been served. As a result
discerning, and above all, considerate
of these set-backs, the prisoners and
of the public welfare. Here we have
some of the prison officers contend, the
members of a parole board who are permen go back among their fellow prisonforming their duties conscientiously and
ers greatly embittered, with the result
thoughtfully ander oath of office; they
that they stir up trouble.
are beyond reproach in cleanliness from
One inmate who has written to the
even eusplcion of graft, and they have
executive department charged that the
made no blunders In releasing danger. latest shooting affair at Concord Reone criminals into the community, yet
formatory was - because of set-backs
there Is political talk of removing them.
which were resented by prisoners.
"For what? Have they angered the
political friends of imprisoned crimGovernor Interested
inals? Have they placed public safety I
Governor Curley indicated yesterday,
above political accommodation? If they
after a conference with Arthur T. Lyhave they have only been living up to
man, commissione'r of correction, that
the traditions of that board since it
he is deeply interested in the situation.
was created more than 20 years ago.
He said, however, that he will allow the
The Maseachusetts Board of Parole has
Councillors to present the case against
always been above reproach because It
the parole board at today's hearing and
has consIstently defied political control.
will then make his own decision as to
Duty of Ciovernor
what action should be taken.
"Mr. Lyman has talked with me from
"But the prisoners are dissatisfied!
time to time," said the Governor,
Well, isn't that tragic? The wolves are
"about the failure of the parole board
hungry and In bad temper, so we must
to discuss possible release of prisoners
satisfy them by throwing the shepherd
with him. He said the prisons are
to them! To such a grim sense of
smouldering because of the board's
humor we hardly expect the Governor
action."
to subscribe. He himself has a duty
The names of prisoners who have
to the flock upon whom the wolves
written letters of complaint or their
Would then be free to prey.
attorneys were not disclosed by Lieu"A thorough investigation of what is
tenant-Governor Hurley'last night. On
wrong in the penal system might re.i
seven letters made public, only numbers
Veal that the fault lies with the adwere used. Excerpts from the letters
ministration of the Institutions.
The
were as follows:
head of the correctional department
Case No. 1—Watertown youth servand his subordinates ought not to 'ft
ing five years for robbery, sentenced
allowed to pass the buck to the Par ,Die
to Concord in December of 1934.
His
Board every time there is a bre:ak.
counsel wrote the Governor, in part, as
Their job is to hold the criminals, pi
follows:
custody until, in the judgment of thi.
"When I went to the State House for
Parole Board they are fit to be libtratan informal interview with the board
ed. It Is not an easy job, but if it is
concerning the case 1 met ,with little
too much for those charged with the
consideration and was told by Mr.
care and custody of the prisoners, they
Gavin at the outset that he would not
ought to get out.
consider letting this boy out, and he
"When prison administrators think
was promptly echoed by Mr. Bullock.
that the best way to reform criminals
"The boy's release on parole was fais to allow them to dictate both the
vored by District Attorney Bishop, by
terms of their imprisonment and their
Assistant District Attorney Foisy who I
release, it is about time some one
prosecuted the case, by the probation
would have sense enough to know what
officers of the Superior Court at Camle wrong."
bridge, by the chief of police of Watertown, by the Senator from the district
To Question Members
and by the two Representatives from
A large batch of letters from prisonWatertown. Superintendent Dee spoke
ers has been received at Governor Curnicely of him and the record at Conley's office and several of them were
cord showed that his conduct was permade public by Lieutenant-Governor
fect, that he had received the grade
Joseph L. Hurley last night. The Lieustripes and diamonds for perfect contenant-Governor and the Councillors
duct.

Board Interviews Boy
"All four of the complainants wrote
letters favoring the boy's release.
"At this hearing I could hardly present my case. With my opening sentence, Mr. Gavin engaged in acrimonious debate with me. There was nothing judicial about the proceedings. Mr.
Gavin was arrogant, arbitrary, unreasonable, argumentative and not open
to any argument or resoning whatever.
Mr. Bullock supported him in this attitude. The chairman was silent for
the most part, and I was of the Impression that he did not know much
about it and was in the hands of the
two associates.

"The board later visited the institution at Concord and brought this boy
into a front room and put him on the
grill for two hours. Mr. Gavin paced
the floor, shook his finger at the boy,
accused and ranted and behaved himself in all respects in the manner of a
brow-beating. bull-dozing, prosecuting
attorney. Whenever he ran out of material, Mr. Bullock took up the interrogation and the accusation.

Leader Given Parole
"I ought to add for your information
that, prior to my hearing, Mr.
the young man who was the leader of
this gang, planned all their crimes, received the loot and disposed of it and
divided the proceeds according to his
own judgment, had been released on
parole. I understand that no one appeared before the board except his
father. While the ringleader Was given
his release on parole, the .. . boy was
denied his release.
"Gavin put this boy in tears, broke
his spirit, abused him, and his mother
and father are eating their hearts out
and afraid to take any further action
of any kind for fear that the board
I will punish the boy further."
Case No. 2—inmate of Norfolk prison,
sentence and crime unknown. Letter
states that he was informed he was to
have a pardon hearing Aug. 8 and subsequently informed that the board was
leaving on a vacation, "Up to the
present time 1 hav.2.1't received a single
word of any sort of information with
reference to the promised hearing," the
prisoner wrote.
Case No. 3—inmate of Norfolk serving live to seven years, committed to
State prison in 1931. He writes that
when he applied for parole in 1934,
after serving two-thirds of his sentence, "1 received my minimum sentence and I think I was handed a raw
deal," the inmate declated. Ilia letter
continued: "The judge that sentenced
me, told me that I would be paroled in
40 months, two-thirds of my minimte-t
If my record in prison was good. I
have now served 16 months over my
parole date."

I

His letter read: "It may be of some interest to you to know I am a first offender. I have a perfect record and
have observed all the rules and regulations of this institution in a faithful
manner. On Aug. 12 I was eligible for
parole and had favorable action been
decided in my case I would have been
released on Oct. 3. The question of
why I wasn't granted a parole of which
I had tried so hard to be worthy Is
more than my good friends or I can
comprehend."

Inmate of Norfolk
Case No. 7—Inmate of Norfolk, sentenced in 1931 to serve five to 10 years.
He writes: "No more parole is the title
of the song sung in jail now. The
board desires to salvage our prison
Population, but first must he given the
protection of the public. Yes, I agree
with them there, but there are 300 men
down here now who are not a bit of a
risk out on parole, hut God only knows
what they will be after serving the second sentence given them by these three
men. The majority are pretty well
saturated with bitterness right now. As
to good conduct while in prison, the
parole rules or law reads that if a
man's conduct is good while in prison
he shall be released on parole. When
a judge sentences you he figures you
shall stay in jail until your parole time
and then be released on parole. If after you are released on parole you are
considered a bad risk, then and only
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GOODWIN WILL
ANSWER WATT

Of the 38,000 loans made by the
Home Owners' Loan Corporation in
the New England region, which includes all New England States except
Connecticut, there are delinquencies
in close to 20,000 of the loans.
This was revealed last night by
Thomas S. Curley, assistant regional
manager of the HOLC, who at present is directing the organization of
the home owners' loan servicing department.
TO INVESTIGATE
It

Ready to Assail Labor
Secretary Today

The fiery labor controversy in Governor Curle.y's little cabinet is set for
another explosion today, when Registrar Frank A. Goodwin delivers his
A Fourth Case
promieed blast against Robert .T. Watt
of the State Unemployment Insurance
Case No. 4—inmate now at Norfolk,
Commission.
transferred there from Concord, servCommtestoner Watt, who Is also secing five years indefinite sentence. His
retary of the State Federation of
letter read in part: "I served 15 months
Labor, yesterday criticised the Gquizor
for "hacking down" on his pronin to
In Concord and was transferred here In
fire Goodwin. The labor secretary
Norfolk; served the other few months
placed upon the eihoulders of the regismaking it 20 months altogether, then I
trar full responsibility for any trouble
saw the Parole Board and they gave
that may result from the Haverhill shoe
me maximum last June. Not a single
lock-up and a perfect conduct record i• workers' strike, and blamed him
for
in both Concord and Norfolk. The case
the transfer of Brockton shoe firms t41
work department will vouch for me on
other States.
this statement."
The Governor himself stepped clear
Case No. 5—Inmate of Norfolk, crime
of the labor row. "It's a controversy
and sentence unknown. His letter read
between Goodwin and Watt," he said,
in part: "I wish to add more outstandadding: "And I know of no ono who
ing facts concerning Massachusetts
can contribute more to the festivities
criminal making plant in our State
ot the New Yeat than the two of them.
House labelled Parole Board. Do not
It looks to me as though Goodwin and
overlook the fact that the latest shootthe State Federation of Labor are
ing &ifsAr a4 tbs Cannon teformatory,
going to have a party," the Governor
laughed.
tvas because of set-backs, in other i
words, re-sentenced by three men. Such
goings-on as the present Parole Board
is putting over right now; three, four
and five-year set-backs for first offenders ts enough to drive any man insane."
Case No. 6—Inmate of Norfolk serving seven to 10 years, a first offender.

1

20,000 Out of 38,000
in This State Among
Delinquents

le the purpose of the servicing department to Investigate each delinquent
case in an attempt to discover the reason why payments have not been kept
up to date. Last Saturday 16 girls were
transferred from various other divisions
which make up the HOLC office here to
the servicing department, and the roll
of workers in this department will be
Increased to 60. Only employees whr,
formerly were connected with the programme will be employed.
Field representatives will be empowered to investlirato cases In the five
States of the region, and these persons
will visit the delinquent borrowers in an
effort to have them keep their payments
up to date.
The 20,000 delinquencies cover those
from one month to those of several
months, Mr. Curley declared, but he
pointed out that only delinquencies of
three months or more are considered
serious.

Mortgages Foreclosed
Ile stated that the delinquencies are
a reflection of business conditions in
the various areas, and he explained that
while payments In Vail River, a textile
' city, are very poor because of conditions there, the payments in Lawrence,
another textile city, have been very
, good.
In ninny cases the government has
been forced to foreclose mortgages, in
which payments have not been made,
' ley pointed out that in
and
Mansachus
there have been comparatively a large amount of foreclostires, since the Massachusetts laws &I- I
low & much easier foreclosure than do
laws in other States.
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LETTING THEM OUT
The public should have both sides
of the case in any hearing for the
removal of the Board of Parole. Apparently, the whole case against the
Board of Parole consists of statements by prisoners and some prison
officials.
The public is pretty sick of the
easy parole business of the past. It
is even sicker at the wholesale releases of murderers, bandits and
holdup men by the gayanor and
Council, despite Governor Curley's
warm attack on the pardons of the
Ely administration in his 1935 inaugural message.
If we are going to keep up this
,business of pardons in bunches and
also repudiate the Board of Parole
by removals and the appointment of
new men who will be virtually instructed to make paroles easier, then
' the public can expect trouble in
I plenty.
/ All over the country, in the East
especially, there has been widespread
protests against an easy parole system. The number of men on parole
who have committed desperate
crimes is appalling in New York.
Our Board of Parole has refused
to parole men in prison w'no have
previous bad records. The fact that
they may be "good prisoners" means
nothing. It is the slick, shrewd
criminal who behaves himself in
, prison and who has friends outside.
The cunning criminal is the dangerous one. He gains the approval of
prison officials by his good conduct
and his willingness to act as a "stoolpigeon."
Whenever there is an outbreak in
a prison, the officials always have an
alibi. Too long sentences by judges,
too much strictness on the part of
the Board of Parole, too few pardons, etc., are, advanced as excuses.
The fact that prison discipline may
be at fault is never admitted, yet that
is the reason in the vast majority of
cases.
Even when a guard is killed by
two desperate prisoners, due to the
folly of the prison officials, there is
a ready alibi which will not admit the
mistake.
We are in the midst of the most '
lawless era this country ever saw.
Right here in Boston we have holdups nightly. We have gangster killings, most of them unsolved. Our
streets at night can no longer be considered safe.
._

Yet some members of the Council
seem more concerned about the complaints from bandits, thieves, holdup
men, gangsters and other desperate
criminals who have, by great good
luck, been landed behind the bars,
than for the protection of the public.
It is nel easy matter in these days
for the police to land law breakers
in jail. Most convictions of desperate
criminals come hard. But once the
police do land one in State prison,
the movement for a parole or a pardon starts. And the most powerful
factor in such things is notifies.
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CURLEY LASHES BACK
AT MESSAGE CRITICS
Gov. Curley yesterday lashed back at the critics of his annual message and especially administered a stanging rebuke to
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall, who led the opposition by bluntly
charging that the governor's mes
sage "shouts extravagance and
whispers economy."
Stung by the attack from Saltonstall, who is a candidate for the Republican nomination for governor
this year, Gov. Curley challenged
the Speaker of the House to show
where he had offered a single constructive suggestion for economy in
istate government during his years
'of public service.
"Surely, after the length of
time Mr. Saltonstall has served in
the Legislature he ought to be at
least in the position to present
one constructive and helpful suggestion. If he fails to do so, it
would appear that his years here
have been wasted," the governor
assert ed.
"I am unaware of any recommendation from him, during his
long service, that would be conducive to more .economical administration of government, or
of increasing revenue so that the
burden, all too heavy on owners
of real estate, might he reduced.
"In his desire to he critical he
has overlooked the important
fact, as pointed out in the message, that the overcrowding and
lack of accommodation in state
institutions has resulted over a
long period of years, and is
something for which I am not
responsible. It is the responsibility of officials who had charge
of the administration of the
state.
"During the greater period of
the time in which overcrowding
has existed, Mr. Saltonstall has
served as a member of the Legislature or as Speaker of the
House. If in accordance with
their duties and obligations they
had provided for the wards of
the state there would be no occasion for a major expenditure
at this time.
"Such an expenditure is now
necessary If we are to preserve
the honor and good name of the

Commonwalth and discharge our
obligations."
In the wake of the G. 0. P. adverse comments followed attacks
from officials of the Boston Bar
Association, the Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers' Associations
and wholesale and retail tobacco
dealers' associations.
Charles L. Cabot, secretary of the
Boston Bar Association, characterized the governor's suggestion that
judges be retired at the age of 70,
as "awful, under the circumstances." Norman McDonald of the
taxpayers' federation termgd the
proposed new taxes as "most disappointing."
On the other side, loyal Democrats praised the courage of the
governor and. predicted that most
of his recommendations would be
paased during the present session.
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ALL FOR CITY-WIDE HAVERHILL
SHOE PLANT STRIKE FIZZLES
to oeuver an ultimatum to
Frank Goodwin and next to back
down before the registrar, that
is a mess of his own making, on
which no comment is necessary,
even from employers and emThe city wide strike, which the ployyes in Haverhill whose affairs
United Shoe and Leather Workers have been so seriously me.naced
Unioa had called for all Haverhill by Goodwin's meddling.
shoe workers, completely failed tol
'When the governor goes out
materialize yesterday.
his way to issue a lengthy
of
Not a single shoe worker in the
however,
city walked out: all the factories alibi for his decision,
the exoperated on a regular schedule and and discovers suddenly services
40 police stood by with nothipg to traordinary capacity and
is
of 'labor organizer Goodwin' it
do.
s State
The strike that failed had its time for the Massachusett
give the
repercussions in Boston. though, Federation of Labor to
the
public the other side of
.when Robert J. Watt, secretary of
story.
the Massachusetts Fedesation of
"If any trouble results in HavLabor, levelled a sharp attack on
rest
erhill, the responsibility must of
Registrar of Motor Vehicles Frank
rs
largely upon the shoulde
A. Goodwin for hts. activities in
the Haverhill situation,
AlRegistrar Goodwin and .hi.
Goodwin backed the Brotherd."
hood of Allied Shoe Trades of
therhoo
lied Br ,
Brockton, a union which has atGov. Curley, informed of Watt's
tempted to organize workers in.
statement, declared:
the Haverhill territory.
n
But yesterday, most of Haver"This is a controversy betwee
I know
and
hill's shoe employee went to work
l,
Goodwil
and
Watt
undr an agreement with a .third
contribute
of no one who can
union, the Boot and Shoe Workfestivities of the
the
to
with
more
ed
is
affiliat
which
Union,
era'
the two of them."
the American Federation of Labar.i New Year than
They were working under the /
terms of a new agreement with the
manufacturers, which the Boot and
Shoe negotiated after the United's
agreementra n out on the last of
the year.
The only pickets visible on Haverhill streets were officers, agents
and executives of the United union,
and there were only a few of them
at each plant.
The United union, however, has
called mass meetings for Friday
and Saturday evenings and Saturday afternoon.

ALL FACTORIES
OPEN WITH ALL
HANDS ON JOB

HITS AT GOVERNOR
In Boston, Sec. Watt eslereing
Into the controversy between
Culay.. and Goodwin, in which Thè
governor first demanded Goodwin
cease his labor activities or leave
his motor vehicle position, decla red:
"If the governor chooses first

•
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DON'T LET THIS HAPPE
Safe Driving Pledge
Approved by the Boston Felice Department

In the interest of accident prevention and safer
motor car driving conditions on Boston and New England
highways and in co-operation with the Boston Daily
Record, I am making the following pledge:
1. To drive at moderate speed in my proper traffic lane or on my own side of road.
2. Not to path cars or other vehicles on curves
or hills.
3. To stop at stop signs.
4. Not to jump traffic lights.
5. To be particularly watchful for pedestrians
stepping into traffic from parked cars or from
behind parked cars.
6. Always to hand signal showing intention of
turning left, right or stopping, and not to leave
curb without looking and giving a signal.
7. To refrain from reckless driving.
8. To be fair to other drivers in all respects.

Cooperate With the Daily Record Safety Campaign. Sig
The modern automobile, perfectly safe in
Does this picture shock you? It should.
directly
the hands of intelligent drivers, cannot be
is
designed
to.
bring
It
to
meant
is
It
blamed.
home to you, as it did to us, the horror of
Intelligent driving includes intelligent
statistics.
cold
CARE
chilof the car. Brakes should be ex36,000
women
men,
and
About
amined
accidents
in
at least once every four months.
in
automobile
killed
dren were
Chains
should
those
be used when roads are icy.
the United States during 1935. Of
Windshield wipers should work well enough,
killed 16,000—nearly half—were pedesstrongly enough, to keep the windshield
trians. More than 2,000,000 persons were
clear when it is snowing. Tires should be
injured in automobile accidents. Many of
looked after. If they are old and treads are
those injured suffered hideous torture.
worn off, new tires should be put on. New
In Massachusetts the number of autotires are cheap insurance if they save you
mobile deaths during 1935 was 779, not infrom death or injury in a wildly skidcluding those seriously injured during the
ding car.
closing days of the year and whose recovery
The
uncertain.
number
still
of
The Daily Record has launched a -Drive
persons
is
injured in the state from the same cause durSafely- campaign. This campaign has the
endorsement of Governor Jmc.Curley,
ing 1935, pending final figures, is estimated
. 0 111111
Insurance Commissioner Francis I. DeCelles.
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A.F. of L."Dirty Mess"
Goodwin Retorts to Watt
"Labor Fakers"
Aid the Bosses,
Registrar Says

not surprised to hear what he says.
"I werve on the unemployment corntrativeI
pensat
t commission not as adminis_d but as a board member represent! ' the employees of Massachusetts. The law requires that some representative labor man serve on the
board, just as it requires the appointment
of an employer representative such as
'Frank Allen. I would not have accepted
the appointment under any other circumstances. Goodwin knows this just as
well as the governor does.
"As for reffrieng from one or the
other, I stopped receiving a pay check
from the Federation just as soon as my
State salary started. Kenneth Taylor
of Springfield was appointed to take over
the bulk of my old work.
"I may some day resign from the commission, but if and When I do,. it will not
be because of the registrar's suggestion
but the interests of the working people
from the outside."

Demands State Federation Secretary Drop One of Two
Jobs

Sees Shoe Workers
Give $78,000 a Year
"Pretty Good Pickings for
Bobby and His Federation,"
Goodwin Aver
,
Asserting that it is against union
principles to hold two jobs and gather
two salaries, and that Robert J. Watt,
secretary-treasurer of the State branch
of the American Federation of Labor,
"ought to have common decency to quit
one job or the other." Registrar of Motor
Vehicles Frank A. Goodwin today continued the controversy in their rivalry
r organizing Haverhill shoe workers.
Watt, who is a member of the State
Unemployment Compensation Commission, replied to Goodwin's onslaught with
a statement that when ha began receiving a State salary he stopped receiving
a pay check from the Federation.
Goodwin's statement was in reply to
Watt's charge that the registrar's activities in organizing Brockton shoe workers in an independent union had resulted
In lower wages, increased unemployment
and the departure of several shoe
factories from the city.
"I don't blame Bobby Watt for lighting to get the shoe workers of Haverhill
into his union," Goodwin said. "There
are about 6000 workers in Haverhill and
the manufacturers are forcing them to
3oin a union they do not want, and pay
26 cents per week or $18 a year, an aggregate of $78,000 a year.
"That is pretty good pickings for
Bobby and his Federation.
"I agree with Father Coughlin when
he said that the American Federation
of
Labor is a racket as it is now run.
Meat of its affiliates are
controlled by
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(Moto by Conlin)
Frank A. Goodwin

WORCESTER MAYOR

-- - -TO ATTEND 2 DINNERS
labor fakers who play with the Wises
WORCESTER, Jan. 2 — Mayor
and sell out the workers.
"The greatest thing that can happen John C. Mahoney, after several days
for labor would be for John Lewis to of concentration, today offered a
clean up the dirty mess.
"Unions are supposed to be voluntary solution of a politico-social probassociations of workers organized to lem which has been carving wrinkles
bargain collectively with their employers. In Haverhill right now the mann- in Democratic brows since it first
fa,cturers have made a contract with of- became known that rival Jackson
ficers of Bobby's union before the union Day dinners will be given here next
had any members, and then workers Wednesday.
were told that If they wanted to work
The mayor, like many others, did
they would have to join this union, but not want to miss the dinner of
they did not wish to.
Young Democrats, at the Bancroft
"Mr. Watt and his gang are not going hotel, nor the rival dinner at the
to get away with it because the Haver- same hour, given
by the newly or11117. workers, without help, legal, moral
and financial aid are going to pick their ganized Andrew Jackson Club at
own union, handle their own affairs and the Hotel Aurora.
spend their own money.
"I shall attend both dinners," said
"This great defender of the working the mayor today. Maurice V. O'Toole,
man and a founder of union principles, Curlycampaign manager here and
Mr. Watt, is now getting $6000 a year
!Tflical of the state board of tax
working for the State and is still act:ve
as secretary of the State branch of the appeals, hailed the Mahoney solution with joy. He will do likewise,
A. F. of L., with another big salary.
"in these days, with so many workers hoping to please both the Young
Democrats and the Andrew Jackon welfare or working for starvation
wages or not working at all, Bobby ought soners, who have resented the fact
to have enough decency to quit one job that James A. Farley delegated to
or the other.
the younger politicians the task of
"It is against union principles to
arranging The official dinner. How
two jobs and gather In two salaries.hold
"So far as condaions in Brockton are the dinners can be attended at the
concerned, I am proud of them and, what same time has not been arranged,
is more important, so are the 14,000 mem. but it now seems likely that a parade
' of more than 500 persons will be
berm of our union. •
passing hack and forth between
"We have no labor chiselers in Brockhotels, inspired by New Deal oratory.
ton."
Watt Makes Reply
Informed of (toodwin's latest statement, Watt made public the
following
reply:
"Knowing when I made my original
statement that the registrar would use
his usual slanderous, tactics against
me,

n
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Curley Sees $2
Local Tax Cut
by State Levies
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rakes Number
Plate C \se to
High Court
Mathey Finds His No. 518
Given Curl's Former Chaufand Gets Busy
turrt•—
ussed of who
The question often discstra
tion plates
r wns the automobile regi
s probably will be
issued in Massachusettlt
on taken
acti
of
decided soon as a resu
Mathey of 541
today by Nicholas W.
asks the suCommonwealth avenue, who
Frank A. Geo&
preme Court to compel ber he has had
win to restore the low num
tor the past six years.
ber for 1535
Plates of that same num
Mannion, former
were issued to Charlesor Curley epd at
chauffeur for Govern
equipment
present supervisor of motor
t of Public
tor the State Departmen
Works,
is a Lynn
Counsel for Mr. Mathey, who tion for a
manufacturer, today filed a peti
Registrar
writ of mandamus to direct ply with
Goodwin immediately to com
registration
Mathey's request for 1936618.
plates bearing the number
hey has
The petition recites that Matsix
years.
enjoyed use of that number for
one year:
with the exception of part of
s of
nent
iret
that he complied with all requ
applicathe registry relating to making stra
tion
tion, last fall, for the same regi ce from
noti
number and that he receivedplat
a
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.the registry that the 518
sent to
registration certificate wouldutbe
Nov. 26.
him by parcel post on or abo
He didn't get them.
Sinle then he has made oral and writ
forten requests for restoration of his tha
t
mer registration number and alleges
ved at
he has been wronged and aggrie
his failure to secure it.
Harry W. Taity, counsel for Matheye.
gates that the registry officialj hav
offered his client plates bearing the
He
number 36,618, which were refused. tha
t
also announced that he discoveredn and
518 had been issued to Mannio
that when the case is heard, on Jan. 7.
he will make that statement in court,
At the registry, today, it was said
sthat when Mr. Mannion applied, regi
was
tration No. 518 was available and tha
t
assigned to him. It also was stated es is
tiff giving of certain registration platmonby a privilege granted by the Com set
wealth and that there Is 110 law or er.
rule governing the distribution of plat
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The Plumber's Good Fight
i Must Go On

procedure. The Federal Government
will not long continue to build this
State's roads for it in such lavish measure as in the recent past.
Thus the need to continue the Boston
Chamber's fight for economy in the
State Government is not reduced but
increased by the governor's latest proposals. Under the appealing slogan,
"Eliminate the State Tax," the public
runs the risk of being loaded with many
new taxes, only to discover next July
that the State tax is still being levied
on real estate just about as it always has
been in the past. Not only on tax matters, but f.n ninny another field of civic
progress and protection, the Boston
Chamber of Commerce is doing excellent
work under the able, fair-minded and
forecful leadership of Eliot Wadsworth
as president. The chamber deserves
widespread support, both in its labors for
public improvement and for its prompt
exposures of the facts, instead of the
fancies, underlying important issues of

the council. Untifatig. 1, 1934, the consmissloner of correction or his represent
tive, served as a member of that board.
"As early as September of 1934, I, as
commissioner, through the advice of several heads of institutions, became eons
corned in setbacks to a maximum to inmates. After talking with representas
tives of the Federal parole system, I was
informed that it was their policy to set
the men or women back for an indefinite
period, with the understanding that no
action would be taken for at least the
first year of that period.

The realities of the State's budgetary
Results Were Favorable
from
outlook for 1936—as distinguished
"This policy left definite hopes in the
them
about
minds of the prisoners and prevented the
Governoissaurley's romancing
was the
spreading of ill feelings to other prisoners.
—all go to show how important
Upon my return from my conference with
an organisuch
by
year
last
done
work
the Federal parole officials, I talked with
i members of the State Parole Board and
s.sion as the Boston Chamber of ComHater, at my suggestion, two members
merce, and how urgent it is to keep up
I were' sent to Washington to attend the
is
There
year.
the fight in this new
White House crime prevention confets.
ence in order that they might be given
more, not less, need to prevent unwise
an opportunity to study the Federal parole
and unnecessary State expenditures,
system."
and to keep down the taxes wrung from
"I found that the situation grew more
of
; serious. Major Dee, superintendentfirst
the people of Massachusetts.
Concord Reformatory, was the
the
'
.
be
to
job
big
first
atIn this regard, the
': to bring the matter forcefully to my to
tention. MY attention later was called
done i3 to cut through the pleasing words
then
this situatino by Warden Hogsett,
,s-ith which Governor Curley clothes his
in charge of State Prison.
spread among
recommendations of many new taxes, government.
"The thing seemed to
fluters. ronfPrAlaCeS
the inmates and I held
and get at the facts and figures behind
with institution heads and members of
this seductive dressing. Again and again,
the board of parole.
in his annual message, His Excellency
"It seemed to accumulate from time to
time, and upon returning from vacation
raises the hope of "eliminating the State
In England, during which I studied the
tax." But it is important to note that
English parole system, the unrest was
even more severe.
not once does he offer any positive prom"About this time Frank Howland was
ise of such an achievement. How can he
sent to my office and I assigned him to
possibly do so, when it comes to the prachandle the parole problem. He advised
me the matter was the most important
tical task of collecting enough money to
problem we were struggling with.
meet the State's swollen expense budget?
"The break at Concord came at about
In 1935 the Commonwealth faced a defiOct. 8. I have never said publicly and
will not say that the break was the fault
ciency of $22,500,000, after all of the
of the parole board or of a breakdown of
year's appropriations were voted. By
the parole system. And the same is true
, of the Charlestown break. The resent.
adding a ten per cent surtax on incomes
; ment was growing and we were coos
and inheritances, three millions of the
; cerned with properly protecting the pub$9,500,000
and
supplied,
needed sum was
lic.
—
was transferred from the highway fund.
"I think the public can be more propn
of
Correctio
by
the
This left $10,000,000 to be raised
erly protected under a parole system than
one.
State tax. In 1936, with the governor
Says Action Needed with .21 without
"I think that a man released into socialready proposing several new forms of
ety under the parole system, with its re.
Parole Change
expenditure, and with heavy additional
quirements for supervision is much safer
than a man released after serving his
cost to be paid for the wages of 2500
maximum, in which there is no care or
the
for
hired
recently
Upholding the contention of Governor supervision.
i more employees
that
Council
and
the
Curley
Executive
State institutions, a deficiency of $25,"I believe the problem could be cleared
further outbreaks In Massachusetts
up largely and solved under a system of
000,000 is more than likely.
penal institutions might be prevented by indefinite set-back rather than by set.
How far would the many new taxes a change in the present parole system. backs to maximum, when the maximum
Arthur T. Lyman. commissioner of correcommended by Governor Curley eo rection, today declared in public hearing is many years hence."
Governor Curley several days ago detoward filling uu this big hole? In a that if the policy of setting back men
clared that if the views of the council
to
ad.
is
serve
their
sentence
maximum
the
highly optimistic estimate all of his pro- hered to it
will be necessary to have a concerning the present makeup of
posals—including heavy new imposts on new State Prison to adequately confine Parole board coincided with his own, the
turn into
1 tobacco, alcohol, motor trucks, dog- dangerous criminals and protect the pee. public hearing would probably
ouster proceedings.
ple.
racing and vending machines—might
ComMissioner Lyman was the first wit- i At the opening of todays hearing the
yield the sum of $6,800,000 in new State ness at the hearing called by the gover. governor made it clear that he was rely.
nor and the Council to take steps to Ink entirely on the judgment of the
revenue. Various transfers from existing
correct present conditions within and councilors In holding the hearing.
' State funds are also suggested, which without penal institutions. It Was in"The council has reason to believe that
would supply about $5,000,000, but it tended to hold the hearing in the execu- the fault does not lie alicgether with the
tive chamber, but the attendance was
officials, but beyond the conmust be remembered that once this so large it was necessary to move to a correctional
trol of these officials."
legislative
forever,
will
it
hearing
be
money is used,
gone
room.
Major Dee told the council that the
, Governor
informed Commis. attitude of the parole board had a ten.
Only for the single year 1936 can it be sinner LymanCurley
that the executive couns dency "to breed revenuge instead of re.
applied in the way the governor now ad- nil. which had made a personal investi. form." He reported that last February
ion
of
conditions, was anxious to he made a written c,:mplaint to the board
, vises. By renewing the ten per cent sur- h•arn
of ways and means to promote bet. that its action
was "contrary to anytax on incomes, Governor Curley's prodiscipline in the penal institutions, thing ever done before, in that seventeen
posals would bring in, all told, some $15,- and better respect for authorities in or eighteen boys with perfect records in
charge of the prisons.
given set-backs of
000,000. That still leaves $10,000,000—the
"Perhaps the most serious outside diffi- the institution were
three years."
Isame amount as last year—to be collected culty the heads of State Prison and Con. three months to
This policy, he declared, was not only
('(rd Reformatory are confronted with Is
from the State tax. Possibly this defiproblem -of parole," Commissioner discouraging to the prisoners eligible for
parole, but soured the disposition of the
ciency could be somewhat reduced by an- LsMall declared.
"The problem is handled by a board other inmates.
Other transfer of money from the highot three members appointed by the
govway fund, but there is a limit to such ernor with
the advice and consent of
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New State Prison
Necessary Under
Governor's Plan
Commissioner

1

The parole board, he said, did not cone
suit him in regard to his opinions about
the release of the prisoners as the
old
board had been accustomed to do.
He said that while discipline at the 'zee
formatory was good, the prisoners were
"on edge to escape" and that their atti•
tude was sullen.
The members of the board, Richard
(Olney, chairman, P. Emmett Gavin and
I Matthew Bullock, were all present at the
I hearing.
I
--
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LYNN MAN SUES I
FOR AUTO PLATE
,Says Goodwin Has Withheld
His Usual Number
Because he did not receive the
same number plate he h..s had during the last six years, Nicholas W.
Mathey of Commonwealth avenue
today filed in supreme court a petition against Registrar Frank A.
Goodwin asking for a writ "f mandamus to compel Goodwin to take
immediate steps to issue a certificate of registration and a suitable
number plate. The case comes up
for hearing Jan. 7.
Mathey, who conducts a business
In Lynn under the name of the
Hamlin Machine Company, says he
has received the number 518 on his
registration plate regularly until
this year. He says that he made
seasonable application for the number and that he was notified that
the application had been received at
the office of the registry but that he
has not as yet obtained that number. Instead, he was offered number 36,518 and says that his usual
number, 518, has been given to
Charles Manion, former chauffeur
to Gov. Curley.
Manion miaionow superintendent of
the public works department garage.
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CURLEY RAPS
I ELY ON TAX
APPEAL BOARD
Says Ex -Governor
Called Lincoln "Best
Contributor"
Gov. Curley, speaking before the
Massachusetts Selectmen's Association in Gardner auditorium, State
House, today, charged that former
Gov. Ely refused to remove Alexander Lincoln as a member of the stetboard of tax appeals because Ely said
that "Lincoln was the heaviest contributor to my campaign."
Gov. Curley told the selectmen
that he first urged that the entire
board be abolished. When former
Gov. Ely refused to abolish the board
Gov. Curley, who at the time was
mayor of Boston, said that he urged
the removal of Lincoln because of
his close association with Alexander
Whiteside

board, Gov. Curley said, that he
suggested removal of Lincoln.
The remarks were heard by more
than 200 selectmen from various
towns in Massachusetts who attended the annual meeting.
CURLEY'S STATEMENT
"About four or five years ago 'organized money' succeeded in instituting the state board of tax appeals. From that day it became
almost an impossibility for municipalities to protect themselves froml
!raids
by a legally instituted state !
board.
"I protested against the custom of I
having reductions of more than 40
per cent. on the valuation of property made by the board.
"I suggested abolition of the board
to the then Gov. Ely. He refused to
do it. Then I suggested that at least
one member of the board, Alexander
Lincoln, be removed because of his
close association with the man I
Characterized as public enemy
Alexander Whiteside.
-Gov. Ely said, 'I can't remove
him. He was the heaviest contributor to my campaign.' Gov. My, however, said that he would increase
the board from three to five members.
"I then instructed the Boston asto attempt to compromise on
''I had characterized Whiteside as
public enemy No. 1," the Governor
told his audience.
Gov. Curley said that he was in
favor of abolishing the board because of the excessive abai,ement:
that were being granted to "bii
money.' It was not until after former Gov. Ely refused to abolish try

CURLEY MEETS SELECTMEN

Gov. Curley opening the
meeting of the Massachusetts
Association in Gardiner auditor
Selectmen's
John W. Heselton, president of ium, State House, today, Left to right:
the association: Gov. Curley
Zetterman, executive secretary of
and Axe E.
the association.
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LYMAN ATTACKS
PAROLE BOARD

tax appeals, 5 per cent, at first,
and then 10 per cent. and 15 per
cent., and then if necessary 20 per
cent., rather than submit the cases
to go before the state tax abatement
board, no matter how good a case
the city might have."
SEES NO ECONOMY
Gov. Curley said there were two
underlying causes of high taxes.
The industrial depression, he said.
increased welfare budgets of every
city and town in the commonwealth.
In Boston, he said. in 1930 public
welfare was $2,200,000 and that four
years later it was 813,000,000. Again,
he cited, assessments on real estate
valuations had been reduced as the
consequence of a powerful demand
removed
missioner of correction was board.
from individual real estate owners.
e
parol
the
of
er
some
was
memb
there
as a
He pointed out that
the
Admonished by Gov. Curley to disjustification for real estate reducLyman predicted that "if mum ,
pline
disci
T
IKII
thil
for
.
steps
towns
cuss
mill
tions, especially in
y of setting back to maxi
polic
we
"It is a quite common practice
and greater respect for authority in sentences were adhered to
a new
for people to blame the adminstrapenal institutions, Arthur would certainly have to have
state
the
tion in Washington for all our
T. Lyman, the state commissioner of state prison."
cotton ills," he said. "but they
the parole board
in
here
correction, this afternoon told the The members of Matthew Bullock
overlook the fact that right
,
Olney
hard
—Ric
e
parol
the
velt
present
Governor's council that
Massachusets before the Roose
P. Emmet Gavin—were d the
problem is the most serious outside and
administration came in man power
nor opene
Gover
the
as
today
of
rebeen
In the cotton industry had
difficulty with which the heads
pointed to
hearing. The Governor
duced from 113.000 to 45,000.
the institutions have to deal.
the Governor and
of
rn
conce
the
was
The Governor said there
— was the first speaker when council as well as the public with
"little likelihood of reduction in,
crnor and council opened a the administration of the state in,
town
—city
the cost of government
nearing in room 370 State stitution and the discontent resultes
state and nation—unless new sourc
, on the parole board situation. ing from conditions beyond the conand unless
'inc hearing is part of the investiga- trol of the heads of the instituticgs.
of revenue are devisedthe most imtions of the penal insititutions which
private industry, really
CURLEY HALTS GAVIN
reaches
I the council 'has been making es the
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portant factor, once again
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n stated under quest
and
at
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peak.
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I resul
something approachin
ey that "there
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Counc
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to
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The Governor referred
usness.at at least
I
It is freely predicted in the State Is a suspicious nervo
tempts last year to secure reforms,
that makes
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instit
state
two
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nor's
such as abolition of Gover
the intended outcome
that they would
that
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e
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take
the
men
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cil, reduction by one-half
removal of the not normally take," and remarked
the hearings is the
membership of both houses of the
and unparole board.
Ole
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on "cumulative resentmentactions of
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three memb
Legislature, and biennial sessio
the
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growi
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rest
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but he said he has received no
Lyman said: "The
seriously the parole board."
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port for these efforts.
ions have become
stitut
He said that he believed thewas six
his
cks to
Then he discussed in detail
setba
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than
today
with
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great
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conce
Is
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new program, submitted in his
mum sentences institutedmatmonths ago.
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nual message Wednesday. Refer- I maxi
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When P. Emmett Gavin of ion
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ring to the alcohol tax he charged
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incre
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beco
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him
that some druggists are escaping
is not willing to
Lyman, Gov. Curley informed an
this tax by "chicanery." and "are I although he t prison breaks havc
have
would
he
that
recen
uely
brusq
that the
selling more alcohol today than all
the pang( opportunity to question later. Gavin
been caused primarily by
the taverns and saloons in the comn.
actio
sat down.
board's
monwealth."
writreDisclosure that he had twice con"There has been a cumulative has
He said "there is unprecedented
e
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growi
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sentment
prosperity in certain sections of the
dif- ditions came from Michael Dee,
made the problem extremely
United States and I suppose it will
reformanued.
conti
superintendent of Concord
ficult," he
eventually come here."
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who
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Commenting on an editorial in
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Dee said:
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man, executive secretary, reported
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State Commissioner of Correction Tells
Governor and Council Institution
Heads Are Best Judges as to Which
Prisoners Should Be Paroled
•

-or"i

L.vey frgftm and were relea
men whose institutional record
were poor and in some cases bad.
SYSTEM EXPLAINED
The system under which the p
board operates was explained a,
hearing by Maj. Dee, with sug
tiona from Frank A. Brooks, men
of the council and former chain.
e4 the parole board.
When an inmate becomes eligib
for parole the parole board considers
the case and it is either "reserved"
or "set back." If it is "reserved" the
man is released a month later on
parole if home and other conditions
are found to be satisfactory. If he
is not "reserved" he is "set back:"
that is, told to wait in prison until
some later date, usually the completion of his sentence.
Dee said the old board, headed by
Brooks, had always co-operated with
the officials of the institution and
discussed with them the cases coming up. But under the new board a
deaf ear was turned to the suggestions of the superintendent.
He said the invariable reason why
the parole hoard gave setbacks waa
because of the "outside," that is,
previous record of the inmate.
He said that in the past year there
were 99 men with perfect records in
prison who were set back. Under the
old regime a large majory of these
would have been release,i•
Dee said the discipline in the
Institution is good, but when the
men are on edge to escape and
there has been a market' change
". their dksuositiOfl. lie slid that
he has felt be ha ti to stand hack
of the parole board in his relations
with the inmates, hut if the men,
are held to maximum terms they
are resentful, revengeful a n d
soured on everything i,i general.
The system breeds revenge and
not reform.
He said it has become necessary
to "tighten up and be stricter" to
offset the attitude of the parole
board.
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MURPHY NAMED
AIDE TO CURLEY

William A. Murphy of
retary to the late Gov, Boston, secDraper, will
be appointed by Gov. Curley
as an
assistant secretary In the
executive
department, succeeding Joseph
McAllister, who is to be assistant P.
ministrative secretary to the addepartment of public utilities, state
Murphy also will succeed to
McAllister's
duties, which were to act
as social
secretary in the Governor's office.
Murphy is also a former
State
House newspaperman and
represented the state at the
Jamestown
exposition during the administration of former Gov. Curtis Guild.
Murphy was confirmed by the

council.
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Auto List Monopoly
I Charged to Callahan,
Atty. Jacob Spiegel, counsel for charges made simultaneously by
Samuel Krock, president and treas- Rep. Phillip G. Bowker of Brookline.
urer of the Direct Mail Service, Inc., Bowker immediately after the suit
was filed said that _c_ros...ga_ley was
today filed a peAlnon in supreme really responsible
lahan's
ComWorks
court against Public
action. Bowker saisl,"Tis the voice
missioner Callahan, allegeing the of Jacob. but the mind of Esau."
later attempted to create a monopoly
The petition asks for an oncleib to
In connection with a certain type of compel Callahan to allow Krock the
advertising business, which has to tic) opportunity of obtaining such regiswith obtaining of automobile regis- tration lists at a fair price.
tration lists and the sale of same,
After pointing out that Krock has
a business Krock has engaged in for always enjoyed an enviable reputayears.
many
tion and has done the particular
The petition charges In effect that type of work for many years, Bowker
Callahan has created a monopoly for said:
a new firm, "Auto List, Inc.," only
"It is certainly apparent to me
recently chartered. This firm has that under orders the commissioner
been given the exclusive right to of public works has been obliged to
copy and use such lists, and the forbid the selling and distribution of
charter for Auto List, Inc., was automobile lists to concerns that
mailed to Thomas H. Mahoney who, have hitherto paid the usual $2500
Incidentally, is counsel for Edmund price and has in effect granted a ,
I, Dolan, former city treasurer for monopoly to a brand new concern,
the city of Boston, according to I "Auto List, Inc."
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Axe Aimed at Parole Board

Not content with exercising executive
clemency in regard to prisoners, the Governor's council may remove the present
parole board because the membership does
not recommend releases fast enough to
please the prisoners and Governor's Councillor James J. Brennan of Somerville.
When the executive pardons prisoners,
it is done sometimes against the advice and protest of
the
parole board. Thus the public is able to get additional facts
concerning the persons pardoned. Perhaps, but only
perhaps, these facts are embarrassing to the big-hearted
council
which so tenderly indorsed the Governor's recommendati
ons:
Both Gq.ve.
Curley and his predecessor, Mr. Ely, have been
quite lenient in the exercise of executive clemency. It
is well
to have a parole board with the spunk to speak up
when the
Governor and council are in an extravagant pardoning
mood.
However, if the word has been given to throw out
the
present parole board and pack the board with persons
more
sympathetic to the pardoning processes of the
administration, no amount of editorializing will prevent it.
But this much editorializing will let the public know
what
Is going on.
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CALLED BEFORE

GRAND JURORS
Judge Leo P.Doherty of Brighton Faces
Quizz—Rep. Demeter of Back Bay
and Miss Esther Hawkes of Jamaica
Plain Also Called in Surprise Move
Six witnesses, including Judge Leo P. Dohert
y of Brighton,
sere called before the grand jury today as the
second phase of
rhe school department job-sale scandal reache
d a climax,

2 INDICTMENTS EXPECTED
tattles,
Juage Doherty is a promineht The incluaing murder cases.
distsict-attorney
The jurors were expected to relawyer, with offices on Tremont not to present addition has decided
al charges in
'turn indictments against at least
street. He was nominated by Gov,the scandal until the new grand
two men some time today in connecJury
comes
in
Monday
.
The prosecution with charges that the director- Curley as a special justice of the tor has called 12
architects for quesship of music in the Boston schools Boston municipal court on last tioning concerning
stories
;was offered for sale by bagmen for March 14, to succect: the late Special men attempted to chisel that bagin on school
Justice John A. Bennett, and was contract
$2000.
s and it was
I In addition to Judge Doherty, there confirmed and inducted into office that would be the next believed that
matter placed
were two other surprise witnesses to- last April.
before the jury.
He was graduated from Boston Two South
day, Representative George Demeter
Boston men, Frederick
of the Back Bay, unsuccessful candi- College High and Boston College Carroll and Robert
1,_Brown, have
date for the school committee in the and from Boston University law already beeen indicted
November election, and Miss Esther school in 1919. He hal acted as raigned in the investig and aration. They
'counsel in many importa
Hawkes of Jamaica Plain.
nt court are at liberty on $5000 bail each.
r ••
WAGNER RECALLED
Recalled before the grand jury
were Joseph F. Wagner, assistant
director of music, who charges that
he was promised promotion for $2000:
John F. Devlin of Medford and
'Charlestown, a friend of Wagner,
and James Hawkes of Jamaica Plain,
vice-president of the Boston Musicians' Union and brother of Miss
Hawkes.
Dist.-Atty. William J. Foley, in
charge of the sweeping probe of alleged corruption in and about the
city's schol system, declined to discuss the case this morning and
would not say why the witnesses had
been called.
The prosecutor, however, said he
believed the taking of testimony in
the present case would be complete
early this afternoon and that it
probably would not be necessary to
holod a night session. Yesterday the
grand jury held its first night session in recent history.
If the grand jury returns indict.
ments, as is expected, it will probably take them several hours to work
out legal technicalities, depending
on the charges brouhgt against the
men indicted.
CONSULTED BY WAGNER
Judge Doherty could not be reached
this morning for comment on his
appearance as a witness.
Representative Demeter said:
"I believe the reason I have been
called before the grand Jury is to
state whether or not Prof. Wagner
visited me at my office. He did. He
came to see me. I am not his counsel. I have only acted as an attorney
whom he consulted.
"I understand that the whole
thing is on the music matter. I think
verify all I said in a visit to his office, and wishes me either to confirm it or deny it. I know nothing
Judge Leo P. Doherty of
Brighton who has been asked
but hearsay."
to testify before the grand jury
today in the Boston school
0441TeNOMINEE
job-sale
. .
Investigation,
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Our Tax-Minded Governor
An Editorial in Boston Transcript
In view of the public's plain
prematurely put forth. Before takrestlessness under the spurs of the lessens State tax. Perhaps it is.
dramatic action, It might
municipal, State and Federal tax- but, if history is any guide, the ing such
part
be
the
of wisdom to learn
Legisl
ature
will
look
it
not
at
in
gatherers and
considering
the
Nebraska makes out in its exmore aggressive interest in the that light but simply as a means how
perimentation with a Legislature
whole question of the cost of gov- of securing more funds for ite outs
consisting of only one branch.
purpos
es.
Even
taken
seriif
it
is
ernment It is perhaps only natural
To some of the other recommenthat Governor Curley, in his sec- ously, the practical benefits flowdations made by Mr. Curley for reond annual message to the Legis- ing to the people will be virtually
forms in the processes of governlature should select "Revenue and rel. The amount to be paid by the
ment. little exception can and will
Retrenchment" as the subject de- average citizen will be the same.
taken. He stands on sure and
money
be
simpl
The
y
will
come
from
serving the most elaborate treatsound ground in demanding that
ment. It is also pretty much In the right hand instead of the left
disLriet court judges be prohibited
keeping with the habits of present- hsnd pocket. Why fool ourselves?
There is only one way to help the train appearing as counsel in civil
day statesmen that the major emcases In their own courts, and in
phasis sheuld be put on the first Peal estate owner and that is,
his determination to find ways and
part of this problem and not on the through the medium of more economic
al government. Nothing can means for lower automobile insursecond.
ence rates. He Is right in his inThus the governor joins the be accomplished by juggling
taxes sistence on co-operative agreements
frantic search for new sources of
It is only fair to the governor
to among States to preserve the pubincome. He would keep the gasoline
say that the matter of cutting State lic safety and make law enforce- ,
tax for five years more—so conmtnt the more effective. He does
firming the general fears that this expenditures is not entirely neg-I
well to direct attention to the fact
lected
In
his
message. His remedy
levy, adopted as a temporary
thnt many Incompetents are precmeasure and to insure better high- is the appointment of a conuni5ion
tieing medicine in the State and to
ways, is bound not only to be fe.s- of recognized authorities to conpropose that something
This
done
alder
the
whole problem.
ttned upon us permanently but to
about it.
be used for purposes having no re- might help, of course, but a cure
But, in genrral, it is a disaplation to the automobile. He would could more certainly be effected U
pointi
,
ng message—disappointing in
govern
ors
and legislators Sp- its inor
double the fees charged for the opdinate length, in the aeeration of motor trucks-6o helping proached their duties in a different cant it places
oci revenue and tn
frame
of
mind.
A Legislature the
to give another little boost to the
membe
rs of which let their thoughts Its
cost of living. He would seise for
scamallat casual dismissal of
the State a larger proportion of the center on the saving of money and the vital question of admini
stranot
on
the
spend
ing of It could ac. tive economy. Beginning a new year
money wagered on dog races--so
expens
ive proposals for new State the citizens of Massac
moving perhaps to kill the goose
husetts are
that lays the golden eggs. He would government than
will ever be greeted with the threat of new
achiev
ed
by
a dozen committee re- State expenditures and new taxes.
retain the surtax on incomes—so
ports. Such a Legislature, for
ennouncing the discovery
in- What they want Is precisely the opthat stance
, would give short shrift to posite promise.
"this group of taxpayers is represented by a much larger proportion expensive pjroposids for new State
who do not contribute at all In construction, including the one
form of direct tax on property." Did made by the governor himself tot
the governor never hear of rent? a $1,000.000 addition to the Capitol.
Then, worst of all, he would place This is a luxury we cannot now afa tax of 2 cents on every package ford. Nor is it a time to be thinkof cigarettes sold in the Common- ing of a costly war memorial.
To visualize the agitat
wealth. This last proposal has been
ion on
Beacon Hill as a result of the
made before. It is no more sensib
govle ernor's
recommendation for a unitoday than it, was yesterday or
will cameral
be tomorrow. Aside from the
Legislature It is only necInjus- essary
to remember the diffic
tice of further taxing what
ulty
Ls alwhich the people of Massachuse
ready the highest-taxed commo
tts
dity have
had in securing permission
In general use, the plan
to
has the
decide by their own votes
very distinct demerit of
whether
driving bienni
al sessions should be substi
business out of the State.
Rather tuted
than pay the additional
for the present annual
sesprice, resisions. Here is one
dents of Massachusetts will
suggestion, we,
merely may
be sure, which will make
buy their cigarettes in
a neighborno i
headway with those , whose
ing State.
fortunes it so obviously affects. As
In making these
a
proposals the
matter of fact, there is good groun
governor says that the aim
d
of
them
for believing that the idea may he
Is to obviate the
necessity of the

tower wages, increased unemploy- justly proud in their "13riaeoe
ment and departure of several shoe Briefs," and it will be a great tor- I
factories from the city. He inti- prise if the December issue doesn't 1
mated that Haverhill would be capture a prize again this year in }
faced with a similar situation if the Interscholastic Press contest.
2 Park Square
the Brotherhood got a foothold
there, where there is plenty of
MASS.
BOSTON
"BIRTHPLACE" SOLUTION? —
trouble, anyway, with three other There are many smart little ediunions keeping the shoe industry on torials, as well as other livewire
TIMES
edge continually.
writeups and poems, in the DecemThis is what may hurt the Cur- ber "Briscoe Briefs," but I got a
Beverly, Mass.
ley-Goodwin setup in the coming particular "kick" out of this one,
fall: "I agree with Father Cough- by William Mabey, 8-SA, about
lin when he said that the American "The Birthplace of the Navy,"
—
Federation of Labor is a racket as which is too good to let pass:
. .--- .Most of its affiliates
"Beverly and Marblehead both
/ A CURLEY BONER?—Opinions it is now run. by labor fakers
who claim to be the birthplace of the
ba'S varied on the "smartness" of are controlled
Governor Curley first condemning play with the bosses and sell out United States Navy. The 'Hannah'
Registrar of Motor Vehicles Frank the workers. The greatest thing was owned by Colonel John Glover,
' A. Goodwin for mixing into the that can happen for labor would a resident of Marblehead. Colonel
Haverhill shoe union problems and be for John Lewis to clean up the Glover and a crew of fifty men
dirty mess."
boarded the. 'Hannah' at Beverly,
then reversing his opinion.
The statement is by the registrar- from which port it sailed. So both
At . any rate, with Goodwin's
caustic reply to Robert J. Watt, union leader; and it will take a lot Marblehead and Beverly claim the
secretary-treasurer of the State of that persuasive salve for which honor. Why not put a buoy marker
branch of the American Federation Governor Curley is renowned to in the harbor, halfway between
of Labor, following closely on Cur- smooth over that blast at the A. F. Marblehead and Beverly with a
ley's "change of mind" relating to of L. among its thousands of mem- sultahle marker on each side?"
* •
the registrar's "outside activities," bers.
On the other hand, incidently,
makes a pretty set up for His ExThey give the argument ,if you
cellency, the governor, to battle as far as Haverhill is concerned, can't afford the taxes you had no
when he openly gets his campaign the Mr. Watt and the A. P. of L. right to own the property. Yet how I
for United States Senator, or for still have plenty of explaining to many figured the Democrats would
re-election (which I opine he will do of their eleventh-hour letter of regain power several years ago?
•• •
half-truths on the labor record of
seek), in the near future.
Curley began preaching "social former Representative Philip Stacy,
•
security" on one side when he de- i which resulted in the latter's defeat
Run, men, run! This is leap year,
livered his annual address to the for a Haverhill aldermanic berth— the
open season, men. In New York
legislature Wednesday and proposed but it would appear that the latest and elsewhere havens for bachelors
a ream more taxes to meet it on attack on the National union would have been established, clubs to which
the other. Perhaps :.e was so con- do more harm for Curley and his ,"chased" mates may scurry from the
fused by the mess into which forces than the labor abuse of clutches of matrimonially-minded,
Goodwin got himself in Haverhill Stacy would injure the A. F, of L. unattached women. Those of us who
*
that he forgot, for the moment,
wear the familiar gold band, which
Speeding is the gravest offense on is the same width all 'round, are
that increased taxation is not good
news to the ears of those he will the highways. Seven thousand per- safe, for the most part—and there
ask to vote for him in the coming sons were killed in motor accidents will be some unmarried men who will
f11. Goodwin, who evidently has a this past year because cars were find it convenient to turn their sighold on Curley "where he wants driven faster than was safe. Fast net rings around so that the plain
him," evidently had the governor driving resulted in about one death gold will stand forth.—"Happy New
out of five on the highways.
on the run.
Year, bachelors!"
*
*
The erstwhile Republican and
"DEDICATION—With
the
Spirit
now Democratic registrar of motor
All the rest of the nation, yes, even
of
Christmas
hovering
over
us,
our
vehicles is also associated with
Iowa south, the grip of winter is in
Brockton Brotherhood, an inde- prayers go out to those who are in jun control. We can thank our
war-stricken
areas
of
the
world.
To
pendent union, along the lines of
j.ucky stars that we have had such
which Goodwin would like to see the youth of America who will is snowless season to date—but when
sometime
march
forth
as
heralders .that storm does come, be prepared
one formed in Haverhill. He seems
to have forgotten that he is affili- of 'Peace on Earth, Good Will ;ror a real one!
Among
Men'
we
dedicate
this
ated with two organizations at the }
*-CARLETON B. HOVEY
same time, 'though he claims to be , Christmas issue. . ."
That
is
the
substance
of the dedi"unpaid adviser" for the Brother-p
hood, when he attacks Watt as cation page of the artistically-fine
working against union principles by and literally-complete December
holding two jobs and gathering two edition of "Briscoe Briefs," the stusalaries, he. besides his union post- dent publication of Briscoe school.
tion, being a member of the State Few schools can boast of such an
Unemployment Compensation corn- , unusually first-rate magazine as'
mission.
this.
It results that Watt is receiving
Having in years past had cononly one salary, having stopped re- I siderable personal interest in stuceiving his pay check from the A. dent publications of one type or
P. of L. as soon as his State pay another, I looked over with no little
was started. Goodwin's connection enthusiasm the copy of the "Briefs"
with the Brotherhood is undefined, which came to my attention. The
but it is known that he was one of "cut" work is unique, an experiment
the principle organizers of the which a year ago proved successful
Brockton union, which now boasts and in the Christmas issue sur14,000 members.
passes previous attempts. There are
Following the demand by Boot many illustrations fittingly applied
and Shoe union officials of Haver- to the Christmas season, and each
hill that the governor call on Is a linoleum block on which some
Goodwin to resign as registrar and pupil of the art department at
after Curley first acted in that Briscoe has cut the picture, premanner and then turned turtle on dominating all being the depiction
his decision by praising his politi- of Plockhurst's painting, "The
cal companion, Watt went to work Shepherd's Aspiration," which was
on Goodwin, charging that the lat- made by Eleanor Austin, assisted
ter's activities in organizing the by Robert Perrigo.
Broekton shoe workers in an indeThe students of Briscoe school,
pendent union had resulted in as well as their teachers, have
something of which they may be
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State Expenditures
Vermont is not, the only State

which
facing the problem of finding new
sources of revenue or greatly curtailir‘g expenditures.
The Boston Herald comments somewhat tartly on the New Year mesAare of Governor Curley of Massachk,
setts to the General Court, just ea;
sembled for the annual struggle with
finances and other State problems.
The Herald says that, while the governor preached economy rather generally in one breath, he made specific recommendations which would
require consnierable increases is the
State budget and nc-ces.sitate raising
more revenue.
Among Governor Curley's recommendations were a million dollar addition to the State House, a hospital
for the criminally insane which would
probably cost $1.750,000; a memorial
(expense not yet estimated 'of sufficient SiZe to provide accommodais

1 Up With The T;mes
By L. R. 11,
DIFFERENT—Indignant Democrats who charge that the present
poll of the Literary Digest Is being
manipulated by the wicked Republicans to their own advantage
have short memories. Their tune
was pitched in a different key
when the figures were running
their way in 1932.

some Beacon 11W problems. Well,
"Billy," the most sircere thought
I can convey to you right now is to
"Jump down the throat" of every
suggestion made to add more taxes
and spend more money, and work
like hell for every proposal to cut
down the cost of government and
stop the plan of "Jim" Curley to
set up a Huey Lonrinetitoranip in
L.— R.— h.
our grand
old Commonwealth.
IDIOTIC — Governor
Curley's Good luck, "Bill," and good
fightrecommendation of a two-cents-a- ing!
park state tax on cigarettes is as
L.—R.—H.
ridiculous os it is unfair and impractical,—worthy of the most bigKILL 'EM!—More injustice to
oted tobacco-hater instead of a no- automobile and truck owners is
found in the Curley proposals to
torious tax-eater.
double the registration fees of the
L.-- R.— H.
latter and continue the three-cent
SCREWY—Advocacy of a two- gasoline tax for another five years.
million-dollar war memorial is in —the revenue, of course, to be divthe same clam as the proposed mil- erted from anything that will benelion-dollar addition to the State fit the motorists to anything and
House—characteristic of Curley ex- everything that can't be financed
travagance and inconststency, with ot here ise.
an eye only for new political jobs.
L.— R.

TAX AND SPEND—The Curley
message is a long-winded summation of how to raise more money to
spend on more job-creating, political-machine-building extravagances
at the expense of the same old
tax-payers,—all on the specious
plea of "relieving the burden on
real estate."
L.—R.— IL
'fitlVIAL—The only Curley suggestion for reducing the cost of
government is—a "unicameral legislature," with reduced membership
and biennial sessions, which the
Governor knows full well will stand
as much show of being taken seriously by the boys on Beacon Hill
as a request that they give their
salaries to the Ethiopian Red
Cross.

SHOOT!—The legislature has my
permission to tax the rabbit-chasing dogs and the distilleries as
much as it chooses. Only, in the
case of an additional 40 cents a
gallon tax on alcohol, the moonshiners are certain to get most of
the benefits, while the commercial
users will be the chief sufferes.
— R.— H.
STRANGE—Surprising how silent the Governor was on the question of laying a tax on the incomes
of public employees,—a possible
new source of revenue that every
political jobholder is strangely ignorant about. Why not try It in
place of loading another ten percent surtax on the incomes of less
fortunate private citizens?

L —R.—H.
THE MESSAGE—Words, words,
ADVICE—The
other 'day my oratory, more words, more oratory,
friend, Senator McSweeney, took ad Infinitum, ad nauseam
)in nuthe trouble_Ilaalr_nap---eph3
torrew+IT6ns. a hum! Oh hell!

tions for veterans of all wars"; and
an outlay of $100,000 for the conservation of fish and game.
Apparently Governor Curley has
proposed a committee of 16 to ex- :
plore the possibilities of economy in
State government, But meanwhile,
he is recommending the following i
taxes:
1—A continuation of the 10
per cent increase in the taxes on
incomes; of individuals, estates and 1
corporations.
(21--A higher tax for five PMI'S I
on the use and sale of gasoline.
131--A doubled fee for the operation of motor trucks.
141—A lax of 40 cents a gallon
on alcohol.
(51—A tax of two cents on a
package of cigarettes. iThe Federal government now collects six)
and a corresponding tax on other
tobacco procitiets.
(61—A $5 tax on slot machines.
One economy which Governor Curley proposes, says the Herald, is reducing the General Court of Massachusetts (which is the same as our
General Assembly in Vermont) to one
chamber and having biennial sessions
Instead of the present annual sessions. Perhaps Vermont's State auditor, Ben Gates, will take the credit
for giving Governor Curley this idea
of a unicamerane=ture. But the
change is not likely to be made just
now, since It Would nature a constitutional amendment, and the Masan-

tinemulov- I toatta

ehusetts aolons do not seem to be
lallY more interested in such an
amendment than the Vermont colons
have been up to this time.
If Governor Smith had proposed to
the Vermont Legislature such a program of taxation as Governor Curley
has proposed In Massachusetts there
Probably would be howls of protest
which would rock the State House,
Even though there are those who
maintain that the Governor is responsible for the present State deficit
and should find the revenue to meet
this deficit, It is not likely that the
majority of Vermonters will take that
point of view.
Governor Smith knows that Vermonters take more kindly to a new
tax program when they know it has
been given careful study by men who
are familiar with the State's tax system and have no political axe to
grind in the recommendations which
they make. That is why both the
administration and other leaders in
State affairs are endorsing the suggestion that a commission be appointed to study Vermont's tax system
and make recommendations to the
Legislature of 1937.
Meanwhile, Governor Smith is not
likely to make the mistake of Governor Curley and recommend any
extensive new
appropriations for
which no revenue is available.
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Sen. Miles Claims
Gasolene Tax 'Racket'
Prepared to Introduce a Bill for Repeal of the
Three Cents on a Gallon Tax Law-Seeks to Help Motorists.
of the many filling stations all over
the State has finally become a racket.
For the past three years I have witnessed a spectacle in which this gasolene money has been used for about
everything except that for which it
was intended.
"The gasolene tax was put on the
automobile owner lc:* the purpose of
building good and safe roads. But
we find every year that in order to
balance the budget $10,000,000 or
more is taken from the gasolene fund
to make up the deficit. No wonder
the automobile owners are disgusted
The gasolene tax was characterized and chagrined at a procedure such
by the senator in a statement to- as this.
Autoists Taxed to Death.
day as a "racket." The bill for re"I have said several times that the
peal of the tax law will be the only
new bill Sen. Miles will introduce automobile owner is taxed to death.
in the General Court this year, ac- It seems to be a favorite indoor sport
not only to tax him but everyone else.
cording to a statement to-day
At the opening of the second an- It seems to be a case of looking all
nual session of the 149th Massachu- the time for some way to get new
setts General Court on New Year's taxes in order to squander the peoday, Sen. Miles introduced for the ple's money. I think it is about time
second consecutive time the physi- we about faced and economize and
cians' lien bill designed "to stop per- balance our budget in a sane mannicious influences which seem to be ner."
Sen. Miles stated that he intended
at work against physicians, surgeons
and hospitals to prevent them from to again submit his bill, titled "An
receiving their pay after their work act relative to removals of certain
has been completed in automobile insane prisoners to institutions for
the insane," or in other words the
and other accident cases."
Relative to the limitation to two bill to require removal of all cases
bills to be introduced in the General of transfer of inmates from the
Court, Sen. Miles said: "I believe prison side to the insane side at the
there are enough laws on the statute Bridgewater State Farm to the menbooks now without introducing a lot tal hospitals in districts whence they
of new ones, and that the laws which came, but that he decided not to do
so in view of Gov. Curley's recomwe now have should be enforced."
"I believe that this three cents on mendation in his annual message to
a gallon gasolene tax that, everyone the legislature for a $1,750,000 new
has to pay whenever he goes to any crinimal insane hospital at Norfolk.

State Sen. Miles is prepared to
introduce in the General Court a
bill for repeal of the "three cents
on a gallon" gasolene tax law.
Following Gov. Curley's recommendation for a Aawrefffliation for
' a period of five years of the imposition of an additional tax on the
sale and use of gasolene" contained
In his annual message to the legislature, Sen. Miles' announcement is
a direct action with the aim of lifting some of the taxation burden
1 from the automobile owner.
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GOVERNOR CURLEY'S SECRETARY REPLIES TO INQUIRY AS
TO STATUS OF EASTERN MASS., ELEVATED MATTER
Secretary Kaplan of the Chamber
of Commerce has received word from
the assistant secretary to Governor
Curley to the effect that the chamber's letter with reference to the
present status of the plan for the
consolidation of the Chelsea Division
of the Eastern Mass. St. Ry. Co. and
the Boston Elevated had been received, and that the letter would be
referred to the Governor at the earliest possible opportunity.

GOY. CURLEY I
IS MAILED\
Pres. Bird of Mass.
Taxpayers' Ass'n.
Hits Message Hard
EMPHASIZES
SPENDING TREND

GAZETTE
Chelsea, Mass.

President H. W. Bird, of the Mast t t
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atten
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iations, said, today:
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eveni
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o'clock -I'
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traffic for some time.
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but
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Rather a peculiar winte
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RIGHT OFF THE BAT"

1

I

not be eliminated on any such
element in the Legislature for ex- )
basis. It is also true that the Legpension until people can meet their
islature cannot much longer igpresent charges for government. I
nore the claims of municipalities
"Governor Curley practically disfor a share of the gasoline tax for
tears as he paints the
local highway purposes. There can solves into
picture of state wards in crowded
be little disagreement with the
institutions. It is noteworthy that I
theory that motor cars have made
necessary the construction of and the Chief Executive has admirable
self-control when he comes to conof city and, town
the taxpayer. He can squeeze
alder
streets in even greater proportion
than they have created a demand out not even the smallest sob when
"The Governor has commented for trunk highways, and continued he considers the thousands who
on the fundamental .weakness of diversion
of this revenue to the have lost their homes and those
the report of the special commis- general fund of the
other thousands of
homeowners
Commonwealth
sion on taxation, and he has reach- will never provide the relief
who are engaged in the discouragfor
ed a conclusion with which we real estate promised
when the tax ing battle to save their property.
The taxpayer is dismissed thus:
heartily concur. Only by the ap- was originally levied.
pointment of an expert commis"Governor Curley Interjected, 'Attempts to gloss over this situation upon the plea of overburdsion, amply financed and with suf- during tht reading of his
formal
ening the taxpayer should no longficient time for a comprehensive message, the statement
that the
study can our tax system bagin adoption of his tax program
er be tolerated.'
would
the intelligent revision it needs. mean a reduction
"In this connection it is interof $2 in local tax
The Massachusetts Federation of rates. This Is greater
estIng to note that the claim of the
than the
Massachusetts Federation of TaxTaxpayers Associations proposed amount of the present
State Tax by
payers Associations when the 48
exactly this procedure, last Spring, a very considerable sum, and
on the
hour bill was under consideration
and instead of gaining official sup- other hand it quite certianly
does
port succeeded only in winning an- not take into account
that it would mean the addition of
the cost of
gry comment from members of the financing the
huge bu.lding pro- 2500 employees to the public payroll, an assertion vehemently con,Commission which has just report- gram proposed elsewhere
in the
ed.
message. it is our measured con- tradicted at that time by heads of
I "Similarly, the Federation has elusion that
even under the most departments, is now publicly ac'proposed a scientific study of the favorable circumstances
the pro- knowledged by the Governor to be
i processes of government in Mas- gram proposed will
not result in the fact. Thus the Federation's
sachusetts to determine how tile any such relief. We
fear that it is forecast of millions of cost is
elimination of waste and extrava- just the old story of
new taxes, not borne out by the highest authority,
gance might materially reduce the to replace old ones,
but to provide and the plain conclusion is that
tax burden. Here again, as the more money for
government to without ascertaining the facts for
Governor in effect points out in his /spend.
themselves a majority of the Legmessage, the official attitude has I "It is the expenditures for
islature chose to accept the asbuildsurances of office holders who apbeen one of obstruction. It has 'ings proposed by Governor
Curley
been our hope that such a study which seem to us utterly to nage. parently were not anxious to face
could be made by the same corn- tive the good proposals
in this the ultimate consequences of their ,
mission named for a general tax unique message. Tacpayars cer- recommendations.
"Thus, over and over again the I
study, and it is our purpose to sag- 'tainly will not wish to spend $1,gest once more such procedure. 000,000 to add to the State House, taxpayer is being led to the in"Meanwhile, as has been said, it at least until one commission or evitable conclusion that he must
is deeply distressing to note that another can survey administrative place no faith in statements made
the Governor does not propose a practices and personnel to deter- for political purposes. More and
single economy for his own ad- mine whether the present building more he must find out the facts for
ministration.
may not house some of the agen- himself and more and more as he
"With the Governor's hope that cies now in rented quarters. It is does find them out he will dement;
the State Tax can be eliminated, quite possible that if some of the •changes in governmental practices
now designed to serve least of all
we have the greatest sympathy. We unnecessary functions of govern
feel .with him that the State should ment were abandoned less office those who pay the bills. Office
exist upon its own revenues with- space would be required. Similar- holders one day will discover that
out levying upon the real estate in ly it is difficult to conceive of an unless the industries and consetowns and cities. Not only is this inquiry worthy of the name that • quently the people of Massachubetter budget procedure for the would not concern itself with the setts are permitted to prosper
State, but it will eliminate once problem of the institutional care it someone else will be filling the
and for all the frequent, if usually of the unfortunates. The taxpayer a offices.
erroneous, statement by local of- is just as sympathetic as is the }
ficials that they cannot economize Governor in this direction, and his
while the State increases its de- sympathy probably antedates that 1+
mands for revenue from local of the Chief Executive, since the r
sources.
taxpayer has seen the system born s
"We suspect, however, that the, and has paid for its development to
problem is rather more difficult a degree he never anticipated in its n
than His Excell6acy s message earlier stages. It is a common a
would make it appear. There is family practice, whew a member r
every reason to assume that the of the family falls into need, to t
deficit next year will be in the vi-make the best of what is available
ti
utility of $25,000,000 and the Gov;in the emergency. It has never I
ernor's tax program clearly will seemed prptical under such cirnot bridge any such gap unless cumstances to build another story I
accompanied by obvious economies on the house and another stall on I
which he does not propose to make. the garage. The Governor will find
In other words, the State Tax can- little enthusiasm outside a certain I
discernible support to his own recommendations when they cantle before the Legislature. A notable example was one of the greatest possible economies—and one af the
easiest of achievement—the reform
of county government, whica he
proposed, last year, and which he
left to be supported by taxpayers
alone without so much as a word
from the Executive Office.
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Whor
Channel Allotment to
Aid Business Here
/000/000

Dorchester Bay Dredging Saves Steamship Companies Many Dollars--New Concerns Undoubtedly Will Locate in this District
Another step toward the development of Dorchester Bay as a major
seaport is seen in the approval this
week of an initial expenditure of
$1,000,000 for the proposed channel in
Bcston Harbor. His Excellency the
Governor hailed this approval as the
succes'srul culmination of a twenty-five
year fight, and a step toward placing
Boston as one of the leading ports of
the world It will not be long before
extensive operations will begin and
these will effect Dorchester Bay with
its inestimable seaport facilities
When the proposed improvements to
Dorchester Bay are made, the largest
ships afloat will be able to enter this
port which fact is bound to attract the
great industries of New England to this
community where they will save thousands of dollars each year in railroad
expenses on export goods. The many
excellent sites available in Dorchester
have already been brought to the attention of industrialists by our civic
organizations.
When the new channels proposed for
Boston Harbor and Dorchester Bay
have been dredged the steamship companies will save thousands of dollars
In tug boat eur.iiser.--.14as_4(4LUIPt

Former Dorchester
Senator Comments
on Bushnell Charge
"Joe" Finnegan Cites Reason
Why Justices Bill Should Have
Reservations
Former State Senator Joseph Finnegan of Dorchester made a swift comment this week in reply to the charge
recently made by Robert T. Bushnell
that Governor Curaty plans to oust
three judges of the Supreme Judicial
Court. Mr Finnegan declared that
the constitutional amendment, providing life tenure in office for members
the judiciary "proposed to prevent

expensive
an
necessity of tugs is
in
channels
proposition, and large
which boats can enter under their own
oower to the docks will greatly enhance the position Boston now holds
in the shipping world.
The allotment of $1,000,000 is not a
full grant but represents only a part
cf the $4,500.000 to be spent on the development of this port by the Government. This work will give the city a
broad and deep channel all the way
from Presidents Roads to the Charles- 1
Fiwn Nary Yard and is considered one
of the greatest accomplishments that
the State has succeeded in
putting
through in years.
For years the Board of Trade has
urged the development of the Port of
IION. JOSEPH FINNEGAN
Boston and of Dorchester Bay with its
life tenure from becoming a haven ()I
advantageous and uncramped waterrefuge for the mentally or physicall:,
front. One of its members, past presiunfit, whether by reason of advanced
dent Patrick J. Connelly, is considered
age, or otherwise."
an authority on the port. of Boston,
Further commenting upon life tenure
having written an interesting book on
asserted
Finnegan
for justices Mr
the subject. In the near future the
-There is nothing sacred in the conBoard hopes to see the plans for Dortinuation in office of an incompetent
chester Bay realized in the interests of lor inefficient member of the judiciary.
the business men, industries and the
In no other department of our Gov-1
people of the community, all of whom
eminent is such an individual more
will benefit by improvement.
;undesirable or more productive of
This stateharmful consequences."
ment came from Mr Finnegan without ;
his having any knowledge concerning'
the identity of the justices to whom
Mr Bushnell referred.
It seems that Mr Bushnell cited this
incidence as evidence of dictatorial
power on Beacon Hill and the reply of

I

a.

Mr Finnegan came swiftly to say that
if no better evidence of the same could
be brought to light the present administration was quite within its scope.
Many attorneys of this community
were quick to agree with the comments of Mr Finnegan, himself an attorney.
Any fair minded person will agree
that the bill giving life tenure to justices would not be safe without reservations. The bench cannot function properly unless the justice is of
sterling character and possessing efficiency and a true sense of justice. The
appearance of incompetent judges in
our courts is a rare occasion, but if,
and when, that occasion should arise,
there should be some measure written
into law giving, some one power to
remedy the condition.
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Busy on Beacon Hill.
• • •
Governor Culpy Is happy over the
success of his efforts for Boston Harbor.
• • •
The Liberty League is the "Lobby"
League, all right. The filing of reports to Congress shows that it has
collected $400,000 to light the Roosevelt administration. A fine bunch for
Al Smith to be In company with.
• • •
Frederick D. Bonner, for the last
four and one-half years associ
with the MassacInNotts
I couusel

19,ib

ON BEACON HILL
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e Year Begins with Constructive
Dorchesterites Legislativ
Address by Gov. Curley — Favors Single
By EL JAY

111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111
The thousands of Dorchester W. P.
A. workers who are at present undergoing many hardships as a result of
paydays, found
the semi-monthly
great hope for the desired weekly payday, upon reading the recent letter of
his Excellency, James M. Curley, to,
Administrator Harry Hopkris°7 The
Governor pointed out the Massachusetts law providing for the payment of I
a weekly wage and urges the Administrator to give Massachusetts a weekly!
wage system for the common decency ,
and for the best interests of persons!
employed on the W. P. A.

•

Legislative Body as in Interest of Efficiency
and Better Government — The Boston Harbor
Development is Assured
Governor Curley delivered his annual by Governor Curley as the successaddress to the Legislature on New ful culmination of a 25-year tight, and
a step which will make Boston one of
Year's Day. He had many sugges- the leading ports of the world.
the
tions to offer in his review of
The new channel, the Governor
state of the Commonwealth, chief said, will accommodate the largest
among them being the housing of sick ships on the seas-, and will save shipand infirm. There is no question of ping lines hundreds of thousands of
the neglect of the past, and that dollars in tug boat expenses, which
much of the record of the economy will be cut to a minimum here and
of Republican administrations came amount to as much as $25,000 a ship
through neglect of the wards of the in some ports.
The $1,000,000 allotment represents
State.
The Tory opposition found fault only part of the 4,500,000 to be exwith the address, of course, but their pended on the harbor by the Govcomments were without much point. ernment, and completion of the entire
The proposal for a single legislative work will give this, city a broad, deep
assembly is forward looking, and channel from Presidents Roads to the
should be adopted. There is no long- Charlestown Navy Yard.
"I, think this is one of the most
er any need of two chambers in the
legislature. A single chamber would Important things this state has acmake for more efficiency, and bettet complished in many years," the Governor said of the allotment. "Why it
law making.
will make Botson one of the busiest
Boston Harbor Improvement
ports in the world. Large ships will
The approval at Washington of th( not only cease to fear coming here,
initial expenditure of $1,000,000 on the but will come here willingly and at
&Jiannel of oBston Harbor was hailed an economic Saving."

••k
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Warden Lanagan said there was
more unrest in State Prison this
year than last and agreed, generally, with Major Dee on the Parole
Board's treatment of prisoners.
Deny Paroles Purchased
by Councillor Coakley
Asked
what would be the result if the
hoard's policy was continued, Warden Lanagan replied:
"I don't believe we'd have guards
enough to take care of the place."
Reveal Unrest, Resentment Answering a query of the Governor, Lanagan said he knew of no
Among Prisoners in ins:ance where paroles or pardons
had been purchased.
State Institutions.
commented:
Curley
Governor
refreshing to the
will
be
"That
(AP)--Pred
ioBOSTON, Jan. 4
newspapers."
lion of possible serious trouble in
Mr. Coakley, after drawing from
Massachusetts penal institutions Warden Lanagan the statement
because of the severe policy of the that less than five per cent of prisState Prison
Parole Board was before the Gov- oners paroled from
returned for parole violation.
ernor and Executive Council today. were
attacked newspaper comments that
Francis J. W. Lanagan, warden
paroles were granted too freely.
of State Prison, and Major Michael
'J. Dee, superintendent of Concord
—

Boston
Mass.
4:8)0-000oc,00-0;:stttl-ttitt c:3-0t
HERALD-NEWS
Fall River, Mass.
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Say Trouble
I May Develop

Coakley Supplev LatiA,,h
BOSTON, Jan. 4 - . councillor
Daniel H. Coakley supplied the
heartiest laugh of the Parole
Board hearing YesterilaY afternoon, when, while discussing his
lack of knowledge of penology,
he said:
"I know very little about
prisons, although some people
wanted me to know a great deal
more."
—
Reformatory, yesterday testified to
! unrest and resentment among their
prisoners.
After hearing Mr. Lanagan and
Major Dee, and the heads of other
State correctional institutions, the
Council adjourned ha first nubile
hearing on the State's pa role system until Monday.
Lyman Defends Board
Arthur T. Lyman, State Commisstoner of Correction, agreed with
the State Prison warden, but denied
rd
. the attitude of the parole
t atwas the sole cause of re
emoted escapes from State Prison
nd Concord.
Governor Curley, who is presiding over the hearings, and Councillor Daniel H. Coakley, who sought
to have witness indict the parole
board for its handling of cases of
prisoners, were the chief questioners yesterday.
Major Dee said 99 convicts at
Concord eligible for parole last
year, were denied parole
despite
perfect institution records, while
others with bad records
w c re
turned loose.
He said his 937 Inmals at
Concord were unusually on
edge for
any attempt to escape, were
"disgruntled and sore and sullen
in
their attitude to me."
"The present Parole
Board system," he said, "breeds
revenge
Instead of reform."

„owe
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Advettising Federation
Will Convene in Roston
BOSTON, Jan. 4 The 1936 convention of the Advertising F'edeiAtkin of America will he held here
June 28 to July 2. This decision
has just been made by the board
of directors at a meeting in New
Yolk.
The invitation to meet in Boritnn
was extended to the federation by
unanimous action of the board of
Boston's Advertising Club, transmitted through its president, Allyn
B. 'McIntire, vice president of the
Pepperell Manufacturing Company.
The invitation of the club was
supported
by
invitations from
Governor Curley, Mayor Mansfield,
the GoverritITIrtsf several other New
England states, officials of the New
England Council. the Boston Chamber of Commerce, the Retail Baord
of Trade; the governor of the New
England District, A. F. A., George
A. Dunning; his immediate predecessor, V. Edward Borges; presidents of New England advertising
clubs, publishers of Boston newspapers, presidents of Boston advertising agencies, chairman of the
New England Council of the American Association of Advertising
Agencies, end numerous others.
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Dolan
Named In Auto
List Argument
CM:kV.

Charges Monopoly
tBowker
Given New Compan
I

y At
Governor's Order.

BOSTON,
Jan.
4, (AP)—A
squabble over publication of an automobile regisitration list, thrown
before the State Supreme Court
yesterday, brought a sharp exchange of statements concerning
the
administration of Governor
James M. Curley.
The Direct Mail Service, Inc.. of
Roston, asserting it has published
lists of automobile registrations for
listribution to state agencies and
police departments for 10 years, revealed yesterday it had been refused the 1936 list.
The company filed in the State
Supreme Court a petition asking a
writ of mandamus compelling William F. Callahan, State Commissioner of Public Works, to furnish
the list, which was this year
given
to the Auto List, Inc.
Representative Philip G. Bowker
(11) of Brookline, last night charged
Auto List, Inc., is a newly-formed
company granted a monopoly at
the direction of the governor.
Mr. Bowker also claimed the new
company's charter was mailed to
a Boston lawyer, who, he said
is
counsel of record for Edmund I...
Dolan in the Supreme Court equity
proceedings brought by the City of
Boston against Dolan and others.
Mr. Dolan, city treasurer when
Governor Curley was mayor of Boston, was recently charged by
the
City of Boston with fraud in
the
purchase of bonds for the city sinkin;efu.,rd.
In defense, Mr. Callahan stated
that the contract was awarded
the
lowest bidder. while Representative
honker declared. "Callahan has to
obey the mandate of the chief
headsman. Governor Curley, in or
hold his job."
Di ct mail, in its
petition, declared it submitted its bid
on Sept.
20, last, and that on
or about Oct.
11 Auto List, Inc.,
was organized.
Direct Mail Service, in
recent years,
has been paid $2.500
for publicatios
I •
1414 1°
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Selectmen Favor
Biennial Sessions!
Biennial sessions of the Massachusetts Legislature are favored by 4
the Massachusetts Selectmen's Association.
At a meeting in Boston yesterday, the association reelected officers, went on record favoring the
biennials, and heard Governor Curley ask support of his recommendations for obtaining new tax
sources to finance an $8,000,000
building program.
State WPA Administrator Arthur
G. Hatch said that the time is not
far distant when his office will
serve merely as the advisory center
and the actual work will be done
by the six district offices. He said
he preferred the ERA to the WPA
and admitted the payrolls of the
latter "are in horrible shape."
Governor Curley attacked Alexand Alexander
ander Whiteside
Lincoln, both of Boston. He said
the former was "public enemy
number one" because of the abatements he had secured in Boston
and charged that the latter was retained on the State Board of Tax
Appeals by former Governor Ely
only because he was "the principal
contributor" to the Ely campaign
fund,
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Mrs. E. R. Snyder is III at her home
306 Union street.
The Holy Name society of St. Cecilia's church will Join in the annual
district meeting of Holy Name Societies of Catholic church of this section
to be held toemorrow afternoon in
St Tarcisius church, Waverly street,
Framingham.
Tip School committee has renewed
contracts with Albert C. Whittemore
and H. Dancause for school bus
routes.
The first Sunday of the year will be
observed by the Federated church
with morning worship at 10.45 in
the White Church and sermon by
Rev. Mark B. Strickland, pastor, on
"Covet the Best Gifts." The Senior
choir will sing "Thy Temple Fill" by
Schuler and the Young People's choir
will sing "Wonderful Words." The
Junior choir will give their usual responses. Church school, Come-See
Class for Men and C. E. groups will
meet as usual.
Rev. Mark B. Strickland spoke last
evening at the Circuit Epworth
League Institute at Cochituate M. E
Church, substituting for Rev. Samuel
K. Lord of Framingham.
Colonel Prescott W. R. C. 15 meets
Monday evening,
Mrs. W. B. Dayton held highest
score at the Ladles' Afternoon Whist
yesterday. Hostesses were Mrs. Chas.
IA. Lane and Mrs. Arthur Hogan.
Weldon S. Caldwell, 594 Hollis
street, Framingham, has purchased
the property of Mrs. George Webster
on Cherry street and plans to move
his family here within a short time.
Mrs. Webster now resides in the Hope
Apartments, 64 Hollis street, Framingham, after many years' residence
in this 'town.
Highway Surveyor Charles N. Stone
sanded down roads early yesterday
when Icy conditions made motoring
darigerous due to heavy rainfall. During the day considerable rain fell and
thermometers rose to over 50 digrees.
An unusual sight for Jan. 3rd was to
see house plants placed out in the
rain with no danger of freezing.
Selectman J. Francis McGill was
one of a committee of four appointed
to escort Governor Curley to the rostrum in GardnemElfeitorium, State
House, yesterday, before his speech at
the Massachusetts Selectmen's association two-day 300th anniversary
town meeting which closes today.
Former Selectman Thomas S. Cowern
was also present and today present
and past Selectmen plan to attend.
Ashland Grange was represented.at
Natick and Sherborn installations
this week. Next Tuesday evening
1936 officers will be installed semipublicly in lower town hall at 8
o'clock by Mrs. Katherine Brown
Carron of Stoneham, Past Masof Melrose Grange and suite. For
first time in the 51 years history
of
land Grange husband
will o
Mrs
Ruth DwvP-
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John W.Heselton
Again Pres. of
State Selectmen
BOSTON — Selectmen of Massachusetts in their annual meeting at
the state house yesterday voted in
favor of biennial sessions of the
legislature. The selectmen's association, by a vote of 52-25, indorsed
the proposal. backed by Gov. James
M. Curley for the second time on
New.-Year's day, which started a
bitter fight in the legislature last
year.
Al officers of the association were
reelected for the coming year. They
are John W. Hesselton of Deerfield,
president; Harry S. Torrey of Rockland, vice-president; Dr. William L.
Shipman of Paxton, secretary; Axel
E. Zetterman of Ashland, executive
secretary; and J. Clarence Thorne
of Millis, treasurer.
State WPA Administrator Arhtur
G. Botch, speaking in the afternoon,
said he preferred the old FERA
program to the present WPA. He
.explained the shift in the program
in this state, saying it did not cornpare with the shift in other states
and he was sorry the federal goverianent made as much of a shift
as it did. President Roosevelt has
accomplished what he set out to do,
Botch declared, saying he has taken
3,500,000 men off relief rolls and put
them to work. He explained the
failure of 1790 persons to get their
pay checks before Christmas as due
to the breaking down of two check
machines the night before the holiday. He pointed out he did not have
the same payroll trouble in the
FERA because there were 14 payroll stations under that system.
Contending that there can be no•
decrease in governmental costs for
a long time to come, when, no one /
can tell, Gov. Curley renewed his
attack on the state tax appeals
board and blasted Joseph B. Ely of
Westfield for his refusal to remove
Alexander Lincoln from the board ,
when he was governor. There was,
he said, a steady reduction of values of downtown property in Boston while he was mayor. Curley
said Lincoln was much to blame for
this reduction.
The governor said he called upon
Ely, while governor, to remove Lincoln, but that Ely answered that he
couldn't do this as Alexander Whiteside, whom Curley had branded as
"public enemy No. 1," was a close
friend of Lincoln, who was one of
the largest contributors to his—
Ely's—campaign.
The governor pleaded with the
selectmen to support his recommendations for extensive additional
•-•

4110

falb

taxation and a building program.
'He said the only means left to governmental bodies to bring about a
reduction in taxation is the adoption of the revenue-raising program
he outlined in his message. By that
, he meant elimination of the state
!tax and boosting of income to take
its place.
If his financial recommendations
are accepted, the governor declared.
it will be possible to end the state
tax and reduce the municipal tax
rates by $2 on the $1000 of valuation. He outlined his program for
additional revenues, including the
!two-cent cigarette tax, continuation
!of the extra-cent gasoline tax, the
alcohol tax, and others, and contended the recommendations are
reasonable and would bring relief
to the home-owner, but are being
opposed by organized money that
• brought about creation of the state
tax appeals board and has prevented legislation for home-owner relief.
• Declaring securing of new revenue is the only salvation of municipalities until prosperity has returned, Curley called upon selectmen, taxpayers associations and
like bodies to unite for the battle,
otherwise it would be impossible
for him to succeed in his endeavor.
Director Theodore Isl. Waddell of
the division of accounts, said the
towns need a more comprehensive
presentation of figures showing
how the taxpayers' money is being
spent. It was recommended that a
state-wide contest among towns be
conducted to cultivate interest in
making town reports more understandable and interesting to the
average citizen.
The se••.ii was continued today.
-
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NOT AMUSING
(Lowell Courier-Citizen)
Except that one still has some regard for the
reputation of poor old Massachusetts which used to
such
be represented in the United States Senate by
George
Sumner,
Charles
Otis,
Gray
men as Harrison
Prisble Hoar and Henry Cabot Lodge, it would be
highly amusing were the campaign for Senator
Coolidge's seat to come down to James Michael Curley, advocate of the Roosevelt social security plan.
against Moses H. Gulesian, backed by the Townsend
clubs. There would be, furthermore, very entertaining opportunities to twit some of our contemporaries
who have thus far stood foraiiiimiaw were the electorate to decide that it prefers an American Arm&
nian buspeas man who has fallen for Dr. Townsend's peculiar and fantastic vagaries. It must be
hoped, of course, that a sensible and dignified candidate will appear who can nose out both these aspirants for a conspicuous national Job.
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CRIME AND POLITICS
The Governor and his council have begun,
if not comPieted, plans for the ousting of the
state parole board. The ground for this proposed action, so far as we have been able to
see, is because long term prisoners are dissatisfied. Not enough of them are released on
parole at the expiration of the minimum period of their sentences less time off for good
behavior to please them.
The veteran of evil ways, once he is caught
and incarcerated, knows enough to be a
"good prisoner." He is slick enough to know
that it pays to "be good" while in prison in
order to get out sooner to continue his nefarious ways.
A tremendously large percentage of the
real bad men of the country are men who
have had previous records and who have
been paroled or pardoned. They are now insisting that more of them, regardless of outside records, so long as their jail records are
good, be turned loose.
Apparently the Governor and his council
are in full sympathy with them. At least
they are considering ousting the present parole board "because it is too strict."
The parole board, apparently, is to be put
into politics. And this is because the men
who have been jailed for murder, arson, racketeering, blackmailing and kindred crimes
are dissatisfied.
We are rapidly approaching the point
Where the criminal element is to control the
state whether in jail or out.
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ANOTHER OUSTED
The new state commissioner of education,
James G. Rearden, late superintendent of the
Adams school system, has begun the expected dropping of members of his staff by ousting Jerome Burtt, state supervisor of secondary education, because of "difference in
philosophies." Mr. Rearden has not got
around to the point of making the dismissal
(if a capable man public but Mr. Burtt has
done so among friends in his former home
city of Springfield.
Uneasy lies the head that held a state job
before the beginning of the present regime.
Every post has now been placed in the spoils
class and few of those who held office previous to last state election were Curley partisans.
The "difference in philosophies" is not
yet public property but in part at least it is
due to the teachers' oath bill, which Dr. Payson Smith, veteran and highly capable state
commissioner who was ousted, opposed in
k.ommon with the majority of educators of
the state—and elsewhere for that matter—
and which Mr. Rearden favored.
Individual opinions and politics are the impartant considerations in state governmental circles at present—not the welfare of the
children.

One of the discouraging facts about increasing state and municipal expenses is
that as far sack as 1903 the late Governor
W. Murray Crane, when the state tax passed
the three million dollar mark, warned of
what was to come. Nobody believed it.
They have been steadily mounting upwards
in spite of Republican and Democratic promises.
In a communication in this issue concerning the Townsend plan is the statement that
immediately it became effective all crime
would cease. The saving would run into the
billions is the claim. The Townsend plan, it
appears, will do what neither God nor man
has been able to do since the Garden of Eden.
Personally we are still as ignorant of the
state of the Union as we were before wading
through the political speech of the President.
The short ugly word is already in use between Governor Curley and Speaker Saltonstall and election is not until next November.
It is with a sense of satisfaction we learn
that local police officers were able to capture
the two convicts who escaped from a guard
to whom they were manacled, killing him in
the process. The officers who got the men,
one in Providence and the other in Malden,
rightly took no chances but captured their
men at gunpoint.
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Hyde Park, Mass.

Local Solons Attend
Opening Of Legislature
Reps. Patrick J. Welsh and Frank
I. Morrison of this distriJ were
resent ir, the State Leg:slature ye.s,erday morning when the joint ses,ion kened another year of 1.wmaking for the Beacon Hill solons,
with Governor James M. Curley, e'etivering an impressive and (Mailed
address to the members, givirg his
views of various legislative problems
to I>e considered during the new se-;ion.
Rep. Welsh started his tenth yedr
as a member of the body, while Rep.
Morrison eleetec:' at the last (State
election, starts his second year.
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DENY CONTRIBUTION
TO ELY CAMPAIGN
51—A denial
BOSTON, Jan. 4 (f1,
that Alexander Lincoln,'a member
of the State Board of Tax Appeals,
contributed to the campaign of
former governor Joseph B. Ely, as
charged by Governor James M.
Curley, was made today by B. Lorof the
ing Young, former Speaker
House of Representatives.
Curley told a meeting of the
Massachusetts Selectmen's Association yesterday that Ely told
Lincoln
him he could not remove
was
from the board because Lincoln
his
the heaviest contributor to
(Ely's) campaign.
Curley, when mayor of Boston,
had sought Lincoln's removal because he was allegedly rosponsible
for abating valuations on many
, parcels of real estate.
Young, addressing the selectmen
today, said he knew personally that

Lincoln had "not contributed a

SAYS SYSTEM OF PAROLE
'BOARD BREEDS REVENGE
Heads of Penal Institutions Testify That
Severe Policy Is Causing Unrest
Among Prisoners
•
BOSTON, Jan. 3. (W)—Heads of
two Massachusetts prisons told the
governor and executive council tonight that unrest was rife and resentment rampant in their institutions because of the severe policy
o: the parole board.
They were seconded In their testimony by Arthur T. Lyman, commissioner of correction, who, however, denied that the attitude of
the parole board was solely the
cause of recent attempted escapes
at the State Prison and the Conrd Reformatory.
Interrogated by Councillor Danlel H. Coakley, who sought to have
the witnesses at a public hearing
indict the parole board for its
handling of cases of prisoners,
Major Michael J. Dee, superintend%
ent of Concord, and Francis J. W.
Lanagan, warden of State Prison
testified to sentiment and attitude
of their charges.
Major Dee, short, florid and softspoken, said that in the past year
99 inmates of his reformatory eligible for parole and with perfect
institution records, or "diamonds"
as he described such ratings, hai
-ocen denied parole.
At the same time, he said others
who had bad institutional records
were paroled.
He said the present parole board,
whose members are Richard Olney,
P. Emmett Gavin and Matthew W.
Bullock, did not consult with him
to learn many things he could telt
them about inmates.
Unrest at Prison
With laconic and flat answers tc•
questioning, Warden Lanagan tes•
titled there was more unrest in
State Prison this year than last
and generally agreed with Dee on
the parole board's treatment of eligible prisoners.
Asked by Coakley what would be
the result if the board's policy was
continued, Lanagan replied:
"I don't believe we'd have guard.,
enough to take care of the place."
The governor inquired of the warden if he knew of any paroles 01
pardons that had been purchased.
Assured negatively, Curley commented: "That will fttr*Tildreshing
o the newspapers."
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SHATTER FAITH IN
POLITICAL PROMISE
0N, Jan, 3 (UP)--/The tax1,10:411,
payer is being led to the inevitable
conclusion he must place no faith
In statements made for political
purposes. Recording to President R.
W. Bird of the MARRNehusPttg Federation of Taxpayers' Association.'.
Commenting on Governor Curley's message to the I..egi,lattire
Bird said It was eater now to understand why the Governor "spent
a. great deal (yf someone's money'
'to have his ho'iday greetings pato
In e'er-tile lights on the front of the
State House.
"It was because he WAR writing
his annual me.sage to the General
Court and he knew it would contain small comfort for the taxpayer" Bird said.
Bird said it was "natsirally gratifying' that the Governor recommended a special commission on
taxation, which WAR proposed by
last
the texpayers' Association
spring, but It WAR "distres,ing to
note that the Governor does nn
propose s single economy for his
own administration."
"It Is the expenditnres for buildings proposed hy Governor Curley
Which seem to us ittArly to hegalive the good
proposals In his
tit-111111A message," Bird said.
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SAYS SYSTEM OF PAROLE
BOARD BREEDS REVENGE

the federal funds. He wants one
In every state In the Union to
divide the money In proportion
to the best results--probably
political. He would have a complete managerial organization
—manager, assistant managers
to an undeterminable degree,
stenographers for each of the
assistants and as many as the
manager desires, clerks, accountants, and all the necessary voters—in every state.
That should make up a very
fine political organization to
supplement the others that are
now In existence.
NEED OF BRAIN POWER

All of which indicates that,
de‘ipite the super-brains In the
brain trust, there is a sad need
of real brains in Washington
departments There is a terthinkable
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try again within three weeks.
More than sixty percent of the
vote now counted Is against the
NRA and the president's policies. All of which Is not encouraging news tg Washington.
LEGISLATURE

JAN

WANTS HIS OLD
AUTO PLATES

MEETS

The legislature of the Commonwealth Is now in session.
It will be well for the citizens
to keep an eye on Boston and
both ears attuned to what Is going on. There Is much good
that can be accomplished this
year, and much damage that
can be done. This being election year, It can be expected
that a majority of the legistatore will be listening to the
voice of the people more than
usual. Last winter, the people
did not stand much chance on
Beacon Hill. However, with election only a few months away
and a lurid call for economy,
there are some hopes that conbe given to
sideration may
those who are paying the bills.
The citizens must take more
interest. In the legislation that
Is presented. They must watch
the bills that are before the
ieeislature and let their voices
be heard. Economy should be
the watch-word of the house
and senate, but economy will
be forgotten unless the people
Insist. Many of the legislative
iambs should be led to the
slaughter and now is the time
make the selections. So,
to
during the next months, careful attention should be paid to
what Is going on on Beacon
Hill.
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Mathey Petitions Supreme
Court to Compel Goodwin to Restore Them.

1

BOSTON, Jan. 4—Nicholas W.
Mathey, of 541 Commonwealth avenue, has a liking for Massachusetts
number plates numbered 518 for his
automobile; the department of the
State Registry announces that, while
it has been a privilege of the department to issue the same plates to
any one person, there is no law that
compels it to do so. Mathey is disgruntled and has asked the Supreme
Court to compel Registrar of Motor
Vehicles Prank A. Goodwin to restore them to him, after they had
been assigned to Gov. Curley's former chauffeur for the year 1936.
There is an apparent liking by
many automobile owners to get al
low numbers as possible for their
machines and some of them think
they have a right to them, year after year, if the proper requirements
are complied with. The question of
who owns them will probably be settled as the result of the cage, and
autoists are watching the outcome
as his counsel has filed a petition
for a writ of mandamus to comp:I
Registrar Goodwin to comply with
IVLathey's request for the 1936 reg!stration plates bearing the number
518.
Mathey is a Lynn manufacturer,
and his petition recites that he has
held the 518 number plates for six
years, with the exception of part of
ode year; that he complied with
all of the requirements of the registry relating to making application
last fall for the same registration
number, and that he received notice
from the registry that the number
plates 518 and a registration certificate would be sent to him by parcel
post on or about Nov. 25.
He did not receive them and the
numbers were issued to Charles
Mannion, a former chauffeur of
Gov. Curley and now the superv:sor
of motor equipment for the State
Department of Public Works. Since
Mathey made the application and
since he was notified that number
was available for him, he has made
oral and written requests for the
restoration of the number he wanted and claims that he has been
wronged and aggrieved because he
did not get them.
Counsel for Mathey, Harry W.
Tatty, declares that the registry department offered to give his client
the plates numbered 38,518 but that
Mathev did not want them andree
fused to accept the same. He said
that he had learned the number;
Mathey formerly had and had applied for, had been Issued to Mannion, and will so state in court
when the case, which is slated for
trial Jan. 7, comes up for disposition.
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STATE HOUSE
NEWS IN BRIEF
Warden Lanagan Issues
Warning to Governor
and CouilFIT:
BOSTON, Jan. 4—Francis J.
Lanagan, warden at the State
Prison, made the announcement to
Gov. Curley and the Executive
Council yesterday, that "current
unrest will boil over into serious
trouble," vamong state prison convicts unless the uncompromising
attitude of the state parole board
is altered.
He made the blunt statement
in reply to •the criticism of the
members of the state board for
men- refusal to adopt a policy of
criminals in
leniency toward
various state penal institutions
was subscribed to and amplified by
State Commissioner of Correction
Arthur T. Lyman and Major
Michael T. Dee, Superintendent at
the Concord State Reformatory.
It was made at a hearing yesterday, and several witnesses were
heard. The hearing lasted until 5
o'clock, and then was adjourned
until 1 o'clock Monday afternoon,
when the bozbrd members will be
given an opportunity to defend
their attacks as the Governor yesterday refused to allow them to
examin., witnesses yesterday, but
will be allowed to do so Monday.
Rep. Owen Gallaghee, of Dorchester, has filed bills with the
Legislature, one to provide for
loans on policies issued by out-ofstate insurance companies, after
Jan., 1936; one to change the law
relative to endowment policy contents and limited payment life insurance po icies issued by domestic
and out-of-state insurance cornpanics, and one providing that no
agent shall be charged with a decrease or a deduction from his
salary or commission on industrial
life insurance policies lapsed after
being paid on ior five years.
Rep. James F. Kiley, of Charlestown has filed a bill in which he
seeks to incorporate in the motor
vehicle liability insurance act, the
guest clause which was deleted
last year.
He also seeks to prevent the sale of alcoholic beverages on Sundays.
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Will Governor Curley of Massachusetts
I"Decide" to "Carry State for F. D. R.?
UI

Enigmatic Figure
Has a Faculty
for Winning.
By BRAD ANGIER.
BOSTON, Jan. 4—What part will
Governor James Michael Curley of
Massachusetts play in the Democratic presidential campaign of 1936?
That may mean a great deal to
President Roosevelt, for the Bay
State is needed by the president.
Governor Curley himself has eyes
on the Democratic presidential nomination in 1940. He plans to run for
U. S. Senator in 1936. (It is assumed that Senator Marcus A. Coolidge, Democrat, will not run again.)
A few years ago, his third fouryear term as mayor of Boston coming to a close, Jim Curley's political
balloon seemed crashing earthward.
"This mad, who might have been
mayor of the Hub for the past 20
consecutive years if it were not for
a statute that prevents a mayor
from succeeding birth, al!, failed in
his attempts to obtain a more important post than delegate to the
Democratic national convention of
1932.
An Opportunist.
Opportunist? Four years previously he had supported Al Smith's
candidacy for the presidency. Now
he abruptly switched to Franklin D.
Roosevelt, and at a time when Massachusetts was steadfastly wearing
brown derbies and whistling "The
Sidewalks of New York." Men
whose names were scarcely known
outside their own neighborhoods
were elected over Curley to represent the state at the Democratic
national convention.
But with the same stubborn confidence in his judgment that has always characterized him, Curley
went to the convention on his own.
Coy. James M. Curley of Messachusetts
He maneuvered so as to become an
official delegate from Puerto Rico,
an island he smilingly admitted he a record majority. Curley, commut- Walsh, nominated a ticket notable
knew only from tourist literature. ing between Boston and Washing- by its deficiency in Curley men. Was
In this capacity he not only threw toti, was offered a number of politi- Curley finished? He tripled his alhis vote into the increasing Roose- cal appointments, including at least ready strenuous efforts, put the
velt landslide, but he made a speech one European ambassadorship. His names of himself and his personally
in behalf of the former New York third four-year term as mayor of selected ticket on the ballot, essayed
governor that was generally ac- Boston was coming to a close. The a bit of political stratagem by havclaimed the finest bit of oratory of law stated that he could not suc- ing a man whom he later appointed
the entire coalition.
ceed himself. Would he take the registrar of motor vehicles further
Curley's worst enemy, and he has opportunity to make a graceful exit split the gubernatorial race, and not
only won the nomination in the
thousands of them, will not deny from the Bay State?
that he is a good orator.
Opportunist! Curley, said by as- primaries, but was overwhelmingly
Unpopular With Home Bosses.
sociates to be disappointed because elected.
Even after Curley's almost single- the position of ambassador to Italy
Massachusetts' supporters have
this
for
in
Roosevelt
stand
handed
was not given to him, after many been hopeful that Vice President
state had been vindicated in Chica- newspapers had compared his pro- John Nance Garner would "not
go and the Democratic bigwigs here file to none other than Julius Cae- choose" to run again. They have
had fallen in line, Curley remained sar's, stayed home and ran for gov- had Curley "picked" to get the
so unpopular with party leaders in ernor.
Democratic vice presidential nominthis section that Farley sent him
ation, in that event,
Licks Opponents.
clear across the country into CaliBut Curley himself makes no
fornia to campaign.
The Deinocratic state convention, move it the open unless he is cerR
velt was swe t into
trolled by
y Senator
enator David I• tain he can "get away" with it.
Callowsew 1/44-2-9ata4jkoisAan
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LEGISLATORS
BUSY WITH
PETITIONS

CI

opening hearing sheafs of letters
and
received from prisoners
their attorneys, who claim the
parole borrd has been too hard
on them and their clients.
The number of petitions filed
to date thie session was about
350. approximately 100 less than
the number filed by this time last
year
The proposals for legislation
ranged from simple schemes to
license bagatelle machines
to
complicated legislation to further regulation of the telephone
company.
Insurance Commissioner Fran"is De Celles was having his
trlubles 'with persons who have
been refused compulsory automo•
bee inurenee for various reason*
More than 100 have appealed to
him within the past few days, his
office reported.
One of those who asked the
commissioner's aid, his office Raid,
was a physician, who said he had
figured in several trivial accidents
In which no personal injuries
were involved. He said he was
treating five patients for pneumonia and two expectant mothers
needed his treatment. Commissioner De Celles intervened, his
office said, and the physician received insurance.
Several who appealed to the
commissfoner claimed they would
be unemployed without the use of
their cars.
And Chief Clerk Charles R.
Gilley of the registry of motor yehides, announced approximately
180,000 registration plates had
.1 been issued, about 22,000 mere
thaa at this thee last year.
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SELECTMEN FOR J.J 4 Rib
BIENNIA' PLAN REGISTRATION
State Association Favors
LIST SUIT BASIS
Proposal; Officers
Reelected
1

BOSTON, Jan. 3 (AP)—Massawere
chusetts Selectmen tonight
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estate.
progress
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actual projects.
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of officers headed by presid
ent.
elton of Deerfield as
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New
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what
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further
taxed commodity in general use, the plan
has the very distinct demerit of driving business out of the state. Rather than pay the
additional price, residents of Massachusetts
will merely buy their cigarettes in a neighboring state.-

Callahan Sued, Curley
Attacked as New Firm
Gets Contract
BOSTON, Jan. 3 (AP)—A squab
list
ble over the publication of the toof automobile registration was Suday thrown before the State ht a
preme Court and tonight brougconsharp exchange of statements Govcerning the administration of
ernor James M. Clirley.
For ten years the Direct Mail
pubService, Inc., of Boston has s, for
lished lists of the registration
and
distribution to state agencies
police departments.
Asserting it had been refused the
in Su1930 list, the company filedg a writ
preme Court petition askinCommisof mandamus compelling
am F.
sioner of Public Works Willi
list,
Callahan to furnish it the
given to
Which this year has been
the Auto List, Inc.
tive
Promptly State Representa
Philip G. Bowker, (R) of Brook
ing
line issued a statement charg
newly
the Auto List, Inc., is a
been
formed company and has direcgranted a monopoly at the
tion of the governor.
se,
Rallying sharply to the defen a
Commissioner Callahan issued
contract
statement declaring the
t bidder,
was awarded to the lowes
was
he Auto List, Inc., and full
awarded unanimously by the
Public
board of the Department of
Works.
in
Bowker charged that Callahan
Auto
granting the contract to the the
List Company "has to obey man,
mandate of the chief heads
Governor Curley, in order to hold
es
his job. In the very serious charger
brought against the commissionsthe truth is apparent that Commi
sioner Callahan is only the puppet
in the show."
In recent years the Direct Mail
Service has paid $2,500 for the
list.
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Prison Chiefs Hold
Parole Board Policy
Is Cause of Unrest

While
rds Denied Freedom
Holders of Perfect Reco
He
Out. Dee Charges—Says
Get
s
oner
Pris
Bad
ness,
Was Told HiK1 heBusi
term "set-oack" one of a
s which

conBridgewater State Farm, whoabout
tributed little information
the Parole Board policies.
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hearing.
He said the present parole board, a
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, whose members are Richard 01by Coakley
severe questioning
ney, P. Emmett Gavin and Matwithout losing her temper or poise.
thew W. Bullock, did not consult
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with him to learn many things he
difficulty with the Parole Board
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1050d be retained by the Commonwealth
The chief executives of at least
two states have broached the
speed-mad
of curbing
subject
motorists by requiring the installation of automatic governors on
annual
his
In
automobiles.
Massachusetts
the
message to
General Court, Governor Curley
asserted that it was worthy of the
Legislators consideration whether
violators of the automobile laws
may not be requited to install
governors on their cars, limiting
operation to thirty miles an hour,
as a condition of continued license.
Governor Lehman of New York
went even farther, by informing
the Legislature of his state that
unless accidents decrease in the
he will advocate
future
near
automatic control of motor speed.
That the automobile accident is
a serious menace to life and
is
today
America
in
safety
indicated by a check of traffic
accidents during the first forty
hours of 1936, which shows that
at least 149 persons were killed, in
28 states, while hundreds of other
victims are in hospitals, suffering
led
California
injuries.
from
among the states surveyed with
twenty-two motor deaths since the
Illinois was
new year began.
Michigan
second with sixteen.
had fourteen. Pennsylvania and
Missouri tied with eleven each.
Ohio and New York were next
Connecticut
ten
each.
with
Massachusetts was
reported six.
half-way down the list with four
fatalities.
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The time may come for the . If
peachment of a high state officer
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once
the legislature sits but
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If the wrong men are sent to tha
ture, the blame rests with the
legisla
t,
Mass.
rypor
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people, not the system."
Supporting Beckford, Selectman
Wheeler of Wayland asserted that
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the vote of the people would be a
"yes" vote as on the question of prohibition and of the legalizing of horse
and dog racing.
What appeared to be a Unanimous
opinion among the selectmen for biennial session, resulted in a divided
opinion later in the afternoon when
the actual vote was taken with 50 to
20 of the voting selectmen sponsorconstitutional
pending
the
ing
amendment.
Curley Defends Program
Defending his tax program and urging support of his institutional building program, Governor Curley said:
"There is no justification to assert
that the building program I have recommended is in the interest of the
contractors," Governor Curley continued. "It is a program in the interest
of the most unfortunate element in
the Commonwealth, the insane. It
is a black mark on the white escutcheon of the Commonwealth to allow
the conditions to obtain.
For the last four years it has been
meet
to
Impossible to place a single child in
margin :al the reserve fund
the
later in
a state institution for another four
needed appropriations progra
ms, was
(Special to the News)
years. I believe the conditions should
special works
for
year
state
l,
Waddel
be changed. I have recommended a
State House, Boston, Jan. 4.—With made by Theodore N.
change which will be at least a start
a decided division among the ranks, director of accounts. reserve fund is
on a much neglected program.
for a
need
"The
in
g
meetin
men
in
s
select
Massachusett
any time
I have recommended $1,000,000 for
greater today than at
the erection of a building to house
annual convention yesterday endorsed the past," Waddell told the selectfelons so that the first offenders can
the pending constitutional amend- men.
M. Curley called
be segregated froth the habitual ofJames
or
Govern
state
the
of
s
l
session
ot
ment for biennia
fender, thus preventing them from
selectmen to stand back
the
on
$2
a
offering
legislature.
becoming a permanent liability on
his new tax proposalstax rate in rethe Commonwealth. One million dolreduction in the localindebtedness to
state
by
lars to construct a new building at
Warnings of infringement
turn for a bonded
the Rutland State Hospital where
departments on local self-government the state.
there are wooden buildings which are
Accounts Waddell outof
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Directo
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battle
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law
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featured the
a fire hazard and which should have
the benefits of the existin
to borrow
ward off a decisive vote by the town lined
I found the
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house the mental defecti
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official, Mr. Beckford asserte the mately
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rate."
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beyond
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Director Waddell also be adopted ourselves decent citizens if we allow
public because full powey to call a
some legislation will changes in the conditions to continue.
special sitting of the legiCature rests thatthe
And how are we going to care for
coming year for communicrit- in
permitting
m? The issue can be
this
with the governor. Replying to
s
budget
town
g amortiprogra
provision for meetinif
zed by the annual expediture
icism that improper men are sent to
make
to
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ary appropriatio
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the legislature, Mr. Beckfo
vo- new and necess
advan- year and the new revenue which I
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mend in- sufficient to provide for the amortizasystem in vogue does not offer the
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asserted that there
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tax rate in every city and
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shouldn't we too relieve the burden
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same
Franklin and Worcesbury a man and woman, of the
Some have said, 'If you didn't use
two dis- associationss,of the battle centered
family were being aided on the
the money for highways and sidecountie
ter
ausame
town
and
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project
subject
tinct
largely on the
rulings. walk construction you could have put
time.
thority to state departmentalNewbury up these buildings.' They overlook
West
State WPA administrator, Arthu:
of
rd
Beckfo
Mr.
the fact that in putting up buildings
G. Botch tossed a bombshell into the charged the selectmen to "go slow, go there is a long time between drawing
session declaring workers from neigh- slow."
meetings to of plans and laying of bricks. It is
.
coif:
"Do you want the town " he quer- sometimes six to nine months and the
boring cities and towns would
years?
two
in
nt
once
adjace
held
people would be out of work. The
be
. tinue to be employed in
nt, "what re- WPA provided that the employ
ees on
-mar- ied opening his argume
o
of
farm-t
and
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t
on
agains
towns
the projects should be taken from the
dress has the town
the
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ments,
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ket road project
the various
the welfare rolls but they forget about
the 100,000 out of work
biennial session plan? When
are not
Urges Ample Margin.
government, through on the welfare rolls andwho
our
of
rs
founde
so we
Warning selectmen to draft their town meetings approved the creation $3,500,000 for the constructionused
of
intend to
town budgets for 1936 with ample of a legislature it did notnot intend chapter 90 and chapter 81 work by the
have mob rule. They did
\IIIImmamr*

SELECTMEN ENDORSE
BIENNIAL SESSIONS AT
STATE CONVENTION
Albert H. Beckford of West Newbury
Champions Cause of Home Rule as
He Opposes Amendment

e

cities and towns and used $4,000,000
of our own money for the construction of sidewalks. There are now
some 12,000 employed on that sidewalk program. We did that to preserve the self respect and honor of
the Commonwealth and to preserve
the self respect of the citizens. I respectfully suggest and request that
you join with rue in the adoption of
the tax program for the best interest
of the Commonwealth and for the
best interest of every one of its citizens."
,C44,4
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Auto Registration List May Bring
f Action Before Supreme Court

BOSTON, Jan. 4 (W)—A squabble
Granted Monopoly?
over publication of an automobile
State Representative Philip G.
registration list, hints of possible Bowker tR) of Brookline, last night
trouble at State penal institutions charged Auto List, Inc., is a newlyformed company granted a monoand a vote by Massachusetts select- poly
at the direction of the Govmen favoring biennial legislative ernor.
Press Clipping Service
sessions disturbed an
Bowker also claimed the new
otherwise
2 Park Square
company's charter was mailed to a
quiet Beacon Hill today.
BOSTON
MASS.
Massachusetts legislators, mean- Boston lawyer, who, he said is
counsel of record for Edmund L.
while, scurried about preparing for Dolan
in the Supreme Court. equity
STANDARD
the battles of the second session of proceed
ings brought by the city of
, the 149th legislature. which was Boston
New Bedford, Mass.
against Dolan and others.
adourned until Monday.
Dolan, city treasurer when CurThe
automobile
registration ley was mayor of Boston,
was resquabble, which was thrown before cently charged
by the city of Bosthe State Supreme Court yesterday, ton with
fraud in the purchase of
brought a sharp exchange of state- bonds for
the city sinking fund. He
ments concerning the administra- has been defende
A Bad Proposal
d staunchly by
tion
of
Governo
r James M. Curley. Curley.
Governerf..usley, in urging a reorganization of
The Direct MattTerdife, Inc., of
In defense, Callahan stated the
the Department of Labor and Industries, told the Boston,
asserting it has published contract was awarde
d the lowest
legislature that "the obvious first step in this re- lists of automobile registrations for bidder,
while Bowker countered
organization • . . is for the Department to assume , distribution to State agencies and with: "Callahan
has to obey the
police departments for 10 years, re- mandate of
the duties of the Industrial Accident Board."
the chief headsman,
Why it is obvious he does not explain; and the vealed yesterday it had been re- Governor Curley, in order to hold
fused the 1936 list.
his job."
more the proposal is considered, the greater the
The company filed in the State
Direct Mail, in its petition, deobjections to It are seen to be.
Supreme Court a petition asking a clared it submitt
ed its bid on Sept.
The Industrial Accident Board is a distinct de- writ of mandamus compelling
Wil- 20, last, and that On or about Oct.
partment of the state government. Its function is liam F. Callahan, State Commis- 11 Auto
List, Inc., was organized
to decide questions arising under the workmen's sioner of Public Works, to furnish Direct Mail Service, in recent
years,
the
list,
which
was this year given lias been paid $2,500 for
compensation law. It is a fact-finding tribunal.
publication
1
to
the
Auto
List,
Inc.
of
the
and at the same time a judicial or semi-judicial
Dot.
one; being charged in any disputed case with determining the facts and then applying the law to
,
EAGLE
them. Being a body of this kind, it should be an
independent and an impartial one.
Pittsfield, Mass.
To place it under the control of the Department
of Labor and Industries would be to subordinate
it to an agency which has been set up primarily
in the interest of the workers of the commonwealth. It is concerned with the enforcement
of
laws relating to conditions of labor, and with the
protection of the rights and the promotion of
BOSTON, Jan. 4—William A.
the
welfare of persons employed in industry. To
Murphy, former Boston newspape,-give
man and secretary to Eben S.
it the power to decide issues between employes
and
Draper when he was governor, was
employers arising under the workmen's
compensayesterday named an assistant section law, would be like submitting +filch
questions
retary to Gov. Curler. He succeeds
to one of the parties to the dispute, with the
Joseph P. McAllister, who this week
result
that the cost of doing business in this
was named assistant administrative
state would
be increased.
Industry would tram be handisecretary of the State Department
capped, and the job of the worker
of Public Utilities, a new berth crehimself eventated because of the illness and conually jeopardized.
finement to Mas.sachusetts General
The legislature should say No
to this recomHospital of Andrew A. Highlands of
mendation of the Governor's
and preserve the InBrookline, administrative secretary.
dustrial Accident Board as an
Like McAllister, Murphy will be
independent trithe
bunal,
governor's social secretary, The
Council confirmed the appoint
ment
yesterday afternoon.
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(State House Briefs

added. He; as- .1 club, He urged the club to function
it, no one knows,"
serted that the high standing of the I fraternally as well as politically. He
community relative to savings would spoke of the need of an incentive to
be a different story if the data was attract and hold the interest of
according to individual ac- members. He believed the G. 0. P.
compiled
Square
2 Park
counts instead of Judging the per to be the party to produce the comcapita rate on the amount of total mon good. He commented upon the
MASS.
BOSTON
I party's desire to produce industry, ,
savings.
He commented upon the proposi- 1tions to take tile whip off the backs
NEWS
of those who pay real estate taxes.
He referred to the govesai, plan
Salem, Mass.
to relieve real estate blly levying other forms of taxation. He did
not believe that any one of the proposed plans would be enacted into
law and he did not believe that there
was any thought they would be when
they were proposed. He said there was
talk even now of "bootleg" cigarettes if the .sales tax on that commodity goes through. He spoke of the
possibility of this state enacting laws
which other states now have, if
something Is not done here to relieve the situation.
He talked about the "extraordinary" situation of industry not wanting a man over 45 years of age.
"When a man gets to be more than
45 he is all done," commented the
senator. "What are we going to do
with him? Let the young fellows get
industry. Municipal and state
Senator Tells Witch City Re- into
governments can well afford to let
them take care of roads and departpublican Club Excessive ment matters. The time .is coining
when we have got to take care of
and Unnecessary Expendi- the slack between the ages of 45 and
80 years."
Pointing out the value of immitures Ought to Cease
gration restriction, he stated that
JOHN W. GAUSS, JR.
while he does not exactly like to say
President
such things, the law was put on in
time enough, but it was a question "Industry must function." he said.
of the survival of the fittest.
"It is and must be the backbone of
He told what the expenditure of our commonwealth, and we want the
half a million dollars or more for re- government to produce industry." He
Cities and Banks Find Them- lief in a city means on the tax .te. acknowledged the help federal funds
The city could get along with some- have been and added that "we here
are glad to get our share and use it,"
selves in Real Estate Busi- thing like a $24 or
but he could not see how it solves
$25 Tax Rate Otherwise
the problem.
Beh said,
ness Because People CanHe stressed the desire and benefit
gave a critical review of somet
of the taxation laws, such as the• of home rule and maintained that
not Keep Their Holdings inheritance
tax, which, he srtd, home rule could best be found in the
penalizes the man who did not goi small Republican community. As an
A five-year moratorium on all ex- ' out and borrow and did not disat example of home rule, he spoke of
cessi* and unnecessary government • pate but was prudent and wanted to I the fire department, which, he said.
spending as a means of relieving the leave something for those who fol- in Salem is just as anxious to keep
overburdened taxpayer was advocated lowed. He scored waste and corn- :the city free of danger as anyone
by Senator William H. McSweeney mented upon those who "sail under else. However, gasoline permits must
at a meeting of the Witch City Re- Democratic colors to get jobs." He be approved by the state fire mar'publican club held last evening at told of the men on state relief pro- shal.
He told of some of the humorous
the Hotel Hawthorne.
jects who were given the day off on
We ought to have a cessation of the day he was elected so that they incidents that took place in the legislature
last year and mentioned some
extra expenditures for five years. Let could vote, yet be paid at the same
of the important bills coming before
time.
us, have a cessation of excessive and
the legislature this year. He menunneceasary expenditures. Let us
"That is an Illustration of what tioned in
particular
have a cessation on building boulehappens to your tax money," he said. which, he believed. biennial sessions,
is
vards and parks and subsist on what
He declared the day of the poor
What,
the nubile Wants
we've got. Let, every back yard be a
house to be gone and predicted that
He
told
the
members
of the many
park for general contentment, peace in the near future such institutions opportunities
they had of doing
as now exist for the poor would he helpful things
and good order.
but urged them to get
scales and banks are in the real no more. "You and I must make
some enjoyment out of the club
, estate business now," he said, "be- . up our minds that there are two along with its
political
activities. The ,
cause of the inability of people to things we will have to do, We must presence of
the charter means that
keep their property in the face of take cart. of the aged and the needy the club has
already
done
something
owners
Many
real
estate
poor."
high taxes.
and he urged them to continue the
are impoverished. And we have the
Alphonse 8. Bachorowski, state good work.
•
strange, extraordinary situation of committeeman for this district, preSheriff Prank E. Raymond concities borowing money on tax titles. sented the Inog-awaitecl Charter to gratulated
the
members
upon
the
reHow to get away from that is the the club. In his remarks at the time ceipt
of their charter.
He comproblem.
OX presentation. Atty. Bachorowksi
"Things that are costly are still gave some fstherly advice to the of- mented upon the coming campaign
emphasizing some of tile work the
with us. We are living in an age we ficers and members of the club. He club
would be called upon to do. He
can't afford to go through with, and pointed out that the beginning of an
stressed the value of the individual
we can't get by making people pay organization was always the hardest vote,
saying that no matter how
more in taxation. There is nothing in part. He told them of the need of
sight unless we stand up and fight. younger blood in the party end pre- many million votes were east, they
were
made
up of individual crosses
We must put courage into the tax- dicted that the club would make and
the success or failure
f the
payer. The great difficulty today is a great posaibillties the club has be
campaign depends upon how many
lack of consideration for the fellow
which it has to build. He spoke of the go to the polls on
election day. An
who has got to pay the bills. Why, .1 great possibilities th eclub has beenrolled voter does not mean
three-fourths of the people of Salem
anyfore it and suggested ways of in- thing, he said,
today are broke."
creasing the membership, lie talked to the polling 'unless that voter gets
booth
and votes. He
As to Salem having a high rating about the amount of
scored registered vote/15 who do not
in per capita savings, he
Bork to He Done This Year
vote and persons eligible to
I
what
Wondered at the True Picture
and let fall words of caution on
but who don't for failing to register
exercise
Re told the members of the club H to do in preparing for the state and their rights of
citizenship and stifnational
s
fail.
campaigns
that they would be surprised at the
f
Rep. Edward A. Coffey presented a
number of people who are supplying ,
"Too many value right of suffrage
most of these ARAMS "How they do manual of the general court to the cheaPlY. hesaid."
They feel their
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Expecting Trouble at
State Prison Because
Of Holding Up Parole

• vote is !tilt necessary and that It
would not count, yet it ts the melt_
cross that makes up the millions of votes.
The sheriff cited the election of
!Sen. McSweeney a.s an example of
what can be accomplished
By Party Unity
He urged the club to be "ready to
go" when the signal is given.
John W. Gauss. Jr., newly elected 1
Boston. Jan. 4—The blunt medic feare... ouch an outbreak* at Charlespresident of the club. presided. On
lion that "current unrest will bo: town.
behalf of the club he accepted the
over into serious trouble" emu:.
Warden Lanagan. under examinachatter and the general court manstate pristi convicts unless the un tion, blamed the attempted escape
' toll. He announced the appointment
compromising attitude of the stee . at Charlestown on Dec.
3. in which
of the following committees:
parole board is aJtereci was made yes there were three fatalities,
to this
Speakers—Joseph Perkins and John
terday by Flialids J. W. Lanagar. feeling of despair among
the conFahey.
warden at state prison, to Gov. Cur Oct. A letter written
by him to
Entertainment—Wilfred J. Poitras ley and the executive rouncil.
Commissioner Lyman in November
and William Robinson.
Warden Lanagan's criticism of the was produced
in which
Halls—Roger Raymond and George
members of the parole board to
Carr.
He Predicted Trouble
their refusal to adopt a policy o
Finance--Claude Knowlton, Alden leniency toward
Supt Dee also was on record in
criminals in th
Crosby and Philip Norcross.
various state penal institutions wa correspondence with the commis. '
t
Reception—Wilfred Poitras. Hersubscribed to and amplified by Ar sumer with complaints against the
man Stromberg, Walter Wheeler and thur T. Lyman,
state commissione alleged arbitrary attitude of the paEdward Buxton.
of
etion. and Major Michael .1 role board toward inmates with good ,
By-laws--Club officers.
..me, superintendent of the state re reformatory records who have been
Campaign and publicity—William
denied parole at the expiration of
formatory at Concord.
Russell Burns. Foster T. Chancllet
i Other witnesses at the public. hear two-thirds of their maximum senand Herbert Remelt
tences.
The newly-elected officers of the 'nig before the governor and minei
however, refused to find fault with
Dr. Van Waters, although sharply
club are: John W. Gauss, Jr.. president; Albert Pitcoff, vice president: :the parole board members. exeepi examined by Councillor Daniel H.
John Fahey, secretary, and Augustine , to admit that they were in mum Coakley. declined to admit that there
disagreement with some of the ac has been any considerable unrest at
J. Toomey. treasurer.
her institution for the past six
The board of directors is composed : mates of the board
of Harold Ropes, chairman; Albert . These witnessess were Dr. Mirian months.
Van Waters, superintendent of the
Ledoux, Edward H. Cottle. Timothy
Supt. Winslow. likewise closely exMavrakos. Dr. Morey Shulman, sec- state reformatory for
women a amined by Coakley. declined to yield
retary, and Herman A. Stromberg.
Framingham; Maurice W. Winslow from his position upholding to some
The membership committee in- Isuperintendent of the state prism extent the acts of the parole board.
stioloily:
at Norfolk; James N. Warren He was accused by the governor of
cludes Atnable St. Pierre J. Walter
Sniith. Dr. Nathan Levin and Wil- !supermtendent of the state farm a refusing to give simple and direct
liam Haywood.
Bridgewater. and Seymour H. Stone. answers to the questions fired at
deputy commissioner of correction.. him.
sen,ational Testimony
The hearing was adjourned late
is anticipated at Monday's session.
yesterday afternoon until I P.
Monday when the board members' when the parole board members, suswill be afforded an opportunity tol tained In their defense by Senators
defend the attacks made on their William F. Madden of Roxbury and
administration yesterday. The gov- Edward C. Carroll of South Boston,
ernor yesterday refused
permit appear before the council.
to
them to examine witnesses, explainOne tense moment in yesterday's
ing that ample opportunity will be hearing came when Commissioner
given them to tell their story.
Lyman evaded a question by CounBriefly, the complaint against the cillor William 0. Hennessey of Lynn
board
members—Richard
Olney, as to the source of the ammunition
chairman; Mathew W. Bullock and used in the unsuccessful break at
P. Emmett Gavin—is that they have Concord last October.
been
Lyman merely ignored the quesAltogether Too start
tion and Hennessey failed to press
in pursuing a policy of refusing to for an answer, A prospective witness
release convicts with good prison declared that he would tell the counrecords at the expiration of two- cil next Monday that the bullets
thirds of their minimum sentences, went into the institution in a desk
as they are permitted
to do by that was sent by another state
Si a lute.
agency for repairs. He said he would
The
policy
of
compelling
the prove that a loaded 45-calibre recrimina:a to serve their maximum volver and more than 500 cartridges
sentences. disregarding their exem- acre found in the desk after it had
plary conduct in prison, is respon- been delivered at Concord from the
neighboring town of Framingham.
sible. nonagon. Lyman
and
Dee
agreed. for the prevailing nurest in
During the course of the hearing
the penal Institutions because of the Gov. Curely and Councillor Coakley
despair it engenders in the criminals. criticized those Boston newspapers
Maj. Dec evades all direct ques- which have published editorials uptions tending to persuade him to ad- holding the position of the parole
mit that the policy has provoked re- board arid opposing extensive use of
sentment among his inmates to the the pardon power.
extent that there is apprehension
lest serious trouble break out, but
Warden Lanitgan frankly stated he

Warden Lanagan Tells Governor and Council,
Current Unrest Will Boil Over into Serious
Sitpation; Convicts Rebellious
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O'Malley V. a:, another lactor III fl
refusal to reassign the plates to Mathey. He took them to Register of
Motor Vehicles Frank A. Goodwin and
they were then given to Charles Manion.
In his petition, filed by his attorney, Harry H. Tatty, Mathey specifically seeks to compel Register of
Motor Vehicles Frank A. Goodwin to
allot him Na. "518," which he says
he has had for six years.
(Oven 39.518 Instead
He asserts it has been the practice
! to give the low number plates to
those who have had them and who
have made seasonable application for
them. He says he made application
for the usual numbers last October
and that he received a notice from
the registry that he would receive the
"518" plates.
Instead (If receiving the plates, he
said, he had been offered the number, "38,518." but said that he had
declined. The ease will come before
the court Tuesday.
Chief Clerk Gilley said that if the
case comes up for a hearing It will
settle a much debated point as to
whether the plates are the property
of the state or of the individual to
whom they have been assigned. It is
the belief at present that the plates
are the property of the state. since
they can be recalled In the event of
tolatton of driving regulations.
Sues Over Property
Salem superior court records reveal that Mathey's bill In equity filed
on Npv. 30 seeks to compel Mrs. Union, sister of Mrs. Griffiths. to return property which he says belongs
to him.
He declared that he placed the
property in the care and custody of
Mrs. Griffiths, who was a widow, and
that the property Is now illegally in
the hands of the administratrix. Included In the list of goods to which
Mathey referred was one special chow ,
trunk about 24 by 24 by 10 inches in
size containing medic-Mal liquor, diamond rings, oil paintings, and a
small framed picture of Mathey when
he was a child.
In November of 1925 settlement out
of court was reached in the 850,000
alienation of affections suit of John
D. Griffiths of Melrose Highlands
against Mathey. In which Griffiths
alleged that Mathey alienated the affections of his wife, Clara M. Griffiths. and persuaded her to leave
home.
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Parole Policy Causes Unrest
( in Prisons,Gov Curley Hears
'We Wouldn't Have Guards Enough to Hold Them'
if Severity Continues, Warden Lanagan of State
Prison Says—Other Wardens Testify
from 5 to 12
Boston, Jan. 3—(AP)--Heads of two teneed to terms of
years.
Massachusetts prisons told the goyoffenders?"
first
"All mixed in with
ernor and executive council tonight inquired Gov James M. Curley, who
that unrest was rife and resentment presided. When the superintendent
rampant in their institutions because said they were, the governor reof the severe policy of the parole marked: "It's about time to end that."
With laconic and flat answers to
board.
They were seconded in their testi- questioning, Warden Lanagan testimony by Arthur T. Lyman, com- fied there was more unrest in state
genmissioner of correction, who, how- prison this year than last, and
paever. denied that the attitude of the erally agreed with Dee on the
parole board was solely the cause role board's treatment of eligible
of recent attempted escapes at the prisoners.
Asked by Coakley what would be
state prison and the Concord rethe result of the board's policy was
formatory.
Interrogated by Councilor Daniel continued, Lanagan replied:—
"1 don't believe we'd have guards
H. Coakley, who sought to have the
the place."
witnesses at a public hearing indict enough to take care of
The governor inquired of the warthe parole board for its handling of
paroles or
cases of prisoners. Mai Michael J. den if he knew of any
purchased.
Dee. superintendent of Concord, and : pardons that had been
Francis J. W. Lanaga.n, warden of ! Assured negatively, Curley commentthe
state prison, testified to sentiment ! ed: "That will be refreshing to
newspapers."
and attitude of their charges.
newspaper
attacked
also
Curley
Maj Dee. short, florid and softgranted
spoken, said that in the past year comments that paroles were
freely, by drawing from Lanatoo
eligireformatory
99 inmates of his
less than
ble for parole and with perfect in- gait the statement that
paroled
cent of prisoners
stitution records. or "diamonds" as1 5 per
were
returned
prison
he described such ratings, had been from the state
for parole violation.
denied parole.
Maurice W. Winslow, superintenAt the same time, he said, others ,
colony.
who had bad institutional records were I dent of the Norfolk prison
testified that because of the characparoled.
a great
He said the present parole board, ter of Norfolk. there were
that
whose members are Richard Olney. number of paroles yearly, and
with
agree
always
not
did
P. Emmett Gavin and Matthew W. while he
refused him
Bullock, did not consult with him the board, it had never
to /earn many things he could tell a hearing.
Coakley declared Winslow, a young
•
them about inmates.
su"What alarmed me a great deal." construction engineer, appointed was
Howard Gill
he continued, "was that the board perintendent after
a
not
was
years
ago,
told me the running of the institu- ousted two
penological
on
tion was my business, but that pa- competent witness
Miriam Van Watrole was theirs, and if they saw fit problems, and Miss
Sherborn reformato set men back. I would have to ters, head of the
was sumtory at Framingham,
take care of them."
The term "setback." one of a doz- moned.
severe
underwent
Dr Van Watters
en penological phrases which sprinwithout loskled the testimony of the witnesses, questioning by Coakley
Suavely
referred to refusal of the parole ing her temper or poise.
difficulty
board to grant parole at expiration she testified she had some
about six
of two-thirds of a minimum sen- with the parole board
months ago, but said it had been
tence.
not
could
MO Dee, whZ, has 937 inmates at adjusted. and Coakley
inConcord, reported they "were un- swerve her from her belief her
had parole problems disusually on edge for any attempt to stitution
escape: disgruntled and sore; they tinct from those of prisons.
The last witness was James E.
show a sullen attitude to me. The
the
of
superintendent
present parole board system breeds Warren,
• Birdgewater state farm, who contrib- I
revenge instead of reform."
pathe
Mai Dee said 254 of the 937 in- uted little information about
mates at the reformatory were Ben- role board policies.
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Burtt DeDosed
By Curie y Aid
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e differences are
year
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t
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by the new COMand has held other administrati
has not been stated
cipal
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e
,
MIS/4011er. That they
oath
for
the teacher's
of Framingham high school
ever. the matter of favors but which
1927 until he came to.this
m
Fro
s.
n
year
rda
Rea
the
which Mr
- Majority of the
city in 1980, he was principal of urb
is distasteful to the
believed certain.
school at Grosse Pointe, a sub t
is
high
s.
ator
educ
e's
lmen
stat
wn into the deof Detroit, which had an enro f of
Among those to be dra some of Dr
then of 1200 pupils and a staf
partment to replace is believed, will
60.
Smith's appointees, ite educators who
Mr Burtt made an excellent record
be a number of thosin supporting the
an undergraduate at Yale. and had
as
part
ve
acti
an
ege.
took
Reardan. These
marked success at Teachers coll has
d
appointment of Mr
s of the boar
In his administrative positions he
fine
include certain memberstate teachers'
a
up
been successful in building
of directors of the ng a majority
k
spirit within the school, and his wor
association, who swu favor of the
state department was marked
the
in
In
d
boar
the
of
vote
by the same achievement. He left
Reardan appointment.
state
on with the
Springfield to fill the post of n left
Mr Burtt's connecti
s
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n
ndar
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y education.
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education in
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experien
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former superintende
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Other Changes Expe
Mount Hermon Graduate
Mr Burtt on such
The dismissal of n be be but
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take
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Bor
s
ground
of numerous other years ago, Mr Burtt is a graduate of
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a storm of
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will have vari
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differences in "philosophy"
Scarsdale (N. Y.) high
Satifia.tuttion.

EDUCATION CHIEF
OUSTS LEADER OF
SECONDARY WORK

Differences in 'Philosophy
Described as Reason for
Reardan's Action

MANY OTHER CHANGES
THOUGHT IN PROSPECT

All Expected to Be Made On
Basis of Divergent Beliefs
—Burtt Former Commerce
Principal
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Watt-Goodwin Feud Grows,
JAN 4 19.18
Former Denying Charge by
Latter He Gets Two Pays PAROLE BOARD
IS BLAMED BY
Salary
Up
Gave
F. of L. Secretary Explains He
PRISON HEADS
From Federation When He Took State Job;
Says Kenneth Taylor Assumes Many
of His Labor Duties

•

Press Clipping Service

Maj. Dee and Lanagan Tell
Governor and Council
of Unrest and Resentment

and Goodwin prepares his sehemes
Rpccial to The Sprinallrhl 1 ;until
well In advance.
BOSTON. Jan. 3—Like n pair of
"As for my own much publicized
Kilkenny eats, Registrar of Motor vehicles Frank A. Goodwin and secre- salary. despite Mr. Goodwin's statetary Robert .1. Watt of the'state Fed- ment, he knows as well as does any
BOSTON, Jan. 3 (AP) — Heads of
it Federation member that my eederaeration of Labor Wt•rf, hard at
two Massachusetts prisons told the
The two have been non salary ceased the day I went on
again today.
Governor and Executive Council tobecause the State payroll. I will let the whole
scrapping hack and forth
nirlinorthu unrest was rife and resentGoodwin has injected himself into a Commonaealth of Maaatichuaetts look
hog,
ment rampant in their institutions be. labor matter In Haverhill trying to through every bank hook, tin
pocketbook
that
I
or
or suit pocket
cause of the severe policy of the papersuade shoe workers there not to
any other member of my family pollrd,
Join the A. F. of L.
any respectable individual
messes,
if
They were seconded in their testiLabor prntested to the Governor,, doubts my word, or refuses to believe
mony by Arthur T. Lyman,
how
mis
de
:
who told Goodwin to quit his labor ac- the books of the State Federation.
Moiler of correction, who, however,
tivities or resign as registrar. Later
"Furthermore, Mr. _Goodwin pre.
Med
that the attitude of the parole
the Gkverna, backed down and gave tends it is another 'big salary' that I
board was solely the cause of recent
GooduMmliffe blanche to go ahead.
used to get from the Federation. The
attempted
escapes at the State Prison
Watt then got'into the fight and State Federation has two employes.
and the Concord reformatory.
had about My old salary of MOO a year now
charged that Goodwin
Maj. Dee Testifies
wrecked the shoe industry in Brock- goer' to Kenneth Taylor of SpringInterrogated by Councilor Daniel H.
ton because of his interference there field, who becomes my assistant to take
"Watt
that
Coakley. who sought to have the witin 1534. Goodwin retorted
over the details I must drop because
nesses at a public hearing indict the
and his gang" stood to make a good of the time taken by the commission
and
affair
Haverhill
Federation
parole hoard for its handling of cases
the
Taylor,
the
of
job. Resides
thing out
of prisoners, Maj. Michael J. Dee, suasserted that Watt was drawing two employs Miss M. Geraldine Murphy,
perintendent of Concord. and Francis
salaries, one from the State and the who acts as assistant secretary-trate.J. W. Lanagan, warden of State Pristire r.
other from the A. F. of L.
on. testified to sentiment and attitude
"Our income and expenses are
Watt Denies ('barge
This afternoon Watt hotly denied printed each year. This is not the I of their charges.
labor
unpaid
Major Dee, short, florid and softthat he was taking two salaries. say- case apparently eith
Goodwin, who never had
spoken, said that in the Past year a3
ing hia Federation pay centred when
organismslabor
do
with
to
Inmates of the reformatory eligible for
oh took his State job as a member of any thing
legislation or liberal
parole and with perfect institution
the Unemployment Insurance Com- :lens, progressive
unexpected
the
felt
until
he
that
callSts
declared
further
He
mission.
',lairds. or "diamonds" as he described
mediBrockton
to
become
the
taken
urge
were
duties
labor
suuh ratings, had been denied parole
most of his
down
At the same time, he said others
over by Kenneth Taylor of Spring- cine man Since he took control
thorn seven factories have closed or
field,
who had bad institutional records were
have
workers
2000
moved and MO to
Continuing Mr. Watt said:
paroled.
"Registrar Goodwin professes to been thrown out of work. In addl..
He said the present pazole board,
sh4e
Douglas
made
of
deal
great
lion,
a
statements
I
have answered the
whose members are Richard Olney, P.
the
of
outside
done
is
which
production
results
unhappy
relative to the
Emmett Gavin and Matthew W. Builower eonhave marked the industrial history State. Wage schedules are
iock, did not consult with him to learn
althe
since
siderahly.
district
Broukton
of the
many things he could tell them about
"Like most cut-price artists. Goodlied brotherhood disrupted the long
inmates.
work and wages enjoyed :, in's results are chiefly a pocketbook
period of
"What alarmed me a great deal," he
manufacturer',
1by skilled shoe workers of that area, ache for the workers.
continued. "was that the board told
goes
he
wherever
merchants
UnWorkers
and
under the Boot and Shoe
me the running of the institution was
, • "To judge from developments thus
ion.
my business, but that parole was
women
and
the
men
GoodHaverhill
in
however.
far
reply.
"In his long
theirs, and if they saw fit to set men
cutwin has not answered a single charge. there are too wise to swallow his
back, I would have to take care of
typical price cure-alls. Instead they prefer
a
was
reply
characteristic
His
them."
avalanche of unfounded abuse. Noth- to cooperate in an .l. F. of L. union
The term "set-back," one of a dozen
work
and
ing in it changes my belief that la- Which gets them decent
penalogical phrases which sprinkled
te
bor organizer Goodwin Is trying to wages They don't look forward
the
testimony of the witnesses, recouple of hundred 'sitting strikes'
break into the Haverhill district in an
ferred to refusal of the parole board
obvious effort to wrest control of la- with no pay. They would rather pay
to
grant
parole at expiration of twobor in the entire shoe industry of 25 cents a week to the boot and shot
thirds of a minimum sentence.
Massachusetts to use it for the per- than lose a large percentage of the
Maj. Dee, who has 937 inmates at
sonal honor and glory and profit of whole week's wages as happened in Concord,
reported they "were unusualwinFrank A. Goodwin and his family. Brockton. %%here the workers
ly on edge for any attempt to
wants were forced to finance his campaign
escape,;
Evidently Registrar Goodwin
disgruntled and sore; they show a sulto vote
a bigger treasury to finance his next at least were wise enough not
len attitude to me."
Goodwin.
Candidate
The
for
political
arena.
entry Into the
"The present parole board
"Goodwin sayp there are no chisel.
system
more shoe workers In the Brotherhood
breeds revenge instead of
right
reform."
the more suckers to underwrite his era in Broektot. He may be
non-resident
a
is
campaign expenses. After all 1936 is Goodwin after all
.election year as well as leap year— adviser."
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sticceeds Joseph P. McAllister. who won't accep
tell, Gov Curley
als board and
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on the state tax appe
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of
Westf
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Jose
Curley
ministrative secretary of the state
blasted
of the club before which Gov.
r Lindepartment of public utilities, a new president
his refusal to remove Alexande
was
place
he was
berth created because of the illness asked Mr. Buckley to speak in his
coln from the board when
ally
and confinement to Maslachusetts
offici
governor. There was, he said, a steady
been
had
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tant to believe
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Curley said Lincoln was much to
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blame for this reduction.
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The governor said he called upon
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gove
"There is a man here who claims to repre
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"public enemy ,No 1," was a close
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LABOR CARRIES
ROHAN PROTEST
TO WASHINGTON
Holaing
of Three Jobs, Two With
Government, Brought
Before Officials

Complaint Against

Protest against the holding of
WPA job by Thomas F. Roblin a
of
Holyoke, assistant director of labor
maintenance in the regional office,
has been forwarded to Washington. J.
Raymond Britton, C. L. U. leader here.
Raid last night.
Mr. Itnhan who is Fetid $200 a month
by the IV PA ale. Is el\ entle probation officer in lielyoke for whieh he
recelvem S VOlt ily salary (If $I 200 und,
in addition. he is general aeon! in
; Holyoke for the Union Lite Insurance
; Corn pa ny.
;
Members or organized labor here as
,Ii as I ndi\admits who are seeking
; relief have criticized retention of Mr.
Rolian in the \VPA position since that
organization ostensibly Is for work; 'chef. While granting that Mr. Ho! lien is qualified for the position he
holds, they asserted there are men
; II rely out of work who could ban:le the 'same nork.
A letter of protest concerning Mr.
Rotten was sent to Thomas le. Quirk
of South Hadley Falls, director of labor maintentince in Ole regiozial WPA.
office, Mr. Britton said, hut no reply
was received and apperently no action had been taken on it.
Vhen the
labor men were linable to reach other officials of the office here, it was
thought best to go directly to Washington.
Since Mr. linhan's various affiliations have been made known, there
has been considerable comment both
on the street anti In political circles.
Mr. Rattan has been juvenile probation officer for the lielyoke District
Court for about four years. He is a
Democrat at present, buying supported President Roosevelt and Gov.
James M
iey. lie has held the
WPA rimr—nrrti since October.
At the WPA office it was said that
regulations concerning such
employment as that given Mr. Roblin there
are being studied and it was indicated
there" may be some action early nest
week.
As to his ability to handle three
jobs at once, Mr. Rohan explains his
work as eroballon officer at the $1301
1
salary takes only a fow hours a weeki
anti his insurance business does not
require much time either.
WPA reathitions regarding administrative offices do not require that
the appointee he on relief but It is
the latent of the work -relief
WI to
provide employment for the jobless
In
every possible Instance.

Cases In the organization here where
women who have husbands gainfully
employed are on WPA payrolls and
where individuals who are not really
needy are depriving those who are
of chances to earn a living, are being investigated both by the office itself and by outside agencies.
One case in point comerns a woman who Is In the WPA choral greup
and who makes $18 a week. She has
‘a husband who is working and they
recently have purchaSed a new car.
There are other &writ in the city
who assert they are needy, have no
jobs nor any hopes of getting any,
and yet cannot obtain wRA
of the novailor. What redres has
the public?
Vt'ould Rest With People
UNION
"If the wrong men are sent to the
Legislature, the blame rests with the
Springfield, Mass.
people not the system."
State WPA Administrator Arthur
G. Rotch sprang a surprise by detaring that workers from neighboring
• ities and towns would continue to be
• mployed in adjacent towns on side.
151k and farm to market road projt•As.•
A warning to the selectmen to
,Iraft their town budget for 1936 with
.imple margin in the reserve, fund to
meet appropriations later in the year
for special works programs was made
by Director fheodore N. Waddell of
the State Division of Accounts.
"The need for a reserve fund is
greater today than at any time In
the past," Waddell said. ,

!

SELECTMEN BACK
BIENNIAL SESSION
FOR LEGISLATURE

Ranks Divided, However;
' Officers, Including Some
I in Western Mass.,
Are Reelected
(Special to Tlic Sprinofield
BOSTON, Jan. 3—The :Massachusetts Selectmen's Association, mectiag
at the State House today, indorsed
the pending amendment to the State
Constitution which provides for biennial sessions of the Legislature. The
•action, however, when taken, showed
a decided division in the ranks of the
organization.
All officers of the association ,were
reelected for the coining year. They
are .1yThn W. Hesselton of Deerfield,
president; Harry S. Torrey of Rockland, vice-president; Dr. William L.
Shipman of Paxton, secretary; Axel
K Zetterman of Ashland, executive
secretary, and J. Clarence Thorne of
Millis, treasurer.
Subjection of Town
On the battle for biennial seesions,
already approved by the selectmen's
associations of Franklin and Worcester counties, the controversy centered
largely on the subjection of town
authority to State department ruling.
The home rule argument held core
siderable appeal because what appeared to be almost unanimous support
for biennials shifted to a 59 to 20
stand in its favor when the vote was
taken.
Leading the fight for home rule as
opposed to biennials was Selectman
Albert H. Backford of West Newbuo
He urged the selectmen to go eloe.
"Do you want town meetings I.
be held once In two years?" he
queried. "What redress has the town
against orders of the various departments tinder tlie biennial
session
'plan? When the founders of
our
government, through town meet:ngs
.
approved the creation of a
Legislature, they did not Intend to
have
mob rule. They did not intend
to
have mob democracy. Let us go slow.
The Legislature Is our safeguard.
"The time may come for the Impeachment of a high State °Meer. If
• the Legislature met but once in two
years, it cannot be called into session for impeachment except by call

UNION
Springfield, Mass.
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State House Briefs
By Donal F. Macl'hee
Northampton Woman Named
BOS'PON, Jan, 3—Miriam A. Bottom. 3 Trinity Row. Northampton, is
one of three women designated today
by Civil Service Commissioner Thomas H. Green as eligible for appointment as temporary junior clerk and
stenographer in the office of the
Commissioner of Corporations and
Taxation.
Gets Secretaryship
William A. Murphy of Boston, one
time secretary to Gov. Eben
S.
Draper, ass today appointed and confirmed by the Executive Council as
an assistant secretary to Gov. James1
M. Curley. Murphy takes the place
of Joseph P. McAllister, who has been
promoted to assistant administrative l
secretary of the State Public Utilities
Commission.
Eligible For Vacancy
Two Springfield women and one
from Northampton have been authorized by Civil Service Commissioner Thomas H. Green to apply fot
the position of junior clerk and stenographer at the Northampton State
Hospital
Those eligible for
the
vacancy are Mildred E. Nlosseau. 55
High St.. Springfield; Esther Lepovetsky, 35 Ringgold St.. Springfield; and
Mary J. Wasko, 36 Hinckley St.,
Northampton.
ten fled RS Clerks
A Springfield and a Ware girl were
today certified by the Civil Service
Commissioner for a position of junior
clerk and stenographer at the Belchtown State School. Standing second
and third, respectively on a list of
three, they are Esther A. Bowman,
28 Princeton St.. Springfield. and
Mildred V. Pikult, 17 William St.,
Ware.
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unemployment !
"I serve on the
compensation commission, not as adas a board !
but
head,
ministrative
member representing the employes !
k!f Massachusetts. The law requires
that some representative labor man
serve on the board, just as it requires
the appointment of an employer representative such as Frank Allen. I
!would not have accepted the appoint' ment under any dther circumstances.
win knows this just as well as
) the governor does.
and "Artffraltsigning from one or the
other, I stopped receiving a pay
check from the federation just as
sdon as my state salary started. KenFrom Our Special Reporter
Boston. Jan. 3—Registrar Frank A. neth Taylor of Springfield was apGoudwin made reply 'today to the Pointed to take dyer the bulk of m,y
statement of Robert J. Watt, seem- ' old work.
"I may some day resign from the
tary-treasurer of the state Federation of Labor ,attacking Goodwin for commission but if and when I do, it
alleged interference in the Haverhill will not because cif the registrar's
shoe strike
situation. Goodwin's suggestion, but interests of the
working people from the outside."
statement fcillows:—
"I don't blame Bobby •Watt for
lighting to get the shoe workers of
Haverhill Into his union.. There • are
about 6000 workers in Haverhill and
POST
the manufacturers are forcing them
to join a unidn they do not want and
Worcester,
Mass.
pay 25 cents per week, or $13 per
year, an aggiegate of $78,000 a year.
"This is pretty good pickings for
Bobby and his federation.
"I agree with Father Coughlin
when he• said that the American
,
Federation of Labdr is a racket as it
is now run. Most of its affiliates
are contreletr by labor fakers who
play with the bosses and sell out the
workers.
The greatest thing that
can happen for labor would be for
I/
John Lewis to clean up the dirty
mess. "
"Unions are supposed to be voluntary associations of workers organized to' bargain collectively with their
employers.. • In Haverhill right now
the manufacturers have made a contract with officers of Bobby's union
before the • union had any members
BOSTON, Jan. 4 (1P)—A denial that
and then workers were told that if
Alexander Lincoln, a member of the
to
wanted
wdrk
they would
they
state board of tax appeals, contribhave to join this union, but they did
uted to the campaign of former Gov.
not want.
Joseph B. Ely, as charged by Gov.
"Mr Watt and his gang are not
James M. Curley, was made today by
going to get away with it because
Loring Young, former speaker of the
the Haverhill workers without help,
House of Representatives.
fegal, moral, and financial aid, are
Curley told a meeting of the Massagoing td .. pick. •their own
union,
chusetts
Selectmen's Association yeshandle their • own, affairs, and spend
terday that Ely told him he could not
their own- money.
remove Lincoln from the board bet "This. great defender of the working man .and..expounder of union
cause Lincoln was the heaviest conprinciples, Mr Watt, is now getting
tributor to his (Ely's) campaign,
working
for
the state
$6000 a Year
Curley, when mayor of Boston, had
active
as
secretary
df
still
is
•
the
and
sought Lincoln's removal because he
Massachusetts branch of the federawas allegedly responsible for abating
tion with .another„big salary.
valuations on many parcels of real
"In t,h,ese days with so many
estate.
workers on welfare or working for
Young, addressing the selectmen tostarvation_ wages or not wdrking at
day, said he knew personally that Linall, Bobby ought to have enough decoln
one
had "not contributed a cent to
job or the other.
cency to quit
the campaign fund of former Gov.
It is against unidn principles to hold
two jobs and gather in two salaries.
Ely."
'"So fat as conditions in Brockton
Both Ely and Lincoln denied the
are concerned, / am proud of theta,
tax appeal board member had conand what is more imptirtant, BO are
tributed to Ely's campaign fund.
the 14,060 members of our union.
"I did not cortribute to Governor
"We have no labor chisiers in
Ely's campaign fund," Lincoln deBrockton."
clared.
Watt's' Retort
Ely asserted: "That is a deliberate
"Knowing when I made my origprevarication. Curley never asked me
inal statement that the registrar
would use his usual slanderchis tactics
to remove Alexander Lincoln from the
against me, I am not surprised to I
the board of tax papeals. Lincoln did
hear what he says.
not contribute to my campaign."

GOODWIN MAKES
REPLY TO WATT

JAN 4 1936
atiaG V1a1V.

Always The Same

'Asserts Labor Man Is Get- Good
ting Pay P-rom State
From Labor Federation

e were quite interested in the tax
reforms being suggested by Governor
James M. Curley of MassachuserrTZ
the -een'ittirlegislative session. Among
those was the suggestion that the tax on
realty be materially reduced. This is in
line with the suggestion contained in a
bill already before the Bay State Legislature which would set a maximum rate
of $25 per thousand for all local property
taxes in cities and towns. Connecticut
had the same thought in mind a year
ago, too.
Unfortunately for every such reduction
1936
proposed in taxes, some other legislator
has an additional tax to take its place, so
that, of course, the governrpent does not
lose an actual cent in revenue. That-to
our way of thinking, is not actual tax reduction. If taxes are to be reduced, it
must be all along the line, so that the
eventual cost to the taxpayer is lessened
Lincoln Did Not Contrib- ' and not merely shifted from one shoulder

„
Curley's Claim
Meets Denials
ute to Ely Campaign

to another.
In Massachusetts they are planning to
do the same thing as they tried to do
here. To ease off on the realty taxes
Governor Curley would remove the state
tax on cities and towns. This would cut
$2 from the tax rate of every city and
town, he maintained. This loss of revenue, though, would be made up by a
series of new taxes, including a cigarette
tax and several others. The only saving
part of the recommendation was the suggestion that a committee be named to
study the possibility of making economies
in state administration.
That's what we're doing in Connecticut
now at legislative behest and in this
writer's opinion, it's the only sure way
of lowering taxes. As long as government
costs are as high as they are now, there
must be some forms of taxation to meet
.them. And if one tax is eliminated or
lowered, something else must be done to
make up the loss in revenue. Cut the
cost of government and automatically the
tax rate drops.
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en with 50 to 20
of
lectmen sponsoring the voting sethe
constitutional amendment. pending
Curley Defends
Tax Program

Defending his tax program
and
urging support of his
institutional
building program, Governor
Curley
Wakefield, Mass.
said:
"There is no justification to
that the building program assert
I have
recommended is in the interest of
the contractors," Gover r
•
Curley
continued. "It is a pro
e
interest of the most unfortunate
,
element
in
the Commonwealth, the
•
insane. It is a black mark on the
'white escutcheon of the Commonwealth to allow the conditions to
•
obtain.
ell "For the last four
years it has
been impossible to place a single
Director Waddell also predicted child in an institution of the Com(Special to the Item)
monwealth and unless a new buildState House, Boston, Jan. 4— that some legislation will be adopt- ing is
erected it will be impossible to
With a decided division among the ed in the coming year for changes place a
child
ranks, Massachusetts Selectmen in town budgets permitting com- for another in a state institution
four years. I believe
meeting in annual convention, yes- munities to make provision for the
conditions should be changed.
necessary
new
approand
meeting
terday, endorsed the pending conhave
stitutional amendment for biennial riations, if the communities are which willrecommended a change
be at least a start on a
advantage
to
state
take
fedof
and
sessions of the state legislature.
much neglected program.
Warnings of enfringement by eral grants.
"I have recommended $1,000,000
state departments on local self-gov- Asking selectmen to recommend for the erection
of a building to
ernment featured the opposition increased appropriations in the re- house felons so that
the first
bottle to ward off a decisive vote by, serve funds, Waddell asserted that fenders can be segregated from ofthe
the town officials,
there will naturally enough be habitual offender, thus preventing
appropriadditional
abuses
the
of
Selectman Albert H. Backford of
them from becoming a permanent
West Newbury championed the ations, but added that for every 100 liability on the Commonwealth. One
cause of home rule as opposed to towns there is but one abuse. "That Million dollars to construct a new
the biennial sittings. Citing the is a pretty good batting average," building at the Rutland State Hospossible necessity of impeaching a he concluded.
pital where there are wooden build- ,
high state official, Backford assert- On the battle for biennial ses- ings which are a fire hazard and
ed it would be beyond the control sions, already approved by the Se- which should have been razed 20
pt the public because full power lectmen's associations of Franklin years ago. I found the buildings in
to call a special sitting of the legis- and Worcester counties. the battle that condition and I consider it my
lature rests with the governor. Re,centered largely on the subjection duty to recommend a change and
plying to criticism that improper of town authority to state depart- the duty of every citizen to support
men are sent to the legislature mental rulings.
the program. Three million dollars
Backford charged the responsibility Albert H. Backford of West New- for additional buildings to house
rests with the voters continult bury charged the selectmen to "go the mental defectives of the Comthat a change in the system
monwealth.
We can't consider
slow, go slow".
vogue does not offer the remedy. '
ourselves decent citizens if we allow
State WPA Administrator Arthur Foresees Impeachment
the conditions to continue.
G. Rotch tossed a bombshell into the
"And how are we going to care
"High
Official"
Of
session declaring workers from
for this program? The issue can be
neighboring cities and towns would
"Do you want the towns' meet- amortized by an annual expenditure
continue to be employed in adjacent ings to be held once in two years", of between
$400,000 and $500,000 a
towns on sidewalk and farm-to- he queried, opening his argument. year and the new
revenue which I
market road projects.
"What. redress has the town against have recommended will not only be
:orders of the various departments, sufficient to provide for the amortiWarns Towns To
under the biennial session plan? zation but will make it possible to
Provide Reserve Fund
When the founders of our govern- reduce the tax rate in every city
Warning selectmen to draft their ment. through town meetings ap- and town in the Commonwealth $2
town budgets for 1936 with ample proved the creation of a legislature on each 81000 of valuation.
margin in the reserve fund to meet it did not intend to have mob rule. "I insist that the revenue proneeded appropriations later in the They did not intend to have mob gram should go through. It should
year for special works programs, democracy. Let us go slow, go slow. go through because it is an operawas made by Theodore N. Waddell, The legislature is our safeguard. tion in the majority of the states.
"The time may come for the im- They are getting the revenue.
state director of accounts.
Why
"The need for a reserve fund is peachment of a high state officer. shouldn't we too relieve the burden
legislature
the
sits
If
in
once
but
'on the home owners.
greater today than at any time in
the past", Waddell told the select- two years, they cannot be called in- "Some have said, 'If you didn't
to session for impeachment except
men.
use the money for highways and
Governor James M,Qufley called by call of the governor. What re- sidewalk construction you could
dress
public.
the
has
on the Selectme
stand back of
have put up these buildings"They
his new tax proposals offering a "If the wrong men are sent to overlook the fact that in putting up
legislature,
the
blame
rests with buildings there is a long time
two-dollar reduction in the local the
be, tax rate in return for a bonded in- the people, not the system."
tween drawing of plans and laying
Xtebtedness to the state.
Supporting Backford, Selectma of bricks. It is sometimes six to
Director of Accounts Wadell out- Wheeler of the town of Wayland as nine months and the people
would
lined the benefits of the existing serted that the vote of the people be out of work.
The WPA provided
law permitting municipalities to would be a "yes" vote as on th that the employes
on the projects
borrow in anticipation of tax title question of prohibition and of th should be taken
from the welfare
taxes. "The operation of this law legalizing of horse and dog racing rolls but they
forget about the
has been the most successful piece
What appeared to be a unani 100,000 out of work who are not on
c ipaislation ever adopted.
Its mous opinion among the selcctme the welfare rolls and so we used
enactment has saved the local tax- for biennial session, resulted in
$3,500,000 for the construction of
payers approximately $4 per thous- divided opinion later in the
afterl chapter 90 and chapter 81 work by
and on their tax rate".
noon when the actual vote was tak-
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Director Warns Towns to
Provide Reserves; Greate
i Need Coming,Says Wadd

brought 60 violations—and as many
accused.
happen
ing boxes just because theyalthough letters from friends of the
n
the cities and towns and used
Nobody ever heard what dispositio
be on the town line,
to
property
$4,000,000 of our own money for
made of the cases. The Selectwas
there is hardly a piece of
On
the construction of sidewalks. There
deserve credit for the idea, but
worth $5,000 in the whole area.
respond- men works it will be a nine-days'
are now some 12,000 employed on
if it
New Year's Day, Wakefield
that sidewalk program. We did
ed to a Reading box on which the wonder.
*
*
«
that to preserve the self respect and
all-out was sounded almost before
honor of the Commonwealth and to
Threats of libel, slander, homicide,
they got there.
preserve the self respect of the citi• • •
et cetera, against this department
zens. I respectfully Auggest and reRed
being almost a weekly occurrence,
of
"Ruggles
missed
If you
quest that you join with me in the
as we do not aspire to blessedten
and
the
of
be
one
to
certain
Gap",
adoption of the tax program for the
this paragraph will have
eventing,
to
back
coming
is
it
best of 1934,
hest interest of the Commonwealth
minus certain details
printed
be
single
to
a
for
Theater
the Wakefield
and for the best interest of every
Jan. 15, and with it and you'll have to do your own
night,
review
one of its citizens."
one of those
will be another picked by this guessing, but it's from
a paper publishcolumn among the ten- best, "Se- gossip columns in
resort and it conquoia". Carol Lombard in "Hands ed in a southern
ian, of
Across the Table", next Wednesday cerns a former Wakefield
's
says: "
and Thursday, is worth seeing. Will whom said gossip
best), "In Old tootsie wootsie is getting weller and
(and
last
Rogers'
ITEM
Gay
Kentucky", is booked for Jan. 16, 17, it won't be long before this
about with
18, and "Mutiny on the Bounty" is Lothario will be dancingng elevator.
Wakefield, Mass.
coming Jan. 19-22, four days. It his famous under-slu
songstress
will be mentioned later, nearer the That pretty and petite
along
known
in
town;
arrived
just
de
nation-wi
the
Although
date.
". An
as
stem
main
the
ment,
announce
for
ready
not
is
poll
evidently
the prediction here, months ago, "under-slung elevator" is
our last
that "The Informer" would top the something we missed on
list now seems a mere matter of trip to the balmy resort in question,
confirmation. It has been picked so don't write in and ask what it
by nearly every big newspaper re- is. We don't know, either.
viewer and now by the N: Y. film
Saying it in one paragraph (Boscritics, unanimously. If you remember, when it played Wakefield ton Herald): "If the Governor would
Mae Wiggle-West got the headlines show as much vigor in-behtfriff the
on the billing of a companion film. non-criminal, sane residents of the
a
commonwealth as for the criminally
*
*
By R. E. PORTER
the immediate future would
insane,
puzzled.
were
timers
Even the old
brighter. If he had
somewhat
be
to
L.,
(Arthur
Gardner
frozen
been
had
witt
"Sam"
Lake Quannapo
economies and dein
speed
urged
for
us
thank
won't
for
probably
except
you)
since early in December
res, his message
expenditu
in
lay
that
guess
can
one
but
of
this,
south
printing
a large area off Lakeside,
a much better
been
have
would
Finance
the
from
on
his resignati
Beebe's Cove, which, in spite of temCommittee is because he is fed up peratures ranging from 6 to 10, New Year's greeting."
with some of the appointments that morning after morning, simply reOne of our contemporaries gent-,
have been made in recent years— fused to "heal". It has been comfor using the word gun
in fact, it is more than a guess. mon to see air holes around the ly chides us with revolver in the
It has been increasingly difficult in lake and there is often an open synonymously
recent hold-up.
recent years to get men of affairs stretch across the bar from Cem- Item's account of a
to a well-known
to serve in town office. A year or etery Point to Lakeside, but such a If he will refer
d by a Mr.
so ago, Mr. Gardner persuaded Jo- large section remaining open against publication originate
or revolvsiah B. Rutter to give the Fin. Corn. a fortnight of near-zero weather Webster he will find pistols of "gun".
the benefit of his business and fi- was unusug,l. It finally froze over er as one of the definitiondig up the'
nancial experience. He was ap- on New Year's morning. Dr. Wood- When you don't have to
a hurry) I
pointed by the committee to fill a bury is an authority on natural his- facts for yourself (and in
vacancy and promptly removed a tory and "sich like" and he ex- you can be more particular about
few weeks later. This column made ploded our pet theory that it might your vocabulary. •
*
some comment on the subject about be the Gulf Stream coming up the
in years the
the
time
first
the
down
For
brought
and
ago
the
it
was
Saugus River. He thinks
a year
wrath of the powers that be, but it wind, which held pretty steadily School Department finishes the
was true then, and still is, and this from the northwest and, of course, year in the red—due to the fact that
to
is proof of it.
created an eddy along the Lake- it spent $842 of its own funds
keep ERA projects going, while
*
side embankment.
other town• departments got theirs
•
•
•
Wonder if the press and the
from the town appropriation for
ce
insignifican
seriously
are
true
Selectmen
The
the
missed
people
supplies, or from the reserve fund.
to
s
travel
in
condition
safer
speech,
s
terested
President'
of the
Without the ERA expenditures, the
"reago
weeks
a
.
Several
As
in
night?
Wakefield
last
Congress,
budget would have shown
school
it
Union"
Donthe
colleague,
of
their
assigned
state
they
port of the
a balance of $56, showing how closeor
the
of
ns
suggestio
"opening
make
an
to
As
White,
ald
told nothing.
ly it was figured a year ago. The
campaign" (as charged by many propose revisions. "Don" drifted in- Finance Committee understands the
a
more
was
wanted
and
day
it
s)
one
office
this
to
partisan opponent
situation and will explain to the
political speech than a message to to know what "co-operation" the voters.
seem
we
somehow,
Item would give. "Meaning pubCongress. But,
a
•
a
to sense the fact that the opening licity is the best deterrent to law
vely
new ara
comparati
Under
Europe
in
s
he
condition
violation?" we asked. "Right"
emphasis on
rangement, the cost of treating perwake
was a warning to America to Wil- replied. And the answer was, "You sons exposed to rabid dogs is paid
up. Who can remember that kept can have the publicity if you fix for by the county, and the serum
it so it won't be fixed. Make the
son was re-elected because "he
months same rules for ALL and have 'em is much cheaper than it once was,
us out of war", and five
enforced and you'll get somewhere". but it really comes out of the town
later we were in it?
a
4.
Hence, the new No-Fix regulation. in the long run, for the dog tax
1 Lynnfield Center, with one fire 'However, not many citizens are ready revenue goes to the county for reso- fund to the library, so if the money
truck that is obsolete, and "in bad" to believe this will furnish the un_ is spent the library loses. .
lution,
it
is
It
although
could.
will
ers,
a
a
•
j with the Fire Underwrit
may
hold a special town meeting Jan. derstood that the Selectmen to do
It is whispered that there may
for
an
officer
ask
additional
are
There
pump.
13 to buy a new
lbe more than one police officer
many over here who think that the nothing but traffic duty. The right strolling up the
acSelectmen's Oriencan
ce,
without
man,
interferen
much
mutual aid system could be
tal, Tuesday night.
better , applied as a brotherly act complish a lot if the powers that been pretty quiet in Things have
the police deof co-operation with Lynnfield than be remember that there will be Partment for the lastryea;
or two,
in kitine off to alarms from Read- plenty of pressure to overcome. A
C
I )
speed trap in this town once 1
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Wakefield

Runaround

but were bound to crack sooner or
later. Some burnt children seem to
lose their dread of fire after a
while. And official leniency in various Boards of Selectmen has not
Impressed the unimpressionable with
any feeling that the security of
their jobs is in danger.
Our correspondent who sent us
the artistic Christmas card about
the 5-cent fare to Greenwood is invited to come in and identify the
two Selectmen pictured therein
Also we can't make out whether the
wavy lines rising from their otherwise bald domes are hairs or heat
waves.
*
Nothing has come out into the
open yet, but there are a lot of mutterings around
town, especially
among the world war veteran organizations, because one of the town
boards made an appointment to it
clerkship, recently, and didn't take
tome veteran candidates who were
proposed.
Somebody has been around sounding local sentiment on ex-Chm.
"Ace" Boothby as a candidate for
the Republican nomination for representative.
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BIENNIAL PLAN
FAVOR GROWS
State Selectmen Endorse
Proposal Following
Spirited Debate
VOTE IS 50 TO 20
Curley, Rotch and Waddell
Also Heard at Group's
Annual Session

Defense of his revenue and buildings program, teatured'an addresS
by Governor Curley. He said that
new revenue is the salvation of
cities and towns; that he could not
foresee reductions in governmental
cost for some time; and that there
must be relief for cities and towns,
pointing to his proposal to abolish
the state tax. This, he said, would
reduce local tax rates $2.
Displeased with action of the
state board of tax appeal, Governor curl—said he asked former
Governor Ely to remove Alexander
Lincoln and was told that a. friend
of Lincoln was one of Ely's heaviest campaign contributors.
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By Telegram State House Report t.r
BOSTON. Jan. 23.---The Mass
chusetts Selectmen's Association •
annual session at the Gardner s
ditorium in the State House tods
endorsed, after spirited debate, b.ennial sessions for the Massachu
setts Legislature.
Apparently favored on a vole,
vote, the endorsement was madofficial when a standing vote ,
showed 50 favoring and only 20
opposed.
The question came before the
state association after having received favorable action from the
ROSTON, Jan. 4 (INS) -- The
selectmen's associations of Worces-behind the scenes" stories of the
ter and Franklin counties.
Those
opposing
recent breaks at Concord !Igor
endorsement
owight to avoid a decisive vote. • • metory and Charlestown State's
Those favoring argued that bienniPrison will he given hy witnesses
als would make for greater econwhen hearing on parole conditions
omy, better laws and would give
is resumed Monday afternoon hebusiness and the public a chance
fore Gov. James M. Curley and
to catch up with laws that are
the executive council
passed.
Heads of correctional instituArguments of Foes
tions, heard at the ()nesting session,
opposition
argued
The
that public
generalised on condition: but it was
business demands annual sessions,
said today that inside stories will
that economy would not result, that
he told Monday
special sessions would be necessary,
The three members of the parole
particularly on account of city and
board. 0iairman Riohasd Olney,
town needs
Matthey Bullock and P. Emmet
There is before the Legislature ,
Gavin will be given en opportunity
to reply to charges that their pola special commission report favor- :
icies are largely ressonsible for uning biennial sessions. If acted upresit among prisoners. They have
on favorably by two successively •
been accused of being too strict in
elected legislatures, the measure
nursuing a palicy of refusing to rewould go before the voters.
WPA Administrator Arthur 0.• lease convicts with good prison records at the expiration of two-thirds
notch told the meeting that workof their minimum sentences, as perers from one locality would conmitted by law.
tinue to work on an adjacent one
Themost severe criticism of the
on sidewalk and farm-to-market
parole boarat came from Francis J.
projects.
Ile admitted payrolls
W. Lanigan, State's Prison warden,
were in bad shape, but asserted the
who predicted the current unrest
majority were paid for Christmas.
will
"boll over into serious trouDirector of Accounts Theodore
ble" unless the uncompromising atWaddell predicted legislation to
titude
of the board is "hanged.
allow towns to change budgets to
Maj. Michael J. Dee, superintendent
meet appropriations necessary unof the Concord Reformatory, and
der' state and federal grants. He
Corrections COMMit4S:011Pr Arthur
recommended increased appropriaT. Lyman spoke in the same vein.
tions for reserve funds.

!Nil I. TELL STORIES
Of PRISON UNREST

Witnesses at Hearing on
) Parole Conditions to
Testify Monday
I
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PAROLE BOARD
POLICY IS HIT
Present System Breeding
Revenge, Governor's
Council Is Told
'SET-BACK' DEPLORED
Denial of Liberty to GoodConduct Men Given as
Cause of Unrest
By CLINTON P. ROWE
Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Jan. 3.—"The present
inparole system breeds revenge
stead of reform."
Maj.
Thus tersely did soft-spoken
of
Michael J. Dee, superintendent
sum up
the Concord Reformatory,
offiseveral Massachusetts penal
call
cials' case against what they
Parthe severe policy of the Stategiven
ole Board as that policy was
before the
a lengthy public hearing afternoon.
Governor's Council this
Apparently at stake are the jobs
members —
of the parole board
Richard Olney, P. Emmett Gavin
Gavin
and Matthew W. Bullock.
who
was the only board member
spoke today.
The crux of the penal officials'
complaint was the "set-back"--the
to
policy of not granting a parole
prisoners who have served twoat
Parole
thirds of a minimum.
a
such a time has previously peen
general policy.
Fears Corroborated
The parole board's critics have
charged that it is the "set-back"
which is breeding unrest in prisons.
The testimony of another prison
superintendent, Supt. Francis J. W.
Lanagan of the State Prison, was
summed up in a pithy answer to a
question.
Asked by Councilor Daniel H.
Coakley what would result if the
parole hoard's policy was continued, Lanagan replied:
"I don't believe we'd have guards
enough to take care of the place."
He later said that before the last
prison break he "sensed" something
would happen because of the noparole policy. He said prisoneai
felt good behavior was futile.

Seconded By Lyman
They were seconded in their testtimony by Arthur T. Lyman, Comof Correction, who,
missioner
however, denied that the attitude
of the Parole Board was solely the
recent attempted escapes
cause
at the State prison and the Concord reformatory.
Major Dee said that in the past
year 99 inmates in his reformatory eligtole for parole and with
perfect institution records, had
been denied parole.
At the same time, he said, others who had bad institutional records were paroled. He charged
the board once released two men
who had started a gang fight in
a yard where there were 900 men.
He said the board did not consult with him. to learn many
things he could tell them about inmates.
"What alarmed me a great deal,"
he continued, "was that the board
told me the running of the institution was my business, but that
parole was theirs, and if they
saw fit to set men back, I would
have to take care of them.
Of the 937 inmates at Concord,
he said, "they are unusually on
edge for any attempt to escape;
dimruntled and sore; they show
a sullen attitude to me."
Curley Sarcasm
Two other institution heads, Supt.
Maurice N. Winalow of the Norfolk Prison colony and Supt. Miriam Van Waters of the Women's
Reformatory at Sherborn, denied
their was unrest at their institutions.
During the hearing, which was
continued until Monday afternoon
at 1 o'clock, Governor Curley admonished Winslow to give "straight
answers" and asked Dr. Van Waters—who had said she believed
there should be a woman on the
parole board—if she were a candidate. She did not answer.
Dr. Van Waters was questioned
sharply by Councilor Daniel H.
Coakley. Once he asked her if she
believed in social workers and Dr.
Van Waters said that she was one
herself. Although there had been
unrest at Sherborn six months ago,
she said there was none now. In
face of the extended questioning
by Coakley she held to her contention that Sherborn parole problems are distinct from those at other institutions.
Councilor Coakley questioned her
at length concerning her previous
experience and at times made it
appear he did not hear her answers.
Supt. James E. Warren of the
Bridgewater State Farm said he
couldn't "complain much" about the
parole board.
During the hearing Governor
Curley asked Warden Lanagan if
he knew of paroles and pardons
being purchased. Lanagan said he
did not.

Commissioner Lyman said adherence to the "set-back" would require a new state prison.
He said he believed a parole
board was necessary, but felt the
set-backs for a prisoner at parole
eligibility should be indefinite,
rather than definite, so that hope
might be held out to the prisoner
through good behavior,
"The heads of institutions are
better judges of when a man is
ready for release," he said.
To a question by Governor Curley, Commissioner Lyman replied
he understood it was a policy of
the federal government, religiously
followed, to give credit in time off
to well behaved prisoners.
P. Emmet Gavin, of the Parole
Board, who has already expressed
defiance, was denied the right to
question Lyman. Governor Curley
said he would be given an opportunity to do so later.
Major Dee said 254 of the 937
Inmates at the reformatory were
sentenced to terms of from five to
12 yeaz s.
"All mixed in with first offenders?" inquired Gov. James M. Curley, who presided, and when the
superintendent said they were, remarked; "It's about time to end
that."
Curley also attacked newspaper
comments that parolee were granted too freely, by drawing from
Lanagan the statement that less
than five per cent of prisoners
paroled from the state prison were
returned for parole violation.
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YOUNG GIVES LIE
TO COME
Former Speaker Denies Governor's Statement Credited to Ely

i

_
question as to how long the
people
of Massachueetts are
going ,o
stand for an administratton
which
obviously is based on deceit
and
falsehood."
At the end of the first
day's
sessions yesterday the sele
ctmen
took a vote endorsing
the move
for biennial sessions of
the State
Legislature. Fifty-five of
the 80
members attending voted in
favor of holding legis
lative sessions every two year
s instead of
every year as at present. Twentyfive voted against the proposal.
Exmailed to Thomas H. Maho
pressions of opinion indicated
ney. 40
the
court street, 13oston, who,
majority believed the two-year
peculiarly, is counsel of record
meetings would serve to cut
for Edmund
the
L. Dolan in the Supreme
cosh( of state government
Court
and
equity proceedings brou
thereby reduce the amount of
ght by the
tax- i
city of Boston against
ation on cities and towns now eecthe said
Edmund L. Dolan and other
emery to bear the expense of
s."
anDolan, city treasurer when
nual sessions.
Cur:ey
was
mayor of Boston. was reThe association re-elected all its
centl
y
charged by the city of Bosofficers yesterday and listened
to a
ton with fraud in the purc
talk by Governor Curley in whic
hase of
h
bond
s
for
the city sinking fund
he said new solliCeR of revenue
Curle
y
has
stau
nchly defended him.
were the towns' only hope. He said
Bowker charged that Call
there would he no decrease in govahan.
.n
grant
ing
the
contract to the
ernmental costs for a long perio
d
Auto
List
Comp
any.
"How long:' he Mid, "no one
"has to otie
can , the mandate of
the chief headstell."
man. Governor Curley, in
order to
,hold his ionigar the
very serious
chaigets brought against
the COMmit4ioner the truth is
apparent
that Commispioner
Callahan IS only
the puppet in the show
."
2 Park Square
The Virect Mail Servi
ce. Inc. .
in its petition, asser
ted it submitBOSTON
MASS.
ted its bid on Sept. 20
last, that on
or about Oct. 11 the
Auto List
Comp
riny
war
organized
TELEGRAM
cornmieeioner entered hltr and the
, A contract under whic
Worcester, Mass.
h the commissioner yens to furnish
the registration
to the
Auto List.
jAN 4
193b
to no other organizati Inc. and
on or individual
In recent years the
Direct Mail
Service has paid
twenty-five hundred dollars for the
list.

By Gazette State House Reporter
BOSTON, Jan. 4 Rising at the
nnnunl meeting of the Maeciachusetts Selectmen's Association in tilt'
State House today, B. Loring
Young, former speaker of thP
House and a resident of Weston.
denied a etetement made yesterday
concerning the alleged refilent
former Governor Ely to remove
Alexander Lincoln, member of the
State Board of Tax Appeals.
Mr. Young said that at yesterday's session Governor Curley said
hie request to Ely for removal of
Lincoln met with the reply that he
could not do it because Line(On
was one of the heaviest contributors to his campaign. The Governor
dim-loved the matter while nttackins the appeal board.
"I am vet y sorry that it wits
not possible for me to attend the
conference held yesterday," said
Mr, Young. "Had I been present I
would have asked the privilege ofto the Telegram
replying to one of the speakers who
BOSTON. Jan. 3. —Com
missioner
addressed the conference because I
Callahan on learning
of Bowker's
know that the remarks made in his
:statement issued one
of
his own
speech were not true.
in which he said in
part:
BOSTON. Jan. 3 iAP)- A squab"As Al Smith often has said 'Let's
"Representative Bowker
cent/deget the recorct straight.' Goverrioe
ble over the publication of the list s' got his information very
promptCurley told the selectmen of the
ly as the Departme
of automobile r foist rations
nt
of
Public
was Works
state not only that the Bawd of
has received no
complaint
I thr own today before the State Su- from any
TAX Appeals should he abolished
source with reference
to
hut that Governor Ely told him
preme Court and tonight brought e
nt arding of this
theaw
contr
that he would not remove Alexentact was awarded to act. The
a sharp exchange of statements
the
Iowder Lincoln from the board beca
est bidder. the Auto List.
use
concerning the administration
Inc., and
of the fact that Lincoln was
of was awarded unan
the
imoisay by the
Gove
rnor
Curle
y.
heaviest contributor to his
full hoard of the
caulDepartment of
For ten years the Direct Mat:
pa.i,gn fund. (Mr. Young indic
Public Works and not
ated
Service, Inc., of Boston has pubsolely by me
that he was using this as print
as commissioner.
ed
limbed lists of the resignations. for
in a newepaper.I
'The difference between
distribution to state agencies and
the low
"I happen to know pert
the .hid of $1150
onally
e .D
police departments.
.H
irn‘
ec.
t R
MeapiI
from conversations with
Set-rice. Inc
Former
Aoserting it had been refused the
Governor Ely and Mr. Linco
resen
tativ
e
Rowk
ln
that
er
who
1936 list, the company filed in the Ito
the latter contrihuted not
be the watchdog of the profesees
one cent
Supteme Court a petatson asking
treasury
to the Ely campaign fund
a
can object to the unan
and al:to)
writ
imous action
of madamus compelling Com- of
Governor Ely never made
a hoard which awar
:he
missi
ded
oner of Public Works William
a constatement attributed to
tract to a responsible
him
by
F. Callahan to furnish the
firm at a sayCurley.
list, lag of efi50 to
the
whic
Comm
h
this
onwe
yolk':
alth
has been given to is beyo
"In 1924 at a time when
nd my comprehensio
Mr. Curthe Auto List. Inc.
n.
ley, then Mayor of Bost
"The policy of the
on. accused
Promptly State Representati
Depa
the House of Repr
rtment
ve of Public Works
esentative, of
during my term
Philip G. ROA ker tRi of Brookline
wholemie corruption
us commissioner has
and bribery,
issued a statement charging That
been to award
I took the floor and
all contracts to the
in
lowest responthe Auto List, Inc., is a newly
I suggested to Mayo my remarks
sitale bidder.
r Curley that
formed company and has been
the laws of God and
"Theie was no
man liko have
complaint from
granted a monopoly at the direc- the
taught mankind two
lessons, first.
lion of the Governor. He said he 'ear Direct Mail Service, Inc., last
that thou shalt not.
when
eteal
•
and
they
Feereceived this conrind that thou shalt
would file an order in the House
not hear false
hett;,rrelinsrnhinnlgainpodlincreinglistnts(:
witness against thy
asking an investigation.
n t:a-ti ddid
f
ort
neigh
bor.
"I now repeat
sanwker further charged that the
the slime suggesyears when they
received the contion to Mr. Curley.
charter of the new company "was tract
and T raise sh.
without any
competition."
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Brilliant
Regis Alumnae Hosts at
.I 1
Hotel Vendome Danc(
By MARGUERITE DOWNEY

"AND the music went round and round" at the
Regis alumnae dance at the Hotel Vendome last evening.
Edith Powers and her committee
spared no time, expense or Ingenuity in arranging the party. For
her chairman duties, Edith chose
a pale peach frock ... its blouse
studded with diamond-shaped appliques of gold sequins. Accompanying her was Robert Reilly.
Gertrude Grady was very generous-hearted . . . industriously
counting the returns, which ;'3enefitted the scholarship fund. Grace
was effectively gowned in black
velvet with a corsage of deep red
roses. Lending a helping hand was
Aurelia Kelly in an Alice blue
gown of hammered satin . . . a
tiny bag of rhinestones completed
her ensemble.

Krinkled Crepe
A merry party included Mary
Thom*/ of Watertown, who went
dramitic for the evening with her
Katharine Hepburn hair cut and
Juliet cap of seed pearls
Corinne Tondorf, individual in.
lime wool lace, sashed in dubonnet
velvet, and Grace Morgan of Cam- I
bridge, attired in white krinkled I
crepe with diamante straps.
I Enjoying a chat between thei
1dances were Kay McManus . . •I
home for the holidays from Trrnity
College . , . Audrey Kenney in nilf
green rough crepe, and Phyllis
O'Brien ... a tiny collar of metal
cloth setting off her severe black
gown.
Good looking Mary Stevens wore
red print and was the guest of
Irene Wyman in a picturesque
gown of lemon brocade. Louise
Casey was decidedly feminine in
pink crepe and a maribou-trimmed
cape. Louise was escorted by
Dick McDonald and Mary came
with James Conwell.
alloran,
1 Otheret Ford, Louise
Claire Morgan.

I.

Students Attend
Needless to say the Regis College
student body, home for the holidays
from the Weston college, turned
out "en masse" to attend the last
affair of the holiday season. Helena
Cahill in a picturesque gown of
salmon pink taffeta played hostess
to a merry group .. • Marian Barry, dark and very-good-looking in
a rust lame frock . . Frances
Reardon of West Medford and her
1sister, Betty, always to the fore in
Simmons College affairs, trimmia.
her shell pink frock with sequin
bands.
Between dance sets the entire
party adjourned to the Nippon
Room to enjoy the continental atmosphere. Frances Ellis was the
center of a merry party, Ruth
Neelon, a jewel studded belt trimming her turquoise gown and Mary
Barret in a caped frock of eggshell
matelasse was escorted by Frank
Pedonti ... a member of Geyerner_111,ey's executive staff.
Oile —of the most effective gowns
of the evening was worn by Edna
Conlan of Wellesley Hills . . . a
member of the senior class. Her
gown was an off-the-shoulder one
of rust moire ... contrasting flowers at the neckline. Florence Gallagher . . . who is quite a figure
in dramatic and horse circles .
trimmed her black crepe frock
with a large bow of starched organdie.

black accessories with her beaver
coat.
Another daughter, Miriam
junior at Regis ... attended the
dance. Miriam . • . who is an attractive blonde ... wore dark blue,
threaded with gold.
Glimpsed Geraldine McInerney
rhinestones studding her black
-repe gown . . Mary Broderick,
;tunning in black velvet and Anna
Golden, colorful in bright red velvet.

(Picture from International
Photograph Service)

News

Belle of the ball was Edna
Conlan of Wellesley Hills,
who attended the alumnae
dance of Regis College, last
evening, at Hotel Vendome.

affair. She wore a bouffant dress
of black taffeta .
its skirt banded with rows of black velvet, Dom. I
thy Brie was another "out-of- I
towner" attending the party. There
was a hint of spring in her navy '
and white printed gown.
Among the engaged group were
Grace Foley and Jack Toll ...
Grace dainty in pale blue net .. .
ruffled from waist to hem. Blonde
Mary Hogan was effective in hyacinth chiffon and Mary McCafferty floated about in fuchsia chiffon and a purple4Aue scarf of the
same material.
Betty Cunningham of Waltham +
and her mother, Mrs. Matthew
Cunningham of Waltham dropped
Into the Nippon Room to see if the
dance was going smoothly. Betty
was
Kay Donovan came down from . . ultra smart in wine red coat
krimmer trimming matching
Portsmouth. N. T4,. in take in the
turban. Mrs. Cunningham wore

Black Taffeta
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Governor Curley Brands
laring Young "Lobbyist"

CURLEYI SCORES
TAX APPEALS

1

.

Governor Curley today,
answered ruption in conne
ction
the attack made on
him by B. Lor- enactment of this legiswith the
latio
ing Young, in which
"It is a public record that n.
the former
bers of the House and SenatememSpeaker of the House
durreferred to ing the
seven years succeeding
charges by the then Mayo
r Curley the enactment of the
1918 law
In 1924 of "wholesale
corruption" were openly charged with having
In the House.
options on shares of the El
stock
Young had asked "how
in return for votes."
people of Massachusetts long the
are going
to stand for an
administration
which is obviously based
on deceit
and falsehood."
Replied Governor Curleyi
"It seems that a plan
to make
concerted attacks on
me
nay to day has been going from
on for
rconths. 1 haven't paid
tention to those attac any atks, but I
think the time has now
come
for me to answer them.
"A former Speaker
of the
House, whose activities since he
as retired by the electorate
from
public office has been confi
ned
principally to lobbying in the
interests of piddle service corpo
rations, has seen fit to come to the
defense of a former Democratic
Governor, by name of Joseph B.
Ely.
.
Saiti four Inches ,thick on the floor.
"This is a perfectly natural
position for Mr. Young to take,
having been associated in the
same legal firm with former
Governor Ely.
"His reference to charges made
hy me in 1924 of wholesale cor- ,
ruption by the Legislature was in
connection with the Boston Ele- '
vated act of 1901.
"1 am astounded at his audacity
B. Loring Young, former Speaker
In endeavoring to convey the imof the House, today assailed Govpression that there was no corernor Curley at the conference of
Massachusetts Selectmen's association in the Gardner auditofium.
State House.
Young, a member of the Weston
board of selectmen, vigorously denied the Governor's charges that
former Governor Ely had refused
to remove Alexander Lincoln from
the state tax appeal board becau
se
Lincoln had been a heavy contributor to Ely's campaign fund.
"I happen to know personally
from conversations with former
Governor Ely that Mr. Lincoln
contributed not one cent to
campaign fund of Governor the
Ely
and also that Governor Ely never
made the statement attributed to
him by Governor Ely," Young
declared.
QUOTES BIBLE
The former Speaker then declared:
"In 1924, at a time when Mr.
Curley, then mayor of Roston,
accused the Rouse of Represent.
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Biennial sessions of the state
Legislature were recommended by
the Massachusetts Selectmen's Association in a vote taken during
the convention of the body.
At the same meeting, Governor
Curley again assailed the state
board of tax appeals, declaring that
it was a mechanism c”eated by "organized money" for the protection
lof special and privileged interests.
The governor also told the association that the procuring of new
I revenue was the only salvation of
cities and towns in this state until
prosperity returns.
New revenue for the state, as outlined in his program to the Legislature, was asked by the governor,
and he requested the association to
join with taxpayers' units and other
civic organizations in his campaign.
If the financial recommendations
he made are adopted, Curley said,
it will be possible to terminate the
state tax and result in a $2 reduction in local tax rates.
moniae.

I

Loi ring Young Launches
A ttack on Curley
atIves of wholesale corruption
and bribery, I took the floor and
in my remarks I suggested to
Mayor Curley that the laws of
God and man alike have taught
mankind two lessons; first, that
then shalt not steal and, second,
that thou shalt not bear false
,
witness against thy neighbor.
"I now repeat the same suggestion to Mr. Curley, and
I
raise the question as to how long
the people of Massachusetts
are
going to stand for an administration which is obviously based
on deceit and faisehead."
REGRETS ABSENCE
"I am very sorry," Young*said,
"that it was impossible for me
to
attend the conference held
yesterday. Had I been present
I
would have asked the privi
lege
of replying to one of the speak
ers who addressed the confe
rence because I know that the
remarks made in his spee
ch were
not true.°
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Inside Stories Due
In Jail Breaks
The inside stories on recent prison and jail outbreaks are expected to be told by witnesses when the
hearing on the parole board is resumed Monday afternoon before Governor Curley and his executive council.
Heads of correctional institutions who were heard at the ;
opening of the hearing, hesitated to be explicit, and general- I
ized on present conditions, but
a prospective witness due to be
heard Monday declared that he
will give the real picture of the ;
recent break at Concord reformatory.
The three members of the Parole I
Board, Richard Olney, chairman; I
Matthew Bullock and P. Emmet
Gavin, who were refused permission to examine witnesses, will be
given an oportunity to reply to!
charges that their policies a re
largely responsible for present unrest among prisoners.
They have been accused of being too strict in pursuing a policy
of refusing to release convicts with
good prison records at the expiration of two-thirds of their minimum sentences as they are permitted under the law.
Severest criticism of the Parole
Board at the opening hearing came
from Francis J. W. Lanigan, warden at state prison, who predicted
that current unrest will "boil over
into serious trouble" unless the
uncompromising attitude of the
board is altered.
His criticism was amplified by
Major Michael J. Dee, superinendent at Concord, who declared that
resentment there has been growing
over the refusal of the board to
adopt a policy of leniency.
"If the policy of setting hack
men to serve maximum sentences
is adhered to, we will have to
have a new state prison, for the
prison at CharlestOwn Is not adequate to confine dangerous criminals and protect the people," was
the solemn warning sounded by
Commissioner of Corrections Arthur T. Lyman.
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Council Hits Gas
Rate Increase
The 1934-35 Boston City Council,
in its final session today, Instructed Mayor Mansfield to protest
against the proposed increase of
rates of the Boston Consolidated
Gas Company.
Councillor Joseph McGrath declared that under the proposed new
rates, bills of persons paying under 44.50 a month would be increased.
The Council presented flowers to
Councillor Thomas E. Green of,
Charlestown, recently appointed
civil service commissioner.
In
making the presentation President
John I. Fitzgerald said:
"Governoliejey had great
courage. Ths appointment of
Thomas Green was a fine one.
Green is a practical man with a
big heart who will grant a square
deal to all."

JAN 4 1936

Selectmen FOr 1
Biennials of
General Court
The Massachusetts Selectmen's
association yesterday went on record for biennial sessions of
the
state legislature, declaring by
a
55-25 vote that sessions every two
years would constitute a major
improvement over the present system of yearly ones.
The vote came toward
of a day featured by an the end
from Gov. Curley, in which address
he
occasie% tovieraweigiihe State took
Board
of Tax Appeals once
more, asserting that it was a mechanism
created by "organized money"
for
the protection of
special and privileged interests, at the
expense
of the home owner and
small taxpayer.
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Curley Studies
/ 'Clark Report
Miller Ft rink Clark, last hope to
live rested today with Governor
Curley as the convict was removed
to the death cell at State Prison, '
where he is scheduled to die the
week of January 12 for the murder
of Ethel uckerman, South End
bakeshop girl.
The governor has a report of
alienists who have examined the
condemned man, hut as yet he has
not had the time to study it. Clark
recently lost his appeal to the supreme court.
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THE SENATOR SAYS:

Taxpayers Getting
'Educated' in
These Fights
Bill Foley Also Kept Busy,
What With Schools, Paroles
And SilOW Removal
THE SENATOR:
s all that's going on in Massachusetts

I

He sees all and know
amusing or amazing, or both.
politics and most of it he finds
Best of all, he tells about it.
him regularly in the
Meet him below and listen in with
ing American.
Even
on
Bost
and
tiser
Roston Sunday Adver
heading for a train in"Timmy," says The Senator, "I am
Jim Warren, the
heard
just
stead of the last roundup, having
iate as a highinebr
an
ibe
descr
Bridgewater superintendent,
spill
brow drunk. One quick one and I will
of
wings
the
on
away
be
the news fast and
light."
Timmy arranges for The Senator's quick
cock their
1- one and all the boys on the stools
news.
ears for the
"Timmy," says The Senator, "it looks
ney
like a red hot winter for District Attor
will
board
e
parol
the
like
Bill. It looks
take the plank parade as a unit. It looks
like we will have a new superintendent in
place of Maurice Winslow at the Norfolk
Prison Colony. It looks like they will have
to make the Roslindale street signs larger.
And it looks like you must go to bed early
to avoid a long stretch in State Prison.
"I had a very busy day leaping from
to crag without being the goat, hopcrag
TOR
SENA
THE
hearing and the Governor's
ping between the Finance Commission
with the goats at both
ing
serat
commi
Council hearing, and
places.
al just as soon as it
"The Fin Corn digs into snow remov
ng upon bow easy
beari
ry
inqui
its
of
concludes the present phase
A. Roe, to get
Louis
-law,
er-in
broth
ie's
Fredd
iit is for Mayor
himself lost in Roslindale.
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"By the time District-Attorney Bill finishes
with The Schools
for Scandal, the Fin Corn will have enough
piled up for his earnest consideration to carry him through
until spring thaws the
frozen bonds.
"The Fin Corn hearing is a very fine round in the go between
Governor Jim and Mayor Freddie, and if this keeps up there is
no telling what degree the education of the tax-payer will attain.

Roe Lost in Roslindale
"The fireworks supply at the Fin Corn hearing is complete
when Sammy Goodwin arrives as a spectator. This is a very nice

hearing, with the smoke so thick yon can hardly see Mark Sullivan
wagging his pencil, and I am deeply impressed with the story of how
Mr. Roe got lost in Roslindale and was obliged to call on City Councillor Jimmy Finley as a guide to the home of the contractor who
was unaware that Mr. Roe desired to write his bond.
"What I am planning to do after listening to the testimony of
Mr. Pieczkowski, the ash and garbage collector, is hang out in
a
City Hail corridor and see if I cannot cut in on some of this money
people seem so anxious to pay for contracts. I will be Mr. B., but
do not tell Clem Norton about this, and you can be Mr. A.
"The Fin Corn hearing, though, is not the magnificent affair
that
is the Governor's Council hearing where Senator Joe Langone
Is in
his frock coat behind a very large cigar and there are such
notables
in attendance as Senators Edso Carroll and Bill Madden, Dean
Gleason Archer, Frank Juggins, Torn O'Brien, Bill Coughlin and the
like
of that.
"All of the councillors except Dan Coakley had a
very nice
lunch which made them late for the gathering, but Dan
broke out a
sandwich. This is what I call saving the tax-payers' money
but it is
the first time I knew Dan is carrying his lunch.
"Well, Matt Bullock, Dick Olney and Emmett Gavin are
on the
spot and the hearing is only a few minutes old when they are
accused
of having failed to parole convicts with the best prison
records, of
having paroled convicts with bad prison records, and
having been
responsible, in the pursuance of this activity, for dissension,
unrest,
rioting and escapes.

402 Years in Reformatories
"Commissioner Lyman, Warden Lanagan and
Superintendent
Dee go very well with the council. Suparintendent Winslow
goes very
badly with the council and Dr. Miriam Van Waters, the
lady superintendent of Sherborn, goes very badly with Councillor
Coakley but
very nicely with the rest, especially Councillor Win
Schuster who gets
her permission to ask a few questions and be courteous,
When she
-..zys she thinks there should be a a bung starter. Then Timmy realizes
what
he is doing and reaches
woman on the parole board, Gov- for a
bottle, instead.
ernor Jim asks her if she would
"I sin on the police listing,"
consent to appointment and this
says the man In the uniform of
smooths things over a little so
an officer of the law. "Does
that when she misunderstands a
anybody sleep In this building?"
question and says she has been
"Friend," says Timmy, "you
connected with reformatory inbetter start questioning everystittitlons for 402 years, even she
body at the bar except The Senaand Councillor Coakley get a
tor. They have, been asleep for
laugh.
the last 10 minutes."
"Well, everything is very important, but the most amazing
disclosure of all, they go over
with a hop, skip and a jump. This
Is the statement that there is in
state prison today a man by the
name of John Wal5h who must
serve 12 years because he stayed
out late one night and had a few
drinks. Walsh was paroled 12
years before his maximum was up
and sent back for violating his
parole by not going to bed early
and sober enough. Now he must
serve his maximum.
"This dirzy cowl:lion of the
parole regulations came to light
a few years hack when a paroled
lifer was returned to prison to
spend the rest of his life there
because he stole a pair of shoes.
The newspapers got him a pardon but they did not change the
rules and it does not appear now
as if they intended any action
• ."
along this line
It is just at this point that a
man in the uniform of an officer
of the law comes to the door and
Timmy, from old habit reaches for
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JOE, KENNEDY'S SUDDEN RISE IS YET
I VERY PUZZLING TO THE HUB POLITICIANS
He Resigns From Highly Important Position In Federal Service And
Takes Charge Of Big Radio Corporation While It Is Undergoing
Reorganization—Neither Curley, Nor Former Mayor Fitzgerald,
Whose Daughter is Joe's Wife, Is Credited With His Ascendency
—Father, Prominent In Old Boston Machine, Was Mighty Good
Listener.
citizen of East Boston for many years.
who was a liquor dealer during the

•

It was fairly well understood that
the relations of Governor Curley, exMayor Fitzgerald and various others
in the Democratic party who were interested in appointments to be made
In Washington were not such as to
make it possible or probable that Joseph P. Kennedy had been appointed
as the result of a petition signed in
happy harmony by Messrs. Curley,
Fitzgerald, et al., representing various wings of the Massachusetts and
Boston Democracy.
However, only facts counted. Joseph P. Kennedy had received an exceptionally important and highy mcsponsihe appointment from President
Roosevelt, and so far as could be
learned, neither one of Boston's two
best known ex-mayors was directly re.
sponsible for the appointment. Some
of the most important politicians in
Boston, to say nothing of those in
East Boston, are still wondering how
it happened, even as Joseph P. Kennedy, after resigning voluntarily from
a more important Federal position

By Carroll Crane
Washington, Jan. 5—Congress him greater part of his mature life, a conreassembled and Al Smith's position
sistent Democrat and at one time an
is that of a foeman, as far the White
cog in the Boston DemoHouse Administration's major policies important
are concerned, but in order to allay eratic machine. He was not an orator,
carefully
any fear that may exist on the part was a good listener, had a
when
of timid and ill-informed readers, if controlled sense of humor and
somethine
said
usually
he spoke he
there are such, let me say that "th
do not
government in Washington still lives." Political orators of prominence
qualificadesirable
that
have
always
well-known
a
of
part
is
foregoing
The
quotation, but to be exactly and coin tion.
While his father was long prominpletely truthful I should add that the
in Boston politics, Joe never was.
ent
but
lives,
still
only
government not
Boston politician has
way than any East
it is not dismayed or ready to return lie first made the headlines in a
takes up his
capture,
to
able
been
to attract more than casual attention
-to the horse-and -buggy days.
position
executive
Fitzger- highly responsible
The daily papers have given and when he married Miss. Rose
well-known
Boston's
with one of the most important corwill give a lot of information con ald, daughter of
both
knew
who
those
and
ex-mayor,
cerning what is going on and what b.
porations In the United States.
d
If Patrick J. Kennedy w,,r, aliv .
coming off in this Capital city just the bride and groom congratulate I
worthy
now, but it is hardly probable that both of them, for both were
I would like to meet him and ask li:r1
point blank just how it was that hi-,
they will have little to say that of it.
Although Mr. Kennedy made much boy Joe got his start and how it hap.amounts to much concerning an East
was pened to be such a flying one. KenBoston boy who has risen high under progress in the business world, it
been
had
Roosevelt
D.
Franklin
nedy would probably smile in a rethe auspices of the Roosevelt Admin after
Lstration, and who is remaining high- inaugurated as President and had be- served sort of way and reply:
the
"Now and then, young fellow, the
er, after severing his connection witn gun to develop what is known as
While
high.
soared
he
the Administration, than anybody.. New Deal that
powlyr of the press is limited, after
.commonly or uncommonly known as many were looking to see James M. all, isn't it?"
a Bostonian, whose name is familiar Curley. who had backed Roosevelrat
And I would have to agree with
to me. I refer to Joseph P. Kennedy, a time when It looked as if backing him that it is.
the new official head of the Itadia him would mean political defeat and
Corporation of America. who not long permanent downfall, selected as the
ago resigned as head of the admin- Massachusetts man who would 1.e
istration's Securities and Exchange closest to the President and who
Commission, To Kennedy has now would dictate appointments, removbeen assigned the somewhat difficult als, promotions and other political
task of working out a comprehensive activities in that formerly Republican
plan of recapitalization for the big Commonwealth, Joseph P. Kennedy's
gest radio organisation on this hemis- name appeared "in the public print."
as your grandfather would express it.
phere.
Let me refer briefly to the tact that as being selected for a job of which
Joseph P. Kennedy is a sou of the nobody previously had ever heard.
late Patrick J. Kennedy, an estimable
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"By the time District-Attorney Bill finishes
with The Schools
for Scandal, the Fin Corn will have enough
piled up for his earnest consideration to carry him through
until spring thaws the
frozen bonds.
"The Fin Corn hearing is a very fine round in the go between
Governor Jim and Mayor Freddie, and if this keeps up there is
no telling what degree the education of the tax-payer will attain.

Roe Lost in Roslindale
"The fireworks supply at the Fin Corn hearing is complete
when Sammy Goodwin arrives as a spectator. This is a very nice

hearing, with the smoke so thick you can hardly see Mark Sullivan
wagging his pencil, and I am deeply impressed with the story
of how
Mr. Roe got lost in Roslindaie and was obliged to call on City Councillor Jimmy Finley as a guide to the home of the contractor who
was unaware that Mr. Roe desired to write his bond.
"What I am planning to do after listening to the testimony of
Mr. I'leczkowski, the ash and garbage collector, Is hang
out in a
City Hall corridor and see if I cannot cut in on some of this
money
people seem so anxious to pay for contracts. I will be
Mr. B., but
do not tell Clem Norton about this, and you can be Mr. A.
"The Fin Corn hearing, though, is not the magnificent
affair that
is the Governor's Council hearing where Senator Joe Langone
is in
his frock coat behind a very large cigar and there are
such notables
in attendance as Senators Edso Carroll and Bill Madden,
Dean Gleason Archer, Frank Juggins, Tom O'Brien, Bill Coughlin
and the like
of that.
"All of the councillors except Dan Coakley had
a very nice
lunch which made them late for the gathering, but Dan
broke out a
sandwich. This is what I call saving the tax-payers' money
but it is
the first time I knew Dan is carrying his lunch.
"Well, Matt Bullock, Dick Olney and Emmett Gavin
are on the
spot and the hearing is only a few minutes old when they
are accused
of having failed to parole convicts with the best prison
records, of
having paroled convicts with bad prison records, and
having been
responsible, in the pursuance of this activity, for dissension
, unrest,
rioting and escapes.

402 Years in Reformatories
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"Commissioner Lyman, Warden Lanagan and
Superintendent
Dee go very well with the council. Superintendent Winslow
goes very
badly with the council and Dr. Miriam Van Waters,
the lady superintendent of Sherborn, goes very badly with Councillor
Coakley but
very nicely with the rest, especially Councillor Win Schuster
who gets
her permission to ask a few questions and be courteoup. When
she
bung
starter.
a
bays she thinks there should be a
Then Timmy realizes
what
he
doing
is
and
reaches
woman on the parole hoard, Govfor a bottle, instead.
ernor Jim asks her if she would
"I am on the police listing,"
consent to appointment and this
says the man In the uniform of
smooths things over a little so
an officer of the law. "Does
that when she misunderstands a
anybody sleep in this building?"
question and says she has been
"Friend," says Timmy, "you
connected with reformatory inbetter start questioning everystitutlons for 402 years, even she
body at the bar except The Senaand Councillor Coakley get a
tor. They have been asleep for
laugh.
the last 10 minutes."
"Well, everything Is very important, but the most amazinx
disclosure of all, they go over
with a hop, skip and a jump. This
is the statement that there is in
state prison today a man by the
name of John Wal3h who must
serve 12 years because he stayed
out late one night and had a few
drinks. Walsh was paroled 12
years before his maximum was up
and sent back for violating his
parole by not going to bed early
and sober enough. Now he must
serve his maximum.
"This diTzy cond;tion of the
parole regulations came to light
a few years back when a paroled
lifer was returned to prison to
spend the rest of his life there
because he stole a pair of shoes.
The newspapers got him a pardon but they did not change the
rules and it does not appear now
as if they intended any action
along this line . . ."
It is just at this point that a
man in the uniform of an officer
of the law comes to the door and
Timmy, from old habit reaches for
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JOE. KENNEDY'S SUDDEN RISE 18 YET
A VERY PUZZLING TO THE HUB POLITICIANS
He Resigns From Highly Important Positi
on In Feder
Takes Chirge Of Big Radio Corporation While al Service And
It Is Undergoing
Reorganization—Neither Curley, Nor Former Mayor Fitzge
rale,
Whose Daughter is Joe's Wife, Is Credited With
His
Ascen
dency
—Father, Prominent In Old Boston Machine,
Was Mighty Good
Listener.

•

citizen of East Boston for many
years,
BY Carroll Crane
Who was a liquor dealer during
the
Washington, Jan. 5—Congress Ima
reassembled and Al Smith's position greater part of his mature life, a ron•
is that of a foeman, as far the White sistent Democrat and at one time an
House Administration's major policies important cog in the Boston
Demoare concerned, but in order to allay eratic
machine. He was not an orator,
any fear that may exist on the part Was
a good listener, had a carefully
of timid and Ill-Informed readers, if controlled
sense of humor and when
there are such, let me say that "th--! he spoke he
usually said somethine
government in Washington still lives." Political orator
s of prominence do not
The foregoing is part of a well-known always
have that desirable qualificaquotation, but to be exactly and corn tion.
pletely truthful I should add that the
While his father was long promingovernment not only still lives, but ent in Boston
politics, Joe never was
it is not dismayed or ready to return Ile first
made the headlines in a way
to the horse-and-buggy days.
to attract more than casual attention
The daily papers have given and when he marrie Miss.
d
Rose Fitzgerwill give a lot of information con ald. (laugh
ter of Boston's well-known
corning what is going on and what is ex-mayor, and those
who knew both
-coming off in this Capital city just the bride
and groom congratulated
now, but it is hardly probable that both of them, for
both were worthy
they will have little to say that of h.
Amounts to much concerning an East
Although Mr. Kennedy made much
Boston boy who has risen high under progress in
the business world, it was
the auspices of the Roosevelt Admin- after Franklin
D. Roosevelt had been
istration, and who is remaining high- Inaugurated
as President and had beer, after severing his connection with gun to develo
p what is known as the
the Administration, than anybod
v. New Deal that he soared high. While
'commonly or uncommonly known as many were
looking to see James M.
a Bostonian, whose name is familiar Curley.
who had backed Roosevtilrat
to me. I refer to Joseph P. Kennedy, a time
when it looked as if backing
the new official head of the Radio him would
mean political defeat and
Corporation of America, who not long perman
ent downfall, selected as the
Ago resigned as head of the admin- Massac
husetts man who would
istration's Securities and Exchan
ge closest to the President and wile
Commission, To Kennedy has now would dictate
appointments, removbeen assigned the somewhat
difficult als, promotions and other political
task of working out Ft compre
hensive activities in that formerly Republican
plan of recapitalization for
the big Commonwealth, Joseph P. Kennedy's
gent radio organization on
this hemis- name appeared "in the public print,"
phere.
as your grandfather would express it,
Let me refer briefly to
the fact that as being selected for a job of which
Joseph P. Kennedy is a son
of the nobody previously had ever heard.
late Patrick J. Kennedy,
an estimable

It was fairly well understood that
the relations of Governor Curley, exMayor Fitzgerald and various others
In the Democratic party who were interested in appointments to be made
In Washington were not such as to
make it possible or probable that Joseph P. Kennedy had been appointed
as the result of a petition signed in
happy harmony by Messrs. Curley.
Fitzgerald, et al.. representing various wings of the Massachusetts and
Boston Democracy.
However, only facts counted. Joseph P. Kennedy had received an exceptionally important and highy tcsponsihe appointment from President
Itonsevelt. and so far as could be
learned, neither one of Boston's two
best known ex-mayors was directly responsible for the appointment. Some
of the most important politicians in
Boston, to say nothing of those in
East Boston. are still wondering how
It happened, even as Joseph P. Kennedy, after resigning voluntarily from
a more important Federal position
than any East Boston politician has
been able to capture, takes up his
highly responsible executive position
with one of the most important corporations in the United States.
If Patrick J. Kennedy wer.
.
I would like to meet him and ask II
point blank just how it was that hi,
boy Joe got his start and how it happened to be such a flying one. Kennedy would probably smile in a reserved sort of way and reply:
"Now and then, young fellow, the
powtPr of the press is limited, after
all, isn't it?"
And I would have to agree with
him that it is.
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CONSOLIDATION DOES NOT USUALLY
MEAN ECONOMY IN CITY OPERATIONS
It Has Been Tried So Many Times Without Promised Results That
Some New Idea Ought To Be Brought Into Action As Reason For
Making Important Changes—If Reforms Solemnly Promised Were
Actually Achieved, Upward Rise Of City Payrolls Would Not Persist Constantly And Expensively believe

that municipal departments
should
be
operated with as close an
.
By Peter Fitz Curley
eye to saving money as are the deto
now,
and
While I desire, here
partments in a ten-cents store, but I
say that I am as loyal to Mayor Mansthoroughly
believe that, if a mayor obfield as any responsible or irresponsitains a reduction in the number of
or
should
city
ble employe of the
his departments for the sake of lift. could be, and while my loyalty to his
ing
what is called "a grievous burden
high and splendid ideals is as aggre:--,
from the shoulders of the taxpayers,"
higit
the
my
loyalty
to
sive as was
the cost of running the consolidated
trici aggressive ideals of Mayor Cur:',
lepartments should not mount by
Icy, Mayor Peters and Mayot:—Nrctio
more than fifty per cent for the first
into
duty
painful
somewhat
it is my
year after consolidation.
51st that in reducing the number orI
I hope that I have made it perfecttrying.
municipal departments, or in
ly clear that I am not a fanatic on
Berl
a
making
is
them,
he
to reduce
the subject of municipal economy. In!
ious and almost fatal mistake.
deed, as a matter of fact, I have no obpardoni
The mayor, I am sure, will
jection to the consolidation of munihad
my
eye;
have
that
I
saying
me for
cipal or State departments, for I know
on City Hall for some years and longs
that every consolidation means more
poaccept
a
before I was induced to
employment for more reliable workAs
service.
municipal
the
in
sition
ers in the cause of political righteouslong ago as when I was a care-free.
ness, but when we consolidate, let
kid, living in Brighton and taught to i
us do so with our eyes open and our
'believe that John H. Lee was a great-,,
ears
ditto. For example, if we con'
or man than George Washington ever.
solidate three departments, headed by
grandfather,
my
heard
tried to be, I
three superintendents whose annual
on his daily evening visits to my par- salaries are $5000
each, let us not tell
ents' home, not far from the abbattoir our fellow citizens that we are saving
discussing with my father the propo- money for them by
appointing one
sition just made by a mayor who commissioner to head the consolidated
F eemed to be obsessed with a passion department at a salary of $8000
per
for economy, to reduce the number of annum, three deputy commissioners
municipal departments by at least fif- at $5000 and other minor
officials at
ty per cent, for the sake of saving higher salaries than similiar positions
money.
called for before consolidation.
Ever since then, at irregular interI am saying nothing, or not much
vals, I have been hearing wise men of anything, concerning the inevitable
who were not quite as wise as they necessity for twenty-five per
cent
should have been, proclaiming the more employes in the
consolidated denecessity and desirability of reducing partment than were
necessary prior
the number of our municipal depart- to consolidation. As soon
as the conments. Gradually after a fashion, they solidation is achieved,
all thought of
have been reduced, but as you may economy vanishes or, if
it reappears,
or may not have noticed, no actual re- it is treated like
a bad dream followduction in the cost of operating the ing a triumphant
banquet to the head
departments as a whole has ever been of the consolidated
and newly named
achieved. I am not among those who,department. Little
or nothing more is

heard from the inside of City Hall
concerning the necessity for economy
In the conduct of municipal operations until another mayor is chosen.
Then after several secret conferences
of the great minds behind the new
administration, the public is informed
that another consolidation of municipal departments is necessary in order
that the cost of municipal government
may be brought down to an irreduclhie minimum, or words to that effect.
Do not labor under the delusion
that I am fearful of losing my position as a valuable city employe by any
consolidation that may be effected in
the near or remote future. I can get
as close to any administration as soon
as it becomes an administration as
any other man in Boston.
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Constructive Add
Those who had expected that Governor James M. Curley's official address to
the
at the beginning of his second year as %
ere-cutive head of ihe Commonwealth, would be
taken in their expectations and some of them, of course, were disappointed.
The Governor was addressing all the people of the Commonwealth, and not
merc
lature. His utterances were those of one who has folly measured the duties of his
pi,
face them.
Those who disagree with his attitude toward certain vital problems must
admit,
has faced those problems manfully and with a purpose to do his part in solving
them.
In view of economic and financial conditions throughout the World and
in our c
Commonwealth, it would seem to be the plain duty of all the leaders of both
parties tc
of the General Court to the consideration of measures that should have no partisan bat
for candid and constructive consideration.
Within a few months a vigorous campaign for political control of the Commons
under way. There is not the slightest doubt that his Excellency will be prominent ant
in that campaign.
Before that campaign is actually opened the General Court may well complete ti
ies and do so solely with a purpose to meet the economic needs of Massachusetts withi
profit and political gains.
There are those in both parties who, unfortunately, can think and speak of legit
the prestige and power of candidates and causes.

•

It is our firm belief that Governor Curley will meet more than half way those
thought is for the rescue of their constituents from further financial and business danl
Prompt and patriotic service should be the duty of every legislator. Later in ti
is rendered, it will be soon enough for the alignment of leaders and legislators in thei
camps.
Then, it is highly probable, those whose chief aim politically is to defeat and d
the leader of his party will have all the opportunity they desire for combat.
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GOVERNOR SEES
FIN. COM. BUSY
His Reply to Mansfield
Statement on Dolan
stateIn reply to Mayor Mansfield's t that
ment of yesterday to the effecgo
on
the Dolan case would still
despite current activities of the Bosey
ton Finance Commission, Gov Curl
Corn
today predicted that the Fin year,
would have an extremely busy tigate
since it was obligated to invesincomcorruption, ignorance and
petency in City Hall.
"All I can say is that the Mayor
must have an extremely active imag
ination," said the Governor when
t,
told of Mayor Mansfield's statemen n
in which the latter said, "The Dolad
case will still go on," when aske
iry
about the Fin Corn's present inqu
into activities of some of the Mayor's
political associates.
"The Finance Commission has been
operating since 1909," Gov Curley
said. ''It's business is to investigate
anything that savors of corruption,
ignorance or incompetency in the administration of affairs at City Hall. I
have an exwould say that they will•
tremely busy year."
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spending
old group that 'is always
f. money fighting legislation, namely
organized money.
see no
Gov Curley said he could en of
immediate relief from the burdcounwelfare in this section of the is betry. Unprecedented prosperity
ons of the
ing enjoyed in other secti
been no
land, he said, but there has
evidence of it here as yet.enter upon
The association voted to town rea competition in perparing
judges
ports. A committee of three
the most
will be appointed to rule on
a
comprehensible annual report andthe
to
silver cup will be awardedt. Axel
town having the best reporsecretary
B. Zetterman of Ashland,
discuFThe payrolls of the Works Prog- of the association opened thegovernphase of town
ress Administration are in horrible sion of this
ment.
tor of
shape," Arthur G. Rotch, Federal W.
Theodore N. Waddell, direc
P. A. administrator, yesterday told
ion of Accounts, in
Divis
State
the
reserve
the Massachusetts Selectmen's Assohis talk highly recommended
ciation at the annual meeting of that and safety funds.
were
body at the State House.
All officers of the association
Stating that he personally pre- reelected.
ferred the E. R. A. to the W. P. A.,
Rotch explained that he regretted the
Federal Government had made as
much of a change in the program as
it did in Massachusetts, even though
that change was less here than elsewhere.
He pointed out, however, that 3,500.000 men have been taken off relief rolls and put to work by President Roosevelt's relief program.
"We put on a big drive before
Christmas so that the workers would
receive their pay," said Rotch. ''Only
2790 did not get their money, and that
was due to the fact that two of the
check machines in the office broke
down the night before the holiday."

BOTCH BEMOANS
W.P. A. PAYROLLS

FAVOR BIENNIAL
SESSION PLAN

Curley Urges Selectmen
Back His Tax Program

Bay State Selectmen Indorse Proposal at Meet=
ing Here

Asks-Support of Tax Plan

Asking the association's support of
tax and building program, Gov
Curley in his address before the
Selectmen struck particularly at
Alexander Whiteside, whom he characterized at "public enemy No. 1"
and Alexander Lincoln of the Tax
Appeal Board.
He complained of the lack of support of his move last year to abolish
the Executive Council or to decrease
the size of the Legislature and have
biennials.
Later in the day, the association
east a vote of 52 to 25 in favor of
biennials and sent a copy of a resolution to that effect to each member
Of the Legislature.

his

Lashes "Organized Money"

In defending his own tax program,
Curley said it would bring in between eight and ten million dollars
a year to the state and enable the
state to do away with the state tax.
The program calls for a 2 cent cigarette tax, a 40 cent tax on each gallon of alcohol, the indefinite extension of the gasoline tax, a tax on
trucks, and on slot and weighing ,
machines.
"None of these," the Governor said,
"will hurt any group. But the propram will be ounsed by the same I
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CLARK IS REMOVED
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To PRISON DEATHemne
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Miller Frank Clark, cond
die in the electric chair for the murd
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yesSouth End bakery shop clerk,
terday was removed from the Charles
street jail to the death cell at
Charlestown state prison.
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re-elected as follows: John
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ton, Deerfield, president; president;
Torrey. Rockland, vice- Paxton,
Dr. William L. Shipman, Thorne.
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Briefly, tne complaint against the which have published editorials up,board members—Richard Olney, holding the position of the parole
chairman; Matthew W. Bullock and board and opposing extensive use of
P. Emmett Gavin—is that they have the pardon power.
The Governor obtained from
been altogether too strict in pursuing a policy of refusing to release Warden Lanagan complete approval
2 Park Square
convicts with good prison records at of the Thanksgiving Day and Christthe expiration of two-thirds of their mas pardons, with the added asBoston
Mas
minimum sentences, as they are per- surance that the convicts had not
s.
H I*I
been compelled to pay money for
4-esesiti-e mitted to do by statute.
The policy of compelling the them. The Governor bluntly stated
HERALD
criminals to serve their maximum that previous pardons had
sentences, disregarding their exem- tained through purchase. been obBoston, Mass.
plary conduct in prison, is responSEES BENEFIT IN PARDON
sible, Lanagan, Lyman and Dee
Warden Lanagan expressed the
agreed, for the prevailing unrest in
0
the penal institutions because of opinion that had no pardons been
the despair it engenders in the given during the holiday seasons
criminals.
serious trouble would have occurred.
In opening the hearing the GovDEE EVASIVE
ernor said
Ma). Dee evaded all direct ques- the respon its purpose was to place
sibility for the discontions tending to persuade him to tent now preva
iling in the prisons, to
admit that the policy has provoked promote
resentment among his inmates to recurrencediscipline and to prevent
s
the extent that there is apprehension Concord andof recent outbreaks at
Charlestown.
lest serious trouble break out, but
Commi
Warden Lanagan frankly stated he witness,ssioner Lyman, the first
feared such an outbreak at Charles- methods explained the technical
employed by ,the
town.
board and the department of parole
correcWarden Lanagan, under examina- tion in relea
tion, blamed the attempted escape tion inmatessing state penal instituTells Executive Council at
on
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e.
Charlestown on Dec. 3, in which
He explained that the first prote
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there were three fatalities, to this against the
Unrest Threatens to
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of the parole
feeling of despair among the con- board came
to
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attention in
victs. A letter written by him to September
(
'Boil Over'
Commissioner Lyman in November reports of of 1934 when the first
the hard-boiled attitude
was produced in which he predicted
of the board members reached him
trouble,
LYMAN AND DEE
Supt. Dee also was on record in from his institution heads.
At that time he urged the board
correspondence with the commisTAKE SAME STAND sione
r with complaints against the members to s'udy the federal parole
system in the hope
The blunt prediction that "cur- alleged arbitrary attidude of the Influence them in that this would
parole board toward inmates with
adopting a more
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"I found that the situation grew
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cis J. W. Lanagan, warden at
state examined by Counc
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utive council. 4"411
"
there has been any considerable un- among the inmates as things will
Warden Lanagan's criticism of the rest at her institution for the
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for
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Sensational testimony is antici severe.
reformatory at Concord.
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GOVERNOR
RAPS HEADS
OF PRISONS

Tries to Fix Blame
for Unrest on the
Parole Board

TWO SAY ESCAPES
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NOT OFFICIALS' FAUL

Board Members to
Get Hearing
- Monday

Governor Rebukes Heads of
Prisons at Parole Hearing
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Saltonstall Assails

$8,000,000 for
Hospitals
Contrasting the proposal of Goya
ernor Curley to spend $8,000,000 on
new hospital buildings, particularly
buildings for the department of mental diseases, with the statements of
the late Dr. George M. Kline, former
head of that department, Speaker
Leverett Saltonstall, of the House of
Representatives, urged the members
of St. Andrew's Royal Arch Chapter
last night to consider the divergence
of opinion in the situation.
PEAK IN 1940

MIRIAM VAN WATERS
ARTHUR T. LYMAN
superintendent, called
Sherborn
Commissioner of correction, at Parole
parole hearing.
Board hearing before Governor's
Council.

o

"A few years before his death in 1933,
Dr. Kline told me that the peak of hospitalization In mental cases would be
reached In 1940 and that hospitalization
would then decrease," Speaker SaltonHe
stall told the Masonic gathering.
made this prediction on the fact that
the State schools for the feeble-minded
would train many individuals and At
them for trades and simple work.
"He felt that if we kept our school
system up to snuff, then our hospital
eases would become less. Two years
later, I recall, a commission came from
New Zealand to America to study hospitalization and care for the feebleminded, Of the six months the members of the commission spent in Amer.
Ica, nearly one-half WAR spent in our
State, since they considered our
tern far superior to any other system
in any State of the Union," Speaker
Saltonstall declared.
"On the other hand, Governor Curley
tells us that our system is eo far behind the rest of the country that we
have many cases on the waiting list.
l'onsider one side of the case, and then
the other," the speaker urged, as he
pointed out that Dr. Kline was regarded
as one of the foremost experts in mental diseases In the nation.
Beyond telling an anecdote about an
old G. A. 11. veteran In Stoneham who
voted for President Roosevelt in l933
but who promised never to do so again.
Speaker Saftonetall's address was en.
HWY non.partisan, as he discussed
governmental trends.
•
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NO :TOE YET
TO ALLEGED
CITY GRAFT

Conflicting Testimony
Given at Fin. Corn.
Hearing

MAYOR'S CAMPAIGN
MANAGER ACCUSED

Contractor Denies He
Was Man Who Asked
for $500

Disclaims Part in Controversy
who was to
toe car with the man
get the money, he said. description of
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Aske dif lie Pay $1000
The contractor testified that the man
who approached him In City Hall was
Of Italian extraction, about 46 years
old and about 5 feet 9 inches tall. He
was well dressed. When they arrived
at the house in Dorchester the man
with him got out of the automobile,
went into the house and came back to

O

ting Testimony Marks
Fin. Corn. Probe of City Bondin

FINANCE COMMISSION AT PROBE OF CITY BONDING BUSINESS
The full commission is 'shown at the hearing yesterday. Left to right, William A. Reilly, Alexander Wheeler,
Chairman E. Marl;nlivan. Philip A. Chapman and Rohr7-.
•

•
JAMES F. FINLEY
City Councillor at Finance Commission hearing yesterday.

I

CONTRACTOR AND HIS WOMAN ATTORNEY
Miss Celia Raphael, counsel, left, and her client, Alvin J. Pieezkowski,
contractor, at the hearing on contracts at the Finance Commission yesterday.

ervitetwaert.
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for his programme as outlined to the
Legislature, to create new revenue.
He declared that if his financial recommendations are adopted, it will b
possible to terminate the State tax and
result in a reduction of $2 In local tax
rates.

Waddell Honored
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APPROVES
BIENNIAL I
SESSIONS
Selectmen's Ass'n in
Vote of 55 to 25
for Change

"These recommendations are reasonable ones," he said, "but are being opposed by organized money, the organized money which brought about creation of the State Board of Tax Appeals and has prevented enactment of
legislation which would bring relief to
the met home owner."
The Massachusetts Selectmen's Association, yesterday, re-elected its officers for another year, beginning with
President John W. HeseRon of Deerfield, and making no exception through
the list. It also elected as its first
honorary life member, Theodore N.
Waddell, director of the State division
of accounts, in recognition for the long
friendship existing between Mr. Waddell and his department and the selectmen of the towns throughout the
State.
Mr. Waddell spoke for honest town
budgets and urged maintenance of reserve safety funds, of which he said
there exists today a greater need than
ever before.
Arthur G. Rrtch, State WPA administrator, spoke during the afternoon.
The annual meeting of the selectmen
continues today
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EXECUTE POST
i FOR W. A, MURPHY
William A. Murphy of Boston will
be appointed by Governor Curley in
,execan assistlint secretary rtrIllt
utive department, to succeed Joseph
P. McAllister, who has been transferred to the Department of Publia
Utilities. Murphy was secretary to
former Governor Drape.
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Massachusetts Selectmen's
The
Association yesterday went on record
for biennial sessions of the State
Legislature, declaring by a 55-25
vote that sessions every two years
would constitute a major improvement over the present system of
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'MORE PRISON
RIOTS LOOM
CPALEY HINTS

CURLEY PLEADS
FOR TAX PLAN

Gov. Curley yesterday called on
all selectmen in Massachusetts to
yearly ones.
support ther evenuep rogram recommended In his annual message to
HEAR CURLEY IN BLAST
the Legislature and thus help to
The vote came toward the end of
reduce the tax rate in every city
day featured by an address from Govand town of the Commonwealth.
ernor Qapy.,, In which he took occaSpeaking at the annual meeting
sion to assail the State Board of Tax
at the MaseachUgletts Selectmen's
it
asserting
that
Appeal,
/ once more,
Association, the Governor defended
was a mechanism created by "organhis taxation and building proposals,
ised money" for the protection of ape- I
and again attacked the state board
dal and privileged Interests, at the exof tax appeals for alleged fvorltpense of the home owner and small
ism in reducing valuations.
taxpayer.
,
Predicting that mere would be
figurative
bombshell
a
dropped
He
no decrease in governmental costs
Into the quiet session, in this connection, by declaring that when, as Mayor
for a long time to come, the Govof Boston, he called upon the then
ernor declared that some action
Governor Ely to remove Alexander Linmust be taken toward relieving the
coln, chairman of the Board of Tax
Appeals, he received the startling re- 4 financial burden placed upon cities
sponse that he could not do so, because . and towns.
If his financial program was acAlexander Whiteside, Boston attorney 4
and friend of Lincoln, had been a heavy I cepted, he said it would be posseale
contributor to the Ely campaign fund.
I to end the state tax paid by
municipalities and reduce the averUrges Support of His Programme
age local tax rate $2 per 81000
in
increase
The net result was an
4 valuation.
the membership of the board from three
"These recommendations are
to five, which only "aggravated" the
reasonable ones, but are being opsituation.
posed by organized money that
Governor Curley told the selectmen
that the procuring of new revenue is I brought about the creation of the
the only salvation of the cities and t state tax appeals board, and has
towns of Massachusetts, until prosprevented the enactment of legisperous times return.
He contetded
lation that would relieve the
that there will be no decrease in the
cost of government for a long period I home-owner," he contended.
.
"I respectfuly suggest and re—how long, he said, none could tell.
The Governor called upon the sequest that yoU join with me In
lectmen to Join with taxpayers' units
the adoption of the tax program
and other civic organizations in a fight
for the hest interests of the Commonwealth and its Eistihra47,...,
went into the house and

;

came back to

If the policy of setting back
prisoners to serve their maximum
sentences is adhered to, there will
flew State
teupprison r
be
date
es
q
epresent
z.th:8
aonei
the ti
confine
enough
adequately
dangerous criminals and protect
the people, State Commissioner of
CorrectiOn Arthur T. Lyman told
Gov. Curley and the executive
council at the parole hearing yesterday.
Michael J. Dee, superintendent
of Concord reformatory, declared
that the present parole system
"breads revenge instead of reform" and that the inmates are
''on edge to escape."
The legislative hearing room was
_lammed to capacity with psectators
as the hearing opened.
"Discontent appears evident In
the institution*, and unless radi,eel changes are made we can
anticipate a recurrence of the recent affairs at Concord and
Charlestown," the Governor said.
ommissioner Lyman declared the
most serious outside difficulty the
heads of the two institutions are
confronted with is the problem of
Parole. He described the
federal
system of indefinite setbacks In
stikarole for
prisoners, and declared:
think that a man released
into society under parole system
is mtieh safer than
a man released after serving his maximum term."
He declared he thought there
was more unrest at State Prison
today tha nsix months
ago.
Supt. Dee said he had sent a
written complaint to the commissioner of correction that the
parole
board was acting contrary to anything that had been done
in that 17 or 18 boys, with before,
perfect
institution records, were given setbeaks of three mnoths to three
years."
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Mr. Kelley Picks
Old-Time Stars
— By EDDIE HURLEY
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APPEALS TO COURT FOR'
LOW NUMBER AUTO PLATE
Asserting a legal claim to the low number registration plates
he declares he has had for six years, Nicholas W. Mathey of Lynn
yesterday brought a petition in Supreme Court for a writ to
compel Registrar of Motor Vehicles
Frank A. Goodwin to turn over the
plates.
Mathey charges the plates, bearing the number 513, were assigned,
this year, to Charles E. Mannion,
former State police sergeant and
chauffeur for Gov. Curley, and now
superintendent '101,41momtate Public
Works garage.
Mathey. in his petition, states he

complied with the regu'ations for
renewal of his low number plates,
but that he was offered, Instead,
He seeks a
the number 36,513.
writ of mandamus to compel the
registrar to restore the other plates.
A hearing on the petition will be
given next Tuesday.
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reduction."
He dwelt at length on compulsory insurance, saying:
"For the first time since the law has
been in effect a definite halt hasP beeii
made in the steadily increasing cost of
Boston, Mass.
placing a car on the road. The cost of
compulsory insurance is based upon a
claim payment, and all of our efforts in
the field of accident prevention will be
nullified unless we can keep down the
cost of claim payments.
"Accidents are important, but claims
are nearly equally important. Twenty
at $100 per claim may produce
Governor Would Abolish Industrial aaccidents
$2,000, and on the other hand,
cost
of
Accident Board, Cut Mortgage
one accident may produce a cost of
Interest Rates
$5,000. Accidents are a fair index to
claims, but statistics show that claim
Governor James M. Curley's long payments cannot be measured by the
message to the Massachusetts legisla- number of accidents.
ture this week touched on three subjects
"Forward Step"—"8.4% Reduction"
of interest to insurance men—workmen's
compensation, compulsory automobile
"A definite forward step has been
insurance, and mortgage interest rates. taken in this matter in the elimination
He made no mention of a state fund of the guest from compulsory insurance.
for workmen's compensation, which he The full effect of this amendment will
recommended in his inaugural address a not be experienced until next year, but it
year ago, despite his statement in a re- is in effect partial repeal. The presence
cent radio talk that he would again urge of guest coverage in the law offered the
state fund legislation in his annual mes- least protection to the individual and the
greatest temptation to collusion and exsage.
Discussing workmen's compensation, aggerated claims.
"By elminating the guest from the
he termed last year's liberalization of
the act for the benefit of workers "pro- compulsory insurance coverage the cost
gressive and humane," urged that of placing a car on the road was reduced
nurses in institutions be made to come by 8.4%.
under the scope of the act and that the
"Now that the guest has been elimiindustrial accident board be absorbed by nated from this law we should turn pubthe department of labor and industries. lic attention to another weak spot—the
Interest Rates
occupant of the non-negligent car. While
Speaking of the reduction in mort- we have the greatest of sympathy for
Massachusetts
anyone who is riding in a car and is ingage interest rates in
from 6% to 5% by life insurance com- jured by the negligence of someone else,
panies and savings banks during the we must nevertheless realize that claims
past year, the governor asked tor sti I in this class have
grown from 14,000 in
further cuts, saying that "in view of the 1927 to 39,000 in 1934.
plenitude of money and the low interest "The remarkable part
of the picture
rates paid by the fiduciary instiutions, is that 32,000 out of the
39,000 in 1934
there is, in my opinion, need for further
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CurtUrges Further
Changes in Compulsory

into me Howie

\ now..

represent claims for less than $100. Prelimniary figures for 1935 indicate that
there will be a further increase in the
number of these claims for this year.
Thus does the small claimant nullify the
excellent record of our state.
"In the same period of time there has
been no appreciable increase in the
claims made and paid for death and injury of pedestrians on the highways of
the commonwealth, so that it must be
apparent to every thoughtful individual
that there is serious question as to the
validity of the large number of the 39,000 claims by occupants of automobiles
that were made in 1934 and an equally
large, if not larger, number for the year
1935.
End Racketeering or Repeal Law
ss "The problem, then, of lowering the
cost of placing a car on the road is the
reduction of such claims and the elemination of the false and groundless
claims. I believe that this can be effected by adequate provision for sufficient personnel in the registry division
and immediate investigation of accidents and more stringent provisions for
immediate report.
"If this is not done, I can see no alternative other than a repeal of the
compulsory insurance law. There is need
for immediate and drastic action.
"Racketeering upon spurious claims
by venal attorneys in collusion with doctors and professional claimants ntost be
stopped. A great industry which is
threatened with destruction through
criminal exploitation must be conserved.
"I therefore renew my recommendation of a year ago that additional inspectors be authorized in the registry of
motor vehicles and that the law relating
to report of accidents be strengthened.
In addition, it is worthy of your consideration whether violators of the automobile laws may not be required to instal governors on their cars, limiting
operation to 30 miles per hour as a condition of continued license."
"Atrocious" Comp. Practices
Describing "progressive and humane
legislation" adopted by the 1935 legislature the governor said:
"Among the meaures of prime importance enacted were those dealing with
workmen's romnensation, which marked
the end of the atrocious practice of discontinuing payments to persons permanently incapacitated at the end of five
years, and the making of provisions for
payment during the lifetime of the individual.
"Equally important from the standpoint of the worker was the amendment
to the law defining the 'average weekly
wage,' thereby ending the vicious practice of payment to a worker suffering injury in his employment insufficient to.
provide for even the most meager of hig
needs."
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Motorist Is Target 1 1Bay
of Heavy Taxation, )

4 193c

State
einocrats
Face Fight

p

‘
1
i
suggestion
In view of Governor Curley's
gasoline tax. ,
the
that
Legislature
to the
the motor 1
he increased, a summary of Automobile ,
American
the
by
situation
tax
is )
Association, national motoring body,
i 1141111
interesting.
during 1935 '
A check-up on proceedings
levies,
gasoline
of
rates
fovealed rising
motor tax
more "boondoggling" with
scramble
revenue, and a more intense
governamong the various agencies of
ment for a share of these taxes. Federal
s:pecial to the Transcript:
"The collection agents of the
'of
Government, of State governments, on
Washington. Jan, 4—When Postmaster
still
are
ies
municipalit
counties and
General James A. Parley and his chief
with the
pumps,
gasoline
the
at
watch
statistician, Emit Tfurja, stake out their
the
motorists of the country the pawn in
adVa /11.P claims for the 3936 electoral
history
biggest easy money racket in thenational
votes. they will receive little to bolster
of American taxation," the
up their hopes for a Roosevelt victory in
motoring body declared.
tts in reports from the seven
Massachuse
taxaThe highlights of the A. A. A.
Democrats front the Bay State in the
follows:
as
summarized
were
survey
tion
lieuse.
col"We find that the total motor taxes
These seven men—William .1. Granfield,
t
Denial that former Governor Joseph
lected by all agencies of Governmen
E. CatIey, William P. Connery,
Joseph
B. Ely had told Governor Curley, when
is still rising.
D. 'Healey, Richard M. Russell,
Arthur
inroads
new
were
"We find that there
John P. Higgins and John W. McCorthe latter was mayor of Boston, that he
by
motorists
the
of
mack, have returned to Washiegton with
on the pocketbook
could not accede to the mayor's request
the 1935 sessions of the State legislafirst hand data on the current anti-New
for the removal in Alexander Lincoln as
States adding close to $37,five
tures,
Deal
trends in Massachusetts. This trend
a member of the State tax appeal board, 000,000 in the form of Increases in the
presages a hard re-election fight for practhe
of
one
been
had
Lincoln
because
tically every member of this group.
gasoline tax
heaviest contributors to Ely's campaign
"We find the Federal Government still
In addition, it throws doubt on the
that
theory
fund, today was made by B. Loring
the
to
clinging tenaciously
ability of the Roosevelt managers to
Young, former Speaker of the House of
a
are
taxes
excise
automotive
hold
special,
Massachusetts in the Democratic
Representatives and friends of Lincoln.
electoral Column.
legitimate source of national revenue.
The denial was made before the Massaownership of
mere
the
In
that
of the drift away from Mr.
view
find
"We
chusetts Selectmen's Association whieh
motor vehicle is In many quarters ac- Roosevelt and the New Deal in Massalistened to Governor Curley's assertion a
taxability,
chusetts, the prediction may safely he
cepted today as a measure of
yesterday in the opening session in the
reference to ability to pay or made that the Bay State Democrats ill
Gardner Auditorium of the State House. without received.
the congressional session just started,
benefits
Mr. Young made the following statement.
"We find that the motorist Is being will display a rather marked independ"I am sorry it was impossible for me
maneuvered and legislated into the posi- ence of' the Roosevelt Administration. I
to attend the conference held yesterday.
tion where he is compelled to shoulder As One of the Democratic members from I
Had I been present, I would have asked
more of the taxes required for Massachusetts pointed out today, he and i
the privilege of replying to one of the more and
n and maintenance of his six colleagues, during the past year or ,
speakers, who addressed the conference, the constructio
that are not of gen- more, have several times jumped the i
because I know remarks made in his roads and streets
. eral motor use and the cost of which traces. He predicted an even greater
speech were not true.
should be defrayed out of general local. independence throughout the present
"As Al Smith has often said: 'Let's
$et'SiOn.
Cur- taxes.
get the records straight.' Governor
Gone is the day when a Democratic:
not
",ye find that special Interests as, for
ley told the selectmen of the State
for Congress was virtually eel.- i
candidate
example, real estate, are getting from unonly that the board of tax appeals should
of election merely by announcing
had
Ely
der the tax load at the expense of shiftbe abolished, but that Governor
that he was a Roosevelt New Dealec,
ing to the motorists.
told him he would not remove Alexanbecause Lin"And we find other forms of trans- and promising 100 per cent support of
der Lincoln from the board
to my portation in the intereet• of so-called White House measures. This mai still
coln was the 'heaviest contributor
1 competitive equality, engaging In nation- perhaps be true in some isolated areas,
campaign.'
but it is certainly not true today in
from
"I happen to know personally, Ely wide aggressive campaigns, the purpose Massachusetts. Hence. in 1936, e,mphaof which is to increase the taxation of
cenversations with former Governor
Lincoln con- motor transport in general, including sis is likely to be laid quite as often,
and Mr. Lincoln, that Mr.
and quite as pointedly, on the occasions
campaign
tributed not one cent, to the also that private passenger cars.
,
of on which individual Massachusetts Demfund of Governor Ely, an.) statement -- "We find that the sound principle
special taxes for roads only is honored ocrats have broken away from the Roos>
Governor Ely never made the Curley.
in the breach and not the observance, veil policies, as upon the occasions where
attributed to him by Governor
Curley,
Mr.
when
time
the
at
wiSh more and more of the road tax dol- they supported the Executive.
1924,
"In
So far as national issues project)themaccused the House
then mayor of Boston, wholesale corrup- lar . every year diverted to other than selves into congressional campaigns, the
ives of
road purposes. Only a handful of States
of Representat
and, In have taken the fIqpisite action to stop Massachusetts Democrats are believed
tion and bribery, I took the floor
ready to :Ate the economic gains which
to Mayor Cu:ley
this pernicious practice.
toy remarks. I suggested
have come to New England since the
"We find a hectic scramble as between
that the laws of God and man alike have
Roosevelt Administration took office.
taught mankind two lessons; first, that States, cities and local units of govern- They are ready to point out that New
thou shall not steal, and second, that ment, the smaller units demanding more England lost textile and other mills to
thou shall not hear false witness against and more of the motor tax dollar at the other sections of the country, even dursug- thy neighbor. I now repeat the same
threat of imposing their own special
G.O.P. was in the
gestion to Mr. Curley, and I raise the levies, a practice which scores of coun- ing the period the
question as to how long the people of ties and towns have already put into ef- saddle In Washington.
the
to
respect
With
senatorship. ReptibMassachusetts are going to stand for an fect. If this mad scramble and dissipaadministration wbich obviously is based tion should continua we can readily an- licans here are hopeful, if not confident,
that with the proper standard bearer they
on deceit and falsehood."
ticipate what would happen not only as can take the measure of any Democratic
f tegards tax increases, but also as re- candidate, even Governor James M.....Giu-gards its very probable detrimental ef- lty. Their hopes are based In part on
fect on one of our basic objectives. the ebbing ci the Roosevelt tide and in
namely, a unieed, primary, co-ordinated part on the widening belief in New Enz.
system of highweys for interstate and land that New Deal policies are hostile
Intrastate service."
to that part of the country.
I
to.

Young Rushes
to Defend Ely
Against Curley

Grind Predicted for
Iembers of Congressional
Delegation

Deities Former Governor Refused to Oust Lincoln Because
He Gave to Campaign Fund

1

1
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There"s Profit in Delay

normal taxes, is promised, but Comptroller General McCarl says even this is
at present illegal and a new national
law will have to be enacted before it
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can be paid.
The task of capitalizing the annual 1.(8:8:1004>t,1*
loss, therefore becomes superhuman.
Even if municipal expenses should be
somewhat reduced by better housing, the
income from taxation would be wiped
out, and the fractional "service-charge"
4•10•201
could not possibly balance the city's
_
budget for a model housing development.
In fact, none of the authorities now pro"Rise in Taxes Asked"—Governor
moting these projects has the slightest
Lehman of New York. "Rise in Taxes
idea of accomplishing such a balance.
Asked"—Governor Curley of MassachuThey frankly admit that if the model ,
setts. "Rises in Taxes Applied"—Notice
houses are to bear the local tax rates,
by the Federal Government. Is there
this destroys all chance of achieving the
governmental announcement anyany
object for which they are built, namely„
echo this cheerful
where that does
rents.
to provide good homes at low
note?
If the Federal Government cannot
accomplish a fair balance of income and ,
expense for one of its housing projects,
even though it contributes 45 per cent of
the initial cost as a gift and writes off ,
this loss at the outset, what chance does
a Massachusetts city or town have to
spend money for model housing to accommodate a few of its citizens and still
"constitute no real burden" for all the
rest of its taxpayers? What the Federal
Government, with all the financial resources appropriated by the New Dealers,
cannot accomplish, a single municipality
cannot accomplish. The same holds true
for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
anent Governor Curley's further recomI
mendation that in cities and towns
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Exactly what is the capitalized value
of the annual loss"? Governor Curley
used this remarkable phrase in his annual message, and many persons have
been tinkering with interest-tables ever
since, trying to discover its meaning. It
sounds like a valuable secret to know.
If loss has a capital value, anyone can
become a millionaire—perhaps not overnight, but by devoting a year or mOre
to the accumulation of some good rich
losses. In recommending that cities and
towns be given the power to appropriate
money for local housing projects, the
governor's exact words were:
Such appropriations should be entirely optional with the cities and
towns, and the amount to be appropriated should be definitely limited
to the capitalized value of the annual
loss sustained by the cities in the
maintenance of the sub-standard
area to be cleared, so that the contribution will constitute no real burden upon the taxpayers of the city
or town, but will at the same time
which fail to spend money for housing,
Edward J. Morgan of 55 Dysart street,
provide healthier, pleasanter and
"the State Board of Housing be author- Quincy, secretary to Mayor Thomas S.'
large
a
for
dwellings
more sanitary
s
Burgin, has b,,eri appointed by floveroor
ized to proceed under proper limitation
group in the community, and emwith a low-cost housing project, whether
ployment for a substantial amount of
labor in the building trades.
It relates to new houses or the rehabili- Curley to it position in the State tax
office, with a salary of $2100
Special students of housing built tation of sound but obsolete existing collecTOr's a Democrat, formerly of RanMorgan,
no way
find
will
State
can
The
they
"
say
subsidy
structures.
nt
Governme
with
capital- , rioloh, has been associated with the
readily explain what the governor means to take profit in cash from "the
Quincy mayor since June. He is expected
loss."
annual
the
of
prospect
value
alluring
ized
this
depicts
he
to resign his position there next week.
when
of
form
assured
one
only
No. there is
of gaining much for nothing. They cortake
rectly point out that competent surveys profit which Massachusetts can
in
conducted in Boston and elsewhere show from the Federal housing campaign
The
nt.
developme
of
congested
stage
and
present
poor
with
its
districts
that
housing cost the city more for public State can gain much knowledge from ,
services to the inhabitants—including the Federal experiments now under way,
schools, hospitals, fire and police pro- if the State will go slow and take time
tection—than the amount of revenue to watch these trials through to a conyielded by taxes on all the real estate in clusion. The national Government is
s,
such a district. Consequently, public committed to these costly experiment
funds spent to provide better housing and is bound to complete them. The
might reduce this loss, just enough promoters of the Federal work themmoney being appropriated, as the gov- selves declare that what they are trying
ernor suggests, to bring the expenses and to do is to learn by experience, and that
they have a great deal to learn. MeanA. MUR-17
the tax-revenue to an even balance.
'HY TO JOIN
of
n
calculatio
ideal
while, in the name of common sense,
this
making
But in
If CURLY SECRETARIAT
"the capitalized value of the annual loss," let Massachusetts await the practical
Murphy of Boston,
the governor seems to forget that the results. Instead of empowering the
former newspaper man and secreto
forrush
State and its cities and towns
Federal housing projects now going
tary to the late Gov. Eben S. Draper,
ward—there is one under way in South ahead and spend their funds to duplicate
was appointed to the Governor's secBoston and another under protest in the blunders which may later be found
retarial staff yesterday by Gov.
Cambridge—are never to pay any taxes in the Federal practice, the General
Curley. He will succeed Joseph P.
whatever under the existing arrange- Court should insist on withholding local
McAllister who recently was transments. The Federal Government can- action until the Federal expenditure of
ferred to the state public utilities
of
of
millions
A "service-charge," several hundreds
dollars
not be taxed.
department.
amounting to a tiny fraction of the at least teaches us how to avoid blunders.

not
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Quincy Mayor's Secretary
Appointed to State Post
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Special Officer William J. Butler
and Patrolmen Tanish and Walter
J. Gunther answered. Tanish was
placed at the rear door. Ten-yearOld Fred Bupilssa, son of the apartment house janitor, pointed out the
path of Guarnelli's flight.
Tanish went in, his gun in hand.
He heard footsteps coming down.
Crouching against the wall at a
landing, Tanish waited. As Guarnelli stepped up to him, Tanish
jammed his cun against the convict
end ordered him to "keep 'em up."
He
freely.
Guarnelli talked
bluntly accused Repucci of killing
BROKE IN FOUR PLACES
declaring that he did not
Guarnelli lived for six day in a Doucette,
handle the guard's gun, until after
, vacant apartment owned by a
the shooting. He told police he gave°
, former Malden policeman. He broke
the gun to Silvia Pace, proprietor of
into four other apartments in that
on Main street, Everett. He
city, one of them the home of a cafe
said he spent the night of Dec. 23
another policeman. He dressed himin the apartment of a friend in I
self in the stolen clothes and boldly
Everett, the next night in a Med.'
pawnd goods in a Scolly square shop.
plant.
A special guard was placed over
His capture established the truth ford chemical he said, he broke into
On the 24th,
of the prophecy of the guard. Douconvicts Replied and Guarnelli at
t of Earl Venblad at
cette, before he was shot, "Don't be the apartmen
state prison today, to be maintained
with 33 Park street, Malden, where he
away
get
won't
You
boys.
fools,
until their cases are concluded.
equipped himself with a brown suit,
It.,,
They were visited in the prison by
the shot blue shirt and tie. He shaved and
firing
denied
he
When
Arthur P. Lyman, commissioner of
in Venblad's apartwhich killed Doucette and was asked bathed himself
correction. Goy. (',Icy referred
say if told ment.
would
he
what
police
by
to Paul G. Kirkmissioner of
Guarnelli then took up his abode
that Repucci accused him of being
safety, the decision on the distri, Guarnelli said: in the apartment house where he
murderer
actual
the
bution of the $1000 reward offered
was captured. On Dec. 27 he broke
"He's a liar."
by him for the capture.
into the apartment of John Doller
It was the alertness of Mrs. Joher
of 54 Mountain avenue, Malden,
Alden Potter and Mrs. Helen Dick:‘, where he stole three watches and
The Suffolk county grand jury
man, who live in the Gran5Y-Apart- two rings. On the 28th he entered
made an unexpected visit to State
ments at 20 Chestnut street, Malden, the home of Stanley Rich at 72
Prison today, shortly after Edward
which brought about Guarnelli's
Guarnelli. escaped convict killer.
Mountain avenue and stole a .38
capture. The escaped convict-killer calibre automatic and a half-bottle
cringed in the lineup at police headSunday.
since
place
the
had lived in
quarters, whimpering a denial that
of liquor. He said he couldn't reYesterday both women saw him
he had killed Walter R. Doucette.
member the location of the fourth
time.
short
within a
prison guard, and charging Antonio
break.
captured
Tanish
James
n
the
Patrolma
with
Repucci, his confederate,
Guarnelli boldly walked into a
Guarnelli at gunpoint in a darkened
murder.
and
pawnshop
square
Scollay
house.
t
apartmen
the
of
believed
hallway
was
visit
The grand jury's
"hocked" the stolen jewelry.
pistol
c
automati
an
carried
the
d
Guarnelli
with
connecte
to have been
Police believe he spent the money
and when he admitted his identity, or, a girl with whom he was inkilling, indictments for which were
after insisting his name was "Johnny
returned against Repucci and Guarfatuated. He also confessed to drinkWilson," he said to Tanish:
nelli before both were recaptures
heavily.
"If you hadn't surprised me, you'd ing
after an 11-day man-hunt.
Checking the laundry marks on
be in the morgue now."
Repucci yesterday branded GuarEdward Guarnelli, escaped
Later, when questioned by,Lieuten- the shirt
nelli as the killer of Doucette as
iller, was wearing at the
ant-Inspector John J. McCarthy at convict-k
they struggled for freedom during
his capture. Malden police
the North End police station, Guar- time of
a taxi cab ride from the South Stagun with today learned the location of the
the
carried
he
said
nelli
tion to state prison.
convict's fourth hold-up staged
the intention of killing himself.
Today Guarnelli made mumbled
it, and if it during his freedom. It was at the
for
in
I'in
figured
"I
I
He
liar.
a
M. Holder of
denial, terming Repucci
to the worst I'll kill myself," apartment of Ralph
denied that he touched the gun,! , comes
117 Summer street, Malden, only a
.
Guarnelli
said
the
from
taken
the hicieout
which, he said, was
"Why didn't you kill yourself?" he few doors away from apartment.
guard by Repucci, until after the
of Guarnelli in a vacant
asked.
was
shooting.
his apartment
"They grabbed me too soon," was Holder was unaware Guarnelli until
"What were you going to do with
had been entered by
answer.
his
asked.
was
the gun?" he
the police.
Mrs. Dickman was the first to see he was informed by
"I was going to use it on myself,"
Judge Eldridge G. Davis today
him as he came
saw
She
;
.
Guarnelli
answer.
inaudible
almost
was his
to the roof. grante1 Malden police a warrant
Guarnelli charged Repucci with ; down a stairway leading
something against Guarnelli for carrying a
mumbled
Guarnelli
,
He
When
Doucette.
o.,
attack
the
leading
roof," Mrs. Dick- loaded revolver, and next Wednesday
the
"fixing
who
about
Repucci
was
it
that
declared
t and police will appear before the grand
obtained the key to the handcuffs I man ran into her apartmen
ts for the
called Daniel W. Enright, retired jury to seek indictmen
from the officer's pocket and handed
n and owner of the Malden robberies.
policema
Malden
te.
manipula
to
him
to
it
Lt. John J. McCartney found the
police headHe put the lie to every accusation I building. Enright called
clothes the convict abandoned on the
%MUTE, P040.131%1 buctlisAltinifif
made by Repucci yesterday, after
roof, not far from his own home at
and McCarthy, with drawn guns, 33 Park street.
the latter had. been Prought back
searched the building and found no
to Boston from Providence, where
he was captured on Thursday.
one.
Regardless of who fired the fatal
Mrs. Potter, after the police left,
shot, both men face death in the
took up a station near the door of
electric chair.
her first-Boor apartment. About 5
P.M. she heard the rear door slam
RETURNED TO PRISON
and some one start slowly up the
Immediately after his grilling
stairs. She threw open her door.
.
state
ended, Guarneolli was taken to
Guarnelli ran out. When she
prison to await arraignment in 1 screamed he ran back into the building and up toward the roof. Mrs.
superior court on murder indictPotter called nonce.
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ments. The pair will be brought to
superior court on Monday for ar.raignment. Undoubtedly both will
ask for appointment of counsel to
defend them.
Guarnelli was captured last night
through the quick wittedness of two
women in Malden, ending one of the
greatest manhunts in years, a manhunt carried on while the quarry
loafed almost under the noses of
police.
In the line-up Guarnelli was manbetween Special Officers
aeled
Robert Bowes and Haven Chalmers
of the North End station. He was
f nervous and afraid.
Thoroughly cowed, his eyes shifting, Guarnelli spoke in tones so low
that persons within a few feet could
11dly hear the answers to questions
put by Capt. Thomas Connolly.

CONVICT KILLER
PAIR GUARDED

Guarnelli and Repucci
Both Now Facing .
Electric Chair

I
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PREVARI ATOR, ELY
'REPLIES TO CURLE

actment of this legislation. It is a
matter of public record that members of the Honse and Senate during
enthe seven years succeeding the
actment of the 1918 law were openly
charged with having received options
and
on shares of both preferred
common stocks in return for their
votes, and in the light of what has
occurred since 1918 it is inconceivable that any sane man could support the 1918 legislation unless impelled by sordid motives. The fact is
that the 1918 act has imposed in the
past 10 years a burden upon the
cities and towns in which the Boston
Elevated street railway operates in
excess of $15,000,000, and there is
as
little likelihood of relief so long
the act continues in operation.
former
the
"Perhaps, since
speaker of the House has seen fit to
question the charges made in 1924,
he will be good enough at the presin
ent time to justify the presence
that act of a proviso which carried
a guarantee of 6 per cent. for four
years and 514 per cent, for six years
upon the stock of the Boston Elevated railroad, payments to be based
on a par value of $100 at a time when
the stock was selling in the open
market for $27 per share."

lei ence held esterday. Had I been
'Deliberate prevarication."
present I would have asked the priviafterEx-Gov. Joseph B. Ely this
lege of replying to one of the speakers
noon so characterized the statement' who address^ 1 the conference, beremarks made
of Gov. James M. Curley yesterday ' cause I know that the true. As Al
In his speech were not
that he (Curley) had gone to the
Smith has often said, 'Let's get the
then Gov. Ely and asked the latter record straight.'
"Gov. Curley told the selectmen of
to remove from the board of tax
appeals Alexander Lincoln and the state not only that the board of
charging that Gov. Ely had refused tax appeals should be abolished, but
to do so, saying "He was the heavi- that Gov. Ely had told him that he
est contributor to my campaign."
would not remove Mr. Alexander
from the board, because of
Lincoln
ELY'S STATEMENT
the fact that Lincoln was the heaviEx-Gov. Ely this afternoon said:
contributor to my campaign.
"That is a deliberate prevarica- est
from the Boston Traveler.)
(Quoted
tion. Curley never asked me to
"I happen to know personally the
remove Alexander Lincoln from conversation with former Gov. Ely
the board of tax appeals. He and Mr. Lincoln that Mr. Lincoln
never talked to me about Lincoln. contributed not 1-cent to the camLincoln did not contribute to my
n fund of Gov. Ely also that
campaign. There is not a single
. ly never made the statement
word of truth in that statement attributed to him by Gov. Curley.
from start to finish."
"In 1924 at a time when Mr. CurThe charge of deliberate prevari- ley, then mayor of Boston, accused
cation by Ex-Gov. Ely followed a the House of Representatives of
fiat denial by Alexander Lincoln. wholesale corruption and bribery I
He said:
took the floor and in my remarks I
"I did not contribute to Gov. Ely's suggested to Mayor Curley that the
campaign fund."
laws of God and man, alike, have
Records of campaign contributions taught mankind two lessons; first,
filed by Ex-Gov. Ely in the office of that thou shalt not steal and second
the secretary of state for the two that thou shalt not bear false witcampaigns of 1930 and 1932 do not ness against thy neighbor. I now
list contributions from either Alex- repeat the same suggestion to Mr. - construction.
ander Lincoln or Alexander White- Curley and I raise the question as
side. The 1930 Ely campaign con- to how long the people of MassachuI Gov. Curley announced today
tributions, however. include $500 setts are going to stand for an adhe wilrfERP no actia on the petiy
ministration which is obviousl
from James M. Curley.
tion for clemency for Miller F.
Gov. Curley made his statement based on deceit and falsehood."
Clark, knife killer, until he confers
meetthe
yesterday speaking before
on Monday with Atty. George A.
MENT
STATE
'S
CURLEY
Massathe
of
ing in the State House
Douglas, Clark's counsel. Clark is
n
afternoo
this
replied
Curley
Gov.
ion.
Associat
chusetts Selectmen's
slated to die during the week of
folthe
with
attack
Young
to
the
that
n
Gov. Curley told the selectme
Jan. 12 for the murder of Ethel
t:
lowing
statemen
he
Boston
while he was mayor of
Zuckerman, bakery clerk.
former
a
by
made
nt
"The
stateme
to
Ely
went to Gov. Ely and asked
—tRepresen
of
House
of
the
speaker
of
board
remove Lincoln from the
A bill to require the registrar of
was
he
since
s
activitie
etives,
whose
latter's
the
tax appeals because of
motor vehicles, Frank A. Goodwin,
retired by the electorate from pubclose association with Alexander lic
to devote his whole time to the
princonfined
have
been
office
had
he
Whiteside, whom he said
work as registrar and refrain from
cipally to lobbying in the interests
characterized as "public enemy num- of public service corporations, has
other business activities, was filed
ber 1."
in the House of Representatives
seen fit to come to the defense of a
The denials today from both Ely former Democratic Governor by
today by Representative Patrick G.
after
tely
and Lincoln came immedia
Sullivan of Dorchester.
B.
Ely.
Hon.
the
Joseph
name,
before
g
B. Loring Young, speakin
Sullivan said: "Mr. Goodwin
"This is a perfectly natural posiHouse
State
the
the same group in
has taken over the running of the
having
to
Mr.
for
l'oung
take,
tion
Curley's
denied
— the selectmen —
labor activities from the duly rec,,pen associated in the same legal
statement and said:
ognized association affiliated with
the former Governor, His
with
Til'm
how
to
as
question
"I raise the
the Massachusetts Federation of
e to charges made by me of
referenc
usetts
Massach
of
long the people
Labor. The position of registrar
e corruption by the Legiswholesal
adminis
an
for
to
stand
going
are
is a full time job, and if Mr. Goodin 1924 was in connection with
tration which is obviously based on lature
win would spend his entire time
the Boston Elevated act of 1918, and
deceit and falsehood."
on making the roads safe for the
I am astounded at his audacity in
YOUNG'S STATEMENT
careful operator of motor vehicles,
endeavoring to attempt to convey the
Continuing Young said:
cor- the pedestrian and the youth of
impression that there
, "I am very sorry that it was im- ruption in connection with the en- our commonwealth would be betpossible for me to attend the conter served.
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200-Foot Pier Extension Planned
To Dock World's Greatest Liners
Commonwealth P r oj cc t
Would Avert Confusion I
of Commerce
A movement is underway in port
circles to bring about a 200-foot
extension of Commonwealth pier, so
that the world's greatest liners can
dock without disruption of regular
coastwise shipping commerce.
The pmposed plan calls for use
of about $100,000 each by the WPA
or PWA, and the state. The pier,
according to present suggestions,
would not be covered.
The !:eason for having the new
200-foot section just a plain uncovered platform, is to permit
"multiple docking" at the pier. Ship
Interests have repeatedly complained that arrival of big passenger
liners, always welcome from a tourist business angle, sometimes work
hardship upon coastwise commerce.
There have been instances of
coastwise ships being forced either
to stand-by in the harbor, or crowd
too far forward or toward shore,
This interferes with orderly cargo
handling.
The pier is about 1200 feet long,
and the proposed addition of 200
feet is understood 'to have been
approved by fdeeral engineers from
the angle that 2..0 more feet would
not endanger the existing "dividing
line" in the harbor. It is claimed
that the pier could be pushed out
at least 300 feet without being
the way."

"in

BIG PORT HEARING
It is likely that some shipping
Interests may present opinions in
favor of this extension at a public
hearing to be held on various waterfront matters Jan. 18. At that time,
the state department of public
works will hold an "open house"
hearing at 100 Nashua street to
consider proposals dealing with harbor dredging and pier matters.
Any citizen may use the hearing
as a forum. Commr. William F.
Callahan, originally appointed to
office as associate commissioner two
years ago as a result of a drive to
name a "port business man," has a
number of plans which the Governor and he are developing to aid
port business. Some of these may be
revealed at this hearing.
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DR.T. J. MURPHY
SERVICES HELD
i
Requiem High Mass Celebrated in St. Patrick's
Church
Funeral services for Dr. Timothy
J. Murphy. prominent physician
who died at his home. 372 Dudley
street. Roxbury, were held today in
St. Patrick's Church on Dudley
street.
The requiem high mass was celebrated by the Rev. James McGowan.
, The Rev. Michael Desmond was
' deacon and the Rev. Kenney Cahill
of Washington sub deacon. The Rev.
F. J. Herlihy was master of ceremonies. Joseph Ecker was soloist.
The active pall bearers were Drs.
James P. O'Hare, William White,
John A. Foley. Frank J. Keyes, John
W. Lane and Fred W. O'Brien. Honorary pall bearers were Drs. William
P. Haley, William Kelleher, Francis
Jantzen. James W. Manary, Frank
S. Cruickshank, V. H. Kazanjian,
Cornelius P. O'Connor. H. F. Watts,
Henry P. Cahill. William Keeler,
Russell Splaine. Charles A.Birmingham, Thomas M. Greene, Joseph
DiPesa and Francis R. Mullin.
There were delegations of nurses
from the Boston Sanitorium, representatives of the Boston College
alumni, the Boston College graduate
athletic board, the high standing
committee of the M. C. 0 F., Mt,
Pleasant court, M. C. 0. F., and the
James M. Curley, Jr., court, M. C.
0. F.
Among those who were present at
the funeral were Dist.-Atty, William
J. Foley. Judge James A. Devlin,
Joseph A. Sheehan, David B. Shaw,
Councilman John F. Dowd and John
J. Curley, brother of the Czoseznor.
Burial was in Holyhood cemetery.
Brookline.
Dr. Murphy was one of the most
widely-known physicians in the
state. During his school days he
was on the reportorial staff of a
Boston newspaper. Dr. Murphy was
t:,e high medical examiner of the
Massachusetts Catholic Order of
Foresters.
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result in loss of life.

CLARK IS REMOVED /
$708,000 FOR REPAIRS
Those advocating this addition
TO PRISON DEATH CELL
time to press their claims, because
Miller Frank Clark, condemned to
die in the electric chair for the murof the $1,000,000 which the Governor
der of Ethel Zuckerman, 13-year-old
and the state commissioner orpublIc
South End bakery shop clerk, yesworks obtained from the President
terday was removed from the Charles
In WPA funds for harbor dredging
street jail to the death cell at r
of a 40-foot channel. The state is
Charlestown state prison.
to spend another quarter million
Clark, who recently lost his appeal
dollars for approach channels, into the supreme court, has been sen •
cluding one to Commonwealth pier.
tenced to die during the week of
Another reason the advocates of
Jan. 12, A report of alienists who
an extension are urging prompt achave examined him was presented
tion is that the state and federal
government are jointly to spend .i to GovAfi ley yesterday, but the
Governo
hneighhatd
some $708,000 for pier repairs. It is
. not had time
to study it 1t
said that an aclditiolial WPA-state
project of about $200,000 more would
fit in effectively with this pier repair, part of which Is for new underpilings which could be used in the
extension plan.
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NORTON FAVORS
LOWEST BIDDER

pass an order to compel the award
of the ash contract to Pleeskowski. He was the low bidder on the
job and didn't get the contract.
He should have it."
The investigation being made
Meantime Chairman E. Mark Sulby the Boston finance commission
livan of the finance commission aninto the administration of Mayor nounced that several new witnesses
1Mansfie1d will show the ineompe- have been summoned to attend the
tcney and inefficiency of Mans- session Tuesday when the hearings
field, Cov.Sateley said today. Asked are resumed.
whether le thought the investigaNEW WITNESSES
tion was a counter-attack on the
drive being made by the mayor
"I don't know at the minute just
against Edmund L. Dolan, the Gov- how many witnesses there will be,"
ernor said that the finance comhe said. "There will be several new
mission probe has been going on
witnesses. These hearings have a
four months.
way of developing. I had expected
City Councilman Clement A. Northis hearing would be comton of Hyde Park will on Monday in- that
pleted
in a couple of hours, but there
troduce an order at the first meeting
of the newly-electst city council to were some surprising developments.
compel the award of the West Rox"Such hearings cause other people
bury ash contract to the low bidder,
come forward and give testimony."
Alvin J. Pieczkowski, of that district, to
He was asked if others had come
who testified yesterday as general
and
manager of the A. J. Construction forward and made statements,
he said:
Company.
"There have been some statements
FIRST MEETING
Councilman Norton said today: "I made since the present hearing
believe in the light of the testimony started, but I do not want to talk
Sometimes
given before the Boston finance com- about them at this time.
people come forward and give us
mission such action should be taken information, but they do not want
and I will introduce the order to the to take the stand and testify
effr -t at the first meeting of the new publicly."
Chairman Sullivan was asked if
city council when it goes into session
the finance commission would sumMonday."
mons Jack McCarthy. and he said:
The Hyde Park councilman's ac"We do not plan to —immons
tion' was based on testimony given
McCarthy, but if he cares to attend
to the Fin Corn that Pieczkowski, who the hearing and make a statement
to us we will be very glad to have
was awarded the ash contract in
him do so. We do not plan to
asked
to
contribute $1000,
1935, was
summons him, however."
that he didn't do so, and that he
Asked if he would turn over a
was not given the contract for 1936 transcript of the evidence taken to
although he was the low bidder. Dist-Atty. Foley, Chairman Sullivan
The name of Jack McCarthy, Mayor said:
Mansfield's campaign manager, and
"There are several matters to be
the man with whom Mansfield went considered. First it is our duty to
to Bermuda, setis injected into the make a report of this investigation.
hearing as the man who demanded Then we may turn over the matter
the $1000.
to the district-attorney, hut we
That evidence dropped like a
will not do that for a little while
bombshell at the hearing and caused yet—there is something else in the
a sensation in political circles.
offing."
Councilman Norton today insisted
He refused to give any indication
that he was convinced that Mayor of what the new developments were.
Mansfield had no knowledge of any From other sources, however, it was
demand for $1000 made by anybody. learned that the snow removal con"I am convinced that Mayor tract in Charlestown may be the
Mansfield is completely honest," subject of the hearing. A previous
report by the fin com was that loads
said Councilman Norton, "and
am certain that he knew nothing of snow were checked and paid for
is , any demands made upon Con- as dumped, even before they had
tractor Pieezkowski. I think Louis been checked as loaded. Another
A. Ree, brother-in-law of Mayor person close to Mayor Mansfield may
Mansfield, told a perfectly frank, be asked to testify in that connection,
honest story of exactly what hap- It was reported, but no official conpened in his bonding business. I firmation of this report could be
feel, however, that in the light of obtained today.
all the evidence the council should
-went

no

tants.
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FAVOR BIENNIAL
SESSION PLAN
The Massachusetts Selectmen's
Association, after more than an
hour of persistent opposition by a
minority bloc, indorsed the proposal
for biennial sessions of the Legislature as the first meting of its twoday meeting in Gardner auditorium
at the State House came to a close
yesterday afternoon.
' The vote of the association was
55 to 19, about half of the members
being recorded. The association also
accepted. by the closest of margins,
a motion to appoint a committee to
Investigate a uniform system of publishing town reports in a more simple
and understandable form.
Arthur G. Rotch, WPA administrator for Massachusetts, was the
speaker of the afternoon session and
answered a barrage of questions on
details of the federal program in
this state.
The opening session was enlivened
yesterday
morning
by
charges of 0 v. Curley that his
predecessor, Go .
, had refused
to remove Alexander Lincoln from
the board of tax appeals because
Ely, according to the Governor, had
said that "Lincoln was the heaviest
Contributor to my campaign."
Gov. Curley told the selectmen
that he had urged the removal of
Lincoln because of the latter's association with Alexander Whiteside,
whom the Governor in several campaigns had characterized as "Public Enemy No. 1," after Whiteside's
outspoken opposition to Curley's
political ambitions.
Theodore N. Waddel, director of
the division of accounts, was unanimously voted the first honary life
membership of the association, following his brief address yesterday
afternoon. He urged that towns so
plan their budgets that on emergency safety fund be provided to
meet the requirements of federal
aid.
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Automobile List Monopoly

Press CliPPIng Service
2 Park Square
Mass.
Boston

The Curley administration appears not to be overlooking'

a single be-t-."'

For years a reputable concern has been publishing a list
of automobile registrations. This year Gov. Curley's public
works commissioner is said to have turned a monopoly of
the list over to another concern.
The public would be interested in a convincing explanation by the administration. But let it be convincing and not
specious.
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PAROLE BOARD
BATTLE LOOMS
Members
to
Answer
Critics at Session on
Monday

•

Members of the state parole board
will be given an opportunity to defend the attacks being made upon
• their administration Monday at 1
P. M.
Francis J. W. Lanagan, warden of
state prison, made the blunt prediction that current unrest would boil
over into serious disorder unless
the
uncompromising attitude of the
state board is altered. Lanagan's
criticism of the board for their
refusal to adopt a policy of lenienc
y
toward prisoners was subscribed
to
and amplified by Arthur T.
Lyman,
state commissioner of correction,
Maj. Michael Dee of the reforma and
at Concord. Other witnesses tory
at the
public hearing before the
Governor
and council refused to find
fault
with members of the parole
board.
Gov. C)ey refused to
permit
memberse board to questio
n
witnesses yesterday, but announ
that they would be afforded ced
every
opportunity to defend the
attacks
being made upon them when
the
hearing is resumed Monday afternoon.
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FIN COM PLANS
NEW INQUIRY
Bonding of City Contractors to Be Probed
Tuesday
The scope of the finance commission's hearing on bonding of city
contractors will be greatly widened
to take in' other city business and
activities, when the inquiry is resumed Tuesday. it is reported.
Conflicting testimony from a number of witnesses who appeared before
the five members of the finance commission featured yesterday's session
of the inquiry. Further, City Councilman Clement A. Norton charged
that "Jack McCarthy." former city
dog catcher and a Mansfield lieutenant in Boston's last mayoralty campaign, had sought $1000 from a Hyde
Park contractor as payment for an
ash removal contract.
Norton said McCarthy was the
man Alvin J. Pieczkowski, Hyde
Park contractor, had named to him
as having solicited the money, "McCarthy" will not be called before the
finance commission as the inquiry
into this phase has been completed.
The finance commission also has
completed its inquiry into the bonding of Martino DeMatteo, Roslindale contractor.in which the mayor's
brother-in-law participated.
, Commenting on the inquiry, Mayor
Mansfield said, briefly, that the
"Dolan case" would go on. The reference was to a recent suit for
$250,000 brought by the city against
Edmund L. Dolan. city treasurer in
the last Curley administration.
The alleiretion by Norton concerning McCarthy WAS an outstanding
highlight of the day:. • •
_
_
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"If Any Trouble Arises in
Haverhill Responsibility
Will Be F. A. Goodwin's"
Received Definite Aid
Watt Charges "Brotherhood Medicine Man"
nor—Says Registrai
from Brockton in Campaign for Gover
Next Entry Into Politics
Wants Bigger Treasury to,Finance
"If y trouble results in Haverno comment isan

own making on which
the responsibility must rest
necessary—even from employers and
largely upon the shoulders of Regisemployees in Haverhill whose affairs hill, Goodwin and his Allied Brothertrar
Record Staff Correspondent
have been so seriously menaced by
hood. No one who knows the facts
by the registrar's
STATE HOUSE, Boston, January 4 Goodwin's meddling.
of will be deluded and self-sacrifice.
out
goes
Governor
the
"When
—Registrar of Motor Vehicles Frank 11 his way to issue a lengthy alibi for Pose of altruism
scans the legislative recI A. Gooefwin, organizer of the Allied his decisiorf, however, and discovers No one who commonwealth will find
our
of
ord
1
and
Workers
Shoe
of
od
capacity
nary
! Brotherho
dey the extraordi
sudm
of him or his Brother' Robert J. Watt, state Federation of , and services of labor organizer Good- any evidence g the welfare of the
d advancin
oetts
heldr
o
this week
spokesma
the Massachus
o
is time for
win, ith
anb
L
people of the state. But
forth with sallies of personalities in State Federation of Labor to give the working
cares to read the Brockwho
showdown
a
force
to
story.
a vain effort
public the other side of the
Enterprise of September 12, 1934.1
ton
fijil, to
e
to
claims
with Governor Jamteys
Governor
the
course
"Of
statement of
as have made a thorough investigation will find Mr. Goodwin's
sr
the dual activities
thanks to the Brotherhood for fistate official and labor organizer.
of Goodwin's activities in Interfering
h is radio and newspaper
Watt asserted that "If any trouble in such matters. The fact that the nancing
for governor, ample rearesults in Haverhill the responsibility Governor has been so busy preparing campaign
explain his own activities In
must rest largely on the shoulders of his able and far-reaching annual ad- son to
con:inci
in
his interference
Registrar Goodwin." Watt claims no dressmust have interfered with his Brockton,
the
his ability to
progressive legislation has ever been customary accuracy. It appears that hill and
shoe
the
he
Works
recently
who
he
'
Goodwin
fostered by
it took the eloquence of the Registrar governor that
charged became the "Brockton Medi- himself rather than a study of the workers well."
cine Man."
Replying to the statement Issued
actual facts to justify the Governor's
Goodwin contended that Haverhill surprising statement.
Federation Secretary Robert J.
Vehicles
shoe workers are forced to join a
"It will be a tough New Years' by
Watt, Registrar of Motor
union they do not want, paying $78,- present for the people of Haverhill Frank A. Goodwin declared "I don't
000 per year to Bobby Watt and his if the Registrar succeeds in acco- blame Bobby Watt for fighting to
Haverhill
federation. "Bobby ought to have Pushing
results such as those which get the shoe workers of
W
decency enough to quit one job or have depressed wage schedules In into his union. There are about 6000
the other," Goodwin stated, pointing Brockton between 20 percent and 25 workers in Haverhill and the menuout the labor leader is also a Curley, percent which have seen the removal facturera are forcing them to join
and pay
office holder.
or closing of seven shoe factories in a union they do not want
Combining charges that Goodwin the Brockton district in which be- 25 cents per week or $13 a year, an
la seeking u stronger campaign chest tween 1800 and 2000 workers had aggregate of 378.000 per year.
for
and is also making effort to rest con- been employed before Goodwin ar:That is pretty good pickings
trol of the shoe workers of the state, rived
and which have transferred Bobby Watt and his federation.
Coughlin
Watt answerea charges of dual sal- much of the production of the W. L.
I agree with Father
ary payments, offering his personal Douglas factory to Binghampton, when he said that the American Fedas It is
scrutiny.
for
public
matters
financial
N. Y. and Rochester, N. H.
eration of Labor is a racket
are
Hitting out at the campaign activ"If questions raised by Mr. Good- now run. Most of its affiliates
ities of Goodwin conducted in con- "It win are to be greeted by sluggings controlled by labor fakers who play ,
the
out
nection with his shoe workers union- in Haverhill, as in one union meet- with the bosses and sell
ism, Watt sarcastically stated that ing in Brockton, it will be a strange workers, The greatest thing that can
"In Brockton where the workers sort of peace that the governor pre- happen for labor would be for John 1
were forced to finance his campaign dicta for other communities
into Lewis to clean up the dirty mess.
volunat least are wise enough not to vote which the Allied Brotherhood may be
"Unions are supposed to be
organized
"
'for Candidate Goodwin.
established through the eloquent tary associations of workers
with their emAll this week, with the battle be- salesmanship of the registrar.
to bargain collectively
-Such 'happy results' as these in pioyers. In Haverhill right now the
tween Watt and Goodwin raging and
steaming, Governor Curley main- Brockton, which the registrar falls manufacturers have made a contract
tamed sphinx-like silence, adding to mention when he interferes in with officers of Bobby's union before
but one interpretation to the con- Haverhill where 26 of 30 factories the union had any members and
if they
flict.
have signed working agreements with then workers were told that have to
The Governor said:
the Boot and Shoe Workers union, wanted to work they would
"This is a controversy between are a said contrast with the 95 years join this union, but they did not ,
Watt and Goodwin." admitting that of cooperation between the Brockton want,
are not
the Watt statement had been read employers and the Boot and Shoe
. Watt and his gang
byt him before Its release to the press, Worker's union during which time going to get away with it because the
help, legal,
"I know of no one who can contrib- only two strikes occurred.
Haverhill workers without
going to
sate. room the festivities of the New
"It is undoubtedly true that 'Red' moral and financial aid are
their
handle
of
two
the
Year than
them," the agitation is unlikely to be heard in pick their own union,
of tthneeir Own
Governor concluded.
defensdpeernd
any community in which the regis- own affairs and
Commenting on the Curley-Good- trill's voice is being exercised. But, money.
work
win labor row which fizzled out this surely the law-abiding workers of
"This great
past week, Maasachusetts Federation Haverhill will find little peace or
and expounder of unto
of Labor Secretary Robert J. Watt to- comfort in any conflict such as Good- principles Mr. Watt, is now gettin
•
•
. the following
g statement
the stat
day issued
.
ng.
or
year worki
win has aroused against the amicable ' $6000 a .f
"If the Governor chooses first to
the Masse
I agreement so recently negotiated by
and la still secretary of
deliver an ultimatum to Frank Good—
and Shoe Workers' union ,
win and next to back down before I the Boot
Trerq of that city. I
with the
the Registrar, that is a mess of his
By ARTHUR W. WOODMAN

•

manurn,,,

047-,1.14-11444e<

chusetts branch of the
Federation
"our income and expenses are
with another big salary.
printed each year. This is not the
"In these
days
with so many case apparently with the unpaid laworkers on welfare or working
for bor organizer, Goodwin, who never
starvation wages or not working
all, Bobby ought to have enough at had anything to do with labor orde- ganizations, progressive legislation or
cency to quit one Job or the
other. liberal causes until he felt the un"It is against union principles to expected
urge to become the Brockhold two Jobs and gather in two sal- ton "Medicin
e Man." Since he took
aries.
control down there seven factories
"So far as conditions in Brockton have closed or moved and
1800 to
are concerned I am proud of them 2000 workers have been thrown
out
and what is more important so are of work. In addition a great deal
of
the 14,000 members of our union.
Douglas shoe production is done out"We have no labor chiselers in side of the state. Wage schedules
are
Brockton."
lower considerably.
In reply to the Goodwin statement,
"Like most cut-price artists, Good.:
Watt declared: "Knowing when I win's results are chiefly a pocketbook
made my original statement that the ache for the workers, manufacturers
registrar would use his usual slan- and merchants wherever he goes.
derous tactics against me, I am not
"To Judge from developments
surprised to hear what he says.
thus far in Haverhill, the men and
"I serve on the Unemployment women
there are too wise to swallow
Compensation commission not as adhis cut-price curealls. Instead they
ministrative head
but as a board prefer to cooperate in an
A. F. of L.
member representing the employees ' union
which gives •them decent work,
of Massachusetts. The law requires
and wages. They don't look forward
some representative
labor man to to a couple of hundred
'sitting
serve on the board Just as it requires strikes'
with no pay. They would
the appointment of an employer rep- : rather pay
25 cents a week to tin,
resentative such as Frank Allen. I
For the benefit or
n- 'say I
Boot and Shoe Workers union than
would not have accepted the apcan keep a promise as well a ever
lose a large percentage of the whole
pointment under any other circum- week's
I could.
wages :.s happened in Brockstances. Goodwin knows this Just as .
Watch West street and see!
ton where the
workers who were
well as the governor does.
L.—R.—H.
I forced to finance his campaign at
"As for resigning from one or the least
were wise enough not to vote
ANOTHER MESS—As I expected,
other, I stopped receiving a pay for Candidate Goodwin.
state A. F. of L. officers are not
check from the Federation Just as
"Goodwin says there are no chisel.
pleased at the Governor's and Frank
soon as my state salary started. Ken- ers in Brockton. He may be right.
Goodwin's interference in the Haverneth Taylor of Springfield was ap- Goodwin, after all, is a non-resident
hill labor situation, where the Boot
pointed to take over the bulk of my adviser."
and Shoe Workers union is in a fair
old work.
way to rescue the shoe industry from
"I may some day resign from the
its threatened complete exterminacommission, but if and when I do
tion.
It will not be because of the regisFollowing the surrender of the
trar's suggestion but interests of the
Go‘ernor to the Registrar of
Motor
,
working people from the outside.
v./tides on the question of
the lat"Registrar Goodwin professes to.
ter's mixing in the shoe trade
unions'
have answered the statements I made;
strap in Haverhill, Robert
J. Watt.
relative to the unhappy results
Curley lieutenant and
recent apIndustria
marked
l
the
which have
AIMISIMusen the unemployment
history of the Brockton district since
pensation commission, Jumps cominto
the Allied Brotherhood disrupted the
the fight with a sizzling
attack on
long period of work and wages en- ,
Goodwin and a backhanded
slap
at
Joyed by skilled workers of that area I
the Governor.
under the Boot and Shoe Workers :
The Boot and Shoe is an
American
union.
Federation affiliate. Brockton
dis"In his reply, however. Goodwin
trict for years was its
strongho
ld in
has not answered a single charge.
the East, until Goodwin
mixed
in
His characteristic reply was a typical
and helped to drive It out
by means
avalanche of unfounded abuse. Noth- i
of his independent
"Brotherhood."
big in it changes my belief that Lanow trying to mess things
up in
bor Organizer Goodwin is trying to
verhill as the B. and S. corrals Hapracbreak into the Haverhill district in
tically every employed shoe
worker
an obvious effort to wrest control of
In 90 percent of the local
factories
entire
industry
shoe
of
the
labor in
here. In his statement,
Watt bays:
Massachusetts to use for the personal
"It will be a tough New
honor and glory and profit of Frank
Year's
present for the people of
Goodwin and his family. Evidently
Haverhill if
the registrar succeeds in
Registrar Goodwin wants a bigger
ing results such as those accomplishtreasury to finance his next entry
which have
depressed wage schedules in
into the political arena. The more
Brockton between 20 percent
shoe workers in the Brotherhood the
and 25 percent: which have seen the
more suckers to underwrite his camremoval or
closing of seven shoe factories
paign expenses. After all, 1936 is
in the
election year as well as leap year- Brockton district in which
1800 and 2000 workers had between
and Goodwin prepares his schemes
been
employed before Goodwin
well in advance.
arrived, and
which have transferred
"As for my own much publicised
much of the
salary, despite Mr. Goodwin's stateproducts of the W. L.
tory to Binghamton, Douglas facment, he knows as well as does any
N. Y. and
Federation member that my FederaRochester, N. H.
"If any trouble results
tion salary ceased the day I went on
in Haverhill, the responsibility
the state payroll. I'll let the whole
must rest
Commonwealth of Massachusetts look
largely upon the
shoulder
s of Registhrough every bank book, tin box,
trar Goodwin and his
pocketbook or suit pocket that I or
hood. No one who Allied Brotherknows
the facts
will be deluded by
any other member of my family possesses if any respectable individual
pose of altruism andthe registrar's
self-sacrifice.
doubts my word, or refuses to beNo one who scans
the legislative recneve the books of the State Federalieve
ord of our
commonwe
alth
will find
tion.
any evidence of him
or his Brother"Furthermore, Mr. Goodwin prehood advancing the
welfare
of the
another
that
salary'
'big
tends
is
it
\
of the state.
I used to get from the Federation.
any one who
)3e
The State Federation has two emton Enterpris cares to read the
e of
ployees. My old salary of $2500 per
September 12,
1934,
I year now goes to Ken Taylor of
Goodwin's
nitneing
thawilinirstinh,_
statement of
dtfit.he
I Springfield who became my assistant
Brotherhood for 11radio
\to take over the details I had to drop
campa igrn
newspaper
son t o
because of the time taken by the
Govern
aid ample
oexplain
f iGovernor,
reacommission Job. Besides Taylor, the
his own
rockton,
activities in
Federation employs Miss Geraldine
hill, anci h
nterference in
8
8
Murphy, who acts as assistant secreHaverability or
Wtorenvtihnce the i
tary. treasurer.
Workers well.
hat he
e Rhos
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Our Tax-Minded Governor
An Editorial in Boston Transcript
will be virtually his determination to find ways and
plain ing to the people
rIn view of the public's
be paid by the means for lower automobile insu
of thel nil. The amount to
, ance rates. He is right in his insame
restlessness under the spurs
the
be
will
en
citiz
tax- average
municipal, State and Federal
come from sistence on co-operative agreements
the The money simply will
considering
gatherers and
of the left among States to preserve the pubthe the right hand instead
more aggressive interest
fool ourselves? lic safety and make law enforceWhy
et.
pock
hand
govwhole question of the cost of
way to help the ment the more effective. He does
natural There is only one
ernment it is perhaps only
and that is well to direct attention to the fact
r
sec- real estate owne
that Governor Curley, in his
of more eco- that many incompetents are prac
ium
med
the
ugh
thro
Legisthe State and to
can
in
ond annual message to the
ing
cine
Noth
medi
g
nt.
ticin
rnme
gove
cal
and nomi
done
lature should select "Revenue
by juggling taxes. propose that something be
ect de- be accomplished
to
rnor
gove
!Retrenchment" as the subj
it
about
It is only fair to the
treatpState
serving the most elaborate
But, in general, it is a disa
say that the matter of cutting
in
h
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pret
ppointing in
also
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negely
mess
ment. It is
entir
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not
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ent- expenditures
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second.
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if the citizens of Massachusetts are
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Thus the governor joins
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whic
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temporary members
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high
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measure and to insure
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ways, is bound not only
osals for new State
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but to expe
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no re- government
be used for purposes having
dozen committee rea
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Such a Legislature, for inthe op- ports.
double the fees charged for
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I_ STATE HOUSE COMMENT

With a new state tax program, the
outstanding feature of the 1936 program drafted by Governor James M.
Curley, a battle looms on the continuation of the three cent gasoline tax.
Rep. Charles W. Hedges of Quincy
would repeal the additional one cent
added to the existing two cent tax
from year to year the extra levy to
be taken from the books May 1, 1936.
With the current three cent tax,
sufficient funds have been available
in the past three years to transfer
approximately $10,000,000 from the
highway fund to the general fund,
with the result that in lieu of a
$170,600 state tax last year from the
city of Haverhill the state levy was
but $85,300 .
Governor
in his annual
message ailtedthat. the legislature
continue for five years the additional
tax- on gasoline.
Year in and ,year out the diversion
of highway fund monies to the general fund has been a sore spot with
legislators faced with a crying need
to limit the state taxi The additional
money levied on the sale of gasoline
is primarily intended to defray highway construction costs but the use
of the funds for general expendturea
Is liable to stir the political kettle
10 the boiling point. The Hedges proposal is the first of such moves to
bring about a, battle along this line.

Prohibition of the practice of civil
In his inaugural address Governor law by district court judges in their
Curley proposed tile following legis- own courts.
Establishment of district courts
lative program for 1936:
Extension of the 10 percent sur- on a circuit court basis. the
at
adopted
intangibles,
Compensation for special Justices
tax on
'Governor's request last year to pre- to be determined on an "hour" basis
abolishing the present system meavail for but one year.
Continuation for five years of the suring payment per diem.
Institution of a sliding scale for
additional gasoline tax.
Doubled license fee for the oper- electric light rates.
Authority be granted the state deation for motor trucks on Massachupartment of public utilities to detersetts highways.
Payment of tax receipts from mine a fair rate of return for utilliquor taxes be made directly to the ity companies, a fair rate base, and a
general fund, rather than set aside basis for participation in profits by
ior distribution to cities and towns the publie,
to meet old age asssitance costs.
Appointment of additional emImposition of a 40-cents per galdepartment ot
lon tax, on each proof gallon of al- ployees in the state
Public Utilities to cope with this adcohol..
•
Increased tax on dog racing from ditional work.
Further reduction in mortgage in31/2 to live percent.
a.',vo cent tax on cigarettes and terest rates
Adoption of a uniform installment
corresponding rate on other tobacco
sales law, regulating the method los
products.
Five dollars a year tax on slot ma- computing interest on unpaid balchines placed throughout the state. ances.
Additional $100,000 for advertising
Transier of amounts reposing in
the military and naval service fund Massachusetts as a recreational cenof 1919 the escheated estates fund ter.
Creation of a commission to study
and unclaimed dividend fund to the
the advisability of promoting econogeneral fund, is proposed.
Construction of additional penal mic education in schools, secondary
schools and among the adult populafacilities at Norfolk.
Abolition of the Charlestown site tion.
Broadened housing laws permitting
maintaining the prison as a receivcities and towns to raise and approing station,
Discontinuance of bi-cameral leg- priate monies to promote slum clearislature with the creation of a tun- ance creating low cost housing projcameral body.
Extension of powers of State HousReduction of legislative membering Board to act where local boards
ship.
Adoption of biennial session., of the are inactive to provide for slum
clearance and low cost housing.
General Court.
Revision of state unemployment
Voluntary retirement of judges
insurance laws to conform with 'fedwith full pay at the age of 70.
eral
statutes,
for
quarters
living
Construction of
Adoption of state laws granting
1500 additional employees at state
mental hospitals, necessitated by the power for police authorities to move
without consideration of state boundadoption of the 48-hour law.
Construction of a new state school ary lines (to be adopted in anticipaof federal legislation which may
tion
dethe
of
jurisdiction
the
under
make.such cooperation between states
partment of mental diseases.
New state hospital for the men- legal.)
Appropriation of $100,000 for propotally ill,- to be constructed at Norgation of insectivorous birds to aid
folk at a cost of $750,000.
Construction of hospital for crim- the conservation of bird and fish life.
Cretttion.of a committee to repreinally insane at Bridgewater.
Appropriation of funds to fireproof sent flie Commonwealth at the Tercentenary
anniversary of Harvard
state institutions.
Legislative grant for the expendi- College.
Creation of a commission to probe
ture of $12,000 to equip the research
building at the Wrentham State possible methods of reducing operHospital with further appropriation ating costs in the state.
Adoption of legislation encouraging
to provide for personnel for the inthe lending of money by banks for
stitution.
Erection of new structures at Rut- business enterprises and home conland for the care of tubercular pa- struction, as a means of developing
property values In Massachusetts.
tients.
Establishment of a law, making
Construction of housing facilities
for employees at the Rutland hospital criminal the practice of medicine or
surgery in the Commonwealth withand Pondville Cancer hospital.
Extension of the present State out the proper credentials issued by
of
the board of registration in Mediexpenditure
by
building
House
$1,000,000 for an addition, to house cine.
Creation of a new commission, comstate departments, now private tenposed of experts to probe state taxaants.
Plantion
matters and the complex probMetropolitan
Abolition of the
lem of State expenditures, to be givning Division.
Inclusion of nurses at state insti- en limitless authority as to expentutions in the provisions of the ditures for the probe, the hiring of
expert advice and without restraint
Workmen's compensation act.
Merger of the powers of Industrial as to time element in making the
Accident Board with those of the De- survey.
Installation of governors limiting
partment of Labor and Industries.
Extension of the compulsory school speed to 30 miles per hour of automoage from 14 to 16 years.
biles operated by persons involved in
Creation of additional jobs as "in- accidents.
spectors" in the Registry of Motor
Vehicles.

wont Into Int

....

James Michael Curley. He could kill merited by an absence even of the
the cause of pacifism. He could not suspicion of self-seeking.
only win the war for Ethiopia, but
lk
he could also enable that nation to
invade and subjugate Italy. If he
Haverhill, Mass.
should issue a clarion call to the
people of Massachusetts to enlist in
this cause, the fight would be over.
Every man, woman and
child in
Massachusetts, and even aurtedridden
derelicts, would spring to arms, even
if they could only find a pitchfork.
All this could be done and would be
done, that is upon this one condition,
that Jim would agree to lead this
army into battle. And now turn, from
the hairbrush and an inverted stripling, to happier themes.
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DEMOCRATS FACE
ELECTION FIGHT

WASHBURN'S
/ COMMENT
By "BOB" WASHBURN
in The Boston Transcript
Jim and Mr. Hoover, tonight. Quite
a -soisemeleon is Jim. On Tuesday
morning, last, he sped onward the
men whom he had paroled from the
State Prison, with theee words, in
part: "Christmas conveys, to every
right thinking person, peace on earth,
to men of good will." This is the way
the words may read, that is in his
Sitakspearlan version of the Scrip- I
tures, but in my own they read:
"Peace on earth, good will toward
men." In this tumultuous course, the
word "peace" seems to mean, oftener
a piece of meat. He went on: "Obey
the laws and you will be safe. If you!
violate the laws, you must suffer the
penalties. May God guide you, so that
you will conduct yourself as ornaments to society rather than otherwise." If Jim keeps on freeing convicts, nothing can defeat him for!
the Senate.

Herbert Hoover is the most effective Christian crusader there is, in
the cause agaist the pocketbook in
the
White
House.
In his radio
speeches he has improved, even over
the good form that he showed in
1932. His speeches are humanly palatable. There is a touch of humor and
effective satire about tbem that
marks the turn that he hese made.
Nevertheless, they show a tdIteet of
personal spleen that somewhat daubs
their force. He is one of the very few
platform performers that I have
known who has given his talks a religious atmosphere. If the voters of
the country were not daubed in their
political Judgments by ignorance and
prejudice, he would stand more show
for the Presidency.
But he nevet
could be re-elected because of
thc
above consideration.
Again, in some of our cities ant
towns we have seen a man who
ha/
made a success of the pop-corn bual•
nese, of the carpet business, or cs
some other business. He has done
the
as Herbert Hoover succeeded as
at
engineer. Then everybody sits up an(
says, why not make this man,
wile
has made a success of his own bush.
nem, mayor of our town. He is ther
made mayor. To the surprise of those
who are not politically canny he is
t
failure. And why? Because he is not
an adept in his human contacts. Hent
is where Hoover fails, another roa.
son why he should not be re-no
m.
hosted. It is the politician who ofter
makes the most of a success in pub.
lie office, because he has learned
the
art of human contact.

Bayard Tuckerman. Jr., that nationally known sportsman of Hamilton, would tell you, that the tragedies
of the track are to be found in those
thoroughbreds who could have been
landed winners, had they fallen into
the hands of skilled trainers. It is I
not the horse that does not win, be- j
cause he cannot win, that hasn't it
In him, that causes the sportsmen to'
weep. It is the horse that could have ;
won, had he been properly handled.,
And there is the tragedy in James;
Michael Curley. Few men have been!
more gifted by Providence with intellectual and physical virility. He
has gone far, that is in Offices held,
but he could have gone much further. I once said to him: "Jim, you
On an afternoon, some years part
can yet take your place among the
five greatest men in the country, if three men sat in the University Club
you will earn the respect of a ma- in New York City. One of them was
terial pert of the community, which. Herbert Hoover. During the confereither with or without reason, you ence that followed, one of the others
have yet to get." He replied: "I don't ventured his opinion upon a certain
want it." When I asked him why, subject.. Hoover then observed: "You
he replied: "Those to whom you re- I do not know what you are talking
fer are the foes of the plain people." ) about." After he had gone away, one
As I left him, I murmured: "Ptah, boo ' of these men said to the other:
snd likewise bah." If this man had • "Who is your friend?" He replied:
iet his compass by the north star "Herbert Hoover." Then one vote was
sf his purpose, he could have tro3,,,Issei.+ lost, and in the same way ms.ry
others have been lost.
in any company.
In what he said to those paroled I
men he was in his best form, which
Is very good form, although it must
have excited some mirth on their
part, well restrained, that he should
have pictured himself to them as an
ornament to society.
This was his
performance in the morning of Tuesday last. But those same paroled men
would have wondered still more could
they have seen him on that same afternoon at 3:30, his car parked near
the corner of Boylston and Arlington
streets, In defiance of the traffic
rules. Hessians of the store where he
was then trading waved everyone out
of the way who was lawfully on the
street, that Jim might back his car
out into the road and proceed on his
way. Still Goodwin will not strike at
the hand that has fed him, Jim
well
knows.

It was Calvin Coolidge who
one time: "I do not choose said at I
to
It was Will Rogers who said as run:'
he was
coming out of the delirium of
that he had pictured himself ether,
upoli
some
fair
grounds,
somewhere.
Everybody was running around
track, he said, except one little the
redheaded man who sat on the
bleachers
and said: "I do not choose
to
That statement of Coolidge's run."
puzzled everyone, which was Just
what it
was mean to do, for it left him
t•
either to run or not to run.
So the
question is asked today: "Is
Hoover
seeking the nomination?" That
question he has not yet answered.
He says,
that he is not a candidate. This
means
nothing. Everyone else says this of
his
own candidacy, whether he
is or is
not a candidate.

It WAS Calvin Coolidge, then Gov-,
ernor of Massachusetts, who said,
when urged to ignore a traffic
light:
"The
Governor of Massachusetts
should be the first to respect
the laws,,
for, if he does not, who will?"
And;
so naas on in this friendly
analysis of I

Mr. Hoover should take
out of this doubted class, In himself
the only
kind of words that count,
style set by Al Smith at onein the
time:
"I would not accept the
nomination
Big as Hoover has been and is. if ."
h,
should take this step, then would
he
be great among patriots, and
his efficiency in the cause would be fur-

Connery One of Seven
Congressmen Who
May Be Beaten
WASHINGTON. Jan. 4—When Postmaster General James A. Farley and
his chief statistician, Emil Hurja,
stake out their advance claims for
the 1936 electoral votes, they will receive little to bolster up their hopes
for a Roosevelt victory in Massachusetts in reports from the seven
Democrats from the Bay State in the
House.
These seven men—William J. Granfield, Joseph E. Casey, William P.
Conner)', Arthur D. Healey, Richard
M. Russell, John P. Higgins and John
returned to
W. McCormick, have
Washington with first hand data on
the current anti-New Deal trends in
Massachusetts. This trend presages a
hard re-election fight for practically
every member of this group.
, In addition, it throws doubt on the
ability of the Roosevelt managers to
hold Massachusetts in the Democratic electoral column.
In view of the drift away from
!Mr. Roosevelt and the New Deal in
Massachusetts, the prediction may
safely be made that the Bay State
Democrats, in the congressional session just started, will display a rather
masked independence of the Roosevelt
Administration. As one of the Democratic members from Massachusetts
pcinted out today, he and his six colleagues, during the past year or more,
have several times jumped the traces.
He predicted an even greater independence throughout the present session.
Gone is the day when a Democratic
candidate for Congress was virtually
certain of election merely by anthat he was a Roosevelt
'WO TitraTet, and promising 100 percent support of White House zneasures. This may still perhaps be true
in some isolated areas, but it is certainly not true today in Massachusetts. Hence, in 1936, emphasis is likely to be laid quite as often, and quite
as pointedly. on the occasions on
which individual Massachusetts Democrats have broken away from the
Roosevelt policies, Its upon the occasions where they supported the
Executive.
So far as national issues project
themselves into congressonal campaigns. the Massachusetts Democrats
are believed ready to cite the economic gains which have corns to New
England since the Roosevelt Administration took office. They are ready
to point out that New England lost
textile and other mills to other sections of the country, even during the
period the G. 0. P. was in the saddle
in Washington.
With respect to the senatorship, Republicans here are hopeful, if not
confident, that with the proper standard bearer they can take the measure of any Democratic candidate,
even Governor Jemes M. Curley. Their
hopes are based in pantssesza„4,111 ebbing of the Roosevelt tide and In part
on the widening belief in New England that New Deal policies are hostile to that part of the country.
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CURLEY'S PLAN I
ow come more miracles! tioveinor Curley proposes to give relief to the homeowner and taxpayer.
We are getting back to nature again.
work
. The plight of the little homeowner has
been the cry for a long time, }jut it
seems always that the little homeowner pays and pays, just the same.
It is natural that those who want to
cut down the taxes think of the homeowner, for the owning of a home seems
to be the origin of all wealth. It makes
perfect political propaganda and it
sounds good to those who pay rent.
There is nothirg new about helping
realty and the homeowner. It was tried
immediately after the war, but us fast
as the home owner was ''helped" there
always stood ready the open hand Of
the city tax collector telling the home•
owner to "come cocci."
The tax collector was merely doing
Lis job. The assessor was merely doing his job. The whole cause of the
high tax burden rested with the government elected by th': homeowners
and rent payers.
Tax Commissioner Henry F. Long
on many occasions has addressed gatherings in this and other cities on the
subject o taxes and in the course o:
those talks impressed upon the people
us a whole the fallacy of state income
taxes as a means of "helping the home.
owner". The state tax which was supposed to help those who own any type
of realty proved a farce, for city fathI era and town fathers took advantage
of it.
Do we really believe our eyes when
the recent message of the governor
talks of economy in government. There
is a far cry between economy in
government and "work and wages". The
$10,000,000 state tax which the governor hopes to wipe out will mean that
others than realty owners will
need
dip down 4 bit. The smokers will help
and the autoists, as ever
will help. Al
ways the same people are selected
for
taxation.
Truck fees will be increased
according to the plan
of the governor and
so will slot
machines. Incidentally
there is no tax on
bookie shops or lottery outfits. The
governor talks of a
serious economy
study.
It Is high time
that His Excellency
began to think of
the theory that "a

N

MY COLUMN-L. R.H.
Comment and Contributions Are Welcome

DIFFERENT—Indignant Demo- some Beacon Hill problems. Well,
crats who charge that the present "Billy," the most sincere thought
poll of the Literary Digest is being I can convey to you right now is to
manipulated by the wicked Re- "jump down the throat" of every
publicans to their own advantage suggestion made to add more taxes
have short memories. Their tune and spend more money, and work
was pitched in a different key like hell for every proposal to cut
when the figures were running down the cost of government and
stop the plan of "Jim" Curley to
their way in 1932.
set up a Huey Long dictatorship in
L —R.—H.
old Commonwealth.
our grand
Curley's
IDIOTIC — Governor
Good luck, "Bill," and good fightrecommendation of a two-cents-aing!
pack state tax on cigarettes is as
L.—R.--H.
ridiculous as it is unfair and imKILL 'EM!—More injustice to
practical,—worthy of the most bigoted tobacco-hater instead of a no- automobile and truck owners is
found in the Curley proposals to
torious tax-eater,
double the registration fees of the
L.—B.—H.
Latter and continue the three-cent
SCREWY—Advocacy of a twogasoline tax for another five years,
million-dollar war memorial is in
—the revenue, of course, to be divthe same elms as the proposed milerted from anything that will benelion-dollar addition to the State
fit the motorists to anything and
House—characteristic of Curley exeverything that can't be financed
travagance and inconsistency, with
otherwise.
an eye only for new political jobs.
L. — R.--H.
L.—R.-11.
legislature has my
SHOOT!—The
TAX AND SPEND—The Curley
message is a long-winded summa- permission to tax the rabbit-chastion of how to raise more money to ing dogs and the distilleries as
spend on more job -creating, politi- much as it chooses. Only, in the
cal-machine-huilding extravagances case of an additional 40 cents a
at the expense of the same old gallon tax on alcohol, the moontax-payers,—all on the specious shiners are certain to get most of
plea of "relieving the burden on the benefits, while the commercial
users will be the chief sufferers.
real estate."
L.—R.—H.
L.— R.— H.
STRANGE—Surprising
how siTRIVIAL—The only Curley suggestion for reducing the cost of lent the Governor was on the quesgovernment is—a "unicameral leg- tion of layistrirnist on the incomes
islature," with reduced membership of public employees,--a possible
and biennial sessions, which the new source of revenue that every
Governor knows full well will stand political jobholder is strangely igas much show of being taken seri- norant about. Why not try it in
ously by the boys on Beacon Hill place of loading another ten peras a request that they give their cent surtax on the incomes of less
salaries to the Ethiopian Red fortunate private citizens?
Cross.
L.— R. H.
L.—R.—H.
THE MESSAGE—Words, words,
other day my oratory, more words, more oratory,
ADVICE—The
friend, Senator McSweeney, took ad infinitum, ad nauseam, in nuto ask my opinion on Mims. Oh hum! Oh hell!
the trouble
•

irtiatt

into tne
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penny saved is a penny earned, but it
will remain to be seen how far this so
called economy idea will go. Additional
taxes to any group, whether they are
cigarette smokers or autoists does not
solve the real and most potent cause
of high taxes.
One need not be a student of economics to know that the high cost of
government is the basis of the high
cost of taxes. The high cost of realty
taxes is getting us into the blind alley
of higher rents, the inevitable sequel
to the spending spree.
The latter situation must be guarded
against by any officeholder who knows
his onions, for sooner or later there
is going to be a big back-wash frcan
the spending orgy. Probably the gco.ernor knows this better than most
people.
The spending farce the national government has indulged in with the excuse of bringing us back to normal has
given rise to other demands. The men
who fought in our last war want their
bonus and we hope they get it. They
are entitled to it, fully as !ouch us
some of the barnacles who cling to the
side of the government ship and continue to cling.
The argument is well advanced that
the government is spending wildly on
many things which are not half as im-

It is high time we began to think
of some other means of taxation. The
cigarette smoker knows that he already pays almost three hundred percent in taxes. Now, according to the
new plan he w-i-ld pay two pennies a
package more.
The high cost of government is sinking the ship. We have come to the
point of rebellion. How much the people will stand for in taxation when the
great awakening comes, is something
interesting to contemplate. All of the
new social twists in government call
for the spending of more and more
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-money.
The tax to take care of social security which went onto pays this week
may appear to be but one percent, but
when three years have elapsed the public will be pretty wise to the fact that
neither the state nor the employers
The poor
are really paying
public will be paying all. The employer
vill tag the extra percents onto h
gocds and the pubic will pay that tax
when they purchase anything. Th.:
state will pass the taxes hack very
much as Gov, Curley I; now trying to
do. The worker pays a third anyway
and when it is all summed up he is
paying three thirds and probably a

little more for good measure.
The state of Massachusetts collects
now !sore than a million dollars a dq,r
portant as the bonus. If the governIn taxes. This is evidently not enough
ment can go on with this spending, it
for the requirements of the state. More
igtargued, it can well afford to pay the
expenses have been added so the state
veterans what belongs to them.
is near to the end of its rope. It must
Governments are full of commiseither find new sources of taxation or
sions, committees and groups to inreduce expenses. Now we are appearvestigate and regulate everything from
ing to get somewhere.
fleas to elephants. The great American
Perhaps the most sensible part of
Bureaucracy goes on and it multiplies
the governor's message is the thouirht
every year. Those who have become asthat economy is the best source of
sociated with these outfits cling on and
revenue after all. The Curley plan has
the
go
the new-corners, in government
HS good features. It appears that thu
past government one better in appointpendulum having swung its full length
ing more of their friends. We have :10in one direction is now about to double
nation.
a
as
come top-heavy with them
back with equal speed on the moThis is true in our local, state and
mentum of public desire and necessity.
national governments.
t)-1 ttft,ceiz(e
The state government is full of an
kinds of commissions. They have become a regular racket. 14 11 one in poll.
tics need do is to get close enough to
a governor in his campaign and if he
wins there are plenty of these soft
jobs to be doled out. How long is this
going to go on" The best news of 1936
is that the governor is going to get
rid of the useless posts and commis
sions in the state government. These
would help the state taxpayer and
the home owner and there would not
be any further need of taxing the
motorist more. The motorist has borne
the burden and the brunt of taxation
since somebody discovered that he was
easy picking:

Curley and Economy
Governor Curley "shouts extrav4s
legance and whispers economy" is
the terse comment of Speaker
Leverett Saltonstall in passing upon
the address of His Excellency to
the legislature last week. And, upon
analysis, tills will be found to be a
fairly accurate estimate of the
voluminons message, in which proposed methods of new taxation
seemed to be the highlights. Ardent
advocacy of economy might come
with poor grace, however, from an
executive who was instrumental In
bringing about a very material increase In the overhead of state institutions through the operation of
a 48-hour law which was enacted last year. And this comes at a
time when there is imperative
necessity of pruning government
augmenting
payrolls instead of
them.
The rapidly increasing :number of
employes
tax-eating government
must be paid from the citizens' tax
bill. No wonder it becomes unbearably large. Government employes
with very rare exceptions, produce
nothing; they regulate the work of
those who do. Every time one is
added it takes something from the
means of every citizen who has that
much less to upend for things that
would till his own needs and give
productive labor to someone. Every
time a new name is added to the
commonwealth payroll the standard
of living of the whole state is decreased. When any considerable
number of government employes
are added to the already tremendous army of employee of state and
local governments, the load upon
the productive workers becomes oppressive and may very well be one
of the major obstacles of prosperity.
Rut this seems to be a spending
age, and, apparently we are going
to continue along that lin* until the
inevitable crash cornea
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two
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prevented
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•
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their
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Twelve hundred absentees fron.i
this
school because of rain! No,
kindergarten dethe
in
not
was
'

partment; It was the High school.
—
curWith the growing of spuds
of potato .
tailed, sundry thousands
the ranks
bugs may be forced into
of the unemployed.

President Roosevelt announces a
relief plan-athie
new and welcome
additional taxafrom
relief
a
time,
tion.
--Presumably, you are adhering to
just as
your New Year's resolutlone
faithfully as political parties do to
their platforms.
The retiring mayor does not ap
to
pear to be bending any efforts
make the pathway easy for his successor.

A German professor declares that
earthworms can sing. Radio broadcasts prove that some other kindl

. He Is
wottli the price of admission
himself in swallow tails
.
State Auditor Buckley Is stepping out front for that gubernatorial nomination . . . All
the boys and girls at City
hall are wrestling with the
budgets . .
Johnny Morrissey was Injured more severely than oneone knew in that automobile
crash . . . He even tried to
kid the physicians but they
finally made him submit to &
thorough examination . . .
Among other things he received a fractured thumb .
Mayor Manning, Cy Harding
and Morrissey had another
Parley on the Stadium
last
Tuesday and the plans are
coming along fast . . . John
Joyce escorted this department through the Shakes.
Deere dub the other day
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HOW FAR TO THE END
OF THE LINE?
r-ra hursday morning's papers hl
I big headlines about "new ta%
levies" which 1,- 1 '-"en suggested L
Governor....cArlay in his inaugural address on New Year's day.
But there was nothing particularl:
new and startling in such a suggestiou.
Ever since the Democrats have been i
office that has been the cry—new
things to tax. In other words, we are
planning to keep right on spending
more than ever before and we must
find the money in some place or other.
Not until we have a governor who
I will boldly state that he wants fewer
taxes will we look forward with any
real sense of security on the future.
If that time ever comes it will mean
that the state is going to economize.
And economy should have been our
watchword all through the past.
Compare taxation figures of today
with those of ten years ago-20 years
ago-90 years ago. And then ask yourself: Where will it all end? Everything
must end sometime and this insane ,iesire to increase sources of tax revenue
must end, too. But it would be interesting (and perhaps profitable) to know
how far we must travel before the en i
of the line is reached.

2 Park Square
BOSTON
MASS.

GOVERNOR MAY
DELAY ACTION
ON POLICE POST
Likely to Await Disposal
of Bill to Abolish
Commission
gpecint to Strindard-Times
FALL RIVER, Jan. 4—Despite
certain activities on the part of
several citizens who would like to
in the vacancy existing among the
members of the Board of Police
since the death of Commissioner
Henry F. Nickerson, present indications are that Governor Curley
will not be in a hurry to name a
ouilsd
wm
mom
eshso
sioner Nickerccw
toerC
on
..lu
s
osret
have expired
on June 1 this year. A number of
the candidates have been in touch
with Governor Curley's office at
the State House, but it is said they
have not received much encouragement. It was believed a few days
ago that Governor Curley would
act without delay, but there are
now indications that he will probably await the outcome of the bill
filed by Representative Frank D.
O'Brien calling for abolition of the
commission whose members have
been appointed by the various Governors since 1894.
Although a number of names
have been suggested in local political circles since the death of Commissioner Nickerson, only two candidates have come out in the open.
They are William Aylward and
William A. Dwyer. Attorney Francis Carreiro, a nephew of Special
Justice Frank M. Silvia of the Second District Court, whose name
was prominently mentioned, until
a few days ago, has informed his
friends that he is not a candidate
for the position. /t is said that the
Portuguese-American group, which
has about 20,000 voters in this city,
would be ready to seek a representation among the members of
this important body.
Another
name of a member of that faction
may be later suggested to Governor Curley.
Many local politicians4 who are
Interested in the question have
expressed the opinion that Lieutenant Governor Hurley may have
something to say in relation to the
appointment, but supporters of the
former Mayor seem of the opinion
that due to the fact that he will be
a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for Governor at the
next primaries, he will not be desirous to participate in the contest
among the candidates of various
groups for the vacant position on
the Board of Police.
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Legislative Changes
In 1935 Governor quagy recommended that the
membership of the General Court be reduced one
half, leaving 120 members in the House and 20
in the Senate, and that the sessions be held biennially. This year the recommendation for biennial
sessions is renewed, but the Governor goes much
farther than he did a year ago in urging legislative
set-up be radically changed by substituting a single
body of limited membership for the existing House
and Senate.
The shift to biennial sessions has widespread
popular support, and the Governor is to be commended for again urging it upon the legislature.
In combining this recommendation with one for
a unicameral legislature, however, he may be
jeopardizing the shift to biennials. His arguments
in favor of the plan that has been voted, but not
yet put in operation, in Nebraska, are interesting
and ingenious, but not convincing. It may be
true, as he says, that the historical reason for
having two houses of the legislature no longer
applies. In Massachusetts, Senators, like Representatives, are elected by popular vote by districts, the only difference being that the senatorial
districts are made up of several representative
ones. The basis of representation in the two
branches is not different, as it is in the national
legislature, where each state, as a state, has two
members or the upper branch regardless of its
population. The conference committee device,
which operates where the two branches do not
agree on legislation, may in practice lead to the
enactment of laws by a committee of a few memabuse existing under the
bers; and a further
present system is revealed when one Li t.nch, for
political reasons, passes a bad law in the expectation that the other branch will defeat it.
Even so, a great many people will feel that
there is safety in numbers, and that a unicameral
legislature of 20 members would be exposed to the
control of the executive much more than the present body of two chambers—a feeling strengthened
h4. the change that was effected in the past year in
the Executive Council. With Nebraska set to try
out a novel idea in state government, Massachuof a
setts would Ile well advised to await a test
defer
small, unicameral legislature in that state, to
consideration of any such change here, and to
understood
press for a change that is thoroughly
biennial
and has been widely discussed—namely,
sessions.
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FUTURE TROUBLE
OVER HIGH TAXES
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tsurley threatens
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Specifically Accuses Speaker
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political Jesse James for anything
more. But, at last advices, the
Worcester Democrats were ready to
pay $5 a plate while tickets for the
big dinner at Washington,,at which
the President is due to speak, are
still going for $50, although there
are kicks even there and some suspicion that if one knows how one
can get in for less.
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CURLEY'S REMARKS
ON ELY'S ACTION
DENIED BY YOUNG
Former Speaker Tells Selectmen the Public
, Will Not
Stand for Administration
Based On Deceit

the floor and, in my remarks. I suggested to Mayor Curley that the laws
of God and man alike have taught
First, that
mankind two lessons:
'thou shalt not steal' and second that ;
'thou shalt not hear as Ise witness!
against thy neighbor.' I now repeat
tIle same suggestion to Mr Curley and
I raise the question as to how long
the people of Massachusetts are going to stand for an administration
which is obviously based on deceit
and falsehood."

From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Jan. 4—yarning was given
to Gov Curley today by B. Loring
_Young, former speaker of the Hous,
that the public of Massachusetts may ,
not continue much longer "to stand'
for an administration which is obviously based on deceit and falsehood."
The warning was given by thel
former speaker In addressing the INnual meeting of the selectmen's a—
sociation at Gardner auditorium. du.
ing which he denied the assertion of
,IGov Curley in speaking to the selectmen yesterday, that Joseph B. Ely,
when governor, refused to accede to
Curley's request that he
removc
Alexander Lincoln from the state tax
appeal board, because of Lincoln's
alleged influence In causing a $300,000,000 reduction in valuations of
down town Boston real estate.
Young's Statement
Appearing before the selectmen today, Young made this statement:
"I am very sorry that it was Ito
possible for me to attend the conference held yesterday. Had I been
present. I would have asked the
privilege of replying to one of the
speakers who addressed the conference because I know that the remarks
made in his speech were not true.
As Al Smith often said:"Let's get
the record straight."
"Gov Curley told the selectmen of
the state not only that the board of
tax appeal should be abolished but
that Gov Ely had told him that he
would not remove Alexander Lincoln
from the board because of the fact
that Lincoln was the heaviest contributor to my campaign. (Quoted
from the Boston Traveler).
"I happen to know personally from
conversations with former-Gov Ely
and Mr Lincoln that Mr Lincoln contributed net one cent to the campaign
fund of Gov Ely and also that Gov
Ely never made the statement attributed to him by Gov Curley.
"In 1921. at a time when Mr Curley,
then mayor of Boston, accused the
House of Representatives of wholewoe corruption and bribery. I took
.
esarreu, 111,010t.cata.
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PMSFIELD EYES
G.0. P.POLITICAL
t SETUP CLOSELY
Delegates to Be Elected in
April to Convention at
Cleveland, 0.

During many presidential campaigns it was the practice to have
Berkshire represented by a delegate
and an alternate and let the other
delegate and alternate come from the
other end of the district. In 1932,
however Berkshire had neither because Senator Harry B. Putnam of
Westfield defeated Denis T. Noonan
of this city. Since the last redistricting the other side of the mountain
has grown greatly in population, the
census of 1930 being the basis of
the new lines. With the two sections
voting as units Berkshire candidates
have little show.

Krapt May Ran

According to a report coming out
is to
of Dalton, George W. Krapf
• seek the Republican nomination tot
senator in the Berkshire district.
Maj
When asked about it yesterday
Krapf observed it was a pleasant
the
winter day and a little early in
Theoyear to talk politics. Senator
serving
dore R. Plunkett of Adams is
to word
his third term and accordingtown he
coming out of his home
nominawould like to dangle with the
or
tion for United States senator Mr
lieutenant governor. In 1934
this
elected
Plnnkett said that if
would be his last term as senator.
with
Since Senator Plunketen alliance issue
Curley on the state bond
G
faj Krapf has been one
MAAS
of his harsh critics.
ChairIt is taken for granted that
and
man Robert S. Tillotson of Lenox will
Fred H. Porches of Pittsfield
seek the two Republican nominations

tn —toe
for county commissioner. ..v.v. i.
end of 1936 Mr Tillotson will have
which
office.
completed 16 years in the
Is longer than any other commissioner in the history of Berkshire. Mr
Porches is on his first term. Facts
and figures in due time will be pre'matted to prove how ably county
affairs have been managed under
Republican rule. In 15 years the
county debt has been' reduced from
$5'00.000 to $44,000 and will be en-tirely obliterated in 1937. The county
was able this year to borrow At .5
From Our Special Correspondent
Of one per cent in anticipation of
'Pittsfield, Jan. 4—With the start of
revenue. Berkshire is said to be in
the new year the Berkshire Political the best shape financially of any
situation so far as it concerns the
County in the commonwealth. When
Republican party attracts attention.
Chairman Tillotson first ran for the
.In April delegates will be elected at
office his platform was better roads
a primary to the national convention
and open roads in winter. He never
at Cleveland in June. Word comes
has had a primary fight, With James
from Washington that Representative
M. Coughlin of North Adams, Dem'Allen T. Treadway would like to he 'Clerat, now a member of the board it
sent to the convention as one of the
is likely the Democratic party will
(our delegates-at-large from Massaconcentrate a great deal of its
chusetts. It is understood that John
Strength on that office In hopes of
13. Hull, Jr.. of Great Barrington, securing control. The salary of the
president of the Berkshire County
ecxurivnn
c
ty
ses,rommissioner is $2100 and
Young Men's Republican club and a
south Berkshire party leader, would
Despite the elimination of many
; not be averse to attending as a Street
lights in the interests of "econcongressional delegate.
"onlY“ the cost to the city seems not
Naseve shrunk a great deal
accord-

TREADWAY REPORTED
POSSIBLE CANDIDATE

John B. Hull, Jr., Also
Thought Not Averse to Attending Session as Congressional Delegate

1 fico.no,
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CURLEY, ANGERED
BY CRITICS, MAKES
LIBEL SUIT THREAT

of this statement.
He described
I Young as a man "whose activities
j since he was retired by the electorate from public office have been confined principally to lobbying in the
interests of public service corpora1 ions."
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Governor Assails Saltonstail
and Charges 'Campaign of
Vituperation' — Defends!Cartridges Found in Desk Sent
Building Plan
By State Police to Reformatory

i

Boston, Jan, 4—(AP)—Angered by
charges he sponsored an institutions
iwilding program solely for the benefit of contractors, Gov James M. Curley threatened tonight to sue his deWilt.%
tractors for libel.
.
He specifically accused As one of
them Leverett Saltonstall, Boston
aristocrat and speaker of the House
of Representatives, and "the loyal
Boston, Jan. 4—(A.P)—Seven weeks
purple group of the,Republican party
and flunkies" and asserted they Acre after an attempted escape from the
conducting a campaign of vituperation Concord reformatory, during which a
guard was shot, 450 blank cartridges
and false charges against him.
"I have decided," declared Curley. and one ball cartridge were found in
"in justice to the party I represent a desk sent there for repairs by the
and to the people of the common- I state police, it was learned tonight.
The ammunition, officiairvexplained
wealth that hereafter every eharge
shall be answered and that every in- at the State House, was discovered,
dividual making a charge, whether it how,ever, before the desk actually enbe one of the royal purple or just a tered the institution.
An escape was attempted by five
paid flunkey. that is without basis
and that is libelous shall answer to inmates, armed wit) home-made pistols, last October X. The cartridges
the courts."
.
according
Saltonstall had criticized the gov- were found on November 27,headquarernor's recommendations to the Leg- to reports to state police
islature for numerous expansions of ters, while the desk was in the instistate institutions housing criminally tution's receiving room, The desk was
insane, 'feebki-minded and other de-' one of three old desks and several
chairs which had been brought from
fectives.
the nearby Framingham barracks.
In an exchange of mutually dimosraciing statements between the two
A report by Lieut John A. Carroll,
officials, Curley 'asserted Saltonstall's supply officer, to the commissioner of
years of state service were wasted, public safety, Paul G. Kirk, stated the
since he had not offered "one constructive, helpful suggestion" on the blank cartridges were part of a supply
used at the sesqui-centennial exposiproblem.
The governor's threat to sue those tion in Philadelphia in 1925 and said
they had been put in the old desk
who made baseless charges
him or his 'institution program about "to get them out of sight." Kirk secame
verely reprimanded officers of the
after Saltonstall again criticized
him supply department.
and questioned the need for
added
The disclosure was made as prepaaccommodations for mental eases.
rations. were being made to resume
Report Front Dr r;arrett
on Monday, public hearings before
In reply also, Curley
made public
Gov James M. Curley_and the execue- report -to him from Dr
Joseph E. 4MT-council on Dia" activities of the
i Barrett, assistant
commissioner of the
state hoard of parole and the conduct
department nf mental diseases,
on the of the state mull institutions. Efforts
institutional housing program.
This
report, showing there were
are being made to determine where
30 per
cent more patients than
the five inmates obtained ammunition
properly accommodated in could be used in their attempted escape.
schools for
the feeble-minded, and
mental patienta crowded211.023 other
ters for 17,671, was the into quarbasis
governor's recommendations for the
for additional facilities.
"It must be apparent to
every
fairminded citizen,"
observed the governor, "that the charge
that his excellency .is interested in
a building
program, as one paper
expressed it
solely for the benefit
or
contractors,
is absolutely without
basis."
Sees "Concerted
Attack"
During the day the
found himself at odds governor also
with B. Lot.
lag Young,
Republican, former speakof the House
of
who had come to
theRepresentatives
defense of his
friend A/exander
Lincoln, a member of the state
board
of
tax appeals,
in a statement.
"A concerted
system
of attack."
observed the
governor when infor
d

Ammunition, Mostly Blanks Discovered at Concord
Sent for Repairs From
Where Furniture
Framingham

1
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BILL WOULD KEEP
GOODWIN AT POST
Restraining Measure Is
Asked by Sullivan

k

By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Jan. 4.—An effort to
halt labor union activities by Registrar of Motor Vehicles Frank A.
Goodwin. a task that has thus far
stumped Governor Curley and Robert T. Watt. serer/fry-treasurer of
the Massachusetts Federation of
Labor, was undertaken through
legislation today by Rep, Patrick
G. Sullivan of Dorchester. .
A bill filed by Representative Sullivan would require Goodwin to
give his full time to the registrar's
job. Sullivan said he had tiled the
bill because of increasing deaths
from automobiles and that it was
aimed at making the registrar "devote his entire efforts to making
the roads of the commonwealth
safe from reckless motorists."
Goodwin has been active in urging Haverhill shoe workers not to
join a union affiliated with the
American Federation of Labor. The
Governor told him to quit that or
his job. Goodwin did neither, and
the Governor later approved his
Haverhill activities. Watt has assailed Goodwin. demanding he stick
to his state job.
"If Mr. Goodwin desires to be
registrar, let him he registrar," said
Representative Sullivan. "If he desires to be organizing labor movements, let him do that. But until
he is able to curtail the ever-increasing deaths by motor vehicles,
it is my belief he should not be
permitted to hold two jobs."
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falise witness
th—ou
against thy neighbor. I now repeat
the same suggestion to Mr. Curley,
and I raise the question as to how
long the people of Massachusetts
are going to stand for an administration which is obviously based on
deceit and faieehood."

•

"Time to Answer"
Saying that a concerted attack
was being made on him and that
while he had at first been inclined
to ignore the matter, the Governor
said he thought it was time to answer.
In one statement, that in which
he took issue with Saltonstall criticism of his building program and
referred to the Speaker as "leader
of the remnant Of the Royal Purple atilt in control of the Republican party," the Governor opened
up thusly:
"The serial issues of vituperation
and false charges conducted by the
Royal Purple group of the Republican par ty and flunkies has
reached the step where a reply
should be made.
"I have decided, in justice to the
party that I represent and to the
people of the Commonwealth who
elected me and whom I serve, that
hereafter every charge shall be answered and that every individual
making a charge, whether it be one
of the Royal Purple or juet a paid
flunky, that is without basis and
that is libelous shall answer to the
Courts."
After explaining his program,
the Governor said: "It must be
apparent to every fair minded individual that the charge that His
Excellency is interested in a building program. as one paper expressed it, solely for the benefit of
contractors, is absolutely without
basis."
On Young Statement
In commenting on the Young
statement, the Governor said Mr.
Young's activities since being retired by the electorate, have been
chiefly lobbying for public service
corporations. He charged Young's
defense of Mr. Ely was a natural
one, "having been associated in the
same legal firm with the former
Governor."
Continuing he said in part:
"His reference to charges made
by me of wholesale corruption by
the Legislature in 1924 was in connection with the Boston Elevated
Act of 1918, and I am astounded at
his audacity in endeavoring to attempt to convey the impression
that *there was no corruption 1n
connection with the enactment of
this legislation. It is a matter of
public record that members of the
House and Senate during the seven
years succeeding the enactment of
the 1918 law were openly charged
with having received options on
!shares of both preferred and common stocks in return for their
votes, and in the light of what has
occurred since 1918 it is inconceivable that any sane matt could
support the 1918 legislation unless
impelled by sordid motives. The
fact is that the 1918 Act has imposed in the past 10 years a burden
upon the cities and towns in whiclii
the Boston Elevated Street Railway
operate% in excess of Meer million
dollars, and there Is little likelihood of relief so long as the act
continues in operation,"
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Taxation and Economy
Dominant Issues at Hub
In
Check on Free•Spending Tendencies Seen
Realm of Possibility; Curley Plan to
Abolish State Levy on Municipalities
and Towns Nicely Calculated Move
By CLINTON P. ROWE
Telegram State House Reporter
has been officially
BOSTON, Jan. 4. — The Legislature
economy indicated
launched on its 1936 session, with taxation and
pious declarasome
are
There
n.
as dominant issues for deliberatio
also innuare
there
tions for economy in state government, but
the many,
all
In
taxation.
of
merable suggestions for new forms
and economy, I
taxation
between
years
of
bouts waged over a period
means spending— I
the record books show that tanation—which
million dolseventeen
of
revenue
has done the better of the two.
lars. The commission report has
Legis1936
the
that
It is possible
been widely criticized. About the

lature may plant its feet firmly only thing which the Governor took
and actually tighten up on appro- from it was a $5 tax on slot machpriations to an extent where tan- ines. Just incidentally, the slot
may
gible results that will send a warm, machine
recommendation
albeit strange glow, through the arouse some arguments on the
taxpayers' systems will follow. The ground that, in a broad sense, the
Issue of economy will be brought general application of such a tax
forward in both branches of the would amount to sanction of what
Legislature and there will be mem- the police often allege are gam-;
bers who will stand for it with bling devices.
sincerity and vigor. There were
Among Recommendations
last year, but the major glow experienced by taxpayers was one of
Of the Governor's many recom- 1 `
reendations two seem to have ,
indigestion, it would appear.
caught public attention rather acIt's Election Year
tively. One his suggestion for'
This is an election year. The de- abolishing the state tax of ten milal
mand for decreased government
lion dollars. The other is a proexpenses has grown. Apparently it posed two cent tax on each package)
may
It
will continue to mount.
of cigarettes. The political potency
head off some suggested expendi- of the state tax suggestion may orii
tures or taxation of truly noble may not have occurred to the Gov-,
proportions. It might check the free ernor.
spending tendencies so apparent
Whatever thought may have
in the last Legislature when a been given the proposal or what-.
group of Republicans aligned them- ever may or may not be done about'
selves in support of Governor Cur- it, the Governor gave it an appealleys program in several of its maj- ing touch when he departed front
or phases. There are many sug- his prepared address to say that it:
gestions and recommendations be- would mean a $2 reduction in the
fore the Legislature for spending taxrate of every city and town in
money or for uncovering new the state. Every city and town in
sources of revenue, but might few the state is generally yelling for a
designed to decrease expenditures. reduced tagrate. Therefore, the
Governor Curley has handed his Governor suggests something that
legislative program to the Legisla- would appeal. If it should prove
ture as set forth in his annual impossible of attainment. he would
message. The Governor covered a be in a position to say he had at
wide range in his recommenda- least approved the idea and postions—there were more than 50 of sibly blame the Legislature for
them—and presented a program
everything.
that can well occupy a lot of legisRuns Into Money
lative time, stir up some merry
battles. He offered a broad revenue
The proposed two cent cigaret
program, among other things, but tax apparently evoked endless disdid suggest a commission to study cussion—at least among cigarette
means of economy in governmental smokers. Self appointed statisti)
procedure.
cians began some hurried figuring
It has been noted that, in the and arrived at the conclusion this,
main, the Governor rejected most a cigaret smoker would pay an an"
noel tax of pround ten dollars
of the proposals contained in the
, special taxation commission report, year. The Governor proposes a,
proportionate tax on nthe,. tobao.
which favors a program that would
brin: in an estimated additionali,
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GOODWIN AT POST
Restraining Measure Is
Asked by Sullivan
Reporter
By Telegram State House
effort to
An
4.—
.
BOSTON, Jan
Reghalt labor union activities bynk A.
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livan would require Goo strar's
give his full time to the regi
the
job. Sullivan said he had tiled
deaths
bill because of increasing
it was
from automobiles and that
strar "deaimed at making the regi making
vote his entire efforts to wealth
the roads of the common
safe from reckless motorists."
urgGoodwin has been active in
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ing Haverhill shoe workers notthe
join a union affiliated with
or. The
American Federation of Lab that or
Governor told him to quit
and
his job. Goodwin did neither, his
the Governor later approved
asHaverhill activities. Watt has
k
sailed Goodwin, demanding he stic
to his state job.
be
to
"If Mr. Goodwin desires
registrar, let him be registrar," said
"If he deRepresentative Sullivan.
esires to be organizing labor mov l
ments, let him do that. But unti
he is able to curtail the ever-in,
creasing deaths by motor vehicles
it is my belie( he should not be
permitted to hold two jobs."
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The question as to what sort of a
may seek
Legislature the current one will be
*Some scanned the Governor
is raised, with mingled hopes and
message closely to see if it had I
fears. Those of the Legislature
who pause to think aim at as brief valedictory tone, but there was
a session as possible, realizing that none openly discernible. The Gov- !
the public did not accept the 1935 ernor was resting on a previous
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the pre-primary conventions in
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' prolong the session appears in the
Governor's suggested building program, plus his suggested bond issue to cover the eight million dollar estimated cost of erecting additions to state hospitals, penal institutions, a State House addition and
a war memorial.
The Governor says that such a
bond issue could be handled over
a 20-year period, at an annual cost
of about four hundred thousand
dollars. He gives it a "painless"
touch by saying that new forms of
revenue he has suggested could be
used to amortize the debt.

a

A Sour Note
The memory of the thirteen million dollar highways "work and
wages" bond issue still linger with
a sour note. Democrats themselves
have charged that it did not furnish work and wages, The Governor, as said before, saw in it the
element of failure, although blaming the Legislature for its grudging attitude on the appropriation.
Whether another eight million
dollars added on top of the thiri teen million dollar increase placed
on the state debt in 1935 coula
!command sufficient votes for passi age is a question. The "work and
wages" lure was held out on the
highways bond issue and worked
11 III.
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BILL WOULD KEEP

1 GOODWIN AT POST
Restraining Measure Is
Asked by Sullivan
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Jan. 4.—An effort to
halt labor union activities la, Registrar of Motor Vehicles Frank A.
Goodwin, a task that has thus far
stumped Governor Curley and Robert T. Watt, seereeeserfreasurer of
the Massachusetts Federation of
Labor, was undertaken through
legislation today by Rep. Patrick
G. Sullivan of Dorchester.
A bill filed by Representative Sullivan would require Goodwin to
give his full time to the registrar's
job. Sullivan said he had filed the
bill because of increasing deaths
from automobiles and that it was
aimed at making the registrar "devote his entire efforts to making
the roads of the commonwealth
safe from reckless motorists."
Goodwin has been active in urging Haverhill shoe workers not to
join a union affiliated with the
American Federation of Labor. The
Governor told him to quit that or
his job. Goodwin did neither, and
the Governor later approved his
Haverhill activities. Watt has assailed Goodwin, demanding he stick
to his state job.
"If Mr. Goodwin desires to be
registrar, let him be registrar," said
Representative Sullivan. "If he desires to be organizing labor movements, let him do that. But until
he is able to curtail the ever-increasing deaths by motor vehicles,
it is my belief he should not be
permitted to hold two jobs."
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Curley Hits Saltonstall
dovernor and

Speaker Discover Flaws in Each Other's
Utterances—Bonds Wear Thin Between Roosevelt
Administration and Bay State Democrats
By BEACON.HILL

Stealing Milk Bottles

BOSTON, Jan. 4.—FriWhy do so many politicians think, or act as
day afternoon we listened
they
if
thought, that the only way to meet an
of
Capper
to Senator
Kansas, speaking over assertion by their opponents is to accuse them
of stealing milk bottles and door mats?
the air waves from WashWell, the President has made his speech, and
us
ington, and he gave
you think it was an utterance of stateswhether
week
a
in
spot
bright
one
or a stump political speech, you probmanship
which has been notable
to it. Some, very likely, listened in
bly
listened
for hard words in the pothe hard-boiled old Republican up
spirit
of
the
interHis
litical field.
viewer asked him how in. Vermont, of whom we may have spoken beabout that night broad- fore, who made a practice of attending all the
cast by the President, Democratic gatherings in his part of the state.
and the veteran from At last one of the Democrats, irritated at his
Kansas seemed to think recurring presence at their rallies, asked him
it was a pretty good idea—he seemed to cherish one night why he, a stiff and uncompromising
Republican, came.
the belief that this was still a free country, and
"Ain't hoping to get converted, are ye, Si?"
that free speech, when and wherever, was more
he
asked.
or less in the picture.
said the other, "I come to your blamed
"No,"
humand
There is a good deal of buncombe
meetings just so's I can keep my disgust fresh."
nonthe
if
wonder
We
politics.
bug in
Politics, the practice thereof, has to keep
combatant public, whose only share in the great
step
with the times. Any man in office and any
then,
game of politics is to cast a vote now and
man seeking office wants to reach as many votthe
of
recurrent
weary
little
a
grow
not
does
ers' ears as he can. The radio is a modern conchoruses of attack and approval every time a
and smart political figures aim to use
leader of one party or the other does anything trivance,
it to the best possible advantage. Mr. Roosevelt
President
the
instance,
For
anything.
or says
is smart, and he has used the radio ever since
decides to present his address to Congress "on
he
took office, to about the maximum. His oppothe state of the Union" in the evening. The
nents for re-election will have to do the same- picks
he
advantage;
radio
the
is
reason
obvious
unless they can devise a better way for reaching
an hour when he can reach the maximum of listhe
voters.
will
teners across the country—the hour when it
have ever sought as wide an audiPresidents
At
listen.
to
people
the
for
convenient
be most
ence as possible, of course. Before the radio
the
All
of
politicians.
claque
this
arises
once
Democrats say it is a good idea. All the Repub- they expected a wide and general publication of
their official addresses and messages through the
licans say it is a bad one. The Democrats say
public press, and they got it and they still get
people
tell
the
all
and
duty
his
do
to
trying
he is
it.
They know that their words can be better
President's
the
of the country what is in his,
and digested through the printed page
studied
Republicans
The
executive.
chief
mind, as their
than in any other way. The listener to the de•
make
to
political
trick
a
than
more
no
is
it
say
livered address, whether he listens over the air
a campaign speech. There are a few exceptions or sits in person
before the speaker, has to take
many.
not
but
parrots,
political
of
to this chorus
It as it comes, cannot pause for thought over
some
with
Capper
Senator
heard
we
why
is
That
this or that passage, cannot check up on the acsurprise and satisfaction—he spoke his own
curacy of statements made, or the soundness of
piece.
the argument offered.
Why do politicians waste so much time and
Printed Word the Standby
breath being indignant and heated about lesser
The printed report remains the standby of
things? There are great issues at stake in this
coming election—issues on which Americans the statesman. Nevertheless, the radio serves
may honestly and sincerely differ. Throwing a definite auxiliary purpose, and political speakor out of office, will use it; and Presidents:
spitballs at this man and that does not solve ,ers,
. in
those issues, and does not increase public respect
•r
for the throwers.

they occupy. A sad
dua of the
will seek to reach the whole nation simultaneous- state of things, to be sure.
ly by this means, as President Roosevelt has
Still on the note of friction, there appears to
lI done this past week.
be growing difficulty in shaping up the procedure
The President makes his address, as he used
in this state relative to the coming national and
to send his message, officially, to the Congress;
state campaigns. The bonds between the Massabut there was never a time, from Washington
chusetts Democracy and the Roosevelt Adminonward, when the President did not know peristration are wearing very thin; and the Al
fectly well, and when the people did not know
Smith incident of the week has further strained
equally well, that his real audience was the
them. This, in so far as the Democrats are conAmerican nation.
cerned, is a Smith state, emphatically so. Alfred
If there are harsh words in the incipient
Emanuel Smith could carry this state against
national campaign, there are also harsh words
any other candidate in his own party, and probin our own home state. The week has been disably in any party, for the office of President. It
tinguished by epithets and accusations. The
is not likely that he will be nominated for that
Governor made his address to the Legislature,
office in 1936 but Massachusetts is crowded with ,
and we gather'from the public prints that the
Democrats who wish he would or could be. His I
Democrats think it was a great speech and
apparent coolness towards the White House has!
the Republicans do not think so. Speaker Sala definite reaction here, and it is not helpful to
tonstall and Henry Parkman, Jr., and others find
the Administration. That is obvious.
little in it to praise; and the Governor's reacRejoicing Over Tugwell
tion to their criticisms is that they are themselves objects of some sort of suspicion. He is
. This growing hostility is reflected ;in the unmore attentive to Mr. Saltonstall than to Mr. concealed rejoicing in some Democratic quarters
Parkman and other critics, presumably for the over the news that Rexford Tugwell will not be
obvious reason that Mr. Saltonstall is an avowed able to be present as the Jackson Day speaker
candidate for the office of Governor by way of in Boston this week. Mr. Tugwell is pretty
the Republican nomination.
much of the Roosevelt Administration; and when
is
it
candidate
a
such
is
the Massachusetts Democrats throw up their
As Mr. Saltonstall
in
flaws
seek
should
hats at his non-appearance, instead of throwing
he
that
legitimate
entirely
Mr. Curley's address; and it is of course equally up everything else at his coming, the evidence
Massachulegitimate that the Governor should seek flaws is clear enough that the New Deal in
old setts is due for a new shuffle.
great
the
So
.
criticisms
l's
Saltonstal
Mr.
in
"forOver on the Republican side, Worcester folks
game goes on, and if we do not get any
all
ground,
any
lose
had a flurry over the prospect of an appear- I
have
not
do
we
least
rader" at
sustain
we
and
ance in their midst of Governor Hoffman of New
our candidates ease their minds,
politics.
ve
competiti
Jersey, who has heen one of the promising enthe traditions of
the
in the party presidential stable. Mr. Hofftries
had
have
we
week
As a by-product of the
now to be scratched; but what of
interchange of compliments between the Gov- man appears
here in the event of a nomination
vehicles,
situation
the
motor
ernor and the registrar of
How is the state campaign
Borah?
Watt
Senator
Mr.
of
of
entrance
the
further enlivened by
a national campaign in
with
up
takes
yoke
to
who
going
of the American Federation of Labor,
from Idaho?
senator
titanic
imthe
of
one
behalf
The
s.
disputant
a whack at both of the
political situation there have
state
the
Watt
In
the
is
rumpus
this
in
portant feature
been no important developments during the week.
participation.
The Republican senatorial prospects remain
Treatment of Prisoners
confusing, and will continue to remain so whatof
series
week's
the
in
measure
ever decision or choice any individual RepubliFor good
long
harsh words we have the controversy over the can may make in the near future. As for a
an
as
wards,
stands
guests,
Curley
Mr.
of
patients,
ty
personali
time, the
treatment of inmates,
charges, prisoners or what you wish, of our state important factor. The record shows him to be
penal institutions, and the demand for the scalps ft candidate for the nomination for the United
asser- States Senate. This record does not bar him
of the state parole board. As we sift the
tions we wonder why no one suggests the logical from a candidacy to succeed himself as Governor
short cut—instead of making over the parole if he so decides—and he may make that decision
board, why not abolish it, and make all prison at any time from now until some time hence.
sentences with their parole provisions purely The Republican nomination for the Senate is cerautomatic? Obviously, if the parole board is tain to be influenced by Mr. Curley's choice of
not to use any discretion, good or bad, there is candidacies; as is the Republican nomination'for
each
no reason for such a board's existence. The Governor. The Republican nomination in
Curley
maximum
Mr.
if
a
attractive
impose
simply
more
case becomes
courts could
minimum sentence, with a definite allowance off chooses to seek the other office.
from the minimum for good behavigr; the prisCoolidge's Calmness
oners could be graded and marked and tabulated,
Among all the confusion of the moment, take
and if they got the right mark, their parole
would
board
note of the calmness of Mr. Marcus Coolidge,i
would be automatic and a parole
done
be
now a member of the United States Senate, who I
could
work
do
the
that
to
little
have so
25th of this month, ;
by the office boy of any state department. points only to a date, the
information regardfor
teased
or
badgered
when
Someone may suggest that, yet.
supposed that
popularly
is
It
.
intentions
his
ing
It appears to boil down to the sad situation
in opposin't
a
show
of
much
stand
not
that prisoners are being kept imprisoned against he would
n; yet it
Senate
the
for
nominatio
Curley
their will and are not given free voice in the con- Mr. .
••
"1

i

.

.

••

must oe apparent tnat the nomination of Mr.
Curley in the Democratic primary after a contest with the present incumbent would not have
the same force as a nomination won without
opposition. So, Mr. Coolidge is a factor in the
case.
The Landon forces continue active in the
state. But let the Massachusetts Republicans
take note of this little paragraph from a display
dcuble-column spread in an eight-page paper
Anpublished in the Landon interests at Los
LanAlf
is
"Who
headed:
is
geles; the column
(Ion?" and the paragraph reads thus:
Univer"Alf Landon is a graduate of Kansas
plutocratic
or
Harvard
a
entirely
sity and lacks
English accent."
t,( 44.1-C4—
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UURLEY HITS
MING YOUNG
LINK TO EH
)eceit Charges Are Laid to
His Critic's Connection With
the Former Governor's Firm
Declaring the time had come
attacks
answer
to
concerted
against him, Gov. James M.
Curley yesterday flayed his latest critic, B. Loring Young, a
former speaker of the Massachusetts House.
In a speech before the Massachusetts Selectmen's Association at the
State House earlier in the day„
Young said:
"I raise the question as to how
long the people of Massachusetts
are going to stand for an administration which is obviously
based on deceit and falsehood."
Young was referring to an address made by Gov. Curley on Friday in which he said that former
Gov. Joseph B. Ely refused to remove Alexander Lincoln from the
tax appeal board because Lincoln
was a heavy contributor to the Ely
campaign fund.
Young also referred in his talk
to a charge made by Curley when
be was mayor in 1924 ,of wholesale
corruption in the legislature.
"His reference to charges made
by me of wholesale corruption by
the Legislature In 1924," Curley
said, "was made in connection
with the Roston Elevated act of
19111, and I am astounded at his
audacity in attempting to convey
the impression there was no corruption in connection with the
enactment of this legislation."
Th,e governor also said Young's
defense of former Gov. Ely was
natural, "having been associated
With the same legal firm as the
former governor."
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CURETS IRE
UP; WILL SUE
UNFAIR FOES
FOR DAMAGE
'They Must Answer Whether
of Purple, or Flunkies,
Says Governor in Defiance
Young Attacks Executive, Who
Hits Back in Charge of
`L' Legislation Corruption
Governor Curley last
night declareci-war on his
critics.
The governor will answer
every charge against him hereafter, "whether made by one of
the Royal Purple or just a paid
flunky."

"I am astounded," the governor
said. "at his audacity in attempt.
ing to convey the impression
there was no corruption in con.
nection with the enactment of
this legislation."

SCORES SALTONSTALL
Governor Curley then referred t)
Those making charges without
basis, the governor declared, will a published speech by Speaker Lev
erett Saltonstall, candidate for tin
answer to the courts.
G. 0. P. nomination for governor
"The serial issues of vitupera— and stated that "this leader of tilt
tion and fake charges conducted remnant of the Royal Purple still
by the royal purple groups of Re- • in control of the Republican party"
flunkies have questioned need for new hospital
publicans and
reached the point where a reply buildings, especially in the mental
should he ma(ie," the governor as- disease department.
serted in a statement issued from
"The Speaker of the House
his office at the, State House.
claims that my proposal to spend
*8,000,001) on new hospital buildYOUNG QUESTIONS
ings is it nwa rranted," Curley
Earlier in the day, before the
said. "And he bases his stateAsSelectmen's
Massachusetts
ment on information he alleges
sociation at the State House, R. was
given him by Dr. Kline, a
Loring Young, former Speaker of few
years before his death.
the House, had said:
"The fact remains that there
"I raise the question as to how
are 30 per cent more patients
long the people of Massachusetts
within the three schools for the
are going to stand for an adminfeeble-minded than it is possible
istration which is obviously based
properly to accommodate. Duron deceit and falsehood."
ing the past four years it has
Young was referring to an ad- been impossible to secure admixdress by Governor Curley on Fri- ision of a child to a state school
day, in which he said that former for the feeble-minded because of
Governor Joseph B. Ely had re- lack of accommodations.
fused to remove Alexander Lincoln
"Furthermore, these children
from the state tax appeal board cannot be admitted for four and
because Lincoln was a heavy con- a half years unless A building
tributor to the Ely campaign fund. construction program is started
The former speaker also com- at once, in the opinion
of
mented on a charge by Curley, authorities."
when he was mayor of Boston in
1924, when the then mayor alleged
corruption in the Legislature in
passage of the Boston Elevated Act
of 1918.

•
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Speed Skating
Titlist to Win
Curley Trophy
TUE COM MONWE ALIN OF MASSACIEUV TES
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
STA,C POUSt 905
,
0A

January 3, 1936
irsOvIr•.e••

Mr. Irving Jaffee
Director, Silver Skathe Derby
Boston Evening American—Sunder Advertiser
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Jaffee:
Please accept my complete endorsement and support
of your efforts to make a grand success of the first annual
Boston Evening American—Sunday Advertiser Silver Skates Derby.
It is a source of ereat personal satisfaction to
me to note the fine reponse from not only our own Massaohusette
but the rest of the New Inglano states as well.
New England is noted for the quality of its sports
competitors and the fairness and knowledge of its sports
followers.
I as pleased that ?tannin Field has been
as the site of this major event for I firmly believe selected
that
our park facilities are unparalleled.
In view of the beautiful trophies being donated
by the Chief Executives of Maine and Rhode Island, I deem it
only fitting that I be permitted to offer another on behalf
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Therefore, please accept a 10overnor James M.Curley
Trophy" to be presented the winner of the Silver Skates Derby.
/ shall be happy to aocept membership on the
Silver Skates Committee and enjoy the privilege of making
a personal presentation.
as,

Wishing the American—Advertiser the finest success,

Sincerely,

By WALTER

KILEY

A new and beautiful trophy, by far the finest yet tendered, has
'men donated by His Excellency, Governor James M. Curley of Alas-husetts, to be awarded the winner of the great Silver Skates Derby.
Governor Curley's fine accomnon Sunday afternoon, Janupanying letter offered his whole- ar
hearted support of this great speed.
His Excellency's letter Of enskating event, Which has already dorsernent follows:
attracted many hundreds of entries DEAR MR. JAYFEE:
Please accept nay complete enfrom every one of the six MAN
dorsement and support of your
Enghand states.
! efforts to make a grand success
In fact, Governor Gurley re- ! of the first annual Boston Evequested that he be allowed to pre- ning American-Sunday Adversent his own trophy, the ''Governor tlser Silver Skates Derby.
James M. Curley Trophy" in perIt is a source of great personal
son as the Boston Sunday Adver- satisfaction to me to note the
User-Evening American conducts line response from not only our
its Silver Skates Derby at. Franklin ovna Massachusetts but the rest

of the New England states as
• well
New England is noted for the
• quality of its sports competitors
ineinoerstup on the Silver Skates
committee and enjoy the privilege of making a personal presentation.
Wishing the American-Advertiser the finest success, I am,
Sincerely yours,
JAMES M. CURLEY.
So that's that, something worth
striving for, a valuable remembrance of a great occasion, one
which will be suitably inscribed
with the winner's name.
7'HIRD TROPHY
It makes the third such donation
from out sports-minded governors,
Governors Louis H. Braun of
Maine and Theodore Francis Green
of Rhode Island having previously
rent trophies which are to be
awarded outstanding competitors
from their respective states.
Entries are picking up at an
amaziing rate. They come from
near-at-hand Boston and from far'away points of Maine, Vermont,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island and
Connecticut.
They are from slaters of proven
ability and from novices too. And
thin is as -it should be.
Director Irving Jaffee, world and
Olympic speed skating champions,
• wants everyone to take part in the
.clay's fun.
So many inquiries keep wending
their way to Director Jaffee, many
of them repetitions, that he is taking this means to answer some of
them,
So here goes:
Silver Skaters do not have to be
, members of organized clubs. They
do not have to be members of the
New England Skatifig Association.
Admission to this competition is
open to all amateurs living In New
England.
,
Special hotel rates from those
out-of-town, who wish to make the
Silver Skates Derby a week-end occasion, can be had through the fine
generosity of Manager Walter Seaver of Hotel Lenox, Boston.
HOTEL QUARTERS
Hotel Lenox will be Silver Skates
headquarters for out-of-towners. He
- promises to make all comfortable
as reasonably as possible.
, Those residing outside the Greater Boston areas wil not have to
qualify in trials previous to the
final day. They automatically draw
byes into the eami-finals to be held
just previous to the finals on January 26.
Notice of trials and the locations will be announced shortly.
, also the closing date for entries
will be published at the same
time.
Entries must be received in this
office before closing date.
' All entrants will receive final instructions through the mail. They
will be told when, where and at
what time to appear.
Competitoti are not limited to
any particular type of skates. Any
kind are acceptable. Birth certificates will be requested only when
there la doubt as to 0, place winner's classification. In that event,
he or she will have to prove his or
her age before being awarded a
trophy.
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USSIA GOING CAPITALISM
ATHER COUGHLIN DECLARES ,
Denounces Stakhanovism, "Speed Up"
Feature of Production There
By MARJORIE McBRIDE
Boston Sunday Athertiser Staff Writer
(Copyright. 1936. Boston Sunday Advertiser)

Royal. Oak, Mich., Jan. 4—Condemning the Stakhanovism or the "speed up" feature of Russia's government as a form of capitalism, Father Charles E. Coughlin
told this reporter of the Boston Sunday Advertiser here
today that any such attempt to speed up production in
this country would never work.
Father Coughlin was at the Shrine of the Little
Flower. He sat in the basement offices of the tower directing the work of more than a hundred stenographers in
handling his daily mail. It was a bustling room of activity.
Russia's newest attempt to further its five-year plan by
exploiting the work of one Alexei Stakhanov who found he
could increase production five-fold by working longer and
harder in the coal mines, is contrary to all of the principles of
social justice, the .Father said.
"What the workers today in every country want," said Father
tion.
Coughlin, "is a living wage according to economic contribu
Wages should not be based on either hours or work turned out.
if we tried it in this country we would have a revolution.
"Just how long this system which encourages laborers to work
will prefrom twelve to twenty hours a day to earn • decent wage
over there.
vail in Russia is hard to say. They are used to oppression
going capiBut it is symbolic of the change in that country. It is
talistic now.
"We have finally graduate4 from the philosophy that man
the
exists for the state. Laborers ars dedicated to the belief that
state exists for the reople.
He
"Look at the modern factory paced the floor nervously.
l stopped from time to time to finproduct. It comes forth beautifu
while man, who has produced it, ger the sheaf of unanswered mail
slinks to his humble home, de- on his desk.
of
"I receive thousands of quesbased through the system
wages. Man has beenovorking,
tions a day concerning the New
counspeeding up, even in this
Deal," he grinned. "We haven't
eke
try to the breaking point, to
recovered yet."
s.
out the barest living expense

Must Solve Problem
of Consumption Now

has
"The genius of this country
production.
solved the problem of
the
It remains for us to solve
problem of consumption."
Speaking of labor unions, Father
the
Coughlin said that the sins of
unions should not be dramatized,
for, comparatively speaking, they
are nothing compared to the sins
of the exploiteera.
"They have not learned to bargain collectively yet," he said. "It
should be the duty of the government to direct their organization
and let the rich take care of
themselves."
As he talked above the hum of
Coughlin
Father
typewriters,
L111111111

Washington Policy
A "Shot in the Arm"
"I was and still am in sympa-

thy with many of its principles.
But It has developed into nothing more than a 'shot In the arm'
for the evils of the old regime.
Unless we establish a sound banking system within the next two
years, we'll experience a depression that will make this one look
like an infant
"But I hope for a perfection of
a new deal. The agricultural
policy of scarcity, for instance, is
contrary to plain common sense.
We kneel down in the morning
asking our Father for our daily
bread and then we throw the
bread back in the face of our
us Iti10.

541V1,11 MP,.

Creator."
Issues in the coming campaign,
Father Coughlin believes, will be,
briefly: Money reforms, adjusting living wages, keeping the nation out of war, shifting the burden of taxation to those able to
pay, provisions for old-age penor—
sions and repeal of tax exempti
on government bonds.

Looking for Liberal
In Either Party
He said the soldiers' bonus
would be paid.
"It was never a 'bonus,' anyway," he smiled. "That was Wall
Street's term for it. It is nothing
more than a wage adjustment for
the soldiers who were underpaid
for their services in the war."
Asked whom he would support
In the next election, Father Coughlin said he was sitting back, awaiting developments, but he conceded
President Roosevelt's nomination
by the Democratic party. He denied that he would support a third
party.
"Not at this time," he said. "I
am looking for a liberal in either
party, who either accepts the
principles of social justice or has
a better solution to offer.
"Governor Landon of Kansas
may be the right man," he admitted. "He seems to have the support of many sound-thinking men,
but all I know about him I've
read. He hasn't committed himself yet on his platform."
Requests for membership in the
National Union for Social Justice are pouring in, Father Coughlin revealed.
In Massachusetts alone there are
3300 unite of the organization.
with more than one-half a million
members.
Father Coughlin had words of
praise for GovernoIcY
I consider him the outstanding
liberal Democrat in the East," he
said.

to resume its probe of parole board
policy alleged to be responsible for
unrest and outbreaks at the reformatory and State prison.
The discovery was made while
the desk was In the reformatory
receiving room seven weeks after
the attempted escape, on October
5, of five Inmates who shot, a
guard.
GUARD FINDS CARTRIDGES
This was one of the sensational
developments h'Ited at the conclusion of Fridayr, opening hearing
before Govern' st Curley and the
council.
On November 27, the Sunday Advertiser learned, a state police store
clerk took three old desks and several chairs from Framingham barracks to the Concord institution
for repair.
The desks were examined In the
receiving room and an institution
guard found the 430 rounds of .38
Calibre blanks and one .32 calibre
ball cartridge.
The discovery aroused the reformatory officers and the state
police who had no doubt that the
inmates who displayed ingenuity
enough to fashion pistols inside the
walls would have contrived to fix
slugs into the blanks if they had
come into possession of them.

REV. CHARLES E. COUGHLIN tells Marjorie McBride of
the Sunday Advertiser how the Social Justice movement is
progressing.
•
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PROBE FIND or
CARTRIDGES IN
PRISON SHOPS
Troopers Scored in Amazing
Discovery Made as Parole
Board Quiz Goes on
Four hundred and fifty rounds of
blank cartridges and one ball cartridge recently were found by a Concord Reformatory guard in a state
police desk sent to the institution
for repair by inmates, described last
week as c.onatantly seeking means
of escape.
This became known by the Boston Sunday Advertiser last night I
as the Governor's Council prepared

OFFICERS SCOLDED
Investigation ordered by Public
Safety Commissioner Paul G. Kirk
resulted in Colonel Kirk severely
reprimanding officers of the state
police supply department for their
carelessness.
Lieutenant John A. Carroll, supply officer, reported that the
blanks were exhibited at the
SesquI-Centennial
Exposition in
Philadelphia in 1926 and that they
had been placed in the old desk
"to get them out of sight" when
quarters were cleaned for inspection at dedication of the Framingham barracks. None said he
could recall putting the cartridges
In the desk,
Although examination by Captain
Charles A. Van Amburgh, ballistics
expert, showed the blanks were
made In 1922 and they were described as harmless, this wait not
considered as a mitigating circumstance by Cidonel Kirk and the
Concord authorities, who said they
might have been used in some
fashion by the prisoners. The. ball
cartridge was new.
BULLET SOURCE PROBED
The Sunday Advertiser learned,
also, that a complete report, on the
Concord break is before the Governor's Council and that the source
of the, bullets used by the plotters
• in their 'crudely fashioned weapons Is still a matter of conjecture, with one of the involved prisoners claiming he obtained them
from the coat of a reformatory
guard in the kitchen.
This prisoner, John Karollszny,
in a statement to police two days
after the break accused Raymond
.1. "Frenchy" Trude)), a convict
who had been paroled 10 days bent obtaining the bullets after
first refusing to steal a gun from
the state police barracks across the
road from the reformatory.
Trude!), A trusty, cleaned the
barracks daily.
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THE SENATOR SAYS:

Reds Find Defense
In the Strangest
Of Places
Blast on Teachers' Oath,
Veterans' Rap Goes
'Round and Round'
R:
THE SENATO
Massachusetts
knows all that's going on in

He sees all and
both.
finds amusing or amazing, or
politics and most of it he
Best of all, he tells about it.
in with him regularly in the
Meet him below and listen
Boston Evening American.
Boston Sunday Advertiser and
"prepare me a glass of phoney
"Timmy," says The Senator,
is
give a demonstration. This
sparkling Burgundy so I may
will
boys
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If
e.
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es of
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not
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it.
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Putting the Rap on the Veterans
••••••••••••••••••••••••••~41

muses The
Cumulative, Timmy, cumulative,'
.

•

Senator,

•gazing at nis phoney bubbling water, "but it looks to me like
Little Bobby's Traveler and Herald are going out of their way
:to protect the Communists and put the rap on the veterans and
the patriotic acts the veterans are backing.
"Wily they , should rush into print to the defense of Reds'
rights is more than I can understand in view of the Herald:Traveler set up. Of course, up on Beacon Hill, where Little
'Bobby usnd to reside, you will find in certain quarters that there
is much long-haired sympathy for the trials and tribulations
,of the down-trodden Communist who thinks the only oath of.,
allegiance should be taken to the red flag of the Internationale
and that the United States is a very punk form of government.
"But the Communists are very unpopular with the United
Shoe Machinery Corporation and the First National Bank of Boston and these are the outfits that control the Herald and Traveler
financing.
"In their opposition to the teachers' oath I gave them the
benefit of th'e doubt and laid it to a pose of intellectualism designed to put them in strong with the university objectors. But I I
cannot make out the continual yapping at the Legion and now,
with the government, the Catholic Church, the veterans and all
the really thinking people greatly concerned over the spread of
Communism here, I am completely baffled by editorials such as the Traveler's Protect That Red Meeting!' which are given prominence over all others."

Timmy Suspects a Certain Red Influence
"Senator," says Timmy, "maybe I have the Solution. May- (
be it's the effect of those new red headlines."
•
The Senator does not reply. He is looking at his phoney
sparkling Burgundy which is not bubbling so much now.
"Timmy," says The Senator, "I have a lot of news. Remember me telling you the other day about the mixup in state and city
plans for the President's Birthday Ball? Well, there has been a
very fine private go over this between Governor Jim's planner, Joe
McGrath, and Mayor Freddie's planner, JOrTilaynard.
"I have more news for the Republicans. Along about the tag
end of this month, Curtis F. Crockett, young member of an old
Yankee family, will jolt George Holden Tinkham's whiskers with
an announcement of his candidacy for the Republican nomination
for Congressman. Curtis will advocate young blood in the Massachusetts Congressional delegation and may get in George's hair.
Make a note of this for future reference ..."
"You are not drinking the
sparkling
, phoney
Burgundy,
• Senator," says Timmy.
"No, Timmy," says The Senator. "1 Just want to watch it
' —Well. along about March 16,
organization of Republican clubs
In Boston wards will be started
by a group of liberal Republicans, composed In part of young
Democrats who are anti-Roosevelt and anti-Curley. Enrollment
of the others of the same type
will be sought. In charge of this
work I think you will find an
Ideal selection, Major Frank Murphy, who was Mid Nichols' campaign manager in DM.
: "Timmy, I wish you would
• spread the news that the advertised guest of honor will not he
present tomorrow night at the
big Worcester banquet tendered
new city officials by the Associated Republican -Clubs and
committees of Worcester county.
Governor
Hoffman, of
New
Jersey, was advertised as the
big attraction, hut since the
Lindbergh departure the banquet committee has been busy
, assuring prospective attendants
that he will not be on hand • .."
It is at this point that The
Senator holds his glass of phoney
sparkling Burgundy up to the
light.
"Timmy," says The Senator, j
°saw you will set what I means

Even In the beginning it did not
appear very appetizing but It
sizzled ..ke the real thing and
made a great to-do. Now, when it
has been exposed to the light of
day and the fresh air for a brief
time, it is plain to all concerned
that it is just pink wishy-washy,
flat to the eye and palate . ..
How much do 1 owe you for the
demonstration?"
"A nickle will cover It, Senator," says Timmy.
"Well," says The Senator, "at
that I ant getting stuck three
cents."
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Promises to make all comfortable
- as.reasonably as possible.
Those residing outside the Greater Boston areas
not have to
qualify in trials previous to the
final day. They automatically draw
byes into the seriii-finis to ne heid
just previous to the finals on January 28.
.
Notice of trials and the locations will be announced shortly.
Also the closing date for entries
will be published at the same
time.
Entries Inust be received In this
Office liefore closing date.
All entrants will receive final
instructions through, the mail. They
will be told when, where and
at
what time to appear.
Competitors are not limited to
any particular type of skates. Any
kind are acceptable. Birth certificates will be requested only when
there is doubt as to a place winner's classification. In that
he or she will have to prove event,
his
her age before being awarded or
a
trophy.
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COUNCIL URGES iDEATH-HOUSIINMATE
GAS RATE BOOST VISITED BY FAMILY
FIGHT CONTINUE

Viarden, Priest and Olney
Also Call on Clark
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CURLEY TO DISCUSS-I REPORT ON CLARK
Conden'ined Man's Lawyer
Will Visit Governor
he had
Gov Curley said yesterday
conreceived a report on the mental
condemned
Clark,
F.
Miller
dition of
murder of
to die Jan 12 for the
he would
that
and
Zuckerman,
Ethel
George
confer with Clark's lawyer,
Douglas, before making the report
public.
invited
The Governor said he had
tomorattorney Douglas to see• him
Dougand
he
that
and
row morning
dislas would review the case and
Dethe
submitted
by
report
the
cuss
partment of Mental Diseases.
Commissioner Arthur T. Lyman
talked with Clark yesterday, when
the latter was taken to State Prison.
The Governor said he had not received a report on the mental condition of Henry A. Gardner, Worcester pyromaniac, but expected a report on him soon.

Mansfield Instructed to Keep
Up Battle in Last Act of '34'35 Body; Curley Is Praised
Instruction to Mayor Frederick
W. Mansfield to continue the fight
against proposed increases in gas
rates was voted by the Boston
City Council in the final meeting
of the 1934-1935 members yesterday.
The meeting was also the occasion for eulogies of Gov James M.
Curley, the mayor AI Councillor
Thomer H. Green of Charlestown,
who retired from city politics to
become civil service commissioner.
-.Six members of the council, retired or defeated for re-election,
will be succeeded by new members
tomorrow.
Those leaving office are Green,
Joseph McGrath, Maurice M. Goldman and Albert L. Fish, of Dorchester; Edward L. Englert, of Jamaica
Plain, and George P. Donovan, of
South Boston,
They will be succeeded in order
by Ames H. Melley, Peter Fitzgerald, Sidney Rosenberg, John J.
McGrath, James .1, Kilroy and
George A. Murray.
Speaking on the order instructing the mayor to continue the fight
on gas rates, Counciller McGrath
said those who now pay less than
$2.50 a month, would have their
bills boosted 60 cents, and those
Who paid leas than $4.50 would
suffer substantial increases.
Council President John I. Fitzterald praised Gov. Curley for his
courage in appointing Councillor
Green as civil service commissioner,
Ind presented the retiring councillor With a basket of flowers.
Councillor Clement Norton,speaking of the current Finance Commission probe of the city's bonding
business, said that after hearing
testimony before the commission
the past two days, he was personalty convinced Mayor Mansfield
was honest

Miller F. Clark, sentenced to die
during the week of Jan 12 for the
murder of Ethel Zuckerman in a
Harrison av bakery, had several
visitors yesterday in the death house
of the prison, including Warden Francis J. W. Lanagan, Chairman Richard Olney of the State Advisory
Board of Parole, Rev Ralph W. Farrell, the prison chaplain, and the
prisoner's brother, Walter Clark of
Somerville, and a sister, Mary Labrie
of Medford.
Clark has been examined by two
medical experts as to his sanity and
on their report to Gov
tr.,,the
date of the condemned man rests. In
case he is adjudged mentally irresponsible, the law provides that he
shall be committed to the Bridge.
water Hospital for the insane.
Warden Lantigan talked with Clark
, at his cell in the death house yesterday after he had been given his
1 street clothes in place of a prison
suit, of gray, a cotton shirt, stockings
land slippers. He informed the condemned man that anything within
reason in the way of food, smoking
material, books or magazines will be
provided him while he is confined at
the institution awaiting execution.
Clark forgot his glasses when he was
removed from the Charles-st Jail
Friday evening and they were
brought to him yesterday.
Chaplain Farrell will visit Clark
each day during his stay at the death
house and, being a Catholic, will care
for his spiritual welfare.
Clark has maintained his innocence
of the crime. He will join in prayer
at each visit of the chaplain. Yesterday morning he received Holy
Communion after being received in
confession by the Driest.
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CURLEY REPLIES
'FALSE," SAYS ELY OF
GOV CURLEY'S CHARGE TO SALTONSTALL
Declares Lincoln Didn't Give a
Cent to His Campaign Fund

Insists New Hospitals for
Insane Needed
Warns of Court Action If
Critics Are Libelous
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quoted as having said, "On the other
going to stand for an administration '
hand, Gov Curley tells us that our
system is so far behind the rest of
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the country that we have many eases I state is x percent behind in the maton the waiting list. Consider one I ter of accommodation for mental
side of the case and then the other." cases. There are at the present time
In connection with his reply to 25,000 mental defectives in the instiSpeaker Saltonstall, the Governor I tutions of the state. There are more
makes public a letter from Dr Joseph t than 3000 unable to gain admission
E. Barrett, Assistant State Commis-11 due to lack of accommodations, and
sioner of Mental Diseases, from which the number who become mental
he quoted in his message to the Legis- cases each year in Massachusetts is
I approximately 450.
lature last Wednesday.
The Governor again stresses the I "It must be apparent to every fairneed of more accommodations in hos- minded individual that the charge
pitals for the mentally afflicted and I, that His Excellency is interested in
asserts that unless a building program 0 a building program, as one paper exis started at once there is no possi- .; pressed it, solely for the benefit of
bility of securing the admission of a contractors is absolutely without
child to a State school for the feeble- basis.
minded for four and one-half years.
"I submit the report presented to
Included in Dr Barrett's letter to .me by Dr Joseph E. Barrett, Asthe Governor is the statement, "Al- sistant Commissioner of the Departthough the Commonwealth of Massa- jment of Mental Diseases, which is not
ehusetts stands out among its .ter only the most illuminating document
states in regard to the type of 'rare of its character that I have ever
and treatment accorded the mentally read, but one which constitutes the
ill, I do not believe this is an., good most powerful indictment of the al'
reason for beginning to slump to the most criminal neglect by the group
level below us."
represented by Speaker Saltonstall
Practically the entire contents of to discharge an obligation which soDr Barrett's letter to the Governor ciety and the Commonwealth owe to
as regards figures and conditions was the unfortunate class of our citizenincorporated in the Governor's mes- ship."
sage of New Year's Day.

Curley Statement
In addition to the paragraphs
quoted above the Governor in his
statement of yesterday says:
"In Saturday morning's issue of the
press the Speaker of the House, lead- I
er of the remnant of the Royal Purple I
still in control of the Republican party, takes issue with me upon the I
question of the need for added accommodations for mental cases and
bases his judgment upon a statement
made to him by Dr Kline a few years
before his death in 1933.
"It is singular that the Speaker
never, apparently, discussed the queslion of accommodations for the mentat cases during the three years prior
to the death of Dr Kline in 1933, notwithstanding the fact that a building
program was inaugurated in 1931 and
that it was of a major character in
1933 at the time of the death of Dr
Kline, and regardless of the statement
made by the Speaker of the House
that Dr Kline had informed him that
the peak would be reached in 1940.
"There is no means of determining
when the peak will be reached but
the fact remains that at the present
"Mk there are 30 percent more patients within the three schools for the
feeble-minded than it is possible for
the schools to properly accommodate.
"It is equally true that during the
past four years it has been impossible
to secure the admission of a child to
a state school for the feeble-minded
because of lack of accommodations
and that, in the opinion of the authorities in charge of these institutions,
there is no possibility of admission
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POLITICS AND POLItICIANS1
By JOHN D. MERRILL

mittee nail:11y functioned in the last'
The Massachusetts Legislature of few weeks of the Legislaeve year, it
1936 began its session without fuss of was still in existence. The bad feelany kind. But not very much will ings engendered at that time apparbe accomplished this week, and the ently have disappeared. The understanding is that Pres Moran, whose
real work of the year will not be district elected him as a Republican,
fairly under way until after Satur- will act as a member of that party
day, the last day on which petitions and forget, so far as he can, the fact
that Democratic votes put him in the
may be received without a suspension president's chair.
of the rules. The number of bills
On that basis, the Republicans will
filed up to the closing hour yesterday have 21 members, and the Democrats
was about 50 smaller than the num- 19, in the Senate this year. The Republican margin is not very large, but
ber received at the corresponding will be sufficient if all the members
time in 1935, and it is commonly be- of that party act in harmony. The
lieved that the total volume this year test will come when some measure in
will be somewhat smaller than last which Coy Curley is particularly interested comes before the Senate.
year.
No attempt was made in the Senate
to supersede Pres James G. Moran of Redistricting
Mansfield, and unless something
From the political point of view,
wholly unexpected happens he will the most important subject before
continue to wield the gavel in that the Legislature this year will be the
branch. With one exception, the Sen- dmision of the state into councilor
ate Committee on Rules, which is us- and representative districts. The
building construction program is ually described as the president's Legislature determines how many
personal committee and in general representatives shall be assigned to
started at once.
has a guiding hand on legislation, each county, but the division of the
will be made up just as it was a year respective counties into representa*
ago. That committee consists of the tive districts is the function of the
Tells of Crowding
president, Senators Nichols°
of county commissioners. The General
"What is true in the case of feebleminded children is true even in Wareham, Wragg of Needham, and ..!ourt itself lays out the councilor
Plunett of Adams, Republican>, and
larger measure with reference to the'
and senatorial districts.
Senators Scanlan of
mental cases under the control of the Madden and White ofSomervill e and
The Republicans have been so long
Boston,
'DemoDepartment of Mental Diseases, crats.
in 'control of the state that they
Senator
Plunkett
succeeds
where at the present time 21,023 Pa- 'Senator
Cotton of Lexington, who did I would have regarded it as nothing
tients are crowtled into accommoda- knot
! kss than a calamity if the Democare
to serve.
that
were created to provide
tions
were to be in control of the
During the exciting hours of .the
but
17,671
for
cases. To put in aim- session of 1935, Senator
Nicholson, ILegislature while the redistricting
'pier language, the violently insane, who represented the president on the , bill was under consideration but at
the mildly insane and the insane floor of the chamber, resigned from least on paper, the Republicans have
cases that are deformed are all the committee, and some of the other a majority of each branch, and the
crowded in. together, a condition thatRepublican members also withdrew, indications are that they will act toshould not be permitted, b-t.,. which but the resignations were never form- gather in fixing the lines of the counis necessary
due to the fact that the ally accepted, end. althourh filn rni-r•- cilor and sematorial districts.
. . —

crats

i

e to
favor on the Governor's schem
HERALD
The majority party, whichever it is, raise money through other channels.
1:ndulges in more or less gerryhimself probably
nor
Gover
on, Mass.
The
Bost
mandering in such a process, and the does not expect the passage of all of
minority party always complains his recommendations. The proposed
about the results. Many doubtful reconstruction of the Legislature
Massachusetts districts of one kind into a single branch will not find
3r another have been laid out to the much support, and biennial sessions
auvantage of the Republicans, and it of the General Court have not yet
looks now as though they would appealed to the men who sit in the
luve the whip hand this year also, State House. Perhaps the change
for party lines will be drawn so ! would be more popular if the act
sharply that only a very bold man- ; providing for it did not go into effect
By W. E. MULLINS
will dare to go over to the opposi i eliminate the selfish motives which
to
ed
inclin
• Generally it's hopeless to stack up against
tion even if he feels
who
doubtless influence members would tht Governor and the executive council.
I do so.
provision
The Democratic politicians gener4 for 10 years; that in the immedited
The members of the state board of parole
ally were dissatisfied with the I hope to be reelec
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If the present parole board members
get
the sack, Madden and Carroll will
exert
themselves for a while to make things unpleasant for the Governor in the Senate,
and Carroll probably will run against
Coakley for councillor in the Democratic
primary
election.
This is the first time that there have
been complaints about harsh treatment
of
inmates of the state penal instituti
ons.
Generally the objections have been all
the
other way. It is significant that there
has
not been a single suspicion voiced about
corruption in connection with paroles. In
all the protests about parole in Massach
usetts, none ever has revolved around
the
' purchase of these releases from prisons.
If the Governor was genuinely convinced
that the members were too strict in granting
paroles, he could rasily have sent word to
them to loosen up and hiS advice would have
been accepted without question.
OFFICIALS APPREHENSIVE
Politics do not mix with prisons.
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Curley Threatens Court Action
Against All Who Libel Him in Future
Acts After Ely and Young Deny Statements
About Lincoln—Challenges Former Speaker
To Justify Elevated Public Control Act of 1919
prior

Court action was threatened last
night by Gov. Curley against individuals who bring baseless and
libelous charges against him. He
said the threat was aimed specflically at "the Royal Purple group of
the Republican party and flunkies."
Although the statement was released following denials by former
Gov. Ely and former Speaker B. Loring Young that Mr. Curley ever had
asked Mr. Ely to remove Alexander
Lincoln from the state board of lax
appeals or that Lincoln contributed
to Ely's campaign, its text contained
no reference to them.
Mr. Ely, in denying Gov. Curley's
charges that Lincoln had contributed
to the Ely election campaign fund
and that the former Governor had'
refused to remove Lincoln from the
board, said: "That is a deliberate,
prevarication."
Former Speaker Young repeated
an admonition he had delivered to
Mr. Curley in the House back in
1924, that he keep in mind the divine
commandments: "Thou shalt not
steal: thou shalt not bear false wit.
ness against thy neighbor."
CHALLENGES YOUNG
In a separate statement the Governor challenged Young to justify
the provisions of the 1919 Elevated
public control act which provoked..
the quarrel between them in 1924.
The statement by the Governot
threatening court action follow:
"The serial issues of vituperation
and false charges conducted by the
Royal Purple group of the Republican party and flunkies has reached
the step where a reply should be

The
institution inmates have adequate opportunity to read the newspapers. They now
know that in state prison, at least, the
officials are apprehensive about conditions.
Warden Lanagan frankly admitted as much
before the council Friday afternoon.
His testimony against Gavin's board was
a surprise because Gavin, under the administration of Judge Frederick J. Dillon as
commissioner of correction, was instrumental in getting Lanagan his start toward
the warden's post by having him transferred
to a position of importance at Norfolk.
Gavin formerly was parole agent in the
department of correction and in the old
days Lanagan .worked under him there.
Of course, Commissioner Lyman took a
position against the parole boa.cd and there
was nothing left for Lanagan to do but to
go along with him. He gave Lanagan the
warden's job at state prison.
The move to oust the parole board comes
on the first anniversary of the successful
conquest of the old Boston finance commission. While the finance commission removals were more important in the public
mind, the parole board ousters are likely to
leave more political repercussions.
With the Legislature in session candidates are beginning to come out for the
made.
minor places on the state ticket. Essex S.
"I have decided, in justice to the
Abbott is in the fight for the Republican
party that I represent, and to the
nomination for attorney general and he , people of the commonwealth who
elected me and whom I serve, that
probably will have a rival within a few days
hereafter every charge shall be anIn Dist.-Atty. Edmund R. Dewing of Norfolk
swered . and that every individual
nnd Plymouth counties.
making a charge, whether it be one
of the Royal Purple or Just a paid
ty-rs
0(4-64s
flenkie, that is without basis and
that is libelous, shall answer to
the

courts.
"In Saturday morning's
the press the speaker of theissue of
leader of the remnant of the House,
Royal
Purple still in control of the Republican party, takes issue with me
the question of the need for upon
added
accommodations for mental cases,
and bases his judgment upon a
state-

ment made to him by Dr. Kline
a few
years before his death in 1933.
"It is singular that the speaker
never apparently discussed the question of accommodations for the men-

tal cases during the three years
to the death of Dr. Kline in 1933,
notwithstanding the fact that a
building program was inaugurated
In 1931, and that it was of a major
character in 1933, or three years after the death of Dr. Kline, and rc:gardless of the statement made by
the speaker of the House that Dr.
Kline had informed him that the
peak would be reached in 1990. There
is no means of determining when the
peak will be reached, but the fact
remains that at the present time
there are 30 per cent. more patients
within the three schools for tir

feeble-minded than it is possible fc.
the schools to properly accommodate.
LACK OF ROOM
"It is equally true that during the
past four years it has been impossible to secure the admission of a
child to a state school fbr the feebleminded because of lack of accommodations, and that, in the opinion
of the authorities in charge of these
institutions, there is no possibility of
admission for a period of four and
one-half years, unless a building
construction program is started at
once.
'What is true in the case of
feeble-minded children is true even
in larger measure with reference to
the 'mental cases under the control
of the department of mental
diseases, where at the present time
21,023 patients are crowded into accommodations that were created to
provide for but 1'7,671 cases. To put in
simple language, proper segregation
of the violently insane, the mildly in- ,
sane and the insane cases that are j
deformed are all crowded in together, a condition that should not I
be permitted, but which is necessary due to the fact that the state'
is 17 per cent, behind in the matter of accommodation for mental
cases. There are at the present time
25.000 mental defectives in the institutions of the state. There are

more than 3000 unable to gain admission due to lack of accommodations, and the number who become
mental cases each year in Massachusetts is approximately 450.
'It must be apparent to every
fair-minded individual that the
charge 'that his excellency is interested in a building program, as
one paper expressed it, solely for
the benefit of contractors is absolutely without basis.
"I submit the report presented to!
tAre.rtetry.44,04.„,,
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es Former Speaker
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diseases, who took the position that
Massachusetts was ahead of most other
States in its treatment of mentally deficient wards of the State—a position in
direct contrast to that taken by Governor Curley, who has charged thatthe State has woefully neglected its
Unfortunate insane.
In his reply to Speaker Saltonstall,
the Governor said last night:
"In Saturday morning's issue of the
press the Speaker of the House, leader
of tho remnant of the Iloyal
Purple
still in control of the Republican party,
takes issue with me upon the question
of the need for added accommodat
ions
for mental cases and bases his judgment upon a statement made to him
by Dr. Kline a few Years before his
death in 1933.

Governor Cites Figures
"It Is singular that the Speaker never
apparently discussed the question of
accommodations for the mental canes
during the three years prior to the
death of Dr. Kline in 1933, notwithstanding the fact that a building programme was inaugurated in 1931 and
that it was of a major character in
1933, or three years after the death of
Dr. Kline, and regardless of the statement made by the Speaker of the House
that Dr. Kline had informed him that
the peak would be reached in 1940.
There Is no means of determining when
the peak will be reached but the fact
remains that at the present time there
are 30 per cent more patients within
the three schools for the feeble-minded
than it is possible for the schools to
properly accommodate.

Lack of Accommodations
.
"It is equally true that during ths

past four years it has been impossible
to secure the admission of a child to
a State school for the feeble-minded
because of lack of accommodations and
that, in the opinion of the authorities
In charge of these institutions, there
Itt no possibility of admission for a
period of four and one-half years unless
a building construction programme is
started at once.
"What is true in the case of feebleminded children is true even in larger
measure with reference to the mental
cases under the control of the Department of Mental Diseases, where at the
present time 21,023 patients are crowded
into accommodations that were created
to provide for but 17,671 cases. To put
In simpler language, proper segregation
of the violently insane, the mildly Insane and the insane eases that are deformed are all crowded in together, a
condition that should not be permitted,
but which is necessary due to the fact
that the State is 17 per cent behind in
the matter of accommodation for
mental cases. There are at the present
time 26,000 mental defectives In the institutions of the State. There are more I
than 3000 unable to gain admission due
to lack of accommodations, and the
number who become mental eases each
year in Massachusetts is approximately
450.
"It must be apparent to every fairminded individual that the charge that
His Excellency is Interested in a building programme, as one paper expressed
it, solely for the benefit of contractors,
Is absolutely without basis."
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UST GET NEW
/ TAX SOURCES
Commissioner Long Explains Need
of Bay State---Gasolene and
Tobacco Fertile Fields
BY ROBERT L. NORTON
The message of Governor Curler
was startling, in so fir as it referred
to taxes. There is an easy nonchalance about the expenditures of
public moneys on the part of politicians, federal and State.
However, what people hereabouts
are very definitely interested in is
the exact condition in Massachusetts.
There is no one better able to describe this situation than Herir
Long, State Commissioner of Corp°.
rations and Taxation.
Throughout the country Mr. Long I
is recognized as in 6ufstanding- expert on taxation. He has made a lifestudy of public revenue and public
expenditures and because of his comprehensive knowledge of the situation
here in the Bay State, his comments
on the subject are particularly pertinent at the present time.
In the following interview he discusses some of the problems which
are confronting the people of Massachusetts and advances some thoughtful recommendations. He says:
"The lax situation in Massachusetts
fa more than complaining about the siZe
of the tax bill or the particular source,.
of revenue which should be employed
in the satisfaction of governments.
needs. It has two aspects. Unquestion
ably, all in Massachusetts would be ic
accord that the bill for government
already created should be discharged
and that the normal satisfaction 01
what we must do collectively in governpent should be :•e^ed for,
•
"If there is some large source of
revenue which Is totally untapped or
which could be taken in larger quantities without exhausting the source,
it
has neither been disclosed by revealing
itself nor unfolded to the view of any
who have given the subject of seeking
new revenue any thought.

"The problem of taxation is of necessity tied into two separate and
distinct bundles.
"The first bundle relates to expenditure, and while it is true that the way

to make ler less as a tax burden is the
spending of less money, It has not been
made manifest just what particular
group of beneficiaries under our form
of government is willing to have the
governmental aids abandoned.
"Unquestionably, money can be saved
bere and there, but it is probably
equally true that there are more persons in the Commonwealth who know
where government money can be spent
for great benefit than there are those
who can point definitely at an expenditure of money which can be abandoned
without effects which would be much
more costly than the expenditure now is.

Major Expenditures
"It is to be borne in mind that the
major expenditures in a governmental
way are for debt service, for the care
of the criminal, the unfortunate in
mind and body and the poor, with substantial sums being spent on roads and
bridges, education, fire and police protection And the like. The main problem is an individual problem and will
be cured in large part when persona
begin to think of various aids that
they have under government to be
abandoned rather than as now, thinking in terms of aids which they think
should be expanded.
"If the people as a whole want economy in government, there is a very
easy way to obtain it, but persons
cannot expect to have all governmental
units spending. for their particular
thought without thinking in terms
the accumulated expenditures for all
thoughts of people mounting large as
a total tax bill.

"The experience in Massachusets
has been that most all the people for
a Ion- while have thought in terms
of spending money as the need of
translating from the public budget to
the private budget has forced expenditure,
..stassachusetts, has thought always
terms of confining those that were
mentally sick or criminally inclined, to
do everything that they could to aid
the unfortunate in mind or body. This
all costs money and, like education,
which in turn represents a very large
expenditure of money, is only reflected
in value through expenditure by ways
which are not easily translated into
revenue flowing into the treasury to
continue them.

I in

I

Cannot Abandon Task
"It probably would not be found acceptable on the part of any to abandon education or the care of the poor
and unfortunate, even though many
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real estate taxes, the property Itself. th:tig rising $1,000,000, which
which has
The success of the gasolene tax has would help to pay this bill
"Reliance has more and more been
already been created, hut also will help
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amount which these sources can con"Undoubtedly the people as a whole
tribute for current needs and has afwill have to refrain the cost of govfected such sources as the income tax,
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ernment in such a way that all of the
people will be taken care of in the
many ways that they need care with
the least possible expense.
"The mere knocking off of an activity, while temporarily saving, does
not permanently cure, but merely shifts
the weight of burden from one shoulder
to another and may or may not in the
long run be as beneficial. Existing
sources of revenue can undoubtedly
stand the strain somewhat longer, or at
least until the reservoir of strength
has been completely drained. Ultimately all the people will be obligated to
pay
unless through the modification of a
tax on all the people, such as through
the gasolene tax, a tax on alcoholic
beverages and taxes on cigarettee and
perhaps what might be called luxuries
would be sufficient to relieve property
until It can recover Its ability to pay
or
a very definite movement will be
started springing from the people themselves which will cut the cost of government in excess of the $180,000,000
needed for debt, public welfare and
education as a burden exclusively to be
borne by real estate with all other
benefits of government paid for them
from a separate source.

be said to he largely experimental in
character, the social security which
will have some knowledge about, being
separately financed, is very likely to
be accepted as a proper expenditure
out of the individual purse and perhaps no way can be found which will
accomplish this any better than in some
form of sales, purchase or head tax,
which will make us all happy in our
tax contributions with the thought that
we are providing social security for
ourselves and our contemporaries."
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"It undoubtedly would be the way of
wisdom to set up public welfare or social service
separate and distinct
from the normal cost of government
and finance this particular activity in
some way which could be called a sales
tax or any other name, but the source
should be something other than that
such as real estate and corporate tax,
which Is obligated to carry forward a
normal cost of government.

"If the people as a whole are of
opinion that the public welfare cost
is one that all should assume, probably that, as it represents approximately $55,000,000, is the kind of
an activity of government which
could be separately financed out of
the people as a whole in any manner which it seemed best
reach
this sum of money.

t,ø

"With $51,000,000 taken from the cost
of M57,000,000, the balance of $332,000,000,
might be financed by existing sources!
of revenue without any great detriment !
to them, particularly If real estate could
be asked to contribute only $180,000,000 a
year to the support of government.
"There Is no use for persons, like the
fabled ostrich, sticking their heads in
the sand. That will not cure the problem. We have a cost of government.
The bill must be paid. Existing sources
of revenue cannot stand arty greater.
There must be it new source developed,
and probably from the people themselves only can this spring.
It the
people themselves cannot pay this additional cost, then it is perfectly clear
that the added coat of government must
be abandoned and more than is now

fablIolp. done, be privately done, aak

the private budget increased as
the
public budget is decreased.
"It would seem to be clear that
Re
we as a people seem
to be moving
into an area of social security
expenditure, this, which Is new to us
in a
governmental way, should be
entirely separately from the financed
sources
which we have heretofore
harnessed
for the purpose of carrying
forward
the activities which have been with
us
since early colonial days.
"It is unthinkable that the
sources

which have heretofore carried
burden as they have constantly the
creased could stand an enormous inincrease which the social security
will
at best bring.
"It is to be assumed that
many of
our public welfare costs
will disappear
as social security takes
Its place, but
In the process of
transferring from one
to another there will be
much by way
of extra expenditure,
and as it may
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Dinner in Honor of
Walter V. McCarthy
A testimonial dinner, at which mniny
,prominent state and national public
officials will be present, will be tenIdered to Walter V. McCarthy, newly
'appointed commissioner of pablic welfare, Wednesday evening, Jan. 15, at
the lintel Stetter, Bostrel.
In addition to Governor Curley, other
'prominent guests wilt"WrotiarrY Hopkins, national director of the WPA,
and Monsignor Robert Keegan, director
of the national welfare council, both !
of whom are personal friends of the !
new commissioner. Thomas H. Buckley, State auditor, will be the toast- !

i

master.
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CIGARETTE TAX
I
The two-cent tax on cigarettes
which Governor Guy proposed in
his recent message is in line with
taxes now imposed by 19 States in
addition to the taxes of the federal
government.
Tobacco furnishes the federal government with its third largest revenue
source.
Income and processing taxes ator,e
exceed it, and the latter cannot be
truly called a tax for revenue purposes. This makes tobacco actually
the second largest source for revenue.
The fiscal year of 1934-1935 saw
$385,459,571 paid. In addition the
States took varying amounts from 1
cent in Washington to 5 cents in
Arkansas.
Tol2acco furnished 11. ner cent of
all tideral taxes. It has climbed
from a levy of $1,25 per thousand
prior to the World war to the present
$3 per thousand.
Despite taxes, the consumption of
cigarettes has seen a tremendous increase, mainly because of the popularity of smoking among women. It
will remain to be seen how much
more can be added to this fertile
source of revenue without starting
the cigarette habit on the downgrade.
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Prison Parole System
assachusetts' latest political sensation,
or at least what was such last week but
which probably will be replaced by a new
one today or tomorrow, is an exposure of
questionable practice in connection with the
prison parole system. This has begome so
:lack, as in many other states, as to enforce
a drastic tightening up of the privileges. As
a result Governor' ey has been warned
n smouldering revolt and
the prisons
'wardens fear loss of control.
This is not a very edifying spectacle, that
convicts should be threatening dire consequences unless turned loose, mostly to
resume preying on society. Upon what meat
doth prisoners feed that they become so
powerful politically? Must the prison bloc
be reckoned among the many now manipulating the votes?
Not only in Massachusetts but all over the
country 1/-1S parole system is crying for
reform. As practically standardized now.
no matter for what or how long a respondent is sentenced he can expect to get free
again after serving merely a nominal time.
Experienced criminals become model prisoners while pulling wires to bring their outside influence to bear. Parole boards are
apathetic since paroles save their states real
money. When the combination is properly
adjusted and working the prisoner is freed
to resume his criminal specialty in a majority of cases.
Influences that can secure paroles for
prisoners after serving a fraction of their
well deserved sentences naturally are felt
outside prisons. Their whole strength, in
fact, is on the outside and so dangerous has
this become for society generally better control is imperative. Paroled men are being
arrested almost every day for crimes more
serious than those for which they were
paroled, showing the weakness of the system as a reforming force. Influences that
make this possible are growing so fast as
to be menacing. Under these conditions the
whole system needs a complete airing and
overhauling.

Everett, Maas.

ELKS BANQUET
PLANS GOING
I AHEAD EAST
Plans are going ahead with a
anniversary
35th
bang for the
banquet of Everett lodge 642.
Benevolent Protective Order of
Elks, to be held in the Elks' Home
Church street. Jan. 14th.
Past Grand Exalted Ruler Jas.
Nicholson and John F. Malley are
to grace the occasion.
heduled
as wel as Governor James M.
curler, Mayor-Elect Frank E.
1l8tr1et Deputy Myers.
tArirfit,
John Moynahan, president of the
Elks' Association.
Massachusetts
Boston.
DD. Charles Kelley. of
lodge back in
the
who instituted
1901; and PDD Hayward, of Boston.
PER James F. Ca‘anagh will
serve as toastmaster and introduce
the speakers, as he has done in
Brother Henry Grant,
the past.
who catered for the banquet at
the institution of the lodge. will
also do the honors at the alth anniversary
Bernard S. Devlin. past exalted
ruler, is chairman. with PER William F. Hogan. secretary. The first
exalted ruler of the lodge was the
late F. W, Hatch. 'harter members include. John W. Goff, Atty.
James J. Irwin. John P. Merchant
T. Skuss
Mark M. Sink, John
Patrick Twohig, John F. Adams,
Louis W. Parent and Geerge G.
Van Guysling.
Past exalted rulers are as follows: Peter C. Bogen, James H.
Fitzmaurice. Fred
Lombard.
Andred 3. Siam, Bernard S. Devlin, James F. Cavanagh, Harold
R. McCausland, J. Albert Baader,
Dr. Frank '1'. Murray. John J.
Fitzgibbon. William Ferguson. Attorney Daniel F. O'Grady, Thomas
NI. Seoleet, William Butler, Harold
P. Peabody, Frank J. Ilem, Chas.
F. Palmer Jogeph F. Kelly, Wilqam F. Maguire. Michael
C.
PPD.; Walter E. Hill,
'Robert A. Coaxi. William F. Hogan, Donald S. Beak, John J. L11Ifs. Joseph M. Linehan. Charles S.
Hill and John M. Kelly.
Members of Somerville.
Cambridge. Lynn, and other lodges, of
have been invited to join in this
which Everett is the Mother lodge
gala celebration, Chairman Dev- 1
tin and hie committee expect many
visitors from sister lodges in th
northeast district. A reception will
be held at 6:30 p.m. with dinner
at 7:30 p.m.
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Political Grab Bag
By

Thomas

K.

Brindley

People of Fall River Are Awaiting With Keen Interest
The Appointment of A Member of
the Board of Police

•

It was former Governor Ely who is reputed to have asked why
there was so much interest in the appointment of a member of the
Board of Police in this city when he was advised that the annual
salary is only $600. At that time, he was considering applicants for
a vacancy caused by the retirement of John T. Swift from the
State-controlled Police Commission.
So far as can be ascertained, no one answered the then executive's question and subsequently he named Dr. Joseph A. Barre to
the position.
Now the obligation of naming a Police Commissioner rests upon
Governor Curley. A vacancy has been caused by .the death of Henry
F. Nickerson.
The keen interest displayed in the vacancy caused by the retirement of Mr. Swift is nothing like that evident today as the berth of
the late Mr. Nickerson remains to be filled. Applicants are legion.
The day Mr. Nickerson died, the drive for the position was
started. Aspirants to the $600-a-year berth rushed to the State House
in such large numbers that autoists who regularly traverse the
route between here and Boston reported traffic "extremely heavy"
and apparently everyone was "in a hurry."
The office of Governor Curley has been visited by many aspirants, but more have gone directly to the quarters of Lieutenant
Governor Hurley in the belief that he will have the final say in the
appointment. Quite a few have called upon Governors Councillor
Russell.
At least three men have openly declared they are sure to be appointed.
Only one, Francis J. Carreiro, has announced that he doesn't
want the fob.
And one only, William Dwyer, has formally declared he is an
active candidate.
The rest of the army of candidates would like peopte to believe
that they have been "approached by someone close to the Governor"
and asked to "consider the appointment."
They are the seekers of free advertising.
Newspapermen at the State House claim Mr. Curley has been
too busy with his recent message to the Legislature and the Parole
Board battle to give a great deal of thought to the local position.
They knoW, however, he has had callers who want the job.
But they have been unable to learn whether he plans to make
the appointment without delay.
The Governor has been rather free in the past few months in
revealing in advance of Council meetings who is to be named to
some positions. It is easy for him to do it now that he has complete
control of the confirming body. In the days before it became the
Curley Council, instead of the Executive Council, it was not advisable for him to make known his appointments in advance, for it
enabled the real Republican Councillors to get a line on the men
and determine whether they wanted to apply the harpoon.
Continued silence from the State House with relation to the
local appointment is regarded in some circles as indicative of a delay
In making it.
One report is that the Governor will wait until the term for
ear
which Mr. Nickerson was appointed, expires. That is several weeks
hence.
The importance of having a complete commission to handle the

•

_
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departrisental iff
airs would appear
to make such a
Neither Dr. Ea
course unwise
gan nor Dr. Barr
.
e can arrange meet
to both at all
ings satisfact
times and with
ory
no third member
to do more than
, it rs often dif
vote by telephone
ficult
.
The Board of Pol
ice handles liq
uor licenses.
It is because of
that fact the peo
ple of the city are
Interested in the
so keenly
appointment wh
ich Governor Cu
There have been
rley must m ake
some interesti
.
ng rumors circulate
Nickerson's dea
d since Mr.
th.
One is that certai
n interests associ
ated with the liquor
are scanning the
business
field of candidat
es to see that
disposed to them
a man favorably
is appointed.
If the so-called
liquor interests
are permitted
the appointment
to have a say
of a Police
in
Commissioner,
tration will have
the Curley adm
another braz
inisen betrayal of
to the people of
pub
lic trust to exp
Fall River.
lain
Had the Governor
of Massachusett
s
ke
pt
to the people here,
his campaign
the matter of
promise
handling police
w'th the municipa
affairs would res
l government,
t
wh
er
e
it belongs. But
broke his promis
Mr, Curley
e and now he mu
st make an ap
State-controlled
pointment to th
Board of Police.
e
The man he name
s should he hon
est
an
d possessed of
ledge of law enfo
a knowrcement work.
lie should not be
a politician.
There are too ma
ny of them now
holding offices ner
It would be better
e.
that the new Pol
ice Commisstoner
of the so-called liquor
be a foe
interests. They
have no right to
in the governme
have any say
nt of the police de
partment or the
censes in Fall Riv
issuance of lier.
Even politicians
should realize tha
t!
The people do an
d they are watchi
ng to see who is
the Board of Police
named to
and what happen
s when the new Co
takes office.
mmissioner
This is no time for
playing politics wi
th the local police
It has been subjec
force.
ted to enough of tha
t in the past few
with Governor Cur
years,
ley taking an active
hand in I35 by pr
home rule and the
omising
n blocking it becaus
e it would establish
dent in the case
a preceof Boston where he
has placed his friend
trol of the Police De
s in conpartment.
Lieutenant Govern
or Burley and Govern
or's Councillor Rus
are "on the spot" in
sell
this matter.
They are Fall Rive
r residents and rou
st know that the Bo
of Police should be co
ard
mposed of three me
n Interested solely In
welfare of the peo
the
ple of this city, and
not acting in the int
of any certain group.
erests
They should realize
that two men cann
ot be expected to ca
on the important dut
rry
ies which should be ha
ndled by three, an
Immediate action to
d that
fill the vacancy Is necess
ary.
There is no reason to pla
y politics with this $(
a-year position.
It !mould go to an ho
nest citizen who car
es more about the 117
people in Fall Rive
,700
r than he does about
alleged political bi
or so-called liquor intere
gwigs
sts.
The chief qualifications
for the job are hone
sty, knovereoge of
police work and the liq
uor laws, and lark of pol
itical ties.
Unless a man possessed
of those qualifications
is named to the
position, James Mich
ael Curley, Joseph
Leo Hurley and Phi
Russell. Sr., will ha
lip J.
ve to answer to the peo
ple of Fall River—
very soon!
and
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Curlev Threaten
s
Republicans With
Suits for `Libel'
Governor Cu

rley intends
to seek
redress in the
for what he courts in the future
consider, lib
elous attacks, he ha
s announced.
. The Gove
rnor said:
"I have dec
ided, in Justic
e to the
party that I
represent, and
l people of the
to the
Commonwealth
I elected me
who
and whom I ser
ve, that
hereafter ever
y charge shall
be answered. and
that
making a charge every individual
, whether it
of the Roya
be one
l Purple or
just a paid
flunkie, that
is without hee
is libelous,
ls and
shall answer
to the
courts."
The weekend
saw former
Gove
nor Ely deny
a claim made rGovernor Curl
by
ey that he had
asked
for the remova
l of Alexande
r Lincoln from the
State Board of
Appeals duri
Tax
ng the Ely
administration."
The former
Governor called
it "a
deliberate pre
varication."
Ur. Lincoln
denied an ass
of Governor
ertion
Curley that he
had
contributed to
the Ely camp
/141...._rd...
aign
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Dris- coll Measurie
Hits Penal System

Di':let cou
rt justices will
'ee
empowered to co
mmit defective delinquents to pr
oper institutions
if
a bill to be subm
itted to the Ma
ssachusetts Legisl
ature by Repres
entative George
F. Driscoll wi
ns
favorable action
.
Mr. Driscoll, wh
o is also Clerk
the District Co
of
urt, submitted
the
measure last ye
ar but it failed
of
passage. Oppo
nents blocked
it on
the grounds tha
t there were
not
sofficient instit
utions.
With Govern r
Cuile • seeking
a
bond issue to
additional
institutional fac
ilities, the bil
l is
considered to ha
ve better chan
ce
of passage this
year.
Representative
-Clerk Driscoll
says
the present me
thod of con
fining
juveniles who
are defective
to reformatories is
unfair beca
use it
tends to lead th
em into a lif
crime.
e of
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NOTHING BUT EXPENSE
(The Gardner News)
In his annual message to the Legislature, GovREGISTERING AUTOMOBILES
ernor James M.,44.240ho was elected last year on
Mr. Editor:
a platform of work and wages he promised would
I read with interest the Governor's
put men to work, took an hour and twenty-five minrecent message to the LeSitifieture,
particularly with reference to raisutes to recommend over the radio an increase in state
ing additional revenue by imposing
expenses. He wants seven additional taxes to
help
lurther taxes on gas, motor trucks
balance the budget. What a joke this "balance the
and other things, and it seems to
budget" is in state and federal affairs and what
me that automobile owners are
an
increasing problem in household affairs.
gradually being as severely treated
as holders of real estate, and in
He used approximately 13,000 words to tell
I his connection I offer a suggestion i
those who elected him to office—and those who
didthat might bring additional revenue '
n't—that he needs more money with which
to conto the State without further taxing
tinue his dictatorship.
an overburdened class.
He told the legislature in so many words
Instead of following the timethat
worn custom of registering cars on
the failure to make his promise of "work
and wages"
HER
ALD-N
EWS
or about the first day of every year,
effective was because of their "grudging yieldi
ng" to
I think it would be an excellent idea
Fall
Rive
r,
Mass
most of his demands. The rest he blame
.
,
d on the
to register them as of April I. This
dilatoriness of the federal government.
would give - the public the use of
When he
was campaigning he was the individual
their cars throughout the winter
who was to
months when upwards of 20 per
produce—no one else.
cent of the automobile owners
His was the routine message of an execut
ive
yeaye them in their garages during
seeking to cover his tracks and lay the groun
the first four months of the year, Goodwin, Facing
dwork
for what he has advertised as his
not because they have no use for
next job—the
Ouster Attack,
United States Senatorship open for candid
them,, but primarily for the reason
ates this
that, coming so close to the holiday
year. He expended a lot of verbiage
Assai
ls
Gatel
ee
on
social
season, it works a hardship, cerJan. 6, (UP)— security.
tainly in these times, to take out Frank A. Goodwin today
deHe would extend the compulsory
additional monies to pay for reg- scribed President John F. Gateschool age
istration.
lee of the Massachusetts Feder- from 14 to 16 but he did not mention the expense
Not only would money be easier ation of Labor as "just another that would be necessitated to provid
e for the addia nd the weather more agreeable,- labor faker."
tional attendance. He asks a millio
n dollar addition
"I'm not interested in what to
•). many other factors too numerthe state house. He wants, as everyone
else, suitble here to mention would seemi Gatelee has to say. He's just
o indicate that this plan should be another labor faker," the Motor able conditions for the mentally incompetents and
given a trial. With more cars on Vehicle Registrar declared when for state prisoners, all at the expense of a few more
t he road for legitimate purposes, all asked to comment on a speech millions. With these two latter
recommendations
he year round, the revenue to the given. by Mr. Gatelee at Spring- The News has
considerable sympathy. It has advoState would increase and the car field yesterday.
Mr. Gatelee had asserted that cated these. He wants more automobile inspectors
owners would certainly benefit.
GEORGE RIOUX, • the federation was not content to enforce the laws governing traffic and, if he doesn't
232 Lowell.att....4st.. to drop its protest against Reg- get them, he indicates that the compulsory insurance
Istrar Goodwin's activities in the law
should be abandoned and he suggests
Haverhill shoe labor situation;
regulations!
that it would demand that Gov- for automobiles, Ridiculous.
ernor Curley oust him as regisHe wants a unicameral (one-body)
legislature
trar. "*....000.
and biennial sessions, with which
The News is in
r. Goodwin is organizer and entire
sympathy, especially with the bienni
dviser of the Brotherhood of
al sessions. And he wants two or three
hoe
and
Allied
commissions, one
Squa
Crafts
re
men. Gov2 Park
rnor Curley recently praised of which is to study taxation matters,
state expendiMass. him for Its labor activit
Boston
ies and tures and methods of reducing governmental
costs.
aid
it
would
be
unthinkable to
;
This last is the nearest approach to a
emove him as registrar.
suggestion
of
economy in the entire 13,000 words
SENTINEL
. The government of this state and country
has developed into
Fitchburg, Mass.
the appointment of commission
s—they are always
appointed—to find a way to reduce
expenses. If one
has been appointed that has accom
plished anything
else than to run up a sizable bill
of expenses includWhen Gov. Cley suggested the
ing fabulous accounts for travel,
it has never reached
letirement'ridges at the age of
our attention.
70 on account of their declining
In all the governor made more than
fifty recommental vigor, he placed himself on
mendations and practically every
one called for ina par for indiscretion with the ascreased expenses. But he laid no
claim to delivering
sistant United States attorney genanyth
ing this year as he did a year
eral who, in arguing for the govago when campaigning. The burden of running up
ernment in defense of a pension law,
bills is laid on
the legislature which he chided
told the United States supreme
for having failed to
court, six of whose members are
deliver for him last year what he
promised himself
more than 65 years old,"It is a comto deliver.
mon fact that mental alertness tends
The legislature needs to muste
r a lot of "No"
to fail after a man is 65,"
votes in this session. It is the
only hope of those
who so far have escaped
bankruptcy.
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Governor's Message

----Governor Curley's message at the opening session of the 1936 legislative session
was a disorderly document, devoid of the
excellent English that generally characterizes Curley utterances, and confusing in
terms of arrangement and in terms of recommendation.
This isn't by way of saying that the message is devoid of points worthy of favorable
comment. There is sonic good stuff in it,
but it is secondary to the confusion— and
the confusion is most notable in recommendations for spending and for saving
money.
The governor sang an old refrain when
he urged lightening the burden of taxation
on real estate. The job was unconvincing,
however, because he advocated the imposition of new taxes before the application of
plans for economy. Unless the revenue obtained from new taxes is definitely directed
toward the reduct.on of taxes on real estate.
the probability is that new taxes will be used
to finance new expenditures rather than to
perform the necessary function pointed out
by the governor.
The governor's plans for governmental
economy are two in number — study by a
commission of means for reducing governmental expenditures and the adoption by
Massachusetts of a unicameral legislative
system, with a relatively small legislative
session and biennial sessions.
The unicameral system is that which has
become effective in Nebraska and for it increased efficiency and economy are claimed.
Perhaps the claim is justified. For our part,
however, we prefer to learn the truth or
falsity of the claim by Nebraska's experience. Furthermore, we wish to learn by
Nebraska's experience the effect of the unicameral system on republican principles and
policies.
The study of governmental economy by
a competent commission is wholly wise and
should be undertaken.
It should be noted, however, that economies possible through carrying out of the
governor's recommendations, could not becomp effective during his administration and
that, according to other recommendations,
he hopes to continue spending a lot of
money and to impose heavier taxes to obtain
the money.
The governor, therefore, in his message
presented the confusing spectacle of preaching economy and advocating heavier expenditures and more taxes. The latter part of
the spectacle was the more impressive, however, because it was in accord with the governor's record as a spender and because it
was a presentation of the immediate rather
than of the distant future.
This fact compels us to question the sincerity of the governor's recommendations
for economy. If he were a sincere advocate

of economy in government, he would-WIWI
study of means of reducing expenditureal
where it belongs in his list of recommendstions, first, and would refrain from urging
any large expenditures on projects that are
not imperative necessities — and it is apparent that projects on which he would make
large expenditures are not in the imperative
class.
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WOULD PASS LAW TO
KEEP REGISTRAR
) TO ONE JOB
BOSTON (W)—An attempt to
compel Frank A. Goodwin by law
to choose between his duties as
registrar of motor vehicles and
Unpaid advisor to a shoe workers union was made in the Legislature today.
Representative Patrick G. Sullivan of Boston flied a bill which
would require the registrar to
devote his entire time to the work
of registrar of motor vehicles, and
"not engage in other business activities."
Goodwin recently was ordered
by Gov. James M. ('urley to
choose between the two positions.
Later the Governor withdrew hls
demand.
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Holyoke, Mass.
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IELY GIVES LIE
TO GOVERNOR CURLEY
The statement of Gov. Curley that
Joseph B. Ely, when he was Governor, told him he would not remove
Alexander Lincoln from the board
of tax appeals because Lincoln was
a heavy Ely campaign contributor,
is an "absolute falsehood," Mr. Ely
said last night.
He said he believed the Governor's
statement was a "deliberate prevarication. Curley never asked me
to remove Alexander Lincoln from
the board of tax appeals. He never
talked to me about Lincoln. Lincoln
did not contribute one cent to nty
campaign. There is not a single
word of truth in that statement from
start to finish"

EAGLE
Lawrence, Mass.

Transcript
Holyoke, Mass.
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LABOR MAY REQUEST
GOODWIN'S REMOVAL
Letter Charges

Registrar

,
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LABOR MAY REQUEST
GOODWIN'S REMOVAL
1

ITEM
Lynn, Mass.
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Lynn, Mass.
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iAY RYAN TO RUN
FOR STATE TREASURER

SPRINGFIELD, Jan. 5 1M—A
BOSTON, Jan. 6, 1936--ir
warning that organized labor of
Massachusetts would request Gov. Friends of Morgan T. Ryan, State
James M. Siag,y to remove Frank registrar of inctor vehicles under forA. Goowin as registrar of motor ve- mer Governor Joseph B. Ely. said
hicles was contained in an open today he might seek the Democratic
letter to Goodwin from John F.
nomination for State treasurer.
Gatelee, president of the MassachuRyan's friends said formal ansetts State Federation of Labor.
nouncemcnt of his candidacy probLabor would seek this action, the
ably would be made whenever the
letter stated, because Goodwin had
present treasurer, Charles F. Hurley.
shown himself by his actions to be made his eNpected announcement of
a "discredited and disgraceful mem- candidacy for the Democratic nomiber of human society."
nation for governor.
Former, Governor Ely appointed
Gatelee accused Goodwin of "sabotaging" the Republican nominee Ryan registrar and he served three
,for governor in the past state elec- and one-half years in that post until the reappointment of Frank A.
tion and receivin his appointment
Ocodwin to the office by Governor
as registrar as the "pay-off for that James M. Curley.
piece of treachery."
"When you Stand before your
mirror," Gatelee wrote,"you see the
clear and unmistakable reflection
crosser.
"You re a liar when you say that
of a liar, a faker and a doubleBobby Watt receives two salaries,
one as commissioner of unemployment insurance, and one as secretary-treasurer of the state Federation of Labor. Such a publicity
HOUnd as you could never have esraped seeing the, statement that
Watt relinquished all pay from the
state Federation of Labor when he
assumed the duties of his commissIonership.
"You are a faker when you say
that the membership of your
ITEM
United Boot and Shoe Workers is I
14,000 In number. It Is many thou- ,
Lynn,
Mass.
sands less than that, as you of
course, very well know.
"You are a plain and unadulterated double-crosser because while
you profess to be a staunch RepubBe,
lican In politics, you deliberately
sabotaged the nominee of your
party in the last state campaign,
and your present job was the payoff for that piece of treachery."
/
Atty. Joseph S. Kaufman of Lynn.
Goodwin Returns Epithet
BOSTON. Jan. 5 .P)—Frank A. chairman of the executive board of
Goodwin, state registrar of motor 'the Essex county Jefferson Democratic league, has been advised that
vehicles, commenting on the open
Gov. James M. Curley will attend the
letter of John F. Gatelee, president
third annual dinner in Lawrence,
of the Massachusetts State FederaWednesday, Jan. 22. Former Posttion of Labor, said tonight:
master Edmund S. Higgins of Lynn
"I am not interested in what
is the president of the league and will
Gatelee said. He is another labor
preside. State Chairman Joseph tdfakir."
Grath is to outline plans for the primaries campaign. Mrs. Willie Bishop,
Mrs. Loretta Bresnahan and Miss
Joan Kiely of Lynn are the women
NEW YORK, Jan. 5 (.P)—Soclety
on the committee who are listing restonight linked together romanticalervations for women of Lynn and
ly the names of Helen Kenyon
nearby who plan to attend.
Fortescue and J. Louis Reynolds,
tobacco heir, after they gave a
party last night, reported to have
been an engagement party. Reynolds, son of Rich -A J. Reynolds,
vice president of the R. J. Reyn•
olds Tobacco Company, however,
denied a "formal engagement."
Miss Fortescite's father is Major
Granville R. Fortescue. Her elder
sister, Thalia, was a principal in
Honolulu's sensational attack and
murder case three years SEM
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IPAROLE BOARD
MEMBERS TAKE
STAND TODAY
Defend Refusal to
Grant Paroles in
Ouster Move
BOSTON, Jan. 6—Open
warfare brewed today as
members of the parole
board prepared to take the
stand at a public hearing
in defense of their refusal
,1 to grant paroles to prisonere with bad records despite clean records in prisons.
At the conclusion of the
ouster case presented at the
hearing by Lieutenant Governor Joseph L. Hurley for
the Governor's executive council, P. Emmett Gavin will
lead the members of the
parole board in A defense of
their policies.
Gavin and Councillor Daniel H.
Coakley leader .n the fight to reward
"well-behaved"
prisoners
with paroles, were expected to
clash when Gavin takes the floor.
Councillor Coakley said the unreet In Charlestown State prisonand Concord refrornatory is due to
the failure of the parole board to
Parole .'well-behaved" prisoners at
the conclusion of two-thirds
of
their minimum sentence;
Gavin declared the boafd should
refuse parolee to old offenders.
Who, he said, were clever enough
to behave in prison. The unrest.
he stated, was due to a group of
orim nals Who should be segregated.
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That reminds me...
1935 session, many of the leading
Such a result might have been ,
labor officials publicly declared
predicted
by
those
who
wit-:
have
A. BERLE SR. of New York,
t their thanks to Lodge. who, as chairnessed other attempts to upset
man of the committee on labor and
a clergyman, who wrote the
nature's balance or attempts to
following letter, is the father of restore an unset balance. Nature industry, had helped to have it
enacted.
• • •
A. A. Berle Jr. of Great Barrinc- records the census of "misadventhus:
1745
tures"
rats,
2305
brown
ton, New York City chamberlain.
A very fine piece of Shadow Boxwater voles, 57 weasels, 36 stoats, ing,
Dr. Berle spoke in the Y course in
that arranged by the Berkthe days of Mr. Huntress, was 2178 moor hens. 101 ducks. 23 sea shire Hills Conference for display
gulls, 28 snipe. 15 blackbirds and
brought to town through the inin New York. In perfectly safe
fluence of the late William B. Rice, numerous other kinds of birds to hands, too, there in the bank, right
Pittsfield educator, chairman of the
bring the total of m isadventures near the big vault, for the local
School Board for many years, who up to 6587.
preview. The possibilities of modAllen
photography were beautifully
knew Mr. Berle well:—
these were caught in traps set
The New York Times brings to for muskrats, yet
only 945 muskrats illustrated. • • •
U.S former Massachusetts and Bos- I were caught. Sixty were killed by
Hurrah for those patriotic Conton people, the astounding and dis- shooting, a total slaughter of 1005,
tre.asing news of the "outsting" of all the descendants of five females gressmen who decry Federal exDr. Payson Smith as State Com- and four males which escaped from penditures, for didn't they vote back
missioner of Education. At this dis- a pen in Perthshire eight years their own salaries when the Baby,
Recovery, was just learning to
tance we cannot, of course, know ago.
anything about special circumOf the innocent victims of the creep?
stances, but we can say that, the campaign against
the muskrat
proceeding will deal Massachusetts Nature says that all except the
and public education, a serious and brown rat were harmless, if not
depressing blow.
even useful to man.
It advises
Dr. Smith is more than a Mas- that every effort be made to consachusetts educational official. He fine the work of the traps to the
is a national figure, successor of pest they are intended to elimeminent educators and custodian of inate. Probably that effort was
valuable and effective educational made.
traditions. It is nothing less than !• But no matter how intelligently
a calamity for public education in directed, a campaign of the sort
Massachusetts.
described often bnngs results not
For over 35 years I had a small foreseen and not desired. A stubto
but very active part in helping
born will to survive seems to be
preserve for Mamachusetts, its en- strong in the muskrat, hunted as
viable eminence in the field of edu- fiercely in England as in Scotland.
cation. As a pupil and disciple of
William T. Harris, himself among
E1RSONS who recently witnessed
the most eminent of educators, I
a play of The Old South done
saw many years ago when Dr.
Smith was still Commissioner for by The Town Players, will be inthe State of Maine ,a coming man terested in reference which Lewis
In this profession. I have followed Gannett makes in his -Books and
with approving interest and satis- Things" in the New York Herald
faction his growth.development and Tribune:—
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" was not.
mastery of public school problems,
in the critics' sense of the word,
and his zeal far exceeding State
a very "good" novel, but it was
limits in enlarging and expanding
a fighting novel, and it made hist hem.
tory. So did Upton Sinclair's
If unhappily "politics" has caused
the sudden and shocking decapita- "The Jungle," which made the
tion of this public official in Mas- nation packing-house and rottensachusetts, the State must be pre- meat-conscious thirty years ago.
pared to lay aside its worthily And today "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
earned and worthily worn crown and "The Jungle" are rememand become a creature of such bered when .the better-made novscandalous management and abuse els of their day are forgotten.
as have made the New York sys- They have arrived at a "psychotem NO distressing and shocking a logical moment."
spectacle. To think of Boston and
• • •
Massachusetts education becoming
Governor Curley's statement in
Tammanyized is a melancholy proshis message'-"Var the Legislature
pect.
last year enacted more legislation
favorable
to labor than any previous
ARIOUS experiences and exsession brought a broad smile to the
periments in Berkshire make facet; of
the members of the House
peculiarly interesting the fact that who favor
Representative Henry
campaign
determined
which
the
Cabot Lodge, probable opponent of
the Scottish Department of Agri- Mr. Curley for the U. S. Senate, well
culture launched against the musk- known in Berkshire.
When the
rat in October, 1927, has resulted
labor legislation was passed at the
/n the deaths of more innocent animal bystanders than muskrats.
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MORGAN GETS
STATE POST

LIFTING WILLIAMS BAN
City Hall Secretary Named
Massachusetts, after three centuries, may
Deputy Income Tax
lift the edict of banishment against Rower
Assessor
Williams. Thereby confession may be made
_Edward J. Morgan of 5g Dysart
to the world that a mistake was made by the
street has been appointed a deputy
income tax assessor in the state
FoundingiFathers who could not stomach his
department of taxation by Gov.
James M. Curley,_
ideas regarding religious freedom. This
Morgan itaa secretary to
strikes us as an excellent suggestion, and it
'Mayor Thomas S. Burgin for the
is pleasant to know that if such an act passes
past six months.
The appointment was subrnittycl
the General Court, G2y,..C.1ir.lay may be exto the governor's council last Wedpected to sign it. The matter was discussed
nesday and action was postponed
until Wednesday of this week when
informally some time ago between the Bay
confirmation is expected.
State chief executive and Gov. Green. The
The salary of the post is $2100
per year.
latter told his neighbor that it matters little
to Rhode Island whether the edict is lifted
or not, but it should mean a great deal to
NEWS
Massachusetts.
In the broader sense we have something
Salem, Mass.
for which to thank those old Bay Staters
who drove Williams into the wilderness and
JAN 6 1935
caused him to found the settlement in Providence, in association with a band of equally
strong-minded and devoted followers. For
had the tolerance of the settlers across the
AUTOMOBILE INJURY CLAIMS
line been even a little broader it is reasonThe gmejaor.--had much to say in his message about the
growing
able to suppose that "this most flourishing number of claims for automobile injuries. There is scarcely any subject
State," devoted to "full liberty in religious I that calls more urgently for action by the state government. The claims
concernments" might not have been founded, that arise when someone is injured in a "non-negligent car," arose
from 14,000 in
to 39,000 in 1934, and it is expected to exceed that
at least, on the solid lines of liberality laid number in 1935.1927
Out of the 39,000, some 32,000 were for less than $100.
out by Williams and his men.
With all the reckless driving now going on, many persons
are going to be
Nevertheless, it would be the graceful hurt Somewhat badly. The number of genuine claims is going to
be
thing, and a fine contribution toward Rhode large. It is probable that the great majority of present claims are based
Island's celebration of its tercentennial, if on actual injuries. Still the great increase in these claims indicates that
there must have been many of an exaggerated or baseless
nature. It is
the General Court of our neighboring State said
to be a common thing, when some slight accident
occurs, for
would lift the edict and restore to the mem- seemingly uninjured occupant
s to put up some fanciful claim. If someone
ory of the founder of religious liberty in this says he had a nervous shock, or strained muscles, and
$50 to
country full rights and privileges of citizen- compensate him, it will probably cost more to fight the wants
case than to
ship in the colony from which he fled 300 settle with him. Hence there is every encouragement, when a certain
years ago. The record still stands, whatever type of people have been through these minor accidents, to put up some
more or less absurd claim which never ought to
be paid,
the Massachusetts solons of this fourth decMore traffic officers on the road would help some
to reduce these
ade of the twentieth century may do. They baseless claims, Heavier penaltie
s for fraudule
can neither add to nor detract from the fame good. But it is doubtful if this difficulty isnt claims might also do
ever cured under our
that is justly his. Perhaps Williams would present compulsory insurance law. The basic trouble is, that
a great
number
of reckless drivers are obtaining insuranc
himself prefer to let the case stand without
e, and all the careful
motorists of the state have to pay for
their heedless and lawless acts.
amendment at this late date.
If owners of cars had to
agree, as has been suggested, to pay
some small
part of the damages that might be
assessed against them, it could be
expected that claims would be reduced.
The losses and expenses of the
insurance companies would then be
less, and they could do business
for lower rates. The cost of
accidents on the road keeps increasi
ng,
and it is high time for the
legislature to do something rather
drastic
about it.
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A meeting of the general committee will be held at the Hotel Clinton on tomorrow night at 8 when
reservations Will be closed with the
exception of the emergency alotment
of tickets which the Hotel Clinton will
hold for their reservations.

UNION
Springfield, Mass.
1931

M'GRATH WILL
COME TO CITY
FOR BIG DINNER
Chairman of State Democratic
Committee to Attend Burdick
Testimonial

ASSOCIATION
OFFICIALS DIFFER
'ON CURLEY PLAN
BAK
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State Federation
Of Labor Official
In Goodwin Attack
John F. Gatelee, Its President
Says Registrar Should Be
Pitched Bodily Out of Public Service

JOSE,Pli Met:NATI(

I;

'Walt e r J. 1:enefirk of the I him Oen
County Curley
club. one of the
speakers V1140 testimonial dinner to
Councilor Morton 11. Burdick at the
Hotel Clinton Thursday night has
been notified that Joseph A. McGrath,
former acting mayor of Boston under
Mayor Curley and now chairman of
the Democratic state committee will
give an address at the testimonial
dinner. Mr McGrath was the leader
of the group of "crusaders' who campaigned throughout the state for
Governor Curley and will renew many
friendships while, here. .
With the governor and many of his
official family among the speakers at
banquet great interest in the affair
is shown in Boston by a request for
20 more reservations for Boston which
have been made to Vincent F. Tre.monti, chairman of reservations by
Mr McGrath and Mrs 0'1:Borden of
the state committee.
Local leaders will make a strong
claim for a Western Massachusetts
man on the state ticket this fall and
announcements of great importance
locally may be the outcome of this
dinner.
A balance of the Democratic slate
geographically by the acceptance of
a man west of Worcester as the
candidate for lieutenant governor
would counteract the strategy of the
Republican party in the appeal for
John Haigis as a Western Massa, chusetts candidate.

Springfield. Jan. 6—Jo1n F. Gatelee
president of the State Federation of
Labor, said last night in an open
letter to Prank A. Goodwin. registrar
of motor vehicles: "I am going to request the governor in the name of
organized laiverin Massachusetts to •
'pitch you bodily out of the public
service as a discredited and disgraced
member of human society "
The letter was read and approved
by the Centre! Labor union meeting
here yesterday before being mailed.
Gatelee wrote in part:
"Fhe intensive preparations you
and your little band made to cause
strike and strife in Haverhill came
to naught and certainly seemed to
show you up for the phoney, little
figure that you are.
"You ere a plain and unadulterated
double-crosser, because while you
profess to be a staunch Republican
in politics, you deliberately sabotaged
the nominees of your party in the
last state campaign, and your present
job was the pay-off for that piece of
treachery,
"Your usefulness, even as a red
herring, is gone forever."
The clash with Goodwin arose over
his advice to Haverhill shoe workers
to join the Brockton Brotherhood of
Shoe and Allied Craftsmen. He is
the unpaid adviser of the Brockton
brotherhood.
Gatelee was elected president of
the Springfield Central Labor union
yesterday.
Commenting In Boston on the
Gatelee letter last night. Registrai
Goodwin said, "I'm not interested in
what Gatelee says. because he's another one of those labor fakirs."

'Nfot Wise,' Avery Says, but
Ehrlich Believes Judges'
Retirement Would
Be Beneficial
Gov. James M. Curley's proposal to
retire judges in high State courts at
the age of 70 was called "not a wise
plan," by Atty.. Nathan P. Avery of
Holyoke last night and was described
as a very good plan by Atty. Harry
M. Ehrlich of Springfield. Mr. Avery
is head of the Massachusetts Bar Association and Mr. Ehrlich is president
of the Hampden County Bar Association.
('ites Justice Holmes
The plan, which has aroused much ,
controversy in legal and lay circles.'
would deprive the Commonwealth of
the services of men eminently qualified for judicial work, Mr. Avery said.
An examination of judicial history, not
only in America, but in England as
well. shows that "some of the finest
work in high courts has been done by
men over 70," according to the State 1
president. The outstanding example
he cited was the late Justice Oliver
Wendell Holmes of the United States
Supreme Court, whose acclaimed work
on the bench would not have been
possible had compulsory retirement
shelved him at 70. Justice Holmes
was over 90 when he died.
Such retirements would be of benefit to the judges and the State would
not lose their services if required, Mr.
Ehrlich said, pointing out that while
the plan indicates retirement at 70.
it provides that any judge may be
called back to active duty by the
State. Under it. he asserted, the retiring court official would get continuation of his full salary, rather than
the part-pay he is now allowed after
voluntary retirement. He felt aging
Justices might be glad to avail themselves of full salary continuance, while
not resenting retirement, because of
the fact that they will always be on
call for bench duty.
Mr. Avery's opinion differed. He
said that nearly every judge would
prefer continuation of his active judicial life to assured perpetuation of
a full salary. The public would also
suffer because of the loss of retiring
judges' full time services, he declared.
The State at present has ample authority to remove justices because of
physical and other disqualifications
senility may bring, Mr. Avery pointed
out.
He added that a large n,umber of
Judges would be affected by the retirement plan within the next few
years, as many of the ablest men
now on the bench are approaching
the age limit stipulated in the Governor's proposal.
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In an open letter to Registrar of out of the public service, you bodily
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That Roger Williams Ban

2 Park Square
MASS.
BOSTON
and did no preaching. Needless to
way, he declined to take advantage
of the offer.
i
In fact, Roger, who had by that '
time well established his "livelie experiment" in religious freedom in
these plantations, went out of his
way to avoid Massachusetts. On his
way to England, in later years, he
journeyed to Nieuw Amsterdam (later
New York) to sail for England. On
his return, armed with letters from
the king, assuring him "safe pasMassachusetts, he
sage" throtigh
came back 1.1) Providence by way of
Boston.
Other efforts to raise the ban were
made in 1774 and 1776, when it was
thought the solidarity of the revolting colonies %amid ba helped by sucn
a gesture. There were others in
1876 and 1900, hut they came to
naught. The subject was revived In
1929, when the late Representative
Lewis S. Gray of Swansea, a former
resident of Rhode Island and a student of the early history of beta
states, suggested it would he a good '
act of remembrance to Gov John
Winthrop of Massachusetts, and a
fitting thing for the commonwealth,
which was to enter into its tercentenary year in 1930. But the Massachusetts General Court of that yeah
' failed to take the matter seriously.
This year, the advocates of the
lifting of the ban were quite certain that Gov Curley would have as
friendly a drirffifftion toward their
! petition as Gov Winthrop had while
Roger was alive. Winthrop strove
In vain for years to have the General Court revoke the ban, especially
after Roger Williams had interceded I
with the Indians for the whites dming the Pequot wars, and had disfrom
Narragansetts
the
suaded
carrying out a plan to exterminate
the population of Boston.

By GEORGE E. PELLETIER
Providence, R. I., Jan. 5—Did a
ouple of idle-thinking scriveners
ihive centuries ago set in motion
:he machinery which brought about
the decree of banishment against
Roger Williams—a decree which may
soon be lifted by the Great and General Court of Massachusetts? That
is the thought that came to two local newspapermen after their efforts
toward bringing action in the cast,
which has dragged on these 300
years now, seemed headed for success.
Their activities, wholly unofficial,
consisted merely in reminding Representative Kenneth H. Washburn of
Middleboro, Mass., that his petition
for the revocation of the ban had
been referred last' year to "the next
annual session" of the Great and
General Court and that it might be
"nice" to restore Roger's "freedom"
on the eve of the beginning of Rhode
!Island's tercentenary year. As a
further effort, Gov James M. Curley
was reached, and proved entirely
agreeable. "Sure, I'd be glad to sign
such a measure if it comes before
me." he said. Washburn promised
immediately to take his petition from
the Legislative flies and rush it
through, as a sort of "good will offering" to Rhode Island, opening its
300th year.
Rejuvenation of the effort to fret
Rhode Island's founder from the ban
followed a city editor's almost idle
thought. "How about getting Roger
\VIMama out of the can by Christmas?" was the way he put it to
! re porter.
Getting Roger "out of the can'
seemed to be a "natural" once the
process was started. Everyone in
Mr Washburn's petition of last
official life who could lift a finger to
year was doomed In part by the perheir) did so.
petration of a hoax while it was
The result led to wonderment as
consideration. A well-known
under
not
banished
Roger
was
to whether
lawyer. Melville F. Weston.
Boston
back
by a somewhat similar process
publicized
a letter, purporting to
in 1635. It Is easily conceivable (albeeq
written by Roger Wilhave
though there is no evidence at hand)
liams, opposing the lifting of the ban.
that a couple of equally idle-think! After a flurry had been caused. Wesing scriveners of that day might
ton, a student of Williams's life and
have said to each other: "How about
writings, confessed that he had
getting this fellow Williams banished
couched the document in the termifrom the state?" One can picture a
nology of the early 17th century and
scrivener of that day going . about
appended thereto a facsimile of
telt t onholing the members of the
Roger Williams's signature, copied
General Court, then sitting in Newe
a history book. Soon afterward,
from
getting
Cambridge)
and
Towne (now
fell out of the Washburn
bottom
the
end
of
before
the
action from them
the Legislature's joint
petition,
and
the day. For, after all, Roger's ofcommittee on legal affairs recomfense, among others, was "preac'aing
mended its reference to this year's
against oaths of fidelity to the govsession.
ernment," a subject somewhat reminiscent of the "teachers' oaths"
which Massachusetts now requires.
But, however the decree of banishment came about, at least five
previous efforts have been made to
lift it without success. One of these
came during Roger's lifetime, in 1675.
It resulted only in giving Williams
permission to take refuge in Massachusetts. In case of personal danget,
provided that he kept his mouth shut
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CURLEY WARNED
TO OUST GOODWIN
, State's Organized Labor
Assails Registrar
SPRINGFIELD, Jan. 5 (AP)—
Warning that organized labor of
Massachusetts will request Governor James M. Curley to remove
Frank L. Goodwin as Registrar of
Motor Vehicles was contained in
an open letter to Mr. Goodwin released in this city last night by
John F. Gatelee. president of the
Massachusetts Federation of Labor.
Labor will seek thie action, the
letter states. because Mr. Goodwin
has shown himself by his actions
to he a "discredited and disgraceful member of
human society."
Gatelee accuses Goodwin of "sabotaging'' the Republican nominee
for Governor in the past state election and receiving his appointment
as Registrar as the "pay-off for
that piece of treachery."
! Other epithets in the harangue
were
"liar,"
"faker."
"double
!crosser" and "publicity hound."
BOSTON. Jan. 5 (AP)—Frank A.
Goodwin, State Registrar of Motor
'Vehicles, in comment on the open
letter of John F. Gatelee, president
of the Massachusetts State Federation of Labor, said tonight:
"I am not interested in what
Gatelee said. He is another labor
!fakir."
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1SEEKS TO ABOLISH
TAX ON GASOLINE
By Gazette State House Reporter
BOSTON, Jan. 6.—Previously
!terming the gasoline tax a racket.
!Sen. Charles G. Miles of Brockton
!today filed a bill in the Senate askl ing that it be abolished. Provisions
i for financing Governor —Curley's
thirteen million dollar bond issue
through use of the gas tax was
voted by the last Legislature.
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Sims Seeks Part
Of1$1,000 Reward
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Local Expressman Files Morgan Ryan May Run
Claim In Connection
For State Treausrer
With Repucci's Capture
BOSTON, Jan. 6 (1P)—Friends of
Morgan T. Ryan, state registrar of
ed
6—Bas
Jan.
,
FRANKLIN,MASS.
motor vehicles under former Gov. Joshe who gave eph B. Ely, said today he might seek
on the fact that it was
State police the Democratic nomination for state
the tip to the Foxboro
er.
ce here of treasur
presen
the
of
barracks
Ryan's friends said formal aner
prison
d
escape
nouncement of his candidacy probably
Antonio Repucci,
R. would be made whenever the present
Walter
of
er
murder
and alleged
made his
Charlestown treasurer, Charles F. Hurley,
Doucette. guard of the
expeoted announcement of candidacy
G.
Clinton
for the Democratic nomination for
State Prison, Dec. 23,
filed apSims, local expressman, has for at governor.
Ely appointed Ryan registrar and he
plication with Gov. Curley reward
served three and one-half years in
least a portion of the $I,(100
the cappost until the reappointment of
which the State offered for one of that
Frank A. Goodwin to the office by
ture of Repucci. It was in i rode Gov. James M. Curley.
Repucc
the Sims trucks that
Franklin and
from Providence to
where
later returned to'Providence,
he was captured.
According to Mr. and Mrs. Sims,
Mrs.
it was Monday, Dec. 30, that
neighSims and a young woman, a trucks
bor, rode on one of the Sims
that city
to Providence. Reaching
in
they stopped at a filling station
Randall square and waited there
Sims
for the arrival iof another of the
to
trucks, bound back to Franklin,
arrive. They were at the filling staal
tion about 30 minutes. There was
second
the
when
there
man
young
Sims truck arrived. He asked Mr.
Sims for a ride to Franklin, saying
'
t'At,
that he wanted to "chisel a few )-0-0
meals" there.
He was given a ride to Franklin
in a Sims truck driven by Jerry
Ferrari, a regular driver, who paid
little attention to Repucci on the
trip, the fugitive also preserving
silence. Both Mr. and Mrs. Sims, "oorears ago."
who had taken particular notice
of Repucci at the filling station, became suspicious of the strange young
man, and after talking the matter
over decided to notify the State
police at the Foxboro barracks.
Governor Curley, to prevent
This was done New Year's day, afof
ter the couple had compared the further delay in the construction
stranger with one of Repucci's pic- a new $6,000,000 addition to the Suftures in a newspaiier, the compari- folk courthouse, announced today
son satisfying them that the stranger he will send a special message to
was the man' being hunted for the the Legislature.
In this message he will ask that
alleged Murder of the prison guard.
Only a few hours after the notifica- the present courthouse building be
tion two of the State police from exempted, insofar as height, volume
the barracks were here and the and setbacks are concerned, from
hot for Repucci that 'culminated existing statute giving the Boston
in his arrest at Providence Thurs- building commissioner supervision
over the construction of county
day afternoon was on.
He was here from New Year's eve, buildings.
mostly in the company of five young
men who really ,did not'know him,
and they drove him back as far as
Mirth Attleboro on New Year's day,
giving him 25 cents for bus fare to
Providence. It would appear that
the Sims tip was directly responsible
for the capture of Repucci within
hours afterward.
W000soczet Call)
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Curley to Block
Courthouse Delay
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011E1,CLASHES
:MI CHM
AND CICEI
.Clashes between Governor Curley and Chairman Richard Olney
of the parole board and between
Governor's Councillor Daniel H.
Coakley and Olney featured resumption of the parole board at
the State House today.
Olney, defending actions of his
board in setting back prisoners
to serve full terms llthough they
had good institutional records,
brought himself into Governor
Curley's range first when Olney
spoke of the intelligence test
given prisoners.
"Did you ever have this test
taken?" the governor asked.
"No," Olney replied.
"I wouldn't advise it," Governot
Curley commented.
In another instance Olney admitted he had been influence more
by the previous record of John
Walsh than by his state prison record in sending Walsh back to
state prison for 12 years because
Walsh, on parole, had become
drunk at his home.
o you mean to say you sent
a man back to prison for 12 years
merely because he was drunk?"
demanded Councillor Coakley of
Olney.
The two men glared, and Governor Curley broke in, commenting:
"In the old days It was no offense for a Beacon Hill Brahmin
to go to bed drunk at night."
Chairman Olney protested that
the parole board has acted conscientiously in "trying to protect
2,500,000 persons not in Institut lone."
"I think," declared Coaldey,
"that the 3,500,000 people you are
talking about ought to know just
what the situation is. That is
why we have called a public
hearing."
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GIRL
ABOUT

TOWN
By Ann Marsters
She sits behind a little table in the narrow
room that faces Stuart street, and tells fortunes
to the people of our city. (And she can tell
you that Bostonians
3 re just like anyone
else in this one respect, at least. They
like to have their fortunes told.)
"But I would not
call it mere fortune
telling," said Miss
Leona Cecile. "You
see—I deal in metaphysics."
More explicitly, she
is an "astrological,
scientific palmist;
card reader and psycho-analyst."
And it would seem
that she leads a life of
great service to the ANN MARSTERS
citizens of Boston--particularly business men
—for these, she said, are her be customers.
"They come to me." said Leona. "to ask
my advice when they are contemplating serious business moves. I have advised many
important men in this city—heads of corporations, bank presidents, stock brokers,. And a
lot of them are my regular customers."
•

Leona Has That
"Certain Something"
Of course financial problems are only a part
of the vital problems of life that Leona can
solve. She admits that she possesses a certain
"something" that is quite foreign to you and
to me, and from her contact with the hundreds
of minds that are just an open book to her, she
has come to this startling opinion:
"Ninety-eight per cent of the people in
this world have one-track minds."
Meaning, I suppose, no vision.
WORKING GIRL'S DIRGE

Shall I ever be restgnea
To this going back and forth,
Morning, night, and morn again?
No one knows what it is worth
To a girl with my ideas,
What it costs my disposition;
Back and forth and back and forth—
What about my nervous system!
Back and forth and back and forth,
Gaining little help or praise ...
(Southern wear is being shown—
Do I dare suggest a raise?)
—Sally Merrill.
•
•

Bellboys Look Stupid
To Satisfy the Guests
Confessions of a local bellboy:
"Guests as a rule run to form and types.
We can usually tell what the tip will be and
what questions they will ask. In nine cases
out of ten we out-guess them.
"The average traveling man is the best
tipper. Professional people, as a rule, only
tip well when there's someone watching.
"There's the 'fussy' type of guest who's
endlessly complaining about the colors in the
rug, the numbers on the door, the exposure of
the room, the height of the ceiling, and
heaven knows what not. In such cases we
just put on a stupid expression and say nothing. Most guests think the bellboys are stupid,
anyway—and we'd just as soon let them`think
so."
•

•

Peggy Joyce Expected
To Become Cafe Hostess
HEARD ABOUT TOWN—It looks as
though George Holland's play, "Pie in the Sky,"
will be the next play to be produced by the
Copley Theater ... For Christnias, Governor
Curley gave his son George a sort of book entitV7The Book of Power." Inside the covers
were one hundred pages and on each page was
a dollar bill . .. Peggy Joyce is expected to become a cafe hostess and is considering an offer from the Paradise in New York ... The
Animal Rescue League is still struggling to
raise $150,000 for the building of a new hospital. The fund has reached only $70,000 to
date ... By the way—does anyone know where
can buy a Siamese kitten'.. . Ben Bernie just
received a letter from a London nerve specialist.
"I'm anxious to come to the U. S.," it reads,
"so please advance me $5000." Ben replied,
"For a nerve specialist, you've got some nerve"
... The Checker Taxi Co. is upset because I
said that they dressed some of thei, drivers
as Santa Claus during Christmas week. It appears I was wrong and the Christmas cab drivers
were not Checker men.
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word the grand jury foreman used in doing what I predicted he
would do."
"Be that as it may," says Timmy, "I still do not know what
it means."

Timmy Appears to Be Listening
nWWThWWV

Timmy turns around and looks at the marks on the mirror
with a very satisfied air, then he cocks his head and appears to
be listening. We all listen but we do not hear anything and Timmy seems very disappointed.
"Timmy," says The Senator, "I think I will nominate Governor's Councillor Frank Brooks to be new chairman of the
parole board. Honest Frank did a first rate job in the position
when it paid less money than it does now. It pays $3500 more
than he receives for being councillor. I think he can have it
and I think he might take it."
"So the Governor could name another Democrat to the council," says Timmy.
"No, Timmy," says The Senator. "The Legislature, being 4
in session, would fill the position and it would be a Republican.
Besides, Governor Jim does not need any more of his boys on
the council because even when Lieutenant-Governor Joe votes
against him, he has the necessary margin by one vote."
Timmy turns around and looks at his soap marks on the
mirror and he appears to be listening intently, but not to what
The Senator is saying.
"The old order changeth, Timmy," says The Senator.
"Meaning you will not have a rye high, Senator?" says
Timmy, turning around quick.
"Now that you speak of it, Timmy," say The Senator, "I
will have a double dry Martini, Lut that is not what I was
thinking about. I had in mind the changes that are being effected today in our city government with no less than six city
councilors retiring. Tommy Green's retirement leaves his family for the first time in 53 years without representation in elective office but I imagine being civil service commissioner is
compensation for this. Maurice Goldman is an assistant attorney-general. Joe McGrath is state committee chairman for
the Democrats. George Donovan should get the child welfare
job in the institutions department. Al Fish and Eddie Englert
go back to private business. Yes, sir, the old order cbangekh."
Timmy does not say anything but he is watching the door
lnd listening very hard.

Washington Job for Bob
"Timmy," says The Senator, "it looks as if Bob Huse will
get a very fine federal job in Washington. Bob has done such
a grand job as the press relations man for the New England
Council it is only natural that when the government has a tough
nut to crack be should get the nod. I understand the government wants him as assistant in the bureau of public information
in the social security board and I have this direct from Washington. This is not a mere press contact position but one upon
which will depend to very large extent the education of the
nation in the matter of the old age pension. And if you do not
think that is a job, ask me another."
Well, it is just at this point that it happens. A round man
about the size of The Senator comes bustling into the joint and
he is singing to himself a little song and this is the way his little
song goes:
Ya poosh da middle walfe dao-u-n-n,
Da moosic goes woun an' woun
He does not get any farther in his little song because Timmy
reaches over the bar with the bung starter and nails him
just as
he comes in range.
Then Timmy wets his finger on the ale drain, rubs it
on the
soap and turns around to put another marker on the mirror.
"Woun and woun," mutters Timmy. "That is positively the
Work yet. Senator, if you will kindly stand him up, I will make
thig one a doubleheader."
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JIBES IGNORED' REARDON MAKES
APPOINTMENT
B1 GOER
Registrar of Motor Vehicles
Frank A. Goodwin refused to comment today on a letter from John
F. Gatelee, president of the State
Federation of Labor, in which
Goodwin was called many harsh
names.
The letter declared that Goodwin's ouster from office would be
demanded of Governor Curley "in
the name of organize' tabor in
Massachusetts."
Labor's battle with Goodwin
arose over his alleged advice to
Haverhill shoe workers to join the
Brockton Brotherhood of Shoe and
Allied Craftsmen, of which he is
said to be the unpaid adviser.
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G-Men to Probe
I Parole Plan Here
An

Milford Man Director of
Teacher's Registration

Commissioner of Education James
G. Reardan made his first appointment since taking office today, when
he announced that John L. Davoren,
34, had assumed the duties of director of teachers registration this morning.
The position was vacated by Harry
E. Gardner, who resigned Saturday
afternoon, and will resume teaching.
Commissioner Reardan said this
morning that Gardner resigned because of sickness and that he, Reardan, regretted losing him.
Davaren, lc ng a close friend of the
new commissioner, resigned from the
headmastership of the Stacy Junior
High School, Milford, several days
ago, and it was expected that he
would receive one of the first appointments open.
He was in New York, about to leave
for Florida on a vacation, he said today, when the commissioner's office
reached him and told him to return
at once. On reaching Boston he wat
told of Gardner's resignation ane

investigation of
methods In Massachusetts,parole
as well
as in othar states,
by
of Justice agents, was Department
revealed today by Governor
Curley.
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Curley in Capital
Trip
Tomorrow
Curley
Wash-

Governor
leaves for
ington tomorrow by train at 5 p. in.,
accompanied by Chairman Charles
P. Howard of the state commission on administration and finance,
Budget Commissioner Carl A. Raymond and State Comptroller George
E. Murphy.
"I plan to discuss the budget
with them on my way down to
Washington," the Governor dedared.

JOHN L. I5AVOREN
asked to take over the office at once.
Davoren led the fight in behalf of
Reardan when the directors of the
Teachers' Federation quarreled bitterly over whether to indorse him or
urge the Quesnor to reappoint his
predecessor-7017"ayson Smith.
The new director of registration is
also the father of the Davoren Tenure
bill, which was passed by the Legislature two years ago, and teachers further protection from being discharged
by their school committees.

At the time of the bill's passage
many high paid teachers were being
let go in the interests of economy, and
men and women wit). lower grading
were taking their place at lower salantes. The bill was not supported by
Payson Smith.
Even before Reardan was appointed
by the Governor to the commissioner.
ship, he and Davoren were working
on a bill calling for the certification
of teachers throughout the state, and
they will have such a bill filed during
•
the next Week.
"Every state in the Union has such
a certification law with the exception
of Massachusetts," Davoren said today. "It will protect those qualified
to teach, and stop scp.00l committees
in certain towns from making poor
appointments for personal or political
reasons."
-

Test
•
'Under the new bill, Davoren explained, those wishing to be elementary or High School teachers will
have to pass certain requirements in
order to receive a certificate and
without a certificate they will not be
eligible for appointment by the school
committees.'
High school teacher; will be required to have a colrege education
and certain amount of training for
, the teaching profession. Elementary
I teachers will have to have thiee
years of college and to have studied
along certain lines qualifying them
'for the profession, Davoren said.
Davoren added that in most cities
and towns these specifications were
more than required of teachers, but!
that in several places artoeious appointments have been made by
i School Committees. He said the bill
I would also protect the teachers from
I inroads from other professions.
. During the depression, he said,
many men and women had turned
from other fields to teaching. These
would now be eliminated.
Davoren was born in Milford, atIended the schools there and was
'graduated from Emerson College in
1926. He has done graduate work
at Boston University and Alabama
Ifniversity, and studied law for a
year and a half at Northeastern Uniersity. He is working towards a
roasters degree at Boston University
Ht present.
After leaving Emerson he taught
school at Islesboro, Me, and then returned to Milford to teach high
achool for a year before being appointed prinVpal of the Stacy School„
'which position he held for seven'
rears.
Must Pass
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CAMBRIDGE MAYOR
HITS TAX BURDEN
Lynch, in Inaugural, Tells of Plans to
Attract New Industries

Without reduction in persor rtle
salaries he promised reductions riin
city expense through other economies
and pledged himself to build, new
structures only when absolutely
necessary. The Mayor favored a retirement age for all departments,
especially fire and police, compulsory
at 70 and optional at 65; with half
pay pension.
The standards of the Cambridge
Tuberculosis Hospital will be raised
to the highest, he promised, as he
committed himself to a program that
would furnish the best of care to
the sick and handicapped in institutions maintained by the city.
The Lynch Address
His address was as follows:
"In compliance with a custom that
Is as old as our city itself, I appear
here to address you briefly and to
take in your presence the oath prescribed by the charter of the city of
Cambridge for its Mayor before he
enters upon the execution of his office. In this manner I am inducted
into a position replete with accumulated honors, grave responsibilities
and eextraordinary opportunity for
great and permanent accomplishment.
"The gentlemen who take on their
duties today as members of the City
Council and School Committee assume with me the responsibilities and .
honors alike that will confront the
city government of Cambridge for the
g'-` `—^ vAArs. We have become tn.
day the representatives of the people{
of our city, empowered by the electorate as their chosen agents to perform the functions of government in
an efficient snd acceptable manner.
"It is plain that we as these chosen
agents should be well fitted for our
tasks; that we should be incorruptible
servants of the public; that we should
be statesmen and not demagogues;
and that we must place the interests
of our city and its people far above
our own personal desires or advantages.
;Depression Hits Cambridge

MAYOR JOHN D. LYNCH OF CAMBRIDGE WITH HIS SISTER,
DR MARGARET A. LYNCH
s elected president of that body. Russell A. Wood was elected vice chaircommittee.
I
The necessity for Government to man of the School
Mayor Lynch reappointed Superin- 1
same
the
at
unfortunate
but
the
aid
tendent of Streets William R. McMentime to operate with an efficiency nimen to that position.
which will give business men and
home owners a tax reduction were I To Build Up Student Trade
the ideals for his Administration ex-. Discussing the tax situation in the
. by city where one-third of the real
pressed in his inaugural address
Mayor John D. Lynch of Cambridge, property is held by educational ininducted into office this morning at stitutions and therefore exempt from
10 o'clock before a crowded City levic.,.. the
Mayor
Council chamber in City Hall.
Ii would be his endeavor
St attor Induce
th2t
With the conviction that social leg- students in Cambridge to trade in
islation must continue for some time Cambridge and thus by adding to the
and bring a correspondingly high revenues of Cambridge business men
burden on the taxpayers Ma.:Qr lighten the burden which tax exempLynch. in thc opinion that high tax'-'s tion of one-third places upon the
are a hindrance to the return of pros- shoulders of two-thirds of the city.
perity, offered as his remedy the atHe advocated the sale of areas of
traction of new industries to Cam- land owned but not used by the city
I bridge to provide jobA and transfer to increase the taxable property and
men from relief rolls to payrolls,
at the same time approved conAt the organization meeting of the tinuanee of the housing project.
;
City Council, Thomas F. Gibson was

"Since the year 1929, the world has
been struggling against the almost
insurmountable difficulties of a
financial depression. It has been
world-wide in its scope; no section
has been spared from its ravages.
Cambridge, like all the other cities
of the country, has felt the weight
of its burden. This recent phase of
our development has brought about
a revolution in the varying aspects
of governments as great as the world
has ever seen. With the growth of
the army of unemployed, the whole
idea of public care had to be changed
to a new point of view. 'The state
has been forced to recognize the obligation and responsibility of the entire social group of less fortunate
members of society.
"In the changes that have taken
place, one tendency is always visible;
in our cities the functions of government are increasing and the
prophesy is that they will continue
to do so. No longer can we agree
with Thomas Jefferson when he said:
'That government governs hest that
governs least.' This is the outgrown
doctrine of the 'survival of the fittest,' a theory that in actual practice
meant that the strongest prevailed
and ihe weaker struggled in suffering and despair. It has now been accepted as a policy that it is the duty
of all governments to provide .the
necessities of life to those who by
the adversities of depression are deprived of their own efforts of supnort.
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''eublic safety is the duty of all ; "There lies ahead of all government
organized government. This can be ! officers, city, state, and Federal, a ecutive's clerk in Cambridge for 44
accomplished only by an efficient ' great challenge and a great fight. The I years. Besides Congressman Russell
personnel. The growing wave of challenge is to continue to ease the; there were three other ex-Mayors
crime has made it absolutely neces- i lot of the common man; to find, not I:present at the exercises: Walter L.
sary that all possible methods of the perfect, but the best possible solu- Wardwell, Wendell D. Rockwood and
combatance be employed. I shall tion for the economic problems press- Timothy W. Good. There are only
make it my personal responsibility ing our daily life; to build a better two other ex-Mayors living, Augusthat Cambridge will be an unpleas- order for posterity and to do all this tine J. Daly and John H. H. Mcant, unsafe place of residence for any without saeriticing the precious heri- Namee.
Following the ceremonies hunone who has criminal tendencies. It tage of liberty won in the past.
is only through constant supervision
"And I pray to God that we mem- dreds of friends of Mayor Lynch
and vigilance that the occasions for bePts of the governing body of the greeted him in his office where the
crime can be stamped out. It is an city of Cambridge will be endowed desk .was banked with floral tribevident truth that it is far better to by Divine Providence with strength utes.
prevent the committance of a crime and power to meet this challenge of
Present at the exercises were:
than to have an efficient agency to the present."
Atty Gen Paul A. Dever, representing
Gov James M. curtere-gtev John
trap the criminal.
J. Keohane, Rev Joseph Leonard and Rev Edward
Maguire of St John's Church: Rev John
Third of Russells Retires
Lane of Lowell. Rev Thomas Lane of EvMust Protect Health
erett. Rev Raymond Danehy, 0. M.
of
7
rrowrkti City Tewksbury; Rev Michael J. Burke I.
of St
"In these days of want and neces- Council Chamber by the retiring Peter's, Cambridge; Rev Augustine Millet.
pastor
of
the
Notre
Dame
de
Pitie
Church;
sity, the health of the community is
Rev John Manning, pastor of the immacMayor, Congressman'Richard M. Rus- ulate
• oft-it imm-ril^d. fft '-; 01,r1,,tv or
Conception Church. azd Bev John
R.
McCool
of
East
oath
Boston:
John
J.
Foley,
city to nourish i.nose haildicapps.d 1,13, sell, Mayor Lynch was given the
former president of the City Council; Repill-health back to strength and inde- of office by City Clerk Frederick H. resentative Ralph N. Hamilton. Col Charles
R. Apted, representing Harvard University:
pendence. In this particular line of Burke.
Charles T. Cavanagh. Judge EdThere then retired from office the Senator
ward A. Counihan and the heads of the
duty I shall endeavor to the best of
city departments.
my ability to bring the institutions third generation of the Russell fami- various
Ushers were Max A. Andelman. Ander*
that care for our sick and handi- ly to hold the chair of chief execu- T. Anderson. Arthur F. Blanchard, Roger
James P. Brennan, Dr William G.
capped up to the standard of excel- tive of Cambridge, a record probab:y Brady.
brousseau. Dr Joseph A. Brusch. Daniel J,
unmatched in the history of the Burns
Joseph C. Camara. Dr George A.
lence. By the Mandate of the people
government
municipal
Connor. John H. Corcoran. Dr S. Alexander
nation's
of this citY, in the last election, we
Cox. Parker Coyle, Thomas P. Culhane,
Mayor'
was
Russell
Theodore
Charles
I
Paul A. D'Agostino. Timothy A. Danehy,
are to retain among our civic instiin 1861 and Gov William E. Russell John Deiselman, George T. Dooley, Olmore
tutions the Hospital for the TubercuC. Francis. Cecil E. Fraser. Leo J. Gallons.
1885.
in
Peter George, Dr David H. Gibson. Mosier
lar. I have already started investigato
administered
was
also
oath
The
B.
Goldberg. Dr Jeremiah A. Greene. Chestion along this line with the view in
Councilors, nine of whom ter A. Higley, William M. Hogan Jr. Carle.
mind of improving its conditions so the 15 City office for the first time. ton P. Hunt, Peter M. Larkin, Dr James
are holding
J. LAWIOr Theodore A. Lynch. William .1,
that the hospital may be measured by
Lynch. S. Lang Makrauer. Harry J. McCat.
The Councilors-at-Large are Patrick frey,
George A. McLaughlin, Frederick V.
. the highest standards of efficiency
Gibson,
HyThomas
F.
Delaney,
J.
McMenimen, Herbert M. McSorley. Jamse
wanting.
and not be found
J. Toomey. The A. Mitchell. John J. Moran. Dr William H.
"This desire of the people of Cam- I man Pill and John
Moran. James J. Myette. Peter J. Nelligan,
ward Councilors and their respective Dr Dalton C. O'Brien. Frank W. O'Connell.
bridge to retain this hospital and i wards
Edward J. O'Rourke, John F. Reilly,
Mahoney.
Ward
Dr
James
E.
are
not entrust it to the care of the counRomanski. Dr Albert M. saungerj„
M. McNamara, Ward 2; John
John J. Shine, James B. vanes,. John P.
ty is looked upon by me as significant 1; Thomas Sennott,
6
6
Chester
Walsh. Joseph Wasser. .
Ward
3;
Francis
L.
in the light of the present agitation
Swenson, Ward 4; William D. Hilto remove the county from state or- R. Ward 5; 'Michael A. Sullivan,
lis.
Cl4trWA4
.rtke
ganization. The increase of 'home
Ward 6; Michael J. Dee;:Wiifd 7;'Benrule' for cities is the remedy that is
Wyeth, Ward 8; Edward H.
offered for this change. During my jamin F. Ward 9; John J. Tierney.
Donovan,
campaign for election I stressed the
Ward 10, and Jeremiah J. Sullivan,
idea of saving by equalizing the burWard 11.
den of metropolitan contribution. I
Councilor Wyeth presided at the
am sure that efforts along this line
will aid Cambridge in the balancing exercises which opened with prayer
Globe
by Rev Hugh F. Blunt, LLD. pastor
of its budget.
which
parish
Church.
of
St
John's
of
form
of
the
in
"But changes made
Boston, Mass.
government—theories proposed, i.o Mayor Lynch is a member. CounHillis.
J.
J.
Sullivan
cilors
Delaney.
set
strong—commissions
how
matter
appointed to noin motion—and the like, will amount and Swenson were
tify the Mayor and they also esto little unless with all of these, we corted
him from the chamber at the
present a concerted determination,
close of the exercises.
' -citizen and elected officer alike, to
For
the
time Bernard F.
' make it his personal responsibility to Fallon was seventh
sworn in as assessor and
• do all within his power to improve John C. Haverty for the sixth terp.
l conditions as they exist today.
Mr Fallon has served as assessor for
24 years and Mr Haverty for 20 years.
;
Asks Patriotic Crusade
"I want to plead especially with the Mayor's Father Happy
of the City Council and of
members
'
Mayor Lynch's father, John J.
the School Committee of this city of Lynch, 82, was the happiest man in
Cambridge to join with me in a cru- the large throng present. He occusade of patriotism that will carry us I pied a seat in the front row with
far beyond the horizon of our local other members of the famil. When 1
affairs. The welfare of our native he entered the chambgr he was given 1
city is indeed near and dear to all of a loud ovation by the crowd.
At noon today Gov Curley said he
us; but at present, gentlemen. we have
had not received the message from
Other
members
of
the
family
Lynch
stability
the
at stake the welfare and
John Gatelee. president of the state
present were five sisters, Dr Marof our entire native land these United garet A. Lynch, Mrs P. J. O'Connell,
branch of the American Federation
strongis
chain
he
States of America! No
Mrs Edward Danehy and the Misses: of Labor, which the latter said
local
and
link,
weakest
er than its
had sent demanding the dismissal of
for
governments such as Cambridge are Ellen and Mary Lynch, Thomas
Registrar Frank A. Goodwin
Lynch. a brother; John W. Lynch, a
the links that make up the chain that
labor activities.
encompasses the lives, fortunes and nephew; Miss Mary O'Connell, a t
"I can't pass upon it until I reniece: P. J. O'Connell and Edward
honor of us all.
it." added the Governor.
ceive
Danehy,
brothers-in-law; John and ,
"The dangers that beset our demoregistrar of motor veGoodwin.
Thomas
Danehy, nephews, and Mrs'
cratic state are as great. if not greattoday. "I'm not intersaid
hicles,
Louise
Crotty,
an aunt'of the Mayor.
er, than any that have presented
what he has to say." when '
in
ested
Mayor
Lynch
is the 37th man to
themselves before as menaces to our.
asked to reply to. statement issued
national life. Our foe of the present become Mayor of Cambridge since
yesterday in Springfield by Gatelee.
the
incorporation
as
a
city
in
1886.
Is the insidious propaganda against He
Gatelee sent an open letter to
is
a
bachelor,
the
only
other
unthat
is
falling
, our established order
I Goodwin yesterday following his
married
Mayor
in
years
being
recent
hunger
ground
of
' on the very fertile
I election as president of the Springand poverty. It is a calamity, all the the late J. Edward Barry.
field Central Labor Union.
The new Mayor is the 18th who
more deadly; for it is working within
will he s^rveci by rdward A. Couniour own gates.,
han Jr, who has been a chief ex-

1
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GOY .GURI.EY AWAITS
LETTER ON GOODWIN

Tatelee's Demands Fail to
Reach State House

„,
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Editorial Points

Ely Culbertson wrote his first book
in three weeks and it sold 2,000,0
00
copies. This is the sort of thing that
authors dream about.
—0
-Col and Mrs Lindbergh are reparted at a place called Llanciaff,
Press Clipping Service
The news from Washington tempts Wales. Apparently the only single
World War veterans to think about "L" in Wales is in Wales,
2 Park Square
what they will do when they get the
_0_
Boston Mass.
money.
Retail trade after the New Year
has picked up again in a gratify
ing
When J. Pierpont Morgan appears way, according to business reports
Globe
,
before the Senate Munitions Com- showing perhaps that father has
not
mittee today, he may be wary of given his all to the Jan 1 bills.
Boston, Mass.
midgets.
"Should your wife hold
On her 77th birthday Mrs Carrie strings?" ... headline. A purelypurse
acaChapman Catt predicts that perma- demic question.
nent peace will be established ifi the
—0
-next 77 years. Present circumstances
About all the Red Sox need now
indicate the first seven years of that
to make sure of the pennant is
period may be the hardest.
Schoolboy Rowe and Dizzy Dean.
—0-Is it Mr Saltonstall's turn noyir or
In eight months of 1935 the stocks
Is it Gov Curley's?
listed on the New York Stock Exchange increa
Many city halls receive their new 006,000 and, sed in value $14,000,lly, we should all
brooms today, but city halls are like to havenatura
a couple of slices of
usually there long after the new that.
brooms are gone.
Nine C. C. C. camps having been
Soviet Russia and Uruguay have closed
this state, we are left with
broken off diplomatic relitions and only 41,inwhich
is something.
seem to be engaged in some kind of
0
._
an argument. It is hard to believe
In order that there will be no
"Gabriel's horn." never blown on
that the argument will ever become the stage
during the years in which land unloaded upon the state in conan international crisis, however.
"The Green Pastures" was playing nection with the building of the new
_0_
Suffolk County Courth
all over
and that
The remarkable fact about Elmer somewherethe country, is now lost every'cent appropriatedouse,
might go into ,
en route to Hollywood.
A. Benson, newly appointed Senator Maybe it
will begin to blow when it construction of the building, Gov Curfrom Minnesota filling the vacanc
ley today released a message to the ;
y reaches the movie capital.
caused by the death of Senator Schell,
Legislature asking an immediate
_0-is neither that he is 41 nor that he
change in existing laws with refSkates
,
snowsh
oes
and
skis
were
hates speeches, but that he is a no
good yesterday. Could you find erence to height, volume and setbanker and belongs to the Farme
back of the proposed structure.
r- your rubbers?
Labor party,
The laws must be changed in order
to build the new courthouse on land
Today the naval conference reconalready owned by the county, the
venes in London after a two weeks'
Governor said. In order to prevent
recess and probably will go into
anany further delay, the Governor said,
other silence.
he would deliver a special message
—0_
seeking the amendments,on the recom"Either government is paralyzed
to
mendation of the Courthouse Comact by the weight of the judiciary
mission.
the law, or a government legally and
led
In the message the Governor said
----and dominated lacks social
he would point out that the comlitical aptitude in time ofand poGlob
e
crisis.
mission has agreed that the cost
Neither horn of the dilemma is
flatshould be apportioned as follows:
tering to the profession.”
Boston, Mass..
Dean
$2.151,
000 by the Federal GovernCharles E. Clark of Yale Law
ment, $8,994,300 by the City of Bosin his annual report, speakiSchool
JAN
ng of
ton and $854,700 by the Commontraining lawyprs.
wealth.
Eat.
In making public the message the
There are at least 12 women who
Governor said that the commission
are as capable of being Presid
ent
as
had shown rare wisdom in blocking
the average man who has
A. L. AUXILIARY OFFICER I ! the land sharks, who, he intimated,
ident, says Lena Medesinbeen PresPhillip
s,
long been grabbing land with
and probably there are at
COMMENDS GOLLORLEY' have
a view to unloading it upon the
men who also measure up least 12
to
1
this
A
letter
from
Anna
Manion
M.
, , State for the new building.
standard.
national vice-president of the East"It is important that action be
0—
ern
Divisi
Americ
on
the
Legioe
an
of
taken at the earliest possible date
The United Aid for
a, an
Auxiliary, commending his determin- to the end that the State, city and
American organization, Ethiopi
ation to build additional state hospi- county may not be deprived of the
50-bed hospital unit to will ship a
Ethiopia totals for the mentally ill, and congrat- financial aid which the Federal govmorrow, but not even a bed
is
a
very
ulating him on his reply to Speaker
ernment is prepared to allocate," the,
safe place in Ethiopia.
of the House Leverett Saltonstall's Governor concluded.
attack
progra
on his
m, was released '
"How can you plan when
by Gov Curley today.
know what's ahead?" headli you don't
ne.
There
Manio
Mrs
said
n
that
she had viswould be very, very few
ever
ited hospitals in the state and had
made If people waited for plans
a
sight of
seen the overcrowded conditions. She
the future before making
them.
said that to build additional facilities would prove to be an ounce
Moving picture actors and
actress
of prevention.
es
are beginning to think they
would
In referring to Mr Saltonstall; who
like to produce their own
pictures
said that he had been told the peak
again, another sign of
returning prosin mentally ill cases would be reached
perity.
I in
1940, Mrs Manion expressed the
! opinion that the speaker of the House
According to Byrnes
rector of New York MacDonald, I was confusing the mentally ill cases
Crime 'with war veteran hospitalization, the
revention Bureau, the city's
peak of which has been estimated at
boy turns to crime is chief reason
becaus
e he
1945.
doesn't have any fun."
Appare
ntly
boy reacts much as a
teakettle
ghtly closed up.
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WOULD BAR COURT/ HOUSE LAND GRAB

Governor Asks Change in
Law as to Building

6 1933
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EAST BOSTON DISTRICT

retired in rtugust, 11)25. He is sur"I ari going to request
vived by three daughters.
t
Gove n
in the name of or
Rose Guerra, 4. of 60 Liverpool at
was attacked by a dog while playor in Massachusetts to pitch
you
ing on the sidewalk near her home
bodily out of the public service as
yesterday afternoon and bitten on
a discredit and disgraceful memthe right hand. Her injury was
ber of human society."
dressed at the East Boston Relief
Amplifying his letter in a perHospital by Dr Salvatore Scelso.
sonal statement Mr Gatelee said
Toe funeral of Harry D. Mank, 15,
that he would not only request
English High School student, and
"but demand" that the Governor
son of special officer Philip J. Whaland of Station 7, and Mrs Helen E.
emove Goodwin. The letter was
Whaland, who died suddenly Thursread and approved at the C. L. U.
day night, took place yesterday aftermeeting here toay before being
noon from his parents home, III
mailed. In it Mr Gatelee called
Barnes av, Orient Heights. Prayers
Mr Goodwin a "faker and a
were said at St Joseph's Church later
double-crosser."
by Rev Francis Cronin, pastor. Interment was in St Joseph's Cemetery,
West Roxbury.
Calls Him Red Leader
Representative Thomas E. Barry
He said, in part:
has filed a bill in the Legislature pro"The intensive preparations you
viding for the issuance by the Comand your little band of reds made to
monwealth of bonds aggregating $20,cause strike and strife in Haverhill
000,000 for the purpose of developing
came to naught and certainly seemed
the water front of East Boston for
to show you up for the phoney little
figure that you are.
commercial, industrial and recreation"You are a plain and unadulterated
al purposes. This move is in condouble-crosser, because while you
junction with Gov Curley's plan to
profess to be a staunch Republican
make Boston arr"TfIlt" port in the
in politics, you delibcrately sabotaged
country.
the nominee of your party in the last
There will be a beano party in
state campaign and ycur present job
Music Hall, Meridian st, tonight tinwas the payoff for that piece of
der auspices of the Fitton Notre
treachery.
Dame Alumnae Association, Miss
"Your usefulness, even as a red
Anna Lang, president, announced.
herring." Gatelee wrote in conclusion
Proceeds will go to the Fitton School
"is gone forever."
fund. George Russell will be in
charge.
Brockton Union Hit
Members of the Holy Name Societies of the local Catholic churches
Labor's altercation with Goodwin
turned out in force yesterday afterarose over his advice to Haverhill
noon at the union services of the
shoe workers to join the Brockton
Brotherhood of Shoe and Allied
Holy Name Societies of the Catholic
churches of East Boston. Winthrop
Craftsmen. He is said to be the unand Revtre in Our Lady of Lourdes
paid adviser of the Brockton brother.
hood.
Church, Beachmont. The Star of the
Sea unit marched to the church, esMr Gatelee was elected president
.of the Springfield Central Labor
corted by its Fife and Drum Corps.
Union today, with expected opposiA beano party in aid of the Star
tion from the Westinghouse Federal
of the Sea Church will be held in
Union failing to materialize. The
the parish hall. Saratoga and Moore
delegation of five from the Westingsts, tomorrow evening. Proceeds will
house union raised no objection and
go to the general parish fund. Annominated no opponent. Led by
drew Hartery and Mrs Michael McMatthew
Gee will be in charge.
. . Campbell, its president, the
Westinghouse union has been the
severest critic of Mr Gatelee front
Globe
within organized labor.
It has been reported that the WestBoston, Mass.
inghouse union charge was that Mr
Gatelee had suppressed the most pertinent evidence in he Westinghouse
strike hearing beforat the labor board
in Washington in 1932.

In order to provide better transportation facilities for residents of
Orient Heights Ex-Representative
Thomas A. Niland, in a letter to
Gen Mgr Edward Dana today, suggested that busses be operated to
the Winthrop Bridge and around
Bayswater st, and in the neighborhood of Orient av, Faywood av and
Boardman st. "In bad weather these
people have a long walk to the carlines and should be given consideration." Mr Niland wrote.
The Quincy Club and its auxiliary
held a joint meeting yesterday afternoon in the clubrooms in Day sq and
outlined a busy program. Michael
Laurano, president-elect, presided.
Remarks were made by Mrs Annie
O'Neil, president of the auxiliary.
The 7th District Junior Past Presidents' Club of which Miss Virginia
M. Taner of this district is president,
will hold a bridge party at the home.
of Miss Sue Patterson, corresponding secretary, 100 Bloomingdale st,
Chelsea, Friday evening. Miss Arlene Leary is assisting in the arrangements.
The Church of the Sacred Heart
was thronged yesterday afternoon
with old neighbors and friends at
funeral services for Mrs Agnes M. Alexander, wife of Pros William
J
Alexander of the Iona Club, who died
Friday at her home. 463 Meridian
st, following a long sickness. Prayers
were said by Rev Thomas C. Garrahan. Miss Bertha Morrisroe was organist. There was a profusion of
flowers. Interment was in Holy Cross
Cemetery, Malden. A requiem mass
for Mrs Alexander will be sung in
the church at 8 tomorrow morning. ,
Besides her husband she leaves a sister and four brothers.
Many prominent East Bostonians,
including officers of Baalbcc Lodge
of Masons and William Parkman
Commands ry, K. T., attended the funeral services in Winthrop this afternoon for Charles E. Lindergreen,
a former resident of this district. Mr
Lindergreen wr.s engaged in the furniture business for many years and
moved to Winthrop 28 years ago. He
was senior commander of Parkman
Commandery and treasurer of Baalbec Lodge for 36 years. He leaves his
wife, Mrs Jennie Marston Lindergreen, and one son, Harold Lindergrem, associate diretor of the Vesper George School of Art, Boston.
Earl Ross, 15, of 4 West Eagle et
and his companion, George Souza, le,
of 151 Princeton st, had a narrow escape from serious injury about 8:30
last night when their bicycle was in
collision with an automobile at
Brooks and Lexington sts. Ross received cuts and bruises of the back,
!arms and legs, and was treated at the
East Boston Relief Hospital. Young
Souza escaped with a shaking up.
I Funeral services for William D.
I Kerr, 82, retired Boston police officer
' who died Friday at his home, 60 Putnam at, were held yesterday afternoon in the Church of the Sacred
Special Dispatch to the Globe
I Heart. Rev Thomas C. Garrahan,
I pastor, officiated. The church was
SPRINGFIELD. Jan 5—In an
neighbors
and
former
old
with
I filled
' police officers. There was a profu- open letter to Registrar of Motor
sion of flowers. Interment was in Vehicles Frank A. Goodwin, John
' Holy Cross Cemetery, Malden. Mr F'. Gatelee,
president of the State
Kerr was a member of the Boston
Police Department for 41 years. He Federation of Labor, tonight said:
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GATELEE CALLS
GOOD WIN "RED"

State Labor Head Says
He'll Seek Ouster
Registrar is Scored as "Faker
and DouNe-Cresser"
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GOV CURLEY TO LEAVE FOR
WAMINGTON 10MORROW

Gov Curley will leave for
Washing.
ton at 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoott
.and will attend the Jackson
Day:
dinner in that city.
He announced today that
he will
take Chairman Charles P.
the State CommissioriNpnHoward of
tration and Finance. Ste AdmiisBudget
Commissioner Carl A Rayrnond
and
State Controller George B. Murphy
with him.
"I plan to discuss the, budget
with
tthem on the way to AVashington.
"
the Governor said.
i

GI()lie
HERALD
Boston, Mass.
HERALD
Boston, Mass.

JAN
--

Doctors of Old
Tio the Editor of The Herald:
The
ntr in his recent inaugura referred to the advisability
of compelling physicians to register
annually in our state.
This is not the first attempt made,
to prevent untrained persons from'
p*.acticing medicine in Massachusetts as may be seen by the following, which I found in the archives
in the State House, in Boston:
Jan. 8, 1768.
To the House of Representatives:
Ordered that Mr. Dexter Cole Brown
rand Brigadier Ruggles with such as
the Honorable Board shall join, be a
committee to bring in a bill to prevent unskillful persons from practicing Physic in this Province.
J. Cushing, Speaker.
In council January 9th, 1768 read
and concurred and William Brattle
and Harrison Gray, Esq., are joined
J. N. Cotton, Sec. in the affair.
The committee have attended to
the above and report the bill hereunto annexed.
William Braille, by order.
Bill to prevent the practice of unskilled physicians in this Province.
Jan. 9, 1768.
The bill may be found in the recRepresentatives
ords of the House of
of that date.
EDWARD W. BARRETT', M. D.
Medford, Jan. 3.
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A.F. L. Head to Urge Curley Remove
Goodwin as'Disgrace to Society'
[Special Dispatch ,^ 1,—

SPRINGFIELD, Jan. 5—John F. profess to be a staunch Republican
Gatelee, president of the state fed- in politics, you deliberately sabotaged
eration of labor, said tonight in an the nominee of your party in the last
open letter to Frank A. Goodwin, state campaign, and your present job
registrar of motor vehicles: "I am was the pay-off for that piece of
going to request the Governor in the treachery.
name of organized labor in Massa- "Your usefulness, even as a red
chusetts to pitch you bodily out of herring, is gone forever."
The clash with Goodwin arose over
the public service as a discredited
and disgraced member Of human so- his advice to Haverhill shoe workers
to join the Brockton Brotherhood ot
ciety."
The letter was read and approve Shoe and Allied Craftsmen. He Is
the unpaid adviser of the Brockton
at the Central Labor Union meet
brotherhood.
here today before being mailed.
Gatelee was elected president of
Gatelee wrote in part:
"The intensive preparations you the Springfield Central Labor Union
and your little I and made to cause today.
„strike and strife, in Haverhill came
Commenting in Boston on the
to naught and certainly seemed to
show you up for the phoney, little Gatelee letter last night, Registraz
Goodwin said, "I'm not interested ir
figure that you are.
"You are a plain and unadulterated what Gatelee says, because he's an.
double-crosser, because while you other one of the labor fakirs."
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DECISION ON MILLER
I CLARK TOMORROW'

Press Clipping Service
2 Park Square
MASS.
BOSTON

BOrtOft,

Gov CaLley said today that tomorrow he will make known his decision
on the case of Miller Clark, condemned to die in the electric chair
the week of Jan 12 for the murder
of Ethel Zuckerman, who has petitioned for commutation of sentence
on grounds of insanity.
The Governor has had a report of
Clark's mental condition for two days,
and this afternoon conferred with
attorney George Douglas, &tense
counsel.
Dr Winfred Overholser, State Commissioner of Mental Diseases, attended the conference with Douglas today, as did John P. Feeney, noted
criminal lawyer. After the confer.
ence, the Governor said he would
ko his decision tomorrow.

Mass.

JAN 6 1936
When Governor Curley leaves
Boston tomorrow lirrrelock in the
afternoon to attend the annual
Jackson Day dinner In Washington,
he will take affairs of State
along
Awl him. Charles P. Howard, chairman of the State
Commission on
Administration, Carl A. Raymond,
State Budget
Commissioner, and
George D, Murphy, State
Comptroller, will accompany the
Governor
who will work on the
during his journey. annual budget

Boston, Mass.
JAN

6 1936

Up and Down Beacon Hill

af
terreeommendattonslay
ernor C
rl y and State both Govsioner
Comm
Correction Arthur isT.
Lyman for improved
prison facilities, this may
beco
me
one
of
the
Most important measu
sion. Representative res of the sesFlahe
rty
would
abandon the name,
"Norfolk Prison
Colony" and substitute
setts State Prison" in "Massachuits place. If
passed in its present
form, the measure would vitiate the
whole idea behind the Norfolk colony,
established,
as it were, for first
offen
3. By State Senator ders.
Charles G.
Miles of Brockton—a
the state gasoline tax. bill to abolish
Senat
called the tax "just a racke or Miles
t," which
was originally proposed
burden from the shoul to take the
' estate, but which has ders of real
actually "done
no such thing."

Commission preferred not to "cry
wolf"
Mayor Mansfield too often
rurday saw official cognizance upon at
relatively unimportant occa1 by Mayor Mansfield of what
sions
and to save its fire for a blast
most
i
I people have believed since
the start sure to merit front-page space in
newsp
the
apers,
of the Finance Commission's inves
tiGrand Jury Action
gation into city bonding pract
ices, Although
E. Mark Sullivan, chairnamely, that the Curley inspired I
Finance Commission is trying to put man of the Finance Commission,
two strikes on the Mayor before the .has announced that there Is a pos.
,s6
I-ibi1ity that the evidence gathered
Dolan inquiry starts.
-4so far will be presented to the
Asked for his opinion on the ellegations that his brothcr-in-law, Grand Jury, few political observers
Louis A, Roe, has tried to use his feel that at the present mome
--o New
nt
family relationship to obtain city enough material
Land
Invo
lved
, Curley Says
has
been
colle
cted
bonding through the employ of
to merit its introduction to the jury.
threats, the Mayor's only answer
Land grabbers who have been
buying up property in the vicini
was, "The Dolan investigation will It is felt that to press the case
ty of the
would
leave
it
open
to
Suffo
rejec
go on."
tion and
lk County Courthouse in
pation of a new building anticiAfter the Finance Commission's give the Mayor the opportunity to
will
cry
perse
cutio
n.
The
publi
doom
c tends to
ed to disappointment if Gove be
attacks of last fall on the Mayer,
rtire
quick
ly
of
an
inves
nor
tigat
ion unCurley's promise today
which the later claimed were innew land would be purch that no
spired by the Governor, and Mr. less the charges are fully substanased is
adhered to.
Mansfield's vigbrous counter attacks t'ated and something startling is reThe Governor sent a special
on the State's Chief Executive, vealedmesIt now appears extremely doubtful
sage to the Legislature seeki
there occurred a lull in the incrimng
exempt the proposed $5.000,000 courtto
inations, and Many thought the two U the present Finance Commission
house from the existing statu
Democratic leaders had composed Investigation can accomplish any
purpose but to strengthen the Mayor
ing Boston building commi te givtheir differences.
ssion
supervision over construction ers
Curley's Counter-Attack
of
in his determination toe press to a
county buildings. Elimination of
posWith the sudden filing, however, finish the Dolan affair.
sible delays in construction
A failure to
was
by the city's corporation counsel of do so after the publicity given to
reason given by the Governor the
for
this request.
the Bill of Equity against Curley's the case would leave the Mayor too
The cost of the building, said
city treasurer and intimate friend, open to charges of having made a
political
error Curley, will be allot Govthose familiar with the Governor's Beacon deal with the powers on
ted as
follows:
Hill, and as background to
forceful manner of meeting all op- the whole affair it shoul
Federal Government. $2.15
d be rememposition felt that it was but a mat- bered that the Mayor is reliably beCity of Boston. $1.094 300; 1,000:
Massachusetts, $854.700.
ter of time before he would find lieved to have his eye on the Governorship.
Ir explaining the fact that
J. G. H.
ft means to reply in a politically efchase of land would be neces no purfective manner to the Mayor. In polisary. the
7.;
Governer stated that tile
tics an effectiee reply to an opponew
!MU-ding
will be erected on the
nent is usually an attempt to disBoston, Mass.
site of the
present courthouse.
credit him.
Tie Finance Commission has been
tassel several times within the past
Victims'
few weeks to Investigate various asFamily, Say Fugitives' Captors
pect; of municipal administration,
which have been considered open to
The chivalry of Boston's polic
e deMajor
inmery. Councilor Clement A. Norpartment again came to the
fore to.sue
s Before Legislat
ton, the one responsible for the presure
day when the four polic
e office
ent bonding probe, has more than
I While legislators enjoyed a brief who caught Antonio Repuccl, slayers
once requested that the Finance
r
espit
e
of
durin
Walter R. Doucette, Charl
g the opening session of
CoMmission investigate the reports
estow
n
the
1936
General Court today, three
concerning school-job selling and
prison guard, said they
would not
mportant measures were filed. Dead
the Soliciting of'campaign expendiaccept any reward for the
line
for
submitting petitions and procapture,
tures from teachers and janitors.
Should any be given.
posals is Saturday. Jan. 11. To
ShUnned School Inquiry
add
They did say, however,
to the yards of legislative record,
that they
the
TI.e commission has steadfastly re- days of debate
would take a rewa
and the usual
fused to take up the school case, al- of comment, the following flurries over to the widow rd and turn it
and
legislaof the slain guard. six children
thot.sh it appears equally worthy of tion was suggested:
The officers
1. By Lieut.-Col. Paul G.
Serg. James J. Crowley
investigation as the bonding issue.
and PatrolKirk, men
state
commi
Andr
ssion
ew
er
of public safe
Mullen, Daniel DonoSevssal weeks ago it caned on Comvan and Joseph F. Hart.
a bill eliminating state bound ty—
aries
Missfoner of Public Works Christo- for polic
This announcement
e in the close pursuit of
follows close
a
phei J. Carven to tell why the con- criminal to permit
out-of-state police Upon the heels of a parallel example
in the Millen case.
tract for the removal of snow from to arresecriminals in this
Only one month
State. The
the downtown distriet had not been bill, which is being presented con- ago two other Boston police office
rs,
Lieut
.
curre
ntly in every legislature now
Charles P. Etdridge
awarded to the lowest bidder. Bids
in
and
were advertised for again but few session in the United States, was Patrolman Edward A. McDonnell„
people knew of the affair. At that drafted by the Interstate Commis- both turned over to the widows of
the two Needman
time it appeared that the commis- sion on Crime composed of state and
checks given them as officers $1000
sion was going out of its way not to federal crime officials.
the reward for captu their share of
2. By Representative
further e antagonize
ring the gang.
the
Thomas A.
Mayor
through attacks upon him for petty Flaherty of Charlestown—a bill to
abolish the state prison at Charl
contraventions of city ordinances.
esMany persons about City Hall now town and enlarge the Norfolk Prison
believe, however. that the Finance Colony to take care of the Charlesown irm a s. Cominc so short
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MOVES 10 OUST
SCHOOL BOARD
Councillor Norton to Ask Mayor
Today to Petition Legislature
for Removal of Four
Served as Public Duty
BY LAWRENCE R. GOLDBERG "The were men who served their
native city as
matter of duty. The
Declaring that the grand jury's people of the acity had confidence in
the
committee.
action in calling for the ousting of
thousands
membersargt
ildt
of
, the
ir
members of the Boston school com-yechoole
had the benefit of their fidelity
mittee must not be ignored, City I to.,Tahihigh
igcho public trust.the school cow.
Councillor Clement A. Norton last I
mIttee hasn beenee wiped
away by the
n
night moved for the removal by the expose of conditions in and about the
Legislature of the present four

Boston

sfcohrootih system.

be

memthe benefit oltm
ned
f the lust70,000
bers of the committee, including its t children
attending the city's schools
and the taxpayers of Boston, who have
a right to clean and honest government, about reproach of any sort.
"I shall take steps in the morning to
have the members of the school committee ousted and to have a new elecent school committee probe, School tion held to choose new members
to
fill
the vacancies. It will necessitate an I
Committeeman -elect Henry J. Smith,
act of the Legislature and I shall call
who takes office tonight, declared upon Mayor Mansfield this morning,
as
that he will not attend any private a member of the Boston City Council,
to
represent
the
city in ouster proceedconferences that might be called by ings and
to present officially the grand
Inc members of the committee and jury's statement
to the Legislature."
will insist upon a policy of meetings
Meetings
Open
For
open to the public and press alike.
! Committeeman-elect Smith's state- i
ment came on the eve of the organizenon meeting scheduled to be held toWILL MOVE TODAY
' night of the school committee. At this
The move to oust four members 4s meeting, it Is planned to elect a new
the Boston school committee will Saki chairman. Opinion prevailed among
, shape this morning, Councillor
Nortot members of the school committee last
declared, when he will move to has' night that the chairmanship will go to
the grand jury's denunciation of th
Frederick R. Sullivan of Charlestown.
"At the meeting of the school comsohool committee officially presented to'
the Legislature for action intended to mittee to be held tonight," read Corndeclare the offices of the four members mitteeman-elect Smith's statement, "I
vacant. He will call upon Mayor Mans- will advocate a policy of open meetings
field, he said, to represent the city
In to conduct the business of the school
the ouster proceedings.
committee. This means that the pubAtpresent, he pointed out, the law lic and the press will be invited to atdoes not provide any city or State ex- tend.
ecutive with the power to remove any
"I further advocate the abolition of
member of the Boston school commit- conferences. However, when the supertee from office. The only way their intendent of schools recommends that
ouster could be accomplished would be the school committee go into executive
through an act of the Legislature, siM- sessions to discuss subject matters that
tar to impeachment proceedings against he, the superintedent, states must be
a member of the Massachusetts bench, taken up In executive session, I will
"The grand jury's aotion 'in calling accept his recommentation."
Amplifying the statement, Mr. Smith
for the reMoval of members of the Boaton school committee must not be Ig- pointed out that secret sessions and
nored," Councillor Norton declared. conferences must be abolished, and in
"The time has come now for the clean- doing so he said he would not attend
ing out of these offices and a return to such private meetings and conferences.
the old-fashioned Roston school com- If one is called tonight, he indicated,
mittees as represented by A. Lawrence he will simply present his credentials
Lowell, Judge Michael H. Sullivan and as a newly-elected member of the comDr. David Soannell.
mittee, then retire.
chairman.
At the same time, in a statement
breaking the silence he has maintained since the opening 'of the pres-

The only subject matters that should
be discussed privately, If at all, he
added, are matters having to do with
a person's private record that happen
to be under consideration.
In its denunciation of the school committee and its calling for the ouster of
certain members of the eommttee, the
grand jury also demanded that immediate steps be taken to abolish all private
sessions and meetings of the committee.
Both Governor Curley and Mayor
Mansfield declined yesterday to make
any direct comment on the grand jury's
statement, released at the close of two
weeks of special session during which
it returned indictments against four
men as alleged bagmen after hearing
charges of alleged attempts of job-selling.
"I shall deliver my inaugural address
tomorrow morning," the Mayor said.
"I am referring briefly to a matter of
Interest In our school IIVEttrem )1171. T
shall not at this time make any comment on the grand jury's statement—
not at this moment."

Has No Jurisdiction
Gover,por curlei_aointed out that as
the Statelircirrsr—Executive he has no
jurisdiction.overthe Boston school committee.
"No one has been convioted yet," he
said. "Anyone can be indicted."
Nor would District Attorney William
J. Foley make any direct statement on
the denunciation of the school committee.
would he Irregular for me at this
time to make any reference to the
grand jury's statement, which was
drawn up without anyone of my office
being present and entirely on the initiative of the grand Jury," he said.
"A new grand Jury 'comes in this
morning. This grand jury will soon
hear further charges in connection with!
our investigation. My assistants—Garrett H. Byrne and Frederick T. Doyle—
are busy working on a new phase of
this investigation
We shall continue
our probe as far as is humanly possible
and do our best. There is nothing else
to say at this time."
As far as the members of the school
committee were concerned, only two of
them, thus far, have replied in any way
to the denunciation let loose at all of
them by the grand jury.
They are Committeeman Maurice .1.
Tobin, who bitterly assailed the josore
for inferring that all the members of
the school committee were to blame for
alleged "inert, loose, possibly corrupt
and deplorable conditions," and Dr.
Joseph V. Lyons.
Committeeman Tobin issued his statement Saturday night, shortly after the
Grand Jury delivered its attack, Dr.
Lyons Issued his statement, a brief one,
yesterday afternoon.
"I have read the statement of the
Grand Jury with great care," said
Committeeman Lyons, "and in view of
its serious nature, I feel that no extended statement from me is necessary at this time."
Neither Dr. Charles E. Mackey, chairman of the committee, nor Frederick
R. Sullivan, the fourth member of the
present committee, would
make a
statement yesterday.

Will Answer Tonight
From both, however, came brief announcements that tbey would have
something to say in reply to the Grand
Jury's statement at the organization
meeting • of the school committee,
scheduled to he held tonight at the
school committee rooms at 11 Beacon
street.
With demands being made in several
quarters yesterday that the Grand Jury
name the school committee members it
had specifically in mind when it released to the press through its foreman Saturday the condemnatory statement, John M. Jackson, of 2-3 Rosedale
street, Dorchester, foreman of the jury,
declared last night that "nothing can
he added to the statement the Grand
Jury made public on SatRrday.i1

To au so, he. insisted, would be "Iri regular."
When pressed for the names of the
school committee members the grand
jury had in mind, in fairness to any
not intended to be Included In the derunelation, Mr. Jackson replied: "The
' jury has disbanded and it isn't
gran,
very likely that we can alt get together
very soon to discuss any such move
now. Without the consent of all the
members who drew up the statement, I
cannot add anything to it."

Name Men at Trials

•

A reporter talked with seven member,.
of the grand jury that drew up the
statement. None would talk for publication because of the agreement made
in the grand jury room that nothing tn.
added to the statement after It was released to the press.
Prom these inembers, however, It wa:gathered that because of the approaching trials of the four men indicted by
the grand jury in connection with the
charges of attempted job-selling it
would be "irregular" and "contempt of
court" to make public the names of the
school committee members the jury had
in mind when it called for their oust
They pointed out that at the
of the four men indicted, the names
, the school committee members the
grand jury chastised will be made public.
• "It is a matter now for the courts,
one juror pointed out. "While it Is before the courts this matter cannot to
discussed publicly and we are not privileged to name those whose names will
be made public when the four men indicted go to trial."

Wants Early Trials
District Attorney Foley declared last
night that with the surrender this
morning of Hawkes and Devlin, who
were indicted by the Grand Jury Saturday, he will move for early trial for
this pair, and also Brown and Carroll.
who were indicted by the Same grand
jury a week ago.
There will be a separate trial for
Hawkes and Devlin and for Brown and
Carroll, the district attorney declared.
He will move for the trial of Brown
and Carroll for next week, he said.
Meantime, however, there will be a
Wednesday—before
hearing—prebably
Judge John AL Gibbs of the Suffolk
Superior Criminal Court, before whom
all the indictments were returned, on
the motions Sled Saturday by Attorneys Francis T. Monahan, counsel for
Brown, and William .1. Brophy, counsel for Carroll, to quash all the indictflhi'fl ha.
Both Attorneys Herbert F. Callahan,
counsel for Ilawkes, and James IL
Brennan, counsel for Devlin, have assured the district attorney that the
pair will he surrendered this morning
for arraialit.
Arrangehl t to ball the Pair immediately afteNthey pleaded not guilty to
the charges has already been made.
.1 .
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ABOR HEAD
PASSES LIE REFUSES 10
TO GOODWIN BACK DOWN
ON PAROLES
Gatelee Brands Him a

"Liar, Faker, Double
i Crosser"
-NOT INTERESTED"
• IS GOODWIN REPLY
Registrar Goodwin, when informed
last night of the blast turned on him
by President Gatelee at Springfield,
said:
"I'm not interested in what Gatelee
has to say. He's just another labor
faker."
SPRINGFIELD, Jan. 5—John F.
Gatelce, president of the State Federation of Labor, today sent a hot letter
to Registrar of Motor Vehicles Frank
A. Goodwin, in which he called Goodwin "a liar, a faker and a doublecrosser," and declared that, if Goodwin did not "stop meddling" in the
Federation's business it would he
forced to "pin back" his ears.
DEMAND HIS REMOVAL
Gatelee declared that the federation
was not content to let Ooodwin'a 14!tiVities In the Haverhill shoe workers' issue drop, but would demand that Govti nor Curley remove him from hls office atrYterMa r.
The Gatelee letter was introduced at
the annual meeting of the Springfield
C. L. U. today and endorsed by that

Watt Dropped All Pay

•

herring is gone terever."
Gatelee W:ih re-elected president ot
the Springfield C. L. U. today for his
lfith term.

Gatelee said that Goodwin was a liar
when he said that "Bobby" Watt received two salaries, one as commissioner of unemployment insurance and
one as secretary-treasury of the State
A. F. of L., because Watt dropped all
pay from the federation when he assumed the State job.
Gatelee said that Goodwin was a
faker when he said the United Boot
and Shoe Workers numbered HA° and
that he was a "plain and unadulterated
double-crosser," because he "sabotaged
the nominee" of his own party in the
lest State campaign. And that his present job was the "payoff" of that piece
of treaoh,i

tistelee Re-elected
Oatelee wound up his letter with thla
sentence: "Your ..iaefulness ea a red

Board Is Defiant, So
Ouster Hearing to
Proceed
Action to remove the State Board
of Parole from office is scheduled to
reach a climax at the public hearing
',clore Governor galley and the
Vxecutive Council this afternoon at
he State house.
Possibility of dropping the ouster
proceedings vanished last night when
members of the board defiantly refused to back down on their policy
of denying paroles to prisoners with
previous had records, regardless of
their good conduct while behind the
bars.
DEFENCE TODAY
The big battle in the hearing Is slated
to take place shortly after 1 o'clock this
afternoon, when Lieutenant-Governor
Joseph L. Hurley concludes the Coun•
dl's ease against the present correctional conditions, and F. Emmett Gavin
goes on the stand to lead the parole
board members in defence of their
Chairman Richard Olney and Mat.
thew W. Bullock are also listed to
testify today in support of the policies
which the three-man board has followed in the past year, but the clash
between Mr. Gavin and Councillor Daniel H. Coakley this afternoon is ex.
peoted to provide the sensation of the
hearings.
Councillor Coakley has inaisted that
prisoners should be rewarded for good
conduct In prison by granting thern
paroles at the expiration of two-third
of their minimum sentences. He contended that unreal at the State prison
and Concord Reformatory was do.
partly to the refusal of the parole
board to follow this old policy.
Mr. Gavin has stoutly maintained
that the parole hoard should adhere
to its stricter policy of denying parolee
to old offenders. He has contended
that the criminals with past records
were "sly" and "foxy" enough to he
good while In prison. He has claimed
that the unrest at correctional institutions was due, not to the policy or
the parole board, but to groups or
desperate incorrigibles., who should be
Segregated in a State prison like the
federal government's Alcatraz.

44
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DEFIES CURLEY TO
TAKE COURT ACTION
Governor Curley's threat to take
r•ourt action NAM his critics brought
wift defiance last night from President
henry J. Dixon of the Presiden
Franklin D. Roosevelt Club of Massa
chusetts, who has bombarded the Gov
erner's administration with charges to
the past year.
In a letter to the Governor last nigh
Mr. Dixon, who Is an attorney, repeate
the charges which he has made in th
past and also adopted charges recentl
made by critics, ending up by challeng
irig the Governor to make the most o
?t

TRANSCRIPT
Boston, Mass.

JAi',1 6

A Model Message from the Mayor

Mayor Mansfield apAn annual message free of boasting contemplates. But
over-hopeful or exno
places
parently
and buncombe, free of class-hatred and
source of relief,
partisan passion, has seemed, from re- clusive reliance upon this
the pubmultiplies
only
end
the
in
which
cent events, almost too much to expect
The mayor promof an American public executive in the lic's burdens of taxation.
year 1936. But Mayor Mansfield made ises retrenchment in municipal expendisalaries.
such an address to the City Council to- ture, though not in municipal
scieno
that
out
points
rightly
he
But
day. His Honor stood calm in honor and
way,
dignity. He not only avoided vaunting quate progress can be made in this
the
and
Committee
the
School
unless
rhetorical statements, but he filled his
text with a useful description of Boston's county authorities can be induced—or
position and problems today, and with forced—to co-operate. The cold disre2 Park Square
sober and clear recommendations for gard of Boston's financial necessities
Boston
Mass.
shown in recent years by the School
betterment.
-0*00-1:H:H)-On-C1-0-0 t>lOOO-0-0-CR:1-0-0-e To determine what is most vital to Committee has gone far enough. If the
BosRECORD
be done, Mayor Mansfield supplies a mayor is to be held responsible for
basis of judgment. "Business re- ton's welfare, he should be given some
sound
Boston, Mass,
covery," he says, "is the only permanent power to control the outlay of the most
means of reducing unemployment and its expensive of all the city's public enterincidental cost. I propose to aid this prises, namely, the schOols.
Mayor Mansfield's proposals of imrecovery by inaugurating a financial
budgetary procedure are likewise
proved
plan for Boston. Its purpose will be to
stabilize tax and debt conditions so that much needed, and it is commendable
for their enactMiller Frank Clark, ,entenced home owners and business enterprises that even while waiting
to die in the electric chair in the may confidently look to Boston as a ment His Honor has devised a workable
week beginning next Sunday for favorable place in which to live and do plan for • the control of departmental
the "bakery murder' of Ethel
expenditures during the six months
Zuckerman in December, 1933, re- business."
yesterday
comfort
spiritual
ceived
The mayor has a concrete program Which precede adoption of the 1936
in the death house at State Prison wherewith to accomplish this construc- budget, instead of allowing the situation
from Rev. Fr. Ralph W. Farrell,
tive result. He will begin by a fight to to run on at loose ends as it has in the
prison chaplain.
The chaplain talked with Clark reduce Boston's net debt. He would re- past. Of the most important permanent
fcr an hour in his morning visit strict new borrowing to the amount worth is the mayor's renewed stand for
and spent another hour with him
consolidation and reorganization of the
in the afternoon. Clark still hopes required for P W A projects heretofore
ey authorized, but not issued, together with city's forty-six departments, directed toto escape the chair. G
will today reveal to Atty. eorge a smaller amount to be borrowed for day by as many as 135 department heads.
Douglas, counsel for Clark, the
Par more economical administration
report on Clark's mentality which welfare purposes in 1936 than was added
should result from proper revision of this
is
debt
If
year.
city's
debt
last
to
the
twc
he received last week from
psychiatrists.
consistently retired during the ensuing confused and scattering system of execuyears as various bond issues mature, and tive government. As for removal of the
if new borrowing be strictly confined to statutory tax limit, this has its comthe most pressing emergencies, it should mendable aspect, but the step should be
be possible, says Mayor Mansfield, to taken, as the Municipal Research Bureau
eliminate future borrowings altogether, has advised, only if strict new checks
and place the city on a pay-as-you-go on future borrowing ,and other financial
basis, which would save millions in reforms are legally established in its
'FRAV ELER
place.
interest payments.
Boston, Mass.
All in all, Mayor Mansfield's message
Striving to keep the local tax rate at
not more than $37 as in 1935, the mayor is a document of real strength and value.
explains that he is relying "to some ex- It is doubly welcome as a sound model
tent" on a reduction of the State tax in these times when the 1936 fashion for
Gov. Curley declined to comrias plan of secur- annual messages has appeared fallacious
which Governor C
ment todiq on the announcement in g new
e Commonwealth and flimsy.
revenues
by John F. Gatelee, president of
the State Federation of Labor,
that Gatelee intends to ask the
Governor to remove Frank A.
Goodwin, registrar of motor vehicles,. whom he characterizes as
"a discredited and disgraced member of human society."
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MESSAGE SENT
ON COURT HOUSE

federal gcivernment
will pay $2,151,000, the city of
Boston $1,994,300,
and the comm
onwealth of Massachusetts $854,700,
of $5,000,000 to cove making a total
r the cost of the
construction of
additional courthouse accommodatio
ns in conformity with the
prov
474 of the Acts of isions of chapter
1935.

LAW ENFORCEMENT NEE
DED
"The comm

ission
der this act and established uncourthouse commissi known as the
on, with a view
to meeting the
requirements of thf
courts with the lowe
has agreed that the st possible costs
additional struc•
ture for county
purp
erected upon land oses shall b(
owned by th(
county. It will be
of this decision ofnecessary, in viev
the commission
to amend existing laws
Gov. Curley sent a special
with refermess
age ence to the
to the Legislature today aski
height, volume and
ng
the Boston building and zoning that back of the proposed structure. setlaws
be amended so as to permit
"It is important that
the conaction be
struction of a new Suffolk
county taken at the earliest possible date
to the end that the
court house of greater dime
state, city and
nsions
county may not be
than would be permitted unde
depr
r existing law.
financial aid which the ived of the
ernment is prepared to federal govallocate.
AVOID BUYING
"I
He said this in order to use land adop accordingly recommend the
tion of the accompanying
at present owned by the city or
bill.
some
other governmental unit and not
to
have to purchase other land at
a
speculative price.
The land proposed to be used is
that in Pemberton square where the
old Boston police headquarters was
located.
The Governor also reported to the
Legislature that the commission on
the construction of the court house
has reached an agreement on the
apportionment of the 85,000,000
cost
of the new structure.
This agreement provides that the
following contributions would be
made:
Federal government
82,151,000
Boston
1,994.300
State
854,700

TRAVELER
Boston, Mass.
,
b
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Friends to Honor
New Welfare Head

Curley Asks Zoning Laws
Be Amended to AN oid
Land Purchase

WOULD

LAND

TRAN ELER
Boston, Mass.

JAN 6

Total
$5,000,000
"The commission." said the Governor, "has shown rare wisdom in
blocking all schemes to take land
not already owned. So no portion of
the money to be expended will have
to be for a site, which might easily
cost $1,0130,000 on the basis of various persons having bought up land
between the present structure and
Bowdoin square.

publican and Memoeratic
st te
and Boston committees,
proi iding
that election officers he
by those organizations, proposed
was filed
with the clerk of the Hous
by Representative Mart e today
in Hays.
Signers included Vernon
W. Marr
and Herman Hormel.
Republicans.
and Joseph McGrath
and John
"It is important that action be
Newman, Democrats.
taken by the legislature at the earliThe four Roston police
officers
est possible date to the end that the
who participated in the
capture of
state, city and county may not be
Anthony Itcpueci, who
deprived of the financial aid which
ward Guarnelli is alle with Edged to have
the federal government is prepared
murdered Walter R.
Doucette,
to allocate."
state prison guard. in maki
The Governor sent his message
escape from his custody, ng their
said today
after he had conferred with former
they would not accept
the $1000
.A tty.-Gen. Herbert Parke?' and
reward offered by Gov.
Curley even
Parker had also talked with Leverett
if they were consitlftV
elkSaltonstall. speaker of the House.
"The widow and six
Parker was called :n as an advisor,
the slain guard who children of
not being a member of the courtwhile performing his was killed
sworn duty
house commission.
can undoubtedly use
the money,"
The text of the Governor's messaid the officers. "ff
we are consage to the Legislature follows:
sidered in the reward
"The necessity for additional acour share over to we will turn
widow." The officersthe guard's
commodations for the transaction of
who took
part in the capture
legal business in Suffolk county has
of
Providence are Sergt. Repucci in
been recognized each year during
Crowley and Detectiv James V.
the past 15 years by the presentation
es Andrew
Mullen. Joseph . Hart
of legislation seeking enlargement
and Daniel
Donovan,
of existing facilities.
"An agreement has been reached
as to the apportionment of the cost,
and under this apportionment the
,

EARLY ACTION URGED

S
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WALTER V. MeCARTHY

BANQUET JAN. 15
TO W. V. M'CARTHY
Commissioner of Public Welfare to Be Honored
A testimonial banquet will be
given to Walter V. McCarthy, newly
appointed commissioner of public
welfare, Wednesday evening, Jan.
15, at the &Mier. A reception will
be held at 7 and dinner will be
at
7:30. Reservations are now
being
made for tickets and persons desi
ring to attend should communic
ate
as soon as possible with the
Walter
V. McCarthy testimonial
dinner
committee, room 114, Hotel
Bellevue.
Boston.
In addition to the Governor
, others invited are Harry Mr
kins. national director of the WPA
,
ington. and Monsignor Robe Washrt Keegan, director of the
Nati
fare Council, New York onal Welcity, both...of
whom are friends
of McCarthy.
Thomas H. Buckley, stat
e auditor,
will be toastmaster.
This affair is being hand
led by a
large committee headed
by Mrs. Margaret M. O'Riordan, chai
rman; Miss
Margaret Mulkerron, secr
G. Frank McDonald, trea etary; and
eph A. Parks, chairman surer, Josof the industrial accident board,
is chairman of the committee
ments and Representati on•arrangeve Daniel J.
Honan of Winthrop is
secretar
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Curley Will Hear
/ Plea of Murderer
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Attleboro;

BANNER
Bennington, Vt.
Lawyer Disbarred
1

By Bay State

1 Boston, Jan. 7 (/P)—An attorney
Attleboro, Mass.
' who gained national prominence
'for defending a killer's pretty
bride and who only a few hours
Defore won from Gov. j4s
g'..ipromise of a healing for a
•rtifined slayer, was disbarred
yesterday by the Supreme court.
, He was George A. Douglass.
prominent local attorney, charged
with failure to account for $10,134
of the funds of an inmate of a state
institution whose estate he administered.
Douglass was not present when
:preme Court Justice Edward P.
Pierce ordered his name stricken
from the rolls nor was he represented by counsel.
A few hours earlier. at Douglass'
Boston. Jan. 7—GP)---A recom- lea. Gov. Curley announced he
mendation that the executive would hold a hearing on the peticouncil postpone for a week any ion of Frank Miller Clark for
action on the parole board admin- commutation of the sentence which
istraticn would be made at the decrees he must die in the electric
council meeting today. Gov. James , hair sometime during the week of
M. Curley announced this morn- January 12.
Denied a new trial. Clark has
pinned his last hope on official
clemency. He is staking it on the
contention of Douglass that he is
insane. State alienists have examined him in his cell but have
not yet made public their report.
Charged with the murder of
pretty Esther Zuckerman. 18-yearold South End bakeshop clerk.
Clark. an odd job man. was found
guilty by a jury which t,,ok less
than 10 minutes to deliberate his
fate.
Douglass came into national publicity by his defense of Norma Millen. daughter of a former clergyman and bride of Murton Millen,
who with his brother Ivring. and a
Enterprise
. third robber were electrocuted last
year for murder of a policeman
Brockton, Mass.
during a bank robbery.
Norma was convicted but as an
accessory served little more than
a year.

Clark's Sentence Farole Board i
Not Commuted Action Delayed l
I By Gov. Curley By Gov. Curley
Boston, Jan. 7 (/P)—Governor
James M. Cur
declined today
e imprisonment
to commu •
the death sentence of Miller
Frank Clark. 57, convicted murderer of Ethel. Zuckerman, 18.
slain in a Boston bakeshop two
years ago. Clark must die in the
electric chair during the week
Jan. 12.
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Gov:Smiley Nods at
Decision on AAA
Boston, Jan. 8-0Pi---Inva1idation
A the Agricultural Adjustment Adninistration by the Supreme Court
'oday will be "beneficial to Indusdal New England," Governor James
. Curley said tonight.
At the same time Curley said it
k was fortunate Congress was in session so as to enact legislation to take
Its place.
-The decision of the Supreme
Court in the case of the AAA
through an ending of the processing tax must, of necessity, be beneficial to industrial New England,"
he asserted. "That it may work i
hardship to other sections of the •
nation. is accepted but in view of.
crop conditions and prevailing prices
for commodities it cannot be other
ithan temporary in character."

1
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Pressure Upon Parole Board.
YEAR ago, before the governor had brought the executive
council around to his bidding. M.1..-Gerfey was keen for
abolishing this branch of government. He was silent about
it this year. He and some in the council are now talking
about reorganization of the parole board, that group which passes
upon the qualifications of prisoners for release. They talk in
large headlines about prison unrest and outbreaks. Is it for
the purpose of bringing this board into disrepute?
Hardened criminals are model prisoners, as a rule. They
obey all rules because it is part of their strategy to get out as
soon as possible. When the parole board takes the attitude that
some of these men are still a menace to society in spite of their
good prison records the board acts for the best. The parole
board's duty is to protect society as well as the prisoners. Prison
unrest and outbreaks could be averted by putting the incorrigibles
reforand the killers into prisons of maximum security and using
reform.
mation methods on those who are ready for
outweigh his
A prisoner's good record in prison should not
bad record against society.

F,
,t

_
Massachusetts, George J. Stobie,
game commissioner of Maine; R. H.
Hunter, game commissioner of Vermont; Thomas Beck, game commissioner of Connecticut and commissioners of Rhode Island and New
Hampshire; Seth Gordon, secretary
of the American Wild Life Institute;
A. F. Foran, president of the American Game Birds Association; Gov.
and J. H. Hager,
Sta-Wiiinithologist.
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IS TO ELECT
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Curley Refuses
"'Mercy to Clark

ABINGTON, Jan. 7.—The executive
board of the Abington Visiting Nurse
Association met yesterday afternoon
with President Elizabeth Tirrell of.
Washington street and final plans
were made for the annual meeting at
Grand Army Hall, Monday afternoon,
Jan. 20 at 2:30. At that meeting annual reports for the year will be given
and officers for the coming year will
be elected. The nominating committee which will bring in a list of officers for action is Mrs. William E.
Mielke, Mrs. Charles F. O'Brien, Mrs.
Mary Coughlan and Mrs. Willis A.
Calkins. Miss Lillian Cook, the school
nurse, and Miss Green, the dental
hygienist of the schools will be
speakers at the meeting and the
workings of an incubator will be explained by the visiting nurse, Mrs.
Jessie Gooch. Tea will be served and
there will be a musical entertainment.
.Announcement was made at the
meeting yesterday that the nurses
registry is to be revised and brought
up to date with Mrs. John Shanahan
in charge and all nurses have been
asked to register with Mrs. Shanahan.
Following the meeting there was a
social and refreshments were served
by the hostess. Last evening a number of the members of the board and
the nurse attended the annual meeting of the Hanover Visiting Nurse
Association.
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BOSTON, Jan. 7, (UP)—Governor Curley today refused to commute to life imprisonment the
death sentence of Miller Frank
Clark, convicted slayer of 18-yearold Ethel Zuckerman, formerl pf
'Brockton.
•

NEWS
Framingham, Mass.
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11LATE NEWS DISPATCHESI
SHOWDOWN ON PAROLE BOARD EXPECTED TODAY
Boston, Jan. 17 (INS)—A showdown by Gov, James N. Curley
and the Executive council on the Parole board case was expected
today with indications one or more members of the board will be
removed.
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Waterfowl Meeting.
The Massachusetts Wate:lowl Association, many of the members of
which reside in Plymouth county and
Cape Cod districts, whose headquarters are at Kingston, are sponsoring
a New England Waterfowl conference which will be held at the Gardiner Auditorium at the State House
in Boston, Saturday, Jan, 18. The
session will start at 10:30 in the
morning and hundreds of gunners interested in wild game shooting are
expected. It is planned to have a
frank and open discussion of the
waterfowl situation as it affects New
England. The principal speaker will
be I. M. Gabrielson, chief of the biological survey of the government from
Washington.
Laws governing the taking of ducks
and geese in this State have been
made so drastic that it is almost prohibitive, and there has been wide1 spread discussion with a strong claim
advanced by New England gunners
that they have been discriminated
4 against while the south has been
favored. Many gunners in this district will plan to attend the conference.
Among other officials who
have been invited to attend are Raymond Kenney, game commissioner of
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3overnor Curley Declines
To Commute Clark Sentence
BOSTON, Jan, 7 Of)—Gov. James
M. Curley declined today to commute to life-imprisonment the death
sentence of Miller Frank Clark, 57,
convicted murderer of Ethel Zuckerman, 18, slain in a Boston bakeshop two years ago.
Clark rust die in the electric

chair the week of Jan. 12.

GOVERNOR REFUSES COMMUTATION FOR CLARK
Boston—
,'Tan. 7 (INS)_Miller F. Clark must die in the electric
chair next week for the breadknife slaying of Ethel Zuckerman.
Gov. James M. Curley announced today he had decided to refuse
commutation of sentence.
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Believes State Tax Limit
I Would Remedy Extravagance
BOSTON, Jan. 7, (AP)—The
rem- I
edy for legislative extravagan
ce,
think Reprgsentatives Chris
tian
Herter of Broston and Elmer
• C.
Nelson of Milford, is to limit the
tax the State collects from
cities
and towns.
They would accomplish the limitation,and they believe, a balan
ced
budget and an end to rising real
estate taxes, by a constituti
onal
amendment, effective alter popul
ar ,
vote in 1938.
1 I
Joint Bill Filed.
BULLETIN
Both representatives joined yesBOSTON, Jan. 7, (UP1—The
;
terday in filing a bill for such a
Executive Council will draft a bill
proposal, which would tie down the
calling for the repeal of a statute
which enables parole officials to
state tax to five per cent of the annual state expenditures.
compel a convict to serve more
than his minimum sentence, re"The present method of hudget•
ing the income and expenditures of
se of his conduct, Governor
Curley said toda). The Council
the commonwealth is an absurdity,
would have the State revert to
'
they commented.
the old statute whereby a pris"Every year the Legislature aponer would have to be released on
propriates so much money for the
expiration of his minimum senexpense of running the state govtence provided his prison record
ernment. It then figures out howwas satisfactory. The Council
much revenue it is likely to get
took no action on the State
from existing taxes, and it then
Parole Hoard on the Governor's
makes up the deficiency by levyrecommendation. Governor Curley
ing that difference upon the cities
said he thought the Council
and towns.
should take time to consider the
"That deficiency is the state tax.
testimony it had heard about the
"Obviously," Representatives HerParole Hoard's policy at recent
ter and Nelson continued, "the cities
public hearings.
and towns have no way of meeting
the State tax except by raising theii
own real estate taxes, and to a t BOSTON, JAM 7, (AM—The fat(
minor degree. their excise or license lot the present membership of the
'Stele Board of Parole rested toot
taxes. They have no other source
with the Executive
Council, some
of revenue...,
of whose members
have announced
"As long as the State tax re- they want the
board ousted.
mains unlimited, t he Legislattii
In possession of the
Council was
will never balance its budget.
testimony of State Priso
n officials
that the board has
Favor Limiting Tax
been too strict
In granting paroles,
"The reason why we have allowed
and the defense
any State tax to continue is that it of the three members that they
have acted fairly
is practically impossible for each
and conscienLegislature to make an exact bal- tiously in dealing with Inmat
es of
ance of expenditures and revenues. the State Prison and the
Concord
Refor
matory.
"We believe, however, that it is
posssible to come within five or apConsistently denying
playing
Wiliest in the matter,
proximately three million dollars
the Council maintained Its
under present conditions, fyid we
Inquiry into
believe that for the sake of having
parole
administration
was
one flexible item of revenue such a
prompted by a reoent
attempted
limited State tax is proper."
escape at the prison. In
which two
Governor Curley has recommendmen were killed, anti the
slaying
ed the abolitiMmefs-the State tax,
of A guard by two conyi
ete,
and proposed to raise revenue in its
After a tour of the State
's penal
place by a new series of taxes on institutions, the
Council heard from
cigarettes, alcohol and truck
offici
als that unrest was
operarampant
tion.
The lax, however, certainly „ and resentment
rife among inmates'
will not be abolished Immediatel
y, I because of the Parole
Board's
and many bitter legislative
severity of policy. It
debat
then decided
on substitute revenue proposals es I to
air these complaints
are I
publicly,
and hear the defense
of the Parole
Board before reaching
any decision
at today's executive
session.
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arole Board
(Hearing Ends

r

Coakley As Examiner
The Council, with Governor Curicy presiding and Councillor Daniel H. Coakley acting as principal
examiner of witnesses, yesterday
heard the Parole Board's side of the
story from the members, Richard
Olney, chairman; Matthew W. Bullock, attorney, and P. Emmet
Gevin.
The suggestions of the three for
'reme
i dying the prevalent tinrest In
ha prison and reformatory were
•Idely divergent.
Mr. Gavin, the
oet ready with suggestions, said
hat the removal of the present
ommissioner of correction, Arthur
I'. Lyman, tall, aristocratic fine
wealthy Bostonian, was the solu
ion.
_
He found fault with all the
commissioners in office since the
administration of Sanford Hates,
now director of the Federal littrealm of Prisons, and also recommended that the State build a
"Massachusetts
Alcatraz,"
or
maximont-sectirity prison similar
to
the
Federal penitentiary,
for hardened and desperate criminals.
The reports of unrest and resentment came last week from tVarden
Francis J. W. Isanagan of the prism, and Superintendent Michael J.
Dee of the reformatory. Both complained that the present hoard, reconstituted A year ago without an
advieor from the Correction department, did not ronsult with them
about the records of prisoners, and
was arbitrary in freeing Men
with
poor institutional records.
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FIGHT PLAN TO ESTABLISH
PRISON FURNITURE FACTORY
Local Manufacturers Launch Campaign To
Halt WPA Project at Norfolk Colony, Aimed
to Provide Employment of Prisoners with
Federal Funds—Scores of Telegrams Sent
State and Federal Authorities, Assail Move
as Unfair Competition for Industry
Furniture manufacturers in Gardner and nearby towns are
up in arms at a proposal to establish a furniture making plant
in the Norfolk state prison as a WPA project and today a campaign was launched to kill the project as a direct threat at the
• industrial life of Gardner and other furniture communities.
Former Mayor Albert H. Stone of Nichols & Stone, President
Richard N. Greenwood of the Heywood-Wakefield Co., and Secretary Samuel S. Lord of the Chamber of Commerce are taking
the lead in the drive to halt the project.
Through their efforts, furniture
projects for the making of furniture
manufacturers of the district have In direct competition with Gardner
been lined up to bring pressure to industry have been launched in the
bear on state and federal authori- last three years under New Deal
ties and representatives. Scores of auspices, but in every case they
The last was
telegrams were sent out today to have been defeated.
Senators Marcus A. Coolidge and a project to establish furniture makDavid I. Walsh and Congressman ing communities in West Virginia
Joseph E. Casey, Arthur T. Lyman, which wonid be manned by coal
state commissioner of corrections, miners. This was killed in WashSenator Edward H. Nutting, Repre- ington through the efforts of Senasentatives Fred A. Blake and George tors Walsh and Coolidge and ConS. Stone, Governor James M. Cur- gressman Frank H. Foss, predecesley, Speaker Leverett trgairnstall sor of Mr. Casey after vigorous proend State WPA Director Arthur G. tests had been made here.
In the present instance former
Botch assailing the project as unStone in letters to public offiMayor
fair competition for local industries.
the
The project contemplates the es- cials sets forth strongly that
the
tablishment of a furniture factory furniture industry has been in
a
that
years,
five
past
the
for
red
emprovide
to
In the Norfolk prison
shut
ployment for prisoners with federal number of plants have been
funds. Bids on approximately $25,- down and dismantled and that it is
000 worth of machinery were opened extremely unfair of the federal govon Dec. 30, giving local men their ernment and the state to enter into
the
first intimation that the project was competition with what is left of
launched. Like many other WPA Industry. Whatever their reasons
projects, it had been drafted and are, namely to sell perhaps to WPA
whipped into shape without any projects or to state institutions, it
general publicity. President Green- takes business away from legitimate
wood of the Heywood-Wakefield Co. channels of manufacturing, the let' was first informed of the threat to ter states.
George L. Barnes, vice president
the city and he at once got in touch
and
with Mr. Stone and Mr. Lord. So of the Heywood-Wakefield Co.
InAssociated
the
of
head
former
contracts
the
far as can be learned,
acting
for the machinery have not yet dustries of Massachusetts, is
for the Heywood-Wakefield 'Co. in
been awarded.
the absence of Mr. Greenwood, who
with
finance
to
attempts
Various
is at the Chicago Furniture market.
semi-public
federal funds public or

i
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TIIE PAROLE BOARD
It looks now as if His Excellency
the Cwaysanor were gunning for the
parolo board, consisting of Richard
Olney, Matthew Bullock and P. Emmett Gavin. Councillor James J.
Brennan of the thunderous voice
thinks that their judgment about releasing convicts on parole is bad. He
Is the man of whom it was said that
when he ,spoke at a campaign rally
. the windows a hundred yards away
rattled. Mr. Brennan thinks decidedly
that the judgment of the councillors,
inexperienced
his own
especially
judgment, would be better than that
of the parole board. The real essence of this disturbance is probably
that the Governor wishes to place
three of his own henchmen on the
board.
The parole system has had some
fearful failures. About all that can be
done is to leave this matter of releasing men, often with terrible records, to a select body of men. Nobody
to our knowledge, ever impeached the
judgment of these three men before.
They are good men and should be retained. But the man who threw out
Dr. Payson Smith with such scant
courtesy to make room for one of
his friends will hardly hesitate to
eject these three good public servants.
Then there will be another department under the hand of our Massachusetts Huey Long, This statement
may be offensive to partisans of the
late Senator from Louisiana, for Mr.
Curley is but a faint copy of the
Southern dictator.
A conclusive argument against the
parole board is the testimony of the
convicts. We understand that they
are unanimous against the board,
which does not always see fit to release dangerous men. The prisoners
feel they should dictate to the parole
board. Mr. Curley himself was very
severe against Governor Ely for his
prison delivering proclivities. but we
notice that he has recently pardoned
a fine list of murderers and public
enemies. His record is far more
startling than Governor Ely's. Has
the parole board expressed its disapproval of this jail delivery? Something has certainly happened to
arouse the ire of the Governor. Armed with decisive argument that the
convicts do not like the board, Governor Curley is expected soon to call
the luckless three on the carpet, subject them to the usual manhandling
and throw them out, possibly adding
that bit of humor of giving them a
certificate of good character to carry
with them into the bleak outside
world.
The Governor and his satellite, rubber stamp Council evidently want to
make jail delivery easier. They will
be heartily supported by all the
murderers, second story men, rapists,
bandits and kidnappers still at liberty. What have the plain, unconsidered citizens of this Commonwealth
got to say about this? Wherein are
we protected?
I
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TIMELY TOPICS
All fields of activity are now reporting their 1935 milestones.
i In 1935 motor deaths for the whole
j country made an all-time high-30,1 400.
If that Literary Digest poll will on1:.• prove as accurately prophetic as in
the past!
Just one startling announcement
p,ofter another from St. Louis Advancement of Science convention!
Boston as well as Washington will
have its "Jackson Day" dinner Wednesday. But it won't cost $50 a plate.
The comptroller of the treasury's
latest announcement lists 5400 national banks. A few of those counted
are in Alaska, Hawaii and the Virgin
Islands.
On the one hand Governor Curley
wants an increase in the AVITIfft tax.
On the other, a bill has been introduced in the Legislature to repeal the
additional one-cent tax.
Kit Klein, having skated all around
her American competitors, is now off
for Norway and Sweden to see how
she stacks up with the girls on the
steel runners in those countrios.
We've been reading a good deal
'about the artichoke war on in New
York City, the point of all of which
seems to be that Mayor LaGuardia
has gained a strangle choke on cerain racketeers engaged in it.
A good many financial authorities
c i't help looking round out of the
c ner of their eye for inflation. But
it asn't come yet, and most of them
are willing to sink back till it does
befo trying to devise means to Control i
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Keep Up This Fire

President Gatelee of the State Federation
of Labor has opened fire on Registrar GoodJAN 7 1936
win, thereby continuing an attack that was
.started in Haverhill.
Not only has he attacked Goodwin as a
labor organizer but he has announced that,
in the name of organized labor, he will request the governor to remove the registrar
from public office.
There should be a continuous performance of such demands, not necessarily because Goodwin is unfit for the office or because there is doubt that it is proper for him
to serve in the pay of the public while directing a labor union. These have become secondary considerations. The primary consideration in the Goodwin case is the reason
for Governor Curley's amazing flop.
Curley recorded himself as definitely
sympathetic with the first demand that Goodwin be removed and gave the registrar his
choice of giving up public office or of giving
up his work with the Brockton union. Goodwin defied the governor and the governor
flopped from his original position into a position from which he not only declared that
Goodwin should stay as registrar but from
which he delivered a eulogy of Goodwin's
performance as a labor leader.
This flop is the most mysterious political
development of Curley's administration.
During it he has removed several officials
when there was no demand for such action,
except his own. Before Goodwin ignored
the governor, but one official has successfully resisted the governor's efforts to oust
him and this success was accomplished only
after a protracted hearing by the executive
council which was ended when the governor
dropped the matter. Goodwin, thus, is in a
class by himself.
The governor says he must quit or —,
,CToodwin ignores him, and the governoiiflbps, with a mysterious and unprecedented
ALLACE BEERY and Lionel Barrymore in Eugene O'Neill's flop, into an illogical position.
"Ah Wilderness." Insert shows Jack A. Simons, Poll, manFire on that position, like the kind Gateager, snapped with Governor Curley of Massachusetts
at the lee has opened, should be continuous. Those
world premiers ofl'ffrfilm recently in Worcester
who think that Goodwin's labor activities
are unbecoming to a public official and those
who see in the governor's flop a significant
political performance, should fire on the
governor with machine-gun rapidity demands that he remove Goodwin or explain
his flop.

At Poli's omorrow

Transcript
Holyoke, Mass.
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WILLIMANSETT
Gov. Curley Asked to Pardon
Zelinski, Now Declared Sane
Governor James M. Curley was
asked to give a full pardon for
Stanley Zelinski of this city in a
petition filed at Boston yesterday.
Zelinski, in 1934, was found not guilty by reason of insanity of the murder of Sophie Cupek, 11, of Willimansett. He was declared sane yeserday at Bridgewater State Farm
y Dr. William T. Hanson, medical
irector of the institution. At the
ime of his acquittal as insane, the
ourt decreed that he would be expected to stand trial again if he were
round sane. A pardon by the governor would eliminate court action.
Zelinski, who then was r. delinquent, allegedly lured the child into
a cellar on April 11, 1924, and beat
her over the head with a billet of
wood after an attempted assault
According to a confession which police allege they obtained from him.
he placed her body in a burlap bag.
which he dragged on a sled to the
river bank.
The police allege that a curious
about
him
asked
acquaintance
whimpering cries that were coming
from the bag, and was tcld that he
was drowning some kittens. He is
alleged to have said iir his conies;ion that he threw the body into
he river, which was at flood stage.
A. blanket and rubber boot the child
lad been wearing that morning were
'ound on the river bank.
Hearing of the case was postponed
for a time while attempts were
made by local police and state deby
tectives to, recover the body
dragging the river.* The body was
never recovered. He was commitalted to the hospital for the crimin
ly insane, remaining there for about
10 years. In March. 1934, the case
was brought up in Superior Court
at Springfield; Judge Nelson P.
Brown directed a jury to find him
not guilty by reason of insanity.
Atty. Thomas C. Maher, Zelinski's
counsel, contended that the Commonwealth had not proved an actual murder had taken place, since
the body was not found. He appealed to the State Supreme Court,
which. in June, 1934, upheld the
Superior Court decision.
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FATE OF PAROLE
!BOARD IN HANDS
OF THE COUNCIL
One Declares Removal of Lyman
as Commissioner Is Necessary
to Welfare of Institutions
membership of the state board of
—The fate of the present
BOSTON
, some of whose members have
council
ive
execut
parole rested today with the
.
ousted
board
announced they want the
council was
In possession of the
Negro atofficials mar, Matthew W. Bullock,
testimony of State prison
P. Emmet Gavin.
torney, an-.
in
strict
The suggestions of the three for
that the board has been too
defense of remedying the prevalent unrest in the
granting paroles, and the
have
atory were widely
the three members that they y in prison and reform
most ready with
acted fairly and conscienticuslState divergent. Gavin, the the removal of
dealing with inmates of the atory. suggestions, said that
of correction,
prison and the Concord reform politics the present corniiissioner aristocratic,
Arthur T. Lyman, tall,
Consistently denying playing
ined and wealthy Bostonian, was the soluIn the matter, the council mainta
stration ton.
admini
parole
into
y
inquir
its
attempted
He found fault with all the commiswas prompted by a recent
two
administraescape at the prison, in which of a sioners in office since the
g
tion of Sanford Bates, now director of
men were killed, and the slayin
the federal bureau of prisons, and alguard by two convicts.
After a tour of the state's penal in- so recommended that the state build
maxistitutions, the council heard from of- a "Massachusetts Alcatraz." or
to the
ficiaLs that unrest was rampant and mum-security prison similar
resentment rife among inmates be- federal penitentiary, for hardened and
cause of the parole board's severity of desrerate crinitnaLs.
The reports of unrest and resentpolicy. It then decided to air these
complaints publicly, and hear the de- ment came last week from Warden
fense of the parole board before reach- Francis J. W. Lanagan of the prison,
ing any decision at today's executive and Supt. Michael J. Dee of the reformatory. Both complained that the
session.
The council, with Gov. James M. present board, reconstituted a year ago
residing and Councilor Daniel without an advisor from the correction
Curl
. oakley acting as principal exam- department, did not consult with them
was
iner of witnesses, yesterday heard the about the records of prisoners, and inparole board's side of the story from arbitrary in freeing men with poor
the members, Richard Olney, chair- stitutional records.

ENTERPRISE
Leominster, Mass.
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should serve as election officers rep.
resenting their parties at polling
places, has been petitioned for by
the chairmen of these two committees.

STATE HOUSE
NEWS IN BRIEFi

Rep. Owen Gallagher, of Boston.
has filed a bill with the Legislature
that has for its objective the aiding and simplifying of tracking of
criminals by police. Under the
terms of the bill, if enacted, telephone companies would be required
to record the telephone number of
a person called and the name of the
caller, as well as the time of mak.
ing the call.

Gov. Curley Believes N. E.
Will reTiefit By AAA
Decision.
BOSTON, Jan. 7—Gov. Curley
resees New England's. gain as the
decision
sult of the Supreme Court's
strucin knocking out the A. A. A.
of
ture and that the industries
be
this part of the country will
benefited. In speaking of the matter, he was quoted is saying that
the decision of the Supreme Court
by ending the processing tax will
help New England. While other
sections of the country might suffer some hardships. he said he believed the disadvantages, because of
crops and prices, would be but temporary.
Joseph C. Cort, chairman of the
State Milk• Control Board, was another who would see benefit to thist
section by the decisions, and said
he thought it would result in lower
prices for milk. He said he would
confer with the agricultural societies
at the Union Agricultural meetings
to be in Worcester next week.
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'CLARK DENIED
COMMUTATION
OF SENTENCE

A bill that would make uniforiii
the law on close pursuit of criminal;
and would authorize Massachusetts
to cooperate with other cities in the
matter, and would eliminate state
boundaries, in such pursuits of a
criminal so that an out-of-state policeman could make an arrest at
once, was proposed yesterday to the —
Legislature by State Commissioner Gov.
of Public Safety Lieut.-Col. Paul G.
Kirk.

Reps. Herter and Nelson yesterday filed a bill in the Legislature;
the purpose of which was said to
prevent a recurrence of the situation that prolonged the proroguing
of the House of Representatives last
summer. On the closing night of
the last session, debate on the Governor's supplementary budget centered on a certain make of equipment for a state institution, the
contract for which had already been
drawn up. The bill filed is to invalidate all contracts drawn in such
a way that only one article or material may meet the requirement.
Under the terms of the bill, if enacted, in the future, no supply
equipment or other property would
be referred to or snecified by its
trade name in the purchase, if it
Is to be"used in construction of public projects.
A rumor of political significance
was heard on Beacon Hill yesterday to the effect that former Registrar of Motor Vehicles Morgan T.
Ryan is to be a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for stat.?
treasurer. Sen. James C. Scanlan,
of Somerville, also has similar views
and has proposed his candidacy for
the office.
A bill that would permit of the
Republican and Democratic state
and city committees in an election
to propose to municipal election authorities the names of those who

Press Clipping Service

Rep. Charles W. Hedges, of Quincy, at the request of State Commissioner of Insurance Francis J. DeCelles, has filed a bill with the Legislature that would permit the quarterly payment of dividends by insurance stock companies. He also
filed another bill from the same
source that provides that the board
of directors, or a committee thereof, may authorize one or more of
the officers of the company to buy
or sell securities between meetings
of the board.

Curley Refuses to
ChankrTerm to Life
Imprisonment.

BOSTON, Jan. 7 w.p)—Governor
Curley today refused to commute
to life imprisonment the death sentence of Miller Frank Clark, convicted slayer. of 18-year-old Ethel
Zuckerman, formerly of Brockton.
As result of the governor's decision, Clark, middle-aged' South
End truckman's helper, must die in
the electric chair next week.
In denying commutation Curley
said:
"I have weighed the facts presented by Clark's attorney and exGov. Curley, accompanied by 50 amined the decision of the State
Bay State Democrats, planned to Supreme court and I find that the
leave Boston for Washington to- question of insanity was not raised
night to attend the $50 Jackson day at any time during the progress of
dinner tomorrow. In the party will the trial. Under the circumstances
be state officials, members of the I refuse to grant commutation."
state committee and heads of variCurley said he had received a reous Democratic women's organiza- port from two allenists that Clark
tions. The Governor said that on Imas "frankly not insane," although
the trip to the nation's Capital, the his judgment was seriously imstate budget will be one of the sub- paired.
jects of conversation and that he
Miss Zuckerman was slain with
will confer with Charles P. Howari, a breadknife the night of Dec. 20,
chairman of the commission on ad- 1933, in the South End bakeshop
ministration and finance; State where she clerked.
Comptroller George B. Murphy, and
Carl A. Raymond, state budget commissioner.
TELEGRAM
Lawrence, Mass.
On petition of Robert J. Watt,
secretary of the State Federation of
rs
Labor, Rep. Philip Markley, of
Springfield, has filed a bill in which
the regulation of private employment offices by the State Department of Labor and Industries is
JURLEY
sought.

ATT'ENDS
j FLORIDA DINNER

Rep. Edward J. Connelly, of
Wakefield, proposed legislation yesterday that would increase the
membership of the Superior Court
Jan. 7 (UP)—Clovernor
from 31 to 41; also another bill that BOSTON,
will leave for WashIng.on at
Turley
would prevent the cancellation of
to attend the Jackany insurance policy by mutual con- 5 p. m., today
dinner.
Day
son
sent or otherwise, after a loss has
accompanied by Chair
been suffered on the policy, until Be will be
P. Howard of the state
Charles
man
such cancellation has been brought
administration and
on
commission
to the attention of the commissionfinance, State BudFet Commissioner
er of insurance.
Carl A. Raymond, and State Comptroller George B. Murphy.
"I plan to discuss the budget with
them on my way down to 'Washington," Curley sad.

TRIBUNE
Lawrence, Mass.
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COMMUTATION DENIED
SLAYER OF YOUNG GIRL
i

Governor James M. Curley Refuses Clem
ency to Miller F. Clark Sentenced to Die Next Week

BOSTON, Jan. 7 (A)—Governor
man,. asserting that Clark must be
James M. Curley declined today
to considered feeble
commute to life Imprisonment
minded and that
the
death sentence of Miller Frank his judgment and control had been
Clark, 57, convicted murderer of seriously impaired by
disease.
Ethel Zuckerman, 18, slain in a Bos- "Unde
r the circumstances I have
ton bakeshop two years ago. Clark decide
d to
must die in the electric chair dur- he contin refuse a commutation,"
ued. A petition for such
ing the week of Jan. 12.
clemency was
Curley said he would refuse clem- ernor yester presented to the govday by Clark's counsel.
ency to Clark because the questi
on George A. Douglass.
of his sanity, on which the plea for
Clark was convicted of stabbing
commutation was based, "was not the
Zuckerman girl, 18, bakeshop
raised at any time during progress clerk,
sand pinning her body to the
of his trial."
floor with a bread knife.
The governor read from reports
He testified he killed her because
of two state psychiatrists, Dr.
A she had refused to marry him, and
Warren Sterns and Harry C. Solo. later
retracted his statement.
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CLARK MUST
DIE IN CHAIR
BOSTON, Jan. 7 (1NS)—Miller F.
Clark, aged truck driver's helper,
must die in the electric chair next
week for the breadknife slaying of
Ethel Zuckerman, bakeshop clerk.
Governor James M. Dirley announced today he had deeMT "to refuse commutation of sentence." He
based his decision on the fact that
the sanity of Clark was not questioned during the trial.
Dr. A. Warren Stearns and Dr. Harry C. Solomon, who made a psychiatric examination of the condemned
man, reported to the governor that
although Clark was "not insane, his
judgment and self control are seriously impaired."

2 Park Square
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'FKS PAROLE BD.
ACTION BE DELAYED
BOSTON, Jan. 7 ort")—A recommendation
that the
executive
council postpone for a week any
action on the Parole Board administration would be made at the
council meeting today, Governor
James M. Curley announced this
morning.
"It woulerrhardly fair," the
Governor said, "to take any immediate action in the matter."

TELEGRAM
Lawrence, Mass,
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Defers
Parole
Finding
Executive Council
Will Wait Until
January 15
BOSTON, Jan. 7 (UP)—Governor Curie
nnounced today he will ,
PCIO
ad
that the
executive
consider the Stirre—Parole
hoard case until its meeting January 15, before rendering its decision.
There were these possibilities:
, 1. Removal of P. Emmet Gavin
from the board.
2. Removal of the entire board
eonsisting of Gavin, chairman Richard Olney and Matthew W. Bullock.
3. Removal of State Correction
Commissioner Arthur T. Lyman.
4. Continuance of the present
set-up.
Lyman and the parole tioard
have been mildly at odds on mat:era of policy. The commissioner
advocates the Federal system under
which a prisoner with a bad court
record is denied parole for an
indetint:e period. The board, on
the
other hand, has followed the
policy
of compelling such a. prisoner to
serve at least his minimum
sentence
and in extreme cases his maxim
um.
, Paroie board members at
yesterday's hearing vigorously defend
ed
their system, and denied
s
of non-co-operation with charge
institutional heads, of responsibility
for
unrest among prisoners in
state inatitutiona, and of having a
"hardboiled" attitude.
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Rel:Bond On
Important
Committee
Rep, Rufus H. Bond, in addicomtion • to be retained On the
appointmittee on Insurance, was
one
ed by Speaker Saltonstall to
committees.
important
moat
the
of
much
and which will demand comthe
of
members
the,
work by
of
mittee. The committee is that
'Constitutional Law," and matters
Labor
pertaining to the Child
amendment, the consideration of
'Governor curi_ey's recommendaadtion . madesieiss,411r'initugural
Uni-Camera
dress, relative to the
insystem_ which relates to the
the
corporation of both bodies' in
Legislature into it Single unit, and
Conalso the task of rnemoralizing
'Townsend
the
to
relative
gress,
in
Plip. This committee will be
sespublic eye during the present.
caresion, and its actions will be
' •
fully observed.
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CURLEY REFUSES TO
COMMUTE SENTENCE
BOSTON, Jan. 7 (AP)—Goveinoi
Curley declined today to commute
to life imprisonment the death sentence of Miller Frank Clark, 57,
convicted murderer of Ethel Zuckerman, 18, slain in a Boston bakeshop two years ago. Clark must
die in the electric chair during the
week of Jan. 12.
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MEDWAY NAMES
BIG COMMITTEE
7—Committees
Medway Jan..
to assist in
appointed
been
have
the plans for the testimonial to be
given in Sanford hall, Feb. 20, to
James G. Reardon, a son of Mr.
and Mrs. William H. Reardon and
who recently was appointed state
commissioner of ethication , by
Gov. James M. Curley. The committees: LoTtrt'utive, John F. Riordan, William W. 011endorff, William J. Munroe, Robert M. O'Donnell, Christine C. Wison, Margaret
,
M. Hart; banquet, John F. Riordan. Joseph Haas, Margaret Clark,
Edward Herding, Mary Touhey.
Nora Sullivan, Samuel Pinsky,
Sara Green, Helen Iflowarth, Daniel M. Malloy, Peter J. Kenney,
Harold F. Nash, Erving H. Clough,
H. Weildell Blethen, Petrick F.
Hanon, Harold C. Wilcox, Charles
H. Curtis, Rupert J. Connolly.
Robert M. O'Donnell. Thomas F.
Malloy, Chrstine C. Wilson, Margarel M. Hart, James Sherry, John
C. Colleary, Robert J. O'Connell,
Mary Collins, Sara T. O'Donnell,
Albert L. Saunders, Abraham T.
Handverger, Robert J. Hodgson,
Samuel Norton, Albert L. Smith,
Irving Kelsey; tickets, William
Broderick,
Gertrude
Munroe.
Christopher F. Clancy, Lawrence
J. Bresnahan, Lillian' Fates, Jahn
Westkage, Annie Kenney, James
L. Allen, Robert J. Burns, Alexander B. Hanlon, Harriet Tholbard, Coleman Finkelstein, Samuel Wessinewski, Clarkson RusShaw, Herbert
sell, Raymond
Youman, Ellen F. Mawn. Anna
Whittier, James Quirk, Forrest R.
Tower, Eugene F. Goodwin, Angelo Potenza, Kathleen Hart, AnMacDonald,
nie Force, William
Marietta Breakey; music, Madelene O'Donnell, Jeremiah J. Sullivan, Orion A. Mason, Harold ShenKenney. Marguerite
ker, Hugh
Collins, John M. Reairdon, Dorothy
M. 011endorff,
Alice
H.ggins,
Christine Wilson, Walter J. Malloy; decorations, Agnes Bresnahan, Eleanor Landry, Frank Phillips, Dorothea C. Malloy, Bertha
C. Hunt, Edward Dreher, Alice
Hanlon. Mildred
Mary
Albee,
O'Hara, Charles A. Shaw, Merrill
Jeffers; gift, Sara T. O'Donnell,
Frank Dubrowski, Grace Sherry,
Margaret Quirk, Mary Marone'',
Bryan F. Sherry, Thomas F. Malloy, Annie Foley, Charles A.
Smith, Prank J. O'Donnell, Fred
B. Clark. Fred Groehl, Dominick J.
Edward J.
Kenney; publicity,
Slattery, Marguerite U. Labaree,
Beavin Hanlon. Frank Kenney.
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THE PAROLE BOARD. I
It looks now as if His Excellency
the Governor, were gunning for the
parole board, consisting of Richard
Olney, Matthew Bullock find P. Emmett Gavin. Councillor James J.
Brennan of the thunderous voice,
thinks that their judgment about reIeasing convicts on parole is bad. He
is the man of whom it was said that
when he spoke at a campaign rally
In our City hall, the windows on
State street rattled. Mr. Brennan
thinks decidedly that the judgment
of the councillors, especially his own
inexperienced judgment, would be
;better than that of the parole board.
The real essence of this disturbance
is probably that the governor wishes
to place three of his.own henchmen
on the board.
The parole system has some fearful failures. About all that can be
done is to leave this matter of releasing men, often with terrible records, to a select body of men. Nobody, to our knowledge, ever impeached the character of these three
men. They are good men and should
be retained. But the man who threw
out Dr: Payson Smith with such
scant courtesy to make room for one
of his friends, will hardly hesitate bo
eject these three good public servants. Then there will be another
department under the hand of our
Massachusetts Huey Long. This may
be offensive to partisans of the late
senator from Louisianna, for Mr.
Curley is but a feeble copy of the
southern dictator.
A conclusive argument against the
parole board is the testimony of the
convicts. We understand that they
are unanimous against the board,
which does not always see fit to release dangerous men. The prisoners
feel they should dictate to the parole
board. Mr. Curley himself was very
severe against Governor Joseph B.
Ely for his prison delivering proclivities, but we notice that he has recently pardoned a fine list of murderers and public enemies. His record is far more startling than Governor Ely's. Has the parole board expressed its disapproval of this jail
delivery? Something has certainly
happened to arouse the ire of the
governor. Armed with the decisive
argument that the convicts do not
like the board, Governor Curley is
expected soon to call the luckless
three on the carpet, subject them to
the usual manhandling and throw
them out, possibly adding that bit of
humor of giving them a certificate
of good character to carry With them
into the bleak outside world.
The governor and his satellite, rubber stamp council.evidently want to
make jail delivery easier. They will
be heartily supported by all the murders, second-story men, rapists,bandits and kidnapers still at liberty.
What have the plain, unconsidered
citizens of this commonwealth to say
about this? Wherein are we protectV.1
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I, OPPOSES REDUCTION IN
REPRESENTATIVES
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C. H. Bush 1.Lubts -Four Cylin7 1936
ders Work Smoother Than
Eight"
SEEK 25 P. C. RAISE
FOR ALL WPA WORKERS
Jan. 3, 1936.
_
Editor Gazette:
It is with growing apprehension Rep. O'Brien and Others See,
that many readers of the Gazette,
Curley, Asking Boost in
and believers in true democracy,
undoubtedly view the recent stand
ram' pshire-Franklin Area

taken by Kiwanians and suggested
by Gov. Curley. Reference is now
being
---111to
a trend towards the
1.
curtailment of representation in
local and state governments by
the abolition of one chamber and
one session.
considerable
With
cautious
warning against radicalism being
annunciated by our "leading citizens" so-nailed it would appear
quite inconsistent, to say the least,
that 75 per cent reduction in government representation should be
proposed. To one who observes
the fate of Italy and Germany, the
mention of any reduction in gov
ernment representation compels
critical thought and action on
such a scheme. The excuse for
such a proposal being efficiency
and economy, there is little reason to believe that four cylinders
work smoother than eight, particularly when many of them misfire
most of the time. The writer believes that most of the world's ills
are due to the fact that a mere
handful of "leading" people are
entrusted with the destinies of
mankind. It should be quite clear
. to those who survived, and live
after the World war that entrusting anything to a few people is
disastrous to the many.
It is because of the record of
"politicians" that any suggestion
of a reduction in government representation should arouse the
wrath, if nothing else, of the electorate towards individuals or organizations that make proposals
of such nature. What the city,
state and live-sixths of the world
sorely needs Is an initial 75 per
cent increase, not decrease, In
governmental representation if the
present degree of democracy is to
survive the tender mercies of the
powers that be.
C. H. Bush.
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CU_RLEY URGES
COUNCIL DELAY

I

WPA workers, skilled and unskilled, in Hampshire and Franklin counties, will receive a 25 per
cent increase in pay, if efforts
now under way are successful.
The pay In these two counties is
now officially stateo to be the
lowest in the stilte, with ;44 a
month for unskilled, $50 for intermediates, $63 for skilled and
$69 for technical and professional. With a 25 per cent increase,
the unskilled would receive $11
additional or $55 a month and
the others in proportion.
Rep. Michael T. O'Brien of
Easthampton and Rep. Roland D.
Sawyer of Ware, together with
Atty. Samuel Giassberg of Greenfield and William H. Burke, Tr.,
of Hatfield, department of public works Jabot representative in
the four western counties, with
headquarter.; at Greenfield, con•
ferred at Beaton yesterday with
Gov. James M. Curley, with Rep.1
M. T. O'Brien of Easthampton as
spok?sman for Hampshire county. Mi. 0 ili ;En explained tnat
living conditl us in Hampshire
and Franklin e nun ties are th-Y
same as in Hampden county,
where the WPA pay is $55
for
unskilled. Mr. Burke was called
Into the conference for the purpose
of
verifying statements
made.
As a result of the conference,
Governor Curley will present in
Washington tomorrow, to Administrator Hopkins, the request not
only for the 15 per cent increase,
but also the provision that 25
per cent of the employes on the
WPA shall be non -relief cases. At
present all unskilled workers on
WPA must be relief cases.
There are some 4000 WPA
workers in Hampshire and Franklin counties.
The request for higher wages
recalls a discussion in a city
council session recently, when
Councilman Francis P. O'Donnell
raised the question as to whether
;44 a month yvas sufficient pay for
a WPA worker and his family.
The question was not answered
at the time. except by Councilman O'Donnell, who felt it was
not enough for a single person.

ry

Asks Decision in Probe of
Parole Board Be
Held for Week
BOSTON, Jan. 7 (AP)—A recommendation that the Executive
Council postpone for a week any
action on the Parole Board administration would be made at the
council meeting today, Governor
Curley announced.
"It would be hardly fair," the
Governor said, "to take any immediate action in the matter."
In possession of the Council Is
testimony of State Prison officials
that the board has been too strict
in granting paroles, and the defense of the three members that
they have acted fairly and conscientiously in dealing with inmates of the State Prison and the
oncord Reformatory.
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___...
--Expect Showdown Today

/BOSTON, Jan.
7 (INS)--A show
down by Governor
James M. Curley
and the Executive
TtliirefrOn the
parole board case was
expected today
,with indications that
one or more
members of the board will
be re,
moved.
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CLARK MUST DIE
IN ELECTRIC CHAIR
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Executive Council Divided
On Fate Of Parole Board
—
Gavin Urges Removal of Lyman as Bay
State Commissioner; Later Proposes 'Massachuset
ts Alcatraz;' Hits All Wardens Since Bates.

r

adgr
Vfan i- from the correction deBOSTON, Jan. 7 (AP)—The fate
partment, did not consult with
of the present membership of the
state board of parole rested today them about the record a of prisonera and was arbitrary in freeing
with the executive council, some
of whose members have announced men with 000r imititutional records.
they want the board ousted.
In possession of the council was
testimony of state prison offi) BOSTON,
Jan. 7 (INS)----M
iller F. cials that the board has been
Clark must die
too strict in granting paroles, and
in the electric
chair the defense
next week for
of the three members
the bread-knife
slay- that they have acted fairly and
ing of Ethel
Zuckerman. Gove
consc
ienti
ously
in dealing with in?ress Clipping Service
rnor
James M. Curley
announceci**7My mates of the state prison and the
2 Park Square
Concord reformatory.
helfrde•tteyeided to
refuse commutaBOS
TON
tion of sent
MASS.
DENY POLITICS.
ence.
Consistently denying playing politics in the matter, the counc
maintained its inquiry into parolil
EXPRESS
administration was prompted by e
a
recent attempted escape at
Portland, Me.
the
prison, in which two men
were
killed, and the slaying of a guar
d
by two convicts.
After a tour of the state's pena
l
Institutions, the council heard
from
officials that unrest was ramp
ant
and resentment rife among
inmates because of the parole
board's
sever
ity
of policy. It then decided
2 Park Square
to air these complaints
publicly,
Boston Mass.
and hear the defense of the
parole
board before reaching any
at today's executive sessi decision
on.
COAKLEY IN STAY. ROL
E.
The council, with Governor
ley presiding and Councillor Cur,
Daniel H. Coakley acting as
principal
examiner of witnesses, yest
erday
heard the parole board's side of
the
story
from the members, Rich
CURLEY SAYS AAA DECISION
Olney, chairman; Matthew W. ard
Bui- BOSTON,
lock, Negro attorney, and P.
WILL BENEFIT INDUSTRY
Jan. 7. (U. Pi—GovEmmet Gavin.
ernor Curksy today refused
to
The suggestions of the three
c
ute to life imprisonment the
/tufts Hardships May Follow in
for comm
remedying the prevalent
deat
h
unre
st in
sentence of Miller Frank Clark,
Agricultural Sections.
the prison and r.l.ormatory
were convicted slayer of 18-year-old
widely divergent. Gavin,
Ethel
Boston, Jan. 6.—(AP)—The in- '
the most Zuckerman, forme
rly of Brockton.
ready with suggestions, said
validation of the Agricultural Adthat
As
a
resul
the removal of the ,resent comm
t of the governor's decijustment Administration by the Susioner of corrections, Arth is- sion, Clark, middle-aged South End
preme Court today will be "beneur T.
Lyma
n, tall, P ristocratic
ficial to industrial New England,'1
and truckman's • helper, must die in the
wealthy Bostonian, was
Governor James M. Curley said tothe solu- electric chair next week.
tion.
night.
In denying commutation Curley
LYMAN FINDS FAULT.
Curley added it was fortunate Consaid:
He found fault with
all
gress was in session so as to enact
"I have weighed the
missioners in office since the compresented
legislation to take its place.
the ad- by Clark's attorney andfacts
ministration of Sanford•
examined the
"The decision of the Supreme
director of the federal Bates, now decision of the State Supreme Court
bureau of and I find that the question
Court in the case of the AAA through
prisons, and also reco
of
mmended sanity was not raised at any inthat the state build
an ending of the processing ta
a "Massachu- during the progre5.s of the trial. time
Unsetts alcatraz," or maxi
must, of necessity. be beneficial to
mum secur- der the circumstances I refuse to
ity prison similar
industrial New England," he asto the federal grant commutation."
penitentiary, for hardened
serted.
Curley said he had received
and des- port
a refrom two alienkts that Clark
criminals.
"That it may work hardship tc
was
"frankly not insane," altho
The
reports of unrest and
other sections of the nation is acugh
*re- his judgment was serio
sentment came last
usly impaired.
cepted, but in view of crop condiMiss Zuckerman WAS slain with
Warden Francis J. W. week from
a
tions and prevailing prices for comthe prison and Supt. Lanagan of bleadknife the night of Dec. 20, 1933.
modities it cannot be other than
iV the South End bakeshop where
Dee of the reformat Michael J. the
ory.
temporary in character."
clerked.
Both
complained Lhat the prese
nt board,
reconstituted a year ago
without
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Breadknife
Slayer Must
Die In Chair

Gov. Curley Refuses To
Commute Sentence
To Life Term

_
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Parole Boar(
Shakeup Due
In Bay State
Governor and Council
Clean Up
Muddle

mrerio-

BOSTON, (UP) A decision by
Governor Curley and hi council
was anticipated this afternoon in
the muddled state parole board
case.

EACiLt.
Pittsfield, Mass.
\I i
lQsn

Said Chairman Olney: "The commissioner believes that the indefinite setback would create an element of hope for the inmates. I
believe it would create only a false
hope."
He too denied that the board had
failed to cooperate with prison authorities, asserting that they at an
times had had an attentive ear to
recommendations of wardens and
superintendents of state institutions.
Bullock insisted he always bad
given due consideration to good
conduct of a prisoner when acting
on a parole petition.
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There were these possibilities:
1.—Removal of P. Emmett Gavin
To the Editor of THE EAGLE:—
from the board.
I am not a Saltonstall, a Loring
2.—Removal of the entire board, Young, or a Joe Ely. I am not a Jim
consisting of Gavin, chairman Rich- ,Curley because, thank God I am not
,ibuilt that way.
ard Olney, and Matthew W. Bul- I
But I am one who does not belock.
lieve that men, having analyzed the
3.—Removal of state correction ,statements and actions of our prescommissioner Arthur T. Lyman.
ent Governor, are all liars, irrespec4.—Continuancq of the present tive of what the gentleman from
set-up.
Roxbury might say.
The subject we all ought to be inLyman and the parole board
have been mildly at odds on mat- terested in is, "What is Curleyism
ters of policy. The commissioner doing to the Massachusetts voter,
advocates the Federal system tin- both from a financial and a democratic standpoint.
der which a prisoner with a bad
His policy is to trample under foot
court record is denied parole for an
all those who dare to oppose him, if
Indefinite period. The board, on the not, by
evasion, then by slander, and
other hand, has followed the policy if that fails, by persecution, until the
of compelling such a prisoner to majority of the Legislative members
serve at least his minimum sen- kiss the master's hand, and do his
tence and in extreme cases his bidding, and we the voters of Massachusetts, the pioneers of American
maximum term.
Parole board members at yester- democracy become puppets in the
day's hearing vigorously defended hands of a dictator.
There are explanations of the subtheir system, and denied charges of
non-cooporation with institutional servience of the Legislature. The
Governor, having the power to beheads, of responsibility for unrest
stow approximately 4000 political,
among prisoners in state institujobs, uses this power to gain support
tions, and of having a 'hard-boiled" for the issuance
of bonds that beattitude.
come campaign funds, thus riding
emphatic
in answering crit- roughshod over public opinion. It is
Most
ics was Gavin who openly advocat- small wonder that the politician's
ed the ousting of Lyman, declaring slogan this year is, "If I Stay With
Massachusetts should "get a man Curley, I Can Get Anything I Want."
How can we change it? You have
who knows something about the
prison business for commissioner.' the power in your own hands. You
Recalling recommendations by elected them by your ballots. If you
the governor and prison authorities are tired of this ever growing exfor establishment of a "Massachus- pensive dictatorial policy, this "pubetts Alcatraz" for the detention of lic-be-damned" attitude of those you
, the more dangerous criminals, Gav- voted for, then organize for the over-throw of Curley and all his gang. Gen
in said:
"But from the day he beeisme back to fundamentals with a democommissioner, Mr. Lyman has done cratic form of representation and a
nothing about establishing such a program of economy.
J. E. FAZAKERLY.
prison."
Pittsfield.

Curleyism

URGES LYMAN
I BE OUSTED
Suggestion Also Made
That State Have
"Alcatraz" Prison
BOSTON, Jan. 7. (1P—Various
remedies, ranging from the ouster
of the commissioner of correction to
construction of a "Massachusetts
Alcatraz," were suggested yesterday
by the State Parole Board for the
unrest officials have testified was
rampant in State prisons.
The three parole board members
gave their recommendations at a
public hearing before the executive
council which will consider their
testimony in executive session today, at which it is possible attempts
may be made to oust one or more
of the members.
They were called before the council to answer criticism from the
warden of State prison and the
superintendent of Concord Reformatory that since the board was reconstituted a year ago its policy
had been too severe.
All three members, Richard 01ney, chairman, Matthew W. Bullock,
and P. Emmett Gavin, denied they
had failed to take into consideration
the recommendations of the prison
officials in considering paroles, and ,
asserted they had discharged their
duties fairly and conscientiously.
Gavin suggested that Arthur T.
Lyman, commissioner of correction,
should be discharged, and "a man
who knows something about the
Job," appointed in his place.
Gavin, who has been 20 years in
penal and parole work in Massachusetts, also discounted the competence of all other correction commissioners since the regime of Sanford Bates, now director of the Federal Bureau of Prisons.
He described all who had held the
office as "no good," and agreed
with Councilor Daniel H Coakley,
who conducted most of the examination of the members, who asked:
"Then since Bates—it's been a
washout?"
"And the Governor pulled a
lemon in giving us Lyman?" continued Coakley. {
"I should say so," replied Gavin.
Lyman, an appointee of former
Gov. Joseph B. Ely, was among the
spectators as Gavin testified.
"And everything would be fixed
up if the Governor fired Lyman?"
asked Coar' and Gavin again
agreed.
Gavin, however, also was of the
opinion that another necessary
remedy was a Maximum security
prison for hardened criminals, similar to the Federal penitentiary,
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.li-spect Cr Council
To Confirm Quincyite

Edward J. Morgan, assistant secretary to Mayor Thomas S. Burgin, has been named by Governor
Curley as a deputy in the income
tax assessment department of the
state.
However, before the appointment
Is completed, the confirmation of
the Governor's Council is necoesovernor
(1P).—G
The council is expected to
7
sary.
Jan.
N,
BOSTO
this matter Wednesday.
on
act
to
James M. Curley declined today
the
onment
impris
commute to life
death sentence of Miller Frank
Clark, 57, convicted murderer of
Ethel Zuckerman, 18, slain in a
Boston bakeshop two years ago.
Clark must die in the electric chair
rilirirm the week of Jan 19

DECLINES TO I
SAVE CLARK FROM
DYING IN CHAIR
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!GRATH WILL ATTEND
DINNER FOR BURDICK
Walter J. Kenefick of the Hampden
County Curley club, one of the
speakers at the testimonial dinner to
Councilor Morton H. Burdick at the
Hotel Clinton Thursday night has
been notified that Joseph A. McGrath,
former acting mayor of Boston under
Mayor Curley and now chairman of
the Democratic state committee will
give an address at the testimonial
dinner. Mr McGrath was the leader
of the group of "crusaders" who campaigned throughout the state for
Governor Curley and will renew many
frien dsh iftsaimibWissivere.
With the governor and many of his
official family among the speakers at
banquet great interest in the affair
is shown in Boston by.a request for
20 more reservations for Boston which
have been made to Vincent F. Tremonth chairman of reservations by
Mr McGrath and Mrs O'Riordan of.
the state committee.
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JUDGE REFUSES
TO DISMISS
THE PETITION
M.—Supreme
BOSTON, Jan.
Court Justice Edward P. Pierce declined today to discuss a petition
seeking to compel Registrar of Motor Vehicles Frank A. Goodwin to
issue suitable registration plates.
Judge Pierce said he would not
dismiss the petition until Goodwin
told Nichols W.Mathey of Lynn, the
petitioner, how he would settle the
dispute.
Mathey contended he had used a
low number for six years. This
year, he contended, it was assigned
to Charles Manion, Superintendent
of Public Works and former chauffeur to Guepor James M. Curley.
Assistant—Attorney General Roger
Clapp, representing Goodwin, said
the Registrar had assured Mathey
he would receive suitable numbers.
However, Judge Pierce held Mathey
should be advised what plates he
would receive before the petition
was dismissed.

The Governor Misunderstood
e note that'eserffrpeople in the State are
,00ining that Governor Curley really meant
tax,
that he proposed to abolish the state
whereas it was plainly Intended hi the circumstances to use such a hint only as a
halt to catch additional taxes without Increasing
the slate tax to cover his proposed expenditures.
His proposed new taxes would not abolish
the state tax because It would be needed to
cover the Increased expenditures of the Stets.
sidle leaving the state tax as It is, or worse
In the last five years the State has levie,
I; per cent tax on the dividends of domesti
ocoorations-- ostensibly for three years but I,
)e continued— and also a to per cent Increas,
1' all income and estate tax payments, While
the state tax has remained at 810,000,000 a year,
it would have been nearly twice that had, not
the slate taken to Itself nearly one half of the
highway fund.
All these exactions are to be continued without any abolition of the state lax and it could
not be abolished, If Governor Curley has his
way in levying new taxes and spending more
money.

NEWS
Springfield, Mass.
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END POLLUTION
OF WATERWAYS
1IN NEW ENGLAND
'SOUGHT IN BILL
McKeown Also Introduces Dsabler! Veterans Preference
Bill

rued a bill to end the ourlos milk racket in this state. It
wovides that sale of *mailed surplus
.-nilk at substandard, price be f enhibited with the penalty for first
offense a tine of $100 and for subsequent offenses, a tine of $500, a
2 Park Square
year in prison, or both. In connection
BOSTON
with the measure. Senator Davenport
MASS.
stated that the wholesale milk deal- ,
ers for years, as a condition pre- '
cedent to their purchase of milk,
UNION
have compelled the farmers to wake
a "rating" and have reserved to
Springfield, Mass.
themselves the right to determine the
quantity and price
„surplus.- milk, with of the alleged
the result that
the farmers "receive a certain price
for the milk which is not surplus and
from one and a half to two cents a
quart for what Is alleged to be surplus."
A bill providing for registration
By Donal I.. Macrhee
plates for bicycles made its annual
entry today. Another measure would
authorize municipalities to appropri1
ate money to provide eyeglasses for 1River Development
i
schoolchildren whose vision is imBOSTON, Jan. 6 — Senator Francis
paired.
M. McKeown of Springfield today filed
Representative Frank W. Smith of
Palmer filed a petition for 37 resi- .a bill on behalf of tthe Connecticut
dents of Brimfield to authorize the
Valley Council to set up a commission
town to vot eat a special or its reguto act with similar bodies from other
lar town-meeting on the question of
New England States in drawing up
granting licenses for sale of alcoholic ' treaties relative
to joint action in any
liquors, Representative Smith and
development projects in the
two other House members filed a hill future
Connecticut. Blackstone and Merricalling for reconstruction of the state
mack River valleys.
highway between West Brookfield and
Palmer.
M. S. C. Bill Filed
State boundaries would cease to exA bill to change the name of the
ist in pursuit of criminals, thus to
Miessachusetts State College back
enable out-of-state :aw eflicers to pur- again to its old title of Massachusetts
sue a fugitive over the Imaginary Agricultural College has been filed 1”
boundary line, according to a proposal Rep. Archibald L. Jones of Middleton.
filed by Public Safety Commissioner The legislation, if the light to get the
Paul G. Kirk. It would make uniform word "Agricultural" out of the college
the law on close pursuit and authorize name several years ago is any criteriMassachusetts to cooperate with other on, will bring a storm of protest from
states in this respect.
State College alumni.
Chairmen of the Republican and
Democratic state committees and of
Cole Changes Jobs
these committees on Boston have
Upon his own request Sen. Albert
signed a bill, filed in the House, to 'Cole of Lynn was
relieved from duty
amend the election law relating to on the Legislative
Committee on Legal
election officers, so that the commit- Affairs
and assigned to the LesislatIve
tees shall propose to 'municipal elecCommittee on Labor and Industries.
tion authorities names of those to
Sen William H. McSweeney of Salem
serve as election officers representing
was assigned the vacancy on Legal
their parties at the polling places.
Affairs.
A bill to change the name of Massa•
chusetts State college to "MassachuUtility Rates
setts State Agricultural college." was
The
Senate
adopted an order extendfiled In the House by Representative
me until Feb. 1 the time for receiving
Archibald L. Jones of Middleton.
the report of the special commission
created to investigate the advisibiiity
of setting up in Massachusetts the socalled sliding scale system for fixing
gas and electric rates.
,fel.2111e1(1
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State House Briefs

Boston, Jan. 7—Fifty-three additional petitions were filed with the
House clerk yesterday for consideration of the present Legislature, raising
the total to date to 481. which Is 49
less than received on the same date
last year. In the Senate, 115 measures have been filed, about the same
number as last year at this date.
S"enator Francis M. McKeown or
Springfield yesterday afternoon filed a
measure on petition or the Connecticut Valley council, by Lee S. Greenwood of Springfield, and
himself,
calling for establishment of a commission to act jointly with similar cornMossions of other
New
England
states in formulating a treaty for the
development and protection of waterways common to any two or more of
these states. The governor would appoint the attorney-general and other
persons -needed, to the commission
which would deal with development,
elimination of pollution and public
works projects having to do with
such waterwaya and would report its
recommendations to the Legislature
for action. Members of the commission would serve without pay.
Senator McKeown also filed a bill
on behalf of himself. Thomas M. Burke •
and Harold P. Redden, the latter state
adjutant of the Legion, that provision
be made for disabled veterans preference for persons now In classified
civil service. Such persons would have
to present by December 31, next.
proof of disability received In line of
duty and would then he given prefREPUBLICAN
erence over all other persona for
appointment to classified positions.
Springfield, Mass.
Senator Thomas H. Johnston of
canton tiled In the senate a petition
for David B. Miller of ludlow, president of the Massachusetts Town
Clerk's association, for legislation to
permit town clerks receiving $1200
or less to retain certain fees taken
in by them for services. The bill
contains an emergency preanible to
make it effective immediately upon
gubernatorial approval. It the clerk rrovi Our Special Ileviiier
receives less than $1200 salary. he
ston. Jan. 6—Gov Curley will
161° for Washington tomorrow to
would retain these fees: Marriage 11'
eave
license 50 cents; birth certificate. $1; attend a banquet of the national
death return by undertaker or health Democratic committee and to diahoard, 50 cents; but if not so re- cuss with WPA Administrator Harry
turned by obtained and recorded by Hopkins the question of increasing'
him, $1; for section 12 certificate, 50 WPA wages at least 25 per cent.
cents; fcr receiving and recording an , The governor conferred today with
affadavit. $1; for sending cut certain Representatives M. T. O'Brien of
notices. 50 cents; for each oath ad- Easthampton and Roland D. Sawyer
ministered, 25 cents. A town could of Ware, William Burke, labor adlimit the aggregate of compensation ministrator in Greenfield; and Samuel
of a clerk. hut not Unless he received Blassberg, representative of WPA.'
at least $1200 salary.
workers in Franklin and Hampshire
resunties.
Aimed at Surplus Milk Plan
Senator William • A. Davenport of
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CURLEY WILL LEAVE
FOR WASHINGTON

Curley's Message
The only1ffillerss of the House of
resentatives today was the breaking down of the Governor's message
and its assignment to the several legislative committees that will hold public hearings on it, and the adoption of
an order to meet for the time being
on Mondays and Wednesdays at 2
o'clock and on Fridays at 11 a. m.
There will be no sessions on Tile-whoa
and Thursdays in order that the committees may hold all-day hearings.

......

Bonus Issue

The Committee on Constitutiona:
Law made the first announcement of
a hearing for the current session. Or
iVeeinesday morning the committee
will take tip the question of resolver
to memorialize Congress In favor ot
the Immediate adoption of the soldiers
bonus.
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LegrsTit-ure Asked
To Erase Boundary MORGAN T. RYAN MAY BE
IDATE
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STATE 'ALCATRAZ'
ONE REMEDY FOR
UNREST IN PRISON

From Our Spec6—Morgan T. Ryan,
Boston. Jan.
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Urges Law to Permit
Police Free Hand
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GATELEE'S LETTER NOT
As 'Holiday Day'
RECEIVED BY CURLEY
Rep. McDonough of Boston
Would Change Dates '
for Celebrations
t

(Special to 7/re Springfield Union)
beBOSTON, Jan. 6—Monday would
s
come "holiday day" in Massachusett
If a bill filed today by Rep. Timothy
J. McDonough of Boston should ever
manage to sneak its way through the
of
Legislature and get the approval
Gov. James M. Quriey.
Id change the
The Boston sol
umbus
dates of Patriot's, Memorial, Col would
and Armistice days so that they
the
henceforth land respectively on th
third Monday in April, the four
Monday in May, the second Monday
in October and the second Monday
in November.

Ousting of Commissioner Is
Also Suggested When
Council Hears Parole Board

6 (AP)—Various
' BOSTON, Jan.
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CLARK TO DIE
IN CHAIR NEXT
WEEK; CURLEY
REFUSES SIAY
Governor, Denying Life Sentence, Finds Insanity Question Not Raised at Trial
Boston, Jan, 7---q3overnor Curley
today refused to commute to life
Imprisonment the death sentence of
Miller Frank Clark, convicted slayer
' of IS-year-old Ethel Zuckerman, formerly of Brockton.
As a result of the governor's decision, Clark. middle-aged South end
truckman's helper, must die in the
electric chair next week.
7n denying commutation Curley
said:
have weighed the facts presented by Clark's attorney and examined
' the decision of the state Supreme
Court and I find that the question of
insanity was not raised at any time
during the proxress of the trial. Under the circumstances I refuse to
grant commutation."
Curley said he had received a report from two alienists that Clark!
was "frankly not insane," although
his judgment was seriously impaired.
Miss Zuckerman was slain with a
breadknife the night of December 20,
in the South end bakeshop
R133,
where she clerked,

Springfield, Mass.
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HOUSE ADOPTS ORDER
ON ITS SESSIONS
1 From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Jan, 6—The House this
afternoon adopted an order to meet
for the time being Mondays at 2 p.
ni,, Wednesdays at 2 and Fridays at
.11. There will he no sessions Tuesdays or Thursdays, that legislative
committees may conduct all-day hearings.
Various sections of the govzjar's
message were referred to comr-61117
,es.

1
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STATE HOUSE NOTES
Suffolk Courthouse Message
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Jan, 6—Gov Curley this
afternoon sent a n.emagereer.the Legislature asking action to prevent further delay in construction of a new
85.000.000 Suffolk county courthouse.
The message proposed the structure
be exempted, insofar as hight, volume
and setbacks are concerned, from existing statute giving the Boston building commissioners supervision over
construction of county buildings. The
message resulted from a recommendation of the courthouse commission.
To Annonnre Derision on Clark Today
Gov Curley stated this afternoon
he will make known tomorrow his decision on the plea for commutation of
the death sentence to life imprisonment of Miller G. Clark, convicted of
slaying Ethel Zuckerman in a Southend bakery last year. Curley conferred
with counsel for Clark today, after
having received the report of a mental teat which counsel had requested.
Beans Hearing Wednesday
The committee on constitutional law
of the Legislature today made announcement of its first public hearing
at this session, It will be held Wednesday at 10 a. m., on resolves filed
to memorialize Congress in favor of
immediate adoption of the so-called
soldiers' bonus bill.
Westfield Girl Heads List
Miss Kathleen D. Sullivan of 5
Clark street, Westfield, heads a list
three eligibles certified by the civil
s vice commissioner today to Public
Sa ty Commissioner Paul G. Kirk for
app intment as a permanent $900 a
year junior clerk in his office.
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WILL ASK RAISE
IN WAGE SCALE
FOR WPA GROUP
Curley to See Hopkins in
Behalf of 400 Workers
( in Franklin, Hampshire Counties
(Special to 7'hc Sprinpficlri Union)
BOSTON. Jan. 6—Following a con•
fereifee this afternoon' participated lit
by Michael O'Brien of Easthampton
and Rep. Roland Sawyer of Ware and
William Burke, the Department of
Public Works Labor representative in
Greenfield. and Samuel Glassberg, rep.
resenting WPA workers to the number of 4000 In Franklin and Hemp.
shire Counties. Gas'. Curley will present in WashingttaissWORIfiesday a demand for a 23 per cent increase in
the wage scale now being paid all
classes of WPA labor in those counties.
Entirely Too Small
At present unskilled labor is
paid
$41 a month or a weekly rate of $11
which the Governor thinks is
entire/y too small for labor in this
climate at this time of the year.
He will
urge on Administrator Hopkins
a 23
per cent increase. He will also
urge
that Greenfield, Montague and
Orange
in Franklin County and
Northampton.
Easthampton and Ware in Hampshire
County be given a special rate
scale
as has been done in the
cities of Chicopee, Holyoke and
Springfield.
The Governor is much
concerned
with the labor problem in
those counties and will propose to
Mr.
that at least 25 per cent of Hopkins
those employed on projects shall be
persons ;
not now on relief.

ice
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Ryan May Seek
Post as Treasurer
Former Registrar Likely to
Enter Democratic Race
for Nomination
(gpecial to The Springfield Union) ,
BOSTON, San. 6—Morgan T. Ryan
vehiformer State registrar of motor
cles may be a candidate for the Demo
urer,
treas
cratic nomination for State
it was learned today.
Friends of the former registrar are
predicting a formal statement from
F.
him when State Treasurer Charles
Hurley announces his candidacy for
governor.
Mr. Ryan, a resident of Boston, was
appointed as registrar by former Gov.
Joseph B. Ely. He had been Mr. Ely's
campaign manager and had acted as
assistant secretary to Ely before taking the registrarship. He held his post
for three and a half years until misted
by Gov. James M. Curley and replaced
by Frank A. GooefIlr
Mr. Ryan is married, a graduate of
Roston College and Boston University
Law School, a member of the Massachusetts Catholic Order of Foresters
and a member of the West Roxbury
Post. American Legion.
Senator James C. Scanlan of Somerville, Democratic floor leader of the
upper Massachusetts chamber, has
already announced his candidacy for
the office of State treasurer.
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tory. Both complained that
present board, reconstituted a year
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ago without an advisor from
correction department, did not
consult with them about the recwas
prisoners, and
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arbitrary in freeing men with poor
institutional records.
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PAROLE BOARD ACTION
DELAY SEEN LIKELY

convicts.
After a tour of the State's penal
Institutions, the council heard
from officials that unrest was rat'ng
pant and resentment rife amon
e
inmates because of the parol
board's severity ,of ,policy. It then
decided to air these complaints
of
publicly, and hear the defense
the parole board before reaching
any decision at today's executive
session.
Governor
The council, with
James 11L.gurjez.. presiding and
Councilor Daniel H. Coakley acting as principal examiner of witnesses, yesterday heard the parole
board's side of the story from the
members, Richard Olney, chairman; Matthew W. Bullock, negro
attorney, and P. Emmet Gavin.
The suggestions of the three for
remedying the prevalent unrest in
the prison and reformatory were
widely divergent.. Gavin, the most
ready with suggestions, said that
the removal of the present commissioner of correction, Arthur T.
Lyman, tall, aristocratic, and
wealthy Bostonian, was the solution.
He found fault with all the
commistsioners in,°Mee since the
administration of Sanford Bates,
now director of the Federal Bureau of Pristine, and also recommended. that the State build a
"Massachusetts Alcatraz," or max-

ter
By Gazette State House Repor
ation
BOSTON, Jan. 7. — Indic
temed,
that brakes would be appli Council
porarily, to the Governor's
Board
e
campaign to oust Parol
noon
members was given this after he
Curiey said
when
unwould advise mits, to defer tesof
til next week consideration the intimony in connection with
correc-,
quiry into conditions in
tic.nal institutions.
afterThe council is meeting this
ng
noon and at the close of a heari
tt Gayesterday, in which P. Emme went
vin, Parole Board member, ction
after Commissioner of Corre
ctional
Arthur T. Lyman and corre
rousing
institution officials, in a
d
counter offensive it was announce
der
that today's session would consi
against
the evidence. Possible action
nd its
the Parole Board on the grou refusaction has been too harsh in
ing paroles was anticipated.
probThe Governor said it was
ts
able he would submit appointmenHe
to the council this afternoon.
whether they
did not indicate
iswould include action on Commhas,
sioner Lyman, a holdover, who ated
at the council hearings, indic
Parole
his differences with the
Board.
ing to
Yesterday Mr. Gavin, refus
act the role of a. defendant,
went after Lyman with the demand
that he be fired from the state
service.
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Curley Opposes
Immediate Action
On Parole Board
.,
i Wothd Be. Unfair, Covernor Says; Council Has
I
Both Sides' Testimony

director of the Federal bureau of
prisons, and also recommended that
the State build a "Massachusetts
Alcatraz," or maximum -security
prison similar to the Federal penitentiary, for hardened and desperate criminals.
The reports of unrest and resentinept came last week from Warden
Francis J. W. Lanagan of the prison, and Superintendent Michael
J. Dee of the reformatory. Both
complained that the present board,
reconstituted a year ago without
an advisor from the correction department, did not consult with
them about the records of prisoners,
and was arbitrary in freeing men
with poor institutional records.

BOSTON, Jan, 7 (ip) — A recommendation that the executive council postpone for a week any action
on the Parole Board Administration
would be made at the council meetPress Clipping Service
ing today, Governor James M.
Curley announced this morning.
2 Park Square
"It would be hardly fair," the
BOSTON
MASS.
governor said, "to take any immediate action in the matter."
NEWS-TRIBUNE
In possession of the council was
Waltham, Mass.
testimony of State prison officials
strict
too
been
has
board
that the
in granting paroles, and the defense of the three members that
they have acted fairly and conscientiously in dealing with inmates
of the State pl'ison and the Concord reformat ory.
Denies Pla:Ang Politics
Consistently &flying playing politics in the matter, the council
maintained its inquiry into parole
administration was prompted by a
BOSTON, Jan. 7 W.P.—Goverrecent attempted escape at the nor Curley today refused to comprison; in which two men were mute to life imprisonment the
killed, and the slaying of a guard death sentence of Miller Frank
Clark, convicted slayer of 18-yearby two convicts.
After a tour of the State's penal old Ethel Zuckerman, formerly
Institutions, the council heard from of Brockton.
As result of the Governor's deofficials that unrest was rampant
and resentment rife among inmates cision, Clark, middle-aged South
because of the parole board's se- End truckman's helper, must die
verity. of policy. It then decided to , in the electric chair next week.
In denying commutation, Curley
air these complaints publicly, and
hear the defense of the parole said:
"I have weighed the facts preboard before reaching any decision
sented by Clark's attorney and exat today's executive session.
Governor amined the decision of the State
The council, with
James M. Curley presiding and Supreme Court and I find that the
councilor Daniel H. Coakley acting question of insanity was not raised
as principal examiner of witnesses. at any time during the progress
yesterday heard the parole board's of the trial. Under the circumside of the story from the members, stances, I refuse to grant comRichard Olney, chairman, Matthew mutation."
Curley said he had received a
W. Bullock, Negro attorney, and
report from two alienists that
P. Emmet Gavin.
The suggestions of the three for Clark was "frankly not insane,"
remedying the prevalent unrest in although his judgement was serthe prison and reformatory were iously impaired.
Miss Zuckernaan was slain with
widely divergent. Gavin, the most '
ready with suggestions, said that a bread knife the night of Dec.
the removal of the present corn- 20, 1533, in the South End bakeMissioner of correction, Arthur T. shop where she clerked.
Lyman, tall aristocratic, and wealthy
Bostonian, was the solution.
Criticizes Commissioners
He found fault with all the cornMissioners in office since the ad- i
Ministration of Sanford Bates, now I
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ANNOUNCE SPEAKERS
FOR JACKSON DINNER
'rho Young Democrats who are
holding a Jacksoa. Day dinner tomorrow night at the Chamber of
iCommerce Hall today announced
'that the speakers would be Congressman Robert T. Secrest of
Ohio and Assistant United States
Attorney Frank W. Tomasello of
Boston, Congressman Secrest will
attempt to answer the critics of
President Roosevelt's recent message and Mr. Totnasello will discuss New Deal legislation.
The Andrew Jackson Club will
have a dinner the same night at
the Hotel Aurora but speakers
have not yet been announced. The
club endeavored to engage former
GOV. Joseph B. Ely, harsh critic of
the New Deal. hut were unable to
do so. The attempt to secure Mr.
indicates thatthe former_ggifluence over many of —The
=it:era has been dissipated.

Governor Refuses l
TirSave Life Of
Convicted Slayer
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TOMORROW NAIVIEU

NEW ORLEANS DAY
Gov. James M. Zialey has issued
a proclamation recognizing tomorl
row as New Orleans Day, commemorating the Battle of New Orleans, which took place on Jan. S.
1815. during the War of 1812. The
Governor calls on all churches,
schools. fraternal organizati
and civic and patriotic societies ,o
observe the day.
The Battle of New Orleans,
fought between American and British forces, resulted in a victory for
the American Army, under the
command of Andrew Jackson, late,
President of the United States. It
occurred 15 days before the signing
of peace.
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Limit on State Tax
Is Urged by Herter
Constitutional Amendment Effective After Popular Vote in 1930 Planned

GOVERNOR TO ATTEND
$50-A-PLATE DINNER
Governor Curley will lead a delegation of about 50 Massachusetts Democratic leaders to the $50-a-plate Jack-i
son Day dinner, which will be held int
Washington tomorrow night.
Planning to mix business with•pleas-1
ore, the Governor will take alongi
with him on the 5 o'cloc k train lea'-

BOSTON, Jan. 7 (/P)--The remedy for legislative extravagance,
think Representative Christian Herter of Boston and Elmer C. Nelson of Milford, Is to limit the tax the state collects from cities and
ii:
Boston tonight, the financial of-;
towns.
ficials of the State for the purpose of
They would accomplish the limitadiscussing the budget. They include
tion, and they believe, a balanced budget and an end to rising real estate
Chairman Charles P. Howard of t
POST
taxes, by a constitutional amendment,
Commission on Administrationii
effective after popular vote in 11)39.
Worcester, Mass.
Finank•e: Budget Commissioner. an
Both representatives joined yesterA. Raymond and Comptroller 0 rge
day in filing a bill for such a proposal, which would tie down the state
B. Murphy
tax to five percent of the annual state
expenditures.
"The present method of budgeting '
the income and expenditures of the
commonwealth is an absurdity," they
commented.
"Every year the legislature appropriates so much money for the expense of running the state government.
It then figures out how much revenue
It is likely to get from existing taxes,
and it then makes up the deficiency
by levying the difference upon the cities and towns. "That deficiency is the
state tax,
"Obivioualy," Herter and Nelson
continued, "the cities and otwns have
ip of
no way of meeting the state tax exBOSTON, Jan. 7 (41),--The fate of the present membersh
cept by raising their awn real estate
Council,
Executive
the
with
the state board of parole rested today
board ousted.
taxes, and to minor degrees, their exsome of whoge members have announced they want the
no
have
They
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else or license
Matthew W. Bullock, Negro
chairman:
was
council
the
of
possession
In
revenue.
other sources of
attorney, and P. Emmett Gavin.
testimony of state prison officials that
"As long as the state tax remains
The suggestions of the three for
never
will
legislature
the
unlimited,
the board has been too strict in grant- remedying the prevalent unrest in the
burget,
its
balance
ing paroles, and the defense of the prison and reformatory were widely
-The reason why we have allowed
most ready with
three members that they have acted divergent. Gavin. the
any state tax to continue is that it is
the removal
fairly and conscientiously in dealing suggestions, said that
practically impossible for each legisner of corwith inmates of the state prison and of the present commissio
lature to make an exact balance of exrection. Arthur 'I'. Lyman, tall, aristothe Concord Reformatory.
penditures and revenues.
Consistently denying playing poli- cratic. and wealthy Bostonian, was
"We believe, however, that it is
in the matter, the council main- the solution.
tics
possible to come within five or apHe found fault with all the comtained its inquiry into parole adminproximately three million dollars
recent missioners in office since the admina
by
prompted
was
istration
diunder present conditions, and we beattempted escape at the prison, in istration of Sanford Bates, now
lieved that for the sake of having one
and the rector of the Federal Bureau of Priskilled,
were
men
two
which
flexible item of revenue such a limitons, and also recommended that the
slaying of a guard by two convicts.
ed state tax is proper."
After a tour of the state's penal in- state build a "Massachusetts AlcaGovenor James M. Curley has restitutions, the council heard from of- traz," or maximum -security prison
commended the abiffITT511 of the state
ficials that unrest was rampant and similar to the Federal penitentiary, for
resentment rife among inmates be- hardened and desperate criminals.
tax, and proposed to raise revenue in
The reports of unrest and resentcause of the parole board's severity
Its place in a new series of taxes on
of policy. It then decided to air these ment came last week from Warden
cigarets alcohol and truck operation.
complaints publicly, and hear the de- Francis J. W. Lanagan of the prison,
The tax, however, certainly will not
fense of the parole board before reach- and Superintendent Michael J. Dee
be abolished immediately, and many
ing any decision at today's executive of the reformatory. Both complained
bitter legislative debates on substitute
that the present board, reconstituted
session.
revenue proposals are likely.
The council, with Governor James a year ago without an advisor from
M. Curl
residing and Councilor the correction department, did not
Daniel . Coakley acting as principal consult with them about the records
examiner of witnesses, yesterday heard of prisoners, and was arbitrary in freeal
the parole board's side of the story ing men with poor institution
from the members, Rint,frxd Olney, records.
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Parole Board's Fate
In Hands of Council
All Angles of Prison Parole Situation Developed
At Hearings
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to Curley; Adjt. Gen. F. Timilty M. Sullivan of Fall River, and isgration comm
Maj. Joseph
immi
and
by
,
ion
Rose
Ward
decis
ial
Mary
offic
1
staff.
Although an
of Governor's military up a par. sioner.
Committee
the Democratic State
Women who will make
al commitis lacking and a speci
ago to contee named several days
not reported,
has
er
matt
the
sider
afternoon
it was indicated that
pre-primary
ic
crat
Demo
the
that
in Worconvention would be held
cester.
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Curley Departs
FE-Washington

ation that
With the strong indic
as RegisMorgan T. Ryan, ousted
ly after
short
cles
Vehi
r
Moto
of
trar
e,
will be
offic
took
Governor C,urls
cratic
a candidatl'""Tor the Demo
r, innomination for state treasure how
as to
terest was aroused today
might be
far former Governor Ely
ions.
active in state ticket „nominat
rSen. James C. Scan'An of Somefor
idate
ville is an avowed cand
the treasurer nomination.

i

ester
The names of two Worc
Edgirls, Parhoui Adamian of 21
Fords
ward street, and Mary E.
on a
of 19 Harvard street, appear
two
Civil Service list from which
nt
will be picked by the Departme
of Administration and Finance for
ninety-day employment,
The first public legislative hearing of the year will be Wednesday at 10 a. m. before the Committee on Constitutional law on a
resolve to memorialize Congress
for passage of a soldiers' bonus
bill.
—
Governor Curley will make a decision tomorrow on the plea filed
in behalf of Miller F. Clark for
.
commutation of a death sentence
Clark was convicted of the "bakeshop murder" of Ethel Zuckerman.
Clark was given a mental examination, but the result has not yet
been disclosed.

1
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I

for WashGovernor Curley left
rnoon to atafte
this
late
on
ingt
dinner and
tend the Jackson Day authorities
ral
fede
with
er
conf
to
cting Massachuover matters affe
said he exrnor
Gove
The
setts.
ay morning.
Frid
rn
retu
to
ed
pect
cil will hold
The Governor's Coun
meeting next
lar
regu
next
Its
Wednesday.

CURLEY SEES GAIN
—
Raps Haste in Legislation

It
veiling price* for commodities
Governor James M. Curley, totemporary
day, hailed the AAA Supreme cannot he other than
Court decision as of great benefit In charaeter.
to New England and declared it
"It is generally accepted that
only a temporary hardship on other
the
there was. whine haste in
parts of the country.
the legislation,
In his statement he pointed out enactment of
much of which has been found
that the administration had perns
unconstitutional, but conditio
haps acted too hastily but excused
on neethis haste as being in the interest naturally made hasty acti
essary for the preservation of the
of the welfare of the people and
people and the nation.
the nation. He said:
"ft is fortunate that the de"The decision must of necessity
cision is rendered while Conbe beneficial to New England,
gress is in seesion, since. opporthrough an ending of the procestunity is afforded to correct ersing tax. That it will work hardrors and if - circumstances warship to other parts of the country must he accepted, hut in view
rant - to enact legislation essential -th the puhlio weak",
of the crop conditionsand pre-.

•
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1 Jackie, Betty, Governor Talk Hollywood
•

serviecj
BETTY GRABLE

(Picture from International News Photograph

JACKIE COOGAN

GOVERNOR CURLEY

Maybe they are--and maybe they aren't—soon to be husband and wife. But their own personal romance was about the only Hollywood item which Jackie Coogan and Betty Grable of
the film colony didn't discuss today with Governor Curley. He received the young movie
folk at the State House, extending to them the greetings of the Commonwealth. They're here
for personal appearances at a Boston theater
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C rle Names 2
C11ege Trustees
Governor Curley today re-appointed Nathaniel I. Rowditch of Framingham, and appointed William C.
1 Monahan of Framingham. to trustekship of the Massachusetts State
College. Monahan takes the place
of Howard S. Russell of Wayland,
whose commission had expired.
The appointment and re-appointment were confirmed by the council under suspension of thti rules.

1935

Curley to Act

t Ort Clark's Fate
A decision was expected today by
Governor Curley on the plea for
clemency by Miller Frank Clark,
convicted murderer of Ethel Zukerman, 18. who is scheduled to die
In the electric chair next week.
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THE SENATOR SAYS:

# Legal Lotteries
Plan Is Poor
Political Risk
Churchmen and Governor
Jim Will Oppose, Sage
Tells Visitor
R.
THE SENATO
Massachusetts
knows all that's going on in

He sees all and
amusing or amazing, or both.
politics and most of it he finds
Best of all, he tells about it.
with him regularly in the
Meet him below and listen in
on Evening American.
Bost
and
tiser
Boston Sunday Adver
•
•
•
topper and he hangs up his
The Senator comes in wearing his
tie and tails that look like
white
his
coat so all concerned can see
a high class head waiter.
a
"Senator," says Timmy, "I will have
r."
corne
ded
table for two in a seclu
"Timmy," says The Senator, with great
dignity, "I am dashing to a banquqk to
make a public address and have stoiped
"
in for an appetizer. Say a Manhatlan.
y.
Timm
says
"
ttan,
"A Manha
It is easy to see The Senator is not in
mood for wise-cracking and he does riot
greet the boys as usual, and here and there
a slight bird is heard 'but he pays no atten
tion.
"Timmy," says The Senator, sipping,
"there is a fine go in the making as the
women step into khe attempt to set up a
legalized state lottery. Mrs. Oren Cheney
THE SENATOR
Sanborn is president and Sheila O'Donoil for Legalvan Rossa is secretary of the Massachusetts Counc
ionnaires
of
quest
ands
thous
out
ng
izing Lotteries which is sendi
."
direct
to the people
It is at this point that who comes in but another round man
his arm,
who is wearing a topper and tails and carrying his coat on
beside
up
and
steps
coat
his
up
he
hangs
when
and
er,
swagg
very
ad
Ritz
inste
The
at
d
Men
The Senator at the bar it looks like Roun
dosea
few
deseare
there
the
rs
in
corne
only
of Timmy's joint,
and-clemmers.
"Bartender," calls the stranger in fancy outfit. "Mix ala a
edecar a trifle light on lemon juice."

While Timmy is preparing the-same we can see The Senator giving the stranger the oh-boy peek, because it is easy to .see the
stranger's outfit is even fancier than The Senator's.
"Row disgustingly stupid!" says the stranger suddenly,
fishing in all his pockets. "Banks must have neglected to put my
wallet in my clothes and I am without a penny."

Senator Is Much Impressed
"My friend," says The Senator, quick, "do not for a moment he embarrassed. Accept an invitation to join me."
"Why," says the stranger, hesitating, "that is more than
kind of you. By George, I will for a round or two. I'm dining
with the judge. I accept your offer temporarily and will drop by
tomorrow to reimburse you."
Well, it is easy to see The Senator is much irnpressed by the
stranger in fancy out fit because he tut-tuts and sets them up at
a very furious rate and uses his public address manner.
"I was just remarking." says The Senator, "that the interests financing horse and dog racing will quietly oppose a legalized lottery. My personal belief is that a legalized lottery would
not affect wagering at the tracks any more than the countless
illegal lotteries of which we see evidence surrounding us hourly.
Do you not agree?"
"Quite right, quite right," says the stranger in fancy outfit,
giving the gun to his third sidecar.
"Man} of our most prominent churchmen will oppose the
lottery," says The Senator. "Jim, I believe—the Governor, of
course—will also oppose. An exceptionally large number of women are in favor. By the way, what did you think of the
AAA decision?"
"A truly remarkable decision, truly remarkable," says the
stranger.
"Remarkable," says The Senator. "The very word I was
planning to use. By the by, if you are interested in politics you
will no doubt be amazed to hear that the Democratic State Committee is planning to ignore completely the Democratic state convention in June and will do nothing whatever until the primaries."
"Extraordinary," says the stranger, "extraordinary."
It is easy to see he probably never heard of the state committee but he does a very nifty allagazam-now-you-don't with his
tourth sidecar.

G. 0. P. May Draft Benton
"I would not wish it to go any farther," says The Senator,
signalling Timmy, "but there is a. silent movement in political
circles to draft Jay R. Benton as Republican candidate for Governor, Good old Jay! He made a very fine attorney-general. Of
course he could be brought into the contest but he informed me
personally that he favors forming a committee of 52 prominent
Republicans to select the candidate."
"If you will excuse me," says the stranger, "I must be rushing along. You won't mind, I am sure. You have been more than
kind and I will stop by tomorrow to reimburse you or leave it
with the bartender."
"Tut, tut," says The Senator, peeling a double saw off his
horse-choker and thrusting it at the stranger. "I insist that you
accept this to tide you over."
Well, there is much tut-tutting and many haws and six handshakes before the stranger in the fancier outfit tosses his coat over
iltie arm in a very elegant manner and hurries away to his dinner appointment with the tt.dge. His tails are flying as he leaves.
"Timmy," says The Senator, "there goes class." The Senator
lets go a very deep sigh. "I am sorry I did not have much time to
give you the news. I must avra, myself, for the public awaits the
oracle. Have Snowball summon a rah."
It ie just at tois point that The Senator snatches his coat. shrugs
Into it and starts tor the door. and the boys ive - very large cheer.
"Senator," as
Timmy, "that was not only class that went but
your double saw!"
"How Is that. Timmy'!" says The Senator.
"Well, Senator," says Timmy. "on the hack of the (vat he left yoo
le a big sign painted that reads. 'Try Roontomoyer For Frosted Buns
*09
lrittl ICEl.1
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Curley's Textile Troubles at End

tfire nom Jut. rriatIonal
Governor Curley is pictured here in rece conf
nt
erence with Secretary of Agricult°graph Serv)( r)
ure Henry
A. Wallace when the Bay State executive
was seeking relief for the Massachusett
s textile industry under the burden of the AAA.Today the AAA and its processing tax
had been killed
by the Supreme Court and Governor
Curley saw in the decision great bene
fit to New England
htdu

titry. esk

GAIN PlIEBICTEll
BY GOV. CUBIC(

haps acted to hastily hut excu
seo
this haste as being in the inter
est
of the welfare of the peop
le and
the nation. He said:
"The decision must of neces
sity
he beneficial to New
England,
through an ending of the
processing tax. That It will
work
ship to other parts of the hardcountry must be accepted,
but In view
Governor James M. Curley, to- of the crop condition
end preday, hailed the AAA Supreme vailing prices for commodities It
cannot be other than
Court decision as of great benefit In
temporary
character.
to New England and declared It
"It Is generally
accepted that
only a temporary hardship on other there was undue hast
e In the
parts of the country.
In his statement he-pointed out
that the administration had per-

enactment of the legislatio
n,
much of which has been
found
unconstitutional, but cond
itions
naturally made hasty acti
on necessary for the preserva
tion of the
people and the nation.
"It Is fortunate that
cision Is rendered whilthe dee Congress is in .session,
e opportunity is afforded tosinc
correct errors anti if circ
umst
rant to enact legis ances warlation essential to the nubile
weal."
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CLARK MUST DIE JAN
• UARY 14
is
Plea Is
Denied
f.

SOUTH END
GIRL'S SLAYER
GOES TO CHAIR
TUESDAY

GOVERNOR
DENIES AID

Miller Frank Clark, who murdered Ethel Zuckerman in a
South End bakery, will die in
the electric chair next week as
scheduled, Governor Curley
today having refused commutation of sentence.
He was sentenced to die during the week beginning January
12, but as custom at State
Prison is to wait until a few
minutes after midnight on the
Monday of the week he will
probably be electrocuted next
Tuesday in the early morning
hours.
"I have weighed the facts preClark's
attorney,
by
sented
George Douglas," said Governor
Curley today, "and examined the
decision of the Supreme Court
and found that the question of
sanity of Clark was not raised at
any time during the course of the
trial."
The governor said that the two
psychiatrists who examined Clark
upon his instructions reported
Clark feeble minded, not insane,
his judgment and control ate seriously impaired. These physicians
are Dr. Harry C. Solomon and
Dr. A. W. Stearns.
In concluding his statement Gov.
Curley said:
"Under the ciretimstances
have decided To refuse the petition for commutation of sentence."
. ETHEL ZUCKERMAN

streets, and because the mayor
scarcely better prepared.
has persistently sought to belittle
He said there had been "months the finance commission in the
of bickering" between the mayor, public mind when the finance
city council, public works depart- commission has sought only to
; ,r, +,\,!
ment and city purchasing agent—
perform the work the law comsnow surveys by experts And
pete it to do, the finance corn"guesses" on appropriations needed.
-He declared:
mission has decided to hold this
"Since the Finance Commission
public hearing and offer any
suggested to the City Council
nito may have information the
opportunity to make their charges
that on such an important matof graft and inefficiency pubter as the purchase of three-quarters of a million dollars' worth
"The commission will also enof equipment In one order it
deavor to f'nd out the basis for
ought not to be left to guesswork
the
charges that have been freto determine the amount needed.
quently made inside and outsIde
And further, that the authorities
the city council that a sinister
ought not to buy such a large orinfluence dom'nates certain of
der without providing an efficient
the activities of the City of Bosorganization to make use of it,
ton."
the Finance Commission has been
PROBE SNOW BIDS
hampered as far it could be by
Awards of 1938 contracts for
the mayor in doing the work for
snow removal to contractors in
which it was created.
whose bids there was an 8-cent per
MOTIVES QUESTIONED
cubic yard differential comprised '
"Its
motives
have been questhe first line of inquiry by the
Featured by the resigtioned and when the Finance
commission.
nation of William Arthur
Commission tried to find out why
Works Commissioner Carven was
Reilly as a member, the
on the stand. with Rudolph Robinit cost $2,000,000 for two storms—
son, assistant corporation counsel
a price beyond understanding
Boston Finance Commis,
at hand.
compared to costs in other cities
sion today launched a farIt was brought out that Con—the mayor imposed the restricreaching investigation of
tractor Nawn and Contractor Matz
tion that no records could be had
were among ..the bidders on first
city snow removal conor examined unless his personal
contracts, that Nawn bid 48 cents
representatives sat in on the intracts with an attack on ,
a cubic yard and Matz 441
vestigation.
/
2 cents,
Mayor Mansfield.
ft was then disclosed that
"This was plainly intended to
after
the
bide
were submitted Carven
he intimidation of city employes
Charges of graft, inefficiency
had
been
called
who might be inclined to give
before the Finance
and favoritism went under pubCommission and, as a .result, the
testimony that would verify the
bids
were
amazin
readver
g tales of graft in connectised. Nawn held
lic investigation of the commisto 48 cents but Matz dropped to
tion with the payments that were
40.
sion.
Carven testified he considered
a matter of common gossip.
Nawn
more
"City
eouncil
respons
lore
ible
were
despite the
informed
Reilly resigned and was suefact Nawn did not accompany his
In effect by the mayor that it
ceeded within three hours when
bid with a financial statem
was none of their business when
GovernoCurley appointed James
ent
while Matz did. He testified he
they attempted to find out what
E. Magu
ast Boston and the
awardsci Nawn the contract for
price the city intended to pay
executive council immediately conDistrict 2, then gave Matz the conand what trucks and equipment
firmed him.
tract for District 3. He testified
it intended to purchase.
ReillY's term on the commission
other
contracting firm, of "known
"Mayor Mansfield clearly viowould not have expired until July
responsibility" had kept their figlated the law when he refused
28. He asked to be relieved of his
ures
even
on the second bidding
to give this important informaduties "as soon as possible."
at 50 cents or higher.
tion to the city council.
Maguire is a Harvard graduate,
Q—(By
Chairman Sullivan)—
a lawyer, owner of the East Boston
SEEKS REASONS
Didn't you think the public might
Free Press and served as city in"It is for the purpose of atsuspect your overfondness for
stitutions commissioner during Mr.
tempting to find out the reasons
Nawn and suspect he was a faCurley's last term as mayor.
back of this evident attempt to
vored contractor at City Hall? A
The attack on Mayor Mansfield,
obstruct and withhold, that the
—I am not concerned with what
Finance Commission has decided
which opened the hearing, was
the public thinks.
upon this public hearing.
contained in a lengthy statement
Q—You're not? Does the may"It has been charged to the
by Commission Chairman E. Mark
or feel the same way? noes he
Finance Commission that politiSullivan, who accused him of 'havcare what the public thinks? A-cians and even members of the
ing violated the law, of Intent to
1 don't know.
mayor's family partielpated imIntimidate city employes and of
properly in the payments to the
42—Fins he ever told yon how
obstructing the commission's prihe felt on these matters? A—He
city for snow work last winter.
vate inquiry.
"When the commission attempts
has never discussed It with me
INVESTIGATOR PRESENT
ad privately to find out the facts,
personally.
Present at the start was Charles
It was condemned publicly by the
PUTTING IN CLOCKS
L. Ma near, who made a private inmayor for an doing.
Q.—What improvement. are
vestigatton of last year's snow re"Meanwhile, one contracting
you making this year
moval for the commissiol and sevover last?
company summoned to produce
A.—Well, we are putting in
eral months ago sought a public
time
books to reveal whether or not it
clocks at the loading and
bearing on his discoveries.
paid money to campaign manloading places, and we have unMayor Mansfield's alleged reis
agers or relatives of the mayor,
fusal to acquaint the city council
serial number device. The clocks
came in without them, first withwith details of his planned purwill show the actual time of
reout explanation, and a week later
chases of snow removal equipment
ceiving, (limping and loading,
Same in and said they had been
with $875,000 voted for that purthe serial number. issued and
will
stolen from an auto two days
pose was held by Chairman Sulliaccount for each load, of which
after they were served with a
van to be a "clear violation of law:'
we keep a copy.
The chairman stated it had been
subpoena and ordered to produce
Q.—How will that
charged to the commission
them.
A.---We hope it will improve Kr
dispense
"that politicians and even memMUCH GOSSIP
argument and criticism with
bers of the mayor's family parover
"Because there has been an
double
loading
and faulty timticipated improperly in the phymuch gossip about graft in last
ing.
ments by the city for snow work
year's payments; because there ' Carven
testified that last year
last winter."
was an obvious attempt to play
some of the time
clock records
favorites again this winter In
ISSUES STATEMENT
showed that certain
loads were
the first award of contracts for '!timed"
Chairman Sullivan's statement
as having been
related the collapse of snow resnow work; because the present before they
dumped
were "timed" as havInOVIti last winter, told of the wide
city officials have unconscion- ing
been
loaded. He contend
discussion of ways and means to
ably delayed the task of acquir- that
this was due to failure ed
prevent a recurrence this year, ing facilities for snow removal
to
synchro
nize
the clocks.
charged that the city now is
work until the snow is on our
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BLAST MAYOR
IN FIN. COM
SNOW QUIZ

1

suppose. Mr. Careen, you
are praying you won't have to go
I through with these contracts?
A—Yes, I am, and every day the
snow stays away the city gets a
better break.
Chairman Sullivan sought the
reason why !lawn, not Matz, lower bidder by eight cents, obtained
the removal contract in District 2.
It was made known that Caryen, privately questioned before
the commission in December, had
been asked why he preferred
Nawn and answered: "I pass the
meter up." He was asked if he
wished to amplify that answer to• day and said he did not,
Q—Hugh Nawn hasn't done
much work for the city, has
he?
A-1 don't recall he has
' done much for the public works
department.
Q—While Matz has done conrederable? A—Yes.
Carven testified he had no reason to think the city inspectors on
snow removal were dishonest and
had paid no attention to gossip
about contractors receiving payment for more work than they did.
He said he was willing to recommend to the mayor that a check
of the inspection, system be made.
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Council Confirms
Cqrley_Appointees
Governor Curley today re-appointed Nathaniel I. Bowditch of Framingham, and appointed William C.
Monahan of Framingham, to trueteaship of the Massachusetts State
College. Monahan takes the place
of Howard S. Russell of Wayland,
i whose commission had expired.
The appointment and re-appointment were confirmed by the council under suspension of the rules.
Francis A. Donovan of Cambridge was appointed and confirmed as assistant actuary in the
state department of insurance.
The council also approved the
appointment by Tax Commissioner Henry F. Long of two assessots and three deputy assessors in
the income tax division. The vote
was 5 to 3, on straight party lines.
Democrat,
Burdick,
Councillor
was absent.
The new assessors are John F.
Gibbons of Cambridge and Neal F.
Brown of Beverly. James C. Maloney of Charlestwon. Fred Burrell, a former Republican state
treasurer of Medford, and Edward
J. Morgan of Quincy are the three
now

donntV

assessors.
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COUNCIL BACO
1111J ON TER S
The Governor's Council toda
voted to support a bill to 'Mow a
court to fix a definite minimum
and maximum sentence and to permit a prisoner to be released on
his good behavior upon completion
of his minimum sentence.
A draft of a bill to amend the
law in this respect will be presented to the legislature.
The council acted upon receipt
of a lengthy letter from an inmate of state prison, which drew
attention to the fact that another
prisoners who
facing
! problem
have been sentenced within the
past two and one-half years is the
1933 amendment which gives the
parole board decretionary powei
to keep a man in prison until he
has served his entire maximum
sentence regardless of his prison
record.
The letter writer, whose name
was not given, questioned that
there are many judges aware of
this new law. The theory was, it
was stressed, that release of prisoners when work was scarce would
cause them to revert to crime.
Councillor Frank A. Brooks, former head of the parole board, said
the law was advocated by former
Commissioner of Correction Francis B. Sayre. Prior to the adoption of the law, he said, the board
was compelled to release a man
with a good record at the end of
his minimum sentence.
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emocrats Invited Here
Opening a campaign to bring th; Jefferson League celebrates each
1936 Democratic convention to year the birthday of Thomas JetBoston, John L McDonald, manag- fc;son in April, and at that time
ing director of the Thomas Jeffer- etween 400 and 500 persons at-)
son League of Massachusetts, Inc., tend the banquet.
Ills action in moving for the
sent the following telegram to
James A. Farley, he announced to- .ccnvention to come here, he said,
was his own idea, but may receive
day:
"Democrats of Massachusetts support if it is favorably considered
want next Democratic national in Washington,,
convention In Boston. Funds will
he obtained if we are successful.
With co-operation of Governor
Cilarja, it will be a gigantic suec^ss. Celebrating also the 300th
anniversary of Harvard College
in 1936, alma Hinter of President
Roosevent, Massachusetts will be
for Curley and Roosevelt in 1938.
With national convention in Boston, Roosevelt will carry every
New England state. I await your
reply.*
UcDonald said toll= Must Ida
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:MIN OR LYMAN
SEEN
DOOM
1
.
Action Due
On Parole
Board

\

ALL MEMBERS
MAY GO

had
each member of the board
taken the stand and defended the
board's policies.
There was also some question
concerning Commissioner of Corwas
rection Arthur T. Lyman, who
latter's
the
during
lashed by Gavin
testimony as incompetent and responsible for much of the unrest in
correctional institutions.
was
It was indicated the governor
removprepared to choose between
and it was
ing Gavin or Lyman
decision would be
\ expected his
council sesmade known at today's
sion.

Governor Curley and the
ere expectexecutive c
ed to make a definite decision
today in the parole board case.
Pre-meeting indications today
were that P. Emmett Gavin of
the board would be removed,
with a possibility that he would ,
be joined in exile by his fellow
members, Chairman Richard
Olney and Matthew Bullock,
Efforts were being made last
night and today to arrange a conference between the governor, the
council and the parole board prior
to the council session scheduled at

1 p. m.
It was hoped that such a conference could induce the parole board
to change the attitude, charged
against them, of refusing to parole
prisoners on completion of twothirds of their minimum sentences,
in the event they have previous
records.

Refuse Change
The attitude of the members of
the board at yesterday'a public
hearing, however, indicated they
would not alter their views.
The hearing came to a close after

.charged

that the

env
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CURLEY TO AID CUMMINGS
• IN SURVEY OF PAROLE

Planning a nation-wide examination of the problem of parole and
its administration, United States
Atty Gen Homer Cummings will
have the assistance of Gov Curley.
The Governor has advised Cummings that he will call upon him
Press Clipping Service
in Washington next Thursday or
will be pleased to have Cummings
2. Park Squar,
confer with him in Massachusetts
Boston Mass.
when convenient.
The letters of both were made public yesterday afternoon at the GovGlobe
ernor's office. Atty Gen Cummings
Boston, Mass.
wrote in part, as follows:
; "The importance of parole and its
I administration suggests that the time
is opportune for a nation-wide examination of this problem, vitally
I1,•.•
related as it is to the proper administration of criminal law throughout
GOV CURLEY PROPOSES
the country. Because of the variations existing among the statutes
TO BLOCK LAND SHARKS and
practiccs of the several states, I
So that no land may be unloaded ' am convinced that such studies
at fancy prices upon the state M con- should include pardon, probation,
nection with the building of the Suf- commutation, suspended sentences
folk County Courthouse, Clrov Curley and similar subjects.
sent a message to the Legislature yes"With these considerations in mind
terday asking that the building laws the Department of Justice has proconcerning height, volume and set- cured funds from the Works Progback of the proposed structure be ress Administration for such an inchanged so that it may be built on vestigation. During the next few
land already owned by the county.
weeks a staff: of trained workers will
The Governor said that in order to be sent into the field to initiate this
prevent any further delay, he would undertaking.
deliver a special message seeking the
''In the near future one o( my
amendments, on the recommendation representatives will call upon you
of the Courthouse Commission.
with a view to discussing practical
The Governor said the commission details. I trust that it may be poshas shown rare wisdom in blocking sible for us to reach a most cordial ;
the land sharks, who, he intimated, understanding and cooperation
have long been grabbing land with carrying forward these studies in
in
a view to unloading it upon the state your state.
for the new building.
"It is important that action be
taken at the earliest pOssible date to
the end that the state, city and
county may not be deprived of the
financial aid which the Federal Government is prepared to allocate," the
Governor concluftd_
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PAROLE BOARD HITS BACK
/ AS OUSTER MOVE LOOMS
Gavin Calls Lyman Unfit—Order
To Remove Roard Is Filed

hard-boiled, and I have done a lot
to
help prisoners. But some
of them
can not be paroled and they naturally
resent it," he said.
I Only Bullock Is Applauded
Bullock was the only speaker of
, the day to draw any applause. Under
:cross examination by Councilor
1 Coakley, the parole members kept
ducking long and difficult questions
by declining to answer them yes or
no. The Councilor insisted that they
should to save time. Finally Bullock
said:
"You want to talk to me generally
and have me answer you specifically.
I can't do that."
Coakley waited until the cheers
and clapping subsided and then continued his interrogation.
• From Gavin the Council heard the
most spirited defense of the day. He
opened by urging a new prison,
modelled on the Federal* Govern-.
ment's "Devil's Island." Alcatraz,
and warned that without such a jail
for incorrigibles and hardened criminals, there could be no peace in Concord or Chdrlestown.
"The wardens say the boys are
tough and hard to control and at the
same time demand that we parole
them. We can't do that. The Commissioner of Correction has done
nothing to urge a local Alcatraz, he
has done nothing to secure a goodbehavior law, he has done nothing to
hit at the true evil and correct the
situation," Gavin shouted.

The members of the Board of lualified- for his wore.
Parole lashed back at their critics Letters deploring the present paeor
a bwyarnai
elicy ifitned
in the Governor's Council yester- traolc
rnre
ha
f te
7gMFc
day, stoutly defending the board's of Concord and Warden Francis J. W.
policies and , blaming current.Lanagan of Charlestown State Prison
e
re read
to
prison unrest on inadequate facili- oy CommissionerIIsi Coakley
l"
to
. wthe
ties, the jail wardens and the ad- members in turn, and all stated that
ministration of Commissioner of they had never seen or heard of the
letters before.
Correction Arthur T. Lyman, at If the wardens of the two instituthe public hearing where they are tions had warned that riot and bloodshed would follow further adherence
on trial for their jobs.
to the present policy, the commisUnder sharp questioning by sioner did not show them the written
Councilor Daniel H. Coakley, th complaints, the Parole Board
insisted.
three members of the boardmeatbrs
Sees No Political Fight
Chairman Richard Olney, Mathe
Later, under cross-examination of
•W. Bullock and P. Emmett Gavi Senators Defend Board
Coakley, Gavin said that he saw no
—stuck by their guns and de
At the close of the hearing, after
indications of a political squabble
fended themselves both on genbetween the Councilors and SenaCcuncilor Coakley had taken pains
eralities and specific cases, asserttors Madden and Carroll, and ther
ing that they were humane to the to ridicule the persistent rumor that
continued his attack on Lyman.
the present hearing is a controversy
prisoners and protective to the between himself and State Senators
"He is constantly gathering false
information, and when you correct
public.
Madden and Carroll to control the
him,
he charges that you are not
An order calling for the removal board, both Madden and Carroll recooperating and agreeing with him,"
; of the three members of the board qeested to be heard and defended the
cried
the red-headed member.
;-.
, is understood to have been placed board and its policies.
"He stated once that the Federal
to
unjust
it
was
Senators
said
The
before the members of the ExecuParole system has 93 percent succonditions on the board, that
tive Council shortly before yester- blame
cess and 3 percent failure. He had
investigated
prisons
the
had
they
day's meeting by Councilor James with care. Carroll said he and.Mad- to be shown that this is not true.
.1. Brennan of Somerville, who in- den had urged Gov Ely to appoint P. Then-he came out for indefinite setbacks to keep hope in the prisoners,
stituted the inquiry into the activi- Emmett Gavin to the board. '
Gavin issued the strongest attack I have talked with the same people
ties of the parole group.
or. the wardens and Lyman, seeking he has, and they say the Federal
;to discredit their testimony with system called for indefinite set-backs
Removal Threatened
statistics and quotations from well- because of the geographical location
Members of the board were not known penologists, and Bullock, of their prisons. Here, where you
notified at the session that the re- parrying Coakley's hypothetical ques- can visit jails every day, they tell
me our system is the only one."
moval order was being considered. tions, attributed the present discord
"He is constantly getting informapersonal
between
some
ill-feeling
to
Friday's hearing opened as an inves- of those involved.
tion that isn't fact, and then blamtigation of the causes of prison unBullock gave three reasons for the ing all the trouble on us," Gavin
continued. "I blame the unrest on
rest to determine whether or not the present unrest. First, the life con- the
prison officials and on him."
Parole Board is responsible. Yester- victs had been sent from Charlestown
day's hearing was ostensibly of the to the Norfolk County, thus removing
same nature, but when it was learned a group of prisoners who were Olney's Defense
Chairman Olney was the first to
that a removal order had been filed ai.xious to behave in hope of having
by Brennan, it was pointed out, that an easier time in jail and "getting a take the stand, and vigorously defended
the board's policy as fair,
next
ousted
eak."
the members might be
"When you took those men away, humane and successful. He denied
Wednesday without further hearing.
In adjourning the session Gov Cur- you cut one of the main arteries of that the parole board was responsible
ley said that the Council would re- prison discipline," Bullock stated. for smouldering,.resentme,nt .ia the
convene on Wednesday to discuss fur- "They were anxious to help officials prisons, stating that, If it existed, It
ther "this matter" and other official and were anxious to behave them- was started elsewhere.
business. It is believed that the selves."
He denounced Commissioner LySecondly, the Negro member of the man's proposal of an indefinite setCouncilors opposed to the present
board will move for dismissal of all board blamed part of the unrest on back in parole, Instead of setting a
human nature's natural tendency to definite number of years before anthree Wednesday.
During the three-hour session a try to escape from prison. When a other hearing could be had, stating
heard
new management comes in, as it did that any hope thus engendered in the
crowd in the hearing room
members of the board flatly contra- when Lanagan succeeded Warden ! prisoner was a false hope.
heard
testimony
wardens,
of
Hogsett, the prisoners will agitate to
dict the
He challenged the main point of
them defend the revocation of certain see how much they can get, Bullock the Council's attack on the board:
paroles and the setting back of cer- said.
that the members placed too much
tain Prisoners, and finally heard
His third reason for disturbances emphasis on a prisoner's previous
. Gavin describe Commissioner Lyman and riot was, he admitted, parole. "I record and not enough on his deportas stubborn,. incompetent and un- wish I could parole everyone that ment while an inmate, and placed
comesbefore
the board. I'm not himself flatly on record as in favor of
, .
considering the previous record carefully.
AidAAAA-11,

I
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Councilors have stated that the
previous record of prisoners is
weighed by the judge in sentencing.
and therefore the parole board should
concern itself almost solely with the
inmates record. Olney and the others
replied that they have much more
specific information concerning the
previous record than the judge at
time of sentence, and that it should
not be ignored in considering a man's
chances of rehabilitation.

Olney, Coakley Clash
Olney also clashed with Coakley,
when, after giving the Council a
confidential letter from a convict's
mother who had been forced by her
son's persistent drinking to ask that
his parole be revoked, the Councilor
, insisted on naming the prisoner and
reading the mother's letter aloud.
The letter described how the
paroled boy had come home drunk
one night and tried to beat two children and his father, unless given
money immediately. His parole was
revoked and he was sent back to
complete his maximum sentence of 20
years, which meant 12 more years in
prison.
"And you sent him back for 12
years for getting drunk?" demanded
Coakley.
"I did sir," replied Olney.
"Why it was not so long ago it was
considered no disgrace for a Beacon
Hill brahmin to go to bed drunk
every night," interposed the Governor.

Gavin Hits Statistics
It was Gavin who attacked the wardens' statistics. At Friday's session
Lanagan estimated the number of
paroles who returned to crime after
quitting his institution was less than
5 percent. Today Gavin stated that
it was 27,70 percent for the past year,
during which time 87 men were
paroled from Charlestown.
In answering Maj Dee's statement
that he could receive no consideration from the board, Gavin stated
that before Christmas this year he
and the board had received 14 men
for consideration from the major.
"We asked at that time if there
were any more deserving consideration in Concord. and he replied no,
Gavin stated. "Then, within a week,
he submitted a list of 25 names to
Your Excellency through John
Backus.
Gavin extended his attack to the
woman's reformatory at Sherborn,
stating that it was run in a foolish
manner, and that the reason for any
lunrest there was due to favoritism under Dr Misiam Van Waters and her
regime.
"I have on record one prisoner
who never served a day of her sentence there. Do you think the other
inmates felt well when they saw that
girl escape practically scot free, and
be indentured out as a domestic immediately?" he demanded.

In describing the case Bullock said:
"His record goes back to the age
of ten. In sentencing him once for
seriously wounding a man, Judge
Fosdick said, 'This man is on the
way to be a killer.*
"In prison he stabbed a man in a
fight, a very serious offense, but he
finally secured his parole about three
years before the McSweeney murder.
"When he was paroled he was supposed to be a very sick man, yet
while out he was arrested for attempted armed robbery. Probable
cause was found, and he was bound
over, but somehow the case became
nol pros'd.
"Later we heard that he went to a
theatre and tried to steal a woman's
handbag. He was caught in the lobby
after a brief chase and his first words
were, 'I never stole your handbag.'
Here again no action was ever taken.
"Then this other incident in the
Cosmos Club occurred. He had been
out of the hospital but ten days at
the time. When arrested he had $100
on him, although he had persistently
told parole agents that he was too
sick to work.
"He was found not guilty of any
connection with the McSweeney murder, but his parole was revoked,"
concluded Bullock.
'
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NiPiliE PLATE
i HEARING HELD
Shoe Manufacturer Seeks
Return of His "518"
In Supreme Court this forenoon,
Judge Edward P. Pierce heard the
case of Nicholaas W. Mathey, Cornmonwealth-av resident engaged in
shoe manufacturing at Lynn, who
seeks to have the court order Registrar of Motor Vehicles Frank A.
Goodwin to restore to him and to
Miss Nellie O'Malley of Swampscott
the automobile number-plate "518,"
which they have jointly held in past
years but which has been given this I
year to Charles Manion, Gov Cur- I
ley's former chauffeur.
Speaking for Goodwin, Asst Atty
Gen Roger Clapp said that the registry has since offered Mathey a "suit-,
able" number, and Clapp asked that
the proceeding be dismissed. Clapp
said he could not see, anyhow, that
it mattered much what number was'
' given td Mathey.
But Judge Pierce interrupted to'
remark that "there is, after all, quite I
a difference between, for instance, the!
numbers 610,400 and 25."
Mathey's counsel, Henry H. Talty,!
argued filet the court ought not to
dismiss the proceeding until it comes
clear what number plate Mr Goodwin
regards as "suitable" in lieu of the
plate "'518" which Mathey is contending for.
In the hearing, it came out that
the registry is ready to offer Mathey
the number plate "36.518.". Gossip of
the courtroom was that Mathey has
put up $2000 to fight the case until
he gets the "518" elate, or something
nearly its equivalent.
TTIONIN,
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GOVERNOR FOR
BONUS BILL
!Indorses It in Presence of
3 State Commanders

Stating that in his opinion It
Should be paid, Gov Curley today In.
dorsed the 'Vinson-McCormack bill.
for full and immediate payment of
the veterans bonus, In the presence
of the state commanders of three veterans' organizations.
• The bill calls for full payment of
the total bonus with cancellation
of
all past interest. In indorsing it, the
Governor expressed hope for prompt
passage of the bill and quick payment.
Replies on Di Marco Case
Representing the veterans this
Bullock answered one of the Counmorning were State Commanders
cil's specific cases during his testiJohn
H. Walsh of the American Lemony. It concerned a prisoeer named . gion,
Frederick T. Openshaw of the
Di Marco, who was in the Cosmos
Veterans of Foreign Wars, and EdClub the night Red McSweeney was
ward J. Walsh of the disabled
Amershot and killed. Di Marco at the time
ican Veterans of the World War.
was on parole. The parole was later
It
is
the
first
time
the
three
revoked and he was sent back to
erans' organizations have united vetState Prison to complete his sentence.
hind one bonus bill and thrown be.
their
tence.
combined strength into the fight
to
Throughout the hearing Councilor pass it
through
Congress.
questions
asking
Coakley had been
The
three
State Commanders
conce,rning the Di Marco case, apthe Governor that they expectedtold
to
parently regarding it as one of the see the bill passed
through Congress
most flagrant errors of the board.
at the coming session.
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• Clark Must Die
For South End
Slaying
CURLEY DENIES
COMMUTATION
Murderer Due to Go to
Chair Next Week
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Gov Curley today denied commutation of sentence to Miller Clark of
the South End, due to die in the electric chair during the week of Jan 12
for the murder of Ethel Zuckerman
in a South End bakery almost two
years ago.
In announcing hs decision the Governor said that he had considered the
opinions of the Supreme Court, the
report of the Mental Disease Department, and had conferred with George
Douglass, Clark's attorney.
"I have reviewed the facts as presented by his attorney and have
studied the decision of the Supreme
_Court. I find that at no time during
the trial was the question of sanity
raised," the Governor said.
He then discussed the report on
Clark's mental condition which was
presented by the department of mental diseases after an examination had
been made by Drs A. Warren Stearns
and Harry C. Solomon.
The doctors reported that Clark
was "a man of low intelligence, bordering on the feeble minded." They
found that a disease had further impaired the man's mind, but that he
was "not frankly insane, although his
judgment was seriously impaired."
"And so," concluded the Governor,
"I have decided not to commute his
sentence."

HOUSE TO MEET TWICE V
A WEEK FOR PRESENT

The Massachusetts House
of Representatives will hold no
Tuesdays and Thursdays for meetings
the present, under an order
day. Sessions will beadopted yesterheld Mondays
and Wednesdays at 2 p
in and Fridays at 11 a m. Omissi
on
of the Tuesday and Thursday
session
mit the members to hold s will perall-day committee hearings.
The House took up the
recommendations in the over
the Legislature an re ' address to
erred them to
committees.
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CURLEY DECiSiON TODAY
3N HiLLER CLARK

Gov Curley sala lam. night r.z.•
announce his decision today in the
case of Miller Clark. who has bet--4
scheduled to die in the electric chair
in Charlestown State Prison the week
of Jan 12 for the murder of Ethel
Zuckerman in a South End bakery.
The Governor discussed the ease
!yesterday with Dr Winfred OverholIser, State Commissioner of Mental
Diseases, attorney John P. Feeney
and attorney George Douglas, counsel
for Clark. A commutation of Clark's
sentence is asked on the ground that
he is and was insane at the time
he killed the gia
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loading places to see that trucks
are properly tilled."
"Do you ever assume the human
possibility on the part of the inspectors that they are too extravagantly
generous with the 'Contractors?" Sullivan asked.
"I know no reason why I should
assume any such thing" was the answer.
Sullivan called attention to the report that last year snow-removal records indicated that trucks traveled a
quarter of a mile from loading place
to dump at such a rate that or
a
period of several hours they were
able to maintain an average time per
round trip of 11 minutes. He suggested that it was imposible for a
truck to be loaded and dumped in
that time, but the Public Works Cornmisioner said he thought it was very
possible and said that if it so
peared in the records it was so.ap"I stand fully behind The .record,"
he said.

•

Would Have Own Checkers
"My thought is," Sullivan explained, "that if this commision had
an appropriation of sufficient size we
would put independent checkers on
each of these contractors. If we request the Mayor and City Council for
an additional appropriation for your
department to permit us to do this
work, will the Mayor approve it
I recommend it to the Council?" and
"I haven't the slightest idea what
the Mayor would do," Carven answered,
"Well, will you ask him?" '
"Yes, if you wish."
"Don't you think it should be
done?"
"I'd have no objection or criticism
of it, if the Finance Commi
wishes it."
Sullivan explained that e held
none of the contractors under suspicion, but he said that he thought it
would be worthwhile to the city of
Boston to have an independent check
made upon the way in which the contractors carried out their work.
The recess was then called. During
the recess, Commissioner Reilly, who
earlier in the morning had tendered
his resignation, said that his resignation was in no way to be construed
as a protest against the hearing on
the snow-removal contracts.
"I voted in favor of it, although I
did not vote in favor of the public
hearing on the city bonding," he said.
Only one member of the commission,
. Alexander Wheeler, voted against the
public hearing on the snow removal
contract.
I. Reilly declared that the only reason
he was resigning was that he had
!served out the year on the commission that he had agreed to serve when
! appointed by Gov Curley last Jan 13
to succeed Joseph J. Donahue. Reilly
said he would continue to sit as a
member of the commission until his
I successor • is appointed,

I
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50 FROM BAY STATE ;Banquet to Commissionerl
Educa
GOING TO $50 DINNER of tion Feb 20
Guest List Means $2000
for Democratic Fund

MEDWAY, Jan 7—At a big meeting of the townspeople it was decided
to ask Commissioner of Education
James G. Reardon to return to his ,
native town on the night of Feb 20
when a banquet and testimonial will I
be tendered to the Medwayite, a
graduate of its High School, who
through his recent appointment to ,
the state berth by Gov Curley has,
reached as high an e
nal pin- ,
-ErTM.io
t
nacle as any student ever to graduate
from Medway.

There will be 50 Massachusetts
Democrats, headed by Grley,
at the $50 Jackson Day-Miter In
Washington tomorrow night, held for
the purpose of liquidating
debt
of the Democratic national the
committee. Thus the contribution of MassaCommittee includes John F. Readdon.
chusetts will be $2000 net as $5 is the chairman
: William W. 011endorff, William
cost of the food.
J. Munroe, Robert M. O'Donnell. Thomas '
Malloy, Christine C. Wilson. Margaret
In the Governor's party will Lleut F.
M. Hart Joseph Haas Margaret Clark !
Gov Joseph L. Hurley, State
Edward Harding. Mary Tuohev. Nora Sul- .
liven. Samuel Pinsky. Dora d.reen, Helen !
urer Charles F. Hurley,- State TreasAudiHowarth Daniel M. Malloy. Peter J. Kentor Thomas H. Buckley, Atty
Harold. F. Nash. Erving H. C/oulth, H. !
Gen ney.
Wendell Blethen. Patrick F. Hanlon. Harold
Paul A. Dever, Joseph McGrat
h, . C. Wilcox. Charles H. Curtis, Rupert Con- ,
chairman of the Democratic State
nolly James Sherry John C. CollearY
Robert J. O'Donnell. Mary ohms. Sara I
Committee; Edmond J. Hoy, secretary t O'Donnel
l, Albert L. Saunders, Thomas F. I
,
to the Governor; Adjt Gen William
Malloy. Abraham T. Handverger. Robert J.
J. Rose and Maj Joseph F. Timilty Hodgson Lucy_ S. Jack. Herbert E. Sher- !
man. Samuel ortoh. Albert p. Smith. Irv- .
of Governor's military staff.
Mg Kelsey. Gertrude Broderick. secretary:
Among the women who will have Christopher, F. Clancy. Lawrence J. BresLillian Fales John Westkage Mara table will be Mrs Margaret M. nahan
garet Holmes, Annie Kenney. James L.
Allen. Robert J. Burns. Alexander B. HolO'Riordan, vice chairman of the state
den. Harriet Tholbard. Coleman Kinkelstein, Samuel Wasenski Clarkson Russell,
committee and head of its women's
Raymond Shaw. Herbert Youinan. Ellen F.
division; Mrs Grace L. Howe of Fall
Mawn. Anna Whittier, James Quirk. ForRiver, secretary of the state comrest Tower 'Eugene Goodwin Angelo Prttenza. Kathleen Hart, Annie Force, William
mittee; Mrs Elizabeth McNamara of
MacDonald, Marietta BreakeY.
Cambridge,
national
committee
woman; Miss Mary H. Ward, immigration commissioner, and Mrs Nellie
M. Sullivan of Fall River.
Ex-Congressman Frederick S. Dietrick of Cambridge will have a table
of 10 and so will Daniel J. Hanlon of
Malden, assistant Attorney General,
whose group is made up of Massachusetts Democrats holding Federal posts
Press Clipping Service
in Washington
I There will also be a table occupied
1 Park Square
by Senators Walsh and Coolidge and
Boston
Mass.
the Democratic members of the
House.
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LEO D. WALSH FORMING I
CURL -FOR-SENATOR CLUB
ormation of a Massachusetts
Curley-for-Senator Club was announced last night by Leo D. Walsh.
its president, who is also president of
the Massachusetts Support Roosevelt
League.
The avowed purpose of the organization is to have all "Republicans and
Democrats unite behind James M.
Curley for Senator, and let's put
Massachusetts on the map in Washington."
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EXPECT PAROLE BOARD
I DISMISSAL LATE TODAY
At Least One Member to Be Dropped by Governor's
Council Report
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STATE TAX LIMIT
I PROPOSED IN BILL
Herter and Nelson Would
Out it to $3,000,000

Assailing the method of budgeting
the inco.le and expenditures of the
state, Representatives Christian A.
Herter of Boston and Elmer C. Nelson
of Milford filed yesterday with the
clerk of the House a proposal for a
constitutional amendment limiting the
amount of the state tax to not more
than 5 percent of the annual expenditures of the state. At the present rate of expenditures this would
bring the state tax to the vicinity
of $3,000,000 instead of $9,000,000 or
more.
A statement issued by the two legislators said:
"This constitutional amendment has
been filed because our present method
of budgeting the income and expenditures of the Commonwealth is
an absurdity. Every year the Legislature appropriates so much money
for the expense of running the state
government it then figures out how
much revenue it is likely to get from
existing taxes, and it then makes up
the deficiency in the revenue by
!levying that difference upon the cities
and towns of the Commonwealth.
This deficiency item is known as the
state tax. Obviously cities and towns
have no way of meeting the state tax
oxcept by raising their own real estate taxes and,, to a minor degree,
their excise or license taxes. They
have no other source of revenue. In
effect, then, the state tax is nothing
but an additional burden on real
MATHEW W. BULLOCK
estate and there is absolutely no
Council
Governor's
limitation on its size.
Member of board testifying before
J. Brennan of Somerville a few min"As long as the state tax remains
utes before the hearing was called to unlimited, the Legislature has never
order.
balanced its budget as a budget
The dismissal of at least one mem
When the hearing opened Friday should be balanced, namely, by havber of the Parole Board is expected it was describcd as a general investi- ing state taxes and state expenditures
'this afternoon when the Governor's gation of prison conditions and an meet. The reason why we have
Council meets in executive, session effort to ascertain to what extent the allowed any state tax to continue is
and continues its investigation into strict policy of the Parole Board is that it is practically impossible for
prison unrest.
responsible for current prison"discon- each Legislature to make an exact
P. Emmet Gavin, who was appoint-tent and unrest.
balance of expenditures and revenues
ed to the board by Gov Ely, is con- If the Brennan order was placed without yearly revising our state tax
sidered by State House observers tc before the Council, it was not men- structure. We believe, however, that
be the chief target of the Councin tioned at the opening of yesterday's it is possible to come within five perattack, but many believe that Chair- hearing. However, if the hearing was cent or approximately $3,000.000 wiman Richard Olney and Mathew Bul- on suchf an order, the board can be der present conditions of the balance,
lock may share his fate and be diso removed today and its members have and we believe that for the sake of
missed late today before Gov Curley no further recourse.
having one flexible item
revenue
If the Council makes an opening such a limited state tax is of
leaves for Washington.
proper.
P
in
the
parole
board,
hearing
Rev
Dr
Morris
In adjourning the public
"This constitutional amendment, to
yesterday, which heard Gavin call for Peterson of Worcester, whom Gov become effective, would have to be
Curley
at
one
of
time
Commissioner
nominated
for
the dismissal of
approved by the present Legislature
Corrections Arthur T. Lyman and tke Arthur Lyman's job as commissioner • nd next year's Legislature and would
them.
of
corrections,
is
content
expected
members
to
be
then have to be approved by popular
other two
vote in 1938. It would not become efselves with defending their own rec- selected to fill it.
Numerous
other
the
names
that
have
been
has
said
Curley
Gov
fective, therefore, until the fiscal year
ords.
Executive Council would continue its mentioned in connection with antici- of 1939, and we believe that this
pated dismissal of the board, but ample time In which to allow our
inquiry at its meeting today.
It was said by a reliable source the Worcester minister is the only state budget to be adjusted to the
that yesterday's hearing actually was one on whom everyone appears to 1 amendment. .
"This amendment does not embody
held on an order calling for the dis- be agreed.
When he was proposed by the Gov- any new or very radical idea. The
missal of the entire board, which was
reported to have been submitted be- ernor for Lyman's job, he was turned Recess Committee on Taxation has
fore the Council by Councilor James down by the Council, which at that
time had a stronger Republican rep(
1..43-1=A/soi tj
resentation.

i•ecommended the abaft-ion of the
State tax, the Governor has done so in
his annual n'tes'ene.,ever, there
can be no assurance to real estate
owners that this tax, yearly of unknown size, will not be levied on
them arbitrarily by the Commonwealth unless the Constitution specifically prohibits such a levy."
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ATTY DOUGLAS
IS DISBARRED
Fails to Defend Himself
Against Charges

atiegea to be clue.
An official of the State Street Trust
Company and other bank officia
ls,
testified that on June 10, 1931, when
Douglas assumed the geardiansh
there was $9666.69 on deposit in ip,
State Street Trust Company in the
the
guardianship account. Of this sum
Douglas immediately drew out$4666.69
and deposited it with the Bank
Commerce. On April 11, 1932, of
records showed the $5000 which the
remained in the State Street Trust had
been reduced to $9.43, while the value
of the deposit ip the Bank of
Commerce and Trust was only $1.61.
Nelson, the ward, also had an
count in a Weymouth bank, but acaccount was cqmpletely wiped that
out
by Douglas, withess said.
It was stated that the recor
showed that Douglas received ds
guardian a total of $11,051.41, and as
disbursed $917.14 to the Grafton State
Hospital for the care of his ward,
leaving a balance of $10,134.27
unaccounted for. It was stated that
the
hospital has sent him numerous
for a total of $651,45 for care ofbills
Ward, but has not received payme his
nt.
George E. Kingsbury, the new guard
ian, testified he has received nothi
ng
from Douglas.

Beckwith Complaint

Grant W. Beckwith of Dorchester
testified he owed his cousin, James
T. Beckwith, some money on a note.
Wishing to pay it, he gave Dougl a
check for $222 and asked him to as
pass
It along to his cousin. Later, he said,
he heard the check had not been
given his cousin and he went to see
Douglas about it. At that time DougTailing to appear in court to de- las gave him back $100 and promised
fend himself against charges of mis- him the remaining $122 in a short
time. The witness said he never reuse of funds of his clients, George ceived the $122.
A. Douglas, Boston lawyer and counJames T. Beckwith of Audubon
sel for Norma Brighton Millen in road, holder of the note, said he had
never heard from Douglas in connecthe recent Millen case, was disbarred
tion with payment of the note made
yesterday by Judge Edward P. Pierce by his cousin
. He declared he had
of the Supreme Judicial Court on
had no knowledge that Douglas had
petition of the Boston Bar Associabeen given the check and said that
tion. Douglas has been practising
nothing has been paid on the prinlaw since 1909.
cipal of the note.
The disbarment hearing was one
Grant W. Beckwith was asked by
of the shortest ever held, lasting only
Judge Pierce how he chanced to go
1 hour and 20 minutes. This was be- to Douglas with the
check for $222.
cause Douglass was not even repreBeckwith replied that he attended
sented by counsel, despite the fact
Suffolk Law School for some time
that the case, originally scheduled
and that Douglas was one of his infor yesterday morning, was put over
structors there. Douglas resigned
to afternoon when the court was infrom the faculty several months ago.
formed Douglas was at the State
House trying to see Gos. tar.Ij,y in
Burke Divorce Case
the interest of Miller,WWW-Clark,
Mrs Evelyn R. Burke of Hampton
convicted murderer.
Roads, Va, ex-resident of Foxboro,
After a number of witnesses had
said that she went to Douglas last
appeared at the afternoon session,
September for advice about securing
and Atty Gen Samuel Hoar, reprea divorce. She said he told her he
senting the Bar Association, had comwould get her a divorce for $100,the
pleted his evidence, Judge Pierce ensum
of $50 to be paid down and the
tered his disbarment order immediremainder to be paid later. She
ately. "Each one of the charges has
testif
ied he told her he would file
been fully proved," he said.
the papers that day if she would
leave a deposit, so she left him $5.
10,205 Not Paid
On the next bank day, she continued.
Before presenting his witnesses- she went to a bank
in Foxboro and
attorney Hoar said that Henry H.
obtained a cashier's check for $45,1
Nelson has been confined some time
which she mailed to him. On three
as insane at the Grafton State Hoslater occasions she sent him $5. makpital. Mr Douglas served as his
ing a total of $65 that she turned
guardian from June 10, 1931, until
over to him, she said. The cashier'?
Nov 4, 1934, when he was removed by
check bore the indorsemen
t of
the Suffolk Probate Court,
George A. Douglas, it was
George E. Kingsbury was appoi and
testified.
nted
On
each
of
the
three occasions she
in his stead. When Kingsbury took
sent him $5, the young woma
over the guardianship he filed an
n
actinued, she asked him how the concounting with the Suffol
k Probate
was getting along, but receivedcase
Court saying there were no assets
no
reply. She later went to his
cept the debts owed the ward exoffice.
by
but could not see him, she said,
Douglas. After a hearing,
Judge
three months later she sent himand
Frederick J. Dillon direct
a
letter demanding her money back.
to pay over to Kingsburyed Douglas
$10,205.15,
The answer did not come from Doug.

Misuse of Clients' Money
Declared Proved

las, but from his secretary in me
form of a telephone call. The secretary, the witness said, asked her to
refrain from going to the grievance
committee for two days, and that she
would hear from Douglas in the
meantime. But she didn't hear from
him, she said.
Later, according to her testimony,
Mrs Burke went to another attorney,
who obtained a divorce for her for
$100 and expenses. James F. Reynolds, Register of Probate for Norfolk
County, testified from his records
that Mrs Burke was granted a di- ,
vorce on May 6 last and that Douglas
did not anneer as her counsel.
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NUMBER PLATE
HEARING HELD
Shoe Manufacturer Seeks
Return of His "518"
In Supreme Court this forenoon,
Judge Edward P. Pierce heard the
case of Nicholaas W. Mathey, Commonwealth-av 'resident engaged in
shoe manufacturing at Lynn, who
seeks to have the court order Registrar of Motor Vehicles Frank
Goodwin to restore to him and A.
to
Miss Nellie O'Malley of Swampscott
the automobile number-plate "518,"
which they have jointly held in
years but which has been given past
year to Charles Manion, Gov Cthis
ley's former chauffeur.
Speaking for Goodwin, Asst Atty
Gen Roger Clapp said that the registry has since offered Mathey a
able" number. and Clapp asked"suitthat
the proceeding be dismissed.
said he could not see, anyhow,Clapp
it mattered much what numbe that
r was
given to Mathey.
But Judge Pierce interrupte
remark that "there is, after all, d to
quite
a difference between, for instan
ce, the I
numbers 610.400 and 25."
Mathey's counsel, Henry H. Talty,
argued that the court ought not
to
dismiss the proceeding until it comes
clear what number plate Mr Goodw
in
regards as "suitable" in lieu of the
plate "518" which Mathey is contending for.
In the heat/ing, it came out that
the registry is ready to offer Mathe
the number plate "36.518.". Gossip y
of
the courtroom was that Mathe
has
put up $2000 to.fight the case yuntil
he gets the "518" plate, or somet
hing
nearly its equivalent.
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New England Ha
its 6-3 Court
Decision
Benefit Checks to Farmers Halted;
Big Gain to Textile Industry Is Seen
Industry Here Sure
To Benefit, Leaders
Assert
FARM PRICES
FOUND STABLE
By RICHARD 0. ROYER

With striking unanimity Nev
England leaders yesterday hallec
the decision of the Suprem
Court invalidating the AAA a;
the beginning of a renaissance oi
the textile industry here and a:
the opening measure in the death
knell of virtually all New Deal
legislation from the social security act to the Wagner labor
bill.
They also predicted that the
court's finding would make the
constitution, and the question of
amendments legalizing the New
Deal program, the paramount issue of the presidential campaign
of 1936.

t 1)o,tfl 11oral,1-.A mFo,la ted i'rrqq, Photo)

They asserted, moreover, that the
government, in abandoning the 4.2
cents processing tax per pound of
cotton, would have to return $33.586,197 already paid by the 140 cotton mills in New England which
employ 90,000 persons.
The elimination of the tax they
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.State House Briefs
By HENRY EHRLICH
Accompanied by 50 Massachusetts Democr
ats, Gov...C4alsapowil
eave for Washington tonight to attend the
$50 Jackson Day dinne
morrow. The Governor's party will include
state officials an
members of the state committee as
well as various heads of tin
Democratic women's organizations. The
subject of conversatioi
on the trip down, the Governor said
yesterday, will be the state
budget, which he will discuss with Charle
s P. Howard, chairmar
of the Commission on administration and
finance; Carl A. Raymond, state budget commissioner; and George
B. Murphy, state
comptroller.
Yesterday's "rumor of the day"
was contained in the prediction
that Morgan T. Ryan, former registrar of motor vehicles, will be a candidate for the Democratic nomination for state treasurer. Senator
, James C. Scanlan of Somerville has
already announced his proposed
candidacy for the office.
The first announcement of a
public hearing this session was
made yesterday by the legislative
committee on constitutional law,
which has set tomorrow morning
as the time when proponents and
opponents may appear before them
to argue the merits of a resolve to
memorialize Congress in favor of
immediate payment of the bonus.

ernor's supplementary budget
tered on a certain make of cenequipment for a state institution,
the
contract for which had already been
drawn up. In the future, if this bill
is enacted, no supply, equipment or
other property would be referred to
or specified by its trade name in
the purchase, if it is to be used in
the construction of public projects.
A bill to prohibit advertising and
offering for sale any commodity at
less than its cost to the vendor on
Its replacement value, within 30
days prior to the sale was filed by
Representative Lawrence P. McHugh of Jamaica Plain.

Representative Edward J. Connelly of Wakefield, yesterday proposed legislation to increase the
membership of the superior court
from 31 to 41. Connelly also filed a
bill which would prevent the cancelation of any insurance policy by
mutual consent or otherwise after
The chairmen of the Republican a loss has been suffered on the
and Democratic state and city com- policy, until such cancelation haV
mittees were the petitioners of a been brought to the attention of
bill which wotild permit their com- the commissioner of insurance.
mittees in an election to propose to
HERALD
municipal election authorities the
names of those who should serve as
Boston, Mass.
election officers representing their
parties at polling places.
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On petition of the state committee
chairmen, Representative George 0.
Tarbell of Lincoln filed a bill
to extend from June 15 to June 30
the last date for holding a pre-primary convention by either party.
•
The regulation of private employment offices by the state department
of labor and industries is sought in !Incompete
nt AdministraElimination of state boundaries in a bill filed by Representative Philip
M.
Markley
of
Springfi
eld
on
petitor, Gavin Tells the
the close pursuit of a criminal so asi
tion of Robert J. Watt, secretaryto permit an out-of-state policeman , treasurer of the state
federati
on of
Executive Council
to make an immediate arrest was labor.
proposed for consideration by the
Legislature yesterday by Lt.-ool.
The telephone number of a person
DECLARES DEE'S
Paul G. Kirk, state public safety called and of the caller as well as
commissioner. The bill would make the time of the call, would be reTESTIMONY FALSE
uniform the law on close pursuit and corded by the telephone company
would authorize Massachusetts to under a bill filed by Representative
Responsibility for the unrest and
co-operate with other states on this Owen Gallagher of South Boston.
discontent prevailing among inmatter.
If passed, this bill, according to Galmates of the state's penal institulagher, would make it simpler for
For the time being, the House will , police to track down criminals.
tions was placed yesterday by memmeet Mondays and Wednesdays at
bers of the state parole board on the
At the request of John M. Macau2 P. M. and Fridays at 11 A. M.
alleged incompetency of the comThere will be no sessions Tuesdays or Icy of Revere, Representative FredThursdays in order that legislative erick H. Reinstein of Revere filed
missioner of correction and the
committees may hold all-day hear- bills to provide for the observance
policies pursued by several of his
ings. Yesterday was devoted by the each year of "Worshipful Day"; to
Institut
ion heads.
provide
speaker to referring to Gov. Curley's
fot a special commission to
In a bristling defense of the
investigate all payrolls, and persons
message to the various committees.
either elected or appointed on
board's administration, P. Emmett
the
At the request of Francis J. De- payrolls of the commonwealth: to
Gavin, one of its members, told Gov.
'
prohibit
any person, either elected
Celles, state insurance commissioner,
uqt_y and the executive coilltffr
Representative Charles W. Hedges or appointed, from holding more
that Commissioner Arthur T. Lythr one position in the public
servof Quincy filed a bill to permit the ice of the state, county,
man was an incompetent adminiscity or town.
quarterly payment of dividends by
trator and that Maj. Michael J. Dee,
stock insurance companies. Another
Representative Timothy J.
superintendent of the statl reformabill filed by Hedges for the commis- Donough of Boston, interested Mctory at Concord, had given untruthsioner provides that the board of parently in long week-ends, apfiled
directors, or a committee thereof, bills which would
ful testimony.
place
may authorize one or more of the Day, Memorial Day, ColumbPatriots'
ASSOCIATES BACK HIM
us
Day
officers of the company to buy or and Armistice on the
nearest MonGavin was joined by Chairman
sell securities between meetings of day in the month in which
they are
Richard Olney and Matthew P.
the board.
celebrated.
Bullock, his associates on the board,
In
order to preveng the
Prisoners would be transferred
in denying that Commissioner Lyrecurrence
of such a situation as
to or from the state prison only in
that which
man had called to their attention
prolong
ed the proroguing of
armored trucks with a guard
;he
written complaints against their
apiece under a bill filed by Repre- House last summer, Represe
Herter and Nelson filed ntatives
sentatives Lawrence P. McHugh
policies that had been sent to the
a bill to
state department of correction by
of Jamaica, Plain and John F. invannate a:11 contracts
drawn in
such a way that
Aspell of Boston.
Supt.
Dee and Francis J. W. Lanaor material may only one article
gan, warden at state prison.
meet the requireAbolition of the state tax on gaso- ment.
examination by Councillor
On
Under
the closing night of the
line is sought in a bill filed by Sena- last
Daniel H. Coakley of Boston, Gavin
session, debate on the Govtor Charles G. Miles of Brockton.

PAROLE BOARD
ASSAILS LYMAN

1.11-1..._.
tiolif5r becy. John H. Backus) not to recomCoakley took the posi
expressed the opinion that Massa- they should be released auto- mend their release because they
two-thirds were not fit to be let out and after
chusetts has not had an able com- matically after serving
sentence, provided investigation Mr. Backus told us we
missioner of correction since the of the minimum
been
.
ct in prison has
were right and that Dee was wrong
resignation in 1929 of Sanford Bates. their condu parole board members
The
UP'
good
NED
'BUR
AN
SAYS LYM
case must
In reply to successive questions he
have insisted that each
merits
"Lyman came into our office and
belittled the capacity for service as be settled on its individual
being given to got burned up one day when the
head of the department of correc- with consideration
ct before his board would not favor the release
convi
the
tion by former Commissioners War- the record of
lof a man that he might be deported
sentence.
ren L. Stearns, Francis B. Sayre and
to Austria. I have taken the position
T
EMEN
GAVIN'S STAT
that an alien convict is not entitled
Frederick J. Dillon.
Dee,
his attack on Lyman and
In
any more consideration than an
to
l
tiona
the
sensa
Gavin also made
said:
Gavin
nced
can citizen.
sente
Ameri
n
woma
er,
one
ssion
charge that
"While serving as commi
"That was another cause of
to the state reformatory at Fram- Lyman has done nothing about eswe found in the
ingham had been placed out on tablishing a prison system similar to trouble. In this case randum from
a
memo
r
nt
folde
serva
man's
tic
domes
a
in
as
nor
indenture
that outlined by the Gover
ng that the man
without having been forced to pass his legislative messages. He has done Judge Fosdick stati
nce
sente
the
of
jail
time' was not a vicious killer but that he
in
'good
a single day
a
g
havin
about
ng
nothi
ce to sosystem that probably would be a mena
imposed on her in court.
ted he had
law adopted here, a
Senators Edward C. Carroll of operates with considerable success ciety. When he was arres
a 38-calibre revolver to which had
South Boston and William F. Madso that he
In New York.
been in been attached a knife
den of Roxbury brought the hearing
has
n
Lyma
Mr.
e
"Sinc
too could stab or shoot.
be
to a close after testifying to the ef- ,
to
want
don't
I
and
office,
"As for the unrest at Sherborn,
ficient manner in which the parole unkind to him, the department of
case to acboard members have administered correction has not been properly ad- I think I can cite one
rly count for that. There are 75 women
prope
their affairs in the face of handicaps
been
t
hasn'
It
.
ministered
that is, released
confronted in their department and
of San- out on indenture,
administered since the time
with the approval of the commisat the prisons.
.
rse to the parole
ford Bates
a sioner without recou
COUNCIL TO ACT TODAY
"Lyman runs around and gets
on indenture is
these
of
One
.
board
of lot of false and misinformation and I
d a single day
serve
This was the second session
never
Who
y,
its they come to us and want us to
of her sentence in the reformator
the continued hearing and at
then
and
e
refus
We
that agree with him.
being indentured out into domestic
close the Governor announced
se
suppo
the we are no good.d the federal parole service at once. Don't you
a decision on the removal of an
"He has uphel
that causes unrest among the
in
ed
reach
be
its
will
that
rs
ment
membe
state
board
system with a
others?"
executive session of the council to record has been 97 per cent, perfect
rethose
of
es
be held at 1 P. M. today.
and 3 per cent, failur
Commissioner Lyman and his in- leased. I knew that figure was inst
I
stitution heads had testified again
correct when he cited it and
the parole board members at the proved it to him. I talked with the
y.
parole
first session of the hearing Frida
same member of the federal
They were in agreement that the re- board whom he quoted here concernBoston, Mass.
ncy
was
fusal of the board to extend lenie
ing indefinite set-backs. She
In the granting of paroles to inmates really a pschyatrist, since removed
at state prison and Concord was re- from the service. She advised me
limp I
sponsible for the threatening condi- hat the system was used only beto succeed William Arnted
Appoi
ons
tions prevailing and from which
locati
al
n
cause of the geographic
Nair Reilly, member of the Bosto
there is apprehension of serious
and not
who recently
of the federal penetentiaries
ssion
Commi
ce
Finan
trouble from convicts.
She
.
utions
re,
brought for the good of the instit best for
hearing
resigned, was James E. Magui
Yesterday's
our system was the
nor Curley.
Gover
by
today
d
name
prominently to the forefront the said
dic
chusetts with its perio
Mr. Maguire's appointment
blazing hostility that has been exist- Massa
prisons.
ing between Commissioner Lyman visits to the
mediately confirmed by the executive
rs.
CAUSE OF UNREST
I and the parole board membe
council under suspension of rules.
Hinted at in the past It was publicly
The new appointee is an editor of
"Double punishment is another
admitted yesterday, particularly by cause for unrest. The prison heads
the East Boston Free Press and has
n
Gavin, who insisted that a certai
long been a stanch Curley rooter.
h a man for stealing a cookie
punis
would
ng
solution of present difficulties
A
out of the kitchen or for smoki
A
A
g a
, come with the removal of Lyman.
a cigarette on the sly or for hidin
elli, self-confessed
Guarn
rd
Edwa
then
and
bed
a
newspaper under
SHARPLY QUESTIONED
killer of Walter R. Doucette, state
and want us to
Each of the three board members they come to use
n guard, in a recent escape, atsame
priso
the
for
again
defended himself at yesterday's punish them
ed to plead guilty to first deof
tempt
cause
the
been
hearing and although each was offense. That has where Dee has
murder before Judge John M.
e
degre
rd,
sharply examined by Councillor trouble at Conco
Suffolk Superior Court toin
on
es
Gibbs
inmat
from
Coakley, they could not be shaken taken marks away
because such a plea is not
But
been
day.
have
from their direct testimony. Ob- his merit system. Men
Massachusetts law, a
by
ed
violal
Illow
trivia
servers had been anticipating a furi- given marks for these
was entered. Anguilty
not
are
of
elves
plea
ous clash between Coakley and tions. The officials thems
e deal.
tonio Repucci, Ouarnelli's companion
Gavin, but their encounter proved not giving the men a squar
.
in the escape, pleaded not guilty
"And when Maj. Dee has the
to be relatively mild.
say
About 30 fully armed policemen atAlthough Gov. Curley presided at audacity to stand up here and of
meetings
tended the session at which both
the hearing, It was dominated he was not called into
g
convicts were remanded to State
throughout its progress by Coun-1 the parole he was not tellin the
ency.
Prison awaiting trial.
excell
your
ey.
to
Coakl
truth
cillor
A
"When we were at Concord he
A
A
"Some observers predicted last
r
corne
y, who was sufnight that the board members might cried like a baby, sulked in board
Mathe
W.
las
Nicho
the
succeed in weathering the storm at and wouldn't come into
ficiently disturbed over not receiving
for him, all
today's hearing, although the Gov- meetings unless we sent
his customary registration plate, No.
his
of
ernor indicated last night that the because we rejected some
to bring it to the attention of
518,
,
solution demanded either the ousting recommendations.
the
Massachusetts Supreme Court
of the present board or the appointa promise
with
nt
conte
be
to
had
ment of a new commissioner. Ly- 14 on his recommendat ons or retoday. Before Judge Edward W.
man's tenure expired five weeks ago lease and we asked him if there were
Pierce, Assistant Attorney General
holda
as
ng
servi
for
now
ready
ners
is
priso
he
good
and
any other
Roger Clapp stated that Registrar
no
were
there
said
he
over.
release and
of Motor Vehicles would give Mr.
the
st
again
t
He
do?
he
protes
did
what
chief
The
others. And then
Mathey a "suitable plate" in place
illor
Counc
by
adned
25
tted
outli
and
submi
as
board,
came in here
of the old number, which is now in
ition
dispos
d
lency
allege
your
excel
the
to
s
was
Coakley,
ditional name
the possession of Charles Manion,
of the parole board members to be and we urged Mr. Backus (Asst._
n
er chauffeur for Governor Curpriso
Mbrm
d
towar
de
attitu
harsh in their
ley
e
and
now head of a public works
parol
on
e
releas
for
le
inmates eligib
garage. Meanwhile, the
their
tment
of
s
depar
third
two
ng
after servi
i court rendered no decision.
minimum sentences.
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ing or the burden upon all those able
to share the burden, an opportunity
for all to give, a regular reminder
Boston, Mass.
to give with a reduction in the community campaign
is so short
number of times the door bells are Mr. Dana
answered that question
"Miller-and the economies effected
with these words:
through centralized relief.
"Because a reasonably well orThese community drives appeared
to the speakers as the shock ganized short Campaign has always
brigades to take the brunt of re- proved more successful than the
lief work when the Federal Govern- awkward long campaign which is
ment finally withdraws completely more difficult to organize. With so
many things to say, so many things
from the business of relief.
to do and so short a time in which
Raising Funds at Low Cost
to do it, we adopt brevity as a guid''The object of this drive," Mr. ing principle in all our work."
The campaign goal is lower than
Taft said, "is to raise money for
many social agencies, and they have It was last year. The directors of the
deration, according to Mr. Dana, ,
The 1936 Boston Community Fund more at stake than anyone else.
"To begin with, a successful cam- cided that it was better judgment I
campaign fired its first shot last
fix the amount to be raised
paign will raise the money for each tamable level, even thoughat an
night at a goal of $3,750,000.
less ,
of
them
at far less cost and with an the actual requirements, than
More than 1000 special guests of
the campaign heard speakers at the much less effort than any other fix it at a figure beyond the Ca- I
. Copley-Plaza 'Hotel praise Boston means for financing their programs. city of the community to con- I
Mute this year.
would also emphasize that, generfor joining this year in a national
Must Better Last Year
ally
speakin
g,
the
community fund movement, linking
Community Fund We believe
$3,750,000 can be raised," 1
does
not eliminate agencies, but inpractically all the large cities and
; said, "but to raise it means that !
many of the small ones in the com- tegrates their work and
prevents
must better last year's figures by
mon purpose of meeting community overlap
ping and duplication.
relief problems.
lout
$400,000. There are only two
"There is, of course, some loss of
Handled with clock-work precision,
urces from which this additional
indepe
ndence
and
there is also a oney can come, more contributors,
the dinner and Its attendant ceremonies. seemed to symbolize the loss of identifiable support in the id larger contributions. We expect
know-what-we-are-doing organiza- community. Nevertheless, in other have more contributors, but their
tion developed in Boston over the cities the very
strongest agencies its are likely to be small. It will be
last few years for the collecting of have
!possible to
the $400;000 addifound
that
this loss is more mal money get
relief funds. This crusade of some
from $5, $10 and $15
than
balance
d
by
the good to the its, If we are to reach our $3,750,30,000 solicitors with headquarters at
'70 Federal Street was described 4n community which follows from the D goal, the large gifts of last year
joint
effort.
glowing terms last night by four
.1st be still larger this year."
"I would suggest, by way of warn- The campai
speakers; Stuart C. Rand, Boston
gn officially swings
ing,
that
both the Community Fed- to action, Jan. 26-Feb
attorney; Charles Francis Adams,
.
eration
and
the individual agencies ening night gatheri 10, with an
president of the Community Federang at the Hos- ;
tion of Boston campaign and former must undertake special efforts, both n Opera House to be addressed by
Secretary of the Navy; Charles P. during the campaign and at other a yor Mansfield and Governor ;
•••••••••••
Taft, son of the former President times of the year, to educate the irley.
and chairman of the Cincinnati public about the work of each individual agency.
Community chest, and R. L. Dana,
"A very common reaction among
director of the Boston campaign larger
givers is to complain bitterly
drive.
at current rates of taxation and to
Says Day Has Arrived
question the necessity of giving
It was observed by Mr. Adams when the Government,
both
i ELciltiewit,ional, is paying outlocal
that the long-anticipated day of s
so
. Well, in the first place,' I
permanent centralized planning ;
also
hear from the same sources
and financing for social service in !
veheme
Boston—had arrived, possibly to; badly nt complaints about how
the Govern
form the foundation for centralized: "If that is so, ment does it.
then givers need
planning in all lines of community be organized and powerful on to
a
enterprise. As ccntrasted with past nonpolitical basis, in order to bring
emergency campaign drives in Bos- pressure on the Government. The
results of that pressure were seen
ton, he said, the 1936 drive will be in the
reversal
backed by a permanent setup hay- . policy last summeof the President's
r as to corporate
, ing continuity of planning and deductions for
charitable gifts.
leadership. This is the chief reason
Government Relief Limited
that campaign officials predicted I
"In the second place, the Governthe goal would be well oversubment is not doing all the relief. It
scribed.
What such a permanent organi- cannot, in view of the size of
the
zation can do to insure a maximum problem, do more
than furnish food,
of relief funds going to those in shelter,
and some relief to transients.
need and a minimum going toward I
administrative costs was described If we want relief work to be conby Mr. Taft, fresh from his activities structive, it can only be done through
In Cincinnati, which boasts of long private agencies. You may not know
strides in the direction of planned that there is a period of one
to three
economy in relief.
weeks before the Government pays
The Example of Cincinnati
anything to persons on WPA. The
In the old days In Cincinnati, he private agencies have to support
explained, campaigns cost as much them in that period. The Governas 15 per cent of the funds obtained. ment does not do anything for the
hospitals, the handicapped or the
The cost of raising funds under childre
n in
modern planning, he said, was less agencies have institutions. Private
to supply this type of
than 2 per cent as long as the banks relief."
paid interest on deposits.
Short Campaigns Rest
The advantages he saw in comMany persons have asked why the
munity.campaigns was the spread-
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Community Fund
Sets Up $3,750,000
1 Goal for Boston

Boston, Mass.
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Finding on rarole Board Waits

As Governor Requests Council
To Po-sTlione Action for Week

The official fate of t e Massachu- their sentences when their applicasetts Parole Board members and of tions are refused, rather than give
Arthur T. Lyman, State Commis- them hope of earlier release.
3. Refusal to consult with heads
sioner of Correction, who have
hurled damaging charges and coun- of the penal institutions in regatd
ter-charges at each other, will not to the prison record of parole eligibe revealed until next week. Gov- bles.
4. Adoption of a "hardbolled"
ernor Curley requested the Executive Council to take their time to parole policy which was responsible
In part for the Charlestown Prison
consider the charges.
The public hearing held before break, inasmuch as "unrest" had
Governor Curley and the Council to developed because paroles were reair charges against the Parole Board, fused to deserving prisoners.
5. Ignoring Warden Lannigan':
ended last night. Prison officials, had
declared the board responsible for warning of "unrest."
6. Refusal to release numerous
"unrest" among the prisoners in
Charlestown State Prison and the perfect record prisoners at bath
Concord and Charlestown.
Concord Reformatory.
The board's opponents believed
Parried Charges
the parole system should be softer
Parole
the
The three members of
so that the inmate may receive some
Board, Richard P. Olney, chairman, hope of reward for good behavior in
W.
P. Emmett Gavin and Matthew
prison. Without this hope, they said,
Bullock, fighting for their official the prisoners will not obey prison
existence, during yesterday's session rules and will cause serious disparried all charges against them ciplinary trouble.
and placed the accusers on the deBoard's Reply
fensive.
During the Parole Board's turn
Denying the abarge that their
parole system was "hardboiled" and on the stand, the members brought
responsible for "unrest" in the out the following points in reply to
prison, Mr. Gavin said, "Remove the charges against them:
Arthur T. Lyman, State Commis1. The removal of Commissioner
sioner of Correction, and the unrest
Lyman will smooth out the parole
will cease."
Mr. Gavin maintained that Mr. difficulties.
Lyman's work as commissioner was
2. Massachusetts has not had a
Inefficient, that he had gathered competent correction commissioner
false information on his trips
of Sanford
through the institutions and had since the resignation
1929.
in
with
Bates
board
the
influence
to
sought
3. Major Dee made untruthful
this information.
As the result of Mr. Gavin's re- statements when he said he was
moval plea, it appears that Mr. not called into conference with the
Gavin or Mr. Lyman will be ousted Parole Board on various cases.
4. Prison heads are responsible
1?3,the Governor and Council. There
ik still a possibility that the entire for "unrest" when they exact "double
parole board will be removed, de- punishment" for prison rule viospite their strong defense yesterday. lations.
5. The parole board, contrary to
Some politicians have declared from
the start that, regardless of the charges, does consider the prisoner's
parole board's defense, the present record in connection with parole,
members "will walk the plank" so but bases its decision on whether
that more positions will be opened the man is ready to return to sofor the followers of Governor Curley. ciety as a useful member.
6. The records of parole under
Previous Records
The charges and counter-charges the 1932 board and the present board
during the hearing revolve mainly show the latter allowed almost as
around the parole board's system of many releases at two-thirds of the
the minimum sentence as the 1932
to
weight
great
giving
prisoners' previous criminal records board.
7. The present law provides that
In considering parole applications.
The opponents of the board's sys- the minimum sentence is the reward
tem, including Commissioner Ly- for good behavior, that the two
man, Michael J. Dee,superintendent thirds of the minimum sentence
of the Concord Reformatory, and provision provides for the release of
Francis J. W. Lannigan, warden of those prisoners the board is certain
Charlestown State Prison, made will return to a normal, useful life.
During the hearing • yesterday,
the following charges:
1. Refusal to allow prisoners Daniel H. Coakley, member of the
with perfect conduct records in council, did most of the questionprison to be released on parole at ing. He held to the theory that all
the end of two thirds of their mini- prisoners with perfect prison records
mum sentence, if their previous should be let out at the end of twothirds of their sentence. The parole
criminal records were lengthy.
board members, however, said the
Hardbolled Policy
desperate criminal is smart enough
2. Adoption of a "hardboiled" to obey the rules in order to obtain
policy of setting criminals back to an earlier release.
court rencierca nu

Uttiacmos..

Ave
Boston, Mass.
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Up and Down
1 Beacon Hill
Ouster Proceedings

Farm Aid Urged
By Textile Industry
HE farmer was not forgotten
by Russell T. Fisher, secretary of the National Association
of Cotton Manufacturers, one
of the chief foes of the AAA
processing tax.
While he hailed the decision
ending the levy as doubtlessly
having "a stimulating effect
upon employment," he also
noted that "while the industry
rejoices at this removal of a further major drag, it is not unmindful of the plight of the
farmer and would suggest, as a
possible means of farm relief,
a broader basis of taxation than
that constituted by processing
taxes."

T

Boston, Mass.
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Still No Snow
Rembval Kit As
Inquiry Opens

The ouster proceedings launched
by the Governor's Council against
the Massachusetts Parole Board
places one councilor in a difficult and
uncomfortable position. The uncomfortable one is Frank A. Brooks of
Waltham, former chairman of the
Parole Board.
Since the move against the board,
political circles have buzzed with the
talk that Mr. Brooks might succeed
Richard P. Olney as Parole Board
chairman, if a sufficient case was
built up against the board members.
rein on his labor activities. With
The report states the council has
endorse new
hi.
lower salaried position as secretarj
been unanimously in favor of Mr.
bonus
payme
nt measure
of the Massachusetts State Federa•
Brooks' return to his old job, which
—C. D. Parker surrention of Labor to fall back on, Mr
he administered exceedingly well.
Watt will undoubtedly continue to
Gubernatorial Interference
der on secret' indictment
oppose the Governor when necessary.
There is no doubt that Mr.
voted last March—MiniHe may get away with it, inasmuch
Brooks would enjoy the return.
as
the
Govern
mum
or
wishes
wage boards in four
to retain
Penal work has been his forte.
labor's favor.
There is one obstacle, however,
indust
ries
named—LongBut outside of these two officials,
which Mr. Brooks feels he could
and
perhap
dista
s
nce
one
or
weath
two
others,
er foresuch
not surmount—gubernatorial interas the powerfully backed Lieut. Col.
ference.
caster predict four cold
Paul
G.
Kirk,
State Commissioner
Mr. Brooks recently told the
winters ahead —Polymet
of Public Safety, no state official will
writer •over a luncheon table that
dare
to
cross
the Governor.
case jury empaneled.
the Parole Board chairman, to be
A
A
A
successful, must brook no Interference from any person. And he canG. 0. P. Victory Dinner
Corn
not imagine Governor Curley holdThe Worcester Republican victory
Probe
Remov
ing his tongue or his hand in a case
s
al Charges
dinner last night in honor of Waiter
in which he is interested.
J. Cookson, Republican mayor inBoston's Finance Commission toFree Hand Essential
ducted into office yesterday, provided
a chance to size up the present popu- day opened public hearings on the
The Republican Councilor even
laritt of the various Republican snow removal situation. The aspect
went so far as to say that he could
interesting most Boston!ane.-namely,
gubernatorial candidates.
not accept the position if it were
All four were present and were in- when is the city going to get the
offered, because he could not be
troduced. Representative Leverett new equipment needed to keep
certain of a free hand. In view of
Saltonstall, Speaker of the House, re- streets open in case a heavy snow
this statement it will be interesting
ceived the greatest ovation, with fall comes, was dodged by the
to note whether the position is ofcomJohn W. Haigis of Greenfield,former mission.
fered and whether Mr. Brooks acstate treasurer, running him a close
cepts.
In a seven-page preliminary exAs for gubernatorial interference, second, Joseph E. Warner, former planation of the hearing, Chairman
every state department head must attorney general, was a good third, E. Mark Sullivan said they wanted
with Warren L. Bishop, distric
now contend with a certain meast at- to dfscover reasons why Mayor
torney of Middlesex County,
ure of it. Governor Curley definitely
Mansfield made an effort to "oba bad
has the departments more under his fourth.
struct and withhold" information
To most political observers the
thumb than practically any previous
concerning "amazing tales of graft"
tion was a fairly true indicat ovaGovernor.
in connection with last year's snow
the present strength of the ion of
Governor Supreme
candiremoval contracts. Mr. Sullivan also
With a majority of the council dates, although if the dinner had
charged that "politicians and even
been held in western Massachusett
ready to do his bidding, he can obs,
members of the Mayor's family parthere would have been no contest
tain the removal of any appointed
.
ticipated in the snow removal conMr. Haigis would have walked
official, if that official refuses to
tracts."
with the honors without a fight. off
toe the line, whatever it may be.
The
From this statement it was gathwestern section is definitely
Eugene C. Hultman, chairman of
Haigisered that the commission intended
minded.
, the Metropolitan District Commis•
to attack Mayor Mansfield rather
sion, the only department head to
A
A
A
than encourage reorganization of the
defy the Governor and retain his
Hurley for Auditor?
snow -fighting forces and equipment
official head, could not repeat the
William E. Hurley, former
before present clear weather turns
, stunt now, with the complexion of
"carinto the 20 inches of snow, normal
; the council changed from Republi- eer-man" postmaster of Boston, who
lost his job when President
during January The commission, a
can to Democratic.
Roosemajority of whose members were
Of course, Frank A. Goodwin, velt appointed Peter F. Tague, is
appointed by Governor Curley, has
' State Registrar of Motor Vehicles, being considered as a Republican
issued some 20 reports adverse to
did weather a stormy session with candidate for state auditor. Mr.
the Mansfield Administration within
the Governor, but politicians think Hurley has numerous friends in
the last 12 months.
there is a deep-seated political rea- Boston, and obtained a considerable
son. Robert J. Watt, member of the statewide publicity as a result of his
State Unemployment Compensa- losing fight to retain his postmaster
B07111S—Curicy
tion Commission, also was successful. ship.
Edgar M. Mills
Indorses Veterans' Bill
Watt's Position Secure
The latter appears to care little
"Of course / will endorse that
for his state job. He has stated that
plan," said Governor Curley today
he will not allow Governor Curley
01-.1
.,
when representatives offie
or anyone else to use it as a check

Fin Corn Seeks Facts Concerning the Award of
City Contracts

Boston Today—also
sees—Curley

Snow—Fiii

veterans' groups appeared ;CO
office to ask his support of the
United Veterans bonus bill now
pending in Congress which provides
for the immediate payment of the
soldiers' bonus.
Stating that he was glad "to see
you all together," the Governor welcomcomed John H. Walsh, state
,
mander of the American Legion
comFrederick T. Openshaw, state
Foreign
mander of the Veterans of
comWars, and E. J. Walsh, state
American
mander of the Disabled
and the
Veterans, Governor Curley
g hand in I
veterans have been workin
of his adglove during the course
ministration.

•
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s from the paylaw, and also exempt
law, persons
ment of taxes under the
associaemployed -by any corporation, operated
tion or group organized and
ble,
charita
exclusively for religiotis,
educamedical, scientific, litergry or
the net
tional purposes, no part of
earnings of which Inure to the benefit
havof any shareholder or individual
ing a like interest."
Many nurses are employed In private
but
hospitals, which are corporations,
in
there are but few, if any, hospitals
at
profit
the State which can show a.
exist
the end of the year. They cannot
Even in
without heavy donations.
private hospitals, the number of charinumbet
table cases often outstrips the
of cases from which the hospital doem
the
realize a profit. Added to this are
many cases, which are not strictl;
charitable cases, but in which the pkt,
s
ments for hospital treatment, .bersti
of needy circumstances, are far belov
t.
the ordinary paymen

\NURSES NOT
COVERED BY
STATE LAW
Can Draw No Benefit
Under New Job
Insurance
Nurses, policemen, firemen, teachers, mailmen—none of these are protected by the provisions of the unemployment compensation law, either
the State law or the corresponding
federal law.
Failure to protect nurses won the
sympathy of Governor Curley, and
in his message to the Legislature on
New Year's he suggested the law be
amended in some way to include the
nurses and similar workers. At present the Unemployment Compensation
Commission is considering and chap4,12g several amendments, one of
which may cover this phase.
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DISBARS
ATTORNEY
DOUGLAS

Others Exempted
hospiAs a result, nearly all private
deficits,
tals end the year with heavy
bequests
which must be made up from
greater
and donations. in fact, the
not
number of private hospitals are
organized for profit.
elimState and city employees are
the law
inated from protection since
yment'
ipecifies that the term 'emplo
ment by the
shall not apply to employ
any
or
ment,
federal or State govern
Cities
sub-division or agency thereof."
-divisions
and towns, of course, are sub
of the State.
Others who are not protected by the
but
unemployment compensation law,
emwho, as well, will not pay the
as
ployees' tax, are those employed
in perfarm laborers, those employed
sonal or domestic service In private
homes, and those employed on any
governmental relief pro** approved
by the State commission.
Persons employed by concerns or
establishments where there are lees
than eiKht individuals employed are
also not covered, nor are persons who
make more than $2500 a year. In New
inHampshire, the State law is more
clusive, for all concerns where there
are
are four individuals employed
covered.
Others who are not included in protection are those employed on a commission basis by one or more employers,
in whioh the employees are masters of
their own time and where the wages
or compensation wholly depend en the
amount of effort they choose to expend in the occupation, share fishermen, persons employed on their owe
time and persons employed as part
time or casual workers,

MORE STUDY NEEDED
Most of the -policemen, firemen and
mailmen are placed on pension when
they are retired, Yet in towns where
policemen and firemen are not under
civil service and where there are TO
retirement provisions, their situation Is
deserving of equal attention with the
nurses, State and city employees, who
are not eligible for pensions upon retiring, comprise another worthy case
for study.
Closely following the letter of the
Social Security Act, the State law
eliminates from protection under the

•
.••••••
• S••••avow•
•
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Counsel for Clark,Condemned Murderer,
Penalized
act

noon in an af' etrrrr) o save his client,
Miller F. Clark, a condemned murderer of the 18-year-old Ethel Zuckerman, from the electric chair, was
disbarred yesterday afternoon by
Judge Edward P. Pierce of the Supreme Judicial Court.
DOUGLAS NOT PRESENT
Douglas did not appear nor have
anyone present in his behalf, lie was
charged among other things with having appropriated to himself more than
$10,000, the bulk of the estate of Henry
M. Nelson, an insane person now an
Inmate of the Grafton State Hospital,
for whom Douglas was guardian.
Douglas, one of the first graduates of
the Suffolk Law School, has had several
cases which brought him before the
public. Beside the Miller F. Clark
case he was counsel for Norma
after that young
ittillen
Brighton
woman's arrest together with her husband, Murton Millen, Irving Millen and
Abraham Faber.

Heavy Inroads on Nelson's Cash
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George L. Douglas, whose last

as an attorney-at-law was to appear
before Governor Curley yesterday

7

GOVERNOR TO ATTEND
$50-A-PLATE DINNER
Cul ley will Ipad a delegation of about 50. Massachusetts Democratic leaders to the $50-a-plate Jackson Day dinner, which will be held in
Washington tomorrow night.
Planning to mix business with pleasure, the tiovernor will take along with
him on the 5 o'clock train leaving here
tonight, the financial officials of the
State for the purpose of discussing the
budget. They include Chairman Charles
P. Howard of the Commission on Administration and Finance; Budget Commissioner Carl A. Raymond and Comptroller George E, Murphy.

Douglas not only did not appear before the court yesterday to make any
defence to the petition of the Bar
AssocIation of the City of Boston but
did not appear before the grievance
committee of the association when the
matter was being considered there. Nor
has he made any arrangement for restitution to the estate of his Insane ward.
For 'leveret years, until about a year
ago, Douglas was a lecturer at the
Suffolk haw School and one of the
cases preferred against him was given
to him because he was attached to that
school and the client had been a. student there.
Statements from two Boston banks
were shown to the judge Indicating
that Douglas had withdrawn after he
had been appointed guardian for Nelson all the money from them with the
exception in one case of $1.61 and In the
other of $5.43. Nelson also had an account in the Weymouth Trust Company
arid closed this account out completely.
To account for these withdrawals
totalling *HALO it was shown that he
paid but $817.14 to the Department of
Mental Diseases for the care of his
ward, Nelson, and that thtitpuptev

court

rrnoorect no aUL:launt.

,

was turned over to the superintendent
of the Grafton Hospital. Other bills
totalling $661.45 for Nelson's care, it
was testified, had been handed to
Douglas from time to time but were
not paid nor was the remaining indebtedness to the hospital Included In
the bills, the practice being, according
to the superintendent of the hospital,
to await the payment of a bill already
rendered before sending others.
Gave $222, (jot

Back Only $100

Grant W. Beckwith of Dorchester
testified that he owed his cousin, James
T. Beckwith, on a note; that he had
been a student at the Law School and
became acquainted with Douglas. He
procured a cashier's check for $222,
gave it to Douglas with the request
that he settle the note claim and obtain a release of the security, shares
of the Wright Aeronautical Company.
He said that he called Douglas up after
a lapse of two or three months and
was told that the lawyer was still
working on the case. Another two or
three. months passed, he said, and he
called again and was given the same
answer. After a further lapse of time
he 'instructed Douglas to drop the
matter and return his money. He finally received $100 he said but no more.
His cousin also testified that he bad
not received anything from Douglas
on the note which still remained uppaid.
The third case was that of Mrs.
Evelyn R. Burke of Hampton Roads,
Va., formerly of Washington street,
Norwood. She said she paid Douglas
$65 of an agreed price of $100 and expenses to handle her divorce case and
that he kept the money and did not
file any petition for divorce. She finally
employed another lawyer and paid him
a total of $115 to obtain a divorce for
her. This was last March.
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The mink cape Mary Young wears over
her black caracul sets her apart from
the rest of the furred and comely eisterhood. • President Roosevelt's secretary, Marguerite Le Hand, as Bostonian as any of them, had her mink wrap
done in straight line model. Which
brings us to Mrs. Roosevelt whose ermine cape is the distinguishing note of
her evening costume.
••••
TODAY'S UNKNOWN CELEBRITY:
Amerea's mightiest legal Intellects have
In divers ways, conferred upon John J
McCarthy the most unique of all tilt
honors in the gift of the Harvard Lae
School. Mr. McCarthy, In charge of the
delivery desk at the school's law 11brary—largest in the world—makes no
pretentions to anything more than a
grammar school education. He has
such a complete mental inventory of
every book In this enormous collection
that callow lads since come to be members of the U. S. Supreme Court found
him indispensable In their day. For U
years he's seen an unending parade of
Youth and talent pass his desk and
they say he never forgets a face or a
name. Nobody forgets him. He's politely turned down all-expense-paid
trips to Honolulu, gift dontlons from
graduates. Out of fondness for him
"his boys" had him done in oils and
put the portrat up in Langdell Hall
along with those of: Oliver Wendell
Holmes, Story, Austin, Langdell, Ames,
Warren, Beal, Pound, Powell.
• •••
OUT WHERE THE SOUTH WIND
SEARS: Lawrence F. Coty who left
Boston to become the U. S. vice-consul
at Martinique, French West Indies, and
has since taken an official post at Pernambuco, Brazil, Is back after the years
finding everything much changed here
—except the limate. It's 120 degrees
where he hangs his parttime in the
tropics and rarely below 89. Boston
lost a lot of its picturesque character
when it broadened its streets like the
boulevards of Rio, and withal traffic
doesn't seem to have loosened up any.
Politics hereabouts gets curiously topsyturvy which is something a little after
the South American pattern—but maybe that's only a phase. Where he comes
from the principal problem, political,
social, economic, is the scorching heat.
And for that, for some reason, the prevailing antidote is Scotch whiskey,
which, depending on the Individual, Is
taken with more or less moderation.
-

LAUGH AND HOLLYWOOD
LAUGHS WITH YOU: Some weeks
ago Herbert L. Ohrenberger laughed
himself into a lifetime pass to the
South Station Theatre. The tale of his
infectious laugh and its success with
the theatre management got into the
Post and then into newspapers all over
the country and finally into the movie
magazines. All he did for all this was
merely to sit and be uproariously

amused.
Imagine Ohrenberg's, delight to discover he's just been offered a screen'
test by Columbia Pictures. That started him laughing all over again.
• •••
LADIES' FURS, SEASON 1936: The
3ninks and the caraculs with a touch of
sable punctuate Boston's wintry landscape this year. Mrs. Alvan T. Fuller's
form Is wrapped in mink. Mrs. Mary
Curley Donnelly, daughter of the Governor, is cloaked in pitch-black caracul. And her friend and sister-In-law,
Itss Mayline Donnelly, defeats the ends
of the New England climate in a Cossack Krimmer coat, gray with something of the sweep of the steppes in it.
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TODAY
„ UPON BOARD
OF PAROLE,

1RULE

Governor and Council
May Fire All or
Comm.Lyman
BY ROBERT T. BRADY
An assertion that Arthur T. Lyman should be discharged as State
commissioner of corrections because
of his incompetency in that office
, was made by P. Emmett Gavin of the
parole board yesterday as the proper
way to put an end to the unrest in
the State penal institutions and clear
up the misunderstandings regarding
the release of prisoners on parole.
The statement was made at the
final public hearing before Governor
Curley and the executive council in
the drive to fix responsibility for tim
disturbances in the correctional institutions of the State.
tru%ernor and Council will take '
ttp the whole row over the parole situation at 1 o'clock totday, and the prediction was made last night that Mr.
Gavin, if not the other two members
of the Parole Board as well, may be
given a walking ticket. In view of the
situation which developed yesterday at
the public hearing, it is regarded as
practically certain that either Mr. Gavin
or Commissioner Lyman will have to
go.
Efforts were on foot last night to
bring about a last-minute conference
between the Governor and members of
the Parole Board before the council
goes into session today. At that conference, It is understood, an attempt
will be made to have the board agree
to change the attitude, which, has been
charged against them, of refusing to
release prisoners who have completed
two-thirds of their minimum sentences
If they have any court record outside
of that for which they are serving
I
time.
Persons who are believed to he on i
the inside of the situation as it exists
were of the opinion last night that no
agreement could be reached with the
Governor and Council, although it was
learned that State Senators Edward C.
Carroll and William F. Madden will
snake a personal appeal to the Governor to adjust the eituation without the
necessity for discharging any of the
present °Metals Involved.

Say Criticism Unjust

•

Falling to get an agreement to keeri
the entire board, last-minute efforts will
be directed towards saving the political
head of Richard Olney. chairman of the
arole Board, and that of Mathew
Another member.

The three members of the Parole
ncard refused to admit yesterday that
their action In the granting of paroles
has been hard-boiled. They insisted
that they have judged each application on its merits, and asserted that the
criticism of their work by Warden
Francis J. W. Lanagan of the State
Prison, Michael .7. Dee, superintendent
Of the reformatory at Concord and by
Commissioner Lyman was not justified
by the facts.
Mr. Gavin was the most outspoken
In hitting back at the critics of the
board.
He told the Governor and Council
adthat there has been no efficient
ministration of the office of commisof
days
sioner of correction since the
Sanford Bates, now head of the Federal
Prison Department. After a statement
that the discharge of Commissioner
Lyman would clear up the present trouble about paroles, Mr. Gavin, who has
been in the correction service of the
State since 1915, said the only cure for
the present unrest and other troubles
In the prisons is to "get a man who
knows something about the prison busi—
ness for commissioner."

be
man was a vicious killer and wouldwas
a menace to society. When he
arrested he had a .38-calibre revolver,
so
to which had been attached a knife,
that he could kill with either.
"Now I have known Warden Lanagan
for years. He has been a good friend
of mine. He testified here the other
day that the percentage of men paroled
from State prison in 1936 and returned
for violation of their paroles was less
than five per cent. I looked up the
records and I find that the number of
prisoners returned in his own institution for the year 1935 was 26.74 per cent.
"At the Women's Reformatory at
Sherborn, there are 75 inmates now out
on indenture (placed out in private
domestic employ). They have not been
Paroled, nor have they completed their
sentences. I have here in my file the
case of one woman, sentenced to Sherborn by the court, who has never
served a day there. Never served a
day. There are women indentured at
Sherborn who are out on the streets.
Don't you think that makes for unrest
at the Institution? Don't you know that ,
such administration creates favoritism?"

his board had failed to co-operate with
the prison authorities and said that at
all times he and his associates had been
willing to listen to the statements of
the warden and superintendents.

Says He Has Done Duty
"A week before Thanksgiving," said.
Chairman Olney, "Commiasiener Lyman
and Warden Lanagan came into the
Parole Board's office with four minimum cases. We felt there was some
merit in two of them. On the other
two we said we couldn't give favorable
consideration and they both agreed with
the board. We have always encouraged
co-operation and have from time to
time consulted with the prison officials
regarding the release of men. I have
done my duty as conscientiously as I
know how."
"Regarding Concord, last December
05 oases were considered by the board
and of that number six maximum sentences were voted, and there were various postponements of four, six or 12
months, and 24 were reserved for release. Of those 24 eases, 12 came from
Major Dee. I think we granted all the
requests made by Major Dee. I have
told Major Dee time and time again
to bring up all cases where two-thirds
of the minimum sentence has been
served and to instill hope in the hearts
of the men.
"As to Sherborn, I didn't know any- i
thing about any trouble there six I
months ago. The information should
have come to the board of parole, and
It should not have been necessary for
the commissioner to go out there and
speak to the women. I don't know
whether it was thought we didn't have
enough appeal to straighten the matter
out. The most humble women will get
as much consideration from the board
as any one else."
Commissioner Lyman was recalled to
the witness stand and read a letter he
received from former Warden James L.
Hogeett of the State prison, in which
the former warden also complained of
the hard-boiled attitude of the present
parole board, and suggested that it was
disturbing to the morale of the inmates
at that institution.

Need of New Prison
Mr. Gavin called attention to the
of
each
Then, in turn, he discussed
fact that the Governor and all the pristhe commissioners who succeeded San- on authorities for several years have
from
questions
to
reply
In
ford Bates.
advocated construction of it new State
Councillor Daniel H. Coakley about the prison with a maximum efficiency secethers, Mr. Gavin said that Dr. A. War- tion, similar to that of the federal gOVren Stearns, who followed Mr. Bates, ernment at Alcatras. If there were
was "no good"; that Francis B. Sayre. I such a prison, he said, a threat could
now Assistant Secretary of State in be held over the incorrigible inmates
Washington, the next appointee. "didn't I that they would be sent there unless.
know his business"; that Frederick J. they behaved.
Dillon, now judge of the Probate Court,
"But from the day he became comwas "no good as a commissioner," and
missioner, Mr. Lyman bag done nothCommissioner Lyman was also "no ing about establishing such a prison,"
good as a commissioner."
said Mr. Gavin. "He has done nothUnder further questioning by Coun- ing about having a "good time" system
cillor Coakley, Mr. Gavin recalled that adopted. We have it in our county
Dr. Stearns was appointed by former institutions, but we do not have it in
Governor Allen and that former Gov- our State institutions. I say, and I
ornor Ely appointed the other three. He
do not want to be unkind to Mr. Lysaid that former Governor Ely "must
man, that the department of correchave been misinformed about Sayre," tion has not been administered properbut he agreed with Councillor Coakley
oilwe he became its head. It hasn't
ly
that there shouldn't have been any
been properly administered since the
misunderstanding by former Governor
time of Sanford Bates.
Ely about the appointment of Judge
"Mr. Lyman runs around and gets a
Dillon, because at the time of that apand then
pointment, Judge Dillon was an assist- lot of false information us to agree
in and tries to get
comes
ant secretary to the former Governor.
we're
Mr. Gavin was most emphatic in his with him. When we refuse, then
answers to the criticism of his board no good.
by Warden Francis J. W. Lanagan of
Had No Complaint
the State prison, Superintendent Michael
"He has upheld the federal parole
J. Dee of Concord reformatory and Dr.
Miriam Van Waters of the women's system, stating that Its record has
reformatory at Sherborn, charging that been 97 per cent perfect and three per
these officiate were largely responsible cent failure. I knew that figure was
for the unrest in their own institutions. wrong, and I proved it to him. I talked
"When Major Dee has the audacity with the same member of the federal
parole system that he quoted here conto come here and say he was not called
Into the meetings of the Parole Board, cerning indefinite setbacks. She told
he is not telling the truth," said Mr. me that the indefinite setback was used
Gavin. "When we were out there he by the federal authorities, not because
cried like a baby and sulked in a cor- It was best for the institutions themner and wouldn't come into the hear- selves, but because of the geographical
ings unless he was called. When we locations of the various federal prisons.
were out there the last time, we let She said the system we were using is
out 14 prisoners he had recommended the only one for Massachusetts, where
frequent visits can be made to the
for release.
"We asked him then if he had given prisons."
Reverting to Warden Lanagan of
us the complete list of those he believed were good subjects for release. State Prison, Mr. Gavin said that within
He said he had done so, but later he a month the warden had told the memsubmitted 25 additional names to Your bers of the Parole Board that he had
Excellency and we asked Mr. Backus, no complaint against the action of the
your assietant secretary, not to recom- board. Mr. Gavin cited that as showing
mend their release because they weren't his belief that Warden Lanagan would
sit +•• hia ,.+ wly+ ..... the community
be all right in his position if he didn't
have to
to Commissioner
After investigation Mr. Backups told us Lyman. "kow-tow"
he believed we were right.'
Chairman Richard Olney of the Parole
Board, the first witness at yesterday's
Refused Release of Alien
hearing, disagreed with Commissioner
our
into
came
Lyman
"Commissioner
Lyman's statement in favor of inoffice and got all burned up one day definite set-backs, instead of compelling
When he heard we would not favor the them to serve their minimum or maxirelease of a man in order that he might mum sentences when they had bad
be deported to Austria. I have taken records.
the position that an alien serving In
"The commissioner believes," said
prison is not entitled to any more con- Chairman Olney, "that the indefinite
sideration than a citizen. That is an- set-back Would create an element of
other cause of trouble. On this case hope for the inmates. I believe it would
we found in the folder a memorandum create only a false hope." .
from Judge Foedick, stating that this
Chairman Olney dented criticism that
Hits Other Appointments

minimum sentences.

Olney Gives View
When Councillor Coakley sought to
get Chairman Olney to say that he believed good conduct by a prisoner within an institution should outweigh any
record the inmate might have had out- ,
side, that official said he believed the I
board should take into account the effect of the release of the person upon I
the community.
Mr. Coakley then read the case of a
man named Walsh who, after being released from a long-term sentence on
parole, was returned for being drunk
and threatening to kill his father. Mr.
Coakley said he was returned for 12
years merely because he got drunk, and !
asked Chairman Olney about it. The
chairman made no reply, but Governor
Curley interrupted to say:
"Of course it is no secret that many.
a Back Bay Brahmin goes to bed drunk
at night."
Matthew W. Bullock, another member of the Parole Board, parried the
thrusts of Councillor Coakley effectively during his time on the stand. He
said that he has always given what he
believed was due weight to the good
conduct of an Inmate in the prison,
and cited the release of a prisoner only
a short time ago, even though he didn't
have a perfect record in the institution.
Reading from the records, Mr. Bullock told Onuneillor Coakley that in
3933 there were si men released on .twn.
thirds of their minimum sentences and
19 on their maximum from State prison.
That was before the board as at present constituted was In existence, and
that in 1934, when the present board was
functioning, 14 were released on their
minimum and 31 on their maximum. He
said the comparative figures would indicate that the present board is not
tougher than the old hoard. He said
also that the men set back to OW
-ji

court renaeroa no

,

^

maximum were those who had beet out
on parole, but had to be returned for
violations.
Mr. Coakley got an admission from
Mr. Bullock that the question has been
asked by the board on occasion if the
person whose release was requested by
the warden was one of his "stool
pigeons."
Mr. Bullock said that so far as his
recollection went, the number of tirrja
Major Dee expressed disagreement 'with
the parole board was negligible. He
called attention to the testimony of
MaJor Dee last Friday to the effect that
there were upwards of 300 hardened offenders at Concord who should not be
there.
"They are the ones who have been set
back," said Mr. Bullock, "'They are the
parole violators, the ones who have
been released, gone out and committed
felonies and had to .be returned. There
has been a distinct understanding with
Major Dee that those who have been
marked maximum would be considered
again when they completed the twothirds."

Tells of Releases
Answering Major Dee'e statement
that the parole board, as at present
conatituted, refused to accept his recommendations for releases, Mr. Bullock
showed by the records that in 1934 (the
time about which Maier Dee complained) 11 of the 13 recommended by
the major in September were released;
in Ootober, 13 out of 19; in November,
five out of eight, and in December, 11
out of 16. He also read a letter which
the board sent to Major Dee in October of 1934, offering to co-operate with
him and asking him to make recommendations from time to time.
When Mr. Coakley asked Mr. Bullock
what weight should be given to the inmate's record in the institution as compared with his outside record, Mr. Bullock said he would have to decline to
make a general statement, when each
cake should be considered on its merits.
"That's the bunk," said Mr. Coakley,
but the board member insisted that he
could not make general answers to specific cases.
Asked what he believed was the reason for the differences between the
Parole Board and the institutional
heads, Mr. Bullock replied:
"Well, I think one of the troubles,
particularly at State prison, is that the
lifers have been transferred to Norfolk.
I believe that the lifers *re the life of
the prison, so to speak, for they are
looking forward to getting a break, and
when they are taken out it in just like
cutting off a great nerve or sinew in
the system.
All Want Freedom
"All prisoners are human. They
naturally want to get out. You could
lock me in a hotel room for a year
and I would want to get out. When
a new management comes in, the inmates try to find ways to -impress that
management to help men to get out.
Of course, parole is one of the ways.
Everyone who comes be,ore the parole
board wants to he released, and I wish
I could parole everyone of them who
conna before us, but I can't.
"You may think I'm hard boiled, but
I'm not. I was the one who put through
that bill giving those serving life sentences automatic consideration when
they have served 15 years.
"Then, I think, as another thing,
that there is some personal feeling between those in the department of correction and the board of parole."
When Councillor Coakley again sought
to bombard Mr. Bullock with questions
relative to the respective weight attached to the institutional record of a
Prisoner and his outside record, Mr.
Bullock stopped him with the reply;
"Now, Mr. Councillor, you're talking
generally and you don't expect Me to
answer specifically."
Mr. Bullock admitted that the new
hoard, because it had not had the long
experience of the board under Frank
A. Brooks, might be more liable to err
than the old one.
Charles T. Judge, former superinten-

dent for 12 years at Concord, also
tousl
the Governor and Council that he /•ould
not give any general ansntr It, the
question as to how much weight should
be given to the Institutional records as
compared with the outside record, and
he also insisted that each ens* should
be considered by itself.
Lets

Senators Speak

Although Governor Curley at first
ruled that Senators Edward C. Carroll
of South Boston, and William F. Madden of Roxbury, both defenders of the
Parole Board, should not be allowed to
Speak, he later allowed them to speak
briefly. Senator Carroll said that he
was one of those who prasented the
bill under which Mr. Gavin had been
appointed a member of the Parole
Board.
"We believed that Mr. Gavin was well
qualified by his years of experience,"
said the South Boston Senator, "and
we still think so." He said he believed
that the transfer of prisoners to Norfolk, which is comfortable and homey,
caused many of those left behind at
State prison, where conditions are not
, so pleasant, to be very much dissatisfied and therefore inclined to foment
trouble.
Senator Madden said he was a copetitioner of the bill to reorganize the
Parole Board in 1934. He said investigations made by Senator Carroll
and himself at Norfolk, Bridgewater
and Sherborn convinced them that
proper administration was lacking. He
said he tried to get a legislative investigation, and was called in by former Governor Ely and they argued
plenty for hours. He said former Governor Ely told him that those at the
head of these Institutions were his appointees.

Says "Stool Pigeons" Hated
"He told me to leave the matter
with him," said Senator Madden. "He
fired Sherman from Bridgewater and
Gill from Norfolk and the matter
Stopped there."
Senator Madden said the parole board
should not he blamed for the unrest.
He added that the break at State
Prison was scheduled for the morning
before it happened, but one of the men
got cold feet and quit.
"One of the others," Senator Madden
said, "got a special pass from the
warden, the deputy warden or whoever gives them out, to visit the
man in his cell to find out why
he wasn't on hand the morning
before. While you have things like that
going on, you can't help having unrest.
You are going to have unrest as long
as you have stool pigeons, for there is
nothing a convict hates more than a
stool pigeon. The board of parole is
doing a good job, but it might be
advisable to get rid of those who are
writing up the case histories of prisoners and put someone in there who can
write up case histories properly. These
employees are under the commissioner
of correction, and I think they are not
the proper persons to be doing that
work."

congress
decision Is renurieu wane is afforded
opportunity
In session, since
if circumstances
to correct errors and
n essential
warrant to enact legislatio
to the public weal."
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BAY STATE )
DELIGHTED
BY VERDICT
Cotton Centres Jubilant—Lower Food
Prices Expected

England, howIn two section of New
and even
ever, there was bewilderment
Valley
dismay. In the Connecticut it was
where tobacco ie widely grown, mean
•
believed that the decizion would cash
loss of
a considerable immediate leaders were
income to producers, but
not be
hopeful that the situation would
greatly unsettled. leader in the ConFred B. Griffin, a
Assonecticut Valley Shade Growers'
associaciation, was hopeful that the
ion, can
tion, a voluntary organizat
licenscontinue to function without the
Growers in
ing provisions of the act.
$1,received
that motion have already
AAA. A
750,000 In benefits under the
the
second payment, totaling $600,000, on
in doubt.
present contract, is placedadminist
rator
Wessels S. Middaugh,
cut Valley,
of the act for the Connecti would be
expressed doubt that there as prices
any immediate overproduction,
encourage inare not high enough to supply of tocreased production. The
back to norbacco on hand there is not
crop,
bumper
a
is
there
unless
mal and,
the market will not be unsettled.
The other section which suffered some
bewilderment was the potato-growing
area of Maine. Pending further information on the ruling, leaders of that
industry were uncertain as to whether
the Triple-A amendments, under which'
the potato control is functioning, were
affected. Andrew J. Beck of Washburn, Me., a leader in that industry, declared that Maine growers felt it was
JAMES A. McDONOUGH
necessary to have some control. He
Co-receiver of the Hoosac Mills, said that it was impossible to predict
in
resulting
action
the
which brought
the effect in dollars and cents.

A wave of jubilation swept mer
New England yesterday when the decision of the Supreme Court on the
AAA became known.
It was most pronounced in cotton the Supreme Court decision invalidating the AAA,
textile centres where leaders de-A-PProximately $900,000,000 has been colclared that the most formidable ob- lected
in processing taxes throughout
stacle to the success of the industry! the country, according to the figures ingovernment brief In the
here was demolished by the decision, cluded in the and
of this amount it is
Hoosac case,
drop
sharp
a
of
y
possibilit
and as the
estimated that $90,000,000 came from New
in food prices loomed stronger, the England, from the cotton textile inand other enterprises.
reaction included housewives and, dustry
The keynote of the New England busiheads of families as well throughout' ness reaction to the decision was expressed by former Senator William M.
this section.
as a receiver for the Hoosac

Mill Men Delighted

Joy at the Supreme Court decision
was expressed here by James C. Mc;
Donough, co-receiver for the Hoosa<
Mills, and by the National Associatior.
of Cotton Manufacturers, as well as
the National Economy League.
"I am delighted with the decision,"
Mr. McDonough said, "especially in
regarding the processing tax. I have
not had an opportunity to study the
decision and, until such time, I cannot
say anything further."
Butler, who
Fisher, secretary of the
Russell
Mills, brought the case which was
National Association of Cdtton Manuruled on by the Supreme Court.
SEE LOWER FOOD PRICES
facturers, gave out the following state"The real value of the decision," he
A drop in the price of pork, pork said, "is the effect it will have on
ment: "The Hoosac Mills decision is
products, flour and bread and tobacco stabilizing ideas. As far as the cotton
most welcome news.
was forecast by leaders in the food in- textile industry in New England is con"By invalidating the processing tax
dustry. Some of them declared that it cerned, the decision removes the greatfeature of the AAA, the Supreme Court
but
should
ly,
would not show immediate
est immediate obstacle to the industry.
.has taken a step that will further hasdevelop soon as a result of the de- Japanese competition is not all-importen the stabilization of the cotton texcision. Millions of dollars in this area tant. Of course, all foreign competition
tile industry. The Hoosac Mills deciwhich would have gone toward pro- on the level of wages paid abroad is a
will have a beneflcal effect on emsion
cessing taxes will be saved, it was be- serious thing to American industry.
It
levels in the industry.
ployment
have
which
lieved, but the 00,000,000
"But It is not all-important. And the
marks the end of an iniquitous sales
g
In
processin
New
out
of
England
gone
Southern competition is tending to adtax on the basic necessities of life, and
taxes in the last three years, are prob- just Itself. The most important obstacle
elaborate 'soak the poor' tax."
ably gone beyond recall.
to the industry here was the processing
The decision was hailed with glee in
Even if those who paid the taxes sue tax. The decision breaks down a very
Bedford by cotton manufacturers
New
oband
the government for recovery
vital element of loss in the industry,
and labor leaders alike. An unofficial
tain judgments, the funds can only he and leaves the business on a more
estimate was given that since the AAA
returned to them if Congress appro- normal basis 'of competition."
went into effect, New Bedford mills
priates the money, which is not conhave paid the government 42,000,000 in
sidered likely.
Helps New England, Says Cley
processing taxes.
Large stocks of fork] w.hich were purAbraham Binns, secretary of the New
Governor Curley, one of the strongest
chased while they were still affected by
aBedford Weavers' Union, and Frank
the processing tax may prevent an im- supporters of the Roosevelt administr
S. Leary, industrial managpr of the
mediate reduction in prices of food, It tion, hailed the decision as a benefit
New Bedford Board of 'Commerce,
was stated by leaders, but the possi- to New England, and only a temporary
praised the decision and looked hopebility of a price war may send the hardship, if any, on other parts of the
on the effect it will have in this
country.
fully
foods
tumbling.
those
of
prices
section.
"The decision," he said, "must of
necessity be beneficial to New England,
Great Relief to Bay State
through an ending of the processing!
What the decision means to Massa- tax. That it may work hardship to I
chusettschusetts alone in processing other parts of the nation he accepted,
taxes is indicated in the figures of the but in view of the crop conditions and
collector of internal revenue, which prevailing prices for commodities it canshow that approximately $10,114.000 was not be other than temporary in characMany Products Affected by AAA
paid in 1933 by Massachusetts firms; ter.
$21,332,000 in 1934, and $12,167,000 in 1935. "It is generally agreed that there was
Control Plans Likely to Be ReIt also means that at least 37,000,000, undue haste in the enactment of the.
in Price After a Time—Drop
duced
which was deposited under the juris- legislation, much of which has been
diction of the courts awaiting the su- found unconstiutional, but conditions
Likely to Be Slow
In
Pork
preme Court decision, will be returned naturally made hasty Action necessary
in the prices of commodins
to the Industries of Massachusetts.
Reductio
and
for the preservation of the people
ties that have been subjected to the
the nation. It is fortunate that the

T.

See Lower Food Prices
-

minimum sentences.

' Court rennerra no QM:1611m.

,

triple A's processing taxes were forecast last night by leaders in the food
Industry as a result of the United
'States Supreme Court's decision against
the whole AAA.
Pork and pork products, flour and
bread, and tobacco are the chief items
expected to be cut in price with the
removal of the processing taxes.
Official statements from leaders of the
industry are expected today, after they
have had time to digest the entire court
decision and to decide its effect upon
their business. Merchants in general
expressed hope that they will be allowed
Ito sell present stocks which include the
tax before price reductions start at reI tail.
That pork may be the last to come
I down was the opinion of a chain store
'executive who said that the supply Is
;atilt short. Pork is lower now than it
was in the fall when at times it reached
nearly 30 cents a pound for roasting
loins. A few years ago it reached a
low of 12 cents.
In Massachusetts, it was stated, about
8473,000 was paid out by the government
to piggery men In 1934 who signed curtailment contraote. Last year, according
to official estimate, about $189,000 was
handed to the pig men. The programme
for 1936 was just getting under way
here when the court decision upset the
whole AAA.
This year's programme, according to
Professor Willard A. Munson of the
State Agricultural College, was to have
increased pig production to 90 per cent
of the AAA's estimate of normal. He
expressed the belief that there will be
no immediate reduction in pork prices.
Supplies are pretty well reduced, he
said.

i
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CURLEY TO RUSH NEW
COURTHOUSE PROGRAM
Gov Curley announced yesterday
that to prevent further delay in
the construction of a new $5,000,000
Suffolk County courthouse, he will,
submit a special mesasge to the
legislature asking that the structure be exempted as far as height,
*volume and setbacks are concerned
from an existing statute giving
Boston building commissioners supervision over the construction of
county buildings.
The governor said he would submit the message on a recommendation of the courthouse comm's-;
sion which maintained that newl
legislation would be necessary In

Press Clipping Service

2 Park Square
Boston
Mass.
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Milk Production Involved
At the request of farmers' organisations several years ago, the AAA imposed upon the market a federal milk
license governing payments to the'farmera and restricting the actions of dealers. It was immediately subjected to
bitter attack and violation of its provisions, and was replaced by a marketing
agreement and license.
This was overthrown last April when
David Greer, attorney for two dairies,
won a verdict in the U. S. District
Court here in which Judge Elisha
Brewster declared the instrument unconstitutional. Since then its provisions
have been carried out by agreement
among a majority of the farmers' cooperative organizations and the Greater
Defending the State Board of
Boston dealers. They have continued
to pay the cost of the administrative
Parole, Chairman Richard Olney
office here and to support the federal declared yesterday that his board
milk administrator appointed by Secrehas co-operated with prison offitary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace.
, Joseph C. Cort, State milk adminiscials, had favored many of their
trator, issued a warning to milk dealrecommendations, and had secured
ers not to "kick over the traces" by
positions for 18 inmates whose recutting prices. Under an emergency
law the State Milk Control Board has
lease had been delayed because of
great power and can exert considerlack of propr jobs.
able control over intra-State milk, as
Olney, testifying before Gov.
well as over outside milk after it arrives here, he said.
Curie and the Executive CouTieff
New milk marketing agreements and
orrire resumed public hearing on
orders were being prepared by the AAA
the penal system, took issue with
not only for the Greater Boston market but for the secondary markets
Commissioner of Correction lirthur
throughout the State.
T. Lyman that the use of an indefinate "setback" for prisoners instead of forcing them to serve their
minimum or maximum sentence,
was advantageous.
"The eAmmIssioner believes,"
said Olney, "that the intiefinite
set back would create an ..lement
of hope for the inmates. I believe it would only create a false
hope."
Olney declared that shortly fir er
he took office he learned of unrest
in state institutions and secured
positions fo r18 men and then paroled them. Only one of the group,
he said, "went Wrong." .

JAN
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OLNEY DEFENDS
PAROLE BOARD/

I

order to prevent a delay in allocation of federal funds for the
project.
He said the message will point
out that the commission
has
reached an agreement as to the
apportioning of the * cost as follows: $2,151,000 by the federal government, $1,994,300 by the City of
Boston, and $854,700 by the state.
In pointing out that the new
courthouse will be constructed on
land owned by the Commonwealth
and the county, the governor said
the commission had shown "rate
wisdom" in preventing the "grabbing and unloading of laud °Lie
the Commonwealth,"
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Boston
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TO DECIDE FATE

OF CLARK TODAY
Decision as to whether Miller F.
Clark, convicted murderer of Ethel
Zuckerman, will be sent to the electric chair or will have his sentence
commuted to life imprisonment
urley
will be made by Governor
today, it was learned yes r ay.
Attorney George Douglas recently made a plea for commutation of sentence, and Governor
Curley called for mental tests of
the condemned man. Yesterday the
Governor conferred with Douglas,
Dr. Winfred Overholser, state commissioner of mental diseases, and
John P. Feeney, noted criminal attorney.
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Will Decide Today
About Parole Board
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Proposers of Bonus Plan
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ELY FOR THE SENATE?

(TranscrIpt Photo hy Frank Z. Colby)

United Veterans Ask Governor's Approval
Lett to Right: Edward .1. Walsh, Commander of the Disabled Americans
of the World War; John H. Walsh of the American Legion, and Frederick
Openshaw of the Veterans of Foreign Wars
HE United Veterans Bonus Bill, now
pending in Congress, and providing
for Immediate and full payment of
the bonus, today was endorsed by Governor Curley on the recommendation of
State commanders of the American

T

Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars and
the Disabled American Veterans.
The request for the governor's support
was made by Commanders John H.
Walsh of the A. L., Fredeick T. open.
shave of the V. F. W., and E. J. Walsh
of the D. A. V.
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Trustees of Massachusetts
, State College Confirmed
The governor reappointed today as
trustees of Massachusetts State College,
William C. Monahan and William Russell,
both of Framingham. Rules also were
suspended in confirming these appointments.
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To the Editor of the Transcript:
Former Governor Ely's statement that
he will support the Hon. Alfred E. Smith
for the presidency, if Mr. Smith chooses
to run, is a remark packed with many
eventualities which may well lead Mr.
Ely on to a seat in the Senate and,
eventually, the Democratic nomination
for the presidency in 1940.
Should Mr. Smith permit his name to
be used in a contest for pledged delegates
to the Democratic Convention in the
presidential pre-primary here in Massachusetts, as opposed to a slate of
Ronsevelt-pledged delegates certain to be chosen
by Mr. Curley, there is no doubt but what
Mr."E'llr'rgtnith-pledged delegates would
repeat the primary victory enjoyed in
the bitter fight of 1932. With the Massachusetts electorate already four to one
opposed to the New Deal, and Mr. Curley's inability to make good his promises
of "work and wages." no ether alternative
I is offered than a vigorous
and decisive
rebuke to any candidate named by the
Roosevelt-Curley group. While it is generally conceded that Mr. Smith has no
chance of securing the presidential nomination, he and his h A of conservative
friends throughout the East could cause
the President considerable embarrassment.
Mr. Ely, being an unwavering antiNew Dealer and from the very beginning
of Mr. Roosevelt's Administration justifiably critical of all New Deal experiments, may find himself catapulted in a
position where he might be ''drafted" ars
a senatorial nominee next fall, to occupy
Mr. Coolidge's seat. The latter,
it is
rumored, does not wish to afford the
expense of a futile campaign. Being a
staunch conservative, naturally Mr. Ely
would have to run a campaign independent of the Roosevelt force. and the rest
of the Democratic national ticket in this
State, 'and if successful in such an independent campaign, Mr. Ely would find
himself a figure of national prominence
and in a strategical position for the
temoe rat ic nomination for the presidency
four years later.
JONATHAN ROGERS
13oston, Jan. 4

Execution of Clark
in Week of Jan. 12

I

overnor Curley Announces
That He will-Not Commute
Murderer's Sentence

Miller F. Clark who was convicted of
murdering Ethel Zuckerman, the bake
'hop girl, will be electrocuted in the
week of Jan 12. Governor James M.
Curley announced today that he has refused to commute the sentence, basing
his decision on the fact that Clark's
sanity never was questioned during the
trial. The governor has had a report
from the alienists, Dr. A. Warren Stearns
and Dr, Harry C. Solomon.
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11., Huge Low-Cost Apartment Project
To Be Launched Soon in Brighton
t
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Clay model of Boston's first "low-cost" FHA development. Commtit avenue, Brighton, is in the
ett-trife the 'open spaces, insisted
foreground, with Washington street at the left aare
VC,upon by the government.
much free service—such i
tricity, gas and such will be inbut will go far beyond any such cluded. If Uncle Sam decides that
the figure should be $12.50 a room
80 Per Cent. Federal Aid ordinary advances as these.
The exact amount of sunlight a mcnth, there possibly will not be
for $5,500,000 Develwhich will stream into every room air-conditioning.
in the project has been predetermThe issue now Is before the state
opment
ined. In fact one of the last of the housing board, but approval from
details to be ironed out before Uncle that body is expected, for plans have
By HAROLD BENN1SON
Sam's federal housing administra- been made and remade in order to
With Uncle Sam practically ''on tion would approve the mortgage conform' with every last detail of I
the dotted line" to guarantee a 40- was the change of a location of a the specifications set down by the I
year mortgage of nearly three mililon unit so as not to keep the sun from government. These details even in- I
dollars, a group of Boston men ex- shining on one of the streets in the elude the exact size of the kitchen
pect this month to start what will development!
sink.
The buildings—some eight in the
be the largest single apartment house
Automobiles are cared for both
development in this city. It will be first sectiqn—will occupy but 25 per an open parking space and by ft
located on the vacant land on Com- cent. of the total land. The rest will street level 100-car garage on Commonwealth avenue, between Warren be used for streets, parks and open monwealth avenue. The land itself'
and Washington streets, Brighton, air spaces. The government insisted is on a ledge which sets well above
will have 3665 rooms made into 985 on that. Many apartment houses are street level. It is about 160 feet above
apartments and will cost—for the of what is called the "ribbon" de- sea level. A view of all of Greater
first sections to be built—$3,700,393. velopment; a straight line of houses Boston will be available to those on
The netire project will cost about on a main thoroughfare, with little the top floors. Such details RS the
$5,500,000. The plant will be fire- attention paid to the view from the exact manner the shadow will fall
proof, vermin-proof and sound- back piazzas. Uncle Sam, however. from the trees in the morning, at
proof. It will be air-conditioned. It insisted as one of the terms of his noon and afternoon have all been
will give the city of Boston a chance guaranteeing the mortgage that worked out under what is called
to tax the land, whit." at present is every apartment must have a piazza, "orientation" of the plan.
tax-exempt, being orned by the and that every piazza must overlook
LAND UTILIZATION
Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals, a beauty spot. Every apartment is
on the "front" of the house. There is
The project is technically called a
a charitable organization.
no back—from a scenic viewpoint.
land utilization. The apartments will
WORK TO START SOON
be eight stories high. Each house
Work may start any time now t..s
COMMONWEALTH HEIGHTS
will be a unit, and while the whole
final details have been ironed out
The name of the development is
group will be operated as a unit,
almost completely. From a governCommonwealth Heights. The rent
each house will be separate and disIs based on the number of rooms
mental viewpoint it is Boston's first
tinct.
in each apartment. That figure is
experiment with what is called "lowOld-fashioned blue print drawnot yet definitely set but it will
cost housing" undertaken privately,
ings are no longer sufficient to
be between $12.50 and $15.80 a
but with Uncle Sam backing the
satisfy Uncle Sam, for he now
room. A two-room kitchenette
mortgage up to 80 per cent. cf its
insists on clay models of the whole
face value.
apartment would cost between $25
project, p:oduced to exact scale..
and $31.60 a month. Uncle Sam
From a housing viewpoint the
Then by determining the points of
must settle that point.
project embodies every new device
the compass, the exact amount of
If the FHA officials decide that
on record. Not only will there be
sunshine and shadow can be de$15.80 per month per room is really termined in advance. Every room
the usual mechanical ice refrigerators—which today are standard in , "low-cost housing," that will be the —Uncle Sam insists—must have
most apartment houses—incinera- figure and air-conditioning, with maximum sunlight every
day.
tion, janitor service and all such.
Such is the project. Opposition
has arisen from other apartment
it irr- terrtillibte "TRILL tile 1 uer• ,at INA
ifert.1111.
LIM
minimum sentences.

coon rentiorett noattiatwo,

,

,

house owners, for figures show that
the rent proposed will be less than
the prevailing prices for comp
arable
houses. Political pressure has
exerted in an effort to halt been
the
project. The garage plan,
too, has
called forth opposition from
garageowners in that neighbor
hood, but to
most of this opposition,
the
ment has replied that the governlarge is to be considered public at
and that
progress must be made.
Atty. Charles H. McGl
ue, manager of Gov._Serley's camp
aign for
GovernorT=titigli for the
group.
The architects are
Henr
mond. George E. Robi y Richnson, and
Kendall, Taylor 84 Co.
Herbert J.
Kellaway has been what
is called
"town planner."

r /11711it.lcuiy
LZ project is interestThe moiTiage may be
ing. The first units to be built will I
paid off in
represent 60 per cent. of the proposed less than the 40 year term.
The cost
of
rents
total. The cost of the first unitr will
may be found to be less,
or
more
,
$3,65
be
5,393. Working capital of
than is now planned.
The city will gain some
$45,000 has been put up by the sale
taxab
of common stock. Preferred stock property. Property owners in le
the
has been sold to the amount of $755,- vicinity have already protested. Some
393. The mortgage is 80 per cent, of admit their buildings are not up-t
odate and were built at price
the cost, namely 82,900,000.
s which•
The corporation is limited to divi- would not allow them to comp
ete
dends of 6 per cent. The mortgage with the proposed apartment. Others
must be amortized over the 40-year say that the mortgage rate of 5 per
period. The government guarantees cent. which the government guar80 per cent. of the face of the mort- antee makes possible is unfair.
gage, the mortgagers taking the risk
on the first 20 per cent.

PIAllA FOR EVERY APARTMENT

At

n

t

,neral view of one of the units of the Commonwe
alth Heights F. H. A. project in Brighton.
apartment must have a piazza aril even the
Every
exact amount of sunlight for each room is
advance.
determined in
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ACTION ON PAROLE
BOARD POSTPONED

Gov. Curley announced today that
he Mild recommend to the exec ,
tive council that it postpone until unext meeting any decision on its
the
parole board.
He made the announcement shortly
before the council was to meet
special session today to consi in
der
among other things the parole
situation as presented at board
recent
hearings.

/ Court Aids in Fight for Auto Plates

Judge Edward P. Pierc
e of su- ber, 518,
p eme court today
was withheld. Clapp
miss a petition to deeclined to dis- fie couldn't see what differencesaid
compel Registrar made
it
Frank A. Goodwin to
what number a person had,
tificate of registration issue a cer- but Judge Pierce said he thou
ght
and suitable there was
number plate to Nich
a difference.
Harry T. Talty, counsel
Lynn business man,olas F. Mathey,
for
is given opportunity until Mathey Mathey, objected to dismissing the
to learn what case until
Goodwin has to offer.
it had been learned what
Goodwin regarded as a suita
Mathey had the same
ble
number. number in place of 518.
516, for six years befor
Mathey
e
Roger Clapp. assistant this year. says his usual number was given
attorney- this year to Charles Mann
general, announced
ion, forGood
offered to give a suita win had mer chauffeur for Gov. 7.1ur1ey and
ble number now superintenden'. of
to Mathey, who says his usual
the public
num- works department garage.
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Gov.Curley and Council May Decide
As
to Removal of Parole Board Todasil
Gavin's Attack on Lyman

Although Gov. Curley presided at
the hearing, it was dominated
its progress by tounand Dee Features End throughout
cillor Coakley.
Some observers predicted last
of Hearing
that the board members might
night
mcmA decision on the removal of
in weathering the storm at
succeed
bers of the parole board was looked today's hearing, although the Govfor some time today.
ernor indicated last night that the
Gov. Curley and the executive solution demanded either the ousting
council planned to consider the sit- of the present board or the appointuation in an executive session today
ment of a new commissioner. LyACCUSER BY GAVIN
man's tenure expired five weeks ago
The public hearing befor the coun- and he is now serving as a holdcil and Governor, held, it was said, over.
to fix responsibility for disturbances
The chief protest against the
in various correctional institutions board as outlined by Councillor
when
yesterday
of the state, ended
t Coakley, was the alleged disposition
P. Emmett Gavin, oone of the mem- I of the parole board members to be
charged
' harsh in their attitude toward prison
t bers of the parole board,
that Commissioner of correction Ar- inmates eligible for release on parole
, thur T. Lyman was incompetent and after serving two thirds of their
that Maj. Michael J. Dee, superin- minimum sentences.
tendent of title state reformatory at
Coakley took the position that
Concord had testified falsely.
they should be released autoToday Commisioncr LymarLja- matically after serving two-thirds
fused to comment on Gavin's state. of the minimum sentence, provided
their conduct in prison has been
ments.
Chairman Richard Olney anc good. The parole board members
Matthew P. Bullock, other member: have insisted that each case must
of the parole board, joined witl be settled on its individual merits
Gavin in denying that Lyman hac with consideration being given to
called to their attention writter the record of the convict before his
complaints against their policies sentence.
gent by Supt. Dee and Warder
GAVIN'S STATEMENT
Francis J. W. Lanagan of state
In his attack on Lyman and Dee,
prison.
Gavin said:
Gavin, in answer to a question b3
"While serving as commissioner,
Councillor Daniel H. Coakley, voiced Lyman has done nothing about esthe opinion that Massachusetts hreA tablishing a prison system similar to
been without an able commissioner that outlined by the Governor in
of correction since the resignation of his legislative messages.
He has done
Sanford Bates in 1929.
nothing about having a 'good time'
Senators Edward C. Carroll of law adopted here,
a system that
South Boston and William F. Mad- operates with
den of Roxbury, testified in behalf in New York. considerable success
of the parole board members.
"Since Mr. Lyman has been in
Commissioner Lyman and his institution heads had testified against, office, and I don't want to be too
the parole board members at the unkind to him, the department of
first session of the hearing Friday. correction has not been properly adThey were in agreement that the re- ministered. It hasn't been properly
fusal of the board to extend leniency administered since the time of SanIn the granting of paroles to inmates ford Bates.
"Lyman runs around and gets a
at state prison and Concord was responsible for the threatening condi- lot of false and misinformation and
tions prevailing and from which they come to us and want us to
there is apprehension of serious agree with him. We refuse and then
we are no good.
trouble from convicts.
"He has upheld the federal parole
Yesterday's
hearing
brough
prominently to the forefront the system with a statement that its
blazing hostility that has been exist- record has been 97 per cent, perfect
ing between Commissioner Lyman and 3 per cent, failures of those reand the parole board members. leased. I knew that figure was inHinted at in the past it was publicly correct when he cited it and I
admitted yesterday, particularly by proved it to him. I talked with the
Gavin, who insisted that a certain same member of the federal parole
solution of present difficulties would board whom he quoted here concerning Indefinite set-backs. She was
come with the removal of Lyman.
really a pschyatrist, since removed
SHARPLY QUESTIONED
from the service. She advised me
Each of the three board members that the system was used only bedefended himself at yesterday's cause of the geographical locations
hearing and although each was of the federal penetentiaries and not
sharply examined by Councillor for the good of the institutions. She
Coakley, they could not be shaken said our system was the best for
from their direct testimony. Ob- Massachusetts with its periodic
servers had been anticipating a furi- visits to the prisons.
ous clash between Coakley and
CAUSE OF UNREST
Gavin, but their encounter proved
"Double punishment is another
to be relatively mild.
cause for unrest. The prison heads

punish a man for stealing a cookie
out of the kitchen or for smoking
a cigarette on the sly or for hiding a I
newspaper under a bed and-ISE
they come to use and want us to
punish them again for the same
offense. That has been the cause of
trouble at Concord, where Dee has
taken marks away from inmates on
his merit system. Men have been
given marks for these trivial violations. The officials themselves are
not giving the men a square deal.
"And when Maj. Dee has the
audacity to stand up here and say
he was not called into meetings of
the parole he was not telling the
truth to your excellency.
"When we were at Concord he
cried like a baby, sulked in corner
and wouldn't come into the board
meetings unless we sent for him, all
because we rejected some of his
recommendations.
"The last time out there we let out
14 on his recommendations for release and we asked him if there were
any other good prisoners ready for
release and he Said there were no
others. And then what did he do? He
came in here and submitted 25 additional names to your excellency
and we urged Mr. Backus (Asst.Secy. John H. Backus) not to recommend their release because they
were not fit to be let out and after
investigation Mr. Backus told us we
were right and that Dee was wrong.
SAYS LYMAN 'BURNED UP'
"Lyman came into our office and
got burned up one day when the
board would not favor the release
of a man that he might be deported
to Austria. I have taken the position
that an alien convict is not entitled
to any more consideration than an
American citizen.
"That was another cause of
trouble. In this case we found in the
man's folder a memorandum from
Judge Fosdick stating that the man
was not a vicious killer but that he
probably would be a menace to society. When he was arrested he had,
a 38-calibre revolver to which had
been attached a knife so that he
could stab or shoot.
"As for the unrest at Sherborn,
I think I can cite one case to account for that. There are 75 women
out on indenture, that is, released
with the approval of the commissioner without recourse to the parole
board. One of these on indenture is
a girl who never served a single day
of her sentence in the reformatory,
being indentured out into domestic
service at once. Don't you suppose
that causes unrest among
the I
others?"
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.Reilly Resigns Fin Corn;
Sullivan
Scores
Mayor
(i.,,,,,Latuotoday

nominated James E. Maguire,East Boston
newspaper publisher, vigorous critic ,of Mayor
Mansfield, and
former Boston penal institutions
commissioner, to succeed
William Arthur Reilly on the finance
commission.
The resignetion.of William Arthur new equipment,' was a falsehood. He
Reilly as a member of the Boston quoted the survey commission as
finance commission was announced having informed the city council that
today by Chairman E. Mark Sulli- they did not either select the trucks
van Just as the latter opened a to be purchased or the amount of
hearing on the costs for snow re- money needed to buy them, yet the
moval and charged that Mayor public had been led to believe that
, Mansfield had not provided "an the survey commission's report was
' extra plow or wheel despite a lot of the basis for the request for a 8675,000 loan. Councillor Shattuck re'talk."
Sullivan also charged that the ported at the same meeting that 'we
finance commission was hampered have endeavored to get all the inforby Mayor Mansfield for "doing the illation available. We have sent'for
the purchasing agent, but he had
work for which it was created."
Sullivan also charged that one r- been tongue-tied, apparently under
contracting company had failed to. orders from the mayor.'
"Councillor Norton auoted th?
produce books and records. He
said that the company In question General Motors Company to the effirst failed to explain their failure fect that there was 20 per cent, off
to produce the books and later the list price available to the city,
, said the records hxd been stolen ,
but stated that he had been unable
1
after they had been served with a ; to find out from the mayor whether
or not the city was going to get the
subpoena.
benefit of this discount.
Sullivan said:
"It has been charged to the
"When the finance commissioner'
tried to find out why it cost the city
finance commission that politisnow
of Bostoi $2,000,000 to remove
cians and even members of the
as the result of two storms last year
imit was stated that the records were mayor's family participated
properly in the payments to the
not available unless a representative
of the mayor sat in on the investi- city for snow work last winter.
gation.
When the commission attempted
"It is for the purpose of attempt- privately to find the facts, it was
of
back
reasons
ing to find out the
condemned publicly by the mayor
this evident attempt to obstruct and for se doing. Meanwhile, one concommisfinance
withhold that the
tracting company summoned to
sion has decided upon this public produce books to reveal whether
tried
has
commission
hearing. The
or not it had paid money to camtc _
by other means within its powerhas
vagen managers or relatives of
It
fats.
the
at
came in without them,
arrive fairly
furthei the mayor
warrant
to
enough
found
first without explanation, and a
diligent inquiry,
week later came in and said that
had been stolen from an
they
to
preferred
have
would
"It
two days after they
inautomobile
private
by
inquiry
this
make
were served with a subpoena and
vestigation, until the gossip and
ordered to produce them.
rumors could have been sifted and
"Because there has been so much
to the
revealed
truth
the
only
this city gossip about graft in last year's paypublic, but the mayor of
use this merits; because there was an obvious
has made it necessary to
Ordinarily attempt to play favorites again this
public form of inquiry.
this method winter in the first award of contracts
the commission uses only when for snow work; because the present
only infrequently and
facts can be I city officials have unconscionably deit believes that the fairly to the layed the task of acquiring facilities
obtained and given
for snow removal work until the
public in no other way,
city counci snow is on our streets; and because
the
to
message
'In
persistently
was a month after the mayor of Boston has
or Dec. 2, which received for snow sought to belittle the finance combeen
had
bids
mission in the public mind when the
equipment. the mayor replied to the finance commission has sought only
of Nov. 15 for
request
council's
city
to perform the work that chapter 480
fMotion relating to the bids that of the acts of 1909 compels the
......,,s
would
no
that
feels
commission to do, the fin
'he
this information. finance
b served by giving Wilson, in the ance commission has decided to h01
"City Councillor
this public hearing and offer any
council meeting of Dec. 11, state who may have information the opthat the mayor's statement,'that the portunity to make their charges of
expert commission which surveyed graft and inefficiency publicly. The
had
the snow removal situation
commission will endeavor to check
found that $675,000 was necessary fo each statement made. The commiswill Ise endeavor to find out

1

the basis for the charges that nave
been frequently made inside and
outside the city council that a sinister influence dominates certain of
the activities of the city of Boston."
At the time that Reilly took the
pOsitiort as a member of the finance
commission he agreed to serve for
one year, and the year is nearly
finished.
CARVEN QUESTIONED
The only witness of the morning
was Christopher J. Carven, commissioner of public works. With him
was Assistant Corporation counsel
Rudolph Robinson. Carven was
questioned by Chairman Sullivan as
to the reasons for awarding snow
removal contracts, one contract to
the Matz Company, which submitted a bid of 40 cents a cubic yard,
and another to the Nawn Company
which bid 48 cents a cubic yard. Dia-,
cussion arose over the qualifications
of the two companies, and it was
brought out that the Matz Company was regarded as responsible
and had been given another contract fdr snow removal in district 3.
The proposed purchase of snow
removal equipment w.45 gone into 1
and Carven said that to improve '
methods a system of time clocks
would be installed. The idea, it
was brought out, was to avoid a
repetition of controversies which
arose last year. Carven said that
because watches were not synchronized, records of last year appeared to show that trucks were
dumped before they could have
been leaded.
Other records appeared to show
trucks arrived at the dumping
grounds at the moment when actually they were being loaded. Chairman Sullivan cited the fact that in
one case trucks, according to the
records, were loaded, driven quarter
of a mile and dumped and returned,
completing the crperation in 11 minutes. Carven said: "If they say they
did it, they did it." He said a fiveton truck could be loaded, driven a
quarter of a mile to the lumping
grounds and back in 11 minutes.
Chairman Sullivan asked if the department had an appropriation, it
could put checkers on every contractor. Carven thought it a good
idea.

QUIZZED AT FIN COM PROBE'
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SEEK PAROLE
LAW REPEAL

Christopher J. Carven, public works commissioner, testifying Soda:
at "Fin Corn" hearing on snow removal.
k
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Gov. Curley and the Governor's'
councTrIffrty, in connection with
their consideration of the parole
situ 'ion in Massachusetts, voted to
recommen dto the Legislature the
repeal of a 1933 law which had the
effect of doing away with the minimum sentences for prisoners because
it allowed the parole board to hold
a man beyond the minimum entence,
even though he had behaved himself
in prison.
Councillor -'rank A. Brooks. Republican, a former parole board
chairman, said he would support the
proposed repeal tneasure. as he had
never favored the 1933 law which
had been sponsored by Prancis B.
Sayre, then commissioner of correction.
The council discussed the parole
situation in general today, and especially a long letter from one of the
prison inmates, but then, on the
request of Gov. Curley, any further
consideration of the matter was put
over to next week's council meeting.
Before 1933 the parole board had
to release the men when they served
their minimum sentences.
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Justice, in Mathey Auto Plate Case,
Sees Difference Between 610,400 and 25
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The question of Just what "a suitable registration No. 36,518, but being
"funny
number" might be, today blocked an at- ' that way" he held out for what he cpn!alders
his
right.
Iltaring
on his petition
tempt by the Commonwealth to kill the
IVLIP set for today.
Assistant Attorney
court proceeding by which Nicholas W. General Roger
Clapp appeared on behalf

_
CURLEY TO HELP STUliY
OrTAW ENFORCEMENT
U. S. Atty.-Gen. Cummings yes-

Mathey of 541 Commonwealth avenue of the registrar and told Justice Edward
seeks to have restored to him the low P. Pierce that, as Mr. Goodwin le willing
automobile registration number he had to issue to Mr. Mathey a suitable registerday asked Gov. Curley to cotration number, he requested that the
used for six years.
operate with the department of jusSeveral days ago counsel for Mathey, petition be dlsmissed.
When Harry H. Tatty, counsel for, tice in a proposed
who is a Lynn manufacturer, filed with
nation-wide study
the Supreme Judicial Court a petition Mathey, objected to such procedure, and
of the administration of criminal
asked
that determination be made of
for a writ of mandamus to compel Regislaw throughout the country,
WPA
trar Frank A. Goodwin to turn over to Goodwin'* idea of a number suitable unfunds to pay expenses.
the plaintiff registration N. 518, whieh der the flrcumstancea, Mr. Clapp argued
The
study, according to
y.-Gen.
Mathey says he applied for in the pre- that he could not see what difference it
Cummings, would include pardon,
scribed manner and was assured he made.
This caused Judge Pierce to remark, "I
Probation, commutation, suspended
would receive. Instead, after some delay, can
see considerable difference between
sentences and similar subjects.
he found his cherished number In pos.
610.400
and
n."
Gov. Curley pledged co-operation
session of Charles Mannion, formeriv
He then declared that the matter will
and notified Cummings
chauffeur for Governor Curky, now ron• ;
he would
visit the department
fleeted with the mottirsseelAwnent depart- emnd until some information k
of Justice in
coming
As to what number the registrar
ment of the State Department of Public
Washington, Thursday, to help to
t plans to issue. It is said that Mr. Mathey
Works.
promote the proposed
has set aside ;2000 with which to fight
investigation.
Subsequently, Mr. Mathey was offered the case.

l
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Curley Denies Clark's
Plea to Escape Chair

been
not insane. His judgment has
Gov. Curley today denied the peti- materially impaired, they reported.
acommut
yesterday
tion of Miller F. Clark for
The Governor conferrer:
for
counsel
n,
impriso
Douglas
life
to
e
George
sentenc
of
with
tion
antoday
and
man,
ned
eleccondem
the
to
the
ment. and Clark will go
nounced:
pretric chair next week for the murder
'I have weighed the facts as
Mr. Clark
of Ethel Zuckerman.
for
attorney
the
by
sented
of
Commutation had been asked on
and have examined the decision
the grounds of insanity. The Gov- the Supreme Court in the case, and
the
by
sanernor had Clark examined
I find that the question of the
statA department of mental diseases ity of Mr. Clark was not raised at
and
Stearns
of the
and Drs. A. Warren
the any time during the progress
Harry C. Solomon, acting for
Under the ciruumstances, I
trial.
is
Clark
that
adepartment, reported
have decided to refuse commut
feeble-minded and has a nervous tion."
is
but
disease,
system impaired by
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Clark Loses Appeal to Escape Chair
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James Roosevelt
Jackson Day Speaker
James Roosevelt, son of President
Roosevelt, will make the principal address at the Jackson Day dinner to be
given tomorrow night at 7.15 o'clock In
the Copley-Plaza Hotel by the Young
Democrats of Massachusetts.
Other speakers will be Joseph A. Maynard, collector of the port of Boston;
Daniel J. Driscoll. Jr., of Lynn, president
of the sponsoring group, and Mary G.
Moran of Brighton, chairman of the dinner committee.
The speaking program will be prior to
the broadcast of President Roosevelt's
speech at the $50.a-plate Jackson Day ,
dinner in Washington.
Fifty Massachusetts Democrats, headed
by Governor James M. Curley, will attend the Washington dinthe party
Including Lieutenant Governor Joseph L.
Hurley, State Treasurer Charles F. Hurley, State Auditor 'Thomas H. Buckley,
Attorney General Paul A. Dever, and
Chairman, Joseph McGrath of the Democratic State committee.
A table also will be occupied by
tors David I. Walsh and Marcus A. SenaCoolidge and the Massachusetts Democratic
members of the Iii);:so.

and that his nervous system is lmAlthough six psychiatrists reported
paired by disease, but declared him
killer
d
convicte
that Miller F. Clark,
Clark's judgement, they resane.
irwholly
was
an,
of Ethel Zuckerm
has been materially imported,
a
from
g
sufferin
responsible and
pe'red.
reCurley
Gov.
disease,
severe brain
The Goysmar conferrer' yesterday
today,
for
fused a plea for commutation
the with Geo :?re- Douglas. counsel
in
die
to
ed
schedul
is
and Clark
the condemned man, and .oday anweek.
next
chair
electric
nounced:
The Governor, it is understood,
"I have weighed the facts as preconcluded, after a review of the facts. sented by the attorney for Mr. Clark
and
that the murder was atrocious,
and have examined the decision of
despite Clark's severe brain disease, the Supreme Court in the ease, and
Dr.
proper.
sandid not feel commutation
Sol- I find that the question of the
A. Warren Stearns and Harry
was not raised at
Clark
Mr.
of
ity
mental
of
ent
anon, of the departm
any time during the progress of the
diseases, said Clark is feeble-minded trial. Under the cir..umstances, I
have decided to refuse commutation."

/
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State Clubwomen Score
Evacuation of CCC Camp
53,000 women respectfully urge
Although the official staff and
you to use all your influence to enrollees, all of whom are under
keep the CCC camp in Athol, orders from the War department
Mass.
will be gone Sunday, the forest
"Men at this camp are doing sei vice group, under the control of
valuable work in eradication of the state department of conserthe Gypsy moth pest at the for- vation, will remain for the presest in Petersham of 1,000 acres ent, having as yet received no inpresented by this organization to structions to vacate the camp.
cur commonwealth. The discontinuance of this camp and
its work may prevent future
gifts of land to the state."
Mrs. Swan said "The division of
conservation of the federation has
worked very hard to keep the CCC
camp with its 190 members in the
town of Athol.
'The forest that bears the name
of the organization it represents is
certainly worthy of continued '
work. The three months' work on
the eradication of this pest will go
for naught of not continued."
Deane Letter
RESS CLIPPING SELO ICE
----From Ernest J. Deane, newly apAlmost simultaneously with the pointed state commission
2 Park Square
er of condeparture for Ft. Devens last night servation came the following letter
3ST
ON
MASS.
of 90 of the Athol CCC camps 170 to Athol businessmen and cham- ,
enrolees came a protest from Mrs. ber of commerce members:
"Your teleg
Thomas Walker of Whitinsville, been received. ram of Jam 4 bas
E
president of the Massachusetts
"I, too, am very sorry that the
Athol ('CC camp is to be disAthol, Mass.
Federation of Woman's Clubs on
continued. The decision as to
behalf of the federation's executhe abandonment. of a number
tive board, and Mrs. Clyde Swan
of the CCC camps and the selecof Barre, chairman of the federation of the specific camps to be
tion's conservation department, discontinued is not under my
control. That decision has been
both of whom stressed the value
made in Washington. Your apof the camp to a wide area in this
peal, therefore, should be made
section.
to the ‘Vashington agthorities.
The Athol chamber of commerce
"I am requesting that the camp
and businessmen who sent a tobuildings be kept intact and I
(Special to The Daily News)
tal of 32 telegrams to United
very much hope that it may be
STATE HOUSE. BOSTON
States Senator David I. Walsh and
possible to reoccupy them some,
.Jan. 7—Rep. Charles H.
to the state conservation departtime in the near future."
Cooke of
Athol
ment asking the retention of the
has
signed a petition to be
90 Leave Camp
camp today received letters from
Ninety enrolees of the 1142nd given Governor James M. Ctirley
'reque
the commissioner of conservation company were moved from
sting
the mond P. rtappolurnient-ur Raysaying that the closing of the camp to the concentrat
Kenney of Belmont as
ion
point
camp is inevitable, but that efforts at. Ft. Devens yesterday
director of fish and game division
eveni
ng.
of the State department
will be made to. reopen it in the and the remainder is
of Conscheduled servation.
near future.
to leave next Sunday.
Federation Protest
All equipment except stoves ane ,The petition is being circulated
The following night letter was their supply oNeoal
will be remov- by Rep. O. D. MacLellan of Belsent to Senator Walsh and Gov- ed with the final evacu
atibn of the mont.
ernor James M. Cll
.
1r
by Mrs. camp, it was revealed this nernWalker:
ing by George Hoey. state forester
"The executive board of the
attached to the 1142nd unit.
Massachusetts Federation
The exception made in the case
of
Women's clubs, consisting
of heating equipment and fuel
of
believed locally to be due to a protest mentioned in Deane's letter,
and the possibility that the camp
may be reopened later.

DEANE REGRETS
CLOSING, HINTS
AT REOPENING

To Empty Buildings
By Sunday

FORESTERS STAY

Stoves, Fuel Are
Left Behind

.cHININICL

1T,i5

Cooke Favor(
Kenney Petition
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SCHUSTER, CHALLENGES CUM
TO BATTLE IN LIBEL COURTS
'For Vindication
From Democrats'
(Special to the Daily News)
n, Jan. 8,
STATE HOUSE, Bosto
M.
James
nor
Gover
on
—Calling
his
gh
throu
carry
Curley to
may libthreat against those who
Winfield A.
el him, Councilor
challenged
Schuster this evening
the courts
the Governor to enter
Demoand get "vindication from
icans."
crats as well as Republ
member
The fiery council
executive
charged that the chief
upstanding
should "get it from
ed you
assail
have
who
rats
Democ
than
bitter
more
much
in terms
been levthe criticism which has
Republicans."
elled against you by
lack the
"I predict you that you
inal formoral courage and intest
because
titude to make such a test
the deYOU know in advance what
twitted as
cision will be," Schuster
over the
he attacked the Governor
evening.
state air lanes this
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Mass. Solons
Give Communist
Cold Shoulder

adjutant of the State Department of
tin, American Legion, Reddin said
Communists were
he understood
Present and asserted the Legion did
not want the aid of the communist
party.
Frankfeld, who described himself
as an organizer for the party., was
able to say before ReInsteln entered
the. room, "we have the interests of
the veterans at heart, and we can
pledge the veterans our wholehearted support."
As soon as Reinstein discovered
Frankfeld'e affiliation he made his
threat to resign, declaring "the
"Communist party wants to overthi ow the American government by
force and I will have nothing to do
with them. They shouldn't be recognized here."
After hearing 144...Insteln's threat to
resign as committee clerk, Senator
Burke agreed with Relnstein that he
would not recognize the Communist.
Irrankfeld and his companion attempted to remonstrate and Burke
then threatened to have them eject-

ed.
"There will be no interruptions,
Burke warned them. "I told You
wouldn't recognize the Communist
party or its representatives and if
you continue to interrupt, you will
have to leave the room.
"If you interrupt again, I'll put you
out of the room, myself, do you understand that?"
A. state house officer was summoned and conferred with Burke but the
Buskin, Jan. 8—(AP)--A Com- two men left the committee room
to eject
munist who appeared before a. before any attempt was made
Committee of the Massachusetts them.
Legislature to favor payment of the
Veterans bonus was denied the right
to speak today.
Philip Frankfeld of Boston, who
said he represented 150 World War
Veterans who were Communists and
would pledge support of the Communist party, was told by Senator
Thomas Burke of Boston, Chairman
Date
Of the Committee on Constitutional
Law, that he would be ejected if he
attempted to speak.
was
Burke, whose committee
conducting a hearing on a petition
to memoralize Congress In favor of
the United Veterans' Bill for cash
-payment of the bonus, said he would
not recognize the Communist party
or its representatives.
H.
Frederick
Represenative
Reinstein of Revere, clerk of the
committee, precipitated the issue by
refusing to record Frank telds t stininny and threatening to resign as
MIDDLEBORO, Jan. 8.—The Mid3Ierk if asked to do so.
He said the party advocated over- dleboro Junior Democratic Crusaders
and will hold a meeting in the American
the government
:brow of
Legion Hall Thursday evening. Jan.
should not be heard.
ex_eester- 9, at 8 o'clock.
Governor James M._.
Hon. Charles H. McGlue, chairman
lay annottncertrifirT.iisport of the
of the State ballot law commission,
United Veterans' bill.
After hearing several members of honorary president of the Junior'
Veterans 'organizations favoring the Democratic Crusaders of Massachupetition to Congress In favor of the setts; four times chairman of the
measure ,the hearing was adjourned. democratic State committee and camReintseln, who was late in reach- paign manager of Gov. Curley, will be
ing the hearing room, was told by the leading speaken H. McChairman Burke to record the name Auliffe, State organizer of the Junior
and address of Frankfeld. When he Democratic Crusaders, will also
not speak.
learned who he "qi he said,
make any notes on what the ComDancing will follow the meeting.
munist party has to say. If you The Middleboro Crusaders have shown.
male me, I'll resign as clerk. You'll rapid growth and President William
have to get another clerk."
A. Blanchette extends an invitation
The first knowledge the commit- to the men and women of Plymouth
tee had that Frankfeld was pres- county between the ages of 17 and
ent came from Tiorold P. Redden, 30 to attend.
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Order Him From Hearing
On Bonus When He
Volunteers Support
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Up With The 'Lines
By L. R. H.
BLIND FLIGHT—A host of locul ment there is no reason why our
friends of Paul S. Bauer of Lynn. hopes, long deferred, will not be at
manager of the North Shore News last realized
through indusrial
Co. and circulation manager of the peace.—Haverhill Sunday Record
Beverly Evening Times, were re- .tan, 5.
lieved and gratified when word
I..— R. —H.
came from Washington Sunday
that he had completed a successful
By direction of the Governor an-blind flight" from Boston to the other renegade Republics
-77TO the
Capital in 5 hours and 25 minutes. person of former State Treasurer
Bauer, who has owned and pilot- Fred J. Burrell of Medford has
ed his own plane for about four been appointed a deputy assessor of
•itars, was accompanied by John S. income taxes at a 5Z500 salary.
Shobe, Boston test pilot. Except for What a chance to get back at his
a half-hour stop for gasoline in enemies!
Camden. N. J., the trip was uninI.— it. — H.
terrupted and uneventful.
SANITY
11
ILL WIN—The HartBauer, a son or ionner idnyor
Ralph S. Bauer of Lynn, undertook ford ( ourant predicts that common sense will prevail In the disthe flight, he said, to support his
position of such political problems
contention
that private planes
should have the same right to use as the Too mend plan, when It
regulated
nirways is trim/trawl says:
ships.
Although it Is as difficult to ar"There is a movement under way eee with those who have been
to confine official airways solely to "hipped" by Townsendism as it was
commerical planes."
he added. to argue with the On-et:backers
"and I wanted to /dim the author- and the Populists of other days, it
ities that there is as much safety Is not to be forgotten that far more
for me fling by instruments as than a modicum of common sense'
there is for commercial or transport resides in the American people.
which will asaert itself with inpilots"
Congratulations. Paul, and the creasing force now that the Oldsame good Pick
whenever you Age Revolving Pension has become
a political Lague. Those Congress-take the air!"
men and candidates for Congress
1.. — R. — U.
who, to gain votes, have been %W— Year-end
report ing to play on the credulity of the
from Manchester, claiming that the Towneer.ditta are likely to look
shoe output for New Hampshire pretty sick before election day
will approximate 30.000,00o pates in rolls around Lincoln's remark, also
1935, a gain of about 17 percent attributed to P. T. Barnum. that
over 1934, shows where a slate/ten- you cannot fool all the people all
tial pert of Massachusetts shoe the time still holds good
business has gone. Radical trade i
— R.— H•
union tactics can justly be blamed
ANOTHER
MESa—As I expectfor most of this loss, • substantial
part of which can be chalked up to ed, state A. F. of L. officers are
not pleased at the Governor's and
Essex county.
Prank Goodwin's interference in
L —R.—
the Haverhill labor situation, where
BRIGHTER OUTLOOK—Janu- the Boot and Shoe Workers union
ary 2 has conic and gone, and the is in it fair way to rescue the shoe
prospects of a return to sanity and industry from its threatened comemployment in Haverhill shoe fac- plete extermination.
Following the surrender of the
tories seems now assured through
the Boot and Shoe Workers union. Coveraer to the Registrar of MoThe snipers and smoke-screen cre- tor Vehicles on the question of the
ators in the old setup may be hard litters mixing in the shoe trade
to convince that they are beaten, unions' scrap in Haverhill, Robert
but events of the past few days are J. Watt, ch
.
asy lieutenant and resurely encouraging for an eventu- cent appointee on the unemployal accomplishment of peace and ment compensation commission,
prosperity in our city. With the jumps into the fight with a sizzling
honest cooperation of workers, em- attack on Goodwin and a backployers and the municipal govern- handed slap at the Governor.

(AO1%'1NG

The Boot and Shoe is an American Federation affiliate. Brockton
district for years was its stronghold in the East, until Goodwin
mixed In and helped to drive it out
he means of his independent
• Brotherhood,- now trying to mess
wings up in Haverhill as the Band S. corrals practically everyemployed slax• worker in 90 percent of the Haverhill factories.
I..— R. — H.

NLUTRAL (IMISSIONS—I hops-

you get a good laugh, as 1 did, out
of this peace of brilliant sarcasm
in the "Topic s of the Times" column
in the Sunday New York Times:
For a Presidential year the new
Neutrality Bill has some startling
omissions. There is nethir.g in the
bill which compels the National
Broadcasting Company and the Columbia Broadcasting System to lay
an air embargo againt Democratic
and Republican belligerents alike.
As the Presidential campaign gets
hotter and hotter there is nothing
in the Neutrality Bill to prevent
the sale to belligerents of the es- ,
sential war commodities so picturesquely named by Alfred E. Smith,'
boloney and banana oil.
Neither is there any provision
enforcing 100 percent neutrality in
the matter of postcard polls, college
alumni canvasses, groundhog phe- •
namens. goosebone prophecies and
other vatielnations. 'They all infallibly predict the outcome of the
election next November and consequently
exert an enormous
influence on the bandwagon vote.
Le-R.—H.
lieplorinc the rapid increase in
fluter car fatalities,
Governor
Lehman of New York. In
annual
mesitaze wisely said: "Any approach to a solution of this problem requires consideration of the
driver, the vehicle, the rate of
speed. safety education and the
tired of traffic regulation."

his

L
ibROGREsS---r was gratified and
piesteed this week to learn that the
High school gymnasium will soon
be equipped with a modern and efficient amplifying system, thanks
to the wisdom of the School Board
and the cooperation of principal
Pierce and the trade school heads.
With an appropriation of $75 by
the Board for the purchase of
equipment and parts, the students
are constructing an amplifier and
lcud speakers which will enable
everyone who attends a banquet in
the Gym to hear plainly the speakers at the head table.
This is what I call commendable
co-operation and progress.
L — R. — IL
if the country could feel assured
that new raids on the Treasury, such
as demands for cash payment of
the bonus, would be warded off,
and Federal relief costs reduced
to

HERALD-NEWS
Fall River, Mass.
the minimum comparable with irreducible needs, Industry would
forge ahead faster. And this would
relief
automatically reduce the
problem by the provision of those
permanent jobs which alone repreemployment gains.—
sent real
Washington Yost.
L. — It.— H.
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Advocate
Payment
/
'REDS' CREATE
Of Bonus

"WIIY FARLEY GRINS"—This
is the heading of a recent editorial
in the Boston American which
says:
A promise was made to the
people by Franklin
American
Delano Roosevelt in 1932 to reduce
expenses and lop off unnecessary
bureaus.
Here are the results of that promise only three short years afterward:
Federal pay checks totalling
$5,387,555,364 are being handed
out. And 9,047,956 persons are on
the payrolls, divided as follows:
2,975,000
WPA and PWA
3,430 000
AAA payments
796.297
Regular employes
860,000
Veterans' aid
539,000
CCC
109,000
Student aid
281,654
Military
50,000
Civil pensions
7,005
Legislative and judicial

Jily

FLURRY OVER
BONUS RESOLVE

BOSTON,Jan. 8.—(UP)—Appearance of two communists disrupted
a legislative hearing to-day on a
resolve to memorialize Congress in
favor of the United Veterans' bill
for payment of the soldiers' bonus.

The pair left voluntarily after Sen.
Burke, democrat, Boston, chairman
of the committee on constitutional
law, threatened to "throw them out."
Philip Frankfeld of Boston arose
to speak in favor of the resolve. "We
have the interests of the veterans at
heart," he said, "and we can pledge
the veterans our whole-hearted support."
"Do ycri represent any party?"
Burke asked. Frankfeld said he was
an organizer for the communist party
0047,956 and was acting "on instructions of
Total
were ONLY 2,150,835 the 150 veterans who are members
There
persons on the government rolls of our party and who believe in our
political views.''
when the PROMISE we.s made.
Rep. Reinstein, republican, Revere.
These figures have been compiled
clerk, arose in protest.
by the "United States News," of committee
communist party wants to overWashington, D. C., which adds this I.'The
throw the American government by
startling comment:
force, he said, 'and I will have
"THEY INDICATE THAT NEAR- =thing to do with them. They
LY ONE-FOURTH OF THE VOT- shouldn't be recognized here I'll not
ING POPULATION IS ON THE take any notes or. what the comPAYROLL AND THAT MORE munist party has to say. If you make
RECEIVING 'me, I'll resign. You'll have to get
ARE
PERSONS
a new clerk."
MONTHLY CHECKS FROM THE
State Adjutant Harold P. Redden
GOVERNMEN"" THAN ARE EM- of the American Legion supported
G
MANUFACTURIN
Reinstein. "The American Legion
PLOYED IN
doesn't want the aid of the comIN THIS COUNTRY AND NEAR- munist party," he said.
EMARE
AS
MANY
AS
LY
Burke restored order, then ruled:
I believe like the clerk, that the
PLOYED ON FARMS."
, party has been formed to overthrow
These figures are EXCLUSIVE the government by force, I will rule
this
in
relief
on
millions
that I will not recognize them here."
of the
The men turned and left the room.
country.
Then the committee took the reWith ONE-FOURTH of the vot- solve under advisement and went
ing population on the payrolls is it into executive session. Earlier, Rep.
Downey, democrat, Brockton, and
any wonder the administration is
several other legislators had spoken
careless of its promisPs, and .e.arley in favor of the measure.
The resolve was drafted by the
boasts he will carry Pennsylvania
State department of the American
for his chief?
Legion, the Veterans of Foreign Wars
and the Disabled Veterans and has
64-et C4Avto v"
been indorsed by Gov. Curley.

•

Appearance of Communists Disrupts Legislative
Committee Hearing.
BULLETIN
BOSTON, Jan. 8, (AP)—The
Massachusetts House of Representatives today adopted a resolution to memoralize Congress in
favor of immediate cash payment
of the bonus to war veterans.
The resolution now goes to the
State Senate which meets at 2 p.
m. tomorrow to consider it.
BOSTON, Jan. 8, (UP)—The legislative Committee on Constitutional
Law voted unanimously today to report favorably the resolve for the
Massachusetts Legislature to memorialize Congress in favor of immediate payment of the soldiers'
bonus.
Appearance of two Communists
disrupted a legislative hearing being given by the committee.
The pair left voluntarily after
Senator Burke (D) Boston, chairman of the Committee on Constitutional Law, threatened to "throw
them out."
Favors,Resolve
Philip Frankfeld
_ of Boston arose
to speak in favor of the resolve.
"We have the Interests of the
veterans at heart," he said, "and we
can pledge the veterans our wholehearted support."
"Do you repre-sent any party?':
Burke asked.
Feankfeld said he was an organsi
izer for the Communist party and
was acting "on instructions of the
'150 veterans who are members of
our party and Who believe in our
political views."
Representative Reinstein (R) Revere, committee clerk, rose in protest.
"The Communist party wants
to overthrow the American government by force," he said, "and
I will have nothing to do with
them. They shouldn't be recognized here. I'll not make any
notes on what the Communist
party has to say. If you make
me, I'll resign. You'll have to get
a new clerk."
State Adjutant Harold P. Redden
of the American Legion supported
Reinstein.
"The American Legion doesn't
want the aid of the Communist
party," he said.
Burke restored order, then ruled:
"I believe like the clerk, ,that the
party has been formed to overthrow
the government by force. I will
rule that I will not recognize them
here."

1

•

Frankfeci and ills Unidentified
companion began to talk, both at
once.
"I'll throw you out," stormed
Burke.
The men turned and left the
room. Then the committee took
the resolve under advisement and
executive session.
into
went
Earlier. Repreeentative ,Downev
Democrat, Brockton and several
other legislators had spoken in
favor of the measure.
The resolve was drafted by the
State Department of the American
Legion, the Veterans of Foreign
Wars and the Disabled Veterans,
and has been endorsed by Governor
Curley.
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Hurley To Speak At
Hub Jackson Dinner

will
Lieut. Gov. Joseph I,. Hurley
address the Jackson Day dinner of
Boston tothe Young Democrats in
to
night. He has cancelled plans
in
attend the dinner in Washington
in
order to represent Gov. Curley
sites
Boston.
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Political Grab Bag
By

Thomas

K.

Brindley

Democrats Observe Jackson Day to Eat, Hear Roosevelt
Talk, and—Creditors Hope—Get Money
to Pay Overdue Bills.
This is Jackson Day.
In observance of the occasion, Democrats will gather about banquet tables tonight and eat $1 dinners for which they will pay anywhere from $1.25 to $50, tile top price being asked for the affair in
the nation's capital.
While to all and sundry, it may appear the principal purpose of
tonight's gatherings is for the Democrats to demonstrate their abilities as epicures, such is not the case.
They are eating and paying pretty high prices for the privilege
for the following reasons:
1—Because they are Democrats.
2—Because the President thinks it's a good idea.
3—Because the President is going to deliver another early campaign address.
4-8ecause the Democrats have a lot, of bills to pay from the
the last campaign.
Of course, the Democrats are not the only ones who stage affairs of this nature to wheedle money out of loyal party men. The
Republicans do it too, but by a stroke of luck the G. 0. P. happens
to be out of the ''red" at this particular time.
Whether it will be after the swild and wooly campaign that hi
ahead remains to be seen.
Very likely both major par ties will be very much in the crimson
a year hence, but that will be a source of concern only to the people
to whom they owe the money.
The reasons that the Democrats are dining tonight are set forth
above, although it is quite likely various orators will remember to
mention that Jackson Day is celebrated because it is the anniversary of the Rattle of New Orleans. That skirmisn. was staged in
the War of 1812, in case any speakers at nearby banquets tonight
have forgotten to brush up on their history.
No doubt, boys and girls in high school know more about Andrew Jackson than the politicians who will try to talk about him
tonight. He won great fame in the Revolutionary War although
only a boy when it was fought. lie served in both branches of Congress and was an unsuccessful candidate for President against John
Quincy Adams.
lie gained his greatest prominence during the War of 1812, when
he conducted a successful campaign against the Creek Indians in
addition to defending New Orleans against the British invaders.
Eventually, he served two terms as President during which he
showed himself to be stern, uncompromising, and determined.
But he couldn't have been too much of a politician—as that
species goes today—because Edward C. Smith, Ph. D., Assistant Professor of Political Science in New York University, writes of him:
"His honesty, his fearlessness, and his constant efforts in behalf
of the people endeared him to all classes and made him a popular
hero such as perhaps no other President ever became."
But if we keep up this account of Mr. Jackson. the politicians
who will address the Democrats while awaiting the President's
speech tonight, won't have much left to say about the man who Is
supposed to be honored on this day.
Of course, most of the politicians will devote their tints t° (1°ing the following:
1—Telling what great fellows they are.
Democratic; *Amin2 -Telling how lucky the State is to have a
'• -
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Dinner Calls
Many to D. C.
Noted Party Chiefs Will Be
Absent, However, As
Roosevelt Drive Begins

—
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Goodwin Must Give Lynn Motorist
Registration Plates That Satisfy
State Registrar of Motor VeMr. Mathey contends he had a
hicles Frank A. Goodwin is expect- low
number for years, until 1936
ed to make known today or in the
near future the'registration num- when it was assigned to Charles
ber he is willing to give Nichols Manion, former chauffeur for GovW. Mathey of Lynn.
ernor Swank Counsel for Mr.
Until
he issues registration ' Goodwin said a satisfactory numplates suitable to Mr. Mathey, Su- her would be substituted, and
! preme Court Justice Edward P. Judge Pierce ruled the petition
I Pierce will not dismiss a petition would not be dismissed until Mr.
' aimed at compelling Mr. Goodwin Mathey was advised what plates
Ito do that.
' were avallable.

Boston

Mass.
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In taking it all back,
Governor Curley makes it
that the blast he
clear
aimed at Registrar
was only a
whiff nf hot air.
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ment of the bonus, said he would
not recognize the Communist party
or it representatives.
Clerk Raised Issue
! Rep. Frederick H. Reinstein of
Revere, clerk of the committee,
precipitated the issue by refusing to
record Frankfeld's testimony and
threatening to resign as clerk if
asked to do so. •
He said the party advocated overthrow of the government ant
uydey
heard.
cu
es
be m
shouldo
James
yesCerday
announced hisibliport of the United
Veterans' bill.
After hearing several members of
veterans' organizations favoring the
petition to Congress in favor of the
measure, the hearing was adjourned.
Reinstein, who was late in reaching the hearing room, was told by
Chairman Burke to record the name
and address of Frankfeld. When he
learned who he was he said, "I'll not
make any notes on what the Communist party has to say. If you make
me, I'll resign as clerk. You'll have
to get another clerk."
Redden Speaks for Legion
The first knowledge the committee
had that Frankfeld was present
came from Harold P. Redden, adjutant of the state department of the
American Legion. Redden said he
understood communists were present and asserted the Legion did not
want the aid of the Communist

party.

Frankfeld, who described himself
as an organizer for thq, party, was
able to say before Reingtein entered
iCommunist
the room. 'fige have the interests of
the veteraDs at heart, and we can
pledge the veterans our wholehearted support."
As soon as Reinstein discovered
Frankfelcis affiliation he made his
I threat to resign, declaring "the
nunw
State Senate Committee the AmeirsictapnargtoyvIe'rairilintsenot obvverftohrowee•
I will have nothing to do with
Head Refuses to Hear; and
them. They shouldn't be recognized
Talk Favoring Bonus
here"
Threatened With Ejection
BOSTON, Jan. 8 (An — A comAfter hearing Reinstein's threat to
munist who appeared before a com- resign as committee clerk Senator
mittee of the Massachusetts Legis- Burke agreed with Reinstein that he
lature to favor payment of the vet- would not recognize the communist.
Frankfeld and his companion aterans' bonus was denied the right tempted to remonstrate and gurke
to speak today.
then threatened to have them
Philip Frankfeld of Boston, who ejected.
"There will be no interruptions,"
said he represented 150 World war
warned them. ''I told you I
veterans who were communists and Burke
wouldn't recognize the Communist
could pledge support of the Com- party or is representatives and if you
munist party, was told by Senator continue to interrupt, you will have
Thomas Burke of Boston, chairman to leave the room.
of the committee on constitutional "If you interrupt again. I'll put
law, that he would be ejected if he you out of the room, myself. Do
you understand that?"
attempted to speak.
Burke, whose committee was con- I A State House officer was sumJuet•ng a hearinq on a petition to l moned and conferred with Burke,
memcrialize Congress in favor of the but the two men left the committee
United Veterans' bill for cash pay- room before any attempt was made
to eject them.

Speaker Barre

I
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SELECTMEN HEAR PLEA

The Selectmen's Association has voted in
annual meeting by a vote of 52 to 25 in favor
of biennial sessions of the legislature. They
heard Governor Curley plead with them to
nmendations for additional
support hirrenr—
taxation because there can be no reduction,
he said, in governmental expenses for a long
time. He needs more taxes to meet increasing expenses of his government.
If his financial recommendations are accepted, the governor declared, it will be possible to end the state tax and reduce the municipal tax rates by $2 on the $1000 of valuation. He outlined his program for additional revenues, including the two-cent cigaret
tax, continuation of the extra-cent gasoline
tax, the alcohol tax, and others, and contended the recommendations are reasonable and
would bring relief to the home-owner, but
are being opposed by organized money that
brought about creation of the state tax appeals board and has prevented legislation for
home-owner relief.
Securing of new revenue is the only salvation of municipalities until prosperity has returned, he said, and called upon selectmen,
taxpayers' associations and like bodies to
unite for the battle, otherwise it would be
impossible for him to succeed in his endeavor.
Every town official is hunting for additional revenue but there will be quite a few
of them who will object both to the demand
for so much additional as the governor asks
and who will doubt the need of growing extravagance. Some even believe there could
be a reduction in expenses.

,0011.•••••••••
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Marshall Lashes Out At
Sliding Scale Rates-434
UNDER THE STATE
I Bills Filed at State House
HOU
SE DOME

The Council yesterday endorsed
Fred Burrell, former state treasurer.
as deputy assessor for the department of taxation and corporations
The vote was on party lines.
(love nor Curley. left yesterday for
1A'aahing
end the $50-a-plate
Jackson day dinner and to stir up
federal authorities in one of his numerous efforts to get more funds for
the state. The Jackson Day dinner
In Boston costs only $10 a plate.
A Warner-for-governor committeo
filed organization papers yesterday
with Secretary of State Frederic W.
Cook. The committee is to support
Joseph E. Warner in his candidacy
for the Republican nomination for
governor and among its purposes are
found listed work for social justice,
to guarantee Massachusetts citizens
first consideration on state contracts
and to see that each contract is
"honestly awarded": a fair share of
Federal money for Massachusetts
fairness in civil service, to prevent
denial of relief from public funds
because of political belief, to prevent diversion of motor vehicle funds
for other than road purposes and a
drive against crime.
A bill to abolish guest liability in
automobile cases, thereby eliminat•
hug the $6.50 boost in guest coverage
rates after a recent Supreme Court
decision which held that gross negligence need not be proved, was filed
In the Senate this afternoon by Sen.
William A. Davenport of Greenfield.
Hotels with 20 rooms or more
would be exempted from the provisions of any referendum which
might ban the sale of alcoholic beverages to be consumed on the premises or restrict such sales to wine
and beer under a bill filed by
Senator Harry B. Putnam of Westfi
eld
in behalf of Arthur L. Race,
president of the Massachusetts
Hotel Association.

STATE HOUSE, Boston—Lashing out at the projected establishment of
the sliding scale method of thing gas and electric rates in Massachusetts,
Wycliffe
3Iarshall, Watertown rate expert. yesterday filed a bill prohibiting
the use of that system which he described as "impracticable. contrary to
fundamental principles of Massachusetts law, gravely inequitable and unconstitutional.
>mare on an employer to report an
The sliding scale plan has been injury to an employe to the state
studied by Gs
epecial utility industrial accident board would be
brain trust committee, which is ex- punished by a $50 fine for the first
pected to report in favor of it.
offense and $100 for subsequent ofThe total of bills filed in the House tenses, under a bill offered by Repreof Representatives yesterday hit 434 sentative Henan of Winthrop on
for the current session, 43 behind the petition of Chairman Joseph A. Parks
figure a year ago. There were 52 in- of the board. The measure would
trodtmed yesterday. On the Senate allow a line for each time a request
side, 131 bills have been filed to date, by the beard for a report went
onAmong the petitions was a bill of heeded.
Representative Johnson of Brockton
Cities of 50,000 population or
to jack up the state's share of the would go under civil service more
labor
pari-mutuel handle at horse tracks to laws, under the bill of Repres
entative
14 per cent. The state's assessment Lumley of Holyoke, asked
by
is now 3',‘i per cent.. The Johnson bill Moriarty, present of the state, A. C.
city and
would allow the track 6 per cent fJ town employes.
expenses and profit, instead of the
Senator Cavanagh of Cambridge,
existing 6'.‘ per cent. The money East Cambridge Distric
t
u•ould go to an old-age assistance filed a petition for an court clerk,
increase in
fund.
salary oLhis assistant clerks.
Representative Johnson also filed a
The so-called practice of "scalping"
bill requiring district attorneys in dis- railroad tickets would
be made a
' tricta composed of more than one crime punishable to a
fine
county to appoint his assistants with or a year's imprisonment up to $500
under a
regard to representation of the coun- measure filed by
ties served, and to prevent the as- Holyoke for ArthurSenator Hurley of
sistants from acting as private coun- president of the New P. Russell, vice
York, New Haven
sel in any criminal court
dr Hartford Railro
Repeal of the dog racing law is Russell's bills would ad. Another of
give the railroad,
sought by Representative Shea of street railway
and steamboat special
Cambridge.
. police the status in court of regular
A number of measures were filed police.
by Representative Sawyer of Ware
Senator Langone of Boston filed
a
for Alfred Baker Lewis, secretary of bill requiring
the state Socialist party. These would given to recipiethat all welfare aid be
nts
in
the
form of cash.
make school military drill optional He also seeks
a law allowing the estabinstead of compulsory, increase the lishment of
state
or
municipal banks, ,
state income tax from 6 to 20 per cent, publicly owned,
to memorialize Congress in favor of
Hotels with 20 or more rooms would
federal uniform labor laws and public be allowe
ownership of utilities, banks and' cities andd to sell liquor in "dry"
towns, under a bill filed by
natural resources, also memorials ad- Senator
vocating a 30-hour week with no re- Arthur Putnam of Westfield for
L. Race, president of the
duction in pay and for graduated Massachusett
s Hotel Association.
taxes on incomes, legacies and sucMembers of the Ancient and Honrreasions.
orable
• A bill asking that no contracts for back Artillery Co. would be given
the exemption from jury service
fore than $1000 be let by the city of
they once enjoyed, under the petition
Somerville without bids was intro- of
Senator Nicholson of Wareham.
luced by Representative Sherman of
Senator McKeown of Springfield
that city on behalf of John F. Foster. filed a
Reduction of the 70-year age limit commis measure for establishment of a
sion to negotiate with surto 65 was sought by Representative
roundi
Johnson and to 60 by Representative and ng states for the development
improvement of rivers flowing
Saayer on Lewis' petition.
throug
Exemption of veterans of the Spanish Leo S.h Massachusetts, on petition of'
GreenwJod, secretary of the '
war, Philippine insurrection or the
Connecticut Valley council.
China relief expedition from Civil
A bill requiring that the Boston
Service requirements is asked in a
bill of Representative Connelly of metropolitan district exercise its option on the purchase of the Boston
Wakefield.
Elevat
Horse racing would be forbidden on resentaed Railway was offered by Reptive Welsh of Hyde Park.
Monday and dog racing on Saturday,
Trucks which are required to stop
under a proposal of Representative along
Flaherty of Charlestown, who also have the roadside after dark would
filed a bill to have the tracks pay off passingto display red signal flares to
to nickles, instead of dimes as at Senator motorists under a bill filed by
Charles A. P. McAree of Hapresent, and to give unclaimed money verhill,
set aside for pari-mutuel pay-offs to
r K-teviet-t
the state treasury.
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Senator William A. Davenport of
Greenfield filed a bill to prohibit the
"sale as pure milk of the combination
of milk fat, with milk cream or skimmed milk, whether or not condensed,
evaporated, concentrated, powdered,
dried or dessicateci."
Establishment of a commission to
negotiate treaties with surrounding
states regarding the development and
improvement of rivers flowing through
Massachusetts and the construction of
public works along their banks is
sought in a bill filed by Senator
Francis M. McKeown of Springfield
on petition of L. S. Greenwood, secretary of the Connecticut Valley council,
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CHALLENGES GURLEY
TO TAKE ACTION
BOSTON, Jan. 7. (P)—Gov. James
M. Curley was challenged tonight
by Winfield A. Schuster, a member
if the executive council, to Include ,
his "Democratic foes" in his threats
to bring to court those making
false charges against him.
"The truth is," the Republican
councilor from Douglass said in
an address, "that the hostility of
Governor Curley has spread from
,he Republican party -tfl it now
is general without regard to party
politics." The address was broadcast.
"Come on, Governor," Schuster
urged, "as a test to your genuineness, proceed with your threats. Go
into the courts and get vindication
and get it from the Democrats as
well as from the Republicans. Get
it from these upstanding Democrats who have assailed you in
Lerms much more bitter than the
criticism tir,t has bee- levelled
against you by Republicans."
The governor, angered by charges
he sponsored an institutions building program solely for the benefit
of contractors, threatened Saturday
to sue his critics for libel. He
specifically accused Leverett Saltonstall, speaker of the House of
Representatives, and "the Royal
Purple group of the Republican
party and flunkies."
Schuster publicly called on the
governor to make his threat retroactive and to "apply it to his critics
hi the Democratic party . . . stilt
as Alfred g. Smith (former governor of New York), former Governor
Joseph B. Ely of Massachusetts,
Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield ..
and others."
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Curley Challenged
To 'Gag' Democrats
)Boston—(AP)—Executive Councillor Winfield A. Schuster, Republican,
today awaited Governor James M.
Curley's answer to his challenge to
the governor to include "Democratic
foes" in his threat to take legal action against his detractors.
"The truth is," the councillor from
Douglas said last night in an address, "that the hostility to Governor
Curley has spread from the Republican
party until it now is general without
regard to party politics.
Schuster declared "These upstanding
Democrats have assailed you in terms
much more bitter than the criticism
... levelled against you by Republicans."

Press c1ipping Service
2 Park Square
Boston
Mass.
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GOV, CURLEY REFUSES IU
COMMUTE CLARK SENTENCE

STATE HOUSE
, NEWS IN BRIEF
Sen. Davenport Files Bill

to Abolish Guest
Liability.
BOSTON, Jan. 8--Sen. William A.
Davenport, of Greenfield, yesterday
filed a bill in the Senate to abolish
guest liability in automobile cases
thereby eliminating the $6.50 increase in guest coverage rates, following a decision by the Supreme•
Court that gross negligence need not
be proved.
The Supreme Court's recent decision ruled that a violation of the
road was sufficient grounds for recovery, although it had been assumed generally that gross negligence must be proved for a guest
rider to recoVer. The rates were
raised but Insurance Commissioner
Francis J. DeCelles declared there
would be a refund if the law on
which the court decision was based
is repealed.
On petition of Arthur L. Race,
president of the Massachusetts Hotel
Men's Association, Sen. Harry P.
Putnam, Of Westfield, filed a bill
yesterday, under the provisions of
which, regardless of the vote of a
city or town On liquor at a biennial
state election, hotels of more than
20 rooms would be exempt from a
no-license decision.

Public Works Commissioner William F.'Callahan yesterday branded as "Untrue" charges made on the
SAYS QUESTION OF SANITY floor of the Senate Monday, by Sen.
Joseph A. Langone, Jr., of Boston,
NOT RAISED DURING PROGRESS OF MURDER TRIAL
that his department tried to award
the state's granite curbing contract
Boston, Jan. 7—(/P)--The electric to the Fletcher Granite Co., of Milchair was brought closer to Miller ford, N. H. He also said, in reply
to
Frank Clark, 57. condemned mur- Langone,
that he would welcome an
derer of Ethel Zuckerman, IS, by
refusal of Governor James M. Cur- investigation of his department in
ley today to extend executive connection with pier leases, after
Sen. Langone was quoted as saying
clemency.
Clark is under sentence to die he understood that people were not
during the week of Jan. 12 for mur- paying rent for the property. Comdering the girl, an employe of a missioner Callahan said that thel
Boston bakery.
lessees are paying rent, but that a
Two State psychiatrists, Dr. A. few may be in arrears.
Warren Stearns and Harry C. Colomon. reported Clark feeble-mindAt noon today, for the first time
ed, and that his Judgment and control had been impaired by di- since 1861, the state celebrated New
Orleans day, as directed by the Legsease.
In refusing to commute the death islature. At neon a salute of guns
sentence to life imprisonment the was fired on Boston Common and
Governor said he was doing so be- following this, Lieut.-Gov. Joseph L.
cause the question of Clark's sanity Hurley was introduced by. Col. Fred"was not raised at any time during erick 'Gilbert Bauer, of
Weymouth,
the progress of his trial."
and then delivered a radio address.
Gov. Curley yesterday said: "I
would..1,e/tellinited to have the convention here if the money could be
raised," when speaking relative to
the Matter of having the
Democratic
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vtaiLiOn in Boston; but he said
he did not consider the matter seriI ously because it would be too difficult to raise the necessary $250,000'
for that purpose. He said it mould be I
"lovely" if the Democrats decided to
i.have it in the Hub.
, UULL

COURIER-CITIZEN
Lowell, Mass.

New bills to increase the
percentage of the take of the state
from
horse and dog racing, and to reduce
from 70 to 65 the age requirement
for those who receive old age
assistance, also were filed.
Representative Roland Sawyer of
Ware sought in another bill to inRep. Rufus H. Bond, of Medford,
crease on a graduated scale, the
•
filed petitions yesterday, that would
rate of taxation of legacies and
allow co-operative banks to sell
successions.
I shares to the Home Loan Owners'
Two bills affecting railroads were
Corporation
would provide
for
filed by Senator Frank Hurley of
issuance of optional savings
Holyoke. One on petition of the
; shares of the ultimate value of $200,
New Haven railroad, would provido
would establish the reserve require-; VIanY New Bills Filed in Legis- prison sentences
of a year for the
, ments of co-operative banks at 10
lature—Council Holds Brief "scalping" of railroad tickets; and i
per cent of their total share habilthe other would give railroad
police
, ities, exclusive of unmatured shares,
Session—No Discussion of the status of regular
police officers.
would establish the reserve requireParole Board Policy—Gov- orEmployers who continue to refuse
inents of co-operative banks at 3
neglect to report injuries to
, per cent of their total resources. and
ernor Endorses Bonus Bill.— their employees to the State
Induswould authorize co-operative banks
trial Accident board, after a first
Clark Refused Commutation. fine
to borrow for the purpose of making
of $50, would be lined $100, unreal estate loans.
der another bill proposed, on peUJan.,7 (1P)—Distributiontl tion of the accident board.
Rep. Adolph Johnson, of Brockton, BOSTON,
gasoline tax to
filed another banking bill, under the of one-half of the
and towns, in proportion
provisions of which the amount of the cities
registration of motor vehicles
taxation to be assessed on and paid to the
proposed in a bill filed in the
was
semi-annually by banks and trust
companies would not be less than House today.
The measure, filed by Representaone-eighth of one per cent of the
tive Adolph Johnson of Brockton,
deposits.
diversified'avalHe would also distribute one-half was one of a widely
Press Clipping Service
of the receipts from the gasoline tax anche of new measures which
filed to
to the cities and towns in propor- brought to 600 the new bills
2 Park Square
tion to the registration of motor date.
BOSTON
MASS.
Governor James M. Curley put in
vehicles.
State_Hpuse.
Rep. Johnson would also prevent a very busy day at the
Washingassistant district attorneys from He left late in the day for
Jackson day dinSUN
acting as private counsel in the ton to attend the
accompanied by a
criminal side of any court. In an- ner tomorrow
Lowell,
including
experts,
budget
Mass.
of
corps
other bill, Rep. Johnson would seek
Howard, chairman of the
'
an increase from 10 to 20 per cent Charles P.
administration and Finance commisthe race track receipts on wagered
money, of which sum 14 per cent sion.
Curley also presided at a brief
would be turned over to the state
session
of the executive council.
per
cent
is
more
than it
which
10I4
his appointment of
confirmed
which
now receives.
a new trustee of the Massachusetts ,
State college, and the reappointRep. Edward J. Connelly, of Wakement of a present trustee.
BOSTON, Jan. 8 (iP)—A Cornmunik
field, has filed a bill with the Legis- Postpone Parole Board Discussion.
lature, under the provisions of which
The controversial matter of Pa- who appeared before a committee of
would be exempted veterans of the role board policy was postponed by the Massachusetts legislature to faSpanish war, the Philippine Insur- the council at the suggestion of vor payment of the veterans bonus,
rection and the Chinese relief ex- Curley, who said it would be "hard- was denied the right to speak today.
Philip Frankfeld of Boston, who
pedition from Civil Service require- ly fair" for the council to act on tesments, a bill that has been vetoed timony of members of the Parole said he represented 150 World war
annually for several years.
board and officers of penal institu- veterans who were Communists and
could pledge support of thli Comtions for another week.
Two other actions of the governor munist party, was told by Senator
Sen. William Davenport, of Greenfield, has filed a bill to prohibit the during the day were his refusal to Thomas Burke of Boston, chairman
sale, as "pure milk," of the combina- commute to life imprisonment the of the committee on constitutional
tion of milk fat with milk cream death sentence of Miller „Flank law, that he would be ejected if he
or skimmed milk, whether or not Clark, convicted of slaying Ethel attempted to speak.
condensed, evaporated, concentrat- uckerman in a Boston bakery siiopf Burke, whose committee was contwo years ago; and his endorsemen ducting a hearing on a petition to
ed, powdered or dried.
of the bonus bill now pending i memorialize congress in favor of the
United Veterans bill for cash payUnder the provisions of a bill pro- Congress.
While the House did not meet, thai meat of the bonus, said he would
posed on petition of the State Industrial Accident Board, employers who Senate did so briefly, and heard a not recognize the Communist party
continue to refuse or fail to report Plea from Senator Thomas M. Burke or its representatives.
injuries of their employes to the Of Boston that the recess comrnig- Rep. Frederick 11. Reinstein of
board, after a first fine of $50, would mon reports on biennial sessions Revere, clerk of the committee, preand taxation be taken up immedi- cipitated the issue by refusing to
be fined $100.
record Frankfeld's testimony and
ately. It then adjourned.
threatening to resign as clerk if
Yesterday the Warner-for-GOV• Much New Legislation.
Bills proposing new legislation asked to do so.
ernor committee filed organizatior
papers with Sec. of State Frederit continued to pour in, bringing the He said the party advocated overW. Cook. This committee will sup number now before the two houses throw of the government and should
port Joseph E. Warner, former a for consideration to more than 600. not be heard.
Among these proposals was one Governor James M.iivie
irlie; yestertoniey general as candidate for t
announced his su
• of the
Republican nomination for Gov to empower the state or cities to en.
ter the banking business, filed by united Veterans bill.
ernor.
Senator Joseph A. Langone jr., Of After hearing several members of
The Senate is to meet tomorrov Boston, and another, offered by Rep- veterans organizations favoring the
petition to congress in favor of the
resentative Rufus H. Bond of
and then adjourn until Monday.
ford, to allow co-operative banks to measure, the hearing was adjourned.
sell shares to the Home Owners
tee*
Loan Corp.

JAN b
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Legislators Bar
Red Spokesman

ITEM
Lynn, Mass.

JAN 8 1936

BONUS HEARING
AT STATE HOUSE
IS IN AN UPROAR
Two Communists Ordered Out
of Room After Revere Solon
Threatens to Resign

Ater
resigm
Burke
would
r
. pr
stm
tie

!hearing Reinsteln's threat to
as committee clerk, Seneca*
agreed with Reinstein that he
not recognize the Communsn atanodnshtrisatceompnadnio
rein
antkofeld

then threatened to have them ejected.
"There will be no inerruptions,'
"Burke warned them. "I told you I
wouldn't recognize the .Communist
party or its representatives and If
you continue to interrupt, you will
have to leave the room.
"If you interrupt again, I'll put
you out of the room, myself, do you
understand that?"
A State House officer was summoned
and conferred with Burke but the
two men left the committee room
before any attempt was made to eject
them.

SUPPORT NOT DESIRED
They Leave Before Arrival of
State House Officer. Lynn
Solon Favors Resolution

ITEM
Lynn, Mass.
JAN

Representative Charles V. Hogan,
of Lynn, appeared before the legislative committee on constitutional
law this morning in favor of the
adoption by the Massachusetts General Court of resolutions memorializing Congress in favor of the payment
of the soldiers bonus.
The hearing was thrown into an
uproar with threats of Representative
Frederick H. Reinstein of Revere to
resign as clerk 'of the committee anti
a warning of Senato Thomas Burke
of Dorchester. committee chairman,
that he would bodily "throw out"
two representatives of the communist
party.
Burke said he would not recognize
the Commupist party or its representatives,
RepresentaVve Reinstein of Revere
said the party advocated overthrow
of the government and should not be
heard.
Curley in Favor.
Governor-Jesse* M. Curley yesterday announced his support of the
United Veterans' bill.
After hearing several members of
veterans' organizations favoring the
petition to Congress in favor of the
measure, the hearing was adjourned.
Reinstein, who was late in relching
the hearing room, was told by Chairman Burke to record the name and
When he
address of Frankfeld.
learned who he was, he said: "I'll not
make any not:5 on what the Communist party has to say. If you make
me I'll resign as clerk. You'll have
to get another clerk."
The first knowledge the committes
had that Frankfeld was present
came from, Harold P. Redden, adjutant of the State Departmr.nt of the
American Legion. Redden said he
understood Communists were present
and asserVd the Legion diripot want
the aid of the Communist party.
Frankfeld, who described himself
as an organizer for the party, was
able to say before Reinstein entered
the room, "We hate the interests of
the veterans at heart, and we can
pledge the veterans our wholehearted
support."
No Recognition.
As soon as Reinstein discovered
/is
Frankfeld's affiliation he made
tttireat to resign, declaring " e
Communist party wants to overthrow
the American governmen by force and
I will have nothing to do with them.
They siruldn't be recognized here."
.110 •
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TWO ROOSEVELTS AT
JACKSON DAY DINNER
BOSTON, Jan.
repreRoosevelt family will be well
dinner of
sented at the Jackson Day
toMassachusetts Democrats here
night.
eldest son of the
James Roosevelt,
speakers
President, heads the list of
President's
the
Roosevelt,
John
and
stuyoungest son and a Harvard
dent, leads the ushers' list.
Curley atWhile Gov. James id
as ngton, Lt.
tends the dinner n Hurley
will be
Governor Joseph L.
the commonthe ranking officer of
wealth in attendance. expected to atMore than 1,000 are
tend.

GAROFANO HEADS
BARBERS BOARD
Local Man Elected Chairman
of State Commission; Opens
Special Drive

Press Clipping Service
2 Park Square
Boston
Mass.

Tony A. Garofano of Saugus and
Lynn today was reelected chairman
of the State Board Registration of

NEWS
Milford, Mass.

JAN 8
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Schuster Dares
Curley to due

TONY A. GAROFANO,
Reelected Chairman Stato Board
Registration in Barbering.
Barbering, tie was rerently appointed
to the board by Gov. Curley.
Chairman GaroffilMfsildiffced that
inspectors of the board will start a
tour of the state, checking up on
barbers who nave failed to renew their
annual registrations.
There are approximately 10,000 barbers coming within the provision of
the law and of these 2000 have not
registered.
Registration is required before
Jam 1.

..an pa. U

Boston,
Jan.
8—The recent
statement by Gov. James M. Curley that every charge "without
basis and libelous" made against
him would be taken to the
courts
was answered by Councillor Winfield A. Schuster of East Douglas
in a radio address last night.
Councillor Schuster called upon
the governor to make "his threat
retroactive and apply it to his
critics in the Democratic party",
and he named former Governor
Ely, Councillor Daniel H. Coakley, Alfred E. Smith, Mayor Mansfield of Boston, a Boston newspaper and "a few others owing
their political allegiance to the
party of which he is the titular
leader."

au% 1111ALIAMID.

attend.

,e

-pledge" th-e- veterans our wholeheartTRANSCRIPT
ed support."
TRANSCRIPT
As soon 'as Reinstein discovered
North Adams, Mass.
North
Frarikfeld's' affiliation he made his
Adams, Mass.
threat to resign, declaring "the communist party wants to overthrow
the American government by force
and 'I will have nothing to do with
therri. They shouldn't be recognized here."
After hearing Reinstein's threat
to resign as committee clerk, Senator Burke agreed with Reinsteln
that' he would not recognize the
communist. Frankfeld and his coinpanien attempted to remonstrate
and Burke then threatened to have
them ejected.
"There will be no interruptions,"
,Burke warned them. "I told you I
'wouldn
't recognize the communist
l
party or its representatives and if
you continue to interrupt, you will
Boston, Jan. 8.—(A.P.)—Executive I
have to leave the room.
Councillor Winfield A Schuster, Re"If you interrupt again, I'll put
publican, today awaited Governorj
you of the room, myself, do you understand that?"
James M. Curley's answer to his
I
A State House officer was sumchallenge to the governor to in- !
moned and conferred with Burke but
elude "Democratic foes," m hi
the two men left the committee
threat to take legal action nail:
room before any attempt was made
Boston, Jan. 8—(A.P.)---A commu. to eject them.
his detractors.
nist who appeared before a com"The truth is," the councillor .
from Douglass said last night in an
mittee of the Massachusetts legislaaddress, "that the hostility to Govture to favor payment of the veternor Curley has spread from the
erans' bonus was denied the right
"Republican party until it now is
to speak today.
general without regard to party
Philip Frankfeld of Boston, who
politics.
said he represented 150 World war
veterans who were communists and
"The governor owes it to himself
could pledge support of the commuto protect his character against any
nist party, was told by Senator
false allegations," Schuster declared,
Thomas Burke of Boston, chairchallenging Curley to get vindicaman of the committee on constition from "these upstanding Demotutional law, that he would be ejectcrats who have assailed you in terms
ed if he attempted to speak.
much more bitter than the criticism
Burke, whose committee was con. .. levelled against you by Repubducting a hearing on a petition to
licans."
i memorialize Congress in favor of
2
Park
Angered by charges he sponsored
Square
; the united veterans' bill for cash
an institutions building program
BOSTON
MASS.
, payment of the bonus, said he would
solely for the benefit of contractors
I not recognize the communist par•=-= the governor threatened last Satur.
ty or its representatives.
day to sue his detractors for libel. acTRANSCRIPT
Representative Frederick H. Reincusing specifically Leverett Salton
'
of Revere, clerk of the comNorth Adams, Mass.
stall, speaker of the state house o
mittee, precipitated the issue by rerepresentatives, and 'The roya
'fusing to record Frankfeld's testipurple group of the Republican part
mony and threatening to resign as
0,(1 flunkieq "
clerk if asked to do so.
He said the party advocated overthrow of the government and should'
not be heard.
Governor James M. Curley yesterday ann.-Micro los—Support of
the united veterans' bill.
After hearing several members of
(By Nathan Robertson—Associated I nently rt former Jackson day dinveterans' organizations favoring the
ners.
petition to Congress in favor of the
Press Staff Writer)
measure, the hearing was adjournWashington, Jan. 8—tA.P.)—Dem50 Attend From Massachusetts
ed.
ocratic party leaders converged on
Boston, Jan. 8—(A.P.)—That $50Reinstein, who was late in reachWashington from all over the coun- a-plate Jackson day dinner in Washing the hearing room, was told by
ington tonight will attract 50 Massatry today to help President
Chairman Burke to record the name
Roosevelt chusetts Democrats willing to
conand address of Frankfeld. When he
formally lreonch his campai
gn for tribute four-fifths of the price of
learned who he was he said, "Ill
re-elect
ion
the
meal toward the national party
tonight at the national
not make any notes on what the
deficit.
Jackson day dinner.
communist party has to say. If you
They will pay a total of $2,500, of
make me, I'll resign as clerk. You'll
As he addresses similar
from coast to coast from gatherings which $2.000 will be applied on the
have to get another clerk."
the
The first knowledge the committable here at 10 p. m. (E. banquet Democratic committee deficit of apS. T.), the proximately 8500,000.
tee had that Frankfeld was present
President will be surrounded
by his
Governor James M. Curley heads
came from Harold P. Redden, adcabinet, most Democratic
jutant of the State Department of
the Senate and House. members of a large lisree-WimeePatic state offimembers of cials who will attend.
the American Legion. Redden said
the national committee
and other
A number of women prominent in
he understood communists were
prominent party officials.
the party in the state also have respresent and asserted the Legion did
But almost as conspic
uous as the ervations. including Mrs.
not want the aid of the communist list of guests will
Margaret
be the names
party.
absentees. Alfred E. Smith, once of M. O'Riordan, vice chairman of the
the
state
committee; Mrs. Grace Howe
Frankfeld, who described himself ' Democratic
as an organizer for the party, was will not be presidential candidate, of Fall River, secretary of the comthere.
Probabl
y
John
W.
mittee; Mrs. Nellie M. Sullivan. also
,able to saY before Reinstein entered Davis,
another one-time party nom- of
the room. "We have the interest
Fall River, and Miss Mary Ward
of inee, will not. Missing will be oth- of Boston,
the veterans at heart,
immigration commissionand we can er names that
have figured nromi- er
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SCHUSTER AWAITS
CUR LETS ANSWER

REQUEST MADE
BY COMMUNIST
BRINGS DENIAL

h

k

orld War Veteran Who
is Member of Party,
Not Allowed to Speak
, on Bonus at Boston.

overnor Challenged to
Include "Democratic
Foes" in Threat to 'rake
Legal Action.
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Roosevelt to Open Fight

AtJackson Dinner Tonight

•
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CRITIC AWAITS
CURLEY REPLY
TO CHALLENGE
Schuster Urges Governor
Include Democratic
Foes in Threat
BOSTON, Jan. 8 (AP)—Executive Councillor Winfield A. Schuster, Republican, today awaited Governor Curley's answer to his challenge to the Governor to include
"Democratic foes," in his threat to
take legal action against his detractors.
"The truth is," the Republican
Councillor from Douglas said in an
address, "that the hostility to Governor Curley has spread from the
Republican party until it now is
general without regard to party
politics."
"Come on, Governor," Schuster
urged, "as a test to your genuineness, proceed with your threats. Go
Into the courts and get vindication
and get it from the Democrats as
well as from the Republicans. Get
it from these upstanding Democrats who have assailed you in
terms much more bitteu than the
criticism that has been levelled
against you by Republicans."
Among the "upstanding Democrats" named by Schuster as the
Governor's critics, were former
Governor Alfred E. Smith of New
York, former Governor Ely of
Massachusetts, and Mayor Mansfield of Boston.
Quoting
Democrats, Schuster
said:
"Mayor Mansfield said of Mr.
Curley on Sept. 14: 'For the first
time in its long and honorable
history Massachusetts has a Governor who is not only ruthless but
wholly unscrupulous. This is shown
by the public record that he has
made since he assumed office. It
is the duty of us all to see that he
shall never again be elected to
represent the people of Massachusetts in any office whatever. I am
committed to a campaign to terminate his political career.' Does
Mayor Mansfield belong to the
Royal Purple group of the Republieu) party, Governor?
-Joseph B. Ely, the former Governor and one of the finest men the
Democratic party has produced in
our generation, standing on the
platform of Tremont Temple in
13oston on the night of Sept. 18,
1934, publicly divested himself of
all protection of the courts and
uttered this forthright challenge,'I
demand that Mr. Curley, in keeping
with the principle laid down by
President Roosevelt, explain how he
lives on a scale far beyond his
vicible sources of income.' In other
words, 'Where did you get it, Jim?'
Is Mr. Ely of the Royal Purple
group of. the Republican party?"
f. ow• ••••••••••••••%•••

•
•s••••

Angered by charges he sponsored
an institutions building program
solely for the benefit of contractors,
The Governor threatened to sue
his detractors for libel, accusing
specifically Leverett Saltonstall,
Speaker of the State House of Representatives, and "The Royal Purple group of the Republican Party
and flunkies."

MERCURY
New Bedford, Mass.
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MASS.
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GAS TAX SHARE
TO CITIES URGED
Brockton Legislator's
Bill Would Distribute
Hall of Funds

FALMOUTH MAN SEES
GOVERNOR ON POS1
Special

to Standard-Time,
BOSTON, Jan. 8 — Thomas A
Barnes of Falmouth and PatricI4
W. Hehir of Worcester, both candi•
dates for the position of directoz
of the state division of
fisherlei
and game, now held by Raymond
J. Kenney, were among those who
conferred with Governor Curley before he left for Washington, late
yesterday afternoon.
The visitors stated that they had
informed the Chief Executive that
whichever of the two was selected
for the position would be satisfactory to the other. "We told the governor it was about time that a real
sportsman was apiillf
.
.ed as head

BOSTON, Jan. 7 (AP)—Distribution of one-half of the gasoline tax
to the cities and towns, in pro- of the division," the candidates deportion to the registration of motor clared.
vehicles, was proposed in a bill
filed in the House today.
The measure, filed by Representative Adolph Johnson of Brockton,
was one of a widely diversified
avalanche of new measures which
brought to 600 the new bills filed
to date.
Governor James M. Curley put
in a very busrliffrITT*1.he State
2 Park Square
House. He left late in the day for
BOSTON
MASS.
Washington to attend the Jackson
Day dinner tomorrow accompanied
by a corps of budget experts,
MERCURY
including
Charles P. Howard,
chairman of the administration and
New
Bedford, Mass.
finance commission.
Curley also presided at a brief
session of the Executive Council,
which confirmed his appointment
of a new trustee pf the Massachusetts State College, and
the
reappointment of a present trustee.
The controversial matter of
Parole Board policy was postponed
by the council at the suggestion of
Curley who said it would be
"hardly fair" for the council to
!BOSTON, Jan. 7 (AP)—The
act on testimony of members of
electric chair was brought closer
the Parole Board and officers of
to
Miller
Frank
penal institutions for
Clark, 57,
another
condemned
week.
murderer cf Ethel
Among other actions of the govZuckerman, 18, by refusal of
ernor during the day was his
Governor James M. Curley today
endorsement of the bonus bill now
to extend executive clemency.
pending in Congress.
While the House did not meet,
Clark is under sentence to die
the Senate did so briefly, and
during the week of Jan. 12 for
heard a plea from Senator Thomas
M. Burke of Boston that the Imurdering the girl, an employe of
a Boston bakery.
recess commission
reports on
biennial sessions and taxation he , Two state
psychiatrists, Dr.
taken up immediately. It then
Warren Stearns and Harry A.
C.
adjourned.
Solomon, reported Clark
feebleBills proposing new legislation
minded, and that his
judgment
continued to pour in, bringing the
and control had been
impaired by
number now before the two houses
disease.
for consideration to more than 600.
In refusing to
New bills to increase the perdeath sentence to commute the
centage of the take of the state
ment, the. governor life imprisonsaid he was
from horse and dog racing, and
doing so because
the question of
to reduce from 70 to 65 the age
Clark's sanity "was
not raised at
requirement for those who receive
any time during
progress of his
old age assistance, were filed.
trial."

.••••••••
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CURLEY REFUSES
CLARK CLEMENCY

lifirmo.
•sarylak smalairr114 uj nLU SILA

attend.
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Schuster Dares Governor
To Proceed With Threats
•

I Include 'Democratic Foes'
in Court Action, He

GAZETTE
Northampton, Mass.

Boston, immigration commission-

Boston to Have Dinner
The Roosevelt family will be
well represented at the Jackson
day dinner of
Massachusetts
Democrats here tonight.
BOSTON, Jan. T (AP)—Governo
r
James Roosevelt, eldest son of
James M. Curley was chall
enged tothe President, heads the list of
night by Winfield A.
Schuster, a
,peakers, and John Roosevelt, the
member of the Executive
President's youngest son and a
Council,
to include his "Democratic
Harvard student, leads the ushfoes"
in
his threats to bring to
court those
ers' list.
„making false charges again
st him.
Wlille Gov. James M. Curle
"The truth is." the Republican
y
attends the dinner in Washi
Councillor from Douglas said
ngin an
ton,
Lieut. Gov. Joseph I.. Huraddress, "that the hostility to Governor Curley has spread
ley will be the ranking office
from
r of
Republican party until it nowthe
the commonwealth in atten
is
dance.
general without regard
Mayor Frederick W. Mansf
to party f
iArl
politics." The address was
Nathan Robertson, Associat• will
broad- (BY
be Boston's leading Demo
cast.
ad Press staff Writer)
crat
present.
"Come on, Governor," Schus
Washington, Jan. 8.--(AP)—
ter
More than 1,000 are expec
urged, as a test to your
ted
genuine- 'Democratic party leaders con- to atten
ness, proceed with your threat
d.
s.
verge
Go
d
on
Washi
ngton from ni
into the courts and get vindic
ation over the county today to
and get it from the Democrats
help
as President
Roosevelt
well as from the Republicans.
formally
Get
it from these upstanding
launch his campaign for re-eleccrats who have assailed Demo- tion tonight at the national
you in
Jackterms much more bitter than
the son day dinner.
criticism that has been levell
As he addreases similar ga..hed
against you by Republicans."
ering.
s from coast to coast from
The Governor, angered by charg
es the bauquet table here at
he sponsored an institutions build10 p.
in. (II S. T.), the Presideut will
ing program solely for the benefi
of contractors, threatened Saturdayt be suriounded by his cabinet.
to sue his critics for libel. He most 7)3nocrstic memters
of the
specifically accused Leverett Salto
n- Senate Lrd House. inembcrs of
stall, Speaker of the House of Repthe /intone cotnntWee and otter
resentatives, and "the royal purpl
Press Clipping Service
group of the Republican party ande preminent part,y eftcials
But almost as conspicuous as
flunkies."
2 Park Square
Schuster publicly called on the the list of guests will be the
BOSTON
names of absentees. Alfred E.
MASS.
Governor to make
his
troactive and to "appl threat re- Smith. once the Democratic presy it to his dential candidate, will
critics In the
not be
Democratic party there. Probably
GAZETTE
• • • such as Alfred
John W. Davis,
E.
Smith
(former governor of
another one-time party nominee,
Nort
hamp
ton, Mass.
New'York),
mer Governor
will not. Missing will be other'
Joseph B. Elyforof
Massachusetts, Mayor
Frederick W. names that have figured promiMansfield, * •• and
nently at former Jackson day
others."
dinners.
Ray stair Democrats Represented
Roston, Jan. 8.—(AP)—That
$50-a-plate Jackson day dinne
r in
Washington tonight will attra
ct
50 Massachusetts Democrats
willing to contribute four-fifth
s of
the price of the meal towar
Boston, Jan, s.—t AP
d tip.?
national party deficit.
executive council approled the apThey will pay a total of
pointment of Wililani C. Moneta&
$2,500,
of which $2,000 will be
of Framingham, as a trustee of
applied
on the Democratic commi
ttee defthe Massachusetts State college
icit of approximately
$500,000.
and the reappoiutnent of Nathaniel I. Ilowiliteh as a trustee of the
heads a large llst of
eollege yesterday.
Democratic
state officials who will
The council also approved the
attend.
nomination by GovernoylatalleAr
A number of women
prominent in the party in the
Curley of James t
c.7141,s1.M.-EINAL
state also
have reservations. inclu
Beaton publisher, as a member of
ding Mrs.
Margaret
the IVIston finance commission
M. O'Riordan, vice
succeeding Will‘am Arthur Reilchairman of the state commi
ttee;
Mrs. Grace Howe of
ly, who resigned yesterday.
Fall River,
Monahan succeeds Howard 9
secretary of the committee;
Mrs..
Nellie M. Sullivan, also
Russell of Wayland, whose tern
of Fail
•1 River. and Miss
expired.
Mary Ward of

Suggests
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F. D.R.LAUNCHES
DRIVE TONIGH

Party Leaders Gather fo
Jackson Day Dinner; Smith
Is Absent
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State House Briefs
BOSTON, Jan. 8—W111e taking
no action yesterday on the parole
board situation the Executive Council did, however, vote to support a
bill allowing a judge to fix a definite minimum and maximum sentence and to permit a prisoner to
be released on his good behavior on
completion of the minimum penalty.
A charge made on the floor of the
Senate by Senator Joseph A.
Langone Jr., of Boston, that the
State Department of Public Works
wants to award a contract. for sidewalk curbings to "a sweatshop
granite concern," was denied as
"untrue" by Commissioner of Public Works William P. Callahan. He
said that it is the function of
`he Commissioner on Administration
and Finance to award contracts for
such materials. Further, he declar°d, that his department has not
even gone so far as to recommend
any bidder for the contract Langone has, in mind.
In view of the fact that the Executive Council held a special meeting yesterday, there was no regular
meeting today. The next Council
session will be a week from Wednesday.
By action of the Senate the special recess commission investigating
the advisability of establishing the
sliding scale system of setting gas
and electric rates in Massachusetts
will have to report its findings
not later than Jan. 15 Monday
the cornmission was given a time
extension to Feb. 1, but this was
reconsidered yesterday and the time
reduced to Jan, 15.

Anger.ect by charges he sponsored
all of the farmers' organizations.
James E. Magure of East Boston
Press Clipping Service
was appointed to the Boston finance commission, succeeding Wil2 Park Square
liam Arthur Reilly, who resigned
MASS.
BOSTON
Monday. Magure's appointment was
confirmed under suspension of
rules.
NEWS
On the recommendation of the
American
Legion,
leaders of the
Quincy, Mass.
Veterans of Foreign Wars and Disabled American Veterans, Gov.
Curley yesterday indorsed the
united veterans bill now pending in
Congress, which provides for the
receipt of full payment of the veteransa bonus.

8

Governor Signs Order
For New Station Loan

(special to The News)
State House, Boston—Governor
James M. Curley has signed the
Emergency Finance Board order
permitting the Town of Weymouth
to borrow $35,000 for the purpose of
constructing a new police station adjacent to the present sit it has been
aniksziced.
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Schuster Challenges Him
To Include Democratic
Foes in Possible Suit

NEWS
Quincy, Mass.

BOSTON, Jan. 8 (PP)--Gov. James
M. Curley was challenged lest night
by Winfield A. Schuster, a member
of the Executive Council, to include
his "Democratic foes" in his threat
to bring to court those making false
charges against him.
"The truth is," the Republican
Councilor from Douglas said in an
address. "that the hostility to Gov.
Curley has spread from the Republican party until it now is general
without regard to party politics."
"Come on, Governor," Schuster
urged, "As a test to your genuineness, proceed with your threats. Go
into the courts and get vindication I
and get it from the Democrats as
well as from the Republicans. Get'
it from these upstanding Democrats
f
who have assailed you in terms;
much more bitter than the criticism
that has been levelled against you
by Republicans."
The Governor, angered by charges
he sponsored an institution's
building program solely for the benefit
of contractors, threatened Saturday
to sue his detractors. for libel.
He
specifidally accused Leverett Salton
stall, speaker of the House of
Representatives, and "the royal purple
group of the Republican party
and
flunkies."

Hotels would be put into a privileged class with regard to liquor
selling under the terms of the bill
introduced by Senator Harry B.
Putnam of Westfield. The measure
filed at the reqaest of the Massachusetts Hotel Association, would
permit hotels to sell liquor even
If a city or town voted "no license."
The message specifically exempts
hotels having 20 rooms or over from
the vote of a city or town in the
event that the voters in a biennial
election declared to ban the sale of
alcoholic beverages to be consumed
on the premises or restricted such
Schuster publicly called on the
drinking to wine and beer.
' Governor to make his threat
reHoward S. Russell of Wayland troactive and to "apply
was yesterday displaced by Gov. 'critics in the Democratic it to his
Curl
as a trustee of maseleettf- such as Alfred E. Smithparty. . .
(former
ate College, the appointment Governor of New
York),
of William C. Monahan of Fram- Governor Joseph B. Ely of former.
Massaingham being submitted to the ohusetts, Mayor Frederick
Council. The governor reappointed field (of Boston). . . andW. Mansothers."
Nathaniel I. Bowditch, also of
Turning to Alfred E.
Smith,
Framingham. Both these appoint- 'Schuster quoted him as referring
to
ments were confirmed under sus- Curley in 1932 as "a very
tricky
pension of rules. Russell is one of man."
the best-known agriculturalists of
"Ls Mr. Smith of the royal
the State, prominent in nracticallv ple of the Republican party?" purSchuster asked.
4

I

Murphy Takes Oath
State House, Boston — William
A. Murphy, of Boston, one time
secretary to former Mayor Perley
E. Barbour of Quincy today toot
his oath of &flee as social secretary of Governor James M. Curley.
Murphy replaces Joseph P. McAllister recently appointed assistant administrative secretary in the
Department of Public Utilities,

NEWS
Quincy, Mass.

Morgan Berth
Approved by
I Gov. mune]..

(Special to The News)
State House, Boston — Edward
J. Morgan of 55 Dysart, St., Quincy, was yesterday confirmed as a deputy assessor in the income tax
division of the state department of
corporations and taxation.
The new appointment was
approved by the Governor's
Council by a five to 'tithe vote,
the
members divided strictly
along
°arty lines.
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Getting to Be a Terrible Task; On
Term 'Held Enough for Any Man

NEWS

To the Editor of The Union
Sir: One wonders what the reaction
Salem, Mass.
would be if the President should
follow the example of hia
distinguished
and devoted disciple. James M. Curley,
and diseover the state orall1111sehealth
would
not
stand
the
strain
of
another four years in the
State Murderer Sought
White
House and decline to run for the
Commutation of Sentence.
Presidency this year. Such a decision on his part would not be at
all
BOSTON, Jan. 7 (11').--The
unreasonable.
electric
chair was brought
closer to Miller
That he has been under a terrific
Frank Clark, 57,
condemned murstrain during his term of office is perderer of Ethel Zuckerma
n, 18, by refectly apparent. notwithstanding his
fusal Of Coy. James
M. Curley to4s Well as the "Royal Purple supreme confidence in his own omnisday to extend executive
clemency.
Clark is under sentence to
Group of the Republican cience and infallibility, and the next
die during the week of January
four years will be far worse.
12 for murParty"; Own Party Memdering the girl, an
During the first years of his reign
employe of a Bog.
ton bakery.
he had pretty much his own way and
bers More Bitter
Two state psychiatrists.
had only to have the Brain Trust
Dr. A.
Warren Stearns and Harry
Boston. Jan. 8 Gov. Curley was and their subordinates prepare
C. Solothe
mon, reported Clark
challenged by Councillor Winfield A. bills he wanted passed, mark them
feeble-minded.
and that his judgment
and control
Schuster of East Douglas to proceed "Must" and by reason of the overhad been impaired by
whelming majority of "Yes-men" in
in the courts against his Democratic
disease,
critics as well as "the royal purple Congress they went through
without
group of Republican party- against reading or considerat
ion. Straws afloat
whom the governor threatened libel
in
the political stream seem to indiclast week
Citing some of the criusm that ate conditions have changed somehas been levelled at the governor by what.
members of his own party. Schuster
In spite of the billions shoveled out
said it was much more bitter than of the Treasury
to be gathered by
the charges hurled at him by Reeager hands, the majority of the peopublicans. Schuster predicted. in his
radio address that no such action ple do nut 'seem to be as much carried
NEWS
away by the NPW Deal as they were,
mild be taken
He said in part;
"Gov. Curley a few days ago pub- and a constantly increasing
Salem, Mass.
number
licly accused certain Massachusetts are beginning to
realize that all this
Republicans of laying false changes
liberality must sometime be paid for
against him. In a bristling denunciation of this procedure he threatened by somebody, which means everybody
to proceed against them in the alive at the time of payment.
courts. Thus far, no such action has
The present Congress may approve
been taken.
bins, appropriate money for
further
"1 do not propose to discuss the experiment
ation. but It is my opinion
fairness or the truthfulness of these
statements. I do, however, propose it will not be so entirely without ophere and now to challenge him to position, and the pi oapeets are that
go one step further and include his the next House of Representatives
Boston, Jan. 7 (—Clov. James M Democratic foes in the fulfillment of will not be so overwhelming
DemocraCurley declined today to commute Lc this threat. I propose to demon- tic as the prevent.
Life imprisonment the death sentence strate to the voters of Ma-.euichusetta
Sharp
criticism, whether "construcof Miller Frank Clark, 57, convicter that the denunciation of his prac' murderer of Ethel Zuckerman, IP tices has not been confined to Re- tive" or otherwise, seems to irk the
resident. and effective opposition to
slain in a Boston bakeshop two yeah publicans and that the growing hosago Clark must die in the eleetrie tility to Curleyism is non-partisian
ny of his pet schemes would be very
-The statement by the governor was irritating.
chair during the week of Jan. 12.
Curley said he would refuse clem- provoked by an admonition from B
ency to Clark because the question ot Loring Young, former speaker of the ., ;Them the conducting of a red-hot
; his sanity. or, which the plea fcv House of Representatives, to profit campaign such as the coming one is
commutation war, based, "was not from the divine injunctions -Thou sure to be is a strain that will be
raised at any time during progress of shalt not steal' and 'Thou shalt not hard to bear in addition to that
inbear false 'witness againet thy neighhis trial."
volved In the regular duties of the
Clark was convicted of stabbing the bor.'
Zuckerman girl. 18. bakeshop clerk,. "Now. I publicly call on the gover- Presidential office.
The President's health being none
and pinning her body to the floor nor to make this threat retroactive
and to apply it to his critic's in the too robust to start with, it is wonderwith a bread knife.
He testified he killed her because Democratic party—such of his critics ful that he has stood the strain
so
she had refused to marry him. and as former Gov. Ely. Councillor Daniel well
as he has. Of course, his physicH. Coakley, Alfred E. Smith, mayor
later retracted his statement.
Frederick W. Mansfield, the Boston ian has to maintain he is in perfect
Post and a few others owing their condition. but his frequent week-ends
political allegiance to the party of at his home and short fishing-trips
which he is the titular leader. I pro- indicate that he is carrying about
all
pose to indict him before the bar of
the load he can stand.
public opinion, not out of the lips
The office of President Is getting
of 'the Royal Purple group of the
Republican party' but out of the lips to he a terrible task for any man to
of lidhe'ents of his own political undertake and Is getting worse every
faith.
term, and on general principles, without regard to politics, one term is
all the country ought to ask of any
toe T11011 ,

CURLEY RE11. JSES
CLARK CLEMENCY
tday

ichuster Tells
-.343(...Democrats
Are His Critics
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aovernor Refuses 1
To Si've Clark From
The Electric Chair
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'Candidates for Kenney's Job See Gov

STATE HOUSE NOTES I
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Jan, 7—Public Works Commissioner William F. Callahan said
In 1936 Frank A. Goodwin favored Guraor ,oday he would welcome legislative inCurley by running as an independent but pre- vestigation of pier leases in his denartment, which is being sought by
tended Republican candidate for Governor. Gov- ienator Joseph A. Langone,
Jr., of
RegisBoston.
Goodwin
Mr.
He said all persons or firms
made
and
won
Curley
ernor
lecupying pier or wharf space
are
trar of Motor Vehicles in recognition of Good- Paying rent, although
some may be
win's services, though some Piave been so un- In arrears. Langone
charged some
were not paying for their quarters.
charitable as to suggest that it was all a polit- Callahan
said Langone's charge about
If
as
4, curbstone contract being awarded
ical plearrangement between the two,
Governor Curley would be so unscrupulous as to the highest bidder was not true,
ind that the administration and fito be a party to suCh a deal. Very likely the nance commissioner awards contracts
Roosefor
such material. He said further his
Presiden
t
of
some
from
suggestion came
lepartment has not even recommended
velt's "legionnaires of greed" lit Massachusetts. 3, bidder for the contract Langone
reCow, Mr. Goodwin has always had a passion ferred to.

A Current Episode

1

for public jobs and also a passion for butting
into other jobs or the Jobs of others. Apparently the Governor didn't mind the results till one
day recently when Goodwin hutted into a labor
situation as a tabor organizer. Goodwin might

Action On Parole Board Deferred
- The governor's council today put

have been right or tie inight have been wrong
lied „win ,. 1,,,t it, nay vase lie
0 displeaset
In

off until next week action on the
hearing to bring about removal of the
parole board members. "It is hardly
fair to act at once," Gov Curley explained.

Candidates for Kenuey's..Job
The governor thought it would

be
the Governor that he bluntly told GoOdWld that "lovely" to have the Democratic national
convention held at Boston this
he couldn't hold his job as
Registrar of Motor year, but pointed out $250,000
must be
Vehicles and offend certain
organized labor at raised for the purpose and he knows
of no group which has that amount
the same time.
available, adding he would pot like
Goodwin hotly retorted that
he would do as the task of raising it.
he pleased and, according
Bids were opened by the public
to the reports went
works department this afternoon for
straight to Governor Gurley and
told him so. highway construction on routes 5 and
According to reports also,
the Governor com- 10 in Greenfield, from the south end
of the town to what it known as
pletely backe.d down,
Just what Goodwin said Cheapside bridge.
A. Pandiscio of
to the Governor may never
be known but Good- Fitchburg was .lowest bidder with a
win is neither bounced
price of $58,156.95. The Kelleher corfrom the lob to which poration
of Turners Falls was secthe Governor appointed
him nor barred from ond with $62,934.90, and third was
butting ado a labor situation
O'Connell's Sons company of Holor Into anything yoke, $64,631.62
.
else.

The latest development
from this submission
of the Governor to
Goodwin is an open letter
the latter from John
P. Gatelee, president of
the Massachusetts
Federation of Labor in which
he Informs the Registra
r that he Is going to
request the Governor in the
name of organized
labor "to pitch" him (the
said Goodwin) "bodily out of the public
service as a discredited
and disgraceful member
of human society."
The Inference appears to be
that Gatelee Is out
of sympathy with Goodwin
ventures in labor
situations. The opportunity
Is open to Goodwin
to tell Gatelee to go
ahead and request the
Governor to pitch him out
--the same Governor who recently threaten
ed to pitch him out
but who took it all back
after Goodwin's private
conversation with him.
Some of the President's
wicked 'legionnaires
of greed" may be so wicked
as now to suggest
that the Governor would
prefer to keep the
Goodwin tongue tied as to
certain phases of
the campaign of 1934—
such public enemies are
those "legionnaires of greed."

To Observe New Orleans Day
For the first time since 1861, the
Commonwealth at noon tomorrow will
observe New Orleans day, as directed
by legislation passed during the last
legislative session. At that hour, a
salute of guns will be fired on Boston common, after which Acting-Gov
Joseph L. Hurley will make a radio
address.
Gov Curley this afternoon administered the oath of office to William A.
Murphy of Boston, his new social
secretary. Murphy sent several baskets of flowers he received to Miss
Alice Ryan, a member of the governor's office staff who is ill with
pneumonia at a Somerville hospital.

Curley Favors Bonus
Gov Curley today assured a group of
war veterans that he indorses the
United veterans' bonus hill, providing for immediate and full payment
of the veterans' bonus. Veterans of
various organizations called on him
and asked his support. "Sure I'm with
you," he told them. "1 am glad to
see you all together. Of couese I will
indorse that Man."

Moyle Stars at State House
Jackie Coogan and Betty Grable;

movie stars making personal appearance at a Boston theater, called on
Gov Curley today. The governor asked
about several other prominent movie
people he met while on his trip to
Hawaii and gave the visitors souvenir

pamphlets.

"vevr-1111111411r—

Thomas A. Barnes of Falmouth and
Patrick W. Hehir of Worcester, both
candidates for the directorship of the
division of fisheries and game, now
held by Raymond J. Kenney, conferred with Gov Curley this afternoon and declared "it is about time
that a real sportsman is appointed
head of the. division." Curley said
he would consider them, after they
had told him that either would be
satisfied if the other were chosen.
It was claimed they had the backing
of certain sportsmen's clubs in eastern and central massachusetts.
----
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GOV. CURLEY
IS CHALLENGED
BY SCHUSTER
Is Asked to Include His
-Democratic Foes
in
Threat to Bring Action
for Alleged Libel

BOSTON, Jan. 7 (AP)—Gov. James
M. Curley was challenged tonight by
Winfield At Schuster, a member of
the Executive Council. to include his
"Democratic foes" in his threat to
bring to court those making false
charges against him.
"The truth is,"
the
Tlepublican
Councilor front Douglas said in an
address, "that the homtlitty to Gov.
Curley has spread from the Republican party until it now is general
without regard to party politics."
"Come on, Governor,"
Schuster
urged, "As a test to your genuineness,
proceed with your threats. Go into
the courts and get vindication and get
it from the Democrats as well as from
the Republicans. Get it from these
upstanding Democrats who have assailed you in terms much more -bitter than the criticism that has been
levelled against you by Republicans.:'
The Governor. nnerrea
ohargeti
he sponsored an institution's building.
program solely for the benefit of
contractors, threatened Saturday to
sue his detractors for libel. He apecifically accused Leverett Saltonstall,
speaker of the House of Representatives. and "the royal purple group of
the Republican party and flunkies."
Schuster publicly called on
the
Governor to malie his threat retroactive and to "apply it to his critics in
the Democratic party....such as Alfred E. Smith (former Governor of
New York). former Governor Joseph
R. Ely of Massachusetts. Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield (of Boston)...and
others."
Turning to Alfred E. Smith, Schuster quoted him as referring to
Curley
In 1932 as "a very
tricky man."
is Mr. Smith of the royal
purple
of the Republican
party?" Schuate/
asked.
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STATE TREAS.
HURLEY WILL
BE SPEAKER

JAN 6 1936

Hurley to Attend
Burdick Banquet
Most of Governor's Official
Family Expected Tomorrow
The general committee of the Hampden County
Club in charge of
the testimonrirWnquet to Councilor
Morton H. Burdick Thursday in Hotel
Clinton met last night to complete ar-

c_1:
111E

State House Briefs 1
By Donal F. Nlarl'hee

1

Sends Acceptance to Testimonial Banquet for Corn
cilor Burdick

Seek Kenney's Job
BOSTON, Jan. 7—Thomas A. Barnes
of Falmouth and Patrick' W. Hehir of
Worcester, two of those who are gunning for Raymond J. Renney's job as
State director of fisheries and game,
talked it over with Gov. Curley this
The general committee of the
afternoon but got no promises. They Hampden
County Curley
told the Governor, they said, that if Charge of the testimarritirt—A club in
mnquet to
he chose sialawit would he satisfac- ,Councilor Morton H. Burdick tomortory to the other, adding that they had row evening at the Hotel Clinton
met
toli the Chief Executive it was about last evening to make final arrangetime "a real sportsman" was appoint- ments for
affair. Chairman
the
ill head of the division. They were ac- 'Thomas M. Phillips reported that
companied by groups from sportsmen's there will be a large attendance with
clubs in Eastern and Central Massa- more reservations to come in by
chusetts.
Thursday.
With the receipt of the acknc
,
New M. S. C. Trustee
Tree s't'et
ledgement
State
from
William C. Monahan of Framingham
was named today by Gov. Curley t"
•unteced Howard S. Russell as a trustee of the Massachusetts State College. At the same time the Governor
reappointed Nathaniel J. Bowdhch of
Praming-ham as a trustee of the institution. Both appointments Were confirmed by the Executive Council under suspension of the rules.

Council Session
In view of the fact that the F,xecu1 iVP Council held a special meeting
toii/O• there will be no regular meeting.
tomorrow. The next Council session
will be a week from Wednesday.
Goes to ‘Vashingtom
Gov. James M. Curley', delaying his
departute for Washington until late
this afternoon, said that he would remain over Thursday at the Capital and
return to Boston Friday morning.

CHARLES F. HURLEY

Would Speed Session
Jittery already at the bogey of a
long legislative session. Sen. Thomas
rangements. Chairman Thomas M. M. Burke of Boston today appealed to
Phillips reported there will he A large his fellow members cf the upper house
attendance with additional reservations to take up reports of recess commissions at once as one means of getting
to come in Thursday.
With the acknowledgement from down to business so that a prorogaState Treasurer Charles F. Hurley tion would be possible this year before
that he will be one of the speakers.. the end of May. Floor leader Nicholthe entire grow, of state officials will son lauded 13urke's attitude and inaddress the gal hei log, Mr. Phillips an- dorsed it with the hope that committee
nounced. Head by Gov. James M chairmen would act promptly on bills.
Curley the list %ail include Lieut. Gov. ,The Senate then adopted an order to
Joseph L. Burley, St ate Auditor meet Thursday and adjourn until
Thomas H. Thicieley, State irrNaitsitrer Monday.
Hurley and AM. Gen. Paul A. Dever.
Utility Rates
The commitii Is attempting to make
By action oi the Senate the specie.:
this gatherini, olio of the largest rallies of Demo, rats in Western Massa- recesa commission investigating the
Atusetts over a period of some time. advisibility of establishing the sliding
it is expected several other members scale system of setting gas and elec• tric rates in Massachusetts will have
)f the Governor/it Council Iem
to report its findings not later than
Jan. 15. Yesterday the commission
was given a time extension to Feb. 1,
but this was reconsidered
today anJ
the time reduced to Jan. 15.
State

Treasurer

CHARLES F. )111111,ET
Charles F. Willey N‘ho will he one of
the speakers the entire group cif state
officials will addresq the gathering.
Headed by Governor ernes M. Curley
the list will Incl e Lt Governor
Joseph h. Hurley; homes H. Bucks
ley. state auditor;
arles F. Hurley,
state treasurer; and Paul A. Dever.
attorney general.
The committee In eharge has endeavored to make this gathering one
of the largest rallies of Democrats in
Westei n Massachusetts for a long
time and expects that the rank and
file of the Democratic voters will be
out in force.
Many members of the Governors
council will he present to honor the
councilor from this district. Great interest has been manifested in this
banquet and many await with keen
interest the remarks of Gov Curley
who is now a candidate for the
United
States Senate.
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NO COMMUTATION
pu Dinner Draws
Roosevelts Will
IN CLARK'S CASE
50 From State
Attend Dinner
James and John to Be Present at Jackson Day
Event in Boston
BOSTON, Jan. 8 (AP)—The Roosevelt family will be well represented at
the Jackson Day dinner of Massachusetts Democrats here tonight.
James Roosevelt, eldest son of the
President, heads the list of speakers
and John Roosevelt. the President's
youngest son and a Harvard student,
leads the ushers' list.
While Gov. Curly attends the dinner in Washin—lerpii, Lieut. Gov. Joseph L. Hurley will be the ranking
officer of the Commonwealth in attendance. Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield will be Boston's leading Democrat present.
More than 1000 are expected to
attend.

rark square
BOSTON
MASS.
REPUBLICAN
Springfield, Mass.

Vid2(3

TO TAKE UP FEDERAL
j PROJECT PAY SCALE

From Our SI/I I II Reporter
Boston, Jan. •7 —Miller F. Clark
next
Will die in the electric chair Zuckweek for the murder' of Ethel
emerman, young South end bakery

ploye.
This was made known today when
he had
Gov Curley announced that f sen"decided to refuse commutationo
.
counsel
tence,"" sought by Clark's
as a result
The decision was made sapity was
of the fact that Clark's
in the
never questioned at any point s and
trial. Dr A. Warren Stearn
a
made
who
n,
Dr Harry C. Solomo
repsychiatric examination of Clark,
although
ported to the governor that judgment
Clark was "not insane, his
ly imserious
and self-control are
paired." -
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Curley Heads Democratic
Delegation at Affair in
Washington
BOSTON, Jan. 8 (AP)—That $50-aplate Jackson Day dinner in Wa.shington tonight will attract 50 Massachusetts Democrats willing to contribute
four-fifths of the price of the meal toward the national party deficit.
They will pay a total of $2500, of
which $2090 will be applied on the
Democratic Committee deficit of approximately $500,000.
Gov. James M. Curley heads a large
list of Democratic state officials who
will attend. A number of women
prominent In the party in the state
also have reservations, Including Mrs.
Margaret M. O'Ftiordan, vice chairman
of the State Committee; Mrs. Grace
Howe of Fall River, secretary of the
committee; Mrs. Nellie M. Sullivan.
also of Fall River, and Miss Mary
Ward of Boston, Immigra
reissioner.

Gov. Curley 1
Is Challenged;
Is Asked to Include' His
"Democratic Foes" in Libel Threat Action

POST

BOSTON, Jan. 8 (AP)—Gov. James
Worcester, Mass.
M. Curley was challenged last night by
Winfield A. Schuster, a member of
the Executive Council. to include his
"Democratic foes" in his threat to
bring to court those making false
charges against him.
Republican
"The truth is," the
Councilor from Douglas said in an
address, "that the hostility to Gov.
From Our Special Reporter.
Curley has spread from the Republican party until it now is general
Boston, Jjan. 7—When Gov Curley
without regard to party politics."
went to Washington tonight, he had
"Come on, Governor," Schuster
in mind a promise he made to Hamp- urged, "As a test to your genuineness,
and
s
citizen
shire and Franklin
,proceed with your threats. Go into
legislators that he would take up the courts and get vindication and get
L.
Harry
r
strato
Admini
l
(Special to The Post)
with Federa
the It from the Democrats as well as from
STATE HOUSE, Boston, Jan. 8—
Hopkins the question of boosting
these
from
it
Get
cans.
Republi
the
in
and
federal projects laborers' wages
Thomas A. Barnes of Falmouth
upstanding Democrats who have asFranklin and Hhampshire counties. of sailed you in terms much more bitPatrick W. Hehir of Worcester, both
idea
the
director
It seems that when
candidates for the position of
help ter than the criticism that has been
fisheries and
of
federal aid was first broached to
n
divisio
state
cans."
the
Republi
by
of
you
levelled against
Kenunemployment, Franklin and Hampgame, now held by Raymond J.
get
The Governor. anvered by charges
shire authorities felt they could
conferred
who
those
g
among
buildin
were
ion's
ney,
institut
an
thus
red
and
he
sponso
along on their own money,
he
nearby program solely for the benefit of
with Gov. James M. Curley before
wages lower than
fixed
late yesterday
ay to
gton,
Saturd
ned
Washin
came
threate
s
for
tors.
left
countie
contra,
these
counties. When
wage
ors for libel. He apeafternoon.
to accept federal aid, their from sue his detract Leverett Saltonstall,
Following the conference, the visiscales were so low as to obtain teed , cifically accused
entaRepres
of
tors stated that they had informed
federal authorities a lower guaran en speaker of the House
tives, and "the royal purple group of
the chief executive that whichever of
wage scale; likewise, in Hampd
credit the Republican party and flunkies."
the two was selected for the position
county, for Instance, greater
the
Schuster publicly called o n
would be satisfactory to the other.
was given welfare costs.
its
retroacSo Hampden county now pays a Governor to make his threat
They
were accompanied by groups
In
for
tive and to "apply it to his critics
WPA laborers $52 minimum
nting sportsmen clubs in eastreprese
Alas
hours
.
.such
the Democratic party..
maximum employment of 112
ern and central Massachusetts.
or
of
pays
r
Govern
ire
(forme
Berksh
fred E. Smith
a month, whereas
"We told the Governor It was
in New York), former Governor Joseph
$48, and Hampshire and Frankl
about time that a real sportsman
FredMayor
s,
husett
Massac
of
$44.
Ely
B.
counties only
was appointed as head of the divRepresentatives Roland D. Sawyer erick W. Mansfield (of Bostonl...and
ision," the candidates declared.
of Ware and Michael T. O'Brien of others."
The Governor told his visitors he
Turning to Alfred E. Smith, SchuEasthampton for Hampshire county,
would give the matter further considEmployment ster quoted him as referring to Curley
Glassburg and
A tt y
eration.
Director Ryan of Greenfield conferred in 1932 as "a very tricky man."
purple
with the governor before he departed
"Is Mr. Smith of the royalSchuster
and set their problem before him. of the Republican party?"
He promised to try to seek rectifica- asked.

Helm Confers
With Governor

Gov cluicy to Try to Get
Higher Rate for Hampshire
and Franklin Counties

Wants Real Sportsman
For State Job

SILT

asicea.

POST
Worcester, Mass.
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NADONA1 CHAMPIONS
Pal E SPE AK ING

here are some of the leaders In
the activities of th e Union Agri
Auditorium. Left to right—C.
cultural meetings now bein
A. Purinton of
g held in the
R. Cole of Massachusetts State College. secr South Eaato n. president of the Massachusetts Poultry
Federation; W.
etary of the M assachusetts Frui
Story, manager of the Worcester Cou
Gro
t
wer
s'
Asso
ciat
ion; George F. E.
nty Extension Servie e; Dr.
J. K. Shaw of the research
chusetts State College; Charlie B. Jor
department of Massadan of Holden, presi dent of the Mas
sachusetts Farm Bureau
A. W. Lombard of Boston, general man
ager of the meetings.
Federation, and
It was announced
tod
ay that Howard H. Murphy, new
ly
commissioner of agri appointed state
one of the speakers culture, would be
quet in the Hotel at the annual banBancroft tomorrow
night.
Also meeting this
Massachusetts Cattle morning was the
a business program Club. Following
and a discussion
of matters of
inte
breeders, George Siss rest to Jersey
on of Potsdam.
N. Y., a veteran
breeder, spoke on
"The Jersey Cow."
SeVen talks were
sion of the New Enggiven at the seslan
Wool Growers Associat d Sheep and
flitting out at the heavy
ion_ this foreburden of taxation imposed
noo
n.
by
the
FedAmong the speakers were
eral, state and city govern
meuts in the laid few yea
rs, Eliot Wads- James Rose. manager of the
worth, president of the
New England Dressed Mea
Boston Chamber of Commer
t and Wool, who
ce and former
secretary of the U. S. Tre
spoke on "What Bos
asury, gave a talk on "Ta
ton
Has to Offer
xation - What Can the Sheep Gro
We Do About It?" before
wer as an Outlet for
the Massachusetts Farm
Bureau Associa- His Products," and Milton (7. Rich
tion in one of the four
ardsoa
morning sessions of the
Union Agricultural on "Ma of West Brookfield who spol...
meeting at the Audito
ssachusetts Wool Pool
rium today. 1
and
Its
tie caned upo
Activities."
Land
n
cooperate with the the federation tol speaker Batik, Springfield, another
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Between ten and fifteen thousand
Worcester, Mass.
persons are expected to attend the
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forty odd sessions of the 18th agricultural meetings, and the four eveAudi
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Munic
the
at
ning banquets
torium and the Hotel Bancroft. The
program opened at 10 a. in. today and
will come to a close with a 1 o'clock
afternoon session Friday.
Leading Figures
Many of the leading figures in
the state agricultural picture will
attend the meeting either in
speaking capacities at business
sessions or as banquet speakers in
the evenings. Governor J mes
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M. Curley will attend
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sion, and Nathaniel J. Bowditch
Councillor Schuster called upon
of Framingham, named a trustee of
the Governor to make "his threat
Massachusetts State College, were
retroactive and apply it to his critconfirmed without a record vote.
ics in the Democratic party," and
Ely,
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he named former Governor
AlMOnahan of Framingham, as a
Councillor Daniel H. Coakley,
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r
Mansf
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SCHUSTER DARES
CURLEY TO SUE

Advises Governor to Look
To Own Party Critics 1
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BANQUET MAY
OVERFLOW THE
STATE ARMORY
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Bay State Democrats
1
At Washington Dinner
'
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Roosevelt's Son Will
Attend Hub Dinner
--aceiro_N,
Jan. 8 OP?--The nonsereit
family

BOSTON, Jan. 8 UP)--That
$50-e..
plate Jacicson Day
ington tonight will dinner in Wash.
attract 50 Musa.
chusetts Democrats willing
to contrib.
ute four-fifths of the
meal toward the national price of the
deficit,
They will pay a total party
of $2500, of
wpich $2000 will be
applied
Democratic committee deficit on the
of sp.
Proximately $500,000.
Gov. James M. Curley
heads
a large
list of Demeter/Tic state
will attend. A numberofficials who
of women
prominent in the party
also have reservations, in the state
including Mrs,
Margaret M. O'Riordan,
of the state committee;vice chairman
Mrs. Grace
Howe of Fall River, secretary
of the
committee; Mrs. Nellie M.
Sullivan,
also of Fall River, and
M'Lsa
Mary
=led ligiggae.elaineilinliliseasamoi.
seamemarsiemano

sill be well represented at the
Jackson Day dinner of Massachusetts
Democrats here tonight.
James Roosevelt, eldest son of the
President, heads the list of speakers
and John Roosevelt, the Preeident's
youngest son and a Harvard student,
leads the ushers' list.
While (kw. James 1.f,ai.rley attends
the dinner in WaahMkton, Lieut.-Gov.
Joseph L. Hurley will be the ranking
officer of the commonwealth in attendance. Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield
will be
The possibility of overflow at the present. Boston's leading Democrat
Mayor Edward W. Kenney banquet
More than 1000 are expected to at,el
in the State Armory on January 21st
loomed last night, as the committee
reported at a regular meeting. The
GAZETTE
sale of tickets both in and out of
Woburn, indicated the biggest (linnet
Worcester, Mass.
gathering ever to assemble in the
city. The hall ; auditorium, laid out
with rout d tables seating ten each,
has been arranged to accommodate
792, and already more than 600 ticket
have been disposed of. An alternative
plan was presented last evening in
event of a sell-out, was to place the
orchestra in the balcony, and lay out
a table a.ccommodating 40 people on
The head
the stage of the Armory.
along the
tt;ble will be extended
; Myrtle Street side of the Armory.
The banquet will have considerable
political significance, as well as a testimonial to Mayor Kenney. Deem(orally leaders of the state and county
will be present, and it is likely some
candidacies will be announced. Governor James M. Curley, reported as a
candidate for the sited States Senate, will be present, and Lt. Governor
Joseph H. Hurley and State Treasurer Charles F. Hurley, both candidates for the Democratic nomination
The lieutenant goverfor Governor.
THOMAS P. HIGGINS
nor's nmnination is Wide open, and
there may be many who will announce
Thomas J. Higgins, 29 Stoneland
their ambitions in
that direction. road, former principal of the CanJohn F. Malley, State Director of the terbury street school, is being
for a place on the trustees of
Federal Housing Administration will urged
Worcester State Hospital to fill the
be present to represent President
vacancy caused by the death of
George D. Morse, a few weeks ago.
Roosevelt's administration.
Dr. Joseph P. McCooey, a memThe developments in the local banber of the House of Representaquet have reacted far beyond the extives has written to Governor Curley, asking him ter—appeieg..A6.,
pe tat Ions of the committee.. The deHiggins and saying that the apmand for tickets has been so great,
pointment would be extremely popthat an early closing date on the sale
ular. Mr. Higgins, who retired some
time ago from the school system,
necessary,
is
is one of the best known educators
in Worcester.
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Governor Curley left for a Washington trip tonight and will not
return • to the State House ulNis
Friday. Attendance at the $50 per
plate Jackson Day dinner is one
object of the trip. Another is to
stir up federal authorities for
more Massachusetts funds. A $10
Jackson Day dinner will be held
here.
It would be fine to hold the Democratic national convention in Boston and Governor Curley said today he was all for it. But, he reminded, somebody would have to
raise two hundred and fifty thousand dollars. He said he knew no
group with that amount of money
and wouldn't personally care to undertake the job of raising it.
The veterans' bonus measure
now pending in Congress, was indorsed by Governor Curley today.
He gave his indorsement on recommendation of state commanders of
veteran units.
With one appointment of a permanent clerk-stenographer to be
made, the Civil Service Commission
today certified to Water Commissioner Leon A. Goodale of Worcester the names of Ruby E. Lund of
12 Ludlow street, Ethel Baker of
773 Pleasant street and Irene L
Piper of 1 Sycamore street, all of
Worcester.
----The State Department of Labot
and Industries announced today
that four minimum wage boards
have been formed to consider a
minimum wage scale for men's
clothing and raincoats, men's futnishings. toys, games and sporting
goods and women's clothing.
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COURT VOIDS AA A
REACTIONS VARIED AS HIGH

'Joseph B. Ely, the former,
ernor and one of the finest met
Democratic party has produce
our generation, standing on
platform of Tremont Tempi(
Boston on the night of Sept.
, 1934, publicly divested himsel
all protection of the courts and
tered this forthright challeng(
,demand that Mr. Curley, in kee;
with the principle laid down
President Roosevelt, explain hov
lives on a scale far beyond hil
Able source of income.' In o
words, 'Where did you get it, Ji
Is Mr. Ely of the Royal Pu.
group of the Republican partri

Scored By "Al" Smith '•
"Let us turn to the greatest
le of Democracy in the natio
tred E. Smith. Early in 1932,
ed by the accurate and unb
Associated Press, Mr. Smith
referring to the governor, 'He
tricky man.' Is Mr. Smith of
Royal Purple of the Republ
party.
"The truth is that the hostilit
Gov. Curley has spread from
Republican party until it no
general without regard to p
politics.. Come on Governor, a
test of your genuineness, pr
with your threats. Go into
courts and get vindication an
it from the Democrats as well
from the Republicans Get it
these upstanding Democrats
have assailed you in terms m
more bitter than the criticism
has been levelled against you
Republicans. I predict that
lack the moral courage and in
final fortitude to Make such a
because you know in advance w
the decision would be."
the
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Rooseveles Sons
Guests at Dinner
James and John Roosevelt, eldest and youngest sons of the President, are to he at the Jackson Day
Dinner this evening at the Copleylaza when the Bay State Demorats plan to launch their 1936
campaign.
Governor Curley, who will he in
Washingtoniatending the :7,50 plate
festivities there is to he represented at the local funcion by LieutenI
ant-Governor Joseph L. Hurley.
Mayor Mansfield will head the i
dinner.
city's delegation to the
!Other mayors,. epected tire Edward
iKeeney, of Woburn and John 1).
4..yrich, of Cambridge.
,

rc
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BIRTHOAT, BALL
PLANNED FOR
GARDEN
Receiving whole-hearted support
from every quarter, Joseph A. Maynard, chairman of the President's
Birthday Ball committee here, openheadquarters today in the
ed
Parker House.
The local ball is to be held on
Thursday evening, January 30.
Chairman Maynard has been authorized to name an executive committee of 15 and Philip Stockton.
president of the First National
Bank of Boston, is to be its treasurer.
Last year's receipts were divided
on a 70-30 ratio. The larger portion
was retained locally to aid nearby:
hospitals and clinics care for infantile paralysis sufferers while the
smaller amount was donated to universities conducting research in this
field,
Gov_eLpag James M....rarjes,,..istmorary chairman of the elite committee, said:
"I urge the men and women of
Massachusetts to join in the
struggle against the dread scourge
ef infantile paralysis, by giving
I heir support to and attending the
Birthday Ball for the President
at the Boston Garden en .January
30, or the Birthday Ball for the
President in their eommiinit."

2 Park Square
Boston
Mass.
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THE SENATOR SA YS:

Governor's Doctor
Sticks Close to
Medicine
OneSeekingPoliticalFavor
11tivugh Physician
Leanis Something
THE SENATOR:
He sees all and knows all that's going on in Massachusetts
politics and most of it he finds amusing or amazing, or both.
Best of all, he tells about it.
Meet him below and listen in with him regularly in the
Boston Sunday Advertiser and Boston Evening American.
It is easy to see The Senator is in for quite a session because
he takes off his hat. and coat and Timmy right away orders
Snowball to fill up the pickle bowl.
"Senator," says Timmy, "you are
getting a little thinner."
"Thank you, Timmy," says The
Senator, beaming. "An ale for me but
give the boys anything they desire. I
have not stepped on the scales lately."
"I mean on the top, Senator," says
Timmy.
Well, this is a very delicate subject
and all the boys are glad The Senator has
already extended his invitation because
The Senator does not like to be reminded
that he is not only a little thin on the top
and back of his nog but has no more hair
than an Edam cheese in those spots.
"Timmy," say The Senator when he
begins to feel better, "Phil Chapman of
THE SENATOR
the Finance Commission, the former city
offer of the state purpurchasing agent, has turned down the
George Cronin is a holdchasing agent's job in which Major
the law business."
in
over. Phil said be preferred to stick
of the Fin Corn, I see
ng
"speaki
Timmy,
"Senator," says
prediction,of a week ago.
you are three-quarters right in your
digs under the Nawn
shovels,
snow
The Fin Corn gets out the

contract and William Arthur Reilly resigns. But I do not see
any Charlie Manser appointment."
"Timmy," says The Senator, "sometimes even you get too
on that
much vermouth in a Martini. Do not get the impressi
of
charges.
blizzard
this
in
Charlie is not a prominent person
, is a very able
Anyway, the new Fin Corn-er, Jimmy Maguire
and he will lend
fool,
to
and outspoken gentleman who is hard
on."
goings
the
to
ere
atmosph
Harvard
a pleasant

Fly Makes 3-Point Landing
from the mirror,
It is just at this point that a fly takes off
slip and makes a
side
a
into
goes
nog,
s
Senator'
The
zorsnis over
is very much
landing on the top of his bald spot. The Senator
goes zzzzip
fly
the
and
slap
little
a
nog
his
gives
annoyed and
away.
is
and
nog
his
of
back
the
down
Senator,
"Speaking of" appointments, Timmy," says The
recently
man
onal
professi
ished
distingu
very
a
"I hear that
English
J.
Martin
Dr.
d
contacte
made a faux pas. This man
and
friend,
close
and
n
physicia
family
Jim's
r
who is Governo
behalf of another
in
Jim
r
Governo
with
e
interced
to
him
asked
There was abman who was a candidate for a state position.
professional
the
that
except
this
with
wrong
solutely nothing
was, 'I'm
reply
s
English'
Dr.
man picked the wrong person.
doctor'."
political
a
not
a medical doctor,
a wingIt is just at this point that the fly is back and does
and
fly
another
is
him
with
and
nog
s
over above The Senator'
Senator's
The
of
middle
the
in
landing
a
to
pancake
they both
and pats his nog
bald spot. The Senator is very annoyed at This
down the back
zzzzip
go
flies
the
he
does
when
a little harder and
away.
are
and
nog
his
of
"Timmy," says The Senator, "that reminds me of somey that
thing. Frank Hawks' father, Chris, told me yesterda
Confor
e
candidat
a
John D. A. Bodfish, of Hyannis, may be
d
Townsen
the
of
backing
the
with
district
gress in the 16th
For
planners .. • I have a lot of assorted news of this type.
its
instance I hear that a nationally distributed magazine in
arouse
will
that
type
a
of
article
an
print
will
issue
y
Februar
the ire of Governor Jim .. . I hear that Senator Joe Mulhern
and Mayor Freddie have a mad on, and that Mayor Freddie and
Councillor Henry Selvitella have patched up a two-year difference ... This is said to be on account of the re-election of John
I. Fitzgerald as the council president."
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PRIEST PLANS1
Sin TO KILL
RESERVE ACT

Washington, Jan. 8
(AP)—Father Charles E.
Coughlin told reporters today he intended to file
suit against the Federal
Reserve Board attacking
the constitutionality of the
1913 Federal Reserve Act
and all its amendments.
The Detroit radio priest said
he had two of the "best known
men" in the country as attorneys. He declined to name
them.
His statement was made shortly
after he had talked with President
Roosevelt in a 20-minute visit he
described as "purely social."
"Congress has the right to coin
and issue money," the priest told
news men.
"I can't find anywhere in the
Constitution that Congress may
time
this
and
back
comes
fly
the
that
joint
this
It is just at
delegate that right without rehe has two other flies with him and they plunk right down on The
strictions."
Coughlin said that 99 per cent of
Senator's bald nog without any preliminaries. The Senator is
all money "is privately owned and
he
as
and
tap
a
quite
nog
his
he
gives
and
annoyed
very much
controlled."
does so the three flies go zzzzip over the top down the back of
"Most people don't know that,"
he added.
his nog and are away.
His motive In filing the suit, he
"I will use the bung starter next time, Senator," says
said, would be to "restore to Conthey
because
they
be
back
wouldn't
Timmy, "only it looks as if
gress the control over money."
With the radio priest while he
are headed for the kitchen."
talked to newspapermen was Gov"Timmy," says The Senator, "do not be surprised if some
ernor James M. Curley of Mkrmtchusetts, here - rackson Day
day in the future Arthur G. Rotch relinquishes his position as
dinner.
end
on
this
going
is
toward
more
There
rator.
administ
WPA
When Father Coughlin said he
than you have any imagination and it would appear his rope
had engaged two of the most prominent men in the United States to
is getting short. The silent pressure since the Christmas pay
handle the suit, Curley put in:
break has been very heavy. Something in this connection may
"That sounds like Al Smith
r
is
in
ton.
he
Governo
while
Jim
Washing
r
Governo
be done by
and president Roosevelt."
Father Coughlin later remarked
Jim's recent lack of criticism of the administrator merely is the
that he had dinner last night with
ominous silence that presages the real storm."
Senator Thomas (D., Okla.).
Quick as a flash The Senator
"He's a lawyer, you know," the
Well, there is an ominous silence
and
head
his
on
hat
his
clamps
then
priest added.
at this announcement and
very nonale
his
sipping
starts
Senator Glass (D., Va), one of
sure enough there is distant noise chalant, and the flies are very mad the framers of the federal reserve
like a storm coming up and it and buzzing all around, baffled.
act, when informed of Father
"Senator," says Timmy,"that Is ,Coughlin's announcement, said:
keeps getting closer and louder,
cluster
a mean trick you have
rather
large
"I don't care to take any novery
a
suddenly
and
played on the flies on account of
tice of anything of that sort."
of flies comes zooming in from the
harm
of
mite
a
they did hot mean
Father Coughlin said he did not
kitchen in formation and the leadand there is no snow. They were "intend to keep aloof from the
er is heading right for The Sennext political campaign," but
only coasting."
ator's nog.

Doom for Rotch Near

termed the presidential campaign
,"secondary" to the congreseional
election.
The Supreme Court, the priest
said, was "absolutely logical" in the
AAA decision.
"The smart lawyers of the New
Deal failed to argue on the basis of
the general welfare clause," Father
Coughlin said.
The only New Deal legislation
that "stuck," he declared, was the
gold devaluation act.
"The others are In the waste
basket or will be," he said.
Father Coughlin criticized so
eral plansk in the New Deal platform, inucluding some phases of
the AAA, But he professed to be
"neither a. Democrat or a Republican."
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Clark, Doomed to Die,
Still Hopes to Live

AMERICAN
Boston, Mass.

Miller Frank Clark, under sentence to ct.e In the electric-chair
next week for the death of Ethel
Zuckerman in a South End bakery,
December, 1933, continued to maintain a hopeful attitude today.
Although Governor Curtsy has
announced he would not commute
Clark's sentence, Warden Frank
Lannigan revealed he had not yet
informed the condemned man and
will not do so until he receives the
official communication to that effect.
Clark Is scheduled to die In the
electric-chair next Monday shortly
after midnight.

r*-o ova°0

AMERICAN
Boston, Mass.
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Calls On Curley
-.-..................Jack (he likes to be called that
now that he's grown up) and Betty
started their first day In Boston
by calling on Governor Curley. The
governor was glad to see "the kid"
for sentimental reasons. Jackie
Governor Curley are old
a and
friends, having met ten years ago
"hen Coogan, then 11 years old,
ime East in the interests of the
Near East drive. So they had a
lot of fun reminiscing together.
Miss Grable (she likes to be
called that now that she's engaged)
and Mr. Coogan walked up the 113
steps of the State House. They
were greatly impressed by the
greetings extended them by senators and representatives. Senator
Moran and Representative "Joe"
Kearns, among others, were on
hand to welcome these charming
youngsters to Massachusetts. Later
they expect to explore more historical pointe of interest here.
neither having had the opportunity
to do so before.

"The iWi
Kid"
th I
Here
Betty

JAN

PAROLE BOARD
OUSTER HINTED

Conflicting reports on
the threatened ouster of
the Parole
Board
were rife in
political circles today.
Governor Curley,
anxious to get
away on-MS trip
to Washington,
Postponed further
hearing of evidence, discussion or
a possible report by the
governor's council until
next Wednesday.
This gave rise to
the report in
some circles
that one or more
members of the
board would be
dropped, and
of Correction that Commissioner
Arthur T. Lyman
would be
reappointed.
On the other
the report that hand, however, was
the ouster proceedings were
petering out, and
the differences
that
of
opinion between
the governor
and the members
the board
of
would be patched
up.
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COOGAN TALL,
HANDSOME
By MARION FRENCH

Jackie Coogan, famous child
film actor we all hold dear in
our hearts for his interpretation
of a pathetic child of the streets
in "The Kid," one of Charles
Chaplin's most famous pictures,
arrived in Boston yesterday.
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Boston Mass.
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Played Football

Jack confided in us his eagerness to visit Harvard University.
He has completed all but one
semester of a four-year course at
the University of Southern California. He is sorry he couldn't be
here in time for the football seaHe came here for a personal son. Jack played right end at the
Santa Clara University when he
appearance at the RKO Boston attended that college, so his interThursday.
on
Theater
est in this sport is most natural.
Mr. Coogan (he likes to be called
Betty Grable and her charming that now that he's 21) said to me
mother, Mrs. Lilian Grabia, accom- In confidence over a cocktail last
panied Mr. C-ogan (we have to call night (his was pure fruit-juice):
"I like personal appearances an
him that now that he's six feet
tall, dark and handsome). Betty, awful lot, but I do want to mike
pictures again." And he added,
as you probably already know, is "Of course, I only want one leadJack's fiance,
ing lady, and that's Betty."
At these words the lovely Miss
After seeing her we know why
he picked her as his best girl. She's Grable was heard to sigh contentedly over her Sarsaparilla Float.
blonde, beautiful and what's more, ,
surroundhas a sense of humor, a trait nec-k And the sophisticated at
us
essary for marital happiness these ing tables audibly agreed withvery
that it must be grand to be so
days, they say.
young and in love.

1

1
I
I

ii_vme....„.."
Early Motorists Enjoy
View of First Full Moon
of the New Year
Had Gov James M. Curley
wakened out of hif WrIndow at
6:45 this morning, he would
have seen the most gorgeous
spectacle of the New Year—a
full moon, round and yellow as
a Spanish doubloon, setting in
mellow splendor behind the
Brookline hills across Jamaica
Pond.
Early-to-work motorists on
the Jamaicaway slowed down
to admire the picture in the
half-light of the dawn and
went on reassured that the
moon, at least, is still on the
gold stan'dard.
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I product, Jenkins said, did
the Public Works Departmenot meet
ifications as closely as nt spechis company's did..

Park Square
Boston Mass.
2
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-Tells of Telephone
Calls
Finance Commissioner
Chapman advised Jenk Philip A.
ins to consult legal counsel with a view
to
bringing a taxpayer's suit
against
the city to prevent the awa
rd of
the contract, and E. Mark
Sullivan.
1Finance Commission
chairman,
, suggested that if the truc
pany, which was awarded k comtract, offered for sale tructhe conks that
! did not meet the exact spec
ifications set forth by the
I award of the contract city, the
I withheld and the cont could be
i vertised for new bids. racts readThe sensation caused by
testimony was heightenedJenkins'
statement that twice with by his
past two weeks he had in the
telephone calls from an received
fied man, who said that unidentihe
introduce him to a man who could
be of assistance in obtaininwould
g
city contract for the trucks. the
-

I
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FIN CO1VI ADVISES
LOW BIDDER SUE

Sullivan Attacks Mayor

TWO STAR WITNESSES BEF
ORE FIN COM
Thomas Jenkins (left) who
subordinate Daniel Finck,_told of telephone ealls, and his
who represented low bidders

Contract Given Other Firm Truck
Official Tells Of Phone Calls
Hinting He Could Get Award
As a result of sensational tesit-.1 Doherty,
for the purchase of $675,mony introduced yesterday duringl 000 worth
of snow remo
the closing hour of the Boston ment for the Public val equipWorks DeFinance Commission's public hear- partment.
Tho
mas
E. Jenkins of Waban,
ing into various phases of Boston's1
New Engl
snow removal program, some mem- division and manager of the truck
of the International Harbers of the commission took the vester Company, testi
fied yesterday
unprecedented step of advising the that although his company was
low
bidd
er
on
a
cont
ract for 52 2%-31/2low bidder, who lost the contract,
ton dump trucks, he had been
into take steps to halt the awarding for
med by Purchasi
. of the contracts, as already ap- herty that the cont ng Agent Doract has
proved by M^yor Mansfield and awarded to another truck com beer.
pany
City Purchasing Agent D. Frank whose bid was almost $30,000 higher for the 52 trucks and whose

Jenkins was the last witn
ess
called before the commission
yesterday as it opened its public hearings in its headquarters at
24
School st.
His testimony climaxed a day
that had produced a
scat
ing attack upon the Mayor hChairman Sullivan, an acrimoni by
ous
and long drawn-out verbal duel
between Commissioner of Publ
ic
Works Christopher J. Carven and
members of the commission,
and,
as if the day was not already full
enough, the resignation of one
member of the Finance Commis
sion and the installation not four
hours later of his successor.
W. Arthur Reilly, appointed to
the commission by Gov Curley on ,
Jan 13, 1935, tendered his resignation yesterday on the grounds that
the year for which he had agreed
,
to serve was up. He said that his
resignation was in no way connected with the present public ',
hearing on snow-removal contracts, for which he had voted.
James E. Maguire, of East Boston, a bitter critic of Mayor Mansfield, was named by Gov Curley to
succezd Reilly and in the middle
of the afternoon he took his seat
with the other four members at the
public hearing.

Carven Admits Splitting Job ,
From Publ

ic Works Commissioner 1
Carven, who occupied
witness'
stand through the greaterthe
part of the
day, the Finance Commissi
on drew
the admission that he
N. Hanrahan. an Easthad ordered B.
Boston contractor, to go
work on a paving i1
job on the entrtoance
Tunnel on the same s to the Sumner I
that he had
forwarded the $1100 day
job to Mayor Mansfielcontract for the 1
d
for approval. 1
When the Mayor refused
to sign the !
contract without first
adve
rtising for
bids for the job, as
is
requ
ired ordinarily for all
expenditures in excess
of $1000, Carven
admi
tted
that
he had
ordered Hanrahan to
do a portion of
the job for $800.
He denied that by
giving an $800
was "splitting a job to Hanrahan he
contract" in order to
CI rs.714;-..A,'
• ''.•-

circumvent The Mayoe's refusal
approve the $1300 contract.
tell me," Chait "Do you mean
toroared at Carvan, "th:ii
m an Sullivan
when the Mayor turned down the
contract, you turned around and gave 1
Sri order to Hanrahan for $800 worth 4
of work?"
"Yes," said the witness.

QUIZZED AT FIN COM HEARING

—
Sullivan Voices Disbelief
"I'm sorry to say I don't believe I
you," said Sullivan. "If that is so, I
then I am shocked that things should
be run so loosely at City Hall. . . .
It seems to me, Mr Carven, that you
must be an awfully influential and
powerful man at City Hall in view
of what I know of Mayors and the
disposal of contracts. What made you
believe that the contract would be
acceptable to the Mayor—made you
an sure of it that you had already
ordered Hanrahan to start work?"
"Well," the Public Works Commissioner said, "I thought that it would
because the Mayor has received a report from the engineers of the Holland Tunnel in New York recommending that the plaza at the East
Boston end be widened before the
second race meeting At Suffolk
Downs. The Mayor had told me to
'get busy.'"
"Somebody else, acting as Vice
Mayor, told you to set Hanrahan to
work," Sullivan charged. "while you
sent the letter and contract to the
Mayor expecting his perfunctory signature. Who told you to do that?"
"No one." said Carven.
"You put an awful strain on your
own credibility as a witness," Chairman Sullivan remarked. "Did Dave
Shaw (former acting city purchasing
agent, now election commissioner) or
Ed Mansfield, the Mayor's brother,
come to you about awarding these
contracts to Nawn and Hanrahan?"
"No, sir."

PUBLIC WORKS COMMISSIONER CHRISTOPHER CARVEN

NEW MEMBER OF FIN COM

Snow Contract Divided
Carven had previously been questioned at length regarolng the granting of a snow removal contract in
Hugh Nawn, Inc, on a bid of 48 cents
per cubic yard of snow removed,
when another contractor, Charles
Matz, had bid 40 cents for the same
district—District No. 2.
Matz, however, was awarded DN...
trict 3 at the 40-cent rate. Carven said
that he gave District 2 to Nawn because he regarded him as "better
equipped" than Matz, but under questioning he admitted that he did not
know what Nawn's equipment consisted of.
Members of the commission asked
Carven repeatedly why, since 1Vlatz
had offered bids of 40 cents for both
District 2 and District 3, he had not
been awarded contracts for both districts.
Carven insisted that ha believed
the better policy 'YRS to Aware, not :
more than one district to a contractor. He admitted, however, that he I
had followed this same principle last 1
year when there were 14 snow removal "districts." but had reached
the conclusion that the 14 districts
could be efficiently consolidated into
four. He objected to further consolidation, however, he said.
Commissioner Carven was finally
allowed to step down from the witness stand at 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon, although he was asked to
be present again at 11 o'clock this
morning, when the hearing will be
resumed.
'
:

i

MANSFIELD CRITIC TAKES OATH
Within four hours of his appointment to the Boston Finance
Commission to succeed W. Arthur Reilly, resigned, James E.
Maguire was installed as a new commissioner. He is seen here
(right) being administered the oath of office by Gov Curley.

I

Low Bidder Takes Stand
The next witness called we.; Daniel
A. Finck, of Kensington at. Brookline, employed as an agent of
the

I

International Motor Truck Company. "I told the Mayor that, being the
"We were low bidders," Finck told lowest bidder, 1 thought we had cerThe Commission, "on a contract for tain rights to ask questions about the
52 trucks of 21
/
2 to 31
/
2 tons capacity. awarding of the contract. The Mayor
to be equipped with hydraulic brakes said he did not know who was the
and having a motor displacement of lowest bidder, hut he said he was
about 310 cubic inches. We entered very interested in having the city get
a bid of $13309 for the 52 trucks. the best equipment possible for the
I understand that the contract has money spent.
been awarded to the White Company, "I ask?cl if there was anything I
which entered a bid of $163,880, al- could do to help out and he said
that there was nothing at the time.
most $30,000 more than our bid.
"I was present when the bids were He suggested that I attend a meeting
opened and learned that we were the of the special committee of experts
lowest bidders. Being the biggest ,on snow removal and asked his secmanufacturers of trucks in the coun- retary to see that I was invited to
try and lowest bidder, we thought the next meeting of the committee.
there could be no huestIon of our I never heard anything more about
getting the bid, About three weeks It..'
Jenkins, Finck's superior, was the
after the bids were opened. on Nov
anal witness of the dip'. He said that
ft. T went to the Mayor's office.
he had heard on Monday from an- ,

Drenn

on unless
the Finance Commissi
drew the
in
Works Commissioner with
sonal representative sat
'per
.
ised
my
vert
read
ther truck dealer that the contracts awa
and
n
Naw
that this
rd to Mr
on the investigation' and
ad already been awarded by the "So, all is not lost. Mr Jenkins, if
emwas done to intimidate city
ublic Works Department. He se- you do not act instanter, as suggested
onal
ployes. I never had a pers
ated a conversation he had sub- by Mr Chapman."
sinve
1
representative before any
erday
equently, when he telephonedfypurThe hearing had openedt yest
nce CommisFina
the
of
the
g
veri
tion
ckin
to
tiga
atta
rty
Dohe
emen
t
hasing agen
with a six -page stat
i- sion. A member of the Law Deeport that the contracts had been the Mayor, which Chairman Sull
with
or
partment of the city of Boston
May
the
ged
char
let.
van read. He
in
ss
edne
was there in custody of the rechand
high
d
He said that Doherty had bold
ente
ks unpreceding
rding
. No one was intimidated nor
rega
ords
ion
rmat
info
him that the contract for 52 truc
there any intention to iny withhold l snow removal contracts
was
had been let to the White Compan
municipa
on.
timidate anyone."
issi
Comm
nce
Fina
d that another contract calling for
the
2 and 3 from
/
heavier trucks between 31
rns capacity, on which the Inte
Highhanded
be
ational Company claimed also to 23 Mayor Termed
With
t
up,
it was the
spli
low bidder, had been
After pointing out that
n to
k Camtrucks ordered from the Mac14 from duty of the Finance Commissiohases
ers as purc
pany, 10 from Autocar and
investigate such matt
t by the
Dodge.
w removal equipmen in part:
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Jenkins then said he had his
Cha
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on
t
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Comm
call
e
nce
phon
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tele
two
"The
two
as it could
Boston Mass.
for the city business in the past
been hampered as far the city in
weeks.
be by the Mayor ofwhich it was
re
"The two calls," he said, "we
g the work for
doin
bidlow
Globe
ted.
to the effect that we were arranged
crea
be
ves have frequently
moti
ders and that it could
"Its
would
s they
Boston, Mass.
for us to get the business if II don't
been questioned: at time
been openly charged with
meet some one at a hotel. on who
have
know the identity of the persmeet or
some .lterior purpose. Commiscalled, the person I was to
"When the Finance
why it cost
the name of the hotel."
sion tried to find out rem
ove the
almost $2,000,000 to storms last
only two
in
w
sno
t
Sui
e
Fil
beyond
Advised to
year, an amount that is
ous
The truck firm manager, a seriexrstanding when compared
unde
s, the
young business executive, then ark
with costs in other citie
imposed the restriction
pressed his surprise at a rem
or
May
the
in
be had or
which had been made to him
that no records could onal reption
pers
his
ss
unle
course of his telephone conversa
ed
min
exa
hasing
inveson Monday with the city purc
resentatives sat in on the
agent.
.
tion
tiga
told
nded to
"Doherty said to me," Jenkins ta"This was plainly inte
of city employes,
tion
the Fin Com, "'Did your represen
mida
inti
be
in the
to give
tive tell you last week that
who might be inclined
oached you,
that would verify the
y
! event that anyone approffic
imon
test
e or anyconnecsaying they were in this
amazing talcs of graft in
in
the payments that
one endeavoring to chisel or horn
with
tion
t
esen
gossip.
Atty Gen Paul A. Dever, while In
do graft, that they didn't repr
were A matter of common rminadete
ed
ington to attend the Jackson
hand
Wash
high
me?'"
"Such
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ic
publ
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"Didn't it strike you odd," Doherconc
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Day dinner tonight, will also conf
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man Sullivan asked him,"that inasonal social
h are given the right was
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you
to
t
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ty made that statemen
statute to obtain informat
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Security Act
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that
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After Jenkins had pointed out
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unconstitutional!
City Council.
the
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Com
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ruct
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It was learned at the State House
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000
to $12,
He clearly atte
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miss
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taxpayers'
city employes from
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Washington officials today. Since the
truth by insisting that
Suit against the city imme
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cont
A. A. was abolished by the court,
the
A.
Fiprevent final award of
could only talk to thepres
they
that the social security legislafear
the
for the 52 trucks.
nance Commission in ve."
might also be wiped out has
tion
s have ence of his representati
expressed both here and in
"I don't believe the contract
been
" he said.
on.
actually been signed yet.
ingt
Wash
you may not
Such a decision would,incidentally,
"So if you act quickly
k
Bac
s
Hit
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."
Mansfi
knock the chief plank out of
be too late
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As a matter of fact, Maynight that
or
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DEVER BUSY IN
WASHINGTON

Confers With the Social
Security Act Officials
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SLIDING SCALE PLAN
LASHED BY EXPERT

punished by a $50
offense and $100 forline for the first
subsequent offenses, under a bill
by Representative Honan of offered
Winthrop on petition of Chairman Joseph
A. Parks I
of the board. The
re .would
allow a fine for each measu
time
a
request
by the board for a report
went unheeded.
Cities of 50,000 popula
would go under Civil tion or more
Service labor
laws, under the bill of
Representative
Lunney of Holyoke, asked
by A. C.
Moriarty, present of the state,
city
and town employes.

Cash Payment of Aid Urge
d
Senato

r Cavanagh of Cambr
East C.lebridge District Court idge.
filed a petition for an increaclerk, ,
salary of his assistant clerks. se in
The so-called practice of "scalp
ing" •
railroad tickets would be
crime punishable to a fine upmade a
to $500
or a year's imprisonment
under a
measure tiled by Senator Hurle
Holyoke for Arthur P. Russel y of
l,
president of the New York, New vice
ven & Hartford Railroad. Anoth Haer of
Russell's bills would give
road. street railway and the railsteamboat
special police the status in court
t.f
regular police.
Senator Langone of Boston filed
a
bill requiring that all welfare
aid be
given to recipients in the form
cash. He also seeks a law allowi of
ng
the establishment of state or muMcipal banks, publicly owned.
Hotels with 20 or more rooms
Lash.g out at the projected estab: Dog Racing Repeal Sought
w ;uld be allowed to sell
liquor in
lishment of the sliding scale method
Representative Johnson also filed . a "dry" cities and town, under a bill
filed by Senator Putnam of
of fixing gas and electric rates in bill requiring district attorneys in
for Arthur L. Race, presid Westfield
ent of the
Massachusetts, Wycliffe C. Marshall, districits composed of more than one ' Massachusett
s Hotel Association.
county to appoint his assistants with '
Watertown rate expert, yesterday regard
Members of the Ancient and Honto representation of the counfiled a bill prohibiting the use of that ties served, and to preseent the as- orable Artillery Company would be
given
back the exemption from jury
system which he ch embed as "im- sistants from acting as private coonservice they once enjoyed,
practicable, contrary to fundamental e1 in any criminal court.
under the
principles of Massachusetts law,
Repeal of the Dog Racing law is petition of Senator Nicholson of
Wareh
am.
gravely inequitable and unconstitu- sought by Representative Shea of
Senator McKeown of
tional.
Cambridge.
Springfield
filed a measure for
"As a method of rate making and
establishmen
T number of measures were filed a
commission to negotiate with t el
'regulation, the sliding scale plan of by Representative Sawyer of Ware
surrates is impracticable and inequitable for Alfred Baker Lewis, secretary of rounding states for the development
and
impro
vemen
t
of
in its effect on the consumers," he the state Socialist party. These would
rivers Rowing
charged. "Within the past 25 years make school military drill optional through Massachusetts, on petition of
two special investigating commissions instead of compulsory, increase the Leo S. Greenwood. secretary of the
in Massachusetts have reported on it state income tax from 6 to 20 percent. Connecticut Valley Council.
unfavorably. It is unsuited to the util- to memorialize Congress in favor of u-nish
4
0
Favors'
Federal uniform labor laws and pubity conditions in this state.
L'
A bill requiring thatPurchase
"Gross iniquities arc inherent in lic ownership of utilities, banks and
the Boston
this method, as experience under it natural resources, also memorials ad, metropolitanDistrict exerci.se .
its
for several years in
Washington 1 vocating a 30-hour week with no re- ,1 option on the purchase of the Boston
Elevat
proves conclusively.
ed
duction in pay and for graduated '
Railw
ay was offered by
:
---! taxes on incomes, legacies and suc- - Representative Welsh of Hyde Park.
Trucks which are requir
cessions.
52 Bills Introduced
ed to stop
A bill asking that no contracts for l'II along
''Any benefit gained by the ton- ',
g the roadside after dark would 1
.„ have to display red
sumer has been at an unreasonable more than $1000
. be let b the city 0
r i
signal flares to
sacrifice in favor of a holding corn- Somerville without bids
intro
.
- ,li passing motorists under a bill filed
party. Protection and preservation of • duced . by Representative Sherman or by Senator C harles A. P. McAree of ;
.
holding company interests in MAs- that city on behalf of John F. Foster. il, Haverhill.
Senator William A. Davenport
sachusetts is the controlling reason 1 t Reduction of the 70-year age,li.m
.
of i
it ,I! „
Greenfield filed a bill to prohib
for such a titan of rates," concudee to 65 was sought by Representative
it the i
.
Johnson and to 60 by Representative sale as pure milk
Mr Marshall.
of the combination of milk fat, with milk
Meyer on Lewis' petition.
The slitlieg scale plan has been
cream or
studied by ovvt..414140,4elecial utilExemption of veterans of the Span- skimmed milk, whether or not con-,
brain
t
ity
m ee, which is ish War, Philippine insurrection or
evaporated, concentrated,
expected to report in favor of it.
the China relief expedition from ; powdered. dried or dessicated.'
The total of bills filed in the House Civil Service requirements is asked! The Boston Metropolitan Distric
t
of Representatives esterday hit 434 in a bill of Representative Connelly would be authorized to exercise its
for the current session, 43 behind the
option to purchase the Boston Elefigure a year ago. There were 52 invated Railway under a bill filed by
troduced yesterday. On the Senate Breakage
' Representative Patrick J. Welsh
at
?Vick
ie
Aske
Of
d
side 131 bills have been filed to date.
Horse racing would be forbidden Hyde Park.
. Among the petitions was a bill of
Establ
ishmen
t of a commission to
'; on Monday and dog racing on Satur' Reprcsentative Johnson of Brock ton 4-4,ale
eunder a proposal of Representa- Ii negotiate treaties with surrounding
to jack up the state's share of the .
states regarding the development and
pari-mutuel handle at horse tracks tive Flaherty . of Charlestown, who improvement
of
rivers
flowing
to 14 percent. The state's assessment also tiled a bill to have the
through Massachusetts and the connickle
instea
pay
dimes
s,
oft
of
to
d
is now 31
/
2 percent, The Johnson bill
struction of public works along
their
would allow the track 6 percent for as at present, and to give unclaimed banks is sought in a
bill filed by Senexpenses and profit, instead of the money set aside for pari-mutuel pay- ator Francis M.
McKe
own
of Springexisting 61,42 percent. The money efts to the state treasury.
field on petition of L. S. Green
wood,
would go to an old-age assistance i Failure on an employer to report an secretary of the
Connec
ticut
Valley
11 injury to an employe to the State Council.
fund.
11 Industrial Accident Board wows' De_

Marshall Files Bill to Prohibit
Use of System 52 Petitions
Submitted to Legislature
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rectly connected with prison or parole administration.
2 Park
Square
These Senators continued their efBoston Mass,
forts on behalf of the board and weie
1 given credit in some quarters for
' gaining the week's postponement of a
Globe
decision in the cas2.
It was the suggestion of Gov CurBoston,
Mass.
ley, however, that the Council mull
over the evidence in the case for a
week that was responsible for the
decision to postpone action.
This action knt color to earlier reInFl":117—SWEAFiS IN MURPHY
ports that the Governor had no quarrel with the Parole Board, did not
ASSISTANT SECRETARY
seek the removal of any of the memWilliam
A. Murphy of Boston, sucbers, and that Councilor Brennan was
the prime mover in the projected dis- cessor to Joseph P. McAllister of
Boston as Gov Curley's assistant
missal of the entire group.
secretary, was given the oath of office
—
yesterday by the Governor.
,Council to Support Reform
Secretary Murphy sent several
1 The Council yesterday agreed to
baskets of flowers which he received
! support before the Legislature a bill
to Miss Alice Ryan, a member of the
to allow a court to fix a definite miniExecutive Department secretarial ;
mum and maximum sentence, which
staff. Miss Ryan Is suffering with
would allow a prisoner to be released
pneumonia at a Somerville hospital
on completion of his minimum term.
if his prison behavior warranted his
2. Park Square
liberation. Prior to 1933, according to
Boston
Mass.
Executive Councilor Frank A. Brooks
of Watertown, former Parole Board
chairman and recognized expert on
Globe
the subject, the board was required
to release prisoners on their mini-'
Boston, Mass.
mum, if their prison records were
perfect.
In 1933, Councilor Brooks said. :he
word "shall" was changed to "may"
in the regulations for release of pris- ---- -oners. In his opinion the word
"shall" should have remained on the
statute books.
He explained that the change was
recommended by Prof Francis B.
Sayre, then Correction Commissioner. ,
and that he (Brooks) had opposed it '
at that time.

1

2 Park S•io.n,
Boston Mass.
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,PAROLE BOARD
OUSTER FADES

As

Lyman's Security Doubted
as Hearing Adjourns

• • •••••••

Board's Removal Believed Idea
of Brennan, Not Curley

•••••rISSOCI \Vv. Iltitu

JAN 8 193b

A possibility that the differences
between the Governor's Council
and the members of the State Parole Board may be patched up
without any of the latter three feeling the keen edge of Gov Curley's
official ax was seen yesteMy as
the Executive Council adjourned
without taking action on the informal request for the removal of the
entire board put before the Council by Councilor Brennan of SomFinal arrangements were completerville.
ed last night for the Jackson Day
Press Clipping Service
Postponing the entire disposition
dinner to be held at the Copley
2 Park Square
Plaza Hotel tonight with James
of the Parole Board case until next
Boston Mass.
Roosevelt, Lieut Gov Joseph L. HurWednesday, the Council ended a
ley, Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield, i
discussion of the evidence yesterGlobe
and other prominent Democrats 1
day afternoon in an apparently
scheduled as speakers. A. Frank Reel
Mass.
Boston,
friendly frame of mind toward
of Cambridge, ex-president of the
Richard Olney, chairman; Mathew
Young Democrats of Massachusetts,
Bullock and P. Emmett Gavin, the
will preside.
z
i i:irtst.411,s—miimirelTrillilWrI
In order to represent the Qournor
Parole Board members.
Only l
Of, at the Boston
VHurdinner, Lieut
overnor Club."
Councilor Brennan and one or two
icy cancelled his trip to Washington.
other individual mmebers eviJoseph A. Maynard, honorary chairBARNES AND HELIER SEEK
denced any particular disposition
man of the Jackson Day Dinner
to fire the board wholesale as has
FISHERIES AND GAME POST Committee, talked with James Roosebeen predicted.
Thomas A. Barnes of Falmouth and velt. now in New York, over the telePatrick W. Hehir of Worcester, both phone and received the assurance
A rumor gained some circulation
candidates for the position of director that he would arrive at the banquet
to the effect that Commissioner Arof the State Division of Fisheries
tonight. Delegathur T.Lyman of the Correction Deand between 8 and 8:30
Game to succeed Raymond J. Kenney, tions will attend from Middlesex, Espartment, who is at swords' points
and Barnwith the Parole Board members, , were among Gov Curley's callers sex. Plymouth, Norfr
stable Counties.
yesterday.
4-........semay be the one who will be fired l After
i.cdded by John
The ushers' list
the conference
after the parole agitation dies i stated they had informed both men !Roosevelt, son of the President, who
the
Goverdown. Lyman's term has already
nor that if either was selected
at Harvard.
it • is a student
expired and he is a holdover in I would be satisfactory to the other.
Tables have been reserved by MaThey were accompanied by groups yor Edward Kenney of Woburn; Sen' office. Gov Curley can replace him
representing spertsmens' clubs in ator Edward C. Carroll of South Bosat will, without the formality of
eastern central Massachusetts.
ton; Senator Joseph White of Jamremoving him.
The two men declared. "we told the aica Plain; Commissioner James
Reardon; Commissioner William F.
Governor it was about time that
Senators Help Board
Thomas
real sportsman was appointed as heada Callahan; Commissioner
Members of the Parole Board have
Green; Commissioner Eugene A. Mcof the division."
influential friends in the Legislature,
The Governor, according to the two Sweeney; Registrar of Deeds, W. T.
among them Senators Carroll of South
men, said he would give the matter A. Fitzgerald; Mayor John D. Lynch
Boston and Madden of Roxbury, who consideration.
Cambridge; Representative LawDirector Kenney's term of
spoke on their behalf at the Council
expired last month andthere has been rence P. McHugh of Jamaica Plain;
hearing on the parole situation, the
much discussion as to whether he Commissioner James T. Moriarty; Atonly speakers at that session not diwould be reappointed or his successor torney Henry Lawlor, Chairman
chosenbythe Governor,.......„............, James O'Brien of the Milk Control
Board, and others

DEMOCRATS GATHER-1
AT DINNER TONIGHT
•

James Roosevelt Coming
to Jackson Day Function
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Mrs Bernard Killion, Mrs John T.
Manning, Mrs James Malley, Mrs
Press Clipping Service
Charles Murphy, Mrs Frank G. Sul2 Park
Square
livan. Mrs T. Robert Sullivan.
Boatcn Mass,
Mrs B. J. A'Rearn, Mrs James
Bryan, Mrs William J. Barman, Mrs
James Carr, Miss Anna Doyle, Mrs
Globe
George Flood, Mrs William Fouhy,
Mrs Edward Gallagher, Miss JoBoston, Mass.
sephine Hartigan, Mrs Daniel J. Holland.-Mrs David Gentles, Mrs Joseph
N. Kirby, Mrs Frederick W. Mahony,
Mrs Mary O'Leary Finucane.
Mrs M. J. McCarthy, Mrs 1VI. J. McGuire, Mrs James P. McDonough,
Miss Elizabeth Norton, Mrs Frank
Regan, Mrs John Ryan, Mrs John J.
Williams. Mrs Charles N. Winship.
Mrs Edward J. Downey is directing
publicity.
For the monthly meeting to be held
toat the Philomatheia clubhouse
morrow, Rev Terrence J. Connolly,
S. J., of the Boston College Graduate
School, will give an illustrated lecture on St Francis of Assisi.
Mrs Gertrude Burke will be soloist
for the musical pro:ram accompanied
George Flood. Meeting will
Gov James M. Curley has accepted by Mrs
start at 2:30 p m.
woole"w
an invitation to attend the annual
Globe
supper, dance and reception to be
tendered by the Philomatheia Club
Boston, Mass.
to the senior class of Boston College
Friday evening at the Copley-Plaza
Hotel.
Executive Chairman Mrs Frank G.
Sullivan announces the following
committees are planning to make this
mid-Winter festivity one of the most
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RECEPTION FRIDAY
TO B. C. SENIORS

Governor toBePhilomatheia
.n.".--Club's Guest

SCHUSTER DEFIES
CURLEY THREATS
Foe Says Governor Lacks
/ Courage to File Suit
Claims Even Many Democrats
Now hostile to Executive

JAN 8 1936

Predicting that Gov Curley lacks
the moral courage and intetinal fortitude to seek vindication in the
courts for what members of his own
party have said about him in the
past, Executive Coiliticilor Winfield A.
Schuster of East auglas, in a radio
address last night challenged the
Governor to proceed with his threats.
Schuster's speech was prompted,
according to his statement, by the
Governor's threat that he would proceed in court against any member of
Purple group of the ReGov James M. Curley was elected the "Royalparty and flunkies" who
publican
Massaan honorary member of the
might make libelous charges against
chusetts Fish and Game Association, him without basis. Political observpioneer conservation organization of ers, however, saw in the address the
New England. at its annual meeting opening of Schuster's own campaign
in the Hotel Statler today.
for higher office. He is -eported to be
Conservation Commissioner Ernest ready to announce his candidacy for
Dean, Fish & Game Director Ray- the Republican nomination for Lieumond J. Kenney, the chiefs of fish tenant Governor.
and game administration in other
Schuster, sworn enemy of the GovNew England States and Chief Ira N. ernor in the Council, was tendered a'
Gabrielson of the United States dinner by the Roosevelt Club (Robert
Bureau of Biological Survey were Washburn's T. R. Club) in the first
also made members.
year of the Governor's term for his
The former chief, J. N. ("Ding") stand in the chamber against the
Darling, and Dr Gardiner Bump of Democratic chieftain.
New York were also honored for
The speaker last night, in quotatheir devotion to the cause of fish tions from Mayor Mansfield, former
and game preservation and the sports- Gov Ely, Alfred E. Smith, Councilor
men's interests.
, Daniel H. Coakley and from a DemoChairman Winslow Crowell of the cratic organ, offered to prove that
inland fishing committee announced the denunciation of the Governor's
a membership of more than 300 in practices has not been confined to
the association's Norfolk Trout' Club ' RepublicanF and that there is a growventure where more than 8000 fat ing hostility to Curley which is nonred-spots are awaiting the sportsmen partisan and bi-partisan as well as
when the ice breaks up in March. He partisan.
announced that members, with their
"The truth is that the hostility to
families and friends, are offered Win- Gov Curley has spread
from th,e Re- !
ter skating privileges on the three publican
Party until it now is general I
ponds of the Norfolk preserve, where
lunches and outdoor fireplaces are without regard to party politics," said
Schuster.
;available for picnickers.
"Come on, now, Governor, as a test
Albert J., Meserve of Brookline,
Judge Albert L. Saunders of Medway of your genuineness, proceed with
and Maj F. H. Andres of Boston also your threats. Go into the courts and
reported for various committees, pre- get vindication from those upstanddicting new activities during the corn- ing Democrats, who have assailed you
in terms much more bitter than the
ing year.
The following officers were elected: criticism that has been levelled
Arthur B. Harlow pres, ''')r William J. against you by Republicans. I preMixter. Henry V. Greenough, John L. dict that you lack the moral courSaltonstall and William P. Wharton age and intestinal fortitude to make
• pres; David A. Aylward, sec, and such a test, because you know in advice
vance what the decision would be."
I James J. Storrow, treas.

GoARNoR is
MADE MEMBER

Honored by State Fish and
Game Association

MISS MARCELLA EHERLE
successful ever conducted by the club:
Frederick W. Roche, president, and
Sydney Dunn, chairman for the senior class.
Mrs Vincent P. Roberts, the president, will welcome the senior members and guests. Miss Virginia Grimes,
president of the Junior Philomatheia,
will represent the junior group, assisted by Miss Marjorie Sullivan.
Ushers will include the following
graduates of Boston College: Daniel
J. Holland Jr, Gregory Sullivan, Paul
Dugan and John Kelly.
Floor.marshals will be C. Desloge
O'Malleg and Charles McCarthy.
Included in the long list of patrons
and patronesses are:
Mr and Mrs Vincent P. Roberts,
Hon John F. Fitzgerald, Mrs Emile
Coulon, Mrs Edward C. Donnelly,
Mr George Dempsey, Mrs Henry S
Fitzgerald, Mrs Charles J. O'Malley,
Miss Marcella Eberle, Dr and Mrs
William P. Haley. Dr Paul Jakmauh,

1
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day hyr-Gov Cu y. Mr Bowditch is
I chairman
e board of trustees
, there. He is a member of the Park
Commission here, is tree warden, is a
Middlesex County Commissioner, is
president of the County Farm Bureau
and is active in many other civic and
, public groups. Mr Monahan is a specialist in poultry and is a former professor at the State College at Amherst.
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COMMUTATION IS REFUSED I
ZUCKERMAN GIRL'S SLAYER

Miller Clark of the South End,
sentenced to die in the electric chair
during the week of Jan 12, for the
Globe
murder of Ethel Zuckerman in a
FRAMINGHAM
South End bakery almost two years
Marriage intentions have been filed
Boston, Mass.
ago, was yesterday denied commutaat the office of Town Clerk William 1'
tion of sentence by Gov James M.
S. Walsh by John J. Galvani, postal
Curley.
employe, 646 Waverly st, and lielen
Gov Curley In announcing his deMadeleine Bransfield, hotel clerk, 17
cision said that he had considered the
Brook st, Natick; Charles M. Dyer,
opinion of the Supreme Court. the e•
VINSON-McCOMACK BILL I
shipper, 346 Concord st, and Florport
the Mental Diseases DepartINDORSED BY GOV c.gaLEY ment of
ence Dale, stenographer, 41 Wendell
and had conferred with George
Gov Curley yesterday inckirsed
Douglas, counsel for Clark.
Park, Milton.
Vinson-McCormack bill for full the!
• At the meeting of the executive
The doctors reported that Clark
payment of the veterans' bonus.
was "a man of low intelligence, borcommittee of the Chamber of ComPresent
when
the Governor wrote his indorse- dering on the feeble minded."
merce yesterday afternoon, final
They
ment were the state commanders
arrangements were made for the genof found that a disease had further imthe
three
veteran organizations, John
paired the man's mind, but that he
eral members meeting to be hid
H. Walsh of the American
Tusday evening, Jan 21, when Henry
Legion, was "not frankly insane, although his
S. Dennison, president of the Den- Frederick T. Openshaw of the Vet- judgment was seriously impaired
erans
of
Foregin
Wars, and Edward J.
"And so," concluded the Governor,
nison Manufacturing Company will
Walsh of the Disabled American
be the speaker. The committee voted
Vet- "I have decided not to commute his
erans
of
the
World
sent
War.
:nce"
to approve in principle the four
All three told the Governor they
points of the taxation platform of the
Globe
to see the bill passed
Masaschusetts Real Estate Exchange, expected
through
Congress
at
the
coming
sesPast Commander John J. Corley sion.
Boston, Mass.
Governor gave it as his
installed the officers of Fred S. opinionThe
that
the
bonus
should
be
AuxV.,
and
Murphy Chapter, D. A.
paid.
iliary at veterans quarters last night.
Missionary
Foreign
Women's
The
Globe unu"mm-Society of the First Methodist
Church met with Mrs George GilBoston, Mass.
more, Central st, this afternoon.
The Kroflites held the lead in the
Country Club Womcn's bowling
league at the Peerless alleys yesterday, although being held to a tie by
the Silver Kings. The Colonel Clicks
took second place by winning three
from the Bullets, while the Hagens
improved their standing with a three
point win over the Dunlops.
The newly-elected officers of the
Gov James M. Curley was elected
Framingham Grange for the year in- '
an hnnorary member of the Massa•
'elude Charles D. Sanderson, M; Peter
chusetts Fish and Game Association,
Tully, 0; Marion Jolly, lect; Carl
pioneer conservation organization of
Hanson, S; Frank Tetreau, chaplain;
New England. at its annual meeting
Albert White, treas; Arthur Butler,
in the Hotel Stetter today.
sec; Gerald Jolly? G; Marian SanderConservation Commissioner Ernest
son, C; Irene Sweetser, P; Cassie
Dean, Fish Se Game Director RaySteele, F; Marion Hemple, L; Ella
mond
registration
plate
J. Kenney, the chiefs of fish
regain
Seeking to
Gilliland. P.
and game administration in other;
shoe
Mathey,
Nicholas
Lynn
W.
"518."
for
Grange
Sherborn
of
officers
The
New England States and Chief Ira N. I
, the year include Cecil E. Hamill, M; manufacturer, yesterday appeared be- Gabrielson of the United States
lect;
Bessie
Edson
0;
Murray,
Elmer
fore Judge Edward P. Pierce in Su- Bureau Qf Biological Survey were
Edward N. Barber, S; Joseph Blanch- preme Court and asserted that Regis- also made members.
in;
I
h
Sparhawk.
L.
Sara
AS;
ard,
The former chief, 3. N. ("Ding")
Irving L. Smart, treas; Henry C. trar Goodwin had refused him and Darling, and Dr Gardiner Bump of
Goulding. sec; Elton Goulding, G; given the plate to Charles Manion,
New York were also honored for
Sarah Whitman, C; Susan Philbrook, Gov Curley's former chauffeur.
their devotion to the cause of fish
P; Leta Hildreth, F; Bernice BlanchAsst Atty Gen Roger Clapp, who and game preservation and the sportsard, LA.
The program for the open forum represented the registry#:- said that men's interests.
Chairman Winslow Crowell of the
series to take place on six successive Mathey had since been offered a
Wednesday evenings, starting Jan 15, "suitable:" number and requested the inland fishing committee announced
than 300 in
has been completed as follows: Jan action be dismissed. Clapp declared 'a membership of more Trout Club
the association's Norfolk
15, James Myers, industrial secre8000 fat
tary of the Federal Council of he could not understand anyhow that venture where more thansportsmen
Churches; Jan 22, Tony Sender, po- it mattered much what number was red-spots are awaiting the
when the ice breaks up in March. He
litical exile from Germany; Jan 29, given to Mathey.
announced that members, with their
Edwaid Berman of the University of
Judge
Pierce
differed,
however,
Illinois economics department; Feb saying he could see quite a difference families and friends, are offered Winthree
5, Powers Hapgood of the Socialist between, for instance, 610,400 and 25. ter skating privileges on the where
ponds of the Norfolk preserve,
party executive committee; Feb 12,
Mathey's counsel, Henry H. Tatty, lunches and outdoor fireplaces are
Raymond Gram Swing, editor of the argued
that the court ought not to dis- available for picnickers.
Nation; Feb 19, Harry W. Laidler of miss the
proceeding until it becomes
Albert J. Meserve of Brookline,
the League for Industrial Democracy. clear what number plate Mr
Good- Judge Albert L. Saunders cf Medway
Peter N. Gannon. Eden st, was
drawn as a traverse juror for the win regards as "suitable" in lieu of and Mai F. H. Andres of Boston also
February session of the Superior the plate "518" which Mathey is reported for various committees, preccntending for.
dicting new activities during the comIn the hearing, it came out that ing year.
Court at East Cambridge, at a meet.
the
registry is ready to offer Mathey
in of the Selectmen yesterday.
The following officers were elected:
I Nathaniel I. Bowditch was reap the number plate "36.518." Gossip of Arthur B. Harlow pres, ''")r William J.
the
Mathey
has,
courtroom
was that
pointezl and William C. Monahan
1Mixter. Henry V. Greenough. John L.
newly appointned trustees of the Put up $2000 to fight the case until Saltonstall and William P. Wharton
t, Massachusetts State College yester- he gets the "518" plate, or something vice pres; David A. Aylward, sec, and
nearly its equivalent.
James J. Storrow, treas.
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if-GAL TILT INITIATED
FOR AUTO PLATES 518

Man Charges x- au ear
of Cullej Was Favored

41.

I

1

'GOVERNOR
- IS '
MADE MEMBER
Honored by State Fish and
Game Association
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Jenkins, left, New England
'Thomas
1
Harof the International
manager
I
Daniel A.
vester Company, and
testiFinck of the same company
commission
fying at the finance
hearing.

CHARGES CITY
LOST $30,000
Witness Tells of 52 Snow
Given
I Truck Order Not
Lowest Bidder
i
14IAYOg ANSWERS
FIN COM CRITICISM
recently ,
Testimony that the city
cost $30,000
a
at
trucks
bOught 52
figure of the lowest
I greater than the
"some one" sought
that
\bidder and
the low bidder by
to "deal with"
the award was
before
telephone
yesterdaY before
made, was offered
its
finance commission at
Boston
the
snow
of
cost
the
open hearing on
removal.
session,Chairman
Earlier in the
read a statement Christopher J. Carven, city commissioner of public works, who testified
E. Mark Sullivan
had been
commission
at the finance commission hearing.
the
'charging
in
Mansfield
it after he had been confirmed by the
hampered by Mayor
,The hearing, taking up where
which it was
an investiga- executive council. Maguire sucin
doing the work for
week
last
off
left
'
replied in
proceeded ceeded William Arthur Reilly, whose
created. The mayor later
tion of bonding practices,
was within his
he
that
statement
a
a new member, James resignation was accepted by the
with
yesterday
in this
Boston, sitting in °gym=
rights and had been upheld
_
E. Maguire of East
belief.
Inc amsion

TIMM E. Jenkins of Waban, New to bidders whose trucks have not
England manager for the Interna- complied or do not comply or meet
tional Harvester Company, low bid- with the specifications, of course
der on several contracts for the city's such an award will be as invalid as
purchase of motor trucks, testified to 1 in the opening bids for snow reseveraj telephone calk he received 1 moval in district No. 2, in which the
after the bids had been opened. The city had persisted in its award to'
callers in ach cas sought a meeting Mt:..Nawn. In deference to the law
with him, he said.
as stated by us and later confirmed
"Did you get any telephone calls
by the corporation counsel, the
or did you hear from any one who
mayor had the public works departpurported himself to be Mr. Doherty , ments withdraw the award to Mr.
Nawn and readvertise."
(D. Frank Doherty), purchasing
The contract for repaving at the
agent for the city of Boston?" he • East Boston entrance to the SumWas asked by Commissioner Robert ner tunnel last summer, which was
aired at a previous finance comRobinson.
mission hearing, was again the sub"No, I couldn't say that. I had
several telephone calls to the effect ject of questioning yesterday afternoon of Christopher J. Carven, pubthey understood we were the low
works commissioner.
bidders. In two different cases, I licFrom
the testimony it appeared
had telephone calls to the effect that Carven
planned
have this
that we were low bidders and that and more work done to contractor
by a
we could arrange to get that business named Hanrahan, who was doing
if I could arrange to meet them. In
pavement laying under contract in
one particular case it was on Sunday East Boston at the time. The first
afternoon and I was aaked if I estimate for this work, to be comcould come down to a hotel."
pleted before Suffolk Downs opened
Q.—In one of your calls was some- its fall season, was between $1600
thing said about "chiselers?" A.— • and $1700.,
No, sir. That was yesterday. Altel
On the same day that he wrote the
I heard the bids had been awarded. mayor, requesting.to be permitted
I called Mr. Doherty and asked him, to give the contract to Hanrahar
if the bids had been awarded. He without advertising for bids. Carven
said, "Yes," they had all been: instructed the contractor to start
awarded. I said, "On those 52 21/2: work, he admitted yesterday. Carven
to 3 ton models—who were the
then went on vacation, he also adawarded to?" He said to the White. mitted.d during which time the
Company.
mayor declined to grant the request
When Carven returned, he said
SIMPLY PLACED ORDERS
he had Hanralian
Q.—Was there anything else said; the paving most - do that part of
neces.sary
A.—I told him we were the lowest between $7 0 and $800. at a cost
This was
bidders, about $30,00 below the White legal, he said. since
the
bid and that our trucks were nearei under the $1000 limit forfigure was
the specifications than theirs. He work without advertising allotting
for bids.
went on to explain that he hae Carvesi denied that it was splitting
nothing to do with allotting the bus. a contract.
mess, that he simply placed the
MAYOR'S STATEMENT
orders, that they had an expert committee which had investigated the
In answer to Sullivan's statement
various trucks, etc. He admitted he critical of him, Mayor Mansfield
knew nothing about the truck busiIssued the following statement:
ness and I admitted the committee
"The intemperate tone of the
knew less.
Q.—You told him that? A.-1 told statement of the finance conunission makes it unnecessary for me
him that.
Preceding Jenkins, Daniel A. Fink to reply, excepting to that part
wherein I am accused of violating
of Brookline, conducting a motor the
law and of intimidating wittruck business in Cambridge, nesses.
through whom the Harvester bids
"I am advised by the corporation
were placed, testified that he called counsel
that I was completely withon the mayor about three weeks in my rights
after the bids had been opened as advance to in declining to give in
he had received no word, although tion about the city council informasnow removal equipment
his bid was the lowest.
bids. Furthermore, Councillor Dowd
The mayor told him, said the wit- in a speech to
the council upon that
ness, he did not know who was the
lowest bidder and that he was inter- occasion stated that never since he
ested only in the city getting the had been a member of the council I
best trucks and the best value. The had any such information been demayor told him a committee of ex- manded of a mayor and
that
perts were to hold a meeting to con- the charter was changed
my posisider the bids and instructed hie tion was entirely
sound.
secretary to have Fink notified when
"The other statement that rethe meeting was to be held so he quires attention is that
I imposed
could attend, said Fink.
the restriction that no records of the
ciyt could be examined by the
NEVER GOT WORD
He never received any word rela- finance commission unless my 'pertive to the committee meeting and sonal representative sat In on the
on Monday last was informed. in- investigation' and that this was
directly, he said, the bids had been done to intimidate city employes, I
never had a personal representative
awarded.
Philip Chapman, one of the com- before any investigation of the
missioners, suggested to Jenkins that Priance commission, A member of
he should get 10 citizens to sign a ate law department of the city of
petition to stop the signing of the Boston was there in custody of the
contract. Chairman Sullivan, how- records. No one was intimidated nor
was there any intention to intimever, expressed a different view.
"What has developed here may be :date any one."
brought to the mayor's attention."
Sullivan said, "and if it appears
et't'v%
an award is being made in this case
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Boston
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TWO SEEK APPOINTME
NT
/ Thomas A. Barnes
of
and Patrick W. Hehir of Palmoutt
Worcestei
presented themselves to Gov.
yesterday as candidates for Curley
tion of director of the statetretletiof fisheries and game now division
held
Raymond J. Kenney. Appointment by
of
either would be satisfactory
to the
Other.
They were accompanied
by groups
representing sportsmen's clubs
in
eastern and central
s
"We told the governorMassachusett
it was about
time that a real sportsman
was
pointed as head of the division," apthe
candidates declared. •
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COUNCIL ACTS
I ON SENTENCES
Would Let Courts Fix Definite Maximum and Minimum Prison Terms
, The executive council yesterday
Voted to support a legislative petition to allow the courts to fix deliMite maximum and minimum prison
sentences and also to provide for
the automatic release of a good-behaving prisoner at the completion
Df his minimum sentence. Under
existing statutes a penal institutions i
inmate whose conduct has been;
good during his incarceration may I
be released on parole after serving'
two-thirds of his minimum sentence.
but the parole board has the right
to deny his release until he has
served his minimum sentence.
This has been one of the chief
points of contention between the
executive council and the state parole board in the current controversy.
Action on the status of the parole
board members was deferred for one
week at the recommendation °UAW'.
Curley. These members, Richard
Miry,- chairman: Matthew W. Bullock and P. Emmett Gavin, have
i been under investigation by the
. Governor and council, following
. complaints of severity in their attitude toward prisoners eligible for
I release.
j Prior to 1933 the statutes made it
' mandatory for the parole board to
release an inmate after he had completed his minimum sentence, provided his conduct had been good
In 1933, at the recommendation of ,
Prof. Francis B. Sayre, the corree-1
[ion commissioner, the mandatory 1
clause was deleted from the statute.

1

r.It A I fl
QUOTES NORTON
"Let us first of all turn to Mayor
Mansfield, of whom Councilman
Clement A. Norton of Boston said
only Saturday, 'I am convinced that
Mayor Mansfield is completely
honest'. Mr. Norton, at the Democratic pre-primary convention in
Worcester in 1934, cast his vote as
a delegate for Mr. Curley for Governor.
„
Mayor Mansfield said of Mr.
1
' Curley on Sept. 14: 'For the first
time in its long and honorable
history Massachusetts has a Governor who is not only ruthless but
wholly unscrupulous. This is shown
by the public record that he has
made since he assumed office. It
is the duty of us all to see that he
shall never again be elected to
represent the people of Massachustts in any office whatever. I am
committed to a campaign to terminate his political career.' Does
Mayor Mansfield belong to the
Royal Purple group of the Repubparty. Governor?
lican
Gov. Curley was challenged last
"Joseph B. Ely, the former Govnight by Councillor Winfield A. ernor and one of the finest men the
produced in
Schuster of East Douglas to proceed Democratic party has
our generation, standing on the
atic
Democr
his
against
in the courts
platform of Tremont Temple in
critics as well as "the royal purple Boston on the night of Sept. 113.
group4 of the Republican party" 1934, publicly divested himself of
protection of the courts and
against whom the Governor threat- all
uttered this forthright challenge,
week.
last
suits
ened libel
demand that Mr. Curley, in keeping
Citing some of the criticism that with the principle laid down by
how he
has been levelled at the Governor by President Roosevelt, explain
on a scale far beyond nis
members, of his own party, Schuster lives sources of income.' In other
visible
said it was much more bitter than words, 'Where did you get it, Jim?'
Purple group
the charges hurled at him by Re- Is Mr. Ely of the Royal
party?
ican
Republ
the
of
hLs
in
ed,
publicans. Schuster predict
CALLED "TRICKY" BY SMITH
radio address, that no such action
"Let us turn to the greatest apostle
part:
in
would be taken. He said
nation, Alfred
"Gov. Curley a few days ago pub- of Democracy in the
in 1932, quoted ny
licly accused certain Massachusetts E. Smith. Early
unbiased AssoRepublicans of laying false charges the accurate and
Smith said, reagainst him. In a bristling denunci- ciated Press, Mr.
the Governor 'He is a
ation of this procedure he threat- ferring to
Is Mr. Smith of the
man.'
the
tricky
in
them
against
ened to proceed
of the Republican
courts. Thus far, no such action has Royal Purple
party?
been taken.
"The truth is that the hostility to
ISSUES CHALLENGE
Gov. Curley has spread from the
is
"I do not propose to discuss the Republican party until it now
fairness or the truthfulness of these general without regard to party
statements. I do, however, propoSe politics. Come on, Governor, as a
heaps and now to challenge him to test of your genuineness, proceed
go One step further and include his with your threats. Go into the courts
Democratic foes in the fulfillment of and get vindication and get it from
this threat. I propose to demon- the Democrats as well as from the
upstrate to the voters of Massachusetts Republicans. Get it from these
that the denunciation of his prac- standing Democrats who have asmore
tices has not been confined to Re- sailed you in terms much
publicans and that the growing hos- bitter than the criticism that has
tisan been levelled against you by Retility to Curleyism is non-par
n. publicans. I predict that you lack
and bi-partisan as well as partisa
"The statement by the Governor the moral courage and intestinal
tion fortitude to make such a test bewas provoked by an admoni
former cause you know in advance what
from B. Loring Young,
speaker of the House of Represent- 4,he decision would
atives, to profit from the divine
a-0-0-0-17 0
0
steal'
injunctions 'Thou shalt not
witfalse
bear
not
shalt
and 'Thou
ness against thy neighbor.'
"Now, I publicly call on the Govretroernor to make this threat critics
active and to apply it to his
such of
in the Democratic party— Counhis critics as former Gov. Ely,
E
MUST DIE
cillor Daniel H. Coakley, Alfred
Gov. Curley yesterday refused to
Smith, Mayor Frederick W. Mansfew
interrefew- th the death sentence
field, the Boston Post and a
nce
others owing their political allegiathe Imposed on Miller F. Clark, accordingly the murderer of Ethel Zuckerto the party of which he is
titular leader. I propose to indict man, youthful South end bakeshop
,
opinion
him before the bar of public
employe, will be executed in the elecnot out of the lips of 'the Royal tric chair at state prison some night
ican
Purple group of the Republ
next week.
party' but out of the lips of adherents of his own political faith.
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SCHUSTER HITS
CURLEY THREAT
Challenges Governor to
Sue Democrats Who
Attacked Him

PROVES CRITICISM
NOT ONLY BY G.O.P.
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State House Briefs
By HENRY EHRLICH
William F. Callahan, public works commissioner, characterized
as "untrue" yesterday the charges made on the floor of the Senate
Monday by Senator Joseph A. Langone, Jr., of the North End, that
his department sought to award the state's granite curbing contract
to the Fletcher Granite Company of Milford, N. H.
The commissioner, also in reply
to Langone, said he would welcome
an investigation of his department
in connection with pier leases. "I
understand," Langone
declared.
"that people are not paying rent
for the use of said property." Callahan replied that all lessees are paying rent but a few may be in arrears.

ihe amount of taxation to be assessed on and paid semi-annually
by banks and trust compani& would
not be less than 's of 1 per cent. of
the deposits according to a bill filed
by Representative Adolph Johnson
of Brockton.
Johnson also would distribute
one-half of the receipts from the
gasoline tax to the cities and towns
in proportion to the registration of
motor vehicles. He would further
prevent assistant district attorneys
from acting as private counsel in the
criminal side of any court.

Goia,t
4ey administered the oath
of off
William A. Murphy. who
I succeeds Joseph P. McAllister as
; the Governor's social secretary. McAllister has taken a new position
In another bill Johnson seeks to
in the department of public utilities. increase from 10 to 20 per cent. the
race track receipts or. wagered
For the first time since 1861 the money. Of this sum, 14 per cent.
commonwealth, at noon today, will would be turned over to the state,
celebrate New Orleans Day, as di- which is 10's per cent, more than
rected by the Legislature. At noon the state now receives.
a salute of guns will be fired on
The construction of a traffic circle
Boston Common, following which
Lt.-Gov. Joseph L. Hurley will de- at the Cambridge end of the Cottage
liver a radio address. Col. Frederick firm bridge is asked in a bill filed
Gilbert Bauer of Weymouth will in- by Representative Ralph N. Hamilton of Cambridge.
troduce the Lieutenant-Governor.
!
Senator William A. De :enport of
The unemployment compensation
commission will .o- shortly into Greenfield filed a bill to prohibit the
Its new quarters at 13.: Milk street. sale as "pure milk- of the combination of milk fat, with milk cream or
Charles P. Howard, chairman of skimmed milk, whether or not conthe commission on administration
densed, evaporated, concentrated,
and finance; Carl A. Raymond, state
powdered or dried.
budget commissioner, and George
F.. Murphy. state comptroller, went
The commonwealth or any munias far as New York .ith Gov. Curley cipality would be empowered to set
yesterday and then turned around sip, conduct and maintain banking
and came back. The purpose of their facilities under a bill filed by Sent.trip was to afford Gov. Curley, en tor Joseph A. Langone, Jr. of the
North End.
route to Washington, an opportunity
to discuss with them the state budget
An investigation by the metropolifor the coming year.
tan planning division into the ad-Gov. Curley said yesterday that it visability of constructing a tunnel
would be "lovely" if I e Democrats either from the southerly terminus
should decide to hold their national of the Washington street tunnel
convention in Boston, but he did through Ftoxbury Crossing and Jamnot consider the proposition serious- aica Plain, or from Copley Square
ly because it would be too difflco`f, to a point connecting with the New
to raise the necessary $250,000. "/ Haven railroad near Irvington street
would be delighted to have the con- is asked by Representative Arthur
vention here if the money could be E. Paul of Jamaica Plain. Recommendations would be filed for acraised," the Governor said.
tion by the next Legislature.
Petitions filed yesterday by RepHotels with 20 rooms or more would
resentative Rufus H. Bond of Medford would allow cooperative banks be exempted from the provisions of
to sell shares to the Home Owners' any referendum which might ban
Loan Corporation, would provide for the sale of alcoholic beverages to be
the issuance of optional savings consumed on the premises or reshares of the ultunste value of $200, strict such sales to wine and beer
would establish the reserve require- under a bill filed by Senator Harry I
ments of cooperative banks a 10. B. Putnam of Westfield in behalf of
per cent, of their total share liabil- Arthur L. Race, president of the
ity, exclusive of unmatured shares, Massachusetts Hotel Association.
would establish the reservP requireA bill to exempt veterans
ments of cooperative banks at 3 per
of the
cent. of their total resources, anfi Spanish war, the Philippine insurwould authorize cooperative banLi rection and the Chinese relief exto borrow for the purpose of makini pedition from state civil service requirements was filed by Representareal estate loans,
tive Edward J. Connelly of Wakefield
f
This bill has been vetoed annually
for several years.
,

An employer who continues
to re- I
f Ise or neglect to
report to the state !
industrial accidents board an
injury
to an employs would be fined $100
for
each offens after the
first Under a
bill filed by Representative Daniel
J.
Honan in behalf of Joseph A. Parks
of the board.
A bill to include in the civil service labor laws cities of 50,000 population or more was filed by Representative William C. Lumley in behalf
of the Federation of State, City and
Town employes.
Senator Charles T. Cavanagh of
Cambridge, clerk of the East Cambridge district court, filed a bill to
Increase the salaries of his two assistants to 75 per cent. of his own.
-Next Wednesday has been set by
the Senate as the filing date for the
report of the rece ; commission established to investigating the sliding
scale system of rate fixing.
The Senate will meet next tomorrow and will then adjourn until Monday.
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Harshness No Help

Up and Down
Beacon Hill

RE

the chickens coming home to
roost? Within the week a storm has
broken over the prisons and prison
machinery of Massachusetts. The parole
board is under attack. Francis J. W.Lanagan, warden of the state prison at Charlestown, bluntly stated at a public hearing
that he feared a major outbreak at his
prison because of the despair engendered
by the uncompromising policies of the
parole board. Commissioner of Correction
Lyman and Maj. Michael J. Dee, superintendent of the Concord reformatory, concurred.
Yet it was only two years ago that Norfolk Prison Colony and its superintendent,
Howard Gill, were under fire for mollycoddling the prisoners. Politicians and
newspapers called for sterner measures
in dealing with prison inmates. Rehabilitative and enlightened penology were on
the rack. There had been episodes at the
Norfolk Prison Colony—some prisoners
had reveled in their cells on New Year's
Eve, some had tunneled under a wall but
had been caught; some had radios in
their cells.
A program of iron severity was demanded and apparently achieved. Under
It, Charlestown Prison has witnessed
one of the worst riots in the history of
Massachusetts penology; there have been
escapes and murders, and now the warden
fears a major break. The happenings at
Norfolk seem less sensational when contrasted with the more recent reports.
But a likelihood is that much of the
criticism of the parole board is politically
inspired by those who would expand the
area of patronage and graft by ousting
the board. If that be the case, the public
should mark well the twistings and turnings of politicians. Two years ago the
assault on Norfolk was full of apgry fulminations against leniency. today the
very methods that the previous attack
called for are used as a pretext for assaults on the parole board.
Two conclusions suggested are: When
politicians attack a department of government which is being run along relatively scientific lines. it is usually safer
to accept the testimony of the trained
man. And the weight of evidence indicates that there is more danger to the
public in harsh and unyielding
penology
than in that which is
rehabilitative and
merciful. During the Norfolk episode,
the
Monitor argued for faith in
modern prison
methods. Subsequent events
have appeared to Justify that
position.
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What Will Weeks Do?
•-•11,

La

The political silence of former must be politically planned and poMayor Sinclair Weeks of Newton, litically controlled.
Consumer co-operation, on the
since he election defeat of Maj.
Gen. Daniel Needham, the man he other hand, offers a program that
picked as his successor, indicates can be put into operation by any
group of people right where they
his are.
of
abandonment
possible
No laws need be overthrown.
United
the
planned fight for
No vast and intricate legislative acStates Senate post now held by tion is necessary. The individual cooperative goes right to work in a
Marcus A. Coolidge.
Beacon Hill commentators, with community. If properly organized
and run it immediately begins to rea careful eye on the political adjust the distributive system for
Weeks
Mr.
predict
weather vane,
Its members. Immediately those
will seek Representative Richard M. members find their incomes buying
Russell's congressional seat instead. more and more of the products of
Behind their prediction lies con- the productive machine.
siderable reasoning. Three points
To Roots of Problem
comprise the case.
Behind this practical workability
Election Was Blow
lies the deep and constructive phiFirst, and, some believe, the least losophy of the movement as a whole.
Important point is the reaction from In action it goes directly to the
the Newton election. The defeat of roots of our economic problem. The
added buying power of the conGeneral Needham, in some respects, sumer's dollar
must be reflected in
can be considered a slap at Mr. greater productive activities. Which
Weeks, although too much impor- means that more and more people
tance has been given to it by van- are called back to workshops and
ous political observers. Had Mr. factories.
This is the way consumer coWeeks himself run against Edwin 0.
operation works, without ballyhoo,
Childs, the result might have been without the exhibiting
of spectacu, different, but he could not be ex- lar plans, Therein lies its effecpected absolutely to dictate the elec- tiveness. It begins at the bottom
and works up, gradally changing
tion of his successor.
Second, and a much more impor- systems and methods as It works.
tant point, is the activity of the It declares its aims, the bringing
forces of Representative Leverett in of a new economic order. But
Saltonstall, Republican candidate it does this in an evolutionary lashion, replacing instead of tearing
for Governor.
down, rebuilding rather than destroying.
Reports are sifting through that
Alignment With Labor
the Saltonstall organization, ever In
Great Britain and the Scandicandidate's
protect
its
watchful to
navian countries where the moveinterests, has held several conferTient is older we see consumer
ferences with the Weeks group. The ;o-operation
Saltonstall men pointed to the dan- xffting
movement.
ger of having two candidates for [n America where the movement Is
)5
,
city.
same
the
comparison in Its infancy this
major offices from
Representative Saltonstall and tlignment has not been made. At
he
present time such an alignformer Mayor Weeks are Newton
citizens. The argument is that the nent is needed.
Back
of the present co-operative
pre-primary contention will refuse
tctivity is the wider program of
to favor both Mr. Saltonstall and
Sen_
:onstructive action laid out by the
Mr. Weeks for Governor and
)resent leaders of the movement.
star respectively, for that reason.
rhese co-operators are today apcommit
did
convention
the
if
Even
such a political "faux pas," the vot- woaching organized labor with a
)Ian for closer co-operation and
ers at the primary election would
into !onstructive action.
toss one or the other, or both,
Way Out for Worker
the discard pile, the argument
The message which the cocontinues.
morptorq hrinct to labor is clear anri
Nobility in Politics
The Saltonstall forces contend
Representative Saltonstall is a declared candldate. Therefore, Mr.
Weeks should do the "noble" thing
and avoid an unpleasant situation
by running' for the U. S. House of
Representatives instead of the Senate.
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FIN. COM. IN NEW
bRIVE ON MAYOR
Tries to Pin Alleged Irregularities on
City Hall Subordinates in making
of Contracts
An alleged attempted "shakedown" .
of an official of a prominent motor
truck concern by persons who claimed
they could arrange to have him given
the city of Boston contract for the
purchase of a large fleet of trucks,
was disclosed yesterday before the
Boston Finance Commission as that
body aired charges of inefficiency and
graft in the city government.

Earlier in the day Chairman Sullivan
of the Finance Commission stated that
charges had been made to his commission that "politicians and even members of the Mayor's family participated
improperly in the payments to the city
for snow work last winter."
"When the commission attempted privately to find the facts, it was condemned publicly by the Mayor for eo
doing," he asserted. He also accused
Mayor Mansfield of attempting to intimidate city employees who might be
inclined to give testimony to the Finance Commission.
"The commission will endeavour to
find out the basis for the charges that
have been frequently made Inside and
outside the City Council that a sinister
influence dominates certain of the activities of the City of Boston," said
Chairma
n Sullivan.
,

Flat Denial by Mansfield
Mayor Mansfield last night issued a
short statement, answering Sullivan's
charges and flatly denying that there
ever was any intimidation to prevent
, city workers for giving any testimony
to the finance commission.
"The intemperate tone of the statement of the Finance Commission makes
it unnecessary for me to reply exceptMg to that part where I am accused
of violating the law and of intimidating witnesses," the Mayor declared.
"I am advised by the corporation
,•ounsel that I was completely within
my righte in declining to give in
advance to the City Council informa!Ion about snow-removal equipment
bide," the Mayor' went on. "Furthermore, Councillor Dowd in a speech to
the Council upon that occasion stated
:het never since he had been a memi iter of the Council had any such in-:
'formation been demanded of a Mayor
and
that unless the charter
was
c'hanged that my position was entirely

No Intimidation, He States
MAYOR NOT DISTURBED

"The other statement that requires
attention is that I imposed the restricThe climax of the hearing came when
tions that no records of the city could
Chairman E. Mark Sullivan and Philip,
be exandord...41:_the Titulare rruata...A. Chapman of the Fhtance Commisstun unless my 'personal representative
sion advieed officials of the Internasat in on the investigation' and that
this was done to Intimidate city emtional Harvester Company, truck manployees.
ufacturing concern, to take court action
"I never have had a personal repreto restrain city authorities from award..,
seetative before any investigation
of
the Finance Commission. A member
Mg contracts for the purchaee of trucks
of
the law department of the city of Bosto companies which bid thousands of
dollars higher than the International
ton was there In custody of the records.
Harvester Company.
No one was intimidated, nor was there
Mayor•Mansfield last night declined to
any Intention to intimidate anyone,
"
comment on the threatened court action.
the Mayor concluded.
The witnesses who were question
"If such a suit is brought I will answer
ed
yesterday by the members of
it in court,'' he atated.
the
Thomas E. Jenkins of Newton, New
Finance Commission were Mr. Jenkins,
JAMES E. MAGUIRE
England manager of the International
Public
Works
Commissioner ChrieHarvester Company, told members of East Boston man appointed to Fi- topher J. Carven and Daniel
Fink, an
tta
,.n„ce.„‘,,r
Commis
mrile
the Finance Commission that he resion. bad
agent of the International Harvester
A snort
ceived two telephone calls from persons
Company. Fink denied that anyone
Reilly
rewho informed him that they could ar- tired from the commis:4o». the
ever approached him with alp- proposiname
range to have the city buy 52 trucks of his brother, the late
tion in connection with the city's purBayles
Reilly,
from his firm if he cared to meet them who served as division
chase of snow-removal equipment.
enginee
r
in
charge
of bridges and
at a -hotel. He stated that he rejecter
ferries until his
noun propositions end made no attempt recent death, was mention
Advised to Try and Halt Contract
ed In con
fleet for with city
to learn their name,.
work being investig
atit was testified by Jenkins and Fink
ed by the Finance
Commiesion,
that their concern submitted a bid of
Reilly Resigns From Commission
1133,769
for a contract to supply the city
Warned Against "Chisel
yesterday's hearing saw the reeignaers”
with 62 trucks of a capacity from two
tion from the Finance Commission of
Mr. Maguire, who
and a halt to three and a half tons,
was appointed
William Arthur Reilly and his replace_ iterday by
yes, but
Gov
that the contract had been awarded
•
to succeet
ment on the body by James E. Maguire 'Mr. Reilly
to
the White
e
ci
. ion, servei
which bid
of East Boston. Former Finance Com- as Institutions
e163,660,
approximately
Compan
commiss
$30,0e0
y,
ioner during th.
higher.
missioner
explained that when last Curley
Followi
mayoral
ng
ty
their
testimo
ny
Jenkins
administration
he accepted the appointment from Gov- He was
removed by Mayor
and Fink were advised to bring a
ernor Curley it Was with the under and
Mansfieli
IsQW a practising
Ten Taxpayers' petition to prevent the
standing, that he would servo
attorney stir
only a the owner of an
-itait— Eitietori'news- City from awarding the contract to
single year and that the year is
al- paper.
Other
than "the legitimate low bidder."
most lie.
The testimony of Mr. Jenkins
"I am going to advise you a little,"
He denied that he WAS resignin
prog asi tided Most of the sensati
ons of the af- said Finance Commissioner Philip A.
a. protest against the action of the
coin- ternoon's hearing
mission in holding the public
. He declared that Chapman, addressing the two men. "I
hearings after he had been
called on the tide- think the contracts probably have not
and said, In fact, that be bad
voted to [hone by persons
hold the snow -removal
who offered to ar- been signed, The contracts cannot take
hearing, al.' range to get
-though both he and Commiss
him the truck contract. he effect until the contracts themselves
ioner Alex- was warned
by D. Frank Doherty. city are actually signed. You have a right ,
ander Wheeler had opposed
the
hearing
purchas
ing agent, to disregard •'aily to bring a le taxpayers' petition and
on city bonding,
ehteelers" representing themselves as
"
from Doherty's office.

•••••

••• ••••••
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[rung held up if you are
Lots
legitimate low bidder and they
Nawn
or
B. F. Hanrahan?" Chairman
are going to award to a second low
bidder Sullivan asked Commissioner Carven.
who has not complied
"Absolutely not," was the reply.
with the
specifications. But you will have
to
work fast."
Critical of Low Bids
Chairman Sullivan then stated that
Prior to adjoining the public
it
hearing
appears that the contract is being until
11 o'clock this morning, Chairawarded to a concern which is net man
Sullivan
announc
ed that he will
meeting specifications and that the ask
Mayor Mansfield to allow hie comaward consequently is invalid.
mission sufficient funds to enable
it to
conduct an independent check on the
Describes Phone Calls
snow removal contractors this
winter.
He declared that one or two of
During examination Mr. Jenkins dethe
scribed his two 'phone calls and also contractors, engaged to remove snow
told of conversations with Purchasing this winter, submitted bids so low that
agent Doherty concerning the contract they cannot possibly do the work retor the purchase of trucks and other quired of them without toeing money.
have very grave reason to
snow-removal equipment.
believe
that no responsible and honest bidder
'Did you get any telephone calls o
can
remove
snow
for
less
than 60 cents
did you hear from anyone who purported himself to be Mr. Doherty, the a yard and still play on the level with
CLARK MUST DIE
purchasing agent of the city of Bos- the city," stated Sullivan. It had previously been brought out that one low
Clemency for Miller F. Clark, conton." he was asked.
demned to die in the electric chair
"No, I couldn't say that," he replied. bidder had contracted to remove snow
at Charlestown State prison next week
"But I had several telephone calls from at a price of 40 cents a cubic yard.
The early part of the hearing waa
for the murder of Ethel Zuckerman,
Persons to the effect that they underyoung South End bakeshop worker,
stood we were low bidders.
was denied yesterday by G vernor Cur"In two different cases I had tele- marked by several fiery clashes betWeen
stion
Chairm
an
ley
, who explained that
Sullivan
,
and Public
phone calls to the effect that we were
of the man's sanity had not been raised
low bidders and that it could be ar- Works Commissioner Carven who, Indat any time during his trial.
ranged that we could get that business dentally, • differed with the Finance
it I could arrange to meet them. In Commission head and held the belief
that
it
possible
is
for a contractor to
one particular ease it was on a Sunday—if I cared to go down to a hotel." work honestly and still remove snow
at
a
price
of
less
than
50 cents a yard.
Q—Any hotel mentioned?
Commissioner Carven was questioned
Conversation With Doherty
at length concerning the safeguards he
A—No. Incidentally, it was through takes to assure that the snow cona second party. I don't even know what tractor does all the work contemplated.
the name was. I didn't entertain the Chairman Sullivan pointed out that It
is possible that a contractor might
thought.
dump only part of his load, have it
Q—Your statement was what?
A—I was not interested. In other credited as a full load and repeat that
words, we had submitted our bids at performance.
Carven took full responsibility for any
dealers' or below dealers' prices. If
the city was interested in saving money criticism by the Finance Commission
we naturally would like to have their at the issuing of a contract, without
advertising for work widening the apbusiness.
Q—In one of your telephone calls was I proaches to the East Boston traffic
tunnel.
something said about chiselers?
A—No, sir.
That was yesterday
He said he considered the work in the
after I heard that the bids had been nature of an emergency, that he orderawarded, I called Mr. Doherty and ed B. F. Hanrahan to start
on it at
asked him it the bids had been awarded. once to complete it before the fall
racHe said: "Yes, they have been award- ing treason opened at Suffolk Downs.
ed." I said: "On those 62 trucks calling Then when Mayor Mansfield refused
to
for two and a half to three-ton mod- approve the contract without advertis
els?" I asked who they had been ing, he cut down the work to
a
awarded to. He said the White Corn. below 41000 where public advertis cost .
ing is
pan)'.
not required by law.
"Unsolicited"
Q—The Mayor turned down your $1700
Q—Was anything said to you about contract and immediately you put Banpersons who had come or might come rahan at work costing $800 or less? A—
Governor Curley had an experien
ce
Yea sir.
to you?
unique in hirrolitical life
yesterday,
A—Mr. Doherty said to me over the
Q—Did Mayor Mansfield approve of
when two candidates for the same aptelephone: "Did your representative tell the smaller order? A—I don't think
so.
pointment, each strongly hacked for the
you that in the event that anyone There wasn't any occasion to put It up
approaches you, pretending or claiming to him.
honor, pooled their ambitions and told
that they are from this office, such as
the Governor virtually in unison
Q—Well you weren't pulling the Maythat
chiselers or anyone endeavoring to or's leg on
the appointment of either would be satthis, were you? A—No sir.
horn In on graft, that they do not
isfactory In the other.
Q—Did you tell the Mayor you were
represent me?"
The candidates are Thomas A. Barnes
Issuing an order for part of the work?
Q—Had you said anything to him A-1 don't think
of Falmouth and Patrick W.
so.
Hehir of
prior to his making that statement?
Worcester, seeking the place now
4—You fellows set pretty independheld
A—Nothing at all. It was unsolicited. ently of
by Raymond J. Kenney AR director
the chief executive, don't you?
of
Q—You had said nothing about any- A—I don't
the division of fisheries and game.
think so.
Mr.
one coming to you and telling you that
Kenney's term expired early in
Q—Without any authorization from
Dethey represented him?
the Mayor you gave this contract
cember and the Governor has made
? A—
no
A—Absolutely nothing. Nobody came Yes sir.
move regarding it up to date.
to me representing him.
"I don't believe you,
After
the
two
candidat
Mr, Carvell,"
es, accomQ—You say this was unsolicited and Sullivan declared
panied by a few friends, had conferre
. "But if
unasked for?
I am ehocked at the mannerthat is so
briefly with the Governor yesterd d
in
which
A—Yea. He had already stated that things are run
they explained to reporter* that ay,
at City Hall. You put.
they
the bids had been awarded. I ques- Hanrahan to work
are
in complete accord in the
to
do a $1700 job
belief
tioned that. Inasmuch as we had not without consulting
that
a
the
"real
sportsm
an" should be
Mayor. Then
got the business, why the explanation! when the Mayor
placed at the head of the fisherie
rejected the contract
s and
The names of Election Commiesioner
game division.
you put Hanrahan to
work Just the
David B. Shaw and Edmund R. Mans- same on
"And if either Torn Barnes
a split contract."
or I
field, brother of the Mayor, were •
should he appointed," said
Daniel Fink told the member
Mr. Hehir,
brought into the hearing when Chaircommission that after learning s of the 'You can be sure that the place
would
that his be filled
man Sullivan was questioning Public
concern's bids were low he
by a real hunter arid fisherWorks Commissioner Carven as to
consulted man."
with Mayor Mansfield,
was told to atwhy he placed a contractor at work
tend a
"That goes for me," said
Mr. Barnes,
outside the East Beaton traffic tunnel I removal meeting of an expert snow. "and I'll
before he had obtained Mayor Mans- I notified committee and then never Was pointmentgive three cheers for the apif
of
any
'Paddy'
meeting
is named."
of the comfield's authorization of the work and
Mr. Barnes has
mittee,
in connection with a contemplated
large number of the backing of a
Finance
Commissioner
sportsm
award of a snow-removal contract to
Alexand
en's e hubs,
er
chambers of commerc
Wheeler at the start of
e and other civic
Hugh Nawn, who W88 not the low
hearing announced publicly yesterday's bodies In eastern
that
bidder.
nsetts, and
opposed the action of the body he had Mr. I3ehir Is endorseMasmach
d by similar groups
in cali
"Did Dave Shaw or Ed Mansfield, the
in central and
ing such a session.
western
Mayor's brother, come to see you about
Commissioners
"nt give the matter sections.
Wheeler and Reilly previously
the awarding of these contracts to
had
further considposed the hearing on the bonding op- er:Ulf-in," is what the
of
Governor told the
two
men.
city contracts.
11.11Ve
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Governor to Seek WPA
Funds in Washington

WANTS NATIONAL
t CONVENTION HERE
An appeal to Chamman Ja mes A.
Farley of the Democratic National
Committee to hold the national con.
vention of the party in Boston this year
was made In a telegram from John L.
McDonald, managing director of the
Thomas Jefferson League of Massachu.
eam, Inc., last night.
The telegram went forward after
Governor Curley, discussing the possi!AIRY Ottealreinging the convention to
this city, had stated his belief that it
would be necessary for Boston to raise
a fund of $250,000. While it would be a
good thing to have the convention here.
the Governor said, he would not care
to undertake raising the necessary
money.

r
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NEW ORLEANS'
DAY IN BOSTON
Observe Anniversary of
Battle in War of 1812
For the first time in nearly 76 years,
Niassatehusetts will officially observe
New Orleans Day, the anniversary of
the battle of New Orleans in the War
of ISI2, with appropriate exercises today.
.4 statute of guns will he fired on Boston Common promptly at noon, and
Lieutenunt-Governor Joseph L. Hurley,
acting in the absence of Governor Curley, will deliver a memorial address.
Among other speakers will he Colonel
Frederick Gilbert Batter of Weymouth.
Provision for officiel observance of
New Orleans Day was made at the last
session of the Legislature, when it
passed an act setting apart Jan. 8, for
which the Governor issued a proclamation. -recommending that It be oh.
served by the people with appropriate
exercises In the nubile schools and
otherwise, as he sees fit, to the end that
the memory of the aervIces of the soldiers and sailors of the War of 1812,
and the lessons to bo learned from the
i successes and failures of our arms in
that war may be perpetuated."
The act also provides that the Governor shall annually cause a narlffial
sefefere to be fired on Boston Common
at noon.

GOVERNOR BOUND FOR WASHINGTON
his way to Washington, Governor Curley, right, will talk over the State
budget and relief plans with, left to right, State Comptroller George E.
Murphy, Unemployment Commissioner Emil E. Fuchs and Budget Commissioner Carl A. Raymond.
nos
1r

Ott

iiiipping Service

Governor Curley took the 5 o'clock
train for New York last night and is
due in Washington today to attend the
Jackson Day dinner in the national
capital.
Whii Id irashington, the Governor
will take up with federal authorities
the proposed improvement and development of the Merrimac River and other
WPA projects, funds for which he
hopes to secure from the national government.
The Governor will also confer with
Attorney-General
Homer
Cummings
with reference to the nation-wide survey which that official plans to make in
connection with the parole situation.
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OPPOSED TO SLIDING
f SCALE RATES SYSTEM

In a movement to block the sliding
scale system of rate making for Massachusetts gas and electric companiee.
Wycliffe C. Marshall, Watertown et.
torney, filed a petition with the Legis.
lattire to prohibit the operation of the
system here, claiming that it was tin.
constitutional, impracticable and inequitable.
His petition was flied as the special
recess commission Investigating the
sliding scale system was preparing to
make its report to the State Senate,
which is due a week from today. Governor Camisw has sponsored the sliding I
scale system here as a means of in.
creasing the use of electricity and gas
.1 and reducing the rates as consumption
. ineresteaa.
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DELAY ACTION ON
BOARD OF PAROLE

Another important point was
brought out at the hearing when
Commissioner of Public Works )
Christopher Corset', chief witness'
pt the day, testified under questioning that he had authorized a
$1700 paving contract, without adVertising for bids, to B. F. Hoareban, East Boston contractor, last
September.
0. K. IS REFUSED
He said that Mayor Mansfield refused to 0. K. the contract, though
the contractor was already at work.
"I am shocked to think things
are so loosely run at City Rail,"
commented Chairman Sullivan
Carvell also testified that he had
istated that although snow contractors were bonded against failure to complete their -work he
Would never proceed against such
Perfect prison record after he has
bonds in the event of failure.
served his minimum sentence."
"In 1933," the Councillor continued,
"It's my policy," he said when
"that word 'shall' was changed to 'may'
asked to explain.
and in my opinion the word 'shall'
At the outset of the hearing there
should have remained in the statute
Was a surprise when William Ar-1
books."
thur Reilly, Fin. Corn, member, ten- 1
Governor Curley announced that the
Council had gone on record informally 'tiered his resignation.
Another surprise came when, •
as in favor of repeal of the 1933 law, and
Within two hours, G
Councillor Bmoks anpounced that he
Curley apwould strongly urge repeal at the curpointed James E. Magu
East:
rent session of the Legislature. It is exBoston to succeed Reilly, and Mapected that Governor Curley will later guire, lawyer
and owner of the East
submit a recommendation for repeal.
The reasoning back of passage of that Boston Free Press, appeared to
law, it was said, was that the Parole take part in the inquiry.
Carven was the first witness
Board should be given discretionary
powers to say that a man should not Called and remained on the stand
be released before his maximum sen- all day.
tence if releasing him would add to the
He testified that, althougli Ednumber of men out of employment.
'Ward Matz was the lowest bidder
by eight cents per cubic yard on
one snow contract, a contractor
named Nawn got the contract.
StILLIVANE CHARGES
At the start of the hearing. Sul!Ivan of the Fin. Corn. declared
that during last year's blizzards,
the city authorities "suddenly woke
up to the fact that the city's trucks
'forf hauling were old and almost unusable, that Boston possessed alMost none of the modern machinery
which every large city relies upon
to keep its way open for business."
Since then, Sullivan charged:
"as far as the Finance Commission has been able to discover or
to learn from city authorities who
Startling eharee,; were hurled by i apparently hold It to be an unwarmembers of the Finance Commis- ranted invasion of their sacred
eon at Mayor Mansfield and other' prerogatives, even to ask what is
City officials yesterday at the open- going on, not an extra plough or
tog of the commission's hearing wheel has yet been provided.
Into alleged irregularities in snow '
"When a committee of the city
removal,
council at tempted to find nut
In his opening statement, Chair- what price the city intended to
man E. Mark Sullivan of the Fl- Pay and what trucks and
equipnonce Commission, charged that:
went it intended to porchase,
1. Mayor Mansfield violated
they were Informed, in effect, by
the law when he refused to give
the mayor, that it was none of
Information about purchase
their business.
of
snow fighting equipment.
"Mayor Mansfield clearly vio2. The Mayor attempted to
lated the law when he refused In
obstruct the Fin. Corn, hearing
give this important infnrmation
by frightening city employes.
to the city council. Ile clearly
3.
He virtually forced the
at
to obstruct Ole finance
Fin. Coin. Into holding a public
Commifigion when he frighte
ned
hearing.
city employes from telling
the
4. It had been charged to the
truth hy insisting that they could
Fin. Corn, that politicians partieCub. talk to the Knance e
ipsted In payments to the city
aims la the prawnee of
his perfor snow work.
sonal representative."

Governor and Council Put Off
Decision for Week---Firing of
One Man Expected
Although action by the Governor
and Council on the parole situation
was postponed at yesterday's meeting
until next Wednesday, opinion in
the State House corridors is that one
or more members of the parole board
will be ousted and that Commissioner
of Correction Arthur T. Lyman will
be reappointed.
NO CONFERENCE HELD
conference yesterday
morning between the Governor and
members of the parole board did not
The expected

take place, principally because the
Governor, anxious to get away as early
as possible for his trip to Washington, made it known that no definite
action would be taken at the council
meeting.
When the matter came up at the
Council session, Governor Curley suggested that discussion and action go
over until next week's regular meeting.
The Council agreed, and the only consideration relating to paroles centered
around possible amendment of a law,
passed in 1933, which authorized the
Parole board, rn its discretion, to keep
a man in prison until he has served
his entire maximum sentence, regardless
of his prison record or any other favorable consideration.
This law came to the attention of
the Governor and Council yesterday
through a letter written to the Governor
by an inmate of the State Prison. The
inmate explained that the Parole Board
has not yet had opportunity to take
action under this law, because of the
fact that no prisoner may apply for
parole before he has served at least
two and one-half years. It was pointed
out that the board cannot take up cases
under the 1922 law before Jan. 20 of
this year.

Brooks Opposed Law
Councillor Frank A. Brooks, formerly
chairman of the Parole Board, told the
Governor and Council that the 1933 act
was passed on recommendation of the
then Commissioner of Correction Francis B. Sayre, but that he (Brooks) had
strongly opposed It at the time.
Councillor Brooks said that "up until
1933, the general laws provided that
the Parole Board 'shall' issue a
permit
for the release of an inmate with
a
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CHALLENGE
,TO CURLEY
'ON THREATS

and
Jackie CooganVisit
ble
\ Betty Gra State
Him at
Capitol

(International Nevis Mao)
fiance, Betty
his reported
State
film star, and
yesterday at the
nile
-juve
ex
ed
an,
greet
revue
Jockie Coog
, as they were
appearing in the
films
the
are
of
Grable, also
y. Both
James M. Curle
House by Gov.
on tomorrow.
-Bost
Keith
coming to the

to
Gov. Curley was challenged
vindimake good his threat to get
Republication in the coufts from
against
cans laying false charges
Repubhim by Winfield Schuster,
nor's
Gover
the
of
lican metreoer
ss last
Council, in a radio addre
night.
test
"Come on, Governor, as a
ed
of your genuineness, proce
with your threats," said Schus
get
ter. "Go into the courts and
the
vindication and get it from
the
Democrats as well as front
Republicans.
"Get It from the upstanding
assailed
Democrats who have
r
you l terms much more bitte
been
than the criticism that has
Republeveled against you by
licans."
Curley
Schuster cited attacks on
ilby former Governor Ely. Counc
'.
lor Daniel H. Coakley and Other
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Too Costly!
Gov. Curley, although favoring fiteThidding of the national
Democratic convention In Boston this year, pointed out yesterday that $250,000 would have
to be raised for that purpose.
He added that he knew of no
political group having that
I amount of money available and
added that he would not like
the task of raisins such a fund,

2 Park Square
Mass.
Boston

GOV.CURLEY
IS DEAF TO
CLARK PLEA
Gov. Curley yesterday refused to
Icommute the sentence of Miller
Frank Clark, who is under sentence
to die in the electric chair in the
vveek of Jan. 12 for the murder of
Ethel Zuckerman, South End bake-

l

shop clerk.
"1 have weighed the facts as
presented by attorney for Clark,"
the Governor said, "and have examined the decision of the supreme court and find that the
question of the sanity of Clark
W 5 not raised at any time in
the progress of the trial,
"Under the circumstances, I
have decided to refuse commu'aHon of sentence."
Dr. A. Warren Stearns and Dr.
Harry C. Solomon, psychiatrists,
alreported to the Governor that,
though not insane, Clark's "judg
seriously
ment and self-control are
I impaired."
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Execution of Clark
in Week of Jan. 12
'Governor Curley Announces
That HeVirl Not Commute
Murderer's Sentence
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OUnTF.s NaRTnar
wheati -eorn, cotton or other major
crop believed necessary for domestic
consumption.
An excise tax—similar in form and
rate to the processing tax—then
might be enacted as a revenue measure. From a general appropriation
the government would pay the
farmers a subsidy on produce grown
for domestic consumption. There
would be no restriction on production, and it would be assumed that
the excess over domestic allotments
would be sold in foreign markets.
Some officials argued AAA might
still have authority to place such a
plan in effect at once. Since a
farmer would receive no subsidy on
crops produced in excess of allotments, it was argued, there would be
no great incentive for overproduction.
However, several high officials, including Secretary Wallace and AAA
Administrator Chester C. Davis, have
opposed such :. plan without producSeventy Massachusetts corporatio
tion control. This was said in some
ns have filed suit in
quarters to be an indication that the
federal court for return of more
than $7,000,000 paid in
domestic allotment might be a "last
processing taxes under the AAA, The
list is expected to grow
resort."
daily, as more than $43,000,000 was
paid in the past year.
A new proposal Via.S being considered today—the organization of
Confronted with the destruction of the
AAA, officials of the
commodity producers' co - operatiVe
state milk control boads of Massa
chusetts, Rhode Island,
associations for voluntary producVermont, New Hampshire, Maine
and Connecticut met in
tion control.
Boston today, the purpose of the
Under this plan, it was explained,
meeting being to discuss
interstate comparts of some other
growers of cotton or wheat or corn
co-operative plan.
might organize regionally. VolunST. LOUIS, Jan. 8 (AP)—The legal
tary agreements would be obtained
section of the AAA
believes governmental milk licen
from association members to reduce
sing and milk marketing
agreements will not be affected by
acreages when necessary. Then the
the Supreme Court decision
invalidating the AAA, Dr. E. W.
Gaumntz, chief of the dairy • government would make outright
grants, with no strings attached, to
section of the AAA, said here today
.
the associations. The associations
presumably would use the grants for
WASHINGTON, Jan. 8 (AP)—New Dealers,
tacitly ap- benefit payments.
pealing from the supreme court to the elect
Such an association, it was said,
orate, hope the nation
will reject the constitutional views of
the court's majority and might prove practicable now for the
eventually follow the course upheld by
South, where the AAA had planned
the minority.
a 33 per cent. reduction in cotton
NATION-WIDE APPEAL
acreage for 1936. Federal restriction
This became increasingly clear to- found it mixed. For
example, Edward of the crop was believed definitely
day as Roosevelt administration
of- A. O'Neal, president of the American out, and some expressions favoring
Farm
local
ficials from the White House
down decisi Bureau Federation, said the receiv crop reduction already were
on would plunge agriculture
ed from southern states.
emphasized again and again that
the into "ruinous conditions
" unless a FARMERS GATHER
justices handed down two opini
quick
in the case that wrecked AAA. ons Charl remedy were found, but FOR WORCESTER MEETING
Al.
es W. Burkett, vice-president
WORCESTER, Jan. 8 (AP)—The
Secretary Wallace, author o' of the Farmers Independence Counthe phrase "America must choos
cil, hailed the decision as a blow to first of the expected 5000 farme
e,
rs
has appealed to every family in thc "bureaucracy and regimentation."
began to enter Worcester this morncountry to study both opinions.
Further expressions of opinion are
Condemnation of the majority de- awaited at a meeting of 70 farm ing for the three-day annual union
agricultural meetings, giiving added
cision to be heard from some Demo- leaders, to be convened here
tomor- significance
crass in Congress. 6enator Black row by Sec. Wallace to
discuss new nullificatio this year because of the
said the court has "thrown away the. agricultural plans.
n of the AAA.
The milk problem—ever knotty—
charts" and that the country now is
The whole AAA remains paraly
and the hog reduction program as
"not ruled by laws but by men—five zed. First definite
indications of affected
by the supreme court. debeing enough to rule 120,000,000."
disintegration of its personnel
macision will be among the subjects
Whether the new deal strategy cline came today in
guard
ed
hints
discussed
would involve an active drive for a from some officials
that 1000 to 1500 rate farm by some of the 45 sepaconstitutional amendment remained employes may be
and orchard groups and
dropp
ed
within
a
associations which hold separate
undetermined. President Roosevelt few days.
meetings during the three days.
was silent on this.and most other
It was reported that
these emThe new state commissioner of
AAA questions at his press confer- ployes have been
classif
ied
as
"temagriculture, Howard H. Murphy,
eno last night.
porary" and have been
worki
ng
whose appointment by 44
His only decision, he disclosed, is mainly with proces
41Emes
0
.
sing tax and bento ask Congress to provide funds efit payment
was vigorous
o ested
record
s.
The
total
of
to pay farmers for performance un- AAA workers is
farm groups, will speak
approximately 6500. tomorrow.
der existing crop reduction contracts.
The whole AAA staff
is
worki
Dr. E. J. Nourse, head of the reng
AAA owes some $283,00,000 on these. without pay
becau
All members of the administration, stopped AAA check se the treasury search division of the AAA at Washs
Mond
ay
ington
night.
, is ccheduled to appear
he said, are studying the two de- Orcials said
the agency's physical tomor
cisions, or opinions, of the court. Six machine would
row.
be kept as nearly
Meetings sched
justices outlawed, as an invasion of tact as possible
inpending search for New England uled today are the
states' rights. the AAA program un- a substitute.
Sheep and Wool
Growe
rs' Association, Massachusetts
der which taxes were levied on proObservers believed the
Feder
ation of
administracessors to pay farmers for curbing tion was nearing
some decision on at Massachusetts Poultry Associations,
production. Three justices, uphol
Fenn Bureau Feder
least a stop
ing AAA, said Congress could d- ficials were -gap proposal. AAA of- ation, Eastern Shorthorn Breed tax
ers'
reported to be giving
Associ
and spend to relieve "a nation-wid
ation,
inNew England Brown
e creased consideration to a
economic maladiustment."
allotment plan. Under domestic -Swiss -Breeters' Association, Massait quotas chusetts Milk Inspectors' Association,
would be assigned each
MAY DROP 1500
farm. The Massachusetts Fruit Growers' AssoEagerly, new dealers watched the[ quiitas would represent the farm' ciation, Massachuse
s
tts Veterinary
reaction in the farm areas. They pro rata share of the amoun
t of Association and the Worcester
County Poultry Association.
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Dance Chairman
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Mrs. Edward F. McManus of School
Watertown, is chairman
of the dance to be given by the Holy Crossstreet,
of Boston on Wednesday
evening, Jan. 15, at the Hotel Vendome. Club
The other committee members are listed elsewhere on this page.
—V—
Miss Mary Norton, Miss Julie
ersonal Notes:.
Murdoch, Mrs. John Spellman,
Mrs. Edward McManus of
Miss Mary Feeny, Miss Dorothy
Watertown heads the ladies' Hatch and Miss Eleanor
Stancommittee which is planning
kard.
the annual dance of the Holy
Ushers for the dance include
Cross Club of Boston to be held
Dr. Charles J. E. Kickham, Mr.
Wednesday, Jan. 15, at the Hotel Sheldon Daly,
Mr. Daniel MurVendome. Assisting her are
doch, Mr. Howard Stiles, Mr.
Miss Alma Chalonier, Miss Vir- John Salmon,
Mr. John Troy,
ginia Downey, Mrs. Frederick
Mr. Edward McManus, Mr.
York, Mrs. C. J. E. Kickham, Timothy
M. Feeny, Mr. E. Corbett Walsh, Mr. James Ryan,
Mr. Frederick York and Mr.
Frank Stout.

P

1

Mrs. Frank G.Sullivan, chairman of the dance; announc
es
that Gov. James M. Curley will
be the guest-irt-tretfor.
Miss
Virginia Grimes, president of
the Junior Philomatheia
Club,
will represent that
group.
Among those who already
have made. reservations and
will be hostesses at the various
tables are Mrs. John Shea, Mrs.
Charles Brennan, Mrs. John R.
iSalmon, Miss Norinne Feeny,
Mrs. Sheldon Daly, Mrs. Edward McManus and Mrs. John
O'Hearn, Miss Catherine McNerney, Mrs. James Brennan
and Miss Mary MacIntyre.
The reception committee,
chairmaned by Mrs. John Spellman, includes Mrs. Walter
Foley, Mrs. John O'Hearn, Mrs.
James Ryan and Mrs. J. S.
Sheehan. On the refreshment
committee under Mrs. John T.
Finnegan are Mrs. John R.
Salmon, Miss Mary O'Neill and
Miss Josephine Gildea. Taking
care of the flower arrangements, under the chairmanship
of Miss Mary MacIntyre, are
Miss Ruth Connelly, Mrs. W.
B. Smith, Miss Eleanor Stankard, and Miss Mary Norton.
Ticket chairman is Mrs.
Frederick York and her assistants are Mrs. James Ryan,
Mrs. Sheldon Daly and Miss
Helen Kelly. Mrs. Dennis Gildea heads the program committee, which includes Miss
Winifred Gildea, Mrs. Joseph
Gagan and Mrs. James Gildea.
Miss Virginia Downey is in
charge of the music, assisted
by Miss Helen Stout, Mrs. William Neland, Miss Dorothy Hatch
and Mrs. Walter Denning.
The entertainment is being
arranged by Miss Alma Chalonier with Miss Catherine McNerney, Miss JuIla Murdock,
Mrs. Howard Stiles and Miss
Catherine Burns. Miss Miriam
Walsh has charge of publicity,
and her assistants are Miss
Norinne Feeny, Miss Marguerite Young and Miss Alice Tobin.
Patrons and patronesses for
the Philomatheia Club supperdance to be held the day after
tomorrow, Friday, Jan. 10, at
the Copley-Plaza Hotel include
the Hon. John F. Fitzgerald
and Mrs. Fitzgerald, Dr. and
Mrs. William P. Haley, Mr. and
Mrs. James Malley, Mrs. Charles
N. Winship, Mrs. P. A. McCarthy, Mrs. Emile Coulon, Dr. Paul
J. Jakmauh, Mrs. Charles Murphy and Mr. George Dempsey.
As this event is also a 'reception to the senior class of
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Proposers of Bonus Plan

Mr:MTWatitillOff:
arriOt Photo by Frank
United Veterans Ask Gov(Tran
ernor's Approval

E. Colby)

Left to Right: Edwa
rd J. Walsh, Commander
of the Disabled .tinericans
of the World War; John
H. Walsh of the Amer
ican Legion, and Frederick
Openshaw of the Veterans
,of Foreign War
s
HE United Veterans
Bonus Bill, now Legion,
Veterans of Foreign War
pending in Congress, and
s and
providing the Disabled American
Veterans.,
for immediate and full
The requett•foi• the gove
payment of
rnor
'
4
supp
the bonus, yesterday was
ort
indorsed by Gov- was made by Commanders John H.
ernor Curley on the
recommendation of Walsh of the A. L., Fredeick T. Open
State commanders of
sha.
the American of w of the V. F. W., and E. J. Walshthe D. A. V.
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TWO SEEK APPOINTMENT/
Thomas A. Barnes of Falmouth
and Patrick W. Hehir of Worcester
presented themselves to Qa_Curley1
yesterday as candidates for-The position of director of the state division
of fisheries and game now held by
Raymond J. Kenney. Appointment of
either would be satisfactory to the
other.
They were accompanied by groups
representing sportsmen's clubs in
eastern and central Massachusetts.
"We told the governor it was about
time that a real sportsman was
appointed as head of the division,"
the
candidates declared.
reaction in me --farm KIetth

2 SISTERS VISIT
CONDEMNED MAN
Calm and

in good humor, still unaware that he must die
in the electric chair the week begi
nning next
Monday for the murd
er of Ethel
Zuckerman, South End bake
Miller Frank Clark was ry clerk,
visited in
the death house at the Char
lestown
state prison today by
two sisters,
Mrs. Annie Wilod of
Union street,
Medford, and Mrs. Mar
y Labrie of
Broadway, Somerville.
Warden Lanigan said he had
received no official notice
that Gov.
galey had declined to inte
rfer
With the execution of the deat e
h
penalty.

r.
I LlOUrilef
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SCHUSTER HITS
CURLEY THREAT

only Saturday, 'I am convinced that
Mayor Mansfield is completely
honest'. Mr. Norton, at the Democratic pre-primary convention in
Worcester in 1934, cast his vote as
a delegate for Mr. Curley for Governor.
"Mayor Mansfield said of Mr.
Curley on Sept. 14: 'For the first
time in its long and honorable
history Massachusetts has a Governor who is not only ruthless but
wholly unscrupulous. This is shown
by the public record that he has
made since he assumed office. It
Gov. Curley was challenged last
night by Councillor Winfield A. , is the duty of us all to see that he
shall never again be elected to
Schuster of East Douglas to proceed
represent the people of Massachuin the courts against his Democratic
stts in any office whatever. I am
committed to a campaign to tercritics as well as "the royal purple
his political career.' Does
group of the Republican party" minate
Mayor Mansfield belong to the
threatGovernor
the
against whom
Royal Purple group of the Repubened libel suits last week.
lican party, Governor?
"Joseph B. Ely, the former GovCiting some of the criticism that
ernor and one of the finest men the
has been levelled at the Governor by
Democratic party has produced in
members of his own party, Schuster
our generation, standing on the
•
platform of Tremont Temple in
said it was much more bitter than
the charges hurled at him by Re- , Boston on the night of Sept. 18.
1934, publicly divested himself of
publicans. Schuster predicted, in his
all protection of the courts and
action
such
no
that
address,
radio
uttered this forthright challenge, 'I
demand that Mr. Curley, in keeping
would be taken. He said in part:
with the principle laid down by
"Gov. Curley a few days ago publicly accused certain Massachusetts President Roosevelt, explain how he
Republicans of laying false charges • lives on a scale far beyond his
visible sources of income.' In other
against him. In a bristling denunciwords, 'Where did you get it, Jim?'
ation of this procedure he threateriee to proceed against them in the Is Mr. Ely of the Royal Purple group
courts. Thus fa- no such action has of the Republican party?
been taken.
CALLED "TRICKY" BY SMITH
ISSUES CHALLENGE
"Let us turn to the greatest apostle
of Democracy in the nation, Alfred
"I do not propose to discuss tilt
E. Smith. Early in 1932. quoted by
fairness or the truthfulness of these
the accurate and unbiased Asso-•
;
statements. I 41o, however, propose
oiated Press, Mr. Smith said, reto
here and now to challenge him
to the Governor 'He is a
ferring
his!
go one step further and include
man.' Is Mr. Smith of the
tricky
of
t
Democratic foes in the fulfillmen
Royal Purple of the Republican
this threat. I propose to demon- ' party?
etts
Massachus
strate to the voters of
"The truth is that the hostility to
that the denunciation of his prac- • Gov. Curley has spread from the
;
Reto
confined
tices has not been
Republican party until it now is
publicans and that the growing hos- general without regard to party
1
san
non-parti
is
tility to Curleyism
politics. Come on, Governor, as a
and bi-partisan as well as partisan
test of your genuineness, proceed
Governor
the
by
'The statement
with your threats. Go into the courts
was provoked by an admonition and get vindication and get it from
former
Young,
Loring
from B.
the Democrats as well as from the
speaker of the House of Represent- Republicans. Get it from these updivine
the
from
profit
atives, to
standing Democra;.s who have asinjunctions 'Thou shalt not steal' sailed you in terms much more
witfalse
bear
not
shalt
and 'Thou
bitter than the criticism that has
ness against thy neighbor.'
been levelled against you by Re"Now, I publicly call on the Gov- publicans. I predict that you lack
ernor to make this threat retro- the moral courage and intestinal
active and to apply it to his critics fortitude to make such a test bein the Democratic party—such of cause you know in advance what
his critics as former Gov. Ely, Coun- the decision would be."
cillor Daniel H. Coakley, Alfred E.
Smith. Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield, the Boston Post and a few
others owing their political allegiance
to the party of which he is the
titular leader. I propose to indict
him before the bar of public opinion,
not out of the bpi of 'the Royal
Purple group of the Republican
party' but out of the lips of adherents of his own political faith.

Challenges Governor to
Sue Democrats Who
Attacked Him

QUOTES NORTON
"Let us first of all turn to Mayor
Mansfield, of whom Councilman
Clement A. Norton of Boston said
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ncil yesterday

The executive
legislative petivoted to support a
rts to fix defition to allow the cou
imum prison
min
and
m
nite maximu
provide for
to
sentences and also
a good-beof
ase
rele
the automatic
completion
the
having prisoner at tence. Under
of his minimum sen al institutions
existing statutes a pen t has been
Inmate whose conduc eration may
arc
good during his inc after serving
ole
be released on par imum sentences
two-thirds of his min has the right
but the parole board until he has
to deny his release sentence.
m
• served his minimu
of the chid'
This has been one between the
n
points of contentio the state paexecutive council and rent controrole board in the cur
versy.
the parole
Action on the status of ed for one
err
board members was def on of Gov
ati
week at the recommend s, Richard
ber
c_laey. These mem thew W. BulOIney, chairman; Mat Gavin, have
lock and P. Emmett
tion by the
been under investiga
l, following
Governor and counci their attiin
complaints of severity eligible for
tude toward prisoners
release.
made it
Prior to 1933 the statutes
board to
mandatory for the parole
comrelease an inmate after he had proce,
pleted his minimum senten
t good.
vided his conduct had be on of
In 1933, at the recommendati
recProf. Francis B. Sayre, the cor
tion commissioner, the mandatory
clause was deleted from the statute.
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NEWS BRIEFS

"The wholesale murder" which
resulted from the bombing of an
Egyptian Red Cross unit and the
Swedish mission in Ethiopia by the
Italians, have so aroused deep feeling in London as to be an aid in
carrying out oil sanctions against
Italy.
*
*
President
radio
Roosevelt's
speech Friday evening over a na:pn-wide hook-up, pleases or disgusts according to the point of
view. His neutrality bill is looked
upon as "hopeful" by London.
The A. A. A. is killed by the
Supreme Court on the grounds that
It is an invasion of States Rights,
*
Postmaster Parley's annual report shows a surplus of about $6,000,000 for the Post Office Department during the last fiscal year.
But $70,000,000 was deducted as
expenses not directly belonging to
the Post Office. Instead of a surplus, then, we find a deficit of
around $65,000.000.
Mexico seta IN an excellent example. Makes drastic cuts in the
budget. "Economy" will be the
watch-word for the coming year.
Reforms will be instituted to conserve federal funds, waste and political corruption eliminated!
Secretary Daniel C. Roper finds
improvement in business remarkable in its widespread and predicts
a steady rise for 1938.
* 49
The Governor is silent to the
charise-reterrtiy, made by Robert T.
Bushnell that he (Curley) intends
to follow in the footsteps of the late
Senator Long in Louisiana, through
control of the Supreme Court.
Bushnell 4130 the respect of Massa-'
chusetts. His charge will be noted,
we hope, by the Governor.
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Would Have State Take
"El" By Eminent Domain

A NH filed in the
the past week
Boston, Jan. 8.—(.4)—Immediate liy \V. Edwin UlmerSenate
of Brookline would
payment of the veterans bonus was authorize the State to take
over the Bosfavored today by the Massachu- t ii Elevated Railway by eminent
domain
setts House of Representatives after and put it under the jurisdiction of a corna communist had been denied the mi.,ioner of transportation to be named
right to speak in support of the annually by the Gove r at a salary of
$8,500
a perpetual five-cent
measure because of his political fare fora year,
the entire system. The bill also
doctrine.
stipulates that the company shall
vacate
fhe measure adopted by the its present
quarters
House, memorializing Congress for Building and take in the Park Square
rooms in
immediate cash payment to the House and that all employes the State
shall be
veterans, will be placed before the under Civil Service. In an
opinion
handed
Senate tomorrow. Governor James
down a week ago, the State Supreme
Court declared that the LegislaM. Curley yesterday Oral Meer!
himself-ire-favor of the payment. ture has the legal right to make provision
Philip Frankfeld, who said he vated for public ownership of the Elerepresentea 150 communist war future but could not abridge the right of
Legislatures to make provisions
veterans, was threatened with
forceful ejection when he attempt- ,for operation of the road under public
ed to speak in favor of the bonus
payment at a committee hearing
which preceded the House vote.
Frankfeld found a champion in
Rep. Thomas A. Dorgan, author of
the bitterly controversial teachers'
oath act, who said the communist
should have been heard.
In refusing to grant Frankfeld
an audience, Senator Thomas
Burke, chairman of the committee
on constitutional law, threatened
to put him out of the hearing

rwnership.
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Another appeal for the annual Rol
Call of the Boston Metropolitan Chaptet
of the Red Cross will he given by Gov"Roosevelt Backer Raps Curley
ernor James M. Cur
over Station
WBZ tomorrow
r ay) evening at As Public Wrecker Number One,"
seven-fifteen o'clock.
read a headline in the daily press this
week. Sad but true.
The Boston Auxiliary to the American
McAll Association will hold a Founder's
Day meeting at the home of Mrs. Charles
H. Flood on Salisbury Road next Wednesday afternoon at three o'clock. A business meeting will be followedja,,,,...entr

rit PAK A t

HERALD
Chicopee, Mass.

Mr Desmond's Report
Superintendent Desmond's report for the fiscal year, ending December 31, 1935, follows, in part:4'11e enrolment of pupils in the
!schools showed a net decrease from
1934 of 216, compared to a decrease
of 144 between 1933 and 1934. The '
total !present enrolment situation
has caused the school population to
drop to the lowest point in the past
decade. The decrease has been distributed between the high, junior
high and elementary schools. Thg
elementary school population has
his heart can allow our city to oe been declining throughout the state
advertised throughout the land." fcr the past five years, due in part
Neglect by Mayor. On eil Deroy so
Of the committee's troubles with to effects of a lower birth rate.
to attend promptly to the business Mayor
"A comparison with the
Decoy, the report goes on to
of Chicopee's schools, existence of say: "Every egort was made by of last year reveals that report
fewer
before
"never
a financial situation
the school committee to confer with transfers have been made this year
seen in Massachusetts," are deeply the mayor, but his continued ab- to the public schools from the parodeplored in the annual report of the
from school committee meet- chial selhools and from other cities
Chicopee school committee, submit- sence
made
it possible to confer with and states. The net loss in enrolings
ted by Dr Samuel E, Fletcher, him for the first time on May 3 ment by transfer this year was
53
chairman.
at a meeting in Boston with compared to a net gain in 1934-35
The failure of Gov Curley to re- (1935)
of 270 pupils. A comparison of the
emergency finance board.
appoint Dr Paysoll ghtti as state theOn December 18 a list of 50 proj- enrolment in public and parochial
'
obis
commissioner of education
ects involving repair work in school schools for 1934-35 (not including
served and regietted.
buildings and the grading of school the continuation school) shows 6698
The mayor is criticized for re- grounds was sent by vote of the pupils enrolled in the public
maining absent from school com- school committee to the mayor so schools and 3621 in the parochial.
mittee meetings and for failing to
The Question of Costs
the advantage of generous
acknowledge a letter listing 50 that
"Consideration is too frequently
government grants might be made
"the
which
through
projects
ERA
available in the improvement of given to what education costs rather
adventage of generous federal gov- school property. No acknowledg- than to how much it is worth.
made
be
could
stead of clamoring for lower Inernment grant.s
ment of the letter has been recosts
available in the improvement of ceived.
Chapin,
the
critics of public education shouk
the
of
The painting
school property."
Robinson,
little
but
the
minimum required by
Smith Highlands, Taylor,
Desmond Denies Extravagance
Valentine schools and a 'small tainly no extravagance can In
Superintendent of Schools 'John and
amount of flooring at the Robinson found in a program which offer(
, J. Desmond, Jr., in his annual re- school, involving a total expendi- little bet the minimlni required by
committee
the
to
submitted
port,
of $3239.22 for materials by the state. Unit costs, the simplest
recently, defended the school ad- ture
and of $9212.77 for lobor means of comparison of expendicity
the
of
Charges
ministration against all
were the net re- tures for education, are published
government
the
by
extravagance. He said that com- sults te the schools....Thus an annually by the department
of eduparisons of cost are of little mo- opportunity to imurove eehool pron. cation. hese figures are based
ment if the extent and value of the erty with gvernment aid, which was the exitenditures uer mull andupon
inoffering is not studied at the same readily accepted by other cities, slude also the local board of health
time. He pointed out that the net was refused by the mayor to our for the medical inspection and
sucost per pupil in the elementary, schools."
pervision of the nurses of public
schools
high
senior
and
junior high
school children. In Chicopee last
Dr Smith's Going Regretted
was $73.90, compared to the state I
year this sum was $7877.
Dr
page
to
devotes
a
I
The
report
cities
Massachusetts
average for all
"The net cost per pupil in the
of $90.76. Tile cost of textbooks and Smith, regretting his replacement elementary, junior
supplies for each pupil was much by Gov James M. Curley in this high schools was high and seni,
$75,90, compares-,1
lower than the state average. He wise: "In the failure of his (Dr to the state average
for all Massas
described as had the effect upon' Smith's) reappointment, education chusetts cities
of $90.76. The cost
most of the pupils of closing has lost the influence of an able, in Chicopee in 1934
was $77.19 and
schools due to budget reductions. loyal, just and conscientious leader the state
average in 1934 was
Recommendations of the superin- and we (the committee) have lost
Chicopee ranks 29th among
tendent include the resumption of a a friend whose counsel and cooper- $88.36.
the 39 cities of the state with a
complete evening school program to ation we valued highly."
The committee takes further no- cost of $16.86 below the state aveoffer opportunities for adult eduText-books cost 63 cents per
cation, development of one athletic tice of the mayor's 'failure to at- rage.
pupil in Chicopee, $1.13 per pupil
field, a study of the advisability of tend meetings by explaining that as
the state average. Supplies were
short courses for special training, none of the committee meetings is $1,69
per pupil in Chicopee; in the
buildschool
conducted
in
of
executive
inspection
session,
and
an
and
ings toi reduce insurance cost. . that "a notice of every meeting is state, $2.49 per pupil.
"Comparisons of cost are of litsent to the mayor as an ex-officio
Cites State Board Approval
Concerning the financial situation member, and' to the committee on tie moment, if the extent and value
of the schools, the committee report finance and on schools of the board of the offering is not studied at
states: "The financial administra- of aldermen. Members of these com- the same time In Chicopee some
economies are practiced which lowtion of the school budget has been mittees }lave attended with some er
the costs, but the limited scope
so carried out as to win the unqual- regularity all regular meetings.... of our
evening school program, the
emergcitizens
who
state
have
the
had
of
interest
approval
in
ified
ency finance commission and to se- certain matters....have been pres- size of our classes, and the concure for the city a refund this yea) ent....representatives of the press tributions of salary by school employes will account for much of the
of over $70,000 from the state, by have attended most of the meetings 'difference
in. cost between this and
the approval of the Massacihusett( ....the meetings are therefore pub.
department of education. Yet in th( lic and open to citizens who have ar neighboring communities. There is
little ground for criticism in Chicopast two years you have witnessec interest in the proceedings."
On the subject of eligibility 01 pee of extravagance.
a situation never before seen it
Effect of (lofting Schools
Massachusetts, of school closed, not teachers, Dr 'Fletcher's report
for lack of funds but because ade.; states: "The competency and qualiquate funds had not been provided. fications of the prospective teachei
No sober-minded person, no loving should be of parammint importance
parent can approve such treatment in any plan of eligibility finally
for our youth, our future citizens;' adopted, if it is to he acceptable."
no man or woman with loyalty in
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—cue scnoms were closed on Lie teaching in 1890-1891 and returned
cember 10 for the balance of the in January, 1897. She taught in
fiscal year because of the reducd both the elementary and high'
tion in the budget again this year schools, in the latter as a teacher
A survey of the effect last year of commercial subjects. She was a
upon the school program was made_ graduate of the Westfield normal
I after the schools reopened. The pu school and served with devotion to
pils of high scholarship ability' her duties and with effciency until
seemed to have suffeied no I,her voluntary retirement. The tinuation school for the training-of
which was not soon made tip wit school committee and superinten- pupils of the requisite ages for speextra effort but pupils of average dent hafe expressed their apprecia- cific jobs.
"4. An inspection of school
ability lost much in general interest tion to Mrs Wheeler for the qualand enthusiasm about their work. ity of the service she has ren- buildings in cooperation with the
Massachusetts rating division of
: Many of those who had reached the dered.
the New England Insurance ex1 legal age withdrew from school.
during the change
claimed
has
'Death
with a view to reducing in"Pupils in the primary grades year two teachers of long service.
surance cost and increasing covershowed strikingly the effect of in_
Ati:-1
died
Jenness
H.
Mr Charles Mr Jenness enteredj age.
IterNption of school, particularly in gust
8, 1935.
"1 wish to express my appreciareading. The period when schools
employ of the school committee( tion to the school committee and
were closed was followed by the .the
111 October; 1910, after several years
usual prevalence at that time of of engineering experience. He was school employes for their encourchildren'; diseases which contribu- well known for his quiet efficiency agement and cooperation this year."
The special subcommittee aploss,
ted further to the education]
and loyalty to the schools. Miss I pointed to consider the feasibility
similar
ire
will
year
this
result.
The
Jennie T. Mitchell died August 24,
salaries o
although the interruption was for 1935. after completing 24 years of of restoring the full that,
as far
teaohers reccomended
earnhe
hoped
fewer days. It is to
teaching
es
seven
last
service, the
on be
estly that this will be the last ex- principal of Cie Spruce-Street as possible, the restorati
perience of this nature the city of school. Miss Mitchell was a skillful made. The report stated, however,
un/Chicopee will ,have especially since teacher of primary grades and soy- that this would not be possible
on the bud'the situation in no way has been ed with effciency and devotion to I til a conference is held
get of 1935. The report was acdue to the financial condition of the the pupils under her charge.
cepted and it waq moved that a
city, In each yeai it has been clear
curriculum in copy be sent to the Teacher's asthe
of
study
"The
sufbalance
a
had
has
city
I that the
ry and junior high I sociation.
ficient to have met its obligation to the elementa
this year. The
resumed
was
grades
the schools.
of Vle study is to adapt
puraose
Emergency Educational Program the content. of the curriculum and
"In October, 1935, Vie classes the methods employed to the needs
were reopened under the new WPA of young people who are being preprogram, also directed by the com- pared for citizenship.
missioner of education and 13 un"The Parent-Teacher associaemployed teachers qualified for em- tions. which are a recent developployment. The program this year ment in Chicopee, experienced reallowed the establishment of addi- markable growth in enrolment durtional classes in the Aldenville and ing the past year as incieased inMemorial schools so that each terest in the welfare of the school:
, principal center of the city has a has manifested itself. The Chicopee
unit. to whioh have been admitted Falls and Chicopee associations
children raning in age from two to have a membership of over 350. alfive years.
though no campaign for member"The result of the nursery _school ship has been promoted. Smaller
and
project has convinced parents
groups have been organized in Wilteachers of the value to the chil- limansett and Fairview. The assodren and the community. Children ciations have had excellent leaderwho have entered the kindergarten ship which has confined .activities
and first grade have been better strictly to the objective, "know
prepared for school life physically, your schools." Funds have been
mentally and emotionally. The im- raised and expended for the physiportance of pieschool training for cal welfare of needy children.
children has been amply demon"The established program of gargrated by the results in every sec- , dening, canning, poultry and small
a
tion of the city. In all centers
fruit clubs was continued successwaiting list has been established fully again this year under Miss
because the enrolment exceeded the Adeline M. Fein as supervisor.
capacity of the teaching force since
Recommendations
employment is limited to those
"It has been gratifying that of
WPA
received
have
, teachers who
the tecommendationi made by the
ratings on the basis of financial superintendent in his last annual rewithmade
be
to
need. Provision is
port, the school committee has conin a few weeks for the employment sented to adopt. three, the fourth
former
the
of nurses and cooks,
• being impossible because of lack of
for the supervision of health daily cooperation from the ERA proon,
and the latter for the preparati
pupils, gram. The first recoMftnidation
of a nobody meal for the a
The government will make food made, that of the establishment by
the se!lo.ol committee of a plan for
allotment of 10 cents a day for the
eligibility of teachers for aPenroled.
each pupil
t, is now being studied by
Pomtmen
has
e
McElhon
E.
"Mr Thomas
of , a sub-committee. The following recgiven full cooperation because
relief rep_ • ommendations are respectfully subthe families on welfare
resented in the schools. An addi- nutted for consideration:—
tional supply of 72 blankets has "1. The resumption of a coinbeen furnished for use of pupils plete evening school program to ofluring the rest period daily on cots ler opportunities for adult educamade by the trade and continuation tioii.
"2. Development of one athletic
school pupils.
Retirement of Margaret B. Wheeler field, preferably at the high school,
"After a service of over 38 years for school and public use.
in the public schools, Mrs Margaret "3. A study of the advisibility of
B. Wheeler retired on state pension, short courses in the trade and conk! June, 1935. Mrs Wheeler began
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The governor :,ald the same procedure would be followed as in the payment of the Millens-Raber rewards.,
Such procedure would mean that the ,
persons seeking the reward would I
have to make personal application I
and present their cases to the governor and council.

!

FIND CONVICT'S GIRL
ARGUS ADVOCATE
It was discovered Saturday that the 1
East Boston, Mass.
girl "Chickie" Higgins, whom the
convict, Edward Guarnelli, cried for
in his'cell at state prison,,was in reality Miss Constance Simmons, 30, an
English girl who has taken up residence at Guarnelli's home on Cottage at.
Miss Simmons described to police
how saddened she was at the thought
The Argus-Advocate
that all her efforts to convert Guarwishes to I James M.
nelli into peaceful channels of life
Curley. Maguire is a
express congratulations to
James swo...
had failed.
E. Maguire, dean of
Mayor Mansfield,
the East and you
She said that she never ,gave up
can expect plenty of fireBostcn newspapermen, and
hope that she could reform him and
editor, works in the near
of the East Boston Free
had even contemplated a trip to Engfuture. Maguire
Press who I takes with
land if they were married, in an at- I this week was
him the best wishes of
rrpointed to the ! is
tempt to wrest him away from his old
many friends throughout the
associations and former companions., Finance Commiss on by Governor district.
The couple met in Dedham jail. She
i worked in the prison laundry and was ,
'able to pass notes to Prfsoner Guarnelli. They pledged themselves to
ST 111.
1
each other In their notes.
Press Clipping Service
At the time of Guarnelli's escape '
Fairhas en, Mass.
2 Park Square
i from a prison guard in Boston, an
episode which ended in the guard's
BOSTON
MASS.
death, Miss Simmons was employed at
the home of Dwight Arnold, prominent leather manufacturer, in West
ARGUS ADVOCATE
Newton, as a cook.
GASOLINE
TAX
f'
East Boston, Mass.
Two weeks ago Mr Arnold released
her. She took up residence at the
With
a
8
January
Boston
Guarnelli home on Cottage at, but In- new state tax program the outstandspector Edward J Dunn was with her ing feature of the 1936 program
almost constantly, since it was drafted by Governor James M. Curthought that Guarnelli would surely ley, a battle looms on the ttlYttitutcontact her. He did make an attempt Mthn of the three cent gasoline tax.1
by phone, but received a warning that 1
Rep. Charles W. Hedges of Quin-I
that district was alive with police.
cy would repeal the additional one
Miss Simmons speaks with t_n Eng- cent added to the existing two cent
On next Tuesday night, the
lish accent. When Guarnelli was for- , tax from year to year the extra levy
merly in state prison, the used to visit' to be taken from the books May 1. Quincy club will hold a banquet
him and gave the name of Chickie
and installation of officers. The
Higgins, one of the ccnvict's girl rel- 1936.
With the current three cent tax, waw line includes Michael A. Lau.1
atives.
sufficient funds have been available
rano, president; John McGuire,1
When the Simmons girl was put in- 1 in
the past three years to transfer
headquarpolice
Boston
at
lineup
to a
vice-president; Robert Collins,
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ters, Guarnelli refused to identify her approximately
and Hugh
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the
general
fund,
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i h the Jesuit that in lieu of a
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"Leave her out of this mess. She has
4:15,000 state tax last year from the
been a good friend to me."
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Miss Simmons has no plans for the town of Dartmouth the state levy
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Was
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the
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anticipated.
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Governor
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Curley
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annual
where
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nelli home for some
under the supervision of Walter
i says the folks have been very good to mesage asked that the legislature
continue for five years the additionher.
Tigges, popular retiring presi! Guarnelli was captured last week in al tax on gasoline.
dent.
of
T
Year in and year out the diverMalden by Traffic Officer Tainsh
Invited guests comprise Gov.
Malden Tainsh comes from a fam- sion of highway fund monies to the
Curley, Mayor Mansfield. Con-,
ily formerly resident on Bradford at, 'general fund has been a sore spot
this city and is one of the most pop- with legislators faced with a crying
gressmon John P. Higgins, Hdn.
ular officers on the Malden force. He I need to limit the state tax. The
Vincent Brogna, John J. Douglass,
stomGuarnelli's
additional
into
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gun
levied
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on
the
sale
shoved
Senator Joseph Langone, District
ach as the convict reached a stair of gasoline is primarily intended to
landing. Only for his quick action defray highway construction costs
Attorney William J. Foley, Senthere might have been ,a different but the use of the funds for general
Walsh and Cooledge, Arthur
itors
reloaded
had
a
convict
expenditures is liable to stir the
story, for the
William H. Barker, Capt.
itillivan,
pocket.
political kettle to the boiling point.
volver in his
Both Guarnelli and Repuccl were The Hedges proposal is the first of
Campbell, Charles Carey, Counplaced in Widely separated cells at the such moves to bring a battle along
cilor Henry Selvitella, Reps. Barstate prison Saturday. Both have lost this line.
Irwin and Centracchio, Marry,
when
the bold attitude they assumed
shall Brown, Thomas Kirwan, Bil!
police captured them.
G v Curley said that the $1000 reAlexander, Dr. Gately, Felix Mar4 for the capture of Re- ,
war
Thomas Niland, Joseph Lycella,
pucci and Guarnelli would be divided ,
ons, Frank Sullivan, Editors Maamong the persons who aided in the ,
separate arrests of Repucci on last ,
guire and Hughes and Joseph
Thursday in Providence and Guarnelli ,
Harvey of the Globe.
I
on Friday in Malden.
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,Political Grab Bag
By

T/zomaz

K.

Brindley

Seventy-five people who attended a Jackson Day meeting in
Somerset Last night heard Senator William S. Conroy dismiss Andrew Jackson with the comment that he "deserves every tribute being paid to him tonight in all parts of this country," and then devote his address to an attack upon this writer.

"Brainless"—
Since his audience was small, the Senator's remarks are published here. He said:
"There is one who works on the Fall River Herald News who
calls himself Thomas K. Brindley. He is in error, my friends. It
should be Thomas K. Brainless. He tells you has editor of a
column known as the Political Grab Bag. Again he's in error. It's
the Poisonous Gas Bag, written by an imbecile, idiot and moron.
"There are very few of his dirty, damnable type in the field in
which he finds himself. He is nothing but a damn, dirty, foul
cur, taking advantage of the weapon that is his to spread insinuation and innuendo.
"I will give $100 to any charity, if Thomas K. Brainless will meet
me on the platform, his newspaper printing what he ,has to say and
what I have to say.
"I have respect for The Herald News staff but one rotten apple
will spoil a barrel of good apples. He does not know the meaning
of decency, honorableness or manhood.
"He says men who vote aceording to their convictions are 'Yes
Men.' He can't say I'm a 'Yes Man.' He can't say that His Excellency, Governor James Michael Curley, the outstanding humanitarian that he is, who appointed me to the Industrial Accident
Board, did so for any other reason than to put me in a position
where I might be of service to unfortunate men and women.
"I was with Curley before he was given a chance to be the
Governor of this great Commonwealth."
Mr. Conroy continued to laud the Governor, telling of his signing of additional industrial accident legislation and declaring that
through it he has brought "sunshine, pleasure and joy into the
homes of unfortunate men and women." He quoted Joseph A. Parks,
chairman of the Accident board, as saying the legislation had been
waiting 20 years for a man like Gov. Curley to sign it.

"Skunk"—
Renewing his attack on the writer of this column, the speaker
referred to him as a skunk, saying "a skunk is a skunk Wherever
you find him. The same odor emanates from him, I know better
than to engage in a (-------) contest with a skunk," he asserted.
"If you are going to print that you better change it to (
) CO
the ladies won't be offended when they read it.
"Brainless, that foul biped, cannot think of a decent, honorable
thought about anyone but himself. Filth and rottenness is the only
thing he can be associated with. Even the strongest beast of the
forest run away from a skunk.
"Brainless has been ostracized. You can't see him In any
decent
company anymore. He is a spy and informer, reporting on
the activity and inactivity of his fellow workers. He ie feared and despised by his fellow reportev, men and women alike, and that comes
from those who work with him.
"When Kelly terminates his holdings In The Herald
News I
advise him to be like the Arab, to fold his tent and go
away for he
won't have a friend in this part of the country.
"As your representative, I have striven day after day to
make
conditions of the working man better, I have done more for
the
working man than any three mrn In the past 20 years. You
don't
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County Commissioner Lovett
County Commissioner Lovett paid
tribute to the life of Andrew Jackson and said in his brief romarks
that he is trying to bring fair repsentation for the Democrats in
County affairs. He complimtnted
Mr. Talbot on being the first to see
that Democrats were appointed to
jobs in the county when he was
sheriff,
Music was furnished during the
evening by Leo Ryan, banjo, and
Victor Martin, drums.
Chairman James C. Butterworth
presided and read a history of Anirew Jackson's life and works. FeIx Dussault entertained with humorous stories and Albert Bradjury, Fall River City Councillor,
!avored with stories ;Ind .nnw.
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Laud Jacksoil
In Somerset
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$533. The work will consist of selective cutting out of undergrowth
on the Long Pond watershed lands
which were cleared and planted
with young trees in 1934 and 1935.
,
At that time the underbrush was
cut back, but since then it has
sprung up again, and is now threatening to choke off the trees. Bushes and plants desirable for
bird
cover will be retained; others
will
be rooted up.
A picket fence will be built
around
the Main street parking space
and
lines painted on the asphalt to introduce order into parking of cars.
WPA grant is $411.50, the tmn
;hare URA cn
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/Sick Could
Cast Ballots
Senator Considine's Bill
Would Permit Confined
to Exercise Rights.
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of these taxes would hurt any one
group, bid that the program

A.€. ROTCH SCORES WPA
IN TALK TO SELECTMEN l

be oirsed by the same old group
t hat s gjwas fighting legislation,
"namcly organized money."
' Go \ l.rnor Curley said that he
t
could see no immediate relief from
State Administrator Declares the
burden of welfare in this secPresent Setup Inferior To tion of the country; while unprecedented prosperity has been enjoyed
ERA Arrangement
ill other sections of the United
States there has been no evidence of
it here as yet, lie declared.
That the payrolls of the WPA are
A competition in preparing town
in terrible shape was the declara4 reports was launched and a silver
, tion of Arthur GI Rotch, Federal cup will be awarded the town that
W l'A administrator, at the annual has the best and most comprehenmeeting of the Massachusetts Se- sive report. Theodore N. Waddell,
lectmen's Association that was held director of the State Division of
, at Gardner
Auditorium, State Accounts, stressed the need of re'House, Boston, last Friday. Select- serve and safety funds.
[man C. W. Knowlton represented
Officers of the Association we
Fairhaven.
re-elected.
Mr. Rotch stated that personally
he preferred the ERA setup to that
of the present WPA, and that he
regretted the government had ever
made the change. He pointed out,
however, that 3,500.000 men had
been taken off relief rolls and put
to work under President Roosevelt's relief program. Roteh said
lint only 2,790 Massachusetts workers failed to get their pay .before
Christmas and that failure of these
to get their money was due to the
fact that two check machines broke
down the night before the holiday,
By a, vote of the association support of biennial sessions of the
state le. islature were endorsed and
copies rif a resolution to that effect
will be sent to every member of the
General Court.
Govern_oprley addressed the
meeting ai=efended his proposed
tax program. He said that it would
bring into the coffers of the state
between eight and ten million dollars a year and enable the Commonwealth to do away with the state
tax. The program calls for a 2-cent
cigarette tax, a 40-cent tax on each
gallon of alcohol, the indefinite extension of the gasoline tax, a tax
on trucks and on slot and weighing
machines.
The Governor declared that none

1

Persons confined to their homes
or hospitals by illness on election
days would be permitted to cast absentee ballots under the provisions
of a measure filed in the Massachusetts Legislature by Senator Walter
L. Considine (D) of New Bedford.
He says persons are wrongfully
disenfranchised because of illness
and under his bill they would be
permitted to exertise their right
providing they filed a certificate of
illness or incapacity.
Favors Increase for Governor
An increase from 410,000 to $20.000 in the salary of thetoVe‘41nor IS
Considfavored in a measure
ered at this scifision. Governor cur-.
ley blocked passage of a similar bill
last sear.
ch
hl1: t ti ity
utt
ids
rt P
medoia
su
pm
hriedean
a:ad
otrebriedst,,heanntd
df
in
contraryw
pani
es hitcoh pwuobulile
to pay
payments
rrne
a bill to permit the establishment
'of municipal lighting plants were
among the petitions filed yesterday.
Representative Katherine A. Foley of Lawrence has again submitted her bill which would abolish
breach of contract to marry as an
action of law,
Goodwin Files Measure
Unauthorized use of an automobile would be classed as a felony
under another measure which the
legislators must consider, while confiscation of bail in speeding cases
when defendants default is provided for in a measure filed at the
request of State Registrar of Motor
Vehicles Goodwin.
Limitation of the State tax to
$2,000,000, a referendum on repeal of
the compulsory automobile insurance law, a $45 minimum old age
pension for husband and wife tieing
together, an increase from $1,500 to
$1,800 in the minimum salary of
prison guards,. midnight closing of
taverns, authoritytsfor District court
judges to give jajl terms for gun
carrying, prohibition of judges
serving as legislative counsel or
agent or ho:ding other remunerative
offices, and reduction of the membership of the House of Representatives from 240 to 120 are other proposals on file in both branches of
the Legislature,
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BI-ENNIAL SESSIONS
The Legislature will soon be in full swing.
One of the questions that will come befoi-e it
will be whether those who put them in office
will be permitted to ballot on how often it
shall meet. We have a feeling this year, with
elections in the offing, that the bi-ennial
sessions measure has a chance of success. If
it does not go through it will be put through
by the succeeding legislature for the voters
are determined that they be permitted to
vote on the question. They will elect those
who are willing their constituents shall have
scale say in the conduct of affairs.
This question of bi-ennial sessions is an
old one. Back in 1923 Governor Channing
H. Cox urged the change and he merely returned to the attack after 70 years, for it
• -o. with the anI was first proposed to do •••%ii
nual sessions back in 1853. Since Cox, Governor Alvan T. Fuller urged it in four annual
messages and Governor Curley repeated it
in his inaugural and Itgald this year. He
i goes even farther and asks a reduced membership and one legislative body.
Plenty of states have shifted to the biennial sessions and none of them has shown
any desire to return to the old order. Our
legislators advance no argument against it
as strong as the one they do mot advance—
that it would cut down their state pay.
After all, the question is not bi-ennial sessions. It is the right of the voters to say
whether we shall have them. That right
should not be denied us.

•
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JACKSON DINNER
IS CONDUCTED
BY DEMOCRATS
John Mitchell Is Elected
President—Taking Park
Land Favored
Nearly 100 members of the Young
Democratic club met at DiBurro's
restaurant on Washington street last
night on the anniv.ersary of the birth
of Andrew Jackson. At the close of
the business meeting, the radio broadcast of President Roosevelt's address
was heard.
John Mitchell was elected president
of the club to succeed Daniel J. Minahan. Mitchell has been active in the
Young Democratic club since it wa.s
organized in the fall of 1933 and was
a member of the executive committee
during the past year.
Other officers elected were John
McAuliffe, vice president; William J.
Maguire, secretary; Arthur Altieri.
treasurer; Harvey Pothier, Francis
Maroney and John Tannian, directors. President Mitchell pledged himself to a year of energetic leadership.
He paid tribute to his predecessors in
office, Senator Charles A. P. McAree
Minahan.
President
and retiring
Mitchell traced the growth of the club
to its
members
from a handful of
present size and cited the federal and
state offices held by club members as
rewards for service to the Democratic
party.
The new president drew a parallel
between the administrations of President Roosevelt and Andrew Jackson.
"In Andrew Jackson's opinion," said
Mitchell, "the President was the direct
interpreter of the will of the people.
He believed that the acts of the President and the Congress of the United
States should supercede the views of
the Supreme Court." Mitchell commended both President Roosevelt and
Governor Curley for their "courageous
leadership."
A resolution was adopted by the
club members favoring the land in
the rear of the comfort station for a
parking place. The club also endorsed
Gov. James M. Curley's recent move
to ecolianftwirt.4he administration of
the various state departments without
impeding the efficiency of the departments.
L. Sheldon Duffy, a member of the
committee for the annual President's
ball to be held at the City Hall on
Jan. 30, urged the members to support this function.
President Mitchell named the following committees: Executive, Edward F. Towne, chairman, Charles A.
P. McAree, Daniel J. Minahan, John
E. Donahue, Joseph Albertson, Edward
G. Maguire, Richard Rice, Jr.; finance, L. Sheldon Duffy, chairman,
George Nolin, John Coddaire, Jr.,
James Murphy, Cornelius Moynihan,
A. Gerhard Bradley; program, Howland Linehan. chairman, Michael Ryan, Rocco Lanza, John Carroll; elec-
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MASS. HOUSE FOR
PAYMENT OF BONUS
BOSTON, Jan. 8 OP)—With Gov.
ernor James M, Cueley and mar*
state officials in Washington attending the Jackson Day dinner tonight,
legislative activities at the state
house today were confined to the
filing of more bills, and a few committee hearings on proposed legislation.
The House met perfunctorily for
a few minutes and adjourned immediately after approving a resolution memoralizing Congress in
favor of the pending bonus bilL
The action was taken shortly after
a committee hearing the resolution
refused a Communist the right to
he heard.
The resolution was sent to the
senate for concurrence.
A bill which would affect motorists, if enacted, was filed in the
House on behalf of Registrar
Frank A. Goodwin. Under it failure to appear in court after arrest
for speeding would be considered
an admission of guilt, and a fine
equal to the amount of cash deposited as bail would be assessed.
Repeal of the compulsory automobile liability insurance laws was
asked in another bill filed by Rep.
Charles W. Olson of Ashland.
The question of the repeal of this
law, under another hill, offered by
Rep. Charles W. Hedges of Quincy,
would he submitted to the voters
on a referendum.
A number of bilL further
strengthening the powers of the
Public Utilities department over
gas and electric companies were
among those filed, as were several
for more strict regulation of the advertising of bottled liquor prices.
One of the utility bills, the petitioner being H. P. Moulton, secretary of the Public Franchise
League, would empower the department to refuse to allow the utility
to declare dividends, if after public
hearing, such payment can be
shown to be contrary to the public
interest.
Another utility bill, filed also on
behalf of the Public Franchise
League, would require approval and
review by the Department of Contcacts of gas and electric utilities
with titillates.
Under a resolve offered by Rep.
Roland D. Sawyer of Ware, the entire Public Utility department itself would be investigated by a legislative committee, to determine if
"t he ruthless manipulation of
swindling stock brokers and salesmen may not be due to the failure
of the law on the one hand, and
ne71eet of duty in the department."
Under a bill filed by Senator
Walter L. Considine of New Bedford, any voter confined to his home
or a hospital from physical disability or illness would be entitled
to an official absent voting ballot.

Memorializes Congress on Bonus
BOSTON, Jan. 8 UM—Immediate termine the number of club lipayment of the veterans bonus censes in that city. This hearing
wa,s favored today by the Massa- will be h4ld in ROOM 249 and will I
, chNetts House of Representatives begin at 10:30 A. M.
after a Communist had been denied the right to speak in support
of the measure bacause of his
poltIcai doctrinThe measure adopted by the
House, memorializing congress for
immediate cash payment to the
2 Park Square
veterans, will be placed before the
MASS.
BOSTON
Senate tomorrow. Governor James
M. Curley yesterday announced
himself in favor of the payment.
COURIER-CITIZEN
Philip Frankfeld, who said ne
represented 150 Communist war
Lowell, Mass.
veterans, was threatened with
forceful ejection when he attempted
to speak in favor of the bonus payment at a committee hearing
which preceded the House vote.
Frankfeld found a champion in
Rep. Tb as A. Dorgan, author of
There is something vaguely disthe bitterly controversial teachers'
quieting in the sudden unwillingoath act, who said the Communist
ness of a single Republican member
should have been heard.
of the City Council to play along
In refusing to grant Frankfetd
an
audience, Senator Thomas !with the majority—something remBurke, chairman of the committee iniacent of the attitude of certain
on constitutional law, threatened legislators in Boston and certain
to put him out of the hearing room. , members of the Governor's Council
Frankfeld and a companion at- who went over
to the Curley side at
tempted to remonstrate and Burke the
first opportunity. —frlhe pressaid:
ent city administration is going to 1
"There will be no interruptions. do
anything at all to improve the
I told yoa I wouldn't recognize tha
Communist party or its representa- state of things here, it has got to
tives ane if you continue to inter- command reasonable support in the
rupt, you will have to leave the City Council, and outside. In the
room. If you interrupt again, I'll present temper of the public there
put you out of the room myself" Won't be much patience with those
Before he .was silenced, Frank- who put trigs in the
wheel.
feld, who described himself as an
organizer for the party, was able
to say, "we have the interests of
the veterans at heart, and we can
pledge the veterans our wholehearted support"
Rep. Frederick H. Reinstetn,
el2rk of the committee, precipitated
the dispute ' refusing to record
Frankfeld's remarks.
"I'll not make any notes on what
the Communist party has to say,"
Reinstein said. "If you make me.
2 Park Square
I'll resign as clerk."
MASS.
HaroP P. Reddin, adjutant of the
BOSTON
state department of the American
Legion, told the committee the
COURIER-CITIZEN
Legion did not want aid of the
Communist party.
Lowell, Mass,
the "delay" in completion of the
Wellington bridge between Medford
and Somerville, now under construction.
Lawrence legislators were notified today by the clerk of the committee on taxation that a hearing
would be held January 14 by that
committee on a bill introduced
jointly by Representative Edward
D. Sirois and Representative ThomWASHINGTON, Jan. 8. (IP)—Gov53 J. Lane, both of Lawrence, for
ernor James M. Curley, of Massalegislation to exempt from local
chusetts said today he had asked
officials of the War depai anent and
taxation the land Required by the
other administrative executives to
City of Lawrence in the town of
endorse a proposal for a National
North Andover for a municipal airGuard camp at Bourne, on Cape
port. The hearing will begin at
Cod, Mass.
10:30 A. M., In Room 407.
Curley, here to attend the JackThe committee on legal affairs
son Day dinner of Democrats from
will also hold a hearing on January
all parts of the country, spent the
14 on the petition of Renresentative
afternoon discussing the Cape Cod
Carl A. Woekel of Methuen and
project. He said he estimated an
Representative Thomas J. Lane of
additional $700.000 would be needed
Lowrance that the Lawrence Lito carry out the project.
censing Board be authorized to de-
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It Is Said
The city government for this
year being tin- same as that for
t last yeqq• might well find a small
amount in the million dollar budget
to add to what m?rchants may contribute for holin.ly lights next
Christmas if some department
, items are ,runee so that the excess
and deficienc, account will not be
as large it. it., as in 1935.
—
Wakefield is dry on Sundays
now, having joined the arid Sabbath league with Malden by action
of the Selectmen.
A statistician has figured that it
costs Massachusetts $18 for every
dollar it gets in return for Federal aid, while the situation is reversed in the Southern states.
John Sowerder of Ravine terrace
is a member of the Middlesex
County Grand Jury that was sworn
into office on Monday.
,

Carl A. Raymond of 48 Batchelder street, State Budget Commissioner, accompanied Governor
l,.-Chairman Charles P. owar
of the State Commission on Administration and Finance, and State,
Controller George B. Murphy to
Washington Tuesday afternoon and j
on the trip they had a discussionl
of the state budget.
Traffic Officer Harold S. Wolley
of the City Hall Square day post
has been assigned as "awning inspector" and the past week measured Melrose Center store awnings
to ascertain if they were lower
than six feet above sidewalk.
A number of minor bumps with
parked cars damaged have been
reported in the parking areas in
Melrose Center recently. A Melrose attorney's car was among
those hit this week and the operator of the other machine drove
away without making known his
identity.
H. W. Hopkins has on sale a new
brand of 1936 candy and a fivepound box of the candy will be
given to the person submitting the
prize-winning name.
Work started yesterday in City
Hall basement preparatory to building the new police pistol range for
which the Aldermen appropriated
$1200.
A movement has been started to
have the Warwick bus routes terminate at City Hall. Some of the
merchants believe they would get
people from Wyoming and the
Southeast sections to trade in Melrose stores if they could get bus
transportation
to
the
business
center
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State Representatives for
Immediate Bonus Payment
Communist Denied Right
to Speak in Favor
of Measure
BOSTON, Jan. 8 (AP)—Immediate payment of the veterans'
bonus was favored today by the
Massachusetts House of Representatives after a Communist had
been denied the right to speak
in support of the measure because
of his political doctrine.
The measure ,adopted by the
House, memorializing C6ngress for
Immediate cash payment to the
veterans, will be placed before the
Senate tomorrow. Governor James
M. CuJ1ejesterday announced
himse
vor of the payment.
Philip Frankfeld, who said he
represented 150 Communist war
veterans, was threatened with
forceful ejection when he attempted to speak in favor of the bonus
payment at a committee hearing
which preceded the House vote.
Frankfeld found a champion in
Representative Thomas A. Dorgan,
author of the bitterly controversial
Teachers' Oath Act, who said the
Communist should have been
heard.
In refusing to grant Frankfeld
,an
audience, Senator Thomas
Burke, chairman of the committee on constitutional law, threatened to put him out of the hearing
room.
Frankfeld and a companion attempted to remonstrate, and Burke
said:
"There will be no interruptions
/ told you I wouldn't recognize
the Communist Party or its representatives, and if you continue to
Interrupt you will have to leave
the room. If you interrupt again,
I'll put you out of the room myself."
-Before he was silenced Frankfeld, who described himself as an
organizer for the party, was able
to say: "We have the interests of
the veterans at heart, and we can
pledge the veterans our wholehearted support."
Under a bill filed by Senator
Walter L. Considine of New Bedford, any voter confined to his
home or a hospital from physical
disability or illness would be entitled to an official absent voting
ballot.
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CURLEY DISCUSSES
CAPE GUARD CAMP
WASHINGTON, Jan. 8 (AP)—
Governor James M. Curley ol
Massachusetts said today he had
asked officials of the War Depart
ment and other Administrative ex
ecutives to endorse a proposal foi
a National Guard camp at Bourne
Mass., on Cape Cod.
Curley, here to attend the Jack.
son Day dinner of Democrats from
all parts of the country, spent the
afternoon discussing the Cape Coe
project. He said he estimated at
additional $700,000 would be need
ed to carry out the project.
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Jackson Day Dinner Draws
Crowd of Loyal Democrats
Monetary Policies Enunciated by Fr. Coughlin
Should Be Made Part of Democratic Platform,
Says Register of Deeds Caton—Senator Con( sidine Would Extend Abieptee Voting
ance in

Washingt
ers emphasized on. Several speakthat the
Day
observance was not so Jackson
Democrats of the Third Bristol
much a
comm
emor
atio
n
of
the battle that
Senatorial district gathered at the Gener
al Jackson fought at
New OrNew Bedford Hotel last evening to leans, but it was rathe
r to emph
be reminded that Andrew Jackson, size the principles that Jacks athe seventh President of the United stood for, the right of the comm on
on
States, inaugurated the principles man to enter the concerns of govfor which the party stands today, ernment as opposed to those who
woul
the right of the people to choose sion d deny that right. The occawas also one in
their own representatives. Jackunity group of which each
son Day, observed at dinners at- comm
was asked to share in Democrats
tended by Democrats throughout the
assisting
dation of the half milliIn
the cities and towns of the United dollaliqui
on
r debt of the Demo
States, commemorates the anni- tional
cratic NaComm
itte
e.
versary of the Battle of New OrEvery mention of the
President's
leans where on Jan. 8, 1815, Gen- name
broug
eral Jackson defeated a British of applause, ht a resounding salvo
and to show that New
force. Speakers found occasion to Bedford
Democracy is loyal to the
couple the names of Jackson and party leade
President Roosevelt as the two was asked rship every one present
to
great exponents of true democracy, testimonial thatjoin in signing the
Present at the New Bedford din- to the chairman is to be forwarded
ner, with James A. Murphy presid- State Committee.of the Democratio
ing as toastmaster, there were beTo Mr. Caton was given
the task
tween 250 and 300. Noticeable of reading a paper
among the absentees were a limited history of Jackson outlining the
Day and the
number of those who in previous principles which
Jackson exempliyears have been counted among the fied in government,
leaders of the party in the district, the common man asthe rights of
while included among those pres- rule of a privileged classagainst the
ent were many who have chosen to would have the party . Mr. Caton
ally themselves willph that section of platform to include broaden its
government
the party led by August J. Cormier, control of coinage and credi
chairman of the Democratic City vocated by Father Cough t as adlin, who,
Committee, and James A. Murphy, he declared, had suggested
a monwho has been the recognized leader etary policy that should be made
a
of the group that broke away from part of the Democratic platf
orm.
the former party leadership.
Senator Considine
With Mr. Murphy and Mr. Cot'Senator Considine was given
Inter at the head table were Ed- privi
the
ward C. Peirce, Dartmouth, sec- dresslege of making the longest adof the evening, in the cours
retary of the Third Bristol Dia- of
e
which he reviewed some
trict Democratic League; Dr. John
of the
legis
latio
n
enact
ed at the last seaV. Thuot, associate medical exami- Won
ner; Dr. Emil F. Suchnicki, Adelard chara of the Legislature, which he
cteri
zed
as
a year in which
Lachappelle and Louis A. Cordeiro, more
Governor Curley's appointees as passe progressive legislation was
d than in any ten-year
members of the board of trustees in the
period
history of the Commonof the New Bedford Textile School; wealt
h.
Arthur B. Sherman, district man- ideal of Referring to the American
ager of the Home Owners' Loan and not government as one of laws
of men, as formulated
Corporation; Senator Walter L. John
by
Adams, Mr. Considine
Considine, Register of Deeds Lawthat there can be no governmeadded
nt of
rence W. Caton, Representative laws
Rodolphe G. Bessette, George Het- admin except through men, that the
istra
tion
of
a
statu
te, like
ford, School Committeeman John administra
tion of a business, the
B. Nunes, Walker W. Daly, super
dein- pends on the quality of the
tendent of the New Bedford
office istrator. With the modernadmintasks
of the Massachusetts Employmenconfronting
Service; Amedee Gautreau, chair'-Anoakor thr.government, said the
anvernmPnt needs
to
man of the Acushnet Democrat
ic entat even better
Town Committee; Alfred
talent than that
Beaul
ieu,
whic
h private
chairman of the Westport
Demo- Referring to theenterprise enlists.
erotic Town Committee,
part that governand
Jimment
should play in busin
mie Evans.
ator Considine said: "Not ess, SenThe speaking program follo
until inwing dividual Initiative
the dinner was designed
has proved its into a close at ten o'clock, to come ability to manage enterprise should
company remained to when the government assist. Nor should the
the radio the President hear over government begin new enterprises
deliver his unless priva
address at the Jackson Day
business cannot unobserv- dertake_ themte
."
/.
)
.

ded In what Senat
or Consi:
dine alluded to as a review
of
eral legislation enacted at the libsession of the Legislature, 1935
the
speaker mentioned the creation
of
the Unemployment Compensation
Commission, the reduction of the
mortgage interest rate from 6 to
percent, which the speaker said 5%
he
favored reducing still further to
5
percent; and changes in the Workmen's Compensation Act. Mr. Considine made reference to the part
he played in increasing the an.ount
of sidewalk construction In the
Third Bristol Senatorial district
from nine to 22 miles, in which provision is made for beautification of
the middle section of the Dartmouth-Westport Road and the elimination of the dangerous curve at
Westport Factory.
Making reference to his plans for
proposed legislation at the 1936 session of the Legislature, the speaker
said that he will favor legislation
"that does not make men the happiest, but that which makes the
greatest number of men happy.
"First of all I advocate speedy
court decisions to eliminate unnecessary delay in our courts and
the failure of justice due to dilatory methods of the judiciary; the
elimination of minors drinking in
public places; the enactment of
legislation whereby invalids confined to their homes and fishermen
whose business keeps them at sea
may be permitted to exercise their
franchise of voting by absentee ballot; the enactment of legislation to
correct the injustice that deprives ;
a person of anticipated payments
under an insurance policy because
of innocently misstating the age at
the time of the issuance of the
policy."
Senator' Considine, elaborating
further art legislation designed to
give fishermen at sea the right to
exercise their voting franchise,said:
"Senator Haley and myself today introduced a bill enabling a fisherman to vote with an absentee ballot. The captain of the ship would
certify the members of his crew
and himself with the City Clerk
not more than 14 days prior to election day."
A. J. Cormier

Chairman Cormier of the City
Committee, and also the head of
the Third Bristol District Democratic League, the first speaker
introduced by Mr. Murphy, made a
I plea that the members of the party
throughout the district show the
same interest in organization and
getting the Democratic voters
to
register as exemplified by the large
attendance at the dinner, and by
a display of the same spirit he predicted the Third Senatorial district
'
would return overwhelming majorities for every Democratic candidate.
Representative Bessette spoke
briefly in emphasizing that the
splendid attendance at the dinner
was sufficient evidence of the loyal
spirit toward the principles of the
party, which he predicted would be
even more evident when the voters
have the opportunity to express
themselves at the 1936 primaries
and election.
Mr. Helford, who has been active
as the representative here of the
Federal Housing Administration,
referred to the meeting as one that
exemplified a fine spirit of loyalty
to the party principles, adding a
plea for unity and harmony and
the breaking down of barriers that
make for factions, Stating he had
....A." 0,11A-v-k42..6,_

read both the majority and minority decisions of the Supreme Court
in the AAA case, Mr. Helford expressed the opinion that in the
long view it quite often happens
that a minority view becomes the
law of the land. He added he believed the people have a right to
a Constitution that is a living document, with state lines no longer
dividing the people.
Mr. Sherman told of the excellent
results that have flowed from the
creation of the Home Owners'
Loan Corporation, the saving of
homes to the owners and added
that there has been concrete evidence that the real estate market is
about to experience a genuine
boom. "We have evidence of prosperity right now, prosperity that
Is here and not just around the
corner," said Mr. Sherman.
Mr. Nunes and Dr. Thuot joined
in lauding the principles of the
Democratic party, the doctor predicting that President Roosevelt
and Govesu,nr.-.0.1day will be overwhelmingly re-elected. Mr. Nunes
addressed the gathering as "Fellow
Knights of Democracy," referring
to Jackson as the great exemplar
of democracy.
Mr. Peirce, introduced as one
who had done much to make a success of the Jackson Day dinner,
expressed hi,gratitude for the opportunity of helping to arrange for
the dinner, complimenting the
company for the fine spirit of
loyalty they had shown.
Others at the head table were
Introduced for a bow.
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SALIONSTALL GIVES
TALK ON "MASONRY IN
GOVERNMENT" HERE

places in
verhill, Amesbury and other
ct.
distri
the
of
Ex-Senator J. Bradford Davis
Leverett Saltonstall, Speaker of
- Haverhill gave a resume of the prinRepre
of
House
tts
chuse
Massa
the
at ciples of Frelnasonry.
sentatives. delivered an address
"MaMr. Saltonstall's subject was
sonry in Government."
e to
servic
He said a Mason gives
uhpaid work
his fellow men, first, in s in charity
for the benefit of other
ways. He
as well as in many other
service rereferred to the special rs of pubserved for a few as leade
teachers can
lic thought, such as . or the great
render to the young
s can
commentators on public eventes. He
articl
give through newspaperman as one of
mentioned Walter Lipp
the greatest in this class.
receive a
He spoke of those whos to make
commission for the voterservic
e was
the laws. He said this as governbecoming very important much more
ment was trying to do so ever before.
for the individual than the demands
Mr. Saltonstall spoke offor more pubof governors for funds the same delic 4criWtsr1nrises while
the benmands were being made for
enterprises,
efit of private charitable
for comquoting the present drive as an exmunity funds in Boston
MERCURY
ample.
nce that
The speaqer told his audie people
New Bedford, Mass.
government service for the
gh chariand private service throu were gettable and other agencies apart, and
ting farther and farther eventually
LEVER1r1 SALTONSTALL
that one of them would the other.
have to yield the field to
Speaker Before Masonic Group
Saltonstall's speech was
Speaker
is a
what
of
ion
quest
the
The
in
n
ed by his large audience.
uctio
enjoy
Instr
of
much
Lodge
the 33d
registration
There
ng.
eveni
last
"suitable" automobile
le
Temp
ic
Mason
—
to a
was a large attendance from Hanumber has been plIt up
of
Court
me
Supre
the
justice of
eved
Massachusetts by an aggri
to regain
car-owner, who seeks
registration plate No. "518."
Mr.
that
unofficially
selves to clients by offering them reported
petitioner, Nicholas W.
The
ing their plates Mathey proposes to fight the case
secur
of
e
the
servic
acmanuf
Mathey, a Lynn shoe
the unless he gets his old number, or
trar Good- annually and assuring them
turer, asserts that Regis
rs, a fair equivalent.
re
numbe
five-figu
of
ion
er and retent
win refused him the numb
ege being conAside from what seems like a
privil
that
even
y's
Stzle
......
nol
gave it to Gover
red
as
compa
grievance of the Lynn man,
just
tage,
an
d
advan
sidere
at
Appearing
former chauffeur.
with numbers in the hundred- there are arguments both for and
the
of
f
behal
in
the hearing
Judge Pierce against the low number on plates.
Attorney thousand class.
registry, Assistant
as
differing with For the affirmative, in addition to
lf
ssed
himse
expre
sted
reque
General Roger Clapp
, general, the feeling of prdstige it confers,
dismissed, the assistant attorney.
be
n
actio
that the
quite a differ- as indicating the possessor is an
see
could
g
he
sayin
had
y
Mathe
remarking that Mr.
er
a suitable ence between, for instance, 610,400 old-timer in motoring, the numb
since been offered
is easier to remember. For the
and 25.
not
could
he
said
number. He
Counsel for Mr. Mathey argued negative, it is a distinct disred much
understand that it matte
the court ought not to dismiss advantage to a driver who has a
that
Mr.
given
what number was
the proceeding until it was estab- hit-and-run disposition. The low
Mathey.
possessors of lished what number Registrar number makes his car more conTo many o: the
le in spicuous, and in the event of an
ng from 1 to Goodwin considered suitab
car numbers rangi
,place of 518. It developed during accident it is easier for witnesses
sound
will
ion
assert
1,000 such an
The solitary the hearing that he was ready to to remember the figures when a
like rank blasphemy.
attract offer the number 36,518. It is search is set on foot.
distinction of "No. 1" will
admiring attention wherever the
car stops; and all small numbers
are eagerly coveted. Some years
ago automobile insurance companies began to endear them-
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Seen at the Jackson Day Dinner

I

Roosevelt's Reelection Seen
by Speakers at Dinner
onJackson Day

i

Nearly 300 Democrats heard
Jacksonian principles of democracy praised and the re-election of
President Roosevelt predicted at
a Jackson Da,- dinner last night
gMIL 'F• SuCtU4tCKI
in the New Bedford Hotel. The
affair was sponsored by the Democratic League of the Third Bristol
Senatorial District as part of a
REF• RODOLPHE G.
nationwide commemoration of the
3EssET-CE.•
victory of Andrew Jackson in the
Battle of New Orleans, Jan. 8,
1815.
James A. Murphy, chairman
who served as toastmaster, introduced local men prominent in
Democratic affairs who spoke
briefly. This was followed by
radio reception of President Roosevelt's address at 10 p. m. Dancing
until 1 a. m closed the program.
A testimonial roll of the names
of those attending will be sent to
Washington and a copy will go
to the state headquarters of the
party in Boston.
Stresses Liberal Legislation
tiffiN1
Senator Walter I.,. Considine
stressed the passage of liberal legVOASTM45TE 12
CAZ JOAO V.
islation, both state and national,
EDWARD C• PE1R'CE. MO
Ar2 Mk!
and reviewed briefly his senatorial
record.
WALKER 14,•
"If the depression and the Gov- entirely with Father Coughlin on
DALY
ernment's attempts to master it this question and I believe his beginning to experience
a genuni.1
have done nothing else, they have contention concerning the money boom. Something is happening
to
revealed as never before the in- question should be made a policy real estate," he said. "The greatest
timacy between the Government of the Democratic Party and that trouble is that persons nearest
to
and the individual, that the Gov- we should move for its inclusion the real estate market think it
ernment is nothing more or less In the party platform to be con- is dead. It is not dead.
It is bethan the expression and agent of structed at our next national con- ginning to experience
a genuine
vention."
society," he declared.
boom. Real estate is usually the
Pleas for Party Unity
"More
progressive legislation
last commodity to be affected by
A plea for local party unity
was passed on Beacon Hill during
was prosperity.'
1935 than in any ten-year period made by George Helford, former
"Do you want to go back to the
in the history of our Common. head of the FHA here. "We are time when prosperity
was around
wealth." Of the Washington sit all soldiers in the same fight" he
nation he declared, "More essen said. The only speaker to touch the corner and nothing could get
away from there?" associate
tial than ever before, it is pama. upon the recent AAA decision of it
Medical Examiner Dr. John V.
mount that we keep at the helm I the Supreme Court, Mr. Helford
man of vision, a man of ourage said, "In the history of this coun- Thuot exited the group. "We have
prosperity now," re said.
one who possesses all the essentia try the minority opinion has often
Nunes Lauds Leaders
become the law of the land."
qualities of a true leader.
He
School Committeeman John B.
predicted leveling of state
Urges Individual Initiative
lines. Nunes said that "great Democrati
c
Although officials at the dinner
"Not until individual initiative
presidents" have carried the counhas proved its inability to manage declared the meeting showed the try through previous crises. Edenterprise should Government as- greatest party unity of recent ward C. Peirce of Dartmouth, secsist. Nor should the Government months, leaders of dissenting retary of the dinner, also spoke
begin new enterprises unless pri- groups were not present.
briefly.
August J. Cormier, chairman of
vate business cannot undertake
At the head table with those who
the Detnocratic, City Committee, spoke
them."
were Dr. Emil F. Suchnicki,
Warning against the development declared, "I am assured by the Adelard Lachanyelle. and Louis A.
of a third party to split the Demo- gathering here that we will win Cordeiro, Governor
Curle' apcratic ranks and advocacy of the overwhelmingly in the primaries
chool
inclusion of Father Coughlin's in April and will come in with a pointees to t
Board. of Trustees; Walker W.
monetary program in the party victory in
l
Daly,
superinten
dent of the MasNovemni
urganiza "Help"
on
platform was given by Lawrence
Representative Rodolphe G. Bee- sachusetts Employment Service
W. Caton, registrar of deeds.
here;
Amedee
Gautreau,
chairman
"I believe one of the most im- sette called the dinner "the first of the 4%,,cushnet
Democratic Town
nortant nn.stinnS WO should con- step in organizing the Democrats
Committee; Alfred Beaulieu, chairsider is the question of
for the election in 1938."
man of the Westport Democratic
control and regulation ofcoinage,
Arthur
district
Sherman,
B.
money
Town Committee, and Jimmie
and the control of credit.
I agree manager of the HOLC, told the Evans.
group the "real estate market is

AMES A.

•

I read both the majority and minor"•A...wom of the Supreme Court
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KRAPF LASHES OUT AGAIN
AT STATE SEN. PLUNKETT

J ournai
Providence, R. I.
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RONFVFLT TAI,K
STIRS POLITILIANS

Dalton Man Says Adams Opponent Intends To "Sell Out
Again" to Governor Curley—Charges He Is "Niggardly" Toward Aged in Favoring Dollar a Day for Republicans Call Jackson Day
Speech "Demagoguery";
Them

Lieut.Col. George W. Krapf of not the only one who feels for this (
Democrats Praise It.
class of people. But when the SenDalton whose announcement ai a ator says that the aged should have
candidate for the Republican nomi- one dollar per day, he is not very
DINNER
ATTACKS
nation of State Senator is expected generous. I would ask him whether FISH
any day now delivered another blast he has ever tried to live on that
today at his favorite opponent, sum. He will not influence nlany
Likens $50-a -Plate Affair to Bel.
State Senator Theodore R. Plun- votes by being so niggardly toward
kett of Adams. At the'same time the aged. Of course the age limit
shazzar's Feast: Says Address
he repeated his challenge to the for old age pensions will be reduced
Better Than Message
Senator to meet him in debate on to 65 in order to agree with the
a public platform and "pay all the Federal Government's Social SeWashington, Jan. 8.—(AP)—As
expenses and make all the arrange- curity Act, so why does he pretend Democrats hailed President Roosements for a discumion of his votes that he is the proposer of such a velt's Jackson Day speech as "inproposition?
spiring" and "courageous," Repubon different measures."
"In order to show his sincerity, I licans tonight were quick to assail
Reiterating his belief that Senator Plunkett "sold out" to Gov- challenge Mr. Plunkett to openly de- it with such words as "demagog- ,
ernor Curley last year Lieut.Col. nounce James Michael Curley for uery."
Senator Robinson of Arkansas, the
Krapf gave his opinion, based on a his spending proclivities, or utter one
recent speech of the Senator's in word of condemnation with relation majority leader who attended the
!North Adams, that he intends to do to any of his activities, such as the dinner where the Executive spoke, i
promise to the Southern Berkshire said it was "an inspiring address."
,N;) again.
Senator Dickinson of Iowa, who!
people to get them a $10,000,000
Anticipates Bond Issue
-Everyone knows that at this ses- recreational project before election. has been mentioned as a possible Re- !
candidate.
presidential
publican
sion of the Legislature
James It is no secret,that in the last camMichael Curley will ask for another paign the slogan 'Gurley and ! heard it over the radio and called it
bond issue of millions of dollar. Plunkett' was heard in parts of his "another drastic effort to divide class ,
against class."
I to rebuild State institutions," said district. This 'sincere Republican' !
Fish's Attack
"I I
Mr. Krapf, "and evidently Senator State Senator has even secured
The furor of words began even
Plunkett will play with James political jobs for Democrats the past , oefore the speech was made. when
again. But everyone does not year. What Republicans did he favor Representative Fish IR, N. Y I took
I know," he added, "that at the last through his influence with James the House floor to compare the $50session a $7,000,000 bond issue to Michael?
Belshazzar's
"I am not criticizing the Gov- a-plate dinner with
build these State institutions was
feast where the Bible says ominous
ernor
for
anything but his spendturned down by Curley and the
handwriting appeared on the wall.
politicians of both parties in favor thrift policies, nor am I criticizing Democrats in Congress replied by
of a $13,000,000 Curley political the Democratic Pasty. But I cannot citing recent business gains.
be too severe toward a man who is
bond issue.
After hearing the speech. Fish
"Now I would like to ask Mr. enrolled in the Republican Pasty and called it "a great improvement over
plays
the
other
side
in
order
to get the political tirade delivered to ConPlunkett whether State prisons and
insane asylums were not needed political rewards."
gress a few days ago, but neither
last year more than the cheap sidecontained any constructive recomwalks which are now being built.
mendations."
Thirteen million dollars of the
Other comment included:
State's money did not go very far
WPA Administrator Harry Hopanyway for the Federal Governkins: "A damn good speech and one
ment had to supply most of the
of the best I ever heard on the real
funds. Pittsfield was promised $270,Issues. He really let them have it."
no
but
Senator
himself,
the
000 by
Chairman Do.a4hton ID.. N. Cl. of
it
report to date has shown that
the House ways and means commitreceived this amount.
tee: "It was the greatest kind of a
"The politically-minded Senator
fighting speech—the kind the Demoshould net try to fool the people of
crats and the country need."
his district again this year. We
Representative Taber (R., N. Y.):
"I wonder what the ordinary man
know that he is with "pr. Curley in
everything he proposes, for he has
Whose liberty and opportunities to
make something for himself this man
never criticized him in any way. In
has tried so hard to destroy will
fact it has been stated that Mr.
think of this latest piece of demaPlunkett has called James Michael
goguery."
the greatest governor the CommonSenator Connally (D,, Tex.): "It
wealth ever had.
Was a real Andrew Jackson speech. I
Scores "Niggardly" Policy
courageous and militant."
"As to his sympathetic present atRepresentative Rich (R.. Pa.): "Mr.
titude toward the aged which he also
Roosevelt at the $50 a plate Jackson
expressed in the same speech, he is
Day depression banquet has had a
change of heart, caused no doubt,

temporarily by the decision
of the_
Supreme Court—when he
proposed —Mene'—the people have numa presidential toast
to the Federal bered thy kingdom and will
end it;
Union. It must be preserved—I
won.'tekel'—thou art weighed in the balder how long it will last."
anee and art found wanting; 'upGoernor Curley
harsin'—thy kingdom is divided and
Governor ur ey
assachusettsi will be given to the Republicans
"A constructive,
courageous,
aia
"deceived and -du.message that spells victory fighting with
."
1, gusted Jacksonian and Jeffersonian
Chairman O'Connor ID.,
N.
Y.)
of
Democrats."
Ine House rules
committee: "It eviGeneral debate on Roosevelt polldenced the determinatio
n of the des followed
with Representative
Democratic party to continue
to
help
Blanton ID., Tex.) leading Demothe farmer in spite of
12
Supre
me
'crats, who cited recent business upCourts."
!turns in their defence of the PresiRepresentative Martin of
Massadent.
chusetts. assistant
"It was the usualRepublican leader:
"How the party of Bryan, Champ
politic
al
speech
.
The President
apparently believes Clark, Ton) Marshall, Al Smith,
the New Deal needs a
little oxygen." Woodrow Wilson, Jackson and Jefferson has fallen!" Fish lamented. "It
Representative
Maverick
im
Tex.): "This speech was better than will be interesting to read the list of
a monopolists, millionaires and seekthe last one and I didn't think
ers of special favors from the New
could be any better."
In the earlier congressional reper- Deal who will attend this Lucullian
cussions, Fish Paraphrased the hand- feast and gala social event to fill the
writing that Belshazzar saw—"mene, campaign chest in an attemp to remene, tekel upharsin"—with th:s elect Franklin Deficit Roosevelt."
Replying extempore to the preapplication to Democrats and Mr.
pared statement read by Fish, BlanRoosevelt:

ion observea:
"In his earlier days our colleague
from New York was a valuable citizen. In the Harvard line he was an
invaluable end.'
' After correcting the football )
erence to "tackle" at the insiste.
of Representative Martin IR.. Mass
Blanton quoted at great length fro
newspaper articles which he said II
Elected "business pick-up," and salt
that was the "handwriting on tht
wall."
Representative Eagle 'D, Tex.
painted a dark picture of condition:
he said contronted the nation in 1933
asserting it was "saved from revolu
tion" by New Deal policies. He re
buked Fish for "partisan attaCkt.
when we were too busy building the
house for the American people."
NtS.s
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GOV_ CURLEY REPOR
TED TO FAVOR
M
E
R
O
E
R
WILL RECE
IVE
LOCAL MAYOR
ON TUESDAY

NEW INFORMATION
BELIEVED TO HAVE
AFFECTED STAND
Eastern to Give Waiting
Room at Chelsea Sq.
Anyway
Hope reigned today at the 1Vlayor'S
office, where it was announced that
Governor Curley would receive Mayor O'Brien and other local officials
next Tuesday for a conference on
the projected transit merger.
A petition for permission for the
Boston Elevated company to buy the
Chelsea division of the Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway company
has been before the Public Utilities
commission since early in November. It is generally acknowledged,
however, that the real decision rests
with the Governor.
"We expect that the Governor will
have some very valuable information," it was said at the Mayor's
office. So much is official.
From less official sources, the following story was learned:
Governor Curley has been postponing his decision because he
has
been considering an alternative plan.
Rather than permit the Boston
El
to buy the Chelsea division, with the
consequence that, taxpayers of Massachusetts might have to foot
the
bill, the Governor has been considering how the same practical resul
ts
might be achieved without the
merger.

It appears, therefore, that the urgent requests made by the Chamber
of Commerce, the city council,
the
local press are bearing fruit.
Within the past week, C. P. Chicholm, secretary of the Chamber
of
' Commerce, received the foll
letter from Arthur G. Wadl owing
eigh,
chairman of the public trustees
of
the Eastern Massachusetts
Street
Rail
way company:
Dear Mr. Chisholm:
I have your letter of Dece
mber

27th relative to the situation
I Chelsea District of the Easternin the
Massachusetts Street Railway.
I agree with yr-, that, pending
decision of the Department of the
Public Utilities on the sale of
the Elevated, we should establish a
temp
rary waiting room for the benef oour patrons at Chelsea square. it of
District Manager has been inst Our
to take this matater up imme ructed
diat
Of course we anticipated that ely.
matter of the sale would have the
been
favorably determined weeks
ago. Is
there anything that you or
your
Chamber can do to help the
matter
along?
Yours very truly,
ARTHUR G. WADLEIGH.

"

NEWS
Springfield, Mass.
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COY CURLEY TO'
BE IRE FOR
BIG BANQUET
Has Promised to Attend Testimonial for Councilor
Burdick
Gov James M. Curley is
scheduled
to be the chief speaker
tonight on
the program in connection
with the
testimonial dinner to Councilo
r Morton H. Burdick of this city,
and the
committee in charge today
were
confident that the commonwealth
's main
executive will be present.
Gov Curif., who attended
the
s. ,I1
Y
linnor in 1/VaghingtnnJack
last

Press Clipping Service
2 Park Square
BOSTON
MASS.

His plan was to co-ordinate the
work of the two roads, each unde
separate ownership, so that Reve r
people.- could ride by way of re
HERALD
Eastern and the El to any partthe,
of
Rutland, Vt.
Boston for one 10 cent fare.
Recently, it is said, the Atto
General has informed the Gove rney
that this plan cannot be put rnor
into
operation. Governor Curley, ther
e- $700,0
fore, is expected to look more fav00 FOR NEW
orably on the merger propositio
GOY JAMES M. CURLEY
n,
GU
AR
D CAMP AS
for which all the steps have
KED night, is expected to give camp
completed except for permissi been
flavor to his talk here tonig aign
the Public Utilities commissi on by Bay State
ht and
on.
Gove
rnor
local
Seek
Promise Waiting Room
s Funds nific leaders are looking for a sigant
spee
ch.
or
The Eastern Massachusetts
Project.
The governor will he acco
Railway company is taking Street
mpanied
here by many othe
step
r Demo
establish a waiting room at Chels to
VAS
offic
HIN
e holders of the state, it si cratic
GTO
N,
sea Jame
Jan.
8
promsquare, it is indicated in a
ised,
including
letter said s M. Curley, of Mass(4).—Gov.
State
Treasurer
from a company representative
achusetts
toda
Charl
y
es
F.
he
Nutl
ey
had
and 1.1eut Gov
to the
the Revere Chamber of Comm
Joseph L. Hurley, who
War departme asked officials of
erce.
garded as aspirants for are both reministrative exec nt and other adthe Democratic gubernatorial
proposal for a utives to indorse a
nomination
Reservations have been this year.
at Bourne, on National Guard camp
received
from throughout
Cape
the four western
Curley, here to . Cod,•Mass.
counties, and a
atten
d
large
the
Day dinner of
crowd Is exJack
pected. The
democrats from son
on is being boomed
parts of the
as the startsessi
all
coun
off
try,
of
the
spen
Democratic
t
noon discussing
the
campaign in th6 west
the Cape Cod afterern end of the
Oct. He said
state.
pro'
,
he
The dinner
tional $700,000 estimated an addiio room of theIs at 7.30 In the El Patcarry out the would be needed to
Hote
project.
may be purchased l Clinton. Tickets
at the door, it was
. anounced today
.
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teitude towardd ttne ageu
l wiotat I m
.
he...4 I •
xoressed
he same speech.

Day depression DdliguLt "..
_
change of heart. caused no doubt

have that difficulty. Other comUNION
munities, however have, even the federal government which according to
Springfield, Mass.
President Roosevelt's recent adcress
to congress, will not be able to balance its budget for another year at
least." He went into detail of the
evils of spending more than can bes
raised In taxes; declaring that it will
result in burying our sons and grandsons with our debts. He also spoke of
the
Social Security Laws
in this state which are "good and are
being well carried out."
In closing, he charged his audience
with the fact that if they want good
and efficient government, it is up
to them and their interest in government affairs. "You
"You Can Get What You want," he said. can get what you
AMHERST, Jan. 8 — William C.
Fred Chandler, president of
Want," House Speaker theMrs.
Monahan of Framingham, appointed
club, although turning the Intros
tIgnt
sa
gn
eakes
r o
toanMi.osf.
cv
hearirm
Tells Woman's Club in His ,
yesterday as trustee of Massachusetts
H.
College by Gov. James M. CurTalk on Legislative Trends the legislative committee, presided at iState
ley, lived in AmherfirtfeftePtfuly, 1930,
the meeting which opened with a
while connected with the State Coliosrst busitnheess
George
Speaking on "Legislative trends" to go
lege as an extension professor of
read
rec
sordisoitw
on MrIO pr
the members of the Salem Woman's
poultry.
husbandry.
meetings, and Miss Beulah FitzHugh,
He was born in Framingham on
club at Academy hall yesterday after. Federation secretary, spoke of future
Aug. 16, 1889, attending the public
noon, Hon. Leverett
Saltonstall, events of interest on the calendar of
schools of that place and graduated
Speaker of the State House of Repre- the Massachusetts State Federation
from the University of Maine in 1914.
of Women's Clubs, which will he of
sentatives, insisted that "Our institu- especial interest in this community.
ri•om the latter year until • 1917 he
tions are not in the condition that
served
as extension poultry specialist
The musical program of the afterGovernor Curley In his recent mes- noon was provided by Mrs. Grace Anat the University of Maine in Orono.
sage.--10.-.41wwwierregnegislature would drews Hames, who sang three soprano
-During 1917 and 1918 he was spehave us believe." He drew upon his solos "Oh for a breath of the
cialist on marketing eggs and poultry
13 years in the state legislature
for the United States Department of
for heather," "Morning" and "Noon and
facts, declaring that he is proud of night." Miss Cecile Michaud, the
Agriculture being stationed in Washwhat the state government has done club pianist, played her accompaniington.
for the Institutions and that the govments.
Mr. Monolian came to State Colernor was not fair in criticizing preThe members were given an opporlege in 1918 and served as extension
vious administrations for not enprofessor of poultry for the following
larging them. He quoted the late Dr. tunity to contribute individually to
12 yeurs. He is well known throughKline of the state department of the Will Rogers Memorial fund, Mrs.
president,
Arthur
Webb,
former
N.
out New England as an editor of the
mental diseases and formerly of the
charge of the donation box.
New England Poultryman of the New
Danvers State hospital. who believed taking
Announcements of
the coming
England Homestead and as the author
that the peak of the demand on inshowing
meetings
the
were made,
of many articles on poultry
stitutions, particularly schools for
husnext three meetings to come closer
bandry. , He was a member of the
together than usual because of the
Public Safety Committee of the State
postponement of meetings during the
of Maine during the World War, he
recent holiday period. Jan. 15 will be
organized and was first president of
"Dickens day" with Edward F. Payne
the Massachusetts Association of Cergiving "Sketches from Dickens at
titled Poultry Breeders and is a memAcademy hall. Jan. 27, the club will
ber of the American Poultry Associ' unite with the Thought and Work
ation together with many allied orclub at Choate hall when Alton Hall
ganizations. He also is a member of
Blackington will give his illustrated
Amherst Grange, of Amherst Counlecture, "The turquoise trail to New
Mexico" and Feb. 5 is the date of the
cil, Knights of Columbus, and of the
annual musical when Marjorie WarAssembly,
Williams
Archbishop
ren Leadbetter, Einan Hansen and
Fourth Degree laights of Columbus.
Reginald Boardman will provide the
His wife before their marriage was
program at
Miss Ketber Ralston of Framingham.
They have Iwo children, Ruth, a senior in the Framingham High School,
a nd Robert in grammar school.
Among the degrees Mr. Mona.han
has received wt.s an advanced degree
in biology from Amherst College.
•
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elONAHAN FORMER
M. S. C. PROFESSOR
f
s Appointed as Trustee of
State College by Gov.
Curley

Good Government
Up to the People
Says Saltonstall

Gthieocrtigoen

LEVERETT SALTONSTALL

•

feeble-minded, would be reached in
1940, using that estimate as a reason
for not enlarging such institutions
'greatly at the present time. He also
spoke of the private institutions and
•the need of the public's support of
them saying. "There is a tendency
today to leave the responsibility for
community work to the government
and if the state is going to have to
pay for all of this the public will
have to pay the bill, through taxes."
Speaker Saltonstall paid a tribute
to Mayor George J. Bates during his
remarks concerning the necessity of
bmalancing state and city accounts,
saying, "You have an excellent mayor
in Salem; one who understands municipal finances and who understands
the dangers of borrowing to pay cur,...tit hills." "You therefore do not
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Springfield, Mass.
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C
I
TO VISIT
CH A
ISLAND
I
fT.ETOWN, Jan.
— Gov.
9 (Al')
James M.
Curley of It
setts has
Informed Dr. R. fae.sachii• i
of
J. Ledwell
Charlottetotvn that he
WW1 keenly
disappointed affairs
of state
his visit to
Prin.e
prevented
Edward Island
summer and
last
that he
l'IPY to the
intends
to kW'.
island province
summer.
early
next
Thirty-five years
ago the
Silassaehu.setts goi
of
ernor was a
Dr. Ledwell
patient
In Boston.

NEWS
Southbridge, Mass,
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WEBSTER CLUB TO
PROTEST TAX PLAN
pectat Correspondence
WEBSTER, Jan. 9.—The Webster Truck club will sponsor a
public indignation meeting
tonight at S p. m. in the hearing
room of the Municipal build:ng to
protest the taxation program outlined by Gov. James M. Curley in
his annual message-to the Legislature.

NEW INFORMATION

It appears, therefore, that the urgent requests made by the
Chamber
of

Sale ny nawkers or peddlers of artificial flowers would be prohibited by
law under a bill filed in the House.
REPUBLICAN
On petition of the Franklin county
commissioners and the selectmen of
Springfield, Mass.
Montague, Gill and Greenfield, Representative James A. Gunn of Montague
has introduced a bill for construction
by the public works department of
a bridge over the Connecticut river
from Turners Fails to Riverside in
Gill.
Amount of the state tax would be
Jimited to $2,000,000 in a proposed
amendment to the constitution.
Law is sought to provide for submission to the voters of the state the
aration of their Cases In superior
proposal to repeal the compulsory aucourts.
tomobile insurance law.
By Representative Ralph V. ClamTo Reduce House Membership
pit of Springfield, on behalf Mayor
Martens of that city, for retirement
Another proposal for an amendment to the constitution would reduce
allowance based on annuity and pension contributions for employes of
the members of the House of Reprethat city.
sentatives from 240, as now, to 120.
By Representative
A.
William
The Public Franchise league petiAkeroyd of Lanesboro, for a tiling
tions in two bills—one to direct the
fee of $2 to be paid by petitioners
public utilities department to refuse ,
for legislation to be acted upon by
to allow a gas or electric company to
the Legislature.
eciare dividends to stockholders if
Ti
uch payment can be shown, after
authorize holders of kennel
to
to
their
licenses
remove
kennels
ublic hearing, to be contrary to the
other locations within the same town
public interest; tile other to facilior county.
tate action by cities and towns in
a municipal lighting
establishitig
Motor Vehicle Proposals
plant.
A
For appointment of he,aring
I ficers and hearing supervisors with
bill of last year to authorize the
power for the motor vehicle. rPrtft.
creation of a division of recreation
ubmitted
within the metropolitan district comtrar to transfer to them any of his
From Our Special Reporter
mission has been reintroduced.
ative
Represent
du
—
8
Boston, Jan.
Representative Katherine A. Foley
to ap*pear
failure
West
that
provide
of
To
d
MacDonal
Donald A.
of Lawrence has refiled her bill of
an arrest for violathe
after
in
court
filed
in
afternoon
this
d
Springfiel
last year seeking a law to abolish
to tion of laws governing speeding
House a bill seeking authorization
causes of action for "loss of consorWest would be considered an admission of
of
ners
commissio
water
for criminal conversation, for
tium,
the
Pond guilt, punishable by a fine equal to
Springfield to take from the
seduction and for breach of contract
as
bail;
deposited
cash
of
addiamount
the
provide
to marry, and to prevent abuses in
brook in Westfield to
Registrar Frank A.. Goodconnection with such claims."
tional water supply for West Spring- filed for
win.
Representative Adolph Johnson of
field.
approval and review
require
of
To
ments
advertise
Brockton would amend the state conNewspaper
department of public utilities
the
be
by
to
not
sale,
for
liquors
stitution to limit the rate of taxation
prices of
of contracts of gas or electric cornon real estate to 2% per cent 31 the
drunk on the premises, would be pro-, panies with affiliated companies.
fair cash value at the time of assesshibited under terms of another Housei
by
review
or
approval
To
require
a,
ment in all cities and towns.
bill. The same petitioner filed
of the public utilities department of
Insurance Commissioner Francis J.
measure to permit advertisements
the purchase of gas
for
contracts
,
outside
the
DeCelles has filed a bill providing for
prices to be visible from
electricity by gas or electric comor
beverages
alcoholic
the formation of corporations to carry
in premises where
panies.
out the nonprofit hospital service ,
are sold not to be drunk on the premStanley Ciosek
Joseph
Solicitor
City
plan. so-called.
ises. Such pricing is not permitted of Chicopee came to the State house
Insurance Commissioner DeCelles is
present law. Another today with three bills of Mayor Anunder the
license
prohibit
petitioner in a bill "to promote uniwould
measure
which RepresentaStonina,
J.
thony
form rehabilitation, reorganization or
holders of permits for sale of liquors tive Andrew J. Coakley filed In the
liquidation of insurers doing business '
not to be drunk on the premises from House. One calls for placing the ER-iIn more than one state."
under
city
the
selling other goods.
of
agent
relief
dlers'
To Register Embalmers
Cities and towns having organized civil service. Another could have the
Police forces would be required to three welfare commissioners elected
Massachusetts Funeral Directors'
association seeks a law establishconnect their police headquarters with by the aldermen, and the third, would
Massachusetts state teletype- have a similar election for the three
ing a state board of registration of
the
embalmers and funeral directors.
writer system, under provisions of a water commissioners. Each bill con•
The minimum salary of prison
House bill.
tains a referendum to the voters of
guards would be boosted from $1560
Hospitals receiving public support the city. to he voted upon at the next
equal
to $1800 under another bill.
would be required to accord
annual election.
Outright repeal of the compulsory
rights of admission to patients of
Three Springfield Proposals
.
physicians
automobile insurance law la sought
all duly registered
of
On behalf of Mayor Martens
in a bill filed by a Boston repreA bill to place all public employes
d, Representative Tycho M. sentative.
tinder the workmen's compensation Springfiel of Springfield filed three
'Petersen
A petition for resolutions to memolaw has been filed.
measures, each having the approval
rialize Congress relative to "antiOld Age Lottery
d
Springfiel
the
of
branches
of
both
to
religious and antiracial practices of
Establishment of a state lottery
council. One calls for designation
the Nazi government in Germany"
provide additional revenue for old- city
of the official to act in the absence
has been filed by Representative Alage assistance and for distribution to of the mayor, or upon his death. Anbert Rubin of Fall River.
the municipalities, is provided in a other would clarify the requirements
Othei bills:—
bill filed in the House. Fifty per cent and qualifications of aldermen, counTo provide for licensing of real
of the receipts from the lotteries, cilmen and school committeemen, as
estate brokers and salesmen.
which would be held monthly, would to their residence. The third proTo
prohibit holders of Judicial of- 1
would
be used as prizes, 25 per cent cent vides that the municipal inauguration
fice from occupying other remunerago to old-age assistance, 15 per
tive office or from acting as legal
- shall be at 10 a. m., the Monday in
would be retained by the municipal
10 January succeeding the election, or, legislative counsel or agent.
ities for public welfare relief, and
the
at
a
holiday,
legal
on
falls
To grant district courts concurad- if that
per cent would be used for the
same hour on the day thereafter.
rent jurisdiction in imposition of Jail
law.
the
ministration of
A bill filed In the House would sentences for
carrying- concealed
Other bills filed today::—
amend the motor vehicle laws to pro- weapons or machine guns, a Power
Persons over 70 be exempted from vide that the registrar, upon receiving exercised by the superior court.
payment of poll taxes; the exemp- a report of conviction for negligent
To prohibit exercise of any alcotion now is for those 80 or over.
operation so as to endanger, if there be hollc beverages license within 400
autoy
compulsor
Repeal of the
no other conviction at the same time, feet of a church, school or public
mobile insurance law.
could not revoke the convicted per- playground,
be
taverns
for
hour
.Closing
's Salary
son's driving license, but might SusTo Double Dove
changed from 11 p. m. to' 12 mid- pend it for such period, not exceeding
To increase th . ary of the govnight.
ernor from $10,000 to $20,000 a year.
80 days, as the court recommended.
reation of Judicial prosecutors
At 5 tonight, 847 petitions had been
bill would make unauthorAnother
preand
assistants to prepare
ized use of an automobile a felony filed with the House clerk-36 less
and
ceurts
district
cases before
than a year ago at the same time.
punishable as such.
id district-attorneve in the prepTotal of 112 were filed today. Fifty'
'
ertt•-`
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WEST SPRINGFIELD
WOULD USE WATER
FROM POND BROOK

Masdonalcl Files Bill in
House — Springfield and
Chicopee Measures Among,
Others SSubmitted

ip

one petitions were filed today with
the Senate clerk, raising the total
to 182.
Any voter confined to his home
or a hospital by physical disability
or illness, which prevented him from
voting in persen at state elections,
would he entitled to an official absentee ballot if he submitted a certificate of the incapacity, under provisions of a Senate bill.
The town of Ludlow would refund
and abate improvement assessments
In that town. Abutters in the construction of the sidewalk on the
northerly side of East street and
those assessed for construction of
the "Little Canada" sewer extension
would benefit if this Senate bill
were enacted.
Another would establish the legal
standard for milk at not less than
11.81 per cent of milk solids and not
less than 8.35 per cent milk fat.
Husband and wife, living together
would receive a minimum of $45 r
month for old-age assistance by an.
other measure.
„..„„..esseisommaloollialWthismer
s
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!CURLEY HONORED BY
COY CURLEY ATTENDS
MEN
FISH AND GAME
JAtKSON-DAY DINNER

Boston, Jan. 9—Gov Curley was el- From The Republican's
ected an honorary member of the Washington Bureau
Massachusetts Fish and Game assoWashington, Jan, 8—Gov James M.
ciation at the annual meeting yester- Curley, of Massachusetts, arrived Sere
at noon today to attend the $50-a
day at the Hotel Statler.
Others elected to membership were plate Jackson day dinner this evening
Ernest Dean, Commissioner of Con- with other notables from all over the
servation; Raymond J. Kenney, fish country. Funds fror the dinner and
and game director; the chiefs of fish hundreds of others like it will be
and game administration in other New used to payy of the debt of the DemoEngland states, Chief Ira N. Gabriel- cratic national committee.
Curley with his party which inson of the United States Bureau of Biological Survey: Ex-Chief J. N. Dar- cluded his secretary and Gen William
I.
Ross, registered at the Mayflower
ling and Dr ,Gardner Bump of New
hotel shortly after noon, and he left
York.
Chairman Winslow Crowell of the immediately to make a few private
Inland fishing committee announced a calls. He was not a visitor at any
membership of more than 300 in the governmental departments today.
Returning to his hotel late this
association's Norfolk Trout club venture where more than 8000 fat red. afternoon the Massachusetts governor
declared
when
sportsmen
that his business in Washthe
awaiting
spots are
solely to attend the Jackthe ice breaks up in March. He announced that members, with their fa- son day dinner. He will call
on some
)
winter
officials of federal
milies and friends, are offered
departments to.
skating privileges on the three ponds morrow,
of the Norfolk preserve, where lunches
and outdoor fireplaces are available for
picnickers.
The following officers were elected:
Arthur B. Harlow, president; Dr'William J. 'Mister, Henry V. Greenough,
John L. Saltonstall and William P.
Wharton, vice presidents; David A.
SUN
Ayiwards, secretary, and James J.
Storrow, treasurer.
Watertown, Mass.

Gun Club Wants
Kenney Retaine&
Chicopee Club Sends Letter
to Gov. Curley Urging
Retention
One of the most encouraging signs
of the groadng attitude of sportsmen
of this Beaton was the action taken
by the members of Chicopee Rod and
Gun Club last night In unanimously
favoring the reappointment of Raymond J. Kenney as director of the
Division of Fisheries and Game. A
letter was sent to Gov. Curley askin.
that he continue Kenney in offi..
, for another term for the best intf.,
eras of both the division and the
sportsmen.
With the exception of a group of
Hampshire County sportsmen and a
small number in Holyoke, Western
Massachusetts, appears strongly
against any change of leadership in
the division, particularly in political
expendieney. Kenney, most sportscounwestern
men In the four
ties agree. Is far better qualiyears
15
more
than
through
fied
in the department, to carry on the
work, esPeciallY at this critical period
when It is going through a radical
transition in many ways.
The Chicopee club last night added
36 new members to its roster bringing its total membership to 350. A
balance of $438 was reported on hand.
Club officials are now looking over
possible sites for the construction of
a skeet field and other activitlea.
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INDUSTRY IS SEEN
LEAVING BAY STATE
Worcester, Jan. 9—Dr. E. A.
Crissman of the Boston Bureau of
the United States Agriculture Department, UM Joseph C. Con, State
Milk Control board administrator,
spoke yesterday at a session of the
Massachusetts Veterinary Association
here in connection with the 18th annual union agrIcutural meeting. Dr
Crossman outlined a plan for preventing loss of livestock in New England.
Attacking both Gov Curley's tax
recommendations and"felemeeellifirof a
special
commission
recommending
taxes
which
might
raise
$17,000,000 for the state, Eliot Wadsworth, president of the Boston Chamber of Commerce, told the meeting
that "exorbitant taxes in Massachusetts are seriously affecting every
citizen by drilling Industries Out
of the state."

"Economy Is Mentioned"
If the program laid down by
the Governor's message to the
membetrmcirthe Massachusetts
Legislature is indicative of the
course which the Legislature
may be expected to follow, we
suggest that the taxpayers of
the State take a very, very deer
interest in the course of legisla
tion in 1936.
Economy is pleasantly mentioned, as something to be attained in the dim and distant
future.
This paper has warned, again
and again, that the whole trend
of legislation for the past two
lor three years has been to avoid
ithe real issue, which is a cut in
the TOTAL of taxation. Political powers here, in other states
and in the national capitol, talk
pleasantly about "relieving" the
tax burden of this or that group.
It sounds well, but later even the
favored group finds that its
TOTAL tax bill has been increased by the imposition of new
taxes. Real economy is postponed for the dim and distant
future.—Banker & Tradesman.
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WEST SPRINGFIELD
WOULD USE WilTER I teloant contributions
FROM POND BROOK
a sdonald Files Bill in
House — Springfield and ,
Chicopee MeasuresAmong
O

i

one petitions were filed today with
the Senate clerk, raising the total
to 182.
Any voter confined to his home
or a hospital by physical disability
or Illness, which prevented him from
voting in person at state elections.
would be entitled to an official absentee ballot if he submitted a certificate of the Incapacity, under provisions of a Senate bill.
The town of Ludlow would refund
and abate improvement assessments
in that town. Abutters in the construction of the sidewalk on the
northerly side of East street and
those assessed for construction of
the "Little Canada" sewer extension
would benefit if this Senate bill
were enacted.
Another would establish the legal
standard for milk at not less than
11.81 per cent of milk solids and not
iess than 3.35 per cent milk fat.
Husband and wife, living together
would receive a minimum of 845 r
month for old-age assistance by an.
other measure.
useroramillir

— Alideelkiwboao

et

.
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Gun Club Wants I
Kenney Retained.,

NEWS
Springfield, Mass.
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URLEY HONORED BY
COY CURLEY ATTENDS
FISH AND GAME MEN
JACKSON-DAY DINNER

Boston, Jan. 9—Gov Curley was el- From The Republican's
ected an honorary member of the Washington Bureau
Massachusetts Fish and Game tulsoWashington, Jan. 8—Gov James M.
elation at the annual meeting yester- Curley, of Massachusetts, arrived
Here
at noon today to attend the
day at the Hotel Statier.
$50-aplate
Jackson
membership
were
day
elected
to
Others
dinner this evening
Ernest Dean, Commissioner of Con- with other notables from all over the
servation; Raymond J. Kenney, fish country. Funds fror the dinner and
and game director; the chiefs of fish hundreds of others like it will be
and game administration in other New used to payy of the debt of the DemoEngland states, Chief Ira N. Gabriel- cratic national committee.
Curley with his party which inson of the United States Bureau of Biological Survey; Ex-Chief J. N. Dar- cluded his secretary and Gen William
I.
Ross, registered at the Mayflower
ling and Dr Gardner Bump of New
hotel shortly after noon, and he left
York.
Chairman Winslow Crowell of the immediately to make a few private
Inland fishing committee announced a calls. He was not a visitor at any
membership of more than 300 in the governmental departments today.
Returning to his hotel late this
association's Norfolk Trout club venture where more than 8000 fat red- afternoon the Massachusetts governor
when
declared
sportsmen
that his business in Wash- ,
the
awaiting
Spots are
was solely to attend the Jackthe Ice breaks up in March. He an. r
nouneed that members, with their fa-I!Son day dinner. He will
call on some
mules and friends, are offered winter officials of federal
departments toskating privileges on the three pond. morrow.
of the Norfolk preserve, where lunches
and outdoor fireplaces are available for
plenickers.
The following officers were elected;
Arthur B. Harlow, president; Dr'William J. Mister, Henry V. Greenough,
John L. Saltonstall and William P.
Wharton, vice presidents; David A.
SUN
Aylwards, secretary, and James J.
Storrow, treasurer.
Watertown, Mass.

kfd6
"Economy Is Mentioned"
If the program laid down by
the Governor's message to the
membeininhe Massachusetts
Legislature is indicative of the
course which the Legislature
may be expected to follow, we
suggest that the taxpayers of
the State take a very, very deer
intel•est in the course of legisia
tion in 1936.
Economy is pleasantly mentioned, as something to be attained in the dim and distant
future.
This paper has warned, again
and again, that the whole trend
of legislation for the past two
lor three years has been to avoid
the real issue, which is a cut in
the TOTAL of taxation. Political powers here, in other states
and in the national capitol, talk
pleasantly about "relieving" the
tax burden of this or that group.
It sounds well, but later even the
favored group finds that its
TOTAL tax bill has been increased by the imposition of new
taxes. Real economy is postponed for the dim and distant
future.—Banker & Tradesman.
I

Chicopee Club Sends Letter
to Gov. Curley Urging
•
Retention
One of the most encouraging. signs
of the grot(lng attitude of sportsmen
of this secilon was the action taken
by the memhers of Chicopee Rod and
Gun Club last night in unanimously
favoring the reappointment of Raymond .1. Kenney as director of the
Division of Fisheries and Game. A
letter was sent to Gov. Curley askin.,
that he continue Kenney in °fffi..
for another term for the hest inter
' ests of both the division and the
sportsmen.
With the exception of a group of
Hampshire County sportsmen and a
small number in Holyoke. Western
Massachusetts, a pp ears strongly
against any change of leadership in
the division, particularly in political
expendiency. Kenney, most sportswestern
eounmen In the four
(tee agree. Is far better qualimore
through
years
than
15
fied
In the department, to carry on the
‘.ork, esPeciallY at this critical period
when it is going through a radical
transition in many ways.
The Chiropee club last night added
38 new members to Its roster bringing Its total membership to 350. A
balance of 8438 Was reported on hand.
Club officials are now looking over
possible sites for the construction of
a skeet field and other activities.
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INDUSTRY IS SEEN
LEAVING BAY STATE

1

Worcester, Jan. 9—Dr. P.. A.
Crisaman of the Boston Bureau of
the United States Agriculture Department, asid Joseph C. Cart, State
Milk Control board administrator,
spoke yesterday at a session of the
Massachusetts Veterinary Association
here in connection with the 13th
nual union agricuturai meeting. anDr ,
Crossrnan outlined a plan for preventing loss of livestock in New England.

Attacking both Go_v Curley's tax
recommendations anortillis.WiltArof a
special
commission
recommending
taxes
which
might
raise
$17,000,000 for the state, Eliot Wadsworth, president ot the Bo,-on Chamber of Commerce, told the meeting
that "exorbitant taxes in Massachu•
setts are seriously affecting every
citizen by driging industries out
of the state."

ITEM
Wakefield, Mass.

Sidewalk Work Suspended
Until Spring; Negotiations
All Fail
n
tio
For Resump
of Town's Share
State Will Not Allow Use
of Bond Issue for Cement Work In
Freezing Weather

ITEM
Wakefield, Mass.
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Seeks to Have
Judges Appoint
Court Clerks

403. No.
There will be no more sidewalk projects. No. 402 and No.
the state
work on WPA projects until Spring. 403 has been tied in with
Several town officials spent most bond issue; that is, the town's share
bond issue has
of their day in Boston, yesterday, ($5,633) of the state
trucking.
trying to straighten out the tangle been used for cement and
balance
$1,000
about
still
is
There
WPA
the
in
resulted
had
which
no
workers on sidewalk projects los- in this fund, but the state will
(Special to the Item)
midwinter,
ing the last two days of employment longer approve its use in
Transfer of appointive power over
rein
held
be
to
have
will
it
and
employment
eks
in their two-we
the clerk of courts in the Malden
period which would have ended to- serve until Spring, when all sideand other district courts throughafter
resumed
be
can
projects
walk
day.
out the state, to Elbridge G. Davis
ends.
weather
the
freezing
Stated as briefly as possible,
and other presiding justices, will
the
at
told
was
Fazio
Chairman
situation has been, and still is, as
probably be asked within the next
yesterday
Boston,
WPA office in
follows:
days by Senator Theodore R.
few
men
Highway Supt. Harry H. Denning, afternoon, that the Wakefield
of Adams.
Plunkett
and
as "sponsor" of the sidewalk pro- could work, yesterday afternoon
The power of appointment now
ject, closed the projects, last Satur- today and thus get nearly all their
rests with the Goyrnor. It is upday, because the state had refused two-days' time in during the curpresiding
on the theory
to honor any more bills for cement rent work period, and one of the
judge is fully responsible for the efthe
called
engineers
WPA
Boston
allottown's
or trucking out of the
ficient conduct of his court that the
ment of $5,633 from the Gov. Curley engineer here in charge of the protransfer of power is intended.
have
to
him
authorized
and
ject
bond issue.
when
but
work,
to
go
men
The State Department of Public the
Works will not 0. K. any more ce- Chairman Fazio returned to Wakement work, because of the weather. field late in the afternoon, he found
Freezing weather is likely to crack that they were not working and
SUN
the cement before it dries. As a were still at the town hall awaiting
matter of fact, the local sidewalk developments. The men did not
n, Mass.
Watertow
work has been carried on for many go to work today, because, it is
weeks beyond the period early in stated, there is no money for maNovember at which the state is in terials except the state money and
the habit of suspending cement that cannot be used.
Supt. Denning and Sel. Evans also
work. Damage by freezing is the
reason why all of the sidewalk pro- visited WPA headquarters in Bos- WATERTOWN ATTORNEY
jects in recent weeks have been ton, yesterday, regarding the finanATTACKS SLIDING SCALE
cial side of the sidewalk projects.
piled high with hay and straw.
Supt. Denning told the Selectmen, On project No. 402, the original rePUBLIC UTILITY RATES
Tuesday night, that he had really quest was for $18,428. The governthe proposed establishAttacking
carried the work along two weeks ment allotted $11,000. On project
sliding scale method of
the
of
ment
longer that the state department No. 403, the original request was
gas and electric rates in Massaadvised, in order to keep the men almost identical—$18,988—and the fixing
Atty. Wycliffe C. Marshall,
government allotted $14,241. The chusetts,
at work.
rate expert, on Tuesday
The Selectmen were not notified government grant was less than the Watertown prohibiting the use of that
filed a bill
to
was
work
as
amount
the
the
estimated
of
the
that
cost
Saturday
on
which he described as "impracbe suspended, however, and did not two projects, the government giving 3ystem
contrary to fundamental prin•Acable,
until
the
reason
suspension
to
wish
that
it
the
did not
know about
Massachusetts law, gravely
of
ciples
tie
deleup
too
large
much money in one kind
Tuesday night when a
and unconstitutional.
tnequitable,
to
of
at
project
one time.
gation of WPA workers went in
past 25 years two spethe
"Within
As less money was received than
protest and asked that they be givcial
g commissions in Masinvestigatin
en the benefit of the last two days was expected, project No. 402 is "in
reported Ln the sliding
have
sachusetts
the red" to the extent of $600 or
of the current work period.
Atty. MarSupervisor J. Theodore Whitney, $700 on wages. Mr. Denning and scale unfavorably," said
gained by the conSupt. Denning, Chairman V. Rich- Mr. Evans were assured that the shall. "Any benefit
unreasonable
ard Fazio of the Selectmen, and Sel. government will take care of that sumer has been at an holding comGeorge J. Evans were all in Boston deficit. They were also told, how- sacrifice in favor of a
at the WPA and state offices, yes- ever, that the government will not pany."
The sliding scale plan, has been studterday or earlier, trying to straight- allow the use of any federal money
ied
by Go Curley's spec.al utility
and
for
trucks
supplies,
labor
us
and,
regarding
situation
en out the
brain
trust BllWnire, which is expectno
local
is
the
there
money
that
fact
the
available
and also regarding
government's allotment of funds for for trucks and supplies, nothing can ed to report in favor of it.
labor has been overdrawn. The lat- be spent out of town funds for side.
ter situation is not the town's fault, walk projects until a town meeting
1,0”n
tcy" eirlpwelk has anurOutligillai...Mifilitiesial--lanidel,

l
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I than a yearLite mouse clerk—.16 leas
ago
Total of 112 were at the same time.
filed today. Fifty.
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Take Offensive
In '36 Campaign,
Secrest Asserts
Democratic Victory Call
Keynote at Jackson
Day Dinners

800 Gather at Two Hotels
To Declare War on
Republicanism
Cotttinued Democratic success was
the "keynote" sounded by speakers at
two Jackson Day dinners here last
night, attended by more than 800 persons from all parts of Worcester County.
Congressman Robert T. Secrest of
Ohio was the headline speaker at the
dinner in the Bancroft Hotel, held under the auspices of the Young Democrats. This gathering was attended
by over 500, while 300 more were pres-

ent at the Andrew Jackson Club dinner in the Aurora Hotel.
Urging the Democrats to take the
offensive in the coming presidential
campaign, Rep. Secrest said:
"It is up to us to pronounce the issues and not be like Haile Selassie, who
keeps backing up until he finds the
land on which he wants to fight."
He warned those present about false
propaganda, at the same tune declaring the Democratic party must be
"sold" on its sound principles. If this
is done, he said, everyone will be "talking about the Democratic party.
Other speakers at the Bancroft Hotel were former Mayer John C. Mahoney, Francis J. Tomasello of Boston, an assistant United States district attorney; William H. O'Brien,
formerly affiliated with the Depart'•
• r

At Jackson Day Dinner in Hotel Aurora

Prominent Democrats seated at the head table at the Jackson Day dinner in Hotel Aurora. left to right. Mrs.
Margaret X. O'Brien, president of the Women's Democra tic Council; Sheriff H. Oscar Rocheleau, James J. Hurley
and Edward F. O'Brien. Grouped in the center of the head table are, left to right, Paul Fitzsimmons of Boston,
Mrs. Edward J. Kelley and Repre!;:-ntative Kelley. the principal speaker.
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Scenes at the Two Jackson Day Dinner

•
There were two Andrew jackan day dinners in Worcester
fats night.
Above: Among thane attending the dinner In the Chamber
.of • Commerce Hall, left to
rights
Frank W. Tonaasello, E Joseph Donohue, U. S. Rep. Robert T. Secrest, John J. Spillane,
,Miss Eleanor Sheedy, John C.
Mithoney,
- Right: At the dinner at the
Aurora hotel:
Asst: Atty. Gen. Raymond H.
Favreau of Southbridge, Paul
M. Fitzsimmons of lionton, represontin,.,;- State
Treasurer
Charles F. Hurley, Mrs. Edward J. Kelley and Representative

DEMANDS SIEGE
BY DEMOCRATS

er last night at the
h. u r of
Hall. The dinner was
lone
one of two in the city, the other
!wing beld by the recently organled Andrew Jackson Club at Hotel

Rep. Secrest of Ohio Tells
Jackson Day Diners to ,lurora.
"It is up to us," the congressman
'Take Offensive
pronounce the issues, and not be
500 AT $5 PER PLATE
Dinner Is at C. of C. Hall;
Kelley Lauds Curley
At Hotel Aurora
!
Backing a vigorous defense o:
New Deal legislation with a recitei
of its 'benefits," U. S. Rep. Robert
T Secrest of Ohio, called upon tht
Democratic party to take the of.
fensive in the coming Presidentia
campaign in addressing the Yount
Democrats at a Jackson Day din

like Haile Selassie, who backs up
,nd backs up until he finds the
battleground he wants. We must
guard against false issues and tell
the people spout those, things in
t he Democratic program
which
re fundamentally sound until they
talk about nothing else."
500 at $5 Per Plate
The dinner, which cost $5 a plate,
was attended by close to 500 persons, including a large representation from the ragional.WPA office.
The proceeds from this and some
two thousand other dinners held
simultaneously
throughout
the
country will go to swell the Democratic war chest for the Fall campaign.

Ot hi• .5peakers at the Young
Democrats' dinner were former !
Mayor Mahoney, U. S. District Altorney Francis W. Tomasello of
Boston. and William H. O'Brictn.
formerly affiliated with the State
Department of Public Utilities and
now WPA labor manager at Balton. John J. Spillane, president of
ths Young Democrats, -was toastmaster.
Some Attend Both
Many of the prominent Democrats at the Young Democrats affair also attended the Jackson Day
dinner at the Aurora hotel. Former
Mayor Mahoney was one of these.
In addition to citing benefits
from Rooseveltian measures for we
in knocking down New Deal opposition, Congressman Secrest claimed '
that nine billion of the fourteen billion dollar national debt, which figure he assumed would be reached!
by Fall, would come W.A.,: to the
national treasury. The nine billions,;

A

he said, were as good security as
good be offered by J. P. Morgan or
the Rockefellers.
To Be Repaid, He Says
"Three billion of the nine billion,"
he said, "was loaned under the
Home Owners' Loan Act to save
millions of homes, and every cent
will come back through profits. Another two billion was loaned to
farmers and that will come back.
Still another two billion was loaned
to municipalities through the PWA
and two billion more to railroads
and industries through the RFC,
all of which will eventually be repaid."
Assuming that the other five,billion, spent on the CCC, the WPA
and relief, never came back, he said
that in return the value of stocks
have increased 20 billion dollars in
spite of propaganda, bond values
have jumped eight billion dollars
and the national income 20 billion
since 1932, exclusive of the increased value of real estate. He declared that the list of 1934 salaries
just released doesn't indicate there
has be-en regimentation and added
that he would be willing to spend
the rest of his lifetime wasting five
billion dollars if he would get
forty-eight billion in return.
"Beneficial" Measures

Teriiasifird— ro-olt Diane -Witn
charges that the popularity of
the
President is waning. "Have
no
fear," he said, "President
Roosevelt will go back in office
again
but we must carry the ideal
s of
Democracy, as exemplified
by the
President into the state and
community. It is our duty as
Demociats to place before the
voters
candidates who will endure."
Speaking briefly, former
Mayor
Mahoney extolled the Young
ocrats for the large gatherin Demg,
called upon them to carry on and
their
good work so that Mass
achu
would again be an outs setts
tanding
Democratic state in the coun
try.
Hailing President Roosevel
one of the greatest chief exec t as
utives
the United States has -ever
Mr. O'Brien paid that if the had,
President had done nothing more
than
close the banks when
he took
office, thus preventing
the most
frightful panic the ,world
has ever
known, he should be reme
mbered
as long as the nation lives.
Entertainment included
numbers by Mrs. J. Frederic vocal
nelly and Mrs. Mae Bren k Donnan McCarthy. J. Joseph Dono
hue and
Miss Eleanor Sheedy were
co-chairmen of the dinner.
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Undergoes Operation

Kelley Lashes at
au.
ic Amicrities

He listed as "beneficial" measures the home owners' loan act,
Critics of Governor
Curley'-;
the federal deposite insurance act, "work and wages"
program wei
i the' program of rural road reha
b- belted hither and yon, verbally, at
ilitation, the CCC, the social se- the Andrew Jackson
Club dinner In
curity bill, and the WPA.
Hotel Aurora last night.
• The Home Loan act, he said,
The Aurora dinner,
of loca
saved more than one million
s origin, was held without the sancfor their owners and almohome
st as tion of Postmaster Farley of th.,
many farms for the farmer.
Democratic State Comm
ittee, am:
"Besides this,'' he continued, "the commemorated
JAMES J. SUGHRUE
the first banquet of
President did something
the
newly founded club.
else to
After the
protect the home owners and
vari
ous
speakers had conclude
the
d
savings of our people. To
James J. Sughrue, selectman
restore the more than one hundred an
at
confidence in our banks, he
fifty
Northbridge and Civil Service Regattending listened to
set
up
Presia system to guarantee
dent
Roosevel
our
istrar for Massachusetts was
deposits, giving protection bank , throughout t's speech broadcast
reto' 97 ,
the dining hall and
ported as resting comforta
per cent of the depositors
bly toroom
s
in
the
in the
lobby.
day
at St. Vincent Hospital wher
Rep. Edward J. Kell
e
country. Immediately after this
ey, defeated
he underwent an operatio
n yesterwas passed, money poured into the Democratic candidate for mayor in
the last election and
day.
Mr. Sughrue is one
banks and it has continued to pour
Democratic
floor leader in the
most widely known Demo of the
Hous
in.
crats of
I resentatives, was the e of Rep- the Blackstone
Valley and was acprincipal
"The abolition of railroad cross- speaker.
tively associated in
the campaign
ings and the cOnstruction of farmof Governor Curley. He
Attacks Critics
was appoint
ed
to-market roads, other New Deal
CivilAilarvice Registrar by
Representing Governor
Gove
Curl
rnor
ey,
Curl
measures, are among the greatest , he launched into a
ey
attack on Gov- ago to fill a vaca several months
ncy caused by the
Improvement programs ever pro- ernor Curley's critics,
death of Michael Zack
charging
that Republicanis
of Lynn.
m
in Boston,
moted. The social security bill, Worc
ester and New
England in
providing unemployment insurance bygone days
had reduced this
secand pensions for old age, is still' tion to industrial and
business indigen
ce.
another accomplishment of which
TELEGRAM
He said that Bost
on which once
we can be proud. If such a plan was the seco
nd
expo
rt
Worc
point
ester, Mass.
in the
had been set up in 1900, there country
never would have been such a de- politics had, through Republican
and meddling,
been
pression as we have just gone to 34th
position. He said reduced
through. The bill is not perfect, and
furniture industry the chair
had been
but it is a step to relieve the gov- driven from
this section and
ernment in the future from the in- blamed it
he
on
competition from
tolerable relief burden which it has prison
labor, which
practice, he
been carrying.
said, Governor
Curie h
Representative Kelley lt d
Can See Effect
1
challenged
the
"We can see the effect of the It Republican party to show what
Tile name of Thom
as P. Higgins
had done for
three billion dollars spent in beneof 29 Stoneland road
, former prinstate as he citedindustry in this
cipal
fits for the farmers. The sale of ,
13 Workmen's
of Canterbury Street
School,
fencing went up 87 per cent the Compensation bills, originated
by has been forwarded to Governor
ey, which were
past. year. Coal production in Curl
le
pass
ed during
for appointment as trust
the
last
ee
Legislature. He haile
Ohio increased 80 per cent. The
d the of--77rorcester State Hospital to fill
automobiles, appointment of James A.
tamers
bought
the vacancy caused
Rear
dan
as
by
the
comm
deat
issi
h of
oner of
. trucks, farm m,achinery. Every huma
Geor
ne and able andeducation as of ge D. Morse. Mr. Higgins, one
dollar they received in addition to
the most widely know
said of Payson
Smit
n
h,
educ
ators
ousted
their income came back as profit.;
that he bad neither commissioner, In Worcester, retired about two
of labor. Each person in the couna high school years ago from
or
the
colle
scho
ge
ol
dipl
syst
oma.
em. I
try has profited $10 in wealth for
ever.: *1 thus spent"
= • . is 0 "I love to sing Curley's praises,"
he said, 'because
he has been unjustly condemned."
?"-•"=:t..(!-,„
"
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HIGGINS PROPOSED
FOR HOSPITAL POST

HERALD
Westfield, Mass.

uitti
Young Defends Former-Goy Ely
Agains4 Curley!s—Vicious Attack
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FINIGAN OUTDOOR I
ADVERTISING CHIEF

Former Speaker of House
Says Lincoln Did Not
Help Ely Campaign
The attack on Former-Gov Jospeh
B. Ely which Gov James M. Curley
made recently in speaking before
the Massachusetts Selectmen's alumelation at Boston drew a stout defense in the local man's behalf this
weekeno from B. Loring Young, Republican and former speaker of the
house of representatives.
Gov Curley said that a hen he was
mayor of Boston he requested that
Alexander Lincoln, Republican, be removed from the state tax appeals
board and that Ely refused to do this
because Lincoln and his friend, Ale\ ander Whiteside, had been among
heaviest contributors to Ely's caw
I paign. The denial of Curley's charge
was also made before the Selectmen's association meeting the following day.
Mr Young spoke as follows:
"I am sorry that it ewes impossible
B. LORING YOUNG
for me to attend the conference held
yesterday. Had I been present, I
would have asked the privilege of reHERALD
plying to one of the speakers who adWestfield, Mass.
dressed the conference because I
know remarks In his speech were not
I roe.
"As Al Smith has oftnn said: "Let's
get the records straight,' Gov Curley
told the selectmen of the state not
only that the hoard of tax appeals
should be abolished, but that Gov Ely
had told him he would not remove
Alexander Lincoln from the board because Lincoln was the 'heaviest contributor to my campaign.'
"I happen to know personally, from
AFTERMATH
conversations with former Gov Ely
(From The Boston Post)
and Mr Lincoln, that Mr Lincoln conA °cry in the night, a roar of
tributed not one cent to the campaign j
flames, and death, injury and destrucfund of Guy Ely. and also that Gov
lion.
Ety never made the statement attriThis was the story in the tragic
buted to him by Gov Curley.
burning of the Van Deusen Inn at
"In 1921, at the time when Mr CurWestfield on Sunday night.
ley, then mayor of Boston, accused
A respectable hostelry on a quiet
the house of representatives of wholestreet, it proved R Moloch which
sale corruption and bribery, I took
the floor and, in my remarks, I sug- spared neither young or old.
gested to Mayor Curley that the laws
Significant is the statement atof God and man alike. have taught tributed to Fire chief Mahoney of
mankind two lessons; first, that thou
Westfield that he never approved the
shall not steal, and second, that thou
building, that he objected to the lack
shall not bear false witnees against
thy neighbor. I now repeat the same ; of fire escapes at every window, and
suggestion to Mr Curley, and I raise that efforts had been made to have
the question as to how long the peo- it condemned.
ple of Massachusetts are going to
Probes never bring back lost lives.
stand for an administration ;which oh- Tragedies never cure carlessness.
eionsiy is based on deceit and falseBut there isa hope that some will
hood."
harken to fire authorities, some will
take account of stock, some will seek
to avoid in home and property another Van Deusen horror.

,
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State Job Pays Salary of
$2520 a Year
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Jan. 8.--Frederick A.
Finigan of Boston was appointed
today supervisor of the division Of
outdoor advertising, Department
of Public Works. The job has been
open for some months and had
been sought by a number, with
Frank Pedonti of Governor Curley's secretarial force""Nrffltioned
for the place.
Finigan. who has been superintendent of plants in the Boston
Buildings Department, will receive
a salary of $2520 a year. His transfer to the advertising job, under
appointment by Commissioner of
Public Works William F. Callahan,
was approved by the Civil Service
Commiesion.
The advertising job has been
handled by Robert L. Devine, although his transfer back to the
Registry of Motor Vehicles as superintendent of equipment was authorized several months ago.

CUTTINGS

AUTOMOBILE LIST MONOPOLY
(From The Boston Traveler)
The Curley administration appears
not to ‘beteestisalgtoking a single bet.
For years a reputable concern has
been publishing a list of automobile
' registrations. This year Gov Curtsy's
public works commissioner ix said to
have turned a monopoly of the list
over to another concern.
The public would be interested in
a convincing explanation by the administration. But let it be convincing aed not specious.
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CURLEY ASKS FUND
FOR CAPE PROJECT

8

WASHINGTM, Jan.
(AP) Governor Curley of
Massachusetts
said today he had
asked officials of
the War
Department and
administrative executives toother
endorse a proposal for
a
Guard camp at Bourne National
on Cape
Cod, Mass.
Curley, here to attend
the Jackson Day dinner of
Democrats from
all parts of the
country, spent the
afternoon discussing the
Cape Cod
project. He said he
estimated an
additional seven hundred
thousand
dollars would he
needed to carry
out the protect.

NEWS REVIEW
Weston, Mass.
JAN

9

B. Loring Young
Defends Friend
Against Curley
B. Loring Young, former
Speaelter of the House of RepreMassachusetts,
sentatives of
and locally prominent lawyer,
rose up in arms to defend his
friend, Alexander Lincoln, from
a statement made by Governor

administration which obviously
is based on deceit and falsehood."
Governor Curley answered Mr.
Young's attack by saying that
his position was natural since
,r.

Y urorl was associated
‘
he.(Ur.
with Ely "'a legal firm, and
that his on accusation of 1924
concerned the Boston Elevated
Act of 1918 which had continued a proviso guaranteeing 8
2 per cent rates
/
per cent and 51
on its stock, par value $100,
which was selling in the market
at $27.
of
Mr. Young is a Selectman
the Town of Weston.
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SON OF MR IN
PARTY APPEAL
James Roosevelt, in Hub
Talk, Pledges His Own
Aid in Bay State
l'urley last Friday to the effect
that former Governor Ely had
J. L. HURLEY HEARD
opposed the removal of Lincoln
from the State tax appeal
nt Governor in
board, because he had contrib- Lieutena
uted largely to Ely's campaign
Vigorous Assault on
fund. Young, who had been abLiberty League
sent at the Ftiday session of
the Massachusetts Selectmen's
By (- LIN fON P. ROWE
Curley's
denied
Association,
Telegram slate House Reporter
statements before a meeting of
BOSTON, Jan. 8.--An expressed
the same group Saturday.
hope generally taken as Ft declaraa
tion of intention expressed at
Mr. Young asserted that had
Jackson Day dinner here tonight
revealed that James Roosevelt, eldhe been present Friday, he
est son of the President, will come
would have replied to one of the
Into Massachusetts for an active
speakers, knowing that certain
and personal part in the forthcom-----of his remarks were not true. ing political campaign.
The younger Roosevelt voiced
He said that he knew personMassachuhis hope of return to
ally that Lincoln had contribusetts politics in which he was
to the fifteen
ted "not one cent" to Ely's • once an active figure
hundred persons who gathered for
made
Ely
campaign, nor had
the dinner tonight under direction
of the young Democrats of Masthe statement attributed him
eachusetts.
by Curley. He also repeated for
Wit hmost of the leading state
comtwo
benefit
Curley's
Mayor
figures attend the $50 Jackson Day
dinner in Washington, only Lieut.
mandments of which he had
Gov. Joseph L. Hurley was present
made use in 1924 when Curley
to represent the state group. Early
accused the House of
had
In the dinner it was discovered
that a large 1932 campaign poster
wholesale corruption — "thou
of President Roosevelt had been
"thou
and
steal,"
not
shalt
hung in the banquet hall.
—
shalt not bear false witness."
He closed his defense by raising
the question "how long the people are going to stand for an

Governor Curley
!•oilowers
raised a question as ern, the
Governor's picture -- he was in
eshington — was not on display.
The Roosevelt picture was hung by
Joseph A. Maynard, collector of
Vie port of Boston.
Toast Offered
In closin ghis address Roosevelt
offered a toast to "the continued
Liberty of the American people."
"There have been mistakes and
there have been individual acts
that are mistakes," he said. " We
have tried to remedy these as best
we could without endangering the
entire structure that has been built
up. The battle lines are now drawn.
We must forget our petty dislikes
or a feeling that we may have
against one individual. We must
form our ranks more solidly under
one leader."
For 'United Front'
Asserting that "we have not altogether learned the lesson of discipline, Mr. Roosevelt told the as- ,
semblage there must be a "united
front."
Mr. Roosevelt said, "we cannot
match the dollars of the Liberty t
League, but we can obtain the loyltv of vast ntimhere..,.
Young Roosevelt foldifficulty
lowed a radio address by his
father which ea mt pothe banquet hall by a loud speaker
with little of It being heard
because of apparent mechanical dlculty. Lieut. Gov. Joseph L. Hurley said he "got
only one sentence of it."
The Lieutenant Governor handed
the Liberty League a hearty whaling.
Lieut. Gov. Hurley pleaded for
a united party.
"Unamplifled"
A statement by young Mr. Roosevelt who has been absent from the
state, where he made his home in
Other campaigns, that he hoped to
dome back "to Massachusetts and
take part in the war for liberty,
but not for the Liberty League,"
Was not amplified to show whether
be would restrict his work to pure* national activities or whether he
would display some interest in the
Vote here outside of that for President.
Joseph A. Maynerd, collector of
the port of Boston, was another of
the several speakers, recalling with
apparent satisfaction sending Harvard student speakers to address a
crcerid leaving a Hoover rally in
Worcester. There were "eventually at least 40 fights in progress," he

said.
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Civil Service Bills
Before Legislature
Various Groups Are Anxious to Obtain Special
Preference
(/e)—Proponents

BOSTON, Jam. 9
of civil service in Massachusetts are anxious to extend its benefits to greater numbers of government eraployes, and various groups are equally anxious to obtain
special preference in obtaining jobs under it.
A variety of bills seeking to gain('
both objectives, examination disclosed
today, are before the Legislature for
consideration.
One proposal would extend the civil
service laws to the State House scrub
women, who, only last year, were
placed on regular salaries and given
vacations with pay. Previously, they
had been paid by the hour.
Another bill filed this year would
place all the secretarial, clerical, Accounting and inspection forces of the
state racing commission under civil
service,
To broaden the laws to give special
preference Is the objective of Ralph
W. Robert of Cambridge, commander
of the Legion of Valor, who wants
preference given to holders of the distinguished service cross or the navy
cross.
Another group which wants special
An order seeking to establish a
consideration are the veterans of the
special legislative committee of two,
Spanish-American War, the Philipsenators and five representatives
pine insurrection and the Boxer rebellion, who seek exemption from
to investigate pardons granted since
civil service in obtaining state jobs.
A bill granting such exemption was IJRnmary 1, 1931, was filed today by
Senator Joseph A. Langone, Jr.
vetoed last year by the Governor after
The time of the investigation
bitter debates in both Impatieigerr of the
would include former Governor
Legislature, but the veterans intend to
Joseph B. Ely's regime, and a year I
make another try this year.
of Governor Curley's administration.
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Senator Coolidge Sued
, By Kin of Gov. Curley
Mrs. Donnelly Seeks $1000—Claims Senator Owes
Bill for Illuminated Panels During Campaign
BOSTON, Jan. 9 V13)—Suit for $1000 was brought against
U. S.
Senator Marcus A. Coolidge (D) of Fitchburg today in Suffolk Superior Court by Mrs. Mary J. Donnelly.
The suit disclosed Mrs. Donnelly, furnished 20 illuminated panels during
mother-In-law of Governor James M. his campaign in October, 1930.
He has
Curley's daughter, sought the money paid $1000 in April 1931, and $500
in
as executrix of the estate of Edward August of that year, but still owed
C. Donnelly, of the John C. Donnelly $1000 the suit set forth.
and Son Advertising Company.
Curley has announced he would seek
The suit contended Geolidge was the Senate seat now held by Coolidge.

SLIGHT
ARS JACKSON
FETE HERE
By BERNARD J. DOHERTY
Failure to display a likeness of
Governor Curley at the Jackson
Day dinner under the auspices of
the Young Democrats of Massachusetts at the Copley-Plaza Hotel
disrupted the harmony at the big
gathering of more than 1500 diners.
The only photograph displayed
was that of President Roosevelt.
It appeared on an old campaign
poster, hung between the national colors and the state flag directly behind the center of the head
table where James Roosevelt was
seated as the guest of honr.
While the omission of the governor's picture was not mentioned
In the open by any of the speakers,
close supporters of the governor,
deeply resentful of the slight, made
their displeasure known to the officers of the organization and to Collector of the Port Joseph A. Maynard, who sat at the head table and
was one of those to address the
gathering.
Judge J. Frank Burke of Boston
was among the rernonstrants.
PICTURE DECLINED
It was later learned from an attache of the governor's office that
a request for a picture of the President bad been made over the telephone by one of the officers of the
Young Democrats, and when advised that a large picture of the
President and the governor together, such as has been used on
numerous occasions and especially
during the last campaign, was on
hand, it was declined.
Curley was at Washington attending a similar dinner, at which
the President spoke, but because
of poor radio reception or of the
noise of the gathering, little was
heard except the applause at the
end of it.
A. Frank Reel, treasurer of the
Young Democrats, acted as toastmaster.

SOUNDS KEYNOTE
Lieutenant Governor Joseph L.
Murky represented the governor
and Mayor Mansfield was represented by Arthur J. O'Keefe, director of celebrations.
Reel sounded the keynote of the
meeting when he declared that it 18
"not jobs we are interested in, but
, good administration."
In introducing the President's oldest son, Toastmaster Reel likened
him to "the prodigal son returning
to his native heath."
Mr. Roosevelt sounded the battle
cry of the 1936 camn
.0
14n and ga.v,

i
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staged throughout the country i
returning
A WIER1CAN
notice of his intention of
hundreds of cities.
politics.
to Massachusetts
to
back
get
can
Mass.
I
n,
Bosto
JACKSON'S COURT FIGHT
"I hope that
in
Massachusetts and take part
Among te.f.,ze praising the Presiliberty
address was Governor Curthe war for liberty, real of the
dent's
Massachusetts, a gu
and not for the liberty
Jey
.
Liberty League," he declared
the dinner.
Andrew Jackson had difficulty
HELD FAR BETTER
with the Supreme Court. He once,
tic
Democra
He asserted that the gn funds
observed pungently:
way of raising campai he was
through dinners such as than the
"John Marshall (chief justice)
better
attending was far mortgaging the
his decision; now let him enhas
Republican way of
from
tion
contribu
it."
force
party through a
Roosevelt did not go that far,
Mr.
one man.
the last three
although he referred indirectly to
He declared that
tempestuous ones
his difficulties with the Supreme
years have been
us
and dangero
Court, Which in the past nine months
over uncharted
of
courage
s
mnarienatapnitatatrn
thned t
a n.o
ik
,rcakweddeoaurt, a
1
i
roads, and praised the
of his
the leaders.
the
put on
knock out still more in the weeks
"It was necessary to number of
to come. Near the close of his
statute books a vast
the good
speech, after repeatedly drawing
beneficial measures for
whole," he
attention to the similarity of his own
of the people as a
not
have
and Jackson's problems, Mr. RooseTIN
BULLE
said. "Some of these they had
if
velt said:
run as smoothly as
Washington, Jan. 9
preparation,"
"I know you will not he surbeen years In
have been
(AP) — The Democratic
prised by lack of comment on
He states that there
by
them
my part on the decision of the
mistakes made, some of
national committee late
that efforts
supreme court two days ago.
Individual acts but
elPhilad
d
selecte
today
correct them.
(Invalidating the AAA.)
had been made tomust
cease critiphia for the convention to
"But now we
"I cannot and will not render
must forget
begin June 23.
offhand judgment without studycising ourselves and
al
individu
an
for
ing with utmost care, two OF
petty dislikes
ranks
MOMENTOUS
M 0S T
and go forward and form he deTHE
leader,"
9
Jan.
one
gton,
Washin
solidly under
OPINIONS, the majority and
clared.
the minority, ever rendered in
(INS)—Warned by Naevery one
any ease before the suprenie
He predicted that if
A.
James
man
tional Chair
tes himdoes his part and constitu
court of the United States.
committee to
Farley that the oncoming
self as an individual
"The ultimate result of the lanthe
acquaint his neighbor with
presidential campaign is
guage of these opinions will proadminis
the
of
s
ishment
accompl
foundly affect the lives of Amen to be a "dirty one" and to
there will
tration and the issues
cane for years to come. It is
g trithe
sweepin
ingly,
e
accord
prepar
a
of
question
be no
enough to say that the attainr.
Novembe
al
Comnext
Nation
Democratic
umph
ment of justice and continuative
dollars
the
raise
cannot
"We
of prosperity for American itgrlmittee disposed of its preLiberty
the
like
chest
war
for a
&hire remains an immediate
League but we can obtain the , liminary work today.
and constant objective of my adthe
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The President went to particular
Lieutenant Governor Hurley for two hours before determinto emphasize the "two" opinpleaded for a. united party and ex- ing whether Chicago or Phila- pains
pressed disappointment over not.
being able to hear the President's ! delphia is to be the site of the ions—indicating that the adminisaddress in Washington more June convention. It probably tration is studying the minority
decision of three by Justice Stone,
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will be Chicago.
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HISTORY REPEATS
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nullifying majority decision of six
for human rights and that history from Govern( r Eugene Talmadge
by Justice Roberts. Justice Stone
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was as veloment in supporting the
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principles of AAA aft Justice -Robgroup of special privilege in the Roo_29v4todirAitailitiF40404,.. erts was in condemning it. •
history of the then young republic,
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In
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his address opening today's
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of an address
of campaigns of recent years when meeting the postmaster general
he occupied the position of chair- warned that the approaching prealman of the Democrath State Corn- dential campaign will be a "dirty
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foes.
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The frequent analogies that Mr,
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administration and that of Andrew
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ported by William Randolph laughter from ed applause and
the nearly 2000
"
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Democrats who chipped in MO a
plate last night to inaugurate the
Democratic campaign of 1936. The
Washington dinner was the headliner of the Democratic show, but
Its am all e r counterparts were
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Cuzty's Banter
Wins Chuckle
in Conference

GOVERNOR CURLY
(Pictures from Tnternatio,e1

FATHER COUGHLIN

News Photograph Service
Governor Curley brings a broad smile to the face of Father
Charles E. Coughlin as he comments shrewdly on the latter's announced plait to bring suit
against the Federal Reserve
Board, attaching the constitutionality of the 1913 Federal
Reserve Act and all its amendments. "I'm going to have two of the hest known men in
the country as attorneys," said
Coughlin. "That sounds like Al Smith and President Roosev
elt," suggested the Massachusetts governor.
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THE SENATOR SAYS:

Cambridge 'Pols'
Almost Have
\ A Dinner
Everybody Collies to Eat
On City Funds—But
No One's In
rHE SENATOR.

achusetts
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finds amusing or
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the
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an.
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g
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Eve
and Boston
Boston Sunday Advertiser
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ready and the special dinner
"The special dining room is all
that you can get at least
peas
of
is all ready with the little bits
ts are all ready to do a
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spec
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a hundred on a knife and
s only they are all waiting for
job on the special untamed duck
and the guest of honor, new
the host, old mayor, Dick Russell,
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ing and waiting and finally
"Well, Senator, they keep on wait
of the big poll', 'Say, how
one of the big pols says to another
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does your invite come in?' and the other big poi says, 'Why, I
am at home yesterday spending a very quiet Sunday when the
phone rings and I am invited at the city's expense.' So then the
pols all ask each other and it seems everybody has been invited
on the telephone to this very high class dinner at the city expense.

Good Idea to Call Mayors
"Well, Sena/tor, they finally think it will be a good plan to
call up the old mayor and the new mayor and see if a slight mistake has been made on the date and so they call them up and
both are eating their dinner at home and never heard of any such
affair as the big pols are gathered to attend.
'The old mayor, Dick Russell, says he is very fond of the
new mayor, Johnny Lynch, but he is certainly not giving him
any dinner at city expense much as he would like to because the
voters might not think this is just the thing to do. With that, all
of the big Cambridge pals are very sore and decide they will go
home, but the hotel says, 'Here is a very nice dinner of the little
peas and the untamed ducks and it cannot be wasted.' In the end
the party gets fed and the hotel gets stuck. Isn't that a wow!"
"Timmy," says The Senator, "that is very amusing but you
would not be laughing if you were the one to get stuck. While
we are speaking of Cambridge, I will tell you about Mayor
Johnny Lynch's headache. This is caused by so many of his
friends thinking they are going to be the city solicitor, which is
a very nice job that pays $4700. Howevei the mayor moves in
this case, or even if he doesn't make any move, there are a lot
of people not going to like it. George McLaughlin, Peter J. Nelligan and Theodore Lynch are among the candidates for the job
but a large delegation wishes Edmund L. Twomey to be retained
In the job because of his fine record before the state tax appeal
board. I think that Mayor Johnny Lynch will coast along on
this for a while but it is even a headache while he is coasting."
It is at this point that The Senator follows Timmy's fine example and sets them up for all concerned.
"Titamy," says The Senator, "I have just been glancing over
the list of those whose jobs expire this year and I notice that
Governor Jim will have quite a number of places to fill before
his o;rirrerritres unless he changes his mind. The term of
William P. Hayes, of Springfield, as chairman of the Alcoholic
Beverages Commission, expires April 7."

Timmy Prefers Own End
"Senator," says Timmy, that is the one I want."
"So do a lot of others, Timmy," says The Senator. "Or maybe you would like to go on the Boston licensing board. Mary Driscoll's term is up the first Monday in June."
"Senator," says Timmy,"I will stay at this end of the business."
"Well, Timmy," says The Senator, "two very nice jobs will
be open in July when the terms of Tom Lavalle and Charlie Davenport are up on the water supply commisoion. The big vacancies
will not come until late in the year, however. One of these is the
spot on the state racing commission that Bill Ensign is filling. I
think the job that is just the one for you is vacant on December I."
"What is that, Senator?" says Timmy.
"Board of examiners of plumbers, Timmy," says The Senator.
Well,'between Timmy and The Senator getting such a big laugh
all around and setting them up, the boys give this a big cheer which
is a bad move because The Senator climbs down to leave, on account
of he always likes to make his exit on a nifty,
"Senator," says Timmy, "do you want to fix up that little tab
before you go?"
"Why, Timmy," says The Senator, "I thought I was all squared
up."
"You are, Senator," says Timmy, "except for the champagne you
phoned for yesterday when rou got stuck at the office party and the
boy comes for it."
"Timmy," says The Senator, "I did not phone for any champagne
and I did not send for any champagne. I think you had better get in
touch with the big Cambridge pols you are telling me about, and start
laughing again,"
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DINNER AT CAPITAL
RAISE $100,000 FUND
Jackson Day Fete Assailed
by Liberty League
By M. E. HENNESSY
WASHINGTON, Jan 8—As a result of two Jackson Day dinners held
here tonight, the biggest being Postmaster General Farley's at the Mayflower Hotel, attended by 2000 Democrats, who paid $50 a plate, and the
other at the Willard. held under the
auspices of Young Democrats, at $10
a plate, patronized by 1900 youthful
members of the party, the coffers of
the party will be enriched by more
than $100,000.
Forty-five dollars of every $50 subscription of the Farley - dinner, and
$7.50 of every $10 received at the
Young Democrats' ftthetiori, will be
turned over to W. Forbes Morgan,
treasurer of the Democratic National Committee, all of which, it is promised, will be used to reduce the present debt of the National Committee,
amounting to $378,615.
In addition to the Washington dinners, similar gatherings took place in
the 48 states and the territorial possessions of the United States, and on
many ships at sea flying the Stars
and otripes. At the Mayflower dinner, President Roosevelt was the only
speaker,
Chairman Farley of the National
Committee was the presiding officer
and introduced Mr Roosevelt at 10
o'clock in a few words: "Fellow Democrats, the President of the United
States." After the cheering and e,pplause quieted down the President
began his speech over a nation-wide
radio network.
The Roosevelts divided their pat-,
ronage tonight, Mrs Roosevelt attending- the Willard Hotel dinner, accompanied by Mrs Florence Jackson
Stoddard, a grandniece of Gen Jackson, hero of the battle of New OrAmong the Massachusetts people
noticed at the Mayflower dining room
were Gov_Curjey, Major Joseph Timilty of his leaW. Secretary Hoy, Comptroller Murphy, State Trees Charles
F. Hurley, School Committeeman
Harry J. Smith of Boston, Henry
Cushing of Brookline. Mrs Louis M.
Howe of Fall River, Robert Jackson ,
of Concord, N H. all the national '
committeemen and women from New
England, except the Massachusetts
member, ex-Gov Joseph B. Ely, Senator Levy of Rhode Island and Gov
Brann of Maine. The governors sat
at the head table.
The hotel management said that
their check showed 2500 tickets taken
at the entrance, the largest dinner
ever served.
At the conclusion of the dinner the
tables in the main dining hall were
removed and diners in the corridors
were permitted to move into the ballroom where the President delivered
his address,

Early today Washington
began to
fill up with visiting Democrats
every section of the country, from
who
came to attend one of the
two Jackson dinners. The
Democratic National Committee furnished
speakers
for other victory dinners to
making requests, with the resultstates
that
many prominent members
gress were out of town andof Conabsent
from tonight's gatherings.
Jouett Shouse's Liberty League today issued a blistering statement
icizing Postmaster General Farley,critalleging that he and other
of
the Democratic National members
Committee
were soliciting Government officials
to purchase tickets for tonight's dinners. According to officials at Democratic headquarters, the only basis
for the charge is that invitations
to
participate in the event reached a
number of Republican holdovers in
the various departments, the mailers
assuming that they were Democrats.
In the Department of Justice, it is
claimed one Democratic office holder, who asked several Republican associates if they were going to the
, Farley dinner, and receiving a negative answer, decided that he would
not attend. He said he saw no reason why he, a Democrat, should give
up $50 while Republicans, some of
them heads of departments, were
allowed to go scot free. When the
department head heard of the incident, it is alleged, he asked for the
resignation of the offending Democrat on the ground that it was against
the rules of the department to solicit
campaign funds.
Congressman Carroll Reece of Tennessee, a Republican, also issued a
statement in which he said that as
a representative of Andrew Jackson's state, tonight's celebration was
a fraud on real Democrats, and that
the President had departed from the
political principles of Old Hickory..
Jouett Shouse said today that he expected his league's dinner on the
25th, when Ex-Gov Smith of New
York is to be the chief speaker, will
be a big affair. Applicants for tickets to hear Smith assail Roosevelt,
he said, had already exceeded his
fondest expectations.
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'
BOURNE CAMP IS SOUGHT
BY C.URLEY IN CAPITAL
WASHINGTON, Jan 8 (A P)—Gov
James M. Curley of Massachusetts
said today he had asked officials of
the War Department and other Administrative executives to endorse a
proposal for a National Guard camp
at Bourne on Cape Cod, Mass.
Curley, here to attend the Jackson
Day dinner of Democrats from all
parts of the country, spent the afternoon discussing the Cape Cod project.
He said he estimated an additional
$700,000 would be needed to carry
out the project.
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CURLEY HONORED BY
/ FISH AND GAME MEN
Gov Curley was elected an honorary member of the Massachusetts
Fish and Game Association at the
annual meeting yesterday at the
Hotel Statler.
Others elected to membership were
Ernest Dean, Commissioner of Conservation; Raymond J. Kenney, fish
and game director; the chiefs of fish
and game administration in other
New England states, Chief Ira N.
Gabrielson of the United States Bureau of Biological Survey; Ex-Chief
J. N. Darling and Dr Gardner Bump
of New York.
Chairman Winslow Crowell of the
inland fishing committee announced
a membership of more than 300 in
the association's Norfolk Trout Club
venture where more than 8000 fat
red-spots are awaiting the sportsmen
when the ice breaks up in March. He
announced that members, with their
families and friends, are offered Winter skating privileges on the three
ponds of the Norfolk preserve, where
lunches and outdoor fireplaces are
available for picnickers.
The following officers were elected:
Arthur B. Harlow, president; Dr
William J. Mixter, Henry V. Greenough, John L. Saltonstall and William
P. Wharton, vice presidents; David A.
Aylward, secretary, and James J.
Storrow, treasurer.
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.`Demagoguery,' Republicans Say—Democrats Call
It Militant
I

I

W SHINGTON, Jan, 8 (AP)—As 1
Democrats hailed President Roose- 1
velt's Jackson day speech as "Inspiring" and ';courageous," Republicans tonight were quick to assail
; it with such words as "detno-i
! goguery."
' Senator R(binson of Arkansas,
the majority legaer, who attended
the dinner where the executive
spoke, said it was "an inspiring address."
Senator Dickinson of Iowa, who
has been mentioned as a possible
e,
Republican presidential candidated
heard it over the radio and callde
it "another drastic effort to divi
class against class."
The furor of woras began even

1
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Democrats to Name Convention
City Today; Chicago is Leading

•

WASHINGTON, Jan. 8 (AP) —
Chicago was reported in reliable
party circles tonight to be running
ahead in the race for selection as
the site of next summer's Democratic national convention.
Democratic chieftains, gathered in
a series of conferences after hearing
President Roosevelt's Jackson day
dinner address, jockeyed back and
forth between Chicago and Philadelphia as a prelude to a forma'.
vote on the site at tomorrow's ne.tional committee meeting.
Postmaster-General Farley, who ,
also is national committee chairman, told newspapermen:
"It is an open fight between Chicago and Philadelphia."
Earlier in the day, Philadelphia
was reported to be running strongly ahead. That city already has reported the raising of a convention
fund of $150000.
After tonight's conferences, however, authoritative word was given
that sentiment was increasingly
strong for the mid-western city.
Some observers speculated whether
the supreme court's AAA decision
may not have carried some weight
in pushing sentiment toward a city
nearer the farm belt.
Senator Guffev (Dem.-Pa.) was
active in seeking support for Philadelphia. He conferred at length
with Farley, and was joined in one
conference by Jesse Jones, head of
the RFC, Secretary Hull 'and Atty.Gen. Cummings,
WASHINGTON, Jan. 8 (AP)—
Gov. J
M. Curley of Massachusetts said today e had asked officials of the War Department and
other administrative executives to
indorse a proposal for a national
guard camp at Bourne, on Cape
Cod, Mass. Curley spent the afternoon discussing the project. He said
he estimated an adr!itional $700,000
would be needed.

•

WASHINGTON, Jan. 8 (AP)—
Gov. Louis J. Brann and National
Committeeman F. Harold Dubord of
Maine arrived in Washington tonight. They will remain for the
nieeting tomorrow of the Democratic
hatlonal committee.
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PARKMAN HITS
PAINLESS TAX
Warns Concord Group of
Politicians Who Promise
Indirect Levies
CITES MESSAGE
OF GOV;CURLEY
I
CONCORD, Jan. 8—A warning
against "the politician who offers
you taxes that won't hurt" was
uttered tonight by Senator Henry
Parkman, Jr., in an address before
the Concord Taxpayers Association.
He charged that the state tax, once
a good measuring rod of the extravagance or economy of administration, Is such no longer.
Calling attention to the various
suggestions in Gov. Curley's New
Year message for raising new revenue, Senator Parkman said:
"With the single exception of a
continuation of the 10 per cent. surtax on incomes, every one of the new
taxes recommended is a so-called indirect tax, the kind of tax the politician likes to feel the average taxpayer is too dumb to recognize."
He said in part:
STATE HOUSE SIGN
For 10 days or so before New
Year's Day the dignified Bulfinch
front of the State House was decorated—or would it be better to say
desecrated—by an illuminated sign
done in all the colors of the rainbow wishing the citizens of the commonwealth of Massachusetts a happy
and prosperous New Year. For the
taxpayer who reads the New Year
message of the Governor, looking
earnestly for a ray of hope and relief from his burdens, that wish
must now seem a rather grim joke.
For you will search in vain for
any indication of a desire for that
eeonomy..or, efficient administra-

tion, wnien ne sometimes preaches
but never practices, except the timeworn suggestion that another commission be set up to study it. It
looks as is "our friends" in the State
House—and for that matter in the
White House—prefer to do the
spending and let some one else do
the economizing later on.
The Governor remarks on page
53 of his annual message that the
entire thought and effort of publte
officials has been directed solely to
ways and means of increasing revenue with rarely any attention given.
to the more important subject,
namely: the developanent of a program for the reduction in the cost
of government which has been constantly increasing and to which insufficient attention has been given.
Those are words with a pleasant
sound to the taxpayer but their
sweet taSte. is.qutckly soured if you
read on. For they are followed
by
six pages of suggestions for methods
of raising new revenue from
other
sources. And not a single suggestion anywhere for. a reduction in
the
cost of government!
•
Moreover, the observant taxpayer
will not miss the important fact
that, with the single exception of a
continuation of the 10 per cent.
surtax on incomes, every single one
of the new taxes recommended is
a so-called indirect tax—the kind of
tax the politician likes to feel the
average taxpayer is too dumb to
recognize. Taxes on alcohol, on
cigarettes, higher taxes for dog
racing, for motor bus registration.
on gasoline—all sugar-coated with
the promise that they will be used
to eliminate the state tax and thus
lift the burden off the home-owner.
"Beware of the Greeks bearing
gifts" ought to be paraphrased to
"beware of the politician who offers
you taxes that won't hurt."
SEES DANGER
To my mind these two suggestions are insidious and dangerous:
they tend to distract the mind of
the taxpayer from the weight that
he t arries upon his shoulders, and
they give an added reason for the
existence of a taxpayers' association
such as this.
The state tax is almost the only
direct reminder to the taxpayer
which he now has of the burden
of his state government. That the
Governor is well aware of this is
clear from the discussion in the message where he points out that "the
amount established by the Legislature as a state tax upon a city and
town is in practice deducted from
the revenues collected by the state
for distribution before the balance
is distributed for municipa
l purposes, but the amount assessed is
found in the determination of the
local tax rate and thus is made to
appear a direct tax for future purposes upon property'locally situated."
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Why?—No

i

I convict with a bad record in
prison 1
after he has served his minimum
i
sentence less the good conduct al- '
lowance. Ness York has the same
law and Governor Lehman speaks of
it with approval. Yet, some members of the Council here want to repeal it.
The New York Governor goes further. He asks the Legislature to
give the Board of Parole the power
effectively to supervise the conduct
of al; offenders when released from
prison, whether on parole or not.
Governor Lehman says that such
a law is, in his judgn:ent, necessary.
Nor is the New York Governor at
all impressed with the argument advanced by Governor Curley and members of the Council that the heads of
prisons be given more authority to
pass on what prisoners shall be paroled. On the contrary, the New
York Governor wants this sort of
authority taken away from the heads
of certain correctional institutions
who now have the power to set up
their own boards of parole. He
wants the State Board of Parole to
have complete authority over all institutions in the matter of parole.
Now, these conclusions were
reached by Governor Lehman after
a long study of the whole problem.
He is so convinced that more stringent parole regulations are necessary
that he has asked the Legislature for
a sizable increase in the appropriation for that department so that more
supervisors can he. added to the
parole force.
The important thing is that New
York parole regulations are at present just as strict as those of Massachusetts. But they are not strict
enough for the New York Governor.
He is evidently not impressed with
the sort of pleas made by the heads
of our prisons, begging for a weakening of the parole regulations because
they are afraid of an 'outbreak" of
convicts. Nor can he he in sympathy withi the ideas of some of the
Council here, that a man's prison
record should he the test for parole.
llis test is whether the prisoner, by
his past record in and out of prison,
is a "good risk" or not. That is the
position taken by our Board of
Parole.
Let the Council beware of opening
the prison doors any wider than they
are at present. If they do that, and
they are threatening to do it, they
will face a storm of disapproval that
will jar them decidedly.
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i Fascism in the State House
HE latest instance of pseudo-dictatorship in the Curley regime occurred
at a hearing Oirthe question of the
soldiers' bonus yesterday at the State
House. Philip Frankfeld of Boston, who
said he represented 150 Communist veterans, was told by Senator Thomas Burke
of Boston, chairman of the committee on
constitutional law, that he would be
ejected if he attempted to speak. The incident was precipitated by Representative
Frederick H. Reinstein of Revere, clerk of
the committee, who offered to resign
rather than enter Mr. Frankfeld's name
on the record in the customary manner
and thus allow him permission to express

T

1,

his views.
This is not the way to expose and eradicate Communism. It does exhibit the
temper and the methods of something
that is a more imminent threat in Ma:ssachusetts today. That is dictatorship. And
If Mr. Burke and Mr. Reinstein we-,:e to
stand atop of Beacon Hill waving Red
flags and disseminating Red literature,
they could hardly promote both Fascism
and Communism more than by arbitrarily
denying freedom of speech to a speaker
whose remarks would have done much less
harm than the resentment aroused by
their dictatorial action.
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TAKE HEED
reading of the message
careful
A
of Governor Lehman to the New
York Legislature on the crime situation is recommended to Governor
and his Council before they
' Curley
........
go through with their plans to remove the Board of Parole.
Governor Lehman calls for a
strengthening of parole regulations.
Governor Curley and the Council
would weaken them.
Certain members of the Council
have bitterly criticised the law which
allows the Board of Parole to keep a

1
I
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NO MORE QUICK LUNCHES: Governor Curley is through with sandwich
snacks forever. Just recovered from the
cold that harassed him for days, he's
not going to surrender a tired, resistless body to the onslaught of the first
influenza germs some stray visitor
brings Into the executive sphere. It
used to be his daily process to send
out for a tray holding a lobster sandvtich and a cup of coffee. Two bites
of the gubernatorial jaws, a gulp of
$10,000 to $20,000 a
Art increase from
brown brew, and the Governor's lunch
the Governor of
of
salary
time.
year in the
was over,—four minutes elapsed
provided unbe
he'd
gulp
would
the
Between the bite and
Massachusetts
yesdirect a department head where to stay
a nih filed late
of
terms
the
der
Representative John B.
on and where to get off.
by
terday
Boston. A similar
That's all done now and the great
Wenzler of South
but -Govpeople of the Commonwealth of Massawas tiled last year
e
meaSur
with
lves
asserted that he would
chusetts must content themse
Curley
ernor
rth
pay boost.
seeing their Chief Executive hencefo
not actInfrthe
having his luncheon leisurely at the
Parker House.
••••
MAYOR WANTS HIS LUNCHES
Mansfield, on the conMayor
:
QUICK
trary, loves to have his luncheons on
the wing. He's even gained weight, he
told this department the other day,
since taking office. While the Governor has his lone luncheon-tray, the
Mayor gets his secretary, Joseph I'.
NIellyn, to pitch in with him, the,
ming in Stenographer John Foley, ant
the trio have a "party." A trio-tray
party! The Mayor has no food fetich
and eats anything that happens to be
on the menu. In the outer office there
is a wildly assorted array of five and
10-cent crockery and this sometimes
serves as the luncheon-plate.
CS. •
THE LUCK OF SUITE 824: On the
eighth floor of 40 Court street is a suite
of law ofth es where the sun never
ceases to shine and where the Fleet
s.
and snow never patter on the window
Every time somebody opens the donr
its either with a fist full of good luck
or a check. Well, let's see:
Out of a handful of lawyers who
pooled their rent. Paul A. Dever got
himself elected Attorney-General,--not
so bad! Mathew F. McGuire had no
sooner hung his hat ,on the rack than
he got himself made special attorney,
criminal division, Department of Juslice, Washington. That still left Edwin
J. Owens, then professor in the Boston
College Law Scipsol, who opened his
mall to discover himself dean of the
Santa Clara Law School, California.
Paul It. Rowen seemed to be on top
CHARLOTTETOWN, P. E. I., Jan. 8
of the world anyhow, when the ap- (AP)—Governor Curley of Massachupointment as counsel for the Interstate setts has informed Dr. R. J. Ledwell of
Commerce Commission put him a notch Charlottetown that be was keenly dishigher still. Everybody seemed to be appointed affalra of state prevented
tripping over the good luck of 824, there his visit to Prince Edward Island last
, when John
was so much of it around
summer, and that he intend to journey
Patrick Connolly and Edward Mc- to the island province early next sumulated
congrat
lves
Partlin heard themse
Assistants At- mer. Thirty-five years ago the Massaon their appointments to
chusette Governor was a patient of
The last of these
torney-General.
H. Dr. Ledwell in Boston.
golden-spooned musketeers is Martin
Tobin, and he's a Boston City Councillor.
And there isn't any horseshoe over
stilts 824, either.
• • • •
KINGDOM FOR A PAIR OF BA NTS:
They're giving 'Ralph Frank, Brookline's commissioner of gymnasiums, a
birthday party .1a n. it, s t the Roston
City Club. And that lets out a hitherto
undisclosed secret;
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Party Leaders
HailJacksonian
Call to Battle
Democrats Laud Roosevelt
Speech as Republicans Cry
"Demagoguery"
flay the Associated Press)
President Roosevelt's speech at the
Jackson Day dinner evoked new expres
sions of praise from the men of his
a
to
Party, and aroused Republicans
reiteration of attacks against the administration.
Extracts follow:
Josephus Daniels, ambassador to Mexico—"The mantle of Jackson has fallen
n
on Franklin D. Roosevelt. As Jackso
won fighting, so will he."
—"AnIowa).
Senator Dickinson (R.,
t
other drastic effort to divide class agains
class."
Senator Byrnes (D.. S. C.)—"The Presi•
Jent a week ago challengrd the opposiThi.g
tion to specify instead of criticize..
Is another fighting speech. He's not
retreating."
Representative Fish (R., N.Y
l
great improvement over the politica
contirade a few days ago, but neither
tained any constructive recommendation."
Governor Curie of Massachusetts—"A
geous, fighting mesconstructive,
sage that spells victory."

"Latest Piece of Demagoguery"
Representative Taber (R., N. 1-.)—"I
wonder what the ordinary man wi'l think
of this latest niece of demagoguery."
—
John L. Lewis, mine workers' leader
"A speech showing marvelous courage In
th. face of opposition."
Representative Rich (R., Pa.)—"Mr.
Roosevelt had a change of heart, caused
me
no doubt by the decision of the Supre
Court, when he proposed a presidential
toast to the Fedetal Union, it must be
preserved—I wonder how long it will
last."
Senator Pittman (D., Nev.)—"He spoke
right from Cie heart."'
Senator C.mnally (D.. Tex.)—"A real
Andrew Jackson, reminds one of the
I militant."
Representative Mapes (R.. Mich.)—"Mr..
Roosevelt's assumption, when he conof
trasted his administration with .that tha
Andrew aJck.ion. reminds one of
'me mid Gott' combination."
Just What 1)emocrats Need
Representative" Dotighton (D., N. C.)—
speech
"The greatest kind of a fighting coun—the kind the Democrats and the
try needs."
Senator Wagner (D., N. Y.)—"Splendid."
of
Governor Talmadge, Democrat
Georgia—"Iie talked like he was afraid
comto say something, like he wanted to
he
pare himself to Andrew Jackson and
knew he couldn't do it."
e
Secretary Wallace—"A great messag
of hope and cheer."
—
Mass.)
Representstive Martin (R.,
"The usual political speech. The PresiDeal
dent apparently believes the New
ngfau a little oxygen."
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PARKMAN HITS
PAINLESS TAX
Warns Concord Group of
Politicians Who Promise
1 Indirect Levies
CONCORD, Jan. 8—A warning
against "the politician who offers
you taxes that won't hurt" was
uttered tonight by Senator Henry
Parkman, Jr., in an address before
the Concord Taxpayers Association.
He charged that the state tax, once
a good measuring rod of the extravagance or economy of administration, is such no longer.
Calling attention to the various
's New
suggestions in Gov.
Year message for ra sing new revenue. Senator Parkman said:
"With the single exception of a
continuation of the 10 per cent. surtax on incomes, every one of the new
taxes recommended is a so-called indirect tax, the kind of tax the politician likes to feel the average taxpayer is too dumb to recognize."
He said in part:
STATE HOUSE SIGN
For 10 days or so before New
Year's Day the dignified Bulfinch
front of the State House was decorated—or would it be better to say
desecrated--by an illuminated sign
done in all the colors of the rainbow wishing the citizens of the commonwealth d Massachusetts a happy
and prosperous New Year. For the
taxpayer who reads the New Yeat
message of the Governor, looking
earnestly for a ray of hope and relief from his burdens, that wish
must now seem a rather grim joke
For you will search in vain foi
any indication of a desire for that
economy or efficient administration, which he sometimes preache
but never practices, except the time
worn suggestion that another corn
mission be set up to study it. I
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looks as is "our friends" in the State
House—and for that matter in the
White House—prefer to do the
spending and let some one else do
the economizing later on.
The Governor remarks on page
53 of his annual message that the
entire thought and effort Of public
officials has been directed solely to
ways and means of increasing revenue with rarely any attention given
to the more important subject,
namely: the development of a program for the reduction in the cost
of government which has been constantly increasing and to which insufficient attention has been given.
Those are words with a pleasant

sound to th taxpayer but their
sweet taste is quickly soured if you
read on. For they are followed by
six pages of suggestions for methods
of raising new revenue from other
sources. And not a single suggestion anywhere for a reduction in the
cost of government!
Moreover, the observant taxpayer
will not miss the important fact
that, with the single exception of a
continuation of the 10 per cent.
surtax on incomes, every single one
of the new taxes recommended is
a so-called indirect tax—the kind of
tax the politician likes to feel the
average taxpayer is too dumb to
recognize. Taxes on alcohol, on
cigarettes, higher taxes for dog
racing, for motor bus registration,
on gasoline—all sugar-coated with
the promise that they will be used I
to eliminate the state tax and thus
lift the burden off the home-owner.
"Beware of the Greeks bearing
gifts" ought to be paraphrased to
"beware of the politician who offers
you taxes that won't hurt."
SEES DANGER
To my mind these two suggestions are insidious and dangerous;
they tend to distract the mind of
the taxpayer from the weight that
he carries upon his shoulders, and
they give an added reason for the
existence of a taxpayers' association
such as this.
The state tax is almost the only
direct reminder to the taxpayer
which he now has of the burden
of his state government. That the
Governor is well aware of this is
clear from the discussion in the message where he points out that "the
amount established by the Legislature as a state tax upon a city and
town is in practice deducted from
the revenues collected by the state
for distribution before the balance
is distributed for municipal purposes, but the amount assessed is
found in the determination of the
local tax rate and thus is made to
appear a direct tax for future purposes upon property locally situated."
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Salute to Celebrate
New Orleans Victory
Guns Boom on Common Under New Law in Observing
the Anniversary
For the first Ghia since the CIVII War
Boston yesterday celebrated the anniversary of the Battle of New Orleans, the final
engagement of the War of 1512, in which
Andrew Jackson's forces defeated the
British Who lost 2000 out of the 9000
taking part,
According to the act passed at the last
session of the legislature, making provision for official observance of the day,
a national salute was fired on the Common and there was a memorial address
by Lieutanant Governor littriey, acting
In the eh/sena-71f GoVart,40,/ay.
Colonel Ftederick G.uer, president
of the Society of the War of 1812, said:
"Our ancestors who took up arms in
11812 were sacrificed on the altar of our
nationsi folly of being unprepared ter
war. had we been adequately prepared
in the years preceding 1812, we need
never have fought the war at all. In
spite of the numerous disasters whiCh
befall our MIMI, the War of 1812 WrOte
some of the brightest pages in the history of our navy, gave us our national
tolthetti and the final victory, 121 yeara
ago today, will ever stand ait an egaraple
of what American soldiers, well led and
!Wired With the seal of their Commander
and love of country, can perform"
The annual meeting of the Society of
1111s1 evethe War of 1812 will take PlftceIlltigincere
ning follOWing dinner at the Veterans
Club. The t)eiety OrgAni2ad by their deof that war, is perpetuated by
Ncendants.
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CURLEY COUNCIL
CURB URGED
Rep. Dorgan Files Bill to
Transfer Its Powers
To Governor
Representative Thomas Dorgan of
Dorchester today filed a bill which
would abolish all statutory powers
and duties of the Governor's council and limit it to approval of appointments of justices and notaries.
The council's powers would be
given to tbe Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate.
"We know it is a dangerous proposition to give too many powers away
to a small body," Dorgan said. "A
nod is as good as a wink to a blind
horse. If the Legislature won't do
something in the near future we
might as well pack up and turn
over the General Court to them."
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6.0.P. CHIEFS
1 ASSAIL TIRADE
'Demagoguery,' Republicans Say—Democrats Call
It Militant
WASHINGTON, Jan. 5 (AP)—As
Democrats hailed President Roosevelt's Jackson day speech as "inspiring" and "courageous," Republicans tonight were quick to assail
it with such words as "demogoguery."
Senator Robinson of Arkansas,
the majority leader, who attended
the dinner where the executive
spoke, said it was "an inspiring address."
Senator Dickinson of Iowa, who
has been mentioned as a possible
Republican presidential candidate,
heard it over the radio and called
it "another drastic effort to divide
class against class."
The furor of words began even
before the speech was made, when
Representative Fish (R.-N.Y.) took
the House floor to compare the $50a-plate dinner with Belshazzar's
feast where the Bible says ominous
handwriting appeared on the wall.
Democrats in Congress replied by
citing recent business gains.
After hearing the speech, Fish
called it "a great improvement over
the political tirade delivered to Congress a few days ago, but neither
contained any constructive recommendations."
Other comment Included:
WPA Administrator Harry Hopkins: "A damn good speech and one
of the best I ever heard on the real
issues. He really let tpem have it."
Chairman Doughton (D.-N.C.) of
the House ways and means committee: "It was the greatest kind of a
fighting speech—the kind the Democrats and the country need."
Representative Taber (R.-N.Y.):
"I wonder what the ordinary man
whose liberty and opportunities to
make something for himself this
man has tiled so hard to destroy will
think of this latest piece of demogoguery."
Senator Connally (D.-Tex.): "it
was a real Andrew Jackson speech,
courageous and militant."
Representative Rich (R.-Pa.):
"Mr. Roosevelt at the $50-a-plate
Jackson day depression banquet has
had a change of heart, caused no
doubt temporarily by the decision
of the Supreme Court—when he
proposed a presidential toast to the
federal Union, It must be preserved
—I wonder how long It will last."
Gov. Curley of Massachusetts: "A
constretetrae, courageous, lighting
message that spells victory,"
Chairman O'Connor (D.-N.Y.) of
the House rules committee: "It evidenced the determination of the

Democratic party to continue to help
the farmer in spite of 12 Supreme
courts."
Representative Maverick (D.-Tex.):
chusetts, assistant Republican leader: "It was the usual political speech
The President apparently belleve4
the New Deal :needs a little oxygen."
Representative Maverick (D.-Tex.)
"This speech was better than tin
last one and I didn't think thai
. could be any better."
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